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NEW SYMPHONIC HORIZONS

That distinguished sage among American music critics, Mr. W. J.
Henderson, can perhaps still remember that gloomy day more than forty-
five years ago, when the New York Philharmonic, under Theodore
Thomas, first played Bruckner's Seventh Symphony. Concerning that
occasion Mr. Krehbiel, young Hend,erson's senior colleague and the
acknowledged head of the critical profession, perceiving the opposing fury
with which the press greeted the gigantic work, rose (like Hans Sachs
after the "Meistersinger" have scornfully rejected Walther's first song)
and said in mingled admonition and prophecy:

"'It is neither wise nor just to pronounce condemnation on an art-
work in so superficial and _[lippant a 'manner as nearly all thd New York
newspapers did on this occasion; but beariny in mind a score of marvelous
things in the _ymphony, notably several _loments that approach gran-
deur in the slow movement, and remembering that that is not always the
highest type o[ beauty tvhich _s obvious at a glance, .we are set constrained
to say that for 'the _resent the work i_ a failure. It may be beautiful in
twenty-five years; it is not 'beautiful _now?"

Just what the prerequisites of symphonic "beauty" were in those days
is eloquently hinted at in the following excerpt from Mr. Krehbiel's rep-
resentative review of the first American performance of Bruckner's
Romantic Symphony the following year:

"With the exception of the Scherzo (representative of a hunt) none
of the movements shows the form of the classic or even of the modern
symphony, as followed by Brahms, Rubinstein, and Raff, and certainly
still less that of Schumann, who was the most representative of ro-
mantic symphonists."

Thus Bruckner's symphony was not even a symphony, because its
outlines did not correspond to certain prescribed measurements on the
yardstick without which no true critic of the "Eighties" would lend
a/irst symphonic performance his attention_

Almost a generation later Gustav _{ahler came to America to take
charge of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra. Mr. Krehbiel, as fa-
mous as ever in his realm, was official author of the organization's pro-

gram notes. In the course of the season, 1909-10, Mahler's First Sym-
phony, having battled its Odyssean way to European recognition through
a score of years, was to receive its first American hearing. Imagine Mr.
Krehbiel's dismay in December when the scheduled day arrived with-
out any prefatory explanations by the composer. His repeated requests
for an outline analysis had met with firm refusal. Gustav Mahler was
apparently convinced that the intrusion of any traditional notions on a
first symphonic hearing was a false practice that must be abolished.
Half apologetically Mr. Krehbiel introduced the work to the audience as
follows:



"In deference to the wish of Mr. Mahler, the annotator of the Phil-
harmonic Society's programmes refrains from even an outline analysis
of the symphony which is performing for the first time in New York on
this occasion, as also from an attempt to suggest what might be or has
been set forth ,as its possible poetical, dramatic or emotional contents.
Mr. Mahler's conviction, frequently expressed publicly as well as priv-
ately, is that it is a hindrance to appreciation to read an mmlysis zc,hi_h
with the help of musical examples lays bare the contents and structure
o[ a coml_osition while it ts #laying. All interest and attention should be
concentrated on the music itself. 'At a concert', he says, 'one should
listen, not look,--use the ears, not the eyes'.

"All writings about music, even those of musicians themselves, he
holds to be injurious to musical enjoyment."

In short, the "twenty-five year" period Mr. Krehbiel had men-
tioned in that early review of Bruckner's "Seventh" was over; but Amer-
ican musical criticism was still "tradition-bound". It seemed unable to
listen to a new work of art without holding it up to the light of
Beethoven, Wagner, Brahms and o_hers during the initial hearing.* Since
then another score of years has passed, and that shell of pedantry
at last shows signs of giving way. Man realizes more clearly each day
that it is not the degree with which a new work clings to the form of ac-
cepted masterpieces that determines its worth. The younger master may
have learned much from the older; but the very essence of his "mastery"
is his individual message whioh finding all traditional means of coils-
truction inadequate must often create its own form and vocabulary.

Last year was the beginning of a period in American symphonic
appreciation which some critics have aptly called the "Bruckner Renais-
sance." The young Mr. Henderson of the day of Krehbiel glory h,qd
himself become a sage of New York music critics. The founding of
the Bruckner Society of America in January had been succeeded only
two months later by the almost incredible decision of Mr. Toscanini
that Bruckner was really worthwhile. To prove this the great con-
ductor chose the very symphony which the "l_hilharmonic" programs had
banned for forty-five years! His four successive performances of the
"Seventh" early in March made musical history in this country. And
Mr. Toscanini's "resurrection" of the v)ork was characterized as follows
by Lawrence Gilman of the "Herald Tribune":

"There are, of course, intrepreters who can expound with eloquence
an esthetic gospel in which they have no faith. Mr. Toscanini is not
among them. Sincerity is one of the roots of his power and persuasiveness
as an artist. Hearing him in his disclosure of page after page of the
music's nobler contents, one knew that the completeness of the revela-
tion was the index of an apostolic fervor and conviction."

And Mr. Henderson of the "Sun" prefaced his account of the oc-
casion as follows:

"Arturo Toscanini presented at the Philharmonic Symphony So-
ciety concert in Carnegie Hall last evening a program of two symphonies,
Bruckner's seventh and Beethoven's fifth. The return of Bruckner to
the stage of the Philharmonic is due at least in part to the devotion of
his admirers in this city, who have formed a society for the propagation
of the faith. The movement is entirely proper. Even Wagner required
the aid of Wagner societies to spread the gospel of his art.

*In 1924, after many seasons of torture at the hands of critics, the Friends
o] Music actually resorted to the desperate step of barrinI_ them from their
concerts.
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"Conductors hesitate to produce the symphonies of Bruckner be-
cause of their inordinate length and because the name and significance
of the composer are unknown to all but a few music-lovers. A society
of Brucknerltes can doubtless accomplish much toward bringing the
works of the composer to public notice."

The year marked the thirty-fifth anniversary of Bruckner's death,
and the new impetus to the cause of his music was already heralded
in January when the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Mr. Stock per-
formed the "Ninth". By May this body of musicians had given that dif-
ficult work six hearings in various cities. Mr. Stock had also given the
"Seventh" twice in April, a month after Toscanini's triumphant quartet
of performances. The summer had brought the "Romantic" under Mr. van
Hoogstraten on the "New York Stadium Concerts Series". Autumn ar-
rived wi_h its unforgettable contribution by the Friends of Music under
Mr. Bodanzky, of Bruckner's sacred masterpiece, the "F Minor Mass".
Almost legendary in its proximity to this was the sudden death of its
chief patroness, Mrs. Lanier, head of that fine choral organization (now
disbanded) _nd Honorary Chairman of the Bruckner Society. Winter
was not without its encouragement, for the "Romantic" symphony was
given in Portland, Oregon, under that loyal Brucknerite, Mr.
van Hoogstraten.

However, it is not the intention of the Bruckner Society to confine
its efforts to the furtherance of the Bruckner cause in this country. It is
doing its utmost also to increase the frequency of Ma,hler perform-
ances. Of these 1931 showed a flattering number, clearly in excess of
American precedent. The great symphonic song-cycle, "Das Lied yon
der Erde", given by Dr. Koussevitzky in Boston at the close of 1930 was
but a prelude to his many presentations of its instrumental companion-
piece, the much neglected "Ninth Symphony", during the past year. The
difficult and deeply moving work was heard for the first time in Amer-
ica on October 16th, 1931, in Boston. Dr. Koussevitzky's fifth per-
formance of it since that day occurred on January 9th, 1932, in New
York. Last March Mr. Reiner, conducting the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra, gave Mahler's Seventh. At the celebrated May Festival in
the same city the mighty Eighth, the "Symphony of a Thousand", re-
peated its infallibly triumphant impression on an American audience,
recalling the success of the performances Mr. Stokowski had given it
some years before. The celebrated conductor of the Philadelphia Sym-
phony Orchestra has made the following statement concerning the "Sym-
phony of a Thousand":

"When we played Mahler's Eighth. Symphony it made an impression
on the public unlike anything else I have ever experienced. There seemed

to be a human quality in this work which so deeply moved the public
that the greater part of the listeners were in tears at the end of the

performance. This happened at all of the nine performances we gave;
so it was not due to an accidental condition on one particular date."

The present year promises increased attention to Bruckner and

Mahler on the part of the leading orchestral conductors. These sterling
musicians have whole-heartedly endorsed the aims of the Bruckner So-

ciety of America and are much elated over the prospect at last offered

them of being allowed to program the works of these masters by request
rather than by stealth. Bruckner's Te Deum, E Minor Mass, the
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Third and Eighth Symphonies, the solltary Quintet are only some
of the works definitely slated for production in the near future. Mahler's
Lied yon der Erde and the 8ixtl_ (Tragic), two of his deepest com-
positions, brave also been announced.

One of the most significant musical events of 1932 will be the
American premiere of Arnold Schoenberg's Gurrelieder, composed
thirty years ago. With the tremendously rich color effects drawn from
its numerous orchestral membership, of which the voices of eight flutes
and ten horns singing parts allotted them by one of the greatest orches-
tral masters of all time is only a hint, this work is perhaps the culmina-
tlon of the penchant for massed lyric instrumentation so characteristic
of nineteenth century music after Tristan. It is, however, a product
of Schoenberg's early, pre-revolutlonary days, and no doubt the unsur-
passable richness of its orchestral idiom convinced its composer that he
must resort to a thoroughly new mode of expression if he expected to
make a real contribution to musical art. Much of the music he has

written since then has been hailed by experts as epoch-making and pro-
phetic of the path of development musical art will take during the next
half-century. Perhaps the fact that Schoenberg has dedicated his rather

recent Quintet for Brass to his little g_andson, the "Bubi Arnold", is
not without its intended significance that this unsuspecting child is to
arrive at manhood when the worm will be ready to listen appreciatively
to the work inscribed to him..

Which takes us back to that gloomy premiere of Bruckner's Seventh
Symphony almost half a century ago, when Mr. Krehbiel alone, of all
the reviewers, sounded that broad, oracular note of tolerance which is
perhaps the wisest sort of criticism of a totally new and earnest artwork.

GABRIEL ENGEL

MARTIN G. DUMLER

On January 31, 1932, Dr. Martin G. Dumler, M. M., of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, was elected Honorary Chairman of the Bruckner Society of

America. For many years a prominent .American composer of sacred

music and at present Vice-President of the College of Music of Cincin-

nati, Dr. Dumler is deeply devoted to Bruckner's art. His regard for

that master's music dates back to 1889 when he first heard some of Brucic-

net's works performed in Vienna. Ever since that time he has left no stone

unturned in his efforts to bring about American performances of Bruckner.

He not only did much to bring about the first American performance of

Bruckner's F Minor Mass, which took place in St. Francis de Sales

Church, Cincinnati, on July 15, 1900, but actually took part as one of

the singers. In 1907 he became personally acquainted with Gustav
Mahler, in whose genius he has been a firm believer ever since, As a

member of the Board of Directors of the Cincinnati May Festival As-

sociation he made the suggestion last year which led to the inclusion of

Mahler's 8ym#hony o[ a Thousand on the Festival program.

The Executive Committee of the Bruckner Society of America wishes

to express to Dr. Dumler its appreciation of his acceptance of the Hon-

orary Chairmanship left vacant by the late Mrs. Lanier.
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A WORD TO ANTI-BRUCKNERITES

Of all our greatest composers I doubt if any one ever had as sad a
fate as Anton Bruckner. Others have suffered during their lifetime, as
for example, Schubert; but he died young and his works won universal
recognition shortly after his death. Mozart, who had his triumphs when
he was a child, fared badly when he had matured and become the great-
est of all composers. He too died young and soon after was accorded
his rightful place among the immortals. But Bruckner lived to the ripe
old age of 72; he composed nine gigantic symphonles--several of which
he never heard; and now 35 years after his death his works are still
partly unknown outside of Germany and Austria. When on rare oc-
casions one of hls symphonies is performed in England or America, the
papers in these countries rehash all the old stupid phrases which were
hurled at him by the Viennese papers during his lifetime.

In speaking of Bruckner it is unavoidtable to mention the conditions
which prevailed in Vienna during his lifetime. ]3he musical world there
was divided into two hostile camps. T.he real battle was not over
Bruckner, but over Wagner and his 'chromatic' music. It is perhaps
necessary to remark that a new era had commenced. As the system of the
ecclesiastical modes had once been superseded by our diatonic modes, to
find expression in all the composers since Bach (inclusive), so this sys-
tem was now superseded by the new 'chromatic' system. Not that the
chromatic scale was something new; but now each note in the chromatic
scale was harmonized, and diatonic suspensions became chromatic. This
was as daring in those days as attempts at atonality and polytonality are
in ours. The innovators were Wagner, Liszt, and Bruckner; but each
one worked in his own field. Wagner devoted himself to the stage, Liszt
to the piano and the orchestra in the works which he called Symphonic
Poems, while Bruckner devoted his efforts exclusively to the classical
form of the symphony, the realm of purely instrumental music.

In destructive criticisms of his symphonies we are told that Bruck-
her's form is incoherent, loose-jointed. Just exactly what this means
no one of these takes the trouble to tell us, for obvious reasons. The ortho-

dox sonata-form demanded four movements--Allegro, Adagio, Menuet and
Allegro. Mozart had already taken some liberties with this form. In
the A Major sonata for piano he begins with a slow variation move-
ment. In his violin sonatas there are several irregularities of this kind.
He even h_s a sonata in two movements. Beethoven also changed the
original sonata-form in several of his works. In opus 26 he starts (like
Mozart) with a slow variation movement. He composed four sonatas
with only two parts each. Yet no one has criticised him or Mozart for
violating any form. But when Bruckner does something for which
there is no precedent in strict orthodox frame-work, at once a tremendous
howl arises. "He is formless!" I have studied and played all his nine
symphonies, and I fall to see a single musical statement of which he has
not given a formal accounting. He prefers at times to come to a com-
plete pause, and then starts a new theme. This is decidedIy to his taste,
hut not to the taste of his critics, who insist, one theme must flow directly
into another. Well, in the seventh he shows he can accomplish such a

transition. On rare occasions he does bring in material which is irrelevant;

but in instruction books on orthodox form we are told that in the develop-

ment group (modulatory group) it is permissible to insert a period which

is 'free phantasy', something of the nature of improvisation. Beethoven
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has done this in the first movement of the Eroica and it is one of the
most beautiful moments in the whole symphony. But when Bruckner
does it he is just formless.

He has been accused of taking his harmonies from Wagner. 'It -
sounds like Wagner' is the usual stupid objection. One never meets the
objector face to face; he is safely entrenched in his newspaper office. It
would only be necessary to ask the question: 'And will you please show
me in the score just what sounds like Wagner and where Wagner has
said the same thing?' . . . and the critic would be 'out of luck'.

It stands to r_son that there is bound to be some similarity be-
tween works of different composers who are using the same idiom. One
can find these similarities ad infinitum in the works of Mozart and
Beedaoven; yet only a stupid person would assert that Beethoven had
copied Mozart. The works of the Russian composers Balaklrew, Borodin,
Glazounow, Rimsky-Korsakoff, Kalinnikow are similar in so far as these
composers all use the same idiom. The same is the case with the French
composers. They are all graciously accorded the privilege of using the
idiom of their time . . . except Bruckner. He must not do such a thing;
all his harmonies belong to W_agn_. For example: there is a very com-
mon chord---J_ominant Ninth chord in minor; when this chord is inverted
symmetrically it becomes less common; it then becomes the Ninth chord
on the sevemh degree of the minor scale. Bruckner used this chord in
his D minor Mass composed in 1863; and this was very inconsiderate
of him; he should have known that Wagner was going to invent this
daord and use it in "Goetterdaemmerung" in 1876.

His orchestra is the same as Brahms'----but he knows better how
to use it. He has been accused of stealing Wagner's orchestration. But
he does not use Waffner's English Horn nor his Bass-clarinette. He
does use the Tuba, constructed for Wagner's 'Ring'. And why not, if
it suited his purpose ? Other composers have used every available resource
without being criticised! Franck was censored for introducing the En-
glish horn into the symphony, but his critics are now laughed at.

We are told that Bruckner's themes are un.important. Just when
is a theme unimportant? Does any one know? I don't. I have asked
several musicians and not one of them seems to know. But the critic
knows. Then this conclusion is obvious, if he knows an unimportant
theme he also knows when one is important. It is a shame that he is
withholding this knowledge from the world. Our text-books give us no
directions about how to construct important themes, nor how to avoid
constructing unimportant ones. What a boon it would be to composers
if the critic would only share his knowledge with them! Then we
would have nothing but themes of importance!

It is not the lzheme that counts, but what the composers do with it.

I suppose no one will dispute the importance of the theme in the Fifth

symphony of Beethoven;. yet this theme is--strictly speaking--not by

Beethoven. In its inverted form it is found in a fugue by Bach, and
Bach states that it is taken _rom LegrenziNan old forgotten composer,

who lived in Italy (1625-60) years before Bach was born. Legrenzi
did nothing important with it; neither did Bach. It remained for Bee-
thoven to mould a worth-while composition out of it. But if the theme

per se is important, Legrenzi should have the credit and not Beethoven

--an argument which would justly be considered quite idiotic except
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when applied to Bruckner. In this case any argument is taken at "par
value" without investigation. While speaking of themes it may not be
amiss to mention that Bruekner has been ridiculed 5or using the theme
of Isolfle's Love Death in his Sixth symphony. I am not in a position

to say what prompted Bruckner to use this theme. I shall refer to a
similar instance in the E-fiat major sonata for violin and piano by
Richard Strauss. In the slow movement the piano has in the last bars
the theme from the slow movement of Beethoven's Sonata Pathetique,

Opus 13. I have been told that he did this to pay homage to Beethoven.
Why is it not possible to accord Bruckner the same privilege and let
him pay homage to his admired Wagner? One thing in Bruckner's
favor which cannot be said for Strauss. The Isolde theme is not

Wagner's invention; it was used by four composers before Wagner ever
thought of it. It is found in a composition by Heinrich Schutz: Histo-
ria des Sterbens and Leidens (1550) ; Pergolese: Stabat Mater (No. 12) ;
Bach,* W. CL. I, B minor Prelude; Gluck: Orpheus.
*The Well-tempered Clavichord, part I.

Bruckner introduced the Chorale into the symphony. It is quite
understandable that this should appeal to him. Having been associated

with religious institutions most of his life, he found in the solemnity of
the Chorale a welcome contrast to his other utterance. In his treatment
of it one might guess that his prototype was the elaborate chorale-prelude
of Bach.

It is impossible to weigh justly a Bruckner symphony after one or
two hearings. It would have taken many years for Beethoven to attain
public appreciation if Liszt had not made propaganda for him through
his piano arrangements of the symphonies. It would likewise have taken
many years for Wagner to be appreciated if there had not been piano
scores of his operas. Bruckner had the further disadvantage of not hav-

ing composed anything besides his symphonies, his string-quintette and
his choral music, which might bring his name to the public's notice,-

no piano-music, nor other instrtmaental solo-music,--no songs. To real-
ize the significance and beauty of his music one must study it before-
hand in miniature score and in arrangements for piano two hands, four
hands, or for two pianos four-hands. In this way the music-lover may
get to know this deep music intimately and thoroughly, and be able to
follow all its details, when at rare, but let us hope, ever increasing oc-

casions, our orchestras present Bruckner's symphonies.
TH. OTTERSTROEM---Chicago

BRUCKN.ER'S "ROMANTIC" IN _ORTLAND, ORE.

The Society has received the following communication from Dr.

Willem van Hoogstraten, conductor of the Portland Symphony Or-
chestra :

On Dec. 14th we performed Bruckner's Fourth. The orchestra
from rehearsal to rehearsal grew more and more into the spirit of
the music and finally played it with deep devotion and enthusiasm.
I can honestly say that the symphony was well received by the aud-
ience. I thoroughly believe in the sincerity of my audience here,
and as Bruckner's music is intensely sincere, it will only be a mat-
ter of time before this symphony becomes popular in the real sense of
the word. Very likely we will play it again next season.
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ROMANTIC MASS OR SACRED SYMPHONY?

The beautiful and brilliant but rather unl_turgieal atmosphere of
devotion in the masses of Haydn, Mozart and Schubert brought about
a striving for simplification and purification of church music in Central
Europe during the first half of the nineteenth century. In the hands
of secular musical pedants possessed at best of third-rate inspiration, how-
ever, the planned reform resulted in so thorough an abasement of the
artistic standard that had been set heaven-high centuries before by Pales-
trina that only the touch of a devoted genius could restore the music of
the ritual to its pristine dignity and glory. No mere imitation of the
manner of the old Italian church master couM have been a convincing, re-
generating expression of faith after the middle of the nineteenth century.
When Bruckner's Great Mass jn D minor resounded for the first time in
the cathedral at Linz in 1864, the effect was so overwhelming that
not only was Bishop Rudigier "unable to pray", but the leading critic
hailed the work as epoch-making and fearlessly compared its religious

"power with the great mysticism of Palestrina's music.
This mass and the two in E and F minor that succeeded it mark

the maturity of that long period of years the younger Bruckner devoted
almost exclusively to the composition of sacred music. So fine are these
three works that if he had composed nothing else his reputation as a
creator of liturgical music would have been supreme. But standing at
the very threshold of his nine giant symphonic creations these masses
are not only significant through their positive status as great church
music, but also through their implied revelation of that transitional era
of "storm and stress" in Bruckner's life which closed only when he
turned definitely from the chiseled perfection of his "masses" to the
rugged, worldly and dramatic struggles of symphonies that clamored
for existence.

The 1860's constituted a "Golden Decade" in musical annals if
there ever was such a decade; for three of the greatest musical premieres
in history occurred within those years. "Tristan," Meistersinger" and
"Rheingold," a mighty trinity of tone-poetry, added their combined
romantic spell to a world of art already intoxicated with the rich emo-
tional beverage of "Lohengrin" and '"13annhaeuser, '' and, mlrable dictu !
the naive, devout, unliterary Bruckner, _he modest church composer, was
the "reiner Tot" chosen by Fate to take up the whole burden of symphonic
beauty and vitality pulsating in the scores of these music-dramas, and
make it the vehicle of a more spiritual revelation issuing anew from
the deep spring of absolute music. The metamorphosis from the composer
of masses to the symphonies was for years a bewildering one. Titanic
struggles of the soul .are waged in that most earnest of all "first sympho-
nies, the "kecke Beserl," composed by Bruckner before the completioa
of his last "great mass". Just before writing his first m'ass he had

experienced his thrilling introduction to .Wagner's music when the opera
conductor, Otto Kitzler, analyzed for him the wonders of the "Tann-
haeuser" score. From that time the symphonic urge became ever stronger

in Bruckner, even thrusting itself upon the music of the "masses"

to a degree utterly disconcerting to most secular auhorities, who could
see in the powerful, romantic fervor of these new works only an elaborate,

profane statement of faith that rendered them utterly unfit for ritual
use. Since then sixty years t_ave passed and the tremendous evolution
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of musical idiom has not only opened the cathedrals of Central Europe
to Bruckner, Mozart and Schubert, ,but the "mass" itself has attained
the status of a great and free symphonic form in which tremendous tone-
poetical works have been recently composed. These present, on the one
hand, no peril to the liturgy, for they .are concert "masses", while on
the other hand they are for the world new bulwarks of optimism and
faith resting on no rigorously phrased "credo", but rather striving
tov_ard the spiritu_l _heights sounded in Mahler's "Symphony of a
Thousand".

Curiously enough, it is not Bruckner's great "concert" mass in F
minor, but his first Mass in D Minor composed in the very blaze of
that first Wagnerian revelation, that forecasts most eloquently the free,
realistic expression characteristic of the "concert" mass of to-day. The
mass in D is studded with romantic touches anticipatory of Wagner. A
year before "Tristan", its "Kyrie" opens with the .leading phrase of the
"Liebestod", to receive thoroughly dramatic treatment at that time with
precedent only in Beethoven's "Missa Solemnis". Before the "Kyrie"
is over there occurs a moment of religious ecstasy while the very phrase
sounds that is tb accompany the "descent of the dove" in "Parsifal"
twenty years' later. The "Agnus" begins with the "spear-motiv" from
the "Ring". The "Et resurrexit" is introduced with a highly realistic
symphonic passage of twenty-eight bars in which the prominence given
kettle-drum and contrabass lends a grim, dramatic coloring .Bruckner
never again d_ared to exploit except in his symphonies. The "Benedictus"
is a veritable pastoral "symphonic poem". It is no wonder that no less
a judge of artistic quality in music than Gustav Mahler chose this
"liturgical" n_ass in preference to the later ones in E and F for "concert"
performance at Hamburg in 1893. Bruclener himself was completely
aware of the symphonic leanings of the work, for many of his symphonies,
even the latest ones, make use of thematic material presented here for
the first time, ,and perhaps most prophetic fact of all, the closi,ng portion
of 'the mass, like the Bruckner symphonic finales, gathers together the
earlier threads of the work, thus achieving the convincing unity of a

form completely rounded out. TJals "cyclic" form, perfected by Bruckner
in his symphon.les was also adopted by the next symphonist, Mahler,

who lent it en,hanced significance through a wealth of psychological
details characteristic of the artwork of our own time.

The _second mass, in E minor, a strictly liturgical setting, is practically

an a capell'a work for eight mixed voices; for the unique instrumental

accompaniment of wood-wind (without flutes) and brass is marked

as "not indispensable". The rich choral writing, recalling the glory
I

of Palestrina, is nevertheless full of typioal "Bruckner" enharmomc touches

to be met w.lth later in his symphonies. The consummate mastery of

musically sonorous dissonance in the score reaches its climax in the second
"Miserere" where all seven tones of the diatonic scale seem to combine

n'aturally to form a tower of orderly sound, according to the critic Goehler,
"perhaps the most magnificent harmony that'has ever been penned."

The last mass, in F Minor, though composed as a "concert" mass,

is unanimously rated on account of its irreproachable union of all the

characteristics necessary to a perfect setting of the sacred te.x% as the

best of the three. The "Benedictus", an adagio of "Beethoven" depth,
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forecasts the spirit of the mighty slow movements of the symphonies
to come. Perhaps the complete trlumph of his work as an expression of
faith, as well as the limitations put upon s_Tnphonic utterance by church
forms led Bruckner to the broader, freer fields of the symphony. Not until
he had finished his Seventh symphony did he return to serious contempla-
tion of sacred music, and then the "Te Deum" he wrote, often called
the greatest "Te Deum" of all, bore eloquent witness of the tremendous
spiritual growth he had achieved in the world of absolute music.

_ms. WOODSBF.CK,_X._,Altoona, Pa.

FRANZ SCHALK

With the passing of Franz Schalk last September the Bruckner cause
in Europe suffered the loss of one of its mightiest bulwarks. To him as
to no other conductor had all devotees of Bruckner come to look for the
most inspiring interpretations of the master's symphonies. The executive
brilliancy that commenced almost four decades ago with that soul-stirring
premiere of the Filth at Graz acquired ever greater spiritual quality with
the years until the mere mention of Schalk's "Bruckner" was a sound full
of wondeifful magic significance for the lover of symphonic music. Per-
haps the highest token of the boundless regard and gratitude of the
European Brucknerites towards him was the dignity of the Honorary
Presidency of the lnternationale Bruckner Gesellschalt to which the una-
nlmous wish of that organization's membership had elected him.

And now there remains only a single one of that stahvart band of
giants of the baton who in their early career swore lifelong fidelity, to
the art of the great master the privilege of a personal friendship with
whom gracious Fate had accorded them. The celebrated Dr. Karl Muck,
whose record of major performances of Bruckner's symphonies began
over forty years ago, was the only logical successor to the post of honor
left vacant by the recent death of Franz Schalk. It is the fervent hope
of all that Dr. Muck be granted many years in which to lend his dis-
tinguished services towards furthering the transcendental art of Bruckner.

BRUNO WALTER

On January 31, 1932, Bruno Waiter was elected Honorary Men'aber
of the Bruckner Society of America. On the one hand, from earliest
youth one of Gustav Mahler's dearest friends, and later his chosen dis-
ciple, on the other hand, unhesitatingly' named by the dying Schalk as
the man best fitted to take over his adandoned baton, Bruno Walter is
the living embodiment of the broad musicianship absolutely indispensable
to one who is to carry the banner of the greater symphony on into the
future. In Europe today he possesses the enviable reputation of being
not only an ideal _Iozart conductor and a Mahler interpreter equalled
by none except Mengelberg, but also (and this is a recognition only lately
granted him) one of the ablest of the world's Bruckner conductors.

MEDALS ,OF ,HONOR

The Executive Committee of the "Society" has prepared special
medals for presentation to the following conductors for their distin-
guished contribution toward the advancement of popular appreciation
of the works of Bruckner and Mahler in America.

Bruckner Medals: to Willem van Hoogstraten, Frederick A. Stock,
Arturo Toscanini.

Mahler Medals: to Artur Bodanzky and Serge Koussevitzky.
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ROMAIN ROLLAND ON BRUCKNER

Villeneuve du Leman

Jan. 6th, 1932

Dear Mr. Grey;
I accept, with pleasure, honorary membership in your Bruckner

Society and I thank you for electing me. _ admire profoundly the com-
poser of these monumental symphonies, who of all the great musicians
of the nineteenth century was in his art (if not in his character) nearest
akin to Beethoven.

I beg to be excused from writing an article for your Journal. I am
taken up with duties which require all my time.

Please be assured of my most sympathetic attitude,
Romain Rolland

BRU,CKNER'S THIRD (WAGNER) AND EIGHTH SYMPHONIES
IN BOSTON

According to press reports, the Boston Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Dr. Serge Koussevitzky will perform these two works
this season. The Third will be a "first time". The Eighth was played
in Boston under Koussevitzky's direction two years ago.

BRUCKNER'S STRING QUINTET IN CHICAGO

Before the musical season 1931-1932 is over, Bruckner's String
Quintet, his sole contribution to chamber music, and a work which is
universally regarded as being on a par with his symphonies, will have
had its first hearing in Chicago. The pioneering spirit which has at last
placed this great "minor symphony" on the program of a well known
musica| organization of that city is a credit to the Chicago String
Quartet, which has undertaken to perform this rarely heard Bruckner
masterpiece.

BRUCKNER'S E MINOR MASS

Two American performances of this' second of Brttckner's three
monumental settings of the Missa Solemnis are scheduled for the near
future. One of these will take place in Ahoona, Pa., under the direction

of Rev. Father Joseph A. Hauber. The performance was to have taken

place last November but was postponed because of the inauguration of the
Cathedral.

The other performance, which was also postponed, will be given

in St. Henry's Roman Catholic Church, Bayonne, N. J., under the
d_rection of the noted American composer and musicologist. Mr. James

P. Dunn, whose lecture'on Bruckner's Masses at the Roerich Museum

last October proved a valuable preface to the unforgettable performance
of the F Minor Mass by the "Friends of Music".
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MAHLER'S MUSICAL LANGUAGE

Most recently a newspaper critic in a moment of revelation follow-
ing a performance of Mahler's "Ninth" in New York remarked that it
was a great pity so little had been written about the composer's ind.ivid-
ual treatment of the orchestra. This reviewer suddenly realized, as
too few muslc-lovers do, that the content of a symphony is so inextric-
ably interwoven with the peculiarities of its orchestral idiom that some
acquaintance with these determining characteristics is absolutely neces-
sary to any adequate comprehension of the work as a whole.

Even Mahler's closest friends, people of high musical culture, were
frequently amazed by the utter strangeness of his attitude toward the
art. He would stand outside the grounds of a country fair completely
fascinated by the babel of tones issuing simultaneously from human throats,
hurdy-gurdies, carousels and a brass band. In the confusion of these many
tunes accidently mingled, he claimed, lay the essence of true polyphony,
which is an ensemble of independent voices, each singing in the manner
best suited to it.

In the light of this Mahler's symphony orchestra is really a com-
munlty of independent soloists ideally cast, who perform in some word-
less drama of absolute music various roles created for them by a serious
composer whose freedom of expression recognizes no limitation save that
imposed by the great, utterly human soul of true art. Paradoxical as
it may sound, Ma.hler's scores, thoroughly modern though they be, are
as transparent and simple as those of Mozart. There is in his music a

total absence of that prevalent vice, the padding of parts to obtain in-"

creased fulness or richness of orchestral sound. Where other composers
instinctively surround dissonant voices with soothing harmonic accom-

paniments Mahler resorts to the extreme of ascetic scoring, intentionally
laying bare pointedly discordant parts by the exclusion of all others. In
melodic polyphony alone lay the heart of music for him; and in order

to keep as close as possible to it he unhesitatingly braved the perils to

his popularity involved in the many unpleasant surprises of his "dis-

cordant" scores for the average ear. Not that harmony as a basic in-
fluence is absent from his music. It is present, but its importance is
enormously reduced by the incessant claims of the intricate melodic web

upon the listener's attention. Mahler asks us not to hear vertically, as

harmonies are written, but horizontally, as the lines of themes progress.

And these are great themes, suited to the colossal structure of the

forms he chose. Great themes, though perhaps not in the same, simple,
pure, austere sense characterizing the immortal themes of the classic sym-

phonists of the past; but songlike themes of broad and dariBg outline,
themes unprecedentedly rich in fantasy, and completely free from the

restraining shackles of triads grouped according to age-old formulas of

melodic construction. Above all Mahler is the "song" s3_n,phonlst. His
most intricate polyphony only reflects to what degree his soul is a "sing-
ing" soul, thoroughly saturated with melody. When he conducted an

orchestra even the heavy-voiced tuba was compelled to "sing". To ob-
tain enhanced songlike eloquence Mahler almost revolutionized the sym-

phonic idiom of each instrument.
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He exploited each instrument not merely for the clearest musical-
effect of which it was capable, but even more for its most striking
emotional accents, thus endowing the orchestral language with a psy-
chological power it had never possessed before. The prodigal profusion
of his unexpected usages in instrumentation was the strange feature that
accounted in a great measure for the public's misunderstanding of his
music.

Solo flutes which the habit of masters had made the vehicles of
sweet melodies were now suddenly heard sounding ethereally, totally be-
reft of expression, as if issuing out of infinite distances. The brilliant
little E-flat clarinet, newly abducted by Mahler from the military band,
now invaded the proud precincts of the symphony orchestra and was
heard to burst forth in mockery, grotesque to the point of scurrility.
Owing to the parodistic gifts of this reclaimed instrument not even the
gloomy atmosphere of a funeral march would be safe from an interrup-
tion of ribald merriment. The spell of most tender moments would be
rudely broken by an instrumental sneer. The oboe, no longer the ac-
customed high-pitched voice of poignantly sweet pathos, was now heard
singing comforta, bly in its natural, middle register. The bassoon, suddenly
become most eloquent of repressed pain, would cry out, most convincing
ira its highest tones. The contra,hassoon would have a coarse grotesque
remark to make all alone.

The horn (in the treatment of which most authorities agree Mahler
was the greatest master of all time) had never had so much to say. To
the noble level of expressiveness it had attained in Bruckner's hands
Mahler added a new power, enabling it by means of dying echoes to
carry smoothly an idea already expIoited into a changed musical atmos-
phere. Sometimes a solo horn would issue with overwhelming effect
from a whole chorus of horns among which it had been concealed; or
singing in its deepest tones it would lend a passage an air of tragic gloom.
In Mahler's resourceful use of the horn every register seemed possessed
of a different psychological significance.

Those short, sharp, fanfaresque trumpet 'motives' so characteristic

of Wagner and so effectively transplanted by Bruckner into the sym-
phony attain new life _ith Mahler; but either disappearing gently in a

soft cadence, or singing bravely on, they soar with ever increasing in-

tensity and breadth to a powerful dynamic climax, to be finally crowned
with the triumphant din o_ massed brass and percussion. Or where usage
had led to the belief that the intensification of a melodic line was the

peculiar task of many instruments in unison, Mahler would save the

clarity of this line from the covering danger of massed voices by asking

a single trumpet to take up the theme with intense passion. Above a
som.bre rhythm powerfully marked by a chorus of trombones over per-
cussion he would set a solitary trombone to pour out grief in noble, poig- ,
nant recitative. Never had such significance been given the percussion

group as Mahler gave it. His mastery of this section was doubtless a
heritage of the fascination with which he had in infant days listened to
the martial strains issuing from the Iglau* barracks. Often he would even

combine various percussion instruments, giving them amazing contra-
puntal treatment, much as though they were true solo instruments.

• The _oqxrnin Bohemia where Mahler s_ent his childhood years.
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"Tradition is slovenly" was his oft-repeated motto. He rejected
every stereotyped means of obtaining a desired effect; and it was often

the utter originality of his solution to an instrumental problem which

while carrying richer meaning was yet regarded by the misunderstanding
listener, fed on conventional combinations, as merely grotesque. In this

intensified and clarified musical idiom, however, there was nothing ac-
tually revolutionary. It signified nothing more than that the inevitable

development of the orchestral language had been sent forward a whole
generation by the genius of one man.

His great mastery of the "color" possibilities of each instrument

kept Mahler, the absolute s_'mphonist, thoroughly modern in a musical
world gone "program" made. With this ability he could afford.to stand
aside from those who blindly risked the sacrifice of musical content to
the sensational effect of trick instrumental combinations. There was

no emotion he could not We clear expression without .abandoning a pure,
"linear" method as essentially legitimate as that of Bach. Through orderly

contrapuntal "line" scored in his eloquent idiom, he achieved "color",
and yet retained that transparent clarity of expression which in the higher
orchestral world has become synonymous with the name Mahler.

So striking and vital was the originality of his method that it speedily
evoked a "school" of emulators but little concerned with the real content

of his symphonies. A generation went by; meanwhile the latest offspring
of major music came into existence, the "chamber-symphony", over whose
many exclusively solo voices the "lineo-coloristic" method of Mahler

holds paternal sway. And above this spirit hovers that of the Wagner

of the "Siegfried Idyll", the accidental forerunner of all this "modernism",
whispering, "Create something new, children,--ahvays something new."

----GABRIEL ENGEL

MA't:tLER'S FOURTH IN LOS ANGELES

The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of
Dr. Artur Rodzinski performed Mahler's Fourth on December 31st and

January. 1st. These were the first performances of this symphony in Los

Angeles.

MAHLER'S FIFTH IN NEW YORK

The Philharmonic S_Tnphony Society will perform Mahler's Fifth
under the direction of Bruno Walter on February 11, 12, 13, and 14th.
The last of these performances will be broadcast over the Columbia chain.

MAHLER'S SIXTlq IN BOSTON

According to press reports, the Boston Symphony will perform Mah-
let's Sixth in Boston this season. The performance will be under Dr.
Koussevitzky's direction.
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DR, S/_RGE KOUSSEVITZKY ON _IAHLER

"'GUSTAV ._IAHLER in my estimation belongs on a par with the

greatest masters of symphonic art. Hc is not yet ;ully accorded
the appreciation which is his due. Twenty years have passcd since his
death, and wc can better understand this remarkable man who was
able to sing with profound and pathetic accents the ;inal song of the
romantic era, using a technlc--both contrapuntal and orchestral which
was thirty years in advance of his time. Once Mahler's significance
is grasped, the world will make light of his apparent weaknesses, his
banalities, his longeurs. To make his art better known should be the
desire o; every artist."

PAPER TRUMPETS

A mere glance through the files ot newspaper musical criticism of
the past two generations is sufficient to suggest the suspicion that those
countless, formidable columns of ink are the very barriers which have
retarded the recognition of the greatest and most serious works of musical
art by the general public. Quotations would be odious, and are even

unnecessary, for the vicious cause of this condition is to-day in America
as powerful as it was in Europe [n the heyday of the notorious Hanslick.
The modern metropolitan newspaper is a stupendous financial invesmlent
the success of which is entirely dependent upon the numbers of its read-

ers. The success of every "cohunnist" is obviously reflected in the size
of his following. Naturally, the better the musical critic can adapt the
flow of his utterance to the pulse of the average reader the more popular
he will be. Thus arises the great temptation to enrich the report of a con-

cert with pointed, clever remarks the aim of which is clearly to bring about
the greatest possible number of chuckles rather than to help the layman
along the true path of artistic progress. The critic as popular entertainer
is no doubt very dear to the cause of large newspaper circulation. Because
such a writer generally knows much more about music than those who
read his effusions with delight, these dependent multitudes feel highly
gratifled that so witty an authority is of the same mind as they. The
fame of the critic waxes greater; it goes to his head, and he becomes
still more enterthining. _Ieanwhile, serious art, the subject of popular
pleasantry,, is brought almost to a standstill.

Bruckner is daily becoming a less fruitful subject for this enter-
raining school of newspaper "criticism". ._Iahler has for two decades
served as chosen sacriflce upon the altar of the columnist's cleverness.

Schoenberg and others are already marked to follow when the name of
Mahler is no longer conducive to the generation of wholesale snickers.

The music critic is entrusted with a tremendous responsibility. It

is in his power to hasten or to retard musical progress. Let him, the?efore,
lay aside personal vanity and other ulterior considerations which may
prevent him from assuming in a thoroughly honest and dignified manner
the lofty role of the public's chosen judge of a new art-work. There are
three essential ;actors involved in musical progress, the composer, the critic
and the public. The critic must stand squarely and midway between the

other two. If he caters he is not only pernicious to progress but he shirks
a sacred responsibility.

--ROBERT G. GREY
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SIDES AND ASIDES
SEVENTH SYMPHONY, ANTON BRUCKNER

Neq.v York, ll/Iarch 4, 6, 7, 8, 1931; Philharmonic Symphony Society o/ New
York; conductor, Arturo Toscanini. The last "kerjormance _as broadcast over
a nation-wide chain.

"'The Friends of Bruckner---an increasingly numerous clan--should
derive considerable comfort from Mr. Toscanini's indorsement of the
work, since he accorded to it a #erlormance of surpassing eloquence--a
performance which must surely have dispelled the doubts of many as to
the salience and significance of this music. The applause at the conclusion
of 'the tymphony was earnest and prolonged, and though no doubt it was
intended in lmrt for Mr. Toscanini _md 'the *iolayers of the'Phiharmonic
Symphony Orchestra_ much of it certainly _x,as a tribute to Bruckner.'" . . .

--EDW_R.D CUSHING, Brooklyn Eagle

"The symphonies of Bruckner can never be called masterpieces. They
are fragments of masterpieces, so tremendous that the colossal unfinished
achievement, part of it towering to the skies, other parts supine in the
scaffolding and rubbish that lie ztbout the base, stir us as many a finished
work of art _annot. - - - -

It would, therefore, be well if audiences could know more than they
do of Bruckner's symphonies. - - - -

The eighth Symphony is superior to the Seventh and probably the
greatest of the Bruckner symphonies. The Fifth is a work of peculiar
originality and vastness. The opportunity to know Bruckner more in-
timately than .we tan as programs are now constituted zvo,tld be _,elcome,
because the pure gold of his genius is worth hunting through much rough

slag and ore.'"
--OLIN DOWNES, N. Y. Times

"Yet often he was able, i_ not to shapen or to enter the inner cham-
ber of Blake's 'palace of wisdom', at least to behold the incredible turrets
shining i,1 the evening light. For a few he was, and is, at his most re-
wardingly characteristic, one who knew the secret of a strangely exalted
discourse. 8ometimnes, rapt and transfigured, he saw visions and dreamed
dreeOns; and we know that for Bruckner, then, some ineffable beauty
[lamed and sank and flamed again across the night."

--LAWRENCE GILMAN, N. Y. Helald-Tribune

"'This work shows, particularly in the two middle movements, so
much individuality, beauty and genius ,that ,it is difficult to understand
how mere _prejudice could have kept it so long from the wtusic-lovers of
the metropolis. - - - -

In his handling of the "brass', particularly horn. tuba and
trumpet, Bruckner surpassed his chosen **taster. l/lTagner. The splendor
and majesty of expression he attains in the ,overwhelming "Ill" of the
funereal second movement and in the final passage of the first and last
movements, alone assure him a place among the intmortals."

--JOACHIM H. MEY_ER,s. Y. Staatszeitung und Herold

N.B. All italics in the course of this entire pamphlet are our own. (The
Editor)
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"'At last ./lrturo Toscanini has consented to conduct Bruckner with

as result _ aignal triumph /or both the 'living ,batonist and the dead and
gone composer.

The revelation took 'place £n Carnegie Hall last evening at the con-
cert o/ghe _hilharmonic Symphony k%ciety. _nd a huge audience received
it with ,close attention and heart[elt applause. - - '- -

In [act. Mr. !Toscanini's reading _/ _he /inale aot.ed the problems
o/that di[/icult section as 'no ,other has done _within my experience, art
moved at his behest _with the ,jubilant majesty 'o[ the stars :in their
courses."

--PITTS SANBORN, New York World-T, legram

... SEVENTH SYMPHONY, GUSTAV MAHLER ...

Cincinnati, March 6, 1931; Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra; Con-
ductor, Fritz Reiner. ,

"Enthusiasm was too general and appreciation too convincingly de-
monstrated to be argued down. - - -

Also it may be said that what might have seemed to be temerity in
programming such a colossal composition in reality became an inst_ance

of courageous conviction on the conductor's part and a mighty compli-
ment to his audience. - - -

No program is needed because the music is absolutely tangible. It
is a stupendous example of inspired workmanship, healthy genius of expres-
sion and artistic maturity. It covers a gamut of moods, and excites a range
of emotions quite bewildering in extent. - - -

Mostly. Mahler is a modern romanticist, but here and there his music
is prophetic o[ the day which we are living in. He uses classic forms and
every needed known device in treatment o_ material. And with all his

classic structure, romantic nature and overwhelming technique o manipu-
lation, he has reached into what even to us who survlvc him is the far
distant [uture.'"

--GEORGE A. LEIGHTON, Cincinnati Enquirer

NINTH SYMPHONY, ANTON BRUCKNER

Chicago, Pittsburgh, Ann _trbor, Milwaukee, Evanston; Feb.-May,
1931; Chicago Symphony Orchestra; Conductor, Frederick ,4. Stock.

"Into the Ninth Symphony (,styled the Unfinished as it lacks the

fin*al movement) the versatile Stock imbued a mysticism, religious :Eer-
vor, and grandeur, that gave the loveliness of its simplicities new import-
ance and renewed interest. His interpretive understanding gave signi-
ficance to a composer whose works have been too long misunderstood. - - -

After the riotous regime of ultra modernity and atonality in the realm
of music, the works of not only Bruckner, but also those of Mahler should
at last come into their own."

_RALPH LEWA_IDO, Pittsburgh Post

"It was Pittsburgh's first hearing of Bruckner.
In his ninth symphony one is awed by the grandeur of the score.

Bruckner knew his counterpoint and polyphony and he crams his move-
ments with thematic and color riches.

It was an impressive work, and despite its length, we would like to
hear it again next year."

--HARVEY GAUL, Pittsburgh Post Gazette
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EIGHTH SYMPHONY (SYMPHONY OF A THOUSAND)

GUSTAV MAHLER

Cincinnati, ll/la), 6, 1931 (May Festival); Cincinnati 8ymphoa;_
Orchestra; Conductor, Eugene Goossens.

"It is gratifying to think that the triumphant premiere which _ir.
Specht recalls must have brought deep solace to the self-torturing, hyper-
sensitive, unhappy Mahler. The event took place in the autumn before
his death, at Munich (the date was September 12, 1910). 'After the
performance', wrote Leopold Stokowski, who was present, 'the vast
audience sprang to its feet, and a scene of such enthusiasm ensued as one
sees only once in a lifetime. To those who realized, in part at least, the
inner sadness of Mahler's life, there was something infinitely tragic in
his figure at that moment of supreme triumph'.

It was Mr. Stokowski who introduced the Symphony o[ a Thousand
to America in .an extraordinary series of performances with the Phila-
delphia Orchestra which he undertook in the spring of 1916. The work
was produced on March 2, and had a run which, for a mere symphony,
was almost equivalent to the triumphant persistence of The Green Past-
UT'eS....

In the following month, the Society of the Friends o[ Music imported
Mr. Stokowski with his army of executants to New York, and the work
was disclosed to this capital at a memorable concert in the Metropolitan
Opera House. - - -

It is curious that Bayard Taylor, half a century ago, should have
spoken of the closing scene of Faust as 'a symphony': an ever-rising and
ever-swelling symphony, with its one theme of the accordance of Human
and Divine Love; as (again) 'this mystic Symphony of Love'. It almost
seems as if he had previsioned the tonal possi'bilities of the poem--possibi-
lities whicla Mahler, in ths symphony of today, has in so large a measure
realized and fulfilled. For here, t_ake it all in all, is one of the noblest
scores of out" time. In it, now and again, are pages unforgettable for their
superearthly beauty--inspiratlons of which their creator might justifiably
have said, with the singer of the Odes of Solomon, ' So are the wings of
the Spirit over my heart, and I have been set on His immortal pinions.' "*

--LAWRENCE GILMAN, N. Y. Herald Tribur_e

*Jan. 24th, 1932. Although the interim shows no performance of Mahler's
"Eighth", since the one recorded above, Mr. Gilman sounds a violen_ disehord
in an "aside" about this monumental work in today's issue of the N. ¥. Herald
Tribune. The occasion is an article introducing Mahler's Fifth Symphony; the
cause, we must confess, beyond our comprehension.

We quote the puzzling passage:

"That vein (peasant humor) is native to him, genuine and unforced and

individual. But Mahler in his pseudo-apocalyptic vein: Ma:hler as Lucifer,
as Prometheus, as Faust, as the Angel Gabriel, as Deity, assisting at the birth
of worlds and the resurrection of mankind, is, for the most part, a bore and
an at;flietion.

"The writer heard the symphony for the first time. He could listen
with a clear and unprepared mind to the sheer effect of music and per-
formance, and that effect was overwhelming. - - -

We do not say that it is the purest musical material. Technically
it is a tour de force... But if Mahler is sometimes forced to substitute
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straw ior bricks in the first part of his symphony, he is such a master of
his structure and his feeling is so true and tremendous that criticism in
the listener is overwhelmed if it is not entirely silenced. And this is no
more than just to the composer, _or Mahler is not to be judged entirely
as other men Who write music... He saw m!ghty visions and he believed,
and there is that in his music--at least when it is presented as it was
this eveningmthat makes fault-finding with detail or measuring with a
yardstick seem somewhat petty."

--OLIN DOWNES, N. Y. Times

FOURTH SYMPHONY (ROMANTIC) ANTON BRUCKNER

New York, July 12, 1931 (8radium Concerts Series); Philharmonic
Symphony Society of N. Y.; Conductor, kVillem van Hoogstraten.

"'The symphony, last heard here at the Stadium three years ago, im-
proves upon acquaintance... There is ,often .an ingratiating melodiousness,
especially in the slow ntovement, where we are reminded of Schumann's
D minor symphony; the scherzo has a marked freshness land elan; ,passages
where the brass instruments intone sonorously ,have an impressive dignity
of the type found in Bruekner's seventh and eighth symphonies to a greater
degree."

---FRANCIS D. PERKINS, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"'Bruckner now seems destined to become an integral part of our
musical life, as he long has been in Get.many and Austria.

Last evening the Stadium xCasto have been treated to him again, but
if the weather forbade, at least the Philharmonic Symphony made the
Gi'eat Hall of the City College ring to the tune o_ the Austrian's _ourth,
or "Romantic" symphony, while a considerable congregation o_ displaced
Stadiumites listened with unmistakable interest.

Mr. van Hoogstraten is 'a Bruckner enthusiast, and he directed the
symphony with cherishing care and tremendous vigor. The charge has
been brought against Bruckner that in the intervals between fine episodes
he goes irretrievably dull. _I:ell, I defy anyone to recall a dull moment
in the symphony last evening_and that is a feather in the cap of 21Ir. van
Hoogstraten _zswell as _ tribute to _the composer.'"

_PITTS SANBORN, N. Y. World-Telev,ram

NINTH SYMPHONY, GUSTAV MAHLER (FIRST TIME IN

AMERICA)

Boston, Oct. 16, 17 and Nov. 9, 1931; Boston Symphony Orchestra;
Conductor, Dr. Serge Koussevitzky.

"A strange figure in the symphonic field, not one to be slighted, much
less wholly admired; not one to be ignored; a man of great moments,
but, as Rossini said of Wagner's 'Tannhaeuser', of dreadful half-hours.
And how o/ten is Mahler trivial when he thought he was important. - - -

iThe performance was remarkable. The eqthusiastic audience re-
called Dr. Koussevitzky two or three times."

--PHILIP HALE, Boston Herald
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One might write also of Mahler's marvelous pertinent orchestral
technic, of the perfection with which all his projected effects 'come of 1:';
of the economy of his writing in the face of the great length of his works---
of the idiom, the flavor, Which defines :Mahler as specifically as that of
Strauss defines Strauss or of Debussy defines Debussy; ot: the advanced
musical thinking which places the symphony at least a decade ahead of
its day. Suffice it to say that detractors eager to note 'influences' in this
symphony--and not too sure of their musical history--all too easily find
in it supposed traces of works which did not see the light of day until
a later date !"

A. H. MEYER, Boston Evening Transcript

"Unmistakably and from end to end it is a superb technical achieve-
ment---often the germinating motives are brief and simple. - - -

What does he not do witJh them, more particularly in the first and
the second 'movements! The modernists are lions for counterpoint, ex-
pert practitioners withal. Yet the youngest of them sits in admiration
and amaze before 'old' Mahler's polyphony. He has outdone them all,
and a generation ago."

--H. T. PARKER, Boston Evening Transcript

"It impressed one hearing it for the first time as a masterpiece de-
serving a permanent place in the repertory, and frequent performance.
What is more significant, the audience, few of whom can have heard it
before, applauded with a warmth seldom bestowed here on unfamiliar
music. - - -

One can only repeat that yesterday's performance, an unusually elo-
quent and sympathetic one, proved that Ma.hler is a genius to be classed

•.with Brahms, possibly in some ways above him."
--P. It., Boston Globe

"To Dr. Koussevitzky, then, our full gratitude for having given us
first in 'The Song of the Earth', and now in the Ninth Symphony, the
two works of Mahler's maturity and prime, in which he sounded a note
unheard in music since Beethoven wrote his last sonatas and quartets.
Like Beethoven, Mahler in his later years found in composition an escaDe
from the world of reality, become increasingly distasteful to him. Like"
Beethoven he achieved at times a spiritual calm, a clarity of spiritual
vision, beyond the usual hlaman experience; like him _ould express it in
terms of tone.

Thismood of spiritual ecstasy, so different from the sensuous mys-
ticism of Franck and of Wagner's 'Parsifal', finds voice in the last divi-
sion of 'The Song of the Earth' and in the sublime Adagio that concludes
the Ninth Symphony."

--W/kRREN STOI_EY SMITH, Boston Post

MISSA SOLEMNIS IN F MINOR, ANTON BRUCKNER

New York, Oct. 25, 1931; Society o the FHends o Music; Con-
ductor, Artur Bodanzky.

"A Cause to advance, an issue to contest, is precious, to certain people.
And now there is hot-to-do about Anton Bruckner, whose Mass in F minor

was performed for the first time in this city by the Friends of Music,
Arthur Bodanzky conductor, yesterday afternoon in the Metropolitan
Opera House. -- -
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He (Bruckner) was a composer only half articulate. He had ideas
of sufficient value to float imperfect scores, and some of these ideas are
so great that they keep his music alive, if not violently kicking, and cause
its inclusion from time to time on concert programs. - - .-

But the net value of the mass is, in our belief, exaggerated, and one
performance is sufficient for some seasons to come."

--OLIN DOW_qES, N. Y. Times

"The Bruckner Mass is a concert work. It is romantic, unchurchly,
uncatholic and was certainly never intended for use in a sanctuary. - - -

But on the whole the mass justified the elaims of Brucknerites. It
is certainly one of the highest flights of the composer. Stylistically it is
coherent and its melodic character and formal evolution are so simple, and
even naive at times, as to make it quickly comprehensible to the listener.
It is an art work in whici/ intellectual power is singularly wanting, but
which wins by its clear revelation of a humble and pious soul."

MWlLLIAM J. HENDERSON, N. Y. Sun

"Yesterday's carefully prepared performance proved a powerfully
convincing presentation of the lofty musical and spiritual qualities of the
F minor Mass, and unless all indications are deceptive, the 'Friends of
Music' should include the work in their regular repertoire. - - -

In the fervor of its utterance, in the broad, bold outlines of its musical
framework, in the masterly handling of its themes (the rearing of a
monumental structure out of small 'motiv'-like fragments) in its en-
during outlook upon life (a veritable peak of romanticism) the F-minor

- _l'ass reveals most colorfully the supreme church musician, who laid deep
in his simple soul a world of lofty thoughts."

--JOACHI, M H. MEY3ER,_;. v. Staatszei,tung und Herold

"It is quite short, taking only sixty-five or seventy minutes to perform,
and is obviously designed for liturgical per/'ormance, in a church, as part
of religious services, rather than as a concert work. It is relatively un-
pretentious; the choral writing is not particularly elaborate; few, if any
chances for extended vocal display are offered the soloists; the orchestra-
tion is less rich than in the composer's later music. - - -

With melody of a Germanic, romantic type, the music gives a clear
expression of Bruekner's religious faith--thorough, convinced, unquestion-
ing and, in this case, optimistic; a serene devotion, often tender, some-
times jubilant."

--FRANCIS D. PERKINS, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"After devoting a great deal of attention to Bach, Beethoven 'and
Brahms, not to mention Gustav Mahler, the Friends of Music, at their
initial concert of the season at the Metropolitan Opera House yesterday,

got around to Anton Bruckner . . .
And it is safe to say that few of the recent attempts to endear the

music of this simple, devout Austrian to the local public are likelier to
bear fruit than this first performance in New York of the Mass in
F minor. - - -

The Mass, which is neither long nor in any of its parts exceedingly
elabo:a_e, is of a singularly sustained inspiration."

--PITTS SANBORN, N. Y. "_Vorld-Telegram

"FOg US this ponderous Mass was uninspired and uninspiring. It
never soared, though it strove bravely and persistently to do so. It beat
its wings, but couldn't leave the ground. - - -
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The .work unquestionably has some beautiful details, both in the
choral writing and in the orchestra; but it has also monotony of color,
and though it contains at least two ingenious examples of fugal writing,
it quite generally fails to contrast successfully the several choirs when con-
trast would dispel this monotony. Beyond question it carries the convic-
tion of Bruckner's sincerity. But, it 'plods emotionally; and .its religiosity
has little of 'lift.' "

--OSCAR, THOMPSON, N. Y. Evening Post

' NINTH SYMPHONY, GUSTAV MAHLER

New York, Nov. 19, 1931, Jan. 9, 1932. Boston Symphony Orches-
tra; Conductor, Dr. Serge Koussevitzky.

"Ho_ does it happen, then, that we have waited 22 years (the Ninth
Symphony was completed in 1909) to hear one of his most important
works? Echo answers. He has never had, in this city, an enthusiastic
press, and for this reason, it may be, as well as for others more practical;
conductors have been rehictant to perform it. As for the public, given
the chance, it might expres s a preference for Mahler's music."

--EDWARD CUSHING, Brooklyn Daily Eagle

."Mahler's Ninth Symphony, which ,opened the concert, was inter-
preted with an eloquence, a conviction, a richness Of color _thieh may well
have given the music fictitious significance. - - -

Mahler's symphony, played for the first time here; is too long."
--OLIN DOWNES, N. Y. Times

"But length in music is after all, a relative thing.' Die ._¢eistersinger
is almost twice as long as Thais;. but not everyone would believe it WldlOut
a stopwatch.---Mahler's instrumental demands in this score are con-
siderable, but they are not exorbitan.t, and any one of our major orchestras
could have met them without turning any grayer than usual the hair of
of the trustees.---It should be added to the repertoire of other symphonic
bodies, and it should be heard again; for it is a remarkable score"

......LAWI_ENCE GILMAN, N. Y. Herald Tribune

"Mahler's musical relationship to Bruckner, his prodigious prolixity,
his occasional flights into the emgyrean of .beauty, all have made him an
object of adoration and the victim of misplaced propaganda among the
confraternity of Brucknerites and their sympathizers. But enormous
plans, .ponderous masses of structure and openly exhaustive effort do
not make compositions great. Schubert's Ertkoenig* is a more unassailable
masterpiece than any of Mahler's symphonies.---That the symphony Was
worth hearing, is beyond question."

--W. J. HENDERSON, N. Y. Sun

*Editor's Note:--Perhaps, after all, history does repeat itself. We take the
liberty to remind Mr. Henderson that when the Erlkaenig made its bow in Nexv
York the .4rndcan Musical Journal of May, 1835 greeted the Schubert master_
song with the following tirade:

"'The violation" o[ all harmony, althoufli the modern school may de-
[end its obso!ute correctness, is here, in our thinking, misplaced; the dis-
cord is too piercing [or the ear. Vffe n:ight overlook it in a chorus o[ de-
vils a la Weber, but in this instance it is not to be endured. This is a song
o/the Rosalie species certainly, but Jar very Jar, its in[erior; _or do _t,e
think that Charles E. Horn, with his excellent taste and his beauti[ztl
touch o/ the pianoforte, ,could reconcile us to this ,monstrum horrendu_.n
which we, however, strongly recommend as a beautiful specimen of mo-
dulation, a good piano[orte lesson, and a use[ul exercise for the voi?e.'"
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"Only violent antipathy or prejudice could have prevented an earlier
hearing of this symphonic swan-song (as it proved to be) for the tenth
symphony is a mere frag_aent.--Koussevitzky's performance of this emo-
tional and certainly sincere work helped much to remove that prejudice.
The ,upparendy genuine enthusiasm of the audience must have been balm
to Koussevitzky's pioneering heart."

--MUSICAL COURIER, November 28, 1931

"To Serge Koussevitzky and the splendid Boston Symphony Orches-
tra all gratitude for this unforgettable performance !--From a purely musi-
cal viewpoint Ma,hler's last symphony is one of the most significant prod-
ucts of .all sym,phonic creation, arid that despite numerous weak spots,
the result of an over-attentlon to detail detrimental to the firm mainten-

ance of the major structural outlines. The manner in which tl_e com-
poser raises the opening movement out of thema.tic particles to a mighty
edifice is one of the greatest examples of symphonic construction. Those
distant, alluring horn calls, reminiscent of the 'Nachtmuslken' of the
'Seventh', sound here once again.--In wealth of coloring this, as well as
the other movements, reveals the tone-sorcerer, who with the exception
of Richard Strauss, is without equal in modern music."

--JOACHIM ME_ER, r_. v. Staats-Zeitung und Herold

(Translated by the editor.)

"The music grows ifi intensity, eventually to die away in one of
the finest expressions of that ineffable loneliness and yearning w_hich was
inseparable from the tortured spirit of M)a,hler._As the music faded into
the silence of eternity, the high receding violins spoke of the ultimate con-
solation which is complete surcease from pain, from thought; the last
sleep whch is our inalienable birthright._The symphony is scored for
an enormous orchestra, scored with the utter mastery that was Mahler's.
and technically the Bostonians performed it magnificently."

• --PITTS SA.'NBORN,N. Y. World-Telegram
"Prune it down until nothing is left save Mahler's musical ideas

and the amount of development that they are worth, and the Ninth
Symphony would last _bout twenty minutes._Some day, some real friend.
of Mahler's will do just that . . take a pruning knife and reduce his works
to the length that they would have been if the composer had not stretched
them out of shape; and then the great Mahler war will be over."

--DEEMS TAYtLOR, _ "_'.American

"The playing was so fine as almost to win over some of us _rho
have grown weary of the efforts of successive conductors 1:o accllm)atize
Mahler to our soil._But the had seemed tq us not as bad and the indif-
ferent not as indifferent as in some of the other symphonies.---Though
not a great work, this is one to give pleasure. Its liabilities include its
length."

--OSCAR THOMPSON, N. Y. Evening Post

MAHLER'S NINTH (SECOND N. Y. PERFORMANCE)

"Too little has been written in appreciation of Mahler's superb in-
strumentation; of its eschexving of filling-ln effects such as often clutter
up the scores of Strauss and of his great skill in saying much with little
means. Although he calls for a huge orchestra, he is sparing in its use.
Polytonality may be traced here to its original source and his poignant use
of dissonance is that of a master.---After the profound utterances of Mah-

ler, Ravel's pretty work seemed doubly trivial."
--JEROME D. BOHM, N. Y. Herald•Tribune
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"Musicians welcomed a second hearing made possible by the matinee,
and there were many standing in a crowded house.--First and last the
triumph was Mahler's."

--'W. B. CHASE, N. Y. Times

"The_ work made a far better impression on the present reviewer
than when it was done in New York last November by the same orches-
tra and conductor. The audience, too, seemed deeply interested last week
and gave eloquent applause to the music and its vivid and colorful per-
formance."

--MUSICAL OOURIER, January. 16, 1932

PHONOGRAPH-RECORDINGS

Thus far only a single symphony of Bruckner has made a complete
phonograph appearance. This is the Polydor recording of the Seventh
made by the Berlin Philharmonic under J_ascha Horenstein before the
days of improved electrical devices for good musical photography. There
is, however, a rather fine Parlophone recording of the great "Te Deum"
sung by the Bruckner Choir. The Scherzos of the Third and Fourth
are available on H. M. V. records, that of the Fourth played by the
Vienna Phlharmonic under Clemens Krauss.

Mahler's symphonies are completely unrecorded. The best of his
music to be had for the phonograph is Polydor's version of the "Kinder-
totenlieder", beautifully sung by Heinrich Rehkemper. There exist, also,
recordings of some Mahler songs.*

Good phonograph recordings furnish perhaps the most effective means
of popularizing music, but unfortunately, the exclusively commercial basis
upon which outstanding companies venture upon the publication of re-
cords still restricts phonographic versions of Bruckner and Mahler sym-
phonies to mere hopes for the future. How immediate this future of
realization will be depends wholly upon the frequency with which these
symphonies are performed by major musical organizations; for their over-
whelming impression upon the audiences has been repeatedly demonstrated
beyond all doubt.

wrLco._,r cONC_SSmNS

Urged by complaints from several musical organizations who found

the performance rights of Bruckner and Mahler symphonies prohibitively
expensive, the Society communicated directly with the Universal Verlag.
publishers, of Vienna. Shortly after this the following gratifying announce_
ment was made by the Associated Music Publishers, American represen-
tatives of the European establishment:

Charges for rights of performance of Bruckner's works have been
removed.

Charges for rights of performance of Mahler's works have been re-
duced fifty percent.

Charges for rental of Bruckner material have been reduced fifty
percent.

Members of the Bruckner Society are entitled to a reduction of
t_venty-Hve per cent from the list price of miniature scores and piano
arrangements of Bruckner and Mahler works. These can be obtained
by writing to the Associated Music Publishers, 25 West 45th Street.
New York."

*Recordsmentioned above are obtainable at The Gramophone Shop, lg East 48th
Street, N. Y.
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'l"id_ L_FI_, OF ANTON BRUCKNER
A Monograph

By GABRIELENGEL

"This hand book is invaluable to the programmakeror musicologist
who desires to know something of the man who is said to have written
the world's finest 'To Deum'."

--Harvey Gaul, Pittsburgh Post Gazette.
"It is a sympathetic and convincing tale--well told. Not padded

out with unnecessary details but giving the essentials forcefully yet not
unduly controversial."

--Karleton Ha&ett, Chicago Post.
"Not enough is known in America or in English writing about the

life of Bruclmer, and this first attempt to cover the subject--_s there-
fore most welcome, for it tells the main facts about the much misunder-
stood master's studies, struggles, tendencies, disappointments,and triumphs.
The interesting quartet, Bruclmer_Waguer-Hanslick-Brahms, come in
for discussion of their association, also there are arresting passages about
Mu&, Mahler, Nikisch, all of them pupils of the composer who had the
courage to oppose Hanslick and the simplicity to dedicate a mnphony
to God. A reading of Gabriel Engel's sympathetic tribute is well worth
while."

--Leonard Hebling, Musical Courier
"This small volume gives a picture of the composerand an estimate

of his work in clear precise language. The last chapter 'The Symphony
of the Future' is of special interest."

--Joachim Meyer, Staats-Zdtung und Herald
"A convenient and timely monograph."

--Pitt• Sanborn, N. Y. World-Telegram
"This monograph . . . tells in an entertaining fashion its story

of the composer'slong struggle for recognition and makes out an impress-
ive case for him as the successorof Beethoven."

mWarren Storey Smith, Boston Post

The monograph can be obtained through Mr. Robert G. Grey,
Secretary, 222 West 83rd Street, N. Y., or through the Roerich Press,
103rd Street and Riverside Drive, N. Y., N.Y. (Price 50 cents plus 5
cents postage.)

(Is Prepar_ion)
GUSTAV MAHLER

By GABRIELENGEL
FromtheAuthor'sPrt_aee:

"This biographyis not an unqualifiedeulogy' It is the firstllfe of Mahler
writtenby onewhocannotboast• moreor lessintimateper_nalacquaintancewith
him. It is, nevertheles_hthe firstaccountof his llfe basedon his collectedletters,
the recentpublicationof whichhas at last madeavailablematerialprovinghim
to havebeen• far morehumanand fascinatingfigurethanthe halosof sentiment
cast over him by ultra-partlsanGermanbiographerswill admlt.--Mahler'scoin-
positionsreceivemuchthe sametreatmentin thesepagesas otherincidentsIn his
life; for he lived his works,and nothingwas moreabhorrent;o him than the
guide-hookexplanationsand programmaticrhmpsodieswhichconstitutethe rather
ramblingmMhodof the biographiesby his countrymen.--Thebookis necessarily
short; for it is • fir_ wordfroma newpointof view; yet it is no merechronicle
of dates and factsintendedto prefacean aestheticdiscussionof the thousandand
one details of nine colons! symphonies. It is primarilyand almost entirelyanarralive."
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[.Just Published]

GUSTAV MAHLER--SONG SYMPItONIST

Bj GABRIEL ENGEL

Gabriel Engel's biographical sketch ofGustav Mahler is an illuminat-
ing study of this controversial figure in music. The first book on the
subject that has appeared in En$1ish... a valuable beginning and another
[_ractical evidence of the activ,ty and devotion to artistic ideals of the
_ruckner Society. --KARLETON H^CEE'I-r. Chifago Evening Post

The book shows Mahler, as the author himself says in the preface,
to be' a more human and fascinating figure than the halos of sentiment
cast over him by his German biographers will admit." The book is also
the tint on the subject to be wr,tten in the English language. Never-
theless it shows Mahler in a new light both from the musical and the
human angles. As such, it is a valuable addition, especially to English-
speaking persons, to the Mahler literature.

--S. L. L^c,^a, Philaddphia Public Ledger

The present volume, like its predecessor (Tht Life of Anton Bruckntr)
entertaimngypl resents historical, facts and critical opinions concernin,g
a composer of whom the ordinary, concert-goer knows all too httle.
Towards Mahler as toward Bruckner Mr. Engel is sympathetic but
not idolatrous. --W^aR_ SXORBTSMn'N, Boston Post

From the Author's Preface:

"This biography is not an unqualified eulogy. It is the first life
of Mahler written by one who cannot boast a more or less intimate
p_frsonal acquaintance with him. It is, nevertheless, the first account
o his life based on his collected letters, the recent publication of which
has at last made available material proving him to have been a far more
human and fascinating figure than the halos of sentiment cast over.him
b," ultra-partisan German biogr.,phcrs will admit.--Mahler's com-
c_idsitionsreceive much the same treatment in these pages as other in-

ents in his life; for he lived his works, and nothing waimorc abhorrent
to him than the guide-book explanations and programmatic rhapsodies
which constitute the rather rambling method of the biographies by his
countrymen.--The book is necessarily short; for it is a first word from a
new point of view; yet it is no mere chronicle of dates and facts intended
to preface an aesthetic discussion of the thousand and one details of
nine colossal symphonies. It is primarily and almost entirely a narrative.'"

(Price $1.00 plus 6 cents postage)

THE BRUCKNER SOCIETY OF AMERICA

R. G. Gamr, E.,:tc_tit,S,'crtta_, 222W. 83St., N. Y. C.

The famous silhouette of Bruckner at the organ by Hans Schliessmann ap-
pearson the cover of this Journal by kind permission of Mrs. $chlicssmann.

Copyright by Tan Bauczma Soctsrt or Am.area. 1932
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THE AMERICAN SYMPHONIC RENAISSANCE

Though not as hard pressed as the operatic, the concert world is
also deeply troubled with conflicting economic and esthetic interests.
An unusually conservative summer at the New York Stadium played a
fitting prelude to the bombshell of discord sounded by the Philadelphia
Orchestral Association just before the present season began. The air still
rings with the echoes of that organization's amazing announcement of
a new (and allegedly necessary) policy of musical conservatism, alarming
because of its bearing upon the artistic ideals and plans of one of America's
most inspiring guides of musical progress. The amusing phases of this
announcement at once found vivid portrayal in that droll cartoon of
words by Mr. Downes of the New York Times headed "Orchestral
Market. Sharp Decline in Modern Issues," an article listing the box-
office values of the composers as so many securities in a Stock Exchange
report. Yet Mr. Downes, as well as all the other musical critics, felt
that beneath the surface the prospect presented in Philadelphia was
too serious to be dismissed with mere raillery.

A quarter of a century ago Gustav Mahler, embittered by the hope-
less conflict between artistic achievement and grudging subsidy at the
musical capitals of Europe, determined to retire to private life in order
to devote himself entirely to composition. A poor man, and yet .a,lover
of material comforts, he accepted a glittering offer from musically' back-
ward' America knowing he might there speedily earn with his baton
the money necessary to the realization of his wish. In those days the
leading musicians of Europe still regarded tile United States as a fabulously
wealthy country inhabited by morons and savages willing occasionally
to exchange some of their facile gold for a portion of musical culture.

In _he course of his American activities, first, as musical director
at the Metropolitan Opera House, and then as reorganizer and conductor
of the New York Philharmonic Society, he instinctively analyzed all
the features, material as well as spiritual, involved in our musical prob-
lems and describing these with enthusiasm in a letter to incredulous
Willem Mengelberg (1908) he concluded regretfully:

"But if I wereyoung and still had the energywhich I gave unstintingly to Vienna
for ten years, perhaps it would be possible to create here the condition which appearedto
us at home an unattainable ideal, the exclusionof every commercialconsideration from
matters pertaining to art--for those in authority here are honest and their resourcesun-
limited."

Though Mahler died three years later, a martyr to this "unattain-
able" ideal, his words soon proved prophetic utterance, for young
Mahler disciples, filled with an almost fanatic missionary zeal, settled
here soon after and battled hard to raise our musical standards to the

lofty level the deceased genius had found unattainable in Europe. Some
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of these, devoid of the great personal magnetism necessary to the success
of an absolute ruler in any field, eventually abandoned their increasingIy
unpopular efforts at progressive reform for a safer conservatism. But
outstanding among the few who staunchly bore to convincing realization
that claim of Gustav Mahler so incredibly flattering to America was
Leopold Stokowski, the man now asked to curb the brilliant universality
of his programs. And most curiously of all, this occurs at a moment
when Mr. Stokowski deserves the laurel more than ever before; for
many Philadelphians point proudly to their city as the musical capitalof America.

In times like these one readily lends sympathetic ear to every tale

of fiscal woe. But granted that the "drawing power" of composers has
been carefully estimated, even "scientific' tables have been found to
exclude subtle essentials the neglect of which ultimately proved the
tabulation unfortunate.

Most great music sounded disconcertingly "modern" to its con-
temporaries. The incredibly stupid criticisms that invariably greeted the
earliest performances of masterpieces prove how puzzling these were to the
original listeners. No one knows this better than Mr. Stokowski. Conse-
quently, the announcement of conservatism by the Philadelphia Or-
chestral Association finds him undaunted, nay, even prepared to redouble
his efforts to keep the gates wide open for the music of the present and
future.* ' Modern' music perhaps never sounded as "debatable" as it
does to-day. But the condition should not arouse a spirit of mourning;
for it is the inevitable result of a gradual, normal esthetic development
through centuries, and, viewed historically, it indicates real progress.
The chronicle follows.

Long before the tone-poem and the symphony and their humbler
formal ancestors there flourished a "golden age of art. The products
of painting, sculpture, poetry, and music never possessed such un-
questioned authenticity as they did in those days of the universal
"rebirth" of culture. Mystic superstitions and stern temporal powers
swayed mankind, and the screaming slogans of democracy had not as
yet been displayed to the light of the sun. Faith in the ultimate bene-
volence of a Supreme Power was an instinctive factor in human character,
and the religious rites that constituted its external manifestation were
at the same time the dominant inspiration of creative expression. The
profound mysticism in music that culminated in Catholic Palestrina was
as vital to the souls of the millions o_ worshipers as it was to the ritual
voicing their faith. Composers of that age were not obsessed with the
urge to create tonal masterworks bristling with indiviauality. They
simply wrote music to fulfil the terms of a contract which required
them week after week to provide something new for the services at their
cathedral. There was no applause, there were no critics nor estheticians;
nor was there any need of them under such felicitous artistic conditions;
for musical "supply and demand" (these are "economic" days!) were
in perfect accord. And as for immortality, some of those liturgical coxn-
positions of old, at first merely regarded as consummately fitted to their

*In a statementpublishedin the N. Y. HeraldTribune, Oct.-9, 1932,Mr. StokowsEisaid:

"At this momentwe areentering aperiodof upbuildingin everyphaseof life, meeting
newconditionswith newmethods.The comingnewmusicwill be part of this ....

"If the classicistswill rememberthat new genius will surely arise in the future, just
as it did in the past, and if the modernistswill rememberthat Bach,Mozart. Beethoven,
Schubert,Brahms,Wagnerwere all modernistsin their days,we can all combinein a spirit
of tolerance and open-mindedness."
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inspirational purpose, kept attaining occasional repetition far beyond
the age of naive faith that had brought them forth. The people of sub-
sequent generations found them possessed of tremendous extra-ritual
appeal. Music-lovers, musicians, theorists, and estheticians have never
ceased to admire them, and thus they have made their infallible way
down the centuries, continuing to impart their human and poetic message
with undiminished effect even in our own day of sophisticated scepticism.

In the course of the festive Baroque period that followed bewilder-
ment overtook those anxious to make composition continue to answer
apractical purpose. The wings of musical art spread far beyond the range
of the altar. Numerous "forms," suited to as many tastes, became the
vehicles of serious musical expression. The esthetician, a new species
of musical sage concerned less with the technical than the spiritual
features of music, sprang into sudden prominence. These pioneer critics
at once began to speak of art for art's sake, an aim" totally unintelligible
to the music-makers preceding Bach. The urge for "self-expression"
now harassed many outstanding composers, and the unmistakably
personal character of much of Haydn's music is evidence of the conflict
that raged in the soul of the world's first symphonist, although his art
was heavily mortgaged by the superficial demands of the jewelled lords
and ladies of the Rococo.

The germs of this inclination towards subjective expression took
much stronger root in Mozart, the outer tragedy of whose life clearly
reflected his refusal, if not inability, to cater to the narrow musical
wants of the gay nobility. Yet this was in those last pre-revolutionary
days the sole practical aim for art, comparable, at least from the economic
point-of-view, to the demands of the church upon the old masters.

Beethoven, resigned to technical apprenticeship in his first two
symphonies, was suddenly electrified by the current of democratic idealism
that swept over Europe from France. Out of"the spiritual flames kindled
by the universal heroics at Paris came the soul of the Eroica Symphony.
But even as Beethoven bitterly erased the name of his mistaken genius
of democracy, Napoleon, from the dedication of this work, he realized
that the all-embracing democracy he had thought to address was but a
figment of his imagination. There followed five symphonies of great
poetic stature, marvels of structure and melodic inspiration, but not
until the Ninth, with its titanic" Ode to Joy," did he again succeed in
striking so universal a note as that of the Froica. And this despite the
fact that it was only an imagined audience of a united mankind that
he had aimed to address. This tremendous yearning for an ideal democracy
was clearly the truest and most vivid subjective expression of which he
was capable. Were such a world as Beethoven longed for possible, musical
art might have an aim as objective as it had in the days of the early
church composers.

The subjective note so profoundly sounded by Beethoven became
an integral feature of the gospel of all subsequent symphonic expression.
It underlies the finest passages in Brahms whose individual contribution
consists in an eloquent tonal portrayal of the eternal Sehnsucht invoked
by the unattainable beauty of a world of romance. Bruckner's Adagios,
born of a soul singularly rich in faith, brought to the symphony a mystic
power that could have been the personal expression of no other great
composer since Bach. Mahler, torn between faith and doubt, love of
life and fear of death, misery and happiness, poured into his symphonies
the chaos of feeling inspired by such travail of the soul.
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Thus the serious music of our own day, apparently abounding in
trivial idiosyncrasies, is really the normal result of a steady advance
along the path of subjective expression. There is nothing deplorable
in the fact that art seems to have lost touch with the esthetic requirements
of Tom, Dick, and Harry. If this rift appears to be growing wider it is
because the taste of the masses is being undermined by an unprecedentedly
powerful array of superficial music. Perhaps the world is even to be
congratulated that serious music still has some audience in an age almost
hopelessly infested with such low forms of tonal entertainment as char-
acterize the picture-palaces, the broadcast programs, and the so-called
"musical" shows. But popular taste is actually no lower than it was
over a hundred years ago when Beethoven felt" obliged to ser.ve up his
great newly completed Missa Solemnis to a reluctant public that would
listen to it only a few moments at a time between pretty arias by Rossini.

What, then, has been the trouble with the general run of programs
in this country? Certainly, the dramatic appeal of Wagner is still a power-
fu! drawing-card. Ours is a nation on a titanic scale. Tremendous occasions
smt it and even fascinate it. Beethoven's Ninth, with its colossal chorus,
never fails to lure thousands of listeners. The American premiere of
Mahler's S_mphony o/a Thousand by the Philadelphia Orchestra under
the direction of Leopold Stokowski (1916) was a brilliant succession
of nine performances before audiences the huge numbers of which are
usually met with at prize-fights rather than concerts. 1 Bruno Walter

is as fine a psychologist as he is a true progress,!ve artist when he an-
nounces performances (during this season of depression ') of such
subjective masterworks as the rarely heard Fifth of Bruckner and the
gigantic Resurrection Symphony of Mahler. 2 Arturo Toscanini, whose
sudden resolve to play Bruckner's Seventh last year must have come as a
shock to anti-Brucknerites,S announces that he will play that com-
poser's Romantic Symphony early this season. In Boston Dr. Koussevitsky
recently gave what was perhaps the world premiere of the complete,
unadulterated Eighth Symphony of Bruckner. He has announced for this
season the first performance in America of Mahler s most problematical

1 The most recent American performance of the Symphony of a Thousand took place in
Cincinnati, in May, 1931. Olin Downes of the New York Times, who was present, wrote
concerning it as follows:

"We have seldom seen an audience display such enthusiasm as did the audience in
Music Hall last night. We have never felt the claims of Mahler and his disciples to have
so much justification.--The writer heard the symphony for the first time.--He could listen
with a clear and unprepared mind to the sheer effect of music and performance and that
effect was overwhelming." New York Tinm, May 7, 1931

_Commenting on the most recent performance of Mahler's Fifth in America, Pitts
Sanborn wrote in the World-Telegram of Feb. 12, 1932:

"It was not inevitable, however, that the audience should stay to cheer the symphony.
Yet this is exactly what happened. After the stupendous performance of the Rondo Finale,
the handclapping and the cheers constituted an ovation whmh it was easy to see was directed
toward both Mahler and Mr. Walter, to say nothing of the admirable orchestra."

8 '"There are, of course, interpreters who can expound with eloquence an esthetic gospel
in which they have no faith. Mr. Toscanini is nor among them. Sincerity is one of the roots
of his power and persuasiveness as an artist. Hearing him in his disclosure of page after page
of the music's nobler contents one knew that the completeness of the revelation was the
index of an apostolic fervor and conviction."

--LAwxBNC_ GmMaN, NQw York Hgrald Tribum, March 5, 1931.

Concerning Bruckner's £evwath, after Mr. Toscanini's four successive performances:
"'It is further testimony to an inextinguishable demand for Brnckner that an hour-long

symphony, without cuts, by a composer who remains outside the pale of the generally sanc-
tioned and approved, has been heard and acclaimed by a modern audience."

---O_ DoweRs, S3mphoni¢ Broadcaas, p. 249.
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work, the Sixth Symphony, known as the Tragic. In addition he also
will do Bruckner's Romantic. Dr. Frank Laird Waller has also chosen
for his season's contribution to the cause of symphonic progress the
Romantic of Bruckner; in addition, he will perform the Fourth of Mahler.
Mr. Gabrilowitsch joins the triumphal procession with Bruckner's
Seventh and Mahler's Titan (the First).

Let the American scene resound with these profound Old World
_strains. If they arouse vivid controversy, let us welcome it, for that is
but a sure index of the vitality of an artwork. Were not such recent
American premieres as Mahler's Ninth, 1 and Schoenberg's Gurrdied_r 2
among the most fascinating of our musical experiences? Small wonder
that the serious music composed since 1910 strikes such dismay in the
hearts of most sincere American music-lovers. The arterial course of

symphonic progress was almost totally hidden from general view by the
sudden glare of a world of shallow" tone-poetry ' that was inaugurated
in the Nineties. But now at last the greatest conductors are striving
in concert to fill the long musical hiatus which was then created. Not
only Bruckner and Mahler, but the neglected Sibelius as well is arousing
widespread critical approval. No, great symphonic accomplishment
did not cease with the works of Brahms. Let us no longer be lulled to
sleep by the opiate effect of an almost exclusive diet ottried and true
(but alas! overtried) strains of familiar classics.

--R. G. GRmr.

AMERICAN BRUCKNER AND MAHLER PERFORMANCES

BRUCKNB_t {1 9 3 2-1 9 3 3}

IV Boston Symphony Orchestra; Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor.
Los Angeles Philharmonic; Artur Rodainski, Conductor.
Milwaukee Philharmonic; Frank Laird Waller, Conductor.
Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y.; Arturo Toscanini, Conductor. (Sunday

performance will be broadcast.)
V Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y.; Bruno Walter, Conductor.

VII Detroit Symphony Orchestra; Ossip Gabrilowitsch, Conductor.
VIII Chicago Symphony Orchestra; Frederick A. Stock, Conductor.

Choral Works--Columbia University Chorus; under the direction of Prof. Lowell
Beveridg¢.

Ma_U3R

I Detroit Symphony Orchestra; Ossip Gabrilowitsch, Conductor.
II Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y.; Bruno Walter, Conductor.

Soloists: Jeanette Vreeland and Sigrid Onegin.
Chorus: Schola Canrorum, Hugh Ross, Conductor.

IV Milwaukee Philharmonic; Frank Laird Waller, Conductor.

VI Boston Symphony Orchestra; SergeKoussevitzky, Conductor. (American Premiere)

i Said H. T. Parker, reviewing Dr. Koussevitzky's superb performance of Mahler's
Ninth:

"No one, accustomed to the performance of music in concert halls, might doubt the
intense absorption of the audience in this Ninth Symphonj, even through a first movement
twenty-five minutes long. As its listening was elo.quent so also w.a;sits final applause: Both
testified to engrossed minds and stirred hearts, while me pauseot silence, momentary mougn
it was, between the sounding of the last note and the outpouring of the first plaudits, was
as a return from the vision by which most had been holden.

--Boston Evanlng Transcript, Nov. 10, 1931.

2 See the reviews of this performance on p. 16of this issue.



BRUCKNER AND THE NEW GENERATION,

N the evening o_fDecember 30, 1884, when the ghost of the recently
deceased Wagner still haunted all musical thought, young Arthur

Nikisch raised his baton in the famous, tradition-bound Gewandhaus
at Leipzig and for the first time wove about the hearts of music-lovers
the irresistible spell of the chorus of deep-toned tubas singing that sombre
song of premonition now universally known as the Ada&io of Bruckner's
Seventh Symphony. Tremendously impressive as these strains were from a
purely human viewpoint (the sole permanent index of the worth of an
artwork) the open worship of the great music-dramatist their program-
ming professed spread an ominous Wagnerian veil over the Austrian
symphonist's German debut which a whole subsequent generation of
Bayreuth-sprung Brucknerites, through a strange mixture of intent and
inability, failed to lift.

Shortly after this Music-director Levi, of Parsifal renown, presented
the entire Seventh Symphony in Munich midst the wildest Wagnerian
enthusiasm, a splendid performance, no doubt, but an occasion the
musical significance of which was all but lost in the turmoil of renewed
hostilities between Wagnerian conductors and anti-Wagnerian critics.
Indeed, not even the entire destructive artillery of the Hanslickian "bad

r Dt

p ess that was now suddenly turned upon the innocent, unsuspecting
Bruckner proved as perplexing to his reputation as the fanatic support
of the multitude of his new-found friends flaunting the banner" Wa_ner
ueber alles!' Rudely awakened from a long, resigned obscurity theshv
composer was compelled by these misunderstanding adherents to don a
glittering crown. But even as they hailed him "The Wagner of the
Symphony ' the echo of their triumphant outburst was flung back at
him by the jeering chorus of the critics," Yes, indeed, the Wagner of the
Symphony!" And Bruckner's crown became a crown of thorns.

In the whole vast score of this symphony the anti-Wagnerians could
find but a few stray bars of genuine music, a passage or two in the Adagio
The rest, they said, was pure, unadulterated Wagner. Of symphonic
form there was to them no evidence save, perhaps, the boisterous but
obviously constructed Scher¢,o." A Wagner of the Symphony, to be SUre w"
"Hurrah!" shouted the warlike men of Bayreuth accepting the challen_'e.
"Long live Bruckner, the Wagner of the Symphony!" And BrucEn_e_."

ry p y , ,.Dg o write nls sublime t_intb 3ymphon_,dedicated to "' His Dear God.

One or two music-lovers, above these bitter post-Wagnerian dis-
sensions, soon perceived the great injustice being done the individual
accomplishment of a genius and desperately called critical attention to
the profound and sustained beauties of all the Bruckner Adagios; for all
the Bruckner symphonies were now being unfolded in rapid succession
to thousands of curious German music-lovers desirous of hearing the
new "Wagnerian" symphonies. "Yes, you are right," agreed the critics,
smiling significantly,' It would really be unjust to overlook the relative
superiority of these Adagios. But it is by this very contrast to the Slow
sections of Bruckner's work that the inferiority of those colossal hoaxes,
his opening movements and fina!es, in short, the bulk of his'symphonies"
is proven beyond question. Yes, they concluded, Bruckner is an' adagio.
composer', but he is certainly no symphonist." And upon this s-elf-
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imposed reef of logic the few truly appreciative Bruckne.rites of those
days, unable to attain a correct perspective of their idol s essentially
coherent giant forms, saw their dream of setting him up as Beethoven's
legitimate successor shattered.

The years passed by, and curiously enough, though this Wagnerian
shadow continued to obscure the general understanding of his work,
Bruckner's fame spread throughout the world of music. Yet these steadily
increasing performances of his symphonies occurred almost without
exception midst Wagnerian propaganda and under Wagnerian batons.
On December 18, 1892, Hanslick who had with consistent stupidity
just stubbed his toe once more (this time upon the formidable apparition
of the young Richard Strauss) stumbled out of the hallowed precincts
of the Musikverein in Vienna during the premiere of Bruckner's Eighth
Symphony a completely baffled and discredited music-critic. But even his
Apologia, published the following day, confessing his inability to judge
Bruckner's work impartially, was heard much as the voice of a muted
trumpet at twilight sounding "Taps" for the senile order of anti-Wag-
nerians.

It is doubtful whether there was ever greater need of a sane, com-
petent analysis of musical accomplishment than in those early days of
universal Bruckner agitation and misunderstanding. If August Goellerich,
the brilliant man of music and letters designated by the symphonist
as official biographer in 1891, had completed his projected Bruckner
record at that time, it is more than likely that a permanent seal of dam-
nation would have been placed upon that great life-work considered
by many to-day as the world's richest symphonic heritage. For GoeI-
lerich was preeminently a Wagnerian, reared in the school of Liszt.
It was a happy whim of fate that transformed the author into a music-
director, a disciple of Bruckner pledged to the gigantic task of introduc-
ing all of the composer's works to his native district of Upper Austria.
Twenty years of Goellerich's life were consumed ere this pledge was
fulfilled, twenty years during which the" official" biography of Bruckner
languished in the shape of masses of documents, letters, musical manu-
script, and desultory penciled notes. Then the director put down his
baton and reached for his pen; but it was too late. The World War was
already raging and the fate of all culture seemed to hang in the balance.

Meanwhile German audiences that were being stirred by Bruckner's
symphonies as by no others had grown weary of waiting for the authorized
book that was to reveal to them once for all the soul behind this deep
music. At length in 1905, nine years _.ter Bruckner's death, when
Ferdinand Loewe s performance of the ' unfinished' Ninth Symphony
had shown music-lovers the utter magnificence of this simple composer,
whose life-work unto the very last note was an uninterrupted ascent
toward the sublime, the first attempt at a full-length account of his life
was published. This book by Rudolf Louis, was in many ways a splendid
biography, but clearly the work of a Wagnerian and a Liszt devotee,
inevitably reflecting the traditional misconception under which Bruckner
had been named "the Wagner of the Symphony."

Disappointingly inadequate, hence increasingly rare efforts had been
made in the Eighties to familiarize America and England with Bruckner s
music. How our critic_ of those days, unaccustomed to such sturdy
musical fare, had fallen into the natural error of decrying Bruckner's
gigantic forms as formless and his dome-like dynamic curves as mere

*Rudolf Louis: Anton Bruckner; Muenchen, 1905.
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noisc, has been indicated in the article, "New Symphonic Horizons,'"
in the first issue of "Chord and Discord. The _ppearance of Louis"
book with its apparent evasions upon the score of the composer's origi-
nality must have been the occasion of critical complacence here and_n
England, for in its pages lay apparently authoritative foundation for the
relentless depreciation of Bruckner by the American and British.press.
A whole generation has passed since then. Our newspaper revmwers
have grown decidedly more friendly towards these long symphonies
which seem, like huge spiritual tractors, to have surmountedthe obstacles
placed in their way by miscomprehending years. In German Europe
many masterly books have supplanted the timid, compromising chapters
of Louis, books that have at last pierced to the very marrow of Bruck-
ner's gigantic first sections and finales.1 These keen analyses have revealed
them as perfect units built on the emancipated sonata-form of the opening
movement of the Eroica, rendered still broader to house the huge, ele-
mental conceptions of a composer for whom a symphony must, like
that mightiest of books, be all-embracing, beginning" In the beginning,"
so that it may tower up and up, as the soul carried aloft through sheer
faith, to God, the Ultimate Source.2 This phase of the Bruckner revela-
tion has recently been made the basis of a fine German novel called
"'The Divine Finale."3

Shortly after Bruckner's death an Austrian youth of seventeen named
Max Auer, who had never heard a note of the composer's music, happened
to be prescnt at one of the many memorial concerts given in those days
in honor of Bruckner and listened in delighted amazement to a line
performance of the Romantic Symphony, that most popular of the com-
poser's major works. Seeking to learn more about a symphonist whose
very first impression upon him was one of overwhelming greatness he
made the disappointing discovery that a pamphlet of a few pages giving
but the most meager data of Bruckner's career was the sole available
information about him.4 But even this scant knowledge proved sufficient
to enthrall his interest permanently, for it revealed Bruckner as not only
a fellow-Austrian but one who had been born and raised in Auer's own
home region. St. Florian and Linz and numerous more obscure places of
paramount significance in Bruckner's life were almost as familiar to Auer
as his own little home town of Voecklabruck. "So great a man should
have a comprehensive biography written about him," thought the
youth. "Why should not I, his countryman, be the one to write it?"
Further inquiry revealed that Bruckner's sister Rosalie was actually a
resident of Voecklabruck, being the wife of the garden-supply dealer
Hueber, whose store was only a few doors away from Auer's own home.
In that little house and garden where Bruckner had spent many peaceful
vacation weeks much of the Eighth Symphonyhad been sketched, and not
so very long agof Perhaps some of these original sketches were still
lying about somewhere in the home of those simple people who little
dreamed what greatness had dwelt among them l Auer hastened over
to Hueber's store to make inquiries. His suspicion at once proved ac-
curate. A single glance at the heap of letters, documents, and musical
pencilings lying on the bench by the huge oven revealed the heartrending

XAugust Halm: Dic Symphonic Anton Bruckners; Muenchen, 1914.
Alfred Orel: Anton Bruckncr; Wicn, 1925.
Ernst Kurth: Bruckner; Leipzig, 1925.

2Erich Schwebsch: Bruckner.

SHerbert Hiebsch: Das goettliche Finale.
4Franz Brunner:Anton Bruckner, Linz, 1895.
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fact that the remnants of a veritable treasure-trove of knowledge about
the composer were still being used by the ignorant storekeeper as mere
wrapping-paper. Horrified, Auer gathered the remaining precious papers
up reverently and paid Hueber a considerable sum of money for them
and any others of a similar nature that might still be found scattered
about the place.

Max Auer soon became a school-teacher and found ample oppor-
tunity to wander about from town to town in the Bruckner country,
Upper Austria. He came upon little churches where the composer had
not only played the organ in his early years but had actually left the
original manuscripts of many of his occasional secular compositions.
Fiemet old people who could still recall the amazing feats of musicianship
of "that young school-teacher, Bruckner." Everywhere Auer was on
the alert for all possible written and oral information that might add
to his knowledge of the composer. He applied himself intensively to
the study of musical theory that he might be better able to cope with
the more technical problems connected with the subject that had become
the major interest of his life. It must be remembered from the outset
that Auer was a music-loving country-boy completely unaware of the
tremendous wars of artistic creed being waged in the musical capitals
of the world. His boyhood approach toward Bruckner was the purely
human response of one individual soul to the irresistible appeal of another.
Totally unhampered by Wagnerian prejudices, Auer was perhaps the
first genuine Brucknerite in the world.

In the course of his search for Bruckner material he was told that
Goellerich, then music-director at Lint, had been working for years
upon the" authorized life" of Bruckner. Immediately Auer communicated
with the noted musicologist, generously offering to place at his disposal
all the data he had collected. A firm friendship thus sprang up between
the two, an attachment based on a community of purpose that proved
a lifelong bond. For a score of years they sifted out together all the
evidence relating to Bruckner and his work. When the timid Louis
biography was published Auer was extremely disappointed and became
impatient to expose once for all the injurious fallacy that persisted in
branding the symphonist as a Wagnerian offshoot. Smarting under the
conviction of this injustice he impulsively penned a brief biography
bristling with the facts Goellerich and he had collected; but Auer was
tmknown and his revelation was the unvarnished truth of the inspired
research worker, a clear-cut structure of frank detail couched in the
simple, unassuming language every layman could understand. How could
such a work hope to supplant the stylistically glittering and theoretically
learned discourse of a famous exponent of musical esthetics? Therefore
fifteen years passed before any publisher was willing to assume the
necessary financial risk. 1

The book as at last published by the Amahhea Verlag of Vienna
was an instant success. Here, for the first time, in charming, friendly
form, and beaming with fine illustrations, lay the entire story of that
life of unparalleled industry and devotion so long misunderstood. Here
at last was a vivid portrayal of the Anton Bruckner of fact, the man
whose utterly peaceful mode of life, like that of the great Bach, was
the o_nly possible setting for those wordless symphonic dramas of the

1Max Auer: Anton Bruckner, Wien, 1923.
Max Auer: Leben und Werk Anton Bruckners; Amalthca Verlag, Wien, 1932 (This

is a revised and enlarged edition much richer in the number of photographic and musical
illustrations than the edition of1923, which has been long out of print.
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aspiring soul which undiscerning judges had for over half a century
stupidly confounded with the theatrical, textually and tonally sensuous
dramas of Richard Wagner.

The Goellerich undertaking was pending thirty years when sombre
fate intervened leaving its fulfilment to Auer's sole efforts. The thorough
inventory he now made of his deceased friend's manuscript revealed
that only a few of the earliest chapters were actually finisfied. Never-
theless the first part of the work promptly went to press, appearing the
same year (1922) as a fitting memorial tribute to the man who had
planned the whole biography. 1

This volume with its accurate reproductions of the earliest extant
compositions of Bruckner, most significant of which are perhaps the
remarkable organ-preludes of the twelve year old boy, "sounded the
keynote of the unusual biography. It was clearly to be a source-work,
a Bruckner archive, in which the composer's own music and letters
would form the bulk of the catalogue of information. This first book,
then, told a_d sang the Br_ckner legend from his birth to his twenty-
first year, sweeping aside in benevolent triumph all the comments that
had been made about the period by previous writers.

Four years of incessant labor were necessary for the completion of
the second part of the work. 2This was issued in two volumes, a text-
olume and a separate collection of Bruckner's compositions and sketches
uring the St. Florian period (1845-1855). Outstanding among the hither-

to unknown music here revealed was a fine facsimile reproduction of the
seventy-five page score of the early Missa Solemnis in B flat minor.

Another four years passed and the third part, also in two volumes,
was published.3 This embraced the riper revelations of gruckner's sojou/n
at Linz and laid bare the fertile and individual character of his pre-
symphonic church music, showing that in his secular compositions during
many years of preparation lay the real sources of his later symphonic
expression. Meanwhile two profound works on Bruckner by famous
musical experts had appeared to mark the centennial of the composer's
birth. These books, one by Alfred Orel,4 the other by Ernst Kurth,4
supplemented the epoch-making work of August Halm4 published
eleven years before to lift once for all the Wagnerian veil that had so
long obscured the individual significance of the symphonist. Kurth's
approach to the subject was that of the modern psychologist of music,
Orel's that of the consummate technical analyst. Beside the conclusions
of these two scientists of tone the Goellerich-Auer books, with their
wealth of documentary evidence, assumed paramount importance.

The fourth and final portion of the great biography, embracing
practically all of Bruckner's career as symphonist and a documentary
history of his bitter struggles in Vienna, is now in preparation. When
it is issued Bruckner, the artist and the man, will stand before the world
completely revealed and Max Auer's lofty dream of a life-time will
have been realized.

To be sure, all this literature exists at present in German alone.
But at last a beginning has been made in English, though necessarily
a modest one. The Bruckner Society of America, regarding the pro-

*August Goellerich--Max Auer: Anton Bruckner, I Band; Bosse, Regensburg, 1922_
*August Goellerich--Max Auer: Anton Bruckner, II Band; Bosse, Regensburg, 1926.
aAugust Goellerich--Max Auer: Anton Bruckner, Ill Band; Same as above, (Part One,

Text; Part Two, Illustrations.) Band II is also in two volumes.
4Previously described.
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pagation of Bruckner literature in English as one of its chief aims, has
issued a monograph which tells in simpl'e language the story of his life. 1
It proposes in the near future to publish another concise work devoted
exclusively to an account and analysis of the Bruckner symphonies.
Our critics are unanimously agreed that literature in English on Bruckner
is timely and necessary. The steadily decreasing crew of scoffers and
doubters has been retreating for some time. With the formidable assistance
of such supreme executants as Dr. Koussevitzky, Mr. Toscanini, and
Mr. Walter the retreat must soon become a rout. The real, irresistible
Anton Bruckner is definitely conquering the American world of music.

--GABRIEL EN'OEL

THE FIRST UPPER AUSTRIAN BRUCKNER FESTIVAL

N May 5, 1932, the ancient, colorful little monastery town of Sankt
Florian, a significant landmark in musical topography because of

the decade Bruckner had lived there as teacher and organist, suddenly
sprang into Austrian newspaper headlines. The grand occasion, attended
even by the President of Austria, was the high-point of the First Upper
Austrian Bruckner Festival, a week of Bruckner performances centering
about the official dedication of the rebuilt monastery organ which the
composer had loved so deeply all his life and beneath which, at his own
request, he now rests in Eternity.

The t:estoration of this famous old "king of instruments" was the
happy inspiration of Max Auer, leading spirit of the International
Bruckner Society. The huge sum of money, $20,000, required for the
work was literally scraped together bit by bit over a period of years,
and being the collective contribution of thousands of impoverished
music-lovers (for even European music-lovers are generally poor) this
example of self-sacrificing devotion is one of mankind's highest tributes
to the memory of a great musician.

The Festival inaugurated by a fine performance of Bruckner's F Minor

Mass on May 1, in the cathedral of the near-by city of Linz, was almost
exclusively devoted to the composer s sacred music, for Bruckner was
during his long sojourn at Sankt Florian a church composer, scarcely
even dreaming of the symphonic creations which were later destined
to spread his fame throughout the world. Yet the one symphonic evening,
May 4, that formed part of the austere celebration, did not bear the char-
actcr _f interpolation, for its program consisted of the Nullte (Symphony
No. 0) and the First, both composed during the early years Bruckner
devoted primarily to the composition of his Masses.

The outstanding performances of the Festival, both concert and
ritual, were the three great masses, in D, E, and F minor, the famous
Ta Daum, and the two early symphonies already mentioned. The chief
conductors, Siegmund v. Hausegger, Prof. Berberich, music-directors
Wolfsgruber and Keldorfer, and Choir-masters Franz Xaver Mueller
and the Rev. Plohberger were naturally proud of this opportunity to
offer their distinguished services towards the success of the Festival,
the inspirational qualities and artistic beauties of which none of those
who had the good fortune to be present will ever forget.

1GabrielEngel: The Life of Anton Bruckncr;for full descriptionsee back coverof
this issue.
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3 Trombones 3 Trom- 3 Trom- 3 Trombones 3Trombones 3 Trombones ' 3 Tro_

bones bones
BRASS iContrabass

Trombone
(Brass band 2 Tenor 4 Tub*
onstage) Tubas (Bay

2 Bass Tubas 1BassTuba 2 BassTubas 1 Bass
1 Contrabass 1 Cont_

Tuba Tul_

4 Timpani Timpani Timpani Timpani Timpani Timpani Timpa/
(2 pair)

PI_.CUS. Bass Drum Drums Triangle Drumsi

$ION Cymbals Cymbals Triangle Cymbals

Gongs Triangle Cymbals Bells

2 Harps Harp 6 Harps Harp

151st Violins 161st Violins
15Seconds 16 Seconds
10 Violas Same Same Same 12 Violas Same game

STRINGS 11 'Cellos String 12 'Cellos String
9 Basses Balance 8 Basses Balance

EXPLANATORY NOTE: The content of an artwork is definitely beyond the scopcd"
tabulation. It is possible, nevertheless, to suggest by some such classification as the a-bo¢
whether a composer is technically progressive or regressive. The orchestration of Bral_
for example, is notoriously conservative, exhibiting comparatively few passages of
standingly individual instrumental color, though these few arc beyond question of trasr
cendental beauty. Brahms was, like the great classic symphonists, primarily concerned witi
the musical ideas in his works. None of his four symphonies employ a greater orchestra
do the later symphonies of Beethoven. Brnckner, content at first with the same iimi#
apparatus, soon felt that his type of symphonic structure called for a larger group of woo_
wind and brassinstruments. His more mature symphonies arc scoredfor a "threefold'" hah_
of woodwind and brass. The more modern penchant for numerous solo passages, eloq_,n_
predicted by Berlioz in his Fantastielu#, found its first more recent expression in Dlkhla_
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STRAUSS SCHOENBERG MAHLER STRAUSS MAHLER STRAVINSKY
First Heldanlabm Gurrdkd4r Fifth Elcltra Eighth Sacr_ du

£yraph_3 0899) (1901) Sjmphon# (1908) Sjmphon# Printemps
0888) (1904) (1910) (1913)

Piccolos 1 Piccolo 4 Piccolos 4 Flutes Piccolo 2 Piccolos 4 Flutes
Flutes 3 Flutes 4 Flutes 3 Flutes 4 Flutes Alto Flute
Oboes 3 Oboes 3 Oboes 3 Oboes 2 Oboes 4 Oboes 4 Oboes

l. Horn Engl. Horn 2 Engl. Horus Engl. Horn Engl. Horn Engl. Horn
arinets 2 Clarinets 3 Clarinets 3 Clarinets Heckelphon 2 bE Clari- 3 Clarinets

4 Clarinets nets
E Clarinet bE Clarinet 2 l,E Clarinets bE Clarinet 3 Clarinets D Clarinet WOOI_
*as Bass 2 Bass Bass Bass Bass Clarinet WIND
Clarinet Clarinet Clarinets Clarinet Clarinet

2 Basset
Horns

3 Bassoons 3 Bassoons 3 Bassoons 2 Bassoons 3 Bassoons 4 Bassoons 4 Bassoons
Contra- 2 Contra- Contra- Contra- Contra- Contra-

bassoon bassoons bassoon bassoon bassoon bassoon

9 Horns 8 Horns I0 Horns 6 Horns 8 Horns 8 Horns 8 Horns

Trumpets 5 Trumpets 6 Trumpets 4 Trumpets 6 Trumpets 4 Trumpets 4 Trumpets
i Bass Bass "'Inthedis- BassTrumpet

Trumpet Trumpet tance," 1 Cornet
4 Trumpets

3 Trom- 3 Trom- • Trombones 3 Trom- 3 Trom- 4 Trom- 3 Trombone*
bone* bones 1 Alto " bones bones bones

2 Tenor '" Contrabass "In the dis- BRASS
I Bass "' Trombone tance,"

lass Tuba Tenor Tuba 1 Contra- 4 Tubas 3 Trombones 2 Tubas
Bass Tuba bass " Tuba Contrabass Bass Tuba

1 Bass Tuba Tuba

4 Bayreuth
Tubas

:impani Timpani 6 (2 Pair) Drums, etc. panum
)_n_ air) Timpani Timpani Timpani 3 Timpani 1 Small Tim-Drums, etc. Drams, etc. Drums, etc. Drums, etc. Piano Timpani
:riangle 2 Harps Bells Harp Bells Harmonium Drums, etc. PERCUS-
_Tmbals Xylophone 2 Harps Organ Tambourine SION
.amtam 4 Harps Tambourine Mandolin "Ancient"
hzp Celesta Celesta Celesta Cymbals

Bells
, (2Sets)

18 First 81stViolins String
Violins 8 2nd " balance

Augmented 16 Second" 8 3rd " Augmented as in

Same Same Strings 14 Violas 6 1st Violas String Mahler's STRINGs12 'Cellos 6 2rid " Section Fifth
10 Basses 6 3rd "

6 1st 'Cellos

Solo Singers 6 2nd '"
and Choruses 8 Basses

Firtt, the prodigally rich coloring of which won the highest admiration of the younger
Richard Sffanss. The latter's contribution to orchestral technique, an increased wealth of
instrumental harmony and color, found its ultimate expression in the tremendous score
of the opera Eldara. The symphony orchestra, having constantly borrowed from its more
dramatic and colorful sister, tlic operatic orchestra, had by this time attained a "'fourfold"
balance of woodwind and brass in'addition to the acquisition of a great contingent of per-
cussion instruments hitherto practically unheard of in such a connection. Mahler's Eighth
and Schoenberg's Gurrdkd#r ar_striking examples of this development. The enormous progress
in the technique of orchestral color in the course of a single generation is amply accounted
for by the fact that four such great masters as Mahler, Strauss, Schoenberg, anaStravinsky
am t/racticaUy contemporaneous figures in musical history.
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A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER--FOURTH SYMPHONY

Los Angeles Philharmonic, Artur Rodzlnski, Conductor; Zaruhz
ElmasMan, Soloist. Los Angeles, CaliJornia, Dec. 31. 1931; Jan. 1, 1932.

The Mahler Symphony No. 4 in G Major followed and its varied
mood, which swept from chaos to the very height of melodic and hat*
momc beauty, proved a great attraction and it must be acknowledged
that it was Rodzinski's genius which opened it out in'to dazzling beauty.

Miss Zaruhi Elmassian, whose clear and resonant soprano voice
readily adapted itself to the instrumentation shared the triumphant
burst of applause which greeted the closing measures.

--CARL BRONSOI_,Los Angdes Exprass Harald

Strange work the Mahler Symphony. Great simplicity, almost a
folk song 9uality characterizes much of its melody. Naive indeed is the
jingling otthe harness bells which appears early and toward the close
of the symphony. Quaint is the orchestral treatment of the second move*
ment with its delicate waltz-like rhythm.

The dynamics that one usually finds at the close of a work are con-
centrated briefly at the end of the quiet third section, and ultimately
comes a sort of wistfully apocalyptic close, with the voice part, essayingits glimpse of another" world.

--EDWIN SCHALLERT, Los Angdes Times

Rarely has Mahler been played; Artur Rodzinski last night gave
this symphony the finest reading I have yet heard . . . It is pure music
and contains within it all the genius that Mahler had. Its naive thematic
expression reflects the creator.

--DAVID SO,COL,Los Angdos R_cord

GUSTAV MAHLER--FIFTH SYMPHONY

Philharmonic Symphony Society o/New York; Bruno Walter, Coo.
ductor; New York, Feb. 11, 12, 13, I4 (last perjormance broadcast].

The rhythmically ominous Funeral March with its overwhlemin_t
fanfare of trumpets, the savage section in A minor, in which a bound[
Prometheus seems to be fighting on a storm-lashed rock to break his
chains, the felicitous ScherZofurnishing its soothing rustic Laandlar with
a delightful companion, a waltz melody that anticipates the Rose,_
tavaliar--all these reveal the resourceful and imaginanve musician. Iu
the art of applying the most telling instrumental colors, in the alchemy
of uniting independent tone elements, Gustav Mahler finds his equal itl
Richard Strauss alone.

--JoxcmM H. M_xY_, N. Y. Staats-Zeitun_
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The symphony itself opened its heart to us as never before. The
second movement (Stuermisch bewegt) follows the initial funeral march
as with the torment of irreparable loss, and the memory of grief, haunts
.the vigorous measures of the laendlerish scherzo that comes after.

Where outside of the andante of the slow movement in Beethoven's

ninth symphony is the serenity of a longing too deep and sacred for an
earthly fulfilment expressed as it is here in Mahler's adagietto? . . .

The listening to this symphony as expounded by Bruno Walter
has stood forth among the few compensating privileges of a singularly
cheerless music season. All honor unto Mr. Walter for not passing it by
in the interest of the facile plaudits that he can always capture with
the over-driven symphonies of Beethoven and of Brahms.

Mr. Walter deserves our heartfelt gratitude for his zealous and able
interpretation of Mahler's fifth symphony, which must have won Mahler

not a few converts. --PITTS SANBOXN,New York World-Telegram

ANTON BRUCKNER---QUINTET

Chicago String Quartet. Messrs. Felber, Reiners, Lehnhoff, Du Moulin,
Dolejsi; Chicago, April 17, 1932.

The Chicago String Quartet closed their season of six concerts in
the theatre of the Chicago Woman's Club yesterday afternoon, playing
to a sold-out house . . .

Yesterday they did their solemn duty by that much misunderstood
Viennese master, Anton Bruckner, presenting the F major quintet.

--GLENN DILLARD GUNN, Chicago H¢rald

Bruckner bears with him the embarrassment of conscious rectitude,
high artistic purpose and a blameless life. He had no "'experiences,"
and so was free to concentrate all of his energies on his music. He took
his time to it, with no sense of haste and the solemn determination to
squeeze the last drop of juice from each musical thought.

--Kx_LUTON HaCK_TT, Chicago Evening Post

But beautiful music it is throughout. The slow movement reaches
in sublimity the slow movements in the symphonies; in this particular
field Bruckner _s the master of all masters--none excepted. Such depth
and pathos has been reached only by him.

The performance was fine in the two first movements (the slow
movement was played as second part); the Scherzo and the Finale would
have gained by a little more preparation. But we are grateful to the
five excellent musicians who gave us an opportunity to listen to this

masterpiece. Tm OTTBRSTROU_,Ckicago, April 19, 1932

It is radiant with moods and there is the most vigorous and stimulat-
ing range of thought . . .

I have never heard the Chicago String Quartet play so well as in
the bracing first movement or the glamorous second...

It is a beautiful work, and it should be played frequently though

it is a difficult one .... Euo_wa STmsoN, Chicago Daily News
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ARNOLD SCHOENBERC----GURRELIEDER

Cantata in four parts, for five vocal soloists, three four-part male
choruses, one eight-part mixed chorus, a speaker, and augmented orchestra.

Leopold Stokowskg Conductor; Paul Althouse, Tenor; Jeanette Vree-
land, Soprano; Rose Bampton, Contralto; Abrasha Robofsky, Bass; Robert
Betts, Tenor; Benjamin de Loache, Reciter.

The Princeton Glee Club, Alexander Russell, Conductor; The Fort-
nightly Club, Henry Gordon Thunder, Conductor; The Mendelssolm
Club, Bruce Carey, Conductor; The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.
Philadelphia, April 8, 9, 11, 1932. [One performance broadcast*]

Leopold Stokowskl, Conductor; [Same cast oJ assisting artists as i_
Philadelphia performances, April 8-11] New York, April 20, 1932.

It is tremendous, almost beyond conception . . .
Nowhere, save in Philadelphia, where are pooled the genius of

Stokowski, the forces of an adventuresome opera company and a spirit
to take the bull by the horns and experiment, would this undertaking

shucTesbs.eenpossible. Nowhere else could it have met with such dynamic
--FlUl_Ry C. B_cK, Philadelphia Record

At the close Mr. Stokowski was called repeatedly to the stage to
acknowledge the applause which he shared with the soloists, choruses
and members of the Orchestra...

The orchestration of the composition is all Schoenberg's own. It
is always rich, but never noisy, and it shows an immense appreciation
for the various instruments of the orchestra and their respective colors.
These are combined in an innumerable variety.

--S_U_L L. LAcIAa, Philadelphia Public Ladger

Such glowing, glamorous beauty of tone, such rapturous richness
of musical material, such spacious sweep of design, have not marked
any premiere performance here in a long, long time. Indeed, it is a question
whether such sustained ecstacy of emotion made musical, such poetic
fervor of effect and sheer lavish loveliness have been so potently com-
bined since the death of Richard Wagner.

--LII_TOl_ MAI_TII_, Philadelphia Inquirer

The instrumental texture of the Gurrdiedar has, one must grant,
unique clarity and iridescence; as sound, this score is often supremely
beautiful; light and color .play through it, gleam upon its surface-----
and lead, in the end, to sauety of the ear...

--EDWARD CUSHINO, Brooklyn Daily Eagl,

This performance, received with much enthusiasm by an audience
that packed the theatre, requited enormous forces . . .

The music is extremely sincere and it contains the technical germs
of the later Schoenberg. There is a sensuous feeling which the later
Schoenberg has completely abjured . . .

--OLIN DOWNES, NaW York Titus

*Theimportanceof broadcastingas a cultural influencecannotbe overestimated.During
theconcertandoperaseasonmillionsof people,whosehomesarefar fromanymusicalcenter,
will have the opportunity of catchingout oI the air splendidperformancesof the best music,
asplayed by the best orchestrasin the U. S. This occasionalglimpseinto the magicreal_
of truemusicalart will undoubtedlyprove for many thousandsan effectiveantidote to the
regularsacharinediet of musicalpoisonthat formsthe bulk of thedaily broadcastprograms."
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The mor-e salient question is whether the composer has voiced the
moods of his drama so that they communicate themselves to the music
lover. The question can be answered with a general aftirmative.

For one thing, there is much glowing lyricism in the score...

On the whole the writer found the work more impressive last eve-
ning than when he heard it at the first performance in Philadelphia.

--W. J. HENDERSON, N. Y. Sun

Its idiom has nothing to do with its significance; nor has any idiom.
That is a relative matter. It is the essence of the music that should con-
corn us.

The music is eloquent, warm, throbbing, musical dramatic writing,
set in a glamorous orchestral investiture rivalled by but few works in
the literature. The long phrases that characterize the love of King Walde-
mar and his Tove are still potent in their exalted beauty; the magic
of orchestral glow, such as we find here, as we do in Wagner, Strauss
and a few others, can make us glad, as can but few productions of the
latest music makers . . .

--A. WALTERK_a_, A£usical America

Schoenberg remains always the musician of admirable self-discipline;
he works with a palette of colors radiating sheer beauty, plasticity,
and joy in song. His melody is clothed in a splendidly flowing robe of
harmony; his thematic, or rather, leitmotivated material, in the parts
of Waldemar and Tove, is eloquent witness of a creative power . . .

' which, all in all, would stamp any 26 year old composer--be his name
Schoenberg or anything else--as a genius[

--JoAc_rlM H. M_YER, New York Staats-Zeitung

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI ON THE GURRELIEDER

In a special communication to the Bruckner Society following the
premiere reported above, Mr. Stokowski said:

"Since hearing the first performance of Gurrdieder in Vienna I have
been studying the score whenever I had leisure. Last summer I studied
it thoroughly. All of last season I was rehearsing it with the choruses,
solo singers and in the final period with the orchestra. We gave three
performances in Philadelphia and one in New York. These are some
of my impressions:

"Gurrdied*r is remarkable for the steady evolutionary growth in style
within itself. While the early part is extremely simple there are moments
which foreshadow the later organic growth. This is most noticeable
in the song of Waldtauba. In the second part sung by Waldemar is in-
creased condensation and concentration of style. The growth reaches
its highest development in Des Sommerwind*s Wilde Jagd in which the
mature development of Schoenberg today is clearly fore-shadowed. His
musical life has been a slow unfolding of an organism complete in unity
and design. Gurrdied*r promises what later he has achieved. The creative
power of the song of Waldtaube and Des Sommerwind*s Wild, ]agd is.
incontestable."
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ANTON BRUCKNER--EIGHTH SYMPHONY

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor. Boston
Mass., April 22, 2£ 1932.

Through page upon page the long adagio coils and uncoils, ulti-
mately and ever mounting heavenward. Four themes engender it into
hymn-like instrumental song; reiteration enforces it; deeper and deeper
sonorities enrich it, or a more shimmering texture gilds it as with an
halo. Presently the heavens open and Bruckner--the mysticism of the
Roman church pulsing within him--beholds and sounds the joys of
Paradise. A thousand times at St. F1orian's or in Linz Cathedral he has
played the Sanctus upon his organ. Now the host of the redeemed are
staging it apocalyptically. Of a sudden the hymn stays, and stills. And
God said: ""Let there be peace." And there was peace . . . It is by his
deepest fervors, his spellbound visions, his celestial felicities, and the
music he made of them, that Bruckner should be judged--to stand unique,
thus far, among the diviners who have written black notes upon white
paper ruled in staves . . .

As the Bostonian elect, fifty years ago gradually accustomed them-
selves to Wagner and to Brahms, as within much nearer time, they have
yielded inch by inch to Stravinsky, so now they must reconcile them-
selves to oc_s_onal Bruckner or Mahler at characteristic, insistent, but
not unprofitable, lengths. For no two composers, up and down the
world, have conductors fought more manfully. Now at last, in Europe
and in America, this persistence is prevailing . . .

In New York, Boston and Chicago, reviewers oftener than lay
listeners have been the antagonists. Now, more accustomed, audiences
are hearing for themselves.

--H. T. P., Boston Evening Transcript *

Its merit is to have caught something of the nobility of mood, the
selfless devotion to music for its own sake that is Beethoven's rarest gift.

--P. R., Boston Globa

In response to the urgings of certain ardent Brucknerites who, with
some right on their side, asked for all or nothing, Dr. Koussevitzky
presented at yesterday's Symphony Concert an uncut version of the
Austrian master's Eighth Symphony . . .

There is enough music, whether regarded vertically or horizontally,
in Bruckner's Eighth, a symphony vast both in scope and in content,
to fill a concert . . .

Is there any finale of any symphony that would not come as anti-
climax after that solemn and sublime Adagio, to which Dr. Koussevitzky,
yesterday, restored measures unjustly excised in the performance of
three years ago?

_WARRBN STOI_BYSMITH, Boston Post

•This performanceof Bruckner'sEighthwasperhapsthe world premiereof the original.
uncut version of the great symphony.Mr. Parker, of the BostonTranscript, movedby the
eloquenceof the music'scompleteversion, addressedthe BrucknerSocietyas follows:

"I wish that in one of your publicationsyou might make the point that Mahler's and
Bruekner_symphoniesshouldbe playedwithout cuts. That is... the length is oneof the"
characteristicqualitiesessential to the composer'sstyle, necessaryto the expressionof his
thoughtand feeling."
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ANTON BRUCKNERmFOURTH /_Romantic} SYMPHONY

Boston Symphony Orchestra; conductor, Dr. Serge Koussevitzky;
Bosto,n, Oct, 14 and 15, 1932.

Being an organist become composer and tone-poet, Bruckner loves
pedal-points and the even flow of the melodic stream. In neither did the
string choir fail him; while it was as swirl as he would speed it through
the so-called "Hunting Scherzo." In his Fourth Symphony, besides,
Bruckner is unusually susceptible and fanciful with the wind choir. In
flawless tone it gave him what he asked, even when in the slow move-
ment the imitation of a singing bird in the forest momentarily, and
childishly, delights him. Throughout the orchestra excelled itself as
fused and plastic ensemble, quick to every sonority that sang in the
composer's ear and heart .... For the hour the simple composer had
found his prophet in the sophisticated conductor. The applause at the
end testified as much .... This fourth Symphony harked back to an
earlier Bruckner than we usually hear; tapped him in fresh veins; re-
minded us that he was romantic before he was apocalyptic; that he could
transfuse into music sensations from the world without as well as visions
from the soul within.

--H.T.P., Boston Evening Transcript, Oct. 15, 1932

Not without reason has the work been dubbed "Romantic." The
call of the hunting horn is a dominant motive. There are rich harmonies
from the brasses as well as strings. The orchestration is, on the whole,
much lighter than is customary in a Bruckner score, but by its trans-
parence is none the less charming.

--MosEs SMITH,The Boston American, Oct. 15, 1932

In the later Bruckner symphonies, the outstanding movements are
always the second and the third. Such Adagios and Scherzos had been
written by no other composer since Beethoven. In the Symphony of
yesterday, the first and last movements--and particularly the latter,
with its chief theme that none of Bruckner's contemporaries could
dPOSsibly have imagined--are the strongest .... Dr. Koussevitzky con-

ucted this Symphony with understanding and enthusiasm, and the
applause at the end, which returned him to the platform until he bade
the players rise and bow, proved that his efforts had not been in vain.

--WARRBN STORBYSMITH, Boston Post, Oct. 15, 1932

BRUCKNER AND MAHLER IN JAPAN

Japan heard its first Bruckner on April 24, 1931, when the Takarad-
zuka Symphony Society of Kobe performed the Romantic under the
direction of Joseph Laska. Mahler's Kindertotenlieder were presented by
the same organization on May 18, 1929. Last season Mahler's Fifth,
conducted by Pringsheim, was enthusiastically applauded by the music-
lovers of Tokio.



BRUCKNER AS COLORIST*

The term color, as here used, means modulation. Modulation is a
transition from one key to another. As there are but twelve distinct
keys in music (major and minor of the same degree being merely locally
altered forms of the same key) the composer has a choice of eleven dif-
ferent modulations from any given key.

In the music of pre-Bach times the domination of inflexible church-
modgs rendered modulation practically impossible. With the advent of
our major and minor modes new possibilities appeared, and finally, at the
fervent, prophetic recommendation of Bach, the compromise of the
tonNred scale was universally adopted, throwing wide open the doors
of the twelve keys that had hitherto been like so many cells in a prison
of harmony.

Naturally, at the beginning of the new era masters ventured only a
few of the newly emancipated eleven modulations, confining themselves
for the most part to convenient and safe transitions, viz., to the dominant,
subdominant, and the relative major or minor keys. Not even the average
Bach fugue (Well-temI_er_d Clavichord) shows modulation beyond these
narrow confines. In the music of Mozart and Beethoven the increasing
tendency towards a comp.lete freedom of key-choice is revealed. Thus,
for example, in the opening movement of Beethoven's Sonata, op. 53,
the first and second subjects are in the relation of C major to E major,
instead of the traditional C major to G major (tonic to dominant). Since
most subsequent masters freely admitted that their individual con-
tributions toward the spiritual and technical advancement of music were
firmly rooted in one or other of the various revolutionary accomplish-
ments of Beethoven, some analysis of the significance of the above more
daring modulation will perhaps prove helpful towards the plotting of
a line indicating the progress of freedom in the application of harmonic
colors by more recent composers.

Outstandingly characteristic of Beethoven was a craving for intense
contrast. He found the traditional modulation to the dominant pale and
unsatisfying. When he chose the transition from C to E he may be said
to have leaped over that first dominant G, over its dominant D, and over
the next dominant A, coming to rest only upon reaching the fourth

*Editor's.Note:The eminentAmericanmusical theorist who in A Wordto Anti-Burct_
nerites,publishedin the first issueof Chordand Discord,exploded a number of antiquated
fallaciesprejudicialto a fair, impartial view of Bruckneras a symphonistproceedsto show
in an originalpieceof constructiveanalysisthat it was Brucknerwho developedto its ul-
timate richnessthe urge towardsharmoniccontrastwhich marksoneof the most important
advancesof Beethovenover his predecessors.

"Thereis noticeableafter Beethoven," claims he, "a constantly increasingfreedom.
in theapplicationof_y variet._andcontrastbyprogressivecomposers,particularlybyWagner,
Liszt, and Bruckner.Theuseof chromaticallyalteredchordsexcepted,this phase of musical
techn/queis aboutthe onlyoneinwhich thereseemsto havebeena developmentsinceBeeth-
oven's time. Rhythm and meter have not developed;ourdouble-and-tripletime and our
four-and-three-measureperiodgrewout of the unmeasuredtime of a 1000yearsago. Whetx
composerschangethe tt_mein everymeasureor everyother measurethey do not contribute
anything new, but simply revertto the unmeasuredGregorianChant.

"It is hard to think of any developmentin polyphony after compositions in 20 parts
by Okeghem(Ockenheim:1415-1513)and in 40 parts by Tallys (1525-1585).

"A further developmentof the sonata-formusedby Beethovenhasbeenattempted(the
symphonicpoem,the tone-poem)but opinionsarestilldividedconcerningthis 'improvement'..

"If we areconsideringprogressin music,it must be in regardto coloring and chord
clcmcnts.As paintingof the last generationdiffersfrom'the oldmasters' ia the use of all
twelvecolors in the spectrum,so musicof the last three generationsshows a constantcac-
pansion towardsthe useof all twelvekeys."
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dominant, E. This step, then, was a sudden transition io the dominant
of the fourth power, if we may be permitted so mathematical a terminoIogy.

In the following brief table of the comparative variety of modulations
employed by the leading symphonists particular emphasis is laid upon
the contrast between any two adjacent keys. If a composition follows
the circle of fifths (C-G-D-A. etc,) it produces all twelve colors, but
obviously only a single contrast, that of a/i/th. If it progresses from one
"color" to another chromatically (C-D flat, D-E flat, etc.) all twelve
colors appear, but again with only one contrast, that of the minor second
(or augmented prime). In both cases we have the deadly amiction of the
soquence, which has been so disastrous to many composers and composers
in tpe. It is possible, without repeating any color or contrast, to arrange all
twelve colors in such a manner that all eleven contrasts appear; the writer
of these lines has found 7708 different arrangements. But that is a problem
in permutation and combination and does not belong here. We are concerned
with Bruckner and the color-technique in his symphonies; for this reason
only symphonic movements of other composers are included in the
following classification.

Two lines of numbers are presented in each instance. The lower
line shows the mere distance of each new key in the music from the
initial key, as measured in half tones. The upper line shows the contrast
between any two adjacent keys. Thus if 0 (zero) is C, F will be 5, A 9,
E 4, etc. ; if it is D-flat, G-flat will be 5, B-flat 9, F 4, etc. The contrasts

5 4 7
are (The direction of the motion is, of course, always up.)

0 5 9 4

The list to the right includes the colors not employed in the work ana-
lyzed.
Mozart: G minor Symphony, first movement:

2 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 1 4 6

0 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 4 6
Beethoven: Ninth Symphony, first movement:

1 4 5 7 8 9 11 2 3 6 10

0 1 3 5 7 8 9 10 2 4 6 11
Brahms: C minor Symphony, first movement:

1 2 5 6 7 8 9 11 3 4 10

0 1 3 5 6 7 8 10 "11 2 4 9
Bruckner: Romantic Symphony (/V), first half of first movement:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 completo

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 complete
This analysis is, of course, only technical; but it may be relevant

in this connection to quote Wagner: "Technique is the ever evolving
property of all artists since the very existence of art; it has to be reckoned
with, mastered, and absorbed. That which technique is to express can
certainly not be learned." Nor can it be discussed. No one knows why
a work is great or insignificant, beautiful or ugly, important or unim-
portant, interesting or tedious. All such statements are results of in-
dividual reactions and as such beyond, dispute. But a technical analysis
shows whether a composer is progressive or regressive. In the matter of
colorful symphonic music Bruckner was certainly ahead of all the com'-
posers of his time. Tu. OTrURSTRO_M.



EUROPEAN ECHOES
VIENNA

Ernst Krenek, whose monumental setting of Goethe's Triumph of
Sensibility most critics considered the high-point of the Tenth International
Music Festival held in Vienna last summer, may well be regarded as an
exponent of the longing of the younger generation of composers to
destroy the popular impression that sets up a yawning chasm between
modern creative effort and the accomplishment of the masters of the
past. In the course of an interview with the present correspondent,
Mr. Krenek emphasizing the false notion which he considers the root of

all this misapprehension, exclaimed," There is no such thing as modern
music. There is only good or bad music.

Included in the program of the ten-day festival was a visit to the
"graves of honor" at the Zentral Friedhof, where simultaneous homage
was paid the memory, of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Bruckner,
and Mahler.

The evening of June 21 was devoted to a Popular Concert of,works
by Schoenberg, Alban Berg, and Mahler, whose Second Symphony achieved
the triumph that is its iust due.

A musical event not without a measure of romance was the presenta-
tion in Vienna, on July 19, of Gustav Mahler's unfinished Tenth Symphony,
under the direction of his nephew, Fritz Mahler. This young conductor,
already internationally noted for his masterly interpretations of both
the Bruckner and Mahler symphonies, which he has made his special
province, was the ideal choice for the honor of this, the first broadcasting
of the song-symphonist's last legacy to the world's music lovers. ThE
orchestral score of two movements of the symphony was prepared for
performance by Ernst Krenek. The complete original sketches Were
published in a limited, facsimile edition by Mrs. Mahler about ten years
ago under the auspices of the Paul Zsolnay Verlag of Vienna.

In Vienna it has become customary to broadcast complete Bruckner
and Mahler cycles direct from the Rundfunk building. This fact alone is
sufficient evidence that the city traditionally known as "the city of
music" still leads the world in the idealistic quality of its audience
of general music-lovers. New Yorkers will doubtless regard as a joke

the assertion that numbers of Viennese men of business upon arriving
home from work will sit by their loud-speaker with a little Bruckner-
or Mahler orchestral score in hand and listen with great delight to the
broadcasting of this deep, serious music.

Recently the student orchestra of the New Viennese Conservatory
under the direction of Prof. Nilius gave a fine performance of Mahler's
Resurrection £ymphony (the Second) thus proving the still preeminent
quality of Austrian musical pedagogy.

MUNICH

This has been an unusually rich Bruckner season for Muenchen.
The complete cycle of the composer's works begun last winter X_as
continued before capacity audiences from all parts of German Euro13 _
On ,January 7, the fourth Bruckner evening brought the Wagner a_d
Romantic symphonies under the capable direction of Prof. Heinrich L_.ber,
a native product of Munich whose fame as a Bruckner interpreter is al-
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ready international. Concerning the performance the Bayrische Staats-
z,eitung said, "Prof. Laber's mastery of these two great works is no mere
reflection of a consummate knowledge of the orchestral technique in-
volved; his is that deeper knowledge, the revelation imparted only to
the soul inspired by apostolic convicuon. One feels that he loves Bruck-
ner's music. One hears it with every bar he conducts. It has become
a part of him."

On February 23 and 25, respectively, Munich heard the canceled
Nullte in D Minor and the Lin_,er Studiensymphonie in Y minor interpreted

by Prof. Franz Moissl of Klosterneuburg, Austria. These two less-favored
sisters of the brilliant "nine ' require the most sympathetic treatment
in order to display their genuine, profound Bruckner quality. Prof.
Moissl, editor of the Bruckner Blaetter from its inception, and for many
years the leading spirit of that famous periodical of sacred music, Musica
Divina, is, because of his great devotion to Bruckner and his supreme
knowledge of church music, eminently fitted to interpret these "study"
symphonies of the composer written while he was still under the austere
influence of almost exclusively liturgical composition. The thunderous
applause and the huge laurel wreath which were tendered Prof. Moissl
at the close of the second performance were eloquent witness that this
modest, great musician, much as the shy, aging Bruckner fifty years
before him, was at length to be brought forth from his long obscurity to
a deserved international fame.

On February 28 occurred the first performance, before a small audi-
ence of invited guests, of the original version of Bruckner's Ninth, the
unfinished masterpiece which the composer's foremost disciples had for
forty years regretfully regarded as the product of a failing genius. The
emancipation of the orchestral language that characterized the music of
the opening decades of this century has revealed that Bruckner in his
closing years anticipated many of the delicate nuances of instrumental
color which, though thoroughly sanctioned in our own day, must have
appeared feeble and erroneous to the musical experts of over" a generation
ago. The private hearing, under the distinguished direction of Siegmund
von Hausegger, was repeated on April 2.

BERLIN

Two special concerts to celebrate the Fi]tieth Jubilee of the Berlin
Philharmonic brought "stunning" performances of Bruckner's Seventh
and Beethoven's Ninth, according to Mr. Herbert F. Peyser, the well
known American critic. Writes Mr. Peyser in the New York Times,
May 22nd, 1932:

"But when onehearsFurtwaenglerconductBrucknerand Beethovenas he didon these
occasionsthe temptation is strong to forget or to condoneany 'derailment' of the sort and
to exclaimasDeanSwift oncedidto a singer in the 'Messiah,' 'For this be all thy sinsfor-
givenl' "

Herr Furtwaengler also gave performances of Bruckner's Ninth and
Mahler's Fourtk.

Otto Klemperer, apostle of modernism, surprised Berlin last year
with a sudden change of musical diet. Bruckner was prominent among
the classics he presented.

The first of four concerts given by the Friends of Music under the
direction of Dr. Unger was devoted ¢_tirely to works of Mahler.



A NEW ERA IN PHONOGRAPH RECORDING

INthe recent amazing improvements in the devices for electrical phono-
graph recording the forces that have so long striven in vain to'spread

the neglected gospel of symphonic music have undoubtedly gained their
most powerful ally. Studio recording of great modern scores, owing
partly to the tremendous numbers of the personnel usually involved,
and partly to the peculiar acoustic problems presented by the intricate
polyphonic web of most of this music, was always either impossible
or highly unsatisfactory. But now a new era has set in. The concert-hall
has become the studio. The actual performance under the master's baton
before the breathlessly expectant thousands of listeners is the music
caught and perpetuated upon the records. Every up-to-date gramophone
shop is a treasure-house of beautifully bound volumes of these records
of the world's famous symphonies as actually interpreted before music-
lovers and criticsby the best conductors and finest orchestras in the world.

Perhaps the greatest triumph as yet achieved in this new era of
recording is the recently published volume of fourteen double-faced
records comprising the American premiere performance of Arnold Schoen-
berg's Gurrelieder under Leopold Stokowski at Philadelphia on April 8.
The unparalleled enthusiasm that greeted this performance is reported
on page 16 of this issue in the very words of leading critics who were
present. All the apostolic fervor which 1VLr.Stokowski instilled into
the hearts of his army of assisting executants upon this momentous
musical occasion radiates £orth from these incomparable records that
have photographed for mankind for all time an ideal interpretation of
this titanic landmark of serious modern music.

SOME IMPORTANT RECORDINGSBRUCKNER

SeventhSymphony;BerlinPhilharmonic,Jascha Horenstein,Conductor;Polydor.
Te Deum; BrucknerChoir; Parlophone.
Scherzo,Third Symphony; Wiener Sinfonie Orchester,Anton Kourath, Conductor;H.M.V.

Scherzo,Fourth Symphony; Wiener Philharmoniker, Clemens Krauss, Conductor;H.M.V.

MAHLER

Kindertotenlieder;HeinrichRehkemper;Polydor.
Ich bin derWeltabhandengekommen--Urlichr

Mme. Charles Cahierwith the BerlinState OperaOrchestra,Selmar Meyrowitz,Conductor;Ultraphone.
Der Tambourgesell-- Rheinlegendchen

Heiurich Schlusnuswith the BerlinState Opera Orchestra;HermanWeigert, Con_ductor; Polydor.
Adagietto,FifthSymphony;ConcertgebouwOrchestra,WillemMengelberg,Conductor;Columbia.

WOLF

Songssung by EIena Gerhardt; these excellent records were sponsoredby the HugoWolf Society;H. M. V.
$CHOENBERG

Gurrelieder (Seearticle A New Era in Phonograph Recording.)
All recordslisted here can be obtained at the GramophoneShop, 18 East 48th St.,New York. .
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BACK TO ROMANTICISM!

"Back to romanticism!" The slogan requires some qualification, for
despite all modern revolutionary tendencies romanticism has never de-
parted from art, and especially from music. All art is inextricably inter-
woven with romance. Yes, more than that: art and romance are basically
identical conceptions. Even the one who merely takes pleasure in art
experiences" romantically," so to speak, the intensity of this" romantic'"
experience, of course, differing with the individual. In one completely
taken up with business and every-day cares the spirit of romannclsm
lies dormant. The more readily a man responds to the voices of his inner
being the more vivid is his romantic experience. The last human being
will be the last romanticist.

In music romanticism is the art of the spiritual recluse. Without
inner solitude, in my opinion, there can be no art and, particularly, no
music. Gustav Mahler, whose Song of the Earth stirs the hearts of the
people more every day, was one of the world's great lonely souls. Out
of his solitude he created those immortal works in which that romantic-
daemonic nature of his, so completely severed from the outer world,
finds overwhelming expression.

There is, in contra-distinction to this manner of creating out of the
inmost soul, another, the inspiration of which is the reality of everyday
life. This kind of creation might be compared to a photographic plate
and is not art in the higher sense of the word. It is necessary therefore
to differentiate between two kinds of musical art, the work of the spiritual
recluse, a contribution offering something new and unknown to the
world, and the work of the mere tonal chronicler or photographer of
everyday experience. Some composers, unaware that they are at heart
romanticists, and some, who are romanticists against their will, labor
under the delusion that they are musical photographers of reality, but
the apparent drabness of their achievement Is elevated to the higher
plane of art by their imaginative power and individuality. Igor Stra-
vinsky, dubbed a foe of romanticism, a thoroughly creative being who
considers himself anything but a romanticist, betrays romantic traits
in many of his works. I need only mention his Sacre du Printemps, that
ecstatic hymn to the primal power of nature.

How a purely commonp.lace incident may be metamorphosed into
romance by the creative artlst is evident from the following example.
The cudgel-scene in Wagner's Meistersinger is a realistic, musical setting
of an extremely ordinary happening. Yet the delicate humor of the
composer raises the whole incident to a hig.her sphere. Thus everything
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can be a subject for musical art if it is made--" inexact. 'u There is, in
music, no such thing as "exactness," a term that has aroused so much
controversy. I demand "exactness" from an architect, for I want to live
in a house, pray in a church, etc. But music fulfils no such" exact" need--
how then is exactness to be associated with it? Music is, was, and will-
remain a confession of the soul! The more individual, unworldly, an@
solitary a soul is, the more timeless the music created out of it. From the
soul alone come the loftier revelations in their purest form, as the com-,
poser knows, and only the composer! In this respect every true artist is
of necessity a romanticist•

One often hears the claim that many a musical work of decidedly
romantic character has dated. This view neglects the fact that in such
cases it is not the romantic nature of the music but its lack of vitality
that is to blame. Weber, for instance, was a confessed romanticist. I-I=
always emphasized this disposition of his, which of course harmonized

with tl_e artistic atmosphere of his age. His music possesses the lasting
charm characteristic of a genuinely creative being alone. The perishable
element of his Oberon,that woebegotten creation of a deathly sick ma_
who composed an opera for London in order to keep his family fro_i.
starving, is not to be found in the extremely fine musical setting but in
the defective web of the text. His Freischuat_,on the other hand, is;
thanks to its superior libretto, still much alive today, as are aH romantic
works of perfection. Verdi, whom many for a time wished to set up as
the spiritual opposite of Wagner, is also to a great degree a romanticist_.
To prove this I need only mention the unforgettable nature-painting ote
the fourth act of Rigoletto, the enchantment of the Egyptian night
the Nile-act of Aida, or the poetic scene of the elves in Falstaff.

Thus we see that all music that was the expression of genuine,
vivid experience remains timeless and is still convincing today. Take,
for instance, the music of Mendelssohn, that composer banned asa.
"mere romanticist." His wonderful Midsummer-Night's Dream music is
still as radiantly enchanting as ever with all its wealth of color. If a

musical work has lost its appeal the reason is not its romantic character
but some real deficiency such as may be found even in some of the com-
positions of the greatest masters•

There is apparent in the audiences of today an inclination towards
true art, towards the genuine things in music. Adverse criticism has
sought in vain to strike a death-blow at romanticism, but it is destined
t6 survive because the heart of man is ever the same and will not be
suppressed'2 --BRuNoWaLT_X

1The original German words "sachlich," "unsachlich," and "Sachlichkeit" posse_t
a connotational nuance (when connected with music) that makes an ideal translation i_t-
possible._

2Translated by the Editor and published with the kind permission of the N. Y. Staa_,.
Zaitung und H_rold. (Zurueck zur Romantik, Staats-Zeitung und Herold, d. 4. Dez. 193[_



THE NEW AUDIENCE

Although our method of musical training has been and still is rather
conservative the growing generation is being given more and more op-
pgrtunity of hearing modern as well as so-called "accepted' master-
pieces. One need ouly call particular attention to the broadcasts of the
concerts of ttie Philadelphia Orchestra, of the Philharmonic Symphony
Society of New York, of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and of the
Metropolitan Opera Company. In addition children and adults through-
out the U. S. are being given the opportunity to hear broadcasts of the
Damrosch Music Appreciation Hour and Schelling's Children's Concerts.

As usually happens when progressive suggestions are made, the
ultra-reactionaries, unmindful that they may have been championing
composers who in their day were not included in the "non-debatable"
category, protested vigorously when that apostle of progress in music,
Leopold Stokowski, suggested that listening in on the Philadelphia
Orchestra concerts be made part of the curriculum of our schools. Ac-

cording to the conservatives children should hear only masterpieces
•tried and true. They lose sight of the fact that only yesterday Wagner,

Brahms, and Strauss would have been kept from the delicate ears of these
helpless children. Just what is good music? How do they, or how could
,,any masterpiece originally considered mere cacophony have become

tried and true if the opponents of progress in music had succeeded
in silencing the pioneers?

Certainly the awe-inspiring score, El_ktra, could not have created
a furor in Philadelphia when it was given a memorable performance
under Fritz Reiner in October, 1932, nor could it have drawn large crowds
in New York the following season (six performances have already been
given at the Metropolitan at this writing) had the original verdict of
the press been sustained by modern audiences and modern reviewers. 1

The immediate triumph of this "monstrum horrendum" brought
forth speculation as to the reasons for this complete change of attitude.
No one reason seems to explain the phenomenon. The movies, radio-
broadcasts of symphonic concerts, the unforgettable Ele_ra of Gertrude
Kappel, the advafices made in the study of psychology, the fact that
the" intelligentsia" has shown great interest in Eugene O Ne!!l's psycho-
analytic plays, especially in "Mourning becomes Electra, all these
factors doubtless contributed towards making the production of Strauss'
Elel_ra the unusual success that it was.

The attendance of movies and plays well produced has made the
intelligentsia more critical of staging, just as hearing concerts and Wagner
productions has resulted in the rejection of inferior musical offerings.
The production of Elektra was generally acclaimed for its musical excel-
lence owing, in great part, to the zeai of Artur Bodanzky, and criticized

XFort_reciselvfifteen minutes by the watch the audience, in slowly diminishing numbers,
cheered and calledthe principal artists to the stage .... It is probably accurate to say that
no one dreamed of such a reception of Strauss' formidable opera.

---OLzN Dow_rEs, New York Tit_s.
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because ofits inferior staging. 1
Influences similar to those that developed a new audience for the

opera (an audience critical of the really musical side of performances, an
audience that does not hail the leather-lunged tenor or the bejeweled
prima donna, an audience that is attracted by a notable cast but displays
more interest in the ' Gesamteindruck ' (teamwork) than in individual

accomplishment)--the influences of the radio, of the gramophone with
its recording of the so-called "accepted' masterpieces and of modern
music, and the inclusion on concert programs of modern and ultra-
modern music, have made concert-goers more critical not only of the
quality of performances but of the programs themselves. One reads
complaints of the all too frequent repetition of the accepted classics
and of the dearth of performances of less familiar music. One reads of
the growing demand for Bruckner, Mahler, and Sibelius, and cannot
underestimate the growing interest in the works of neglected masters
even at the popular Stadium Concerts in New York City. 2 Since that
time the number of Bruckner and Mahler performances has not only
increased noticeably but even met with enthusiastic receptions by dif-
ferent audiences in the same city and by audiences of different cities:
How these composers are gradually coming into their own here was
described in the November issue of Chordand Discord ("The American
Renaissance.")

Since that issue went to press a number of additional performances
has been given, all of which left no doubt as to the receptive attitude
of the audiences. It is encouraging indeed to find that reviewers are
abandoning the mincing attitude that used to stress the "shortcomings"
of Bruckner and are gradually enfiphasizing the monumental virtues of
his works.

As Mr. Oscar Thompson said very aptly of Elektra:" Time has shown
that its virtues amply justify repertory," time will show that the virtues
of Bruckner as well as Mahler will just@ their inclusion in the standard
repertoire of every important American symphonic organization just as
they are included in the repertoires of the important symphonic or-
ganizations of many countries of Europe.

Mr. Gabrilowitsch's performance of Mahler's First in Detroit last
October met with a cordial reception from the audience. When Bruck-
net's Romanticwas performed in Milwaukee under the direction of Dr.
Frank Laird Waller the reception was such that an encore was given.

IStaging does not seem to have been one of the outstanding accomplishments of the
Metro olitan even during Mahler's regime twenty-five years ago. One wonders why the effort.

13 " " " r "time, and money expended upon the lavlsh production of Sadko m recent yea s were not
directed toward improving the staging of Wagner, for example. In Jan. 1908, Gustav Mahler.
hoping to induce Prof. Alfred Roller to become the Stage Director, wrote:

"The _entlemen here are planning to appoint the present manager of the Scala (Or
Gatti-Casazza) manager of the Metropolitan Opera and to engage the much praised con-
ductor Toscanini for Italian opera, leaving me in charge of German opera ....

"I have proved most thoroughly to them that the stage here.needs a new master, more_
than anything else and that I know only one who by means of his art and personahty can
'pull the wagon out of the mud.' At the same time (and I have proved this) it is essential
that this person be given complete charge of the stage and everything connected with it...
Here they respect only one thing--the ability and the will to do things .... "

[Gustav Mahler Briefe---Copyright--Paul Zsolnay Verlag.]
_Two years ago the press reported that the names of these composers appeared on the

Request Ballot Programs more frequently than heretofore. The reason is obvious. Conductors
had begun once more to give their audiences the opportunity of hearing a Bruckner or a
M_hler work on rare occasions.
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An unforgettable reading of the same symphony in New York underthe baton of A_rturo Toscanini was hailed with enthusiasm.1 Bruckner
Fifth, which received its first Cincinnati performance under the direction
of Eugene Goossens in December, excited the audience to a veritable
storm of applause. It is revelative of the attitude that has been fostered
towards Bruckner here since the Eighties to read the concluding sentence
of Mr. Leighton's excellent review of this performance:

"Let no one stay away through fear of Bruckner."

Apparently the music-lovers of Cincinnati took his advice, for ac-
cording to Dr. Sidney C. Durst, Director of the College of Music of
Cincinnati, the audience manifested unbounded enthusiasm. Earlier' in
the season Boston audiences had made known in unmistakable terms
their approval of Bruckner.

One of the most important contributions to the Bruckner movement
was the series of performances of Bruckner's "Choral" (V) Symphony.

, There were four performances of the Fifth under the direction of Bruno
Walter. The last of these was broadcast over the Columbia Chain thus
increasing the actual listeners by untold numbers. 2

While Walter was conducting the first .two performances of the
Fifth, Frederick A. Stock paid tribute to Bruckner and Wagner by per-
forming the Third Sjmphony dedicated to the "Master of Bayreuth."
In Chicago the audiences as well as the critics gave the work a highly
satisfactory reception. 3

As was pointed out above, students also are taking an interest in
Bruckner. A concert in Newark, N. J., by the Newark Sinfonietta, con-
ductor Armand Balendonck, given under the auspices of the N. J. State
Normal School, included Bruckner's Quintet and the Adagietto from Mahler's
Fifth and aroused great interest among the music-lovers of that city.4

All indications point toward a new audience, growing in size with
every season. 4The rise and growth of such an audience led Pitts Sanborn
to write after a memorable performance of Tristan at the Metropolitan:
"The character, size, and enthusiasm of the audience bore witness to the
practical wisdom of offering such a performance," while Olin Downes
wrote, "The accepted dictum that 'Tristan and Isolde' could never
under any circumstances become a popular opera suffered a shock. For
the fuss the audience made, it might have been Aida.

Let opera impresarios bear in mind that the music-loving public's
taste is changing, that it can discriminate, that well-performea Wagner,
and Elektra, and the like are popular attractions. Let conductors and
managers keep in mind that classics are repeated too often and that
Bruckner and Mahler are coming into their own.

--ROBERT G. GREY

r'The concert was well attendedand the applause, particularly after Bruckner, long
and enthusiastic." --HUBBARDHUTCHINSON, New YorkTimes.

UAfterthe first performanceHubbardHutchinsonof the NewYorkTimeswrote: "The
control that subduedthe beginnings of the final crescendoand made possiblethe blaze_of
power which endedit and which brought a burstof applauseand 'bravos' from a largeaudi-
ence was masterly."

SDr. Stock should take couragefrom the reaction of last night's audienceand play
us more Bruckner. Nobody found it too long or too solemn 4

--GT.uNNDILLARDGuNN--ChicagoH_raldExaminer
• 4The adagio--is the most informal, the most eloquent in the work and ranks with
the more admirablein the chambermusicform. It wasplayedwith a feelingfor its harmonic
structure and melodic contents and a technical smoothness that incitedplaudits. _ ,

• --Newark EoaningNews. ,



MUSIC BECOMES ELEKTRA

The painful attack of squeamishness suffered by our native esthetic
spirit two decades ago upon the occasion of the American premiere of
Richard Strauss' Elektra resulted in the placing of a ban upon that great
music-drama which was not lifted until about a year ago.*

Among the influences that instilled into some enterprising Phila-
de.lp.hian music-lovers the courage to venture a revival that struck most
critics as foolhardy the astonishing success of Eugene O'Neill's inspired
modern paraphrase of the sombre Greek masterpiece should not be
underestimated. After this purely dramatic triumph of the so-termed
revolting and gruesome, there could no longer be any doubt as to the
feasibility of yon Hofmannsthal's dreaded libretto. Thus despite the
uncontestedly classic status of Strauss' orchestral contributions in our

own day the primary problematical feature that cast a pall over the hope
of popularizing this most gloomy of tonal artworks in our country was
lmdoubtedly musical.

And no wonder; for in the tremendously gripping and even terrifying
_music that holds uninterrupted sway over the listener's emotions through_
.out the breathless tonal suspense that is the score of Elektra, a strange
.orchestral idiom finds its highest utterance. This is that language of
unadulterated music-dramatic effect one seeks in vain in all the romantic,;
.dramatic magnificence of Wagner's epic scores. This vast difference
.between the two mighty Richards of the stage goes a long way towards,

- explaining the stupendous recent triumph of Elektra, a laurel that could
have been granted only an art-work of striking originality. What their
is the nature of this tonal language, so telling and yet so different? Th_
key to it lies in a few passages of the earlier Salame in which human
passion and suffering already attain consummate expression by means-
of insistent, almost unmusical hammerings and pulsations in the con-
.*rusted colorings of the various instrumental families. Two generation_
.before Salame Hector Berlioz, that great pioneer of orchestral effect,
prophesied by occasional usage the vast range of emotional suspense
yet to be translated into the vocabulary of instrumentation. A slight
*race of a kindred revelation is evident in the operatic scores of Weber;
but the real source (just as is the real source of all that is purely emotional
in modern music) is to be found in Beethoven. The "prime genitor"
of all this tonal passion is the revolutionary outburst of tone that begins-
the Finale of the Ninth Symphony. Yet this view by no means expladn_
all the music of Elektra. The problem o£ sustaining by orchestral effect
the undiminished suspense of an extended dramatic poem of such sombre-

hess is one that could have been solved so consummately by perhaps
no other composer in musical history. Strauss himself, having completed
the huge labor of inspiration, must have wondered at the achie_remeat _

*In his illuminating review of the Metropolitan Opera House performance Mr. Lax_rencer
Gilman of the N. Y. Herald-Tribune recalls the reception of the masterpiece when it w_tS_-
first produced here in 1910 at the Manhattan Opera House. Writes Mr. Gilman in part-

This, we were told, was no lyrico-dramatic setting of the theme immortalized blr
.Sophocles, Euripides, and Aeschylus--it was not, in short, an opera at all. It was a shamblea;
a charnel-house, an insane asylum shrieking through the bars of a lunatic score. Impassion_:
sermons were preached to us concerning the alleged brutality, violence, and ignoble horror
of yon Hofmannsthal's libretto and upon the shocking enormity of Strauss's score, its wi_
-infraction of every established law of musical procedure.
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He must have realized that by this means of orchestral contrast no more
could be achieved, for all his subsequent scores for the stage reveal a
c9mplete departure from the method of Elektra. The sudden change of
musical religion displayed by Schoenberg after that Everest of orchestral
romanticism, the Gurrelieder, is an example of a similar upheaval in the
soul of a creative artist.

After all this generalization about the orchestral idiom of Elektra,
the writer may be pardoned at/east one brief attempt at specification,
although he knows that the perusal of a "score" analysis is no fas-
cinating prospect for the layman.

Elektra's cry of recognition, "Orest!" bursts upon a moment of
complete orchestral silence. Her surprise is immediately echoed by the
whole woodwind choir against a sombre background of lugubrious
resonance in the string basses. The skilful contrast of a briefly uttered
gasp of normal feminine coloring by the high-pitched voices of the
flutes only enhances the breathless suspense of the moment. The scoring
of the passage that now follows is the ultimate of Straussian virtuosity
in instrumentation, the steady and telling application of orchestral
contrasts not so much to mirror as to intensify the vital play of human
passion in the lines of the poem, an achievement which, upon the whole,
a mathematical survey of method can thoroughly illuminate only for
the trained musician, though it be as well the nearest approach to an
accurate accounting for the effect of the music upon the unsophisticated
listener. There are felt coursing simultaneously two mighty lines of
melody, veritable arteries of tone horizontally bound. Along the upper
melodic line sound the combined voices of two oboes, an E-flat clarinet,
two bassethorus, a bassclarinet, two horns, joined after a measure or
two by all the strings, while four clarinets and two trumpets provide
the rich harmonic background. Beneath this already highly sonorous
tonal structure there sounds simultaneously another equally resonant,
an independent melodic web realized by three trombones singing in
harmony against the feverishly pulsating background of a motive al-
ternately uttered by six horns singing high and an answering hammer-
ing chorus of deep-toned instruments (two bassoons, a contrabassoon,
a contrabass trombone, a contrabass tuba and the string basses).

It was suspected by many, so well versed in the Wagnerian music-
drama that they were blind and deaf to any other possible means of tonal
expression for the modern stage, that Strauss' espousal of a purely melodic
method in Rosenkavalier, Ariadne, etc., was tantamount to a personal
confession by the composer that the score of Ele_ra was but a" charnel-
house" of sensational artistic lies, a clever noise intended to cover his
inability to assume the purple robe of the composer of Goetterdaemmerung.

But the steadily growing tumult of popular approval that has greeted
successive recent performances of Elektra at the Metropolitan seems to
have added another striking instance to the unending list of stupidities
sponsored by yesterday's critics and estheticians in judging the real
masterpieces of their own generation. The verdict of the critics has always
been hampered by necessary haste, but fortunately the process of en-
lightenment constantly at work upon the general public brings about
a certain though often a very belated rectification.

---G. E.



THE TURN TO BRUCKNER

Strange as it seems, in both Boston and New York, to the elder
generation of reviewers and listeners, a new audience is now hearing the
symphonie_ of Bruckner, hearing them without prepossession or pre-
judice, seemingly receiving pleasure from them. Frequenters of the

'Symphony Concerts know by heart the signs of boredom or distaste---
the recurring rustle through the auditorium, the reading of the program-
book page by page, the wandering eyes, the vacant faces, the waning
attention. Not one was conspicuous when Dr. Koussevitzky revived

the Fourth Symphony last Friday afternoon; while on Saturday evening
comp.oser, conductor and orchestra held the audience intent. On both
occasions applause answered generally and warmly. The two perform_
ances, last spring, of Bruckner's longer, more exacting, more uneven,
Eighth Symphony, brought no less interested and cordial response. In
New York, Mr. Toscanini and the Philharmonic Society were as fortunate
with the Seventh; while within a few weeks they will set out "the Fourtl_as well.

At the beginnings of Bruckner in America, as some like to believe,
his symphonies displeased reviewers more than they did lay listeners.
Soon the scribes--and a few Pharisees--evolved a formula for discourse
about them. It arrayed at length the composer's limitations and weak-
nesses. It noted less spaciously, with a certain air of weariness, the signal
and highly individual qualities that offset them. It implied, and usualIy
asserted, that he and all his works were dull. Whatever the symphony in
hand, this formula returned. There was no attempt to examine each one
as a separate entity with its own particular quality. By dint of repetition
upon hearers with little discernment and less courage of their own,
the formula gradually prevailed as the verdict of American audiences
upon Bruckner.

Pause ensued during which conductors next to never ventured his
symphonies. Then the present return to them--by Dr. Koussevitzky and
Mr. Toscanini annually in Boston, and New York; by M.r; Stokowski
and Mr. Stock more occasionally in Philadelphia and Chicago. Forth-

with, a new generation that knew nothing of the old reviewing formula,
and shared none of the prejudices it had bred, listened to Bruckner for
himself; heard each proffered symphony according to its kind and degree,
usually took pleasure in it. 1 Enlightened and persevering conductors
have not kept in vain their faith in Bruckner. In Boston and in New
York in these nineteen-thirties, he has, decidedly, a present and a future---
the "old crowd' (as the young amiably call it) to the contrary not-

withstanding'2 --H. T. PARKER,Boston Transcript, November 17, 1932.

ITheColumbiaSpectator,a student publication in a review by A. W. Hepner praisin,,
Bruckner_sFifth Symphonyas well as its performanceunder the direction of Bruno Wa]r-,_._

.asks, "Why not allow New York conductorsto give them (the audiences)more music_t,_
this type, musicwhich is monumental,which has something to say, and which is just as
enjoyableas the usual routine of Beethoven'snine, and Brahms' four, symphonies?"

N.B. The aboveis significantbecauseit revealsthe attitude of the youngergener_tiort_
_Andnow the four recent epoch-makingperformancesof Bruckner's Fifth Symphou-

by the N. Y PhilharmonicunderBruno Walter seemto have overcomeeventhe on_os;*-"y
of the old crowd rnentmned by Mr. Parker.



A NOTE ON DEMOCRATIZATION

Lately the hue and cry about depression has penetrated into the
high places of American musical art, wreaking particularly sad havoc
in the realm of opera. When the society of the Friends of Music dissolved
last season, although the regrettable event was not directly due to un-
favorable economic conditions, the sudden revelation that even so fine
an institution had owed its life-blood to the almost unaided bounty of
a single individual showed as vividly as the handwriting on the wall
that the financial foundation upon which so many other of our leading
musical organizations rested was far from stable.

The growing uneasiness inspired by last season's ominous crop of
deficits was all too soon transformed to open fear when more than one
nabob who had in better times proudly played the role of Maecenas
suddenly withdrew his indispensable support and two distinguished

operatic organizations lapsed into,gloomy silence. For a time even theworld-famous ' Golden Horseshoe threatened to be veiled in darkness,
until a desperate compromise between the artists and the business manage-
ment of the Metropolitan made it possible to promise music-lovers at
least a curtailed season of performances for 1932-1933. Naturally, the
whole distressing contingency aroused much indignation and a general
longing among the mentors of the opera to vest the burden of financial
responsibility in the numerous though modest, but certainly less treacher-
ous private budgets of the general public. Last fall, upon being pressed
-for some definite statement concerning the plans of the Metropolitan,
Mr. Attar Bodanzky, fresh from his annual European summer vacation,
exclaimed:

"You tell me that both the Philadelphia Opera and the Chicago Civic Opera have
had their support of a few financial backers'withdrawn. This is not like your real America,
bat it is declffedly like those who use opera for their own social ends.

"I had no intention of discussing the finances of the Metropolitan Opera Com]pany.
But you have brought it up, so, perhaps, it is well. [ say that it was the artists of the _vletro-
po.litan that saved this distinctly great American institution from going to the wall last
winter.

"'Yes, there is a plan afoot here. It is to take the Metropolitan Opera out of the hands
of the wealthy few and put it in the hands of the appreciative public."

Whether the Metropolitan, hampered as it is by dependence upon a
traditionally exclusive patronage, will be able to realize this rather
Utopian dream, remains to be seen. Perhaps nothing but a fresh, vigorous
and courageous beginning can bring about the desired millennium. At
last such a start has been made thgugh not in the snobbish, opulent
East. Even at this moment of national woe municipal control of music
has entered our country at the Golden Gate. To San Fraticisco goes the
honor, of having taken the step which may prove to be the most far-
reaching in American musical history. In order to raise the six million
dollars required for the creation and maintenance of the magnificent
architectural and artistic venture the city floated an issue of four millions
in bonds and has, in addition, pledged itself to an annual outlay of $65,000
towards the maintenance of the institution. Tosca, a fine inaugural per-
formance, was broadcast on a nationwide hook-up, October 15, 1932.

uG. E.



BRUCKNER'S NEGLECTED FIRST

Unless the immutable annals of art lie it will be the mournful lot
of the ghosts of the day's musical Caesars to behold the scenes of their
too facile earthly glories through ever-thickening clouds of obscurity.
As that great wit among critics, Mr. Ernest Newman, has remarked, good
and bad composers differ in one respect, that it takes the former a long
while to be discovered and the latter a long while to be found out_ Of
the latter, then, the less said contemporaneously the better, for that
species literally bestrides the shores of the Seven Seas (though it be for
only a short season) like a Colossus, proudly effulgent in the smugness
thrust upon it by a race congenitally incapable of identifying the rare
portion of true gold that is to be its own contribution to the treasuryof human culture.

It is far more comforting and profitable to consider the good though
it can be perceived but afterwards. There lived once a man named Bach,
whose St. Matthew Passion, after an initial modest performance under
the composer's own direction, had to wait a century for a second hearing.
More recently a certain Cesar Franck, having with superhuman per-
severance fashioned one great work after another while his fellow-men
seemed not to care, finally arrived unobserved at the threshold of his
grave, still smiling wistfully, as though in response to life's grimly
whispered jest, "Enter here and become immortal."

Of this patient, mighty company, too, is Anton Bruckner, who_
Fate never even permitted to hear that magnificent Fifth Symphonyof his,
the spiritual power of which has at length after a steady critical o1>.
position lasting over half a century succeeded in silencing the last remnant
of an army of traditional scoffers in this country. "It is high time,'"
this was in substance the significant confession of Mr. Olin Dowries
on January 25, during the few minutes of nation-wide radio spokesman_
ship allowed him just before the fourth successive performance of the
symphony under Mr. Waiter, "It is high time for the American critical
tribunal, face to face with an artwork of such overwhelming sincerity
as this to abandon the unreceptive attitude it has steadily maintained
towards Bruckner and own up that he was undoubtedly one of the greatest
composers of the post-Wagnerian era."

The man who upon a first hearing unhesitatingly subscribed to the
grandeur of Mahler's Symphonyof a Thousand and has repeatedly regretted
that conductors have chosen to do Bruckner's &venth in preference to
his stupendous Eighth would have at once selected as his favorites, h_td
he lived in Beethoven's time, the Third, thee Filth, and the last of that
master's immortal nine. Yet Mr. Dowries must have been misinformed
concerning the place generally granted Bruckner's Fifth among the
composer's symphonies, for it is classed by European experts not with
or beneath his Seventhbut side-by-side with those other two masterpieces
of subjective symphonic expression, his Eighth and Ninth. The critic o£
the New York Times may well feel gratified, for he has reserved his
praise for nothing less than the best.
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There remains now but one Bruckner symphony which America
has never heard and this is a work which, from the point-of-view of

depth, isa worthy forerunnerofthe composer'sthreegreatestsymphonies.
Already seventy years have elapsed since its completion.* Now that
the criticalfrown upon Bruckner has liftedand that at a moment when

the symphonic repertoire thirstsperhaps more than ever before for
additional seriousworks of real significance,may we not reasonably
ask how much longer we must wait beforebeing given an opportunity

to hear this important composition? --G. E.

*The First Symphony, for which many experts claim the proud status of "the most
remarkable of all first symphonies."

FREDERICK A. STOCK AWARDED BRUCKNER MEDAL

After the performance of the Third Symphony, Dr. Martin G. Dumler,
Honorary Chairman of the Bruckner Society, presented a medal to Dr.
Stock in appreciation of the conductor's championship of Bruckner's
music. Dr. Dumler expressed the hope that Bruckner's music will be
presented more frequently in Chicago.

AN RCA VICTOR COMPANY MESSAGE

"We are determined to give to our public the best of modern music
as wall as standard works and it is very encouraging to know that we
have the sympathy and it_terest of such people as yourself and your Society
to whom we must, of course, look for support in this policy.

"We are indeed considering Bruckner and Mahler and ff the oppo-
tunity offers we expect to do some recording of their works this winter.

Yours very truly,

CHARLES O 'COINri_ELL,

Record and Recording Div.

SOME IMPORT2iNT RECORDINGS
BRUCKNER

Seventh Symphony; Berlin Philharmonic, Jascha Horcnstcin, Conductor; Polydor.
Te Deum; Bruckner Choir; Parlophone.
Scherzo, Third Symphony; Wiener Sinfonie Orchestcr, Anion Konrath, Conductor;

H.M.V.
Scherzo, Fourth Symphony; Wiener Philharmonikcr, Clemens Krauss, Conductor;

H.M.V.
MAHLER

Kindertotenlieder; Heinrich Rehkemper; Polydor.
Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen--Urlicht

Mine. Charles Cahier with the Berlin State Opera Orchestra, Selmar Meyrowitz,
Conductor; Ultraphone.

Der Tambourgesell--Rheinlegendchen
Heinrich Schlusnus with the Berlin State Opera Orchestra; Herman Weigert, Con-

ductor; Polydor.
Adagietto, Fifth Symphony; Concertgebouw Orchestra, Willem Mengelberg, Conductor;

Columbia.

All records listed here can be obtained at the Gramophone Shop, 18 East 48th St.,
New York.



TOSCANINI AND BRUCKNER

I doubt very much whether any other conductor devotes as much
reflection, as much meditation, and as much intensity of feeling to the
study of a work as does Toscanini. I am sure that none is as indefatigable
in the search for spiritual as well as material perfection. He not only
assimilates in his phenomenal memory the whole complicated musical
structure, elaborated by the composer with so much care; he analyses
the work and sifts it through his clarifying imagination with an itl-
satiable interest for details and an unflagging progress towards an ideal.

Toscanini's method of study is simple enough. He reads the score away
from the piano, often, at night, in bed. Then, again, he spends hours
at the keyboard, playing the music from orchestral score, and with
consummate ease. While he is very short-sighted, he has no difficulty
whatever in reading the smallest script once he has put on his pince-nez.
He doesn't even bend forward conspicuously in order to bring his eyes

'close to the page. That he should find it irksome, at times, to read at
sight some of the high-towering modern scores, is hardly surprising.
In that respect he is surely no exception. I have heard other musicians
complain that one ought to have some perpendicular mode of locomotion
for travelling up and down such musical sky-scrapers. For how can you,
when your eyes, say, are on the level with the lowest staff, see simul-
taneously the notes on the highest staff, about two feet above your head?
During these periods of study Toscanini is completely wrapped up in
the particular music under scrutiny. There is a very noticeable difference,
however, in his manner of approaching works that do not appeal to his
taste and works that kindle his interest. In the former case, as I have
often heard the maestro tell, he postpones his study until the eleventh
hour. In the latter case he is eager to begin immediately, and once he h_ts
started he can hardly tear himself away from the work.

It is inspiring to witness Toscanini's enthusiasm, his almost pathetic
consecration to the interests of the composer. Repeatedly, during hi_
preparation both of the Seventh and the Romantic Symphony, I had the
privilege of hearing him play from the score. And I never saw him dedicate
his well-nigh clair-voyant interpretative powers to any music with more
ardor. Tirelessly he sought for ways and means--perhaps through slight
modifications of tempo or dynamics, perhaps through stress of emphasis
or accent--that might make the composer's message more clear, more
trenchant, more effective. And how his face would light up when he hs_d
discovered a way of achieving the desired result.

Toscanini may introduce a slight revision in the score, adopting
under certain conditions a most conservatively considered cut or amendL
mg slighdy the instrumental web. This he does rarely, however, and
only when he has convinced himself beyond all hesitation that he is
realizing thereby more nearly the composer's intentions.

I seem to have wandered far afield from the Fourth Symphony of
Bruckner. That he liked the work greatly he left no doubt while playin_
this or that page for me from the Partitur with an enthusiasm evidencex'][
in every fibre of his body. While I was fully aware that he had taken
a liking for Bruckner since he decided to perform with his great American
Orchestra the Seventh Symphony I was surprised to find him more eax.
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amored, apparently, of the Romantic than of the later work. He as_
much as admitted, at any rate, that he found fewer weak spots in the
orchestration. Personally I hope that Toscanini's enthusiasm for Bruck-
net will increase with every one of his workshe makes his own. It is
interesting to note that he not only was conducting the Fourth Symphony
for the first time in his life when he produced it here, but that he had
never before heard the work played by any one else.

--MAx SMITH*

*This is a special communicationaddressedto Chordand Discordby the well-known
critic, Mr. Max Smith, after the recent performancesof Bruckner's Romantic Symphony
by the New York Philharmonic under the famousItalian conductor.Mr. Smith is a close
friendof Toscaniniand his representativein America.It was Mr. Smith who, at the request
of Mr. ClarenceH. Mackay, persuadedToscaninito becomeconductorof the Philharmonic
Symphony Society of New York.

Wagner  q em0riaI  arsffal
Amfortas............... FriedrichSchorr 1st Esquire............... Helen Gleason
Titurel................ SiegfriedTappolet 2dEsquire................. Philine Falco
Gurnemanz............ Ludwig Hofniann 3dEsquire............. Marek Windheim
Parsifal................ Lauritz Melchior 4th Esquire................ Max Altglass

Kl/ngsor ........... Gustav Schuetzendorf Solo FlowerMaidens: Nina Morgana,
Kundry.................... FridaLeider Philine Falco, Dorothea Flexner, Editha
A Voice.................. RoseBampton Fleischer,Phradie Wells,Henrietta Wake-
1st Knight of the Grail...Angelo Bada field.
2ridKnight of the Grail..Louis D'Angelo Conductor,Artur Bodanzky.

The performance given by the Metropolitan Opera Association under
the auspices of the Southern Women's Educational Alliance proved to be
a memorable occasion, a wholly appropriate tribute to the Bayreuth

, Master, who died fifty years ago.(Feb. 13, 1883.)

There was no applause except at the end of the second act when
the curtains parted and a bust of Wagner was revealed on the stage. The
audience, said to have been the largest of the season, rose, thus showing
its respect for one of the most remarkable figures in the history of music
and its allied arts.

The restoration of all cuts revealed more than ever before the

grandeur, the nobility of the Buebnenweihfestspiel, and proved conclusively
the desirability of presenting this work in its entirety on all occasions.
Leider proved to be a magnificent Kundry. Schorr gave a moving inter-
pretation of the suffering king, Amfortas. The Gurnemanz of Hofmann
had great dignity and simplicity. Melchior's Parsifal is well known
for its poignancy in the first two acts and for its nobility in the last.
Schuetzendorf emphasized the villainy of Klingsor.

All the principal as well as the minor roles were well sung and
acted. A word of praise is to be said for the stage director, Hanns Nie-
decken-Gebhard, and for Mr. Bodanzky whose slow and deliberate tem-
pi so immeasurably enhanced the majestic and noble qualities of the
unique score.

mR. G. G.



SYMPHONIC CHRONICLE

A Record oJ Critical and Popular Reaction\

ANTON BRUCKNER--4th /ROMANTIC] SYMPHONY

New York Philharmonic Symphony Society, Arturo Toscanini, Con-
ductor; New York, Nov. 24th and 25th, 1932.

Although Mr. Toscanini excels in attaining an orchestral power of
utterance m the cosmic sweep of Beethoven's symphonies and in Wagner'_
majestic scores of heroic legend, the harmonic fullness and glowing,
shimmering volume of sound which came from his splendid band last
night had a character which identified this composer most eloquently
as a man of original ideas and individual ways.

--H. BUCKP.TT,New York "Evening Post.

The composer himself called it Romantic Symphony and by that name
laid bare its real character in one broad stroke. The "romance" is that
of the German woods, with the deep spell of which the tone-poet merges
himself, and the intimate moods of which he, as a true poet, reveals inwondrous music.

Beneath the delicately discriminating hand of the conductor there
arose that succession of exalted moods in the opening section, the poet's
worship of the woods, his delight in the green beauty of nature, his
awe before the boundless wizardry of creation[

A mournful, lofty strain begins the second movement. Here holm
and sadness sound alternately, until the voices of the violas are raised
in a heartfelt song of consolation. Such strength of faith as lies in this
deep motiv is to be rarely met with in the themes of any composer since
Bach.

--A. HaAG, Now York Staats-Zeitun&..

Bruckner's symphony showed throughout the scrupulous care with
which Mr. Toscanini habitually prepares his performances; the numerous
beauties of detail in execution which always delight a corner of the
listener's mind, no matter how strongly its centre is swept by the emotion_
al stream emanating from the orchestra as a whole .... Behind such
details, however, shone the rich and changing fire of the performance
as a whole, the flaming brasses lifting the finale to its tremendous cres-
cendi (the brass section deserves special mention for its handling of
Bruckner's great demands); the tenderness and delicacy of the andante.

--HuBBaRD HUTCHINSON, New York Times.

What with two of the season's new singers emerging at the Metro_
politan Opera House and Mr. Toscanini conducting Bruckner's fourth
symphony at Carnegie Hall, this watcher of the skies was faced last
evening with a difficult dilemma, which he conquered by hearing them
all .... The fourth, or" Romantic" symphony, has been called a" Wood-
land Symphony, and it was in the woodland spirit that Mr. Toscanini
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read it.The Philharmonic-Symphonyplayersexecutedtheirdirector's
will with a well nigh miraculous perfection. The result, for one listener_
being that throughout this work (which Mr. Toscanini cut scarcely
at all) he lived in a forest of enchantment. This performance will stand
out as one of the unforgettable events of the present musical year.

--PITTs SANBO_-W,New York World-Telegram.

The Bruckner work was played with fine clearness, the themes and
developments woven into a mighty musical pattern. The brasses, an
important choir in the composition, spelled perfection, their climaxes
a blazing sound, and playing also the difficult and intricate passages
of the scherzo movement with unclouded tone and technical precision.
Toscanini's contribution was a devoted and illuminative interpretation."

--Musical Courier (Dec. 3, 1932)

ANTON BRUCKNERmHFTH SYMPHONY

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra; Eugene Goossens, Conductor; Cin-
¢innatt, December 1st and 2ndj I93Z

Listening to such composers as Bruckner and Mahler one cannot
help a feeling of inadequacy of comprehension. It surely is not just to
pass lightly over such colossal labors as theirs, to admit ennui or dis-
interest and ascribe blame offhand to the creators who strove with such
earnestness and idealism and spent so many years in stupendous pre-
paration, and this in spite of little encouragement and small material
gain ....

And, as with the B-flat Symphony last evening, the final emotion.
is thrillingly uplifting; the final judgment that of imposin.g grandeur
and attainment; the final thought a reverence for a true artist, a great
art creator, a perfect workman and an inconceivably capacious intellect.

The performance of the symphony was one of the major achieve-
ments in the history of the Cincinnati Sy.mphony Orchestra. Eugene
Goossens seemed to have found in the musm a reflection of some of his
aesthetic sensibilities and predominant intellectuality, for nothing he
has given us in the past, and most of it has been fine, has approached
in breadth of concept, in perfection of detail, in completeness of com-
prehension and authority his presentation of this work .... Let no one
stay away through fear of Bruckner.

--GEoRou A. L_.IOrTTON,Cincinnati Enquirer.

That Cincinnati audiences are appreciative of good music was proved
by the reception accorded the symphony, one never before heard here ....
There is nobility, grandeur in it and rugged beauty .... The word which
best describes it is found in the excellent program notes, "Gothic."

--LILLIANTYLER IDLOGSTEDT,The Cincinnati Post.

It was a red letter day in the annals of musical Cincinnati when
on December 1 and 2 the first performance of the noble Bruckner Fifth
Symphony was given.'
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'TheSymphony Orchestraunderitsgiftedconductor,Eugene Goos-
sens,had worked long and hard,and was more than rewarded by the
enthusiasmof_theaudience.From the firstnoteuntilthelast,the sT,_m_
phony was listenedto with reverent,yet breathlessattention,and to
the greatjoy of the Brucknerenthusiaststhiswas manifestedat both
theeveningand the afternoonperformances.Needlesstosay,theseaudi-
•encesarequitedifferentintype,astheyusuallyareineachofour cities
thatpossessa symphony orchestra,and thattheFifthSymphony should
produce the identical effect on each audience is certainly an attestation
.of its greatness.

The opening Adagioproduces in the hearer feelings of the utmost
solemnity which, succeeded by the powerful octaves and the noble
.chorale,. prepares one for the tragic theme of the Allegro. The gentle
pizzicato second theme, the cantabile in the first violins, with the grace-
ful w6odwind arpeggios and the succeeding climax, fill one with a
musical satisfaction that is added to by the intellectual satisfaction
of the marvelous development and the glorious and jubilant close of the
whole movement, which leave the musician and layman alike with the
feeling of intense joy.

As do all Bruckner's slow movements, the Adagio leaves one speech-
less with awe. Its beauty is eternal.

The Scherzo is a great surprise in its use of the material of the Adagio,
and the ensuing mood in waltz time cheers and amazes one with its
.consummate mastery of counterpoint. To a trained contrapuntist the
last movement is a sheer joy. The colossal ability shown in the science
of music is without precedent since the days of J. S. Bach. To the lover
of music for music's sake only the tremendous climax is absolutely_
overwhelming and has few parallels for immensity, intensity, and exalta-
tlon of spirit.

As I said before, it was a red letter day in the annals of musical

'Cincinnati. --SIDNBYC. D_sl_sT, Director College of Music of Cincinnati.

ANTON BRUCKNER--THIRD ItWAGNER)_ SYMPHONy
ARNOLD SCHOENBERCr--LIED DER WALDTAUBE

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Frederick A. Stock, Conductor; Jeanette
Vreeland, Soloist,"January 12th, 13th, 1933.

The great symphonist, Bruckner, was represented by his most monu-
anental and impressive D Minor. What can a mere reviewer say of such
a work? It is so rich in orchestral coloring, so profoundly erudite without
the dryness of pedantry, its four movements a succession of inspired
:invention, that no word or panegyric can do justice to its greatness.
Does not Bruckner deserve rank among the immortals?

--H_RI_AN D_VRI_S, Chicago American.

Chicago heard only the Song of the Wood-Dove, which, as inter-
preted by Dr. Stock and as sung b)_ Miss Vreeland, made such a deed
impression as to make one wish that this entire composition might t_
given in its entirety, if not by the Chicago orchestra at Orchestra Hall,
,at least during the World's Fair. ,

_'---Rm,w, D_vlu_s, Musical Courier.
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The Symphony,now fifty-nineyearsold,came tomodernearsasa
reaffirmation of the beauty and nobility of the art of tones. It is a majestic
page, filled with a superb sonority, but filled also with a gentle sweetness
of spirit-worthy, almost, of Schubert...

This Symphony is a masterpiece even to the intimate, almost devout,
adagio. The first divisibn is one of the most virile expressions in the
literature. The scherzo has both fantasy and charm. The finale is a pageaht
of melody and of orchestral effect. Nor is it possible to expend too many
superlatives in praise of the performance.

--GT.ENNDILLARDGUNN, ChicagoHeraldand Examiner.

The scherzo and the finale came out best. The upshot was to make
one believe that if one accepts Schubert's tenth symphony--and I for
one do not see how this can be avoided--then Bruckner is on undebatable
ground so far as the model for his lengthy reveries is concerned.

--EUOENESTINSON, Daily News.

ANTON BRUCKNER--QUINTET

The Newark SinJonietta, Armand Balendonck, Conductor, January
14,1933.

It was indeed a daring thing to combine such weighty things as.
Bruc_ner, Mahler and Brahms on the one program and cultured Newarkers.
owe a "debt of gratitude to him for enabling them to hear this music ....

As for the audience--it listened with apparently serious attention
for nearly two and one half hours to the weighty program and accorded
it generous applause.

In conclusion one may say that" the general result was such as to
warrant the hope that the affairs of the Newark Symphony Orchestra
will so shape themselves as to enable Mr. Balendonck to bring to a
practical fruition the plan he has privately expressed to the writer of
performing' in Newark one of the symphonies of Bruckner.

--J_,_ P. Du_.

This Quintet, composed in the year 1879, is Bruckner's sole con-
tribution to chamber-music and proves him through its perfection, a
master of an artform he resorted to but once. Though some of his ideas
and his treatment of some parts of the forms involved betray his thorough-
ly symphonic character, these impressions do not violate the essentially
five-voiced nature of the work, for the composer created here keepin_
in mind the limited carrying-power of a quintet of strings but exploitin_
to the ultimate all the expressive qualities of the five instruments at his
disposal. The work abounds in colorful, highly romantic melodies, and
as these shine forth from among the finely woven polyphonic web, often

continuous star-like glitter seems to *ssue trom the shimmer of tone--
an effect which Bruckner knew well how to use in contrast with splendi4
chord effects.
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Mr. Balendonck conducted the difficult work with a feeling for
plasticity of form and with a verve that revealed him as a thoroug]£Bruckner interpreter.

--A. Haao, New York gtaats-Zeitung

ANTON BRUCKNER_FIFTH SYMPHONY

Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York, Bruno Walter, Con-
ductor; January 12, 13, 14, 15, 1933. [The last of these perJormances zo, gs
broadcast over the Columbia chain).

One is grateful to Mr. Walter for reviving the B-flat Symphony of
Bruckner. Though all but the first of Bruckner's nine published sym-
phonies have been played in New York, our concert-goers do not hear
them as often as they should.

Bruckner--the complete symphonic Bruckner--deserves to be better
known. One of the most remarkable composers of the nineteenth century,
he has never in this country received his due .... "

How deep is his feeling, how piercing his vision of supermundane
things. How lofty a beauty he could summon to his measures; how
blazing a splendor touches the pinnacles of certain towering movements
an his scores! Much of his music remains a compendium maleficarum for the
censorious musical purist. Yet how easy it is to forget that fact when.
we listen to such things as the Dirge in the Seventh Symphony, the:
slow movement of the Eighth, the seraphic final Adagio of the Ninth_

music of a valedictory tenderness, of a beauty transfigured and serene;
music that searches the very heart of loveliness ....

There are moments when the curtains part, and we find ourselves
confronted by an astonishing world of beauty, vast and inexplicable
and mysterious, that fades and reappears and fades again, echoing with
a strange murmur of revelation.

--LawRENCE GILMalV, Now York Herald Tribu_

Such music, however, should not be permitted to lie in prolonged
slumber. Certainly it ought to be preserved in these barren times and
offered periodically for the consideration of concert audiences. It is worth
hundreds of the more cunningly planned and industriously published
works of some contemporaneous writers. Mr. Waiter deserves com-
mendation for resurrecting the score and for bestowing upon it the sincere
and sympathetic study which was evidenced in last evening's excelIent
performance.

--W. J. HmVDERSON,New York _

The slow movement is as fine as the first is glorious. This might he
the windows or the fine painting and carving added to the frame of steel
and stone. The Philharmonic strings played to fullperfection, acquirilag
a mellow tone in the andante. The scherzo, too, added to the integrity
of the structure. One moment it jumped. The next it danced almost in
the tempo of a valse. The rhythm of the tympani announced the retttra
of the jumping scherzo ....
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Itisa shame thatthe work of so finea composermust sufferfrom
lack of presentation ....

Why doesn't New York's musical audience lose some of that pseudo-
sophistication and not only demand the popular works? Why not allow
their conductors to give them more music of this type, music which is
monumental, which has something to say, and which is just_as enjoyable
as the usual routine of Beethoven's nine and Brahms' four symphonies.

--A. W. HEI_NER,The Columbia Spectator (Columbia University)

The suppleness of the strings as they developed the adagio's principal
theme, and the contrapuntal clarity of the woodwinds, were character-
istic of his thoughtful and sensitive reading; the control that subdued

the beginnings of the final crescendo and made possible the blaze of power
which ended it, and which brought a burst of applause and" bravos'

_rom a large audience, was masterly. --H. HISTCmNSON,New York Times

This symphony is not only the "most contrapuntally brilliant" of
Bruckner's nine, but otherwise one of the most impressive ....

Wilhelm Gericke introduced it to America at a concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra in Boston on December 27, 1901. Joseph Stransky
led the Philharmonic in the first New York performance on December
14, 1911. He repeated the work six _Tasons later ....

Indisputably this symphony stands in the front rank of Bruckner's
compositions. In the second adagio the composer walks with rapt gaze
in the region of his superearthly visions. The scherzo is a magnificent

affair. The finale, which in spite of the counterpoint should hardly be
spoken of as "fugued, ' is another superb fabric of sound.

Yesterday the auxiliary brasses, joining in the Parsifallian chorale,
closed the work in a glorious outburst of golden tone.

The audience in its enthusiasm, not only applauded but cheered--a
heartening record for Bruckner in our incredulous city.

--PITTSSANBORN, New YorkWorld-Telegram, January 16, 1933

Bruckner partisans had every reason to be joyful at last night's
concert of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony in Carnegie Hall.
Bruno _ Walter, altogether in the vein, gave the Fifth--or "Tragic"--
or "Pizzicato"--Symphony the most stirring and revelatory performance
of any Bruckner symphony within the experience of the reviewer. The
same conductor had made much the same impression with this work
at _the last Salzburg festival, where his forces were the Vienna Phil-
harmonic. Last night's performance was even finer in its sonorities,
particularly those of the brass ....

There are broad, expressive, singing themes in the "Tragic" Sym-
phony that go a reasonable distance toward justification of the Bavarian

d Austrian conception of Bruckner as primarily a melodist.

--OscAl_ Ttiolvrl,so_, New York Evening Post, January 13, 1933.

But one such theme as the broad unisonous string melody of the
Adagio is worth a multitude of the starved and torturous works that
have passed for symphonies in Central Europe since Bruckner laid down

his i_n. --OscAl_ TFIOlVI_SON,New Yor,k Evening Post, January, 16, 1933.
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To Bruno Walter all gratitude for his signal pioneer service in the
cause of Anton Bruckner. The applause of the audience was unanimous
and spontaneous--not least owing to the splendid playing of the or-
chestra which responded with faultless quality to the wishes of it*
German conductor.

Bruckner himself never heard this B-flat Major Symphony. It yeas
first performed while he was still alive (in Graz, in 1894, Franz Schal_:
conducting). New York heard it for the first time in 1911, under Jose_

Stransky. Since then it languished in almost total obscurity. Accordirig
to press reports the work achieved a great success recently in Cincinn_tti.
under Eugene Goossens.

This success was confirmed yesterday. I consider the "Choral" o*:
"Faith" Symphony, purely from the point-of-view of a felicitous ex-
pression of Bruckner's philosophy of life, the most significant symphonic
work of the composer. Despite its length its structure is so irreproachabl_
firm and.yet so full of artistic variety, its thematic ideas of such indivicltx_i
power, its orchestral coloring and its spiritual "program" so rich,
vital, and soulful, that this B-flat Major Symphony, thus blessed by the
noblest genius, is destined for immortality.

It is necessary always to keep in mind the fact that the great tone-
technician Bruckner is in all his compositions the "musician of faith. ""
Many like to compare him with Johannes Brahms, but with little founda-
tion. Yet a parallel between the respective views of life of the two com-
posers may perhaps be drawn with some profit. Brahms--the great
moulder, completely master of his feelings, the Protestant, who exercises
an inexorable self-discipline, whose creations, despite all Viennese in-
fluence, are reflections of the severe northern German landscape! On the
other hand--Bruckner, a child of sunny upper Austria reared among
Baroque surroundings, a strict, deeply devout Catholic, who accepts
joy and sorrow as his appropriate lot by the grant of Fate, and kneeling
humbly before his God gives his soul up to the rich bounty of spiritual
adventures out of which he shapes his resonant "choral" symphonie._

How the man Bruckner, neglected, scorned, and condemned "by'poverT_
to a life of material want and worry, could have despite all his trial_
clung fast to hope and faith--that must remain forever a miracle of human
fortitude and confidence.

It is to this spiritual phenomenon that the master gives overwhelmin_
expression in the B-flat Major Symphony. The eighth-notes of the ba_'
in the slow introduction to the first movement seem almost to be the
beating of-his own heart. (They make their appearance again later in
the ScherZo and in the gigantic Finale). Then with gradually unfoldin_
strength and clarity of tonal imagery there emerges as though out of a_
uncertainty of doubt a mighty theme, the rich content and coloring _f
which reveal the master of form whose unbounded exultation is the

natural expression of a romantic-religious spirit. Then that splendidly
swinging melodic line of the Adagio, that movement of a deep impressive_
ness almost without parallel, yet one containing no protest but (in its
significant change to D major) humbly accepting every vicissitud@
The rhythmic Scherzo, the strong pulsation of which attains a mox-e
restrained metamorphosis in the Trio, is a revelation of pastoral beauty.
The titanic Finale, in which the composer, using a huge, boulder-lille
theme sprung from octave-leaps, builds upon a" Battle Fugue" (for sQ
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it has been called) a" Double-Fugue ofVictory" radiant with confidence
to crown the work with a jubilant song of faith, a chorale of deep de-
votion-this movement brings to a close one of the mightiest of sym-
phonic creations.

The performance was flawless. Bruno Walter infused into the thrilling
orchestral experience such plasticity, rhythmic vitality, and dynamic
mastery as could come only from one possessed of the inmost under-
standing of this great music.

--JoAcalu H. MeYeR, N. Y. Staats-Zeitung.

N.B. Translated from the German Dy the Editor, and published with the kind per-
mission of the Now York Staats-Z_itung. This review appeared in German in the issue of
January 13,1932. The.following, a brief excerpt of Mr. Meyer's review of the fourth successive
performance of the symphony, appeared in the Staats-Z_itung on January 16, 1932.

If a more gripping and convincing performance than that of last_
Thursday were possible (Cf. above) it was realized yesterday under
Mr. Waiter's magic wand. Above all there must be mentioned in this
connection the broad, melodic flow of tne secona movement w_tn its
deep impressiveness and the Finale with its impetuous ascent to the
mighty "choral ' climax.

Tumultuous applause rewarded the conductor and his splendid
orchestra.

--JoAc_1_ H. MEYER, N. Y. Staats Zeitung.

A PARTIAL LIST OF BRUCKNER--MAHLER--REGER

PERFORMANCES IN EUROPE [19 32-19 3 3)
Basel

Oct. 29 Mahler--3 Songs
Feb. 11 Mahler IV
Feb. 25 Bruckner III

Conductor, Felix Weingarmer
Barlin

Mar. 20 Mahler IV
Conductor, Bruno Walter

Bochum
Nov. 3 Bruckner IX (original version)
Feb. 2 Reger--Symphonic Variations for violin and orchestra

Bruckner VIII
Conductor, Leopold Reichwein

Dortmund
Dec. 12 Bruckner IV
Oct. 17 Reger--Mozart Variationen
Nov. 28 Mahler IV

1933
Apr. 3 The second Westphalian Bruckner Festival will begin on this date. Among

other Bruckner works to be announced, the original version of the Ninth,
a Mass and the Te Deum will be performed during the Festival.

Duisburg-t-Iamborn
Nov. 14 Mahler Songs and Symphony II

Conductor, Paul Scheinpflug
May 8 Reger--Boecklin--Suite

Conductor, Hermann Abendroth
June 12 Mahler--Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellea

Conductor, Tear1Koethke
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_a
Oct. 3 Bruckner IV
Nov. 18 Rcgcr--Boecklin Suite

Conductor, Heinrich Labor
Hagm

-Dec. 1 Bruclmer V
Conductor, Weisbach

/-/an_m"

Jan. 9 Bruckner VIII
Conductor, Rudolf Krasselt

K/d
Nov. 14 Regcr--Hymnus der Liebe; Beethoven Variationen
Feb. 20 Bruckncr HI

Conductor, Fritz Stein
Kada_ho

Nov. 9 Mahler--Lied yon der Erde
Nov. 30 Bruckner VII
Apr. 26 Bruckner VIII

Conductor, Josef Krips
_Kodn

Oct. 24-25 Bruckner VII
Mar. 7 Mahler VIII
Apr. 3 Bruckner VI

Conductor, Hermann Abendroth
Krefdd

Jan. 14 Bruckner VII
Conductor, Dr. Walthcr Meyer-Giesow

Dec. 1 Bruckner IX (original version)
Mahler--Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen

15 Mahler I
Conductor, Bruno Walter

Salzburg

The international Bruckner Festival is scheduled for the week of August 8th-Augtast:_,.
Two orchestral concerts conducted by Siegmund v. Hausegger will include the ._
Syraphony(Linz version) and the Third Symphdayto commemorate the fiftieth annivet_
of Wagner's death. Otto Klcmpercr is expected to conduct the Eighth Symphon2_ T_e
Quintet will be performed and 7Bruckner'sMasses and Raquirm will be sung. J'o " -
and Figaroare included in the Salzburg program. -

Stockholm

Oct. 26 Bach-Mahlcr Suite
Bruckner I
Conductor, Vaclav Talich

Jan. 11 Bruckner IX (original version)
Conductor, Hans Weisbach

Feb. 22 Bruckner VII
Conductor, Eugen Jochum

Apr. 5 Bruckner ZII
Conductor, Vadav Talich

Stuttgart
Jan. 16 Bruclmer IV

Conductor, Carl Leonhardt
30 Bruckncr VII

Conductor, Eugen Jochum
Mar. 13 Reger---Symphonischer Prolog

Conductor, Fritz Busch

W#inh#im mar Frankfurt

The third Bruckner Festival of Baden will bc held io Wcinhcim from May 3 to l_ty S.
Wi#s_ad_

Nov. I1 Bruclmer IX (original version)
Mar. 24 Brnckner VIII and Te Deum

Conductor, Carl Schuricht



AN EMINENT BRUCKNERITE

There arrived recently in America Mr. F. C. Adler, a noted German
conductor, whose favorite field of interpretive activity for a quarter of
a century has been the music of Bruckner. During the years immediately
following the revolution in Germany Mr. Adler conducted with tre-
mendous success several Bruckner symphonic cycles in Munich, thus
helping immeasurably to pave the way for the great Bruckner enthusiasm
which eventually resulted in the choice of that city as the scene of the
First International Bruckner Festival. It was no mean accomplishment

that popularized a" Bruckner Abend" concert program, a whole evening
devoted_ to Bruckner, just as tradition has stamped with approval the
Wagner or the Beethoven" Abend." It would be hard to imagine a richer
and fuller musical experience than the following offering:

BRUCKNER ABEND

ISOth Psalm

IX Symphony
Te Deum

and such programs are typical among the long array of concerts offered
the German music-lovers by Mr. Adler. The progressive idealism that
revealed itself in such devotion to Bruckner could not resist the appeal
of Mahler and Schoenberg, two more recent giants of deathless roman-
ticism. Among Mr. Adler's proud achievements in the cause of serious
music are to be found Mahler's dreaded Sixth Symphony (The Tragic)
which no conductor has as yet dared to produce in America and that
titanic cantata, Schoenberg's Gurrdieder, only recently given its New
World premiere by the enterprising Mr. Stokowski.

During the past few years Mr. Adler has occupied a prominent
position in the German music-publishing world. In this capacity he has
been particularly kind to unknown and little known composers, among

them also some Americans. The opera Caponsacchi, by the American

composer Richard Hageman, one of the few Americans whose work
_has ever been presented on the German operatic stage, is one of Mr.
Adler's publications.

It is to be hoped that some outstanding.American symphonic or_
ganization will offer Mr. Adler an opportumty as guest-conductor to
interpret some of the lesser known symphonies of Bruckner and Mahler
for us and to renew with us the rich musical laurels he won through

a long and active career as musical director in Germany. --G. E.

MAHLER IN ESTHONIA

The brilliant young Bruckner and Mahler interpreter, Fritz Mahler, cofitinues steadily
to add to his laurels as a conductor of high ideals and great enterprise. His triunlphant path
as guest-conductor in many European cities brought him to Esthonia on January 20, when
he verformed Mahler's Fourth at Reval. Although it was the first Mahler music ever played
in _sthonia, the audience expressed its enjoyment in unmistakable terms, applauding the
fine work of the young guest-conductor with much enthusiasm.



THE SYMPHONIES O17 ANTON BRUCKNER"

In the near future the Bruckner Society will issue the first book in
English on Bruckner's symphonies. The work comes from the pen of
Gabriel Engel, the author of" The Life of Anton Bruckner" and" Gustav
Mahler, Song-Symphonist," both of which treatises have met with
flattering attention from critics and music-lovers. The new book will be
adorned with a series of six full-page illustrations of famous conductors

of Bruckner premieres by the greatest of Austrian silhouette artists,
Hans Schliessmann, an immortal specimen of whose genius is the" Bruck-
ncr at the Organ" printed on the cover of Chord and Discord.

The following excerpt from the author's preface reveals the general
nature of the work:

Thanks to the devotion and perseverance of such great conductors
as Koussevitzky, Stock, Toscanini, and Walter there is no longer a critic
of standing in our country who through the revelation of some of Bruck-

net's music has not become aware of the towering genius of that long.
neglected Austrian symphonist. Never has the American music-lover

known a greater need for information concerning the work and character
of a great composer, yet the whole Bruckner literature in English is
contained in a single, slender brochure on his life. Among the rather
formidable array of recent books about Bruckner in German there are
two, large sections of which are devoted to masterly analyses of his

music. The first, by Ernst Kurth, abounds in fascinating psychological
remarks often throwing more light on the mental processes of the author

than of the composer. The second, by Alfred Orel, reveals too noticeably
for the average music-lover the huge store of technical knowledge its
author employs for the illumination of Bruckner's symphonic achieve.

ment. Two decades ago August Halm wrote his epoch-making analysis
of Bruckner's symphonies, paving the way for all subsequent books on
the subject. But much new material has been unearthed since then, all
of which is presented in documentary form in that definitive source-work
on Bruckner in seven volumes by August Goellerich--Max Auer.

No mere translation of any of the above-mentioned books can answer

our immediate need, though no language without a translation of the
monumental Auer biography of the master will ever be able to boast

an adequate Bruckner literature. Powerful music the individual character

of which refuses persistently to unfold when conducted in the accepted
classical manner so necessary to Beethoven, or the romantic, tempera.
mental manner required by Wagner, must be illuminated from a fresh
point-of-view. Therefore, only a straightforward, objective expositioIl
of the facts involved in Bruckner's symphonic contribution and in that

of no other composer can claim general attention in America to-day.
A concise presentation of such facts is the aim of this present treatise.
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THE KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL
(RF.PRODUCEDON THE FRONT COVER)

REcB_rLY, a distinguished member of the Bruckner Society,the American sculptor, Mr. Julio Kilenyi of New York,
wishing to give formal expression to his great love for the
master's music, designed an exclusive Medal of Honor display-
ing his own conception of Bruckner s features. A photograph
of this design was immediately sent to Austria where leading
members of the I.B.G. (International Bruckner Society) hailed
it as the most impressive portrait of the master that has as
yet appeared. So delightecFwas Prof. Max Auer with it that
he at once requested permission to .include it among the il'
!ustrations in the fourth volume of themonumental Goellerich-
Auer biography of Bruckner then in the press.

The hearty European welcome accordedthis initial American
contribution to the iconography of the great symphonist should
be a source of deep gratification not only to our native Bruckner
enthusiasts but also to all American lovers of the plastic arts.
Mr. Kilenyi's triumphant solution of a difficult problem in
this by-path of music follows a long line of sculptural suc-
cesses in more w0rdly, more glamorous walks. Among his
many creations are the designs for exclusive medals officially
awarded to Colonel Lindbergh, Admiral Byrd, Thomas A.
Edison, General Pershing, PreSident Coolidge, and many other
outstanding figures in the cultural, industrial, and political life
of this country. Perhaps the most distinguishea among his
recent designs is the William Penn Anniversary Medal, replicas
of which were presented to their Majesties, King George and
Queen Mary of England, and Queen Wilhelmina of Holland,

This year (1933-1934) for the first time, the Bruckner Society
will be able to present its own Medal of Honor, the one de-
signed by Mr. Kilenyi for that exclusive purpose. It will be
awarded during the current musical season to Arturo Toscanini
and Bruno Walter of the New York Philharmonic, Dr. Serge
Koussevitzky of the Boston Symphony, Dr. Frederick Stock
of the Chicago Symphony, and Dr. Martin G. Dumler ot
Cincinnati, Honorary Chairman of the Society.

When asked for the source of his Bruckner inspiration, Mr

Kilenyi made the followin.g interesting reply:
Listening to Bruckner s music has always seemed to mc

like reading Dante s poetry. There is in the work of these twc
great geniuses the same grand spirit; It is this conception tha:
I sought to portray on the Society s new, exclusive Medal o
Honor. It only requires a single .glance to discover the Dan
tesque expression ot my Bruckner.
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" SYMPHONIC FORECASTS

"It is easy to prophesy:compare the presentwith
the past--and you have the future"--Busoni

In the heyday of tonal romanticism, when most music-lovers still
considered the Eroica and the Ninth the most incoherent of Beethoven's
symphonies, there came by recommendation to the home of the world-
famous Robert Schumann a modest, blond-haired youth of twenty, who
shyly asked the master's permission to play for him some original com-
positions. The great man stared wonderingly at this queer, provincial-
looking apparition (for Johannes Brahms was still a total stranger to
the world) but good-naturedly agreed to listen. Barely had the unknown
begun to play when the consummate artistry of his performance at the
piano was evident; but brilliancy of execution was no surprising attain-
ment in that house. Only the music mattered, yet what music that was[
Irresistibly drawn to the fresh voice of this new-born melodic beauty
Schumann bade the youth play on and on. Finally, he embraced him in"
an ecstasy of enthusiasm and sat down to write his astonishing article
Neue Bahnen, * announcing to the world that the real Messiah of music
had at last arrived.

Exactly eighty years have gone by since then and for the vast majority
of music-lovers Schumann's prophecy seems to have been richly fulfilled
by the numerous beautiful works Brahms afterwards composed. Whether
the actual significance of his symphonic contribution has been exaggerated
(as is claimed by a small though steadily increasing group of discerning
European judges) is of no consequence to the present discussion, for in
America Brahms is still unconditionally regarded as Beethoven's
legitimate successor. To a few the undeniable discrepancy between the
revolutionary spirit of the greatest Beethoven symphonies and the
comparative conservatism of Brahms' four seems to furnish sufficient
proof of the ultimate untenability of such a classification. But two and
two may not always make four in extra-mathematical fields, where
subtle coefficients beyond the ken of man dominate inexplicable results;
wherefore art has ever been a futile ground for logical polemics. Granted
that Brahms was, so far as methods go, even ultra-conservative, is it
not a fact that the mighty Bach was slighted by his contemporaries
because of his refusal to join in the new homophonic movement that

. *NeatZcitschrift fucr Musik, Oct. 1853.
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later produced a Haydn, a Mozart, and culminated in the work of Beeth-
oven? The banner of revolution was often unfurled in the range of musical
history, but when the smoke of ensuing conflict c/eared away the onlz
surviving signs of the upheaval were to be seen resolutely fixed in the
art's main line of progress. Revolution in music has been of importance
only in so far as it has affected the evolution of the art. The nature of
this evolution is no more one of pure chronology than it is of mathematic.s "
else the beauties of Shakespeare's poetry had been surpassed by the.
lesser lines of a hundred thousand poets since.

Schumann did not live to hear the Brahms symphonies the comin_
of which he had anticipated from the youth's early piano sonatas. Iffa_[
he survived to reaffirm or retract his prophecy his later statement would
perhaps have proven a revelation to the world. But as it is we .n_y
only guess at the probable nature of an opinion the formulation of whic.h
Fate forbade. We have Schumann's own symphonies and we know fro_
his diary how frenzied was his constant search for the new, beautiful
melody which he believed alone represented the basis of any real musical.
contribution. How much he loved the Eraica and the Ninth we leartr
from his frequent tributes to these masterpieces. In the light of his owtX
symphonic sty/e, however, it cannot be granted that he fully compt_.
hended the spiritual greatness of Beethoven's most gigantic inspiration;
Thematic originality and beauty were never Beethoven's primary musical.
worries. For him originality was made of different stuff. Schumann_
whose themes are of superlative and instantly convincing beauty, nevet_
theless does not rank with the great symphonists; yet Beethoven, whose
Eraica towers up out of comparatively commonplace thematic materiai_
is not for that reason a second-rate symphonic figure. What, then, is
that elusive quality, the true symphonic character?

Just as cathedrals and skyscrapers must be built of sterner stuff
than mansions and villas, so those super-structures of the tonal World,
symphonies, may attain their proper stature and enduring form oaly
when reared upon thematic foundations of most utter simplicity _t_I
rugged strength. It is in the magnificence and firmness of this tonal
architecture that the imaginative and spiritual powers of the symphonic
composer are revealed. His failure to grasp this deeper, though less
colorful truth inseparably connected with the greater symphonic con-
ceptlon was the defect that dwarfed Schumann's musical genius, maldn_r.
the loftiest and most sustained flights in the art impossible for-hi_ °.
He sought and found beauty, as it were, by illusive moonlight, but
never saw it in the glory of its noon-day power.

For a clear statement of the source and nature of true originality
in creative work it is perhaps permissible to leave for a moment tlie
tortured field of musical esthetics. The eminent literary critic, Van
Wyck Brooks, has pronounced a definition that may well be applie'd_to
any branch of creative endeavor:

"'Trueoriginalityis not somuchfreshnessof talentas a capacityto surviveau¢l sur-
mountexperience,afterhavingmetand accumulatedit, whichimpliesa slowgrowth miit
powerfullymouldedintention." •

Certainly" slow growth" and "powerfully moulded intention" c_m-
not be denied an artist who, like Brahms, waited until the riper Y_xx_
of middle age before venturing to give to the world his first large s_,i!l.-
phonic work. If the future ever finds a flaw in the caliber of that w_'-_
its revised judgment will rest upon the validity of an apparent Par',tdi_iY
latent in the sentence with which Mr. Brooks prefixes his definition--To
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"The writerswho succeedu/timatelyin differentiatingthemselvesmostfrom the mass,
"in attaining apoint-of-viewall their own, are thosewho haveservedthe longest apprentice-
ship; theirearlyworksareusuallytimid, tentative,imitative,and scarcelyto bedistinguishedfromothersof the sam_schooland tradition."

Bach's earlier works are clever echoes of the accomplishments of a
former century. The younger Mozart appeared so devoid of originality
that the eminent contemporary critic, Dr. Burney, unhesitatingly in-
cluded in his book of musical travels the following striking verdict:

"He is onefurther instanceof earlyfruits beingmoreextraordinarythan excellent."*

The Mozartian and Haydnesque character of Beethoven's pre-Eroica
work is common knowledge. Wagner's outstanding achievements also
have their long prelude of apprenticeship. Even the once breath-taking
originality of Strauss' symphonic poems has its cautious forebears in

traditionally formed longer works. In the light of these facts one may
be pardoned for wondering what Schumann, who thought he heard
the symphony of his dreams in young Brahms' piano sonatas, may have
said had he lived to see the day that not only hailed the real symphonies
of his protege but practically shelved his own.

In one of the most significant declarations among the speeches that
marked the numerous recent Brahms centennial celebrations Dr. Wilhelm
Furtwaengler unwisely emphasized Brahms' genius in polemic terms that
not only failed to do justice to the master's true greatness but attempted
to reflect discredit upon all the progressive composers since Beethoven
on the ground that they had intentionally resorted to unprecedented
forms and means of expression.

"Brahms," said he, "was the last musicianwho brought before the world the uni-
versal significanceof Germanmusic."

Could Dr. Furtwaengler have witnessed the enthusiasm with which
Bruno Walter's repeated performances of Bruckner s Fifth and Mahler's
Fifth symphonies, to say nothing of Stokowski's performances of Schoen-
berg's Gurrdieder and Berg's Wozxeck were greeted in America last year
he might not have wielded his "iron broom" so sweepingly.

"Brahms," he continued, "saw clearly that eternal progress as the
aim of music (as of all art) is an illusion.--He showed that so far as he
was concerned there were other things to do than to seek the boundless
expansion of the materials of the art.--With a classically schooled reserve
he used in his orchestration no valved instruments, none of the Wagnerianinnovations."

A noble sentiment, indeed, but as this has also been a season of
Wagner celebrations, not only do the great music-dramatist's "innova_
tions' deserve some respect, but so, too, does his honest appeal in behalf
of "eternal progress" to the younger generation of composers, "Create
something new, children, always something new." It is possible that

Dr. Furtwaengler's speech is a posthumous echo of that troubled pastto which the arch-guard'an of artistic purity, Dr. Hanslick, bade a
regretful adieu forever thirty years ago, when with trembling, senile
fingers he wrote, "I must now admit that the future belongs to the
younger generation." But Dr. Furtwaengler s word, a muted trumpet-
call out of the Eighties, still carries weight with many and may even
attain the status of a slogan in the artistic "house-cleaning" that is
part of the weird political program of the "Third Reich."

*ThePresent£tateof _sic in Germany,etc.,vol. II, page325.
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Only a single assertion of his, an axiom of art, almost a childish
platitude, is beyond argument:

"The true art is present only when music and soul, soul and music are one and in-
separable."

And that is the point at which Bruno Walter began his summary
of the nature and function of the art in the article entitled "Back to
Romanticism[" (published in the previous issue of Chard and Discard).
Mr. Walter wisely refrained from entering upon problems of musical
technique. Spiritual solitude, according to him, is the touchstone of
true musical art. Thus for him, too, Brahms is unquestionably one of
the elect; but not the last. Life and romanticism are inseparable, for the
last human being will be the last romanticist.

"Gustav Mahler, whose gang of the Earth stirs the hearts of thepeople more every day
was one of the world's great lonely souls.--Igor Stravinsky, dubbec[ a foe of romanticisE;
who considers himself anything but a romanticist, nevertheless reveals romantic traits in
many of his works. I need only mention his gaere du Printemps, that ecstatic hymn to the
primal power of nature."

Even the once dreaded Schoenberg, of whose art the most famous

German music-lexicon* says "Thank God, it _sstl,ll generally unknown,
is not forbidden a place inethe sun by Mr. Walter s standard of judgment.
The great war against" atonality" has proven to be no more than a tilt
with a wind-mill. Schoenberg has openly scorned the word "atonal"
as a false/abel. "The only true description," says he, "of my style of
writing music is composition with twelve totally independent tones." His early
experiences with great forms (Gurrelieder, Pelleas) had convinced hifia
that he could say nothing more in music without throwing off the age-
old shackles forced upon musical grammar by the inevitably recurring
cadences of dominant and tonic harmony. ,

It was a brave step he took, requiring a martyr's courage; but the
most astute creative musicians did not delay taking the amazing road
he indicated towards a new freedom. Just as in the case of the Wagnerian
moti] two generations before, many would-be composers plunged into an
orgy of futile works in the "new style," thereby bringing upon the in-
nocent head of the innovator a tremendous storm of abuse. Asked for
a statement concerning the "school" that had sprung up about him,he said:

"A composer is under no obligation to write either in the tonal or the so-called atonal
manner• His duty is merely to write or not to write music• He must not question the man-

ner, but only compose according to his own ability. He who has something real to say
will do so, regardless of any question of tonality or atonality. Those who have nothing
to say, but make a practice of exploiting every possibility of the musical language, may
go on erecting their score-towers otnoise. They may even succeed for a time in discrediting
us (the "school"), for they know just how to win the numerous ears that are constantIy
attuned to the reception of the sham and the repudiation of the genuine• We must address
ourselves to the same ears primarily for reasons of acoustics, because an empty concert hall
is less resonant than one filled with empty-headed listeners•" t

*Riemann's Musik-Lexikon.

t The last clause contains an untranslatable play on words• The original German is
"Well ein wirklich leerer Konzertsaal noch weniger klingt als einer, der voller Leerer ist.'"
The stark reality of the bitter conditions that underlie this pun is only too vividly revealed
by the message of Mr. Will/Reich of Vienna, introducing the "'Arbeitstagung" at 3trassburg
(August 6-17, 1933) a series of concerts programming music from Mahler to the youngest
of the younger generation. Many important premieres took place during these concerts,
attended only by composers, conductors, performers and critics. The program announced that the
festival was to be a musical contribution by musicians for musmlans.
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-Such bitterness is easily excusable in a genius. Mr. Schoenberg may
Cesf assured that at least so far as America is concerned the outlook for
the_future of his artwork is no longer as hopeless as it was. He has an
_ble and dauntless champion in Mr. Stokowski, who loves nothing better
than to perform the most subtle and difficult scores provided he is con-
minced of their importance. It was he who first gave us Mahler's Syra-
phony,of a Thousand, Schoenberg's G_rrelieder, and that prominent Schoen-
ber_ disciple's (Alban Berg) epoch-making music-drama Wo_eck.

It is of particular interest in connection with the confused journalistic
r_eception accorded Wo_eck to contemplate the riddle of the music critic's ._
t-ongenital inability to identify an accepted principle in a new guise.

Naturally, the first accusation Ma]. Berg had to face was that of" ragged,
formless musical construction' . With commendable patience he pointed
Out the-fact that with a faithfulness perhaps without precedent since
Mozart the musical settings of the many scenes in his opera are built
lipon frameworks of traditional form. For instance (Act II, Scene I)
wh_t seems to the critic an incoherent rhapsody is in reality a set of
Variations built in free style on a sequence of three chords, the whole
scene being virtually given the unity of an independent composition by
the logical interpolation of the stanzas and refrains of a hunting-song
to furnish the folklike character demanded by the text. The allegedly
a_nless patchwork in the following scene (" characteristic of the method
of the atdnalists") is nothing other than a fantasy and fugue (triple)
in which the themes are introduced in regular order, but make their
o_iginaI appearance in harmonic settings, gradually casting off this guise
:to take their purely contrapuntal roles in the real fugue that follows; .
and so on, Mr. Berg showing that the" formal weakness" of the work
is clearly a misnomer due to snap judgment or inability on the critic's
part to recognize sonata, or scherzo, or rondo form save in its archaic,
elementarTcondition. Of course, if Dr. Furtwaengler's scorn of" eternal
progress" in art is justified VIoK_eck,which seems to-day to bristle with
innovations, should be done away with as though it were a poisonous
snake. But the artist who was able to sever himself so completely from
the humdrum of the every-day world as to discover the inmost soul of
rhythm and build stirring tonal structures on solid principles while
placing complete emphasis on purely rhythmic thematic material (to
cite just one example, Act 3, Scene 3) may still meet with a welcome
on musical Olympus as conceived by Mr. Waiter.

There is, however, a group of younger composers (those who find
themselves voluntarily or involuntarily, arrayed under the banner of
Sachlichkeit)* which meets with Mr. Walter's distinct disapproval. They
seem to him fundamentally at variance with art in its highest sense.
But perhaps the inexorable quest of reality which is inevitably charac-
teristic of their work is essentially the machine-age expression of the
very quality of romanticism which Mr. Walter fails to see in it. It is
too early to pass jusgment on the artistic contribution of the last and
the present decade.

Paul Hindemith, born in 1895, and Ernst Krenek and Kurt Weill,
both born in 1900, seem to be the leading figures of the younger generation.
Young as they are they have all (and years ago) made their mark, pro-
ducing numerous works that have been crowned with artistic and popular

- *Practically untranslatable; "exactness" gives only a partial conception of the principle
involved. See "Back to Romanticism" in Chord and Discord, No. 3. "
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success. They are engaged upon a very frenzy of composition, primarily
for the musical stage• Such fidelity to external form as Mr. Berg c/aims
for Wo_eck is not one of their primary considerations. It seems to them
that musical art has wandered too far from the main road of life, therebylosing its spontaneity.

KurtWeill, whose two-act opera, Der Jasager, was recently performedhere for the first time,* _oes back over _r ............ .
.o ,, _cr _o _v±ozart tor ms guiding

principle. In that classm master's orchestral works he finds that varied.
pulsating life which he claims but few composers since Mozart have

been able to incorporate in their work for the musical stage.** He says
that it is not the plastic form but the vital temperament of Mozart's

symphonies which furnished us with the proper cue for regenerating
the music-drama; that one might take the opening or closing movement
of a Mozart symphony and make it the accompanying background ofa real music-drama.

The gifted, versatile, clearsighted Ernst Krenek gives fascinating,
though startling, utterance to an artistic creed which at first sight ap-pears to be the very negation of art:

• "'Thereis no such thing as modernmusic; there can be onl ood or bad .Is not nearlyso important a considerationas the ---'J t . Yg . . mumc_Art
composerwho placesart at the pinnacleof his creedUw_lln,as beenpersuaaea,to beheve. The

..... , m myhumbleopinion,accomplish
notmng, vzverenecesseest,artonfacerenon,I say. Let us live and looklifesquarelyin the face
and we shall at oncehave art without knowing how it came.--Art must always issue like
a streamout of the exuberanceof life; then it will be true and beyond all questioning.',

At bottom there is no offence against the sou/of art in these words

for they mean nothing but a claim that spontaneity is the prime qualit_of real music. Who will say no?

Thanks to the enthusiastic partisanship of men like Koussevitzky,
Stock, Stokowski, Toscanini, and Waiter, the causes of neglected musical
giants like Bruckner, Mahler, and Schoenberg have been and will con-
tinue to be advanced in America. To such conductors a composer's race,
creed, and politics, questions that have of /ate once more t assumed
unfortunate prominence in the musical circles of Central Europe, v¢ill
not be allowed to influence any decision concerning the inclusion of his
work on American symphonic programs. The squeamish warnin
self-constituted _uardians of Ameri ...... "-*:..... g of
. . o . _,, _,t,_uc purity that there has
been no real symphonic music since Brahms fails daily on fewer ears.
We have seen the magic musical co/ors of Debussy and the mystic har-
monic architecture of Scriabin; we have experienced the thrill of Stra-
vinsky's melodic dissections; we see the logic of Schoenberg's espousal
of "twelve-toned composition", now that we have at last heard his
great farewell to the past, the Gurrelieder. In all these, Dr. Furtwaengler
notwithstanding, we recognize solid contributions towards the twentieth
century musical message that still awaits consummate utterance. Man-,-
of the younger composers, working independentl% are alread- - " y

. , e Y using
tlae 13est features of all the so-called "modern ' styles as if they Veer--
an integral part of the grammar and vocabulary of the new generatio_t _.

*The Playhouse,April 27, 1933; the cast was made up of children from the M_UsicSchool of the Henry Street Settlement, New York City.
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Some authorities claim that Paul Hindemith whose work embraces in
a natural, simple manner all the virtues of the various innovators and
yet reveals a strikingly vital individuality, is the long-awaited great
assimilator.* The brilliancy of his music reminds them of the meteor-
like appearance of the young Richard Strauss on the musical horizon
in the 'Nineties. Of course, no one can tell, as yet. But at least we are
receptive and we know that our conductors are not only fine musicians,
but also true artists, ready to give a hearing to any music old or new,
so long as it be of genuine consequence.

CONCERNING BEETHOVEN'S TRUE SUCCESSOR

In a recent communication to the Bruckner Society Dr. Frederick
Stock, famous conductor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, said:

"I have always regarded Bruckner as the logical successor of Beeth-
oven in the realm of the Sympfiony, rather than Brahms, who belongs
with the Romanticists, and as such is the true successor of Schubert,
Schumann, and Mendelssohn.

To Bruckner belong the qualities of superior craftsmanship, broader
vision and great profundity of thought, as expressed especially in the
adagios of his Symphonies. His nine symphonies will come to be ranked
with those of Beethoven, whose Eroica, Fifth and Ninth will always
remain the corner stones of symphonic literature. Bruckner's conception

S " \ " "of the ymphony after Beethoven is of the same gigantic grandeur. One
has only to study the theme development of the first and last movements
of his symphonies to realize this. His adagios are expressions of a heroic
nature, the works of a man whose thoughts traveled along monumental
lines. His scherzos are inimitable for their brightness and harmony.
While Brahms had the greater mastery of form and design in a more
concrete and we/l-condensed fashion, yet Bruckner's conception 0£ the
symphonic structure is that of the titanic Beethoven. His day is yet
to come."

THOMAS MANN ON BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

Upon being asked to write an article for Chord and Discord, the great
German novelist, Thomas Mann, replied:

"I have heard with the liveliest interest about the work of the
American Bruckner Society. Urgent literary labors do not permit me
at present to formulate my ideas concerning Bruckner and Mahler, two
composers for whom I have the deepest regard. I accept with pleasure
your offer of Honorary Membership and wish to thank you for the
honor you thereby show me."

*Hindemith's charmingcantata, We Built a City, first given here with great success
in 1931by the childrenof the MusicSchoolof the Henry StreetSettlement,New York City,
wasoncemore performedby them on April 27, 1933, at the Playhouse. After the American
premiereHenry Beckettsaid,"With clearenunciationand a surepitch, these boysand girls
sang alongsequenceof phrases,neverfaltering at theoddsand unfamiliarintervalsof Hinde-
mith." Maynot this critical pronouncementbe interpretedas a recognitionof the naural-
ness and spontaneitypossiblein the dreaded"new style"?



BRUCKNER'S NINTH: THE ORIGINAL VERSION*

When Anton Bruckner died, on Oct. 11, 1896, music-lovers knew
_ that his last legacy to the world, a Ninth Symphony, was still incomplete.

Even in the narrow circles of his most intimate friends the opinion pre-
vailed that this work, in the shape the composer had left it, was fatec_
to perpetual silence; that even the very sections he had finished were_
most likely, "unplayable." They were convinced that his many yeaxg
of illness had brought about not only a complete physical collapse, but
also a corresponding decline in his mental and spiritual powers. All th6
greater, therefore, was their astonishment when it was finally announce&
that a world premiere of this posthumous "unfinished" symphony was,
to take place under the direction of that prince of Bruckner disciples;
Ferdihand Loewe. This sensational performance, (Feb. 11, 1903) sev_
years after the master's death, was rendered unforgettable to all who

heard it by the inspired playing of the Wiener Kanzertverein orchestra,
which Loewe's zeal had converted into a body of" Bruckner specialists. -_

After that fi_st delightful surprise, the unexpected spiritual powe_at-
of the work, discerning listeners began to notice frequent details in the
music which seemed inexplicable in the light of Bruckner's well-knox_n
frank and sturdy symphonic character. When the Scherzo leaped lightly_"
forth, all a-glitter with typically French esprit, the audience was reminde_
of the scintillating manner of Berlioz' instrumentation. In the minds
of many there arose some such quesions as these: Where are those
abrupt, Bruckneresque transitions between the passages? Why do the
various phrases end in gentle expirations? In short, whence comes this
general finesse, this smooth polish into the work of a composer universally.
noted for his rugged individuality?

An explanation, though only half the truth, was quickly forth-
coming. It was announced that the three movements performed hazel
been composed by Bruckner before he was in the "grip of his fatal malacI_r• • • J_

but not a word was uttered of the revision to whmh the score had been
subjected by Ferdinand Loewe, a revision sufficiently drastic to deserve
the label" arrangement" ! As a youth Loewe has been of much assistance
to the master in the preparation of his symphonies for a final, correct
edition, and though, a mere conservatory student, he could have had
but limited orchestral experience, he did not hesitate to suggest modifica_
tions in the scoring that struck him as possible improvements. Therl,
the master good-naturedly listened to him, called him "Berlioz," and
left the instrumentations as he himself had written it.

The manuscript of the Ninth Symphony, having been entrusted l_t
Bruckner into the keeping of a non-Viennese friend, did not find its wa_
back to the city until several years after the master's death. When Loevce
saw it, he concluded that the final process of revision must take place in
the case of this work also, even though there was no longer a Brucklaer
to supervise it.

It was, doubtless, Loewe's modesty that kept him from makitlg
public the fact that he had made radical changes in the score. Therefore,

*Translated from the German by the Editor, with the kind permission of the p_ublishe.r_,
Gustav Bosse Verlag. This article originally appeared in the Zeitschrift fuer Musik, (3¢_
tober, 1932.
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his version of the symphony must be looked upon as a labor of love.
At any rate, it was a task so expertly and effectively performed, that
the work soon made its triumphant way, unquestioned, through all the
great concert-halls in the world, and was greeted for almost thirty years
as an original work of Bruckner's.

The recent publication of the ninth volume of the Kritische Gesamtaus-
gabe* of Bruckner's works, edited by Robert Haas and Alfred Orel and

ipromoted by the Internationale Bruckner Gesellschaft, under the sponsorsh p
of the Viennese National Library, has at last lifted the veil, revealing
the master's original score to the public. Encouraged by this event the
I.B.G. (named above) brought about at the Tonhalle in Munich <April 2,
1932) a special, semi-private performance of both the" Loewe" and the
original versions, in order to determine, from the comparative impressions
made by the two, whether the original was sufficiently practicable to
warrant publication of its orchestral parts. This unique concert, played
by the Philharmonic Orchestra of Munich under the inspired baton of
that eminent Brucknerite, Siegmund yon Hausegger, led to the unanimous
conclusion that so far from being "unplayable," the original far sur-

passed the "Loewe" version by the splendor of its orchestral coloring
and the power of its dynamic contrasts; that the two versions differed so
vastly in spirit that they might be said to belong to" different worlds".
After this triumph of the original version the Executive Committee of
the I.B.G. decided to urge the immediate publication of the "parts"
by the firm of Benno Filmer,** Augsburg, andinformed the public of its
resolve by the "following communication:

With all duerespectto the great servicesrenderedby FerdinandLoewe,who, actuated
by a spirit of sincereloyalty, madesuch changesin the work ashe deemedabsolutelypre-
requisite to its public performance,the Committeeresolvesthat, becauseof the newconcep-
tion of the true individuality of Bruckner's tonal languagethat has come into existence
during the thirty year interim, and the overwhelmingImpressionmadeby the original
version at its first performance,the Ninth Symphony,in the exact form in which it was
left by the master, should.no longer be kept from the musical world."

With the release of the "parts" Bruckner's Ninth became available
in two versions, either one of which conductors are now at liberty to

erform. Should they still prefer to do the "Loewe" version it is their
uty to indicate this fact on the concert-program. The first public per-

formance of the symphony in its original form took place at the Inter-
national Bruckner Festival held at Vienna last fall. To the Viennese
Philharmonic Orchestra and the baton of Clemens Krauss fell the honor

.of the .premiere.

As Alfred Orel goes into painstaking detail to point out,t the
"original version" is no mere bundle of sketchy fragments, but the
permanent, definitive result of numerous careful studies and revisions by
Bruckner himself. As early as the summer of 1887, immediately after
finishing his work upon the instrumentation of the Eighth, Bruckner
l_lunged into the composition of the Ninth, at the time actually carrying
the orchestral setting of the first movement as far as the end of the second

*Literally, "Critical Complete"Edition."
**Theoriginal publishers of the KritischeGesamtaus&abe of Bruckner's works. The

enntinuation o_"this magnificentventure has beenrecently taken obver y the I.B.G.
_See the reviser's note, "Kritische Gesamtausgabe,"Vol. IX. Comprehensiono

this fact is necessaryto a proper understandingof the sonata form as used by Brucknerin
his symphonies.
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Themengruppe (Theme-group)*. Then came an interval of three years
during which he was occupied with the revision of the Eighth and the
First. On Feb. 18, 1891, he resumed work on the Ninth, finishing the
scoring of the opening movement on Oct. 14, 1892 and its final revision
a year later on Oct. 23, 1893. In the meantime he had completed the
ScherZo on Feb. 27, 1893, although it did not attain permanent form
before added revisions that lasted until Feb. 15, 1894. The Adagio was
finished on Oct. 31, 1894, also after much revision.

In view of the revelation imparted by these sketches and experimental
scores published in the ninth volume of the Gesamtausgabe (even a" com-
plete edition' presenting all the composer's studies for a work is without
precedent) the three movements of the symphony, just as they were left
by Bru.ckner, must be unconditionally regarded and respected as his finalretention.

Loewe went decidedly too far in his revision of the work. His
sweeping alterations in dynamics reveal his greatest failure to grasp the
individuality of the master. He almost nullified Bruckner's favorite
practice of creating sudden dynamic contrasts (that oeculiarity that
proves his affinity with the organ) by introducing mild graduations oi r
tone volume. Thus he rendered the rugged master "fit/[or the salon,'"
so to speak. Loewe muted the brass frequently, not realizing how much
freshness of coloring it lost thereby. In fact all the dynamics he altered
sound more genuine in the original version.

Often, where Loewe prescribed "diminuendo," Bruckner achieved
the effect more subtly, purely by means of instrumentation, e.g., in the
next to the last bar of the Adagio theme, where he suddenly silenced the
brass while the strings continued fortissimo, an early example of orchestral
decrescendoas it is often practiced by the composers of our day.

Loewe also made numerous changes in phrasing. In his revised
indications of tempo a particularly striking example contrary to the
master's spirit is the omission of the Ritardando called for by Bruckner
in the second part o£ the main theme (the third bar after D)t at the
ascending passage of 16th notes. This results in the total disappearance
of the effect Bruckner desired, a sort of Promethean "scaling of the
heights". The absence of any tempo-modification in the Trio is eloquent
of the wishes of the master, and the Scherz_oseems to recover its correct,
rather moderate speed through the original instrumentation.

It is impossible, in the narrow confines of this article, to enumerate
the changes Loewe made, especially in the £cher_o. He transferred entire
string passages to the wood-wind, and vice versa. The answer to the
principal ScherZo theme, that comes showering down out of the violins,
is performed in the original version by the violas and cellos, but is given
by Loewe to the cellos and bassoons (the ninth bar). At the tempo in
which it has been generally taken this passage cannot be clearly arti-
culated staccato, but at a slower rate it sounds perfectly clear. The correct
tempo of the Scherz_odepends, therefore, upon the greatest speed at which
this passage may be played staccato with absolute clarity. Moreover,

*The traditional terminologyof symphonicanalysis, i.e., firsttheme,episode,transition,
secondtheme,etc., must, in the caseof Bruckner, undergo a modificationcorrespondingto
the changehe introducedin the sionata-form.A groupof themes,alldifferent,andyet logically
evolvingone out of the other, takes the place of the more artificialarrangementof theme,episode and transition.

tThe letters refer to the Loewe version.
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the chords sustained by the woodwind for many bars at the beginning of
the Scherzo, absent in the Loewe version, serve to give the movement a
calmer character. We feel compelled to agree with Alexander Berrsche
when he says in his fine review* following the premiere of the originalversion:

"The change Loewe wrought in the Scherzo, which in the Bruckner
version belongs to an entirely different sphere of sound and expression,
is incredible. Loewe arranged the piece most cleverly, with a view to
giving it a pleasant, winning air, and it is his revisions alone that gave
rise to the generally uttered opinions endowing the ScherZo of the Ninth
with an elfin, "midsummernight's dream" atmosphere and the false
synthetic quality of a combined Mendelssohn, Berlioz, and Bruckner.
Now such notions are gone forever, and we may bid them good-bye,
well consoled. The real Bruckner Sche_lo may be without any sugared
asprit, but it stands firm, on sturdy legs, planted on the composer's native
soil of Upper Austria."

Among the multitude of Loewe's instrumental changes two out"
standing instances should not be omitted here. He cast out the chord
passage in eighth notes in the woodwind (six bars before J, first move-
ment), and he substituted violas and cellos for the original tubas in the
chords four bars before E in the Adagio.

He made changes even in the form of the work, e.g., a four bar
"cut" just before the Trio, at the end of the first section of the Scherzo.

Finally, he actually interpolated some passages of his own com-
position; e.g., in the first movement, two bars before Q, he filled in a
rest with a motiv of his own for the oboes and clarinets.

The most radical change, for some reason, perhaps, justifiable in
those days, but no longer intelligible to us, was the one he made at the
last tremendous climax of the main theme in the Adagio (Q-R). He re-
solved into a pure E major chord the mighty discord in the first bar, a
sim.ultaneous sounding of the tones E, #F, #G, A, B, and C, as clear as
st is resonant because of the chord's wide-open position, yet representing
one of the most daring ventures in 19th century harmony. In the Loewe
version no trace remains of this titanic dissonance save a feeble, passing
#F in the figure with which the strings join the placating E major chord.
That the master intentionally introduced this "cacophony" is clear from
the A, #F, #G sounding throughout the bar in the woodwind eighth-
note figure and the very same combination of tones in the thirty-second-
note figure of the violins in the original version.

In this final conflict before the moment of" death and transfiguration"
Bruckner, with this single harmony, sees far ahead into the future. In

its significant position, a last farewell, this mighty chord is certainly
more than a mere example of the extraordinary artistic possibilities of
"cacophony".

May. this real Ninth Symphony of Bruckner receive the universal
recogmtlon it so richly deserves!

--PRo_. Max Au_R.

*MuenchenerZeitung, Apr. 4, 1932.



TONERL TURNS COMPOSER

Tonerl* at ten was the" complete schoolmaster" in miniature. Afte_r
a trying forenoon with his upper-c/ass charges" Herr Lehrer" Bruckner *_
sole teacher in the secluded Austrian village Ansfelden, would gladly.
turn over the dreaded rod of inculcation to his precocious son. Suddeai
illness having once compelled him to resort to this emergency measiire
he remembered with great satisfaction the flattering reports of how t-he
earnest Tonerl had instilled a proper respect for academic order in the
afternoon class of rustic tots. Father Bruckner felt exceedingly propel
at the prospect of passing a cherished pedagogical heritage on to his sore.

It was his dearest wish that the village classroom dynasty foundecl bi r
his own father Joseph more than half a century before should survive.

He took for granted the marked musical talent displayed by Tonerl.
His own father had also been very musical; else how could he hv,_c
filled the teacher's post, one of the indispensable qualifications for whi

a • • . _h
was the blhty to play the organ well? According to the Bruclcaxer
household tradition the first steps in music practically preceded the fia_s_
step out of the cradle. Therefore it did not strike him as amazing tlial:
Toner/could play the violin intelligibly at four and that at an age wh_
other boys were just beginning to spell h_ could sit confidently at tile

church organ on Sunday morning and furnish an adequate musical setting
for the simple Catholic ritual of the village.

But now and then that gifted Bruckner cousin Johann Baptist Weiss_
schoolmaster of the neighboring village Hoersching, a man whom Tolae_i
regarded with great awe because he was conceded by all to be the b -_"- • _it
musician m Upper Austria, would come to Ansfelden for a brief visit.
Fascinated by what seemed at first glance just another sample of the
genus child prodigy he would make the boy play and improvise for
while he pondered upon the problem of his talent. The careful judg_eaxt
of Weiss once spoken proved prophetic, for he finally announced to th_
mcredu!ous father his firm conviction that God had placed far grea-te_
emphasls upon Tonerl's musical than his pedagogical bent. He be_-_

that the boy be given into his personal care for t_ior_ough musical trainirlgO_"_
Eventually his plea was granted and one day the eleven year old Antoa,
Bruckner, with all his worldly possessions slung over his shoulder, _ali:
trudging through the woods in the direction of Hoersching, to recei_v_
his first taste of the drab world of Thorough-bass.

There was nothing of the pedant about Weiss. Indeed, there seel_is
to have been a complete lack of routine to his method of initiating it
pupil into the mysteries of musical theory. He applauded and encourutge_i
young Bruckner's favorite'practice of improvising upon the organ, be-
lieving that the wings of fancy must be permitted unhampered flight it,
earliest years. Meanwhile the rules of musical grammar, universa]_
considered inexorable laws in those days, were given only second-_
attention by the tone-king of Hoersching.t A set of four short or_--_i

•Diminutive for "Anton" in Austrian dialect.

•*Literally, "Mr. Teacher Bruckner," the polite "Herr" being always prefixrd re, _r_:
cational titles in German.

_There is in existence a neatly written note-book of the "rules of thorough-ba._.
as they were taught the boy Bruckner, but this manuscript, judl_ing by the well-develo_C[
penmanship it displays, was most likely written during" Bruckner's "choir-boy day_'_t'___
St. Florian. **_
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preludes,* composed and written down by the boy some time during the
year and a half he spent in the village, furnishes the sole remaining
documentary evidence of the nature of his studies th6re.

The opening bars** of the very first of these pieces contain flagrant
errors that even a Tom, Dick, or Harry would not make after a few
lessons in elementary harmony. (Bars 1-4).

Despite so dubious a beginning the prelude launches at once upon
a broad, smooth, though stereotyped, path of song. (Bars 4-12)

Out of this unassuming strain there now leaps a brief, characteristical-
ly pompous motif, its harmonically varied restatements insistently sug-
gesting the symphonic nature in embryo. (Bars 13-27)

In the development of this naively vigorous passage a surprising
climax is attained in a series of tonal subtleties technically called "en-

harmonic changes," (Bars 20-27) phenomena hardly, attributable under
any technical nomenclature to a boy almost totally ignorant of musical
grammar, hence better interpreted, because of their spontaneous origin,
as the first signs of an innate leaning towards mystic expression, t

Truly remarkable is the section immediately following. Bravely
striking a fundamental tone (_E) foreign to the key of the whole _iece
the young composer bursts forth into the first "organ point" ot his
career. In other words, he picks up a fragment of his theme and sends
it spinning gracefully across the musical landscape. Its sustained flight
is a perfect chain of brief, symmetrical curves. The constant tone in the
bass seems to him (according to a statement he made in later years) an
ideal vantage point, commanding the whole musical horizon (Bars 28-39)

It is particularly interesting to note that the path of this first Bruck-
ner" organ point" does not end with a return to the initial tonic or
dominant. Contrary to traditional usage it does not end, but goes on
to find an unexpected outlet through another"enharmonic change", ($D
to _E (Bars 38-39). Issuing.from so unsophisticated a pen as this un-
schooled boy's such an evasion may not be construed as evidence of a
desire for mere novelty. The Bruckner symphonies are packed with

parallel instances that point unmistakably to this sot/rce expression of
childhood days. If this prelude shows nothing more it reveals an in-
dividual, deeply rooted musical instinct already striving for powerful
expression.

*The original manuscript of these preludes is preserved in the archives of the church
at Hocrsching. They have been published in their entirety in the first volume of the monu-
mental Goellerich-Auer biography of Bruckner, pp.97-102. The revised and enlarged edition
of Auer's one-volume Lebenund WerkAntonBrucknersiust issuedby the Musikwissenschaftlicher
Verlag, Wien, publishes for the first time an additional Praeludiumin bE Major, particularly
interesting because of its enharmonic and its florid character. (See the appendix of musical
illustrations, No. I)

**The editor regrets not having as yet obtained permission from thepublishers to quote
the actual music of_this first Bruckner composition. Those sufliciently interested in the
Prelud_ are referred to pp. 97-98 in vol. I of the Goellerich-Auer biography of Bruckner.

tit is that sterling musicologist of the Encyclopedia Britannica, Mr. Tovey, who calls
a fine enharmonic change a "sublime mystery.." What phrase can more appropriately describe \
the grandeur of the numerous mystic harmomc changes in Bruckner's greatest adagios (those
of the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Symphonies)? Therefore it seems only natural to trace
the source of this tonal mysticism back to these earliest extant Bruckner compositions, the
juvenile organ preludes.
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It was young Bruckner's great fortune to find in his cousin, Weiss,
a genuine artistic personality rather than an excellent drill-master. The
comparatively recent publication of a Mass* by Weiss proves him to
have been a church composer of marked individuality, one whose work
radiates the very same romantic-devotional spirit that the symphonic
world now concedes as Bruckner's own.

That inspired English essayist, Arthur Machen, once said that huma_u
beings add nothing to their store of experience after eighteen. Out of
the vivid spiritual adventures of youth spring tremendous aspirations
towards self-expression the realization of which must wait for the con-
summate perspective of riper years. Weiss revealed to his pupil visions
of an austere splendor the memory of which no later influence ever
dimmed! To the twelve year old boy the appeal of Weiss' romantic __
religious music proved far more vivid and lasting than that of immeasur-
ably greater classics by Haydn and Mozart which also formed part of the
sacred repertoire at Hoersching. Had not the mature Bruckner himself
fervently avowed his spiritual indebtedness to this man it would be
necessary to cite but a characteristic phrase or two from Weiss' Requiem
to show how the very soul of the teacher was absorbed by his pupil.t

Tragic fate did much to intensify and render permanent the deep
impression made upon the boy by Weiss' Requiem. Four years after the
premature death of his father had terminated young Bruckner's short
period of study at Hoersching he became a village teacher. He was then
seventeen. Season after season he struggled on in this humble capacity,
compulsory drudgery and utter poverty veiling in growing hopelessness
the great longing for artistic accomplishment with which the idealist:
Weiss had imbued him. In this gloomy condition he suddenly heard
the terrible tidings of his cousin's suicide. The poor, unworldly creature
had innocently accepted from a villainous relative the responsibility of
a church fund from which a large sum had been embezzled. Insane with
terror at the sight of a policeman approaching his cottage one morning
he fled to the graveyard and killed himself.

Bruckner tried repeatedly, but in vain, to induce the church
authorities to entrust to his keeping the skull of the ill-starred musician
whom he so revered. Half a century later, in the agony of the sym-
phonist's last illness, the pitiful memory of Weiss was as vivid as ever
in his consciousness. Even upon his death-bed the aged Bruckner did
not forget to write his periodical request to the church authorities at
Hoersching that mass be said for the repose of his unfortunate cousin'ssoul.

Bruckner's Ninth gymphany begins as though it would whisper the
mournful mystery of life's last lullaby. But like a stroke of lightning,
a blinding vision of the" Day of Wrath, ' its dreadful glory heralded by
a tremendous choir of brass in full harmony, suddenly transforms this
dirge of the earth into a mighty prophecy of immortality. It is Tonerl's
last and highest tribute to his cousin, the supreme spiritual revelation
of Weiss' Requiem inseparably united with Bruckner's own farewell
message to the world.

*Requiemin bE, Hoersching, 1904.
tWhen an advancecopyof this Requiem(still without the composer'sname)wasplaced

beforeProf. Heinrich Wottawa, one of Bruckner'sfavorite pupils, he declared it to bea_
arly work of Bruckner's.



SYMPHONIC POEM OR SYMPHONY?

(MAHLER'S FIRST)

Gustav Mahler was in his youth an omnivorous reader of the romantic
literature of early nineteenth century Germany. He was particularly
fascinated by" thrillers," such as the weird tales of E. T. A. Hoffmann,
the great continental forerunner of our own prince of story-tellers, Edgar
Allan Poe. Yet his early letters and compositions seem to indicate that
none of his pre-symphonic reading made a more powerful impression
upon hiln than Jean Paul's* ponderous fusion of drollery, sentiment,
and erudition, Titan. Originally published in 1800, and bearing (to
meet the popular demand of that day) the deceiving subtitle A Romance,
it long survived the vast bulk of contemporaneous exotic literature,
attaining a certain vogue even in England and America as /ate as the
'Sixties.** Thus in Mahler's boyhood days the book was regarded as
a minor universal classic.

For a period of ten years, between its obscure world premiere at
Budapest in 1889 and its publication in 1899, Mahler's First Symphony
was known to the music-world as Titan: A Symphonic Poem in Two Sections.
It was under that nomenclature that Richard Strauss had it performed
at the Tonkuenstlerfest at Weimar in 1894. When the futile war between
the adherents of absolute and program music broke out in fresh bitterness
and confusion after this performance Mahler fled precipitately from the
camp of the programites exclaiming that he had been completely mis-
understood; that there was in reality no program or story connected with
his music. Subsequently ample corroboration of his protest appeared in
permanent form, for the printed score of the work revealed a symphony
in the traditional four movements, definitely giving the lie to that initial
mystifying description "symphonic poem".

In 1909, as the world-famous conductor of the New York Philharmonic,
Mahler decided to introduce this symphony to America. The noted
critic, Krehbiel, who was the program annotator upon that occasion,
knowing well that the composer was violently opposed to all literary
props for his music, nevertheless did not hesitate to lay open an old
wound by asking him for the" story" of the symphony. The flat refusal
which met his repeated requests was readily interpreted by the critic
as a personal slight, t The merest acquaintance with the facts of Mahler's
life would have shown Krehbiel that every decision he made in questions
of art was actuated only by unswerving devotion to his ideals. The tragic
sequel to the petty aggravations heaped upon the composer thereafter
by the critic and other Americans who would not understand him reflected
only too clearly his thoroughly martyr-like character, for realizing the
shattered condition of his health, Mahler might have prolonged his life
by assuming the mask of amiability which a superficial world demands
even of its great geniuses. The heart-rending Heiligenstaedter Testament
of Beethoven is one of the most overwhelming arraignments of this

*Jean Paul Friedtich Richter.

**An English translation by Charles T. Brooks appeared in 1862.

tKrehbiel included the following statement among the "regretful" remarks he printed
in the program: "All writings about music, even those of musicians themselves, he (Mahler)
holds to be injurious to musical enjoyment."
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phase of life's cruelty. Mahler's reply to the world was stoical silence,
a proud stillness no less eloquent than the profound silence he imposec_
upon those who contritely accompanied his coffin to the grave.

Almost a quarter of a century has gone by since the American premiere
of Mahler's Titan Symphony. It has been performed here several times
since, once even at the Stadium Concerts under Mr. Van Hoogstrateti.
Its first fair test for the new generation, under irreproachable conditions,
will take place early this season when the world s foremost Mahl_:
disciple, Bruno Walter, will give it several successive hearings at Carnegie
Hall, the superb New York Philharmonic orchestra assisting.

The critics will once more search the records in vain for descriptio_
of underlying meanings. Mahler's numerous European commentators,:
religiously adhering to the wishes of tke composer, have avoided a_.
taching any importance to the book Titan in connection with the First
Symphony, as though the deed were tantamount to blasphemy. At the"
peril of a breach of good taste, the present writer, although he futl_[
agrees with the composer that a serious work should be first heard orflyl

for its poetic, emotional quality, ventures to suggest that no one desiro_
of fathoming the soul of this symphony can afford to ignore Jean Paul s
Titan. A single passage, typical of the rhapsodical character that do_ai:- _
nares the more than one thousand closely printed pages of the boo_
will suffice to show that affinity between the Romance and the.Sympbon._"
which Mahler so long affirmed and never completely denied.* ---_

"--My winged skiff glided lightly through green rosy splendor a nd_
.through soft, musical murmuring of a long flower-fragrance, into
immense radiant morning-land.

"What a broad, bright, enchanted Eden ! .A clear, glad morning setB____
with no tears of night, expanded with an enclrchng rose-wreath, look e_l
toward me and rose no higher. Up and down sparkled the meadox_i
bright with morning dew. 'Love's tears of joy lie down below the__e,'
sang the hermits overhead on the long, sweeping worlds, 'and we, to_}_
will shed them.' I flew to the shore, where honey bloomed, while 0Ii
the other bloomed wine; and as I wefit, my gayly decorated little skiff._
with broad flowers puffed out for sails, followed, dancing after me o_e._
the waves. I went into high blooming woods, where noon and ni_rht
dwelt side by side, and into green vales full of flower-twilights, an<t_i _
sunny heights, where blue days dwelt, and flew down again into t_
blooming skiff, and it floated on, deep in wave-lightnings, over precious
stones, into the spring, to the rosy sun. All moved eastward, the breezes
and the waves, and the butterflies and the flowers, which had wings,_
and the worlds overhead; and their giants sang down, 'We fondly looJ_
downward,--we fondly glide downward, to the land of love, to ti_e
golden land.'

"Then I saw my face in the waves, and it was a virgin's full of high
rapture and love. And the brook flowed with me, now through .vch..e_t,
fields; now through a little, fragrant night, through which the'so art_
was seen behind sparkling glow-worms; now through a twilight, where_'t_
warbled a golden nightingale. Now the sun arched the tears of joy into
a rainbow, and I sailed through, and behind me they sank down agai'n_
burning like dew. I drew nearer to the sun, and he wore already the-
harvest-wreath. 'It is already noon' sang the hermits over my head,

*Thefollowing assa e is taken from the translation by Brooks, vol II, pp 160
The translator chose _is phraseologywith a v*_ m retlanmg the flavor of the orighl_, [
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"Slowly, as bees over honey-pastures, swam the throngi.ng clouds
in the dark blue, over the divine region. From the mountain-ridge a
milky-way arched over, which sank into the sun. Brig.ht lands unrolled
themselves. Harps 6f light, strung with rays: rang in the fire; a tri-
clang of three thunders agitated the land. A ringing storm-rain of dew
and radiance filled with glitter the wide Eden; it dissolved in drops, like
a sweeping ecstasy. Pastoral songs floated through the pure blue air,
and a few lingering, rosy clouds danced out of the tempest after the tones.
Then the near morning-sun looked faintly out of a pale lily-garland,
and the hermits sang up there, 'O Bliss, O Bliss! the evening blooms!'
There was stillness and twilight. The worlds held themselves in silence
round the sun, and encircled him with their fair giants, resembling the
human form, but higher and holier. As on the earth the noble form of
man creeps downward by the dark mirror-chain of animal life, so did it,
overhead there, mount up along a line of pure, bright, free gods, sent
from God. The worlds touched the sun, and dissolved upon it; the sun,
too, fell to pieces, in order to flow down into the land of love, and became
a sea of radiance. Then the fair gods and the fair goddesses stretched out
their arms towards each other, and touched each other, trembling for
love; but, like vibrating strings, they disappeared from sight in their
blissful trembling, and their being became only an invisible melody; and
the tones sang to each other, 'I am with thee, and am with God'; and
others sang, 'The sun was with God.'

"Then the golden fields glistened with innumerable tears of joy, .
which had fallen during the invisible embrace; eternity grew still, and
the breezes slept, and only the lingering, rosy light of the dissolved sun
softly stirred the flowers.

"I was alone, looked round, and my lonely heart longed dyingly
for _. death. Then the white world with the veil passed slowly up the
milky-way; like a soft moon, it still glimmered a little; then it sank down
from heaven upon the holy land, and melted away upon the ground;
only the high veil remained, then the veil withdrew itself into the ether,
and an exalted, godlike virgin, great as the other goddesses, stood upon
the earth and in heaven. All rosy radiance of the swimming sun collected
in her, and she burned in a robe of evening-red. All invisible voices
addressed her, and asked, ' Who is the Father of men, and their Mother,
and their Brother, and their Sister, and their Lover, and their Beloved,
and their Friend?' The virgin lifted steadfastly her blue eye, and said,
' It is God!' "

Too much time and space has been devoted to speculating upon
Mahler the prophet, the philosopher, the student of life. All this arti-
ficially induced cogitation has proven detrimental to the general under-
standing of Mahler's music. Even Paul Bekker in concluding his monu-
mental task, that first comprehensive book on Mahler's symphonies,*
wonders whether Mahler the artist was not a victim of extra-musical
influences that should not have been permitted to intrude upon his
musical expression. That the instrumental portions of his work are
interrupted now and then by texts rendered by singing voices is insufficient
foundation for this doubt; for if these texts seem to some analysts to be
didactic, or evangelistic, or what not, let it not be forgotten that Beeth-
oven's Hymn to Joy, any symphonist's eternal license to use voices and

*Gustav Mahler's Sinfonien, Berlin, 1921.
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versesin hiswork, isin essencenothinglessthan an ecstaticsermom
to allhumanity.

For those, however, who will not take their Mahler without a dos=
of "philosophy," the Titan of Jean Paul offers th'e opportunity for a
Gargantuan satiety. Several generations ago a French critic describe_
the book as follows:

"It is a poem, a romance; a psychological resume, a satire, an elegy,
a drama, a fantasy; having for theme and text the enigma of civilization:

"How is it to end, this civilization which exaggerates alike izx_
tellectual and industrial power at the expense of the life of the soul,--Z
wholly factitious, theatrical,--intoxicating, consuming itself witli
pleasure, seeking everywhere new enjoyments,--exploring all the secret_
of nature, without being able to penetrate the first causes, the secret_
of God,--what will be the fate of these generations' supersaturated wid£
romances, dramas, journals, with science, ambition, with vehelxxcnt_
aspirations after the unknown and impossible? . . .

"In augmenting the sum of its desires, will it augment the sum of itN:
happiness? Is it not going to increase immensely its capacity of sufferillgp"

"Will it not be the giant that scales heaven--
"And that falls crushed to death?
"TitanV'

GABRILOWITSCH ON BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

The following is a letter addressed to the Secretary of the Bruckner.
Society by Ossip Gabrilowitsch, the renowned conductor of the Detroie
Symphony Orchestra:

"The symphonies of Mahler and Bruckner are among the mos_
important contributions to symphonic literature of the last sixty years_
It is a fact much to be deplored that these epoch-making composition-
have so far found so little popularity and general understanding iri_
America where, as a rule, the public is so receptive and open-minded _
toward new important musical compositions.

"'The Bruckner Society of America is doing a great service "in
helping to popularize the compositions of the above named two maste_

- of the symphony. There are already indications that our audiences are
beginning to realize the true value of these works.

"I wish the Bruckner Society the greatest and speediest success i_i
the excellent work it has undertaken."

MAHLER'S SIXTH AT LAST!

American music-lovers who have long yearned in vain for an Ol_
portunity to hear the dreaded Sixth (Tragic) Symphony of Mahler _tr¢
due for a pleasant surprise this season, according to a communication_
just addressed to the Bruckner Society by Dr. Serge Koussevitzky It
seems now that the man who gave us our first chance to experience the
greatness of Mahler's Ninth, two season's ago, is seriously preparing
to give the composer's Sixth its sadly belated American premiere, tn
this case, certainly, better late than never. Much credit is due this true _
artist, the dauntless leader of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, whose
continued espousal of the cause of neglected and tabu masterworks hag
won for him a preeminent position among the symphonic conductors.
of our country.



NEW LIGHT ON MAHLER

On June 4, 1933, Das Neue Wiener Journal published a hitherto
unknown letter written by Gustav Mahler from Toblach in 1905 to his
wife, Alma Maria, at that time convalescing at Levico. The communica-
tion, of especial importance because of the interesting light it casts uponthe composer's philosophy of life, reads as follows:
My Almscherl:

Yesterday your dear letter did not come until the afternoon (I always
go in person to fetch the second mail) and I was getting really worried.

Your moods (this time induced by a dream) seem to me easily ex-
plicable, for I myself have been subject to them a thousand times. This
confession may amaze you, but it may at the same time serve to reassure
you, and perhaps even give you the clue to your own self.

Humanity (yes, all existence) is perpetually creative. In every phase
of life the creative process goes unconsciously on, being the very essence
of corporeal existence. When the creative power fails dissolution follows,
and life must await re-creation in some new form.

On that plane of life, to which beings of a higher order belong,
creation (which in the case of most, naturally, means mere reproduction)
is not. unconscious. It is psychologically complex, involving a distinct
consciousness of the ego and making exacting demands upon the inner
or moral being. Hence all the restlessness and discontent to which
higher beings are subject. There are only brief moments in the life of
a genius when these inner demands are fulfilled, while long periods of
unfulfilment burden his consciousness with the weight of impossible
longing and vain striving. It is this endless, and truly painful strivingthat dominates and shapes the life of these few.

Perhaps you will now guess or know my views on the external
productions of man: that they are but his fleeting, mortal expressions.
Only what he makes of himself, what he becomes through ceaseless
living and striving, is permanent. In this sense, my dear Almschi, you
already possess all that is-necessary for the development of soul and
character. And you still have a long life before you. Employ more and
more these inner powers of yours (as you certainly do!). Make as much
spiritual beauty and strength a part of yourself as possible. (None of us
can do more than this--and none but the elect.) Grow spiritually,
cultivate beauty and goodness, and always keep growing (for such is the
nature of true creation) and be convinced, just as I have always preached
to you, that whatsoever we leave behind us at the end is only skin, shell,
etc. The Meistersinger, the Ninth, Faust, all are only cast-off shells[ No
more, if regarded basically, than our bodies!

Of course, I do not mean to say that creative work is superfluous.
It is necessary for human beings as a means of attaining inner growth
and joy, this being also a true sign of health and creative power. Nor
must this "creation" take the form of musical composition. How often
have I seen you attain that joyful mood so well known to me! Most
recently, down there in the Prater .... Above all, regain your health,
and then creation will come of itself, in one for/n or another--and joy.

The piano came yesterday from Boesendorfer, a magnificent, brand
new grand. You will be happy when you see it. I have moved down to
the ground floor where I now find it wonderfully mild. Yesterday I
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wrote to Fraenkel, Credit Lyonnais! Is the address correct? I have nOT
ventured into the "little house" as yet. It is always so exciting for _ae
to take it over that I have not as yet found the strength to do so.

A thousand greetings, my Almschi.
Gustav.

I shall tell you more about Gucki soon.
In a recent number of the Viennese newspaper" Der Tag" Dr. Alf_ed)

Rosenzweig published through the courtesy of Mrs. Alma Maria Mahl_:
a sketch revealing Mahler's initial conception of the Eighth Symplaon_
The sketch, a single leaf in the handwriting of the master, presenr_
Mahler's original p/an of the work, and is dated August 1906. In th=
upper right hand corner appears the following:

1. Veni Creator
2. Caritas

3. Weihnachtspiele mit dem Kindlein (ScherZo)
(Christmas Games with the Little Child)

4. Schoepfung durch Eros (Hymne)
(Creation through Eros)

One may conclude from this that Mahler at first wished to give t'!x_
symphony the traditional four movements. On the twenty-lined musi_
page there are five three and four-staved "systems." Of these the f_r_
presents the beginning of a slow movement in B-minor (either from
Car#as or the introduction to the Veni Creator.) On the other lines o_e
recognizes the famous main theme of the first movement (in #F-majciv)
together with sketches of some of its contrapuntal possibilities. "['l_
manuscript, so extremely important for all Mahler research, bears tl_e
following dedication by the composer to his wife:

"8. Symphony--Aug. 1906--the first inspiratiof_--
preserved for my Almschl--spiritus creator."

--WILLI R_mu, Vienna

"2 3"--A VIENNESE MUSICAL MAGAZINE

With its first issue for the season 1933-1934, "23", the most progreS-
sive monthly musical magazine published in Europe enters its third_
year of existence. It is a periodical devoted entirely to contributio_
(hitherto anonymous) by leading critics, composers, and musical
theticians of the younger generation. Published in Vienna, now, perhat _
more than ever before the continental music centre, it has clung fast t_
its unbiased ideal, the presentation of authoritative musical opi_i_a
totally free from commercial, political, and racial prejudice. The la_a_ae
of the editor, Mr. Willi Reich of Vienna, the only concrete clue we ha_
to the personnel conducting the destinies of this magazine, is one cdm-
manding great respect among the circle of Europe s outstanding musi_
critics. Chord and Discord owes to the generous cooperation of Mr. Rei_
the important article in the present issue entitled" New Light on Malale._"
Mr. Reich was one of the leading spirits responsible for that remarl_te
series of concerts ' for musicians .by musicians" given at Strassburg-l_

. August (See Footnote on page 4). "' 23" has grown to be a real po_--
in the musical life of the Austrian capital. It accepts no advertisem_

for obvious reasons inse.parabl, y connected with.... its policy. EverYtheml_tsi_rl___
library desirous of giving its readers an unpreludlced vmw of Progr_wa
of the art in troubled Europe should subscribe to it. Subscriptiona
be addressed to Willi Reich, Wien I, Hohenstaufen gasse 10, A*us_,



MAHLER'S SECOND: A VERDICT OF 1933

Editor'sNote."The author of this article is nineteenyearsold, but it is not his youth alone
that authorizeshim to speak for the cominggeneration. As a student of ColumbiaUni-
versity he was music-criticof the collegedaily, The Spectator,in which he gave constant
expressionto the broad point-of-viewcharacteristicof the "new audience"which he ad-
dressesand for which he speaks. He is a rising musician,thoroughly familiar with the
orchestrallanguageandthe problemsof musicalesthetics. He lecturesfrequentlyon musical
subjectsand is alreadywell known in New York for his contributions to generalmusical
appreciationfor children.

Twenty-nine years ago Dr. Walter Damrosch introduced the music
of Gustav Mahler to America with a performance of the Fourth Symphony,
in New York. At that time the members of the press launched an attack
upon the work, damning and condemning it from every conceivable
angle. This over-impulsive initial reaction towards Mahler seems to
have made an unforgettable impression upon most of the reviewers of
that day, for many a year went by before he was granted an unpr6judiced
hearing. At each American premiere of his works thereafter (until this
writing only the Sixth Symphony, the unfinished Tenth and Das Klagende
Lied have not been performed here) most of the critics echoed the notices
which appeared in I904, instead of re-weighing those snap judgments
in the only true balance, the evidence of the scores themselves. The
indomitable devotion of Dr. Koussevitzky and Mr. Waiter has done much
to change all this, though even to-clay one cannot help wondering at
times whether some of the critics have not succumbed completely to the

- temptation of rehashing the vociferous damnations of their forerunners
rather than go to the trouble of forming their oven, unbiased, first-hand
conclusions concerning this most abused and misunderstood of all giant
symphonists.

This' unsatisfactory state of affairs, we submit, has existed entirely
too long. America is no longer in its musical infancy. We of the new
musical generation reject the dogmas of the antiquated theorists to the
effect that poetry and grandeur cannot exist except in the accepted forms
established by Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. It must
be kept in mind that these dogmas are curiously reminiscent of similar
stereotyped ideas which permeated the early critical reactions to Wagner
and Strauss. Such irrelevant terms (characteristic of the symphonic
language in the straight-laced days of K_rehbiel) as excessive length,
banality, lacl_ of originality and bombast still hold favored places in the
lexicon of our musical reviewers. Even the most rabid of anti-Mahlerite
critics now admit that the almost complete suppression of Mahler's music
that was in effect until most recently, has denied us the enjoyment of
much that is magnificent in modern musical literature.

Lately a new generation of critics, conductors, and audiences has
come to the front in America with the result that there has been a Mahler
revival in the larger cities of the nation. In New York City, Bruno
Waiter conducted the Fifth Symphony in 1932 and the Second Symphony
early this year. The grand ovation given him by the audience after the
performance of the mighty Second announced in no uncertain language
the triumph scored by Mahler in spite of his entrenched antagonists.
What caused so complete an about-face in the attitude of the listeners?
It was the verdict of a new generation, an audience which, for the most
part, heard the music unbiased, an audience completely unhampered by
predisposed worries as to symphonic idiom, texture, form, and structure.
It listened with open mind and ear, allowing the music to speak for itself.
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This writer is unfamiliar with the Fifth' Sjmphonj, but can speak of"
theSecondwith some authority,havingmade a closestudyofthescore

afterbecomingfascinatedby itupon a firsthearing.Thissymphony is
repletewith passagesreflectingprofundityof contemplation,passages
which (ashe has sincelearned,throughthe medium ofrecordings,),axd
trulycharacteristicofMahler. The SecondSymphonyconcernsa "death-.
celebration"and accordingto GabrielEngel in his book, "Gustav
-Mahlcr--SongSymphonist,"themusicqueries,"Why hastheherolived
and suffered?Isdeathlife'smost magnificentsteptowardsfulfilment?'"
Followingthisfirstcontemplationofdeath,thecomposernarratescertain
episodesinthelifeofthehero,and when he feelsthata sufficientnumber
ofhisdeedshave becnrecounted,hc returnsto hispreviouscogitation
ofDeath and theHcrea£ter,concludingthe symphony with a jubilantResurrection Chorus.

To me the second movement, Andante Moderato, seems the most
ingenious part of the symphony. It opens with a theme quite Haydn4i/_e
in character, appearing in the musical dress of the eighteenth century
Yet, scarcely has one realized this fact, when Mahler has whisked the
theme into a dress more properly becoming that of a young debutante of
the present day. But no sooner has he done this, when with the tur_
of the conductor's wand the music appears again in the bustle and" hoop
of the charming court days of old. Then another lightning change
occurs, this time again revealing the theme in an entirely different setting. _
In this manner Mahler takes a single theme and as if by magic trans£e_
it from one design to another, in the very ears of the listener, so to speak

A more realistic episode is described in the third section of the
symphony. Here Mahler has set the music to the text of St. Anthony'k
Sermon To The Fishes, a fragment from Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Perhaps
St. Anthony himself is the dead hero and the movement not just a_
allegory. Whatever the case may be, it aptly portrays the commonness

and vulgarity of the ignorant. The hero attempts to address the rabbl_
in noble language, but must soon disgustedly admit defeat. The poor
fish" resist all attempts to teach them. They seem to be perfectly satisfied
with their misery and ignorance.

The addition of the human voice to the fourth and fifth movements
adds greatly to the grandeur of the work. The prayer, contralto SOlo,
to the" Urlicht" prepares the way for the fifth movement with its Pro-
clamation of the judgment day and the final resurrection of the he¥o*s
soul, sung by the chorus. Thus having blazed the way aloft, _¢_ahler

ascends to the mountain top. The resurrection music bursts forth, swelliag
into a paean celebrating the omnipotence of the Almighty.

From the point-of-view of symphonic architecture, as well as con-
tent, this work is a tremendous achievement. Its inner girders of steel
are supplemented by a beautiful exterior design, rich with warm colorings,
Some of New York's music-critics have intimated in their reviews that
Mahler was preoccupied chiefly with the fine exterior, but that internally
the music was weak and pretentious. One musical pundit even went
so far as to call the symphony "soap-box oratory." But to the un_
sophisticated listener the foundation of the work is no less mighty than
the superstructure is gorgeous. Its content is Mahler's profound con-
ception; its exterior his extraordinary skill.

Musical thought as deep and powerful as Mahler's could not fail to
find noble and gigantic expression in the hands of so superb a craftsman._
In spite of its super-worldly character, this symphony sings with a sincerity
which moves the heart. It breathes eloquence throughout, whether i_
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the fortissimo passages for full ensemble or pianissimo passages for wood-
windL Such expression cannot be branded as grandiloquefit. It embraces
the great human elements of understanding and pity.

We, (the new audience) have now met this master-builder and want
to hear more and more of his works performed. Our foremost conductors
have long desired a majority of such listeners as we are in the concert-
hal/. To them we say," On to new, broader fields. Never mind the -
beards, their day is done. The new musical generation is heart andgsraYul
bedrid your endeavors to give Mahler, Bruckner, Schoenberg, and any
other composers of such calibre a fair hearing."

----ARTHUR WALLACE H_.PNER

SOME IMPORTANT PERFORMANCES

{1933-1934]

Bruckner: VII Symphony; Boston Symphony; Dr. Serge Koussevitzk_r,
_'" conductor

VIII Symphony; New York Philharmonic Society; Bruno
Walter, conductor. (One performance will be broadcast
over a nation-wide chain.)

Mahler: I Symphony; New York Phi/harmonic; Bruno Walter. (One
performance will be broadcast.)

VI Symphony (American Premiere); Boston Symphony; Dr.
Serge Koussevitzky; or

IX Symphony if the orchestral "parts" of the Sixth (Tragic)
Symphony, are not available.

Arturo Toscanini's great interest in the original version of Bruckner's
Ninth has aroused much expectation concerning the possibility of at-
tending the American Premiere of that mighty symphony under his
famous baton in the near future.

FIRST AMERICAN PERFORMANCES OF BRUCKNER

SYMPHONIES
I--Unperformed.
II--Philadelphia, 1902 (Fritz Scheel) Chicago, February 20, 1903 (Thomas)
m--New York, December 6, 1885 (Anton Seidl)
IV--New York, 1887 (Anton Seidl)
V--Boston, December 27, 1901 (Gericke)
VI--New York, November 21, 1912 (Stransky)
V/I--Chicago, July 29, 1886 (Thomas)
VIII--New York, November 28, 1919 (Stransky)
IX---Chicago, February 19, 1904 (Thomas)

O;rHER WORKS

Quintet--Chicago, January 24, 1899; Milwaukee, February 1900
Mass in D Minor--Unperformed

- Mass in E Minor--Unperformed
Mass in F Minor--Cincinnati, July 15, 1900 (Church of St. Francis de Sales)

New York, October 25, 1931 (Friends of Musi_--13odal_zky)
T¢ Deum--Cincinnati, May 1892 (Thomas) "



THE COMPLETE BRUCKNERITE

Max Auer: Leben und Werk Anton Bruckners; Intern. Bruckner Gesellschaft.
Wissenschaftlicher Verlag, Wien, 1933.

With the approach of the centennial of Bruckner's birth in 1924 a

tremendous interest in the details of his life and work sprang up among
the music-lovers of Austria and Germany. Besides the biographies o£ the
composer by Rudolf Louis and Franz Graeflinger, both of which passing
years had stamped as inaccurate, there existsed at the moment no com-
prehensive objective record of Bruckner and his achievement either
for the student or the layman. Ernst Decsey's fine Bruckner book was
clearly the enthusiastic expression of a poet's love for the master's musix:,
but as a first word for the layman unfamiliar with the circumstances of
the symphonist's life it was characterized by the disadvantages inevitably
involved in a rambling, rhapsodical, literary manner.

Therefore, the publication of Professor Max Auer's straightforward,
richly illustrated one-volume book on the subject by the Amalthea
Verlag of Vienna in 1923 was particularly timely. The swiftness with
which the original edition was absorbed by the music-lovers and libraries
of the whole world was ample proof of this fact. The next year or two
brought a great number of new books on Bruckner, ranging from deep,
monumental studies by Ernst Kurth and Alfred Orel to the succinct,
synoptical accounts by Karl Grunsky and Georg Greener. All these
treatises were destined to yield in one respect or another to the definitive,
authorized biography of Bruckner the materials for which August
Goellerich had begun to gather as early as 1891. To-day the final two
parts of this gigantic work which will be complete in seven volumes,
(four volumes of text, three of music) are in the press. The actual pre-
paration of the whole work has been in the hands of Professor Auer,
for at the death of Goellerich only the first volume was ready for publica-
tion.

The past decade has added immeasurably to the world's understanding
of Bru.ckner. Music-lovers, musicians, and estheticians are now co-
operating who/e-heartedly in the effort to bring about the universal
love and recognition that is due Bruckner's great contribution to the
spiritual treasury of mankind. Because of this change in the general
attitude of the world towards the great symphonist, Professor Auer
has decided that the time is again ripe for the issue of his comprehensive,
objective one-volume account, now long out of print. The revised
edition, enlarged to a text portion of 478 pages and a musical supplement
of 86 pages, contains in addition to the contents of the original edition
all the hitherto unknown information of importance revealed in the
gigantic Goellerich-Auer work, reproduces in full, for the first time
anywhere, a boyhood organ-prelude of the master, and records the
world's organized cult of Bruckner until the present day, not eve_aomitting
the humble part played in the general cause by America's own Bruckner
Society and this very journal, Chord and Discord.

Every general library and every serious music-lover with a working
knowledge of the German language should own a copy of this attractive
book.
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GUSTAV MAHLER: SONG-SYMPHONIST
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the Bruckner Society for issuing this comprehensive brochure; it tells all that is necessary _
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BRUCKNERIAD: A SYMPHONIC ODYSSEY

I. ALLEGRO: STORM AND STRESS

1864--Anton Bruckner, organist, forty years old, and residing in the,
Upper Austrian provincial city of Linz, composes his first major work,
the Mass in D Minor. Through his young orchestration-teacher, Otto
Kitzler, conductor at the Linz theatre, he has come to know something
of the fiery style of Richard Wagner, the master of the so-called "New
Order" (Neue Richtung) in music, but this acquaintance is still restricted
to the score of Tannhaeuser. In fact Bruckner's enthusiasm for Wagner's-
music is so limited at this stage that Kitzler urges him in vain to attend
a Wagner perrformance during a sojourn in Vienna.

1865--Bruckner begins to compose his First Symphony, C Minor, in
reality his third attempt in the great instrumental form. The marked
"Storm-and-Stress" character of this work reflects clearly the tremendous
inner struggle that is raging in Bruckner's soul at this time, compelling
him to seek the opinion of the highest musical authority in the world.

Armed with the still incomplete score of his new symphony he
travels to Munich, Europe's musical storm centre and finds the city in
the throes of the preparation for the greatest artistic event of the century,
the world-premiere of Tristan. He introduces himself to Buelow, then
only thirty-five, and still unembittered and approachable.

Describing this incident in later years to his biographer, August
Goellerich, Bruckner said:

Buelowexaminedmy CMinorSomphonywith great interest, givingalternateexpression
to his admirationof its beautifulideas (as he styled them) and to his astonishmentat the
daring craftsmanshipit displayed. "How splendid!" he exclaimedat one passage, and
"What daring!" at another. At a certainparticularlybold trombonepassagehe suddenly
calledout. "Ha, this is dramatic!" I said, "It's nothing out of the ordinary". Later I in-
troduced myselfto the master(Richard Wagner)who provedunusuallykind and friendly
towardsme, seemingto take a liking to me at once. When Buelowtold him aboutmy sym-
phony the master alsoasked to seeit, but I did not have the courageto show it to him.
Why,I couldnot evenbringmyselfto sit downin his presence,at first, but he wasreassuringly
congenialand invited meto join his circleever),evening. And so it went during the whole
two weeks I remained there, waiting for the postponed Tristanperformance. When, at
the expiration of this time, Frau Schnorr (Isolde)was still ailing, I decided to return to
Linz,although Wagnerurged me to stay and wait. Somewhatlater the premiereof Tristan
did take place, but I couldnot obtain permissionto return to Munich before the third per-
formance. Wagnerwasverygladto seemeandthankedmepersonallyfor havingcome again,
but I did not dareshowhim anycompositionof mineeventhen.

1866--Bruckner finishes the First Symphony and composes his second
great mass (E Minor). Overwork, discouragement due to continued
neglect, his first unhappy love-affair, and the general hopelessness of the
outlook for his artistic future bring about a total.nervous collapse.
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1867---On the verge of threatening insanity he is sent to Bad Kreuzen
in the care of a priest. Thankful for his rescue from a horrible fate he
composes his third, last, and greatest mass (F Minor).

1868--Filled with new hope he takes up cheerfully his duties as
conductor of the" Froshinn" singing society of Linz. Planning to make
an approaching Festival Concert of the organization a sensational success
he suggests that the Committee appeal to Richard Wagner for an original
composition suited to their needs. He encloses a note of his own with
the official request. Wagner answers Bruckner as follows:

I address myself to you, both to convey my thanks for your very friendly note and
to ask you to tell the gentlemen of the "Frohsinn" how glad their warm message o_ en-
couragement has made me. I should be very happy indeed to accede to their request for an
appropriate composition of mine for male chorus, but, as you must realize, a work of such
a nature is scarcely to be found among my compositions. Still, after thinking the matter
over, since you mention a Festival Concert with an assisting orchestra and female chorus,
I believe I can offer you something that will be quite to the point. It is the closing section
of my latest drama/ic work, Die Meistersinger.

This is a Bass 861o, very grateful, without being really difficult, and requires, in ad-
dition, the full chorus and orchestra. Write to Fr. Schott, Mainz, for a copy of the piano
arrangement, two acts of which are now ready, with the third soon to follow. Most likely,
the engraving of the orchestral score of the Third Act is also sufficiently far advanced to
make it possible for you to get hold of a proof copy of the section you will need. If not,
ask Choir-Master Hans Richter of the Munich Court Theatre to obtain a copy for yon.

The section I mean begins with the words "'Verachtet mir die Meister nicht." ("Scorn
not the masters".) Please announce to the executive committee of the "Frohsinn" that I
accept with much pleasure the Honorary Membership to which they have elected me and
shall look forward with real interest to any further communication from the Society. With
most sincere, friendly regards, I remain,

Faithfully,
Richard Wagner.

Munich, Jan. 31, 1868.

Thus it came about that the world-premiere of the last scene of
Meistersingertook place at a rustic festival in Upper Austria, under Anton
Bruckner's baton.

1868--Bruckner's First Symphony receives its first performance, at
the Redoutensaal, Linz, the composer conducting, May 9. Encouraged
by this success, but convinced that his future progress requires a wider
sphere of artistic activity, he plans to secure a position as organist or
conductor in some musical capital. Good friends use their influence in
his behatf in Vienna. His secret longing is to live and work in Munich,
the city of Wagner, the center of the" New Order, of which he (Bruck-
her) feels himself a part. He appeals to Buelow for help:

Please forgive me, Baron, for annoying you with a humble plea now, when every
moment must be as precious as gold to Your Excellency. I am compelled to do this becaus_
of most urgent circumstances.

I have been fortunate enough to achieve fame as an organist in my country. In Vienna
Ople say I am the best orgamst m Austria. As a pupil of Sechter I have a certificate con-
dug upon me the right to teach in conservatories. I have composed several Grand Masses

the first of which was given in the Court Chapel at Vienna with such great success that a
second performance was at once ordered by the imperial authority.

Your Excellency showed me the graciousness, a few years ago, of looking over some
parts of my CMinor Symphony. Would you now be so kind as to answer this question of mine
in strict confidence? Should my merit be overlooked in my own country (for I cannot stay
in IAnz forever) would it not be possible for me, through your own and Mr. Wagner's in-
fluence, to be granted an audience by the King, so that by playing for His Majesty I may
gain his consideration for a position as Court Organist or Assistant Conductor, either in
the church or the theatre, I do not care which, so long as I receive a somewhat more generous
remuneration than I do at present? Or would this be impossible just now? Mr. yon (sic!)
Wagner who recently wrote so encouragingly to me would, I am sure, do anything he coma
to help me. Please tell him about this letter and let me know what he thinks, in addition
to your own personal reaction. And if the plan should be possible, how great an anriual
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salary may I hope for? I await your answer with the utmost suspense. I beg you most earnest-
ly to keep this inquiry of mine a deep secret, and particularly not to breathe a word of it
to anyone from Vienna.

Will the third and last performance (Meistersinger) take place on the twenty-ninth of
this month? If it is at all possible I shall go to Munich to hear the grand work in the company
of my magnificent friendand hero, Wagner. I send you my congratulations and dee-pest
respect. I await your gracious answer.

Anton Bruckner.
Linz, June 20, 1868.

Had Buelow and Wagner immediately sent Bruckner a favorable
reply, not only would the symphonist have been forever lost to Austria,
but the entire character of his art would probably have taken the wildly
revolutionary path blazed by his First Symphony. Vienna spoke promptly
and two weeks after the above letter Bruckner was appointed Professor
of Harmony, Counterpoint, and the Organ at the famous conservatory
in that city. For several years he yielded to the misguided, though
friendly, advice of Eduard Hanslick, arch-critic, and Court Conductor
Herbeck, who urged him to concentrate upon a career as organ virtuoso,
telling him that if he must compose he should do so" sanely," practical-
ly, in short, conservatively. Bruckner heeded them, with the result
that he was enabled to celebrate triumphs as a virtuoso in Nancy and
Paris in 1869, and in London, at several concerts at the Albert Hall and

the Crystal Palace, in 1871. In this "sane" mood he began his Second
Symphony, a work spiritually inferior to his First. The high priests of
music in Vienna now looked upon him with real respect. Even the coveted
gates of the Viennese Philharmonic Society, that anti-Wagnerian bulwark
of conservatism, were thrown open to him. His F Minor Mass had al-
ready been performed at the Augustinerkirche, and the long, gradual,
but safe road to academic laurels that spelled wordly success as surely
as it boded extinction to his genius seemed to beckon. He sensed this
and in his perplexity clung desperately to his ideal of freedom of artistic
expression as he saw it embodied in the brilliant music-dramas of Wagner.
The progress of this inner conflict inevitably brought him into open
schism with the Viennese forces of conservatism. Hanslick's report of
the F Minor Mass already contains a hint of the unpopularity that was
soon to engulf the name of 13ruckner:

Bruckner's F Minor Mass commands attention because of its artistic counterpoint and
fine fugal technique, as well as its numerous passages of individual beauty. In style and
conception (aside from its gigantic dimensions and its great technical difficulties) it points
to the Missa $ohmnis as its model and reveals the powerful influence of Richard Wagner.

--Eduard Hanslick, Neue Freie Presse,June 29, 1871.

Although the very name of Wagner had by that time become ana-
thema to all Viennese musicians, Bruckner was too naive and honest
to be able long to conceal the spirit of utter worship which he harbored
toward the master. Only during his vacation days at Linz had he hither-
to dared to give free rein to his true feelings. An incident related by one
of the members of the "Froshinn" clearly shows that the opinion of
Wagner in musical matters had never ceased to be the supreme one for
Bruckner. The time was the summer of 1871:

On one occasion Bruckner, being also bound for Kremsmuenster, where we were to
give a concert in the garden of the "Kaiser Max," made the trip by carriage with us, for
there was as yet no railroad along that stretch. Suddenly, during an intermission, he threw
off his coat, and asking Choir-master Weissgaerber to take care of it for him, disappeared.
When the program was over and it was time to think of returnin_g home there was still no
Bruckuer to be seen. Knowing that he wished to remain there *or a day or two as guest
of the monastery we handed his coat over to a servant of that institution and went to the
market-place where our carriages stood. ,Just as we were about to start off Bruckner came
running up in his shirt-sleeves and, his face beaming with happiness, asked us to follow
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him into Fuxjaeger's Tavern. There he climbed upon a table and in a voice shaking with
emotion read out to us a letter that had just arrived from Richard Wagner, in which the
master praised highly an original composition Bruckner had sent him. Everyone present
shouted with joy and crowded about Bruckner to catch a glimpse of Wagner's handwriting.

Bruckner finished his Second Symphony in 1872 and, without waiting
for a performance or criticism, launched upon a new symphony, a work
which he determined to imbue with the unhampered, heroic spirit of
the "New Order." With the sweeping power of this resolve he re-
captured the flaming manner of his First Symphony and brought to it the
added wisdom and mastery he had gained during the six year interim
of struggle and study. As the score began to unfold beneath his pen
he found inner peace and happiness, for he knew that in these pages
the strength of his message was no longer marred by the doubts that
beclouded the violent "Storm-and-Stress" of his _First Symphony.

II. ADAGIO: PER ASPERA

During his vacation in August and September of the following year
he made his choice and determined to cast his lot openly with the" new
school." With his Second and Third symphonies under his arm he went
to Bayreuth, not merely to get Wagner's opinion of these works but to
secure his public approval and support as a symphonist of significance.
His highest hope was to obtain consent to dedicate a symphony to the
"master of all masters," as Bruckner called Wagner. The details of
this meeting with Wagner remained throughout Bruckner's life the
proudest of his memories and he never tired of relating them. Like a
child he continued to harp upon the fact, so incredibly wonderful to

him, that the" divine genius" had declared a Bruckner symphony worthy
of being coupled with his name. Any one of a great number of letters

might be cited to present Bruckner's version of the story, but perhaps
the one he wrote to Baron Hans yon Wohogen of Bayreuth in Sept.
1884 is the most characteristic:

It was sometime about the beginning of 1873 (for the Crown Prince Frederick was
just then at Bayreuth) that I asked the master's permission to lay before him the score of

my Second and Third symphonies. He complained of the press of time (theatre construction,
etc.) saying that it was not only impossible for him to examine my music at that moment,
but that he could not even give the score of the Ring any attention. I said, "Master, I know
I have no right to deprive you of even a quarter of an hour, but I thought that for you an
instant's glance would be sufficient to grasp the quality of my work. Then he tapped me on
the shoulder and said, "Well, then, come on in." We entered the salon together and he
opened the Second Symphony. "Yes, yes," he remarked, glancing through it hastily, and I
could see that it seemed too tame to him (for they had at first succeeded in intimidating me
at Vienna.) Then he began to look at the Third (in D Minor) and at once exclaimed, "Look[
Look! Now, this is surprising['" and so he went carefully through the whole opening oassa_e

• r . ,, • -- o(he particularly emarked the trumpet theme). Then he said, Leave this score here: I
want to look through it more thoroughly after droner." (It was twelve o'clock.) " Shall
I tell him now?" thought I and Wagner, sensing my hesitation, gazed inquiringly at me.
Then with pounding heart, and trembling voice I said, "Master, there is something on
my heart which I hardly dare to tell!" and he said quickly, "Out with it[ Don't be afraid!
You know how much I think of you." Thereupon I revealed my longing, adding that I
wished permission for the dedication only if the master was really willing to grant it, for
I feared above all to cast any unworthy reflection upon his sacred name. He replied, "Come
and see me at Wahnfried at five this evening. Meanwhile I shall have examined your D

eMn_n°:dgY_vPa_°n/riC_re:u_ly_ndmwetshaol_th?nmba:tabJ%tu°rr_e_i_ertwh_:_ttotg;e_t Atefieen_haari%I
me, while he exclaimed, "Dear friend, the dedication is truly appropriate; you have given
me rear "oy with this symphony." For two and a half hours thereafter I had thehapDiness
of slg_tinglbeside him while he spoke of the musical conditions in Vienna and continuously
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served me with beer.* Then he led me into the garden and showed me his grave!!--I left
]3ayreuth the next day, and he wished me a pleasant journey, reminding me, "Remember,
where the trumpet sounds the themeI"**

During the years that followed, in Vienna and in Bayreuth, he would often ask me,
"Has the symphony been performed? It must be performed. It must be performed."

In 1882, when he was already suffering from severe illness, he once took my hand,
saying, "Don't worry. I myself will perform the symphony and all your works." Moved,
I could only exclaim, "O master[" Then he asked "Have you heard Parsifal? How do you
like it? And then, while he still held my hand, I knelt before him and pressing it to my
lips, said, "O master, I worship you!" Then he said, "Be calm, Bruckner," and a moment
later, "'Good-night," and he left me. On the following day he sat behind me during the
Parsifal performance and scolded me for applauding too loud.

The touching incident and the little humorous one that formed the
latter part of this letter take us far ahead of our main story; yet they
are of importance because they describe the last occasion upon which
these two great figures ever met on earth. Wagner died shortly after,
leaving to his zealous disciples the fulfilment of his promise to secure
universal recognition for Bruckner's art.

In the meanwhile Bruckner, wildly happy because of Wagner's
acceptance of the dedication, turned his gaze homeward toward beautiful
Vienna, where he fully believed his star to be in the ascendant. He little
dreamed that this moment of happiness was the prelude to thirteen
years of a martyrdom of scorn and neglect such as have rarely if ever
embittered the lives of any other great men in the history of art; and
the grand dark climax of this ordeal was to be the premiere of this very
Wagner Symphony, the saddest and most amazing first performance of a
great work on record. But that is also some years ahead of our story.

Only a month after Bruckner's return from Bayreuth occurred one
of the happiest events of his life, the initial performance of his Second
Symphony. The executant orchestra was the mighty Viennese Phil-
harmonic, perhaps the best instrumental organization in the world at
that time. ]3ruckner conducted in person. Once more the critic Hanslick
sang his praises of the rising Austrian composer, though he did not
forget to inject a reminder of his previous warning against the evil
Wagnerian influence perceptible in the work. Bruckner's own impression

of the reception given the Second Symphony may be gathered from a letter
.he wrote to his old comrades of the Froshinn ' a few days afterwards
in answer to the proud congratulations they had sent him upon his
great success.

I am very grateful for your loyal interest in my progress. It makes me all the happier
to feel, as one of you, that I have not disgraced the name of the Society. The highest tribute
of all, completely unknown to the audience, was paid me after the concert, in the great
reception-hall where the members of the Philharmonic Orchestra, who had played like gods,
waited to give me an ovation which mere words cannot describe. It will remain the most
memorable day of my life as an artist!

Shortly after this concert Hanslick must have heard about the new
symphony ]3ruckner had dedicated to Wagner. In the next months
Bruckner was given ample opportunity to know that any further progress
for him in Vienna must be made against the hopeless odds of the same
avalanche of opposition that the heroic Wagner was facing. The Vien-

*For a detailed account of this humorous episode see The Life of Anton Bruckner, by
Gabriel Engel, pp. 22-23.

**Engel's Wagner Kalendar (the page devoted to Aug. 20) is a facsimile of Bruckner's

question in his own handwriting, Wo die Tr_p_te d,as Thema beginnt? and Wagner's signed
answer, also in his own handwriting, Ja, ja: mer_¢icbste Gruesse. This card is one of the
most highly treasured possessions of the Wagner Verein in Vienna.
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nese press, the Philharmonic, the Conservatory, these were obstacles
such as seemed to lend only greater glory and invincibility to the supreme
music-dramatist's conquering advance, but to the shy, helpless Bruckner
they meant heart-breaking oblivion for many a year.

Bruckner, unaware of the new dark undercurrent that was forming,
now reviewed his professional career and, modestly enough, concluded
that he would be justified in seeking material promotion. In addition
to the miserably paid professorship at the Conservatory which had
lured him to Vienna six years previously, he had attained two subordinate
positions the significance of which was practically limited to their mere
titles. One was the post of Associate Organist of the Court Chapel,
the other, that of Assistant Teacher of Piano and Organ at the St. Anna
Training School for Female Teachers. "Why not a chair for Harmony
and Counterpoint at the University?" thought he, and sat down to
write his application therefor to no other than--Prof. Hanslick. Sorry,
old man, answered the academician, but we have no such post. Bruckner,
undaunted, wrote another application, proving that in such times and
in such a city, when and where music was of vital consequence, there-
should be such a chair. No, answered Hanslick, coldly, the language
and grammar of music are the business, not of a university but a con-
servatory. Still failing to understand, Bruckner wrote again, eliciting
the same curt reply. Then he began to" smell a rat." He made a fourth
application through another channel, but eventually this also arrived
at the arch-critic's desk for final judgment. Prof. Hanslick's impatient
codicil to this document c/early transcends the impersonal dignity which
alone befits an official comment:

I find in this application no facts that call for a revision of my previous views respecting
this matter. There *s, furthermore, no evidence present that Mr. Bruckner has ever produced strila_g
results as a teacher of composition. (May 15, 1874)

Nevertheless, Bruckner persisted and made three further attempts,
at length securing the desired appointment over Hanslick's head, thereby
adding to the critic's store of anti-Wagnerian wrath against him an
element of purely Bruckneresque texture. This long series of applications
stretched over a period of almost two years, beginning early in 1874
and continuing until Bruckner's appointment as Lecturer on Harmony
and Counterpoint at the University of Vienna on Nov. 18, 1875. He
delivered his first lecture there on Nov. 25.

A view of the bare facts presented above might well lead those
unacquainted with the more private details of Bruckner's life during
this period to conclude that he was, after all, only a stubborn meddler,
a nmsance. It is perhaps just, therefore, in this connection, to cite an
illuminating letter written by Bruckner to his friend Moritz yon )Clay-
feld on Jan. 12, 1875. Ever since his return from Bayreuth over a year
before this Bruckner has been" turning heaven and earth" to bring about
a performance of the new Wagner Symphony.

He seems, in this letter, to feel that the whole world is against
him and does not even hesitate to name Brahms as a personal enemy.

My Fourth Symphony is finished. I have thoroughly revised my Wagner Symphony.
Wagner's conductor, Hans Richter, was recently in Vienna and related in several circles
how enthusiastically Wagner speaks of the work. But they will not perform it. Dessof
rehearsed it during the vacation, and even sent for me (for the sake of appearances). Later,
breaking the promise he had made early in October, he told me that he was sorry, but the
program was full. Some of the musicians of the Philharmonic, unsuspecting, still believe
that my symphony is to be given. It seems that Brahms has banned my Second Symphony
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in Leipzig. Richter, it is said, would like to perform the Wagner Symphony in Budapest
The injury that Hanslick has done me may be seen in the old "Press" of Dec. 25.

Even Herbeck says that I should try to get some help from Wagner in person. I have
only myposition at. the. Conservatory, on which it is impossible to live. I had to draw an
advance of 700 florins m September or starve. No one wants to help me. Stremayr makes
promises--but does nothing. Fortunately, a few foreigners have come to study with me--
otherwise I should be compelled to turn beggar.

Just a little more patience, please: I have implored all the leading piano-teachers to
recommend lessons to me, but beyond a lesson or two in theory I have received nothing.
You will now realize how serious my plight has become. I would gladly settle abroad if
I were only assured an existence. Whither shall I turn? Nothing could have induced me
to come to Vienna if I had only had a hint of what was to come. It would be easy for my
enemies to force me out of the Conservatory. I am really surprised that they have not yet
done so. Students of the University and Conservatory, and even the menials are highly
indignant over the treatment I am receiving. My life has been robbed of every joy--through
pure malice. How gladly would I return to my old place as organist at Linz! If I had only
gone to England then[

Filled with despair, and meeting with scorn or indifference where-
ever he turns, Bruckner nevertheless submits his Wagner Symphony to
the Philharmonic again, for he cannot believe that the organization
which was formerly so friendly towards him has abandoned him com-
pletely. The note accompanying the score is dated Aug. 1, 1875:

Although I finished my Fourth Symphony some months ago, I have not yet experienced
the happiness (with the exception of my C minor Symphony, so kindly performed by the
Philharmonic) of having any of my works produced in Vienna. Therefore I take the liberty
of submitting to the honorable Committee of the Philharmonic one of these,: a symphony
dedicated to the great tone-poet Richard Wagner in 1873 and highly praised by him. I beg
that this work, surely not the most insignificant of present-day compositions, a fact perhaps
best attested by the judgments of Liszt and Wagner, be included in the list of symphonies
to be performed by the Philharmonic during the coming winter season, 1875-6. Should the
Co.mmittee so desire, I am willing to have the symphony divided into two sections, to be
g_ven on two separate occaslons.

Had not Bruckner already made bitter personal enemies of most
of the musical powers in Vienna his naive emphasis of the praise of Liszt
and Wagner would have sufficed to destroy any chance he might have
had to secure the cooperation of the Philharmonic. Two more seasons
passed during which his sole consolation was in a handful of brilliant
students and young adherents, among whom was the sixteen-year old
Gustav Mahler. This young genius revealed his homage towards Bruck-
her's art by making a piano arrangement of the Wagner Symphony, the
first ever to be _ublished. (A copy of this arrangement is to-day a genuine
musical rarity.)

In 1876 Bruckner attended the premiere of the Ring at Bayreuth,
but in the tremendous excitement of the Festival there was no moment
left for the consideration of so humble a matter as a Bruckner symphony.
The following year Conductor Herbeck, who had always cherished a
high regard for Bruckner's talents, determined to do his utmost to bring
to an end the malicious neglect of so fine an artist by his own country-
men. He suddenly announced, to the amazement of all, that he himself
would produce the Wagner Symphony. Bruckner now took heart once more,
even looking about for added performances that might follow this
promised one. To a Berlin critic, Wilhelm Tappert, who had expressed
an encouraging interest in his work, he wrote:

My Wagner Symphony (second revision) is complete, and Herbeck will perform it on Dec.
16, at the Musikverein Concert. If I can attract the interest of Director Bilse, I should, with
your permission, like to send this symphony to you. There would still be time for you to
use it, if you should care to do so. Our Philharmonic is absolutely antagonistic to the "New
Order" in music. I shall never again submit any of my works to them, for they have re-
peatedly rejected my offerings.
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How Hans Richter can remain on the best terms with Wagner's bitterest opponents
is truly a wonder to me. Alas, I have also come to know him as the arch-liar he is. Only
recently have many of Wagner's statements become clear to me. I implore you not to be
turned against me by the many malicious statements being made about me.

Two weeks after this letter was written, when Bruckner was just
beginning to taste the joys of promised victory, the newly rising sun
of his career was cruelly blotted out by a momentary whim of Fate.
Herbeck died suddenly on Oct. 28, leaving to the unhappy composer
the bitter choice of once more shelving the Wagner Symphony or conducting
it himself, for no conductor in Vienna would have dared to step into the
perilous breach left by the brave Herbeck.

In sheer desperation Bruckner refused to abandon this last oppor-
tunity of performing the work, although success was now hopeless.
The concert took place on Dec. 16 before a fashionable Viennese audience

of gay music-lovers. The symphony, allotted the last place on a long
program, began so late that many listeners were already thinking of
leaving the concert-hall.

The details of the fiasco that ensued were so unforgettably tragic
that the laurel wreath which a few of his faithful students pressed into
his hands as he fled from the hall may have well seemed to Bruckner
the "crown of thorns" an Austrian poet has called it in a fine, recently
published novelette.* This little book of scarcely thirty pages presents
a realistic and sympathetic conception of the aged symphonist's last
day on earth. The dying master has just managed to totter back into
his room from the garden whither he has stolen from his bed while his
faithful old servant Kathi was not watching. A confusion of fantastic
shapes dances before his feverish gaze. He grasps convulsively at them
and seizes one, when his vision clears suddenly, revealing clutched in
his hand the laurel wreath of the Wagner Symphony premiere. He re-
cognizes it at once. His thoughts fly swiftly back to the distant past.
He experiences all over again the vivid spiritual adventures of that
torturing hour almost twenty years before.

III. SCHERZO: BRUCKNER PREMIERE!
--RUDOLF LIST

A great hall illuminated by brilliant chandeliers. In the loges the
glitter of countless jewels; the air is heavy with the mingled scent of
rich perfumes. Anton Bruckner is about to grasp the baton. He meets
the eye of one of the violinists, leering diabolically at him. From the
direction of the flutists malicious chuckles grate upon his ear.

A lady in the first loge stares at him with contempt. What on earth
can a creature like this Bruckner possibly know? Once a rustic tutor.
To-day, by the grace of Herbeck and the churchlings, professor at the
Conservatory. Thank heavens, we shall have to stand for no more from
Herbeck. That "progressive" spirit actually thought he had unearthed
a new Schubert. "Look, Egon," inclining coquettishly toward her
neighbor, "This Bruckner, with his funny frock-coat, looks like a mis-
placed village waiter[ How clumsily he holds the stick! He's simply
awful! An ordinary peasant lout! Smoked ham, with dumplings and

*Rudolf List: Kleine Brucknernovelle; Buchhandlung Ludwig Auer, Wien, 1933. Price,
1 Mark. Section HI o£ the present article is a translation of pp. 11-19 of this novelette, pub-
lished in Chord and Discord by kind permission of the copyright owners. The translation is
by the Editor.
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cabbage, personified! Gehring certainly hit the nail on the head when
he called Bruckner a super-ass."

These remarks rise to Anton Bruckner's ear above the murmur of
the audience, as though coming through a thin wall. It seems to him
as though all the voices behind him are echoing the insults; some in
the suave tones of polished elegance.

He struggles to collect himself, leaning heavily against the con-
ductor's desk, like a drunkard at bay against the creatures of his delirium.
If only Herbeck were still alive! Then he, Anton Bruckner, composer,
would have been spared the ordeal of this evening. "Harmonizing",
as Kathi always called it, yes, that was his sphere, but to stand and
conduct before such an audience...

Or if only Richard Wagner were present, so that he might hear
the "Third", the dedication of which he had accepted in so friendly a
manner! Then those jealous defamers, those Hanslickians, would have
to be mighty careful.

But he stands here now alone among hundreds, utterly alone, like
a helpless organist at a gigantic organ, all the stops of which rebel against
his touch. Well, there is no help for it; it is not God's will that Anton
Bruckner be spared even this hour of bitter trial.

During the opening bars, with their buzzing figures in the violas,
he is still filled with the despair of the moment. But as the solo trumpet,
a voice from heaven, sounds the revelation of the first theme in sustained,
soft tones, he once more feels firm ground beneath his feet and the breath
of God enveloping him. He remembers that his faith in his mission
must not be shaken; despite all pain, he must continue to serve, dist_elling
sorrows and timid repressions. A mysterious smile plays upon his lips.

Will Hanslick and the other gentlemen of the press write again
to-morrow about his "insatiable rhetoric" and his "total wreck of a
form"? Now, would it not be a fine thing if Anton Bruckner cared an
iota what the critics said?

The master forces his thoughts downward towards reality. His
whole attention is on the music. Upon its aspiration to pierce the veil
of Eternal Splendor. How inevitabIy some obstacle, mundane and bitter,
keeps hindering the ascent to the stars! Counter-theme in unison; earthly
oppressiveness and pain, torturing doubts, treacherous seductions. Sin
in ambush everywhere. Even in his own turbulent blood. Often he has
felt it, boiling and pounding furiously. Again and again ....

Then one must be strong and pray. Sursum corda! To lose heart
means defeat. The fanfares of faith must overwhelm the voice of every
weakness. Always think of the cathedrals where the lamps of God are
alight and mighty columns stretch toward heaven. They blossom aloft
on the chiseled chorus of the brass-choir ascending in bG major. Day
and night glow the lamps of the Lord, shedding their eternal, divine
illumination. Life is a battle, not a dream. And you must often go
weary to sleep before you have gained the ultimate victory. Deem it
enough, if you may take the least touch of the divine essence with you
into your night, tl_at you may not have to wake on the morrow to the
unmitigated solitude of mortal loneliness.

The master pauses. The first movement is over. In the foremost
seats of the parquet and in the loges the listeners have risen. They rush
from the hail, gesticulating vehemently.

Anton Bruckner follows them with his eyes as though his most
loyal and last friends are now deserting him. The first three rows and
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almost all the loges are empty. Slowly he attains full realization o£ the
truth he had at first only vaguely suspected. People have made a scene
of their departure. They want to show the management of the Friends
a] Music concerts that such a thing as a Bruckner symphony desecrates
the program.

He asks himself in torment which part of the first movement they
may have regarded as a violation of traditional form. Then he again
sees malicious grins on the faces of the violinists; he hears a discontented
murmuring in the audience. He must not pause any longer. He gives
the signal for the Andante.

BEmajor. Remembering Wagner's wish Bruckner conducts the main
theme with great breadth of feeling. The orchestra obeys him against
its will. The strings, spiteful, commence to hurry.

Not until the sweet pianissimo resignation of the ensuing triplet-
figure whispers its secret credo into his ear do his silent anger and-the
utter forlornness of his troubled heart melt away. What does it matter,
even though all conspire against him? That one, who understands him
completely, means more than all the others together. In the moment
of deepest resignation this thought uplifts him to a new triumph: the
master has approved the symphony; the unapproachably great and
exalted master! If such a man is scorned, Bruckner, too, is content to be
reviled. As the master, so his vassal.

The violas sing a blessed consolation. Anton Bruckner bids the
string-melodies blissfully fold their hands in devout harmony before a
holy mysteriasa. Out of mighty fanfares of jubilation issues the breath
of humanity falling asleep in God.

The hall becomes a yawning emptiness. Even before the close of
the second movement many of the people have risen and stolen quietly
forth. In the standing-room parquet an excited argument is taking place.
It must be young Mahler again, scolding one of the Brahmsians.

At Windhaag the people had run out of the little church just as
they fled the concert to-day. Too free a fantasy! Yes, that had always
been his trouble. Once it was the master-wagoner Krempelmeier (God
forgive him!), to-day it is the high and mighty Hanslick, who condenans
him for it.

In the depth of his moody meditations he has almost forgotten
about the Scherzo. The people--if there are still any left in the hall;
he is really afraid to turn and see--must begin to believe that Anton
Bruckner has succumbed to his own monotony and tiresomeness.

In the Scherzoall his troubles are forgotten. Now he is once more
back in Windhaag. It was such a fine little village! After all, what
difference does all this chatter about his music make to him? Anron
Bruckner makes music entirely for himself.

Heigh-ho, now the village-girls are dancing. His yellow-haired
Theresa is there, too. A mighty pretty girl, far prettier than any of these
rouged ladies who have come to the concert out of sheer curiosity.

Look out there! Theresa is again dancing with Bertl Gueltbauer.
But Toni Bruckner must fiddle away for all he's worth when things are
as jolly as this; no time for him to join in. How he would love to have
a dance now! Especially with Theresa Bergner; as pretty as a picture,
she is; just made for kissing. Careful there, Toni; yielding to temptation
is always a sin. The deed is easy, atonement hard.

StoP! the first violin is playing much too fast. Franz, you--Bruckner
where cl'oyou think you are? This is not a village-dance at Windhaag...
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The first violins are forging perilously ahead. Now they are all
together again. So, it seems, the feet of the" gentlemen musicians" are
nor entirely immune to the rhythm of the country Laendler. Just now,
for instance, that went pretty well, the peasant's joyous yell. But O,
those birds--it s too bad--I fear they don't dare sing out; I guess, they
are only sparrows from the Viennese City Park, after all. A little more
freshness wouldn't do their voices any harm.

And now comes the Trio: not much can be expected from that. A
flirtation as conducted by the" gentlemen musicians" can hardly be in
the same dialect in which" one of us" makes love to Theresa by the little
brook...Oh yes, Theresa was really in love with him. But Bertl was

always more masterful and won her consent. Those were unforgettable
days in Windhaag: Dirt-shoveling, fiddling, organ-playing; but there s
an end to everything.

At the last bar of the Trio a shameful tear glistens in Anton Bruckner's
eye. What a disgrace it will be if anyone notices it and the papers to-
morrow write: Anton Bruckner felt humiliated and broke down when
he perceived that his symphony is worthless. Swiftly, then, he raises
the baton and gives a hurried signal to begin the Finale.

The musicians gaze at him with frank astonishment, but follow his
impatient bidding. Let him, since he asks for it, have that great joy: when
he turns around at the end what a sight he will see! There are scarcely
ten people left in the hall.

During a swift pianissimo passage in the violins Anton Bruckner
furtively wipes a tear out of the corner of his eye with a knuckle of his
left hand. Only not to despair! Even though the calamity of total
misunderstanding burst in upon him on a rising crescendo with the force
of a tempest, it cannot crush him who stands resigned before his God.
He can, with complete confidence, defy all opposition, hidden or open,
with a fortissimo of trumpets and trombones.

Yet life will always be a paradox: wedding-dance and funeral,
cradle-song and burial wreath are like hands inextricably intertwined.
Of one flesh, one blood, one heart-beat, and yet not similar. And while
the violins play a polka at a dance, there across the road in the grave-
yard the musicians blow a solemn parting chorale. Both must hurry.
Pleasure is impatient and sorrow cannot wait. And many a time it has
happened that in the same hour an infant draws its first breath of air
upon arriving at this pleasure garden of a world, its mother sighs her
last and closes her eyes forever upon a dark, earthly journey.

It would all be a strangely childish and meaningless game if there
were not spread above it the canopy of heaven, the cathedral of faith and
trust, the mighty arch of which, curving downward in simultaneous
splendor and humility, sheds over mortals an infinite compassion.

Anton Bruckner fights the battle to an end. He holds in his hand
the sword of a soldier of God: a St. Michael clad in the bronze of austere
chords and rhythms; in the invincible steel-like advance of the first
theme, Victory, in the D-major miracle of divine salvation.

Anton Bruckner, beneath the spell of heavenly bliss, stands listening
to voices issuing out of Eternity. When he awakes to reality, the mu-
sicians have gone. The hall yawns cruelly at him, one vast mocking
grin. The master takes up his score and stumbles out.

Outside in the dimness of a passage his "gentlemen pupils" are
waiting to give him the laurel wreath of thorns.
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IV. FINALE: AD ASTRA

For seven years after this premiere the composer Bruckner remained
practically hidden from a world convinced by the unanimous voice of
a critical cabal that his work was an insignificant, plagiaristic echo
of the mighty revolutionary music-dramatist. The merciless Hanslick's
review of the Wagner Symphony sounded the dictatorial keynote for the
other Viennese critics:

I could not make head or tail of the "gigantic" symphony. While listening I had a
vision in which the Ninth of Beethoven became too friendly with Wagner's Valkyr maidens
only to be trampled under the hoofs of their horses. I do not wish by this opinion of mine
to hurt the feelings of the composer, for whom I really have the greatest regard.

The cup of misery he was thus compelled to accept could not poison
a spirit so strong in faith as Bruckner's. Regardless of all scorn and
neglect he went on composing and revising. He reshaped his Fourth
and Fifth, finished his Sixth and Seventh, each work riper and grander
than the preceding one. He was well advanced in the composition of
his Eighth, the "Crown of Nineteenth Century Music" (as the great
conductor Hermann Levi called it) when, like an angel, world-fame
suddenly made its radiant appearance before his aging, humble eyes.

With a baton flaming with zeal and enthusiasm his young disciple
Arthur Nikisch, in a single hour of inspiration, blazed the way for
Bruckner into the hearts of European music-lovers forever. It was the

memorable premiere of the Seventh Symphony, with its irresistibly appealing
Adagio of premonition, begun in the mournful moment when the com-
poser realized that he might never again see his great friend Wagner
alive. The death of Wagner shortly afterwards had stamped this music
as real prophecy, and all who heard it could feel that into the melancholy
revelation Bruckner had poured the spiritual beauty of the deep, true
friendship he had cherished through all the years for the departed" master
of all masters."

Concerning this unforgettable premiere in the famous Gewandhaus
at Leipzig on Dec. 30, 1884, I quote a paragraph from my own "Life
of Anton Bruckner":

As the last note died away there was enacted a scene of unparalleled enthusiasm, ths
applause lasting fully fifteen minutes. Then Bruckner appeared on the stage dressed in hie

simple manner and bowed repeatedly in answer to the unexpected ovation. The following
day one of the Leipzig critics said: "One could see from the trembling of his lips and the

sparkling moisture in his eyes how difficult it was for the old gentleman to suppress the deep
emotion he felt. His homely, honest countenance beamed with a warm inner happiness
such as can appear only on the face of one who is too goodhearted to give way to bitterness
even under the pressure of most crushing circumstances. Having heard his music and now
seeing him in person we asked ourselves in amazement, 'How is it possible that he could
remain so long unknown to us?' "

Shortly after this the symphony achieved a still greater triumph
in Munich under the baton of that great Wagnerian, Hermann Levi.
And still the childlike Bruckner was afraid of Vienna. When the Phil-

harmonic Committee seemed inclined to perform the famous symphony
he actually prepared an injunction to prevent such a performance, for
he believed that Hanslick could, with a mere stroke of his pen, nullify
the recognition that had come to him from Germany. Reassured by
the suave Hans Richter, who wished to join the long list of conductors
who had scored successes with the work, he finally agreed to risk a
Viennese premiere. The concert took place in March, 1886, and proved
very painful to Bruckner's enemies, giving them a powerful hint of the
complete surrender in which they would soon be compelled to join.
Hanslick, quite pettishly, wrote of the performance:
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Certainly, it is without precedent that a composer should be called to the stage four or
five times after each section of a symphony. Personally, I must confess myself incapable
of an unbiased judgment of Bruckner's symphony, for it is so thoroughly unpleasant to me
that it strikes me as being merely bombastic, sickly, and destructive.

Bruckner continued to harbor misgivings as to the relentless op-
osition of the anti-Wagnerites. On June 16, 1886, he wrote to his
fend W. Zinne of Hamburg:

Such aggravating statements have come to my ears concerning Hanslick and Brahms,
that I would rather be silent about the whole matter, but my heart is full of worry. Hanslick
influences two other critics to slander me. They try every possible means of cooling Hans
Richter's enthusiasm for me, for they know only too well Richter's fear of the press.

On Feb. 13, 1887, Baron v. Wohogen received the following plaintive
note from Bruckner:

Buelow is saying terrible things about me, just as he does about Berlioz, Liszt, and
still more about Wagner himself. He says that Brahms alone has brought him the true
musical revelation I !! etc. In company with Hanslick he will do me great harm. Hans
Richter has surrendered to Hanslick's influence and once more everything is as dark as it
used to be in Vienna.

And later, also to Wohogen:
What a puzzling stand for Hans Richter to taker Only two weeks ago he declared

before witnesses that I am a crazy musician without _ny sense of form and called the Brahms
Third the new Eroica(of course, to curry favor with.Hanslick.)

By 1890 Bruckner's suspicion and fear seem to have grown into an
obsession. To Wolzogen again:

The Brahms cult here has taken an incredible turn--and with Hans Richter in the
front rank! f He declares that the "new music" has no justification in the concert-hall and
fears (because of I-Ianslick) to program any of my works.

His fears proved unfounded, for on Dec. 21, 1890 the Philharmonic
under Richter gave both the original and the second versions of the
Wagner Symphony on a single program! Next day, the Philharmonic
received the following note from Bruckner:

Kindly permit me to convey to you my heartfelt gratitude and deep admiration for
your highly poetic and extremely artistic performance of my Third Symphony. I wish par-
ticularly to thank Dr. Hans Richter and all the distinguished artists who assisted him with
such sincere enthusiasm.

Long live the honorable gentlemen of the Philharmonic!

And to Wohogen he wrote:

On the twenty-first of this month my Third Symphonymet with a success such as is
without precedent in the concerts of the Philharmonic. I was called to the stage twelve
times. I was so moved that after the concert I wept, along with Wolf and Schalk. Only
one was missing to complete my happiness--the indescribably great One who so generously
conferred upon me the distinction of accepting the dedication of the symphony. Could
this great One have been there to say to me, "Now, Bruckner, I am satisfied"--ah, what
happiness would have been mine! Then I would have wept, indeed!

--GABRIEL ENGEL

For the original Bruckner material quoted in this article, Chordand Discordis indebted
to Gustav Bosse Verlag, Regensburg, publishers of the following works in which the master's
letters first appeared in print:

(1) Anton Bruckner, Gesammehe Brlefe.
(2) Anton Bruckner, Gesammehe Briefe, Neue Folge.
(3) Goellerich-Auer: Anton Bruckner.

The English translations were made by the editor.



MAHLER'S ART: A NEW SURVEY

The esthetic history of no generation is without its record of the
-failure of some great creative artist to attain general recognition. It
would be consoling, indeed, to believe that this melancholy phenomenon
has invariably been due to honest popular misunderstanding. Time, re-
lentless exhumer of suppressed, sordid facts, eventually reveals the far
darker cause that has often brought about the tragic neglect of true
greatness by its contemporaries. Although too varied and subtle for any
sweeping definition applicable to the whole range of art, this cause, in
the realm of music, at least, seems almost always to have worn the face
of organized hostile critical propaganda sprung from the personal anti-
pathy of some arch-critic toward an isolated composer. A host of Ameri-
can music-lovers still remembers clearly the virulent campaign of the
New York critic Krehbiel against Gustav Mahler; and the poisonous
Krehbiel episode was but the American version of numerous sworn
critical enmities the unpopular fanatic Mahler had attracted in the
musical capitals of Europe before setting out to seek a more sympathetic
and just hearing in the New World.

Throughout his life beyond the pale of the "accepted", Mahler's
artwork persists to-day, twenty-three years after his death, a matter
of heated controversy. In many ways it seems strange that his achieve-
ment should still be problematical. There is about his music nothing of
a forbidding austerity or baffling crypticism. In fact, to the utterly modern-
minded Mahler appears too obvious, for the idiom of his music is almost
totally free from such startling tonal deviations as lend a sensational
character to the contributions of most of our own day's "modernists",
the so-called atonalists or the exponents of the quarter-tone dialect.
Even a generation ago his music, though somewhat off the beaten track,
was by no means the strangest of the age, for those ultra-exotics, Debussy
and Skriabin, were among his contemporaries.

To many musicians, particularly those of a passing order, Mahler is
still the insignificant author of extremely long, tedious, complicated,
bombastic, over-scored works. Daniel Gregory Mason makes the follow-
ing nonchalant remark in his little book on appreciation, From Song
to Symphony (p. 227):

It (Strauss' Alpine Symphony) and all the heavy music of Mahler,
Reger, and others of which it is typical, in which the overfed body has
suffocated the soul, reminds us of the ironical advice of Flaubert to a
young architect: "If you do not know how to build the Parthenon, pile
up the Pyramids."

Yet it is said that Bruno Walter (who studied with Mahler) and
Mengelberg consider him one of the greatest composers who have ever
lived. Such extreme verdicts, of course, prove nothing, but the mere
fact that men of Walter's and Mengelberg's eminence should sponsor
so high an estimate is at least a just cause for investigating the case of
Mahler with care.

Perhaps the paramount hindrance to the universal recognition of
Mahler is his almost constant use of an augmented orchestra. A single
performance of his supreme masterpiece, The £ymphony of a Thousand, is
so expensive a project that it is regarded, at least during this box-office-
controlled regime, impossible except as the crowning attraction of a
grand music festival. It is largely because of this financial consideration
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that the musical "powers-that-be" regard a composer's demand for an
unusually large number of performers as the unpardonable sin. Influenced
by those opposed to gigantic symphonies for economic reasons, the
average music-lover believes that the composers of such works labor
under an exaggerated conception of their own importance. Although the
universal trend of our impoverished day is towards the small chamber
symphony, it seems necessary to brand such a superficial view of the
augmented orchestra-as detrimental to the free progress of musical art.
Numerous "accepted" tall-scored works by Strauss, Stravinsky, and
others serve as eloquent warning in this matter. At any rate the notion
is wholly unfounded in the case of Mahler's prodigal orchestral tech-
nique. Any analysis of his great scores with a view to adequate sim-
plification for the traditional orchestral group would at once reveal that
excessive tonal volume, i.e., noisy impressiveness, is never one of his
aims and that deeper motives calling for unusual instrumental combina-
tions indispensable to his message underlie every instance of his alleged
transgressions beyond the normal orchestral confines. If a symphony
is scored for an augmented body of performers it does not necessarily
follow that the entire group will always, or even often be used simul-
taneously; nor does it necessarily follow that such a work will contain
a larger percentage of fortissimo passages than a Mozart symphony.

Another charge, that of "excessive length", has also prejudiced
many against Mahler. His shortest symphony, the Fourth, is forty-five
minutes long. The longer ones are twice that length, or more. Some
music-lovers, without having heard a single one of these symphonies,
nevertheless do not hesitate to pass "blanket" judgment upon all of
them, saying," They are too long." Yet the same people will sit through
an opera or oratorio of twice that length without flinching. They forget
that symphonies also have their individual content and that in a true
artwork this content is the chief determinant of the form. Symphonic
messages vary tremendously in depth, in intensity, in scope, etc., and
cannot be subjected to arbitrary chronometric limitation. Beethoven
himself, when he made the Eroica twice as long as his First Sjmphony,
became the prophet of this truth.

When Bruno Walter gave Mahler's Fifth in New York in 1932,
although some of the audience left before it was completed, others re-
mained after the conclusion cheering and applauding loudly. Mahler's
works usually make a deep impression on audiences. Leopold Stokowski
relates the following about the Eighth Symphony, which he produced
in 1916 for a run of nine performances in Philadelphia and New York:

When we played Mahler'sEighth Symphonyit made an impressionon the public.
unlike anything elseI haveever experienced.There seemsto be a humanquality aboutthis
work which so deeplymoved the public that the greater part of the listenerswere in tears
at the end of the performance.This happenedat all nine performanceswe gave;so it was
not due to an accidentalconditionon one particulardate.

The Philadelphia "Public Ledger" for March 3, 1916, (the day after
the American premiere) read:

Every one o£ the thousands in the great building was standing, whistling, cheering,
and applauding,when LeopoldStokowski, his collar wilted, his right arm weary, but smil-
ing his boyish smile, finally turned to the audiencein the Academyof Music last night.

Accounts further relate that the applause was so tremendous that
it could be heard inside buildings across the street. Then we also
read of the tremendous success of this work at its world premiere in
Munich on September 12, 1910 and that of Das Lied yon der Erde under
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Bruno Walter a few months after Mahler's death, in 1911. It hardly
seems likely that such approving public reactions should be inspired by
music "in which the overfed body has suffocated the soul,"*

With the exception of some immature student works, Mahler's
creative work falls within two forms, the symphony and the song,
excepting that much-revised cantata, originally conceived as an opera,
Des Klagende Lied. He wrote eleven symphonies, including the un-
finished Tenth Symphony and Des Lied yon der Erda, which many might
consider a song-cycle, although the composer subtitled it" A Symphony" ".
The songs may be conveniently catalogued in groups, of which Lieder
und Gesaenge aus derJugend_eit are with piano, while the others are with
orchestra, namely Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, gongs from Des Knaben
Wunderhorn, Kindertotenlieder, Seven Last Songs (including the Five Songs
after Rueckert), and, if we are so to consider it, Des Lied yon der Erda.

Mahler regarded these songs as the keynote to his symphonies.
He frequently quotes themes from his songs in the symphonies or uses
them as the bases of symphonic movements. In this respect he reveals
some kinship with Schubert, who used The Trout and Death and the Maiden
as the bases of movements of chamber-music compositions, while The
Wanderer found its way into a long Fantasia for piano.

The charges advanced against Mahler, as deduced from his sym-
phonies, fall to pieces at once, if applied to his songs. Those who decry
against his large orchestras should examine fch atmet' einen Linden Duft,
one of the Rueckert songs, a mere wisp of a song, containing but 36
measures and scored only for one flute, one oboe, one clarinet, two bas-
soons, three horns, harp, celesta, first violins, and violas, in addition

to the voice. Those who fear his long fortissimos will search this song
in vain for a dynamic indication greater than piano. They will also
find the long pianissimo passage which closes Das Lied yon der Erda very
interesting. Those who find Mahler soulless should hear the anguishe_l
beauty of the Kindertotenlieder and those who find him dry should hear
Rheinlegendchen, one of the Wunderhorn songs--K it is "music in which
the overfed body has suffocated the soul," then a Strauss waltz must
be the very essence of pedantry[ There is an individual quality about
the music of Mahler, an individuality not of conscious eccentricity, but
of sincerity and genuineness. It is free from all that is stilted or done
merely to conform with set standards. There is a quality in his musical
texture which is alive and a clearness of outline and keenness in his
instrumentation which appeal instantly.

His music, essentially built on the tradition of Beethoven and Wag-
ner, announces not the beginning of a new school but the conclusion
of an old one in its fullest richness and maturity. It is the music of un-
ashamed Romanticism--Romanticism of the philosophical, introspective
type that is not too blase to be concerned with the great problems of
life and of the soul.

*In a recent interview with Wilham Engle, feature-writer of the N. Y. World-Telegram,
our business-czar of serious music, Arthur Judson, described this series of performances of

the S)mphony of a Thousand as the most memorable mile-stone of his managerial career. Only
.two performances had been scheduled. Quoting the World-Telegram of Dec. 19. 1933:

"Philadelphia, the first night, was dumfounded. Then it was jubilant. Instead of
xwo performances, ten were given, and the town celebrated as though the Athletics had won
the pennant. In New York the Friends of Music heeded. They engaged Mr. Judson to bring
the production here, and in a special train the huge cast came, to storm and conquer the
2¢ietropolitan."
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A person hearing a Mahler composition for the first time might
describe it as sounding like the music of Richard Strauss with the mood
of Cesar Franck. Its melody, harmony, and counterpoint might remind
one of Strauss in numerous respects--the frequency with which both
alternate very involved passages with those of folk-song simplicity is
especially outstanding--yet Mahler reaches a height of spiritual exal-
tation which the ultra-worldly Strauss never even hints at attaining,
not even in Death and Transfiguration. The comparison with Franck is
only one of mood, the pouring forth of the inmost thoughts of a lonely
soul, for the extreme chromaticism of the great Belgian's expression is
not present.

Mahler's music is religious in the broadest and best sense--religious
rather than merely churchly, pious, or ecclesiastical; it is the music of
the sincere philosophical meditator rather than that of the professional
clergyman.

One feels that Mahler has opened up his soul completely" in his
music. Where Bach is austere, where Beethoven makes us feel inferior
to him, where Brahms, despite his more intimate moments, remains
sternly aloof from us, where Franck is too far gone in his own meditations
to be aware of us, where Debussy merely suggests and hints at what
he means, Mahler takes us completely into his confidence, he speaks
directly to our hearts and pours forth his inmost thoughts, but without
indulging in the hysterical emotional instability of a Tschaikowsky.
There is something extremely human about Mahler's music. We realize
he is no super-man, no saint, but merely an ordinary person just like
ourselves, and with all our own weaknesses and our own problems.
He is one of the most human of all composers; yet for all his openness,
he cannot be accused of a lack of restraint.

The most powerful influence in Mahler's music is probably that of
the German folk-song. One feels, even in his most complicated passages,
that the folk-song is immediately behind him, and frequently it comes
forth boldly into the light. Although a complicated loftiness continuously
alternates with the extreme simplicity emanating from this, it is, very
likely, this folk-song quality which imbues Mahler's music with a home-
like, natural feeling. Many of the songs from Des Knaben Wunderhorn
(not to mention numerous other instances), might as well be folk-songs,
yet apparently Mahler uses a real folk-song but once--the old French
tune Frere Jaques, which, somewhat altered and transposed to minor, is
the opening theme of the slow movement in the First Symphony.

Mahler was a passionate lover of nature and he has not hesitated to
incorporate this love into his compositions. The beginning of the First

Symphony bears the direction: "Like the voice of Nature" (Wie E!,nNaturlaut). Woodwind figures are often labelled: "Like bird-voices'.
(Wie Vogelstimmen). These are not merely clever imitations; they are
essentially musical, not illustrative, though their resemblance to the
songs of birds is unmistakable. A very fascinating passage occurs in the
finale of his Second Symphony, just before the chorus enters. Here the

flute and piccolo, twittering like birds, alternate with fanfarelike pas-
sages of distant trumpets, the whole accompanied only by the soft roar
of the bass drum or timpani. Surely, if nature had a voice and could
speak, it would sound like this[

Mahler clearly traces his ancestry from Beethoven. Like Beethoven,
he is essentially an optimist, in spite of the tragic interruptions which
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continually steal into his music. Like the Beethoven of the last quartets
and of the Ninth Symphony, he is concerned with the trials and ultimate
triumphs of the soul.

The German chorale has an important influence on Mahler. Its
sturdy simplicity and dignity appeal to him. He uses it in a mood o£
triumph or of hopeful faith, as at the end of the First Symphony, or the
Second Symphony, beginning of the fourth movement (marked "Choral-
maessig ') and the fifth movement after 10, or the Sixth Symphony, finale,
at 106. (These numbers refer to the small "student" scores.)

Schubert seems to have exerted a strong influence over him, Mahler's
straightforwardness often reminds one of Schubert's boyish simplicity.
Certain curves in his melodies and the way he combines two melodies
simultaneously in such a natural manner immediately suggest Schubert.

Since he was a post-Wagnerian and a great Wagner enthusiast, it
is not surprising that Mahler should feel the influence of the great music-
dramatist. His music is built on the epic scale on which Wagner built.
There is also a certain similarity in the way in which the two composers
produce great climaxes and cause them to subside. Besides, like Wagner,
Mahler does not surprise us with sudden crashes of the full orchestra
such as characterize Beethoven. Yet he cannot be accused of imitating
Wagner; he shows a thorough comprehension of Wagner's technical
contribution, but does not resemble him spiritually. The deciding point
of contrast between the two is the marked folk-song influence in Mahler,
an influence toward which Wagner was very indifferent, the oboe theme
in the Siegfried Idyll notwithstanding.

With Brahms, on the other hand, Mahler shares this love of the
folk-song, and reveals, besides, a general nobility and elevation of style
not unlike those underlying the greatest works of the North-German
genius.

Some mention of the kinship between Mahler and Richard Strauss
has already been made. Although the latter was really the younger,
born in 1864, while Mahler was born in 1860, Strauss, successful from
the start, early attained classic status in the world of music. Mahler
resembles him in his orchestral technique, and, as pointed out before,
in some ways in his music. Yet Strauss is essentially a composer of
"program" music, a realist, while Mahler is essentially a composer of
"absolute" music, a dreamer, and an idealist. They differ chiefly in mood.

Whether Mahler "programmed" his symphonies or not has been
the source of some disagreement. We have it upon the final authority
of the composer himself that he did not desire any "program" other
than the phrase Wie Ein Naturlaut which he said was the secret of his
composition. It is said that he even disapproved of thematic analyses
and program-notes, saying one should listen only for the general effect
of a composition at a first hearing and, should he find it sufficiently arrest-
ing, then study it intensively. Richard Specht, in his thematic analysis
of the Ninth Symphony, says it was written at Mahler s request, in order
to have an authorized version, but adds that Mahler disapproved of the

practice in general. It is quite clear that Mahler is trying to impart
some message in all his symphonies, but it is done in a manner essentially
musical, not illustrative. He clearly expresses the longings and conflicts
that trouble the human soul. He inherits his method from the Beethoven
of the Eroica, the Fifth, the Ninth, and the final quartets and piano sonatas.
Much as a Haydn symphony voices cheerfulness, a Mahler symphony
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expresses contemplation or triumph. As for a detailed story, with
definite action in the manner of Strauss or Berlioz, it has none. The
sung texts which Mahler introduces at times furnish the sole" program"
clues of an extra-musical character to be found in his symphonies["

We read comments such as the following about Mahler's symphonies:
His symphoniesall aim to expresssome definitethought, such as pessimismfinding

its curein simplefaith, love of natureleading to a high ideaof Pantheism,,or doubt clearing
in the joys of immortality. (H. J. Baltzelh History of Music, pp. 469-70).

HisSecondSymphonyis entitled Ein Sommermorg.ens-Traum(A Summer-Morning'sDream)
and expressesa pessimismthat finds its cure in sxmplefaith. The first movementdepicts
despairthat is hardly consoledby the beautiesof nature, rejectsall dreamsof future glory
andis untouchedasyet by the religiouscontemplationhinted at in the dosing choral. Then
comesanidyllic movementendingwith the sameunsatisfiedstruggles. The third movement
showsthe heroseekingthehauntsof men, andbecomingdisgustedwith their eternal,restless
bickering. (Elson:ModernComposersof Europe,pp. 35-36)

Much of this seems like sheer nonsense. It would be difficult to fit
the above description of the first three movements into the music. To
begin with, the Second Symphony is practically officially nicknamed the
Resurrection Symphony, this title being derived from the text of the choral
finale. Mahler himself called the first movement Totenfeier (Death-
celebration) but even this is not particularly illustrative. One might
as well try to attach colorful names to the movements of the symphonies
of Mozart, Haydn (except such as the Clock) Beethoven (except the
Pastorale), Brahms, Schubert, Schumann, Franck, Elgar, or Sibelius.

Mr. Elson analyzes the Third Symphony, which he calls Naturleben
(Nature-life) on pp. 36-37 of the same book as follows:

This time the work portrays a pantheistic idea of the exaltation of nature and life.
Thefirstmovement,wholly separatein ideafrom the others, againrepresentsthe searchfor
a satisfactorysolutionof this world's life. Thenfollowsa delightfulminuetand a charming
sherzando,bubbling overwith the joy of nature.

It is doubtful whether the composer would have approved of Mr.
Elson's analyses. Mahler's "program" is impersonal, a succession of
emotional moods, not a succession of dramatic events; he uses moods
as the dramatist uses characters.

It is not untrue that Mahler originally sponsored "programs" for
some of his symphonies, but he later rejected them unconditionally.
He invented some hastily in response to public demand, for it must be
remembered the symphonic" poem" was the rage in those days. He
had his First Symphony played at its premiere under the name Titan."
Symphonic Poem in Two Parts. This much, at least, can be said with
certainty: even if Mahler did "program" his symphonies, we can get
complete enjoyment from them without knowing a single thing about

the "programs". --WILLIAM PARKS GRANT

MAHLER IN ENGLAND

The distinguishing feature of the recent music festival at Sheffield
was the performance of Mahler's Eighth, the Symphony of a Thousand,
by the London Philharmonic, under the direction of Sir Henry Wood.
Basil Maine, reporting the event for Musical America (Dec. 10) wrote
in part:

This boy's choir, collectedfrom the city schools, sang, not with the timid tone of
Elijah'syouth looking for a sign of rain, but as if this werethe opportunity of a lifetime.
AsSir Henry had told the boysat the rehearsals,they will probablyneverhave the chance
to repeat their experience,even if they grow to be solo singers or choristers. In England,
for severalreasons,we have heard very little of Mahler... Yet I, for one, would not have
missedthe SheffieldChoir's performanceof Mahler's Eighth.
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The eminent English music-critic, Ernest Newman, reporting a radio
performance of Mahler's Fourth in Liverpool under the direction of
Robert Heger, finally subscribes to the claim, persistently advanced for
many years by continental musical authorities, that the music of Berlioz,
or Brahms, or Sibelius, each calls for an individual type of listening
independent of the traditional attitude universally assumed towards the
older classics. His reaction to Mahler's art, summarized in the London
Times, Dec. 17, 1933, is as follows:

Orthodox criticism can easilymake deadlyplay with his faults; but when the debit
side has thus beenset forth, there surely remains,on the other side, much that is worthy
not only of our disinterestedstudy but of our profoundadmiration.... Placeyourself at
Mahler'spoint-of-viewin theNo. 4, insteadof at the point of Beethoven,Brahms,or Wagner,
and you seethe work for what it is--the accurateand fascinatingrecordof purelypersonal
experiencesin a purely personal idiom.

IMPROMPTU ON A PAPER TRUMPET

Where was Mr. Julian Seaman on the evening of Jan. 27, or (for that
matter) on the afternoon of Jan. 28? Mr. and Mrs. Music-Lover, who
attended the Philharmonic concerts on those dates, would give a lot to
know. And why was Mr. Seaman's face so red on Jan. 29? Because of
Mr. Toscanini's overwhelming Bruckner interpretation the clay before?
Mr. Seaman must be convinced by now that the music he mistook for
Bruckner's Romantic Symphony was Mirrorly a Seamanphony Erroroica.

Moral.'--A slight "crack" in the Mirror may prove a "bad break,"
indeed.

TOSCANINI OVERTAKES SEAMAN

The performance of Bruckner's Fourth (Romantic) Symphony, which
Mr. Seaman so amazingly anticipated in the enigmatic review referred
to above, actually took place a week later, on Feb. 3, 1934. Concerning
this hearing of the work Mr. Pitts Sanborn wrote as follows in the
World-Telegram, Feb. 5, 1934.

Local Bruckneriteswill be sadly put out if Mr. Toscanini should fail to repeat later
on Bruckner's RomanmSymphony,which he led with such excellenteffect at the Students"
Concertof the Philharmonic-SymphonySocietySaturdaynight in CarnegieHall. Perhaps
he will see fit to include it in one of his Thursday-Fridayprograms after the Beethoven
symphonies have all been disposed of.

BRUCKNER IN ENGLAND

British Broadcasting Corporation Orchestra, London, England; Conductor,
Dr. Adrian Boult; December, 1933.

"Bruckner has never found a stronger response here than he has in
America but it must be said that the public has had precious little op-
portunity of taking him to its heart. The few sporadic performances
we have had have been so promptly 'written down' by the critics that
any budding enthusiasm has been promptly nipped. All the more merit
is due to Dr. Adrian Boult and the B. B. C. Orchestra for a truly beautiful

performance of the unfinished Ninth symphony. And if applause is any
indication at all this performance ought to go a long way toward break-
ing down the barriers."

---CEsAx S.*EI_CI_INOEI%Musical Courier.



MUSICAL VIENNA TO-DAY

For several generations there has dwelt such magic in the word
"Vienna" that the mere sound of it has been sufficient to awaken in most

minds delightful reveries and associations, emotional reactions sprung
from the deep grandeur of the classics of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,
which originated there, or from the pure, soothing romance of Schubert's
melodies, or, perhaps, from the light, rhythmic enchantment of the
waltz-world of Johann Strauss. These colorful spells have held un-
interrupted sway over the vast multitude of general music-lovers to whom
the superearthly legendary atmosphere that works of genius acquire
only long after their creators have passed away seems absolutely pre-
requisite to an unconditional surrender to their wizardry.

There are, however, many lovers of the art who, either having
personally visited Vienna in recent years or having, by means of current
published reports, carefully followed the course of musical progress in
the Danube city, will have supplemented these more mellow, universal
associations with a fresh conception sprung from modern tonal influences
more or less grippingly experienced. To such music-lovers an accurate

"bird's-eye" view of the rather confused artistic pageant representing
Vienna as a musical city of to-day will, no doubt, be quite welcome.
To these in particular the following remarks are dedicated.

Before the actual musical panorama of present-day Vienna may be
unrolled it is necessary to contemplate the career of a distinguished
artistic personality, one (alas!) long departed from us, but one, who
wielded so powerful an influence over the musical development of the
city a generation ago, that his ideals and accomplishments alone can
provide us with the proper point-of-view for a clear understanding and
estimate of Vienna's unaltered position as the leading musical city of
continental Europe. I refer, of course, to Gustav Mahler.

Mahler, who was the first composer since Bruckner and Brahms

to devote himself to the great classic instrumental form, the symphony,
came to Vienna not in a creative but in an executive musical capacity.
He was appointed Director of the Imperial Opera House in 1897 and,
during the ten years of his tenure at that institution, brought about
epoch-making operatic reforms. He was the first to imbue the policy
of a regular repertoire opera company with the artistic ideals which

Richard Wagner had realized in his perfect music-drama performances
at the Bayreuth Festival Theatre. Together with Alfred Roller, who
remains to this very day scenic director at the Viennese Opera, Gustav
Mahler strove to attain a perfect union of the essential elements of the

musical score and its stage-setting and demonstrated the practicability
of this ideal by amazing reincarnations of chosen German music-dramatic
masterpieces from Gluck to Wagner. Although circumstances made it
impossible for him to carry out his entire gigantic plan the series of

model performances he brought about at the Viennese Opera proved a
permanent contribution, the artistic brilliancy of which continues to
radiate from the lofty offerings of that stage to this day.
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Parallel with his executive activity at the Opera went Mahler's
private achievements as a creative musician. During the years between
1897 and 1907 he composed five of his colossal symphonies, from the
Fourth to the Eighth, inclusive. To shape these monumental works the
scant vacation days from the Opera had, naturally, to suffice. The inner
conflict between the tremendous urge in him for this subjective ex-
pression and that other responsibility which he held sacred, the perfect
performance of the works of others, grew constantly more intense,
finally culminating in the real cause of his withdrawal from the Opera,
an event which he survived by only three years. His farewell message,
addressed to the artists of the Opera in Dec. 1907, is a significant spiritual
document, the following excerpt from which will be found especially
pertinent to the present topic.

"Instead of the complete fulfilment, of which I had dreamed, I
leave behind me the mere fragment of achievement which is man's fated
limitation. It is not for me to say what my efforts have come to mean
to those for whom they were intended. Yet at such a moment as this
I fed that I may say: My purpose was sincere; my aim was high, though
not invariably crowned with success, for no one is so hopelessly handi-
capped by material obstacles as the executant artist. But I have always
offered up my entire being to the cause, never placing personal comfort
and inclination before duty. Therefore, I felt I could honestly demand of
you the same complete self-surrender. During heated moments of busy
striving none of us could escape entirely aggravations and personal
wounds. But whenever real success attended our labors we forgot all
pain and fatigue, feeling ourselves sufficiently repaid by the solution
of a difficult problem, even though we received no special material
reward therefor. Thus we have all truly gone forward and, with us,
the standards of the institution to which our efforts were dedicated."

The deep artistic sincerity behind these words furnishes a hint o£
the thoroughly human quality that was a fundamental trait of Mahler's
being. Such was the personality which the artists of the following
generation adopted as their guiding spirit, as the ethical foundation
of their creative work.

A few years after Mahler's death came the Great War. While it
raged the most sanguine artistic hope of Vienna was to maintain and
bequeath unimpaired to the coming age the high standards of the Mahler
period. The Opera persisted as the musical focal point of the city. When,
in November 1918, Richard Strauss and Franz Schalk took charge of the
institution, its artistic condition was of the utmost brilliancy. Then
there came into existence the first series of those model performances
of the Strauss operas in the quality of which Vienna leads the world
to this very day. Even Clemens Krauss, present director of the Opera,
seems veritably predestined to the interpretation of Strauss' works and
was therefore recently entrusted with the world premiere of the master's
latest opera, drabdla.

Not only has Vienna maintained and repeatedly proven to the world
of to-day its right to the title, The Opera City, but it has attained a still
wider artistic significance through the tremendous imp.etus it has recently
given to creative music. That world-wide revolt a.gamst the traditional
ties of tonality, a movement the origin of which is inseparably associated
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with the name of the Viennese Arnold Schoenberg, has continued since
its birth, about 1908, to draw its nourishment from Vienna. So over-

whelming, so convincing have the tenets of this musical creed proven
that no serious composer of to-day is completely free from Schoenberg's
influence, although the most important creative musicians have always
succeeded in subordinating this influence to their own individuality.
Schoenberg himself has long since left Vienna, but his outstanding
pupils, Anton Webern and Alban Berg, live and work here, passing the
master's message on to the younger generation. Although the ap-
preciation of the esoteric compositions of Webern is still restricted to a
small circle of friends, this artist's position as radio-conductor and choir-
master gives his talents an opportunity for wider expression. His model
performances of classical and modern choral and orchestral works tend
to reveal him as the legitimate heir to Mahler's art of conducting.--Alban
Berg devotes himself exclusively to composition and teaching. Of the
Schoenberg circle he is the one who clings most closely to the canons
of tradition, consciously accepting them and clothing them in modern
garb. Many features of his orchestral language are clearly anticipated
in the last works of Gustav Mahler, particularly in the Ninth Symphony.
In 1930 A1ban Berg's Wozzeck achieved the greatest triumph any radically
modern work for the musical stage has ever attained at the Vienna
Opera. Besides, Berg's music has been signally honored abroad time
and time again, and therefore he may well be considered the most re-
presentative artistic personality of Vienna to-day.

Of particularly eminent _gifts among the younger Viennese com-
posers is Ernst Krenek, whose musical and literary versatility has
aroused favorable notice far beyond the Austrian confines. Since the
popular success of his opera, Jonny Spidt Auf, his creative work has been
marked by constantly increasing depth and spiritual power. His latest
music-drama, Karl V, which will have its premiere at the Viennese
Opera next winter, closes with an apotheosis of the cultural mission of
Austria, an especially timely bit of symbolism. Although actuated
by a strong sense of national consciousness, Krenek has always subor-
dinated his Austrianism to the broader human quality which dominates
his life as an artist.

While the above-named musicians represent the newer, more striking
phase of the art's progress in Vienna, the city has long been the chosen
residence of many less radical composers, who abide devotedly by the
traditional canons of the art, striving in their own sonservative way
to increase the musical treasury of mankind. Preeminent among these
are Franz Schmidt andJuliusBittner. The work of Schmidt is distinguished
by great technical mastery and deep earnestness, while Bittner has earned
for himself the title" creator of the folk-opera." Joseph Marx and Erich
Wolfgang Korngold have given us music of subtle harmonic richness.
The latter has, unfortunately, fallen short of the supreme promise of his
"wonder-child" days, having apparently descended almost exclusively
to the composition of operettas.

On the subject of "Operetta" a single remark should suffice, for
this form has come to be universally regarded as a kind of Viennese
export. Since it has of late lost much of its original spontaneity, its
exponents have striven desperately (but in vain) to cover up this fatal
defect by over-generous applications of "tricks of the trade," thereby
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achieving only a sham pompousness. The leaders among the operetta-
composers living in Vienna are Franz Lehar, Oskar Strauss, and _na-
merich Kalman. Ralph Benatzky, engaged in this field of composition
abroad, is also a Viennese.

The high-lights of Vienna's concert life are the instrumental per-
formances given by the Philharmonic (an orchestra consisting of musicians
of the Opera) and the choral concerts of the perenially famous Society
of the Friends of Music. The male choruses (the Schubertbund, the Maen-
nergesangverein,and the Saengerknaben) have often borne to foreign countries
eloquent testimony of Vienna's musical quality. Many eminent singers
and virtuosi, and a host of instrumental and choral organizations of
more or less local fame lend such a vivid and abundant variety to the
city's musical life that it seems in this respect wholly unique among
the world's capitals. On many winter evenings important concerts are
given simultaneously in from six to eight different halls. Numerous
conservatories of high standing attend to the shaping of Vienna's young
musical talents, who are spurred on to their utmost efforts by the lur_
and the excitement of the many international competitions for rich
prizes still held annually in the city.

Serious musical research is also being constantly encouraged and
conducted at Vienna. The faculty of musical science at the university
has appointed Prof. Heinrich Lachs to succeed the world-famous scholar,
Guido Adler. Prof. Eugen Wellesz, a composer of great prominence, is
an international authority on Byzantine music, as well.

Another striking feature of Viennese musical life is the tremendous
activity of its musical commentators in print. The abundance of this
journalistic expression reflects the importance which the people of the
city attach to their histrionic and musical events. Unhappily, most o£
the generous space allotted the music-reviewers by the newspapers is
devoted to glittering witticisms rather than to serious, enlightening
music-criticism, thus often resulting in fierce ink-duels that fill the air
with bitter personalities. Yet even this evil has its illuminating sig-
nificance, for does it not help to prove how important to the Viennese
soul are all discussions of art--and, particularly, of music?

--WILLI R_ICI-I

A radio address delivered at Strassburg, October 30, 1933; English
translation by Gabriel Engel.

BRUCKNER'S FIRST IN JAPAN

Bruckner's First, a work for which leading European Bruckner
authorities make the lofty claim that it rivals the master's greatest
symphonies as a powerful expression of his individuality, still remains
unperformed .in this country, though seventy years have elapsed since
its composmon. Music-lovers and symphonic conductors of America
may be interested to know that this work was recently given its Japanese
premiere by the Takaradzuka Symphony Society of Kobe, under the
direction ofJosef Laska, Nov. 22, 1933. To which of our own conductors
will fall the honor of giving the American premiere of this important
symphony, and how soon?



MOZART AS A MUSIC DRAMATIST

About twenty-five years ago Gustav Mahler, fresh from an epoch-
making decade as absolute artistic director at the Viennese Imperial
Opera, cast an omniscient eye upon the troubled affairs of the Metro-
politan Opera House and said," There is needed here, above all, a central
authority, with unconditional powers to shape each presentation, for
without such a master the perfect union of text, music, and their stage-
setting is out of the question." The man he recommended for this post
(which by the way, has never existed in New York) was Alfred Roller,
his own Viennese artistic director, a man whose continued association
with the Vienna opera to this very day goes a long way to explain the
uninterrupted operatic supremacy of the Danube city.

Last April, "Mephisto" of Musical America, remonstrating with a
disgruntled correspondent who complained bitterly of the inadequate
stage-management perenially at work at the Metropolitan, mentioned
one or two men who had made notable contributions towards the im-
provement of that institution's discredited" stage" reputation. The first
name he advanced was that of Ernst Lert, a stage-director unforgettably
associated, in the minds of opera-goers of recent years, with exquisite
performances of such works as Sadko and Le Pre_iose Ridicole. Why, in
the course of two seasons, an artist clearly capable of consummate achieve-
ments in his field, should have staged so few works in a manner worthy
of his quality, is a mystery which will be cleared up only when someone
completely "in the know" back-stage at the Metropolitan will have
the courage to reveal the details of a system which the smoky rumors of
many a year have branded as a "factory."

With the echoes of the enthusiasm recently aroused by a broadcast
performance of Don Giovanni still ringing in the ear, one begins to wonder
whether fine Mozart opera would not prove a greater esthetic satis-
faction than shabby versions of Richard Strauss. This country has never
experienced the true greatness of Mozart as a music dramatist. Those
who have seen Mozart operas at Vienna will need no proof of this state-
ment. They may ask, however, whether a Mozart series could be given
here without artistic standards similar to those by means of which
Gustav Mahler awakened apathetic Viennese opera-goers to esthetic
delights beyond their dreams. To one familiar with the details of Mahler's
career it seems that a very pertinent parallel might be drawn between
the operatic conditions of New York to-day and the Vienna which
Gustav Mahler found in 1897. Should the violent methods which he
used during his early campaign of rehabilitating the Imperial Opera
become effective here there might be seen an amazing eruption of execut-
ives, directors, and "stars" out of the Metropolitan. But all that is
only imagination. It is Mozart about whom we set out to talk.

The dramatic revitalization of Mozart for the sophisticated world
of our day is a mighty difficult problem involving a thousand and one
psychological subtleties beyond the ken of most operatic stage-managers.
Perhaps the supreme authority on the subject"Mozart as a Music Dra-
matist" is Ernst Left, whose monumental book" Mozart in the Theatre"
(German) is still gen&:ally considered the la_st word on the topic. Ha4
this man been Fiven free rein to do so, he surely could have made a per-
manent contribution to the American opera-lover's appreciation of
Mozart.
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Salzburg, beautiful shrine of the world's Mozart cult, strives to
maintain for posterity every ideal necessary to the consummate per-
formance of the master's works, both for the operatic and the concert
stage. More than ever before, the art of Mozart is to-day the guiding
principle of outstanding composers for the stage. Therefore, no serious
young composer, conductor, or singer with operatic aspirations should
leave any stone unturned in an effort to attend the entire Salzburg Sum-
mer Festival Series. Particularly for lovers of Mozart it is the world's
supreme master school.

We note with pleasure that among the huge galaxy of authorities
on every phase o£ Mozart's art summoned to Salzburg to take charge of
the coming series of summer courses there are:

--Bruno Walter, greatest of all Mozart interpreters, who will con-
duct a series of Mozart operas;

--Dr. Ernst Left, of La Scala Milano, who will lecture on "Mozart
as a Music-Dramatist";

--Marie Gutheil Schoder, of the Vienna State Opera, who will give
a general course in" Opera Dramatics".

The complete, definitive prospectus of the courses to be given at
Salzburg in the summer of 1934 is now ready for distribution and may be
obtained from any of the following sources:

The Theatrical Seminary: N. Y. School of the Theatre, 139 W. 56th
St.,N.Y.C.

The Institute of International Education, 2 W. 45th St.,'N. Y. C.
Salzburg Mozarteum Academy, Mozarteum, Salzburg, Austria.

FRANK THIESS ON BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

The internationally famous German novelist Frank Thiess, in a
letter accepting with thanks his election to Honorary Membership in
the Bruckner Society of America, makes the following interesting sum-
mary of his views concerning the significance of Bruckner and Mahler.
These illuminating views, published some years ago in great detail in the
brilliant chapter of Mr. Thiess' Gesicht des fahrhunderts devoted to music,
will be translated in full in the next issue of Chord and Discord.

No composersinceBachhaspenetratedasdeeplyas Brucknerthat zone of the human
soul which is the dwelling-placeof man'sreligiousfeeling, the feeling that he is dependent
upon lofty forcesbeyond the control of mortal reasonand will-power. Thus the message
of Bruckner'smusicmaybe graspednot through a merecomprehensionof his artistic capa-
bilities but only through a realizationof the depth to which he wasmovedby the elemental
forcesoflife. In his ownday, whenreligionhadsuddenlytakenon anextremelyproblematical
characterandrational influenceswere universallyarrayedagainst it to attain, if possible, an
unconditionalnegation of faith, the work of Brucknerrepresents a completephilosophy
of the innerlife,of a loftinessfar beyondthe rangeof words,-aspiritual revelatioffimpossib_c
to any languagebut that of music.

Mahlerseemsto me a true spokesmanof the passingage, our own epoch of hopeless
unrest and spiritual disintegration. His contrast to Brucknerlies in his choice of text, the
problem-wrackedsoul of modernhumanity, its countlesscontradictions, its tragic solitude
and terror. He offersus no consolation;he does not uphft us, as Brucknerdoes, with re--
relations of Eternity, but he shows us with unparalleledclarity and relentlessnessthe true
featuresof our own earth-boundfaces.

JAKOB WASSERMANN ON BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

The following brief letter addressed to the Bruckner Society of
America by the late German novelist Jakob Wassermann not long before
his decease must take its place as a significant human document of a
generation in which the disrupting influence of chaotic economic and
racial elements has invaded even the absolute domain of musical art.
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In these few simple words of the great artist who in the Goose-man gave
the world one of its rarest treasures of musical fiction the age-old artistic
honesty of the whole race of which Wassermann was throughout his
fruitful career a fervent spiritual leader seems to find eloquent expression.

Becauseof the completesolitude in which I have beenliving for many years I am too
far removedfrommusicalhappeningsto be able to sendyou anextendedarticleon the subject
of the presentsignificanceof Brucknerand Mahler. Besides,as I am myselfonly in a very
limited sensean executantmusician,I do not feel that I am the one who should write such
an article. I should,however, like to say that Bruckner's musicmakesa deeperimpression
upon me than Mahler's, and naturally so, for Bruckner'swas the more original and uni-
versal genius. His true importanceis still far from having attained the recognition that is
its just due. His individuality is still obscuredby the shadow of Wagner, just as Mahler's
by the shadow of Bruckner. Perhapsseveral decadesmust go by before it will be possible
definitelyto classifytwo such greatartists.

I acceptwith gratitude the offerof Honorary Membershipin your society.

THE KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDS

On the evening of Dec. 4, 1933, at the Harvard Club, New York
City, Bruno Waker was the guest of honor of the famous Musicians"
Club, The Bohemians, at their regular monthly gathering. Rising in
response to the ovation tendered him by these foremost representatives
of the American world o£ music, he exhorted all true artists to strive
as they had never before to combat the darkness that seems to be settling
down upon every cultural phase of life by steeping their souls completely
in the light of their artistic ideals.

Under the irresistible spell of his fervent, simple appeal one forgot
for the moment the purely social nature of the occasion, almost believing
oneself listening to the high-priest of some sacred cult voicing the formula
of its ritual.

To one familiar with the details of Anton Bruckner's struggle with
adversity, the doctrine of spiritual salvation through whole-souled
devotion to the eternal beauty of art seemed particularly appropriate,
for one of the outstanding events on the evening's program was the
official presentation to Bruno Walter of the exclusive Bruckner Medal
of Honor recently designed by the noted sculptor, Julio Kilenyi, for
the Bruckner Society o£ America. The warmly appreciative attitude
towards the great Austrian symphonist given unmistakable expression
by the President of the Bohemians, Rubin Goldmark, in the course of
his presentation address did honor not only to Anton Bruckner and
Bruno Waiter, but also to the progressive spirit of our dean o£ American
composers, revealing him as desirous of communicating to this large
body of his distinguished colleagues (among whom there must have
been more than one anti-Bruckner irreconcilable o£ the "old order")
that the art of Bruckner, so far from being a thing of the past, is still
wry much alive, promising to become a significant addition to the
spiritual treasury of the generations to come in America.

The Kilenyi Bruckner medal (reproduced on the front cover of Chord
and Discord) has also been awarded to one American and two Austrian
musicians, whose course in life, though not illuminated by the world-
wide brilliancy attending the career of an idolized symphony conductor,
is, because of its quality of deep, unswerving devotion to the Bruckner
cause, deserving of signal notice. These musicians are:

DR. MARTIN G. DUM_LER, of Cincinnati, noted American com-
poser of sacred music; Honorary Chariman of the Bruckner Society o£
America; Vice President of the College of Music, Cincinnati.
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PROF. MAX AUER, of Voecklabruck, Austria: co-author of the
monumental Goellerich-Auer biography of Bruckner; author of The Life
and Work of Anion Bruckner, Vienna, 1933, the sole detailed book on
Bruckner for the layman; (this book exists only in German); founder
and Honorary President of the Internationale Bruckner Gesellschaft.

PROF. FRANZ MOISSL, of K1osterneuburg (near Vienna); organist;
editor o£ the Bruckner Blaetter and Musica Divina; Bruckner conductor of
widespread European reputation; a founder of the Intemationale Bruck-
ner Gesellschaft.

SYMPHONIC CHRONICLE

A Record of Critical andPopular Reaction.
GUSTAV MAHLER-- Of the Mahler symphonies, the second

SECOND SYMPHONY (in C minor) certainly-has not been over-
Philharmonic SymphonySociety of New York, worked here ....

Bruno Walter, Conductor--Assisting Artists: Performed as it was last night, under the
Jeanette Vreeland, Sigrid Omgin and the Chorus commanding leadership of a man who corn-
o] the ScholaCantorumof New York (Hugh Ross, prehends it and believes in it, the score arrests
Conductor);Februa_ 23, 24, 1933. and holds your attention.

Last evening's performance was one of un- --PITTSSaNbORN,N. Y. World Telegram
common authority and eloquence. Mr. Walter For the reviewer the third movement, con-
stood in a peculiarly close relation to Mahler. sidered alone, may well rank with the "'Qucea
He was his friend, his confidant; and he has Mab" Scherzo of Berlioz and the "'Midsumzncr
been, since the composer's death, one of his Night's Dream" Scherzo of Mendelssohn.
most convinced, attached, and persuasive The performance was one of unusual excel-
apostles. Like his colleague, Mr. Mengelberg, lence .... The orchestra played with beautiful
Mr. Walter reveres this music. For him it is tone and a rare measure of refinement, l_iss
compact of greatness and revelation; and this Vreeland and Mme. Onegin achieved their
unquestioning, unfaltering devotion imparted solos commendably and the chorus met the
extraordinary fervor and a touching quality exactions of music full of dynamic contrasts
of almost priestly exaltation to Mr. Walter's richly and well.
disclosure of the work. ---OscARTItOMI3SON, N. Y. Evening Post--LAwm_NCBGiI2,ta_r,NewYorkHerald Tribune

GUSTAV MAHLER--
Reverting to Mr. Waiter's communication, SEVENTH SYMPHONy

we learn how the symphony develops itself. ChicagoSymphony Orchestra,FrederickA. Stock,
"'The first movement," explains the conductor, Conductor;March2, 3, 1933.
"is a funeral march for the death of a hero; Those intervals of pure joy come to us with
the second, an idyll from the life of the man. the hearing of the exquisite second serenade--
The third movement is uncanny, partly humor- a creation that is absolutely a masterpiece.
ous, partly diabolical. It is a symphonic Here, there, and everywhere there are pages
evolution of the song from the medieval and pages of delicately wrought beauty, of
source-book, 'Des Knaben Wunderhorn,' of charm and sensitive feeling for grace and
St. Anthony of Padua's sermon to the fishes, harmony.
The worse types of man, allegorically revealed The orchestra played magnificently, and
_n fish, are musically portrayed." Mr. Stock conducted with the reverential

Mahler was always struggling upward to- care of the devotee.
ward the stars. He sought to pierce the --H_zRMAh"DgVRmS,ChicagoAmericau
heavens and read the secrets of eternity ....
There are pages of extraordinary beauty in Mahler's genius was revolutionary. He
this score, pages which no music lover would struck out in a new artistic direction, despite
wish to neglect .... a lingering, backward glance toward the

The audience last night was most attentive "Meistersinger" of Richard Wagner. But
there are no Wagnerian reminiscences in the

and applauded long and vigorously when the first movement of the seventh symphonysymphony was finished. . .
--W. J. HSZ,mERSON,New York Sun Rather there is a harsh, aggresstve, ir-

repressible individuality that challenges the
For this program one listener at least was world with a new, a different message.

profoundly grateful. Mr. Walter was a disciple The themes, with their angular progressions,
and associate of Mahler, and, as in the case are like no other melodies. The harmonies,
of Willem Mengelberg, when we learn about though conforming, fundamentally, to the
Mahler from him we receive authoritative established idiom of the nineteenth century,
dnformation, so torture the incidental and passing dis-
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sonance that the effect often approximates to the deepest and subtlest thought of the
the polytonality of the present .... composer, to transmit his own comprehension

One ends by being charmed, delighted, and and enthusiasm to the men and to inspire
stimulated by this work, though America an audience. It is seldom that Mahler has
has been slow to accept it. I hope Doctor had such justice done him here, and a large
Stock repeats it. gathering showed its pleasure.
--GLENN DmLAXD GUNN, Chicago Herald ¢._ ---Ou_ DowNzs, New York Times

Examiner As a texture of sound, the score is often
Mr. Stock went back a decade for the delightful. Its great quality is its sincerity.

principal orchestral number by reviving In the first movement, especially, there is
Gustav Mahler's Seventh Symphony, a much that beguiles by reason of its naivete
spacious, skillful work, written in so leisurely and freshness and simplicity, its candor and
a manner that the composer was able to put sweetness that suggest at times the thought
five movements into it, instead of the con- of Schubert, yet are indisputably Mahler's
ventional four. It has its reminiscent moments, own, original and self-sprung, stamped with
but it works out well, and the audience liked his signature and image. The childlike and
it. --EDWARD MOORE, Chicago Tribune ingenuous directness, the lyric charm of many

pages, are irresistible. The homely tenderness,
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG the folk-like humor, the long, nostalgic

--PIERROT LUNAIRE reveries, the poignant brooding of the music
Under the auspices of the League of Composers; at its best--these qualities are not easily to
Phila. Orchestra, Leopold £tokowski, Conductor; be forgotten.
Assisting Artist, Mina Hagor; N. Y., Apr. 16,1933. --LAwRENCB GILMAN, New York Herald Tribuno

The listener found both the work and its

presentation tremendously impressive. The The Mahler detractors are unceasingly
way in which the expressionist Schoenberg busy ....
succeeds in shaping and painting a series of At one time I, too, in less mature judgment,
mood-pictures with an almost incredible denied Mahler any outstanding worth at all,
economy of means cannot fail to arouse and except that he had mastered a method of
hold our admiration and respect for that art clever and colorful orchestration. I feel that
of his which will yield to no compromise. I have come to see more than that in Mahler.
"Pierrot Lunaire" is a magnificent example --L_oNARD LmBLINO, Musical Courier

of polyphonic construction, a masterwork of Individual champions, as well as Mahler
contrapuntal skill, in which all standards of Societies, made the ideals and purposes o£value must be made to conform to its micro-

Mahler clear to those objectors who had
cosmic scale. The melodic lines of the music looked upon him as being devoid of original-
are extremely free, the coloring strikingly ity, and something of a deliberate sensa-
vivid, the rhythms tense and vital, the entire tionalist. Many eloquent and even poignant
harmonic picture being dominated by an extra- pages came to be recognized justly in his
ordinary spell which renders direct esthetic symphonic output. His strong subjectivity
participation impossible. Consequently, we -

_s now correctly admitted to be the logical
must enjoy this unusual work about the moon- expression of a mentality so independent and
struck "Pierrot" who sees phantoms under intellectually imaginative.
the night-sky, has delusions, and becomes --LEONARD LmBUNO, New York American
the voluntary prey to waking-dreams, at a
certain distance, without the sympathy that The first movement.., is certainly the most
comes only from personal participation, and concise and solid in structure. It also reveals
yet with a suspense which strives to span the most clearly the dual nature of the composer
chasm between our power of comprehension Mahler; for where could one find (without
and the extraordinary phenomena of strange engaging in futile arguments) so compelling
worlds, an instance of a wintry gray mood into which

Mina Hager fulfilled splendidly the lofty the occasional entrance of a few elemental
demands Schoenberg makes upon the soloist harmonies, dictated by a romantic nature,
with the Sprechstimme and Mr. Stokowski appears almost discordant? The second move-
muted the instrumental background down to ment is possessed of a splendid Laendler-like
that chamber-musical level at which, despite character. Here the great gifts of Mahler,
all the softening of shades, every detail of the who so loved to draw from the wells of folk-
structure was revealed with chiseled clarity, like sentiment, find their most felicitous ex-

--IOACmM H. MBYER, N. Y. Staats-Zeitung. press/on. The third movement is truly a
GUSTAV MAHLER-- masterpiece--once entitled "'A Funeral March

FIRST SYMPHONY after the Manner of Callot." It is bases on
a well-known picture in an old south-German

Philharmonic £ymphony £ociety of New York, book of children's fairy tales, The Hunter's
Bruno Walter, Conductor; October 12, 13, 14, 15, Burial. Mr. Waiter, with the utmost con-

1933. (The last of these performances was broadcast centration upon the exactness of every dy-
over the Columbia chain), namic detail, clothed this movement with

Mr. Walter's performance was a triumph such intensity and so much tonal expressive-
of the conductor's art, ability to penetrate hess that it alone made certain the success
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of his reading of the D Major Symphony. temple of classic beauty, at the altars of which
The orchestra was in the best of form and a poet, a mortal purified by sufferings, offers
received its just share of the evening's honors, up his gratitude to the Almighty in a rh_tpsody
--JoAcm_ H. MEYER, N. Y. Staats-Zeitung. of supreme jubilation.

The performance suggested that this sym- --JoacmM H. MRYB_, N. Y. Staats-Zeitung.

phony, given a fair chance, might vie in The adagio, as Lawrence Gilman remarks
popularity with the later symphonies of in his illuminating program note, "'some
Tschaikowsky. In the first two movements would put at the head of all adagios 'by
there is, besides expert orchestration, page reason of its solemnity, nobility and elevate_l
after page of a melodious and lucent natural- thought,'" to which one might add "'sheer
ness. musical beauty."

The "'solemn and measured" third move-
An early commentator on this movement

ment, despite its funereal character and its declared tiaat it was meant to suggest "'the
touch of irony, likewise makes a compelling all-loving Father of Mankind in His measure-
appeal to the ears. And in the stormy finale

less wealth of mercy." Be that as it may,
there is real splendor. Admirably performed, the adagio is one of the most exalted and
it stirred the audience to an enthusiasm easy majestically beautiful of symphonic move-to understand.

--PITTS SANBORN,N. Y. World-Telegram merits.
This implies no undervaluation of the open-

ANTON BRUCKNER-- ing allegro or of the scherzo, supposed to
EIGHTH SYMPHONY depict the "German Michel," the "'DIain,

Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York, honest, much-enduring (but slow) German"
Bruno Walter, Conductor; October 26, 27, 29, 2933. --a scherzo that is interrupted by a trio of
(The last of these performances was broadcast _ingular loveliness.
over the Columbia chain.) --PITTS SANnORN, New York World-Telegram

To the many to whom Bruckner is still a ARNOLD SCHOENBERG CONCERT
problematic composer, whose symphonies are
barren tonal deserts with but sparsely sowed Assisting Artists--Nadia Reissnborg, Ruth
oases, this symphony should provide material Rodgers, Rita Sebastian, Edna Sheppard, a_d the
for a conclusive proof of the Austrian's right Pro Arte Quartet (,4. Onnow, G. Provost, L
to be classed with the immortals of music. Halleux, R. Maas) N. Y., Nov. 21, 1933.

Notwithstanding its length, it is so closely Program." Third String Quartet, Opus 30; _out
knit that not a measure can be eliminated Songs, Opus 6; Three Piano pieces, opu.r 11;
reparably, even as the music dramas of Richard Klavierstuecke, Opus 33; Second String _.uartrt,
Wagner are mutilated by excisions. Opus JO

Most critical encomiums have expended Arnold Schoenberg, for a quarter of a con-
themselves on the adagio movement and tury a storm centre in Austria, Germany and
certainly its pages seek their peer in sym- other portions of Europe, had the probably
phonic literature. But the challenging and unique experience, last night in the Town
haunting first movement, the highly original Hail, of being present at performances of his
scherzo with its poetic trio and broadly con- music when it ewas not hissed. In fact, he
ceived, grandiose finale, are master creations, faced a friendly, attentive and extremelyMr. Walter is to be felicitated on presenting appreciative audience.
this symphony in its entirety. Mr. Schoenberg had reason to thank: the

--J. D. Bo_r, New York Herald Tribune League. The League of Modern Composers
In spite of its external difficulties the C and Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge, were

Minor Symphony should be played more often, responsible for the very appreciative reception
And not only because of its celebrated Adagio, last night of the Third String Quartet, which
justly regarded as the summit of achievement opened the program.
in the realm of symphonic slow movements. So presented, before an audience especially

If any one of the nine Bruckner symphonies prepared for the hearing, the work huts
is destined to silence the stupid chatter of remarkable success. The logic of the musical
certain would-be authorities concerning "the thought and its closely knit development
naivete and crudity of the man and composer were never more strongly felt. The listene_
Anton Bruckner," it is this gigantic C Miner followed intently and curiously the uafoId-
Symphony. Here there speaks to us not the merits of the ideas. Richly or acridly dissonant

unreflecrive, hyper-spontaneous musician of as the case might be, the music was obviously
t-- _ " " "o her works, the fanatic of chll&sh falth, who possessed of an inner pressure of logic and life.

gives free rein to a fantasy of epic range, Yes: there were even seconds when the tin-
sacrificing therefor the firm framework of his initiate might take pleasure in melodic moods

symphonic structure. Here are none of those and harmonic color. This applied particularly
to the Intermezzo and the Finale. The corn-passages of inadequate consistency to support

the sweeping allegation that forms the major pacmess of this writing does not limit the
premise of the Anti-Brucknerite's well-worn free play of the ideas. Whether this will be

syllogism. In the C Minor Symphony a master great music for a later day who shall say?
of symphonic form has reared a sublime ---Or.t_r DowNEs, New York Tinus
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Rita Sebastian, contralto, sang them (four The Bruckner symphony brought great
songs from Op. 6) with straightforward de- satisfaction to Mr. Stock's audience, though
livery, with beauty of voice and artistic taste considering the enormous amount of applause
and made a definite success of all four. They that was heedlessly misspent during the day
were Traumleben, Verlassen, Ghasel and I am not sure the satisfaction was well earned.
Der Wanderer. Edna Sheppard played the --Euomcg STINSON,Chicago Daily News

difficult piano parts, a task masterfully HUGO WOLF--executed.

The Second String Quartet, Op. 10, in DER CORREGIDOR (EXCERPTS)
which the composer calls for a soprano voice Philharmonic Symphony Society o] New York,
in the third and fourth sections, was another Bruno Walter, Conductor; Assisting Artists:
magnificent achievement by the Pro Arte Crete Stueckgold and Gustav Schuet_endorf.
players. Here the idiom is more apparent for Nov. 26, 1933.
the hearer and there was a fine response on One has heard it said that "'Der Corregidor,"
the audience's part .... as a stage-piece, is not always theatrically

The poems Litanei and Entrueckung which effective. That may be so. But it does not
Schoenberg has set for his quartet are by seem an adequate reason for excluding the
Stefan George, a contemporary German poet work from the repertoire of our principal
of no mean gifts. Schoenberg has found music lyric theatre, the Metropolitan, in view of
of superb expression for their mood, lifting the extraordinary musical quality of Wolf's
them to an enduring place .... opera, the sheer loveliness and poetry and

The occasion was one which will go down humor and tenderness that well from almost
in musical history as one of vital importance, every page of this enamoring score.

the public recognition by our city's musicians We are perhaps inclined to forget that a
and music lovers of him, whom we must call considerable number of operas that are ex-
the greatest modernist of them all. ceedingly lively members of the standard

--A. WALTER KRAMER, Musical America repertoire maintain their hold upon the
Extended discussion of this music must affection of their audiences almost wholly by

await an occasion more leisurely than this; reason of their musical appeal, and with
little regard for their dramatic effectiveness.in general, it may be said that the program

presented an interesting juxtapositioo of vari- If an opera were always to be kept from the
ous aspects of Schoenberg's music--neo- stage because there are parts of it which are
romanticism in the second quartet, whose last not "'good theater," the slaughter of master-
two movements Mr. Gilman described as pieces would be appalling. Among the cas-

"of haunting beauty, in the acidulated ualties would be, for example, no less a corn-
"Tristan" manner of the younger Schoenberg'" position than "Tristan and Isolde" : for how
when the "League" first gave this work here often have we heard it said that the second
in 1924; the sharply contrasted piano pieces act of that rather popular work is "poor
of Op. 33 in which the later Schoenbergian theater?" I do not happen to share this view.
treatment of short and varying interested But even if this score were less genuinely
themes characteristic of the third quartet dramatic in the pulse and contour of the
makes its appearance; romanticism in the music than it is, "Der Corregidor" would
songs, these mainly dark in color, with still clamor for production on the stage of the
moments of ingratiating beauty. Metropolitan by reason of the beauty and
--Fx^Nc_sD. PERKINS,New York Herald Tribune power and fascination of the music. Here,

again and again, is Hugo Wolf at his most
ANTON BRUCKNER-- moving and memorable. This is for the mostNINTH SYMPHONY

part, music of rare imaginative vividness, of
Performed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra a beauty that takes one by the throat, a charm

under the direction o] Frederick A. Stock, November and grace and poetry that enchant the ear
16 and 17, 1933. and the mind. It is the score of an artist to

Everything that Bruckner wrote is animated whom intellectual and spiritual distinction
by a friendly and modest spirit, and at times and expressiveness and truth of style were
the ninth symphony has moments of genuine second nature_-the score of a master_
beauty and inspiration.

--HERMAN DEVRIES, Chicago Amarican --LAwRENClZ GILMAN, New York Herald Tribune

Yet this, too (the Adagio) is noble music Both during and after his lifetime, Wolf
and it may be that its creator will eventually suffered from grievous public neglect of his
win a place with Brahms and Franck. Or music. His colleagues and the critics also
it may be that he came too late upon the field were divided in their estimates of his worth,
and that his music will be forgotten before although some of the opposition was due to
it has been truly known. This were a pity, the fact that he allied himself with the
or so it seems to me, for I find the music Wagner-Bruckner faction and thereby drew

attractive in a fantastic way, and the figure upon himself the wrath of the powerful
of the composer both wistful and tragic, penwielder, Hanslick, and his vengeful ad-
qualities that are reflected in his song. herents.

--GLBNN DILL^RD Gum,_, Lovely music, melodious, graceful, char-
Chicago Herald and Examiner acteristic, and witty, is dressed by Wolf in
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orchestration of rich and resourceful kind. these later pieces he is concerned with the
In "'Der Corregidor" he shows himself to be expression of more personal and intimate
as original and masterful as he is in his songs, feeling, of the obsessions that. pursued his

--L_oNARD LIEBLINO, New York American final years. Then were the coming of death,

For this music, judging by the pages heard our mortal end in oblivion, ever upon him.
yesterday, deserves a better fate than neglect; They might soothe his imagination; yet did
it is music of great tenderness, humor and they fester upon it. In those last days he
passion. It is a work of indubitable creative would scorn life and the ways of men; mock
power, janglingly at them. Yet never could he put

The remaining rotor excerpts, two of which them. altogether by for more mystical orcosmic visions.

were entirely orchestral, bring the Corregidor Judge as the hearer may of his expression
more actively into the proceedings. The music of these broodings that consumed him, corn-
by turns is maliciously humorous, stormy, pared with many a composer of our day,mocking and violent. The orchestra speaks
with fullness and rich variety, maintaining sterile, routined, dryly cerebrating, Mahler

at least had something to express and morealways clarity of presentation. The audience
responded to the performance with the or less potently expressed it.
warmth it merited. If the Metropolitan --H.T.P., Boston Evening Transcript
Opera is in search of a novelty for next season,

A fourth hearing of Mahler's Symphony
it could not do any better than mount this naturally made for dearer appraisal of this
long-neglected opera of an authentic genius, remarkable work. The most moving and

--H.T., The New York Times
impressive portion of the symphony seemed

GUSTAV MAHLER-- yesterday to be, not the final Adagio that
FIRST SYMPHONY would wrest from the grave its secrets, but

The Civic Symphony Orchestra, Denver, Colorado; the op.ening Andante, which even more in
its resignations than in its protests is music

Conductor, Horace E. Turrman; December 5, 1933. of a heart-shaking, heart-breaking sadness.
Mahler's First Symphony was a feature of The Scherzo, with its rustic gaiety and vigor,

the second concert given by the Civic Sym- pleased as before.
phony, Horace E. Tureman conducting. An Again it was easy to be stirred by the
element of uncertainty in the first movement ironical third movement that is said to have
was redeemed by the good work done in the

expressed Mahler's aversion to the futile hurly-
last two movements, the orchestra giving a burly of New York City, where the Symphony
telling performance of the closing portion, was sketched,

--Joan C. KE_O_L, Musical America "'"
While thanking Dr. Koussevitzky for the

GUSTAV MAHLER-- opportunity once more to hear this Ninth
NINTH SYMPHONY Symphony, is it out of place to suggest that

Boston Symphony Orchestra; Dr. Serge Kous- there are five completed symphonies of Mahler
sevit_ky, Conductor; Boston, December 8th and that Boston does not know, and others that
9th, 1933. it has not heard in years?

--WARREN STOREY SMIT_, Boston Post
The weariness of a man longing for peace

can be felt throughout the first movement ANTON BRUCKNER
and the concluding adagio. Indeed, the muted QUINTET (ADAGIO)

brasses sigh out under the strings, shortly New York iOhilharmonic, Hans Lange, Con-
after the beginning of the andante, a motive ductor; Fob. 8, 9, 21, 1934 (broadcast over Colura-
that strikingly recalls the composer's musings bia Chain.)
at the end of "The Song of the Earth," upon
a pleasant land beyond death where "the Another instance of Hans Lange's ability
distant skies are shining blue, eternally." to dig up new and unfamiliar works was last
Eventheobstreperousrollickingofthescherzo, evening's program of the Philharmonic-
upon a country dance tune is soon interrupted Symphony Society at Carnegie Hall ....
by black melancholy .... The unfamiliar was represented by the

Yet like Wagner when he wrote "Tristan," Adagio from Bruckner's Quintet in F Major,
Mahler the artist was able to preserve suf- played augmentitively by the string section...
ficient balance to express himself clearly. A surprising tonal balance that brought

--C.W.D., The Boston Globe out in marked relief the melodic voices against
passing note progressions, featured the

But in "'The Song of the Earth" and this Bruckner piece. Its mood is intensely emotion-
Ninth Symphony, as Dr. Koussevitsky and al, and approaches a religious fervor. The

the orchestra have played them to us, Mahler audience found it particularly to its liking.
wears another and less debatable aspect. In --R. C. B., N. Y. World-Telegram.
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SYMPHONIC NEW DEAL

Lest Symphonies be never more
Than Nine--
And Four.

On August 1, 1934, the well-known musical commentator, Samuel
Chotzinoff, having attended a performance of Brahms' Fourth £ympkony
the previous evening, said in the New York Post:

I must be getting old and cynical, for this symphony of Brahms no longer thrills me
as completely as it used to do in those faraway days when the "exit in case of Brahms"
joke went the rounds. I wonder if one outgrows Brahms as one outgrows Whitman and
Stravinsky! Or is it that one can feel impatience with masterpieces just as one can be
impatient with people one loves.

That the self-searching reaction of this critic is not a solitary spirit-
ual deviation of the day is amply attested by a frank, sweeping statement
recently issued by the Directors of that most liberal-minded of American
artistic organizations, the Philadelphia Orchestra Association:

Musical works which drew large audiences in past years no longer seem to interest

the public.

Thus with a single sentence of startling implications the problem of
symphonic program regeneration, so long ignored by our major musical
committees, at last gained official recognition. Unfortunately, the
Philadelphians proposed no solution. That they could see only an im-
passe directly ahead on a straight symphonic path was revealed by their
next sentence:

Modernworks of real merit have not been producedin sufficientnumbers to make
an interesting and adequate repertoire.

For many a year outstanding American musical organizations,
regarding symphonic program reform commercially no less perilous
than artistically necessary, have resorted to "passing the buck" in this
dilemma by nursing the bogey of popular superstition long hovering
over the dark epithet "modern". The relentless exploitation of this
weakness of the average American music-lover has been marked by an
array of bitter innuendo, the melancholy victims of which have been
not so much the staunch band of so-called "modernists" as the laymen
desirous of becoming acquainted with the great symphonic works that
have been given to the world during the past half-century.

The term" modern" in a musical connection has ever raised a sinister
chimera. It must be definitely unmasked and discredited, once for all.
Ernst Krenek, one of the most brilliant minds among the younger creative
musicians, sweeps it aside with impatient contempt. "There is no such
thing as modern music,' says he. "There is only good or bad music."
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Despite his long years of thoughtful activity, W. J. Henderson, one of
the few real sages of American music-criticism, does not seem to have
arrived at a lucid conception of the puzzling word. Yet, whatever

unpleasant note it may strike in the ear of a musicologist so out of sym-
pathy with artistic iconoclasts, one amazing thing seems sure--that
Mr. Henderson no longer regards Arnold Schoenberg as a "modernist",
a destroyer of traditions. In the course of an eloquent, though perhaps
premature, dirge over musical" modernism' ', which he seriously believes
to have" come and gone" in utter futility, he says:

There is considerablepropaganda in explanation and aid of the new schooi. This
is particularly true of New York, and also in a smaller degreeof Boston. Many person_
believethat the latter city must be now the home of the cultivation of the new thought
becauseArnold Schoenbergis teaching there. But it should never be forgotten that I_r.
Sehoenbergrequiresof his pupils a solid groundingin the principlesof music as formulated
in the works of the fathers. He does not permit them to make attempts to build withoutfoundations.

Thus the time has arrived for loyal Schoenberg adherents to enter
his name for recognition as a classicist. They should seize the rare
opportunity with joy, reserving for their intimate circle a hearty chuckle
over the following anecdote so well known to them. Immediately upon
the master's arrival in this country one of his favorite pupils, the young
American composer Weiss, showed him examples of the work o£ our
serious younger creative musicians. Glancing over the scores with an
omniscient eye Schoenberg suddenly exclaimed with paternal pride,
"' But, child," (this is only a translation, of course)" This is wonderful!
They are all writing atonally here!"

Just what did the Philadelphia Orchestra Association mean when
it used the word "modern" in the announcement previously quoted?
Probably, we shall never know, for it chose in the face of the" Big Bad
Wolf" to give its undivided attention to box-office troubles. To stem
any further ebb in the tide of its alarmingly diminishing patronage this
enterprising group decided to venture boldly into a field of music whose
appeal to the senses of Tom, Dick, and Harry is not restricted to the ear.

Instead of its traditional thirty-week season of symphony concerts
it announced a plan embracing twenty weeks of concerts and ten weeks
of opera. It is to be sincerely hoped that so progressive an organization
will find in this drastic change of policy a solution of, at least, its financial
worries. If its sacrifice of that measure of artistic sincerity inevitably
imperilled in the presentation of the standard operatic repertoire should
prove to have been in vain it will become a source of deep regret to many
a serious music lover that the Philadelphia band did not resort to the

S.O.S. expedient lately adopted by the New York Philharmonic Society,
for the services of Mr. Stokowski's orchestra in behalf of artistic progress
in this country during the past decade have been second to those o£ no
other.*

II

At the same time the directors of the New York Philharmonic, although
no longer able to ignore completely the handwriting on the wall so clearly
read, if not fearlessly interpreted, by Mr. Chotzinoff and the Philadelph_
ians, made public their dogged determination to continue along the old

*Whenthis article was alreadyin the press the PhiladelphiaOrchestraAssociation
announceddefinitelythe operasand dates for thirty of their projectedseries ot stage per-
formances. The list, gratifyinglyfree from all that might be consideredcheap, erabrace._
three performancesof each of the following: Tristan, Carmen, l(osenkavalior, Hansel and
Gretel,BorisGodunoff,Iphi&eniainAulis, Falstaff,PelleasetMelisande,B4aistersin&er.
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beaten path. The essentially unaltered nature of their future program
fPoOlicymay be readily foreseen from their latest findings, announced as

llows in their prospectus for the 93d season:

--That the largest portion of the public is in favor of having little but the classic
masterpieces, that a considerable body of subscribers, particularly of the younger generation,
wishedto hear the most important works of contemporary composers; and that a small
but growing group demanded the opportunity to know what America is producing musically.

Obviously these findings do not tell the whole truth. If the directors
of the Philharmanic believe that the generous fund they recently acquired
through their humble appeal to the public-at-large is a token of the
enthusiastic general approval of their traditional program policy, they
may, at the expiration of the period of grace now granted them, come to
the painful realization that a 75 70(or larger) repayment in the worn
currency of the traditional three B's was inadequate to effect the renewal
of a similar credit.

Among the vast radio audience that has gratefully absorbed the
past season's Philharmanic broadcasts the "younger generation" (so
mentioned by the directors) is already complaining bitterly that, instead
of the most significant serious works of recent symphonic literature,
it is being given practically nothing but ornate, clever novelties of
an essentially salon-nature. Something must be done about this lest
the voice of so considerable a dissatisfied group become loud enough to
threaten the very life of the orchestra generally believed to be the finest
in the country.*

Passing time has made the successful obviation of this impending
danger comparatively easy for the Philharmonic. It need not plunge
into an orgy of either the most recent ]European or American compositions
in order to appease the rising hunger of this insistent minority group.
It is now possible to effect a compromise satisfactory to all groups, an
agreement centering about a revised and more accurate definition of the
term" classic".

Since Toscanini and Walter are again to bear the brunt of presenting
the" classics", they must be heartily encouraged in pursuing more freely
the inclination they have more recently shown to interpret the term
"classic" in its broader rather than its traditional, narrower sense. Now
that the days of "exit in case of Bruckner or Mahler" are safely
past, a fact revealed by Chord and Discord during the past three years,
through the wholesale citation of favorable critical and public reaction
to these masters, it seems no longer presumptuous to remind our two
greatest conductors of the days, not so long ago, when the grim joke
was "exit in case of Brahms."

*From Columbus, Ohio, one of the "younger generation" appeals to us as follows-

'" If you have any influence with Bruno Walter, and he performs "Das Lied yon der Erde"
with the Philharmonic this winter, PLEASE ask him to play it on one of the Sunday radio
concerts. You can't imagine what the radio and phonograph mean to us out here in the
"'sticks". There have been but three symphony concerts per season in Columbus for the
past two seasons, and next season will be no better. Except for Scriabine's "Poem of Ec-
stasy", everything played was well out of the "debatable" category. The London String
Quartet will be here this winter for the first chamber-music concert since early in 1930.
Opera, except a local amateur company, is the same. Bruckner, Mahler, Reger, Hindemith,
Pfitzner, Berg, Krenek, Toch, Schoenberg, Miaskovsky, Medmer, Markevitch, Shostako-
vitch, Honegger, Milhaud, Hoist, Vaughan Williams, Bax, Elgar, Delius, de Falla, Casella,
Malipiero, Sibelius, and of course all the radical Americans are only names (or almost such)
here in Columbus. New Yorkers sometimes complain about the slimness of their fare there,
but it is a feast compared with what we have."
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Only a paragraph is necessary to outline the new situation. Last
season Mr. Liebling of Musical Courier, having heard Waiter's reading
of Mahler's First, confessed that he could see a great deal more in that
music than ever before. Mr. Sanborn of the World-Telegram predicted
for it a popularity as great as Tschaikowsky's. After Waiter's per-
formance of Bruckner's Fifth, Mr. Downes of the Times said over the
radio: "It is high time for us to own up that we have, perhaps, not been
sufficiently impartial in our judgment of Bruckner and that he was
undoubtedly one of the greatest composers of the post-Wagnerian era.'"
About Mahler's Ninth, technically the most revolutionary of all his
symphonies, Mr. Gilman of the Tribune wrote: "It should be added to the
repertoire of other symphonic bodies, and it should be heard again,
for it is a remarkable score." And after hearing Bruckner's Fifth he said:
"Bruckner--the complete symphonic Bruckner--deserves to be better
known. One of the most remarkable composers of the nineteenth century,
he has never in this country received his due." To review similarly in
these pages the new, more friendly attitude of practically every American
critic of importance toward Bruckner and Mahler would be purely
repetitious, but the significance of this changed attitude cannot be
overestimated by the leading symphonic conductors in an effort to give
renewed vitality to their programs. Bruckner wrote eleven symphonies,
nine of them (I-IX) among the greatest in the whole range of music. In
EuroFe outstanding conductors like Nikisch and Loewe have (in less
troubled days) even made it a practice to produce them in complete cycles,
showing how one vast symphonic conception developed through nine
colossal statements, soaring ever higher on increasingly broader wing,
until its flight embraced a veritable tonal cosmos.

On the other hand, Mahler completed nine symphonies and two
movements of a tenth, in addition to the immortal Sang of the Earth.
Thus these two masters alone have left twenty-two important symphonic
works, scarcely half of which have been granted even an occasional
hearing during the past decade, and some of which have yet to be given
even a premiere in this country. Not only would serious attention to
these two neglected symphonic giants conform to a broader interpretation
of the term "classic" (for they are undeniably regarded as classic in
Europe) but the Philharmonic's two distinguished exponents o£ the
"classics" would thereby be given the opportunity to repair the huge
breach that narrow, tradition-bound programming through a whole
generation has effected between the average American music-lover's
sadly isolated concepts of" classic" and" modern" music.

The recent American triumphs of EleAtra and Wo<<eckreveal clearly
how much greater progress our music-dramatic appreciation has made
than our symphonic in the past generation. The reason, of course, is
Wagner. The step from GaetterdaemmerzLngto Elektra was not too wide;
nor was the one from Rasenkavalier to the not extremely radical Wo_<eck.

Yet the American concert-goer seems totally ignorant of the fact
that the field of the symphony after Beethoven shows a progress in scope
and language in no way inferior to that of its more lurid neighbor, the
music-drama. Lacking a thorough acquaintance with these contributions
he cannot listen intelligently to a later Bruckner symphony, to any
Mahler symphony, to say nothing of the music of a Von Webern, issuin_
as it does, out of the very essence of Mahler's most mature art, the lang __
uage o£ his Ninth Symphony.
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Mr. Toscanini,Mr. Walter,and Directorsof the Philharmonic,
thereisno timelikethe present.Yours isthe grand opportunityfor
a vast,idealaccomplishment.Begin at the beginning.Let American
music-lovershear the Firstof Bruckner (composed in 1864 and still
unperformedinourcountry)fortheprophetictrumpetsofthissymphony
sound an unforgettableforecastof the approachofthatbogus bogey of
"modernism", Schoenberg'smalignedtwelve-tonedscale,but herean
utteranceofa contextualpertinenceand naturalnessthatwillsetmany
a seriousmusic-loverto wondering whether he has notbeen toohasty
injoiningthe choruscondemning "modern" composersonmasse.Then
give them the Second, the Third, and then once more that incomparable
Toscanini reading of the Fourth, which will take on added lustre from the
clarifying influence of its younger symphonic sisters previously presented
in order for the first time. And so on, including the dreaded Sixth and
shedding new light upon the already popular Seventh, at the American
premiere of which the eminent critic Krehbiel said fifty years ago, "next,
to this symphony Tristan sounds as simple as a Haydn symphony.'
Then, having heard Toscanini's sublime readings of this very work,
our concertgoer will have a hint of the pall of musical ignorance that
has lain over America for half a century, for Krehbiel, far from being
unlearned or prejudiced, was the only critic (Europeans included) of the
Eighties to sense the vast world separating the musical language of
Wagner and Bruckner. Moreover, the sincerity of his judgment is beyond
reproach, for unable to grasp fully the beauties beneath the (then still)
complex externals, he nevertheless admitted that the work might be
considered beautiful twenty-five years later.

III

So great has been the rift between German music and that of all other
countries since Wagner that any number of performances of Debussy,
or Skriabin, or Stravinsky (to name only those three) will not help in
the slightest to bring a Von Webern's individual message any closer to
1.lS.

It was a comparatively easy matter to popularize the symphonies of
Brahms in this country, for the technical material with which that master
worked was practically identical with that used by Beethoven a half-
century before. No one knows better than Schoenberg himself how far
beyond the grasp of the common ear of the 1930's is his present musical
language. Though for him it is the only possible means of expression,
he urges it upon none of his disciples. Thus there is a world of difference
in the degree of the so-styled "'modernism" of his two most prominent
disciples, Berg and Von Webern. Measured by present Schoenbergian
standards Berg is distinctly conservative, a fact requiring no further
proof than the tremendous triumphs of his masterpiece Wo<_eck within
a decade of its composition. Von Webern, on the other hand, has as yet
only a handful of followers even in his own country because his epi-
grammatical style of expression represents perhaps the utmost economy
of means and the most intense concentration of emotion as yet achieved
in music.

It must be kept in mind that the course of musical development is
ever immutable, a progress from master to master. Schoenberg's Gurre-
lieder, performed here for the first time thirty years after its composition,
achieved a facile triumph, for the art of Wagner and Strauss, its direct
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technical forbears, had become the property of every American music-
lover in the interim. Yet an earlier Schoenberg masterpiece, the Tristan-
saturated Verklaerte Nacht, ,performed before the listeners had been suffic-
iently prepared to grasp it, was "'hissed and booed" as though it had
been merely so much noise. In the light of this, with Schoenberg's later
works rarely performed and then only in a humble obscurity reminiscent
of the catacomb-services of the early Christians, one need hardly hesitate
to declare that Mr. Henderson's compassionate phrase, "the almost
legendary Schoenberg", implies too hasty a judgment.
l

Just what is the significance of all this to America? The answer

reqmres only a casual backward glance along our symphonic programs
of the past forty years. Of the giant symphonists since Beethoven only
Brahms seems to have achieved" classic" status with us. In short, we
have been led to believe that only four truly great symphonies were
written in over a hundred years. For the rest we have been fed an endless
array of" symphonic poems" with alluring titles and colorful romances
and told to see how well the music fitted them. How great a hoax was
thus perpetrated upon us who were thereby robbed of almost all desire
to listen to any new larger symphonic work without a story may be now
gathered for the first time from an astonishing, supremely authoratitive
document most recently penned.

This is a Strauss letter, soon to be published, in which the composer
at last places himself squarely in the ranks of the creators of absolute
music. Through its clear statement the acknowledged Grand Master of

program music removes the mask of his dazzling, early years and smilingly
introduces himself in the incredible role in which he wishes to be re-
membered. "But what of those colorful tales of ]Don Juan, Don Quixote,
Till Enlcnspicgel, etc?" the befuddled music-lover will naturally inquire.
Strauss only shrugs his shoulders and answers, "You made me do it.
.My music would not have sounded intelligible to you without those stor-
,es. But now they are unnecessary." What will bc the place of Strauss
as a comFoser of absolute music? Will his fame persist and belie the old
adage, "Easy come, easy go?"

To return for a moment to the Nineties, we have seen how the
neglect of more recent gigantic symphonies may be in a large measure
attributed to the overwhelming success of the program "fad" in all its
pretty, extra-musical ramifications. When this Straussism (if we may
still mention his name in such a connection) took the world of music
by storm the Bruckner symphonies (though for the most part composed
many years before) were just beginning to gain a real foothold in Europe.
Brahms' symphonies, written in the dialect of an earlier generation, vcere
almost instant " classics" and hence safe from obstruction by a"£ad"
diametrically opposed to the traditional symphonic form. How desFerat e
a struggle was subsequently waged by not only the Bruckner adherents,
but (naturally, more so) by those of Mahler, who was actually modeling
his mighty artwork on the allegedly outmoded framework of Beethoven
in the very teeth of the all-conquering programmatic fad, will make a
fascinating tale for American music-lovers. Nor will their desire to hear
it be long in finding voice, for these two mightiest of latter-day sym-
phonists seem at last to be coming into their own in this land of OUrs,
which has until now, like no other country on earth, been the constant
and abject prey of artistic fadism.
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IV

The history of music presents at least one outstandingly pertinent
analogy to the case of Bruckner and Mahler and their espousal of an
"old fashioned" form. It is none other than the case of Bach, whose
undaunted loyalty to the allegedly outmoded " polyphonic school" in
the face of the new homophonic cult universally adopted in his day
resulted in delaying for a whole century the world's recognition of his
greatness.

Just before Bach died the symphony was born. The following
generation revealed no polyphonic master. It is easy to trace the growing
urge of Mozart and Beethoven towards a more liberal use of polyphony
in their symphonies. The finale of Mozart's last symphony is a giant
fugue. Beethoven's Odeto joy is anything but homophonic. It is common
knowledge that Schubert had just begun to study polyphony with
Sechter when Fate rudely cut the precious thread of his tender years.
The culmination of this polyphonic urge of the great symphonists was
in Bruckner, whose pre-symphonic studies, from his first Preludes to his
_First Symphony, lasted almost thirty years. His environment, Austrian
like Schubert's, found simple and beautiful melodic expression in the
Laendler, so rich in Sehnsucht, that mixed wine of laughter and tears.
His worship of Beethoven led him to carry on in the cosmic style first
sounded in the former's, Ninth. His worship of Wagner purely as a
musician guided him to an orchestral language of tremendous dramatic
power and yet one totally free from merely theatrical characteristics.
Last (but not least) the giant naive soul within him caused him to build
huge structures on simple foundations out of the most elemental materials
Imaginable, structures which he often delighted in crowning with
towers of polyphony, not mere Babels (as even Brahms is said to have
considered them) but towers which, shaped by his tireless, unerring
skill, ascend ever higher until they seem to pierce the very heavens.

The passing of the Nineteenth Century revealed that the grand
symphonic tradition was to be carried on into the Twentieth. Gustav
Mahler, at first almost lured from his idealism by the applause so generous-
ly bestowed by the world upon artists who catered to it, soon became
a fanatic devotee of the pure symphonic cult and, taking his cue from
Beethoven's last Finale, fashioned the most gigantic symphony of all,
The Symphony of a Thousand.

It is impossible, even for the best critic, to be a prophet of infallible
judgment. Yet he should intuitively know that it is wrong to con-
demn, purely on the ground of its unfamiliar dialect, a new serious
artwork, the human and poetic qualities of which have made an over-
whelming impression upon an audience of laymen. The titanic blunders
of this type made by the arch-critic Hanslick during the Nineteenth
Century, his sweeping damnation of the art of Wagner, Bruckner, and
Strauss, should serve as eternal warnings to all musical commentators
who lean too hard upon the inevitably unstable canons of artistic beauty
codified by a previous generation. When Mr. Henderson proudly quotes
his eminent English colleague Mr. Newman to show at the expense
of Wo<<eck that they are in perfect accord in rejecting the formal con-
tributions of the so-called modernists, he forgets that Englishmen have
been granted, if possible, even less opportunity than Americans to keep
pace with the main stream of musical progress. It is far too soon for any
one to pass judgment on Wo<<ecle,to say nothing of the abused modernism
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of which it is only a conservative expression. We do know, however,
that it is one of the most powerful and successful music-dramatic works
of the day. If American and English critics must hold court over ma-_
familiar music, the time has come for them to call for a thorough and
impartial hearing on the case of Bruckner and Mahler, whose con-
tributions, now grown formally conservative, can no longer suffer uncle_
the handicaps that beset serious music written in a still strange dialect.

Instead of speculating upon such hopeless futilities as "Why No
Great American Composers?" let our leading critics lift their voices
in unison to tell this country's music-lovers that they are lagging £u.II-
fifty years behind the vital stream of music, a half-century unprecedentedl_¢
rich in symphonic masters, to mention only Bruckner, Mahler, an 4
Schoenberg. When they have helped to guide them along this path of
still strange wonders, they will have accomplished the first real step
towards producing a truly great musical contribution by a native-born
American.

--GABRIEL ENGBL.

AMERICA GAINS FAMOUS FOREIGN MUSIC-CRITIC

Serious music-lovers of this country will greet with enthusiasm the

recent announcement made by the New York Staats-Zeitung, that it has. _
secured for its chief music-critic the celebrated Paul Bekker, author of'

world4amous German books on Beethoven, Wagner, Mahler, and the
modern symphony. This progressive and energetic German-Americajal

newspaper is to be heartily congratulated upon having thus added to:
its able rostrum one of the most powerful and original minds in the entire:
realm of musical esthetics. How comprehensive and authoritative a voi_ch
America will gain by this happy transaction may be readily gathered
from the additional facts that Mr. Bekker has not been merely a writer
of books on musical subjects, but has also had wide experience in the
more practical fields of the art, having been General Manager of the
State Opera House in Kassel and Wiesbaden and music-critic of the

Frankfurter Zeitung.

Chord and Discord will endeavor to obtain permission to reprint in

English some of the most important utterances to be made by Mr. Bekker

concerning music in America.



FROM THE PAINTING BY DR. M, G. DUMLER, MUS.D.

"' , . , how one vast symphonic conception developed through nine colossal statements
soaring ever higher on increasingly broader wing, until its flight embraced a veritable tonal
cosm9s" (See pag e 4).



MAHLER'S LIED VON DER ERDE

I.

Gustav Mahler's Das Lied yon der Erde is one of the really unique
pieces in the literature of music. "Unique" refers not only to the actual
music itself, but also to the composition's classification as to type.
Written as it is for two solo voices and orchestra and set to texts from
Hans Bethge's Die Chinesische Floete, it could well be called a song-cycle.
Yet its symphonic length and breadth and the ever-present importance
of the orchestra tend to lead one, on second thought, to consider it a
symphony--a symphony with vocal solos. This classification is strength-
ened by. the facts that Mahler had already used soloists (without chorus)
m prevlous symphonic movements and that he himself subtitled the work
Eine Symphonw. On the other hand, he assigned it no number in the ranks
of his other symphonies. Furthermore, no previous symphony of his
uses soloists entirely without chorus in all movements, nor are any set
exclusively to texts by one poet. Those who study Mahler's music
closely will come to realize that there is an appreciable difference between
his symphony style and his song style; yet both characteristics can be
found inseparably united in Das Lied yon der Erde.

This discovered, we probably have the clue to its real classification,
which is that it cannot be put into any of the conventional categories,
that it is a hybrid--a cross between a symphony and a song-cycle. There
are a few pieces of music which cannot be classified, labeled, and pigeon-
holed; Mahler's Das Lied yon der Erde is one of them.

All of Mahler's mature works except the early Das Klagende Lied
fall under the heading of either the symphony or the song (or both).
In contrapuntal wealth, in breadth, depth, and power, and in variety
in handling the orchestra, the symphonies are superior, while the songs
have the advantage in refinement, clarity of form, conciseness, economy
of means, and delicate workmanship. Therefore, if Das Lied yon der Erde
is a hybrid of both these forms, is it not natural to deduce that it
should contain the best work of its composer? The greatest authorities
usually regard either it or the Eighth Symphony as the composer's master-
piece. Even some of those who criticize Mahler most harshly will
speak well of Das Lied yon der Erde, just as even the severest critics of
Debussy and Elgar will sometimes make an exception in the case of
Pelleas and Mdisande and of The Dream of Gerontius.

If we go to that old reliable musical reference work, Grove's Dic-
tionary of Music, we find Das Lied evaluated thus:

The change from the blustering of the 8th symphony to the fine perceptions of this
set of songs is noteworthy. The scoring has often an almost Latin delicacy. Mahler'sposition
as a composer will rest more certainly on these songs and on the 9th symphony than on all
the remainder of his work, even including the 8th symphony.

Scott Goddard, who contributed the article on Mahler for Grove's,
makes clear in another passage his high regard for Das Lied yon der Erde
(and incidentally, also for the Ninth Symphony.)

II.

Mahler wrote Das Lied yon der Erde when he was at the height of
his powers. It represents the beginning of the third and greatest period
of his writing, the second period having culminated in the great Eighth
Symphony (called The Symphony of a Thousand). After Das Lied, Mahler
wrote only one more complete work, the Ninth Symphony.

"At the height of his power"; yes, but emotionally thoroughly
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disillusioned--such also was Mahler when he wrote Das Lied van der

Erde. Severely buffeted about by life and convinced of the futility of
his hope of becoming sufficiently independent financially to lay aside
the baton and devote all his time to composition, Mahler had by now
become thoroughly passive and resigned. Realizing he was "lost to the
world", as the text of one of his previous songs expressed it*, he found
consoling escape from reality in his musical creations alone. In Das
Lied yon der Erde, especially in the second and last movements, he gave
full expression to this utter spiritual solitude.

The text Mahler used, as has already been said, is taken from The
Chinese Flute, by Hans Bethge. These poems are re-creations in German
(rather than German translations) of Chinese poems written by Li-Tai-
Po and other eighth century Chinese poets.

Das Lied van der Erde contains six movements (or songs, if you prefer),
entitled Drinl_ing-Song of the Earth's Sorrow, The Lonely One in Autumn,
Of Youth, Of Beauty, The Drunkard in the Spring, and The Farewell. Of these,
the first, the third, and fifth employ a tenor soloist, while the second,
fourth, and sixth use a contralto, though a foot-note permits the optional
substitution of a baritone for the contralto.

III.

The opening movement, Das Trinklied yore Jammer der Erde, is pessi-
mistic, its philosophy being "eat, drink, and be merry, for to-morrow
we die". Three times appears the line: Dunkel ist das Leben, ist der Tod,
(Dark is life, dark is death), and it dispels all gaiety at each repetition.
These words, with the opening theme for four horns, seem to be the
idee fixe of the whole song. Pessimistic though this song may be, there
is no sorrow or grief in it; rather it is heroic and ironic, at times almost
defiant.

When one studies the orchestral score of Das Lied yon der Erde, prob-
ably the first thing he notices in Der Einsame im Herbst is the wandering
figure in eighth-notes carried by the muted first violins through such a
large portion of the song. This continually moving figure suggests a
longing which, though not intense, is none the less deep and never at-
tains satisfaction. Promise of fulfilment is given in the beautiful pas-
sage:

Ich komm' zu dir, traute Ruhestaette[
Ja, gib mir Ruh, ich hab' Erquickung not[

but it does not reach actual fulfilment, the movement ending in the
lonely sorrow in which it began. That peculiar nostalgic sensation of
the approaching end of something beautiful, over which we would
linger much longer if we could, the feeling we associate with autumn,
is one which we have experienced before in music, as well as in life, in
such things as the second movement of Franck's D-minor Symphony, the
third movement of Brahms' Third Symphony, in the Rhine-Maidens'
Scene in Goetterdaemmerung, in certain moments in Chopin, in Schubert,
and in Schumann, but in Der Einsame im Herbst Mahler has given us the
most heart-felt picture of them all.

The next three movements present the other side of life's picture,
though only the temporary, unusual, and deceptive side. All are short,
lively, jolly, and sometimes rather saucy. The music of Von der Jugend
skips about gaily in its youthful, carefree manner, but it lacks the genuine
ring of true joy--it is only a false joy, a mirage destined to dissolve,

*hh bin&rWeltabhandengekommen,oneof Mahler'sfivemasterly songsto textsbyRueckert.
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leavingonlydisillusionment.

Von der Schoenheit also contains some of the naive, folk-like quality
which marks so much of Mahler's work, but which becomes less and
less frequent as his work advances. Beginning and ending daintily,
almost ethereally, this song nevertheless reaches a stirring climax, in
which the plucking of a mandolin rings forth cheerily.

That artificial joy which comes from the flowing bowl is depicted
in Der Trunkene im Fruehling. Though outwardly cheerful there runs
beneath this song a current of irony which emphasizes the futility of
artificially-stimulated gaiety.

The final movement, Der Absckied, is closely akin to the second.
It is much longer than any of the three preceding songs and sounds the
final and predominant note of the whole work. Like Der Einsame im
Herbst, its mood is that of weariness, loneliness, and resignation, but it
ends with a note of hope--joy in the eternal Spring of the earth--the
only true consolation possible. Some of the most notable features of
this song are its ominous, cheerless opening, the passages in which the
time-signature is temporarily abandoned while the voice continues in
free time--Mahler's nearest approach to the stilted recitative--the
striking descending eighth-note motive in thirds (usually appearing in
horns or wood-winds) which is repeated over and over in many forms
during a long section of the song, and last, the ethereal long pianissimo
at the end, which seems to soar away from all earthly care, its long,
broad phrases giving final relief from trouble. The very end is lingering
and long-drawn-out and seems to go on and on forever in the mind, even
after the music has died away into silence. Those critics who take
Mahler to task in accusations of over-scoring and too-prolonged fortissimos
should not overlook this unforgettable ending.

IV.

Technically, Das Lied yon der Erde reveals on every page that masterly
writing which is stamped on all of Mahler's work. The essence of his
method lies in the individual manner of movement he gives each voice
of the texture. Consequently, the effect of his music lies in the combina-
tion of all the simultaneously-sounding voices, rather than in the beauty
of a prom!nent melody in its relation to a purely subsidiary accompani-
ment, as is true of the average composer. Mahler's music cannot be
analyzed as melody, countermelody, harmonic accompaniment, and bass;
it is something finer than such an obvious device, for with Mahler, all
voices are _mportant and indispensable to the effect of the whole.

The logical way in which his individual voices proceed, with ap-
parently very little regard for the equally logical movement of other
voices is truly fascinating. The learned eye may detect occasional clashes
and peculiar interrelations, but so naturally do they occur that they do
not strike the ear as c/ashes, in fact, do not even appear dissonant. This
type of voice-movement, most idiomatically representative of Mahler,
finds no more typical and interesting expression in all his music than
it does in the opening of Der Einsame im Herbst. To give a single instance,
at one point we find the voice ascending the melodic minor scale, with
the sixth and seventh degrees raised, while the oboe descends the melodic
minor scale, in which the sixth and seventh degrees are natural. The
two voices cross on the sixth degree of the scale, the singer having the
raised sixth degree (B-natural--the key is D-minor) against the natural
sixth degree (B-flat) in the oboe. Yet ffwe follow the music horizontally,
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rather than vertically, the ear does not notice or take offense at this
sharp dissonance, which would be very sting.ing if introduced suddenly,
or isolated from a natural melodic progression.

Das Lied van der Erde is also in no way deficient in representing its
composer's mastery of the orchestra. Mahler never conventionalized
his scoring or resorted to stock formulas or constant repetition of" sure-
fire recipes" for effectiveness. One can never accuse him of using or-
chestration as a means for the display of virtuosity on the part of the
performers, of effects calculated to surprise, dazzle, or shock the hearers,
or of striving for the merely brilliant, eccentric, or sensational. What a
contrast he thus presents to the Rimsky-Korsakoff-Strauss-Ravel-Res-
pighi-Stravinsky methods of orchestration!

An excellent discussion of Mahler's handling of the orchestra may
be found in an article by Winthrop Sargeant in Musical America for March
25, 1934. In it Mr. Sargeant says:

It is, indeed, di_cult to think of Mahler's orchestration as a separately definable
aspect of his technique of composition. He thought so completely in terms of the orchestra
that, for him, to orchestrate was to compose, and to compose was to orchestrate .... He
is one of the few composers of the last ht_ndred years in whose orchestral work the influence
of the piano keyboarc] is not felt. When he writes for strings, he writes parts that are con-
ceived for strings alone--not parts that are merely possible on stringed instruments. When
he writes an oboe or a clarinet passage it is the very spirit of the oboe or clarinet that ne
invokes, not its potentialities for showy technical passages.

Mr. Sargeant emphasizes that Mahler's most distinguishing trait in
handling the orchestra is that of setting off instruments against each
other, rather than combining them. And herein lies the secret of the
complete individuality and the fresh originality of the very sound of
Mahler's orchestra. Mr. Sargeant also makes a feature of the use of
dynamic contrasts between various voices, such as the appearing into
prominence and receding into the background of first one instrument
and then another and the employment of a diminuendo in one voice
occurring simultaneously with a crescendo in another voice. We might
add that Mahler also frequently has similar dynamic contrasts between
two instruments playing in unison on the same voice. To this contrast
of dynamics Mr. Sargeant gives the appropriate name of contrapuntal
dynamics, and remarks:

The iridescent interplay of tone-color thus achievedpermits of an infinite gradation
of subtle nuances.

When Mr. Sargeant wants to give an example of the maximum of
effect achieved with the minimum of means, it is the opening of Der
Abschied that he most appropriately quotes. But that is only one instance.
Many others can be found in Das Lied yon der Erde, which would have
supplied an equally good example, and a host of others from other works
of the composer. However, if one wanted to study as good an example
of Mahler's use of the orchestra as is possible to find within the covers
of only one of his works, it is Das Lied yon der Erde which could probably
be most highly recommended.

In any aspect from which one studies it, Das Lied yon der Erde remains
one of the high-lights, perhaps the masterpiece, of Mahler's career.
As said at the beginning, it is one of the unique works of musical litera-
ture. A weak, slavish imitation of it is conceivable, but a genuine, vital
second Das Lied yon der Erde is an unimaginable thing. Nothing really
like it has ever appeared before or since. It belongs to that precious
group of musical creations of which each is a law unto itself and entirely
different from any other piece of music.

--WILLIAlV_ PARKS GRANT.



THE AMERICAN PREMIERE OF BRUCKNER'S NINTH

/'Original Version]

Otto Klemperer, the distinguished conductor whose unswerving
artistic idealism metropolitan music-lovers remember as the source of
fine, courageous pioneer performances of Bruckner's Seventh and Eighth
during seasons immediately preceding the American Bruckner Renais-
sance, will renew his efforts in behalf of the Austrian master's music
when he directs the N. Y. Philharmonic in the first New World pre-
sentation of the original version of Bruckner's Ninth. This premiere
offering is to feature his programs of the week beginning Oct. 11.

European Brucknerites, having already had the opportunity of
hearing this recently published original version of the Ninth performed
by some of the most authoritative of the world's Bruckner interpreters,
among them Klemperer and Walter, seem to be of the general opinion
that it is, in effect, a" new" symphony, in many of its essential features
an expression the very opposite of the now almost maligned "Loewe"
verslon. Whether or not this view is the result of exaggerated enthusiasm,
perhaps pardonable in the light of the artistic importance of the score's
belated publication, is a matter for those thoroughly familiar with the
long accepted "Loewe" version to determine for themselves. This
"Farewell" Symphony of Bruckner, though never as popular here as
the Fourth or Seventh, has not suffered the almost total neglect that has
been the sad lot of Bruckner's other symphonies in America. There will
be some here capable of judging to what extent Bruckner's foremost
disciple, Loewe, was misled by his zeal in behalf of the master and,
far more important, capable of deciding whether or not this is, in effect,
a Bruckner symphony which American music-lovers have not yet heard.

Mr. Klemperer's earnest devotion to the art of Bruckner needs no
other proof than the record of his past year's activities, which include
performances of the Fifth at Leipzig, the Ninth (original version) in
Vienna, and two performances of the Fourth at Los Angeles. In the
light of his world-wide fame as a symphonic conductor serious music-
lovers may well anticipate a thrilling revelation from Mr. Klemperer's
approaching readings of ]3ruckner's Ninth.



BRUCKNER'S NINTH (THE ORIGINAL VERSION)

It is not altogether an idle play of fancy to imagine what Bruckner
might have said could the splendid first volume of his Complete Works*
have been placed into his own hands. His instant reaction would surely
have been bewildered amazement. "How on earth did you come to
single me out for so great an honor?" he would have exclaimed. "Why,
don't you know, not even Master yon Mozart, nor Master yon Beethoven,
to say nothing of Master yon Haydn,was so honored in his own life-time!"

And yet there lies a deep significance in the circumstance that the
modest master of Ansfelden has been honored so soon after his death
with a" critical complete edition", for the adjective "' critical" signifies,
not fault-finding pedantry, but that deeper sympathetic scholarship
inseparable from fidelity to the real truth.

The especial importance of the volume just published (the Ninth
Volume of the Complete Works) in which Prof. Alfred Orel presents the
Ninth Symphony together with all of Bruckner's sketches for it, supple-
mented by an exhaustive introductory treatise on the entire subject,
seems to me twofold. First, through it the technical details governing
public performances of the work are, once for all, definitely established.
Second, through its linking of all of Bruckner's plans and sketches for
the symphony it affords a view of a great composer's workshop such as
has been hitherto presented but once in musical history (in the sketch-
books of Beethoven) and, even in that case, in a less comprehensive
manner.

The first task of the editor was necessarily to fix definitely the dates
of the composition of the various sections of the symphony. To the
accomplishment of this aim Orel has applied himself with a truly uncanny
devotion to accuracy, using a penetrative method involving the very
analysis of the different kinds of paper Bruckner used in preparing the
original manuscript, and making it possible to trace clearly the develop-
ment of the Ninth Symphony through its six separate versions[ Thus
we see how naturally, how organically Bruckner's creative work attained
completion, resembling in its course of evolution the growth of a tree,
marked by a fresh ring each year.

Correcting all the Bruckner biographers Orel succeeds in setting the
date of the beginning of the master's work on the Ninth as far back as
Sept. 21, 1887. Then he also establishes the fact that Bruckner was en-
gaged upon the Finale until his death. He concludes, therefore, that the
spiritual world revealed in this symphony is identical with Bruckner's
own during his last ten years of life.

His discussion of the sketches and plans is characterized by the same
accuracy. Every single phrase, whether adopted or rejected by Bruckner
in preparing the final version, is carefully analyzed and given its logical
place in the whole scheme of the work. Of extraordinary value is Orel's
presentation of a sketch of the unfinished Finale in a skeletal four-staved
score, which, reaching to the beginning of the coda, affords a view of the
total structure as planned by the comi, oser. Unfortunately, the actual
dose, that portion always treated bv Bruckner as a grand summation
and, hence, probably the most ilz@ortant passage in the symphony,:
must remain an eternal mystery.

*SeeP_ge 23.
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One glance at this mighty torso of a Finale is enough to convince
us that the practice (alas, so frequently carried out by conductors) o£
using the Te Deum in place of a Finale corresponds in no respect to the
composer's true intention, for this fine choral work shows no relationship
to the thematic world unforgettably established in the three completed
movements of the symphony. Concerning this fact Orel remarks most
strikingly: "Bruckner's clear intent to conclude the Ninth Xymphony
with a gigantic instrumental Finale proves the utter futility of any attempt
to establish a spiritual connection between it and the Te Deum, an attempt
so frequently made by conductors, despite the insuperable period o£ a
decade separating the conception of the two works in the mind o£ the
composer. Furthermore, the Adagio of the symphony, the involuntary
conclusion left the world by Bruckner, attains symbolic significance
through the realization that the inexorable grip of Fate wrested the pen
from the aged master's hand almost at the very moment in which he
would have sealed the work with a completed, formal Allegro-Finale.

Finally, in justice to the original version of the Ninth, here published
for the first time, we feel compelled to comment briefly upon the so-called
"Loewe Version", the only shape in which the work was known to the
world during the thirty-five years following Bruckner's death. Loewe's
changes apply, for the most part, to the instrumentation, his version
differing in this respect from tl_e original in almost every bar. As Orel
pointed out in a recent lecture at the University of Vienna, Loewe,
actuated solely by devoted zeal, sought to render more acceptable to the
ears of his contemporaries the general tonal ruggedness of the symphony
as left by the master. To accomplish this end he boldly translated into
the luxurious massed orchestral language of Wagner the economical
group-instrumental effects clearly intended by Bruckner, who seems in
this symphony to have anticipated the most modern attitude towards
the problem of instrumental expression. For example, Loewe changed
a passage, the effect of which in the original, was based upon the contrast
of alternating string and woodwind, in such a manner that the thematic
material involved would be sounded simultaneously by both these groups,
with the result that the tonal color-contrast intended by Bruckner dis-
appeared completely.

In view of these facts, proving absolutely the right of the original
version to public performance, not out of sentimental piety, but rather,
out of artistic necessity, it seems amazing that a master conductor such as
Volkmer Andreas of Zuerich could recently have said that the "Loe_-e
Version" was infinitely superior to the original and that the work would
be better served as heretofore, by presentation in Loewe's revision rather
than in its original shape. It may be taken for granted that at the time
he made such a remark Mr. Andreas had not yet seen Prof. Orel's analysis
and that he would now no longer deny the preeminent rights of tke
original version.

Thus the very first of the symphonic volumes published as part o£
the Complete Works has already exerted in many respects a clarifying and
disentangling influence. Further important revelations pertaining to the

life and work of Anton Bruckner may well be expected from the remainingvolumes of this monumental publication, the speedy appearance of whicJl
should be fervently hoped for by all serious music-lovers.

--WIT.T.Ii_._ICli



SYMPHONIC CHRONICLE

A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG-- yesterday was indicated by the applause that
PELLEAS AND MELISANDE returned the distinguished guest several times

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Arnold Schoonberg, to the platform.--Warren Storey Smith, Boston Post
Conductor; March 26, 2934. (The performance was

broadcast). In spite of its derivative qualities, Pelleas
All this, the strong form, the association of is an imaginative music, a gorgeous contrap-

themes with characters, the fitting of program- nntal fabric, glowing with a multitude of
matic scenes into the formal scheme, is a leaf orchestral colors. Where Debussy was content
out of the Straussian book. Unlike Strauss is with nebulous suggestion of the fascinating

tale of Pelleas, Golaud, and the patheticthe absence of realistic or descriptive treat-
ment. Even Debussy has his glistening harp Melisande in dim, gray Allemonde, Schoenberg
glissando, where the ring drops into the well. told his version in detail. Graphic even naive,
Not a hint of such realism creeps into Schoen- depiction--such as the trombone glissando
berg's score. Like Schoenberg and none other, and descending chromatic scales tremolo, for
the composer would have this a psychological the violins--prevails throughout. The better
study. Thoughts and inward feelings furnish parts are of course those where the beginnings
the background for the different points of of an individual style are perceived. Yet,
action rather than naturalistic settings. The curiously, Schoenberg employed the Wagner-
work begins with Fate, not with husband or Jan and Straussian styles as if they were
wife or lover. A tragic mood envelopes all natural to him! Pelleas is not merely a dilute
three. No other tone poem is so introspective, compound of those masters of 19th Century
would equally render the inwardness of its Romanticism.
program. --Boston Globe

--A. H. M., Boston Evening Transcript
ANTON BRUCKNER--

Nothing more radically different from SEVENTH SYMPHONY I
Debussy's musical thought processes could
easily be imagined than the Schoenbergian Anton Bruckner--geventh Symphony, Minus-
idiom, apolis Symphony Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy,

The rep.resentation of even some of the Conductor; Minneapolis, April 6, 1934.
salient points in Maeterlinck's drama has in Mr. Otvnandy's message to the Bruckner Society
this case resulted in a work that is, for most (March 12, 1934)."

people, too long. However, some one once I have finally decided to play the Bruckner
wisely remarked that "terse and aphoristic Seventh at our concert of April 6th, presenting
methods are for older men". One can readily it without cuts. Before the performance,
understand the affection that Mr. Schoenberg I plan to speak to the audience of Bruckner's
has for this piece and his desire to play it. life, mentioning the influence of Wagner and
It speaks so thoroughly to him of that period other composers on one of the greatest gen-
in life when one's destiny is still unrealized, iuses of all times.
It expresses richly the impressions of a sensitive

and searching mind; and it reflects the musical Friday's concert by the Symphony Orchestra
language and environment in which Schoen- at Northrop auditorium brought, as its main
berg found himself at that time.., feature, the Seventh Symphony by Bruckner,

Schoenberg is an unaffected, direct and which has not been played by the organization
sincere artist. He received an ovation from since its performance 25 years ago under
audience and orchestra yesterday, and he Emil Oberhoffer...

received it almost impersonally. When will It is interesting to see this composer is
Boston hear his Gurrelieder, or works of more coming more and more into the light of public
recent date? survey, nearly 40 years after his death...

--George S. McManus, Boston Herald The climax of importance in the Seventh

To call so masterly a score as that of this Symphony, generally conceded to be the peak
tone-poem afterMaeterlinck's play a work of of his effort, occurs in the transcendantly
apprenticeship suggests a misuse of that term, beautiful slow movement, which was con-
but surely there is little of what we have come ceived in a prophetic apprehension of Wagner's
to consider the essential Schoenberg in this death (which occurred a year later), and
rich-sounding, mellifluous, over-long and dedicated to him. It rises to sublime heights,
over-elaborate score. There is, of course, a to veritably apocalyptic splendors, and then
prodigious display of contrapuntal skill but subsides into a mood of lamentation that is
the polyphonic comp.lexities of the later, consistently moving...
Schoeuberg are of a &fferent order, qmte It was altogether a concert to absorb with
without the fatness and turgidity that marks all the powers of the head and the heart.

this Pelleas and Melisande .... Frances Boardman,
But that the tone-poem gave pleasure The gaint Paul PioneerPrexs
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One unprogrammed feature of the program symphonies and, with the possible exceptiolz
was Ormandy's plea for a better understanding of the colorful nocturnes in the 3"event/,,
and appreciation of and for Bruckner. This Mr. Reiner could have selected no music hy
was made immediately before the interpreta- this great too long neglected composer equally
tion of the symphony and doubtless had con- suited to the character of such a concert.

siderable effect in moulding opinion, or of The sustained applause that followed the
persuading opinion to be tolerant, performance was the final proof of the practicaz-

It is many years since I heard a Bruckner bility, even for popular purposes, of this com-
poser's music, for a whole generation shm_aedsymphony and it is my opinion that we might

with advantage have enjoyed, or otherwise, with dread by the average American mxzsiE-
more of these great masterpieces. It is also lover under the spell of a hostile, relentless
my opinion that Bruckner needs no apologist; critical propaganda.

his works speak for themselves, as Ormandy Over the radio the performance was pr_
said, and they speak a language easily under- ceded by a brief explanatory announcement.
stood, and that should mean something in the speaker quoting from the book on M_thler

these days of aimless philandering with strange recently published by the Bruckner Socieey.musical gods.

He may have been uncouth and uneducated, --Gabriel EngeI
he was nevertheless a poet, very much of a HUGO WOLF--

philosopher, a master who handled his PROMETHEUS
orchestral tools with powerful effect.

This ought not to be a passing fancy, a MARTIN LOEFFLER--
spasmodic effort to make Bruckner better EVOCATION

known to us. I hope Ormandy will bring Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevit_k_,
more of his symphonies for our delectation. Conductor; Assisting Artists: David Blair 2_Clo-

--James Davies, sky and the Cocdia Society Chorus; Boston, Febru-
The Minneapolis Tribune ary 23, 24, 2934. (The second porformanee wa_

It was a most wonderful performance, which broadcast).
aroused much enthusiasm for the work, its ...Another hearing brought forth new
com_poser, the orchestra and its splendid evidence of the grace and loveliness, the e_-
conauctor, quisite taste and subtle instrumentation of

In Mr. Ormandy's excellent remarks there this work, composed for the dedication of
was but one little fault to find and that was he, Severance Hall, home of the Cleveland Sym-
like all Bruckner commentators, stressed too phony orchestra ..
much his peasant origin. There was no trace It might indeed be well for some of the
of the peasant in this superb work of marvel- so-called modernists to take time off from
ous imaginativeness and exquisite nobility their labors and spend a few moments i_
of art. consideration of the Loeffler composition.

Bruckner is famous for his beautiful slow In it there is beauty and the expression of

movements, and slow music naturally abounds clear musical thought. In it also a f-ult
even outside of the adagio of his Seventh modern orchestra is used. Yet originality i_
because the whole work is a monument to the obtained without the use of fantastic ins_u-
genius of Richard Wagner, whom Bruckner mentation, polyphony, or atonality. To not _t
had correctly realized as on the brink of the few of the "advanced" schools that would
grave when he saw him for the last time in be considered nearly an impossibility.
Bayreuth. It is chiefly held in a reminiscing --W. T. C. Jr., Boston Traveler
spirit and key. The initial allegro is "mod-
erate" to a very great extent and even the Hugo Wolf wrote this setting of Prometheu
wonderfully swaying and cheerful trio of the in 1889, barely two months before he p_tssed
scherzo is slow in an otherwise very fast his 29th birthday. A year later he transcribed
movement, this setting for the orchestra. Above a turnul-

--Victor Nilsson, tuous orchestra the solo voice lifts Prometheus"
fearless reproach to Zeus and the gods

The Minneapolis Journal Wolf mirrored in his music the febrile emotion
GUSTAV MAHLER-- revealed in Goethe's poetic account of Prorne-

SECOND SYMPHONY [Excerpt) theus' defiance which led to the Titan's bon-
dage upon the mountain. The style is not

Philaddphia Symphony Orchestra, Frit_ Reinar, only reminiscent but strongly suggestive of
Conductor; Robin Hood Dell (open air) Philadd- Richard Wagner. Yet not a superfluous
phia, August 11, 1934 (Broadcast) measure is present; at the very beginning Wol_,

There could be no more convincing evidence with his genius for succinct expression, set the
of the growing popularity and universal general mood, and following Promethetzs"
appeal of Mahler's music than the choice of final words of scorn, concluded the work
this charming musico-autobiographical idyll simply with but two marvelously apt stac¢_tto
for a summer evening's open-air program, chords...
This melodious movement is without a doubt Mr. Loeffler appeared on the stage and

rhe most popular portion of all Mahler's received what amounted to phenomenal up-
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plause for a Friday afternoon audience, at the once the ferment of the beginning is stilled and
conclusion of his exquisitely scored Evocation. the dark has brightened, emerges the antique
This composer of an elder generation has long beauty clear and serene, measured and chiselled,
been justly admired for the aristocratic dignity unalloyed, unlabored, touching every receiv-
and taste of his music, and for his polished ing sense, flowing deep into mind and spirit.
craftsmanship. And at the end there are calm and illumination

--C. W. D., The Boston Globe and the passing of a vision. The whole is
work of tariffed imagination through a con-

Few pieces, newly come from the composer's trolling mind. For the while such purpose
hand, better deserved the speedy repetition and such accomplishment come seldom into
that Evocation now enjoyed. Mr. Loeffier has music or any other of the expressive arts. It
reached the age at which men who have given lays spell upon us who are privileged to know
their life to an art or a profession cast about to it. So far the end has crowned Mr. Loeffler's
see what creditable baggage they may leave work.
behind them. When his eye lights upon Pagan --H. T. P., Boston Evening Transcript
Poem, St. Francis's Canticle o] the Sun and this

Evocation, he need have no repinings... Also was this Evocation good to hear again
As it was, there was only to renew admira- on its own account. This music has both

tion for the range of Mr. Loeffier's expressive warmth and serenity; its melodies have a
means; for the sensibility with which he gracious contour. The instrumentation, with
chooses them; for the fine hand and the its striking use of vibraphone and saxophones,
distinctive imagination with which he adapts is uncommonly rich and lustrous. As are the
them to his ends. This Evocation is a music in pigments on his palette to a painter, so are the
which to the listening ear there is neither hmbres of the orchestra to Mr. Loemer,
technical shortcoming nor technical flaw; to who assorts and blends them with an exceed-

which the veriest pedant for structure and ing fastidiousness. And Dr. Koussevitzky's
progress may not raise valid objection, orchestra yesterday yielded him each last
For the form, the subject-matter and the refinement of tone.
course, the invention and the emotion, are of
one body and one impression. From them, --WARREN STORBYSMITh, Boston Post

MAHLER'S FIRST IN ENGLAND

The London Philharmonic; Conductor, Dr. Heinz Unger; Queen's Hall,

London, April I6, I934.

Mahler's No. 1 Symphony is an attractive work, quite the most popular of Mahler's
"little lot," and its attractiveness was considerably enhanced by Dr. Unger's treatment.
As the work is everything in turn, so Dr. Unger was in his turn everything to its many
facts. The result was a brilliant performance, which may result in more cunoslty_in Mahler
and his symphonies than has so far been shown in England.--Star, 27th April, 1934.

Dr. Unger opened his programme with Mahler's Symphony in D which he conducted
from memory. Mahler's music is still sub judice in this country, but his music only needs
interpretations such as that given last night for it to be as popular here as it is in Austria
and Holland. How superlatively skilful he was[

--Sheffield Telegraph.

He chose the First Symphony of Mahler of which he gave a performance which made
one oblivious of its length, which, with an audience only half converted to Mahler, is a feat.
The elasticity of his tempo made the folk-song element peculiarly vital. The much discussed
and sometimes abused third movement was vividly mysterious and the rustic Landler very
effective. Above all the Pastoral effect of the opening was convincingly rendered.

Eastern Daily Press, Norwich, 18th April, 1934.

He boldly elected to begin with Mahler, who is not by any means a popular composer
in this country, but he secured so vivid and animated a performance of his First Symphony
that our audience was won.

--EDWIN EVANS in The Daily Mail, 17th April, 1934.



BRUCKNER APPRECIATION--VIA RADIO!

During the past ten years there has been no one more prominent
among Brucknerites in Germany than Felix Maria Gatz. It was he who
founded that.largest of all Bruckner groups, the Berliner Bru&ner Bund,
an orgamzanon so influential in the world of German music that it
could command a generous annual subsidy from the government. Thus
it was possible for this group even to launch a Bru&ner Symphony Orchestra
and a large Bruckner Choir of its own, dedicated chiefly to the performance
of the Austrian master's works. In the course of almost a decade it
succeeded in presenting before the music-lovers of Berlin many complete
cycles of Bruckner's symphonies, masses, and most important minor
orchestral and choral compositions. But the artistic ideals of Prof.
Gatz, music director of the Bund, were too progressive to bc confined
to the propagation of a single composer's works, so that the programs
of his performances included a liberal number of major compositions by
more modern masters such as Mahler and Schoenberg.

Consequently, the advent of the new regime, universally styled the
Third Reich, left the organization without the official financial support
that had become necessary for its continuation, with the result that
Prof. Gatz began to seek a new, more promising field in which to carry
the Bruckner banner on to a complete and permanent triumph. Naturally
he turned his attention to the New World where he knew that a Bruckner
Renaissance was in process and happily accepted the post of Professor
of Musical Esthetics at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh.

The enthusiasm and energy with which he set to work immediately
upon his arrival in Pittsburgh this fall may be readily gathered from the
following astonishing facts.:

(1) He has been engaged for a series of twenty weekly radio talks
on Bruckner, which he is illustrating not only by playing musical ex-
cerpts on the piano, but by performing whole sections of the Bruckner
symphonies with the assistance of a chamber-symphony group.

(2) He has persuaded the Pittsburgh Board of Education to in-
stitute among the public schools a prize essay contest the subject matter
for which is to be drawn from his radio talks on Bruckner.

Prof. Gatz is to be heartily congratulated upon having so quickly
paved a way for the difficult and (in this country, at least) unprecedented
appeal of the Bruckner cause directly to the hearts of the younger genera-
tion. Lovers of the art of Bruckner throughout the world should watch
with great interest the progress of the Bruckner movement in Pittsburgh,
for one might almost say that a paramount artistic ideal is on trial
there, the successful introduction of which would silence forever the
tongue of many a skeptical scoffer. The sincerest thanks and best wishes
of all serious American music-lovers to you, Prof. Gatz. Chord and Discord
will gladly communicate to the world of music the details of the glorious
adventure in musical ideals into which you have so courageously and
whole-heartedly hurled yourself.



INTERNATIONAL BRUCKNERIANA

Sept. 4, 1934, the ll0th anniversary of Bruckner's birth, found
Central Europe still tortured with the grim, unstable political and eco-
nomic conditions that have played particularly sad havoc with the
universal ideals underlying the realm of art. Nevertheless, the staunch
band of Austrians that has triumphantly carried the Bruckner banner
far beyond its own border, into Germany, France, Holland, Belgium,
even furnishing the original impetus to the foundation of the Bruckner
Society of America in 1931, undauntedly prepared special concerts and
Bruckner Festivals in many European cities to mark the important day.

AACHEN trRhineland)

Perhaps most memorable of these was the Fourth International Bruckner
Festival held at Aachen, famous old imperial city of the Rhineland.
The symphonic programs of the festival, conducted by Dr. Peter Raabe
and Prof. Franz Moissl (guest-conductor) included the canceled Symphony
No. 0 (the Nullte) the First (the world premiere of the original version,)
and the Ninth, a first hearing of the original version at Aachen. An
appropriate festive note was struck when a brass choir ushered in the
opening program with fanfares on Bruckner themes, arranged by Vin-
zenz Goller. One of the morning programs included a liturgical presenta-
tion of the E-Minor Mass in the famous cathedral of Charlemagne,
followed by a performance of the String Q.uintet. Sept. 4, Bruckner's
birthday, was devoted to a general meeting of the Internationale Brnckner
Gesellschaft, the speakers being Prof. Max Auer, president, and Prof.
Fritz Grueninger.

FREIBURG /Breisgau]

A great Bruckner Festival took place also in Freiburg (Breisgau)
and was introduced by fanfares sounded from the church-tower on the
evening preceding the first day. Five Bruckner symphonies and several
of the master's less known minor orchestral compositions were per-
formed in the course of this festival. In the mighty Cathedral the Mass
in D Minor was given a liturgical presentation. The conductors for the
Festival were Franz Kowitschny and Prof. Franz Moissl (guest-con-
ductor.)

LINZ/Upper Austria]

The city of Linz in Upper Austria, in which Bruckner lived and
worked for many years, is planning a Bruckner Festival for the summer
of 1935. Sankt Florian, the neighboring monastery, beneath the great
organ of which the master's sarcophagus rests at his own request, is to
be the scene of part of the festival. Although a tremendous sum was
expended by the I.B.G. upon the thorough restoration of the famous
old organ at Sankt Florian, the completion of the work revealed a con-
siderable deficit, the heavy burden of which falls upon the Bruckner Bund
of Upper Austria. The proceeds of the projected Linz Festival will be
used towards the liquidation of this debt.

HOLLAND

Under the able and energetic leadership of Jan Coverts, noted Dutch
music-critic and author of the first book on Bruckner in the Dutch

language, the Bruckner Society of Holland has succeeded in arousing
lively interest in the master's works among the music-lovers of that
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country.Especiallyprominentamong the Dutch Bruckncrenthusiasts
are Dr. Rudolf Mengelberg, manager of the Concertgebouw, Eduard
van Beynum and Anthon van der Horst (conductors), Eduard and Jan
Coverts, in all, a group of writers whose influence is much enhancecl by
regular critical activity. There have been about 200 performances o£
Bruckner symphonies in Holland during the last twenty years. Willern
Mengelberg, though primarily a Mahler devotee, has already performed
Bruckner 35 times in Holland. Eduard van Beynum, second conductor
of the Concertgebouw, has made one of his principal aims the general
recognition of Bruckner's genius by the Dutch people.

--FRANZ MOISSL

A KILENYI MAHLER EXCLUSIVE MEDAL OF HONOR!

Julio Kilenyi, noted creator of the universally admired Exclusixre

Medal of Honor which the Bruckner Society of America awards annually
as its highest mark of recognition to those great leaders in the world o£

music who accomplish the most toward spreading the general knowledge
and esteem of Bruckner's art among Americans, has announced his in-
tention to produce a similar Mahler insignia in the near future.

The problem with which this inspired sculptor is now faced is,
if possible, even more difficult than that which he so successfully solved
in his conception of Bruckner.

Although the portraiture of old age with its dangerous tendency to
emphasize physical and spiritual decay, had invariably cast the shadow
of failure over the conceptions of Bruckner by foreign sculptors, Mr.

Kilenyi unhesitatingly chose to use the same baffling theme as the only
logical one for his medal. During two years he strove repeatedly, but

_n vain, to reveal the giant soul beneath the disfiguring wrinkles. Often
he felt tempted to abandon once for all the disappointing venture. And

then, suddenly, came the revelation--Bruckner and Dantef Twin souls,
if there ever were such[ Quickly he set to work and now it required
only moments to reveal what two years of sporadic groping had failed

to achieve---the spiritual deathlessness transfiguring the moribund body,



THE COMPLETE WORKS OF ANTON BRUCKNER

To fix a musical masterwork permanently in the mind of posterity
frequent representative performances alone will not suffice. The publi-
cation of a faultlessly printed edition from which conductors and music-
students may gather the one authentic text is also indispensable. All
the great composers since Palestrina have been honored with reverently
prepared comprehensive editions of their works. The demand for such
an edition of Bruckner, constantly growing during the years since his
death, has become so insistent of late as to sweep aside all further doubt
as to the timeliness of such a publication.

Rare/y, if ever, has the demand for an authoritative edition had as
much foundation as in the case of Bruckner. The musical scholar, when
occupying himself with the master's work, whether for the purpose of
pure research or for the preparation of a public performance, has hitherto
always been faced by many perplexing problems arising out of the count-
less errors and ambiguities of the existing printed editions, problems
that could be solved only by a process almost impossible to everyone,
actual reference to the original manuscripts. The bitter criticism that has
resulted is readily imaginable. This unsatisfactory condition can be cor-
rected only by a new, truly critical edition of all of Bruckner's works.

The Viennese National Library, to which Bruckner willed the original
manuscripts of all his major compositions, regards as its sacred duty not
only the care of this precious legacy as such, but also the responsibility
for the perfect accuracy of the printed editions of all these works. There-
fore this famous institution has eagerly joined hands with the Inter-
nationale Bruckner Gesdlscha]t, the chief aim of which has, from the outset,
been the sponsorship of an authoritative edition of the compositions of
Bruckner. As practical expression of this ideal partnership, the present
publishing firm (Musikwissenschaftlicher Vedag) has been formed.

Not only will this critical edition of the complete works of Bruckner
present the authentic texts, based upon a most accurate comparison with
the original manuscripts, but it will even go beyond the scope hitherto
considered sufficient for the complete edition of any master's works
by making public all the composer's various versions and revisions of
each work, omitting not even the sketches for these works, which
constitute a veritable treasury of new information indispensable to the
thorough understanding of the master's art. The complete project will
be supplemented by two volumes embracing miscellaneous important
sketches and all the extant documents of biographical significance, such
as letters, diaries, etc.

The world of music eagerly awaits this great publication. It will
be the supreme Bruckner monument, but far more, a permanent artistic
heritage for posterity, a mighty artwork in an authoritative and dignified
form.

NEW BRUCKNER SCORES

The original version of Bruckner's First, given its world premiere
at the Aachen Festival, Sept. 4, will soon be published by the Musik-
wissenschaftlicher Verlag of the I.B.G. (Wien I, Teinfaltstrasse 7).
The preparation of this score was the work of Dr. Robert Haas, Professor
of Music at the University of Vienna.
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"MY TIME WILL YET COME"

THE KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL

This )ear marks the seventy-fifth anniversary of the birth of Gustav
Mahlcr. Next year will be the twenty-fifth anniversary of his death.

This st'lcndid Exclusive Medal of Honor by the internationally
famous American sculptor, Julio Kilenyi, is the Bruckner Society's proud
contribution to American recognition of the Mahler significance of the

years 1935 and 1936.

Tile new Mahler Medal of Honor will be awarded annually to the

conductor who accomplished most during the preceding musical season
towards furthering the general appreciation of Mahler's art in the United
States.
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MET.EMPSYCHOSIS
FROM IMPRESARIO TO DIRECTOR

Nobody will deny that Mr. Gatti-Casazza's twenty-seven years'
general-management of the Metropolitan raised American opera pro-
duction to a high level.

Permit me: I am this nobody.
The crisis which has so long gripped the American singing-stage is

being discussed with ever growing intensity in our newspapers and
musical journals. The example set by the Met, where the most ex-
perienced impresario, the most lavishly paid conductor, the most highly
publicized star, the most bombastic scenic artist, the most stylistically
affected choir-master, and the most saccharine-sweet ballet-mistress have
each performed his or her part with such outstanding excellence that the
opera house has literally rung with the claque's salvos of applause,
richly confirmed by subsequent showers of press clippings singing their
praises of the prowess of individual participants--all this shows con-
clusively that just because of these many uncoordinated virtues, an even-
ing of opera may make upon an audience the impression of a variety show
rather than of a thoroughly unified dramatic experience. Both press and
public feel ever more clearly the need of an authoritative influence cap-
able of exerting the inexorable" high pressure" that will weld all these
separate factors into that ideal unity of music, action, staging, and
scenic decoration, which has been the universal aim of the singing-stage
ever since the production of the first Florentine operas more than three
hundred years ago.

The critic, failing to find upon the large advance poster any name, the
bearer of which may be held responsible for the absence of that desired
unity, timidly asks the press-agent of the Met about this mysterious
personage. The press-agent meets his question with an evasive smile.
Of course, there is a man present at the opera-house who is intended to
answer the critic's description, but he has been placed in an impossible
position. Mr. Gatti had bought the name of this man in Europe because
it was one of the "proprieties" for a great opera-house also to boast a
famous dramatic director. He had entered the name of this man in an
obscure corner of each opera program as responsible for the production,
even though he had not granted him a single rehearsal for nineteen out
of twenty such performances.

The man (and his colleagues) whose authority in leading European
opera-houses was at least on a parwith that ofMr. Gatti and his favorite
conductors (yes, usually beyond it) was here permitted no say in the
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choice of singers, dancers, conductors, or scenic artists for "his'"
duction. Yet he was required to render the most complicated opera _t
for public performance within ten or twelve hours (three or four
hearsals) whilc his colleagues of the speaking-stage were being granted
at least seventy rehearsal-hours for the preparation of the simplest play.
Thus came about that incredible phenomenon: the most celebrated pion-
eers of operatic production in Europe "broke down" at thc Met.

Some of these agreed to the prostitution of their names with a smile,
content to draw their munificent weekly check. Others rebelled
were peremptorily dismissed. How could the press-a_ent tell the critic:
that the man, whose duty it was to make each performance a unificxl
artwork, stood powerless before the anti-artistic excesses of conductors,
prima-donnas, choir-directors, ballet-mistresses, and decorators, becaLme
the impresario was assiduously busy preventing men, who had the.m-
selves been general-managers of opera-houses, from attaining any real
authority at the Met? The press-agent knew too well that neither the
impresario nor the conductors, nor the stars, to say nothing of the or-he_
would countenance the transfer of any of their precious lines of pre_
praise to the credit of the"stage-manager." (What a stupid title, _-t_
all, that is!) Yet whenever the critic was displeased with somethin_
whether it had to do with the orchestra, or the chorus, or the bailer
the so-called "stage-business" of the stars, then, yes, only then, beca_
someone had to be the scape-goat, the unfortunate "stage-director "*
was brought into the lime-light.

It is merely a new application of the old Agrippa-fable: the li_bs.
the visible, tangible parts of the body, still feel they can get along wi_-"
out the invisible mind, the spirit (which controls "the body). They are
not aware that, bereft of the domination of the mind, they cannot
achieve coordination; that they must appear idiotic, even functioningin a self-destructive manner.

Such is the condition to which the operatic theatre of America has
sunk•

The audience and critic of the legitimate theatre know better that
a theatrical production requires a brain both to inspire and control th©
stars and other artists participating in the play. They call this dominat-
ing mind the Director. Even the movie fans have learned to discriminate
clearly between the productions of a King Vidor and an Ernst Lubi_,
This is because the general-managers of the legitimate theatres and rile
movies give their directors not only full authority over all the phas_
of drama and picture production but also full credit in the eyes of Public
and press. The symbol of this recognition is the appearance of the

director's, name. conspicuously, printed on all the programs.. His authority
is also emphasized m the contracts of the stars, and this feature of r.h_
agreement is strictly adhered to.

In short, the director is the dictator of the production.

In the field of opera, with the exception of a single feature, the
capabilities of a director parallel exactly those of the director of a ¢_lax_

• " " U " _ -wjor a movie. The sole difference sprmgs from one added q ahfication
he must possess in order to fulfill the far more complex and difficult
demands of his work. He must also be a thorough musician. Th, l,s
the operatic director must be a potential conductor, scene-painter,
singer, ballet-master, and choir-master, all rolled into one. Yet h©
must not only represent a successful blend of these several facul_
but he must also be able to place this harmonious complex of tal_.
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completely at the service of its sovereign, the dramatic requirements
of the opera. To most people such a storehouse of innate abilities
and acquired culture in the person of a single human being may seem
next to impossible. Beyond a doubt, it is very rare. Yet the evolution
of the opera in Germany and Russia has shown that it is not only
possible, but perfectly natural and felicitous.

Just what are the duties and powers of such a director?

A young Ph.D., I found myself at 24 operatic and dramatic director
at the newly-erected 2,000,000 Mark municipal theatre of Freiburg in
Germany. This little city of less than 100,000 inhabitants voted its
theatre (this was before the Great War!) an annual subsidy of M600,000.
(To give Americans a clear idea of what this meant: if New York had
a municipal opera-house it would, proportionately, have to subsidize
it to the extent of $15,000,000 per annum.)

"Article Four" of my contract with the city of Freiburg was brief
and unequivocal, reading: "The said official is to be in sole charge of
the repertoire, the stage-direction, the engagement and casting of players
and singers; he is also to be in charge of all the various activities in-
volved in the preparation and performance of each work."

• Although this contract conferred a jurisdiction of unusual scope
, even for a German artistic institution, it was representative in its main

feature, the revelation of the director's position as one of unquestionable
authority. It was the unifying influence of this supreme office that
raised the German opera-house to the highest place in the realm of the
singing-stage. (Moscow merely followed the example set by Vienna
and Munich.)

l' Since opera, according to the early Florentines, and Gluck, Mozart,
Verdi, Wagner, etc., is primarily a dramatic artwork rendered more
intensely expressive by the emotional power of appropriate music, it is

! wholly logical, and in agreement with the conception of those masters
! that the one responsible for the entire production should be the dramatic
i director. Until Wagner's time the conductor was scarcely more than

the leading fiddler. The librettist, the author of the histrionic share
! of the opera, was the real master and creator o£ the production.
I Thus it is a foregone conclusion that the director should have the

i right, as a creative artist, to select in person the material from whichhe must shape his artwork. He chooses the operas he will produce,
not from a merely musical viewpoint, but alsowith an eye to their
dramatic effectiveness. He alone solves the "fate-problem" of each
production: the casting. This means only the right to engage for each
opera the conductor with the best equipment for realizing musically
the director's vision of the work, the scenic artist with the temperament
corresponding to its style, and the actor-singers with the individuality
closest to the drama's various roles. Responsible for the composite
success of the production, the director will naturally "cast" his artists
in such a manner as to produce the best possible united result. His
success is the success of the production as a whole. His duty, in a word,
is to secure the logical integrity of the performance. Therefore he (and
not the conductor_ must have charge of the whole work of dramaturgical
organization. If "cuts" are to be rfiade, they must be made, above all,
with an eye to dramatic integrity, a point-of-view totally foreign to
conductors. (Proof: the traditional "cuts," made by conductors, trans-
formed music-dramatic masterpieces such as Cosi _Fan Tutte and Rigaletta
into stupid freaks of opera. Even Mahler, when he arranged Weber's
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Three Pintos, was as helpless as an amateur in his treatment of t]he
libretto.)

With the actors he has himself chosen and trained, the director
may hold as many rehearsals as necessary to render an opera ready for
public presentation. In consultation with the conductor, he may also
share in shaping the music-dramatic interpretation. It is for the director
to determine the size, distribution, and application of the chorus. It
is for him to breathe dramatic life into the chorus. Since the dance
also an integral part of the drama, the ballet-master must be guidcx]
by the director's sovereign dramatic conception. The director alomc
must decide upon the scenery, for he is supreme over the little world
in which the entire dramatic action is to take place. He sketches the
plans for the scenery and selects the painter or architect best fitted to
realize these sketches in stage pictures, costumes, and props, just as a
conscientious master-builder executes faithfully the ideas of the ome
for whom he is to erect a particular building. Since the lighting eff_
constitute an inseparable feature of the action, bringing certain groul_
out into bold relief, while obscuring others, these also must be dictat_l
by the director alone.

(Quite a job, eh?)

Thus it is easy to understand why most conductors and impresarios
resist as long as they can the engagement by their opera-house of a mun
possessing such wide dramatic jurisdiction. If forced to endure his
presence, they do their utmost to curb his powers at every opportunity..
Perhaps it is only human for them to treat him in this manner. Yet
to the truly great conductor artistic integrity is more important than
personal ambition and popular applause. As a matter of fact such
conductors have always demanded a competent dramatic director to
give visual life to the drama they themselves experience so overwhclam_
ingly in tone alone. Mahler engaged Roller. When Toscanini undertook
the artistic direction of La Scala in 1921, he immediately summoned
the most able directors he knew, giving them the widest powers in
their sphere of action.

In 1907, when Gatti-Casazza entered upon his office of General-
Manager of the Metropolitan Opera Company, his very first move _as
a colossal programmatic gesture. He engaged the two truly greatest
operatic conductors of the age, Gustav Mahler and Arturo Toscanini.

In those days Toscanini was just attaining his full artistic stature.
Italian by birth, cosmopolitan by genius, an artist fanatically faithful
to the composer and his score, he is today, as ever, a thorough classicist
of music-dramatic interpretation. With uncanny clarity of vision he
presents an opera just as the author conceived it, inexorably subordinat-
ing, first himself, and then all the participants to that prime conception.
To him the entire artwork is the complete, totalitarian, objective
realization of the author's vision.

When he arrived in New York, Gustav Mahler was at the height
of his career. He had just resigned the general-management of the
Viennese Imperial Opera, which he had raised in ten years from an
institution of petty pomp to the most revolutionary artistic theatre of
Europe. For him also, as for Toscanini, the integral artwork was the
goal of operatic production. Yet in the attainment of this aim, felt
Mahler, the work of the author was not to be the sole guide. In contrast
to Toscanini he was subjective, an interpretive artist of his time, a
romanticist. He expounded an artwork with the heart, brain, and
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nervous systcm of thc twentieth century, in short, out of the time-
bound environment into which Providence had cast him.

When Mahler and Toscanini began their engagement in New York,
there were still no professional, creative operatic-directors. The con-
ductor and the stage-manager performed the little work of that genre
that was then considered necessary. Toscanini, a veritable torrent of
music, struggled with bitter despair to achieve the true visual realization.
Though he instinctively knew the truth when presented before him,
he himself could not create it upon the stage. He was too much a
musician for such an achievement.

Not even the mighty Wagner had been able to realize his scenic
visions at Bayreuth, where the works to be produced were in every
detail his own. He fell prey to uncertainty, changing the "stage-
business" from one day to the next, until his own confusion led to
confusion among the actors. Finally, in desperation, he called upon
an obscure ballet-master from Dessau to help him out of his trouble.
Nature itself seems to have decreed that the more powerfully a human
is gripped by the musical vision of a dramatic master-work, the weaker
grows his grasp upon the many links constituting the logical chain
of its dramatic action.

Toscanini experienced this and became nervous, violent, and
tyrannical. In vain the diplomatic Mr. Gatti sought to lure his friend
to some artistic compromise. It came to pass very suddenly at a rehearsal
of Boris Godunow; Toscanini, with a last backward glance of utter despair,
fled the Metropolitan forever.

Mahler, continually on the alert analyzing, understood this artistic
prob.lem better than the impulsive Toscanini. He had even stated in
writing, "that the musician lives only inwardly and therefore possesses
but little capability of grasping the outer world." For this reason,
while director of the Vienna Opera he had relied upon the painter,
Alfred Roller, for the visual realization of the integral artwork. Arriving
at the Met he immediately felt the need of once more having Roller
as collaborator. Mahler to Roller:

Owing to the absolute incompetence and dishonesty of those who have for many
years past had full control of its artistic and financial destinies (I refer to the directors, stage-
managers, decorators, etc., a group consisting almost entirely of Europeans) the Metropolitan
is in an extremely sad state.

The audience and all those whose will the operatic artist must take into account (not
least among these factors being the Board of Directors, mostly multi-millionaires) are some-
what spoiled through having been hoodwinked; yet in contrast to our own audience and
Board at Vienna, they are still unsuffeited, hungry for new expression, and to the highest
degree, anxious to learn ....

But now for the crux of the matter!

I have convinced the gentlemen of the Board (particularly the one with most authority
among them) that the stage here needs, above all, a new master, and that I know of only
one who, both as artist and man, has the qualifications necessary to pull the Metropolitan
wagon out of the ditch. At the same time necessity demands (and I am still busy convincing
them from this angle) that the stage and everytfiing connected with it should be uncon-
ditionally suojected to the authority of this man. In short, they are to create here a position
just like the one I have always felt you occupied in Vienna. I could write much more in
this vein, but believe the following hints will suffice.

You will find here abundant wealth and the best society--no intrigue--no red-tape--
in a word, the finest field of activity that I could wish for you. Could I personally take
over the direction of the Metropolitan I would not waste a moment writing this; but since
you will have to deal with a total stranger (the Italian from the Scala or someone else) I
must warn you to be on your guard. Above all should the interview between you and Mr.
Cottenet reach the actual discussion of an official contract be sure to insist upon authority
that will leave you complete freedom of action in all matters pertaining to the stage--at
least, a position equal to the one you have in Vienna.
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When Mahler engaged this painter as his "chief-stage-manager"
his mind was functioning much as had Wagner's before him. In reality,
the painter as stage-manager is equivalent to the ballet-master as stage
manager. Both feel music as "sounding form" (a literal translation of
Hanslick's famous phrase "toenende Form") just as a musician would
feel it. Both translate it, to the best of their ability, into" visual form,'"
i.e., rhythmically motivated gestures. The productions of the Mahler-
Roller collaboration at the Viennese Opera far excelled all previous
operatic productions. Those two succeeded in blending sound and scene
into a striking semblance of unity. Yet it remained at its best a twin-
conception, lacking the deciding, unifying influence: one controlling
mind that could have united the flowing music and motionless scenery
by means of that main-artery of dramatic life, action. That for which
Toscanini had instinctively called, though in vain; that which Mahler
mistakenly thought he had found in Roller, was this mind, known here
as the Dramatic Director, in Europe as the Oberre&isseur.

The influence of Mahler's operatic reforms upon Germany was
evidenced by the rise of the Dramatic Director in Central Europe. Oc-
casionally, this man was the general-manager of the stage. The out-
standing directors of the German singing-stage were not impresarios
but artists. They were directors of experience, particularly in the
legitimate theatre, their work in staging the plays of Shakespeare and
Ibsen proving an ideal preparation for producing the music-dramas o£
Wagner and Verdi, if (if!) they happened also to be good musicians.
They represented that controlling mind, that harmonious complex of
talents that could successfully cope with the problem of music-dramatic
unification.

In 1907, had Mr. Gatti been such a director he would have engaged
Alfred Roller or some other capable artist to execute his conceptions of
scenic decoration. Then, just as the German operatic directors did, he
would have placed himself at the head of his" company" and undertaken
to shape each artwork in his repertoire according to his own visual
conception. In such a case both Mahler and Toscanini would have
served him gladly and faithfully.

Mr. Gatti, however, was an impresario.

The managerial" Board" of the Met suddenly experienced an attack
of "cold feet" when the question of Roller's engagement once more
became a topic of serious discussion. Mahler to Roller:

Thingshere have suddenlytaken a turn which I cannot as yet fullygrasp. Only this
much is clear to me: somebodyseemsto have upset all my plans. The hostility towards
my proposition has becomeparticularly noticeableever since Cottenet's visit to Vieana.
What happenedthere? Has he seenyou? To whom else has he spoken? I have not been
able thus far to findout anythirg about the whole matter, whichin itself seemsgood cause
_or suspicion. I now feel a markedcoolnessin the attitude of the Board towards me.

Mahler was disappointed. He lost faith in his American mission.
He resigned.

The futile experiment with Toscanini and Mahler over, Mr. Gatti
turned back with extreme relief to the ""good "old" operatic routine.
The heavens beamed once more, full of "stars," who could now not
only give full vent here to the artistic vices for which Europe, thanks
to the revelations of Toscanini and Mahler, had sharply disciplined
them, but could even win through these very excesses high press-praise
and a plethora of dollars. Ms. Gatti now engaged as his orchestral
leaders those typical "second conductors" who kiss the prima donna's
hand and, smiling sweetly, help sustain the famous tenor's most ab-
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struse florid displays until they"ring the bell," to the boisterous ap-
plause of the topmost gallery. To such mediocre talents he even sacrificed
the only real conductor still at the Met: the Mahler-pupil, Artur Bod-
anzky.

Meanwhile the Met watched with jealous eye that no opposition
arise to contest its sovereign monopoly. When Arthur Hammerstein
suddenly began to produce operas at the" Manhattan" in so arresting a
manner as to "show up" the truly sad artistic conditions at the Met as
compared with his more vital productions, adapted to American needs,
the Met, strangely enough, felt no urge to profit by his splendid example.
It is rumored that Hammerstein, for a monetary consideration of not less
than seven figures, agreed to desist from opera entirely, thus rescuing
the Met from dangerous competition. Again the Met sighed with relief,
turned over on its other side, and yawned, "Here I lie midst all that's
mine; let--me--sleep!"

Lofty skyscrapers, emblems of a new order, sprang up all about the
Met and far beyond it. Nearly thirty years of the greatest world-wide,
moral, artistic, political, economic, and spiritual upheavals passed it by.
The Met slumbered on. A new generation, hungry for new life, beat at
its gates, crying for the artistic expression of its own mighty impulses
and ideas. The Met, fast asleep, heard it not. The new generation turned
to Ziegfeld. Today the Met still lies sleeping, just as it did when
Toscanini and Mahler left it. At that time some o£ its features bore at
least the semblance of life. The De Reszkes were, somehow, representa-
tive of that time, the expression of a country completely dependent upon
operatic importations from Europe. Today, however, that age and its
manner "are dead and buried. Even our most sentimental old" uncles and
aunts" would be extremely disappointed if Emma Calve and Enrico
Caruso returned just as they were. Victoriana have only museum-
interest for today. Thanks to the Metropolitan Qpera Company and its
General Manager, present-day American operanc production, "from
coast to coast," is just a museum of operatic art that has-been--a museum
of operatic masks and shades.

Quod Erat Demonstrandum . . .

Will things be different, now that Mr. Gatti has left the sinking
ship? Will the Board prove that Mr. Gatti was in reality solely re-
sponsible for the sere artistic standards of the Met, or that, after all,
he merely carried out the wishes of the Board, even though they were
contrary to his personal convictions? Mr. Johnson has already been
obliged to promise that he, as General Manager, will continue along
the lines so long and so unwaveringly pursued by his predecessor, Mr.
Gatti. Alas, Mr. Johnson is saddled with a still narrower Board of
_¢igilants to watch every step he takes. He will have to reckon with
many a thick strand of Met polity which will resist to the last hair's
breadth any attempt to effect their attenuation. He will find that by
the mere engagement of young American singers nothing more decisive
will be accomplished than by the importation of a revolving stage to
mimic the. superficially clever tricks of Berlin snob-directors. The logic
and psychology of the American, qualified by his individual temperament
and his unique spiritual and economic background, are fundamentally
different from those of the European. This is a paramount truth, which
,only the "guest" virtuoso, who brings with him his foreign bag of
cricks, and the chronic snob, who talks of transplanting Bayreuth,
Salzburg, and La Scala on American soil, fail to grasp. For the man who
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can feel the living pulse of his surroundings because he instinctively
understands them, neither spaghetti nor Salzburger NockeH taste
genuine on Broadway. Let the American singer study his art according
to the Italian method, if he will. Still he cannot study Carmen in Pax'is_
the Ring in Berlin, Aida in Milan, and Rosenleavalier in Vienna withotlt
producing a hopelessly amateurish hash of styles in New York. Broad-
way adapts to the atmosphere of Broadway every play that hails £ro_m
overseas. Even Shakespeare is subjected to adaptation nowadays,
because the inviolate originals are no longer suited to the living stage.
Verdi's operas, "germanized" by Franz Werfel, experienced a nc_v
renaissance in Germany through that dramatic transformation. New
Yorkers remember how the Russians "russified" Carmen to suit their

own needs. For my part, I can imagine a production of Wagner's Ri_
so burningly vital to the American spirit as to offer successful competition
in this respect even to the Odets and O'Neills. Yes, a Rin 8 completely
in the American spirit. I can also imagine (nay, I feel sure) that a pro-
du.ction of" Figaro's Wedding," adapted to and inspired by the American
sp_mt, would finally furnish American composers with that elusive
inspiration which they have never been able to get from the falsified_
operatic imports of the Met.

Robust American common sense can do nothing with the weax3r
romanticism of the Old World. If Dame Opera is ever to play a vit_
.part .in the development of American culture, she must, like every
Immigrant, be cast into the melting-pot to suffer a complete alchemical
re-birth. Any other process, the attempt to cover her wrinkles with the
mask of false youth included, is just as hopeless as the attempt to cure
a deadly cancer by the application of cosmetics. --ERnsT "l._r.T

(Tr. by Gabriel Engel)

ANTONIA BRICO PERFORMS BRUCKNER'S ROMANTIC

Hats off, Brucknerites, to Antonia Brico, gallant conductress of the
New York Women's Symphony Orchestra[ Of the summer echoes o£

last season's Bruckner activity those that emanated from the enchanting
sway of her baton were not only the most amazing but also the most
joyful. Twice in rapid succession, despite the most trying handicaps
a conductor ever had to face, Miss Brico "did and dared" for an ideal
cause in which she believed implicitly. Concerning the first of her two
performances of the Romantic with the New York Civic Orchestra at the
Museum of Natural History and City College, Mr. Charles C. Fire,
who was present, has kindly written us the following report:

I have just heard a performanceof the BrucknerSymphonyNo. 4, given by the New
York Civic Orchestra,Antonia Bricoconducting. It receivedat her hands an eloquent v.nd
dramatic reading, and the audiencewas quick to recognizeand respond to the sincere e_t-
thusiasmof the conductorfor this magnificentwork. Havingattendedthe rehearsalsI ca*,
attest to the manydifficultiessheencounteredin bringing the symphonybefore the audience
of the New York CivicOrchestra.

Forovera yearnow shehas beenendeavoringto overcomethis many-sidedopposition
to the works of Bruckner,for whom she has an especial sympathyand understanding, as
shestudied conducting for many yearsin Bayreuth,with Dr. Karl Muck, whoseauthority
on the works of Brucknerneedscarcelybe mentioned.

To achieve,in the faceof persistentopposition, such a signal successwith this work
of geniusdeserves,I think, recognitionfrom thosewho have at heart the interestof spread-
ing the gospel of Bruckner. Manymusiciansof taste and discriminationwho heard the
performancethis afternoon share my opinion with me.



THE GRAND TE DEUM*

After composing his F-minor Mass in 1867, Bruckner could no longer
resist the beckoning allurements of the larger purely instrumental forms
and devoted himself almost exclusively to the creation of gigantic sym-
phonies. Many years passed, years so full of bitter disappointment, that
only the firm faith so convincingly voiced in the "Credo" of that mass
sustained him from an abject surrender to the trials heaped upon him by
inscrutable Circumstance.

Symphony after symphony issued from his inspired pen, mighty
works of apostolic fervor, that brought him not a single farthing of
material reward but a superabundance of scorn, works which no one cared
to play and, with but one exception, the Third (Wagner) Symphony, no
one even dared to publish.

In 1884, sixty years old, still obscure, and hardly even dreaming that
world-wide recognition was already hovering over his humble threshold,
he wrote with characteristic brevity, "My Seventh Symphony is finished,
and also a grand Te Deum.'" The whole musical cosmos now knows how
he was whirled to the dizziest heights of fame on the wings of that same
Seventh Symphony ere the year was out. The Te Deum that lay finished be-
side that score bore the significant inscription, O.A.M.D.G., omnia ad
majorem Dei gloriam. Bruckner, the veritable Job of music, ecstatic in his
praise of God ! And then, like a miracle from Above, the boon of sudden
fame!

Another ten years passed. The Eighth Symphony, hailed as the" crown
of nineteenth century music," had been given to the world. Finally, the
Ninth, unfinished and yet strangely complete, a Farewell symphony
dedicated in advance, as the evening prayer of a trusting child, to "Dear
God." Here was the ultimate proof that Anton Bruckner's unswerving
faith had been to his art all that the most dauntless courage could ever be
to a valiant fighter.

As though it were truly blessed and inviolate, Bruckner's great song
of gratitude, often called the world's finest Te Deum, was his only work
destined to triumph without critical hostility. When one considers the
endless procession of performances given it in the musical centres of
German Europe one stands aghast at the intensity of the Viennese preju-
dice that compelled Bruckner to confine its initial Austrian hearing to a
small group of friends. So marked, indeed, was this prejudice that the
composer could see only enemies in the personnel of the Viennese or-
chestras and consequently had the accompaniment played not by an or-
chestra, but by two of his devoted pupils who had arranged the score for
piano, four hands. Yet developments soon showed that for once Bruckner
need not have feared animosity. Before so overwhelmingly sincere a
message as this even the habitually caustic tongue of that most rabid
anti-Brucknerite, the conductor vori Buelow, could utter no bitter criti-
cism. Von Buelow actually praised the Te Deum highly and urged promin-
ent conductors to include it in their repertoire.

The fine tribute paid it by Gustav Mahler upon the occasion of its
premiere at Hamburg on April 15th, 1892, must have been typical of the
welcome given this sacred classic throughout Europe. We quote it in part

*MarkingtheJapanesepremiereperformanceof Bruckner'sTeDeumin Osaka,Jan. 26,1935,
by theTakarazukaSymphonySociety,Jos. Laska conducting.
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because Mahler understood the artist in Bruckner perhaps better than
anyone else, and because he was, in addition, himself a great composer
and one of the world's most eminent conductors:

Revered Mastcr!

I am happy that I may at last tefl you this: I have performed one of your wor_.
Yesterday (Good Friday) I conducted your splendid and mighty T6 Daum. Singt_e_,
orchestra, and audience alike wcrc overwhelmed by the nobility and perfection of
your conceptions. The pcrformancc itself closed with that phenomenon whictx_ r
regard as the highest tribute that can be paid a work of musical art. The audicnc_
remained seated, silent and motionless, and not until the conductor and p_rticipants
rosc to leave thcir places did thc storm of applause break loose.

The most memorable performance of the Te Deum took place on
Janurary 12th, 1896, at Vicnna. A few moments bcforc the first note
soundcd a whcc1-chair was rolled into the concert hall. In it reclined a_lo
old, broken man, his emaciated countenance already touched by thc so_l-
brc fingers of imminent dissolution. It was the aged Bruckner. Then as
the glorious strains of his score rose towards Heaven his lips, framed in a
transfigurcd smilc, trcmblingly followed each sacred syllable. Yes, this
music was his own contribution to the greater glory of God! This an d
that other, his Ninth Symphony, almost finished, the whole essence of
his life as a mortal. --GABRIEL ]_NC.Fff..

 rien 0t  ;n tanini
Most of those who had the good fortune to encounter the irresistible

sincerity and personal, charm, of the late Max Smith were not surprised
to know that a deep frmndshlp had sprung up between him and Toscanini.
They recognized that the striking modesty characterizing all his ex-
pressions of opinion on matters of art was but the index of a true knowl-
edge, tempered by the consciousness that human wisdom is inevitably
limited.

Yet, to Toscanini, Max Smith must have meant far more than the
sum of such qualities. Completely understood by none, the thirst of
genius for sympathetic companionship is as difficult to appease as it is
insatiable. There have always been mortals for whom this yearnin_
never found fulfilment. Those (and alas! they are almost all of us) for
whom devotion to greatness is too closely akin to an alienating sense
of awe, can never comprehend that phase of Anton Bruckner's com-
munion with God that found in the Eternal Father alone the possibility
of a supreme companionship midst utter human solitude. To them is
only granted the beautiful result of this amazing companionship of the
spirit, those warm, lofty strains of the Bruckner adagios that recount
so eloquently the miraculous moments during which the naive symphonist
traversed super-earthly highways hand in hand with his Friend, "clef
liebe Gott."

Max Smith experienced fully this transcendental quality in Bruckner's
art. It was in great measure through him that his friend Toscanini was
won to that effort to transmit the Bruckner revelation which led to the
most soul-stirring readings of Bruckner's Seventh and Romantic sym_
phonies music-lovers have ever heard.

Whenever Toscanini plays Bruckner he will remember his departed
American friend to whom Bruckner meant so much--and each such
performance will become a towering monument to the memory of i_via.x
Smith.
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BRUCKNER'S SIXTH*

The amazing neglect of Bruckner's First and Sixth Symphonies by
the music world of the last half-century clearly proves the accuracy of the
composer's own estimate of these two works. The first, which he
described as" daring," has been very rarely performed in Europe and never
in America; the sixth, which he called "the most daring," has suffered
a neglect almost as complete.

Although there was a solitary performance of the two short and
simple middle movements of the sixth during Bruckner's lifetime the
event was anything but a tribute to a gigantic creative artist. The flat
rejection of the stupendous first and last movements by the friendly
conductor, Jahn, only served to emphasize the fact that the composer's
descriptive phrase, "most daring," actually meant "reserved for the
future."

Three years after Bruckner's death occurred the pioneer unveiling of
the work as an integral symphony. Gustav Mahler performed it in Vienna,
only to discover that the time had not yet come for the world to grasp its
still strange beauties. When Josef Stranksy gave the symphony its Ameri-
can premiere in 1912 the result was even more discouraging.

Since then Bruckner's greatest symphonies, the seventh, eighth and
ninth, have won magnificent triumphs in this country and opened a g.ate-
way to the proper appreciation of the sixth which, in many respects, is an
indispensable prelude to its mighty followers.

In this symphony, for the first time since Beethoven, the themes
and motives of each movement are evolved out of one central idea,
probably inspired by an Austrian military signal (the Retreat), and every
theme and motive that succeeds it is logically derived from it.

Hitherto all symphonies had conformed to a striking artistic hin-
drance, inherent ifi that tradition-bound conception of symphonic structure
which demanded a recapitulation of the themes introduced in the opening
section of the first movement. As early as his Fourth Symphony (the
Romantic) Bruckner showed a desire to cast aside these traditional chains.
A mere repetition of previously stated ideas after their possibilities had
already been thoroughly developed struck him as absurd and contrary to
the highest ideals of art. Axiomatic though it may seem today, it required
the supreme courage and conviction of a great reformer to bring to a
successful issue the introduction of a principle so revolutionary at the
time of its inception. In acclaiming his eighth and ninth symphonies the
world has by now unquestionably indorsed this Bruckner contribution to
musical culture, but it still seems necessary for lovers of the art to realize
that the original manifesto of the new symphonic principle is to be founcl
in the almost totally unknown sixth symphony.

The usual detailed program analysis as a preface to a first hearing of
this symphony would only handicap the mind of the listener. He should
surrender his emotions freely and entirely to the music, for it requires not
explanation but sincere spiritual communion. As Donald Francis Tovey
urges in his recently published analysis of this symphony, "Listen to it
witti reverence; for the composer meant what he said, and he is speaking
of sacred things."

*Marking the first performances of Bruckner's Sixth in Cincinnati, Jan. 11, 12, 1935
(See Symphonic Chronicle).
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The American artist, Francis Coradal, is a great music-lover, whose excellent portraits
of noted living musicians have earned him wide-spread recognition as "the artist of the
musicians." The present Bruckner Study is one of a comprehensive series, "Great Composers
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etching particularly pertinent to Das keck2 Beserl (the First Symphony) the detailed explana-
tion of which is the task of the following article.
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BRUCKNER STUDY: DAS KECKE BESERL

When fame suddenly came to brighten Bruckner's last years celebrated
conductors began clamoring for his still unknown earliest works.
Bruckner then took down from its dusty sheff the score of his First
Symphony and showed it to that popular orchestral leader, Hans Richter.
The latter, expecting to see a fresh sample of typical Bruckner tonal
magnificence, scanned it with growing wonder, casting incredulous
glances back and forth from the great composer to this music he had
once composed. At length unable to contain his surprise and delight
Richter exclaimed, "Professor, you must have been madly in love when
you wrote this symphony!"

"Yes, I was always madly in love in those days," sighed Bruckner,
swayed by_ an irresistible tide of bitter-sweet memories.

Love and Bruckner! How incompatible the combination must seem
to those who know him only through the soaring splendor of his later
symphonies! They may, in too hasty judgment, brand the First as im-
mature, basing their verdict on the very qualities which lend the work
marked individuality. Yet immaturity is the one criticism that can be
confidently dismissed in the estimate of any of Bruckner's nine numbered
symphonies. He wrote no symphonies before he had completely mastered
all the technical and formal requirements of symphonic expression.
When he suppressed his two earliest attempts in the grand orchestral
form, he did so only because he considered them spiritually unworthy
of rank among his nine mature symphonies. Bruckner's own attitude
towards the First as an authentic personal expression is beyond doubt,
for the dedication of this work to the University of Vienna was his
proud, grateful reply upon being awarded the honorary doctor's degree,
a distinction which he (naively enough) deemed the crowning honor
of his career.

The First will present no mystifying features to those thoroughly
familiar with the incidents of Bruckner's life immediately surrounding
the origin of that symphony. When Richter characterized it in effect
as a love-symphony, he at once saw revealed a totally new vista of
Bruckner's spiritual life. Eager to be the first to present this to the
_vorld he hurriedly thrust the score under his arm and was making off
with it, when Bruckner exclaimed in alarm, "But, Mr. Conductor, the
fresh young girlie has to be polished first[" (No English translation can
hope to do justice to the original homely Upper-Austrian slang, Das
kecke Beserl, which became henceforth the universally accepted nick-
name of the First Symphony).

Did Bruckner in uttering this curious phrase (with his characteristical-
ly whimsical humor) refer only to the fact that this work was his youngest
legitimate symphonic offspring.? All the experts concede the nick-name
an apt description of the opening theme, claiming that circumstance as
the origin of the phrase itself in Bruckner's mind. Having gone so far,
is it necessary to stop, for fear lest the sacred principles of absolute music
be violated? In accordance with the tenets of post-classical symphonic
analysis this portrait of an exasperating, yet charming, young female, may
logically be regarded as the principal text or topic of the whole work.
It is not improbable that the habitually laconic composer compressed
within these five homely syllables the emotional essence of a fascinating
chapter of autobiography, a series of incidents, which he'might well
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have wished hidden from the world, and yet which, as romantic memories_
he had been unable to keep from welling up out of the depths of his
soul in the shape of tone. Thus it came about that the First Sympho#_,
sang the saga of Anton Bruckner, the frustrated lover, and yet, through
renunciation, the great hero. The acceptance of this explanation o£ the
symphony's meaning is advisable not only because of the ample corrobora-
tion it finds in Bruckner's experiences, but also because it will accomplish
much towards allaying the wonder how so uniquely daring and human
a work could spring from the soul of a man still thought to be a species
of musical ostrich, his head deep in the dust of contrapuntal analysis..

II

At least five of the purely occasional Bruckner compositions precedhxg
Das kecke Beserl were dedicated to women. Nevertheless the man who
practiced the organ and piano thirteen hours a day and submitted seven--
teen bookfuls of exercises for a single lesson in theory had had no time
for an all-absorbing affair of the heart. His long years of study over
Bruckner suddenly saw himself with terror as a man well on towards
middle age and utterly alone in an unfriendly world. Faced with sue.h-
a realization so shy a creature must have cast many a longing glaace
back towards the humble security he had enjoyed during the ten pre-
ceding years at the monastery of St. Horian.

As he now worked upon his Mass in D Minor, his first serious attempt
at independent expression, he felt that retreat was impossible. He h_td,
after many bitter years of inner conflict, become convinced that music
was the calling for which Providence had intended him. The thought
that he had done all that was humanly possible to prepare himself for
that service was comforting. Even in his earliest years as organist at
the monastery he had had a premonition that his musical mission was
not to find fulfilment in the creation of sacred works. With irrepressible
longing he dreamed of the greater world without. Deep beneath the
monk-like exterior of the man there slumbered an adventurous soul.
Now and then it would awake at the touch of some tale of daring and
he would furtively plan to seek his fortune in far-off countries. Some-
times even America seemed to beckon to him, saying, "Come. The road
to success is not as difficult here as in your beloved native Austria."

Harassed[ by petty worries he saw in his loneliness the worst enemy
to his peace of mind. The man who had fancied himself in love with

almost every pretty face he had gazed upon now began earnestly looking
about him for the ideal help-mate to share his troubles. Everyone knew
that Bruckner was contemplating marriage when he suddenly transformed
the bachelor disorder of his humble rooms to the tell-tale neatness of a
snug little home with complete kitchen equipment. Had they knowxz
that he had been compelled to borrow on his modest insurance policy
the sum required for this transformation, they would have been d-oubI_r
$urc.

Love of woman in the devastatingly passionate sense characteristic
of a Wagner was an emotional upheaval totally beyond the pale of
Bruckner's comprehension. To him the bond of matrimony was holy in
the deepest sense. The sympathetic smi!es of .the fair sex had alw'ays
seemed intensely pleasant to him, but had mtnerto elicited no more
serious response from him than the devotional gift of a prayer-book or
the fluttering dedication of a Staendchen.

When hc left St. Florian to take up his abode in the neighboring
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provincialcityof Linz,his positionas organist(cantor)made him the
logicalsubstitutein the parishschoolwhenever the ailingprincipal
was too sickto attend. Thus the shy church-musiciancame faceto
facewith the risingbellesofthe town, to findthe charm oftheirblue
eyesand blond hairhighlydisturbingfrom an every-dayex-cathcdral
viewpoint.

As thesegirlsblossomedintothecourtshipstagea yearor two later
thelonelyBruckncr'sincreasinglyfrequentpresenceatsocialgatherings
and danceswould callforthan exchangeofknowing smilesand pointed
glanccsamong thc townsfolk.He was well bcyond the age deemed
suitableforapropermatch;he was strikinglyccccntricindrcssand man-
nor;yet out of a naturalmischievousness(or was itonlygood-natured
courtesy?)some of the prettiestrnaidcnsencouragedhim by repeatedly
acccptinghim as dancingpartner.One of these,a certainRosa yon
Dicrgcr,led him on mercilcssly,untilshc knew he was justabout to
propose.Then shecruellyinformedhim thatherhand had alreadybeen
promisedtoalikelyyoung druggist.BitterlythedisappointedBrnckncr
wroteto hisdcarcstfriendWeinwurm, a musicianinVienna:

Iamterriblydiscouragedandsad.Falseworld!Worthlessbaggage!Butyoutoomust
havecometo knowit as such.

Much to the amusement of his acquaintances in Linz he was unable to
hide his indignation at having been" cast aside for a mere salve-smearer,"
as he contemptuously expressed it.

His heart was not broken, however, for he at once succumbed to the
siren voice of his comely alto soloist, Marie Gaermer. For weeks he
pursued her, blushing at every turn like a youth in the throes of calf-love.
At length unable longer to guard his "secret" (of course, it was the talk
of the town) he determined to confide in her. He would woo her as a
great musician, a heroic figure; then the success of his suit would be
certain. Accordingly, he invited Marie and some of her girl friends to a
special recital at the cathedral during which he would reveal his marvel-
ous gift of improvisation. Sensing a lark they tripped tittering into
church. Bruckner had already begun playing and was completely ab-
sorbed in the vast world of his musical fantasy. Bach and Beethoven alone
before him had possessed such powers of improvisation. Theme after
theme emerged and grew to tremendous stature beneath his inspired touch.
Now it was a song which, beginning as a mere breath of ethereal sweet-
ness, flowered into the warm melancholy of a song of unutterable yearning;
and now it was a triumphant blare of trumpets such as might accompany
the storming of a citadel, rather than the capture of a maiden's heart.
Finally came the last cadence and, as it died away, the organist ,exhausted,
groped forth into stark wakefulness, like a somnambulist shaking off the
weird, subconscious spell which had gripped him. But where now were
the cries of enthusiasm and admiration for which he had so earnestly
striven? Not a sound greeted his ear. The girls, frightened or bored (he
never knew which) had fled quietly, leaving him alone with his fantasy.

No doubt Marie was sufficiently musical to appreciate and admire
Bruckner's superb accomplishments as an organist. Already at this time,
according to subsequent reports of concert appearances he made in
England and France, he was probably without a peer among the church-
musicians of Europe. Yet in the eyes of this young girl no artistic virtues
could erase the hopeless stigma of Bruckner's personal eccentricity.
Refusing him as gently as she could she must have thought," How can a
girl marry a man whose very genius seems to betray him to the ridicule
of his acquaintances?"
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The laughter he aroused was not always confined to his abnormal
conduct in moments of complete absorption. Had he been wise enough
to maintain a more dignified air in his every-day associations with the
fair sex he might have attained the complacency of a comfortable marriage
in Linz. It is fortunate for art that he unwittingly acted the clown in the
company of girls, for those supreme last symphonic adagios, very apoth-
eoses of human loneliness would have been impossible of realization for
any save a soul transfigured by a lifetime of combined social and sexual
frustration.

Misled, perhaps, by the well-meant advice of boastful younger
acquaintances he came to sound the depths of futility in his desparate
efforts to win the esteem of almost any young girl. Most of his piano
pupils were about sixteen. One of these, Emma Thaner, years after
Bruckner had passed away, was asked by his biographer Goellerich to
relate some outstanding impressions she still retained of him. She s_tid:

Love playedmanya prank uponhim. I believehe was in love with everyone of his
girl pupils who had passedher sixteenth year, though it was the dark-eyed,black-haired
ones whom he preferredabove the others....

I can still seehim beforeme, telling about his experiencesand enliveninghis stories
with expressivegestures, while he would cast frequent side-longglances towards it large
mirror. He lovedto talk about his "'conquests"(as he called them) which were in re_aLity
onlyhis pursuitof this or that girl (she might havebeena servant-girlfor all he cared, so
long as she was pretty). How happy he was when at a turning of the way, his "victiam'"
would finallybendher head nervouslyin answerto his effusively"polite" greeting, _ivint_
him .(as he calledit) "a smile full of meaning." Invariablyhe would end these stories i_
a volce raised to an exultant pitch, exclaimingtriumphantly, 'Tm a regular devil, I am!
A regular devil!" Then he would gaze at himself in the mirror with frank admiration _

The pathos of this childlike, Platonic soul feverishly masquerading
as a Casanova is beyond words. Clearly, at this stage of his life Bruckner
was not only helpless in his interpretation of the values of every-day life
(particularly those connected with the fair sex) but exhibited even less
sense of balance, if possible, in evaluating his own inner self. Thus he
represented the human embodiment of complete spiritual bewilderment.

Years later, when he would purposely choose for his symphonic
workshop a household in which there dwelt at least one attractive young
female, he had once more regained the comparative composure of his
pre-Linzian years. Then he understood that woman for him was merely
that subtle influence which could shed fresh light and warmth over his
symphonic labors in moments when his unalterable solitude became too

cold and lonely to bear. Before the peace of such self-understanding
came to him he had experienced fully the tragedy of unrequited love
and enforced renunciation. The long, rapidly changing line of his imagined
sweethearts reveals him, much as Beethoven had been before him, a man
of inextinguishable longing for love, of no charm for woman, o£ in-
sufficient wile to offset this handicap, and hence a man fated to a life-
long, tortured celibacy.

At the time he was contemplating the composition of his First
Symphony Bruckner was psychologically ready for the one outstanding
amorous experience of his life. The coincidence that this came to him
during the colorful days surrounding the world-premiere of Tristan only
brings out in stronger relief the chasm that separated his soul from th£t
of Wagner. He experienced nothing that can even remotely be com-
pared to a love like Tristan's for Isolde or, for that matter, Richard's for
Mathilde. Instead of the concentrated intensity of one tragic affair

*Goellerich--Auer:AntanBruckn_.r,Part III, Vol. 1; Gustav BosseVerlag, Regensburg,
Germany.
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Bruckner had a dozen or more of successive minor disappointments
culminating in one last unforgettable seizure of unrequited love. Though
he buried forever beneath the laconic record of this affair all serious hope
of the ideal union of his longing, he drew from it an inspiration no less
important for his future work than Mathilde had proven for Wagner's.
After the finale, opening movement, and scherzo of his First lay completed,
a vivid record of his desperate effort to achieve a spiritual triumph over
a thousand and one petty outward frustrations, he wrote his first great
Adagio under the spell of the deepest love for woman of which he was
capable, the love he felt for the pretty seventeen-year-old Josefine Lang.

Since no Bruckner biographer has hitherto seen fit to stress the
possible influence this series of amorous adventures exerted upon his
First Symphany and, perhaps his whole symphonic stature, it will be for
the reader to judge, after having followed the few incidents described
above, whether they may not be logically linked with the First and that
curious nickname, das ke&e Beserl, which Bruckner involuntarily allowed
to escape his lips at the moment the impetuous Hans Richter put the
score of the symphony under his arm.

III

It was a genius, embittered and yet strangely impregnated by what
he considered the deceitfulness of "that baggage", the world, who
turned again to his art for consolation. In the grip of the most turbulently
conflicting emotions he sensed that the austerity of a religious work
would be an impossible achievement. Why not try a symphony again?
Swiftly, as though evoked by the very thought, theme after theme sprang
into being in his fantasy; themes of tremendously contrasted character,
ranging from the most hateful anger to the most tender affection, from
the most rugged heroic power to the most delicately lilting charm;
themes which so clearly mirrored incidents deeply engraved upon his
consciousness that he knew they had literally sprung, not from his mind,
but from those experiences themselves. One by one (he seemed to himself
only the passive medium of the whole phenomenon) he set them down on
paper, while an inner voice said to him, "This is the essence of your own
symphony, drawn from the deepest recesses of your soul. It is already
finished and you need only write it down."

As he studied the themes a fresh revelation of the utmost significance
dawned upon him. He saw that each one was not only a concise song in
itself, but that it bristled with an irresistible urge towards increased
fulfilment. Its constituting motives, its dominating rhythm, its individual
harmonic characteristics, all demanded free progress along a great sym-
phonic line. This line he knew was the spine of the whole symphony
to be. Now he could clearly hear the opening theme sounding its onward
path straight to the point of departure, at which a fresh theme sprang
up, ready to carry the growing message forward with renewed vitality.
This, then, was the true symphonic revelation: no mere statement of
themes, but an actual gathering of the symphonic forces. How inevitable
seemed now to him the grim conflict joined by a host of hurtling thematic
fragments in the process of development! Even the moment of silence
marking the end of a movement was to be a climax rich in suspense!
What if a movement was finished? The themes must go on and on, radiat-
ing the increased power of the original message, producing in their
career a thousand and one generations of melody all born of that single
initial melody, just as the universe was born of the thought "In the
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beginning". Yes, the themes must go ever onward, to be united again
only in that ultimate melodic fulfilment attained at the triumphant close
of the whole symphony.

]Ernest Newman, in that remarkable little book, The Unconscio_r
Beethoven, has shown how that first rough, one-staved sketch of the
Eroica places beyond controversy the conclusion that Beethoven's sym-
phonic inspiration was not a composite of ideas which occurred to him
piece-meal, to be eventually welded together by mere skill. The amazing
truth is that the whole structure of the composition (Mr. Newman used
only the" exposition section" of the opening movement for his illust_:a-
tion) embracing the various themes, their junction through motivated
particles, their contrasts of every nature, in short, the whole work
practically down to its minutest details, was an integral inspiration.
Only such a comprehensive inspiration could have ensured the sym-
phony that unfalteringly poetic quality that sets it high above all ques-
tioning from a formal viewpoint. The content, the original inspiration,
determined the form in every respect. Comparison with other symphooJed
revealed it as revolutionary. Hence appreciation was long withheldfrom it.

Richter was not the only conductor who immediately recognized
the fascinatingly individual quality of Da¢ kecke Beserl. Levi, of Par, rifaI
renown, also was enchanted by it and wished to perform it at once.
Knowing Bruckner's penchant for revision before permitting a public
performance of any of his works, Levi feared for the integrity of this
earliest, almost un-Bruckner-like symphony. He entreated Bruckne_
"not to change a note, for it is all good just as it stands." He need.
not have feared, however. The different versions of many of his works
that Bruckner left the world reveal that he made no changes affecting
the initial conception of any of them, for a symphony was to him truly
an integral artwork.

--GABI_iELENGEL

Our Younger Musicians to Study
Bruckner and Mahler

One of the most convincing signs of the steady growth of American
Bruckner and Mahler appreciation is the surprising announcement recently
made by Leon Barzin, the enterprising conductor of the National Or-
chestral Association, that he will include two Bruckncr and three Niahler
symphonies in his rehearsal repertoire this eason. The fact that this
fine organization of the most serious and talented younger musicians

of our country is regarded much as a preparatory school for the leading
American symphony orchestras tends to stress the important role Bruckner
and Mahler are to play on the programs of the major musical organiza_tions in the United States.
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MAHLER'S SECOND

I. AN INTERPRETIVE NOTE

Much, perhaps too much, commentary has been published concerning
Mahler's Second Symphony, three movements of which, because of the
poetic texts with which they are intimately associated, need no spiritual
analysis whatsoever. One of these, the ScherZo, that electrifying tonal
embodiment of the most bitter cynicism, that veritable orgy of ugly
grimaces at the apparent spiritual worthlessness of mankind, is fortunately
permitted to unfold the terrible scroll of its sermon unaided by an actual
verbal accompaniment. Hence, for a full appreciation of the significance
of this movement, a previous acquaintance with one of Mahler's songs,
The Fish-Sermon o] St. Anthony, is necessary. The music of this song is
literally transplanted into the wonderfully diabolical Scherzo of the
ResurrectionSymphony. No analysis of the whole work can claim validity
without citing at least some portions of the text of that song in connection
with this purely instrumental ScherZo. The stupendous choral Finale and
the naive song of prophecy which precedes it require no explanation
beyond the texts to which they are set.

Upon the first two movements alone need additional light from
without be cast. The second, simple in structure and of the purest melodic
character from beginning to end, is amazing only because of the unde-
niable individuality it maintains midst an unwavering sweetness utterly
opposed to all that the world of music has come to regard as of authen-
tically Mahler-quality. To find the explanation of this phenomenon
one need only follow the composer's own comprehensive hint, "I have
lived my works. Those who know me will understand them."

Vienna, the wonder-city that had been the center of his boyhood
dreams, to become in his sfibsequent student years at the conservatory and
university the blissful realization of those dreams, represented the one
great happy adventure young Mahler had had with the outer world.
Hence, this Idyll, which is the tonal expression of that experience, is
marked by none of that pain-wracked loneliness which characterizes
the bulk of Mahler's music. It exhales that cheerful, life-loving atmos-
phere which found infinitely charming expression at the hands of all the
great masters of music whom good fortune had cast under the magic
spell of Vienna. What could Vienna of the Eighties have meant to a
young and unsophisticated creative musical genius? The naive con-
tentment of Haydn, the tender, ethereal grace of Mozart, the unquenchable
goblin laughter of Beethoven, the nostalgic yearning of Schubert, the
vivid, healthy pulse of Johann Strauss, the soaring optimistic song of
Bruckner, the deep, restrained pathos of Brahms. Young Mahler's soul
thrilled to all these musical wonders, absorbing them as the very essence
of Vienna. They were inseparably part of him when he merged them all
into a new, integral creation. Such is the subtle alchemy of this perfect
Idyll.

Few are aware that Mahler ever tried his hand at poetry. The
handful of verses of his that survive indicate a technical proficiency
that could have come only from considerable practice. Perhaps, on the
whole, literature has lost nothing by the shyness which caused Mahler
to suppress practically all of his efforts at literary expression. Yet for a
closer understanding of his music, still so enigmatical to many, his
ventures into verse might have woven highly illuminating. Fortunately,
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one short extant poem, composed during the period when he was planning
his t{esurrection Symphony, seems to throw some light upon the colossal
first movement, the only direct clue to the dark, ominous character of
which is the one phrase," Death-Celebration.'" The poem speaks for itself,
as well as for the frame of mind in which the symphony was conceived.

The night looks softly down from distances
Eternal with her thousandgolden eyes,
And weary mortals shut their eyes in sleep
To know once more somehappinessforgotten.
Seeyou the silent, gloomy wanderer?
Abandonedis the path he takes and lonely,
Unmarkedfor distanceor direction;
And oh! no star illuminateshis way,
A way so long, so far from guardian spirits,
And voicesversed in soft deceit sound, luring,
'When will this long and futile journeyend?
Will not the wandererrest from all his suffering?'
The Sphinxstaresgrimly, ominouswith question,
Her stony, blankgray eyestell nothing,--nothing.
No single, savingsign, no ray of light--
Andif I solve it not--my lifemust pay.

II. "MY TIME WILL YET COME"

When Mahler finished his First Symphony he wrote to his dearest
friend:

You alonewill understandit, becauseyou know me. To others it will soundstrange.
That was half a century, ago.

After a recent performance of the work by the N. Y. Philharmonic
under Bruno Walter one of the foremost American critics said:

At one time I, too, in less mature judgment,deniedMahler any outstanding worth
at all, exceptthat he had master ed a method of colorful orchestration. I feel that I have
cometo seemore than that in Mahler.

Upon the same occasion another critic predicted for the First Sym-
phony a popularity rivalling that of Tschaikowsky's Pathetique.

Mahler went on to compose symphony after symphony, and as his
individuality attained more and more vivid expression the misunder-
standing of his listeners increased. Twenty years after his First he com-
pleted his Sixth Symphony, that gloomy composition generally known
as the Tragic. One of his friends, shocked by the extreme bitterness which
swayed this work to its ultimate echo, asked him reproachfully, "How
could a man as kind-hearted as you have written a symphony so full
of bitterness?"

Mahler replied, "It is the sum of all the suffering I have had to
endure at the hands of life."'

Yet, of all his symphonies, this is the only one that ends on a note
of pessimism. Even that tempest of spiritual pain, Das Lied yon der Erde,
subsides midst a rainbow of hope, the promise of eternal rebirth.

The Ninth, the last completed symphony Mahler left the world,
is a deep, soul-stirring paean of faith, such as most would associate
only with that great symphonic voice of unshakable affirmation, Anton
Bruckner.

Because Mahler was one of the world's foremost conductors hosts
of music-lovers admired him, but, almost without exception, these
greeted his creative efforts with pitying bewilderment. Mahler, under-
standing their failure to understand him, smiled wistfully and said,
"My time will yet come."
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He'didnot livetosharetheinstanttriumphofDas LiedyonderErde,
a victory confirmed by every subsequent performance given the work
down to this very day. Since his death the progress of most of his music
in the public esteem has been slow but sure, bearing out his own patient
prophecy in that famous laconic utterance of confidence, "' My time will
yet come."

Yet in the case of one of his symphonies, the Second, that prophecy
was never pertinent. From the very first hearing given this stupendous
choral work (Richard Strauss himself conducted the premiere at Hamburg
in 1895) each performance has lent it added lustre until its unfailing
human appeal has stamped it as an undeniable classic of the symphonic
repertoire. Curiously enough, this Second is spiritually Mahler's first
symphony, conceived and planned several years before he began to write
his real First Symphony. Thus it is in every way the true "open sesame"
to the understanding of all his works.

July 7, 1935, marked the seventy-fifth anniversary of Mahler's birth.
Serious American music-lovers of the future will be proud to know that
the highest tribute paid this great, still neglected Austrian composer
upon the occasibn of this anniversary must be credited to the American
business organization which ventured to make and publish at consider-
able expense a magnificent recording of this entire colossal symphony.

In the name of the present generation of American music-lovers,
The Bruckner Society of America wishes herewith to confess a mighty
debt of gratitude to the Victor Company for this first infallible op-
portunity to obtain at private leisure a thorough introduction to the
symphonic achievement of Gustav Mahler, certainly one of the richest
artistic legacies of all time.

--Gauv.iEL ENGEL

THE KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDS

In recognition of their distinguished services in furthering the general
appreciation of Mahler's art in the United States, Artur Bodanzky,
Ossip Gabrilowitsch, Otto Klemperer, Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, William
Mengelberg, and Bruno Walter will be awarded the new Exclusive
Mahler Medal of Honor.

PERFORMANCES ANNOUNCED FOR SEASON 1935-1936

Bruckner's Eighth: N.Y. Philharmonic, Otto Klemperer, Nov. 14, !5.
Boston Symphony, Serge Koussevitzky (no date set as yet).

Mahler's Second." N.Y. Philharmonic, Klemperer, Dec. 12, 13, 15
Cleveland Symphony, Rodzinskl, (No date).

Mahler's Fom.th: Cleveland Symphony, Rodzinski, (No date)

Mahler's Filth or Ninth: Boston Symphony, Koussevitzky, (No date)
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PROPHETS, SCRIBES, AND PHARISEES

The sad lapses abounding in practically every new, "popular" book
about music still go unchallenged in most of the magazine and newspaper
columns devoted to the review of such publications. Therefore even so
cautious a rebuke as that of Peter Bowdoin in the Herald-Tribune book-

section (Sept. 22, 1935) seems a welcome forecast of more honest days to
come. Weighing the relative virtues and shortcomings of Theodore
M. Finney's recent History of Music, Mr. Bowdoin remarks:

There are, however, errors in the matter of emphasis. For instance,neither Rossini,
nor Bruckneris accordedanythinglike adequate treatment, and the paragraph devoted to
GustavMahler is somewhatmisleading.

The frequent practice of coupling famous names in the history of
musical art has produced results ranging from the highly felicitous to the
painfully ridiculous. To illustrate the first type, Lawrence Gilman, in
a nation-wide broadcast last season, linked the names of Bach, Beethoven,
and Bruckner as those of the three who had attained the most universal
musical expression of human faith. As for the second type, Mr. Bowdoin
is doubtless familiar with that incredible marriage of names that occurred
somewhat over a century ago at the world premiere of Beethoven's
Missa Solemnis, when some of the most popular arias of Rossini were
sandwiched in between sections of the Mass to circumvent the impatience
of the musical public.

There is little doubt as to how the serious music-lover of to-day
will receive Mr. Bowdoin's impulsive concatenation of names cited above.
The sudden appearance of Rossini's name much as that of a new "senior
member" in an already well-known symphonic "partnership" is, per-
haps, purely accidental. Yet were it not so it would mark the reviewer
as a friend of Bruckner and Mahler anxious to deliver a careful thrust
in behalf of their art. Had he omitted the name of Rossini (or any similar-
ly towering genius neglected by Mr. Finney) he might have been com-
pelled to face the jibes of those of his colleagues who still regard the
mere united mention of Bruckner and Mahler in a spirit of homage as
the flaunting of a despicable musical banner. Certainly, Mr. Bowdoin's
arraignment of the "single paragraph" devoted to Gustav Mahler as
"misleading" is a miracle of drollery, impossible of any other interpreta-
tion.

"But why pick on Mr. Finney? Who is he, anyhow?" some may ask.
To them we make reply, ""Big or small, Peter Bowdoin tackles them,
one and all." In proof of which the following:m

John Erskine, one of the greatest American music educators since
Helen of Troy, has just put his stamp of approval upon a species of im-
ported Musical Companion, after diplomatically editing it into a condition
of at least no mean proportions. Abbreviated by Prof. Erskine to a mere
548 pages, this Musical Companion devotes only a single sentence to
Bruckner's art, blotting it out, so to speak, with one contemptuous
flourish of the pen. What has Mr. Bowdoin to say of this sweeping
Musical Companion? Well, here is the keynote of his review. (Herald
Tribune, Books, Oct. 20).
m This work presentsin an engagingmanner a great deal of information usually to be

had from text books. Unfortunately,a generousshareof misinformationis also offered.
Then follows an arraignment of various phases of narrowness a_d

ignorance exhibited by some of the Companion's contributors, in the
course of which the well-known Edward J. Dent, author of a section
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devoted to the opera is subjected to an unfavorable comparison with
Donald Francis Tovey. In this manner, the name of a truly illustrious
British musical authority, conspicuous because of his complete absence
from Prof. Erskine's symphony in high tea, is injected into the discussion.
Irresistibly there looms up the thought that, with the exception of Olga
Samaroff Stokowski's chapter on music in the United States, Mr. Tovey
could have undertaken single-handed a far more authoritative treatment
of every topic presented in the Companion. Then, however, we would
have been deprived of Prof. Erskine's painstaking and" engaging" work
of edition, ("a deed of mercy", Mr. Bowdoin calls it.)

Mr. Harrison's(one of the seven British contributors) contempt for Liszt as a sym-
phonist, his sweepingdismissalof Brnckner'ssymphonies,his unwise remarks about the
symphoniesof Chaussonand d'Indy are other exafiaplcsof an unfortunate insularity.

And that is not all, but enough to cause us to wonder whether,
this being, after all, a bitterly serious discussion, we are not attaching
too much importance to so amusing A Musical Companion.

Fortunately all the neglect and opprobrium of present-day text-book
musical historians writing in English is amply compensated by the rich
recognition accorded Bruckner's art in the recently published Essays in
Musical Analysis by Donald Francis Tovey.t Every word concerning
music uttered by this man, accepted by such authorities as Lawrence
Gilman and Ernest Newman as the supreme music-critical English voice,
must carry tremendous weight. For this reason the fifteen pages of
almost unqualified praise which he devotes to Bruckner's art represent
the highest literary recognition the master has as yet gained outside
of Austria and Germany.

Alas, America can boast no Donald Francis Tovey. The comparative-
ly uncultivated soil of the New World can hardly be expected to produce
such a phenomenon of encyclopedic musical attainments as is this re-
markable man, equally pre-eminent as conductor, theorist, esthetician,
and educator. Our professional musical educators thus far can lay but
little claim to having advanced the art materially among us. Fascinating
volumes of psychology might be written to explain their failure in this
regard, but nothing, we fear, that would adequately exonerate them.
That the art has not stagnated altogether in America is because there
have always been among our men of affairs progressive music-lovers
prepared to serve the cause of artistic progress even to the point of self-
sacrifice. Men and women, of deeds rather than words, these have
nevertheless undertaken now and then to transmit their fervor to others
by means of the printed word. It is the few books by such pioneers of
art (and not the futile texts penned or edited by our learned fossils) that
have proven our only truthful literary contributions to musical progress.
The martyred Harriet Lanier's Musical Verities is a heart-rending record
of a true artistic pioneer's career of self-sacrifice in the cause of musical
progress. Every serious music-lover of America should read this book
with reverence.

Harriet Lanier is no longer among us; but the pioneer soul is eternal.
Such a soul is Charles O'Connell, whose recent Book of the Symphony* is
the open sesame to a world of good music long hampered on its way to
American hearts by sniping professors, whose notion of true homage

_DonaldFrancisTovey:Essaysin NiusicalAnalysis(2 vols.) Oxford UniversityPress,
London,1935.

*CharlesO'Connell: The Victor Bookof the Symphony[with a forewordby Leopold
Stokowski]Simonand Schuster,New York, 1935.
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to Beethoven is to turn his art into bullets for use against the artistic
progress of his successors.

Before discussing his significant Book of the Symphony, just a word
about Charles O'Connell, the man of deeds. Serious music-lovers of this
country owe him a debt of eternal gratitude because he was mainly
instrumental in bringing about the long awaited publication of complete
phonographic recordings of the symphonies of Bruckner and Mahler.
The praise due him in this connection is all the greater, since his efforts
in behalf of these neglected symphonic giants have been so magnificently
successful in a decade still resounding with heated propaganda for axial
against their compositions.

It is a great joy at last to be able to report complete recordings of
Bruckner's Seventh and Mahler's Second, both by the Minneapolis Sym-
phony Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy. (See Symphonic Chronicle.) .

Although only the Mahler work has been released as yet, we may
confidently anticipate from its unsurpassed brilliancy that the Bruckner
recording will prove not only a real joy to those relatively few Americans,
who have long known and loved Bruckner's music, but also a decisive
revelation to those, less adequately acquainted, who still hesitate in
granting the master a triumphal entry into musical Valhalla.

In Mr. O'Connell's Book of the Symphony Bruckner has been honored
with a biography, a full-page portrait, and a sympathetic, though
necessarily brief analysis of the Romantic Symphony. Yet to the serious
music-lover this book is far more than a witness of the final lifting of
"recording" barriers against Bruckner and Mahler. It embraces lucid,
concise analyses not only of the older symphonic classics, but also of the
most important contributions to the orchestral repertoire since Beethoven..
These analyses include Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique, Wagner's Siegfried
Idyll, Bruckner's Romantic Symphony, Brahms' First Symphony, Schoen-
berg's Gurrelieder, Strauss' Heldenlo_ben, Mahler's Das Lied yon der Erde,
Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun, Stravinsky's Sucre du Printemps, and
Holst's Planets, all of them contributions of the utmost importance to
the development of the modern symphonic language. No masterpiece,
even though less epoch-making, has been forgotten by Mr. O'Connell.

Therefore this book seems to us the true "musical companion.'"
Leopold Stokowski, one of America's foremost champions of musical
progress, in describing Mr. O'Connell's Book of the Symphony, has, perhaps
unintentionally, revealed just what a "musical companion", worthy o£
such a title, should be.

In simplelanguageit gives the technicalbackgroundof symphonicmusicso that even
aninexperiencedmusiclovercanunderstandandenjoyit. In readingit his mindandemotions
will be stimulated so that his pleasurein listening to the musicafterwardswill be greater.

The parts of this book which tell of the imaginativeand poetic side of music are in
themselvesa kind of music expressedthrough words.

One has the impressionthat the author feels that musicis chieflya thing of sensuous
pleasureand that no matterhow great orsmall maybe the technicalknowledgeof the hearer
music should be enjoyed through the sensesand the imagination.

Except in purelyprogrammusic the book does not paint pictures or tell stories about
musicbut aimsto suggestimagesandlinesof thought that will give the musiclover a point
of departurefor his own imaginative flight.

This book is equally interesting and illuminating to the professionalmusician and to
the musiclover who has not yet had the opportunityof studying the nature of music tech-
nically but whose pleasure in listening to music will be increased if his imagination and
emotionsarepreparedandstimulated by someonewho approachesmusic as directly and yet
as profoundlyas Charles O'Connell.

Mr. O'Connell's brief presentation of Bruckner begins confidently,
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"'AntonBruckner,one of the most importantcomposersof the last
hundredyears." His estimateofMahler, coloredby the "Mahler de-
batability"prevailingto-day,ends honestlywith the followingstate-
mcnt: "In spiteofpublicreceptivity,conductorsasa rulehaveneglected
Mahler'sworks untilcomparativelyrecentmonths; and we must half-
sadly,half-hopefullyjoinin his own frequentand confidentdeclara-
tion:Meine Zeit wird noch kommen (My time will yet come.) There are
indications that his time is imminent." Musical historians, who can
devote only a page or two to these symphonic giants, should profit by
this fair and dignified attitude of Mr. O'Connell. Recognition such as
he gives Bruckner and Mahler is the least that is compatible with the
esteem their works are steadily gaining among most serious music-lovers.

Historians, the scope of whose work permits more detailed attention
to Bruckner, may well take their key-note from the fifteen pages of
appreciation devoted by that great musical authority, Donald Francis
Tovey, to a discussion of Bruckner's most and least known works, the
Fourth and Sixth symphonies. Mr. Tovey continually emphasizes the
element of critical prejudice that has hindered the general understanding
of Bruckner's art. To those who object to the composer's manner of
orchestration he says: "The scores bristle (as Weingartner says) with
abnormalities, but the quintessence of orchestral quality is manifest in
every line. Nothing is more astonishing than the way in which naivetes
that look on paper (and sound on the pianoforte) as if they really 'will
never do', become augustly romantic in the orchestra ff their execution I
is not hurried. We must clear our minds of other wrong points of view
than mere prejudices if we are to understand Bruckner." Concerning
Bruckner's dreaded, yet almost totally unknown Sixth he says, after
reiterating the warning relative to prejudice and wrong point of view,
"If we treat this symphony as a kind of music we have never heard
before, I have no doubt that its high quality will strike us at every
momen t. ' '

--GABRIEL ENGEL

A MESSAGE FROM BRUNO WALTER

How much the absence of Bruno Walter from the rostrum of Phil-

harmonic conductors this season has probably cost lovers of the art of
Bruckner and Mahler in America is vividly suggested beneath the lines
of the following message to the Bruckner Society from that gre_t disciple
of those two symphonic masters.

First of all there was a BrucknerFestival in Linz on .July27, at whichI performedthe
FourthandNinth. OnAug. 18,duringthe Sal_burgerFestspivleI performedthe Fourthof Bruck-
her. Further, I began my concerts in Amsterdamon Oct. 3 with Bruckner'sFourthand re-
peated it at Haarlem, Oct. 8, The Hague, Oct. 12, Amsterdam(Volkskon_ert)Oct. 13. On
Oct. 20 I conductedMahler's First at Amsterdam. I shall also performit at Winterthur
(Switzerland)on ,Jan.29. In February, date still open, I shall performMahler's Ninth at
Amsterdam.I shalldo Bruckner'sNinthand the TeDeumin Vienna(PhilharmonicConcert).
ThereI shall also conducta Mahler Festival in recognitionof the twenty-fifthanniversary
of his death, doing the Secondon April 26, the Etghthon May 15and 16, and Das Liedyon
d_rErdeon May 24.

These are the dates fixeduntil now; maybe, therewill be more,

Dear Mr. Walter, we hope there will be more, yes, many, manor
more. Yet had we only as much as you have recounted, we should
consider ourselves lucky indeed. A happy sojourn to you in the Old
World--and may we have you with us again next season!
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MARTIN G. DUMLER

Long respected as that of one of America's foremost composers of
sacred music, the name of Martin G. Dumler has suddenly attained world
fame through the triumphant headlines and reviews devoted to the
premiere of his Stabat Mater at the recent historic May Music Festival
in Cincinnati (May 25, 1935). The unqualified success of this extended
sacred composition at an important concert performance stamps it as a
work of universal art, a significant contribution of our own day to that
proud, slender array of thoroughly human, super-ritual scores that have
found but few worthy companions since the great religious compositions
of Bruckner.
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DUMLER'S STABAT MATER

The "Stabat Mater" is perhaps the most human as well as one of
the most famous of medieval sacred poems. The poet, Jacopone da
Todi (-1306), compressed within its few brief stanzas the very essence
of the universal Christian creed of his age. It is not the grim tragedy
of the Crucifixion nor the awesome vision of Judgment Day that domin-
ates the emotional quality of the text. These, presented in a single
phrase, become in reality mere details of religious symbolism. The
poet's central theme is the Mother and her sorrows. The pathos of her
plight is the inspiration of the tender lyricism with which he has filled
most of the stanzas.

Eloquent witnesses of the permanence and inexhaustibility of the
poem's human message are the elaborate musical settings of the Stabat
Mater by outstanding composers of every generation. The composer of
the present setting, actuated by the directness characteristic of our own
day, has purposely chosen for each stanza the simplest and most concise
musical form suited to the unhampered expression of the poet's words.
He has avoided any attempt to enhance by undue expansion or realistic
exaggeration tremendous dramatic features latent in the text and has
assured a predominantly lyric quality to his composition by allotting
four of its ten sections to each of the four solo singers, respectively.
His instrumental introductions and interludes never exceed the few
measures absolutely necessary to a satisfactory knitting of the swiftly
changing imagery of the text.

The first four stanzas may be regarded as a unit. They contain all
of the poem that is narrative. The third stanza, purely lyric, is a skilful
interpolation by the poet.

The interruption by this inner note softens the cruel pain of the
incident being described and dictates to the composer the only logical
setting for the entire narrative section of the poem, a mystic one.

Thus a mere whisper in the deepest strings announces the beginning
of the story. Seven times in succession (religious tradition speaks of
the Seven Sorrows of the Mother) with increasing intensity, sounds the
insistently gloomy theme:

Adagio leanentoso _,_s Cl.rl,rlola_
,_4 v, _ _ I I I -_Z_I.,_ ._ _1: .J _ .....
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Above its first repetition, softly lamenting, rise the mingled voices of
the violas and bass clarinet. A chorale of dark timbre emerging from
this culminates in an impressive climax at the sixth recurrence of the
ostinata, the sombre tones of the horns and trombones dominating. As
the scene of infinite sorrow sinks into the background the chorus, un-
accompanied, very softly begins the opening stanza.

Occasional dramatic outbursts in the orchestra show that the deep
emotionalism of the tale is beyond the power of human restraint, but
these are always brief, being almost immediately stilled to preserve
intact the general mystic spell. Thus, for a moment only, the following
sharp motive in the horns suggests realistically in the first stanza the
pain caused by the piercing sword:
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The second stanza (chorus) is a benediction of the sorrowing Mother.
The agitated pulsation which the music gradually attains reflects the
effect of her inconsolable sadness upon humanity. Thus the way is
prepared for the poet's fervent, lyric apostrophe to the Mother (thirc[
stanza, Soprano Solo). The word "tanto" marks a moment of great
dramatic intensity. The horns in unison burst forth from the harmonic
grandeur of the full orchestra to intone a motive so prophetic and austere
as almost completely to shatter the lyric mood;

yet before another word has been sung the ominous cloud begins to pass.
A single sustained tone (violins, trumpets and horns) suffices to restore
an atmosphere of tender melancholy.

The grim details of her Son's sufferings fill the fourth stanza. Above
an orchestral background rich in dark motives, the chorus sings a sturdy
melody in clear canon style. So natural and appropriate is the device i,i
this case, however, that the technical skill involved in no wise distracts
the listener's attention from the poetic message underlying the music.
When the last lingering word "spiritum" dies away, the orchestral
background has once more become veiled and mystic. A long sustained
tone in the low woodwind, motivated fragments in the horns, whispered
mutterings in the timpani, suddenly silenced strings, such are the com-
poser s means of restoring mysticism at the close of this extremely agitated
stanza.

Stanzas 5, 6, and 7 form the second unit. The dominating characteristic
of this group is lyric. The music of stanza 5 is so steeped in the trans-
figured quality of the text that only the characteristic orchestral back-
ground identifies it as an inseparable portion of the Stabat Mater. There
is a striking contrast between the simple, tuneful melody sung by the
solo tenor voice and the subtle, ceaselessly undulating melodic line
used in the orchestral accompaniment.

Tenor Solo
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The sixth stanza (chorus) knits closely the three cardinal elements
of the poem, the Mother's sorrow, the Son's suffering., and humanity's
boundless sympathy. The music is at first in the major mode, radiant
and calm; then after a skillful interlude consisting of an insistent, brief
motive (horn) it becomes rhythmically agitated and darker (minor).
The rising tide of agitation culminates in a sorrowful, sustained burst
of tone in the full orchestra. Sudden silence follows. Then, as though
from an infinite distance, the chorus, unaccompanied, whisperingly
re-echoes the last line of the text.

.0 Molto tranquillo

_ Poe- nas me-elm _li -_ vi - de.

Thus, masterfully, without superficial artifice, is restored the initial
radiant atmosphere of the music.

The brief melody of yearning sadness, with which the horns introduce
the seventh stanza (Bass Solo) serves as principal motive for the orchestral
accompaniment.

20
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Alternating between horn and trombone, it is heard again and
again, surrounded each time by new, subordinate ideas and instrumental
colors. Increasingly impressive with each recurrence, it attains par-
ticularly deep significance at the very end, sounded by muted trombones
above a subdued roll of the timpani. Meanwhile a softly wailing motive,
already established, continues in the strings, lending a touch of realism
to an otherwise mystic scene of restrained melancholy.

Stanzas 8, 9, and 10 form the third and last main section of the com-
position. They are dominated by a great religious ecstasy, the faith in
immortality and the vision of Paradise. In the eighth stanza (Solo
Quartette) like irresistible rays of light suddenly penetrating the heavy
gloom that can no longer imprison them,an upward-leaping motive of
two tones is sharply uttered in rapid succession by horns, bassoons, clarin-
ets, and oboes, over a sustained bass in the organ. Then follows a simple
chorale, ideally suited to the ecstatic text, foretelling the ultimate glory
of the soul.

The harp, the light, liquid tone of which dominates the instrumental
background of the ninth stanza (Alto Solo) strengthens the new note of
spiritual elevation sounded in the preceding chorale. Characteristic
phrases, which were expressions of sadness in previous stanzas, become
transformed, in the course of this song, to gracious heralds of the miracle
of salvation.

The tenth stanza (Soli and Chorus) is the poem's sublime final
revelation. Here, perhaps more than in any other stanza, the composer
has shown his consummate grasp of the spiritual dimensions of the Stabat
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Mater. He has refrained from the traditional" art" method of matching
the text,, image for image, or color for color. He has chosen instead an
unassuming setting, steadily increasing in mystic intensity as it rises,
from a stately and solemn introduction in the low brass,

]_aestoso

A_. 4. 4

over skillfully merged fugues and chorales, to an ecstatic song of Paradise.
The work closes with the distant, veiled jubilations of cherubim

voices re-echoing mankind's fervent "Amen" unto all Eternity.
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 btabat Mater
1. Stabat Mater dolorosa At the Cross her station keeping,

Juxta Crucem lacrymosa, Stood the mournful Mother weeping,
Dum pendebat Filius Close to Jesus to the last:

Cujus animam gementem, Through her heart, His sorrow sharing,
Contristatem et dolentem, All His bitter anguish bearing,

Pertransivit gladius. Now at length the sword had passed.

2. O quam tristis et afflicta Oh, how sad and sore distressed
Fuit ilia benedicta Was that Mother highly blest

Mater Unigenitil Of the sole-begotten One]
Quae moerebat, et dolebat, Christ above in torment hangs;
Pin Mater, dum videbat She beneath beholds the pangs

Nati poenas inclyti. Of her dying glorious Son.

3. Quis est homo qui non fleret, Is there one who would not weep,
Matrem Christi si videret Whelmed in miseries so deep,

In tanto supplicio? Christ's dear Mother to behold?
Quis non posset contristari, Can the human heart refrain
Christi Matrem contemplari From partaking in her pain,

Dolentem cure Filio? In that Mother's pain untold?

4. Pro peccatis suae gentis Bruised, derided, cursed, defiled,
Vidit Jesum in tormentis, She beheld her tender Child.

Et flageliis subditum; All with bloody scourges rent;
Vidit suum dulcem Natum For the sins of His own nation,
Moriendo desolatum, Saw Him hang in desolation,

Dum emisit spiritum. Till His Spirit forth He sent.

5. Eja Mater, fons amoris, O thou MotherJ fount of love!
Me sentire vim doloris Touch my spirit from above, t

Fac, ut tecum legeam: Make my heart with thine accord:
Fac, ut ardeat cot meum Make me feel as thou hast felt;
In amando Christum Deum Make my soul to glow and melt

Ut sibi complaceam. With the love of Christ my Lord.

6. Sancta Mater, istud agas, Holy Mother! pierce me through;
Crucifixi fige plagas In my heart each wound renew

Cordi meo valide; Of my Savior crucified:
Tui Nati vulnerati, Let me share with thee His pain,

Tam dignarl pro me pati, Who for all my sins was slain,
Poenas mecum divide. Who for me in torments died.

7. Fac me tecum pie flere, Let me mingle tears with thee,
Crucifixo condolere, Mourning Him who mourned for me,

Donee ego vixero, All the days that I may live:
Juxta Crucem tecum stare, By the Cross with thee to stay;
Et me fib/soclare There with thee to weep and pray;

In planctu dcsidero. Is all I ask of thee to give.

8. Virgo virginum praeclara, Virgin of all virgins blest!
Mihi jam non sis amara, Listen to my fond request:

Fac me tccum plangcre: Let me share thy grief divine:
Fac ut portem Christi mortem, Let me, to my latest breath,
Passionis fac consortcm, In my body bear the death

At plagas recolerc. Of that dying Son of thine.

9. Fac me plagis vulnerari, Wounded with His every wound,
Fac me Cruce inebriari, Steep my soul till it hath swooned

Et cruorc Filii. In His very Blood away:
Flammis ne urar succensus, Be to me, O Virgin, nigh,
Per te, Virgo, sire defensus Lest in flames I burn and die,

In die judicii. In that awful Judgment Day.

20. Christe, cure sit hinc exire, Christ, when Thou shalt call me hence,
Da per Matrem me venire Be Thy Mother my defence,

Adpalmam victoriae. Be Thy Cross my victory:
Quando corpus morietur While ray body here decays,
Fac ut animae donetur May my soul Thy goodness praise,

Paradisi gloria. Amen. Safe in Paradise with Thee. Amen.
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SYMPHONIC CHRONICLE

A Record oJ Critical and Popular Reaction

ANTON BRUCKNER-- ment with its tremendous chief theme; the
NINTH SYMPHONY irresistible Scherzo; the haunting, subliminal
(Original Version, Amer. Premiere) Adagio--these are such pages asonly Bruekner

Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York, could have imagined and set down.
Otto Klemperer,Conductor;New York, Octoberll, Especially in the mythical close of the great
12, 13, 24, 2934. The last performancewas broad- Adagio, with its musing, consolatory tender-
cast overthe entire Columbianetwork, hess, one felt again that Bruckner had come

close to entering the inner chamber of that
Mr. Klemperer presented only two symphon- "Palace of Wisdom" known to William Blake,

ies last night. The first was the Ninth of or at least that he had beheld the distantBruckner in its original version; the second was turrets shining in the evening light.
the Fifth of Beethoven. With both of these --LAwv._NCEG_L'_AN,N. Y. Herald-Tri_uu_
works he made a powerful impression.

Whatever Loewe's alterations may have ...The scherzo, freed from Berlioz decoration,
been, it cannot be said that the effect of the has a rugged strength and moments of genuine
Ninth Symphony,as a symphony, is so very beauty. The adagio, with which the work was
different from what we know. The principal left uncompleted, is a movement of worth and
revelations were Mr. Kiemperer's. The slow it brings the symphony to a lingering and
movement, as it now stands, is the climax of memorable close. One wonders what could
the unfinished work and must surely rank as have followed fittingly, albeit Bruckner him-
one of the greatest of all Bruckner adagios, self wrote at least one much more beautiful
There are only two that approach it in great- slow movement•
ness. They are the slow movements of the Mr. Klemperer did the composer valuable
Seventhand Eighth symphonies, service in producing his music as he wrote it.

mOLto Dow_ms, New YorkTimes We have a deeper respect for Bruckner aftcc
hearing the magnificent performance of last

Mr. Klemperer should receive the gratitude night. The orchestra covered itself withglory.
of all music-lovers for his devoted and eloquent Its tone was gorgeous and in balance and clot-
performance at last night's Philharmonic- ity it left nothing to be desired. All the Bruc__o
aymphony concert of Bruckner's seldom heard ner symphonies should be heard. Repetition
Symphony No. 9, that symphony which is is the best test of their worth.
sometimes known as the 'Unfinished.' --W. J. HBm_ERSO_,Th_New York Suu

• ..Hearing Bruckner's symphonies we
realize how deep his feeling can be, how lofty Thanks to Mr. Klemperer, we have had
a beauty he could summon to his measures, Bruckner's ninth symphony in its original
how blazing a splendor touches the pinnacles edition. There used to be a legend that Bruck-
of certain towering movements in his sym- her was a stodgy composer, and it requires a
phonies• He holds and stirs us in a way pe- convincing musician like Mr. Klemperer to
culiar to himself when we listen to such things illuminate the streaks of genius in Bruckncr's
as the Dirge in the Seventh Symphony, the music. Who started the local propaganda
slow movement of the Eighth, the closing against Bruckner--or why--I don't know.
pages of the Adagio of the Ninth, which we But some of the most effective pamphleteering
heard last evening--music of a valedictory ever done hereabouts has been issued by the
tenderness, full of the sense of reconciliation Bruckner Society of America, whose journal,
and appeasement, tranquil, not of this world; Chord and Discord, will interest you in
music that searches the very heart of beauty• Bruckner and persuade you to hear his works,

free from bias of every kind.
This is not the place to go into technical Cleared of misguided revisions by enthus-detail concerning Loewe's unauthorized, in-

iastic but apparently dumb apostles, Bruck-
judicious, and impertinent editing of Bruck- ner's ninth symphony proved its claim to a
ner's scor_-an expostion which may better place in the live repertoire. I don't think that
await the space and leisure of next Sunday's Bruckner is an acquired taste, because thecolumn• But those who best know the sym-

great passages are eloquent and the clrag_r
phony must have been struck last night by an episodes are obvious. His music isn't a math-_-
added intensification, an uncompromising matical enigma, and even at a first hearing,
forthrightness of musical speech, a power and it's not difficult to decide whether you wish
abrupt directness which they had not observed to take it or leave it. When it's projected as
in it before--with good reason, for the well brilliantly as it was by Mr. Klemperer and
meaning Loewc had not seen fit to let us hear The Philharmonic-Symphony, it's easier to
them. take than to leave.

Thus restored and justified, the Symphony --RoBBRTA. SI_rON,TheNew Yor/_r
seems more than ever to be, at its best, one of
the noblest musical legacies of the nineteenth We Brucknerites were treated to high festivi-
century. The heroic and passionate first move- ties in Carnegie Hall last evening. That pro-
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(_het and apostle of the Viennese symphonist, The Scherzo and the Finale are less impress-
tto Klemperer, directed the Philharmonic- ire. Butyou can't always have thepure metal,

Symphony -orchestra in a performance of as we hadbeen reminded a week before, by the
Brnckner's unfinished symphony, No. 9, which latter part of the "Eroica". And if Wa_ner
will not be forgotten by any sensitive listener, could write the Ride of the Valkyries, w-hy

It seems, however, that more ado than should not Bruckner be permitted the Scherzo
necessary has been made over Loewe's emenda- and the Finale of this symphony, with their
tions; that far from overlaying with plush heavy-footed gayety?
Bruckner's austere measures his actual changes It should be recognized, though, that the
were relatively few and unimportant. Friends of Bruckner owe a heavy debt of thanks

Be that as it may, the three complete move- to conductor and orchestra for their presenta-
meats in whatever version constitute an tion, which was remarkable for its beauty of
eminently impressive work. The scherzo is tone and for its exquisitely subtle expressive-

one of the most individual of symphonic hess. --S. L. SLopsx, Christian Science Monitor
movements, as the adagio is one of the most
exalted. --P_T'rs SANBORN,World-Telegram At yesterday's matinee concert of the Boston

Symphony Orchestra the same audience which,
The Philharmonic played the extremely on two previous occasions, had "sat on its

difficult music superbly, dividing the honors hands" (in thepungent backstage expression),
equally with Mr. Klemperer, who is demon- now applauded Dr. Koussevitzky and the
strating with every occasion of closer ac- orchestra with the greatest enthusiasm.

quaintance that he is a distinguished baton According to these signs, which will
. leader, certainly be repeated with greater vividness

The Bruckner was received last night by a tonight, Dr. Koussevitzky now need have no
large audience with hearty approval. It is further hesitation about, presenting more
sonorous and impressive. Bruckner... The worst of the struggle is over.

--HENrtmTTU W_BER, Evening Journal For now the audience is, as the advertisements
would say, Bruckner-conscious. What is more,

ANTON BRUCKNER-- the audience likes the feeling!

SEVENTH SYMPHONY By general agreement, and by the evidence
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Dr. Serge Kous- of one's ears, the best of the symphony is the

sevitzky, conductor; Boston, October26th and 27th, slow movement. Here is music of such tre-
1934. mendous spiritual and emotional power that

Dr. Koussevitzky's performance breathed an it may be compared not only with the "'Ring"
almost apostolic fervor, but that after all is a of Wagner, Bruckner's idol, but also with the
characteristic of every interpretation of a greatest slow movements of Beethoven.
strongly willed conductor, and one of Dr. Throughout the slow movement of the Bruck-
Koussevitzky's foremost traits. He is emin- her symphony, indeed, one's thoughts recurred

to the slow movement of the Beethoven Ninth
ently to be commended for presenting this
symphony, and all others of Bruckner that he Symphony as the only suitable comparison.
may choose. It is especially desirable to hear The themes have nobility and dignity as well
occasionally the music of composers whose as beauty. They are heartfelt; but the compos-
rank is contended. And that of Bruckner is er does not slop over. The movement has

debated even 40 years after his death, astonishing breadth, which a slow pace should
--C. W. D., The Boston Globe accentuate in performance.

...The total net impression of the symphony
Since Dr. Serge Koussevitzky became con- was one of spiritual and emotional uplift.

ductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra he
The performance as has been suggested, was

has placed on its programs the Fourth and the usually true to Bruckner's intention. It was
Eighth Symphonies of Bruckner. He once one of the greater and more noble achieve-
proposed the Ninth, but withdrew it. At the
head of the list of compositions for the third meats of Dr. Koussevitzky and his magnificent
pair of Symphony Hall concerts of the season orchestra.
(Oct. 26-27) stood Bruckner's Seventh, in E --Mos_ Sr_iTrt, Boston Evening Transcript

major, unheard in Boston since the legendary Forty-eight years ago the Seventh Symphony
days of Dr. Muck. of Anton Bruckner virtually emptied the old

At all events, the performance of Bruckner's Music Hall. Yesterday afternoon at Symphony
Symphony in E major brought the first really Hall it provoked the heartiest applause of the
spontaneous, applause, of the season from the current season of the Symphony concerts.
Friday afternoon audience at Symphony Hall .... As a melodist Bruckner ranks high. In the
And not solely, let us believe, because of the first subject of the first movement he is heir to
sonorous peroration. For there was much to Schubert. In the great themes of the solemn

give pleasure in the performance of the first Adagio, one of the topmost summits of sym-
two movements, which contain the finest phonic music, he recalls the profundities and
pages of the score. They are marked by worthy the spiritual calms of Beethoven (as well as
material, imaginative development, a firm certain harmonic and orchestral idioms of his
construction, rich and colorful harmonics and idol Wagner), and in the Scherzo, one of the
g superb sonority, few that have carried on the tradition estab-
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lished by the master of Bonn, we think again secret ecstacies and insuperable grief, and, at
of all three composers. Yet through it all the last, its mystical, assuaging peace,
Bruckner is himself. The music is his. None often overmastering.

of it is actually reminiscent. It is odd to find adult human beinga still
...Not even Wagner himself contrived more refusing contact with imaginative expressions
beautiful sonorities for the multiplied brass of intellectual and spiritual traits which they
than did Bruckner in his Adagio; and yester- cannot, as good citizens and conscientiotm
day Dr. Koussevitzky and his orchestra evoked taxpayers, indorse or enjoy. Yet such music
in this movement sounds of surpassing beauty, as this of Mahler's brings us inescapably fac_

--WARREN STOrmYS_a_xH, Boston Post to face with the conclusion that there is no
profit in bothering with works of art at: all
unless you are able and willing to project.

GUSTAV MAHLER-- yourself into another mental world tha.u your
DAS LIED VON DER ERDE own: to see life and destiny from the stand_point

_hilharmonic Symphony Society of New York, of a temperament that may be fundamentail_r
Bruno Walter, Conductor; Maria Ols_ewska and alien to everything that you believe in a_ffd
Frederick Jagel, soloists. New York, December20, esteem; to lend and steep yourself until you:
21,1934. understand and know and feel.

The world has not yet arrived at a clear ThismusicofMahler'sposessuchaproble.m.
understanding of Mahler's works, let alone a It gives us the quintessence of a difficu.l.r mad"
iust verdict of their worth. Therefore we baffling nature. For Mahler was one of those
should be thankful to be reminded by even an introvert and solitary dreamers whose voice

occasional performance that Mahler lived, comes to us today from what we take to be-a
still persists, and will survive beyond the vanished world, irrecoverable, increasingly
present artistic confusion, remote, steeped in the pathos of distance.

And yet, inexplicably enough, that world is
Dos Lied van tier Er_ is especially valid as not really either lost or irrecoverable; it is all

such a reminder. It is a work of masterly about us still, in many spirits and imagina-:
caliber, from the point-of-view of structure as tions. Our problem--when those who axe
well as content, not wavering even in its native to that world are rare and sensitive
minutest detail. Its consummate union of artists--is to know and understand them as

text and score renders it particularly accessible they try with desperation, and often with
even to the listener to whom Mahler's tone- resulting beauty andrarest genius, to find thei_
world is still strange. Thus it assumes an un- peace among the mysteries of existence.
usual place in the literature of music, its mes- --Lawrm_ca GXLMAI'¢,N. Y. Harald-Tribu_
sage and effect transcending the boundaries of

the merely musical. Mahler's "Lied yon der Erde" is a setting
Just as the essence of Beethoven's Ninth, for tenor, contralto and orchestra of six t_

aside from all purely musical values, is highest which he took from Hans Bethge's "'Chines-
enthusiasm, so that of Dos Lied van der Erde is ische Floete," a collection of adaptations of old

Chinese poems. Mahler further altered themmost intense spiritual pain--pain caused not by
sorrow or disillusion, but by a boundless to "express one predominating,, idea_wirk.. -
human sympathy, by an excessive love of the drawal from the world." Dark xs life, is
world, by an overwhelming realization that death" is the refrain of the first poem; "'I seek
all life is moribund! Transfigured by this restform lonely heart," one reads in the lasx;
quality of compassion, the work scales the and the _vYrk is an embodiment in tone of this
barriers of the mundane, becoming a veritable sickness at heart which was Mahler's--aa
greeting to the Hereafter, a mystic paean to the embodiment in music of poignant beaut-), and,
glory of eternal rebirth, withal, of great continence and distinction.

It is a work which moves us more deeply Mr. Waiter, who conducted the premiere in
at each new hearing. Bruno Walter knows 1911, achieved a superb performance from the
well how to reveal it in all its unique beauty, orchestra.
He has grasped that tenderness, that air of --B. H. HaooxN, Brooklyn Daily Eagl_
doleful meditation, that transcendental grace,
and that impetuous passion, which are the Such a program was ideal for the broodingly
peculiar qualities of this soul-piercing score--- imaginative Mahler . . . The "Lied." has
a score, one might say, written in blood. He charming pastoral moods, lyrical ecstasy,

has made himself in this instance so wholly resignation.re°meatsofdeePTherichnesS,orchestrationOftenderis PoftYr_"one with the composer that his reading in-
evitably evokes the conviction of authenticity, appeal and richness. This music cannot failto move the sensitive listener.

--PAUL BBKKER, N. Y. Staats-Zqitung --LEONARD L*EBLINO,N. Y.
(Translated by Gabriel Engel)

There is in his music a vividness of almost

i It was the orchestra, last evening, that spoke morbid imagery, written in an unforced rood-
the bitter and poignant and rennncmtory ern veto, an_, as Mahler himself summed it nlh
thoughts of Mahler; and it was Bruno Walter it expresses one distinct thought_that of
who shaped and colored and released their withdrawal from the world. Visions of an
utterance. Thus heard, the passion and the end of mortal life stalk ineluctably through, the
beauty of the music, its delicate fantasy, its pages of the score, which is divided into sLx
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sections, each being musical portraits of old In the music you hear not only the sumptu-
Chinese poems selected by Mahler... ous measures written by a man used to the

Maria Olszewska sang her three poems in a sophistications of great opera houses and con-
clear, expressive voice and Frederick Jaegel's cert stages; you hear, too, the poignant sire-
sound dramatic tones fitted well into the text• plicity of folk-singing, and the endearing
The audience received all artists, not excluding strains of the Laendler, those deliberate triple-
pianist-conductor Bruno Walter, with deep time dances of rural Austria which were sub-
enthusiasm. --New York Post limated, in urban surroundings, into the in-

imitable Viennese waltz.--FRa_cc_s BOATMAN
In the song "Of Beauty" and still more in The Saint Paul PioneerPress

the."Farewell", Mahler surpassed himself and

made music of compelling power and eloquence. The most stately and convincing section of
• . . That the composition would be well per- the whole symphony is the opening of the
formed last evening was a foregone conclusion, fourth movement with the contralto solo,
It has long been dear to Mr. Waiter's heart, superbly sung by Mxs. Ann O'Mallev Gallogly,
He had at his command an admirable orchestra establishing a mood that, quiet as'it happens
and two good solo singers in Mine. Olszewska, to be, contains a splendor reaching up into
contralto, and Frederick Jaegel, a tenor who ethereal heights. The choral effects were
has of late shown growth in artistic stature, achieved beautifully, the cohesion of thought

Yet, last evening's performance of the is noteworthy, the whole expounded with a
"Lied", which, in spite of its dimensions, richness of harmonic beauty that gave it both
often has the intimate quality of chamber dignity and nobility.
music, even surpassed the earlier ones in its There was everything in the last movement
sensitive and searching beauty, that touches the heart or head of man. We

Mr. Waker, a disciple of Mahler, conducted heard the trampling of warring legions, sec-
the "world premiere" at MunichonNovember tions that recalled the call of the hunter;
10,1911 and he conducted it again last evening pastoral scenes intermingled with a quiet
with, so to say, the intelligence of love. The religious ecstacy.
orchestra, for its part, played with an ex- --JAMm Dawns, The Minneapolis Tribune
cellence that included a rare finesse.

--PITTS S,_ORN, N. Y. World-Telegram The first "pop" of the year brought a repeti-
uon of Mahler's Second Symphony . . _ A
novel experience for the audience was that of

GUSTAV MAHLER-- suppressing its usual coughs and sneezes so

SECOND SYMPHONY that the work could be recorded from actual
performance, which was successfully done.

Minneapolis Symphony, Eugene Ormandy, --Jo_ K. SH_Va_AN,Musical America
conductor, assisted by Symphony Chorus, Rupert
Sircom, director. Soloists: Ann O'Mulley Gallogly,
contralto; Corinne Frank Bowen, soprano. Minne- ANTON BRUCKNER--
a/aolis,DecemberT, 1934, Jan. 2 and lg, 1935. (The

st of the performances was broadcast over the SIXTH SYMPHONY
Columbia network.) Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Eugene Goos-

A magnificent performance of the Second seas, Conductor--Cincinnati, Jan. 11,12,1935.
Symphony by Gustav Mahler aroused an un- The opening number was the Bruckner
usually large Friday night audience at North- symphony No. 6, in A major, exquisitely
rop auditorium to delighted enthusiasm, interpreted and played, and said to be the first

As he did on one previous occasion--the complete performance in Cincinnati.
--M. D., Musical Courier

performance last spring of Bruckner's Seventh

Symphony--Mr. Ormandy prefaced Friday's How much the Bruckner A-Maior symphony
presentation with a brief, eloquent and dis- affected the receipts cannot bs estimated, but
tinctly helpful commentary on the composer the writer feels sure it was materially re-
and his work. He threw real light on Mahler's sponsible for the presence of many .
extraordinary sensitiveness, and on his pas- The work was played extremely well and
sionate musical honesty, relating these owes much of the interest it evoked to the

characteristics to the nature of his composition, spirited, scholarly, and polished interpretation
The unfolding of this work is strangely given it by Eugene Goossens.

eloquent as a historical document. How --G_oRoE A. Lmo_zoN, The Enquireramazingly the world of music changed between
the advent of Beethoven's great choral symph- Perhaps the most noteworthy achievement
ony, and the making of this one by Mahler-- of the day was Mr. Goossens' reading of the
and largely because of the single fact that Bruckner Symphony which has not been pre-
Richard-Wagner had lived! But viewed with seated here before. Certain judicious cuts
insight, it discloses far more than musical reduced the playing time of the work without
evolution: it is a panorama of Vienna in the destroying any of its merit and its enthusiastic
Nineteenth century, that alembic in which all reception by its audiences owed much to the

the arts, and all the facts of a complex social spirited, sensitive and warmly understanding
scene, achieved distillation into an indescrib- and colorful interpretation which Mr. Goos-
able but unmistakable blend, seas accorded it.--S.T.WILSON, MusicalAmeriea
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The stubborn history of Bruckner's cheerful petite for Bruckner. They take it, they likeit_
Sixth Symphony, played in Cincinnati yester- When Otto Klemperer played Bruckner with
day for the first time over fifty years after its the Philharmonic in the fall, it was liked;
completion, merely accords with the treatment when he played it with the Philadelphiu last
given to all of that master's works, not only week, it was liked; and when Maestro Tos-
during his lifetime but since his death. A canini opened his first concert of the season
typical Austrian, he could not help feeling with Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, that was
that conditions, so far as they affected the not only liked, but loved. The perfornaance,
performance of his symphonies, were hopeless, of course, was nerve-tingling. All the variao
but not serious, tions of color and quality and volume without

Unlike a number of Bruckner's symphonies, which Bruckner (or anything else) is soporific
the Sixth, owing to its moderate length, does came out in the minuteness of perfectlon that
not tend to tire the average listener by its Maestro lavishes on everything. Under this
diffuseness and abundance of material. This magic, the Bruckner took on power and exo

symphony, called by Bruckner his most daring, pressiveness; its big crescendos were glorious.
exhibits his tendency to create a co-ordination But it was in the long, usually insufferable
between the several movements and to throw passages of vague discursiveness in woodwinds
back the center of interest to the later ones. that the symphony came alive. Here the in-
In doing so he produces a cumulative effect struments were utterly conversational i_
extending to the closing measures of the finale, quality, and one followed them, accordingly,
To Mr. Goossens belongs highpraise for his with closest attention.
reading, which brought out all of the color and --MARCIA DAVENPOI_.T,The Stage, Mar. 1935
simplicity, of this expanse of tone. Upon hear-
mga symphony by a neglected composer of the The effect of last night's performance _as
stature of Bruckner, one is tempted to wonder not confined to the peaks of the symphony,.
whether he would receive public acceptance Mr. Toscanini made it extraordinarily cohesive
if he were played as often as his contemporary, and gave it an almost unbroken arch, evtm in
Brahms, for example, the finale.

--FREDSRIC_ Y'zlS_R, Cincinnati Times Star . . . Grandeur, an indescribable, flooding.
beauty characterized the performance as a
whole. In moments, when the brass nearly

ANTON BRUCKNER-- blew through the velvet of the tone, it was
SEVENTH SYMPHONY expressive of a prophetic force if not frenzy,

Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York, The net result of the performance was of_
Arturo Toscanini, Conductor; New York, January that brought the most indifferent or evet_
24, 25, 26, 27, 1935. (Last perforraancobroadcast antagonistic strangely near to Bruckner . . .
over Columbia Network). Mr. Toscanini has repeatedly played Bruek-

This symphony, previously performed here net's Seventh here, but where sheer feeling zati
by Toscanini in recent years, is the work that revelations are concerned, he does not seem
paved the way for Bruckner's world-fame. It before to have equaled the mood and power of
is, of all his symphonies, the richest in tonal this reading.
beauty; the spell of its sensuous magic is the --OLIN Dow_s, The New Yorle Tim_
most overwhelming. All that is peculiarly
Bruckner-like is here revealed in perfectly The unapproachable Toscanini has returned
disciplined balance. The adagio, associated and last night he conducted the Philharmonic-
with the death of Richard Wagner, will con- Symphony Orchestra in one of those extra-

ordinary performances which will never be
tinue to sound as long as mankind has ears forgotten by music-lo_ ors of this fortunatewith which to hear.

generauon so long as they have life and mem-

Toscanini's love for this particular Bruckner ory. Hale and vigorous and poised, the greatsymphony is not hard to understand in the
light of the inspiring response its wondrous musician achieved again that incredible corn-
Austrian melody evoked in the soul of the pleteness of realization to which he has ac-
Italian genius of musical interpretation, customed us.

Time did not permit the critic to hear And there was the subtler and profouader
Salome's Dance and the Respighi transcription, miracle that was wrought in the great Dirge
Yet he must confess; even granted sufficient of Bruckner's symphony, wherein the corn-
time he would not have stayed to listen, poser paid his tribute to the memory of W_tgner.
There are impressions which one should not As Mr. Toscanini played last night this vale-
permit to be disturbed. To such impressions dictory Adagio, one could not doubt that boththe elegy and the elegist wore for him the
belongs the splendor of this Bruckner per- spiritual image of that grief and tenderness anti
formance by Toscanini.

Paul BBKKER,N. Y. Staats-Zeitung exaltation which this music speaks.
(Translated by Gabriel Engel) Sitting before such miracles, one thought of

Goethe's profound and searching words, that
If anyone doubted the growing ability of the "'everything perfect of its kind must go beyond

" its kind--it must be something else, in-American musical public to take punishment
in the form of the heaviest symphonic stuff, he comparable".
might consider with awe the increasing ap- --LawRBNCS GIr.MAN',_XT.Y. Herald-Tri_wa,
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There ensued a revelation of such impelling An unforgettable experience: fully a quarter
genius that even I, who confess a dissension in of a century ago; the intimate, smaller hall of
the opinion that Bruckner's music is immortal, the Berlin Kuenstlerhaus; Mahler himself
was persuaded to an irresistible acclaim of its at the piano; Johannes Meschaert singing;
immensity. The Seventh symphony (E major) nothing but compositions of Mahler, among
which had always seemed so repetitious and them the Kindertotenlieder. There has never
verbose, save in the majestic and poignant been a greater master of the art of song than
Adagio attained such ennobling, and heroic Mcschaert. None of his successors Is even
_orOportionsunder Mr. Toscanini as to con- even nearly comparable to him. And yet his

und the most analytical of commentators, voice was the least significant thing about his
--JumAN SBaMA_,Daily Mirror artistry, or perhaps, it had become so merged

with the spiritualthat the listener completely
It is a monumental symohony, a little large forgot its corporeal origin.

in its architectural spans _or an audience that Yesterday Karin Branzell sang the Kinder-
lives in skyscrapers and prefers cocktails to the totenlieder. Shesang; that was the first mistake.
more philosophical beverages of the Teutons,
a symphony that requires its listeners to follow To sing songs does not mean to produce rich
its leisurely, profound and unaffected utter- tones. It means to declaim texts; to declaimthem with so insatiable, so fanatic an in-
ances with attention and imagination. It is tensity that the words assume tone-wings andnot music for the "'tired business man," or his
carefully marcelled wife, and that may explain begin to sway in musical sound.
someof the coldness, in spite of the glamor of a Second mistake: the Kindertotenliadermust be
Toscanini interpretation, with which the sung by a deep male voice. It is not alone the
fashionable Thursday-nighters received it. context of these songs that makes their per-

--WliWrmtoPSARoiiai_rr,BrooklynDailj Eagle formance by the voice of a woman irritating.
Their very instrumentation calls for a man's

Those of us who are always eager for a voice--the sound of a female voice is unavoid-
broadening of the local symphonic repertory ably obscured by the orchestral background,
and who, in particular, would like to see if the conductor is faithful to the dynamics of
Bruckner's music established beyond ill- the score . That Klemperer would handle
considered question and cavil, owe a big debt its wealth of instrumentalsubtlety with the
of gratitude this season to Otto Klemperer and keenest and most sympathetic understanding,
Arturo Toscanini--to Mr. Klemperer for giv- was a foregone conclusion. His reading was
ing us the Bruckner ninth in October, and to exemplary in the shaping not only of each
Mr. Toscanini for giving us the Bruckner phrase, but also of the broad melodic lines so
seventh at the four concerts he has conducted characteristic of Mahler's music.
so far this season for the Philharmonic- Klem_rer deserves signal praise for braying
Symphony. the peril to his American popularity by his

To dwell at this late daze on all that Mr. performances of Bruckner and Mahler. Both
Toscanini brings to the interpretation of a these masters are still (more or less) step-
symphony by ]3ruckner or all that the or- children of our audiences. It is not easy to
chestra gives him in response would be an understand why this should be so, for they
impertinence even if it were a possibility, are in reality theleastdifficult of composers to
Sufficeit that his most essential qualification .grasp, being free from all artificiality and
is his acute and unfailing sense of design, intricacy.

Bruckner does possess structure, though __he It merely signifies that the enigmatic phe-
is no obvious and tight constructionist of the nomenon characterizing progress of the art in
Brahms type. That, however, is a fact which Europe is being re-enacted here. Sincerity and
eludes interior conductors, though luckily simplicity have always been the last to win
it does not elude men of the musical imagina- recognition. Therefore it is all the more
tion and keen discernment of a Toscanini or a necessary to keep spreading their precious
Klemperer. gospel tirelessly and unceasingly, in eloquent

When Mr. Toscanini discovers for us the and accurate revelations.
splendors of the Seventh Symphony, we learn --Paur. B_:wR, N. Y. Staats-Zaitung
how far afield, for instance, has strayed that (Translatad bj GabrielEngd)
gentle Brahmin of London, Mr. H. C. Colles, The subject of the tonal discourse was the
who likens Bruekner's music to "an organist's
improvisation". Bruckner Fifth Symphony, which contains

--Px_s S^_rsox_, World Td_gram many of the greatest of this composer's pages.The symphony was given a performance
probably unsurpassable by Mr. Klemperer,

&NTON BKUCKNER_ who previously, with the Philharmonic-
Symphony Orchestra, had given a memorable

FIFTH SYMPHONY reading of Bruckner's Ninth.
GUSTAV MAHLER_ Mr. Klemperer showed that he had in his

KINDERTOTENLIEDER soul the unworldliness which is so rare and
Philadelphia Orches#a, Otto Klomperar, Con- essential for Bruckner's interpretation. He

ductor; Karin Brangdl, Soloist; New York, thought aloud with the composer, spokewith
January29, 1935. Bruckner's voice as though this were his own
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native speech, conducted the orchestra, from screeds of the Bruckner Society and became
memory, with an authority so complete and convinced that if I didn't care for Bruckner's
an understanding so vivid and profound that music, the fault wasn't Bruckner°s.

against all odds, and for long movements, Mahler, who seems to be a sort of vice-he carried his audience with him. president on the Bruckner ticket, alra_ o_

---OLIN DowNss, N. Y. Times peared on Mr. Klemperer's progr_-"_wh_l_

Mahler himself conducted their ("Kinder- Mme. Branzell sang the "Kindertotenliedea. "
The eminent contralto was in fine voic_ andtotenlieder") first performance here a quarter

century ago when he was leader of the Phil- has become fashionably slim. She sang h_r
harmonic, and the singular Ludwig Wullner texts with charming restraint, and Mr.

Klemperer contributed his astonishingsang the voice parts. On that occasion the
program carried, as it did last night, this note to the orchestral music.
copied from the flyleaf of the score: "'These --ROBERT A. $IMO_¢, The /#tw Y_r

five songs are conceived as a unit, an indivisible It was remarked that two composers who
whole, and their continuity at a performance are still looked at somewhat askance in this
should be preserved by the prohibition of country, despite the support of specially or-
interruptions of any kind--applause, for ganized societies, Mahler and Bruckner, actual-

instance--at the end of a number." ly figured in the same program, taking up the
The composer's wishes were observed last greater part of it.

night. But it is not easy to imagine that any Mr. Klemperer, with his devotion to
concertgoer could hear unmoved these songs Bruckner's music, his sympathetic insight
of elegiacal and sad sincerity--music torn into its peculiarities, and his sovereign sense
from the depths of a dread and sorrow that of style, read the symphony with authorit-v,
were not less grievous for being felt through obtaining from the orchestra a malmn-|_the imagination, execution.

--LAwR_NCB GILMA_r, N. Y. Herald-Tribune The great audience, irresistibly stirre_ h_
Mahler set Rueckert's verses while in fear the blare of the auxiliary brassesof the-cx_

of the death of a little daughter, cluding pages, applauded the Pertror_ma_ce

Mine. Branzell sang the songs with persu- heartily.
asive sincerity and with much vocal art. She The Kindertotenlied_r represent Mahler at his
put so much of herself into her singing that tenderest and most appealing.
she moved the audience to long continued --P.S., N. II. Wor/d_T#/_v_m

applause. Mr. Klemperer conducted the cycle Performances of "Kindertotenlieder'- andwith all the enthusiasm of an ardent Mahlerite
Bruckner's Fifth were given in Philadelphia.

and generally with good effect. The Philadelphia Bulletin wrote, January
--W. _. H_oERso_, New York Sun 1935, as follows:

A finer delivery of Mahler's touching song The Bruckner symphony, given an analvtle_,!
cycle than that given by Miss Branzell we and illuminative reading by the Gerlxm_
have never heard. To those beautiful settings ductor and splendidly played under his dire_
of Ruckert's poems she brought not only tion, provided thrills in the working out of its
beauty of voice and style, but a true penctra- intricate and complicated construction with
tion of their spiritual nature. Her great art profuse instrumentation which most of the
won her repeated recalls at the conclusion of time is on a large and imposing scale. There
the cycle. Mr. Klemperer's exposition of the are many tonal contrasts with much use of
orchestral part was as perfect in its way as the pizzicato in various instruments and choi_
was Miss Branzell's singing .... The finale, with horns, trumpets and tro_n'_

--A., Musical Amarica bones lined up on an elevation at the back,
was vociferous and thrilling anil roused

An unofficial Bruckner festival got under yesterday's audience to enthusiastic applause
way when Mr. Toscanini returned to us, for at the tumultuous conclusion of tile per-
following his four performances of Bruckner's formance.
Seventh Symphony, we had the Fifth Sym-
phony directed by Mr. Klemperer in his newest ANTON BRUCKNER_

guise--that of visiting conductor with the FOURTH SYMPHONY
Philadelphia Orchestra. Undoubtedly there'll
be more Bruckner as the winter proceeds, and Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fredtride A. ,_t_t,
it looks like a big year for the Brucknerians. conductor; Chicago, March 7, 8, 1935.

In spite of Mr. Toscanini's miracles with The highlight of the evening was the ]Si-uel¢o
the seventh symphony and the cheers which ner Romantic Symphony, not often he_trd in
rewarded Mr. Klemperer's peroration of the Orchestra Hall and yet very much _orth
fifth, Bruckner still has to be sold to many while, for we found a great deal in it to admire,
auditors. I used to listen to the warnings of There are very few dull moments and _tlx m
people who told me that Bruckner was dull repetition we are sure we shall find even rnoi-e
as ditch-water and approximately as deep. beauties to extol.
Then I read the scholarly and intelligent (the Last night's performance reacquainte,xt us
adjectives are not necessarily synonymous) with the art of Bruckner--the much-clis_e_l
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--for his partisans believe in him so strongly; melodic and the dramatic, often with ira-
yet every one is not wedded to his muse. We pressively telling effect.
enjoyedhearinghis symphony and since itmet A real "'tune" introduces the second part,
much favor with the public it is safe to predict or movement--andante moderato--with some
that it will be heard again on the programs at charming measures for 'cellos and pizzicati
some future time. strings. The third, the scherzo of the work,

--I-I_vayrAN DEvaI_S, Chicago American is followed without interruption by "Primal

The conductor had earlier achieved a succes Light", in which the contralto has the first
solo passage, an alluring melody to a text

with Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, and the from old German folk-poetry. This was very
long drawn melodies and colorful Wagnerian expressively sung by Miss "Meisle, in warm
orchestration were found to have a direct and beautifully rich, smoothly-flowing tones.
_pular appeal. The orchestra arose to ac-

owledge the continued applause. Mr. Ormandy was called out several times,
--M. M., Musical America to enthusiastic rounds of applause, and while

he sought, by means of gesture and arm-
It was Anton Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, extending, to include musicians, soloists and

otherwise known as the "Romantic", revived chorus in reception of the ovation, quite

after a silence of nineteen years. In fact this evident was the fact that he was being person-
was only the third time that it had ever ally congratulated for his most comprehensive,
appeared on these programs, illuminating and notably effective conducting

Bruckner's was a manner of composition of the performance.
that would seem almost to have disappeared
from the earth, leisurely, calm, spacious, --The Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia
taking little thought to dramatic climax and The gigantic finale, the longest movement
much-to what the composer considered musical of the work and the one in which the resurrec-

tion and final triump.h are portrayed, opens
fitness. That there were a few instances with with a wildly surging section in scherzo
reminders of Wagner's music in them showed form in the full orchestra, which is followed
his artistic sympathies, though his personal by the chorale from the first movement, but
tendencies ran in another direction. It, too, much clearer here than at the beginning.
was another interesting performance. Trumpets and horns off stage sound the Great

--EDwAV.D Mooau, Chicago Tribuno Summons, and the chorus enters almost tm-

I realize that for the present, at least, I am a accompanied, one of the most beautiful effects
person to whom Bruckner's idiom is a foreign of the entire work. There are soprano and
one. It is not that his music is difficult to contralto solos with chorus and a fine duet
follow, but that it is difficult to penetrate, between the solo voices, all of which were
I can enjoy his panoramic view andI can be splendidly done by Miss Davis and Miss
stirred by the colossal passages of the first Meisle. The close is a song of triumph by
movement, or by the beautifully made theme the chorus, and the work ends with pealing
that opens the andante. The ingeniousness of of bells and iubilant music in the orchestra.
the trio in the scherzo is agreeable, and other Mr. Ormandy conducted the work without
signs of Bruckner's highly complicated naivete score, a huge task in itself, and had evidently
are enioyable ,iust as his honesty is admirable made a very careful study of all the details
and iust as the spaciousness of his thought of the symphony, as every cue was given to
must be respected.., orchestra and singers and the dynamics care-

Nevertheless I should not like to miss hear- fully indicated. The Strawbridge and Clothier

ing it whenever Mr. Stock plays it, and es- Chorus sang very well, showing a good
pecially whenever he plays it so magnificently quality of tone and admirable balance, es-
as he did last night, pecially in the softer passages. The audience

--Evo_m STiNsorr, Chicago News was enthusiastic and recalled conductor and
soloists many times at the close of the concert.

--SAcraL L. LACIAR, Evening Ledger
GUSTAV MAHLER--

SECOND SYMPHONY GUSTAV MAHLER--
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugano Ormandy, Con- SECOND SYMPHONY

ductor; Assisting Artists: Agnes Davis, Kathryn
lCsisl_, Strawbridge and Clothier Chorus. l_hila - Los Angol_s _hilharmonic, Otto Klemperer,
delphia, l_arch 8 and 9, 2935. Conductor; Los Angelas, May 24, 25, 1935. Chorus,

LOs Angeles Oratorio Society; Soloists, Blythe
Written elaborately, as it is, with many Taylor Burns, Soprano;ClemonceGifford, Contralto.

profuse "and powerful effects, the symphony
is noticeable for the prevalence of melody, The Philharmonic brought its sixteenth
the dissonance that might have been expected season to a close in Shrine Auditorium on
from its composer being seldon conspicuous. May 24 and 25 amid applause for Otto Klemp-
Intended to picture the death of a hero, the erer and the orchestra.
opening denotes his struggle, with some im- The last pair of concerts was eventful in that
pressive (funeral) march passages and a chorale Mahler's] much-praised and much-maligned
that is greatly emphasized in the last move- Second Symphony was given its first Los Angeles
ment, arid thr'oughout there is contrast of the performance. The performance had many
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oints of high merit. Of the flvc movcmcnts As hcard last evening and under the iuspim-
r the best result was achieved in the slow tion of a superb performance, few w/ll aeny

and unsophisticated second, its sincerity, "scholarly background, adherence
The Saturday night series ended the week to the drama of the text, and the telling power

previously, when Schoenberg's Suite in Old of its final climax. Last evening's presentation
$_le for string orchestra was given its first resulted in a veritable ovation for the corn-
local performance. The composer was present poser. He was rccalled to the stage; the
and bowed his acknowledgment from the audience rose in recognition of both the corn-
stage, position and its creator; there were presenta-

mHx_ D. CaA_N, Musical America tions of flowers and wreaths, and a prolongedovation.

--GBoRo_ A. Lmo_To_, The Bmluircr

MARTIN G. DUM'LER-- Dr. Martin G. Dumler, a composer of
STABAT MATER /Premiere] decided originality and distinguished-musical

Cincinnati S_vmphvey, May Festival Chorus, understanding, chooses the field of ecclesiasti-
Eugene Goossens, Conductor; Assisting Artists: cal music for his compositions. His "Stabat
Helve Jepsve, Kathrjn Meisla, Richard Crooks, Mater" is very reverent, very sympathetic
Kaith l_alkner; Cincinnati, May 25, 1935. and finely musical. It follows closely the

Earlier in the evening the chorus presented vibrant words of the ancient hymn furnishing
him (Goossens) a wreath along with many the text, combining with the serious, sacred
floral tributes for Martin G. Dumler, who was character of the music an inspired manner of
called to the stage after the world premiere treating the subject.--The orchestration,
of his arresting and memorable "Stabat amply sustaining and not too florid, is ad-
Mater". mirable. Dr. Dumler received an enthusiastic

ovation which brought him to the platform.
The Dumler work served to present for the --NIN._ Puoa SMITer, Titans Star

first time during this Festival the gorgeous
voice of Kathryn Meisle. Exceptionally fine Dr. Dumler writes with remarkable natura/-
were the other soloists Helen Jepson, Richard hess, with a sure hand in his choral parts
Crooks, and Keith Falicner while chorus and contrapuntal dexterity and a really admirable
orchestra were quick to' respond to Mr. feeling for orchestral investiture .... The
Goossens' baton during the performance of finale, Christecum sit hint axire, for solo voices
this work of a native Cincinnatian.

and chorus, with its well managed fugaI
--V_RIA AD_R, Cincinnati Post writing, the composer builds to a stupendous

climax on a series of Amens in the solo parts,
It was gratifying to hear this work and to against sustained chords in chorus, orchestra

be sincerely justified in pronouncing it worthy and organ, cdncluding on a fortissimo F Sharp
in every way of the acclaim it received. Major chord.

It is reverential, sympathetic and thoroughly --A. WaLTBR KV_ER, Musical America
musical throughout, with attractive orchestra-
tion, and is so arranged in sections as to admit In all probability, Music Hall has never
the performance of separate units at different been the scene of a similar triumph for a
occasions. Cincinnati composer. The applause was

Although essentially Church music, Dr. deafening, and audience, orchestra and chorus
all rose to do honor to a man to whom music

Dumler's work expresses the human side of is life and who was reaping the fruits of histhis great historical picture with a vividness
that is readily to be understood. It is in- years of labor.
spirational and thoughtful, at the same time This "Stabat Mater" is built more or, the
affording pleasure in hearing, order of the Gregorian chant--a touch of the

--Cincinnati Finn Arts Journal medieval--from which it glides to the per-
cussion and amplitude of the modern orchestra

The management of the Festival Association and vocal consonance. Melodic and majestic
has much to be proud of, but of nothing more in its unfolding, it leads to climactic effects
so than having programmed Martin G. that show a masterly musical mind. The
Lmmler's Stabat Mater, one of the two works work was given a splendid performance.
presented at the evening concert. --Musical Lea_r
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PROMETHEUS UNBOUND

I. THE LIBERATION OF ANTON BRUCKNER

On March 1, 1936, a distinguished audience, the elite of German
and Austrian music-lovers, sat in the historic concert-hall of the Gewand-
haus at Leipzig eagerly awaiting the world premiere of Bruckner's Fourth
(Romantic) Symphony in the original version. That they were thoroughly
familiar with the symphony in a form which Europe's tonal experts
had long hailed as faultless may be taken for granted. It was one of
the two major works of the master which, by virtue of frequency and
regularity of performance through the years, have come closest to achiev-
ing a permanent place in the world's standard symphonic repertoire.
Naturally, therefore, many in the audience questioned the wisdom of
burdening the rising, but still struggling cause of Bruckner's art with
a fresh basis for controversy, particularly over a work which had already
attained universal esteem.

Nevertheless Hans Weisbach, the conductor of this advertised
"first performance anywhere", confidently launched into a series of
prefatory remarks, explaining the cause and aim of the performance
about to be given. Knowing he was addressing a multitude of musical
scholars he did not hesitate to engage in a technical discussion, the
detailed citation of which, however, would be out-of-place in this brief
report. The gist of his remarks was: "I assure you you are about to
experience an amazing revelation. To prepare you for it I shall first
have the orchestra play for you alternately three representative excerpts
as they appear in each of the versions. I need hardly call your attention
to such matters as deliberate omissions in the current version (one of
them 48 measures long) which impair the formal coherence of the sym-
phony as originally conceived by Bruckner; nor innumerable changes
in dynamics which lessen its elemental power; nor mincing, asthmatic
phrasing-marks which rob it of much melodic breadth; nor false tempo
and metronomic indications which further distort its general character;
nor even the suppression of many subordinate thematic particles which
the misguided, though well-intentioned "editors" of Bruckner's day
deemed contrapuntally too rugged and disturbing for the public's ear.
A greater injustice than any of these has been done Bruckner's art by the
Wagnerian veil which was cast over his original musical idiom half
a century ago. As you listen to Bruckner's own version of the Romantic
Symphony yon will mark the complete absence of those Wagnerian charac-
teristics or mannerisms so noticeable in the adulterated version the world
has long accepted as Bruckner's own."
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Then turning to the orchestra this conductor began the strange,
fragmentary prelude he had proposed. His listeners followed every
note with rapt attention, carefully comparing the new with the old. Thus
even before the performance of the symphony as a whole they gathered
from the numerous, fresh, vital beauties of these fragments that they
were about to experience the first true revelation of a great masterpiece
which they had hitherto known only in a skillfully garbled version.
In that audience there were Bruckner enthusiasts who had devoted many
years of their lives to the construction and publication of careful analyses
of the master's music. To them this restored Fourth Symphony meant

.that all prevailing judgments based on the old version would have to
be reweighed and often replaced with new ones. Clearly, two generations
of Bruckner disciples had connived to suppress a host of facts indispens-
able to a truthful estimate of the work. The disconcerting result was
that every commentary upon it already published would have to be
stamped with a confession of futility: "This analysis is not based upon
Bruckner's own version of the symphony."

To bring home to American music-lovers the full significance of this
amazing, new development a single instance will suffice. No less an
authority than Donald Francis Tovey, brilliant author of the recently
published Essays in Musical Analysis, was victimized by the traditional,
accepted version of Bruckner's Fourth. His sympathetic analysis of the
symphony in its garbled form reveals him as an enthusiastic admirer
of Bruckner's noble musical conceptions and of the grandeur of his sym-
phonic architecture. Yet the marked Wagnerian orchestral idiom of
that version prompted Mr. Tovey to recommend Bruckner's symphonies
to those who, bored by an eternally fixed Wagnerian concert-fare con-
sisting of a few "bleeding chunks" torn from the body of the music-
dramas, would welcome a whole symphony so consummately conceived
in the Wagnerian idiom that the mighty man of Bayreuth might credibly
and creditably have signed his name to it. The knowledge that so emin-
ent a musical authority as Mr. Tovey qualifies his praise of Bruckner
only because of this disturbing presence of the Wagnerian orchestral man-
ner, should gladden the heart of every Bruckner devotee, for that sole
adverse criticism may now be dismissed once for all with the falsified,
Wagnerized musical text upon which it is based.

The titanic musical spirit of Bruckner, a veritable "Prometheus
Bound," tortured by the chains which have so long imprisoned it, is
free at last. There is some comfort in the thought that its sufferings
have not been in vain, for they have furnished the world of music with
facts that prove beyond further argument that the composer's orchestral
technique is not a mere supplementary factor coloring his symphonic
creation, but an integral portion of the very conception of the symphonyitself.

II. BRUCKNER'S ORCHESTRAL LANGUAGE

Music-lovers have been led to believe that Bruckner knew prac-
tically nothing about instrumentation before he entered upon his study
of musical theory under the young Wagnerian enthusiast, Otto Kitzler.
The fact that Bruckner, then almost forty years old, had been assid-
uously engaged upon various forms of composition for not less than
twenty-five years should have long ere this aroused lively doubt as to
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the validity of such a conclusion. A glance at the list of his creative
efforts previous to his studies with Kitzler reveals no less than fifteen
compositions in which various combinations of instruments are employed.
It is to be expected that this music, chronologically considered, should
show a steady growth in the composer's mastery of instrumental tech-
nique. The surprising thing about it is the strangeness of its idiom for the
clay in which it was written. Its precocious roughnesses, (grammatical
defects, when viewed in the light of the meticulous, rather stereotyped
orchestral art of the early post-Beethovenian period) could not have
struck Kitzler, the passionate admirer of the stupendous Tannhaeuser
and Lohengrin scores, as pitifully helpless. We know from Kitzler's
own report that he had initiated Bruckner into these earlier Wagnerian
orchestral mysteries and then persuaded him to apply his new knowledge
to the composition of a symphony, only to find the result puzzlingly
disappointing. It did not occur to Kitzler that the failure of the Wag-
nerian idiom to inspire Bruckner may have been due to a fundamental
trait in the Austrian's genius diametrically opposed to the prodigious
heaping up of rich instrumental colors that characterized the productions
of the great music-dramatist. Kitzler was not only German-born; his
musical education was wholly German. His career, swiftly carrying
him from city to city in the most impressionable years of his life, con-
vetted him into a thorough cosmopolitan. How could such a mentor
have understood the inclinations or possibilities of Bruckner, the un-
sophisticated, rugged, pious Upper Austrian provincial, whose genius
hailed from a totally different world of the spirit?

Had Kitzler understood Schubert as well as he did Wagner he might
have had some clue to Bruckner's soul. Yet even that knowledge would
have helped him to but a partial realization of the deep, tranquil splendors
of tonal affirmation which were the roots of Bruckner's still unsuspected
symphonic power. Bruckner's musical heritage coincided with Schubert's
in every respect universally regarded as native to the soil of upper Austria.
An inexhaustible fund of spontaneous melody and a predilection for
colorful, elusive harmony mark the musical expression of both these
Austrian masters. Schubert, however, truly Viennese, always remained
predominantly lyric. The literary background was the constant source
and motive power of Schubert's inspiration, proving him the complete
romanticist. The poetic text, which lent Schubert's genius wings, was
the very influence which kept Bruckner's absolute-musical genius chained
to earth until his fortieth year. The paramount determinant of Bruckner's
expression is something even more elemental, more primitive than the
well of pure emotion from which Schubert drew his countmss measures ot
unprecedented charm. Homophony, which attained its first spring
through Haydn, its early summer blossom through Mozart, and its full
bloom through Beethoven, still filled the garden of music tended by
the early romanticists who followed, conjuring it to fresh, luxurious
hues, by a thousand and one subtleties of formal trimming and cross-
plantation.

Sechter, the contrapuntal master to whom Schubert turned in the
last weeks of his short life, has told us how that young genius, already
the creator of great symphonies, hoped to achieve deeper, loftier ex-
pression through an intensive study of the polyphonic art almost scorn-
fully neglected by the classic masters before him. A mastery of the
externals of polyphony is possible in early years. Bach and Wagner both
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knew their counterpoint thoroughly at eighteen, but a Kunst der Fuge
or a Meistersinger Prelude, creations that rose not out of the grammar
but rather out of the poetry of polyphony, is a fruition that can attend
maturity alone. Bach's genius, absolute-musical, attained its perfect
flower in the concentrated poetry of a fu_gue-sequence; the mastersinger
Wagner's music-dramatic genius is crystallized in the niany-voiced,
yet wordless ballad narrative eloquently related in his romantic Prelude.

When Bruckner wrote his inane trial symphony at Kitzler's request
he was already a master of the poetry of polyphony in the field of de-
votional music. An examination of the score of his Mass in Bb Minor,
composed ten years earlier, proves this. The peculiarly unbalanced orch-
estra he employed for this work was contrary to the ideal which the
instrumentation of his day had set itself. The luxuriously blended
orchestral tone, evoked by the homophonic heritage which was still
the melodic ideal, never had a place in Bruckner's musical visions. A
combination of instruments which included 2 trumpets and 3 trombones,
and yet lacked clarinets and horns, seemed to him natural and desirable
for that first of his major works. Only a careful study of the use to which
he put this extraordinary group will reveal that it was not a helpless
tyro but an artist with definite purpose who penned this unusual score.
Bruckner was all the more the true artist because he did not lean on

tradition for even this initial" detail" of the work. The score is virtually
bare of tutti passages, for the massed application of so motley an orchestral
gathering would obviously have proved disastrous. This alone shows
that the composer was aware of the unprecedented nature of his own
musical idiom. Many of his early church compositions (Mass, 1846;
Aequale, 1847; Requiem, 1848; 114tb Psalm, 1852; Vor Arneth's Grab, 1854;
Libera, 1854; Cantata, Auf Brueder, 1854) employ groups of three trombones
or horns in brief, antiphonal outbursts, the like of which is not to be

found in the instrumentation of the masters since Bach's time. Something
of this technique of sounding instruments alternately in contrasted
family units rather than in sonorously massed harmony, survived in the
pre-classical suites of the 17th century Italian masters, to sound a last,
brilliant echo in the alternate tutti and concertant passages of the orches-
tral concertos of Bach and Handel. To grasp this style in its full flourish,
however, it is necessary to go back to the prodigally varied choral ac-
complishments of the age of Giovanni Gabrieli, great Venetian con-
temporary of Palestrina. Of Gabrieli's art Ambros speaks as follows in
his monumental History of Music, "His fascination consists in the magic
play of contrasted, opposing choral groups which he assembles alter-
nately from the high and low voices. He differed from Palestrina as the
consummate draughtsman differs from the enchanting colorist."

That is also the fundamental difference between Wagner's and
Bruckner's orchestral languages. The former heaps up almost stupefying
effects of instrumental color, the latter applies his orchestral resources
with a rigid, almost austere economy, foreshadowing the twentieth
century ideal of instrumentation which despises as "bad art" a mere
doubling of instruments detrimental to the straightforward clarity
of a melodic line. In this one great variance between the technical meth-
ods of the two masters lies the key to the mystery of the garbling of
Bruckner's original versions by his Wagnerian-minded disciples, Their
motives cannot be questioned. They loved Bruckner, "not wisely, but
too well." Although they realized tile beauty and grandeur of his musical
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ideas, they failed completely to grasp the prophetic, inviolable truth
of his method of expression. It remains only for the musical historian
to discover whether Bruckner, a very sick, old man, with no thought left
for anything but his God and his unfinished Ninth Symphony, was com-
pletely unaware of the rather furtive activities of Loewe and Schalk
"in his behalf", or whether knowing just what was going on, the master
decided it would be best to let the matter rest and trust to the future to
set it right. Certainly, it was not out of vanity that he willed his original
manuscripts to the Viennese National Library. Was it not his unspoken
wish that thatgreat institution should at the proper time publish all his
work as he had actually conceived it? Can anyone at this date question
the value of such publication to the cause of art?

--GABEI]_L ENGBL

BRUCKNER'S MASS IN E MINOR (AMERICAN PREMIERE)

Several prominent church musicians in this country had been plan-
ning during the past few seasons to perform Bruckner's great Mass in E
Minor. Seventy years had passed since its composition. Yet America
had never heard it. Its performance was one of the dearest wishes of the
late James P. Dunn, brilliant American composer and musical director.

The unusual difficulties of this Mass demanded long and careful
preparation. They required not only a fine choir and soloists, but above
all a leader who was both a thorough musician and a firm believer in
the greatness of Bruckner's sacred music. Such a leader was James P.
Dunn, whose dream of producing the Mass in E. Minor untimely death
rendered forever impossible of realization.

Such a leader, too, is Raymond Nold, musical director of the music-
ally famous Church of Saint Mary the Virgin in New York City. To
the first-rate singers of his church the difficulties of Bruckner's score
were comparatively simple to master. Thus it came about, as a joyful
surprise, that the Mass in E Minor was given at the Church of Saint
Mary the Virgin, Jan. 12, 1936. It was a historic occasion, the signi-
ficance of which was re-echoed when the work was sung again at the
same church on April 26.

Meanwhile Bruckner's First Mass (in D Minor) in some respects
the most impressive of all his sacred compositions, still awaits its first
hearing in America. Will Mr. Nold, whose interest in Bruckner's church
music finally brought about the performance of the Mass in E Minor,
soon also add this most neglected of the world's great masses to the
distinguished repertoire of the Church of Saint Mary the Virgin?
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MUSIC, MAHLER, AND MYSTICISM

I. THE BASIC NATURE OF MUSIC

Before I begin to speak of Gustav Mahler and his work I shall have
to dispel several prevailing illusions which education and enviroment
have rendered an almost integral part of our general mental make-up.

First: the illusion that music is an art, if art is, as Webster's Standard

Dictionary will have it," the power or quality of perceiving and transcrib-
ing the beautiful or esthetic in nature .

The nightingale makes music, beautiful music; yet we can hardly
imagine it as "perceiving and transcribing" anything, for it will sing
in a covered cage--yes, it will go on singing even though blinded.

Primitive Australian negroes make music, singing with abandon
and playing their crude instruments. Ask these uncultivated musicians
whether they are "transcribing the beautiful or esthetic" by means
of melodic or rhythmic sounds; they will not even know what you mean.
Ask them why they sing and play at all; they will answer (as the Hopi
Indians actually did)"" We don't know".

Indeed, do we, intellectual products of an enlightened civilization,
really know why we make music? Can we explain exactly why we sing
in church, why we intone the national anthem when the flag goes by,
why we feel the urge to dance when the jazzband strikes up? No, we
can no more fathom the mysterious prime source of music than the night-
ingale, for music-making is with us no less the expression of an unkno_
urge than it is with the feathered warbler.

Therefore music, its very origin beyond our knowledge, cannot
be an art at all. The expert, however, insists that it is an art, because
it obeys the" eternal and universal laws of beauty and esthetics." Answer-
ing him I say, '"The laws to which you refer are anything but eternal
and universal. To the Chinese, who were already saturated with a highly
developed and complicated system of civilization when the forefathers of
Richard Wagner were still cavemen, the music of that great composer
sounds barbarous. On the other hand, to us, comparatively immature
offspring of the younger Western civilization, the music of the Chinese
sounds undeveloped and dull. These so-called laws of yours, then, are
not really universal. --Are they eternal? The laws of harmony, counter-
point, the eight-measure period, sonata-form, etc., were evolved art-
ificially not more than a mere two or three hundred years a.go and have
been subject to continuous change during every generation since. --Now
what of esthetics? This 'science or theory of the beautiful in taste and
art" (as Webster's puts it) is no science at all. It is a round-game, like
b" ¢ Laws_ Why the real musician creates his work as spontaneoustrldoe- . - .., . . Y
as the nightingale stags its songs, or as the Austrahan Negro creates his
song-and-dance symphony of drums and shouts. The process involves
no rules, neither eternal nor universal".

Another illusion that cramps our musical outlook is the notion that
the nightingale or the Australian Negro or (to approach our own state)
an Irish or Czechoslovakian peasant has a simple, uncomplicated mind,
while a great scientist or a big-business "dictator" has a manifold,
corn licated brain. If anything, just the contrary is true. We, highly
civlhzed folk, brought up m and hmlted by that dab gaoler of the imagin-
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ation known as "common sense" and "pure reason"--we are growing
ever more simple and uncomplicated mentally. Modern ethnology has
proved that primitive man, like the animal, is very complicated--in fact,
complex. Actual experience, the memory of the past, dreams and illus-
ions, are an ever present, tangible vivid reality to the primitive. We
representatives of a single-tracked rationalism are virtually incapable
of realizing so rich a complex of mental imagery as the "savage" pos-
sesses.

Therefore it is difficult for us to appreciate the presence of such a
complex in the musical expression of the primitives. Textbooks on musi-
cal history teach us that the music of the primitives is strictly homo-
phonous, presenting only. a single melody at a time, without any harmonic
accompaniment. This view xs, to say the least, inaccurate. Some of you
will perhaps remember the record of the Javanese Gamelang-Orchestra
which I played for you during a former lecture to illustrate a phase of
the psychology of polyphony. The so-called" melody" was the smallest
item in that symphony of bells; yet what a tempest of varied rhythms
raged about the "melody!" Its intricacies seemed to us the frenzied
expression of madness.

Yes, madness--that is just what the primitive complexity of mind
appears to us. The madman's mind does not distinguish between dream
reality, between memory and present experience. These are one indivisible
unit to him--and so they are to the creative artist, too, particularly to
the musician. Thus our convenient concept of the "simple savage is
only another mistaken illusion.

Still another illusion under which we labor is: that songs, especially
folk-songs, were engendered by words or poems. "Hurrah !" is a primitive
song. Do you know what "Hurrah" means? If you think so, try to
explain it by exact definition; you will see how helpless our language
is when it attempts to clarify the confusion of urges that produce the
outburst "HnrrahV' Nevertheless you are sure that you can realize the
complex of feelings, thoughts, and urges that find such expression. The
two meaningless syllables "Hur-rah" represent the whole complex.
This definition, advanced by the noted psychologist Jung, may help us
to understand it: "A symbol is the best possible expression or formula of
a relatively unknown fact, which however is perceived as existent. The
cross is a symbol if it is the evident expression of an unknown and in-
explicable, mystical or transcendental, i.e., psychological, fact."

The symbol stands for a complex, which cannot be explained but which
can be expressed, either visibly, by an image, or audibly, by sounds.
Cross and churchbells are related symbols.

"Hurrah", the symbol, is "Hurrah", the music.

The song of the nightingale is the symbolic expression of the complex
of its feelings. The calls, shouts, and even the wordless songs of the
primitives have such significance. These symbols existed as sounds
before words or word-producing thoughts were born.

The first words ever pronounced still denoted vague complexes:
hurrah, alas, God, love, kill, etc. Later words of symbolic import be-
came current (sweetheart, flower, moon, sun, sea, earth) preserving
their symbolic character to this very day.
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The primitives would mingle such words with the meaningless
syllables, such as lalala or hurrah, which they shouted in the course of
their singing.

As time went on other words related to the same complex became
associated with the original word, but incoherent words with symbolic
meaning have never ceased to characterize these complexes. Thus the
folksongs of the whole world are pregnant with meaning, even though
they are deficient in logic and grammar. They are not the product of
concentrated thoughts, but rather the expression of expansive feelings.

If you will grant that the complex of mind, emotion, and urge may
be identified by the term ""soul"', you will find Schiller's poetic definition
highly illuminating and precise:

"Spricht die Seele, so spricht, ach, schon die Seele nicht mehr". (If the soul
speaks, then it is--alas--no longer the soul that speaks)--only mere
intellect.

If music speaks, i.e., if it tries to communicate ideas, descrilStions ,
or anything of extra-musical nature, then it can no longer be pure music.

To sum up, then: music is basically not an art, but an expression
of a primeval urge. There are no general rules for making music. Basic-
ally, it is not linear melody, expressive of linear thought, but rather
(as the expression of a multifarious complex) an apparently lawless
compact of rhythms and melodies. If it evokes verbal interpolations,
these are incoherent words, having no intellectual, but merely a symbolic,
meaning.

II. RATIONALISM vs. MYSTICISM

Now you may ask:" How and why did our Western music attain its
linearity, as revealed in the work of Gluck, Mozart, and Beethoven, and--
what has all this chatter of yours to do with Gustav Mahler, anyhow?'"

First, to explain those phenomena, Gluck and Mozart.

Our European forefathers had minds as complex as those of the primi-
tives. In fact, during the Middle Ages this complex mind constructed
the tremendously complex Gothic cathedrals; it experienced the complex
vision of eternity in Dante's Divine Comedy; it created the irrefutable
philosophy of omnipresence as expounded by Meister Eckhardt. The
man of the Middle Ages felt that he was an integral part of nature, of the
universe, and of eternity, centered in God, the Omnipresent, of Whom
man is an essential expression (unio mystica). To him, too, as to God
Himself, the past and the present, dreams and ideas, were an actual,
living experience, tangible and evident by itself.

This multifarious composition of mind expressed itself in a multi-
farious music. The polyphonic organ and the many-voiced sacred chor-
uses were the final product of this music based on the folksongs, which
also were originally polyphonic.

Yet again we must correct a prevalent misconception: that of the
simplicity of the original European folk-songs. Our knowledge of the
European continent in the early Middle Ages comes to us through Roman
descriptions alone. In their colonies the Romans educated the population
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in the essentials of Roman mentality. Tha.t was the cultural aim of the
ancient, traditional Greco-Roman mental training, as it had been summed
up in that terribly mechanistic system of behaviorism by Aristotle. Yes,
Aristotle, the "father of logic", was the school-tyrant who disrupted
our coherence with the universe and eternity; who cramped our trans-
cendental powers, our breadth of vision, our emotions and our faith.
For almost two thousand years the civilized world submitted to his
tyranny. Our music was only an incidental victim in the holocaust of
cultural reconstruction. In Greek the word "monotonous" means single-
tuned, and that is exactly the way Greek music sounds. Just as Aristotle
sought to train the civilized mind to think only a single thought at a
time, so Greco-Roman music sought to express only a single feeling,
usin.g but one tune at a time. This is called" homophony", single-tuned
music, the contrary of polyphony, many-tuned music.

The European continent surrendered to that utterly simple, logical
system. Only the Britons (though they were also Roman provincials)
and the Scandinavian tribes did not. Among them, during the Middle
Ages, the original polyphonic folksong survived. Their singers kept
improvising counter-tunes to the standard melodies. Later the Italians,
very significantly, called this process counterpoint: contra punto alla mente,
counterpoint according to the mind. To Victor Lederer and Guido Adler,
both contemporaries, compatriots, and friends of Mahler, must go the
credit for the discovery of these important facts. They proved that this
folksong-polyphony was brought over to the continent by the bards,
minstrels, and trouveres, making it possible for the European to give vent
to his inborn feeling in the manner of his original, i.e., aboriginal, poly-
phonic mind.

Dunstable, Ockenheim, Josquin de Pres, Adrian Willaert are the
expression of that Gothic mind. They pave the way for the great Orlando
Lasso and Palestrina. These in turn press onward and upward toward
that gigantic mystic, J. S. Bach.

A hundred years before Bach was born, European music had come to a
fresh crisis. As early as the 14th century there spread from Italy a new
wave of rational liberalism. Again the profound unio mystica of man,
nature, and God succumbed to a sober, dreary matter-of-factness tanta-
mount to a rebirth of the Greek mentality. The mystics were supplanted

by the Protestants--Dante by Macchiavelli, Palestrina by Monteverdi.
Aristotle became the fad more than he had ever been before. Rationalism

prepared the scientific age. Common-sense was once more the reigning
tyrant. The decline of the Western world began.

The European mind, confined now to thinking and feeling in terms
of logic, of matter-of-factness, became single-tracked. As it might think
of only one thing and feel but one thing at a time, insubordinate feelings
and thoughts, which threatened to interfere with the one painstakingly
isolated, legitimate thought, were inexorably subordinated, becoming
a mere psychological accompaniment.

This reborn single-tracked mentality had to be expressed by a corres-
pondingly single-tracked music. Thus a new species of homophony,
an offspring of polyphony, arose in Florence. One melody only was
permitted to sing. The other melodies were turned into tonal freaks,
called chords and harmonies.

Monsieur Jean Philippe Rameau reduced these freaks to a system
"according to their natural principles."
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That happened in 1722.

Thus our "eternal" and "natural" musical system (staunchly
defended by the rationalists today) is hardly more than 200 years old.

Progress marched on with seven-league boots. By mistake Grand
Opera was invented (it is still a mistake in this Year of Grace, 19360
It was Grand Opera that established the sovereignty of homophony in
music.

There were no complex characters then, either in life or on the stage.
A human being was good or bad, haughty or humble, strong or weak,
harsh or soft, but nothing more. Naturally, the music composed to fit
such characters was linear, i.e., one-tracked.

But, Nature, driven out with a pitchfork, will return again.

The French Revolution, which marked the climax of rationalism,
proclaimed Reason as the world's sole ruling divinity. Yet before that
arrogant proclamation was made, Hume in England and Herder in Ger-
many had already undermined the fundamentals of rationalism and paved
the way for modern psychology. Even some of the Encyclopedists,
bulwarks of orthodox rationalism, honestly admitted that the "human soul
was not as simple as reason would have it. Courageous poets began to
bask in the light of Shakespeare, that portrayer par excellence of complex
humanity.

In music Gluck and Mozart ventured to penetrate unprobed regions of
the human soul. Thus the subconscious, officially" discovered" (so to
speak) about a hundred and thirty years later, already attained musical
expression when the world was still gripped by the most sturdy ration-
alism.

Nature continued to battle the drab pitchforks of the rationalists.
The light of science grew ever brighter. Science was, as it is today,
and will be tomorrow, the broadening influence that restores to man's
mind its mystic union with God and Nature.

Our own age (I mean the period after the World War) is anti-ration-
alistic. If my interpretation is correct, we have grown mystic-minded
again. Communism, Fascism, Nazism, and Zionism are transcendental
tendencies, like occultism, theosophy, astrology, parapsychology, arid
other complex superstitions. It is very significant, for instance, that
medicine today uses methods (exercises, breathing, massage, diets,
vitamins, hormones, etc.) which the witchdoctors of the aborigines
have been using instinctively for centuries. The miracles of higher mathe-
mancs, the x-ray, radio, radium, electricity, the theory of relativity--
all these are as many proofs of the teachings of the wise men of the Middle
Ages as they are refutations of the humdrum platitudes of the outspoken
rationalists. Enlightened by the modern research of Frazer, Levy-BrueM,
Boas, Frobenius, etc., into the occult powers of the so-called primitive
mind, we en W the "savages" their rich complex of mental power. We
are even proud if that clown of modern science, the psychoanalyst, re-
veals the presence of some funny complex in our mental make-up.

The truth is, we have become complex again! ! !

Julius Caesar and Napoleon (two arch-rationalists) won worldwide
admiration because they were able to dictate five or six letters at once.
Our respect for this attainment of the two great leaders vanishes ira-
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mediately when we consider how many thoughts and feelings go whirl-
ing through the brain and heart of a New York girl as she drives her
car down Sixth Avenue.

Gears, gas, steering-wheel, cars right, cars left, cars in front, cars
behind (seen through the mirror) pillars, traffic lights, traffic police
signalling, pedestrians everywhere; vanity-mirror, lipstick, conversation
with the boy friend, consulting the watch, fear of being late--and as
though that were not enough, she turns on the radio, loosing a fresh
host of concepts; jazzband, tango, chorus-melody, symbolic words with
double-meanings in connection with the boy friend and herself; vision
of another boy friend; of dancing to the same song, of petting with a
stranger; vision of the lighted dance-floor and the dinner table, smell of
cocktail and chicken liver; the rhythmic urge of the tango against the
rhythm of the motor, counterpoint of rhythms on the street, etc., etc.

After all, Julius Caesar and Napoleon dictated their letters in the
safety of their offices, while the girl, if she loses control for one second
only, may crash to death--and she knows that, also--subconsciously.

III. MAHLER THE MYSTIC

Now we come to Gustav Mahler.

The development of our music from Gluck and Mozart to Richard
Wagner and Debussy paralleled the scientific enrichment of our mind
during the Nineteenth Century. The difference between "Oh vieni, non
tardar in Figaro and Isoldes Li_bestod is only a difference of degree and not
of pedigree. The basis of Wagner's and Debussy's music is still linear.
It is still the rationalistic stylization of the dominant thought and feeling,
subordinating side-thoughts and secondary feelings.

But tl_e rebirth of the mentality of the Middle Ages was already
imminent. The German Romanticists, Schopenhauer and Hartmann,
reopened the way for it through their philosophy. Dostojewsky pains-
takingly portrayed the complex and the complexity of the eternally
primitive Russian. The growing interest in the exploration of national
and racial folklore did the rest. A new world outlook, a new view of
nature had come to mankind. He had experienced a new expansion of the
soul into the omnipresence of God.

It happened at that time, that a boy of six, living in the small town
of Kalischt in Moravia, was asked," What would you like to be when you
row up?" The boy did not answer, "'A soldier", or"A trolley car con-
uctor", or "A physician," or even "A musician". He bluntly said,

"A martyr".

This unusual boy was Gustav Mahler. Though a Jew by birth, the
child was clearly Catholic-minded, because to be a martyr means to die
for mankind and attain the complete mystic union with God. It means the
absorption of the limited individual into the infinite universe.

Strange desire for a little Jewish boy, was it not? Yet not so strange
in Moravia. There the soil is saturated with mysticism. To you in
America, Moravians mean merely the sect of the United Brethren, those
descendants of Protestant pilgrims who left their native country as
martyrs to their religious conviction--but I know their inmost nature.
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I led a company of them during the war. They were outwardly just
simple people, but in reality their mental background was tremendously
broad. Their folksongs and their folk tales are no less great than the
more widely known songs and tales of Russia. Their thoughts and their
deeds embrace the universe. To them even the petty military service
in the Austrian army had the meaning of a great human communion.
My boys, Czechoslovakians as well as Germans, were martyrs. They
knew they were and they were glad of it.

Like New York, Vienna is a melting pot of races and nations.
In Vienna the restlessness of Western civilization blends with the fatal-
istic quietism of the Near East.

It was in Vienna that Mahler's personality developed. He was, to
be sure, a director and conductor of Grand Opera. His destiny, however,
was not the singing stage, but pure, absolute music. Thus he felt compelled
to convert his very first opera, Das klagende Lied, into a symphony. Its
universal meaning swept aside the narrow limits and conventions of the
stage.

The stage wants matter-of-factness, a story, clearly developed ac-
cording to the rules patterning the material conflicts of individual life.
The Barber of Seville has such a story (no less than Parsifal.) If ol_era s
have some general or universal revelation to make they do so by showing
an individual as the representative of the general. Tristan and Isolde are

individual representatives of sensuous love in general. Figaro (in Marriage
of Figaro)is the representative of the witty proletarian fighting serfdom.
To Mahler, the mystic, the individual meant little. He longed to express
humanity itself directly.

To him music was not the expression of an individual, but the general
expression of omnipresent humanity, incorporeal, yet charged with
primeval dynamics. His transcendental dreams were not suited to the
stage at all. How, for instance, could a solitary trumpeter or a French-

horn player, in theatrical costume and make'-up, midst some poorly
individualized theatrical scenery, s6und the grosse Appall, the fanfare
of Sup.reme Judgment, without appearing rifl'iculous? How could an
operatic chorus in costume and make-up represent, with its clumsy an-
tics, all humanity arising from the tomb? The mere thought of such a
caricature makes one shiver.

Where the whole universe is the stage, no painted background
can replace the infinity of our imagination.

Yet a theatrical producer, whom Reinhardt's glory deprives of sleep,
may object to Mahler's use of military signals, implying that Mahler
thought in terms of individualized symbols, "soldiers of life", in short,
outspoken dramatic characters.

Go slowly, Mr. Producer.

Mahler used military signals to express the universal roll-call of
humanity. He did more. Like Beethoven he used the martial march
rhythm as the symbol of ever progressing humanity. Mahler's military
signals and marches are of anything but an individualizing nature.

That brings us to the core of our problem.

The painter of the Middle Ages (and even of the Renaissance) por-
trayed the characters of the Bible in the costumes and features of his own
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times. His complex mind experienced both past and dreams as real and
ever present. The "'Green Pastures", a modern product of a similar
mentality, portrays the characters of the Bible (even"the Lawd") as
modern American Negroes of Harlem.

Mahler did exactly the same thing when portraying mankind itself.
He was a mystic. As a mystic he felt past and present, illusions and facts,
this world and the next world, as a present unity. He, like the mediaeval
painters and sculptors, could express this unity only by using his own
personal experience.

"The real mystic is a real realist," remarked a highly cultured lady
of New York recently, in speaking of Meister Eckhardt and Jacob Boehme.

Mahler photographed life, or the essence of life, as it really is, bare
and crude, jiast as he experienced it. At the same time he enlarged that
photograph to its utmost transcendental complexity.

He grew up near the military barracks. Consequently the whole
world became a kind of military barracks to him, with all humanity as
its infinite army. It is this army that marches so realistically to battle
in the mighty Finale of the Resurrection Symphony. Beneath this com-
plexity of battle is felt the mystic urge towards universal martyrdom.
In Bruckner's symphonies the military march may even have a chorale
background. It is logical that after the battle God should sound His
roll-call in military style. It is logical that the busy life of mankind
should be expressed in the rustic waltz (Laendhr) of the Moravian peas-

ants, with a background suggestive of the great Pan, to symbolize allnature. The music achiexes increased grandeur through its gigantic
orchestral demands, especially through its consummately varied and
powerful use of the percussion, most primitive of instrumental families.

Mahler is in no respect a beautifier. He takes his photographs, but
will not retouch them. Thus in his work vulgar protot.ypes are expressed
by vulgar music. That these vulgar bits are sometimes exaggerated
through orchestral magnification is not his fault. He is no artist; he is
a savage giving expression to his complex experience. Sincere music is
not a beauty parlor for ugly experiences. Furthermore, the bitter sarcasm
with which Mahler reveals all mankind as marching along in military
rank and file or merrily tripping about a dance-floor as broad as the
universe does not render his photographic enlargements more palatable
to squeamish estheticians. Such courageous expression of actual life
may be the result of Mahler's intense study of Dostojewsky, the compre-
hensive analyst of the mystic depths in human life. From him also comes
that amazing technical daring reborn in Mahler's reckless treatment
of the prevailing laws of harmony and counterpoint. Today Mahler's
musical idiom sounds quite tame and conservative to some of us, but I
remember, as a boy, having been thrilled by his harmonic daring. To
describe this freedom as the first mafiifestation of our new, modern

mentality seems entirely just to me. The sincere, though cruel, confession
that the essence of our Austrian life is in reality not the much heralded
Gemuetlichk_it, as embodied in elegant, light-hearted musical comedy,
but rather the tragic struggle of an ingenuous nation against the hard-
ships of mental serfdom--this confession set our minds free. There is
an interesting little story which circulates among our young musicians.
During a" social" at Schoenberg's Mahler, in the course of a conversation
with young Anton Webern, alluded to Dostojewsky. Webern, beyond
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his depth, frankly confessed, "I fear, I'm not up to that as yet". Mahler
turned to Schoenberg harshly: "Schoenberg, what's the matter with you,
teaching these boys harmony and counterpoint, instead of giving them
Dostojewsky and more Dostojewsky". Apparently Schoenberg has not
read Dostojewsky to this very day--but the younger musicians of Vienna
have. Karl Kraus, the philosopher, has done much for them, also. Yet
sarcasm and irony and their transcendental projection, so prevalent in-
Dostojewsky, were not exclusively Mahler's personal hobby. They are
a feature and experience all Austrians have in common.

Where else in the world can you find a popular song such as this?
"'Sell my clothes, I'm riding up to heaven", or "I'll tear a chunk out of
the world and throw it in her face," or "There will always be wine,
but I'i1 be no more; there will always be pretty girls, but we'll be here
no more, hollohdero". Where else can one imagine a drunken night-club
singer, having fallen into a pit, in which there are heaped up corpses,
victims of the plague, and having slept quietly all night, waking up in
the morning, crawling out of the pest-hole, and composing the immortal
folksong: "O du lieber Augustin"? Where else could that have happened
but in Vienna? Mahler's life in his symphonies is a genuine product of
that selfsame temperament.

Yet Mahler, a product rather of the intellectual metropolis Vienna
than of the country Austria, was very intellectual too.

Bruckner, a veritable reincarnation of medieval monkhood, was an
Upper Austrian peasant in both his life and his music. His mystical
faith was the naive faith and the ingenuous transcendentalism that had
passed down to him through innumerable generations. The Catholicism
of Mahler, the Jewish convert, was more militant, alert, enthusiastic,
and fanatical. Bruckner never could have conceived humanity as an ever
marching army and the Last Judgment as God's own court-martial, con-
cepts which Mahler embodied in his Second Symphony. Bruckner could
never have combined God's own anthem, Veni creator spiritus, with a
rather theatrical, though profound, apotheosis of Goethe's Faust, as
Mahler did in his Eighth Symphony.

Bruckner would have shrunk from the reckless buoyancy which makes
the Transfiguration in Mahler's mystic experience so extremely human
and realistic. Mahler's affinity with Dostojewsky, who transposed the
divine character of Jesus Christ into the petty frame of semi-modern
society in his Idiot, is striking.

Hear how realistically he portrays the human soul, dreaming, like
a child, of Eternity! Roeschen as soul is a perfect nature-symbol. The
faith that sways the soul is almost a childish stubbornness. In the in-
finite distance beams the "little lamp" of eternal life. We glimpse God
the Father and His Judgment Angel. The song is a vision of the Milky
Way.

Here is music not as art but as nature in its role as the mystic back-
ground of life. The so-called laws of esthetics are invalid here. The words
are disconnected utterances, mere symbols, not a means toward intellectual
understanding. Here the polyphony of the primeval folksong becomes
the polyphony of our technical age, which is mentally primitive, like the
Middle Ages.
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IV. MAHLER'S SIGNIFICANCE TO AMERICAN MUSIC

I am not sure whether Mahler as a composer will ever be popular
with the matinee-audiences of Carnegie Hall, but of this, I am sure.

If young American composers must study some foreign composer in
order to create American music, then that European should be Gustav
Mahler.

I have already hinted at the resemblance of the melting.-pot, Vienna,
to the melting-pot, New York. Despite our Protestant malority and the
strong Jewish element in our American musical life, the Mystic mind is a
predominant feature of "God's own country", as America is signifi-
cantly called. I, at least, have found in no other country of the world
so many who were inclined to mysticism, often without even being aware
of it. I have found many here, who know Meister Eckhardt and Jacob
Boehme better than Europeans, even Germans, usually do. In no other
country is the word "background", a keyword of transcendentalism,
as prevalent as here. Nevertheless, the American is a scion of extreme
realism and common sense. He has even the courage to disregard esthetics
and to be as vulgar and as sentimental as he pleases. Inspired by the
immensity of his country he creates immense cathedrals of science, sky-
scrapers, and Boulder Dams, the Gothic art of today. Here again he
touches the transcendental, as Mahler does in his gigantic symphonies.

The only music America has created thus far is her dance-music
and her folksongs. The fact that both are polyphonic in nature is highly
pertinent to this discussion of Mahler. Dance-music and polyphomc
folk-songs constitute the thematic fundamentals of Mahler's music.

Why toy with analogies when we have facts to present? When WABC
asked the radio-audience to vote for the symphonic composer they liked
best, Anton Bruckner was well up among the favorites. Beethoven and
Wagner are nationally advertised, like Sunkist Oranges or General
Motors, but the humble Bruckner--exclude the few who read the pub-
lications of the Bruckner Society, and almost nobody knows of him.
Compared with the performances given Beethoven and Brahms those
granted Bruckner are very, very few in number--far fewer in fact, than
the number to which he seems entitled by public vote. Yes, Bruckner
already has his following in this country, a following of staunch convic-
tion.

As to Mahler, most scorned and neglected of our step-children,
how would the American audience vote, were he performed even as often
as Bruckner? Mahler, mystic and realist, friend and disciple of Bruckner,
had much in common with the genius of his spiritual teacher. Yet Mahler
is easier to understand. He is closer than Bruckner to the American

spirit, with its complex of crowded life, skyscrapers, motoring, and
Nature-worship.

To young American composers for whom the study of Brahms,
Debussy, Casella, and Strawinsky has failed to prove the touchstone of
individual creative inspiration, I would say:

"Study Mahler. You will be amazed by his affinity with your own
ideas and your own mentality. Study his principles and his methods.
Study him carefully and critically. Then put his scores aside. Forget
him--and be YOURSELF."

--ERNST LERT
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BRUCKNER'S MUSICAL WORLD

I was singularly privileged ten years ago with an opportunity to
voice my faith in Bruckner before a distinguished assemblage of Austrian
and German music-lovers gathered about the master's reopened tomb at
St. Florian. The faith I then professed has grown deeper, if possibIe,
during the intervening years, which I have spent in the constant study of
Bruckner's mighty symphonies--faith in their unrivalled musical splen-
dor.

We, who revere the art of Bruckner, also believe implicitly in the
genius and significance of Wagner and Brahms, his two great contem-
poraries. We believe that to each of the three belongs a place of immeasur-
able historic and esthetic importance in the musical development of the
nineteenth century. Yet Bruckner means something more to us than either
Wagner or Brahms. For us his music is something entirely apart, a purer
music than that of those two masters, who so overshadowed his art
during the years in which he produced his greatest symphonies. We
believe that Bruckner's music represents not only the culmination of all
musical expression in the latter half of the nineteenth century, but also
the purest embodiment of the very spirit of music, a tonal incarnation
of a loftiness matched by the last quartets of Beethoven and Bach's
noblest works alone. We believe that his symphonies are of millenniaI,
not to say eternal, scope; that they will never age with the flight of years,
but (like Plato's Dialogues) retain their freshness as long as mankind
survives.

"The nature of a man's philosophy depends upon his own nature",
said Fichte. The nature of a composer's works also depends upon his
own nature. What then was the nature of this man Bruckner?

Much that smacks of the grotesque has been said about him. Some
ask us to believe that he was indeed a great composer, but at the same
time just a simple creature like the peasant or the typical village school-
master of his native upper Austria; that Bruckner the man was like the
countless thousands of his rustic compatriots; that, in short, every pro-
vincial Upper Austrian was essentially a" Bruckner", the master himself
differing from the country school-master not in quality, but rather in
the quantitative degree to which he possessed the outstanding traits
of this widespread" Bruckner" type. To this very day one may hear the
people of the Linz-St. Florian district talk of" ourToni". The familiarity
certainly proves their affection, but it reveals no less surely a complete
ignorance of Bruckner's artistic caliber.

It is inconceivable that anyone may be a great composer and yet,
in all other respects, just an every-day, average human. Surely, artist
and man are not to be differentiated nor separated from each other in so
nonchalant a manner. Particularly false, when applied to Bruckne'r,
is this legend of the great musician, who was just an ordinary sort o£
man--that is, unless by" man" we refer to the way he acted in company,
or the clothes he wore, rather than to his attitude to the world in which
he lived, to the cosmos surrounding it, and to the metaphysical or eterna/
lying beyond.

What sort of man, then, was Bruckner? All who knew him were
impressed with his deep piety. Piety, in its deepest sense, is the convic-
tion that there exists a super-earthly Power in the face of which all that
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is merely earthly becomes as naught, and yet that there is some mystic
link between this spiritual Power and what is merely of the earth. The
ability to envision and realize this Power from the Beyond in the Here is
the kernel of piety. Let it not be thought that this piety, this gift of
super-earthly vision, is an everyday occurrence. It is far more than a
theory-propped affirmation of some creed-bound phenomenon. It pre-
dicates that the soul of the truly pious being must burn inextinguishably
with faith in a reality beyond that of the senses. It demands soul, phan-
tasy, the ability to universalize, a boundless sense of coherence, an uner-
ring gift for discerning essentials. This piety requires, above all, greatness
of soul. Perhaps spiritual greatness may also arise from other sources,
but there can be no doubt that that soul is truly great which can trace
step for step the path from reality to super-reality. This piety alone
suffices to prove its possessor a being far above the ordinary.. Bruckner's
was such piety; he was a great being, even outside his music.

A philosopher is one who can formulate his relationship to the world
in systematic thought, one who can translate his world-feeling into
world-concepts. The philosopher, however, does not stand alone in
his possession of a world-outlook. Bruckner was no philosopher. Yet
he had an outlook upon the world so consummate that philosophers might
welI have envied him for it. Perhaps I should not say that Bruckner
had such an outlook, but rather, that he personified it, for what is a man
if he is not his outlook upon things? Bruckner's view was that of the
mystic, for whom the earthly world is a mere shadow.

A man's attitude towards music and the world are inseparable.
What he demands of music depends upon how he regards the cosmos and
God. Much like the mystic's view of the world, there is a view of music
which will not permit intrusion upon the art by the realm of things,
of happeni.ngs, or of experiences of the ego. Such was Bruckner's outlook
upon music. He had no so-called philosophy or esthetics of music, a
dialectical presentation of the essence of the art. Nevertheless the basic
secret of music was known to him--the secret that the tonal realm is due

apart from all that which is describable as nature or soul, matters that
may be, more or less adequately, clarified by verbal concepts. Bruckner
knew the secret of the basic autonomy of music without having been
able to formulate it in the manner of an esthetician. Yet since he never
expressed this knowledge in so many words, how may we affirm with
certainty that he possessed it? Should we deduce his musical views from
his tonal creations, we would only be going about in a circulus vitiosus.
There is, happily, a better means of ascertaining what he understood by
music and what he expected of it--his decades of unceasing musical
study. No one to-day will dare to say that such study was necessary for
him because he was insufficiently gifted musically. If music had meant
for him merely the art of representing nature or personal experiences in
tone,' he would have dispensed with the bulk of that long period of
"preparatory" study (it lasted more than thirty years) which, naturally,
struck misunderstanding observers as grotesque, if not actually patholog-
ical in character. He need only have studied nature and the soul before
venturing upon symphonic composition. It was not nature in tone,
but rather the very nature of music that he sought to fathom, as he
analyzed again and again, with infinite care and patience, every known
principle of harmony and counterpoint. However superfluous these
protracted studies may seem to have been, Bruckner's zeal in their pursuit,
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once stupidly attributed to the" village organist's" feeling of inferiority,
reveals one thing: his belief in the impersonality, autonomy, and complete
self-sufficiency of music.

Just as the composer's attitude towards music is closely akin to his
view of the world, so the nature of his musical creation depends upon his
musical outlook. Of course, the prime prerequisite for musical creation
is the possession of a musical creative gift, without which even the
soundest outlook upon the art will avail one but little in the actual
creation of valid tonal works. On the other hand it is possible for the
gifted composer to create good music, even though his musical outlook
be false and unsound. Many a composer, who has given expression
to a faulty musical esthetics, has nevertheless instinctively taken the
correct road in his musical creation. Wagner's splendid Walkuere score
came into existence despite its composer's false tonal esthetics, "musical
views which he later altered. When a highly gifted composer also pos-
sesses a sound view of the nature, purport, and aim of music, as Bruckner
did, he cannot fail to produce eminently musical music. To be sure, all
music is musical, absolute, autonomous--the bad as well as the good,
the music reflecting a faulty as well as that reflecting a sound musical
outlook. Indeed nothing but music can take place during the unfolding
of any music. Yet the purely musical quality of different compositions
will necessarily vary in degree. Just as there are distinguishable different
degrees of reality, so is it possible to differentiate between varying de-
grees of musical quality as represented in the comparative musical auton-
omy of various compositions. All music is autonomous, absolute, but
some music is more absolute, more autonomous than other music. Bruck-
ner's music has always been regarded as particularly "unliterary", and
what, in the final analysis, can the term "' unliterary" music signify but
autonomous music? Even Bruckner's outspoken enemies, who opposed
his symphonies out of honest misunderstanding, felt that here was a
composer who drew so little upon the things and feelings of this world
for his inspiration, that those who listened to his music from any" liter-
ary", i.e., extra-musical viewpoint whatsoever, found themselves com-
pletely at a loss for even the most general literary (programmatic) back-
ground that might throw light upon the music's content. Thus when
those who believed themselves enthusiasts for Bruckner's art, actually
strove to circulate such extra-musical explanations to sanction their
fealty to the master in the eyes of a sceptical musical world, they did his
cause more harm than good. They loved him, to be sure, but understood
him perhaps even less than his enemies, who denied and persecuted him
openly for a reason which, however cruel, was founded in truth. The
reason was this: Bruckner's music was, as every unprejudiced hearer
could clearly feel, literally overflowing with sheer music, that is, with
absolute-musical content, and hence was but music, with rio significance
beyond itself.

Among all musical creations, which reflect, as they must, varying
degrees of absoluteness, the great symphonies of Bruckner belong to the
most absolute which the sway of the spirit of music over the mind has ever
produced. Bruckner's music is unalloyed music incarnate.

Still this music is at the same time the expression of the man Bruck-
ner, though not in the sense that it reflects or portrays his personal feel-
ings, as if the composer had sought by means of it to reveal himself and
his soul. The man Bruckner does find expression in his music, an ex-
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pression unwilled, one which could not have been conjured up by con-
scious purpose. The soul of the man Bruckner rested securely on a plane
beyond the earthly. It was upon that plane that his entire will and being
were focused. Therefore music meant to him a realm apart, an independ-
ent world of impersonal spirituality. That such was his view of music
and that his music was indeed an expression of that world, these truths
constitute the revelation of his individual personality, a personality
wholly impersonal, beyond the personal. Only such an individuality
could have been the source of music so wholly impersonal, so supremely
autonomous as the symphonies of Anton Bruckner.

--FELIX M. GATZ

THE MESSAGE OF BRUCKNER'S SYMPHONIES

(A tribute delivered by Felix M. Gatz at St. Florian, July 1926)

"When I am no more, tell the world of my suffering and persecution,"
Bruckner once said.

Why was Bruckner persecuted?

Because he was, more than we others, just a stranger, a visitor on
earth. His whole being was rooted in the cosmic, the transcendental.
He was, in the deepest sense, a mystic.

Every mystic is inevitably a hermit amongst men. He beholds
the earth.with the eyes of one who dwells in the Absolute.

This great loneliness of the mystic was intensified in Bruckner's
case, because he was born into a completely unmystical age. That age
could not but feel that he was a protest against it--a living denunciation
of it.

Yet Bruckner's age was, in the light of some of its foremost re-
presentatives, one of romanticism.

Bruckner was no romanticist, however. All romanticism, gripped
by a yearning for the infinite, gazes into the boundless Distance; but
Bruckner's entire being was actually rooted there. He was at home in
the Absolute, just as we, every-day beings, are at home in earthly sur-
roundings. Compared with Bruckner's world even the romanticism of
his age was earthly.

Furthermore, his age was intoxicated with its visions of beauty.

Bruckner's tonal visions are not merely of great beauty. There is
inherent in their beauty a religious, ethical force as well.

His age was predominantly materialistic. It did not believe in the
soul. It would not even countenance the possibility of existence in the
Spirit. Nevertheless Bruckner the mystic proclaimed the reality of the
soul. He believed in it implicitly.

Bruckner was a mystic--and there is a deep community between
mysticism and music. For mysticism, as for music, the substantial world
is non-existent. When Bruckner proclaimed the reality of the Spirit,
he did not endeavor to shape this belief in the language of tone, in the
manner of so many other composers, who pretend to the musical portrayal
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of extra-musical concepts. He proclaimed the world of the Spirit, by
merely setting his tonal visions before us. These visions, lacking an_r
extra-musical content whatsoever and baffling all attempts to discover
such content, constitute Bruckner's direct testimony to the existence
of a spiritual world.

Bruckner purged music of the mundane essence with which it had
been adulterated by a materialistic age.

Unlike Wagner, who proclaimed his mission to the world in daring
manifestos, Bruckner was too unconscious an instrument of the Spirit to
have been able to frame in words the revelation which was his to impart.

Those who opposed him out of hostility to his art naturally did
not dare arraign the pre-eminently spiritual quality of his music--hence
their intense hatred of this being who was loftier than the age in which
he was destined to play his transcendental role.

At last our own age, rebelling against the false soverignty of mater-
ialism and positivism, is slowly beginning to glimpse Bruckner's mystic,
superearthly world.

Here in St. Florian the master spent his years of boyhood and youth.
Here he labored through the years in which youth ripened to manhood.

St. Florian was to him a Holy Grail. As its envoy he went forth into
the world beyond the monastery. During many decades of bitter striving
he would often return to St. Florian, seeking peace and consolation.
And when his mission on earth had been fulfilled, he was brogght back,
at his own wish, to this place to find eternal rest, as befitted a devout
member of the sacred band of St. Florian.

Few musicians have lived a life so completely identified with their
artistry as Bruckner's. He lived in music alone; music was the expression
of his great, universal, mystic-religious, transcendental world-experience.
Only those, who understand that experience, may grasp the full signi-
ficance of Bruckner's art. Therefore, let us strive ever more earnestly to
fathom that realm of the Spirit, the world of Bruckner's revelation.

That such a world really exists--that is the message of his great
symphonies.

i

DR. FELIX GATZ TO LECTURE ON BRUCKNER

During the current season Dr. Felix Gatz, noted Bruckner conductor,
will deliver a series of lectures on Bruckner under the auspices of the
Guild for Musicians. For further information address Erminie Kahn,
The Guild for Musicians, Steinway Hall, 113 W. 57 St., N. Y. C.
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THE CONCERT MASS

The ascent of the soul per aspera ad astra, the spiritual theme of the
symphony since Beethoven's Fifth, had attained its utmost grandeur
in the first eight symphonies of Bruckner. Yet not until Fate abruptly
tore the pen from Bruckner's fingers as he was working upon a fourth
movement for his Ninth Symphony was the world granted the opportunity
of hearing how satisfyingly complete a symphony could sound even
though it closed with a deeply sustained, slow movement. Later Mahler,
realizing its splendid, unhackneyed Finale possibilities, adopted the
Adagio character for the closing movement of his Ninth Symphony. Be-
cause of its unmistakably soaring optimism we justly call such a Finale
an Adagio of Affirmation.

We know that the Mass, the first extended form perfected in the
history of music, inspired great composers to their highest achievement
centuries before the symphony came into existence. The exalted triumph
of the spirit which marks the close of the Mass is the prototype of the
symphonic Adagio of Affirmation. When ]3ruckner's Ninth and Mahler's
Ninth shall have attained the classic status promised by their deep im-
pression upon every audience thus far, the close kinship they reveal
between the greatest of sacred and worldly musical forms is destined to
bring the Mass into a symphonic prominence resulting in the immeasur-
able enrichment of the concert repertoire. The marked trend of present-
day humanity towards mysticism already suggests the feasibility of
such a revolution in symphonic practice. Why restrict universal devo-
tional masterpieces (such as Bach's B Minor Mass, Beethoven's Missa
Solemnis, and Brahms' Requiem) to a single, post-seasonal or Holy Day
aP_erformanceeach year? Why keep the doors of the concert-hall inexor-

ly closed to new sacred works of imposing, symphonic stature? Time
and again the world's greatest composers have shown that sacred texts
may also be poems inspiring the creation of giant choral symphonies.
In our own day the triumph of Dumler's Stabat Mater (at the last Cin-
cinnati May Music Festival) revealed the fact that even jazz-infested
America has something of major caliber to offer the world in the field
of devotional music.

Dumler is a unique, significant figure in American serious com-
position. Master of the language of the huge, modern symphony orch-
estra, he has chosen the larger, sacred musical forms (particularly the
Mass)as his vehicles of expression. The success of his great Stabat Mater
has already aroused wide interest in his other works, among which the
Mass of th6 Triumphant Cross, conceived in the symphonic idiom and
intended for concert performance, especially deserves the attention of
all lovers of serious music.

THE KILENYI MEDAL AWARDS (1935-1936)

In recognition of their distinguished services in furthering the
general appreciation of Bruckner's and Mahler's art in the United States
the following conductors have been awarded the Kilenyi Exclusive
Medal of Honor for the season 1935-1936:

The Bruckner Medal: Koussevitzky, Klemperer, Ormandy, O'Connell.

The Mahler Medal: Bodanzky, Gabrilowitsch, Koussevitzky,
Mengelberg, Walter.
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THE BRUCKNER FESTIVAL IN LINZ

(British Comment)

Our English attitude to Bruckner is a curious one: he has been con-
demned and dismissed almost without a hearing. Few of the most ex-
perienced concert-goers have heard more than three of his symphonies,
yet on that little evidence the English public as a whole has dubbed him
a long-winded bore and steadfastly refused to give him a further hearing.
The musical man in the street has, by some unaccountable whim, lumped
Bruckner together with Mahler into a sort of"Cavalleria" and "Pag-
liacci" partnership and two great and entirely dissimilar Austrian masters
are banished as one tedious bore from our concert halls. Our attitude
is unjustified and presumptuous in the extreme: quite apart from the
intrinsic worth of the music as such it stubbornly disregards the opinions
of many of the greatest musicians of the last sixty years ....

Is it likely, we must ask ourselves, that the opinion of all these
men of knowledge, discernment, and experience who have studied
Bruckner's symphonies is wrong, and that a few casual English concert-
goers who have heard isolated and perhaps inadequate performances

of two or three of the symphonies are Tright? The experience of hearing
six of Bruckner's major works and sex eral minor ones within five days
has proved convincingly enough that he is almost grotesquely under-
estimated in England. The time has come when not only England but
the musical world as a whole must hear and judge Bruckner anew.

Bruckner in England, W. L.
T_s MANCHBSTER GUARDIAN WEEKLy,
August 14, 1936.

The Bruckner Festival at Linz last week was a decisive experience
for most of those who came to Austria doubting Bruckner, and a triumph-
ant celebration for those who were already Brucknerians. Here, in Upper
Austria, is the setting for Bruckner's music, here that atmosphere of
leisure and composure without which his works cannot be fully appreciat-
ed ....

Piety, baroque splendour, rusticity, are qualities inherent in Bruck-
her's music; such was his environment. His love for a festive volume
of sound was encouraged by the glorious effect of the organo pleno at St.
Florian. But Bruckner's music is magnificent in a deeper sense. He is
great because his symphonic conceptions are the mightiest since Beeth-
oven-even though one may subscribe to Hugo Wolf's searching criticism
that Bruckner's relation to Beethoven is that of Grabbe to Shakespeare---
and because his music has often an ecstasy that Brahms, for instance,

never approached. A Memorable Experience,
WILLIAM GLOCK, The Observer, (London)
July 26, 1936.

Performances Announced for Season 1936-1937

Koussevitzky: Mahler's Das Lied yon der Erd¢, Bruckner's Eighth, Mahler's Fifth.

Ormandy: Bruckner's Seventh, Mahler's Lieder Eines Fahrenden Gesellen, the Adagietto from
Mahler's Fifth.
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THE CASE FOR BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

_ Tried by a former generation for alleged insubordination against the
laws of music", particularly for repeated, felonious assaults upon

the venerable form of the symphony, Bruckner and Mahler were found
guilty after a swift, superficial hearing and virtually banished from the
concert-hall. Finally the scattered Brucknerites of a new generation,
having found united expression in the Bruckner Society of America,
clamored for an adequate re-hearing of the evidence in the case before
a new, unbiased jury, the serious music-lovers of today. They insisted
that even the summations (reviews) by the critics of the past were,

•at best, those of prosecutors; that, therefore, only the case against Bruckner
and Mahler had beenpresented beforesentence was passed.

In the retrial of Bruckner and Mahler by the present generation of
music-lovers, a new verdict depends not so much upon any fresh evidence
that has been presented, but rather upon the weight of unwavering
corroboration by a formidable array of new, unimpeachable witnesses
re-interpreting the old facts (the scores of the symphonies). The evidence
for Bruckner and Mahler at the present hearing consists of the inter-

pretations given their symphonies by such witnesses as Bodanzky, Goos-
sens, Klemperer, Koussevitzkv, Lange, Leschke, Mitropoulos, Ormandy,
Rodzinski, Stock, Stokowski', Toscanini, van Hoogstraten, and Walter.
The new, favorable, often enthusiastic summations are the published
utterances of practically every critic of importance in the United-States.
The public is the jury. Its reactions, expressed by applause, are also re-
ported in the words of the critics.

Thus the following brief excerpts from reviews by outstanding
musical commentators constitute a faithful record of the popular and
critical reception accorded the works of both Bruckner and Mahler
at each performance by a major American symphonic organization
during the past five years. Such a record should go far to prove that
our serious music-lovers are now prepared to give the entire life-work
of these two giant symphonists an unprejudiced, consecutive hearing.
Time and again, after fine performances of this or that individual sym-
phony by Bruckner or Mahler, important critics of our day have said,
"This symphony should be heard more often." Finally Mr. Sanborn,
of the N. Y. World-Telegram, has come into the open, the first American
commentator to champion a complete Bruckner cycle. His valiant
appeal in this connection is part of the present record.

Chronologically, our Bruckner excerpts begin with the memorable
series of performances of Bruckner's Seventh by the N. Y. Philharmonic
under Toscanini in March, 1931, shortly after the Bruckner Society of
America was founded. It seems particularly fitting and significant that
the Bruckner Renaissance in America should have been ushered in under
the baton of the most illustrious conductor of our generation. The
fervent espousal of the master's long neglected cause by Mr. Toscanini,
a cause to which the supreme maestro has added a most arresting con-
tribution with each succeeding season, will always be remembered as
one of the real milestones on the path of American musical progress
during the first half of the Twentieth Century.'

For Mahler our record harks back to the prophetic series of perform-
ances of the Symphony of a Thousand in Philadelphia and New York under
Stokowski almost twenty years ago. The cohductor's own description
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<_f the public's reception of this gigantic work is cited here. Important
milestones in Bruckner and Mahler progress in America are the recent
RCA Victor phonograph recordings of Bruckner's Seventh and Mahler's

Second as performed by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under that

brilliant young Bruckner-Mahler enthusiast, Eugene Ormandy.

THE CASE FOR ANTON BRUCKNER

I. THE PUBLIC'S VERDICT

-F MINOR MASS (Bodanzky, Leschke.) FIFTH SYMPHONY

And it is safe to say that few of the recent (Goossens, Klemperer, Walter.)

attempts to endear the music of this simple, That Cincinnati audiences are appreciative
devout Austrian to the local public are of good music was proved by the reception
likelier to bear fruit than this first perform- accorded the symphony, one never before
once in New York of the Mass in F Minor... heard here.

--Pn-rs SAtCBORN, N. Y. World-Tdegram, --LILLIAN TYLER Pr.^GSTSDT,Cincinnati Post,
October 26, 1932. December 2, 1932

The Mass certainly left a deep and lasting
impression on the audience; the genuine The control that subdued the beginnings
spontaneous applause was proof of it. of the final crescendo and made possible
--HBR_tAmV GEz_s, A Hen_ F. Budde Pub- the blaze of power which ended it an_which
lication, February 7, 1936, San Francisco. brought a burst of applause and "bravos'"

from a large audience was masterly.
The San Francisco Symphony, the Munici- --HuuBARD HUTCmNSO_r, N. Y. T/rues,

pal Chorus, and four soloists ,with Hans January 13, 1933
Leschke conducting, presented the Bruckner

Mass in F Minor at the third municipal The audience in its enthusiasm, not only
concert, January 28th, at the Civic Audi- applauded but .cheered--a heartening record
*orium to a large and enthusiastic audience, tor oruciner in our incredulous city.

--Musical West, February 1936 --Pn'TS SANBORN, N. Y. lgrorld-Telagran,,
January 16, 1933

THIRD SYMPHONY (Stock.)

Dr. Stock should take courage from the Tumultuous applause rewarded the con-
Teaction of last night's audience and play ductor and his splendid orchestra.
_as more Bruckner. --JoacmM H. MsYBR, N. Y. Stoats Zeitung
--Gr.Bm_r DxrmAro Gnmv, Chicago Herald u. Herold, January 16, 1933.

_Examiner, January 13, 1933. The finale with horns, trumpets and
FOURTH SYMPHONY trombones lined up on an elevation at the

(van Hoogstraten, Koussevitzky, Rodzinski, back, was vociferous and roused yesterday's
Stock, Toscanini.) audience to enthusiastic applause.

--Philadelphia Bullotin, January 26, 1935
. . . While a considerable congregation of
displaced Stadiumites listened with un- Mr. Klemperer... conducted the orchestra
mistakable interest, from memory, with an authority so complete
--Parrs SA_rBoxz¢, N. Y. World-Tale&ram, and an understanding so vivid and profound
July 13, 1931. that against all odds, and for long move-

ments, he carried his audience with him.

The applause at the end testified as much. ----OLXNDOWNBS, N. Y. Times, January 30,
--H. T. PARmsR, Boston Evenin 8 Transcript, 1935
October 15, 1932.

The great audience, irresistibly stirred
The concert was well attended and the by the blaze of the auxiliary brasses of

applause, particularly after Bruckner, long the concluding pages, applauded the per-
and enthusiastic, formanc¢ heartily.

--HtmBaRD HtrrcmNsoN, N. Y. Times, --PIrrs S^z_moRN, N. Y. World-Tdegram,
November 25, 1932. January 30, 1935

The orchestra rose to acknowledge the SIXTH SYMPHONY(Goossens.)continued applause.
--M. M., Musical America, March 15, 1935 How much the Bruckner A Major Sym-

phony affected the receipts cannot be es/i-
• . . since it met much favor with the mated, but the writer feels sure it Was

public, it is safe to predict that it will be materially responsible for the presence of
heard again on programs at some future time. many.
--HRRMaN Dsv_a_, Chicago American, March --GEoRou A. LI_IGHTON,Cincinnati Enqu_,
8, 1935 January 12, 1935
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• . . its enthusiastic reception by its its presentation. The audience of this
audiences owed much to the spirited, sensi- concert was a very large one, and its pleasure
tire and warmly understanding interpreta- was manifest.
tion which Mr. Goossens accorded it. -_)Lm Dow/cEs, New York Times, March 15
--S. T. WILSON, Musical America, January 1936

25, 1935 The large audience applauded the sym-
SEVENTH SYMPHONY phony heartily.

(Klemperer, Koussevitzky, Ormandy, Tos- --P. S., World-Telegram, March 14 1936
canini.)

The applause at the conclusion of the It is recorded that when Bruckner's
symphony was earnest and prolonged and, seventh symphony was first played here,
though no doubt it was intended in part in November, 1886, one-third of the audienc_
for Mr. Toscanini and the players of the left the hall before it reached its eventual end.
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, much Yesterday the case was quite different,
of it certainly was a tribute to Bruckner. the warmth of the demonstration at the
--EDw^va_ CusmNe, B'klyn Daily Eagle, end of the work suggesting that a good
March 5, 1931. many concert goers have come to appreciat_

the beauties of this work.
It is further testimony to an inextinguish- --FRaNcis D. PER_ClZ,_S,N.Y. Herald Tribune,

able demand for Bruckner that an hour-long March 15 1936
symphony, without cuts, by a composer
who remains outside the pale of the generally EIGHTH SYMPHONY
sanctioned and approved, has been heard (Klemperer, Koussevitzky, Walter.)

and acclaimed by a modern audience. For no two composers, up and down the
---OLIN DowN,s, Symphonic Broadcasts world have conductors fought more man-

fully. Now at last, in Europe and in Amer-
It was a most wonderful performance, ice, this persistence is prevailing. In New

which aroused much enthusiasm for the York, Boston and Chicago, reviewers
work, its composer, the orchestra, and its oftener than lay listeners have been the
splendid conductor, antagonists. Now, more accustomed, au-
--VIcTOR NILSSON, The Minneapolis Journal, diences are hearing for themselves. ]
April 7, 1934 --H. T. PARKUR, Boston Evening Transcript,

At all events the performance of Bruck- April 23, 1932

ner's Symphony in E Major brought the The orchestra played throughout with
first really spontaneous applause from the memorable eloquence; and the audienc_
Friday afternoon audience at Symphony manifested its appreciation of the chance
Hall. to hear on one program two of the out-
--L. L. SLOPSR, Christian Science Monitor, standing symphonic utterances of the 19th
Oct. 27, 1934 century.

Forty-eight years ago the Seventh Sym- --Herald Tribune, November 15, 1935
phony of Anton Bruckner virtually emptied For all that, the audience was sensible-
the old Music Hall. Yesterday afternoon last night of a significant artistic experience.
it provoked the heartiest applause of the --OLIn DowsEs, New York Times, November
current season of the Symphony concerts. 15, 1935
--WAI_R]R/q STOREY Slv_ITH, Boston Post,
October 27, 1934 The audience was a large one and applaud-

ed Mr. Klemperer fervently after both
When Otto Klemperer played Bruckner compositions.

with the Philharmonic in the fall it was --Wi_rrnr_ov SAROB^NT, B'klyn Daily Eagle,
liked; when he played it with the Phila- November 15, 1935
delphia last week it was liked; and when
Maestro Toscanini opened his first concert NINTH SYMPHONY (Klemperer, Stock.),'
with Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, that (a) Loewe version; (b) Original version

was not only liked but loved. (a) The Bruckner symphony brought
--MARc1^ DAV_NVORT,The Stage, March 1935 great satisfaction to Mr. Stock's audience

Bruckner's music has not always had so --EuoE_ STI_rSON, Chicago Daily News,

cordial a reception from the public as was Nov. 17, 1933
given by the audience yesterday. (b) With both of these works (Beethoven's
--AL_x^NDRR WILnIAMS, Boston Herald, Fifth and Bruckner's Ninth) he made a
March 7 1936 powerful impression.

---OLIN Dow_us, New York Times, Oct. 12,
But the interpretation was such that at the 1934

end there was long applause, a special
demonstration of approval of the playing, (b) The Bruckner was received last mghr
and, without doubt, of Bruckner. This by a large audience with hearty approval.
was tribute to Mr. Koussevitzky's courage --HENR1ETTE WSBER, Evening Journal,.
in selecting the work and the eloquence of October 12, 1934
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(a) Striking evidence of the city's artistic two and one half hours to the weighty
growth was to be discovered last night program and accorded it generous applause.
in Orchestra Hall when the gathering --JAMEs P. Dv_cN, January 15, 1933
assembled to honor the memory of Theodore
Thomas received the "unfinished" symphony It was played with great care for its
of Bruckner with cheers and shouting, harmonic structure and melodic contents

and a technical smoothness that incited
--GLENN DILLARD GUNN, Chicago Examiner,
Jan. 3, 1936 plaudits.

--Newark Evening News, January 15, 1933

QUINTET (Balendonck, Lange.) The audience found it (Adagio) pax-
As for the audience--it listened with ticularly to its liking.

apparently serious attention for nearly --R. C. B., World-Telegram, February 9, 1934

II. THE CRITIC'S SUMMATION

F MINOR MASS Bruckner now seems destined to become
(Friends of Music, Bodanzky) an integral part of our musical life.

(San Francisco Municipal Chorus & Sym- --PITTS SANnOR_r, World-Telegram,
phony, Leschke.) July 13, 1931

Yesterday's carefully prepared performance There are very few dull moments and upon
r "-" -- "

p oved a powerfully convincing presentauon repetition we are sure that we shall find
of the lotty musical and spiritual qualities even more beauties to extol.
of the F Minor Mass, and unless all indica- --HBRMAN DEVRI_, Chicago American,
tions are deceptive, the "Friends of Music" March, 1935
should include the work in their regular Nevertheless I should not like to miss
repertoire, hearing it whenever Mr. Stock plays it . . .
--Jo,_cHIM H. MEYER, N. Y. Staats Zeitung u. --Euos_rB STINSON, Chicago News,
Herold, Oct. 26, 1931 March 8, 1935

But on the whole the Mass justified the FIFTH SYMPHONY
claims of the Brucknerites. (Goossens, Klemperer, Walter.)

--W. J. IamNDERSO_, New York Sun, Let no one stay away through fear of
Oct. 26, 1931 Bruckner.

Bruckner's Mass should be repeated in -"GEORGE A. LEIO_TO_, Cincinnati Enquirer,
the not distant future and before a much December 2, 1932

larger audience. Its beauty and its many Bruckner--the complete symphonic Bruck-
distinctive qualities make one hope Pierre ner--deserves to be better known. One of the
Monteux may permit us to hear a Bruckner most remarkable composers of the nineteenth
symphony before the year is out. century, he has never in this country rc,-
--MARJORIE M. FISHER, San Francisco News ceived his due ....

Chronicle, Jan. 29, 1936 --LAwa_NCE GILMAN, Herald Tribune,
I am sure that we will hear more of Bruck- January 13, 1933

her's compositions in the future, especially Such music, however, should not be
his symphonies .... permitted to lie in prolonged slumber.
--HEaMaNN G_Nss, A Henry F. Budde Pub- Certainly it ought to be preserved in these
lication, Feb. 7, 1936 barren times and offered periodically for the

consideration of concert audiences.
This first presentation was accomplished

with so much musical intelligence and the --W. J. HENDRRSON,New York Sun,
response to its beauties was so complete we January 13, 1933

feel sure it will be repeated in the _uture--- But one such theme as the broad, unisonous
we might well say we hope soon. melody of the Adagio is worth a multitude

--Musical West, February 1936 of the starved and tortuous works that have

THIRD SYMPHONY (Stock.) passed for symphonies in Central Europe
since Bruckner laid down his pen.

Does not Bruckner deserve to rank among ---OscAR THOMPSON, New York Evening Post,
the immortals? January 16, 1933

--HERMAN DsVRI_, Chicago American,
January 13, 1933 SIXTH SYMPHONY (Goossens.)

FOURTH SYMPHONY Upon hearing a symphony by a neglected
composer of the stature of Bruckner, one is

(van Hoogstraten, Koussevitzky, Rodzinski, tempted to wonder whether he would
Stock, Toscanini.) receive public acceptance if he were played

The Symphony . . . improves upon ac- as often as his contemporary Brahms, for
quaintance, example.

--FRANCIS PERKINS, Herald Tribune, --FREDERIClC YTzlS_R, Cincinnati Times Star,
July 13, 1931 January 25, 1935
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SEVENTH SYMPHONY This symphony should be heard oftener.
(Klemperer, Koussevitzky, Ormandy, --PITTS SA_r_oRN, World-Telegram,
Toscanini.) November 15, 1935
It would be well, therefore, if audiences

could know more than they do of Bruckner's NINTH SYMPHONY (Klemperer, Stock.)

symphonies. (a) Loewe version; (b) original version
---OLI_ DOWNBS, New York Times, (a) After the riotous regime of ultra
March 5, 1931 modernity and atonality in the realm of

It is many years since I heard a Bruckner music, the works of not only Bruckner,but also those of Mahler should at last
symphony and it is my opinion that we
might with advantage have enjoyed, or come into their own.
otherwise, more of these great masterpieces. --RaLP_ LEWA_O, Pettsbmgh Post

--JaMBs D_v1_s, Minneapolis Tribune, (b) Thus restored and justified, the Sym-
April 7, 1934 phony seems more than ever to be one of

It is interesting to see this composer the noblest musical legacies of the 19th
coming more and more into the light of century.
public survey, nearly forts" years after his --LAwRI_NCE GILMAN, Herald Tribune,
death. " October 13, 1934
--FRA_C_S BO^RDMAN,St. Paul Pioneer Press,
April 7, 1934 (b) We have deeper respect for Bruckner

after hearing the magnificent performance
He is eminently to be commended for of lastnight...AlltheBrucknersymphonies

presenting this symphony, and all others of should be repeated. Repetition is the best
Bruckner that he may choose, test of their worth.

--CxRos W. DuRom, Boston Globe, --W. J. HE_,'OBI_SON,N. Y. Sun, Oct. 12, 1934
October 27, 1934

According to these signs... Dr. Koussevit- QUINTET (Chicago String Quartet.)
zky need have no further hesitation about It is a beautiful work, and it should be
presenting Bruckner.
--Mosm SM1TH, Boston Evening Transcript, played frequently though it is a difficult one.--EuoE_,m STi_,sso_¢,Chicago Daily News,
October 27, 1934 April 18, 1932

Those of us who are always eager for a
broadening of the local symphonic repertoire WHY NOT A BRUCKNER CYCLE?

and who, in particular, would like to see Bruckner is no longer the bugaboo of local
Bruckner's music established beyond ill- audiences he once was. A distinct Bruckner

considered question and cavil, owe a big following is even in the making, and that
debt of gratitude this season to Otto Klemp- is as it should be. In Central Europe,
erer and Arturo Toscanini.

Bruckner's place as a symphonist is taken
_PITTS SANBORN, World-Telegram, as much for granted as Schubert's or Brahms' [

January 25, 1935 What we need here is more such Bruckner

The work is so filled with beauty that performances as Mr. Klemperer has favored
it should be played at the Bowl this summer us with.
and again to an audience familiar with its
greatness next season. And these performances ought not to be
--Is^BBL MORSE Josss, Los Angeles Tilrus, limited to the Fourth (Romantic) Seventh,
March, 1936 Eighth, and Ninth Symphonies which have

become relatively familiar to our public.
EIGHTH SYMPHONY Bruckner's First Symphony has yet to be

(Klemperer, Koussevitzky, Walter.) played in America. Certainly we should
To the many to whom Bruckner is still hear it, if only for historical reasons. Then

a problematic composer whose symphonies there are the neglected Second, Third,
are barren tonal deserts with but sparsely Fifth and Sixth.
sowed oases, this symphony should provide
material for conclusive proof of the Aus- I should be the last man to plead for an

all-Bruckner symphonic program. Beethoven
trian's right to be classed with the immortals himself suffers from that dire test. But Iof music.

--J. D. Bohm, N. Y. Herald Tribune, would gladly advocate a Bruckner cycle,
October 27, 1933 under the direction of a sympathetic and

competent conductor, offering a chrono-
If anyone of the nine Bruckner symphonies logical view of the nine symphonies, corn-

is destined to silence the stupid chatter bined in varied programs with appropriate
of certain would-be authorities concerning music by other composers.
"the naivete and crudity of the man and

com.po.ser, Anton Bruckner" it is this Then we might escape £orever from _he
gagantac C. Minor Symphony. shadow of the cold shoulder Brahms turned
--J. H. MBYsx, New York Staats-Zoitung, on Bruckner--"These gigantic snakes of
October 27, 1933 symphonies . . . And Bruckner's work
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immortal--or even symphonies at all! It Indeed, New York might profitably be
is enough to make one laugh[" Thus wrote treated to a cycle of Bruckner's symphonle_
Brahms to Richard Specht. We can afford (only one to a program, however) a musical
to forgive Brahms these words for the very gift of which we stand much more in need
works" sake, but we can ill afford to share than we do of another Beethoven or Brahms
his opinion, cycle.

--PiTrs SAZCBOR-_,World-Telegram, --PITTS S._NI3ORN, World-Telegra_
November 4, 1934 November 15, 1935

THE CASE FOR GUSTAV MAHLER

I. THE PUBLIC'S VERDICT

FIRST SYMPHONY a triumph which must be shared by composer
(Mitropoulos, Stock, Unger, Walter.) and conductor.

. . . and a large gathering showed its --W^aRENSToavS_nT_, Boston Post,
pleasure. February 1 1936

---OLIN Dow_rBs, New York Times,
October 13, 1933 A Mahler symphony is not exactly r-he

best vehicle with which to make a popular
. . . admirably performed it stirred the sensation, but the superb performance of the

audience to an enthusiasm easy to under- first symphony proved the reverse•
stand. --ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, Bosto_z Herald,

--Plrrs SxI_mo_, World-Telegram, February 1, 1936
October 13, 1933

Our boasted musical progress probably
. . . but he secured so vivid and animated has some basis in fact. The Mahler sym-

a performance-of his First Symphony that phony, which has had but one previous
our audience was won. hearing and has been gathering dust on the

--EnwAaD Evades, The Daily Mail shelves of the orchestra's library for twenty-
(London) April 17, 1934 four years, could not have pleased the last

generation of Symphony patrons as much
There was no lack of enthusiasm in the as it did those gathered last night in Orehes-

audience at yesterday afternoon's concert tra Hall.

by the Boston Symphonv Orchestra. Con- --G_z,_ DILL^a_ Gum_, Chicago Exaruiner_
ducting his second and Final program here, March 6 1936
Dimitri Mitropoulos had scarcely brought
the first movement of the opening number The great warmth with which he wa_
of the concert, the First Symphony of applauded by many in the audience aster
Mahler, to an end when the audience firoke the symphony had in it too, I am convinced,
into an appreciable round of applause-- a generous admiration for the work itself.
sufficient to induce the conductor to bow --EuoENE STINSOlq, Chicago News,
acknowledgement. The same procedure March 6 1936
was repeated after the Scherzo. Upraised
arms and a shortened pause prevented SECOND (RESURRECTION SYMPHONy)
a recurrence after the slow movement. (Klemperer, Ormandy, Rodzinski, Walter')
But when the last movement had run its The audience last night was most attentiv_
stormy course there was a prolonged demon- and applauded long and vigorously whet_
stration, in which some cheers and foot- the symphony was finished.

stamping were audible amid the hand-clapp- --W. J. HEm_SRSO_r, New York ._un_
ing, and which lasted long enough to bring February 24, 1933

the conductor back to the stage no less than A magnificent performance of the Secondfour times.

--MosBs SIXTH, Boston Evening Transcript, Symphony by Gustav Mahler aroused an
February 1 1936 unusually large Friday night audience at

.Northrup auditorium to delighted enthus-
And this tumult and shouting came upon msm.

the heels of a symphony of the too-long --FRaNCm BOa_D_aN, St. Paul Pioneer Press,
disparaged Gustav Mahler, the First, in Dec. 8 1934
D major.

--WaaRm_ STORmCSMtra, Boston Post, Mr. Ormandy was called out several
February 1 1936 times to enthusiastic rounds of applause

--The Evening Bulletin, Phila_elphi___
This symphony had been discovered for March 9, 1935

Boston by Pierre Monteux in 1923; since
then it has been permitted to gather figura- The audience was enthusiastic and re-
rive dust in the library of Symphony Hall. called conductor and soloists many times at• . . - _ • J

Yesterday, qmte surprisingly, it proved a the close of the concert.
vehicle in which Mr. Mitropoulos could ride --SaMuEL L. L^cI^R, Phila. Evening Ledgu,,
to an unequivocal success with his audience, March 9 1935
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It shook the audience, and resulted in a Academy were excited about the attraction

prolonged demonstration before anyone left and spoke of it almost as respectfully as if
lhe hall. it had been a prize fight.

--OLx_ DowNus, New York Times,
December 13, 1935 In the following month, The Society of

Friends of Music imported Mr. Stokowski
Mahler's Second Symphony may still be with his army of excutants to New York

considered difficult and ponderous music
and the work was disclosed to this capital

in some quarters but there was no doubt of at a memorable concert ,n the Metropolitan
its spontaneous effect on its hearers last Opera House.
night. --LawRENCU GILMAN, Herald Tribune,
--WxzrrHxoP SartG_^_q-r, B'klyn Daily Eagle, May 10, 1931
Dec. 13, 1935

The first performance of Mahler's Eighth
There was an ovation at the end of the (Symphony of a Thousand) was given underperformance.

--New York Times, December 16, 1935 Mahler's direction in Munich on September
12, 1910.

An enthusiastic audience gave conductor
and participants many curtain calls as Wrote Leopold Stokowski who was
evidence of its liking for the Mahler work present:

and its presentation. After the performance the vast audience
--E. B., Cleveland News, January 3, 1936 sprang to its feet, and a scene of such

FOURTH SYMPHONY (Rodzinski) enthusiasm ensued as one sees only once
Miss Zaruhi Ehnassian . . . shared the m a lifetime. To those who realized, in

part at least, the tuner sadness of Mahler's
triumphant burst of applause which greeted life, there was something infinitely tragic
the closing measures, in his figure at that moment of supreme
---CARL BRO_SON,Los Angeles Express Herald, triumph.
January 1, 1932

FIFTH SYMPHONY (Walter) Concerning the nine performances of
Mahler's Eighth in Philadelphia and New

It was not inevitable, however, that the York, Mr. Stokowski relates:

audience should stay to cheer the symphony. When we played Mahler's Eighth
Yet this is exactly what happened.

Symphony it made an impression on the
--PITTS SA_-eORr¢, World-Telegram, public unlike anything else I have everFebruary 12, 1932

experienced• There seems to be a human
The audience applauded with greatest quality about this work which so deeply

enthusiasm, moved the public that the greater part
--JoAcmM H. M_rER, N. Y. Staats Zeitung, of the listiners were in tears at the end of
February 12, 1932 the performance. This happened at all nine

performances we gave; so it was not due
SEVENTH SYMPHONY (Reiner, Stock.) to an accidental emotion on one particular

Enthusiasm was too general and apprecia- date.
tion too convincingly demonstrated to be
argued down .... In an interview with William Engle,
---GEo_o_ A. L_mHTON, Cincinnati t_nqnirw, feature writer of the New York World
March 7, 1931 Telegram, Mr. Arthur Judson described

the above series of performances as the most
• . . and the audience liked it. memorable mile-stone of his managerial

--EDwArD Moolts, Chicago Tribune, career. Only two performances had been
March 3, 1933 scheduled. Quoting the Telegram of Decem-

EIGHTH SYMPHONY ber 19, 1933:

(Stokowski, 1916; Goossens, 1931) Philadelphia, the first night, was
We have seldom seen an audience display dumfounded. Then it was iubilant.

such enthusiasm as did the audience in Instead of two performances, ten were
Music Hall last night, given and the town celebrated as though
---OLin DowNus, N. Y. Times, May 7, 1931 the Athletics had won the pennant.

(Cincinnati May Festival) In New York the Friends of Music heeded.

The work had a run (Philadelphia, 1916) They engaged Mr. Judson to bring the
production here, and in a special train

which for a mere symphony, was equivalent the huge cast came to storm and conquerto the triumphant persistence of The Green
Pastures. The Academy of Music was jam- the Metropolitan.
reed at all performances. For hours before
the doors were opened, a line of intending NINTH SYMPHONY (Koussevitzky)
ticket buyers stretched around the corner of The enthusiastic audience recalled Dr.
Locust Street and far up the block along Koussevitzky two or three times.
Broad, waiting patiently in the raw spring --PHILIp HALE, Boston Herald,
wind. Even the traffic policemen outside the October 17, 1931
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No one, accustomed to the performance of Perhaps this did not entirely save _he
music in concert halls, might doubt the movement, but it made an audience liste_x
tense absorption of the audience . . . As its with respect amounting to homage, aaa_
listening was eloquent, so was its final it showedwhat an orchestra like the Bostoil

applause. Symphony, dominated by a lofty inter-
--H. T. P^mC_R, Boston Evonmg Transcript, pretlve conception, could do.
October 17, 1931 --OLt_ Dow_c_s, New York Ti_e_,

What is more significant, the audience, April 3, 1936

few of whom can have heard it before, Some of the audience were evidently
applauded with a warmth seldom bestowed pleased, for there was a good deal of rap-
here on an unfamiliar work. plause.
--P. R., Boston Globe, October 17, 1931 --ALEXANDER WmL_AMS, Boston Herald,

March 28 1936
A Friday afternoon audience found as

little room for apathy as did that of Sat- . . . and this adagio made new friends for
urday evening; with equal enthusiasm both the music of Mahler.

received this first American performance --Ro_sRT A. SIMO_¢, The New Yorker,
of Mahler's last symphony. April 11, 1936

--A. H. Meyer, Musical America,
October 25, 1931 DA£ LIED VON DER ERDE

(Koussevitzky, Walter)

This symphony has given many a music The audience was deeply impressed.
lover hereabouts an entirely new view of --PmLiV HA_, Boston Herald, Dec. 27, 1930
Mahler... The shining faces, the enthusias-

tic comment in the halls, were proof last The tension of those final words and

evening, if proof were needed, beyond that sounds over, applause came. Not tentatively
of the upswelling applause itself, but in volume. Of bowing and acknowledge,-
--A. H. MmrEa, Boston Evening Transcript, ments there seemed no end until all on r.he
Nov. 10, 1931 platform were on their feet.

As for the public, given the chance, it --A. H. MEYER, Boston Evening Transcript,
mi ht ex ress a reference for Mahler. December 27, 1930

mXEgnWAR_DPCusm_ p Brooklyn Daily Eagle,
Nov. 20, 1931 The audience received all artists, nor.

excluding the pianist-conductor Bruno Wait-
And the public bestowed upon Gustav er, with deep enthusiasm.

Mahler's swan-song, the conductor, and --New York Post, December 21, 193¢
his players the enthusiastic applause which
was deserved. The audience expressed its.approval of the
--Jo^cmM H. Mmr_R, N. Y. Staats Zeitung, performance in no uncertain manner.
November 20, 1931 --W. J. HSNDBRSON,N. Y. Snn, Dec. 21, 1934

The apparently genuine enthusiasm of the KINDERTOTENLIEDER (Klemperer)
audience must "have been balm to Kous-

To these beautiful settings of Rueclcex-t's
sevitzky's pioneering heart, poems she (Mine. Branzell) brought xiot
--MusmAL COUmER, November 28, 1931 only beauty of voice and style, but _ true

Musicians welcomed a second hearing.., penetration of their spiritual nature. Her
and many were standing in the crowded great art won her repeated calls at the con-
house . . . First and last the triumph was clusion of the cycle.
Mahler's. --A., Musical America, February 15, 1935

--W. B. Cu^sE, New York Times,
January 10, 1932 She put so much of herself into her sing-

ing that she moved the audience to long
The audience, too, seemed deeply interested applause. Mr. Klemperer conducted r.he

and. gave.,eloquent applause to the music and cycle with all the enthusiasm of an ardent
Its vivid and colorful performance. Mahlerite .....

--Musical Courier, January 16, 1932 --W. J. HBNDERSOSl,N. Y. Sun, Jan. 30, 192_5

II. THE CRITIC'S SUMMATION

FIRST SYMPHONY At one time, I too, in less mature judgment,
(Mitropoulos, Stock, Unger, Walter) denied Mahler any outstanding worth

The homely tenderness, the folk-like at all, except that he had mastered a method
humor, the long, nostalgic reveries, the of clever and colorful orchestration. I feel
poignant brooding of the music at its best-- that I have come to see more than that iQ
these qualities are not easily to be forgotten. Mahler.

--LAWRENCE GII2-_AN, Herald Tribune, --L_oNARD LmBraNO, Musical Couri_,
October 13, 1933 October 21, 1933
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The performance suggested that this All honor to Mr. Walter for not passing
symphony, given a fair chance, might vie in it by in the interest of the facile plaudits
popularity with the later symphonies of that he can always capture with the over-
Tschaikowsky. driven symphonies of Beethoven and of

--PITTS SA_ORN, World-Tele&ram, Brahms.
October 13, 1933 --PITTS SAt,mORN,N. Y. World-Telegram,

Feb. 12, 1932
Mahler's music is still sub judtce in this

country, but his music only needs inter- SEVENTH SYMPHONY (Reiner, Stock.)

pretations such as that given last night for One ends by being charmed, delighted
it to be as popular here as it is in Austria and stimulated by his work, though Americaand Holland.

has been slow to accept it. I hope Doctor
--SheflieldTelegraph (England), April 17, 1934 Stock repeats it.

The result was a brilliant performance --GLBr,'_ Dmn^RD Gur,,_, Chicago Herald and
which may result in more curiosity in Mahler Examiner, March 3, 1933
and his symphonies than has so far been
shown in England. EIGHTH SYMPHONY

--Star, (London) April 17, 1934 (Stokowski, 1916; Goossens, 1931)

The writer heard the symphony for the
It has begun to justify the faith that first time. He could listen with a clear

musicians have had in it. And it needs but
and unprepared mind to the sheer effect of

more frequent performances in order that the music and performance and that effect
the popular regard toward it continue to
rise. was overwhelming . . . He (Mahler) saw

--Mosm SMXT_, Boston Evening Transcript, mighty visions and he believed, and thereis that in his" music . . . that makes fault-

February 1, 1936 finding with detail or measuring with a
Stock was in his most enthusiastic mood yardstick seem somewhat petty.

and made of the symphony something ----OL_r_DOWNES, New York Times,
so vital and colorful as to wish for a repeti- May 7, 1931
tion of the Mahler D Major symphony at
some time not too far distant. For here, take it all in all, is one of the

--HERMAN DBVRmS, Chicago American, noblest scores of our time. In it, now and
March 6, 1936 again, are pages of unforgettable beauty--

inspirations of which their creator might
SECOND (RESURRECTION) SYMPHONY justifiably have said, with the singer of the
(Klemperer, Ormandy, Rodzinski, Walter) Odes of Solomon, "'So are the wings of

Last night this tone picture was irresist- spirit over my heart, and I have been set on
ible. His immortal pinions."

--Or,IN DowNEs, New York Times, --LAwRENCS GILMAN, Herald Tribune,
December 13, 1935 May 10, 1931

The Resurrection symphony is a musical NINTH SYMPHONY (Koussevitzky)

epic that seems destined to achieve a per- It impressed one hearing it for the first
manent place in the repertoire of great time as a masterpiece deserving a permanent
symphomc literature, place in the repertory and frequent per-
--WIwrHRoP SAROsawr, Brooklyn Dady Eagle, formances . . . One can only repeat that
December 13, 1935 yesterday's performance . . . proved that

All of us who are interested in a whole- Mahler*s a genius to be classed with Brahms,

some extension of the symphonic repertory possibly in some ways above him.
and at the same time in seeing iustice done --P. R., Boston Globe, Oct. 17, 1931

to the works of an important composer This Adagio found its way so deeply into
at whom many New Yorkers still look the consciousness of hearers that even after
askance.., are bound to be deeply grateful an intermission, so exquisite a" gem as
to the Philharmonic Symphony and Otto Wagner's Siegfried Idyll seemed common-
Klemperer for such a performance of Mahler's place and ordinary in comparison.
Second Symphony .... A. H. MAYER, Musical America,

--Pia'rs SANBORN, World-Telegram, October 25, 1931
December 13, 1935

To Doctor Koussevitzky, then, our full
FIFTH SYMPHONY (Walter) gratitude for having given us in The Song

In the art of applying the most telling of the Earth and now in the Ninth Sym-
instrumental colors, in the alchemy of phony, the two works of Mahler's maturity
uniting independent tone colors, Gustav and prime, in which he sounded a note
Mahler finds his equal in Richard Strauss unheard since Beethoven wrote his last
alone, sonatas and quartets.
--Jo^cmM H. MEYER, N. Y. Staats Zeitung, --WaRrts_: STOREY SMITH, Boston Post,
Feb. 12, 1932 October 17, 1931
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But length is a relative thing. Die Meister- hearings. And again at the close of 1930 it
singer is almost twice as long as Thais, but December audience was the gainer.

not everyone would believe it without --A. H. Meyer, Boston Evening Trauxo_pt,
a stopwatch . . . Mahler's instrumental Dec. 27, 1930
demands in this score are not exorbitant

.and anyone of our major orchestras could Just as the essence of Beethoven's Ninr.h,
'have met them without turning any grayer amde from all purely musical values, is
than usual the hair of the trustees . . . highest enthusiasm, so that of Das Lied yon
It should be added to the repertoire of other der Erde is most intense spiritual pain , . .
symphonic bodies, and it should be heard It is a work that moves us more deeply
again; for it is a remarkable score, at each new hearing.

--PAUL BEKKBR,N. Y. Staats _#_g,--LAwRI_NCB GILMAN, N. Y. Herald Tribune,
Nov. 20, 1931 December 21, 1934

Thus heard, the passion and the beauty
Too little has been written of Mahler's of the music, its dehcate fantasy, its secret

superb instrumentation; of its eschewing ecstactes, and insuperable grief and, at the
of filling-in effects such as often clutter up last, its mystical assuaging piece, were
the scores of Strauss... After the profound often overmastering.
utterances of Mahler, Ravel's pretty work --LAWRENCE GILMAN, Herald Tribune,
seemed doubly trivial. December 21, 1934
--J*'ROMtZD. Boner, N. Y. Herald Tribune,

.January 50, 5932 KINDERTOTENLIEDER (Klemperer)

Both these masters (Bruckner and Mahler)
While thanking Doctor Koussevitzky are still step children of our audiences . . .

for the opportunity once more to hear this It merely signifies that the enigmatic ph¢_
Ninth Symphony, is it out of place to sug- nomenon characterizing progress of the.
gest that there are five completedsvmphonies art in Europe is being reenacted here. Sin-
of Mahler that Boston does not "know and cerity and simplicity have always been,"
others that it has not heard in years? the last to win recognition. Tllere_re

--WARr, m_ STOREYSMITH, Boston Post, it is all the more necessary to keep spreading
December g, 1933 their precious gospel tirelessly and nn_J

ceasingly, in eloquent and accurate revelit-
DAY LIED VON DER ERDE tions.

(Koussevitzky, Walter) --P.AuL BEKICBR,N. Y. Staats Z*it_ozg,
January 30, 1935

It was in December--two years ago--that

-Doctor Koussevitzky introduced Mahler's But it is not easy to imagine th_tt any
Das Lied von der Erde to Boston. In accord- concertgoer could hear unmoved these songs
ance with his wise custom, a work once of elegiacal and sad sincerity ....
introduced, remains not on the shelves to --LAwRBNCI_ GILStAN, Herald Tribuv_e,_

.gather dust but is brought forth for repeated January 30, 1935

BODANZKY PAYS TRIBUTE TO MAHLER

It must have been a great joy to America's outstanding .Wagnerian
interpreter, Artur Bodanzky, to conduct the picked band of Instrumen-
talists which NBC placed at his disposal on Oct. 8 last. Mr. Bodanzky's
.exacting position with the Metropolitan Opera Company has rarely
afforded him the opportunity to perform music independent of the singing
stage. A devoted Mahler disciple, he longed to pay tribute to the memory
of his beloved master, especially during the present season, marking the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the symphonist's death. It was the fervor
of Bodanzky's sincere Mahler worship which those wonderful strings
sang when he led them through the simple, heartfelt measures of the
Adagietto from the Fifth Symphony.. The studio applause which greeted
both this excerpt and another less familiar Mahler fragment, the final
movement of the Fourth Symphony (The Odeto Heavenly Joy) the solo voice
rendered with unforgettable eloquence by Helen Traubel, was no less
•enthusiastic than that evoked by the universally familiar Wagnerian
pieces which made up the remainder of the program.
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A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

ANTON BRUCKNER-- The audience was a large one and applauded"
EIGHTH SYMPHONY Mr. Klemperer fervently after both composi-

tions.

Philharmonic-Symphony Society o] New York; --WirrrrlRoP SAROE^rrr, B'klyn Daily Eagle'
Otto Klemperer, conductor; New York, Nov. 14,
15, 1935. Of Mr. Klemperer's concerts here thi_

autumn, last evening's was easily the most
Last night in Carnegie Hall Otto Klemper- successful. He had works to deal with

er led the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra for which he evidently felt abundant affec-
in a memorable performance of Bruckner's tion, and they rewarded him by bringing
Eighth Symphony•

out his best quahties as conductor•

• . . The mystical slow movements and The performance of the Bruckner Eighth
wild scherzi seldom fail us. Some rank was one to treasure in the memory• Of
the slow movement of the Seventh above Bruckner's nine symphonies the Eighth is
the corresponding section of any of the

perhaps the most ingratiating. There are
others• Others estimate the symphony in particular the rustic humors of the scherz_>
heard last night as the greatest of the nine. and the splendid sonorities of the finale.
Mr. Klemperer's performance might have And between these the seraphic adagio
revived th_s argument rather than settled chants its superearthly tidings.
it, for he interpreted the music with such --PITTS SANBORN, World-Telegram"
color and rapt vision and communicative
emotion that for the moment, whatever GUSTAV MAHLER--
individual preference might have been, the
Eighth Symphony towered as Bruckner's SECOND SYMPHONY
masterpiece. Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York,

---Or.iza DOWNES, New York Times Otto Klemperer, conductor; assisting artists,
Suganne Fisher, soprano, Enid Sgantbo, con-

As a result, the symphony made a deep tralto, Schola Cantorum, Hugh Ross, conductor;
impr.ession. Especially in the great Adagio, New York, December 12, 13, 15 (The last of
one of the longest slow movements in these performances was broadcast overthe Columbiar
existence, the solemnity and profound ex- Network).

pressiveness of the music achieved their A performance ofMahler's "Resurrection'"
maximum effect, symphony,which was sheer tonal drama,

The orchestra played throughout with overwhelming in its intensity and sweep of
memorable beauty and eloquence; and the vision, was given by Otto Klemperer,
audience manifested its appreciation of the conductor of the New York Philharmonic-
chance to hear in one program two (Bruck- Symphony Orchestra, the chorus of the
net's Eighth and Beetho-ven's Seventh)of the Schola Cantorum, and Susanne Fisher and
outstanding symphonic utterances of the Enid Szantho, solo singers, last night in
nineteenth century. Carnegie Hall. This performance, above all

--New York Herald Trtbune the performance of the colossal finale,
revealed Mahler, as it did Mr. Klemperer_

Bruckner, far more than Brahms, continued in a new light. It shook the audience,
the classical conception of the symphony and resulted in a prolonged demonstrariorr
as a monumental work consisting of the before any one left the hall.
development of short, simple melodic
motives. His symphonies, like Beethoven's . . . The purpose of the symphony has
in this respect, are more remarkable for been fully explained: Mahler's conception"
their architectural sweep than for the of the struggles and the needs, the terrors
instrinsic appeal or interest of their thematic and supplications of the human soul; of the
material• The Eighth Symphony is no careless and perpetual dance of life (second

movement); of the incurable frivolity andexception to th,s rule. Despite its enormous
length, its themes are direct and concise aimlessness of the crowd (third movement);
statements, very dry and impersonal by of the dread summons to the quick and the
comparison with the sensuous, emotional dead; the calls through space and time;
Lied-melodies of Brahms and the late the procession of those who pass before the

Romantic symphonists. The significance of Judgment Seat; and rest and transfigurations,
the work lies in the tremendous texture to salvos of orchestral and choral tone.

that has been woven from these slight Last night this tone picture was irresistible.
ingredients. The similarities of develop- . . . This performance was one of the
mental method in this work and in the historic musical occasions that will not be

Seventh of Beethoven were striking to those forgotten and will always appear significant

who looked for them last nij_ht. Both in the musical annals of the-city.
symphonies are masterpieces ot structure. --OL_r_ Dow_Bs, New York Times
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All of us are interested in a wholesome Very fittingly this monumental expression
extension of the symphonic repertory and of Mahler's mystical genius, which in
at the same time in seeing justice done to the itself is a sufficiently taxing experience for
works of an important composer at whom one evening, was allowed to stand alone on
many New Yorkers still look askance--- the program. Its effect was indeed such
in other words, the late Gustav Mahler--are that the addition of anything else would
bound to be deeply grateful to the Phil- have seemed an irrelevancy. The "'Resurrec-
harmonic-Symphony Society and Otto Klein- tion" symphony is a musical epic that

I_erer for such a performance of Mahler's seems destined to achieve a permanent _.lace
_econd Symphony, in C Minor, as was in the repertoire of great symphonic l*ter-
offered in Carnegie Hall last evening, ature.

Here the Mahler symphonies are still --WI_rrHRoP SARGEAN'r, B'kl_yn Daily E_gl_
rarities and still caviar to the general public, ANTON BRUCKNER--

so the presentation of one of them by a NINTH SYMPHONYfirst-rate orchestra, under the direction of
a capable conductor who understands and Chicago £3mphony Orchastra, Frederick A.
sympathizes with these works, is an event Stock, conductor, Chicago, January 2 and 3, 1936.
of prime artistic importance. (Concarts in momory of tha 200th annivwsa_ of

the birth of Theodore Thomas.)

Last evening's performance of the "Resur- The elegiac beauty of the symphony's
rection" symphony was one of the most slow movement fits it admirably for its
magnificent ever accorded any work here central p.lace in the scheme of the corn-
or elsewhere. Mr. Klemperer obviously memorat, ve concert.
concentrated his best abilities on the task

Both the Bruckner and the Strauss aare
of conducting it, and there was more in his excellent examples of the way the Thomas
contribution than searching knowledge, tradition has been carried on by his successor.
infectious enthusiasm, triumphant energy --EDwaRD BAaay, Tribune January 3, 1936
and complete technical mastery.

To return ro rhe Bruckner Symphony, x_e
In view of the extraordinary quality of found anew great beauty in the first rand

the performance I have no intention of second movements, nobility and much
embarkin_ on even a few words of reap- melodic flow in the last movement. The
praisal or the symphony itself, more than scherzo is a delightful fantasie and the
to reaffirm my belief that it is worthy of wedlock of oboe and clarinet were so charm.
such exalted treatment, ingly phrased, suggesting ancient wood-

land sprites and elves, coursing over hill
The Philharmonic-Symphony men gave and forest playing their reeds in whimsical

Mr. Klemperer whole-heartedly what he strains.

asked of them; the chorus of'the Schola --HERM,_NDEwIEs, American, January3, 1936
Cantorum fairly outdid itself in the apoc-
alyptic .pages of the finale, and there were Striking evidence of the city's artistic
mterestmg soloists, growth was to be discovered last night in

--Pn-rs SA_r_o_N, N. Y. World-Telegram Orchestra Hall when the gathering, assem-
bled to do honor to the memory of Theodore
Thomas, received the "unfinished" sy-m-

Mahler's gigantic "Resurrection" sym- phony of Bruckner with cheers and shouting.
phony, the second in C minor, had last Thirty-two years ago it was first heard in
night in Carnegie Hall what was certainly America under the baton of Thomas, andone of its finest performances within the

some wag among the critics remarlced,
memory of many a New York Mahlerite ..... Bruckner may not have finished his ninthFrom the start of the initial allegro to the

symphony but what there was of it quite
final pealing union of chorus, orchestra finished the listeners."and organ, the tremendous work was held

The musical public of three decades _tgo
to a logical plan of dramatic, thematic is regarded today as having demonstratedand dynamic evolution that clarified its

intricacies and provided an extraordinarily great patience in its pursmt of culture.
lucid delineation of the composer's message. Yet Bruckner was too much for them. The

public of today is reputed to lack endurance
About the handling of detail there was when faced with lengthy works. But the

also much to be admired. The remarkable symphony their fathers rejected they ac-
iridescent instrumentation of the scherzo, cepted with enthusiasm.

which arises from the chameleon-like inter- Now a recognized masterpiece, this great
play of contrapuntal tone colors and dynamic work is one of the mighty tonal edifices
shadings, was projected with great sensitive- that perpetuate Vienna's fame as the center

hess. And the apocalyptic vision of the and source of the greatest music Europe
last two movements gained greatly from the produced during the nineteenth century.
beautifully subdued entrance of the chorus, its splendors have revealed themselves
the finely adjusted role of the off-stage slowly to a world bedazzled by a Wagnerian
orchestra, and many other such elements of idiom of which Bruckner was himself a
interpretation .... profound admirer.
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The slow movement of this symphony The first three movements, entirely
bears witness to this admiration. Its first orchestral, are wide contrasts in musical

theme is a veritable wedding of Isolde and expression. The dirges and march rhythms of
Parsifal. But there are other themes in the first, with here and there swift surges
this section that bear no quotation marks, of triumph, are sharply different from the
while the brazen splendors of the final leisurely andante with its dance tunes and
climax have a spiritual significance quite its exquisitepizzicato passages. The scherzo,
other than that attached by Wagner to the set forth in three-part time, presents St.
same ideas. Anthony's sermon to the fishes.

The Scherzo is, of course, a new page in The contralto solo is embodied in the
music, a revelation of beauty quite un- fourth movement, Mme. Van Der Veer
visioned by other masters. It is at once meeting the requirements of the difficult
sardonic and angelic, old and young, disil- passages with fine artistry. The fifth move-
lusioned and aspiring: and these spiritual ment, following without pause, brought into
contrasts achieve a bewildering wealth of play the chorus as well as the beautiful voice
melodic imagery set in a harmonic scheme of Miss Babb. She sang with much feeling
that often anticipates the impressionists and with fine effect.

in its delicacy and as often rivals the classic- The two voices and the chorus, with the
ists in its power, orchestra and organ in the last movement,

How does it happen that Bruckner has built up a climax that was inspiring and
no musical descendants? No one has followed thrilling. The chorus, trained by Griffith
the paths he blazed. Yet they seem to lead J. Jones sang beautifully the ethereal muted
to regions of the mind and soul that are passages. It was powerful "and effective
infinitely alluring, in the tumultuous climax, with the surging

The performance was worthy of the work. impulses of the orchestra added to the chim-
Stock used the limitless and flawless tech- ing of bells and the peal of the organ. The
nical resource at his command to achieve horn passages with the echoing brasses
orchestral colors and proportions of astonish- off-stage were artistically done.

ing beauty. Just as a study in orchestral An enthusiastic audience gave conductor
effect, he made this reading a textbook of and participants many curtain calls as evi-
possibilities tried and untried, dence of its liking for the Mahler work and

As a re-creative artist, endowed with the its presentation.
imagination to penetrate to the heart of mE. B., Cleveland News
this amazing score, to discover its somber
drama so strangely shot through with Five movements make up this symphony.
romance, to follow it from tragedy to trans- The last movement, in the Beethoven Ninth
figuration, he again showed himself the Symphony manner, demands a huge chorus
genius needing but the challenge of such and two soloists, a soprano and a contralto.
a page to lift him above the facility of a Six French horns, six trumpets, and an
routine that has perfected every means within inflated battery of percussion, added to the
the scope of his art. customary orchestra, sing the epic grandeurs
---GLBrCN DtLLaRD GowN, Ghicago Examiner of this unique composer.

Why Mahler must be explained is, how-
GUSTAV MAHLER-- ever, beyond our comprehension. This

SECOND SYMPHONY
symphony is clear as crystal. All you have

Cleoeland Orchestra, Aftra" Rodzinski, Con- to do is to settle down for an hour and three-

ductor; Assisting Artists: Alma Babb, Nevada quarters of grandiose music-making. Hay-
van der Veer, Cleveland Philharmonic Chorus; ing made up your mind to that, you can
Gri_ith J. Jone,, conductor. Januao, 2, 4, 1936. watch the panorama of all Nineteenth
(first performance in Cleveland). Century mid-European music pass before you.

Dr. Artur Rodzinski and the Cleveland It was no inconsiderable task to perform
Orchestra are to be congratulated for pre- the work and we are glad to have had it
senting the Gustav Mahler Second Symphony in Cleveland. Mahler once said, "My time
at Severance Hall as they did last night, will come." Has it? This reviewer is unable

Why such a beautiful, interesting and to say. But, by all means, hear this sym-
monumental work has not been given here phony. It will be performed again tomorrow
before probably is no mystery. For one afternoon and should be part of your musical
thing it is devilishly difficult, experience.

But now we have heard this much dis- --DENo_ LsEDY, Cleveland Press

cussed music, a magnificent performance of ANTON BRUCKNER--
it, too.

Mahler lived in the heart of Vienna for SEVENTH SYMPHONY
many years and it is declared by some that Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Eugene
the structure of this work really is a panor- Ormandy, conductor. January 17, 1936.
ama of Vienna of the nineteenth century. For this manifestation of zeal, as well
And while there is waltz time in it, there as for the recorded performance of the work,
is no hint of the Straussian lilt. Mr. Ormandy was presented on this occasion
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with the medal of the Bruckner Society of ANTON BRUCKNER--

America, bestowal being made in a brief F MINOR MASS
and particularly happy speech by Elbert L.
Carpenter, President of the Orchestral San Francisco Orchestra and San Franvis_
Association of Minneapolis, Inc. In re- Municipal Chorus, Hans Leschke, cor_du_tor;
sponding, Mr. Ormandy paid special tribute Soloists: Esther Green, Radiana PaZmor,
to his colleagues of the orchestra, l(aymond Marlowe, Everett Foster; fide .Werldroly "

Organist. Third Municipal Concert, San l_ran_
The performance on this occasion deserved cisco, January 28, 1936.

all that could be said in praise. At least
one listener felt that if the composer had Bruckner's Mass in F minor which Dr_
always been so appreciatively, clearly and Hans Leschke introduced to San Franciscan_
dramatically dealt with by conductors, last night is unquestionably the most
there might Perhaps have been no need of grateful of any of the compositions in this
organizations to promote his popularity, form yet presented on one of our concert

--FRANCES BOARDMAN, stages.
The Saint Paul Pioneer Press The presentation in the Exposition Audi-

torium called to our attention not only
Bruckner's Seventh Symphony filled the the beauty of the music, but the excellent

whole of the first part of the program and work Dr. Leschke has done wi_h the l_¢Iunl-
filled it with distinction, cipal Chorus.

Eugene Ormandy has shown himself a The Bruckner score is one of tremor, dons
safe and sane champion of Bruckner; both beauty, melodically and harmonically.
in his public and private life he has stoutly --MARJORY M. FISH_R, Ean Francisco _v_r
maintained Bruckner's right to a place side
by side with the immortals among the A Kyrie and Gloria of severe plainness
symphonists. It was this that caused him lead up to a grandiose climax in a Credo
a year or so ago to make the Bruckner of almost unparalleled depth, power, fervor

and glory, and the solid nobility of the
record that caused so much favorable corn- short Sanctus and Agnus Dei brings the
ment abroad.

whole to a just and perfect conclusion.
No matter what we may think of the There arc no superfluous notes.symphony heard Friday night there comes

pealing out of it the spirit of a man who in --ALFR_.D FRANKEmTmN, San Francisco New_
spite of misfortunes and neglect, retained a Chroniclo

wonderfully optimistic view of life. Anton Bruckner's gigantic Mass was
--JAMES Deems, The Minneapolis Tribune magnificently performed by Dr. Hans

Leschke with the Municipal Chorus and
The performance of Bruckner's mighty the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.

symphony No. 7 in E Major filled the first It took a long time to make us acquainted
halt of the program and was now once more with Bruckner, and Dr. Leschke deserves
heard in breathless silence in an interpreta- the full credit for this introduction .... Dr.
tion on every hand superior to the ones Leschke united all the beauties of this
previously heard here. It revealed the work colossal work, the contrapuntal intricacies,
in all its serene and truthful beauty. What the dynamic changes, the climaxes of rahi_
is the use bringing so many reservations and malestic Mus_ccosmos to a most impressive
exceptions .to light whenever a new musical efficacy with perfect understanding of rahis
serous is rising to full recognition? As for music.
instance Bruckner's Peasant origin. Was --HERMABrN GEZaSS,
there not once upon a time a shepherd king Hen_ F. Budde Publicatio_

named David who must have been a peasant A towering work, conceived in the
also and who yet through his lyrical out- loftiest musical mood, the mass is a complete
pourmgs won undying fame and who union of orchestra, chorus and solo parts.organized the world's first gigantic ensemble
of musical instruments? He was like David In true religious significance it is not meant

that one part predominate over another,
in his humility of self confessions and in except at brief and rare intervals perhaps,
his ardor of praising the Divinity eternal when a solo voice proclaims a phrase whichwith harps, strings and cymbals.

is immediately taken up by the chorus as _
--Victor NiLssoza, The Minneapolis Journal a whole. At times some may have feat

the orchestra drowned all else, but a careful
It was an interpretation of great breadth analysis of its musical importance justified

and dignity, of felicitous detail and of the volume. The orchestral structure must
marvelously plastic response to the baton be heard to understand the full beauty of
m every measure. If anything could win the work, even if the instrumental part be
over skeptics to the Bruc_:ner faith, a form a succession of broken octaves, insistent,
of worship which already has many loyal strident even, or ascending and descendingparishioners, this interpretation could do so. scales.

--JOHN R. SnERS{A_, The Minneapolis Star --Musical West, Fobrua_, 193_
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GUSTAV MAHLER-- position was given tonal glory by the orches-
FIRST SYMPHONY tra, which has no peer today for homogeneity

and balance of tone, and distinction anal
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mmo- finish of style.

poulos, Conductor, Januao' 31 arid February 1, ---Osier DowN,s, N. Y. Times
1936. The last perfotwmnce was broadcast over
the National Broadcasting Compato' chain. Both as to magnitude and substance, it

The fact that enjoyment of this music made the rest of the program appear pun),
is becoming more widespread indicates by contrast.
that if the listener will hear it sympathe- Anyone who attempts to express a moder-
tically instead of challengingly, the style ate opinion of Bruckner these days must
makes its effect, expect to be grievously assaulted. By the

devout Brucknerites he is considered a
The opening movement of the First

Symphony, for example, may have seemed scoundrel, and in the eyes of the Bruckner-
too unvaried from moment to moment, haters he is at best a fool. For Bruckner
Yet when the movement had run its course is still a "cause," an artist whose music
the listener realized how entranced he had is not yet accepted without reservation.

been, as by a fairy-tale heard in childhood. Where Wagner is concerned, all sorts of
qualifications may be stated complacently.

It speaks in its own right, and it speaks For Wagner is no longer a cause. But most
convincingly, people are either ferociously for or viciously

Especially when it is as beautifully played against Bruckner.
as it was yesterday, when the orchestra What sensitive person even today who
was at the top of its bent and the conductor professes fair-mindedness could hear such
assisted the musicians by giving them free a grandiose score as the Seventh Symphony
rein. There was the greatest clarity in the and not be impressed by Bruckner's impas-
presentation under Mr. Mitropoulos's hands; sioned striving?
and the listener was forcefully reminded --C. W. D., The Boston Globe
that Mahler is not necessarily obscure.
The horns have rarely sounded more haunt- But the nobly eloquent adagio makes up
ingly beautiful than in the music of the for much of these shortcomings; its depth
first movement, previously mentioned, and poignancy of musical utterance, its
--MosEs SMITh, Boston Evening Transcript rare blend of pathos and solemn, imposing

dignity were generally realized in yesterday's
There is the passion for nature, beautifully praiseworthy interpretation.

and hauntingly expressed in the first move- --FEANCIS D. PERKINS, N. Y. Herald Tribune
ment, and in the Scherzo the attempt to
seek forgetfulness in the pleasures of the Mr. Koussevitzky elected to open his
folk. The third movement brings the bitter program with Bruckner's Seventh Symphony,

to which he brought not only the tonal
irony, the contempt for the tawdriness
of life, and here as later Mahler writes beauties of his orchestra, but his own instinct
tawdry music when it suits his purpose, for recognizing and giving suitable promin-
In the Finale comes the note of victory, once to every strand of melody in a composi-
here couched in terms of grandiosity rather tion.
than of grandeur, perhaps, but uplifting all --P. S., N. Y. World-Telegram
the same as Mr. Mitropoulos lent it his Dr. Koussevitzky yesterday seemed to
own fires, come yet nearer to the heart of the music

In the demonstration which followed the than he did a year ago.
men in the orchestra joined in the applause. Ideally, this symphony and the Eighth as
--WxEE_N STOEEr SMITH, Boston Post well should form a whole concert; there

is music enough, both in quality and in
ANTON BRUCKNER-- quantity, and there might well be an inter-

SEVENTH SYMPHONY mission after the second movement.
--WARREN STOREY SMITH, Boston Post

Boston Symphony Orchestra, SergeKoussevitzky,
Conductor; Boston, March 6, 7, 2936; Brooklyn, Yesterday the Seventh Symphony made
March 23; New York, March 14. (The pet- a deep impression, whether because of the
formance given in Boston March 7 was broadcast intrinsic loveliness of much of the music or
over tko National Broadcasting Co. chain.) because of the superb performance by the

If the opening measures of Anton Bruck- orchestra would be hard to say.
ner's E Major symphony, played by Dr. The performance yesterday, under Dr.
Koussevitsky and the Boston Symphony Koussevitzky, was remarkable even for
Orchestra yesterday afternoon in Carnegie this orchestra. The score was adhered to
Hall, had only served to emphasize the rich faithfully. The music sounded with in-
and luminous tone-quality of the strings, comparable richness and poetic feeling.
the performance would have been worth Dr. Koussevitzkv has done a splendid piece
the journey. But this was not the only of work in the'interpretation of this sym-

age of the symphony, or the only orchestral phony.
ct, to ravish the ears. The whole com- --AImxA_D_R WILLI^MS, Boston Herald
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GUSTAV MAHLER--LIEDER EINES ANTON BROCKNER--

FAHRENDEN GESELLEN SEVENTH SYMPHONY

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Eugene Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchastra, Otto
Ormandy, Conductor; Soloist, Nelson Eddy. Klemperer, conductor (Two performances dtoqng:.
March 6, 2936. March, 1936.)

Furthermore we may say that at no time It was an occasion . . . another sold--out
has Mr. Ormandy given finer artistic support house with the audlence keenly awa_e of
to a visiting artist than he gave the young the music values offered. The program was
singer who rendered the "Songs of a Way- the deeply reverent and very long Sevenrll
farer" by Mahler, and two arias by Mozart Symphony by Anton Bruckner and the
and Meyerbecr. soloist played the Brahms second concerto
"--JAMES DAVIS, The Minneapolis Tribune in B-flat major. Both soloist and conductor

had unusual ovations.
His first selections were "'Songs of a

Wayfarer" by Gustav Mahler and they were Klemperer was obviously enjoying the
on the program in commemoration of the sensation of conducting the Bruckner ayml_
twenty-fifth anniversary of the composer's phony for the first time in Los Angeles.
death_ " It required extra men in the wood-wind

and brass sections and herculean playing
The orchestra played them superbly and from the strings. The effect was that of

Mr. Eddy's rich voice, his easy way of a gigantic organ, exactly the result Bruckner
singing, were equally good. The songs expected.
were written by Mahler when he was 24
years old and a rejected suitor. Beautiful, It was given a tonal magnificence with
sad songs in German, Mr. Eddy made them great restraint. It was apparent that Klein-
the best things on his afternoon program, perer was on ground sacred to him.

These songs, so lacking in cloying senti- It is not often that a conductor and a

mentality, but so sharp with sentiment composer so belong to each other as Klemper-_
were an excellent choice for a concert with er to Bruckner.the orchestra.

--KAam_tY_ GORMAU, --ISABEL MORSE Jo_¢_, Los Angeles T_mas
The Saint Paul Pioneer Press

It is understood the song cycle "'Lieder GUSTAV MAHLER--
eines fahrenden Gesellen," by Mahler, was NINTH SYMPHONY

as new to the soloist as it was to the orches- Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Kou.rsev'_-
tra and the audience, but he found just Zky, Conductor; March 27, 28, 1936. Tim last
the right folkwise tone for it, which depicts per]ormance was broadcast over the National

Mahler's own unhappy love in a manner Broadcasting Company chain; Finale Adagio,
as close to the folk as is most of his musical N.Y. April 2, 2936.
output. The rough and ready effects were

not unconscious with the singer. He meant In the adagio of the Ninth Symphony
them like that and they were properly conducted with profound sympathy by Mr"
there, with the naivete of a man o_the Koussevitzkv, and played with glowit_g anti
people who communicates with nature in transparent "tonal texture by the superb
general, but especially with the birds and orchestra, Mahler attains in the conclu_hag
flowers about the aching soreness of his measures the inexpressible peace he so
heart. Mr. Ormandy and the orchestra fervently has desired. But the music which
gave a splendid accompaniment, preceded the ineffable last page of the score

--VICTOR NllmON, The Minneapolis Journal is imbued with a longing for happiness so
poignantly expressed that one feels that a

Nelson Eddy, the magnetic soloist, was being so sensitive could only find relief in
again sincere and modest in all his artistic just such a tonal Nirvana as he has finally
work, but added security gave from the created for himself.

beginning an assurance that brought him --Jnaosm D. BOHM, N. Y. Herald-Tri_u_closer to his task as well as to his audience.

This was noticeable at once in his handling
of the "'Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen.'" A greater interpretive problem was the

His understanding of this music of underlyin_ slow movement of Mahler's Ninth Symphony
folk sentiment had fresher naivete anct --music which so imperatively requires the
carried deeper conviction, understanding and re-creative attitude of the

--VIcTOR NIL,_ON, The Mineapolis Journal conductor. The movement is too long and
has its weakness, but the thought is ]_oble

° The cycle itself is a romantically melan- and its expression of a touching pathos.
choly retrospect on a love affair that soured, Dr. Koussevltzky conducted as ff he were
richly orchestrated, vividly descriptive, communicating alone with Mahler's spirit.

--Jo_N K. SaERM_, The Mirmeapoks Star --OLIve Down,ms, N. Y. Tim_s
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Someone said that Mahler was a sixth-rate know, but to me it seemed like a superb
brain with a first-rate technic of composition, piece of work on the part of conductor and
The remark was as cruel as it was flippant, orchestra.
misleading and superficial .... The chances --B. H. HAGGXN, Brooklyn Daily Eagle
are Mahler has no parallel in musical history;
he was a man buffeted by life, always with GUSTAV MAHLER--
a thought of the release that death would FIRST SYMPHONY
bring. In the Ninth Symphony this pre- Chicago Symphony Orchastra, Frederick A.
occupation is the dominating mood. "Mor- Stock, conductor. Chicago, March 5, 6, 26, 1936.

bid, unhealthy," the casual concert-goer Twenty-five years have elapsed since the
would say. Yet that probably is not the Chicago Symphony Orchestra performed
case. Mahler's attitude was one that only the Mahler First Symphony--just why this
a few mortals ever thoroughly understand; charming and melodious piece of character
most of us think too much of the goodness writing has been allowed to repose in the
of life. But he appeared to find in death all archives of the librarian is a question that
the peace, the beauty that he considered only Meister Stock could answer satisfactor-
life to have denied him. What is more, so ily. However, we are grateful for its revival.
puissant were his gifts as an imaginative
artist, he sublimated his attitude to ineffable The first movement was reminiscent
exaltation. The first and last movements exactly of the title intended to represent

of the Ninth Symphony so overwhelming, "'The Awakening of Nature at Early Dawn;"
so confident of what lies beyond the setting the second, the Scherzo continues its har-
sun, leave one with neither the heart nor monious and graceful journey through the
the words to attempt so futile a thing as field, coming at last to the hunter, being
description. As Lawrence Gilman said of taken to his grave by the beasts of the forest,

and is fascinatingly orchestrated to follow
"Tristan and Isolde," this is no longer the quasi sad and jovial burial of the huntermusic but experience.

---C. W. D., Boston Globe by his intended victims.
The last movement, not so respired as its

There may be pretty little theoretical predecessors, nevertheless reveals Mahler,
debates about the practice of playing a single even at the age of 28 when he conceived his
movement from a symphony, but the adagio Symphony in D Major, a composer of striking
stood on its own convincingly. When it talent and absolute originality.
maded, there was a moment of silence. The --HERMAN DEVRIV.S, Chicago American

professional Mahlerites will argue that the
audience was still because it was under a Mahler, writing an ode to youth, caught

spell; the Mahler maulers may suggest and sustained a mood of anticipation and
that the gathering didn't applaud because it of eagerness. If he made his musical ideas
didn't know that the piece was over. What- simple, that effect derived from their folk-
ever the reason for the hush, the performance song quality. He turned to his nativeBohemia for much of his melodic material,
was one of the season's best quarter-hours, which is not new, to be sure. But it is new

--ROBERT A. SIMON, The New Yorker to write a humorous slow movement,
which he did with consummate skill,

Throughout his composing career he caricaturing the fugue, quite gently and
wrote, i_not for the elect, at least for the genially, and parading as solo instrument
initiated, for those who were prepared to many orchestral voices that rarely emerge
meet him half-way and heed the spirit of from the ensemble.
his music as well as the letter of it. For him
a symphony was not merely a matter of The success of the ancient novelty was
tonal design; it was the musical record of a not decided until the storm and stress of the
spiritual experience, and the spiritual ex- finale was resolved into a long Chopin-like
perience thus recorded was in its essentials melody, the one obviously sennmental
always the same. Like many another artist moment which the composer permitted
in the pre-war period, Mahler was oppressed himself. This captured the sympathies of the
by the tragedy of human existance; and he audience, and the foyer echoed with their
ended, as did Beethoven before him, in praise during the intermission.
seeking an escape from the world of reality. --GLENN DILL^RD Game, Chicago Examiner

For those, who have the ear, or perhaps Nevertheless it was right for Mr. Stock
the will to hear, this nobly sorrowful to revive a symphony which has so much
symphony may make an appeal unparalleled that is evocative and so much that is provo-
by that of any music other than the works cative .... And those of us to whom his
it most resembles, the final quartets of music does not speak with immediate
Beethoven. vindication may yet be drawn into the fold

W^R_RN S:roREY SsriTn, Boston Post. of Mahlerism if Mr. Stock continues with
so much fidelity and zeal to point out the
brilliance of his devices and suppress theirWhether the performance of the movement

would have satisfied the connoisseurs of unemotional monotony.
Mahler and Mahler-conducting I do not --Euo_rE STI_SON, Chicago News
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"MY TIME Wll,i, YET COME"

1935 was the seventy-fifth anniversary of the birth of Gustav
Mahler. 1936 marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of his death.

This splendid Exclusive Medal of Honor by the internationally
famous American sculptor, Julio Kilenyi, is the Bru_-kner Society's

proud contribution to American recognition of the Mahler significance
of the years 1935 and 1936.

The Mahler Medal of Honor will be awarded annually to the con-
ductor who accomplished most during the preeeeding musical season
towards furthering the general appreciation of Mahler's art in the
United States.

...._ ....... Copyright by T_iv:lJxt'cgN_a SoLid.reoF A,_tzaxc^,Ir_c., 1937.
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RADIO TALKS

by Gabriel Engel
BRUCKNER'S FOURTH: THE ROMANTIC SYMPHONY

You are about to hear the original version of Anton Bruckner's
Fourth Symphony, commonly known as the Romantic. It was com-
posed in Bruckner's fiftieth year and is the first of an unbroken line
of six major works dominated by a joyful mood. To grasp the spir-
itual content of this series of happy symphonies a knowledge of the
events in Bruckner's life surrounding the conception of the Romantic
is necessary, for that symphony marks the sudden turning-point from
darkness to light in the master's artwork. Following upon the com-
positions which preceded it the Romantic is l_ke the sun bursting forth
from the clouds after a long stretch of stormy weather.

At first glance there seems to be no logical explanation of this
sweeping change in the composer's world outlook. The fact that Bruck-
ner created only joyful Wol_ks during the ten years of bitter privation
shows how little outer things affected his artistic expression. Perhaps
the "storm and stress" that raged in the younger Bruckner's soul,
desperately battling for unhampered expression, gave way to spiritual
calm with the passing years. Yet that does not tell all.

The Third Symphony begins with an air of impending tragedy
and lays bare an epic of inner strife unparalleled for earnestness save
by Beethoven's Eroica and Ninth. It closes, like those symphonies,
in a hymn of triumph. In "this convincing victory lies the first clue to
the abrupt change that took place in Bruckner's tempest-torn soul just
before composing his next symphony, the Ro,rvantic.

For the moment he himself became the hero who had triumphed
in the symphony just completed. Aroused from a long, sullen lethargy,
he exclaimed, "Must I continue to endure with bowed head the scorn
of a world which does not and will not heed my message? No. I shall
go to the master of all masters, Wagner himself, and ask him to
accept the dedication of my new symphony. Then the scoffers will be
silenced." None but the ingenuous Bruckner could have ventured upon
that remarkable pilgrimage to Bayreuth in 1873, when Wagner was so
busy with his plans for the Festival Theatre that he had no time even
for the score of his own "Ring". Whatever the details of that meet-
ing, it is common knowledge that the Third Symphony was accorded
the highest praise by Wagner. That was the proudest moment in
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Bruckner's life. He never tired of telling how much beer Wagner
and he consumed as they discussed the score (I fear, Bruckner drank
far more than his share) and how, afterwards, the master of all masters,
(as he always referred to Wagner) in a burst of jolly good fellowship,
took him out in the garden and showed him his grave.

Thus it was a regenerated, supremely happy Bruckner who return-
ed to Vienna. The scoffers were not silenced, but the scorn of all
the rest now seemed as nothing before the wonderful fact of Wagner's
recognition! Joyfully Bruckner plunged once more into composition,
oblivious of the jeers of his colleagues at the Conservatory, who pointed
meaningly at the trash-basket whenever his huge symphonies were
mentioned. They sensed that for some reason Bruckner was now
applying himself with greater enthusiasm than ever to musical creation.
Teasingly, they would ask him, "Come, now, Bruckner, look at the
way you're neglecting yourself. Why don't you get married ?" Where-
upon feigning the utmost terror he would reply, "But, dear friends,
I have no time now. I must finish my Fourth Symphony!"

Many years after he had finished the original version of the work,
when its premiere was at last being planned, a friend said to him, "Bruck-
ner, I know you must have had some story in mind when you wrote
this symphony. It is so vividly descriptive. Come, tell us about it."
"Well, let's see," said Bruc_ner, obligingly, "Perhaps you're right.
The first movement is a scene out of the days of chivalry. You know,
knights and such things. The second is a rustic love scene. A peasant
lad makes love to his sweetheart, but she scorns him. The third move-
ment is a hunt interrupted by a village dance, and the last--the Finale
--really, I'm sorry, but I've forgotten just what it was about." In
reality Bruckner, who knew and cared nothing about literature, was
the most purely musical of all composers. To him a symphony must
stand or fall on its merits as sheer music. There is no more need
of reading a story background into Bruckner's Romantic than into
Beethoven's Pastorale. Both these works and their various movements
bear authorized titles suggesting literary props, but the composer in
ea.ch case urged extreme caution in drawing any literal analogy be-
tween the music and the scenes or events which inspired it.

What reasonably certain comment may then be made upon the
Romantic Symphony? We may safely say it is a symphony of Nature;
that the scenes which inspired it were the charming valleys, luxurious
woods, and towering mountain ranges of the composer's own Upper
Austria, the region actually called"Bruckner Land" to-day. The first
movement is radiant with the rich colors of Bruckner's native landscape
on a bright summer day. The music is all sunshine translated into
melody, harmony, and rhythm. One senses the rustling of leaves and
the singing of birds, but the score resorts to no realistic device beyond
the unassuming precedent set by Beethoven in the immortal "Brook
Scene" of the Pastorale.

In the second movement we find the composer in the very heart
of the woods. Under the spell of its deep solitude he gives himself
up to meditation and wistfully reviews the past. In the mournfully
amorous melody which keeps returning after brief interruptions "of
elusive, coquettish nature, one can almost visualize the rustic love scene
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Bruckner mentioned half in jest when describing this movement. He
himself is the unhappy peasant lad, the victim of the maiden's scorn.
A gently persistent march rhythm relieves the gloomy burden of this
reminiscence and lends the entire movement a striking air of abandon.
The sum of its significance is, "Yes, it seemed very tragic at the time,
but it was only a passing cloud, after all."

The third part commonly known as the "Hunting Scherzo," is
just that. Bruckner described it as a hunt interrupted by a village
dance, but it is the very spirit of medieval chivalry we hear rejoic!ng
in glorious sport, during the sway of the march rhythm in the opening
section. The interruption reveals not a mere village dance but the
very essence of that irresistible triple-pulsation peculiar to the Austrian
soil, the Laendler, the rhythmic source of the waltz.

The last movement, the inspiration for which Bruckner himself
could not recall, begins like the last act of a drama. The plot is at its
climax. Over an ominous muttering in the strings, suggesting clouds,
there is heard a whirling phrase, like the rushing of the wind. Elements
of darkness and storm gather, threatening to dispel the happy mood
of the foregoing section. They too prove to be only passing clouds,
for presently they give way to sunshine and a clear view of the beau-
tiful landscape that was momentarily obscured. The symphony ends
as it began on a note of unmistakable joy.

MAHLER'SSECOND and the KINDERTOTENLIEDER

Gustav tVIahler's symphonies and songs abound in passages re-
flecting a great spiritual loneliness, in moments crying out with a tortured
world suffering, and in moods ominous, grim, and austere, evoking
visions of Death and the Hereafter. Haunted throughout life by the
fear of death, the composer regarded the mystery beyond as a terrifying
specter, from whose fearful spell mankind must be freed. Almost
frantically he sought to unmask Death, to identify it as merely a mir-
aculous instant in eternal life, as the soul's transition from mortality
to immortality. It is the feelings aroused by such metaphysical con-
templation that Mahler kept .constantly translating into tonal moods.

It was just as natural for Mahler at 42 to compose the mystic,
gloomy song-sequence, Kindertotenliede_; as it had been for him at
23 to conceive that mighty, wordless drama of the Hereafter, known as
the Resurrection Symphony. Paraphrased, the title, Kindertotenlieder,
means songs inspired by the premonition of death hovering over child-
ren, in this case, the composer's own first-born child. When the little
Maria Anna died soon afterwards at the age of four, 1Viahler told his
friends in great sorrow, "Under the agony of fear that this was des-
tined to come I wrote the Kindertotentieder.'" Yet these songs are more
than the anguished expressions of a father's fears concerning his
child's life. They reveal the creative artist Mahler as a ghost-seer, the
victim of somnambulism, and reflect to a still more intensified degree
the spiritual perplexity and pain which sway the opening movement of
the Resurrection Symphony. In the symphony all this suffering is fin-
ally allayed, appearing transfigured in the halo of eternal glory sur-
rounding the vision of Resurrection; but the weirdly ethereal, pierc-
ing sweetness with which the Kindertotenlieder closes transcends all
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pathos. A farewell whispered to the soul of his dead baby by a broken-
hearted father is beyond all consolation. Strangely, perhaps, the five
songs which constitute this sequence are not depressing. They have _n
rich measure that moving, ennobling quality which true beauty in-
variably possesses, however sad and hopeless the yearning with which

the artist has clothed it. As art their appeal is unfailing, because they
are the sincere expression of a soul-shaF_ering experience vividly re-
alized in the composer's imagination. For Mahler himself they served
as auto-biographical confessions which he felt compelled to set down
in tone, although to do so meant self-torture hardly less painful than the
very occurrence of his child's death afterwards proved. To understand
the death-haunted Mahler of the Kindertotenlieder one must turn back
to the death-fearlng Mahler of the Resurrection Symphony.

From early youth he had steeped himself in the study of Oriental
Philosophy, occultism, and religion. He was intensely concerned with
the speculation of those ultimate questions, "What is the life of man?
To what end is all his world-suffering? Is it but a colossal joke played
upon mortals by Fate?" To the solution of these questions the young
composer dedicated his entire soul. Thus the Resurrection S3_m-phony
begins at the brink of the grave, with a veritable hiss, invoking man's
fear of death. The whole first movement is at once a titanic Dance
of Death and a retrospect of life's joys and sorrows, longings and des-

pairs. Its frequent outbursts of terror are all the more vivid, being
the natural expression of a sensationally inclined mind, nourished upon
the fantastic tales of Hoffman, the great German forerunner of our
own genius of the grotesque, Edgar Allan Poe.

Many well-authenticated anecdotes are current proving the im-

portant role terrors of the imagination played in the life of young
Mahler. To relate just one of these: One night, after _, trmmphal
premiere at the opera, he sat in his study for hours, engaged Upon a
highly exacting problem in orchestration, the musical portrayal of birds
and woods voicing the miracle of nature. At last, completely exhaust-
ed, he lifted his tired eyes from the intricate web of written ,notes.
His wandering gaze rested upon wreaths of flowers and trophies heaped
in profusion upon the table in the center of the room. Slowly an
uncanny feeling crept over him. In vain he sought to fix his uneasy
gaze once more upon the score before him. Some mysterious influence
drew his eyes irresistibly to the table, the appearance of which had
suddenly undergone a complete change, lie now saw it surrounded
by weirdly flickering candleg! And in the middle, among the wreaths,
lay a human form! A corpse! And its features were his own! \'Vith
a cry of horror he rushed from the room.

To return to the Resurrection Symphony, with a reminder of young
Mahler's intense interest in Oriental philosophy and religion; the power-
ful contrasts of mood which sway the opening movement may very
well mirror the struggle that the powers of light and darkness are
constantly waging for the soul of man. The movement ends on a note
of spiritual exhaustion, the soul's questions concerning the meaning
of life still unanswered. In the brief, simple, charming interlude that
follows, the listener is introduced to a very human spirit, Mahler the
dreamer, the true son of Austria, more particularly, of Vienna, the
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city of Johann Strauss. The music is sheer melody throughout. It
is directly sprung from the minuet and waltz and t_kes the place of
a long, slow, second movemefit, which clearly would have been tedious,
following upon a first movement as serious and extended as that of
the Resurrection Symphony.

The third movement, corresponding to the traditional symphonic
scherzo, reveals Mahler in a highly satirical mood. It was a frequent
practice with him to transplant complete themes from his own songs
into his symphonies. The main musical ideas of this particular scherzo
are borrowed from a song the text of which ridicules equally the
spiritual instability of mankind and the futility of all attempts to up-
lift mortals to a state of perfection on earth. The question of the mg-
nificance and purpose of life still remains unanswered at the close of
the scherzo. The fourth and fifth movements, in which the singing
voices share the chief role with the instruments of the orchestra, pre-
sent in word and tone the final solution of the problem. Transfigured
visions of the Milky Way and the Last Judgment lead to the revel-
ation of Eternal Life after death. Mahler himself searched fpr years
for the most effective means of portraying in music the Resurrection.
of all humanity. The actual inspiration finally came to him when he
heard the choir singing at the funeral services of the great conductor,
Von Buelow. The text of that chorus became the foundation of
Mahler's own Resurrection text. The overwhelming grandeur of the
symphony's conclusion witnesses the fervor and sincerity of Mahler's
faith in life both on earth and in the Hereafter.

As the composer desired that the five songs of the Kindertoten-
lieder never be presented except as an unbroken sequence, they will
be so given this evening. They will be followed by the lighter second
and third movements of the Resurrection Symphony, the former of
which, a charming, sunny interlude, has often been performed by
great orchestras independently of the symphony.

Performances Announced for Season 1937--1938

Boston Symphony, Mahler's Fifth. (Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor.)
Boston Symphony: Bruckner's Seventh. (Serge Koussevitzky, Conductor.)
Cleveland Symphony: Bruckner's Seve_th. (Artur Rodzinski, Conductor.)
Chicago Symphony: Wolf--Prelude and Entr'acte, from Der Corregldor, Italian

Serenade, Songs with Orchestra. Symphonic Poem, Penthesilea.
Mahler--Andante and Scherzo from Symphony No. 1, D Major, Lieder

eines fahrenden Geselle_4 Rondo from Symphony No. 7 in E ,Minor.
(Frederick Stock, Conductor. Soloist: Kerstin Thorborg.)

Cincinnati Symphony: Mahler's Sixth. (Eugene Goossens, Conductor.)
Illinois Symphony: Mahler--Lieder eines fahrende_ Gesellen, (SoMa Sharnova,

Soloist; Albert Goldberg, Conductor.)
Los Angeles Philharmonic: Mahler's Second. (Otto Klemperer, Conductor.)
Philadelphia Orchestra: Bruckner's Fifth or Seventh. (Eugene Ormandy, Cond.)
Philadelphia Orchestra: Mahler--Das Lied yon der Erde. (Eugene Ormandy,

'Conductor. Soloists: Enid Szantho and Charles Kullman.)
Swedish Choral Club: Bruckner's Te Deum. (Harry T. Carlson, Conductor.)



'BRUCKNER'S EIGHTH SYMPHONY

By John N. Burk

This article is reprinted by permission of the author and the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. It appeared in the Program l_otes of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra of April 16th and 17th, 1937.

This symphony, begun in 1884 and finished in revision in 1890, was first
performed by the Philharmonic Orchestra in Vienna, December 18, 1892, Hans
Richter conducting. The symphony had its first performance in this country
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Max Fiedler conductor, March 12, 1909.
There was a second performance "by request" in the following month (April 24).
The symphony was revived by Serge Koussevitzky on March 22, 1929, and again
performed April 22, 1932.

It is scored for three flutes, three oboes, three clarinets, three bassoons
and contrabassoon, eight horns (four interchangeable with tenor and bass tt_bas),
three trumpets, three trombones, contrabass tuba, timpani, triangle, cymbals,
three harps and strings.

The symphony is dedicated to "His imperial and royal apostolic l_ajesty
Francis Joseph I, Emperor of Austria and apostolic King of Hungary".

HEN he reached the age of sixty, Anton Bru.ekner's seven sym-
phonies, into which he had put the heart's bIood of a lifetime,

had had scant attention--scant performance or none at all. At the end
of 1884 (December 30), the Seventh Symphony was brought out by
Artur Nikisch at the Leipzig Gewandhaus. The symphony made a
sensation, was performed in German and Austrian cities, and further

afield. At last Bruckner found himself famous. The Brahms camp,
which had heretofore scarcely deigned to notice the satellite of Wagner
who presumed to write symphonies of Wagnerian lengths, now honored
Bruckner with their open hostility.

In the same year of the success of the Seventh (1885), Bruckner
was at work upon his Eighth (which oQcupied him in the years 1884-86).
He rewrote it in the winter of 1889-90.* The Eighth Symphony had
its first performance in Vienna, December 18, 1892, by the Philharmonic
Orchestra which, until the advent of the Seventh Symphony, had care-
fully excluded Bruckner from its programmes. Hans Richter conducted.
The success of the symphony was such, even in this Brahms stronghoM,
that even the ferocious Eduard Hansli.ck, while denouncing the music in
the terms fully expected of him, was compelled to acknowledge it a pop-
ular triumph. "How was the symphony received? Boisterous rejoicing,
waving of handkerchiefs from those standing, innumerable recalls, laurel
wreaths, etc." Hanslick pointedly strode from the hall before the
Finale. Another critic called it "The masterpiece of the Bruckner style."
Hugo Wolf wrote: "The work renders all criticism futile; the Adagio is
absolutely incomparable." And KaIbeck of the opposite clan, henchman
and destined biographer of Brahms, was forced to admit Bruckner "a
master of instrumentation" whose symphony was "worthy of its sole
position on the programme."

*The Eighth Symphony does not bring up the problem of authenticity in revi-
sion about which so much has lately been written in Central Europe. The "im-
provements" in orchestration by Bruckner's pupil, the conductor Ferdinand
L6we, apply particularly to the Fifth and Ninth Symphonies. The revision
of Che Eighth seems to have been Bruckner's own.
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The Bruckner who had been an unknown in Vienna for so many
years became a public figure, a celebrity whom one pointed out on the
streets. But Bruckner never acquired city ways. He never changed
his manner of dress nor lost his provincial accent. To the end he was
a true son of the small Austrian village of Ansfelden. The following
description of his quarters and daily routine in Vienna is taken from
the monograph of Gabriel Engel:

"He lived in a small, simple apartment of two rooms and kitchen
which were kept in order by an old faithful servant, Kathi, who for
twenty years had spent a few hours each day attending to the bachelor's
household. In the blue-walled room where he worked stood his old
grand piano, a harnaonium, a little table and some chairs. The floor
and most of the furniture were littered with music. On the walls

hung a large photograph and an oil painting of himself. From
this room a door led to his bedroom, the walls of which were covered
with pictures of _is 'beloved Masters.' On the floor stood a bust of
himself which he was pleased to show his friends, who relate that he
would place his hand upon its brow, smile wistfully, and say: 'Good
chap l' Against the wall stood an English brass bed presented to him
by his pupils. This he called 'My Luxury.' At home he would go
dressed even more comfortably than on the street, merely donning a loose
coat if a guest was announ.ced. Kathi knew exactly at what hours
guests were welcome. If the Master was composing, no one was per-
mitted to disturb him. At other times he went in person to meet the
caller at the door.

"Bruckner worked, as a rule, only in the morning; but sometimes
he would get up during the night to write down an idea that bad
suddenly occured to him. Possessing no lamp, he did this night work
by fhe light of two wax candles; but if Kathi saw traces of these in
the morning he scolded him severely, warning him to be more careful
about his health. When she insisted that he compose only in the day-
time, he would say contemptuously: 'What do you know about such
things ? I have to compose whenever an idea comes to me.'

"Sometimes, other answers failing him, he tried naively to impress
her with his importance, crying: 'Do you know whom you are talking
to? I am Bru, cknerl' 'And I am Kathi,' she retorted; and that was
the end of the argument. After his death, she said of him: 'He was
rude, but good !' "

The following description of the Eighth Symphony was written by
Alfred H. Meyer for the Boston Transcript :

"Bruckner has sometimes been accused of formlessness. In reality
no criticism could be wider of the mark. His handling of form is merely
different from that of symphonists like Beethoven. "_¥itness the course
of this symphony in C minor. A single note, sustained through several
measures, serves as introduction. Basses sing the first theme. It comes
in low register, at first hesitatingly, then in full melodic contour. It is
gloomy, forbidding, of the essence of tragedy. There are several repe-
titions, there is some development. Then the second theme emerges.
It is in G major, a typically Brucknerian theme. Its first motif corn-
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prisestwo quarter-notesfol]owedby a tripletof three quarters,a
formula which Bruckner especiallyliked.Thistheme isthe brightest
in the symphony--a theme of cheerfulnesstin.'gedw_1:hsentiment.
Bruckner usesitpersistentlyinthisfirstmovement, oftenin inversion.

That {s,in descendingform,whereas originallyitischieflyascending.
An importantsubdivisionof the theme occursconsiderablylaterin
horns followedby wood winds overa pizzicatobassintriplets.Cheer-

fulnesshas now gone out of themood, which isone of quietsolemnity.
The developmenttreatsthesethemes by every known contrapuntal
and rhythmicaldevice,mainly in the order in which they originally
occur,with a repetitionof suggestionsof the firsttheme near the end,
to lead intothe recapitulation.The recapitulationis much less a
directrepetitionof themes than is the custom of the classicalcom-
posers. The firsttheme isnow introducedinhigh wood winds, where
atfirstitenteredin low basses.Not onlyisthe registerchanged, but
itisnow heardalsoininversion.And itcomes notinthe directforth-

rightform of the beginning,but in a more developedstate. Further,
thereislessobviouspreparationfor the secondtheme, which enters
in a solo trumpet, "ausdrucksvoll' (expressively).

"In the symphonies before the Eighth, Bruckner followed his first
movement with an Adagio. In the Eighth and the Ninth a Scherzo
succeeds. The gloom at the end of the first movement is too c_eep to
permit a slow movement to come next. Rightly or wrongly the appella-
tion "Der deutsche Michel" has come to be associated with this
Scherzo.* To translate the phrase into 'The German Michael' is to
lose all its significance. It represents the naive stupidity, the ponderous
and thick-headed humor which one associates with country bun_pkins.
The theme of the principal division of the Scherzo well deserves gae
label "Der deutsche Michel', for its blunt, awkward, square-toed, or
better square-headedness. But it is cast against a background of fan-
tastic and almost fairy-like delicacy. It receives due portion of repe-
tition and development. Of the Trio Bruckner is reported to have
said, 'Der deutsche Michel triiumt ins Land hinaus'--'The German
Michael dreams (or would it be better under the circumstances to
translate "triiumt" by "stumbles".) his way into the country.' The
theme, at first in the strings, is beautifully lyrical. The Scherzo is then
literally repeated.

"The Adagio is one of the longest slow movements in existence,
and one of the most lovely. One can best understand it by remem-
bering that it consists of three separate developments, each more ex-
tended and more climactic than the preceding, of the two themes of
the movement. The first theme is of exceedingly long breath, haunt-
ing, pleading, in character. It is introduced by the first violins. The

*Among the many "interpretations" laid upon the symphony by the analysts,
with references to "The _schylean Prometheus," "The all-loving Father of
mankind," etc., was the characterization of the Scherzo as typical of "The Gel'man
Michael." "Der deutsche Michel" is the plain, honest, lumbering peasant type
of Germany. Hanslick saw a breach here in the armor of Brucknerian en-
thusiasm and wrote: "If a critic had spoken this blasphemy, he would probably
have been stoned to death by Bruckner's disciples; but the composer himself
gave this name, the German Michael, to the Scherzo, as may be read in black
and white in the programme." These were unfair tactics. Bruckner gave no
clue whatsoever in his published score. (Ed.)
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secondtheme issung by 'cellos,as ifin answer tothe pleadingof the
first.Ittooiswondrouslylyric.Near theheightof thethirddevelop-
ment,brassesintonethe'Siegfriedmotiz/from Wagner's 'Ring.'The
codaisgiventothe firsttheme.

"The Finaleisgrandiose,a culminationin thetruestsense. The
figurewith which itbegins(suggestiveof gallopinghorses)continues
throughoutthe long,warlikefirsttheme. A secondtheme isin part
lyric,in part choral-likeand churchlyin mood. The developmentis
exceedinglycomplex contrapuntally,with the choralmotiv frequently
beard throughout.The recapitulationmakes a powerful entrywith
thefirsttheme,whilethesecondentersas a/ug_to. The main climax
of the whole work comes in the coda,which isbegun by trombones
proclaimingthe firsttheme of the Symphony againstthe trumpets
withthetheme of the Scherzo,and endsatthe lastwith a combination
of the main themes of the four differentmovements in a triumphal
C major."

GOELLERICH-AUER BRUCKNER BIOGRAPHY COMPLETED

Just thirty years ago Max Auer wrote the first skeletal version
of his ]3ruckner biography. It was merely a hasty, brief gathering
of the outstanding facts in Bruckner's career, calculated to fill the
gap in the still sparse Bruckner literature then available to the layman.
It was written in the language of the average human being, little inter-
ested in the technical verbiage of the usual musical vademecum of
the day, drily compiled for the avid music-student.

The death of August Goellerich some fifteen years ago left the
whole treasury of Bruckner documents 'he had amassed in the course
of a life-time to his friend and .collaborator, Max Auer. The latter
had long since vowed to devote his whole life-work to the shaping
of an exhaustive and authoritative account of Bruckner's life and
work, based upon the irmontrovertible evidence of these documents.

As volume after volume of this Bruckner treasury made its ap-
pearance in beautifully printed and bound format, the world of music
expressed its amazed delight and hoped nothing would occur to inter-
rupt Max Auer's inspired work of authorship and editing.

The fourth and final part of this monumental Bruckner bio-
graphy has at last been published.* Heavily documented as its pre-
ctecessors, written for layman and scholar alike, and containing a host
of musical illustrations, it offers a wealth of fact, analysis, and anec-
dote, which will undoubtedly be for many years to come a rich source
for anyone engaged in Bruckner research. As a special feature,
of particularly timely interest, the final volume contains a chapter
which records the progress of the Bruckner movement outside Austria
practically to the present day. Beyond all question, the biography,
Max Aner's life-work, is a great and lasting corrtribution to the
literature of music.

*For full discussion, see Chord and Discord, Nov. 1932.

This biography is published by Gustav Bosse Verlag, Regensburg, Germany.



THE CONDUCTOR GUSTAV MAHLER

A Psychological Study by Dr. Ernst J. M. Lert

No attempt (as far as I know) has yet been made at a scientific
analysis of orchestral conducting in the light of modern psychology.
There are, to be sure, textbooks on conducting, but they teach only the
technicalities of the profession. There are also histories of conducting,
but they are, in the main, mere records of the development of those
technicalities. As for the numerous biographies of outstanding con-
ductors--these are hardly more than fictional life-stories, records of
triumphs and struggles, eulogies or arraignments of the individual art
of their subjects, achieved by citations from newspaper criticisms, edited
and colored by the personal bias of the biographer. In short, there
exists no scientifically reliable description of the artistic nature of anyconductor's work.

Almost twenty years ago, in the course of a short biography, I tried
to trace the development of the personality of a typical operatic con-
ductor.* This juvenile attempt, however, stopped at the point where the

real task should have begun: the psychological analysis of conducting
in general and of Lohse's in particular.

I shall now try to make up for that omission of long ago by ana-
lyzing Gustav Mahler's art of conducting.

Some will ask, "Why Gustav Mahler? Why not Toscanini or Sto-
kowski ?" Gustav Mahler the conductor is unknown to the present gen-
eration, for he left no gramophone records of any of his interpretations,
while Toscanini and Stokowski are still here to testify to the relative
accuracy of any analysis of their conducting art.

True; yet while Tocsanini and Stokowski are with us, Mahler, the
conductor, stands aloof in the distance, a safer historical subject, because
he is free from the distortions of partisanship still inevitable with the
other two. Besides, Mahler's published correspondence is a fund of
evidence, a verital)le revelation of his approach toward music. His com-

positions, his method of scoring are incontrovertible facts illuminating
his mentality as conductor. Finally, and perhaps most important and
intriguing of all, Mahler's career as a conductor reached its peak just
when the European mentality was passing through the crisis between
Victorian bourgeois- individualism and twentieth century mass-mindedness.

Philosophically, Mahler was an idealist in the days when Schiller's
individualistic idealism was being supplanted by Hegel's and his school's
absolute idealism, that world outlook which later degenerated into a
collectivistic dogmatism out of which, in turn, sprang all the pseudo-
philosophic "isms". Therefore, Specht's elaboration on the following
anecdote is, at best, a sorry joke indeed. At the close of a concert featur-
ing Mahler's Third Symphony, Richard Strauss, who had conducted,
said jestingly, "During the first movement I had a vision of interminable
battalions of workers marching in the (socialistic) May-Parade at the
Prater." Quite obtusely Specht adds, he is sure that Mahler, had he

*Otto Lohse ein Deutseher Kapellmelster (Leipzig, Breitkopf und Haertel, 1918)
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heard this Straussian bon-mot, would have exclaimed: "That's it! I
didn't know it myself until this moment, but that's it F' (Strange! Be-
cause the printed score of this first movement bears the programmatic
title: "Pan awakens, summer marches in.")

What a hopeless misconception on the part of Specht to imply that
Mahler hi-jacked Marxist music from the I(urt Weills and 'I-Ianns
Eislers before they were born. He has literally made "Capital" of the
Absolute. That Mahler the idealist should have portrayed in tone masses
of proletarians marching for higher wages and shorter hours is simply '
unthinkable. Mahler's marches (like Beethoven's) celebrate the progress
of no man-made factors. In his music it is only the march itself that
marches.. To Mahler, whose entire boyhood was spent in the atmo-
sphere of a military barracks, the march pulsation was a general human
expression, to use his own favorite term, a "sound of nature"--Natur-
laut (Letters 215). "It cannot be denied", he wrote, "that our music
involves the 'purely human' (all that belongs to it, including 'Think-
ing') (sic !) .... If we wish to make music, we must not think of paint-
ing, poetic imagery, description. By making music one expresses only
the integral (i. e. the feeling, thinking, breathing, suffering) human
being (Letters 277). To him music is beyond all that is matter-of-fact.
"The realm of music starts where the dark, shadowy feelings assume
full sway, at the threshold of that 'other world', where things are no
longer bounded by time and space" (Letters 187). So thought the mind
that called Schopenhauer's explanation of music (as expressing "the
essence of all things") the best definition of music (Letters 126) ; the
mind which contended that the musician lives "inwardly" (Letters 202)
with little interest for and capacity of understanding the outside-world.
(Mahler unconsciously proved the truth of this when he traveled
through Italy without visiting museums and cathedrals (Letters 482).

A musician standing at the borderline between two civilizations, he
is compelled to admit programmatic tendencies in modern music: "There
is no modern music since Beethoven which has not an inner program,"

says he (Letters 296), but proceeds at once to separate h_mself from the
tone-painters and describers. "You are right in saying that my music
eventually arrives at a program as the ultimate revelation of a dominat-
ing conception, while with Richard Strauss such a program is presented
at the outset as a given task to be performed .... In evolving a major
musical conception I always come to the point where I have to reach for
the 'Word' as the indispensable bearer of _ny _nusical ideas (Let-
ters 228).

This is a blank affirmation of Mahler's conception of music both as
spiritual and rhetorical. According to him, music does not imitate, it
tells; it evokes no reality, but expressing the world beyond our senses,
only the idea of reality.

Corroborating nay description of Mahler as a mystic* the recent
Mahler book by Bruno _¥alter tells us that his favorite readings were
Lotze's Mikrokosmos, Fechner's Zend Avesta and Nanna, oder das See-
lenleben der PfIanzen, Eduard yon Hartmann's Philosophy of _he Un-
conscious, and the philosophical poems of the mystic Angelus Silesius:
philosophers all, and, if not outspoken mystics, with a decided inclination

*Chord and Discord, December 1936.
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toward mysticism. Mahler studied these authors to confirm his own
painful experiences of the double personality of the limited man and
the limitless artist.

It is his rhetorical conception of music which makes him feel so
close to Siegfried Lipiner, a Viennese dramatist. Lipiner treated great
mythical subjects (Adam, Hippolytos) as transcendental philosophies
personified. His characters are not lifelike individuals. They are im-
personal megaphones declaiming high sounding commonplaces, packing
involved ideas into skeleton-formulas, much like Wagner's philosophic
libretto-slogans. Lipiner, also a case of borderline-crisis between Vic-
torian Romanticism and modern mass-ideology, anticipated the manner
of the collectivistic expressionists, while remaining philosophically the
enlightened individualist. His practice, as dramatist, of expanding the
individual to a universal symbol brought him into close kinship with
Mahler; his skeleton-language literally crying out for fulfillment
through flesh and blood, or through music, was thoroughly iViahlerian.
"My dear Siegfried", Mahler wrote to him (Letters 2B3), "You are
really creating music. Nobody will ever understand you better than
the musician, and I may add, particularly myself! Sometimes it strikes
me as almost absurd how akin my own 'music' is to yours."

An important admission!

Mahler confesses his rhetorical conception of music as an expres-
sion paralleling transcendental poetry achieved by simple, sloganlike
formulas. In fact, for his texts Mahler not only used, but himself pro-
duced such poetry as evidenced both by his adoption of humble folklore
verse from the Wunderhorn, and by the creation of such lines as his
own (Water, sieh 'an die Wunden mein: Kein Wesen lass verloren sein
--Letters 161). In the Eighth Symphony his treatment of the mighty
medieval hymn: Veni Creator Spiritus and the transfiguration passage
from Faust evidence the workings of this rhetorical conception on an
exalted plane.

Mahler's abstract idealism in life and music has been demonstrated.

II.

"But Mahler was attacked for his stark realism as conductor and
composer", objects my honored opponent.

"The real mystic is the real realist", I answer with the New York
lady of a former article of mine.* Unfortunately the superficial text-
book-and-magazine-philosophers fail to realize that the "idea of reality"
includes "reality" as an object to be spiritualized and this process of
spiritualizing is a mental struggle of stirring passion. Mahler's des-
potism, his sudden angers, his terrible nervousness, his unbearable sar-
casm, his fanatical insistence on the accurate execution of all his in-
tentions, his (apparent) absentmindedness, his insatiable greed for
correcting and improving,--all these personal features of the musician,

*Chord and Discord, December 1936.
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which so often contradicted the soft hearted man, are but symptoms of
his enforced struggle to project ephemeral reality into the timeless form
of the idea. He himself relates the following significant instance:

Taking part in the funeral services for Buelow he hears the chorus
sing "Auferstehen, ]a auferstehen" (Arise, yea, arise). These words
move him profoundly; he has found the finale for his Second Sym-
phony, that finale which expresses the resurrection of all flesh on
Judgment Day. This personal experience at the obsequies of an ac-
quaintance (Buelow was nothing more to Mahler) combines with his
ever-present childhood impressions of marches and military signals,
and they become, through his subtle alchemy, abstracted and magnified
into the "Great Roll-Call" and the tremendous Resurrection chorus of
all humanity.

As modern directors of Shakespearean plays, heedless of the clock
of time, produce Julius Caesar in modern costumes and uniforms; as
Connelly, in The Green Pastures, merely expressed the Bible in terms
and characters of New York's Harlem of today, so l_ahler, the first
modern artist to conceive humanity as an army marching to its destiny,
Resurrection, midst the fanfare of military trumpets, read into Beet-
hoven's Ninth the mass-minded orchestral message of spiritual propa-
ganda for the super-national unification of humanity. Reality and
ideology: in every fiber" of his being the typical Austrian, he was a
traditional individualist, yet he claimed New York, the world-core of
modern standardized collectivism as his "spiritual homestead"
(Letters 393).

Another proof of his spiritual world outlook is the ahnost complete
absence of romance in his life. We know that many conductors virtually
live on the sex-appeal they exercise on their audience and on the female
singers. In Mahler's case we know of but one romance during his entire
career as conductor prior to his marriage. That lone love incident oc-
cured in his early twenties and so disrupted his inner life that he fought
down and overcame the sensual impulses it evoked as though they had
been his worst enemies. He married rather late to remain a one-woman-
man to the end of his life. Thus the boy who wanted to become a martyr
lived up to his idealism until he died. As was his life so is his music--
never sensual, and even so was his conducting.

Beside that of other famous conductors, whose spiritual life
oscillates between their scores and friendly bridge, skat or tarock-
tables, Mahler's mental education seems to have excelled by far the
usual learning of professional musicians. Nevertheless he reveals him-
self exclusively the musician to the uttermost boundaries of his rather
considera_ble learning. His letters show an almost complete absence of
humor, much as the letters of Wagner (but unlike those of Buelow or
Reger). He expresses his thoughts by means of keen formulas tinged
with sentiment and, often, with violent sarcasm. Whatever the subject
of his commentary, he always returns to the two integral problems of
his personality: the double life of the musician and the problem of ex-
pressing a given reality by music (program in absolute music). Yet he
fails consistently to find any solution, or, at least, any new or con-
vincing solution.

Furthermore, his life and his letters betray the notoriously poor
taste characteristic of musicians in all matters outside of music. He
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himself admits that the musician has no appreciation of the visible
world. Strangely enough even in the world of the audible Mahler is not
highly discriminating. It is very significant that he speaks of I-Ialevy's
La Ju{ve as "a wonderful, sublime work; I number it among the loftiest
ever created."

III:.

Although idealism is a permanent feature with Mahler, the ex-
pression of this Weltanschauung (world outlook) is anything but per-
manent. Like most idealistic artists he shows no striking, deviating
development. Das klagende Lied and Das Lied Yon tier Erde are,
from conception to orchestration, unmistakable expressions of the same
mentality through the same style. Mahler's development is one of ex-
pansion, of in.creasing depth, refinement, and differentiation, without ,any
accompanying material change or growth in his artistic personality.
Beethoven started in the Haydn style, and Wagner in the Meyerbeer
manner, but Mahler the composer started as Mahler.

So too was it with Mahler the conductor. His conception of the
works he interpreted was the same, from Olmuetz (1882) to New X2"ork
(1907). It was not the matter, but only the manner of expressing them
that changed as he matured.

Mahler conoisseurs will shake their heads and point to Mahler's
violent, often grotesque movements of baton, hand, head, feet, body,
and eyes during his early years, in contrast to his statuesque, almost
affected-looking immobility towards the end of his career. It is true
that Mahler (when I, as a little boy, saw him conduct at Vienna) made
upon me the weird impression of a frenzied gnome. He frightened and
fascinated me at the same time. Yet many years after, when he con-
ducted the premiere of his S_xth Symphony (perhaps the most typically
Mahlerian of all his works) his statuesque immobility before the huge
orchestra, even when it exploded into an indescri'bable turmoil of tem-
perament and despair, created just the same uncanny impression, nay, an
even more frightening one, because a single impulsive movement of his
hand or head would have relieved the almost unbearable tension. That
immobility of his was anything but calmness. Frau Mahler relates how
at Essen, at the general-rehearsal of the same symphony, Mahler "ran
up and down in his dressing-room, irrepressible sobs literally bursting
from his lips" (Letters 13).

That external change (his abandonment of the baton-waving man-
ner) has no counterpart in any inner development. Mahler was at first
little understood by the orchestra because he did not "beat" the trodden
path of tradition. Any given aggregation of performers, prior to a
proper grasp of his style, had to be trained to the intensity of poly-
phonic thought and expression which was Mahler's orchestral ideal.
Mahler too had to find the proper technique for his new polyphonic
method of handling an orchestra. Gradually the orchestras grew ac-
customed to this new style. Eventually he found that .he could eliminate
most motion as superfluous and concentrate on that subtle fluidum
which establishes a deeper communion between leader and his men than
any amount of waving and signaling.

"But Mahler did change continually !" I hear many object. "VV_ly,
he even changed his own works !" Well let us see what Mahler has to
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sayfor himselfon thatscore,liewritesto Bruno "Walterfrom New
Yo#k, 1909 (Letters417): "Justas I want my scoreseditedanew
everyfifthyear,so I requirefreshpreparationeach time for con-
ductingthescoresof othercomposers.My onlysolaceisthatI REAL-
LY NEVER HAD TO ABANDON MY WAY FOR A N'E\V ONE,
BUT WAS ALWAYS IMPELLED TO CONTINUE ON ALONG
THE OLD PATH."

The "changes" he made never affected the meaning of a work, they
served only to intensify, to clarify that meaning for the immediate en-
vironment by means of the particular group of players on a given oc-
casion and in accordance with that relentlessly evolving spirit of change
which we call the "march of time".

IV.

"The essence of every reproduction is exactness", Mahler used to
say in his crisp, slogan-like manner, app.arently contradicting another
favorite expression of his: "The best mumc is not written in the notes."
Yet a reconciliation between these two apparently clashing ideas is not
out of the question. A subtle, invisible band joins them inseparably.
That uniting psychological force is the conception of the artwork by its
conductor-interpreter.

Since our understanding of the words or works of others depends
entirely on the sum of our inborn individuality and our private fund of
acquired experience, we cannot grasp their "exact" meaning. We can
only understand them as our own mind receives them. This personally-
tinged understanding of a thing is, in fact, our "conception" of it. Not
only does our personal color qualify the "view-point" with which we
regard a work, but so do impulsive changes we unconsciously inflict
upon the original by our own indiviluality.

To the interpreting artist the Re-Production of a work is "correct",
if all the written notes and marks of the author are reproduced literally.
This process is, after all, merely technical; and it can be, is being, and
always has been done by every technically reliable artisan, for

"He has the parts well in hand,"
But

"Alas, without the spiritual band."

This "spiritual band" is the sole key to the inner meaning of the
original, that "best music not written in the notes" which even the ut-
most of sheer technical prowess cannot conjure forth in sound. This
imponderable quintessence of an artwork achieves revelation through
that power of mental assimilation possessed only by one able to switch
off his own ego completely in order to merge it with the ego dominating
the work itself. Furthermore, an intense power on this part of this new,
assimilated self is required for the expression of this quintessence
through the actual orchestral re-production. The most amazing example
of such genius and power in the world today is Arturo Toscanini. Yet
Toscanini is a realist by nature, mentality, and education. His intuition
functions exactly like that of a great scientist; his power of re-producing
an artwork is the very instinctiveness of nature itself. In short, he
possesses the supreme faculty of Einfiihlung, i. e., of so merging his
own ego with the object of his attention that his own life becomes one
with the life of that object. However, the madman who identifies him-
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selfwithNapoleon,and Toscanini,who assimilateshisspiritto Verdi's
Requiem so thatVerdi'sown spiritseems to interprethis work, are
certainlytwo oppositepoles,althoughtheyrevolveon thesame axis.

Though thepower of such identificationof work and interpreter
was notnaturalto GustavMahler,he oftencame quitecloseto it. He
oncewrotetoBruno Walter:"'Ina word :one who doesnothave genius,
shouldkeepaway from thework; but whoever'hasitneedn'tbe afraid
of anything.... Any prattling'backand forthaboutthematter strikes
me as ifone,who has made a baby,rackshisbrainafterwards over
the questionwhetheritisreallya baby and whether itwas produced
withtherightintentions,etc.The thingissimple.He justloved and----
could.Period.And ifone doesn'tloveand can't,why, no baby comes
of it. Periodagain. As one isand can--sothe childwillbe. Once
again:Period!"(Letters277).

V.

The idealistis,by nature,a split-personality.Therefore,that happy
fusionof work and interpretation,which istheprerogativeof the ob-
jective,naive,realisticartistToscanini,was denied to Mahler the
idealist.*

Mahler himself throws considerable light upon this matter in the
following synthesis of cited extracts.

"What is it that thinks within us ? And what is it that actg within
us?" (Letters 415.)

"Why do I believe that I am free while I am imprisoned by the
walls of my character as in a cell?" (Walter, p. 90.)

"I experience strange things with all of my works while conducting
them. Wondering curiosity, as poignant as a burning sensation, takes
hold of me. What is that world which mirrors such sounds and shapes ?
BUT ONLY WHILE I AM CONDUCTING! For afterwards, it is
all extinguished suddenly; (otherwise, one could hardly resume living).
This strange reality of visions, which suddenly melts away like the
chimera of a dream, is the deepest cause of the split-life of an artist.
Condemned to a twofold existence, woe to him if life and dream become
confused, for then he must answer terribly for the laws of the one
world in the other." (Letters 419)

T'his discord between man and artist, this eternal struggle between
reality and the idea of reality is the bitter legacy of transgressing
idealism.

Here is the key to Mahler's individual conception of music. Here
is his contradictory position between a world which has been and a
world to come. Here is the intuition which made his interpretation, even
of the old classics, point to the future.

And not to a happy future. He foresaw the breakdown of our
civilization--through the all-too-comprehensive realization of absolute
idealism; hence his fundamental sarcasm, perhaps the most striking
feature of the man and the musician. "Why did you live? Why did
you suffer? Is all this nothing but a gross, terrible JEST ? We must
solve these problems in some way, if we are to continue living--even if
we shall only continue dying." (Letters 1_9.)

*Notwithstanding the great progress of modern psychology, the best psyehoIog-
ical explanation of the difference between the realistic and idealistic artist is
still Schiller's study, "On Naive and Sentimental Poetry."
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Not only did this outlook on a world, present and future, express
itself in .his own music, but he also imposed it on whatever music he
conducted. Its constant theme was the conflict between two worlds, a
tragic struggle, in which .triumph meant the attainment of the "other
world, where things are no longer bounded by time and space," in short,
the world where the unio mystic'a is a fact.

This is the goal toward which all his symphonies strive. No less
appropriately, he might also be called the finale-conductor because every-
thing he conducted was subjected to a dominating Finale-concept.
Everything else in the world itself was subordinated to that idea.. Take
his production of Mozart's Nozze di Figaro. Some great French bon-
motier said of the play by Beaumarchais: "'Voile, c'est hz revolutiora
qul m'arche." Mahler revealed in Mozart's opera buffe the bitter social
arraignments of Schiller's Kabale und Liebe. From the sarcastic, devil-
ish hurry of the overture he continuously built up to the slow movement
o3 the finale, where pure humanity opened yearning eyes for a moment
only to be eclipsed again by the commonplace of the noisy stretta-finale,
_Wal_lyingthat the old order will go on and on. The central idea of rebel-
llon vcas ever present. All the sforaati, sudden ff and p.p, all the appa-
rently sweet melodies with their bitter underlying meaning, were aimed
at _hat climax. Specht (p. 95), describing Mahler's reading of this
work, only mentions how the little wedding-march seemed irritated by
"accents of stinging painfulness", played against the "dark background
of a silent crowd of people behind the iron garden-fence, while two big
bowls of sinister red fire lit up the wedding-ceremony". Actually, Mahler
even reinterpolated the original trial in court and composed biting secco-
re_itc_tives for it, to point out the modern revolutionary trend of Mo-
z'a_'s work..

To him the "demiourgos was in everything. Since he was convinced
that the centraI idea created the artwork according to an architectonical
plan (blueprint), everything had to be subordinated to that idea. To
/_ahler there could be no independent episodes in an art-work. His was
this Fascist ideology half a century before Fascism; everything func-
tions only as a cog in the machine of the artwork's microcosm.

His absolute unity of idea and execution, his despotic insistence on
architectonic structure, his finate-conducting were but the natural con-
sequences of the split-personality of the idealist striving and struggling
for final amalgamation.

The clash of reality and idea is the very core of dramatics. Mahler
the musician dramatized everything he conducted. Yet the f_ctors of his
dramatizations were never personified. He never portrayed the struggle
of petty humans, but only of ideas. Impersonal abstracts alone clashed
in the world of his creation.

VI.

What were the technical means employed by Mahler during a per-
formance to transmit to an orchestra his complicated conception of a
musical composition ?

Analyzing a conductor's art from a technical viewpoint means
testing it for the following :

His sense of rhythm, his sense of tempo, his dynamics, his
agogics, his reading of harmony and counterpoint, his treatment o4
orchestration.
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Rhythm is music in its most primitive state. When the impish,
impious Buelow, punning on the Bible and Goethe, exclaimed: "In the
beginning there was Rhythm", he unwittingly uttered a scienti'fic truth,
amply corroborated in our own day: viz., that the first musical ex-
pression of animal and man is purely rhythmic. The drum is the earliest
musical instrument; the dance is the very backbone of music, l_daythm
retains its natural, pristine correctness so long as it is the pulse of music
performed by a coordinated group of musicians. The moment an ap-
pointed leader superimposes ,his individual rhythmic conception upon the
group's collective (almost instinctive) sense of rhythm, there arise dis-
crepancies in the styles of performance. Rhythm now becomes a, prob-
lem. As early as the sixteenth century critics protested against the "'ar-
bitrary rhythmical movements" of the conductors. The sense of
rhythm is inborn. It may be subtilized, but it cannot be acquired.

Toscanini brought a copy of his recording of Mozart's symphony in
D major (Koechel 385) to Italy and played it for his colleagues. The
first movement of the symphony finishes in the middle of a i'ecord,
leaving no indication as to the exact moment the second section will
begin. Involuntarily the Maestro, who had been beating the time during
this record, with the close of the first movement, gave the up-beat for
the second section on the very dot it actually began. This showed that
for Toscanini the pause between the two movements had an exact
rhythmical value. At a concert this pause cannot be observed faithfully
because of the disturbing conditions in the reactions of the audience.
In the enforced calm of the recording laboratory, however, it can he so
observed. Originally measured before a living orchestra, this pause was
reproduced in exact facsimile by the same conductor, although he now
beat the time to a mere mechanical instrument--the gramophone.

Toscanini is, of course, an extreme example of rhythmical sensi-
tiveness matched by few human beings. Yet his case shows that there
exist natural laws of rhythm, still awaiting adequate scientific clari-
fication, although they function unerringly in the subconscious of ex-
ceptional musicians and music-lovers.

I can recall striking instances of Mahler's rhythmical logic.

Pauses emphasized by Fermatas, technical marks of prolongation,
separate the three fanfaresque chords which begin the overture to The
Magic Flute. When Mahler finished the first chord, the ensuing pause
was so long that I looked up from my score to find out why the con-
ductor did not continue. Just then he attacked the second chord. Now
came a pause that seemed still longer. When the third chord finally
sounded the audience had grasped the idea Mahler wished to convey : the
solemnity of the "trumpet"-call. He was the herald whose pronounce-
ment awaited the reaction of his listeners. "Compose your thoughts _or
this message !" Thus Mahler established the central-idea of the Realm
of Sarastro.

When, after the fugue, the same three chords returned, Mahler
made the pauses even longer than before. That was quite logical and
natural; for the mind, having been swept along with the tide of the
Allegro, was now in a turmoil and needed still more time to recompose
itself. Out of this breathlessness the central-idea must emerge again,
more impressive and clear than at first. Its solemnity must be revealed
on a still higher level.
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A similarrhythmicalpresentationof an ideaby Mahler duringhis
earlyyears(Leipzig)has been transmittedby Max Steinitzer(Stefan,
page 43). "Itwas somethingto remember, the way he took the first
four measures of the greatLeonore-Overture(No. 3). In themost
simplemanner eachone ofthedescendingoctavesbecame a moment of
increasingimportfor us,untilfinallythelow F-sharplayrevealedin
itsmajestic,calm immobility."

These few instances(I could have citedmany more) sufficeto
show how Mahler made rhythm a primary spiritualelementof his
interpretations.Rhythm tohim was notthenaturalpulse-beatof a com-
positionbut ratherthe rhetoricalaccentuationof the evolvingcontent
of the work. His was a logical,perhapsa psychological,but certainly
not an instinctivetreatmentof rhythm. Therefore.therhythmic
elementwas a highlysu_otlematterforhim. Itwould oscillatebetween
rigidstrictnessand recklessdaring. It was dominated by thematic
considerationsalone.Even beneathan apparentrigiditytherewas a
world of almostimperceptibledegreesof pulsationthatwas in open
disagreementwith the normal rhythmicbeatof the music,sacrificing
thatto intensifythe music'sunderlyingspiritualcontent,lie treated
rhythm intheworks of Wagner and Beethovenjustashe didinhisown
symphonies:with freedom and flexibility,introducingstartlingaccents
and irregularmelodicscansions.

In a word, Ma.hler'sreadingof rhythm was primarilyrhetorical,
not uniformlymeasured, lie unhesitatinglydisobeyedthe letterof a
scoreinthisrespectsothathe might be more faithfultoitsspirit.

VII.

Tempi! The first disputed and still the most debatable of all the
characteristi.cs of conducting. "He takes all the tempi, wrong l" is the
commonest criticism one conductor whispers to you about another, im-
plying that the so-called right tempo is the sine qua non of all correct
interpretation.

When is the tempo right?

The great Monteverdi, in the preface to his eighth book of Madrigals
(1683) distinguishes between two different species of tempo ; the tempo
"della mano" (of the hand) and the tempo "dell 'affetto dell' animo"
(affected by the mind). By this delphic distinction Monteverdi means
the tempo beaten by the hand of the conductor as opposed to that pro-
duced by the effect of the music upon the performers. To him the latter
is the only right tempo, for he adds, somewhat maliciously, that it
"operates without anyone beating time", meaning that the right tempo
does not need a conductor.

Yet there can be no scientifically demonstrated right tempo just as
there is no set, objectively correct interpretation. There is only a sub-
jectively right tempo, i. e., the tempo which is right for one particular
conductor.

We have a very precise, scientifically accurate device for fixing the
right tempo: Maelzel's metronome. It is over a hundred years old. It
stands on every piano; composers have used and still use it freely and
Irequently to indicate the exact tempo they want. However, musicians
and especially conductors don't pay much attention to it. Even those
who haven't read Beethoven's letters will cite Beethoven's dictum on
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themetronome the moment you mentionitto them: "It (the metro-
nome) is a stupidity; you must FEEL the tempi!'"

That's just what Monteverdi said in 1638 A. D.--and what Sibelius
said (to Rodzinski) in 1937 A. D.

Yet subjective feeling is an unreliable means of achieving correct-
ness of tempo, unless ....

The late Max Smith devoted the last years of his life to a study
of Toscanini's _:onducting-art. Smith assisted at all the Maestro's re-
hearsals and performances and, stopwatch in hand, measured carefully
the minutes, seconds, and split-seconds Toscanini required for perform-
ing certain compositions. He timed at least twenty different per-
formances of the Eroica and of Debussy's La Mer and found that Tos-
canini's readings of the same compositions on various occasions never
differed in the slightest in this respect.

The late Otto Lohse used to look at his watch before giving the
first upbeat and after the last note of an opera-act. His various timings
of the same act of an opera, including the first act of Giittera_iirt_mer_nU
and the last act of Meistersinger, never varied more than a few seconds.

Yet the majority of conductors, when sounded upon this very
stability of tempo, will scornfully sweep the question aside, insisting
that they are not metronomes, but free artists, conducting only aceording
to the dictates of their .heart and mood.

Nevertheless it is just stability that sets off the creative artist (even
as interpreter) from the arbitrary gipsy. Toscanini illustrated this axiom
once for all when he said, "I can't understand arbitrary changes in
anything which is evident. If I study and restudy a work until I have
attained a clear vision of it, then that vision becomes final. It cannot be
altered thereafter." Ite meant that that conception could never entertain
any essential, organic changes, such as revisions in tempo. What IS
the real essence of any artwork ? It is its integrity crystallized in the un-
alterable impression: Thus it is; so it must be; it cannot be "otherwise.
One may not alter the smile of Mona Lisa, nor the inscription on the
door to Dante's Inferno, nor the prelude to Tristan und Isolde, nor for
that matter, Toscanini's reading of Beethoven's Pastorale. A work of
art (and conducting also has to be such a work) is irrevocably fixed,
if it is really a work of art.

Though innumerable books, booklets, and articles have been written
on Mahler, there never was, unfortunately, a Max Smith with his stop-
watch to report whether Mahler subscribed to that rather amateurish
notion of the artist being swept along by his momentary whims, or
whether his tempi were as unchanging as his general conception of a
composition, for the steady integrity of his tempi is the test of the
artistic integrity of a conductor.

We have only a few rather contradictory, documents pertaining to
this subject .There is, for instance, a mythical letter (unpublished and ano-
nymous*) supposedly written by a member of the Vienna Phil.harmonic

*It seems to be the common fate of great revolutionary musicians to find bio-

graphers who overflow with praise and orthodox zeal, but who lack reliability,
scientific seriousness, and sincerity of research. Neither of Richard Wagner
nor of Mahler have we biographical works which can be compared with Wyczewa
and Saint Foix on Mozart or with Kurth on Bruckner. The IStefans, Spechts,
etc., are fanatical fighters against anybody who dares the slightest criticism of
their idols, but they themselves do nothing of real importance to explain
these idols.
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Orchestra after Mahler's first performance of Lohengrin at the Vienna
Hofoper. The writer asserts that he had played Lohengrin under Wag-
ner's own direction and claims that, since t.hat time, Mahler's was the
first conductor with the Right tempi. He stresses especially Mahler's
conception of the prelude, which he took just as slowly as Wagner him-
self, and the prelude to the third act, which he lead in genuinely Furioso
manner. In short, his conducting was Wagnerian, because Mahler
"knew how to modify the tempi" to conform with Wagner's intentions.

If that letter is authentic it is a revelation. If it is apocryphal, i. e.,
trumped up to defend the conductor against the criticisms of the pro-
fession, it is still more eloquent, for then it proves that Ma'hler was in-
clined to slow up the slow tempi and speed up the swifter ones. A very
primitive and crude statement, perhaps, but it hits the nail on the head.
It implies that in order to bring out the central ideas as clearly as
possible, Mahler a,ccentuated every detail of contrast as sharply as
possible, and especially contrasts of tempo. The Romantic tradition in
music was all for the traJlsitional evasion of violences; it doted on so-
called medium-tempi and standardized, unobtrusive contrasts. Into that
atmosphere of old-timeViennese mellowness Mahler crashed like a bomb-
shell. Even at Hamburg, some years before, when he took over some
concerts for von Buelow (who was quite a violent dramatizer himself)
the orchestra rebelled against Mahler's tempi (Letters 136) just as they
rebelled anywhere against his scorn of the ,classical tradition (Letters
102), against his habit of acceleration (Letters 477).

Furthermore, our letter implies that Mahler used to "modify" the
tempo. That again (along with our disclosures concerning Mahler's
rhythmics) means that he subordinated the tempo to the central idea of
the composition. Thus, according to Steinitzer (Stefan p. 43), he began
the terzetto of the dying Commendatore (in Don Giovanni) in a rather
fast tempo, but immediately started to slow down very gradually and
steadily, until the few bars of the postlude resulted in an "Adagio of the
most moving effect." I remember this gradually expiring music well,
because it was the first time that an operatic death-scene did not make
a ridiculous impression on me, for I really had the feeling of the in-
exorable (steadily retarding!) approach of Death. Steinitzer does not
mention that this effect was achieved in the first place by the reluctantly
drumming monotony with which Leporello stammered ,his fast-beating
counter-melody.

We see by this little instance how the general idea, in this case the
concept of the dying father, modified the interpretation. Mahler's modi-
5cations consist not only in the striking pp Steinitzer notes relative to
beginning of the Allegro of the third Leonore, but also in the slow be-
ginning of that movement and its subsequent acceleration. Here we have
the fi_ale-conductor again, introducing the spiritual significance of
architecture into his interpretation.

VIII.

His highly individual employment of dynamics was one of the
features by which one could single out Mahler's conducting.

An examination of the dynamics in Mahler's orchestral works
reveals most interesting data concerning the orchestral language in
vogue during the period of transition from Romanticism (Wagner,
Strauss) to modern realism and expressionism (Alban Berg, Stra-
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winsky). Such a study, moreover, throws particular light on Mahler's
style as a conductor.

Mahler was so sensitive dynamically, that he himself rehearsed Le
Nozze di Figaro (one of his most carefully prepared standard per-
formances at the Vienna Hofoper) with orchestra and complete stage
personnel throughout six successive general-rehearsals, when he brought
that production to Salzburg. And why ? Only because he wished to
accomodate the opera perfectly to the acoustics of the Salzburg theatre.

The conductor's (Mahler's) treatment of dynamics was also sub-
ordinated to the demands of rhetoric.

In Mahler's time the outstanding style of dramatic interpretation
on the legitimate stage was that for which Max Reinhardt (inspired by
Stanislawski's Russian Art Theatre) was held responsible. It consisted
in a rather fervid naturalism expressed through exaggerated declama-
tion, exploiting all the possibilities of dynamics, from the hushed whis-
per to the stentorian shout in opposition to the pleasant transitions
favored by tradition. The audience was to be taken by surprise. It was
not characters, part of real, unobtrosive Nature, who acted the drama,
but mere ideas personified, overstated by actors who were forced to 5e
"symbols". As Mahler puts it (Letters 281) "all that is material must
be dissolved into form; a higher realm of phenomena where types are
individualities."

It is in keeping with such principles that Mahler reproaches the
singer cast as Ortrud (Lohengrin) for having been too "loud" during
her first scene with Elsa. "'That was not the right tone for the hypo-
critical Ortrud with her mysterious behavior, her assumed meekness"
(Letters 155). It made no difference to Mahler that Elsa would see
through Ortrud's too obvious dissimulation. What mattered to him was
that Ortrud be established as a regular villainess regardless of logic and
psychology. (Logic and psychology were, and still are, despised by the
idealists of expressionism.) I remember that scene very well: it was
my first Lohengrin. In order to stress his idea of an innocent, sweet
Elsa as contrasted with a saccharine, yet dangerous Ortrud, Mahler ex-
aggerated all the musical marks Wagner wrote into this scene, the little
crescendi and dim., the sudden sf_ and pp. Thus he created a mag-
nificent suspense ; he led up to the outburst "'Entweihte Gfitter" in a way,
that caused the audience to applaud that invocation if only to relieve
its own tension ; then he literally drenched the following scene, Ortrud's
poisoning of Elsa's confidence, with the colors of a thrilling mystery-
play. I could not help the feeling, of overemphasis, unnatural declama-
tion, cheap obviousness. Lohengr_n, which (musically and dramatically)
borders perilously on bad taste, attained with Mahler a strange flavor
of artistic perfection through ham-acting singers and a ham-declaiming
orchestra. He engineered the dreamy prelude, from the pppp, (not khe
original pp) up to the ff of the brasses in such a way, that these brasses,
instead of portraying the climax of an organic growth (usually one of
Mahler's strong points) exploded like a sudden onslaught of blunt
reality. Speidel, Vienna's most renowned dramatic critic, described this
effect as "magical" (_aubertmft), while I remember only a harsh awak-
ening from a dream. Yet the Wagnerian idea, the "program," was
carried out; the Holy Grail descended to "earth," to be sure, but in this
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case it reached "earth" with a crash. What was Mahler's reason? At
the very end of the opera one knew it. There the motif returned again,
austerely elevated, fff instead of the original f. The outburst in the
prelude had been but a foreboding of this final touch. The linking central
idea stood out above all. The effect was striking, a real delight to every
intelligent theatregoer.

However, in the theatre and in the concert-hall I don't want to be
"intelligent".

Mahler doted on dynamic contrasts. That anecdote concerning the
premiere of his First Symphony is significant of Mahler's sudden dy-
namic assaults.* He loved the "drastic treatment of the orchestra",
(Stefan, p. 65), claiming that Beethoven favored it. When,he edited
Beethoven's Ninth, he intensified the markings, freely reinforcing or
muting sound effects. In fact, such was his general practice.

One of his instructions given to the conductor of his Second Sym-
phony, portrays, perhaps better than anything else, the theatrical nature
of Mahler's dynamics.

He writes (Letters 316): "The audience is raised to the highest
tension by the fanfares of the trmnpets; now the mystical sound of the
human voices (which may enter ppp, as if out of the remote distance)
must come as a surprise. I suggest that the chorus (whicht has been
seated until this point) remain seated, and rise only with the E-flat
major 'Mit Ftiigeln, die ich mir errungen: I have found this' to be an
infallibly astonishing effect."

IX.

By the term agogics we mean not only "the process and the result
of modifying strict tempo to bring out the full expression of a phrase"
(tempo rub'ato) (Pratt). We include within the limits of that term
also any details of execution pertaining to the expressiveness of an in-
terpretation.

In this connection the conductor-composer speaks best for himself
in a letter full of good advice to a beginner in composition (Letters
191) : "You are still too intent on 'sound and color'! That is a defect
of all talented beginners doing creative work today. I know of a similar
stage in my own development .... Mood-music (Stimmungsmusik) is
a dangerous foundation (Bodeu). "Fake nay advice, for these things are
no different than they were. Aim at THEMES clear and plastic, which
may be readily recognized in any transformation or development what-
ever; next, at abundant variety, heightened by the clear contrasting of
opposing themes, but above all, rendered interesting by the unfailingly
logical development of the central idea.. With you all this still seems
confused. Furthermore: you must get rid of the pianist in you! Yours
is not a setting for orchestra, but one conceived for the piano, and then
somehow translated into the orchestral language. I too suffered from the
same trouble. Today we all originate from the piano, while the old
masters came from the violin and from singing."

You see ? "Sound and color" are not Mahler's primary concern. He
finds the expression of "moods" dangerous. Plasticity (which means
distinctness) and the "logical development of the central idea" are his

*At the attaeca introducing the last movement, a dignified lady, shocked by
the violence of the "attack," dropped her handbag, spilling its contents on the
floor. (Letters 477)
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leading principles. Therefore you will find no sweet sentimentality in
Mahler's interpretation. The "soulful" vibrafo, the sensual devices are
alien to his ascetic intellectuality. He prefers to oppose phrases of
"'genuine contrast" against each other. He does not want the orchestral
score approached from the pianist's viewpoint, for he regards pianistic
phrasing (especially that instrument's wealth of rubc_ti and gru#_betti)
as anti-logical, knowing it to spring from the chordal', nature of the
piano, a basic trait at variance with the melodic, singing quality of the
orchestra.

Mahler would say to his orchestra: "I breathe every breath with
you" (Letters 155). In other words he formulated even the small de-
tails of agogical expression in the rhetorical way, ever intent on the con-
tent of the single phrase, the meaning, to which the sound and color were
to be subordinated.

X.

He was a "'linear musician," one who reads the orchestral score
horizontally, perceiving melodies, as opposed to one who reads "'verti-
cally," concentrating on the harmonies.

"There is no harmony; there is only counterpoint" is an utterance
legend ascribes to him (Stefan, p. 94). He proved this principle when
he was a youngster, when he arranged Bruckner's Third Symphony for
piano for four hands. He followed the orchestral score faithftiUy,
striving "particularly hard to render the single voices in the char&cter-
istic range of the instruments, even though such practice sacrificed facile
and convenient rendering on the piano" (Stefan, p. 29).

Mahler experienced music thematically, not harmonically. To him
"accompaniment" did not exist. Every part of the orchestra expressed
itself independently. It was Mahler who first showed that even second
violins of Verdi were not monotonous fillers-in, " " ' themgiving thought,
life, and importance of their own. If Mozart is called the savior" o:_ the
woodwinds (especially of the clarinet), Mahler justly may be called the
savior of the middle voices (the filling-in parts) of the orchestra. His
jest on his own style of composing also applies to his style of conducting
when he quotes an imaginary critic and writes: "My musicians play
without paying the slightest attention to each other and my ,chaotic and
bestial nature reveals itself in all its vile nakedness" (Letters 220).

Listening to Mahler's music today we regard it as comparatively
tame and harmonious. Yet in his own interpretation it sounded anything
but simple. Similarly he made Beethoven and Wagner anything but the
mellow classics they had seemed before him. We must remember that
Schoenberg and his school were born out of the performances of
Tristan und Isolde conducted by Mah'ler, for his Tristan often sounded

• " ° ' i * •like that modern atonal,ty it actually created. Mahler s dar ng an leading
of discordant parts against each other, regardless of traditional har-
monic and esthetic tenets, created the revolution we call "modern music".
The central idea, Day vs. Night, manifested itself by clash and discord,
even during moments of the most peaceful transfiguration. Only the
design counted, never the color. Today Mahler's polyphonic conducting
does not appear revolutionary at all since almost every conductor born
east of Munich calls himself a "pupil" of Mahler, though he never" _ave
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a "single lesson in conducting during his entire career. Result: the or-
chestras execute faithfully the most extravagant stupidities of their
conductors.

The Vienna Philharmonic of 1900 was a band calculated to inspire
fear in a conductor. "Suppose I did come to Vienna," wrote Mahler
(Letter 102) "What tortures would I not have to undergo there with
my manner of handling things nmsical? If I were only to attempt
teaching my conception of a Beethoven Symphony to the famous
Richter-trained Philharmonicum I would at once find myself in the midst
of the most disgusting squabbles. That was my experience even here
(at Hamburg), though, thanks to the support of Brahms and Buelow,
I occupy here a position of unquestioned authority."

XI.

Mahler was the father of that huge orchestra of our period of mass-
minded superlatives that has to be furnished every conductor who has
even a modicum of self-esteem. They can't perform with less than the
now accepted 20-20-16-10-10 proportion of strings. Mahler transplanted
his own magnified orchestral conception to the classics, particularly to
Beethoven. He explained his principal notions of orchestral treatment
when he jusified his retouching of Beethoven's Nhzth. In an announce-
ment to the public he said :

"The unsatisfactory condition of the brass instruments at that
time (Beethoven) rendered impracticable certain'sequences of sound
necessary to the undisturbed maintenance of the melodic line. It
was that defect which gradually brought about the perfection of
those instruments. Failure to utilize these improvements in order
to achieve as fine a performance of Beethoven's works as possible
would be a crime.

"The ancient device of multiplying (Verfielfachung) the
string instruments eventually resulted in a corresponding increase
of the wind instruments in order to attain a balancing reinforce-
ment of certain parts without the slightest emendation of the or-
chestral voices. It can be demonstrated by means of the orchestral
score . . . that the conductor was concerned only with following
Beethoven's intentions to the smallest detail. Though he refused to
be hampered by 'Tradition' in this regard, he wished neither to
sacrifice the slightest intention of the master nor to permit such an
intention to be lost in an overwhelming concordance of sounds"
(Stefan, p. 66).

By "concordance of sounds" Mahler meant the result of the tra-
ditional practice of conducting Beethoven from the melodic-harmonic
viewpoint, for he knew Beethoven as one who created not in harmony,
but in counterpoint. Therefore (in his edition of Beethoven's Ninth)
to balance the preponderance of the strings, he doubled the woodwinds,
he added a third and fourth pair of French horns, and in the last move-
ment a third and fourth trumpet. In 1900 such an innovation was at-
tacked as a sacrilege; today it is a common practice.

Mahler dethroned the first violins from their ancient absolute sov-

ereignty over the orchestra. The hitherto apathetic state of the second
violins and violas was elevated to one of equality with the first violins
and cellos respectively. The ascetic Mahler did away with the constant,
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sweetish z,ibratos, with the sensuality and pompous glamour of the
string section. The Vienna Philharmonic, glorying in the popularity of
their emotional soarings, the sensuous, almost gypsy-like sobbing of their
strings, resented being banished from the golden Viennese heart to the

limbo of the Mahlerian transcendant brain, but the rich Schmal_ they
lost was amply compensated by a proportionate gain in deliberate, im-
pressive delivery. Never before and never since Mahler did they play
the prelude to Lohengrin, the Adagio of Beethoven's Ninth, the trans-
figuration music of Bruckner's Fifth with such unearthly, breath-
taking spirituality. Mahler wanted singing passages in the strings
played with the whole length of the bow, to contrast them with the
short figures gasped at the frog or tittered at the point. He reveled in

the higher positions of the violin G and D strings without indulging- in
the sentimentality natural to such fingerings. His secco of short, hard
chords played by the whole section had the reckless, despotic dryness of
a volley of gunfire; his tremolo was insidious rather than weird, for it
sounded completely dematerialized. In general (if I may be permitted

the comparison) Mahler's treatment of the string section had something
of the intellectual style, the severe chastity of the Busch-Quarter's
playing today; not much sex-appeal, but lots of logic.

It was through Mahler that the woodwind-section attained the im-
portance it enjoys in all good orchestras today. He tempered the differ-
ent colors of the various instruments to organ-like equality. When
(especially in his beloved Beethoven) the different woodwinds alter-
nated concertante, you never felt a break in color unless it was intent-
ionally so marked, to achieve contrast. He even trained the single in-
struments to make imperceptible transitions from one position to the
other. On the other hand, he exaggerated the tonal differences between
those positions, if the dramatic expression so required. He made the
naturally dark low register of the flute or clarinet sound almost black
and urged the high register to shrillness. (Note the "vulgar" use of the
C and the higher E-flat clarinets in his own symphonies.)

Often in unisons of strings and winds (flutes with violins or cellos
and double-basses with bassoons) he forced the weaker winds to dom-
inate the strings, even by doubling the winds, if necessary.

Mahler's pet hobbies in the orchestra, however, were the brass and
percussion. (He grew up near the military barracks in Moravia.) The
French horns, the group which tradition made transitional from the
woodwinds to the brasses, were (strange enough for a basically Roman-
tic musician) the most indifferent group to Mahler.* I can't remember
any particular feature of his treatment of them.

*EDITOR'S NOTE.--"The horn (in the treatment of which authorities agree
Mahler was one of the greatest masters of all time) had never had so import-
ant a role. To the noble level of expressiveness it had attained in Bruckner's
hands Mahler added a new power, enabling it by means of dying echoes to
carry smoothly an idea already exploited into a changed musical atmosphere. Some-
times a solo horn would issue with overwhelming effect from a whole chorus of
horns among which it had been concealed, or singing in its deepest tones it
would lend a passage the air of tragic gloom. In Mahler's resourceful use
of the horn every register seemed possessed of a different psychological sig-
nificance." Gabriel Engel, Gustav Mahler--Song Symphonist.
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The trumpets and trombones, especially the trumpets, were his chief
concern. These are the instruments most often mentioned in his letters.
What he denied to his strings, he gave to his trumpets: sensuality,
sweetness, even sexuality. This is one of the ironical "twists" in his
musical nature. His exultant, solo-like projection of the climactic
trumpet-passage in the second Fina& of Aida still rings in my memory.
It yelled like a joyous animal while the violins sounded restrained. The
disciple of the wonderful Austrian military bands became a master in
blending the brasses. They also were never mere accompaniment, "pad-
ding" of the highlights of a composition. Theirs were dramatic func-
tions throughout. Somehow I always had the impression, when Mahler
made the brasses enter, that they seemed to have already been playing,
t-hough they were certainly silent until that moment; or, with typically
Mahlerian contrast, they came in as a sudden surprise. To them too he
gave what he denied to the strings; sensuality, even a certain vibrato
to the trombones and particularly to the Bayreuth Tubas, whenever they
sobbed out t.heir theme. Again, for contrast's sake, he had a certain
way of getting a secco from his trombones that made you shiver: that.
hard, short sfz, almost like barking. He featured short but violent
crescendi exaggerating them as in rearing glissandi (e. g., in the prelude
to The Flying Dut'chman). He blended woodwinds and brasses to a
unity of sound never realized before. It is no idle praise of his conduct-
mg to assert that even specialists could not differentiate between wood-
winds and brasses in the "offstage" passages of the cemetery-scene in
Don Giovanni.

His percussion-battery shows equally the influence of his military
boyhood surroundings. All his symphonies employ a large battery,
culminating in the Si.fth, where he used an especially constructed gi-
gantic drum (an entire bull-hide stretched over a huge square sounding-
board, beaten by a gigantic wooden hammer). This instrument really
sounded like "fate pounding at the door", a programmatic nuance which
Beethoven had been content to express with a modest kettle-drum.
Mahler's percussion declaimed heavily. Glitter and despair, roughness
and delicacy, literally ran amok in .his percussion. He showed marked
differences in his handling of timpani and bassdrums, piatti and tam-
tam. Their rhythm was always dominating; the entrance of the battery
had somewhat the effect of outstanding solo-work.

XII.

The conductor Mahler, consistent idealist by temperament and
mentality, built up his reproductions (interpretations) on a rhetorical
development of the central idea of a work to its final climax and exit
(the finale conductor). All techtonic features (rhythm, tempo, dy-
namics, agogics, polyphony, orchestration) were subordinated to the
archi-techtonic structure and had no independent significance. Mahler's
rhythms were rhetorically accentuated, his tempi dramatically modified,
his dynamics and agogics histrionically declaimed, his reading multi-
voiced, contrapuntal rather than harmonic, his emphasis one of design
rather than color; in short, interpretations which individualized the
orchestral parts, making them carriers of integral, yet interdepen-
dent ideas.
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The net result of such conducting was an unabashed intellectualism*
vehemently presented, almost placarded, by clairvoyant brainwaves.

Beethoven's dictum: "Music must beat fire from a man's mind,", is
often quoted, seldom felt, and rarely grasped in its ultimate meaning.
Yet it was fully realized by Mahler the conductor.

With the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Mahler performed 77
concert-works. Twenty five of them were by Beethoven.

*In our times of rugged collectivism and instlnctivism, the nomenclature "intell-
ectual" is regarded as an insult equaled only by that of "individualist." There-
fore, we must bear in mind that in Mahler's time brains and personality were
the most honored property of man.
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THE KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO OTTO KLEMPERER

In appreciation of his efforts _to create a greater interest in and appreciation
of Mahler's music in this country, the Kilenyi Mahler Medal of Honor was
awarded to Otto Klemperer after a performance of Daa Lied vo_ der P-_rde in
Los Angeles. The presentation was made by Mr. Gurney Newlin, Vice-:Presidemt
of the Southern California Symphony Association.

L4EDEREINES FAHRENDENGESELLEN,ANDANTEAND SCHERZOFROM SYMPHONY
No. 1. RONDOFROM SYMPHONYNo. 7 UNDER STOCK'S DIRECTION WITH
THORBORGAS SOLOIST.

Kerstin Thorborg sang Mahler's Lieder eines fahrende_ Gesellen at Orchestra
Hall last night. She was in superb voice: she had provided herself with music
that glowed with orchestral color; and she added, particularly in Ich hab'. ein
9li_he_ut Messer and Die meei blat,en Auge_ telling highlights of her own thall
gave a new significance to this tone picture. Not only enthusiastic salvos of
applause but many cheers greeted her when she concluded the cycle. I1: made
one realize that the steadfast efforts of Dr. Stock to bring Mahler to the hear_
of Chicago concert-goers have not been in vain.

The slow movement and the scherzo from Mahler's First S3nnpho_,y were
played with delightful finish and effect. A listener would be dour indeed who
could resist the contrapuntal meanderings of Frere Jacques. t But the palm of
this memorable Wolf-Mahler evening must go to Dr. Stock's rendition of the
Rondo from Mahler's Seventh! Under his baton it became a thing of stirring
climaxes. It waked the imagination. One might easily vision the victor at the
portals of eternity suddenly saluting the distant battlefield of life now agleam
with pennants of conquest and glory and reverberating with the clamor of a
bell of triumph!

MARY R. RYAN

LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN ON WABC

Mahler's Lieder eines ]ahrenden Gesellen sung by Fritz Lechner on May 4th
was broadcast over WABC. Mr. Lechner sang the cycle with feeling, and in-
telligence.



THE VERDICT OF THE PUBLIC

The December 1936 issue of Chord and Discord contained an ar-

ticle entitled The Case for Br,_tckner and Mahler, a resume of public
and critical reaction to all the Bruckner and Mahler symphonies that
have been performed since the end of 1930. Certainly the receptions
accorded Bruckner and Mahler performances in various cities should
leave no doubt in the minds of program committees and program makers
as to the growing interest in these composers.

Since our resume was published there have been more perform-
ances of Bruckner and Mahler at which listeners .have continued to ex-
press their approval. Miss Isabelle "_,Vorkman Evans (Buffalo Courier
Express) reports that Bruckner's Third, Shuk conducting, was received
"with much enthusiasm" and, according to Mr. Alfred Metzger, the
same symphony under Shuk's direction was heard by one of the largest
audiences that had attended the Federal symphony programs in San
Francisco. In Rochester, according to Mr. S. C. Sabin (Democrat and
Chronicle), "the audience was enthusiastic throughout the evening"
(Bruckner's Te Deum was on the program and Genhart conducted).
In Minneapolis "the audience approved of it heartily" (Bruckner's
Fourth as conducted by Harri.son), according to Mr. Victor Nilsson
(Progress Register). Mr. "vVarren Storey Smith (Boston Post) tells us
that "Koussevitzky's signal success with Bruckner's Seventh Symphony
last season was yesterday repeated with the Eighth, and the answering
applause was almost as .hearty and long continued." Bruckner's Fourth
was heard by one of the largest audiences that had gathered in the
Brooklyn Museum last season and the applause was spontaneous and
long continued. (Plotnikoff conducted.)

The music of Mahler too, has continued to stir audiences.
Unmistakable evidence of this enthusiasm manifested itself in
Boston last October after a performance of Mahler's Fifth followed
by Wagner excerpts, under the direction of Koussevitzky, the
conductor whose pioneering spirit has won him a place in Amer-
ican musical life which will outlive the memory of conductors who have

been contem to feed little but the accepted war horses to their audiences.Said Mr. Williams of the Boston Herald whose admiration for Mahler s
_h can hardly classify him. as a pro-Mahler fanatic : "Mahler's Fifth

phony had an amazingly cordial reception from yesterday after-
noon's audience. This was a good sign first because it floated the rather
lop-sided genius of Ma'hler for once on an even keel and, second, because
it was a credit to the attentive powers of the audience. You cannot call
the Friday afternoon public stuffy--and there used to be regrettable
sneers on that head-- if it is going to take Mahler to its bosom .....
Unpredictably enough yesterday's hero was Mahler." And Mr. Durgin's
comment (,Globe) concerning the audience reads as follows : "Word that
the hall was sold out, received before the concert began, suggested that
Wagner more than Mahler was responsible. Yet the cordiality with
which the Fifth Symphony was received tempts one to revise his opinion.
There was spontaneous applause after the Scherzo and the slow move-
ment; at the end the audience applauded with more than customary
warmth and there were a few cries of 'Bravo !' Mr.Warren Storey Smith
of the Post calls the performance of Mahler's Fifth a momentous re-
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viral and thinks that "this well-named 'Giant' Symphony deserves by
reason of its intrinsic greatness and of its reception by yesterday's.
audience, to remain in the ,active repertory, to which Dr. Koussevitzky
has at length restored it in a performance which proved a triumph for
both composer and ,conductor." Mr. Bruno David Ussher wrote in the
Symphony Magazine of the Los Angeles Philharmonic: "Gustav M_h-
let's simple and profound second symphony is programnaed for this pair
(Nov. 24 and 26, 1937) in response to numerous requests. Gi_/en here
first l_[ay 24 and 25, 1935, the musical and symbolic immensity of this
work, often couched in almost naively folksong-like idiom resulted in
a continuous demand for another hearing. After Koussevitzky con-
ducted Das Lied yon der Erde in New York, Mr. Winthrop Sargeant
reported in the N. Y. American that "the audience showed its approval
of the work in unmistakable terms." According to _[r. Olin Dowries
(Times), Tibbett %vas long and warmly applauded for this per-
formance" (Lieder eines fahrenden GeseIlen, Ormandy conducting).
Miss Mildred Norton (Evening Nears) reported that in Los Angeles
Das Lied yon der Erde, Klemperer conducting, "met with a
royal reception," while "'not only enthusiastic salvos of applause but
many cheers greeted her (Thorborg) when she concluded the cycle"
(Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, Stock conducting the Chicago Sym-
phony), according to Miss Mary R. Ryan.

In the N. Y. American (Nov. 29, 1936) Mr. Winthrop Sargeant
summed up the general attitude towards Bruckner and Mahler. He
said in part:

• "I have yet to witness a Mahler performance that was not well
attended. The people, who religiously rise and leave the hall in the
middle of every Bruckner symphony, are an insignificant minority,
and one usually feels that they are acting on principle rather than
on any spontaneous impulse. All the recent performances that I
have heard have been at least reasonable successes, from the stand-
point of box office and applause. Yet the superstition remains deeply
rooted that Bru, ckner and Mahler must be fed to the public, if at all,
in very small doses. And the large body of concert-goers has had
so little chance to hear them that it retains only a hazy impression
of either master.

"The suggestion has been made in some quarters (Mr. Pitts
Sanborn made the suggestion) that a complete Bruckner cycle be
held. \¥hy not indeed ? .... Even for those who are hopelessly
anti-Bruckner and anti-3/iahler a complete hearing of their works
would have one advantage. It would silence once for all that an-
noyingly pertinent argument of the Bruckner-and-Mahlerite, that
you can't claim to dislike music you .haven't heard."

Judging by the reactions of audiences to Bruckner and Mahler per-
formances, these composers offer a real opportunity to broaden the
standard repertoire. In Europe Bru, ckner and Mahler festivals are not
uncommon. Festivals are not expected here, as yet. All that can be
hoped for is that Bruckner and Mahler be given a feir hearing in con-
cert halls and on the air, that Brucknerites and Mahlerites be given
some consideration. The public is the jury, as the late W. J. Henderson
declared, and the punic has expressed its verdict in no uncertain terms.



BRUCKNER AND MAttLER RECORDINGS ON WQXR
AND WNYC

Last spring Mr. Eddy Brown, the progressive musical director of
fhe Interstate Broad,casting Co., suggested that the Bruckner Society
cooperate in arranging a Bruckner-Mahler Radio Festival over WQXR.
As a result Mr. Gabriel Engel ,gave several radio talks on Bruckner and
Mahler and the Interstate Broadcasting Co. sent out thousands of copies
of the following intr6ductio_ (prepared by Mr. Engel) to supplement
its regular monthly programs.

ANTON BRUCKNER

Picture a charming, old Upper Austrian village that has been slumbering for
centuries not far beyond the walls of a stately monastery, still more ancient.
Immediately surrounding it on every side, like an emerald setting, deep woods;
in the distance the snow-capped Alps of Bavaria; the soil and atmosphere every-
where rich in mystic folk-lore and blessed with an inexhaustible fund of folksong
unsurpassed for melodious wizardry. Sum up these wonders of environment--
peace, faith, nature, romance, grandeur, mysticlsm--and you have the subtle
alchemy which Providence applied to the nurture of Anton Bruckner's genius.
In the sum of those ingredients is hidden the only reliable key to the profound
message of Bruckner's symphonies. They are the word symbols of the powerful
influences which swayed his soul from infancy until, a man close to middle age
(if we must reckon biblically) Bruckner shyly ventured forth beyond the shel-
tering borders of his native Eden countryside to bring to an outer world convulsed
with strife and skepticism his symphonies of assuagement and affirmation.

These symphonies were nine in number. Viewed as we have suggested they
dearly mirror the trials of the soul midst its earthly environment. The First Sym-
phony reflects the tremendous inner struggles of a spirit that would transcend all,
though confined by the narrowest of barriers. The Second is a quest for col_-
solafion, a soothing reaction from the preceding tempest of unrest and futile
aspiration. It sings the lure and charm of the contented Upper Austrian country-
side. The Third is again a tocsin of revolt, urging the spirit to loftier flights. The
Fourth is a shining Pastorale, a romantic song of Nature. The Fifth is the trium-
phant Faith-song of the unconquerable soul, revelling in the full glory of its power.
The genius has at length gained the summit of the mountains and, like Zarathustra,
beholds the whole cosmos revealed in a flame of universal Love. From now on,
all is affirmation and gladness. The Sixth sings the goodness of mortal existence
as a whole. The Seventh is an Ode to Heavenly Joy, a Te Denm for all the pre-
ceding revelations. The Eighth is the colossal auto-biography of human genius,
the Titan overcoming all opposition. The Ninth is the composer's ."Farewell" "from
the world and his exultant greeting to the Hereafter, actually attained in the
midst of his last symphony's still unfinished song.

Bruckner's Fourth Symphony is the earliest of which a complete recording
exists. This work has been more or less aptly nicknamed the Romantic, for it is
primarily a symphony of Nature, its background the charming valleys, luxurious
woods, and towering mountain ranges of Upper Austria. Compared with his first
three symphonies, the Fourth is like the sunrise of a new day after a long stretch
of stormy weather. It is the first of an uninterrupted line of four joyous sym-
phonies conceived in the major mode. The Seventh Symphon3_, which has also
been recorded in its entirety, is the last of this happy line. When Bruekner finished
it he was a man of sixty, spiritually at the zenith of his power. No wonder that for
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sheer melodic beauty, for pure joy in music, the Seveltth is unexcelled. Oh this
account it has become one of the most popular of Bruckner's symphonies.

GUSTAV MAHLER

When Mahler finished his First Sympholly he wrote to his dearest friend:
You alone will understand it, because you know me. To others it will

sound strange.
That was half a century ago.

After a recent performance of the work by the N. Y. Philharmonic under
Bruno Walter one of the foremost American critics said :

At one time I, too, in less mature judgment, denied Mahler any out-
standing worth at all, except that he had mastered a method of colorful
orchestration. I feel that I have come to see more than that in l_ahler.

Upon the same occasion another critic predicted for the First Symphon3_ a
popularity rivalling that of Tschaikowsky's Pathetique.

Mahler went on to compose symphony after symphony, and as his individuality
attained more and more vivid expression the misunderstanding of his listeners in-
creased. Twenty years after his First he completed his Sixth Symph.o_t3J, that
gloomy composition generally known as the Tragic. One of his friends, shocked
by the extreme bitterness which swayed this work to its ultimate echo, asked him
reproachfully, "How could a man as kind-hearted as you have written a symphony
so full of bitterness l"

Mahler replied, "It is the sum of all the suffering I have had to endure at the
hands of life."

Yet, of all his symphonies, this is the only one 'that ends on a note of Pessi-
mism. Even that tempest of spiritual pain, Das Lied yon der Erde, subsides midst
a rainbow of hope, the promise of eternal rebirth.

The Niffth, the last completed symphony Mahler left the world, is a deep,
soul-stirring paean of faith, such as most would associate with that great sym-"
phonic voice of unshakable affirmation, Anton Bruckner.

Because Mahler was one of the world's foremost conductors hosts of music-
lovers admired him, but, almost without exception, these greeted his creative
efforts with pitying bewilderment. Mahler, understanding their failure to under-
stand him, smiled wistfully and said, "My time will yet come."

He did not live to share the instant triumph of Das Lied yon der Erde, a.
victory confirmed by every subsequent performance given the work down to thfs
very day. Since his death the progress of most of his music in the public esteem
has been slow but sure, bearing out his own patient prophecy in that famous laconic
utterance of confidence, "My time will yet come."

Still in the case of the only one of his symphonies as yet recorded, the
Second, or Res_trrection Syr, tpho_ry, that prophecy was nevei" pertinent. From the
very first hearing given th.is stupendous choral work (Richard Strauss himself
conducted the premiere at Hamburg in 1895) each performance has lent it added
lustre until its unfailing human appeal has stamped it as an undeniable classic of
the symphonic repertoire. Curiously enough, this Second is spiritually Mabler's
first symphony, conceived and planned several years before he began to write his
real First Symphony. Thus it is in every way the true "open sesame" to the reader-
standing of all his works.

Few are aware that Mahler ever tried his hand at poetry. Shyness caused him

to suppress practically all his verses. Fortunately, one of the short poems written
during the period when he was planning his Resurrection Symphony, has survived.
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It seems to throw some light upon the first movement, the only authorized clue to

the dark, ominous character of which is the one phrase, "Death-Celebration."

The night looks softly down from distances
Eternal with her thousand golden eyes,
And weary mortals shut their eyes in sleep
To know once more some happiness forgotten.

See you the silent gloomy wanderer?
Abandoned is the path he takes and lonely,
Unmarked for distance or direction;
And oh! no star illuminates his way,

A way so long, so far from guardian spirits,
And voices versed in soft deceit sound, luring,
When will this long and futile journey end?
Will not the wanderer rest from all his suffering?

The Sphinx stares grimly, ominous with question,
Her stony, blank gray eyes tell nothing,--nothing.
No single, saving sign, no ray of light--
And if I solve it not--my life must pay.

Resurrection and eternal life, triumphantly envisioned in the colossal closing

chorus, represent the composer's solution of the enigma of existence.

Every available Bruckner and Mahler recording was broadcast
during March and again in November. Various recordings of works of
these composers were included on the programs, of WQXR every month
by Mr. Douglas MacKinnon, Musical Commentator of this station. As
a supplement to its October programs, WQXR again sent out thousands
of copies of the introdu.ction, which also containd announcements of free
lectures to be sponsored by the Society in cooperation, with the New
York Public Library _nd the Music Club of Hunter College during
the season 1937/38.

Soon after .the Interstate Broadcasting Co. had demonstrated its

pioneering spirit, anofher station, WNYC., fell in line. Through the
cooperation of Dr. Seymour N. Segal and Mr. Henry Neumann thou-
sands of ;copies of the introduction printed above were sent out by the
mtmicipal station with its quarterly programs in April and October. Mr.
Engel gave short talks on Bruckner's Fourth and Seventh and Mahler's
Second and Kindertotenlieder preceding the broadcasts of the recordings
of these works. Broadcasts of recordings of Bruckner's Fourth (Victor)
and Seventh (Victor), Mahler's Second (Victor) and Das Lied yon der
Erde (,Columbia) may be heard on both stations (WQXR and WNYC)
frbm time to time. No doubt other recordings of ]3ruckner and Mahler
works will be heard over these stations as soon as Victor or Columbia
releases them.

BRUCKNF, R'S F O U R T H BY THE WPA

The Brooklyn Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Eugene Plotnikoff
performed Bruckner's Fourth before one of the largest audiences that had gathered
in the Brooklyn Museum last season, according to an announcement made by the
commentator over Station WNYC. If spontaneous and enthusiastic applause is
the means used by an audience to show its approval, then one must wonder why
the work has not been repeated, especially in view of the satisfactory attendance.



NEW RECORDINGS

Das Lied yon der Erde, the recording of which was advocated by
Mr. L'awren_:e Gilman several years ago, has recently been released by
Columbia. According to Mr. Aaron Stein of the N. Y. Post "what must
have been one of the memorable concert hall experiences of our time
has been impressed on r_cords with extraordinary success .... For the
Mah.ler cult, whose devotion is notorious, these records will, of course,
be a must. They should, however, receive wider attention than that ....
It is in every sense a perpetuation of an epochal nmsical event."

"With a long and wide ranging list of recordings behind him
(Walter), for sweep and effect that never lapse," writes Mr. Compton
Parkham of the N. Y. Times, "he has not done anything so impressive
as this for the gramophone."

The RCA Vi,ctor Co., the first of the gramophone companies to re-
lease recordings of complete Bruckner and Mahler symphonies in this
country, has presented to the American music loving public a first
recording of the original version of Bruckner's Fo,wth Symphony. Mr.
Jerome D. Bohm of the Herald Tribun_ writes: "Since I am a devout
Brueknerite, I cannot but feel that the great Austrian's formal short-
comings have been greatly exaggerated and I do not propose to ctefend
him since I do not feel that he needs defending. Bruokner's utterances
in the Romantic symphony are profoundly moving and will undoubtedly
stir the world long after the last anti-Brucknerite has joined his fore-
fathers. Anyone who can listen to the mysterious, unearthly strains of
its opening pages or to the dirge-like andante without being deeply
affected, is merely insensitive to the message of one of the most spiritual
of all composers. The interpretation here transmitted to the discs is for
the most part felicitous and veracious ..... "

AVAILABLE RECORDINGS
BRUCKNER

SYMPHONY No. 3 IN D MINOR--Scherzo
By Vienna Sym. Orch. Victor.

SYMPHONY No. 4 IN E FLAT MAJOR ("Romantic")
Saxonian State Orchestra, cond. by Karl BShm. Victor.

SYMPHONY No. 7
By Eugene Ormandy and Minn. Sym. Orch. Victor Album.

SCHERZO FROM THE POSTHUMOUS "YOUTH SYMPHONY"
By Berlin S_ate Orch. Victor.

MAHLER

SYMPHONY No. 2 C MINOR
By Eugene Ormandy--Minaeapolis Symphony Orch. Victor Album.

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE
Bruno Walter, conductor; Vienna Philharmonic. Soloists: I(erstin Thor-

borg and Charles Kullman. Columbia Album.

KINDERTOTENLIEDER
Heinrich Rehkemper, Soloist. Polydor Album.
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A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER .... Yesterday's performance was

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE glorious. Dr. Koussevitzky was in one
of his best elements. (It is strange, not

Boato_t Symphony Orchestra, Serge that he should present the music of

Koussevitaky, conductor; assisting at- Mahler as often as he does but that he

fiats, Maria Ranaow and Paul Alt- does not include it even more frequent-ly on his programs.) His orchestra was
house, Nov. 6 and 7, 1936. with him at every stage in a presenta-

• . . No score exists in modern music tion that seemed exceptionally well pre-

to parallel the qualities of this spiritual pared ....
testament of an artist who conceived it --MOSES SMITH,
toward the end of his days--when life Bostolt Evening Transcript.

had become for him a heavy burden and V_rithin the space of five weeks the
a mocking presence. For this reason it current season of Symphony Concerts
really ought not to share a concert pro- has yielded two "occasions"; first, the
gram with anything else. Small wonder double anniversary performance of
that a superb performance of Mozart's Liszt's "Faust" Symphony, and now a

work yesterday afternoon was almost repetition of Mahler's "Song of the
obliterated in memory by the searing Earth", 25 years almost to a day after
intensities of Mahler's music .... the first performance of it in Vienna.
• . Many another poet has written of And by the word "occasion" something

these things. But Mahler's treatment of much more than mere ceremonial and
them, with music of indescribable emo- observance is intended.
tional depth resulted in a lonely master-
piece in which are inextricably mingled Two pieces made the programme
poetry, music and philosophic thought, which Dr. Koussevitzky offered yester-
Such intimate speaking from a full day and will repeat this evening, Mo-
heart is not for those who merely "en- zart's Symphony in C major, No. 34, an

early yet delightful work, and the sym-
joy" music; they will be unmoved by phony, if it may be so styled, of Mah-
"The Song of the Earth", and they will
not have the slightest understanding of let. Yet it is only when there is a need
it. Without extravagant claim, this to review the concert as a whole that
masterpiece may be said to be felt the symphony of Mozart comes even
rather than heard, since Mahler con- to mind, so overwhelming was the ira-
carried himself less with art than with presslon made by the music of Mahler
life itself. Full realization of what and by the performance of it at the
"The Song of the Earth" meant to the hands of Dr. I(oussevitzky and his or-
composer is possible only when one has chestra ....
a notion of the troubled heart of Mah- --V_TARREN STOREY SMITH, Boston Post

ler, whose idealistic dreams were GUSTAV MAHLER_
cruelly wounded by the rougher side of
his experience. • . LIEDER EINES

_C. W. D., Bosto_t Globe FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

• . . It is one of the finest tributes Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or-

that can be paid to Mahler's music _o mandy, conductor; Enid Szantho. So-
say that none but Mahler could have
written it. There are reminiscences of lolst December 16, 1936.
other composers, but they are few and . . . Mahler's songs are delicately
unimportant. We are only beginning to molded and call for an interpretative
realize, I think, how origlnal a compo- style which can command a variety of
ser Mahler was. His originality is ex- expression without suggesting eompli-
hibited in his formal schemes, obvious- cation. No singer who has sung them in
ly ; in his melodic line and his harmonic recent seasons has met the requirements
vocabulary; above all, in the color of as brilliantly as Miss Szantho met them
his instrumentation. The individuality of last night. The soloist's manner and
Mahler is reflected in his influence on method suggested simplicity itself, but
other composers; an influence which, the effect embraced all the subtleties of
far from being negligible, is in some Mahler's musical and poetic expression.
respects the mainspring of the whole --HENRY PLEASANTS, Philadelphia
Viennese school of Schoenberg .... Eve_dng Bulletin.
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• . . These qualities were best shown with fine form in writing for both
in the four "Songs of a Wayfarer" of chorus, orchestra and ensemble. It has
Gustav Mahler, works which are dramatic fervor. The solo quartet adds
among the most difficult in the reper- some of the most appealing ,perform-
toire to make effective. Mine. Szantho ance to the whole. Last night s quartet
did so, however, and her style of sing- sang well. Sidney Carlson, its tenor,
ing varied with the emotional content was an asset to success. And the chorus,
of each number as expressed in the obedient to its conductor, met the eli-
music, the text and the instrumentation, max and effects realized by sharp con-

As Mahler wrote the words himself, trasts to give its work dramatic slg-
there is unusual unity between 'them nificance ....

and the music, a point of which Mme. . . . The audience of last night was
Szantho made the most. Mr. Ormandy enthusiastic throughout the evening.
gave her a sympathetic accompaniment. --STEWARD C. SABIN, Democra|

SAMUEL LACIAR, and Chronicle
Philadelphia Evenh_g Ledger.

ANTON BRUCKNI_R--

ANTON BRUCKNER-- FOURTH SYMPHONyTHIRD SYMPHONY

Buffalo Philharmonic, Lajos Shuk, Minneapolis Symphony, Gu3_ Fraaer
conductor. January 8. 1937. Harrison, conductor_ Feb. 11. 1937.

. . . The program claimed this as .... Nor could we find any trace of
the first local performance of any the Wagnerian influences we hear so
Bruckner symphony. This virile work much about when this composer's
is a powerful expression of an imagin- works are discussed. There were in
ative mind and a profound spirit. The nearly every movement evidences o_ a
first two movements are particularly passion for tones in the brass; these,
strong, with their lyric thematic mate- however, were by no means in the
rial and talented orchestration. The Wagner idiom; ,they are distinctly in-
audience received the Bruckner opus dividual, sonorous, and through them
with much enthusiasm .... some of the finest effects of the evening

--IsABELLE WORKMAN EVANS, were achieved ....
Buffalo Courier Express. --JAMES DAVIES,Minneapolis Tribune

• . . This Third has dramatic force . . . Quite unproblematic also is the
music of Bruckner's Fourth Symphon v

especially in the first and last move- The orchestration and the harrno_t_ements, and it can boast a wide-awake
Scherzo .... - structure are .as uncomplicated as the

content is simple and sincere. Comhin-
--EDw._.O DIYRNEY,Buffalo News. ing intelligent clarity and freshness of

• . . .The Scherzo has a compelling feeling in his reading, the conductor in-
rhythm, and the last movement presents terpreted aptly the atmosphere of the
some beautiful lyric phrases. The tex- first movement, with its simple themes
ture is closely wrought and there is recalling the clear bugle calls of Alpine
adept scoring, the fresh strong color of regions, and its quiet breath of an organ
the wind instruments being often and choral leading to the ending in a blaze
effectively used. of brass.

The presentation of the work was For the pensive tunes of the slow
very enjoyable, arousing great applause movement, tinged with a resigned sad-
for Mr. Shuk and his players .... ness, the conductor showed a syl-npa-

--MARY M. HOWARD,Buffalo Times thetic understanding, calling out rich
sonorities from the orchestra ....

ANTON BRUCKNER--- --JOHANN STORJ'OIIANN EGI'LSRu'D,
TE DEUM Yournal

Eastman School Orchestra, Paul . .. The symphony was the Bruckner
White,'conductor; Eastman School Fourth, in E flat, called the "I_oman-
chorus, Herman H. Genhart, conduc- tic." Some seem _o wonder how it has
tor; soloists Hazel Gravel, Lodeuka won this surname. They have probably
Legg, Sidney Carlson, Kenneth Spen- never been at Mondsee where when the
cer, ]anina Gorecka; Rochester, N. Y., symphony was written poet and Peasant
]an. 21, 1937. rubbed shoulders with emperors and

• . . Five sections of Bruckner's Te queens and roused by the nature heauty
Deum came as music entirely new to and mystery of Alps and lake ima_na_
Rochester audiences. The musm appeal tlon ruled. Strindberg there Hved
is conceived with sincerity to the text, through an excruciating act of his
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second matrimonial drama leading up An audience of good size and great
to his "Inferno." In such a nature it enthusiasm attended.

comes natural for great simple souls --R. C. B., N. Y. World Telegramto write Bruckner symphonies or An-
dersen fairy tales, and as in this case, Gustav Mahler's profoundly touching
with both "allegros and slow movement "symphony" entitled "The Song of the
filled with wonderful horn music, and Earth," for tenor, contralto and or-
the scherzo echoes some hunting party chestra, was presented with reverence
with an old laendler of Kuhreigen har- and passion last night at Carnegie Hall
monies for trio. A very fine interpreta- by the Boston Symphony Orchestra un-
fion was given of the Bruckner E Ma- der Serge Koussevitzky. The soloists
jor and tile audience approved of it were Paul Althouse and Maria Ran-
heartily, not least for the very beauti- zow, whose voice has a quality pecul-
fully made viola music in the andante.., iarly effective for her poetic role in this

--VIcTOR NILSSON, Progress Register work ....
--I-I. B., New York Post

GUSTAV MAHLER--- Last night in Carnegie Hall, Serge
DAS LIED VON DER ERDE Koussevitzky and the Boston Sympho-

ny Orchestra provided New York with
Bosto_ Symphony Orchestra, Serge its first hearing this season of a work

Koussevitaky, conductor; soloist, Ma- by Gustav Mahler. The work was one
ria Ranzo_v and Paul Althouse; New of the most ingratiating of the great ro-
York, Febr. 12 and 13, 1937. mantle master's compositions, "Das

• . . As one listened to Mr. Kousse- Lied yon der Erde." . . . .

vitzky and his great orchestra traverse . • "Das Lied yon der Erde," or
the pages of Mahler's poignantly mov- '"l_he Song of the Earth," represents
mg score, the conviction grew that this the inthnate rather than the heroic
was perhaps the most enduring music Mahler. It is a work of pastel shadesin its genre created by any composer
since Wagner• This is especially true and delicate moods. And yet its message
of the concluding movement, "Ab- is one of poignant emotion expressed infantastic and imaginative terms. For
schied", which, with its !neffably tender

breathing of the word iEc_ilg," those who have learned ¢o appreciate itsat the subtle mysticism, it remains a product
close, is unforgettably toncing, unique in the whole repertoire of sym-

Again _he impression was renewed phonic music. Without question it should
that the school of polytonal composers be accorded its place among" the most
stems directly from Mahler. Here, in profound and beautiful musical works
"Das Lied von der Erde", one finds the that have graced our century . . . The
origin of the procedure of juxtaposing large audience showed its approval of
horizontally conflicting melodies regard- the work in unmistakable terms ....

less of the harmonic acerbities re- --VV'INTRHOPSARGEANT, N.Y. Americansuiting. And here, too, the hearer will
discover the sources of the newest type GUSTAV MAHLERiof instrumentation.

The interpretation by Mr. Kousse- FOURTH SYMPHONY

vitzky and his players was often af- Chicago Sa,mphony Orchestra, Frede-
fecfing and always satisfying tonally•
One has heard certain portions of the rick A. Stock, conductor; Clahe Dux,
work set forth with greater inwardness, soloist. Feb. 25--26, 1937.

but the silence of the attdience before . . . Aside from her "Morgen" (of
bursting into applause at the conclusion which more anon)' Mine. Dux's most
bespoke the integrity of the concep- remarkable interpretative gesture of the
tion ..... evening was a performance of that

_.IEROME D. BOOM, Herald Tribune astonishing bit of whimsey which Mah-
•.. "Das Lied yon der Erde," which, ler wrote into the finale of his fourth

if memory serves, has not been given in symphony. "Brightly, and with child
Carnegie Hall since Bruno Walter's like expression," commanded the corn-
performance of it with the Philharmo- poser. Bright and childlike was the sin-
nic-Symphony Society some four years ger's delivery, with a seraphic inno-
ago, is a work that suffers from undue cence which is implicit in the words of
neglect here. Its six sections contain the song (a list of heaven's gustatory
many pages of poetic loveliness; music delights--meat, wine, bread, vegetables,
.that rises up ifi glorious tumult, follow- fruit--preceded and followed by trib-
mg as it does the mercurial lines of utes to the mirth and gayety of the
Hans Bethge, upon which it is based .... place)•
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• . Frederick Stock made much of the,,, number Mahler's song-cycle, the "Lie-
curious Mahler symphony, keeping the _ der eines fahrenden Gesellen"--music
performance light and transparent and less often heard here today than for-
emphasizing the attractive naivete of merly ....

the themes. The capricious twists which . . . In his First Symphony, begun at
the composer succeeds in introducing this period, Mahler used themes from
into _ese straightforward themes help
make the symphony absorbingly inter- two of the songs.
esting, at least .... The real Mahler is indeed disclosed

--EDWARD BARRY, Chicago Tribune in these songs--not only in the exqusite
and characteristic scoring, but in the

• . . Her participation as soloist ae- whole texture of the music. In nothing
eomplished the addition to the reper- else that he wrote does the best of him
toire of two works of great interest and shine forth as it does in the second of
occasioned a revival of one of the most the songs, "Ging heute 1Yforgen fiber's
entertaining and least symphonic of all Feld"--that enchanting evocation of the
symphonies. This light-hearted work is loveliness of the morning earth, with
the fourth of the series left the world only man's immitigable grief to mar it.
by Gustav Mahler, and the cues to its
quaint psychology are many. It glori- It was in _this song that Mr. Til_bett
ties the folk-songs of Moravia, which last night was most persuasive (though
are German as often as they are Bo- he sang all four with obvious devo-
hemian. Not that the intriguing themes tion) ....

--LAWRENCE GILMAN, Herald Tribu_te
which Mahler has employed are quota-
tions. Rather they are idealizations .... The four songs of this group
fascinating in their originality, their communicated a personal message, for
humor, occasionally in their nobility, they were written after the unhappy
and always by reason of their nnex- ending of a love affair. They have a di-
pected rhythms and the soft and varied rectness and simplicity of utterance

luster of the orchestral setting .... which makes them singularly touching
--GLENN DILLARD GUNN .....

Chicago Herald and Examiner
These songs possess an unaffected

• . . The symphony is one of Mahler's spirit and their sincerity breathes vital-
most beautiful and straightforward ity into them• Mr. Tibbett sang them
works, although in it his skill continues very well, indeed, despite one or two
inventive to an almost distracting de- bits of uncertain tone production. His
gree. Nevertheless, the score does interpretation was well planned and his
breathe the German love of nature and delivery was marked by fine restraint
the German love of a warmth of inner and a noteworthy dignity ....
contentment, and it proceeds so intense- --'W. J. HENDERSON, New York Su_
ly that the quietness with which he sets
the folk-song text in the final move .... The four songs, patterned to a
ment comes with a felicity of restraint certain extent on folk-song lines, rel>-
and simplicity that leaves one breath- resent Mahler in his happiest mood.
less at the gentleness of his touch .... The melodies of two of them have

--EtmEN_- STmSON, Chicago served also as material for his :First
Daily News Symphony, where their genial, naive

lines contribute to a vaster structure.
GUSTAV MAHLER_ Here in the cycle their treatment is

LIEDER EINES simple enough, and yet imbued with
that strange melancholy that is part and

FAHRENDEN GESELLEN parcel of everything Mahler wrote ....

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or- --WINTHROP SARGEANT_ ]_.Y. American
ma_,dy, conductor; Lawrence Tibbett, . . . The outstanding number of the
soloist. New York, March 9. Philadel- concert, from the point of view of per-
phia, March 12, 13, 16. formance and high artistry, was Mr.

• . . The Mahler songs were very wel- Tibbett's rendition of the four songs
come and the singer most successful in with orchestral accompaniment formlng

Gustav Mahler's "Songs of a Way-
the second and third . . . rarer." . . . .

•.. Mr. Tibbett was long and warmly . . . The songs are extremely difficult
applauded for this performance ....

--OLIN DOWNES, New York Times to make effective, requiring a very con-siderable amount of dramatic ability as
• . . Mr. Tibbett's share in last night's well as great singing in actual voice

proceedings was of an engrossing na- production, in its color and in dramatic
ture. He had chosen for his initial feeling, even in facial expression.
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_r. Ti'bbett left nothing to be de- . . . The presentation of the Mahler
sired. Each of the four, all radically , Medal of Honor to Klemperer from
different in character, was a masterpiece the American Bruckner Society was
and was so recognized by the audience, made after the performance. Mr. Gur-
which gave him a tremendous reception ney Newlin, vice-president of the
at the close .... Southern California Symphony Asso-

--SAMUEL L. LACIAR, Evening elation, made a brief speech followed
Public Ledger by an audience demonstration ....

• . . The mystic symbolism of the
... The songs are as much orchestral poet's welcome of eternal rest has been

as vocal, and the melodic line is often used by Gustav Mahler to inspire trans-
dependent on the orchestral commen- cendant music in "The Song of the
tary for the full projection of the Earth." The "songs"--there are six set-
mood. The delicately fashioned corn- tings to the word of Chinese poets, Li
mentary was most expressively played
by Mr. Ormandy and the orchestra . . . Tai-Po, Tschang-Si, Mong-Kao-Jenand Wang-Wei, in German from

--Evening Bulletin Bethge's anthology--are as baffling as
life . . .

GUSTAV MAHLER-- --ISABEL MORSEJONES, Times
DAS LIED VON DER ERDE

Before an almost capacity audience,
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Otto Otto Klemperer presemed Gustav Mah-

KAemperer, conductor; Hertha GIatz ler's "Song of the Earth" for the first
and John Hein8, soloists. 3¢arch 18 and time in Los Angeles at Philharmonic
19,1937. Auditorium last night ....

Last night's capacity audience in at- . . . While the vocal score follows an
tendance at the Philharmonic Audito- individual line, the orchestra is never
rium to hear the excellent program of- merely an accompaniment. It affiliates
feted at the regular symphony pair of with the singers, whose voices become
the Philharmonic Orchestra, was held in reality like another instrument ....
overtime for the ceremony of present-
ing Dr. Otto Klemperer, the popular --FLORENCE LAWRENCE, Examiner
conductor, with a M_hler Medal of The gently festive air that hovered
Honor, _rom the American Bruckner over Philharmonic auditorium last
Society, an organization which is inter- night reached a climax at the conclusion
esting itself in the proper performance of the program when Otto Klemperer,
of both the Bruckner and ehe Mahler conductor par excellence of the Phil-
works• Gurney Newlin made the pres- harmonic orchestra, was honored with
entation .... the Kilenyi Mahler medal by the

... The music is intricately beautiful, Bruckner Society of America ....
abounding in short melodic turns that . . . The tribute came opportunely, the
carry the feelings from one thrill to an- orchestra having just completed the
other unceasingly. Momentarily it is the Los Angeles premiere of the Bohemian
first violin that voices its impulse, then composer's "Song of the Earth," which
it is the oboe, then the brasses and met with a royal reception ....
finally every instrument has seemed to
have added its own* individual word .... --MILDREDNoRTon, Evening News

... The orchestra personnel from ANTON BRUCKNER--
first to last deserved the acclaim that EIGHTH SYMPHONY
it received from the audience and Dr.
Klemperer has never given a work with Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge
more careful and ingenious feeling. Koussevitzky, conductor. April 16 and
Being somewhat of a mystic himself, he 17, 1937.
made Mahler's last composition a page
of real life, creating a spell in the be .... To lead up to these charming
ginning which he held until the last numbers we had Bruckner's Eigilth

Symphony, the one that extracted un-
note .... willing recognition from the boorish
--CARL BRONSON, Herald and Express Hanslick, who could hear nothing in

music but Brahms, hated Wagner and,
Bach and Mahler made a distinguish- to his sorrow, sat as a model for Beck-

ed program for the Philharmonic Or-
chestra led by Otto Klemperer at the messer.
Auditorium last night .... It is a glorious symphony, with such
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"heavenly lengths" as Schumann _'d- feel dwarfed and crushed, as men are
mired in Schubert. It lasts for more over-awed and humbled by certain
than an hour, but it is so full of sheer things in the natural world ....

loveliness that I fancy only a minority . . Now that the Seventh and Eighth
of the audience would have wished it Symphonies have been so magnificently
shorter .... restored to us surely the long-neglected

. . . Bruckner loved the orchestra and Ninth should have its turn ....
our Boston strings plainly love him, --WARREN STOREY Sl_[ll'l=r Post
for they put an ecstasy into the master's
music that revealed them at their best, GUSTAV MAHLER_
and I do not think the world can show ADAGIETTO,
any better. There are noble raptures FIFTH SYMPHONY
for brass which, risking a contradiction
in terms, may be called golden sonor- WPA Orchestra, N. Y., Fritz Mah-
ities. That Adagio is an insp;.red corn- ler, conductor. July 18, 1937.

position and the Finale, endiP.g m "the A nephew paid tribute to his uncle
great C major of our life", is Olym- from the conductor's stand of the Fed-
pmn .... eral Symphony Orchestra at the Thea-
--I_DFERN MASON, Evening Transcript ter of Music las_ evening. Fritz MaMer,

• . . Dr. Koussevitzky's signal success leading the WPA orchestra for the first
time, included in his initial program the

with Bruckner's Seventh Symphony adagio for strings and harp from Gus-last season was yesterday repeated with
the Eighth, and the answering applause, tar Mahler's Fifth Symphony.
to turn from the performance to its Needlesss to say Mr. Mahler, who

reception, was almost as hearty and had made his local bow at the-I--Iipp_long continued .... drome last season, directed his uncles
music with reverence and devotion. One

. . . The later Bruckner is the most of the finest things ever penned by the
tremendous symphonic music we have Viennese composer, the adagio came off
in spirit as well as in dimensions and in a wealth of sustained expressiveness.
volume. Before it the listener may well --L. B., New York World Telegram

BRUCKNER'8 THIRD BY WPA

Lajos Shuk, the energetic progressive conductor, recently introduced t_ruek-
ner's Third to San Francisco concert-goers with great success. According to Mr.
Alfred Metzger, _he audience was one of the largest that had attended the Federal
symphony programs. Miss Marjorie Fischer reported that the symphony, was "of
primary musical interest, a truly magnificent work which Alfred Hertz wanted to
present here years ago with the San Francisco Symphony but could not do because
of the high royalty fee charged at that time." Mr. Charles Poore thought that the
work has "a kind of native bigness that often expresses Homeric grandeur." Mr.
Fried opined that "the work was as impressive and as baffling as Bruckner
always is."

#

BRUCKNER AND MAItLER ON WOR

Alfred Wallenstein, whose hour and half hour-long broadcasts have caused

considerable favorable comment, has included the Adagio from Brueknetas Qui_aet
on several of his programs and more recently he broadcast the Adagietto from
Mahler's Fifth Symphony. The fine readings given both excerpts must cause

Brucknerites and Mahlerites to hope that Mr. Wallenstein will not only repeat
them occasionally, but that he will enlarge the Bruckner and Mahler repertoire.

BRUCKNER'S T E D E U M IN CINCINNATI

Bruckner's Te Deum was perf6rmed in Cincinnati during the May Festival.
Beethoven's Missa Solemnls preceded the Bruckner opus. Beethoven's Mass was
broadcast, but the Te Deum could not be heard by the invisible audience. Mr.
Eugene Goossens conducted.
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The Symphonies of Anton Bruckner
BY GABRIEL ENGEL

I - IV

Introduction

RUCKNER'S First Symphony is the awakening cry of the long dor-mant spirit of a giant symphonist. Though he was already for.ty at
the time of its composition, the unbridled enthusiasm of an ambitious
first opus infuses the work with convincing sincerity. Bruckner's Mass
in D Minor, composed a year earlier, proved him not only a master in
the field of ritual music, but already an adept orchestrator with strik-
ingly progressive tendencies. The resourceful instrumental idiom re-
vealed in the z8-bar prelude to the Et Resurrexit in that work is 'an elo-
quent symphonic prophecy. Though the fact that this consummately
orchestrated Mass originated during the days of Bruckner's first acquain-
tance with Wagner's music is no mere coincidence, examination of over
a dozen Bruckner compositions penned in the course of the two preced-
ing decades reveals that the dominant features of the orchestral lan-
guage of his entire symphonic cycle (I refer to the recently published,
original, unadulterated versions) _vere firmly rooted in his own fantasy.
He was from the outset a linear orchestrator, a tonal draughtsman;

Wagner wa_sprimarily a colorist, whose chief instrumental contribution
was the magnification of the classic (Beethoven) orchestra to ,the heroic
proportions demanded by epic stage conceptions. Therefore Bruckner's
orchestral debt, if any, to Wagner is limited to those moments when he
employs the full complement of instruments in sonorously blended
harmony. The rest is pure Bruckner, whose ideal of orchestral tone pre-
scribed the rigid economy of instrumental volume and coloring indis-
pensable to the clear framing of a fundamentally polyphonic message.

In the days when Wagner was still a young, struggling, provincial ex-
conductor who had written but one remarkable work, The Flying
Dutchman, Bruckner was already tirelessly busy with the composition
of sacred music, unconsciously laying down the idiomatic foundations
for his symphonic labors to come, at the time mere dreams, hopes, and re-
solves, quickened by rare, reverential hearings of Beethoven and Schu-
bert symphonies. Noting the vivid effect of unprepared changes of tonal-
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ity in these masters he ventured a more liberal use of that principle,
framing in a new key each progressive link of a sequential passage. His
predecessors, regarding sequences much as melodic steps in a single
scale, had deemed it necessary to adhere strictly to one tonality lest the
harmonic unity of the passage be imperilled. Bruckner's symphonies
abound in sequences marked by rapid changes in tonality (most often,
ascending by half-steps). This alone accounts for the fact that the first
movement of such a work as the Romantic exploits every possible color
of tonality even before the close of the exposition section (See Th.
Otterstroem: Bruckner As Colorist, C. _ D., No. _).

Appreciating the harmonic richness of abrupt mood contrast in Schu-
bert's lightning transformations from major to minor, and vice versa,
Bruckner exploited the possibilities of this device, further enriching it
by the addition of a world of enharmonic nuances, prophesied, but
scarcely explored, by his short-lived "romantic" countryman.

Interpreting all musical idiom in the light of the only tonal dialect

with ,which he was thoroughly conversant, he recreated the charming
melodic cadences of Haydn and Mozart in the "Amens" of his sacred
music, lending them increased depth and interest by the introduction
of frank dissonances. So daring did these "Amens" of Bruckner seem to

his original publishers ,that they "corrected" them for public consump-
tion, as may readily be seen by comparison with the original manu-
scripts which still display Bruckner's scorned "mistakes" in this regard,
The "general pauses" (G.P.) which his contemporaries found so disturb-
ing in his symphonies also .had their spiritual origin in church music,
paralleling the punctuation of choral responses and recitative intona-

tions in the ritual. The slow movement of Bruckner's Romantic Sym-
phony is an amazing instance of an extended movement largely reared
along this unusual melodic principle.

Many other melodic and harmonic principles outstandingly charac-
teristic of Bruckner's symphonic idiom were nurtured in his early
church music. Adequate analysis of these would fill a large volume.
More ,then mere mention of one or two is beyond the scope of the
present article. P.articularly noteworthy is the impassioned effect of sud-
den sixth and octave leaps in Bruckner's melodies, spreading an air of
fervent aspiration when ascending, one of prayerful humility when de-
scending, literally mirroring the act of a penitent sinking to his knees
in worship. From his church music also Bruckner drew ,those step-wise,
parallel progressions of the outer voices in their gradual, irresistible rise
to a climax; those moments of full major tonic grandeur bursting daz-
zlingly out of fortissimo unisons; those broad-winged melodic flights in
sixths above sustained organ points; even that most typical rhythmic
characteristic of his, the division of a measure in broad double-rhythm
into "two plus three-note" phrases, or vice versa. (An eloquent example
of this device is to be found in the second motive of the opening theme-
group of the Romantic.)
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I. SYMPHONY

_l._s First Symphony, often called Storm and Stress, reflects a power-
hil conflict between the individual message of a symphonic genius and
r/ae _aditional means at his disposal for its expression. The opening
tti'eme, springing softly, but recklessly, out of its harmonic source, the
sti_-bbornly punctuated tonic bass which begins the work, is a striking
_id_, the characteristic nature of which caused Bruckner to name it Das

_eCke Beserl (The Saucy Maid). This naive phrase has been the ac-
_pted nickname of the symphony ever since. The theme itself, marked
b_-simple, spontaneous song, rugged rhythm, .and sharply defined or-
chestral setting, at once evidences Bruckner's inventive genius. There
_m be no cadence for so impatient a motive. Ignoring the traditional
poialt of rest at the eighth measure it pushes tauntingly on, gathering
momentum for swift flight, and speedily rears itself to a towering cli-
max. In the forceful, self-evolving progress of this very first theme is re-
refled c_he dominating principle of Bruckner's method of symphonic
me-i_zly-treatment, aptly called by experts "dynamic evolution."

Upon ,the attainment of this summit of power, firmly established by a
brief heroic episode, a series of stirring fanfares over a swiftly moving,
bl_,_eringmotive in the basses, customary full-throated repetition of the
theme would be an anticlimax. The three motives already sounded con-
s_titute the first theme-group and become the chief driving forces of the
wti01e movement. A subtle interlude, drawn from the opening theme,
descends like a narrow mountain-path winding down to a sunny Upper
Austrian valley. In this calmer atmosphere is born the second theme, a
song of ardent love in ,the violins above a transformed fragment of
Laendler melody. The artist who conceived this vision of beauty is
dearly the same who penned the celebrated Zizibe double-theme of the
Romantic Symphony a decade later.

Supplementing the _wo contrasted themes or theme-groups already
set forth, Bruckner now introduces a third subject, the most striking of
all. In after years the mere mention of the symphonist's name would
cause Wagner to exclaim, "Bruckner, the trumpet!" Wagner, the Shakes-
peare of character portraiture in tone, recognized at once the heroic na-
ture of Bruckner's soul in the trumpet-theme of the Third Symphony.
In later symphonies Bruckner, a being of superior spiritual poise and
deeper introspective powers, was to substitute for this heroic third
theme a hymn of indomitable faith. Yet in old age's retrospect, referring
to the allegedly un-Bruckner-like quality of the First Symphony, he
raoUld confess, "'I was always in love in those days." Hence it was natural

that tahe love-theme in that work should be followed by a daring trum-
pet theme, brilliantly heralded by an exultant march motive.

_n all respects, save its careful observance of smooth transitions be-
tween contrasted passages, this first movement suggests .the chief features
of Bruckner's individual symphonic style. The development section, de-
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spite a brevity sprung from anxious subservience to the traditional no-
tion of "correct form," sets forth such an abundance of thematic cletail
that the listener readily believes that here is but a synopsis of an ex-
tended tale of adventure, similar to those told in lavish detail in the fax

longer corresponding sections of the later symphonies. Even in this first
essay Bruckner glimpses the recapitulation as mor_ than a mere re-
statement of the original themes. In his greatest symphonies the return
of the themes will ,have a new, revolutionary significance as the actual
climax of the development section. Already here they follow as a logical
sequel surprisingly fresh in their wealth of accompanying thematic de-
tail. Like a skilful novelist, reserving his most telling utterance till the
last, Bruckner purposely denies the end of this initial opening movement
conclusive character. The "story" of the symphony is far from ended,
having but reached a moment of suspense, during which it must rem_n
poised until the turbulent air is calmed for the profound, soul-searching
revelation of the coming Adagio.

The Adagio Composer, some scornfully called him twenty years later,
when instant world recognition greeted the premiere of the slow move-
ment of his Seventh at Leipzig. The nickname clung and lost its jeering
connotation. They might, with justification, have so named him even
with the Adagio of the First, for here, at the very outset, Bruckner, in
despair at the unhappy outcome of his life's chief love episode, poured
out his sorrows in the sustained melodic language of which he thence-
forth became one of the world's greatest masters. Not even beside h.is
celebrated last Adagios does this initial slow-pulsed expression pale.
Far more than the other three movements of the First it was an expres-
sion impelled by inner necessity, a fervent prayer for solace, rising out
of the abject confession of the sufferings of a stricken soul. Its noble
message is the wresting of ultimate spiritual triumph from deep, per-
sonal tragedy. Traditional .4 dagio form, employing two contrasted song-
themes, is eminently suited to the framing of such a message. Hence
Bruckner was faced with no structural problem in the composition of
this movement. From the yearning song of consolation, which follows
upon the gloomy first subject, issues a melody of naive joy, the spon-
taneous charm and l_ght-heartedness of which caused one of the earliest
Bruckner critics to speak of him as a "modern Mozart."

The Scherzo reveals Bruckner a master of the concise form quickened
and perfected by Beethoven. A rugged, boisterous unison-passage cli-
maxes the first portion. Hearing the graceful, purely Austrian themes,
particularly that of the Trio, we at once recognize the composer as a
countryman of Schubert.

The very first stern notes of the Finale, thundered forth by the full
orchestra, blot out completely the happy scene of the dance. They are
an ominous reminder that the path to victory, barely glimpsed in tlke
heroics of the opening movement, is beset with a world of hostile ele-
ments still to be conquered. As in the first movement, here also, three
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contrasted themes are presented. Brief, sharply defined, these are highly
fel_icitous motives for Bruckner's predominately contrapuntal style of
_development. The long delayed return to the tonic key (following the
ab_xlpt advent of the powerful closing hymn of triumph) m,ay be re-
garded by classically-minded listeners as a formal defect. In later years
Bruckner himself was amazed at the revolutionary nature of this sud-
den daring conclusion set down in ,a moment of sweeping inspiration.
R_emi_niscing he said, "I didn't care a hang what anybody would say; I
Omposed just as I wanted to."

II. SYMPHONY

Dttring the interval of six years separating the creation of Bruckner's
first two symphonies occurred the most radical inner .and outer changes
0£.his career. A shy provincial by nature, he nevertheless ventured in a
moment of desperate resolve to cast his lot with the shrewd "go-getters"
•#ho constituted the bulk of Vienna's musical aristocracy. Naively he
sought as organ virtuoso to gain the applause and riches usually denied
to" atl musicians save master pianists and fiddlers. It was at London,
w.hikher one of his pathetic concert tours had taken him in the summer
o£ 1871, that h'e began his Second. His very choice of key (C minor, the
s_ame as that of the First) evidences the spontaneity of the new sym-
phony's origin. Here too (as in the former work) he showed the integrity
o£his conception by setting down the Finale before any of the other
movements, as he explained, "lest there be a let-down from my inspira-
tion at its highest intensity." He knew instinctively that faultless logic
and perfect uni'ty in symphonic form depend upon the careful planning
and rearing of the four-movement structure to the convincing, trium-
phant climax best reserved for the closing portion of the Finale. Al-
though, technically considered, the Second was destined to be a clearer,
surer expression 'than its predecessor, it proved, all in all, a work of in-
ferior power and emotional appeal. The reason for this is perhaps best
_ven in Bruckner's own words: "They (the Viennese musicians and
critics) had scared me so, that I actually feared to be myself in that sym-
phony." "They" had pronounced the score of the First too difficult to
play, the 'thematic material too free, the instrumental and dynamic
contrasts too violent. Overawed by the consensus of opposing critical
opinion, Bruckner, for the first and only time in his life, persuaded him-
self to cater. The resulting symphony, a clear-cut, plastic creation, cer-
tainly improved his standing in 'the Viennese musical world, but dam-
aged his self-respect. X#hen, after its successful premiere under his own
direction, he showed the score ,to Wagner at Bayreuth, the mighty mu-
sic-dyamatist merely brushed it aside with an eloquent grunt and
steeped himself in the far more interesting revelations of the Third,
which Bruckner had by that time also completed.

Yet the Viennese criticism of ,his preceding works proved helpful in
some respects. The opening and closing movements of the Second mark
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the birth of those broad-winged, song-like first themes which became
typical of Bruckner's subsequent symphonic style. These are themes of a
centralized power, bearing within them the seeds from whid-t springs
the entire musical life of Lhe movement in which they appear.

The orchestration, far simpler than that of the First, is easier to per-
form, but in place of smooth, transitory passages within the movements,
Bruckner hit upon the Mmost _hildish device of full pauses. Struck by
this fea'ture one of the Phil*harmonic musicians, during a rehearsal, re-

marked contemptuously, "This ought to be called the Rest Symphony.'"
The nickname caught on at once, to become a permanent chuckle
among the invectives heaped upon him by his enemies. Naively Bruck-
ner sought to defend these prominent pauses, arguing, "Whenever I
have something new and momentous to say, I just have to stop to catch
my breath." "Grand Pauses" occur occasionally in his subsequent sym-
phonies, but they are never due to the demands of external form; they
are inevitable results of inner, contextual necessity. Never again did
Bruckner permit external influences to determine any structural feature
of his symphonies. When he prepared the final, definitive version of the

Second he did away with almost a score of the offending pauses. The
work as now performed no longer includes them.

The Adagio is a radiant song of inner communion. Appropriately,
the ecstatic Benedictus theme of the F Minor Mass, in symphonic garb,
marks the most eloquent moment of this section, devoted to t_e soul's •
contemplation of superearthly things.

The Scherzo and Trio, a robust idealized dance in triple-rhythm fol-
lowed by a graceful Laendler-like "song sprung from the very heart of
Bruckner's rustic homeland, caused his delighted adherents to call the
symphony the "Upper-Austrian." Bruckner was an instinctive master of
the Scherzo-form, finding it a ready, perfect vehicle for the expression
of some of his life's most vivid experiences, the landscape, the songs, and
folk-dances of his native country-side.

The Finale, its somewhat unusual combination of sonata and rondo
form sprung from the composer's desire to develop each of his themes,
represents a distinct formal advance over the corresponding section of
the First. In place of the rather stereotyped, generally excited Finale-

character practised by his symphonic predecessors Bruckner, grasping
the prophecy of Beethoven's Fifth, introduces a clear, intentional re-
lationship between the thematic material of the opening and closing
movements, a kind of symphonic summing-up, immeasurably strength-
ening the unity of the entire work. How well Bruckner realized the
value of this innovation is witnessed by the increased care with vchich he
effected similar summations in his subsequent symphonies. This fact

alone should suffice to confound those of his critics who, while granting
him almost every other symphonic virtue, insist that he lacked _he in-
tellect indispensable to the convincingly logical shaping of a huge sym-
phonic labor.
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Throughout the composition of the Second the mood of his then re-
cently completed F Minor Mass was still strong upon him. Most dra-
matic_.lly, atter an extended passage in the Finale marked by violent, ex-
hausting conflict, the orchestra is suddenly hushed, and like the very
voice of Faith (for Bruckner devoutly believed Faith the soul's only
hope of eternal salvation), the Kyrie theme of the Mass is heard sound-
Lug the promise of surcease from earthly trial and tribulation.

III. SYMPHONY

So great an abyss of mastery and power divides the Second from the
Third that one is involuntarily reminded of all analogous difference
between Beethoven's Second and Third (Eroica). Predominately heroic
toois Bruckner's Third, commonly called the Wagner Symphony because
the music-dramatist, having singled it out for signal praise, had accepted
it_ dedication to himself, saying "'I know of only one symphonist worthy
to be called Beethoven's successor, and his name is Bruckner."

Perhaps it was Beethoven's Ninth that Bruckner had in mind when
,he chose for his new work not only the key D minor but also a stern,

majestically descending theme in double-rhythm issuing out of a back-
ground quickened by cosmic murmurings in the strings. Yet never be-
fore had the opening theme of a symphony been sounded by a solo
tttlmpet. No wonder Wagner felt at once, when confronted with this
stxiking symphonic beginning, that a new, .significant voice had arisen
in-the field of absolute music! The origin of the soul of man, destined to
heroic adventure, seems to be portrayed in this-awe-inspiring theme
emerging mysteriously out of vast, ominous space, as though it sang that
mightiest of all earthly mysteries, first given expression through the
gospel phrase, "'In the Beginning .... "

Not until the whole epi_ plot of the work has been unfolded and the
heroic soul has emerged victorious on the final reutterance of the

opening theme midst the fullest imaginable glory of massed instru-
ments, does one realize how masterfully Bruckner planned every detail
"of this ,ymphony before setting down a single note. A true mystic, for
him dais theme was to mirror the origin and end of all. It was to govern
every episode of the gigantic drama performing through four move-
ments, .attaining apotheosis in its final expression, a veritable revela-
tion of the Prime Source framed in the utmost auditory majesty.

In this symphony, as in all that fol]owed, the opening and dosing
movements must be regarded as logical sequels, indispensable and sup-
plementary 'to each other. Conflict, triumph, and apotheosis constitute
their content, while invincib'le faith, supporting the heroic soul through
its every trial, cloaks the whole in the spirit of affirmation which fore-
ordains the ultimate victory. Hence the first movement closes, as does
that o£ Beethoven's Ninth, in the midst of conflict. There must follow

interludes setting forth the communion of ,the soul with God (Adagio)
and a retrospect of the joys of existence (Scherzo). As the opening move-
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ment ends, the central theme, at first sounded mysteriously out of in-
finite distances, has but arrived at the center of the battle-scene, to stand

revealed as a mighty warrior fully armed for the decisive fray still to
come.

The Adagio of the Third is the first of Bruckner's celebrated, long
slow movements. In place of the tragic bitterness characterizing the
Adagio of the First and the mystic, contemplative quality dominating
that of the Second, this Adagio is swayed by an air of soaring, unques-
tioning faith. The devout Bruckner is naturally most eloquent in such
sustained expressions of affirmation, for his inner life was a constant ex-
position of the tale of indomitable faith and optimism set forth in his
Adagios. The extended length, yet unimpaired forma_l perfection, of
his last three and greatest slow movements proves that this experience
of faith became for him an ever more fruitful source of revelation of

that higher, mystic world transcending all earthly pain and struggle.
The Adagio of the Third begins with a deep, noble song of commun-

ion, rising like a prayer uttered by one worshipping on bended knee.
The answering theme, a consoling melody, is like a message of recogni-
tion and encouragement from Above. A third theme, like a hymn of
gratitude for this divine reassurance, completes the exposition of the
movement's simple, yet inevitable, devotional content. The melodic and
harmonic magnificence of the ensuing development section reflects the
decades which Bruckner spent in the baroque splendor of ancient
cathedral surroundings. More overwhelming with each symphony grows
this air of grandeur, suggestive of the mighty, domelike structures of

the Houses of God which nurtured and mirrored Bruckner's sole spirit-
ual aspiration.

The Scherzo is full of Bruckner's typically naive humor and laughter.
Childlike, straight from the heart, it differs from Beethoven's subtler
humor, qualified by frequent, ominous shadows sprung from inward
bitterness. Beethoven's is the dauntless, sometimes even desperate
laughter of a mighty warrior doomed to solitude, but confident in his
own, unaided strength. The Scherzo of Bruckner's Third is an idealized

happy dance that takes place in some higher realm, beyond every
darkening cloud. The Trio is full of the life and sunshine drawn from

the musical sources of his childhood, the Upper-Austrian folksong.
The Finale is a stirring record of elemental conflict on a scale so gi-

gantic that it dwarfs any attempt at verbal description. Perhaps Milton,
no longer hampered by outer limitations of sight, viewed some such
conflict when he conjured up the inner vision of the primal decisive
battle between the Spirits of Good and Evil.

The remarkable nature of the second (song) theme deserves com-

ment, for it represents one of the most individual of Bruckner's sym-
phonic devices. Over a chorale softly intoned by horns and trumpets is
heard a graceful, lilting, polka-melody played by strings. When ques-
tioned by his biographer Goellerich, during an evening's stroll through
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the streets of Vienna concerning the paradoxical nature of this
"double-theme," Bruckner answered pointing to an open window of a
house they 7were just passing, "From the mansion opposite comes the
sound of dance-music and merrymaking, while here on this side lies a
man on his deathbed. Such is life. That's what I had in mind when I

wrote the theme you ask about."
While Bruckner's First Symphony retains, in all essential respects, clas-

sic lines and dimensions, examination of the score of the Third reveals
a form broadened far beyond the utmost dimensions of the sonata

structure employed by Beethoven. The soundness of the factor account-
ing for this magnification is attested by its integral origin, for it springs
from the very nature of the themes themselves. In place of the classicist's
brief contrasted themes, skilfully bridged by an episodic interlude,
Bruckner sets forth in straightforward fashion three independent theme-

groups, each consisting of well-contrasted motivated portions. It may be
claimed that this practice is prophesied in Schubert's sonata-form, but
it is really the manner in which Bruckner develops his themes in the
Third that Tesults in the unprecedented length of the opening and
closing movements, for here, for the first time, he grants each motivated
particle the full expression which its thoroughly individual nature
justly demands. The resultant huge development section aquires con-
vincing unity through the skill with which the separate paragraphs are
reared aloft as on the rungs of a ladder towards a towering climax,

doubly surprising and impressive because it proves to be the recapitula-
tion itselfl

There exist three versions of the Third. The score of the original

version (1874) is more than forty pages longer than that of the final ver-
sion (, 889). When submitting the latter for performance Bruckner wrote,
"This is incomparably better than the original version, with which I
no longer want to have anything to do." Yet the original was the version
,_hich aroused Wagner's unbounded enthusiasm, causing him to say,
"The .three B's of music are Bach, Beethoven, and Bruckner."

IV. SYMPHONY

The fact that Bruckner regarded the word Romantic an apt descrip-
tion of his Fourth Symphony may mislead many to regard him as a ro-
manticist of the stamp of Weber or Schumann. In reality, he was even
less a romanticist than Beethoven who warned against a too literal

story-background interpretation of the Pastorale, his lone symphonic
venture beyond the strict borders of absolute music. Although a festive
Scherzo and a "Storm" Finale are present in both the Pastorale and the
Romantic, these are only marks of an external community not reflect-

ing the fundamental dissimilarity of the underlying messages in these
works. Beethoven's conception of nature and man views them as sepa-
rate entities, the former a species of recreation, a source of spiritual re-
freshment for the latter. Bruckner's conception presupposes a mystic,
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inseparable union of the two. In .his Romantic there is heard not the
echo of the joys of nature in the soul of man, but rather the voice of
Nature itself, whose lips seem to open in hymnlike gratitude as the horn
sounds the opening theme midst an esctatic tremolo in the strings.

Perhaps no composer has given this message clearer verbal shape than
Gustav Mahler whose innate mysticism stamped him as a fervent Cath-
olic long before his formal conversion to that creed. The devout Bruck-
ner might have shrunk in horror from the pantheism inherent in
Mahler's pronouncement concerning the living soul of nature as merged
with that of man, but essentially it was the same as his own. Mahler
said: "That Nature embraces all that is at once awesome, magnificent,
and lovable, nobody seems to grasp. It seems so strange to me that most
people, when considering Nature in connection with Art, imply only
flowers, birds, woods, etc. No one seems to think of the mighty underly-
ing mystery, the god Dionysos, the great Pan."

In the opening movement of the Romantic the hymnlike aura spread
by the initial theme-group persists midst the bird-calls characterizing the
second theme. This perhaps most famous of Bruckner's numerous
double.themes is an ideal mirroring of the fulfilled yearning of man's
soul for union with nature.

So plastic is the formal structure of this movement, so natural and in-
evitable each passage from beginning to end, that one readily under-
stands why the Romantic has been the most popular with music-lovers
for over half a century. Bruckner himself came to regard it as the ideal
introduction to his gigantic later symphonies. It seems almost super-
fluous to warn listeners not to give too serious credence to Bruckner's
own explanation of the content of the Romantic. The tones in which
the symphony is set are far too vast and deep for any such naive pictur-
ing as, "A city of the Middle Ages--Daybreak-Reveille i's sounded from
the tower-- the gates open--knights on proud chargers leap forth-- the
magic of nature surrounds them." Clearly this is all childish after-
thought on the part of a man whose creativeness was purely musical,
whose acquaintance with literature was limited to Gospel and the
prayer book.

Particularly in the Finale is revealed the superficial inadequacy of
the descriptive term Romantic for this work. The ominous conflict
with which it begins has an import far deeper than the too obvious ex-
planation, "the woods in the grip of .a storm." It suggests rather the
final struggle by which the spirit, beset with earthly fears, overcomes all
obstacles on the path to eternal contentment.

The Andante, as always with Bruckner, presents life with all its pain
and suffering viewed by the soul with its unconquerable faith in ulti-
mate good. Bruckner's genius for instrumentation unerringly selects
the voices of the violas for a telling role in this section. The final

promise of spiri.tual surcease is expressed in a lofty revelation midst
nobly mounting utterances by the trombones.
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The Impersonation of Hans Sachs
BY FRIEDRICHSCHORR

_Aecture with musical illustrations by Mr. Schorr, delivered at the University of
_llfornim at Los Angeles, October31, 1938.)

IS privilege of a closer artistic acquaintance with my Los Angeles
ends seems to me all the more delightful because it also provides

me-with an opportunity to present before you briefly my own purely
personal view, drawn from long years of professional experience, con-
_rnlng the most important of all problems that confront the artist of
the-singing stage: How should such an artist approach the task of por-
_raylng a character so convincingly that the figure he represents upon
_e stage prove not merely credible, but of such lively interest as to leave
a,tasfing impression with his audience?

l should like to emphasize at the outset that I speak to you, not from
_e viewpoint of the musical historian, scientist, or critic; it is my in-
-relation only to introduce you to the workshop of a serious, conscien-
_us singer intrusted with the embodiment of an important role. °

I hope I have chosen an appropriate vehicle for my remarks, in view
_£ the impending performances of the Meistersinger, by selecting the
_impersonation of Hans Sachs. Hans Sachs, that wonderful being, radi-
_nt_ with genuinely human greatness, concerning whom Wagner said in
• ;I_tter to Mathilde Wesendonck: "Sachs will capture your heart; you
_I_ fall in love with him."

t_irst of all, the artist must determine whether the character hc is to

l_or_ray is historical or imaginary. If the former, he must study the his-
tor_cal background, familiarize himself with the recorded events and
customs of the period involved.

As to the Meistersinger hc must know:
German Master-song sprang up directly in the wake of departing

C_,rrnan Minnesong and attained its culmination in Hans Sachs.
The singing trials usually took place at the Church of St. Katherine

and consisted mainly in the presentation of sacred songs sprung from
_e ritual. At a table hidden by a curtain sat so-called Markers, often
f6ur in number, whose duty it was to judge according to the Tabulatur
(code) which embraced all the rules of the Master-song: whether the
t_t o£ the poem deviated from scripture, whether both rhythm and

\_hy_me were faultless; whether the melodies displayed any objectionable
res, such as turns and flourishes drawn from other Weisen (Song-

forms). If the man seated on the Singestuhl was found wanting, he was
cle_ziared "outsung and undone." The singers consisted of masters and
a_prentices. Anyone who passed the test by singing creditably .his own
mfisical setting of a text he had himself composed was declared a
_Master. One who merely had a fine voice and skilful delivery was
grknted the title Singer. The melodies themselves frequently resembled
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the psalmodic chanting prevalent in the churches and were for the
most part dry and monotonous although the use of decorative flourishes
was permitted.

To grasp the personal note of the composer and poet the serious artist
must strive his utmost to heed the intentions of the authors, to follow

as faithfully as possible the sequence of their thoughts.
The present instance involves a poet-composer who set forth in detail

his profoundly individual conception of the art of singing and pre-
scribed definite fundamental principles for the art of singing German
opera.

Richard Wagner himself furnished the artists with the best possible
directions for a successful character portrayal as he had intended it.

He demanded expressly: The singer must learn to speak beautifully
and correctly.

The singer who is unable to recite the lines of his role with the proper
expression, as indicated by the poet, will be equally unable to sing them
as the composer intended them to sound.

He demanded unconditional clarity of articulation, failing which,
drama as well as music, the word as well as the melody, remain unintel-
ligible.

Wagner stated explicitly: "In my opera there exists no difference be-
tween so-called 'declaimed' and 'sung' phrases; on the contrary, my
declamation is equivalent to song; my song to declamation; and the
definite cessation of 'song,' followed by the customary entrance of
'recitative,' with the conventional differentiation of two varied styles of
singing, has no place in my art."

On the very occasion of the rehearsals for the world premiere of the
Meistersinger Wagner labored most strenuously with his artists in this
direction.

To his supreme satisfaction, at the first performance, singers and
chorus had become thoroughly conversant with the dialogue as such,
through continuous practice, with the result that it came to them as

easily and naturally as every-day language. The artists, who previously,
at the thought, "Now I must sing," would fall into a veritable spasm of
false pathos, here found themselves merely continuing with the dialogue
in a lively, most natural manner.

To do full justice to the role of Hans Sachs, one must memorize the
part without the music, not in the style of a mechanical repetition of the
lines, but in the most expressive, histrionic manner possible.

These basic studies are necessary in order to grasp the dominant traits
of the role, to raise them into clear relief, thus giving the portrayal solid,
well-defined character.

The experience and knowledge gained from these purely histrionic
efforts are the indispensable preliminary aids to the proper mastery of
the musical role itself.
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This latter study is a never-ending process, even for the singer who
has sung and performed the role hundreds of times (or better still) has
sung, performed, and lived it, particularly, for one who has striven to
portly this role of Sachs so tellingly, that those about him virtually re-
gard the world through the eyes of Sachs.

During the conception of the second act of his "poem" Wagner wrote
Peter Cornelius: "I can make no further progress without a friendly
soul dose by, and such a soul my Hans Sachs represents for me. A merely
reasoning, philosophizing, resigned Hans Sachs is not worth the effort,
but only an intimate, friendly being, a universally accessible Sachs; and
the singer who is to sing Hans Sachs, must be able to reveal most clearly
to his public that the peace and power of Hans Sachs is the repose of a
genius on the loftiest human plane. By no means is he ever to personify
that every-day type of good-soul that is doomed to remain an every-day
character; .his must be a peace and power, completely separated from
the individual Ego. Such is the soul the artist must lay bare in the
Fliedermonolog."

,Sachs must here afford an insight into his inmost heart and soul. And
the words:

"I feel it, yet I cannot understand it;
Nor keep it in my mind, nor yet forget it.
And though I grasp it wholly, yet I cannot gauge it."

These words constitute the true keynote for the portrayal of Hans
$achs.

Within the soul of Sachs the entire drama of the Meistersinger un-
f:olds itself, and Sachs, despite his kindliness and sunny humor, remains
in essence a tragic figure.

Yet whenever this humor breaks through, it does so in a clever, witty,
but always dignified form. With pure merriment he treats Beckmesser
ironically for his sarcastic, scornful criticism of Sachs as artisan and
poet. The very epithets advanced against him by Beckmesser in violent
temper are used by Sachs with such evident superiority of thought and
wit that Beckmesser is rendered helpless with desperation and finally
changes from aggressor to petitioner.

The Sachs of history married twice and was eighty-one years old when
he died. Hans Sachs in the opera does not marry a second time; far
more, mindful of King Mark's fate, he renounces worldly happiness
with painful resignation, as he speaks these sage words of an aging man:

"My child, I know a sorry tale of Tristan
And Isolde. Hans Sachs was wise and would have

Naught of King Mark's happiness.
'Twas time, I found the right one,
Or in the end I too had met disaster."

Here the singer must have the gift of reenacting before your eyes how
ttans Sachs, despite the pain of his renunciation, is swayed by greatness
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of soul and unselfishness and reveals with open serenity that his inner
spirit is a veritable shrine of peace.

The summit of his interpretation is attained by the singer in the
Wahnmonolog. Here Sachs voices a revelation of peace and power,
worldly wisdom, and love, and a humor that issues from the deepest ex-
perience of life. He muses over the world and its problems; over the
self-delusion of mankind; over the illusion that seems to hover above all

human endeavor. With sunny humor he reviews the Pruegel (flogging)
scene which created such an uproar in normally peaceful Nuernberg
and he voices his determination to supplant hatred and stupidity with
all that is best for Nuernberg and for those who love it.

The purpose of my remarks to-day was to familiarize you with my
conception of the unrivalled, unique, stage-figure of Hans Sachs as I
have definitely established and shaped it for myself through long years
of effort. Yet I should like once more to emphasize briefly, that dae
world of Hans Sachs is one turned completely towards within. It is a
world purely of the spirit and all its conflict takes place within the soul.
A blending of sunny cheerfulness, deep intuition, peaceful world-renun-
ciation--a wondrous noble creation--such is for me Hans Sachs of tile
Meistersinger.

PITTS SANBORN ON MAHLER

Under the title of "Neglected Composers Offered by Visitors" the
eminent critic, Mr. Pitts Sanborn, wrote in the World-Telegram on
March a2, a938:

There is no denying that the name of Mahler remains a bugaboo in New York.
How wrong such an attitude is can be easily seen. The concert repertory cannot con-
sist of the C minor symphony of Beethoven and the C minor symphony of Brahms,
repeated ad infinitum. Other workshave to be performed whether they measure up to
the stature of those two compositionsor not. Mahlerwas incontestably one of the most
important composers of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth. He left ten
symphonies (the last unfinished), as well as the symphonic "Das Lied yon tier _-rde."

As I have said once and again for years,we have an inalienable right to become ac-
quainted with those symphonies before we reject them. Nevertheless, when Mahler
himself conducted in New York he scarcely dared put a work of his own on any of
his programs, and when much later that high priest of Mahler, Willem Mengel-
berg, conducted here, there was a chorus of objections whenever he had the temerity
to list his divinity.

Doubtless, Mr. Bodanzky, Bruno Walter, and still others have met with the same
discouraging response. Yet, at least enough has been done by conductorial champions
of Mahler to diminish the taboo on the First Symphony and to obtain something like
a following for "Das Lied yon der Erde."

And now comes a confession, damaging or not, of my own. I am by no means a
Mahlerite, as far as my personal taste goes, but I do like enough of his music, and
still feel sufficientcuriosity about music of his that I have not come to llke, to con-
tinue to urge the frequent performance of his works. Not until we know them well,
to repeat, shall we be in a position to reject. Consequently, all praise to Mr. Ormandy
for recently giving us "Das Lied yon der Erde" again and to Mr. Koussevitzky for
bringing forward the neglected Fifth Symphony.
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Mahler's Use of the Orchestra
BY WILLIAM PARKSGRANT

I

_ATHEN different instruments sound the same tone they produce di.f-
V _' ferent tone-colors, a phenomenon explained by the presence or ab-

sence or by the comparative intensity of the various overtones of the
tone (fundamental) being sounded. This vital element of tone-coloring
has.a great effect on the character or expressive power of the actual tones
themselves, just as the same man makes a far different impression on us
When he is faultlessly attired in evening clothes than he does when care-
lessly dressed in mud-stained overalls.

Therefore, not only the actual tones themselves, but also the orches-
tration or dress in which these appear, must be inspired, if we are to
h_v.e first-class orchestral music. One of the most admirable qualities of
Gustav Mahler's music is the unfailing inspiration governing his choice
of tone-color. It is only natural that Mahler should have thought di-
reedy in the medium of the orchestra, for his long years of experience
as conductor gained him an acquaintance with the inmost character of
the various instruments such as few composers have had before or since.

Mozart's orchestration impresses us by its crystal clearness, like a cool
mountain lake; Wagner's and Tschaikowsky's impress us by their gor-
geous glow; Rimsky-K.orsakoff's by its brilliance; Richard Strauss's by
its reckless, surging richness; Sibelius's by its stark bleakness and its
rigid asceticism. More than one person's outstanding early impression of
Mahler's music is the great originality and freshness of the actual
sound of it. His orchestration is clear, keen, definite, and of razor-like

sharpness. Sometimes it is thick and heavy in effect, but almost never is
there an element of blur, muddiness, or stale shrillness to it. It can be
rich and full at times; weird, goblin-like, and grotesque at other times;
and magical, other-worldly, and gently unexpected at still other times.
Itsounds as though Mahler had never learned anything about orchestra-
don from other composers, but had invented an entirely original and
marvelously effective means of writing for orchestra which was peculiar
tO him only. One feels as if he had studied the instruments themselves
rather than the orchestral scores of previous composers, and had then
set out to write for orchestra as though it were being done for the first
time in the history of the world.

Yet we know that he did study other people's scores. We know that he
was considerably influenced by the orchestration of Wagner and Bruck-
her. "'Berlioz is recalled by Mahler's daring to bring the bizarre and

grotesque within the scope of music in order to attain the ultimate in
keenness of expression. No one, perhaps, had taught him so much about
instrumentation as the ingenious Frenchman." 1 The truth of the matter

x Gustav Mahler, by Bruno Walter, translated by James Galston, page 92. (Kegan
Paul, Trench, Trubner g_Co., Ltd., 1937.)
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seems to be that with a good and varied background of study of others'
scores, Mahler was still enough of a genius to avoid imitating them and
to blaze a few new trails of his own without forcing himself to be merely
eccentric or semi-amateurishly "original."

But orchestration can be overdone: tone-color can become the chief

source of interest, with the tones themselves (that is, the music itself)
of secondary importance. Music of this type will become tiresome quick-
ly. To illustrate: Let us assume that we have a melody which is very un-
interesting when played by a piano, or by a Hammond organ with a
purposely dull tone-color concoction. If we should have the same mel-
ody played by a clarinet in its low register, by a cello, or by an English
horn, the melody would easily hold our attention better, but what
would be the source of'this increased interest? Not the melody itself,
but the tone-color! If we would repeat this melody several times, the ef-
fect of the beautiful tone-color would soon wear off, and the melody
would again quickly pall. But if we assume that we have a really in-
teresting melody, performing it in a dull tone-color would not make it
boring; performing it in a beautiful tone-color would make it extremely
beautiful, but when, on frequent repetition, 'the loveliness of this tone-
color would wear off, the melody would not bore us, because it would
have real meat in it. A truly charming woman, though dressed in rags,
will interest us, but an insipid woman gorgeously dressed will quickly
become a bore after our attention has left her clothes and has centered
on her. With Bach, the music itself is everything, the tone-color almost
nothing. One can hardly mention "orchestration" in connection with
his name. Schumann and Brahms are noted for a poor use of the orches-
tra, yet their music holds up because it is intrinsically interesting. Sir
Charles V. Stanford, in his book on musical composition, says that just
as the true test of a good picture is to photograph it and deprive it of
its color to see if it is genuinely interesting, the true test of a piece of
orchestral music is to reduce it to the plain black-and-white of the
piano, and if it is really interesting then, it is of genuine merit. Stanford
poin'ts out that when treated thus, Wagner's music loses very little of its
interest, but Berlioz's loses almost everything. Mozart, Beethoven, and
Schubert also stress the music itself: orchestration with them is not the

chief interest. But can we say the same of Rimsk.y-Korsakoff? of Ravel?
of Respighi? of all of Debussy? Transcribing their orchestral music to
the piano will not make it entirely vapid, but there may be somerather
dubious stretches. But with all due respect to these gre_t men, quite
often we feel that it is the orchestra and not the actual music itself
which occupied most of _daeir attention.

With perhaps a few exceptions, we feel that Mahler's regard for or-
chestration was the proper, healthy one--as a means to an end, not as an
end in itself. Showy display passages, brilliance _or its own sake,
attempts to be spectacular, eccen, tric, sensational, or to shock the con-
servative are not part of his equipment. They were foreign to ,his na-
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ture. From what we can learn of him, he seems to have been the type
who could easily detect superficiality. Al,though his orchestration is

veI T unconventional, its peculiarities were born out of the necessity of
what he was trying to say, and not for their own sake... G. W. Chad-
wick 'has said of Mahler:

For all his enormous orchestral technique, in which he was surpassed
By no one, it seems to me that he never lowered himself to mere decora-
tive effects. All his combinations, no matter how complicated, were the
immediate outgrowth of his musical idea. 2

To quote another opinion, Paul Draper has said:

_Fhere is no composer of our time who thought his music so clearly in
the medium of the orchestra as did Mahler--the orchestra was his only
form of musical expression. 2

This is a most accurate statement, for Mahler's entire output (save
fourteen early songs with piano) is for the orchestra, with or without

soI0 voice or chorus. He really writes music for the orchestra, not merely
music which can be played by an orchestra if convenient. Herein lies

file difference between his work and that of the average composer. Analy-
sis of the typical orchestral page of the average composer's score will
u_ually show that the material consists of a melody, possibly a counter-
melody, a bass, and filler harmony, en.trusted perhaps to violins, wood-
winds, cellos and double-basses, and four horns respectively. This lay-
out is perfectly effective, but it is a stock device; anybody can orches-
trate this way. The four horns will be seen to be merely harmonizing
and uniting the work of the other sections, the parts being of no real
interest in themselves, and, although it would bring disastrous results
if they were omitted, they are not heard consciously by the auditors.
These horns are only filler material--dead wood--intended merely to
give thickness and fullness. Now a glance down almost any page of a
lilahler score will reveal that each voice is doing something vital and
essential to the total effect. True, he has big unisons of many instru-
ments; it is not uncommon to find four flutes, three oboes, and three
clarinets all playing the same notes, but that voice, in i.tself, is essential;

it does something. This is due to the fact that Mahler's music is pri-
mm-ily contrapuntal in nature. But i.t must not be imagined that every
note of Mahler's texture is part of a melody. He uses holding-notes very
freely, but one always hears them consciously, and they are a vital part
of the texture even .though stationary. Sustained harmony is not un-
common in the middle of his ensemble, but it is not used because he can
think of nothing else to do. Sustained .harmony is commonest in his
earlier compositions; it gradually tends to disappear in the later works.

Ks for the large unisons, especially of wood-winds, they are necessary to
maintain proper balance. Furthermore--and this is important--the

C_ustav Mahler, the Composer, the Conductor, and the Man. A symposium.
(Published by the Society of the Friends of Music, New York.)
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effect of several wood-winds (or brasses), even of the same type, playing
in unison, is quite different from that of a solo instrument, just as a
section of violins differs from a solo violin. All of this produces not only
mere mathematical balance of instruments but also--when contrasted

with single instruments on a part-greater variety in tone-color, a possi-
bility which is of great importance and one which critics often over-
look .... Purely decorative effects or fancy embroidery, whether promi-
nent or subdued, are foreign to his music. His style of orchestration is
_nourishing meat, not whipped cream. It is really economical, rather
than recklessly extravagant ....

A feature of Mahler's writing for orchestra which will be noticed after
careful study is that he rarely i,f ever has long, prominent, formal solos
for the various instruments--solos comparable to the clarinet solo in
Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony, third movement, the viola solo in
Sibelius's En Saga, or the horn solo in Mendelssohn's Midsummer
Night's Dream nocturne. The contrapuntal nature of his music makes
such solos well-nigh impossible. Solos of this type are most at home in
stricdy homophonic music.

II

In his songs with orchestra, Mahler makes an even finer use of his
orchestra than in his symphonies, though in a somewhat differen.t way.
Whereas in the symphonies the orchestra is frequently employed for
mass usage, in his songs (except possibly Das Lied yon der Erde) it is
used in a manner suggestive of chamber-music more frequ'ently than it
is in the symphonies. In the orchestral songs we do not so of,ten find
many instruments massed together in unison-a device which has a
tendency to cause thickness and the blotting-out of the individuality
of each instrument--instead the instruments sing their own parts freely

and unhampered. Each instrument stands out more individually and
more colorfully. When a part is played by more than one instrument,
this doubling seems to be done for real reasons (tone-color), rather than
merely for the sake of maintaining the proper orchestral balance. After
all, the best use of mixed tone-colors is that of contrast with pure (un-
doubled) tone-colors. Even the .most critical cannot complain of
Mahler's huge orchestra (of which more anon) in ,the songs, for its pro-
portions are very reasonable. This is possibly but surely not entirely a
necessity in order to preserve the proper balance between orchestra and
voice. Except in Dos Lied yon der Erde the string sections could be a
half or a third the number needed for the symphonies.

Every note seems ,to count for a definite purpose in Mahler's songs;
everything seems alive. The spareness often approaches that of chamber-
music. Paul Rosenfeld's statement, "All the instruments of ,his orches-

tra sound ''s applies most forcibly to the songs. Egon Wellesz said the
following about SchSnberg:

a Modern Tendencies in Music, by Paul Rosenfeld, page 20. (Caxton Institute, New
York.)
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Sch6nberg, however, always remained true ,to the chamber-music
st_le, even in his big orchestral works. He seeks to give each voice its
own melodic outline, and he is able to express himsel,f best whenever he
can build on the polyphony of the string quartet. 4

The same is equally true of Mahler. Bruno Walter has said of Mahler's
use of the orchestra in his songs:

The songs with orchestra accompaniment contain perhaps the most
Sublime achievements of his orchestral ability and are exemplary for the
ideally-shaded sound-relations between singing voice and orchestra ....
The master of instrumentation devoted especially loving care to his ef-
fforts to produce the most exquisi,te effects with the modest accompany-
i_g orchestra .... Altogether, the diversity and wealth of contrasts in
the songs of Mahler give us an impressive idea of the riches of his na-
ture, which, in his symphonies, reach imposing dimensions. 5

One might justly attack the use of the word accompanying in the
a_bove statement. Mahler's songs are not for voice with orchestra accom-
panimen6 but for voice and orchestra, or perhaps it would be better to
say _or orchestra, one of the members of which is a voice. Never does
the voice completely dominate the entire song or indulge in pure dis-
play passages. The orchestra is really part of the picture, not merely the
_fi'ame-work. Yet he does not go to the opposite extreme: writing for
orchestra with vocal accompaniment. Also, the writing for the voice is
always vocal in idiom; Mahler does not write instrumentally for the
si,nger, nor does he make it necessary for the singer to have to shout to be
heard above all the instruments. The voice is purely one of the group,
often presenting one of several concurrent melodies of equal import-
ance. Much more might be written on Mahler's use of voices if it were
etitirely in place here. But it is more a subject for another article.

III

Probably everyone knows that Mahler often required a large number
6f instruments in his compositions. (Quite a few know nothing else
about him.) Now to some people it seems a terrible sin for a composer
to demand an augmented orchestra, particularly if the composition in
question happened to be written during the nineteenth century or in
the early 19oo% (When Stravinsky very justifiably requires a big orches-
tra for Le Sacre du Printemps, that is perfectly all right, of course; to
such cri,tics Stravinsky is probably above criticism of any kind.) Mahler's
firequent demand for large orchestras is a serious indictment against
him, if we are to listen to the sneers of certain people. They think that
ke was suffering from megalomania, a passion for being colossal for its
Own sake, and point to the length of his compositions as the clinching
argument. The student of Mahler could easily show that the length of

4 Arnold SchSnberg, by Egon Wellesz,translated by W. H. Kerridge, page 1t. (J. M.
Dent &Sons, London.)

Gustav Mahler, by Bruno Walter, pages 98--99.
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the master's works is not for its own sake, but is organically essential to

che very nature of his compositions. (This point also could be discussed
at greater length elsewhere.) Composers do not arbitrarily determine the
size of the orchestra they use; it is inseparably bound up with the nature
of the very music itself. Various styles of music require different styles
of orchestration. To re-score Mahler's Eighth Symphony for the average-
sized orchestra would be impossible; those who criticize the size of
Mahler's ensemble should try it and be convinced. Mozart wrote for
comparatively few instruments because his musical ideas could not be
properly expressed otherwise. Imagine how a Mozart symphony would
sound if re-scored for the ensemble employed by Wagner in The Ring--
or how The Ring would sound if re-scored for the orchestra used in the
G Minor Symphonyl .... It is obvious that the larger a group of in-
struments one wri."tes for, the greater will be the corr,trast between very
soft and very loud, and the greater will be the variety of tone-colors one
can achieve. The ethereal effect of four-part harmony played by nothing
but flutes is of course impossible if one is scoring for fewer than four
flutes--to cite but one example out of many that could be mentioned.
If Mahler worshipped mere bigness for its own sake, why did he score
the superbly beautiful adagietto of .the Fifth Symphony for only the
strings and harp? Why did he omit the violins and violas from 1)er
Tambour_seU? Why did he omit all the strings from Um Mitternacht?
Why did .he score the Fourth Symphony for just the average orches-
tra minus trombones and tuba and why did he use such small orchestras
in his songs, which in the case of lch atmet" einen Linden Duft (which
incidentally is only thirty-six measures in length) consists of only flute,
oboe, clarinet, two bassoons, three horns, harp, celesta, a single section
of violins, and violas, plus the voice? Just because a composition re-
quires a large group of instruments does not automatically mean that it
is overscored, nor that it will contain more 'frequent loud passages than
the average orchestral composition. 6

Let us now give a little attention to some of,the typical land-marks by
which we can distinguish a Mahler score. One of the most interesting de-
vices Mahler uses (surely based on his experience) is rather difficult to de-
scribe. We might say it consists of adding extra instruments at certain
high-lights in the course of a theme. And frequently when a theme be-
gins with several "pick-up notes" (up-beat) there will be more instru-
ments assigned .to this anacrusis than to the rest of the theme. This de-
vice is much commoner in the symphonies than in the songs.

Frequently we find a single melodic line played by several instru-
ments in unison, but in different idioms; for example, strings playing
tremolo while the wood-winds trill on the same notes, or rapid wood-

0A few compositions by non-German composers requiring orchestras rivaling
Mahler's in sizeare Le Sac'redu Printem s b Stravinsky, The Poem of Ecstasy and
Prometheus by $criabine, Overture to D_anYby Joseph Holbrooke, The Planets by
Gustav Holst, Requiem Mass and Symphonie Fun_bre et Triomphale by Berlioz, and
The Pines of Rome by Respighi.
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wind arpeggios while the strings play the same notes in chords across
file strings.

1Vlahler often requires a crescendo from some instruments while
others are performing a diminuendo; sometimes both sets of instru-
menses are playing in unison. Dynamic contrasts between several
melodic lines are indeed a feature of his music. First one instrument and

then another appears prominently and then recedes into the back-
ground, but without ceasing to playY

He loves to have the brass attack a so_t chord with a stinging sforzando
a.nd then cause this chord to crescendo powerfully in a manner that
";lifts the listener out of his seat." . . . (The foregoing are some of the
most characteristic of his ,traits. Others, of course, could be mentioned.)

IV

When one begins a study of Mahler's use of the individual instru-
ments one approaches a truly fascinating subject. One meets old friends
kl:unexpected but delightful new r61es .... In Um Mitternacht, a song
_f deep mysticism and in,trospection, the usually heavy-voiced tuba

goes_down several scales softly with a most unusual but excellent effect.
.... Listen to the striking use of the usually jolly glockenspiel in the
anguished first number of the Kindertotenlieder .... In ,the middle of
the/fourth movement (Urlicht) of the Second Symphony, the custom-
arily squealing piccolo plays a high, soft, ethereal melody, and is
presently joined by another piccolo playing a third lower with even
_mer effect .... In the last movement of the same symphony there is a
terri,fying crescendo for nothing but percussion instruments. Truly the
gates of Hell openherel .... And again in the middle of the third move-
ment of this symphony a trumpet, with the bell raised high and accom-
panied by three other trumpets, plays a sentimental and somewhat vul-
gar solo which is truly delightful .... One feels in each of these instances
how inevitably right is the usage of the instruments and how refreshing-
ly novel and spontaneous is the effect.

-Mahler's restraint in using the harp is noteworthy, yet where he
does use it, the effect is admirable. He shows much interest in its low
notes .... Solo violins, violas, cellos, and even double-basses are com-
mon. In the second movement of the Fourth Symphony there is an im-

portant obligato part _or a solo violin tuned a whole-step higher than
usual. He loves the spiccato or saltando (springing bow) effect in the
strings. Portamentos are frequently indicated; wisely so, for if lef,t to in-
dividual discretion there may be no discretion. An extremely common
device is the use of drawing the bows across all the strings, forming a
chord. Here Mahler doesn't seem to want these chords to supply har-

e:Winthrop Sargeant appropriately calls this device contrapuntal dynamics in his
_reryinteresting paper on Mahler's use of the orchestrawhich appeared in the March
_hl"1954 issue of Musical America. It was one of a group of two artides on Mahler

ch Mr. Sargeant wrotefor that magazine.
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mony, but rather for the slash and force they give to the highest note of
the chord. He uses the col legno (playing with the back of the bow)
rather frequently and sometimes in .the most unexpected places. Muted
strings are extremely common; ,to Mahler it is just as natural for a string
instrument to have the mute as to _be without i.t. Muted brass and

stopped horns are not uncommon .... Highly effective passages played
off-stage by trumpets (also horns) axe not hard to find. Flutter-tongu-
ing is common with wood-winds and brasses. Trumpet, horn, oboe,
English horn, and clarinet are often asked to play with the bell of the
instrument raised high. His extreme fondness for the trumpet is said to
date from his early boyhood spent in a neighborhood close to mili-
tary barracks .... This is also said to cause his liking for the percus-
sion instruments. Triangle, cymbals, and gong often enter with charm-
ing effect at unexpected places. Examples of muffled snare-drum and
timpani can be found. He often requires the cymbals to be fastened to
the top of the bass drum and both instruments to be then played by the
same performer. This makes quite a difference in the tone of the cym-
bals, but he surely desires it. 8 ... He uses the E-flat clarinet freely (some-
times two of them) usually for brilliance, strength on high notes, parody,
or .humor. He also uses the C clarinet often. One of the most surprising
traits of his use of clarinets is that he apparently differentiates between
the tone-color of the two standard clarinets--those in B-flat and A--for

he sometimes uses ,the former in keys with many sharps and the latter
in keys with many flats, instead of the reverse, as the instruments are
adapted to be used, when difference in tone-color desire can be the only
explanation possible (See Fifth Symphony, second movement, at 17).

There was some discussion in CHORD ANDDISCORDfor January, 1938
concerning Mahler's treatment of ,the horn. It must be noted that Dr.
Ernst J. M. Lert, who thought Mahler indifferent to the horn and his
treatment of it undistinguished, was primarily thinking of Mahler's
conducting of the works of others, and only secondarily of his usage in
his own works. The present writer feels that Mahler wrote very intelli-
gently and idiomatically for the horn, even in difficult passages, tie
seems to have known all its resources, including the use of its low notes.
There is a prominent horn obliga, to in the third movement of the
Fifth Symphony.

There is one instrument, ,however, which he doesn't understand

thoroughly, and that is the organ. He knows where to use it and he
knows its character and effect, but he doesn't know how to notate it.

(In this respect he is not alone among composers.) He writes passages
which go below the range of manuals and pedals alike. He apparently
did not understand what couplers are, or what 8 ft., 4 ft., and 16 ft. mean.
He seems to have written the sounds he wants the organ to produce,

rather than the keys to be pressed. Directions as ,to registration are very

s This therefore makes him not subject to Berlioz'sbiting criticism of this method
in his Treatise of Modem Instrumentation and Orchestration.
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meager. But a man who understood all other instruments so weU can
be forgiven this fault. After all, the organ is very complicated and not
much like any other instrument.

Concerning the unusual instruments Mahler employed, one might
best put them in a list.

INSTRUMENT USED IN

Mandolin ....... 7th Symph., 4th mov't.
8th Symph., _nd mov't.
Das Lied v. d. Erde, 4th 8c6th mov'ts.

Guitar ........ 7th Symph., 4th mov't.
Piano ......... 8th Symph.

Um Mitternacht.

Harmonium ...... 8th Symph., _nd mov't.
Organ ........ and Symph., finale.

8th Symph.
Rarness-Bells ...... 4th Symph.
Cow-Bens ....... 6th Symph.

7th Symph.
Rut.he (or Rute) ..... 21_dSymph., 3rd mov't.

Des Antonius yon Padua Fischpredigt.
3rd Symph., and mov't.
6th Symph., finale.
7th Symph., finale.

Hammer ....... 6th Symph., finale.
Tenor-Horn in B-flat 7th Symph., 1st mov't.
Post-Horn in B-flat . . .. 3rd S),rnph., 3rd mov't.
Fliigel-Horns (ad lib.) off-stage Das Klagende Lied.
Flu.tes in D-flat (ad lib.) off-stage Das Klagende Lied.
Oboe d'Amore ...... Urn Mitternacht.

It might be explained that the ruthe (literally, "rod") is a bundle of
rushes or ratan, fastened together so as to resemble a small broom or a

large clothes-brush, which is used to play the bass drum. There seems to
be some uncertainty about the tenor-horn. Paul Bekker, on page _5 of
The Story of the Orchestra, refers to it as a keyed-bugle, but surely he is
mistaken. Cecil Forsyth, in Orchestration, says tenor-horn is the German

equivalent of our baritone-horn, surely a more likely explanation ....
As to such semi-unusual instruments as the celesta, tubular bells, xylo-
phone, glockenspiel, E-flat and D clarinets, castanets, tambourine, etc,
it might suffice to say that Mahler used them rather often. Perhaps it
would not be too far off the subject to mention that a boys' chorus ap-
pears in the Third Symphony, fifth movement (Bell chorus), and in the
Eighth Symphony.

Mahler always tried to get the utmost in range out of his instruments.
He writes low notes for the piccolo, flute, oboe, English horn, clarinet,
bassoon, trombone, and celesta which are not found on the types o[
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these instruments common to this country, or at least not on all of them.
Except for a piccolo solo in the third movement of Lieder eines fahren-

den Gesellen and flute solos in the last movement of the Fourth Sym-
phony and second movement of the Seventh Symphony, none of these
low notes occurs in solos without provision for its possible absence.

Instances of the writing of low F and F-sharp below the low G (lowest _
note) of the violins can be found. Almost invariably these notes are
written in parentheses and they are always doubled by some other in-

strument. Never are the violins asked to ,tune down their G-string.
Richard Strauss has also used such notes without allowing provision for

tuning down the string and has remarked that perhaps some day a way
will be found to make them playable. Mahler probably thought the
same.

Before closing, i,t might be worth while to cite a few of Mahler's
favorite combinations of instruments. The bitter-sweet clash of oboe
and horn (which do not blend) playing different parts is ,highly charac-

teristic of him. The unison of flutes, oboes, and clarinets has already
been mentioned. Unisons of harp and muted strings, celesta and muced

strings, or harp and clarinets may be found in more than one happy ex-
ample. An especially interesting combination is that of oboes and trum-

pets with the former playing the melody and the la,tter accompanying.
The above are just a few suggestions. Almost any page of this master's

scores will reveal something original and worthy of attention in .the Way
of orchestration. Mahler's scores are not for the beginner in orchestra-

tion, but they are admirable for the advanced student, while the young
composer will find them a splendid guide for more things than just or-
chestration.

CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA UNDER RODZINSKI BROADCASTS
BRUCK_NER'S SEVENTH (NBC) MARCH x6, _938

For the first time in two years a complete Bruckner symphony was put on the- air
over a major network. Bruckner's Seventh, performed by the Cleveland Orchestra,
was broadcast over the network of the National Broadcasting Company on March x6th.
For this performance admirers of Bruckner are grateful to the Cleveland Orchestra
and its brilliant conductor and hope it will be less than two years before anQther
complete Bruckner symphony is heard on the air.

The eminent critic, Mr. Pitts Sanborn, advocated a Bruckner cycle (one sytaphonv
to a program) several years ago. Mr. Lawrence Gilman wrote that the complete syria-
phonic Bruckner has never received his due in this country. The late Willial_ j.
Henderson thought that repetition of Bruckner's symphonies is the best test of their
worth. Mr. Olin Downes expressed the opinion that it would be well if audiences
could know more than they do of Bruckner's symphonies. Audiences of various cities
--New York, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Denver, Minneapolis, San
Francisco--expressed their approval of Bruckner performances during the past few
years by means of enthusiastic applause--an attitude quite different from that of
years ago when Bruckner's music virtually emptied the concert-hall. Reviewers have
advocated repetition, the only means of familiarizing the music-loving public with
unfamiliar works.

Would it not be a good idea for conductors to offer their concert and radio
• audiences Bruckner-Wagner and Bruckner-Beethoven programs, thus combining the

familiar with the unfamiliar until audiences learn to know Bruckner's music suffi-
ciently well to want to hear it for its own sake?
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Bruckner and Mahler
Their Spiritual Message

BY MARY R. RYAN

bOETRY, so replete with apt similes, does proffer, on occasions, com-parisons of a fan, tastic nature. Likewise, in the prose of life, we find
ourselves now and then placing in juxtaposition persons or events
which, on the surface, appear to be wholly at variance. I admit in these
opening lines, therefore, that my gesture in bringing into even slight re-
Iationship two of the world's greatest and most masculine of composers
with X- and Y-, feminine both and musicians not at all, is somewhat

gauche. The fact remains, however, tha¢ these women in certain respects
remind me always of Bruckner and Mahler.

With X- I will deal first. She lives in the West. Mountains rise about

her home; close by are valley gardens and rocky cups of shining water. I t is
an environment which weaves itself into her longest memories. Famili-
arity, however, has not blinded her to the grandeurs which she possesses,
and her joy is apparent when she undeetakes to share them with those
many guests who pass her way. Yet that joy has nothing in it which is ex-
clamatory. It wells up and overflows quietly--so quietly in truth that its
force is not rightly measured at once; nor is, perhaps, the depth of that
undramatic thankfulness with which she admits that when there was

need to tread the cruel trails against two far hills, invariably "strength
for climbing them" was gran,ted her.

X- has an individual fashion of bidding her friends farewell with
gifts. And that one most prized, is, I think, "peace of spirit." Long after
more tangible treasure has been destroyed, this lingers!

Now, when I leave the music of Anton Bruckner, I feel again an iden-
tical tranquillity. For the genius of St. Florian possessed, too, from his
childhood, gardens and hills and stretches of flashing water. Very early,
his inward gaze had rested upon a blossoming spot in Nazareth where
an angel bent to the Virgin Mary and said: "Hail, the Lord is with
thee"; he looked up .to the hills of Bethlehem across which the glow of
a Star had fallen. On one hand he could glimpse Mount Tabor of the
Transfiguration; on the other the Lake of Genesareth; and there be-
yond was Golgatha, Cross-crowned, with a garden below where Christ
walked on the morn of Resurrection. All these were Bruckner's Catholic

heritage and he guarded them well.
Every mortal must stumble at times along the way of suffering. Bruck-

ner's lot was the common one, of course. But in his major works, we
hear constantly a pedal note of grateful confidence underlying pain;
and where pain is not, dominating chords of lofty happiness are. In that
countryside which his soul owned, he found the gift which he offers us
without stint--peace of spirit.
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Y- lives a thousand miles distant from X-. But she, too, has her

cloud-kissing hills, a blue lake and gardens of wild flowers. She has
acquired these, however, only in maturity. Her first steps echoed in the
canyons of a city. Each day the stream she watched was that of dusty
trucks and clanging street cars. And hour upon hour the roar and flame
of giant industries were in her ears. Now, with four decades behind her,
for portions of each year she roams her own acres of high land. Equally
with X-, she loves the natural beauties about her; equally she rejoices
in tendering them to her visitors. But her reaction to loveliness acquired
so late reflects itself not in serenity, but in an enthusiasm characterized
by sharp fluctuations and darkened by sudden moods of somberness.
Cedars and white sails against the horizon, gulls and wood moths, wind

in the birches and roses marching up a hillside make for alternating
showers of lyric or ejaculatory commen, t. But from the beacon fires of a
sunset she may turn to brood over the stock market report. The city has
not released its grip upon her. One bids her adieu with emotions com-
pounded of exaltation and unrest. X-'s gift of peace is not hers to be-
stow!

Gustav Mahler, like Y--, owned first but the tumult of the city--
spiritually speaking. His parents, Jews by birth, were actually free
thinkers by preference. Thus for their son they provided no definite re-

ligious anchorage during his formative years. We observe him, a highly
sensitive soul, inclining soon towards an ideal of rare perfection. "I
_vould like to be a martyr," he declared as a small lad. Others have ex-
pressed that wish before and since--and reached their goal. But the

path was indicated to these. For Mahler ,there was no direction sug-
gested.

Eventually he set out upon the highroad of music. But this was trav-
ersed unendingly by lanes resounding with the clamors of discourage-
ment, misunderstandings, setbacks and biting criticism. He knew well
that his soul must seek escape from the noise of the world. And many
gates he passed through only to discover himself in a fog of philosophies.
When he was thirty-five his searchings led him finally to the green val-
leys, the sunny wacers and the high hills of Faith that his friend Bruck-
net had so long cherished. And when in 1895, in solemn ceremony, he
uttered the Credo of a Roman Catholic, these became his own as well.

Yet, like Y-, the fever of all that had gone before was not swift to dis-
appear. In the brief years remaining for him, he was unable to fashion
an armor that was fully adequate ,to protect him against the lances of
his generation. Commentators indicate also that he placed his holdings
of Faith in jeopardy; and almost certainly, if he toyed with the doctrine of
pantheism, he lost title to his Catholicism. A rather illuminating illus-
tration of opposing sentiments in him is to be noted in his first ou.tline
for the Eighth Symphony. The initial movement is motivated appar-
ently by one of the great hymns of the Church--the "Veni Creator"; tile
final and crowning movement revolves around the pagan deity, Eros and
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creation. That the order of his conception--from God, the everlasting
_t to a figure in the dusk of mythology--is out of line with the spirit
of those who habitually utter a "Credo in unum Deum" goes without
 ayi g.

However, above the din of all his inward conflicts, he lifts his voice

h'om time to time to reverently glorify that Light, which having sought
ha hope, he found in a garden where Bruckner walked. Therein lies the
exaltation which listeners extract from his music. But his melancholy,

acute sensitiveness, his divergencies of thought press down upon us,
too; and in ,the midst of an inspired moment, the shadow of these will
induce, not an added peace, but rather a restlessness, a waiting for a
¢'_dence that is not sounded.

blaritain, the French philosopher, has written: "Music . . . has this
peculiarity tha_t symbolizing by sound the very movements of the soul--
¢antare amantis est--when it produces emotion it produces precisely
what it symbolizes. But such production is not its object any more than
a representation or description of the emotions. The emotions which it
evokes in the soul by sound or rhythm are the matter by which it ought
to-give us the experienced joy of a spiritual form, of a transcendent
order, of the brilliance of being. ''1

Surely in the majestic strains of victory, in the grave moments of
prayer which are to be discovered in the music of Bruckner and Mahler,
the splendor of the indestructible and immortal soul shines in an un-
tax,gettable radianceI

HENDRIK WILLEM VAN LOON ON BRUCKNER,
MAHLER, AND WOLF

During the latter years of Brahms' life there were three other great
composers in Vienna whose works suffered a similar fate, who had to
wait a long time for recognition. The first of them, Hugo Wolf, gave us
a series of songs of rare beauty, for he knew how to identify the music
with the words as no one else had been able to do since Schubert. The

second of these was Anton Bruckner, who spent his many days on this
planet fulfilling his task in a simple and sincere but somewhat ponder-
ous way. The third was Gustav Mahler, whom we still remember over
here from the days when he conducted the New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra and who was almost the complete opposite of the embittered
Wolf (who realized his own genius as a composer but had to make a liv-
ing as a musical critic) and the deeply religious Bruckner.

All three of them were finally able to get their works performed. The
last two lived to see the day when their symphonies appeared regularly
on the programs of all philharmonic societies. But as in the case of

xArt and Scholasticism ... Jacques Maritain. (Charles Scribner's Sons.)
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Brahms, they were obliged to exercise patience and to bide their time.
If the public was slow in coming up to them, that was undoubtedly very
unfortunate, but for the public, not for them. Even the humble Bruck-
ner knew that what he had to offer was good. Let the audiences come
and get it or do without.

Hendrik van Loon. The Arts, page 625, published by Simon g: Shuster, New York.

PITTS SANBORN ADVOCATES BRUCKNER CYCLE

In the article bearing the title "Music of Bruckner Would Enrich
Season" (World Telegram March 26, 1938) the eminent critic, Mr. Pitts
Sanborn wrote in part as follows:

•.. In recent years it has seemed as though the local taboo on Bruckner's music had
been removed at last. Conductors of the first rank have directed his works here and

not seldom. Arturo Toscanini, Willem Mengelberg, Artur Bodanzky, Leopold Sto-
kowski, Bruno Walter, and Otto Klemperer have all done their mighty bit for Bruck-
ner. Even the summer festivities at the Lewishon Stadium have testified to his im-

portance. On the part of the public growing appreciation and pleasure had been
dearly manifest. And now comes this slumpl

I might say at this point that the slump, like every misfortune, has a concomitant
advantage. We are spared performances that might be misrepresentations. Bruckner
has by no means become so secure in this country that a clumsy, bungling exposition
would fail to militate against the growing favor and lead unbelievers to exclaina, "'I
told you sol"

There are admittedly structural weaknesses in his symphonic works that pose prob-
lems for even the most accomplished interpreters. Great masters of design like a Tos-
canini and a Mengelberg have actually discovered bone and sinew hidden from the
ordinary observer, and the conductors schooled in the old Viennese tradition have
known how to emphasize the authentic Viennese quality in these works and even to
bring out the kinship of Bruckner to so great and typical a Viennese as Schubert--a
relation that is usually overlooked in the traditional preoccupation with the kinship
of Bruckner to Wagner.

Therefore, while deploring the current slump in Bruckner, let us beware lest his
reputation fall into the wrong hands, for many a conductor of respectable ability in
the domain of Beethoven and Brahms is without vocation, or at any rate training,
when it comes to Bruckner.

Nevertheless, though we must be content to bide our time till Bruckner can be re-
introduced here under proper auspices, it is not amiss to ooint out that when the
moment arrives the concert repertory could be varied and enriched through a Bruek-
ner cycle, as in the case of the season's Sibelius cycles.

It is really imperative that some competent and courageous conductor should dis-
play the nine Bruckner symphonies in their order. Only four of them are at all
familiar here now, and there is grave doubt whether the first has ever been played in
this country at all ....

ATTITUDE TOWARD COMPOSERS CHANGES

BY WARREN STOREY SMITH

Reprinted from an article in the Boston Post, January _3, 1938.
To this department has come a copy of the latest issue of CHORD ANn ]DIscoRD, the

magazine published once a year, or oftener, by the Bruckner Society of America, lne.
The "discord," or critical disapproval of Bruckner and of Mahler, whom the society
also champions, is largely confined to the title. Not that there is any present dearth
of that commodity, although there is every sign of a more tolerant and understanding
attitude on the part of the music reviewers, but the purpose of the magazine, or one of
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its purposes, is to show as well as to encourage the trend toward these composers on
the part of conductors, critics and audiences.

]Long continued critical condemnation, turning gradually into enthusiastic ap-
proval, has been the fate of more than one composer. It is, in fact, the surest mark of
value. The inconsequential composer does not have whole mountains of abuse heaped
upon him--he doesn't get the chance.

On one page of CHORD AND DISCOaD is tO be found a list of performances of sym-
phonies or of parts of symphonies and of smaller works by Mahler and Bruckner an-
nounced for the season of 1937-38 by seven American orchestras and one choral
society. Included here are three full symphonies by each composer. The Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra is down for Mahler's Fifth, already played, and for Bruckner's
Seventh.

• Considering how formidable, by comparison, a list of proposed performances of
_ymphonies by Brahms and Tchaikovsky would seem, it may be wondered why con-
duetors are still so leery of Bruckner and Mahler, particularly when the symphonic
_:_a'tory is in such urgent need of replenishing. If the public were hostile, or even

terested, this hesitancy would be easy enough to explain; but by many signs
inch is not the case. The critics still put up something of a fight; for years in New
York the unanimous anti-Mahler sentiment suggested a cabal. But that is another
story.

Take, for example, recent experience in Boston. Measured by the volume of ap-
plause and by the number of recalls for the conductor, Dr. Koussevitzky has scored
t_me of his most conspicuous successes with Bruckner's Seventh and Eighth Sym-
phonies and with Mahler's Fifth, while the visiting Mr. Mitropolous earned his
_test triumph with the latter's First two years ago. That Mahler's "'Song of the
Ea.rth'" and Ninth Symphony, actually finer works, have received less outward ac-
claim may easily be laid to their common possession of a long-drawn-out pianissimo
conclusion, the antithesis of what is known as an applause trap. To go further back,
Bruckner's Seventh and Eighth and Mahler's Fifth have all been repeated here in the
mine season by popular request.

That which happens in one city probably happens in another; by evidence of the
_ony quoted in CHORD ANDDISCORD it most decidedly does.

LIEDER E1NES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN BY SVPA

On the evening of December 4, 1937, Miss Eells sang Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen
at a concert by the New York Civic Orchestra. The orchestra, under the direction of
Edgar Schenkman acquitted itself creditably. The audience seemed to enjoy the songs.
Miss Hariette Eells was recalled twice.

TUREMAN PERFORMS BRUCKNER'S FOURTH AT DENVER, COLORADO.

The Denver Civic Orchestra under the direction of Horace E. Tureman performed
Bruckner's Fourth Symphony on January _3rd, 1938. The performance stirred the
audience.

ANNOUNCEMENT

THE ASSOCIATEDMUSIC PUBLISHERS,INC., 25 West 45th Street, New York City, an-
nounce that the conductor's scores and performing parts of the symphonies of Anton
Bruckner, which were hitherto for rent only, are now for sale. The prices are:

Symphonies No. l, 2, 4, 6: Score $1o.oo; Parts $25.oo; Strings each $i.9o.
Symphony No. 7: Score $9.oo; Parts $30.oo; Strings each $t.2o.
Symphony No. 8: Score $15.oo; Parts $35.o0; Strings each $1.6o.

Symphonies No. 3, 5, 9: Score $19.oo; Parts $35.oo; Strings $1.6o.

Overture G minor: Score $4.oo; Parts 256.oo; Strings each $ .4o; Andante: Score
ffo,..oo; Parts $6.o0; Strings each $ .3o.
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STOCK BROADCASTS MOVEMENTS FROM MAHLER'S SYMPHONY
NO. 1 OVER WGN JANUARY 29, 1988

On Saturday night, January 29th the Chicago Symphony under the direction of
Frederick A. Stock performed the Andante and Scherzo from Mahler's First Sym-
phony at a popular concert. Judging by the enthusiastic applause Mr. Stock need
not hesitate to include additional movements, or perhaps even a whole symphony of
Mahler on these programs.

BRUCKNER'S FOURTH UNDER BRICO

The Bay Region Symphony Orchestra performed Bruckner's Fourth in San Fran-
cisco on August i6th and in Oakland three days later. On both occasions there were
sold out houses and attentive and appreciative audiences. This was the first per-
formance of Bruckner's Fourth in San Francisco.

KINDERTOTENLIEDER BY FEDERAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Hertha Glatz saug Kindertotenlieder at a concert by the Federal Symphony Orches-
tra under the direction of Fritz Mahler in New York City on May 15th. Miss Glatz re-
vealed a thorough understanding of the spirit of the text and succeeded in communi-
cating its message to her audience. There was much applause for the soloist and for
the orchestra.

HALASZ CONDUCTS FINALE OF MAHHLER'S FOURTH

The Greenwich Orchestra under the direction of Laszlo I--Ialasz, performed the
finale of Mahler's Fourth at the Federal Music Theatre on September 7th before an
enthusiastic audience. Kate Ettlinger was the soloist.

Wrote Mr. Francis D. Perkins of the Herald Tribune:

"... Mahler's fourth symphony was first played here in a New York Symphony
concert under Walter Damrosch in March, 19o4, but nearly fourteen years have
elapsed since its last New York performance by the Society of the Friends of Music
under Artur Bodanzky in November, 1994, although, in regard to its temporal
dimensions and the requirements of the score, it is one of the least exacting of
Mahler's works in this form. The finale, with a wealth of melody of an unsophis-
ticated Austrian flavor, is well suited to a separate performance, although it
might have been worth while to add a note pointing out that the text is that of
an old German folksong describing a somewhat festive heaven...

THE KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO EUGENE ORMANDy

In appreciation of his efforts to create a gn-eater interest in and appreciation of
Mahler's music in this country, the Mahler Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi
for the exclusive use of the Society, was awarded to Eugene Ormandy after a per-
formance of Das Lied yon der Erde in Philadelphia, on January 99, 1938. Dr. I-Iaxl
McDonald, Head of the Department of Music of the University of Pennsylvania and
a member of the Board of Directors of the Philadelphia Orchestra Association, made
the presentation on behalf of the Society.

BRUCKNER AND MAHHLEKON WNYG AND WQXR

The local stations, WNYC and WQXR, thanks to the catholic taste of their musical
direetors (Messrs. Eddy Brown and Douglas MacKinnon--WQXR, and Dr. S. N. Siegel
and Mr. H. Neumann--WNYC), have been broadcasting the available recordings of
Bruckner's and Mahler's works throughout the year. A feature of especial interest and
merit was the 15-minute able discussion of Das Lied vonder Erde by Mr. Neumann
over WNYC on February 13, 1938. Charles F. Adler gave an interesting talk on
Bruckner over WQXR on July 8, 1938. This station broadcast recordings of Bruck-
ner's Ninth in December, 1938.
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RECORDINGS

Dos Lied yon der Erde--Vienna Philharmonic Symphony, Bruno Walter, Conductor;
Soloists, Charles Kullmann and Kerstin Thorborg.

It was a courageous undertaking of Columbia to present, for the first time on
records, the complete symphony, which though a masterwork, is by a composer still
far from popular or enjoyng the wide appreciation he deserves ....

The playing, under Walter's ministrations, is beautiftfi at every stage ....
The soloists (Kullmann and Thorborg) were happily chosen ....
There remains Mahler's great score with a last movement that is the ultimate in

resignation and pessimism as expressed in the language of tone. It is not a popular
work: so much the worse for people who will not listen so that they may make "con-
tact" with a noble poet. I have no inclination to discuss the so-called controversial

eSl:ion of Mahler, a subject for which I have no patience. I can but testify that for
"Das Lied yon der Erde" is a musical monument that grows in size each time I

hear it; and if other people cannot see it the loss is theirs.
MosEs SMITH, Boston Evening Transcript, December 14, 1937-

LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN SUNG BY HARRIET EELLS
AT TOWN HALL

•.. The "Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen" are incompletely realized when heard
with piano accompaniment, rather than with the orchestra, but yet, considering how
seldom they are sung, were to be welcomed in this guise. If some of the subtle emo-
tlonal hues here and in the Loeflter group were not fully set forth, Miss Eells was suc-
edssful in setting much of their expressive significance, and especially in conveying
th_poignant contrasts of feeling in one of Mahler's most treasurable contributions ....

i.,. There was a good-sized and applausive audience.
F. D. P., Herald Tribune

STOCK PERFORMS BRUCKNER'S THIRD FEBRUARY 24, 1938

Bruckner's Third was featured on last evening's program; and it was so well re-
Wed--Dr. Stock had two enthusiastic recalls after its performance- that this com-
mentator believes that it reflects the changing attitude of Chicago music-lovers

,toward the genius of St. Florian. Years ago Bruckner performances virtually emptied
concert halls. And most certainly the cordial and sincere reception which the Third

Sym/phony won yesterday should gratify its conductor whose faith in the greatness of
thework has been evidenced on previous occasions.

The power and sweep of the first movement as the orchestra played it will not soon
be forgotten. The solemn second movement with its exquisite counterpoint was done
very much con amore; and the scherzo might well be programmed: "Life is goodl"
The finale, notable for its melodic and contrapuntal effects and for the sheer "lift"

and grandeur of its progression exhibited the orchestra in its finest light. We will
_hope for a repetition of this symphony next season.

MARY R. RYAN

HARRY T. CARLSON CONDUCTS BRUCKNER'S TE DEUM PERFORMED
BY SWEDISH CHORAL CLUB IN CHICAGO, APRIL _Tth, x938

"re Deum laudamus: te Dominum confitemur. Te aeternum Patrem omnis terra
veneratur." As the majestic music which Bruckner set to this ancient hymn of the
Church burst forth in Orchestra Hall last evening, one could sense the lifting of
hearts of both singers and auditors alike in praise and thanksgiving to the Eternal
Father. It was an experience this commentator will never forget.

:Harry T. Carlson, the brilliant conductor of the Swedish Choral Society (the mem-
b_-ship of which is two hundred and twenty) offered three religious works new to
Chicago in his latest program. One of these was a unique oratorio by R. Nathaniel
Dett--"The Ordering of Moses." The other two were the Te Deums of Bruckner and
Kodaly. All three compositions demanded much in the way of technique from chorus
and soloists, much of interpretive power on the part of the conductor. And thunder-
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ous applause from the audience, as well as astonishingly unanimous commendation
from critics testified to the quality of the entire performance.

The idea of offering the public two Te Deums was novel. Both works are rick in
tonal color, with Kodaly highlighting his orchestration with some striking uses o_
dissonance. But there is a glory in the music of the older Bruckner that glows by the
sheer force of the human voice alone.

A vivid contrast was provided in the two endings of the Te Deums. The K_bclal_,
version might be designated as "feminine," for we hear the "In te Domine sper_tvi:
non confundar in aeternum" (with soprano soloist against a subdued chorus) as
something ethereal. The "masculine" finale is Bruckner's; here, as the shadows _L_e
dosing in he still prays with full and ringing strength: "In Thee, O Lord, have I
trusted; let me never be confounded."

May these two colossal hymns find many conductors in the seasons to come!
MA_Y R. R_

STOCK PERFORMS EXCERPTS FROM MAHLER'S FIRST NOVEMBER B, x938

For a second time in twelve months, Dr. Stock offered to Chicago last evening t_e
hunter's funeral procession and the scherzo from Mahler's first symphony. _ de-
votion to the Mahler cause won in this instance a phenomenal reward: for at the
conclusion of the Frere Jacques movement, an audience which has the habit of hold-
ing sternly to the convention of silence between the pauses of a symphonic work
broke into spontaneous applause. And justly was the rule disregarded. For the great
conductor of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra presented this music in what might
be termed etchings of incredible beauty. With subtle skill his needle traced the plate
of sound. No single shadow was overlooked; and every infinitesimal line of light was
captured. As a result, the finished products belong in the folio of treasured art. Fol _-
lowing such a performance of the "youthful Mahler" Chicago concert-goers glarme
ahead with awakened interest to Stock's presentation in January of Dos Lied yon tier
Erde. MARY R. RYA.N

NEW HONORARY MEMBERS

Charles Kullmann, Dimitri Mitropoulos, and Enid Szantho were elected Honorary
Members of the Society at a meeting of the Executive Members held November 3o,
1938.

Mr. Mitropoulos performed Mahler's First in Boston (broadcast) and Minneapolis,
and Mahler's Fourth in Minneapolis.

Miss Szantho and Mr. Kullmann were the soloists in New York and Philadelphia
performances of Dos Lied yon der Erde.

GUSTAV MAHLER: SONG-SYMPHONIST

BY GABRIEL ENGEL

It is perhaps the best life of Mahler extant .... The reading public owes a debt of
gratitude to the Bruckner Society for issuing this comprehensive brochure; it tells aI1
that is necessary and it is informative.

HARVEY GAUL, Pittsburgh Post Gazette

(Price $1.oo plus 6 cents postage)

Copies of CHORD ANn DISCORD are available in the principle public and university
libraries in the United States.
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Symphonic Chronicle
A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER: liant polyphony for large orchestra. Not
ANDANTE, SECOND SYMPHONY only did he absorb the technic of the

masters, whose music he conducted, but

Stadium concerts, N. Y., Fritz Reiner, he possessed an original voice of his own,
conductor; July 21, x937. a voice particularly conspicuous when

The easygoing, genial findante from Mahler's mind was occupied ,4,ith fantasy
i_Iahler's symphony in C minor is one of or with sorrow and thought of death ....
the more readily assimilable parts of the C.W.D., Boston Globe
work and was cordially received by the
evening's good-sized audience in a pol- The opening of the Funeral March,
Jshed performance. There are probably the first movement, might have been as
other movements in Mahler's symphonies innocuous as the Mendelsshon Song
Milch are suitable for separate perform- without Words which it resembles. In-
gnce and could be considered for Stadium stead, it has enormous power and maj-

programs, esty before a dozen measures have
F. D. P., N. Y. Herald Tribune elapsed. Through all the storm and stress

of the movement that majesty somehow
, The conductor deserves special corn- is never sacrificed. The second move-

n_endation for giving the Mahler ex- ment and the extraordinary scherzo both

eerpt a hearing, have a kind of excitement that no other
PlaTS SANBORN, composer has yet quite attained. Nothing

New York World Telegram in the Symphony better illustrates the
artist than the Adagietto, fourth move-
ment, wherein, with an enormous orches-

GUSTAV MAHLER: tra at his disposal, Mahler limits the in-
FIFTH SYMPHONY strumentation to strings and harp, be-

cause he is an economical craftsman and

Boston symphony Orchestra, Serge because, as it seems, any addition would
Koussevitzky, conductor, Boston, October have robbed the music of its character-
_2 and 23, 1957; N. Y., March lo, 1938. istic beauty. The last movement is a

miracle within a miracle. The musician

Revival of Gustav Mahler's Fifth Sym- may admire here, as in the case of the
phony yesterday afternoon was, from a scherzo, the wonderful polyphonic web.
purely musical point of view, the first The layman is bound to be moved by the
"notable event" of the new Boston Sym- music's elemental force.

phony season .... Mahler was not mistaken in regarding
Word that the hall was sold out, re- this Symphony as a new departure in his

eeived before the concert began, sug- art. Even today it sounds new ....
gested that Wagner more than Mahler MosEs SI'vIITH, Boston Evening Transcript
was responsible. Yet the cordiality with
which the Fifth Symphony was received A momentous revival, that of the Fifth
tempts one to revise his opinion. There Symphony of Mahler, took place at Sym-

3vas spontaneous applause after the scher- phony Hall yesterday afternoon. Unheard
zo and the slow movement; at the end at the Symphony Concerts since 1914, this
the audience applauded with more than well-named "Giant" Symphony deserves,
customary warmth, and there were a few both by reason of its intrinsic greatness
cries of "Bravo"l . .. and of its reception by yesterday's audi-

In a sense the concert ascended Olym- ence, to remain ih the active repertory, to

pus with Mahler and dwelled on the which Dr. Koussevitzky has at length re-
summit with Wagner. There is perhaps stored it in a performance which proved
no more disputable or fascinating crea- a triumph for both composer and con-
tire personality in modern music than ductor ....
that of Gustav Mahler. He aspired to The crux of the matter seems to be

write gigantic masterpieces illumined by that Mahler's music cannot ahvays be
soaring vlsmns. He rivaled Richard listened to just as music; and some will
Strauss in his command of writing bril- not, or cannot, hear music in any other
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way. "It was humanity revealed," once demoniac, but more in the vein of pi-
wrote a former member of our orches- quant orchestral effects and moods of the
tra, Allan Lincoln Langley, of his own dance. The most exalted pages axe un-
gradual conversion to the Ma_er cause, doubtedly those rapt measures which pre-
"with no lies, no extenuations, no hy- cede the finale, when a vast tonal design
pocrisy, no omissions• Beauty shown out draws all its parts together and welds
fully as often as it does in human affairs; them into a monumental conclusion.

banality was there to torture, and dis- The thunderous, clamoring symphony
appoint and to corrode. It was all in the served that glowing, shimmering thing,
music--one felt Mahler a kinship to the the Boston Symphony Orchestra, to dis-
oracular confessor, Walt Whitman: 'I am play anew its splendors...
the man--I suffered, I was there.'" OLIN DOWNES, N. Y. Times

After so overpowering and exciting an
experience as that offered by this Sym- . . . That B-flat minor passage in the
phony and its almost unbelievably vivid first movement where the music breaks
and compelling projection at the hands in upon the measured, decorous tread of
of Dr. Koussevitzky and his men, any the Funeral March like a wild and shat-
other music, even that of Wagner him- tering outburst of uncontrollable anguish
self, might easily come as an anti-climax, is one of the most veracious things that
And it was Wagner who yesterday occu- Mahler ever wrote; and the Rondo Finale
pied this unenviable place .... is a brilliant and exhilarating tour de

"WARRENSTOREy SMITH, Boston Post force ....

• . . As for Mr. Koussevitzky, he has
Mahler's Fifth Symphony had an amaz- seldom put to his credit in New York a

ingly cordial reception from yesterday more eloquent and masterly performance
afternoon's audience. This was a good of any work.
sign first because it floated the rather LAWRENCEGILMAN, Herald "Tribune
lop-sided genius of Mahler for once on an
even keel and, second, because it was a In a way that seems both naive and out
credit to the attentive powers of the audi- of date a New York audience still fights
ence. You cannot call the Friday .after- shy of Gustav Mahler. In Carnegie Hall
noon public stuffy-- and there used to be last evening Serge Koussevitzky had the
regrettable sneers on that head--if it is temerity to devote the first half of the
going to take Mahler to its bosom. For Boston Symphony Orchestra's concert to
still another reason was the sincere ap- Mahler's Fifth Symphony, in C-sharp
plause a good sign, in that it was recog- minor, and in the intervals the usual
nition of the extraordinary and successful questions were asked: "How do you like
efforts of the orchestra and Dr. Kousse- Mahler?"

vitzky to give the Symphony a faithful Well, this symphony was completed in
and inspired performance. 19o2 and introduced to New York Coy the

When this is said, we must return to Boston Symphony Orchestra, as it" hap-
our first point: an opinion of the merits pens, in Carnegie Hall, Wilhelm Gericke
of this symphony and of Mahler as a conducting) on February 15, 19o6. By
composer. No doubt the works of Mahler this time both it and its composer might
might have stood a better chance of suc- be taken somewhat for granted, even as
cess if it had not been for the persistent we take Beethoven and Brahms ....
camp of devoted admirers, who could see What is more to the point from the
nothing wrong with their idol. On the popular angle, however, is the unmis-
other hand the symphonies might have takable tunefulness that prevails in much
suffered complete neglect if it had not of this symphony. Such is the case in the
been for their propaganda .... opening funeral march and, differently,

... Unpredictably enough, yesterday's in the dance measures of the scherzo.
hero was Mahler. The ensuing Adagietto, scored only for

ALEXANDER. WILLIAMS, Boston Herald strings and harp, is a delicate, expressive
lyric interlude of melodious, tranquillity

• . . It is tumult of sound, and lordly that nobody could fall to find beguiling,
splendor. Its power lies in its tone-paint- and the Rondo-Finale abounds in tune
ing. from the initiatory moment when horn

This is so, at least of the first move- and bassoon and oboe contend for pri-
ment, with the solemn preluding of mac*/on to the end.
trumpets which usher in the funeral All told, Mahler-fear seems now a bit
march, with its heavy tread and wild lain- grotesque.

entations. The scherzo is professedly PITTS SANBORN, World Telegram
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HUGO WOLF: Mr. Stock's emphasis upon Mahler's vast

PRELUDE AND ENTR'ACTE, FROM but childishly eager imagination kept us
DER CORREGIDOR, ITALIAN SERE- at very high pitch of purest pleasure.

NADE, SONGS WITH ORCHESTRA, EUGENE STINSON, Chicago Daily News
SYMPHONIC POEM, PENTHESILEA.

GUSTAV MAHLER:
FIRST SYMPHONY

GUSTAV MAHLER:
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Di.

ANDANTE AND SCHERZO FROM mitri Mitropoulos, Conductor. Min-
SYMPHONYNO.I, D MAJOR, LIEDER neapolis, January 28, 1938.

fINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN, The naive, romantic harmonies from

RONDO FROM SYMPHONY NO. 7, E the highlands of the old Dual Empire
MINOR. are sounded forth again and again,

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fred- while cuckoos, hunting-horns and other
crick Stock, Conductor; Soloist: Kerstin familiar features of a rococo country-
Thorborg, November xl and 12, 1937. side are offered in a rich variety of or-

chestral sonorities, only to be dramatic-
Mr. Stock's program was confined to ally overwhelmed, now and again, by

the two composers from whose work weird, almost sinister, cataclysmic bursts
Mme. Thorborg sang. Both of them had of sound.
a personal gift for song writing and Another'set of associations is inevitably
Wolf h;id a predominant one, for his evoked: the racial and geographical het-
taste in poetry was that of a poet and the erogeneity of that same empire. For the
sensitiveness of his nature was alive to Laendler, triple-time bucolic cousin of
the slightest turning of a mood. But the waltz, which Mahler loves so to re-
above all he could set a story within its call in much of his music, has to retire,
proper frame, and the delightful pictur- now and then, in favor of the kolo-dance
esqueness of his writing, together with a rhythms from the Balkan regions which,
o0mmand of the orchestra which has in Mahler's time, also bowed to the

both elegance and power, was fully testi- Hapsburgs. This juxtaposition of East
fled in Mr. Stock's performance of music and West is no small factor in contribut-

from "The Corregidor," the Italian Sere- ing the powerfully exotic color of this
nade (in which Clarence Evans' viola particular symphony ....
figured delightfully) and "Penthesilea," FRANC.ESBOAm_M_, Pioneer Press
but on one occasion played previously

by the Symphony and that thirty-four ... He gave a first performance of the
years ago. first Mahler symphony Friday night in

If Wolf's brilliant music sounded com- Northrup auditorium that will be re-

foitably nonmodernistic, Mr. Stock took memhered a long time ....
care that Mahler should sound neither In this symphony there is abundance
too elaborate nor too morose. The in- of beauty spots; they are scattered

teresting scheme of playing the third and through each movement with lavish dis-
the second movements from the sylvan regard of anything but the composer's

first symphony as an introduction to the desire to pour out of his heart the things
"Journeyman" cycle was most happy. We that were filling it and make them the
found Mahler's eccentricity in its most possession of others. That is one reason

appealing aspect, the pedantry corn- why this reviewer found so great pleasure
pletely overborne by the naivete ana tlae in listening to this music.
immense orchestral palette sparingly and Structurally this is a symphony but it is

episodically used for the delight of an ear not carried through on conventional
not too ponderously admonished with a lines. If Mahler felt a sudden impulse he
"message." would and did leave stranded high and

And even with the rondo from the dry a previous theme that had attracted

seventh symphony, where the full orches- his attention, to open his heart to a new
tm artillery is continually in use, Mr. emotion or impulse. This is clearly in
Stock's system of offering us details from evidence throughout the score, for parts
Gargantuan panoramas rather than a in juxtaposition to one another have
single panorama in entirety, gave us a little or no relationship to one another
new and refreshing glimpse of a man thematically.
laborious in his thinking but brilliant in This might be proclaimed a weakness.
his discourse. It was one of Mr. Stock's It is in the truth the great glory of the

"big" programs, and Wolf's elasticity and work, for he gives us new revelations of
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the workings of his mind and heart, little more. The performance was full of
There are currents and cross currents of felicitous detail, wrought with the af-
emotion that intercept each other, fectionate and scrupulous care of a zealot.
mingle together and it is expected they It was obvious that Mitropoulos gave his
will give birth to something at least re- heart and his mind to the work, and only
motely similar. It all depends on the a bullheaded listener could refuse to re-
wayward mood of the composer whether spond in kind ....
this happens or not .... JOHN K. SHERMAN, Minneapolis Star

He was admittedly a great conductor,
a better than passable song writer and we
are constrained to believe that under the GUSTAV MAHLER:
direction of a master conductor like DAS LIED VON DER ERDE

Mitroponlos his symphonies could win Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or-
their way into favor and he would be mandy, Conductor; Soloists, Enid Szantho
universally regarded as a great corn-

and Charles Kullmann. Philadelphia,
poser .... JAMES DAVIES, Tribune January 28-.o 9, 1938; New York, February

Even Mahler himself, were he able to _5, x938-

look down from some celestial sphere At tonight's Philadelphia Orchestra
among the immortals, would undoubt- concert in the Academy of Music, Eugene
edly have been amazed at the exuberance Ormandy will be presented with the

of the ovation given his long and taxing Gustav Mahler Medal, awarded annually
First Symphony last night in Northrop to the conductor accomplishing most to
auditorium at its first performance in further appreciation of that composer's
Minneapolis .... Still I believe I kept music in this country.
enough objectivity of judgment to ob- The presentation will be made by Dr.
serve that the symphony is a gigantic Harl McDonald on behalf of the Bruck-
musical conception. It is a super-world, net Society of America preceding a per-
in which the mystical, the lyrical, and formance of Mahler's "Das Lied yon tier
the dramatic cohabit with the naive, the Erde" (The Song of the Earth).
obvious and the ponderous. And yet, Yesterday's regular Friday afternoon
strangely enough, each quality seems to audience heard a fine performance of
gain vitality from the presence of the "Das Lied" without benefit of ceremony,
rest. For instance, the mystical, trance- but with nmch enthusiasm.
like mood of the sustained opening was The work, considered one of the corn-
intensified by the naive cuckoo call poser's finest expressions, is described as
which accentuated it, and the most to- "a symphony for tenor contralto and or-
mantic lyrical utterances were closely chestra." It was written in 19o8 and had
associated with the pondering realism of its American premiere here under Leo-
a sturdy, obvious peasant-dance. The pold Stokowski in December, x916.
truly dramatic and tragic implication in The six songs in the score are based on
the heavy, sinister tread of the main old Chinese poems translated into Get-
theme of the Third movement was also man by Hans Bethge. The subjects are
actually heightened by being based on a mostly cosmic and autumnal--"The
homely folk-tune suggesting the familiar Drinking Song of Earth's Sorrow," "The
round "Frere Jacques."... Lonely One in Autumn," "The Farewell"

JOHAN STORJOHANN EGILSRUD, Journal --with slighter and more vernal inter-
ludes such as "Of Youth" and "The In-

... The symphony was the Mahler No. toxicated One in Spring."
I in D major, played here for the first The score contains music of much sensi-
time. I have always been allergic to tivity and melancholy grace expressed in
Mahler, and my story always has been the style of later German romanticism.
that Mahler simply wasn't my man, that "Das Lied," is the work of a composer
his music never took me any place. But whose lyric gift is, perhaps, greater than
I believe that many of the anti-Mahler his dramatic powers, but none the less
camp will agree with me that Mitrop- has many pages of nostalgic tenderness
oulos brought us die-hards nearer to and searching introspective beauty.
liking and enjoying Mahler than any Yesterday's tenor and contralto soloists,
other conductor has done before. Charles Kullmann and Enid Szantho,

One thing must he said at the outset: both brought fine gifts of artistic under-
Mitropoulos gave the work a lucidity, a standing and vocal excellence to their
sensitiveness and strength which brought assignments. Miss Szantho, especially, dis-
out all that was in Mahler, and maybe a closed a voice of noble quality.
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Ormandy's reading was eloquent, his mood and impulse from that which is
support of the soloists noteworthy for its typical of our day ....
sympathy and control .... Yes, the "Lied yon der Erde" is no

. . . The audience was enthusiastic at novelty. It has often been set before us.

all stages and Ormandy was recalled for But have we heard it? One may wonder.
repeated acknowledgments both after the For its content is elusive and arcane;
symphony and the "Lied." it has nothing in common with the
_UWlN H. SCHLOSS,Philftdelphia Record tempo of today. It is music infinitely

lonely, tragical, remote; and for some of
. . . Both works ("Das Lied yon der us it is among the most affecting utter-

Erde" and Mozart's "Haffner" Symphony), ances in the tonal poetry of the last half
in ways admirably contrasted, made an century: at once a profoundly moving
exceptional impression upon the audi- testament and a beautiful and poignant
ence .... work of art ....

The performance of "Lied yon der This music, with its profound and
Erde," with two excellent soloists, was ex- passionate introspection, its disclosure of
ceptionally communicative of the moods a lofty and susceptible nature wrought
of the music. And the music is very upon by the inscrutable mystery and
much mood--more mood than original cruelty of existence, is the voice of an
sound. But it is simple, and it is very essentially solitary spirit, lonely and in-
deeply felt. This was communicated last trovert and unabsolved. An ill man,
night in a way which caused one corn- Mahler became mindful of his end, as
mentator to modify his earlier opinions Bruno Walter tells us. Like the wounded
of the composition .... Prince Andrel in Tolstoi's "War and

The dramatic arrangement of the work Peace," he had begun to dissociate him-
is striking and singularly, effective; a self from life: and his "Lied yon der
bright-voiced tenor, who stags passion- Erde," in Spinoza's phrase, is a creation
ately, recklessly, sardonically of the illu- sub specie mortis. It is not so much a
sions of life at its flood; and a dark- Song of the Earth as a Song of the Pre-
voiced contralto, the tone and mood destined. Mahler saw the things of earth
autumnal, with murmuring, dun-colored falling behind him, losing their contour
instrumentation, until the moment of and their relevance. But though he still
the last wild and sensuous outburst, the stretched forth his hands to hold them,
farewell to the dear earth and its blos- nevertheless the Farewell of the closing

somlngs. The instrumentation is wonder- movement, with the contralto voice
fully reflective of the verse; the voice murmuring its reiterated "Ewig . . .
parts are written with much felicity for ewig," below the unresolved suspension
the expressive purpose involved; above of the flute and oboe, is music touched
all, there is the essential and irresistible with a fathomless tranquillity, a mystical,

simplicity of expression which communi- assuaging peace; so that we remember
cares so directly and probes to centers of the enigmatical saying of Thoreau: "Only
experience and feeling, the convalescent raises the veil of Na-

Mr, Kullmann has a true understand- ture... There is more day to dawn."

ing of this music, and treated his text ... I cannot recall a more deeply com-
significantly, singingitwitha finewarmth prehending, more beautifully sensitive,
and vividness of color, and a wealth of or more affecting performance of this

suggestive detail. Miss Szantho performed music than Miss Szantho achieved last
with equal earnestness and conviction, night. Her delivery of the repeated
and a voice suited by its very nature to "'Ewig" at the end--in the color of the
the music. There is evidently good reason long-held notes, in the dying close against
why "Lied yon der Erde" remains on con- the celesta's soft arpeggios-- seemed to
cert programs. The performance placed speak from that inaccessible sanctuary in
the 'listeners under an indebtedness to which Mahler's lonely spirit dwelt, and
those who so conveyed the composer's gave us the quintessence of all that he
meaning, had tried to tell us.

OLIN DOWNES, N. Y. Times LAWRENCEGILMAN, Herald Tribune

Mr. Ormandy's major offering at the . . . Mahler's great opus has earned a
sixth New York concert of the Philadel- place in the sun for the appeal of its

phia Orchestra was a great and remark- musical substance; the excellence of its
able work that has never, as it seems to orchestration, and the charm and engag-
some of us, been justly valued--possibly ing qualities that are contained in the
because it i_ music that is remote in parts for the singers.
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Miss Szantho's numbers were given Bruckner Third Symphony a preseata-
with the opulence and artistry that have tion full of lyrically lovely effects. The
heretofore marked her offenngs in con- sweet, introspective passages, in which
cert and recital• Of particular merit was the work is so rich, found in these search-
"Der Abschied," a profound and moving ing strings and phenomenally well blown
number admirably proclaimed and dic- horns the tone colorings which Anton
tioned. Bruckner must have fondly imagined,

Mr. Kullmann sang his share with fine yet never heard with fleshy ear ....
intonation and appropriate feeling for EDWARD BARRY, Chicago Tribune
the music and the text. Both singers re-
ceived enthusiastic applause. The or- ... Mr. Stock had placed the concerto
chestral background was performed with ideally, after a performance of the Bruck-
the musicianship and blending of the ner D minor symphony; this was but its
choirs; the firm, smooth attack and fourth performance here, the last preced-
dramatic meaning that did ample credit ing one having been five years ago. The
to the composer's intent .... third symphony, with all the prodama-

GaENABENNFrr, N. Y. American and tory richness of its brass, with all of
Journal Bruckner's innocent liking for melodic

beauty and with his invariable hint
GUSTAV MAHLER: somewhere or other of the pastoral, is

WUNDERHORN SONGS neither so simple nor so cheerful as it

sounds. It is freighted with contrapttrttal
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fred- riches and behind its endearing frank--

erick A. Stock, Conductor; Ria Ginster, ness there is the watchful ear of learn-

Soloist; February 23, 1938. ing .... All that is majestic in the sym-
. . . Mme. Ginster knows her Mahler. phony, all that is impressive or gay and

She can project the sweet naivete of all that is human Mr. Stock brought to a
"Rhine Legend" in a dewy and enchant- pellucid surface in a performance of
ing manner and deal most competently, towering energy and unerring insight ....
too, with such brimmingly passionate EUGENE STINSON, Chicago Daily News
things as the same composer's "Liebst

du um SchSnheit." She knows how to GUSTAV MAHLER:
follow each turn of the lyrics, and suc-
ceeds in giving a listener the impression FOURTH SYMPHONY

of direct, fervent, sincere singing .... Minneapohs Symphony, Dimitri 21_i-
EDWARDBamtY, Chicago Tribune tropoulos, Conductor; Irene Opava, Solo-

. . . Following the intermission, Mme. ist, Minneapolis, March 11, 1958.
Ginstersanga group of too-seldom heard It would be well if our audiences
songs of Gustav Mahler's musical crea- knew more about the Mahler sym-
tion. With beautifully couched, gently phonies. Mitropoulos has had the tour-
commanding address, she revealed the age to play two of them this season, the
sunlit, moody poetry and quaint imagery fourth at the Friday night concert and
of the Mahler lieder. Dr. Stock and the we have wondered why the prejudices of
orchestra fashioned the intricate, gay our friends have prevented them from
orchestral accompaniment with deft con- enjoying two of the most enjoyable
trol, while Mine. Ginster floated unbe- musical treats of the present season.

lievably delicate and high-flown melody The fourth, that we heard Friday
above the engaging instrumental con- night, may be classified as one pleases,
versation .... the fact remains that it possesses quali-

• . . This reading, as well as the per- ties that would intrigue anybody with the
formance of the other listed numbers on scantiest love of melody in his soul ....
the program, brought loud and apprecia- He was one of the most famous con-
tive applause from the crowded hall .... ductors that ever lived and knew as well

JANF.T GONN, Chicago Herald 6" Examiner as any man what was demanded for the
building of a symphony. He had another
point of view, however, instead of the

ANTON BRUCKNER: usual Allegro, Andante, Scherzo and

THIRD SYMPHONY another Allegro he went his own way

Chicago Symphony, Frederick A. Stock, and produced the fourth symphony that
Conductor;Chicago, February24_25,1938. we heard at the concert in Northrop

auditorium Friday night. We are rather
• . . Mr. Stock and his men gave the inclined to believe the natural expression
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of his emotions might be followed profit- the Fourth Mahler symphony; Irene
ably by other writers of symphonies. Opava, the soprano who sang the solo

It is quite evident that from the open- part in the symphony, met with a storm
ing bars he felt he had something of im- of applause ....
portance to say and he proceeds on his Both soloists fully deserved the support
way with an eloquence that should have and ovations given them. Using her
mnvinced the doubting Thomases limpid, expressive voice with unforced
amongst us. simplicity, Mrs. Opava fitted the melodic

It is full of broad lines of melody and patterns of the solo parts carefully into
that in itself in these days of construc- the pattern of the Mahler symphony. The
five guesswork condemns him; but they reed-like quality of her voice blended
are melodies so beautifully linked to- perfectly into the orchestral texture. Not
get.her, so euphonic in their relation- a large voice, it had, nevertheless ex-
ships, so full of the joy of life that one ceptional carrying quality, and it served
k oompelled to a feeling that perhaps as a highly expressive and flexible in-
afte0r aUa symphony need not be amusical strument for a born artist ....
problem or a series of emotional experi- If Mahler could be interpreted so well
eaces, it may be the simple expression of as he was last night by Mitropoulos,
a heart that is overflowing with con- there would be no need of a Mahler
_ptions of beauty, society to create an interest in the corn-

This at any rate is the feeling the poser ....
fourth symphony engendered and it is . . . The orchestration was usually rich
ane that most nearly represents the re- and natural. Such efforts as the use of a
actions of the audience that listened to violin tuned sharp for a humorous pur-
it Friday night. How much Mitropoulos pose, or strange timbres like a fat tuba
was responsible for this I am not pre- tone in duet with a thin violin tone, or
pared to say; that his leadership was in a violent combinations of shrill picolos,
great measure responsible for it we will oboes, and clarinet--these effects only
admit; but it was because he had sounded added spice and variety to the orchestra-
the depths and emerged with the musical tion. And a sense of abundance of ideas
truth according to Mahler imbedded in and of beauty overshadowed all short-
his own consciousness, comings ....

The soprano solo in the last move- JOHAN STORJOHANN EGILSRUD,
merit was sung by Irene Opava, wife of Minneapolis Journal
our first flutist, who, in her first appear-
ance before a Minneapolis audience, . . . It was the third movement--long,
showed not merely, a voice of fine quality', lovely and long-- that impressed upon
she also made clear that she was a vocal me, last night, the need of a city char-
artist of distinct ability. She sang simply, ter amendment which would restrict the
without exaggeration, yet giving with number of Mahler symphonies to one
charming emphasis everything that the 0) per season. But when the fourth
words and music suggested .... movement came, and Irene Opava's poised

JAMES DAWES, Morning Tribune and clear-toned soprano solo wove itself
into the fascinating instrumental tex-

• . . Mahler was infinitely beguiled by ture, I began to think Mahler was right

dance rhythms, and infinitely clever in and I was wrong.
displaying them in orchestral dress. Be At any' rate, the work was given last
his own, or any, one's else explanation night an expansive, affectionate interpre-
what it may, I can only feel that the first tation that virtually baffled criticism. It
movement of this symphony is something is a sweet-spirited symphony--benign,
that should be danced by the most beau- childishly joyful, droll, piquant. The or-
tiful and responsive ballet troupe obtain- chestral colors are especially luscious, are
able--it simply cries for further ma- combined into all sorts of curious blends.
terialization of color and graceful motion. The second movement, which was like a

For sheer beauty, the third movement musicalized episode from Grimm, was
is perhaps the best .... weird and had a kind of smirking good

FRANCES BOARDMAN, Pioneer Press nature. The third, it must be admitted,
was more like a filibuster than a mere

There were many ovations at the sym- symphony component, but the finale, I
phony concert last night in Northrop repeat, was something of which you
auditorium. The orchestra and Mitrop- could gladly, say, "All is forgiven."...
oulos received an ovation at the close of JOItN K. SHERMAN, Minneapolis Star
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ANTON BRUCKNER: reverent musical masterpieoe (unlc__
TE DEUM masses be included) since the oratol-i_

of Bach•
Swedish Choral Club; Harry T. Carl- Its scope was sufficient for Bruckner to

son, Conductor. Stanley Martin, Organist. have wished it used as the finale to
Soloists: Thehna yon Eisenhauer, May uncompleted ninth symphony, and
Barron, Robert Long, Mark Love, Chi- such a finale it would be quite compar-
cago, April 27, t938. able in depth and significance and beauty

to that of Beethoven's ninth symphony.,.,
• . . Bruckner, the mighty, has written Harry T. Carlson, conducting, mtmt bit

a Te Deum massive and alive with re- congratulated upon his initiative and
ligious fervor, imposing strenuous de- taste in combining three scores of such

mands upon the singers, both as to tonal monttmental import, and for having a
sonority and requiring vocalists with un- chorus more than sufficient to their
limited range. This happy combination ciless demands. It was a more exhau_ing
was found in the Swedish Choral Club, performance than would have been tile
who lifted their voices heavenwards with mass or the Passion of Bach. The club
inspired devotion and colossal magni- gave the best choral performance I haw
tude .... ever heard, furthermore one that was

• . . To Thelma yon Eisenhauer, so- unforgettably pure and brilliant in tone,
prano; May Barton, alto; Robert Long, just as it was inexhaustible in power anti
tenor and Mark Love, basso, must go un- in freshness.
stinted praise, likewise to the chorus and ... There was an enormous house and
its extremely capable leader, are ad- enormous applause.
dressed commendation for their splendid EUGENE STINSON, Daily IVenm
contribution to a progxam unusually

taxing and musically important.
HER._tAX DEVRIES, Chicago American

The Swedish Choral Club's first Chi- IN MEMORIAM

cago performance of the Te Deums of Harriet B. Lanier |93 t
Bruckner and of Kodaly, plus that of Mrs. Joseph Leidy 1935
Dett's "The Ordering of Moses," given Max Loewenthal t955
at Orchestra Hall Wednesday evening, in Egon Pollak 19_
its substance greatly enriched our knowl- Jakob Wassermann 193_
edge of recent choral literature and in its Otto H. Kahn t934
execution brought the season to one of H.T. Parker 19_ i
its peaks, gave new hope of life to choral Ludwig Vogelstein tg_l:
singing in Chicago and generally echoed Enlanuel de M. Baruch 1935
back to Mr. Stock's performance of Max Smith t955
Mahler's "'Symphony of a Thousand" in Josef Stransky 1935
the Auditorium a score of )ears ago. James P. Dunn 1936

Bruckner's Te Deum, "angelically Ossip Gal)rilowitsch 1936
heroic," concentrated in texture, heart- Henry Hadley 1937
felt in spirit and of a thrilling and dy- Mrs. A. S. Httbbard 1938
namic intensity, is no doubt the most Emma L. Roedter z938

LIST OF PERFORMANCES 1938-1939
BRUCKNER

First- Brooklyn Civic Orchestra (Kosok).
Fourth -- Cleveland Orchestra (Rodzinski).
Seventh- Los Angeles Philharmonic (Klemperer).
Seventh--Philadelphia Orchestra (Ormandy).
Seventh- Chicago Syntphony Orchestra (Stock).
Eighth- Boston Symphony (Kottssevitzky).

MAHLER

First (Excerpts)--Chicago Symphony Orchestra (Stock).
Fifth and Ninth- Minneapolis Symphony (Mitropoulos).
Das Lied z,on der Erde--Chicago Symphony (Stock).
Ninth- Boston Symphony (Koussevitzky).
First or Filth- Cleveland Symphony (Rodzinski).
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The Life of Anton Bruckner
BY GABRIEL ENGEL

KE Franz Schubert, Anton Bruckner springs from a line of Austrian
schoolmasters. In the pleasantly situated village of Ansfelden, not

far from the town of Linz, Bruckner's gn'andfather Joseph and his father
Anton had both devoted their lives to the drab duties of rustic peda-

gogy, at that time still considered a hereditary occupation among pro-
vincials. Hence the arrival on earth of Anton himself on September 4,

1824, meant in the normal course of things merely a fresh candidate for
the abundant miseries of schoolmastership.

As early as his fourth year the tiny "Tonerl," like Haydn a century
before him, showed his undeniable musical bent, for even then he could

bring forth intelligible music from a little fiddle and (to quote an old
Ansfelder's naive characterization of these first signs of composer's

fancy) "could often be heard humming or whistling unknown tunes."
With the dawn of schooling the child showed a hearty dislike for all

classroom activities, except the "Singstunde," an hour which seemed
for him filled with irresistible enchantment. Of course, he received many

a whipping for his backwardness in all extra-musical studies.
As tradition demanded of the village school-teacher, Father Bruckner

had also to play the organ in church, and it is doubtless owing to his ef-
forts that Anton at ten knew enough about the organ to attract the at-
tention of a good musician in a nearby village. Under this man Weiss, a
cousin of the family, the boy then earnestly studied musical theory and
organ-playing for two years. Remarkably enough, the organ preludes
he composed during that t)eriod exhibit a freedom of expression which
deserted him all through his subsequent decades of theoretical study
not to return again unimpaired until his years of maturity as a sym-

phonist.
The death of his father in 1837, leaving eleven children (Anton being

the eldest) rendered it imperative for his mother to accept the refuge
offered the gifted boy as Saengerknabe in the sacred music school of St.
Florian. The four impressionable years he spent there learning how to

play the organ, piano, and violin, and mastering the elements of musical
theory doubtless stamped his entire character, musical and otherwise,
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with a fervent piety which no later influence ever dimmed. Even when
the conflict of suffering and passion rages highest in his monument_
symphonic first and last movements, a sudden naive appeal direct to
heaven through austere trombone chorales points back to the influence
of those early years of unquestioning devotion and zeal at St. Florian.

Yet at this time the idea of music as a life-work seems hardly to have
entered the boy's mind. His father had been a schoolmaster; he too must
become one. To further this aim he added to his arduous music courses

private studies in academic subjects, finally gaining admission to the
teachers' preparatory school at Linz.

Though even a brief ten months spent in learning what a pious child
must not be taught proved trying to so human a soul as young Bruck-
net, he passed his examination for a position at seventeen and set out for
the first scene of his teaching career, the world-forsaken mountain-vil-
lage of Windhaag. Here, as assistant village teacher and organist, he wa_
to receive the munificent monthly wage of two gulden (less than eighty
cents). Additional attractive features of his work were that he must help
in the field during "spare" time and breakfast with the maid servant.

In spite of these crushing handicaps the youth seems not to have been
altogether unhappy, for he found the village-folk friendly. An especial
joy was the folk-life and dancing, with its opportunity for a new, fasci-
nating kind of music making. In this pleasant life the youth gladly
joined, playing the fiddle at dances and absorbing those rustic, rhyth-
mic strains which the Midas-touch of his genius later turned into' in-
comparably vital and humorous symphonic scherzos.

The ancient calm of the village church services was frequently inter-
rupted by the new organist whose marked leaning towards dramatic
harmonies was irrepressible. His experience with the startled villagers
in this respect was much like that of the great Bach himself, who was
once officially reproved for his fantastic modulatory interpolations dur-
ing the ritual music.

Yet Bruckner's innate musicianship must have dawned even upon the
ignorant villagers, for this word has come down about it direct from the
lips of an old Ansfelder, "Yes, that fellow Bruckner was a devilish fine

musician!" Then, as an afterthought, in the light of a teacher's unhappy
lot, "I wouldn't let any son of mine become a teacher. No, sirI Much
better be a cobblerI"

One day Bruckner, who was absent-minded, forgot to attend to some
menial chore in the field and for punishment he was transferred to the
still smaller village of Kronsdorf.

The teacher's demotion proved the musician's promotion, however,
for .the little "nest" lay only an hour distant from two historic towns,
Enns and Steyr. The latter was noted for its fine organ and soon be-
came the object of the youth's frequent pilgrimages. In Enns, more-
over, lived the celebrated organist yon Zanetti, a fine musician, who now

became Bruckner's new master of theory. All his compositions during
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this period bear the modest character of occasional church music. Com-
pletely humbled in the face of superior knowledge the zealous student
was content to obey implicitly the so-called laws of music. Infinite thor-
oughness, the sole path to perfection, became an obsession with him.
Trustingly he allowed the incredibly long veil of years of academic self-
suppression to fall over his genius.

Meanwhile he had been preparing himself for the final examination
for a regular schoolmaster's license. At length, in May 1845, he passed
the test, and experienced the good fortune of an immediate appoint-
ment to St. Florian, the happy haven of his earlier youth.

The texts and dedications "to the beautiful days of young love" of
several of his songs and piano pieces in those days tell us that Bruckner
met his first "flame," young Antonie Werner, soon after his appoint-
ment as teacher at St. Florian. Yet sentiment was but shortlived in the

heart of this youth whose insatiable yearning for musical knowledge

raept aside all other considerations. At this time, too, there began to
unfold that magnificent gift of his for free improvisation on the organ,
the gift with which he in later years held audiences spellbound, even as
Beethoven and Bach had done before him.

In 1851 the post of organist at St. Florian was declared vacant and
Bruckner, who had for some time been occupying it as substitute, was
officially appointed thereto. By then he had reached the comparatively
affluent state of eighty gulden per year, plus free rent, and one of his dear-
eat wishes had at last been realized: he was master of the finest organ in
the world. Determined to become a virtuoso of the keyboard he made it
a habit to practice ten hours a day on the piano and three hours on the
organ.

At St. Florian in 1849, he composed his Requiem in D-minor, the
only early work deserving classification with his mature accomplish-
ments.

Desiring to obtain a license to teach in "main schools" he continued
his academic studies, stressing Latin, and in 1855 successfully passed
that examination as well.

In 1853 he had made his first trip to Vienna in the hope of laying the
ghost of doubt that would ever loom up in his soul as to the lifework
he had chosen. This doubt had even led him to consider giving up mu-
sic altogether, for he once applied for a clerical position in Linz, claim-
ing in his letter that he had been preparing himself for several years for
such a vocation. Fortunately, wise counsel induced him to forget such
thoughts and to apply himself anew to theoretical studies. From this de-
cision date his amazing years of self-imposed confinement in the con-

trapuntal chains forged by the famous Viennese musical grammarian,
Simon Sechter. There is this to say for the almost incomprehensible de-
votion of the superannuated schoolboy Anton to his text-book lessons,
that only such hard prescribed work could dispel the torturing doubts
which lurked grimly at the threshold of his consciousness.
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In January, 1856, having been persuaded to take part in an open com-
petition for the vacant post of organist at the Cathedral in Linz, he
easily carried off the honors, _stonishing all by his incredible powers of
improvisation on given themes.

During the first few of the twelve years he served as organist in Linz,
Bruckner made practically no efforts at original composi'tion, burying
himself heart and soul in the contrapuntal problems heaped upon him
by the pedantic Sechter. During the periods of Advent and Lent, the
GathedrM organ being silent, Bishop Rudigier, who greatly admired
Bruckner's genius, permitted him to go to Vienna to pursue (in person)
the studies which throughout the year had to be left to the uncertain
benefits of a correspondence course.

One may get some inkling of the stupendous physical and mental
labor involved in "'studying," as Bruckner interpreted the term, if one
believes the evidence advanced by eye-witnesses, who assert that the
piles of written musical exercises in the "student's" room reached from
the floor to the keyboard of his piano. For .those who think this incred-
ible there is the written word of the unimpeachable Sechter himself to
the following effect. Upon receiving from Bruckner in a single instal-
ment seventeen bookfuls of written exercises, he warned him against
"too great an intellectual strain," and lest his admonition be taken in
ill part by the student, the teacher added the comforting, indubitable
assurance: "I believe I never had a more serious pupil than you."

Eloquent of Bruckner's Herculean labors in the realm of musical
grammar and rhetoric during those years is the list of examinations to
which he insisted upon subjecting himself (after typical Bruckneresque
preparation). After two years of work, on July xo, 1858, he passed
Sechter's test in H.armony and Thorough-bass. Of the text-book he
studied (now a treasured museum possession) not a single leaf remained
attached to the binding. Then on August 12, 1859, he passed Ele-
mentary Counterpoint; April 3, a86o, Advanced Counterpoint; March
_6, 186x, Canon and Fugue. Thereupon he remarked, "I feel like a dog
which has just broken out of his chains."

Now came the crowning trial of all, one without which he could not
be sure of himself. He begged for permission to submit his fund of ac-
complishments to the judgment of the highest musical tribunal in Eu-
rope, a commission consisting of Vienna's five recognized Solons of mu-
sical law (today all turned to names or less than names). The request
was granted and Bruckner accorded the grace of choosing the scefae of
"combat."

Such final tests of "maturity," not uncommon in Vienna, were usually
of a somewhat stereotyped nature, but in the case of this extraordinary
candidate the occasion assumed an epic cast.

Bruckner had chosen for the scene of his grand trial the interior of
the Piaristen-Kirche. Had Wagner been present, he might have been re-
minded of the examination of Walter by the Meistersinger, which he
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was even then planning. The customary short theme was written down
by one judge and submitted to the others for approval; but one of these
maliciously doubled it in length, at once changing a mere test of scholar-
ship to a challenge of mastery.

The slip of paper was then passed down to the expectant candidate
seated at the organ. For some moments he regarded it earnestly, while
the judges, misinterpreting the cause of delay, smiled knowingly.

Suddenly, however, Bruckner began, first playing a mere introduction
composed of fragments of the given theme, gradually leading to the re-
quired fugale itself. Then was heard a fugue--not such a fugue as
might be expected from an academic graduate, but a living contra-
puntal Philippic, which pealed forth ever more majestic to strike the
astonished ears of the foxy judicial quintet with the authoritative
splendor of a lion's voice bursting forth from the jungle.

"'He should examine usl" exclaimed one judge enthusiastically. "If I
knew a tenth of what he knows, I'd be happyl"

Then, being asked to improvise freely on the organ, Bruckner ex-
hibited so fine a fantasy that the same judge cried: "And we're asked to
test him? Why, he knows more than all of us togetherI"

This man's name was Herbeck, and he was from that moment Bruck-

net's greatest musical friend. Unfortunately he died too soon to be of
much help to the struggling composer.

Of great advantage to Bruckner during his Linzian years was the op-
portunity afforded him for the first time to try his hand at "worldly"
music, for church-music had monopolized his attention ever since his
earliest boyhood.

The choral society "Frohsinn" chose him as director in 186o. Through
this association, on May i_, x861, Bruckner made his first concert ap-
pearance as composer with all "Ave Maria" for seven voices.

He struck up a friendship with the young conductor at the theatre
and was appalled at the realization that all his earnest years of academic
study were mere child's play beside the practical musical craftsmanship
of this brilliant young exponent of the "modern" school. Eagerly he gave
himself into the care of this new teacher, Otto Kitzler. From the reveal-

ing analysis of Beethoven's sonatas, Kitzler led his enthusiastic disciple
to the study of instrumentation, introducing him to the beauties of the
Tannhaeuser score. Here Bruckner was given his first glimpse of a
new world of music, the very existence of which he had scarcely sus-

pected. In 1853, finally convinced that he was ready to face the musical
world alone, he took leave of Kitzler and the last of his long years of

preparation.
Those years are perhaps unique in the annals of mortal genius, at

least in those of Western civilization. The naive modesty of a great
artist already within sight of middle age burying himself more des-
perately than any schoolboy in the mass of antiquated musical dogma
prescribed by a "Dr. Syntax" would be at once labelled in these psycho-
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analytic days as a sample of the workings of an inferiority complex. But
Bruckner's had been a church-life, his language a church idiom, and in
the light of this, is it illogical to claim that his particular preparation
had to differ from that of other symphonists as the architecture of a
cathedral differs from that of a palace or villa?

In short, without those drab years of study mistakenly termed "be-
lated," the tremendous symphonic formal concepts of Bruckner might
never have been realized.

Of significance in the contemplation of his spiritual affinity to Wag-
ner is the fact that an Overture in G-minor (composed by Bruckner in
1863) closes with the still unknown "Feuerzauber," not that either
master plagiarized the other, but that the caprice of nature which set
two such gigantic figures side by side in the same generation must not
be ignored. It is truly a cause for human gratitude that sublime accident
granted the one the faculty it denied the other. Epic as is the expression
of both these Titans, Wagner's helplessness in the field of the symphony
is as notorious as Bruckner's in that of the music drama. The future will

simply have to regard the two composers as kindred in spirit, but sup-
plementary in achievement.

The music of Tannhaeuser sang into Bruckner's ears a veritable
proclamation of independence. Thus, Wagner, whom he had as yet
never seen, set him free at a mere spiritual touch, spurring him to un-
restrained self-expression. With the very first effort of this new-born
Bruckner, the glorious Mass in D, the world was endowed with an
initial major work surpassed in depth and brilliancy perhaps by no other
in the entire range of music. Inspired by Tannhaeuser, if you will, yet
sounding not the slightest echo of its strains, the Mass abounds in fine
passages, unjustly dubbed Wagnerian, for they could not as yet have
had any prototype. The opening Adagio, built up on the theme of the
Liebestod (a year before the first performance of Tristan), the music
accompanying the settling down of the dove at the end of Parsifal
(nineteen years before the first performance), the "Fall of the Gods" and
the "Spear-motive" from the Ring (twelve years before Bayreuth), these
anticipatory touches should, in justice, be viewed, not as Wagnerisms, but
rather as forerunners of the new epic spirit that was just rising in music.

The composition of this masterpiece took only three months. After
the first performance, in the Cathedral at Linz, November _o, _864, the
Bishop Rudigier was heard to remark: "During that mass I could not
pray." Indeed, so profound was the impression the work made, that it
was given a "concert" performance by general request shortly after,
achieving a veritable triumph. Bruckner's success was proudly reported
in the Viennese papers, for it was good publicity for the "home" con-
servatory of which he had been "ol_e of the best pupils."

Elated by his success Bruckner at once began working on his first
symphony. That year 0865) May 15 had been set aside in Munich for
the greatest musical event of the century, the initial performance of
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Tristan. Naturally, Bruckner made the trip to the Bavarian capital and
when, owing to the illness of Isolde (Frau Schnorr), the event was post-
poned till the tenth of June, he decided to await the great day in the
city. There he had the fortune to be presented to Wagner himself, who
at once took a liking to the serious, honest Austrian, inviting him to
spend many an evening in tile famous Wagnerian "circle." Von Buelow
became Bruckner's first confidant when the latter shyly showed the
great pianist the first three movements of his growing symphony. Von
Buelow was so astonished at the splendor .and freshness of the ideas in
this new score that he could not refrain from communicating his en-
thusiasm to the great Richard, much to Bruckner's embarrassment, for
when Wagner asked in person to see the symphony, so great was the awe
in which the younger composer stood of the "Master of all Masters"
_at he could not summon up the courage to show it to him. He shrank
fi'om such a step as though it had been a sacrilege. So naive was his
hero-worship of the master that he could not even be induced to sit
down in Wagner's presence. No wonder, then, that after the Tristan
performance Wagner became for Bruckner a veritable religion. Yet for
this faith the younger man was condemned to suffer such abuse as has
fallen to the lot of no other in the annals of art. He was to write nine

mighty symphonies, ad majorem Dei gloriam, for from man he was des-
tined to receive not reward, but neglect, scorn, and spiritual abuse be-
yond measure.

On April 14, 1866, Bruckner's first symphony was complete, ready to
announce to a skeptical world that the supreme instrumental form had
not culminated in Beethoven. True enough, it was from the immortal
Filth of Beethoven, that Parnassus of musical classicism, that this new
master drew the spiritual motto for all his symphonic efforts. Each of his
symphonies might be described as an ascent per aspera ad astra.
Through the logical order of the four movements he unfolded the
panorama of the trials of the human soul as hero. Beginning with (first

• movement) the drama of inner conflict, then (adagio) returning from
the prayerful communion with God to the (scherzo) joys of life in na-
ture, at length (finale) with unconquerable energy and determination
entering upon the battle with the world, culminating in the final tri-
umph over all opposition, he laid down the permanent spiritual founda-
tion for all his symphonic labors.

That the first performance of this symphony, x868, technically the
most difficult that had as yet come into existence, was not a total failure,
is scarcely short of a miracle, for the best string and brass sections the
town of Linz could provide faced the allegedly "impossible" score al-
most hopelessly. Yet Bruckner conducted the numerous rehearsals with

such desperate zeal that the result was at least musical enough to call
forth respectful comment from the critics, though they could have
gleaned but the scantiest notion of the true significance of the work
from such a performance.
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Even the noted critic Hanslick, on the strength of this favorable re-

port, congratulated the Viennese conservatory, hinting approvingly at a
rumor that its faculty was soon to be auganented by so valuable an ac-
quisition as Bruckner.

The rumor came true, though only after long, long hesitation on
Bruckner's part. He feared to give up his modest but secure post in
Linz for a miserably underpaid and insecure chair in theory at the
noted music school of the capital, but his friends, understanding his
timidity and realizing the tremendous artistic advantages of the prof-
fered position, urged him to accept it. At length, after Bishop Rudigier
assured Bruckner that the organ at the Cathedral in Linz would al-
ways be waiting for him, he decided to risk the chance. The date upon
which he officially assumed his title of professor was July 6, 1868.

Just about this time, in his forty-third year, he was made the unhappy
victim of a great spiritual shock. The parents of the seventeen-year-old
Josephine Lang with whom the composer had fallen in love refused lxim
the girl's hand because of his age. In Bruckner's many cases of platonic
affection for young girls (this continued till his seventieth year) there is
enticing food for the modern psychologist's or psychoanalyst's formu-
lizations.

Now began for Bruckner a slow and cruel martyrdom. His very first
Viennese attempt, the newly composed Mass in F-minor, was refused a
hearing on the ground that it was "unsingable." After this two new sym-
phonic attempts were suppressed by the nerve-racked composer himself
with the bitter comment: "They are no good; I dare not write down a
really decent theme."

Discouraged, he decided to stop composing for a while and set out on
a concert tour through France. The newspaper reports of this series of
recitals were so jubilant that Europe soon rang with the name of Bruck-
ner, "the greatest organist of his time."

Returning to Austria, in better spirits, he experienced "the most glor-
ious day of his life" when his Mass in E-minor (composed in 1866) was
given its initial hearing (Linz, 1869) midst unqualified enthusiasm.

The astonishing reports from France about Bruckner's organ-impro-
visations had so aroused the curiosity of many Englishmen that the vir-
tuoso was offered fifty pounds for twelve recitals in London to be given
within a week! Out of this "munificent" fee he was expected to pay his
own travelling expenses!

Nevertheless August _, 1871 , found Bruckner seated at a London
organ dutifully improvising on the appropriate theme "God save the
King." Phlegmatic John Bull, quite impressed by the grandeur of these
improvisations, nevertheless remarked judiciously that the performer
showed his weakness in a Mendelssohn sonata, as had been expected.
After one of these recitals a London lady advised Bruckner through an

interpreter to learn English before his next visit to Britain. He never
visited England again.
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Back in Vienna he doffed the hated mask of virtuoso and determined

at his own cost to give the shelved F-minor Mass the hearing he felt sure it
deserved. The performance took place in June, 187_. He had hired the
world-famous Philharmonic orchestra for the occasion at a cost of three

hundred gulden (eight months' wages to the Professor of Counterpoint)
but the favorable report of the famous Hanslick about the work (though
he declared it reminded him in spots of Wagner and Beethoven) was
alone worth the price. Could Hanslick, Wagner's most powerful and
bitter opponent, only have dreamed that the simple Bruckner was des-
tined to receive at the hands of the great music-dramatist the heavy
legacy of critical abuse he had gathered through two score years of
stormy travel from Dresden to Bayreuthl Bruckner, only two years be-
fore this 08fi9), humbly as any music student, had sat with rapt atten-
tion at the feet of Hanslick, then lecturer on "Musical History" at the
Viennese conservatory.

Meanwhile, during his London experience, he had launched upon a
new symphony, determined to make it from the viewpoint of technical
playability totally acceptable to the easy-going world of musicians and
critics among whom fate had cast his lot. Conviction would not let him
abandon the titantic skeletal structure of his First, the symphonic
"wagon" to which he had "hitched his star." After long pondering he
hit upon the unusual idea of punctuating the longer movements of the
work with general pauses in the whole orchestra. This striking device at
once caught the knowing ears of the musicians during the rehearsals for
the first performance and resulted in the fabrication of the sarcastic
nickname, "Rest" Symphony," by which the work was thereafter known
in Vienna. The description"Upper-Austrian," later applied by the noted
Bruckner biographer Goellerich, is far more appropriate, for the open-
ing and closing movements, and particularly the scherzo, are thoroughly
saturated with the atmosphere and song of Bruckner's rustic "home
country" surroundings. Upon being once more refused an official hear-
ing for his new work on the ground of "nnplayability," Bruckner again
dipped deep into his yawning pockets and invited Vienna to hear his
Second Symphony to the tune of four hundred and five gulden literally
borrowed on a "pound of flesh." Speidel, a prominent critic, had the
honesty to say in his report of the occasion: "It is no common mortal
who speaks to us in this music. Here is a composer whose very shoe-laces
his numerous enemies are not fit to tie." Hanslick, still no outspoken
Bruckner opponent, expressed discomfort at the titanic dimensions of
the work, and lauded the "masterly manner" in which the orchestra
played the "unplayable" score. (October 26, 1878.)

Although Brahms, whose First Symphony was still uncompleted, had
nevertheless been firmly seated on the world's symphonic throne (for
had he not been crowned by all critics as Beethoven's heir?) court-con-
ductor Herbeck could not refrain from making the following remark to
Bruckner after hearing this work: "I assure you if Brahms were capable
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of writing such a symphony the concert-hall would rock with applause."
Bruckner did not enter upon these huge personal expenses because

of a thirst for public applause. That the joys of symphonic creation
were sufficient spiritual exaltation for him, is clear from the zeal with
which he began work upon his Third at the very moment his Second
was unconditionally rejected by the Vienna Philharmonic. In the" pro-
duction of this new score he gave up all thought of mollifying friend and
foe, who alike had complained about the length and difficulty of his pre-
vious orchestral efforts. The heroic defiance that stalks proudly through
every movement of this work, making it sound much like a huge declara-
tion of independence, has caused many to label it "another Eroica,"
implying a definite community between Beethoven and Bruckner.

That it was Bruckner's original intention to make this Third a
"Wagner" symphony is clear from the actual note-for-note quotations
from the already widely discussed Ring. He had apparently, by now,
summoned up the courage to go to Wagner and ask him for his artistic
approval. Fortunately his arrival at Bayreuth, armed with his last two
symphonies, caught the Master of Wahnfried in most friendly humor.
Bruckner's own description of his emotions as Wagner examined the.
scores is eloquent: "I was just like a schoolboy watching his teacher cor-
rect his note-book. Every word of comment seemed like a red mark ori
the page. At last I managed to stammer forth the hope that he would ac-
cept the dedication of one of the symphonies, for that was the only and
also the highest recognition I wanted from the world." Wagner's an-
swer, one of the few happy moments in Bruckner's tragic life, is surely
recorded by the angels. "Dear friend, the dedication would be truly ap-
propriate; this work of yours gives me the greatest pleasure."

After that, Bruckner went on, "We discussed musical conditions in
Vienna, drank beer, and then he led me into the garden and showed me
his gravel" They apparently spent a most delightful afternoon together.
On the authority of the famous sculptor Kietz, who was present part of
the time, we have it that a most amusing sequel developed on the two
following days. Bruckner had had not only some, but in fact so much
beer, the hospitable Wagner continually filling his mug and urging him
to empty it (for a whole barrel had been ordered for the occasion), that
the next morning found the Austrian quite muddled and at a loss which
of the two symphonies the master had preferred. Ashamed to return to
Wagner, he sought out the sculptor and appealed to him for help in this
dilemma, but the latter, highly amused, pretended not to have paid at-
tention to the discussion, saying he had heard some talk about D-minor

and a trumpet. Now in the sculptor's own words, "Bruckner suddenly
threw his arms about me, kissed me, and cried, 'Thank you, dear Mr.
Councillor (I don't know to this day how I came by the titIe) thank youl
I know it's the one in D-minor the Master has acceptedI Oh, how happy
I am that I know which it isl' " Next day, however, he was once more
doubtful, for he sent the following message to Wagner on a slip of blue
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paper (now a treasured museum possession): "Symphony in D-minor in
which the trumpet introduces the theme. A. Bruckner." The same leaf
_came back to him promptly with the folIowing addition: "Yes, yes!
Hearty greetings! Wagner." Thus came Bruckner's Third to bear the
name Wagner Symphony. Whenever Wagner heard Bruckner's name
mentioned thereafter, he would exclaim, "Ahl Yes, the trumpet."

The report of this incident with its clear implication of Wagner's re-
gard for Bruckner's genius proved the death-knell for whatever chance
_/ae symphonist may still have had for Viennese recognition during the
Flanslick regime. Up to that moment his work had been neglected
mainly because the musicians of the city had little ear for such "modern"
harmony and dramatic orchestration, but the leaps and bounds Wag-
iler's music-dramas and Liszt's Symphonic Poems were making in the
Horld of art had brought about a complete revolution in musical taste.
The new era was one of bitter personal hatreds between musicians and
critics of two opposing factions. No political enemies have ever used
more poisonous epithets than the Wagnerites against the Anti-Wagner-
ires and vice-versa. A lion for punishment, both taking and giving, Wag-
ner could easily weather the storm of unspeakable abuse, but away from
his scores and classes Bruckner was a mere child so simple and shy that
the merciless critical boycott of his works, which now followed, all but
crushed his spirit. It was inconceivable to him that human beings could
be as cruel as Hanslick and his snarling myrmidons were to him, merely
because he had gained Wagner's friendship and recognition. His only
solace was that he had become reconciled to composing work after work
without the encouraging incentive of public hearings.

The Fourth, already in the making at this time and bearing the title
Romantic, was finished November _, 1874. Although the description
Romantic is no less fitting than that of Pastorale in the case of Beetho-
veil'S Sixth, there seems little doubt that the detailed "program" or

symphonic plot communicated to his circle of friends by Bruckner was
a postanalysis influenced by no other than Wagner, who had even pub-
Iished a rather fantastic pictorial description of Beethoven's Ninth. It is
at any rate silly to dilly-dally over the fitness of its details, for the Ro-
mantic has so clear and effective a tale to tell that it has become the
favorite vehicle for the introduction of Bruckner to a new audience.

That the composer did not regard the "program" seriously is evident
from his remark concerning the Finale: "And in the last movement,"
said he, "I've forgotten completely what picture I had in mind." Yet the

work possesses an unmistakable unity hitherto without precedent in ab-
solute music, for all four parts spring from the main theme in the first
movement. So logical and masterly is the development of this theme in
the course of the work that the climax is not reached until the closing

portion of the Finale, making the Romantic symphony from the point
of view of perfection of form perhaps the last word that has yet been
spoken by man.
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At this time, thanks to the zeal of his enemies his material condition

had become almost hopeless. To quote from one of his letters, January
12, 1875: "I have only my place at the Conservatory, on the income of
which it is impossible to exist. I have been compelled to borrow money
over and over again or accept the alternative of starvation. No one of-
fers to help me. The Minister of Education makes promises, but does
nothing. If it weren't for the few foreigners who are studying with me, I
should have to turn beggar. Had I even dreamed that such terrible
things would happen to me no earthly power could have induced me to
come to Vienna. Oh, how happy I'd be to return to my old position in
Linzl"

The Viennese musical "powers that be" had conspired to make life
unbearable for the avowed Wagnerite. One of the highest officials at the
conservatory, in answer to an appeal by Bruckner, gave him the follow-
ing generous advice: "It's high time you threw your symphonies in.to
the trash-basket. It would be much wiser for you to earn money by mak-
ing piano arrangements of the compositions of others." The same man,
with equally kind intent, went so far as to say, "Bruckner can't play the
organ at all."

The warlike Wagner's arrival in Vienna in the spring of 1875 drew
more hostile attention to the timid symphonist. Of course, it did him
more harm than good. The music-dramatist's reiterated praise of Bruck-
her's work was like a signal for the Viennese authorities to redouble the
cruelty of their method of torture. Dessoff, conductor of the Philhar-

monic, promised to perform the Wagner Symphony, invited Bruckner
to several rehearsals, and suddenly (after two months of prepar.ation)
declared he could not find room for it on a program. Later the orchestra
took hold of it again, but rejected it finally (only a single musician op-
posing the move) as "absolutely unplayable."

Just as the persecuted Wagner set to work on his Meistersinger, pour-
ing his sufferings out through the lips of Hans Sachs, Bruckner plunged
into the tragic depths of his Fifth. Only in the construction of his
colossal symphonies was he able to play the hero against fate. Over two
years in the process of composition the Tragic symphony was com-
pelled to wait eighteen years for its first hearing. That was not to be in
Vienna, nor was Bruckner ever to hear the work at all.

In a876 Wagner invited him to the inaugural Ring performances at
Bayreuth and the two giant musicians once more discussed the Wagner
Symphony. Perhaps as a direct result of this conference Bruckner now
set about simplifying the condemned score and again appealed to the
Philharmonic for a hearing. The prompt refusal then given his request
must have convinced even him that a relentless hostility due to Wag-
ner's praise made his cause impossible so far as that organization was
concerned. Into this spiritual state of almost total eclipse there suddenly
broke a ray of light. Herbeck, old friend of sunnier days, conductor of
the fine, though less-famed, orchestra of the Society of the Friends of.
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Music, became so disgusted with the unjust persecu.tion that he de-
termined to brave the wrath of critics and musicians by espousing the
Bruckner cause. Hardly had he announced the first step of his cam-
paign, a production of the tabu Wagner Symphony, when he died. Had
not, at this juncture, an influential government representative named
Goellerich (father of the noted Bruckner biographer) stepped into the
breach, the Third Symphony would have been taken off the Herbeck
program and the unhappy composer, poisoned with a cup of misery
worthy of a Job, would probably have gone mad.

The performance itself which took place December 16, 1877, was one
of the saddest in the history of music. Since no conductor dared to wield
the baton upon the occasion, Bruckner himself was compelled to direct
the orchestra. Early in the course of the symphony, Director Hellmes-
berger, spokesman of the conservatory, burst out laughing. Promptly
another "director" followed suit. Upon this the apish students joined
in. Then, of course, the public began to giggle. Soon some people rose
and left the hall, indignant that the cause of music had been offered so

great an insult as the performance of a Bruckner work in Vienna, the
sacred musical metropolis. When the symphony came to an end there
were hardly ten people left in the parquet. The few faithful occupants
of the "standing room," a handful of Bruckner-pupils, among them
Gustav Mahler, rushed down to the heartbroken master, from whom
even the musicians of the orchestra had fled, and attempted in vain to
cheer him with consoling words. At this moment an angel approached,
in the guise of the music publisher R_ttig, described the symphony as
wonderful, and declared himself ready to risk the expense of publishing
it. Under such a black skywas the Wagner Symphony given to theworld.

To return to the Viennese critics for whose Wagner-gobbling appetite
it had been a gala evening, the director Hanslick (intending it, of
course, only as a joke) for once told the absolute truth, namely, that he
"'could not understand the gigantic symphony." He said there had come
to him, while listening, "a vision in which Beethoven's Ninth had ven-
tured to accost the Valkyr maidens, only to be crushed under their
horses' feet." As a sarcastic climax he added that he "did not wish by his
words to tiurt the feelings of the composer, whom he really held in great
esteem."

A little before this time, through the good graces of the previously
mentioned Goellerich, the University of Vienna had announced the
creation of a "chair" of music and the inclusion of harmony and
counterpoint in the regular curriculum. Despite the firm opposition of
Hanslick, Bruckner, who had ten years before appealed to the faculty
that some such step be taken in his behalf, was now appointed lecturer.
From the opening address, April 80, x876, which was attended by so

great a number of students that the occasion might well be compared to
the first of Schiller's lectures at Jena, the younger generation embraced
the Bruckner cause enthusiastically. To the academic subjects taught by
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]3ruckner, wi_ Goethe's words as motto: "Gray is every theory, Green
alone life's golden tree," were added those glorious improvisations for
which he was so noted and the inspiring message of which endeared him
to the hearts of his "Gaudeamuses," as he lovingly called his students.
The open enmity of Hanslick towards their beloved professor gradually
assumed for them the proportions of a political issue and a life problem.
In the years to come the Bruckner cause in Vienna was to attain such
strength through the loyalty of these University students that the com-
bined enmity of critics and musicians would have to bow before it in
the dust. This was actually realized ten years later, when the Philhar-
monic was finally compelled, owing to the force of public opinion, to
program the already world-famous Seventh Symphony (1886).

As the result of the frigid reception accorded the Wagner Symphony
Bruckner spent the next two years (x878-8o) in a radical revision of the
instrumentation of the Second, Fourth, and Fifth symphonies, includ-
ing the composition of a totally new movement, the now famous Hunt-
ing Scherzo, for the Fourth or _Romantic. However, the changes he
made in the scores are not of the nature of compromises between the
artist and the world, for the themes of the symphonies remained un-

altered, only unnecessary rhythmic and technical complications being
abandoned.

To this interval also belongs the composition of the Quintet for
strings, Bruckner's sole contribution to chamber-music, but a work so

deep and mighty that those who have heard it proclaim that in the
whole range of chamber music only the last Beethoven string-quartets
attain such spiritual heights. The Quintet was composed by the sym-
phonist Bruckner and has the sweep and grandeur of his best symphonic
creations.

The interval of rest from major composition saw him frequently at-
tending the many colorful formal dances of Vienna. It seems psycholog-
ically consistent that one whose mind was always engaged in tragic inner
conflicts should seek recreation in the halls of festivity and laughter.
Bruckner had always been fond of dancing.

A severe attack of "nerves," doubtless due to overwork, drove him to

seek relief in Switzerland during the summer of 188o. In August of that
vacation period he visited the Passion Play at Oberammergau and fell
head over heels in love with one of the "daughters of Jerusalem," the
seventeen-year-old Marie Bartl. He waited for her at the stage-door, ob-
tained an introduction, and escorted her home. After spending that
evening and most of the next day in the Bard family circle he arrived
at a temporary understanding which left the love affair on a corres-
pondentiaI basis. There followed a lively exchange of letters between him

and Marie, lasting a year, but the time came when the girl no longer
answered him. Thus the now fifty-six-year-old lover found himself again
refused entrance into the halls of matrimony. One is here involuntarily
reminded of the love of the thirty-seven-year-old Beethoven for the
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fourteen-year-old Therese Malfatti, though nowadays we have ceased to
gasp at such things. The solitary silent remnant of this romance of
Bruckner's is a photograph of his bearing the inscription: "To my dear:
est friend, Marie Bartl."

In these gloomy days when, following the deplorable fiasco of the

Wagner Symphony, no one in Vienna dared or cared to lift a hand in
favor of the Romantic and Tragic symphonies, now long finished and

still unperformed, a malady affecting his feet compelled Bruckner to
take to his bed. There, in spite of depressing circumstances, he sum-

moned up the spiritual strength to work on his Sixth Symphony. As if
his misfortunes had merely been trials sent from Above to prove his
faith, while Bruckner was still busy with the last movement of the new
work, Hans Richter, the Wagner disciple, visited him and was so struck
with the beauties of the dormant Romantic Symphony that he at once

programmed it and invited the composer to a rehearsal. Richter's own
words describing the occasion reveal Bruckner's naive character: "When
the symphony was over," he related, "Bruckner came to me, his face
beaming with enthusiasm and joy. I felt him press a coin into my hand.
_I'ake this,' he said, 'and drink a glass of beer to my health.' " Richter,
of course, accepted the coin, a Maria Theresa thaler, and wore it on
his watch-chain ever after. The premiere of the Fourth took place on
February so, 1881 and proved a real triumph for Bruckner, who was
compelled to take many bows after each movement. On the same pro-
gram, however, the symphonic poem, the "Singer's curse" by Buelow,
met with utter failure. Buelow, now a deserter from the Wagner camp,
and turned to a staunch Brahmsian could not contain his jealousy and .

asked sarcastically, referring to the successful symphony: "Is that Ger-
man music?" From Buelow, at any rate, the most devoted of Wagner-
ians could expect no praise. In time the insults Bruckner had to endure
from that source grew vile beyond description. Even seven years later,
with musical Germany at the composer's feet, Buelow still stood by the
sinking ship, saying: "Bruckner's symphonies are the anti-musical rav-
ings of a half-wit." At last in 1891, the patient composer experienced the
gratification of hearing that BueIow had finally relented and was pro-
moting Bruckner's Te Deum as a splendid work well worthy of publc

performance.
In July, 1882, he made a flying trip to Bayreuth to hear the opening

performance of Parsifal. To him these few days were a beautiful idyll.
He would stroll along the road with a black frock-coat on his arm,

ready to don it hastily should Wagner come along by chance. It made no
difference to him that people said this was an unnecessary act of hom-
age. Sometimes he would stop at "Wahnfried" and gaze at its windows
long and reverently. Mornings he would visit Wagner. The Master
would come out to greet him, offering him the hand of the little Eva,
while he said laughingly: "Mr. Bruckner, your bridel" Then Wagner
would deplore the disappointing state of contemporary music, exclaim-
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ing: "I know of only one who may be compared to Beethoven -- and he
is Brucknerl" One evening, grasping the Austrian's hand, the aged
Master cried: "Rest assured, I myself shall produce the symphony
[meaning the Wagner] and all your works." "Oh, MasterI" was all
Bruckner could answer. Then the question: "Have you already heard
Parsifal? How did you like it?" Bruckner sank upon his knees, pressing
Wagner's hand to his lips, and murmuring: "Oh, Master, I worship
youl" Wagner was deeply moved. When they bade each other good
night that evening, it was the lastgreeting they ever exchanged on earth,
for the call of Valhalla for the "Master of all Masters," as Bruckner
called him, was soon to sound. This is the premonition that took hold
of the younger composer, then already deep in the creation of his
Seventh Symphony. No more majestic tribute to the greatness of one
mortal has ever been paid by another than in that glorious, soaring
Adagio of Premonition. It is an appeal direct to the soul of the mighty
music-dramatist, spoken in its own dialect, consummately mastered by a
kindred soul.

The death of Wagner was a stupendous blow to the whole musical
world and especially so to Bruckner. The latter, now approaching his
sixtieth birthday, was still humble Prof. Anton Bruckner to the world

about him. The field of musical fame, suddenly deprived of its solitary
gigantic tenant, seemed to yawn for a new Titan. The psychological
moment was at hand.

On the twenty-ninth of December, 1884, Hugo Wolf wrote: "Bruck-
net? Bruckner? Who is he? Where does he live? What does he do? Such
questions are asked by people who regularly attend the concerts in
Vienna." The Viennese were destined to the shame of soon being taught
by Germany the greatness they had been ignoring in their midst for a
score of years.

When on December 30, 1884, young Arthur Nikisch, Bruckner pupil,
gave the Seventh Symphony its first hearing in no less modest a hall
than the celebrated Gewandhaus at Leipzig, it was as if a divine Voice
had burst forth from total darkness crying, "Let there be lightl" As the
last note ceased there was enacted a scene of unparalleled enthusiasm,
the applause lasting fully fifteen minutes. Bruckner appeared on the
stage dressed in his simple manner and bowed repeatedly in answer to
the unexpected ovation. One of the critics present spoke of him as fol-
lows: "One could see from the trembling of his lips and the sparkling
moisture in his eyes how difficult it was for the old gentleman to sup-
press his deep emotion. His homely but honest countenance beamed
with a warm inner happiness such as can appear only on the face of one
who is too goodhearted to succumb to bitterness even under the pres-
sure of most disheartening circumstances. Having heard his work and
now seeing him in person we asked ourselves in amazement, 'How is it
possible that you could remain so long unknown to us?'"

On New Year's Day, 1885, the whole world knew that a great sym-
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phonic composer whom snobbish Vienna had for years held bound and
gagged was at last free to deliver his message to all mankind.

The performance of the Seventh Symphony in Munich under Her-
mann Levi proved an even greater triumph. The conductor called it
the "wonder work," avowing its interpretation was the crowning point
of his artistic career. Perhaps Levi, famous Wagnerian chieftan as he
was, intended to annihilate Brahms with a word when he also added,

"It is the most significant symphonic work since 1827."
Into the performance at Karlsruhe (the work was now making its

meteoric way through all Germany), Felix Mottl, gifted Bruckner pupil,
threw so much spiritual fire that even the white-haired Liszt, sitting
among the distinguished audience, became from that moment a staunch
Brucknerite. This conversion was all the more remarkable since the

great pianist had long remained cold to Bruckner's music, although he
had been for two score years one of the chief marshals of the Wagner

camp. Liszt as a Wagnerian had secretly nursed the notion that the
Liszt Symphonic Poems could never be properly understood by the
people until they had learned to appreciate his son-in-law's music
dramas.

Despite the recognition of the whole of Germany, Vienna and the
Philharmonic continued to maintain a dogged aloofness. Still fearful,
Bruckner anticipated any possible desire on the part of the famous
orchestra to play his work by entering a formal protest against such a
move, on the ground that "the hostility of the Viennese critics could
only prove dangerous to my still young triumphs in Germany."

For diplomatic reasons, no doubt, the Quintet was now given, for the
first time in its entirety, by the Hellmesberger aggregation. One of the
most prominent reviewers wrote about it as follows: "We cannot com-
pare it with any other Quintet in this generation. It stands absolutely
alone in its field." Even Kalbeck, Brahms' biographer and one of Bruck-
her's bitterest enemies, said: "Its Adagio radiates light in a thousand
delicate shades -- the reflection of a vision of the seventh heaven."

Apparently the dawn of recognition was at hand, even in Vienna. Yet
the conspirators were determined to die hard. Another critic, on the
same occasion, after paving the way by admitting that the Quintet was

perhaps the deepest and richest thing of its kind, warned the public on
ethical grounds against Bruckner as "the greatest living musical peril, a
sort of tonal Anti-christ." His argument follows: "The violent nature of
the man is not written on his face- for his expression indicates at
most the small soul of the every-day Kapellmeister. Yet he composes

nothing but high treason, revolution, and murder. His work is abso-
lutely devoid of art or reason. Perhaps, some day, a devil and an angel
will fight for his soul. His music has the fragrance of heavenly roses, but
it is poisonous with the sulphurs of hell."

Meanwhile, for the benefit of his Viennese friends, whom he did not

wish to disappoint, the composer personally prepared the initial per-
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formance of his recently finished Te Deum. This, a semi-private affair,
took place in a small concert-hall. Two pianos were used in the absence
of an impartial orchestra.

Suddenly Germany and Holland began clamoring for other Bruckner

compositions, but only the Wagner Symphony had appeared in print.
That work had even penetrated to America where the noted Wagner
disciple, Anton Seidl, had given it a hearing at the Metropolitan Opera
House, December 6, 1885. When Bruckner heard about the favorable
report in the New York Tribune, he was as happy as a child, and ex-
claimed: "Now even America says I'm not bad. Isn't that just rich?"

These successes, however, did not turn his head. He was far from
ready to rest on his laurels. During the summer of 1884 he began work
upon a new symphony. His sister, in whose house in the little town of
Voecklabruck he was vacationing, says he would show her a stack of

music-paper covered with pencil marks, saying that these scribblings
would become another symphony. In order to be able to set down un-
disturbed the ideas that came to him during frequent walks in the sur-

rounding woods, he rented a room with a piano in a house nearby, "just
for composing."

When he heard that the owner of this house had a young and pretty
daughter, he said, "I'm glad. Now I'm sure I'll be able to compose
here." Every day he would bring this _rl, a Miss Hartmann, a bouquet
of flowers. The presence of the younger fair sex seems to have been al-

ways a source of happiness to the composer. He was then over sixty
years old.

At this time, like Balboa when he first stood upon the hill overlook-
ing the mystic expanse of the Pacific, Bruckner stood at last in the halo

of his belated and hard-earned fame looking back with calm melancholy
upon the bitter trials of his artistic career. Beneath this retrospective
spell his Eighth Symphony unfolded itself. As a colossal structure of

spiritual autobiography in tone it is a sequel to his Fifth or Tragic
• Symphony, which it excels in depth of expression. It has been called the

"crown of nineteenth century music." It is useless to attempt to give
any idea of it in words, but its message in brief is: (First movement) how
the artist, a mere human, like Prometheus, steals the sacred fire from
heaven and, daring to bring the divine essence to earth, is condemned to
suffer for his temerity. (Scherzo) how his deed is greeted with scorn and
ridicule by his fellow-men, and he finds solace only in the beauty of na-
ture. (Adagio) reveals the secret of his creative power, communion with
the Supreme Source. (Finale) the battle all truth must fight on earth be-
fore it attains recognition and the final victory and crowning of the
artist.

In Bruckner's physical appearance at this time there was no hint of
senility. He was a little above the average in height, but an inclination
to corpulency made him appear shorter. His physiognomy, huge-nosed
and smooth-shaven as he was, was that of a Roman emperor, but from
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his blue eyes beamed only kindness and childish faith. He wore un-
usually wide white collars, in order to leave his neck perfectly free. His
black, loose-hanging clothes were obviously intended to be, above all,
comfortable. He had even left instructions for a roomy coffin. The only

thing about his attire suggestive of the artist was the loosely arranged
bow-tie he always wore. About the fit and shape of his shoes he was, ac-
cording to his shoe-maker, more particular than the most exactingly
eIegant member of the fair sex. As he would hurry along the street
swinging a soft black hat, which he hardly ever put on, a colored hand-
kerchief could always be seen protruding from his coat-pocket.

In the summer of 1886 he arrived in Bayreuth just in time to attend
the funeral of Liszt. As Bruckner sat at the organ improvising a"Fun-
eral Oration" in his own language out of themes of Parsifal, it was as
if he were saluting the passing of that golden age of nineteenth-century
music, which had endowed the world with the titanic contribution
known as the art of Wagner. Now he was leader of the glorious cause,

its highest living creative exponent, but he stood alone, he and his
symphonies, while the enemy still held the field in great numbers.

The Seventh Symphony continued making new conquests. Cologne,
Graz, Chicago, New York, and Amsterdam paid tribute to its greatness.
When it reached Hamburg the aged teacher of Brahms said it was the

greatest symphony of modern times. Brahms, however, continued to
shrug his shoulders, and remarked: "In the case of Bruckner one
needn't use the word 'Symphony'; it's enough to talk of a kind of 'fake'
which will be forgotten in a few years."

Then young Karl Muck, Bruckner pupil, came to Graz with the same
symphony, and following upon this really Austrian triumph, Vienna
was compelled at last to capitulate, much to the annoyance of the Hans-
lick coalition. Hans Richter conducted the hostile "King of Orchestras"
on March _ 1, 1886. The Seventh Symphony, after hunting for the "blue
bird" all over the world, had come home at last to bring happiness to

the "prophet in his own country." Hanslick's review the following day
was a sort of brief apologia pro vita sua. "It is certainly without prece-
dent," complained he, "that a composer be called to the stage four or
five times after each movement of a symphony. To tell the truth the
music of Bruckner so rubs me the wrong way that I'm hardly in a posi-
tion to give an impartial view of it. I consider it unnatural, blown up,
unwholesome, and ruinous." Kalbeck, his aide-de-camp, picked on
Richter for having shown personal homage to Bruckner and alleged
that it was done purely for popular effect. Concerning the music itself
he said: "It comes from the Nibelungen and goes to the devill" Dompke,
another member of Hanslick's staff snarled: "Bruckner writes like a
drunkard." Richter, at the banquet of the Wagner-Verein held to cele-
brate the occasion, declared that many members of the Philharmonic
orchestra had changed their minds about Bruckner and that there
would be no difficulty about producing his works in Vienna from that
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time on. As a matter of fact, the next symphony, the Eighth, was intro-
duced to the world by the Philharmonic. Heroic Richter now carried
the banner into the British Isles, in spite of Brahms' reproving warning,
"You surely are not going to perform Bruckner in Englandl"

The triumphant journey of the Seventh continued, Budapest, Dres-
den, and London next being conquered. To be sure, Berlin, in the
hands of the Brahms marshals, Buelow and Joachim, only gave it a
timid welcome. A prominent writer said of the occasion: "It was like
offering a roast to a table of mules." Another said: "I considered Brahms
a great symphonist until to-day, but how the little 'Doctor' seemed to
shrink when he was programmed beside this giant, as was the case in
this concerti"

It was still impossible for Bruckner to find publishers for his colossal
work. Time after time his manuscripts were called for by different firms,
but always returned to him with regretful apologies. Then suddenly,
New York through Anton Seidl threatened to publish the Romantic,
whereupon Hermann Levi for the second time made a collection of the
required sum in Munich and thus saved Europe from the imminent dis-
grace.

In the autumn of a889 personal friends of Bruckner and Brahms,
hoping to end the quarrel between the two masters, agreed to bring
them together in a Viennese restaurant. Bruckner, quite amicable, had
arrived early and had already had two or three portions of Nuclei-soup
before Brahms put in an appearance. "Stiff and cold they faced each
other across the table," related one of those present. It was an uncom-
fortable situation and the well-meaning conspirators were highly disap-
pointed. Finally Brahms broke the silence and called for the bill-of-fare.
With a forced display of good-nature he cried out: "Now let's see what
there is to eatl" He glanced along the list of courses, suddenly looked up,
and ordered: "Waiter, bring me smoked ham and dumplingsl" In-
stantly Bruckner joined in, crying, "That's it, Doctor! Smoked ham and
dumplings. At least that's something on which we can agreel" The ef-
fect of this remark was instantaneous. Everybody shook with laughter.
The ice was broken and the remainder of the evening proved to be
friendly and jolly.

A real understanding between the two was, of course, impossible. It
was a case of temperaments diametrically opposed, conceptions of art
basically at variance, in short, an apt illustration of Kipling's phrase
"And the twain shall never meet."

Bruckner explained the situation thus: "He is Brahms (hats off!) ; I
am Bruckner; I like my works better. He who wants to be soothed by
music will become attached to Brahms; but whoever wants to be carried

away by music will find but little satisfaction in his work." Brahms him-
self had declared before joining the Hanslick camp: "Bruckner is the
greatest symphonist of the age."

Once after listening to a Bruckner symphony Brahms approached the
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composer, saying: "I hope you won't feel hurt about it, but I really can't
make out what you are trying to get at with your compositions." "Never
mind, Doctor," answered Bruckner, "that's perfecdy all right. I feel
just the same way about your things."

In 1890, warned by repeated attacks of laryngitis and general nervous-
hess, he begged leave to spend a year free from conservatory duty. His
request was granted, but with no pay. He now drew the long-dormant
First Symphony from its dusty shelf and set to work polishing it. Several
years before, Hans Richter, happening to be present when two of Bruck-
her's pupils played a four-hand arrangement of the work, in his en-
thusiasm snatched up the orchestral score and wanted to run off with
it, when Bruckner called out anxiously, "But the ragamuffin has to be
cleaned firstl" From that time the First Symphony was known in Bruck-
her circles as the "Ragamuffin"--an apt nomenclature, indeed, when
one remembers the impudence of the opening bars.

Hermann Levi, already familiar with it, was particularly worried
that the aging master might make radical changes in the process of re-
vision and wrote to him: "The First is wonderfull It must be printed
and performed- but please don't change it too much- it is all good
just as it stands, even the instrumentation. Please, please, not too much
retouching." An eloquent tribute to the genius of the early Bruckner is
this verdict from the lips of the greatest of Wagnerian conductors and
certainly one of the finest musicians of his time.

During these vacation days the master would review with longing the
happy days before his Viennese trials began. Wondering what had be-
come of the pretty Josephine Lang with whom he had fallen in love
twenty-five years before, he decided to look her up. She had married
long before and he was delighted to find in her beautiful fourteen-year-
old daughter the living replica of her mother whom he had loved so
long ago. Kissing the girl, he called her: "My darling substitute." In her
company all reckoning of time past or present was lost for him and his
heart beat once more as swiftly as the vacation moments flew by.

On December 21, 189° , the first and second printed versions of the
Wagner Symphony were performed consecutively in Vienna. Hanslick
admitted that here and there four or eight bars of exceptional and origi-
nal beauty might be heard, but that the bulk of the work was "chaos."
One wonders whether the man was really so old-fashioned that he could
only read confusion out of the super-order which the world now knows
as Bruckner's symphonic form, as vast and as centripetal as a great em-

pire.
About Hanslick there seems ever to be popping up a ghost of doubt,

"Was the man, after all, sincere?" If so, he certainly deserved the im-
mortality Wagner gave him in the figure of Beckmesser. It is good for
us to keep in mind that Beckmesser or Hanslick, the stubborn reaction-
ary, is an eternal type to be found in every generation and in every
field of activity.
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On the above occasion the critic Helm, long faithful Hanslick assist-
ant, left the opposition and stepped over to Bruckner's side beating his
breasts for his past sins. The valiant Kalbeck still stood firm and incor-
rigible. He offered this recipe in lieu of criticism: "Stand the Allegro of
Beethoven's Ninth on its head and see the Finale of this Bruckner

Symphony tumble out."
Vienna was by then thoroughly convinced of Bruckner's quality. A

group of wealthy Austrians met to take financial measures necessary to
free the composer from his arduous academic duties. Though pride at
first led him to misunderstand the motive for this, the master soon real-

ized that nothing but regard for his genius had prompted it and grate-
fully accepted the offer, deeply moved. Thus he was set free to do with
the last five years of his life as he wished. His new found leisure permit-
ting, he would often make trips to Germany to hear his works per-
formed.

Once a chambermaid in a Berlin hotel pressed a note into his hand
on his departure for Vienna, in which she expressed great concern for
the bodily welfare of her "dear Mr. Bruckner." Naturally, he responded
at once, but insisted (this was a matter of principle with him) upon
being introduced to the girl's parents. With them an understanding was
quickly arrived at and a lively correspondence entered upon, until

Bruckner, despite the admonition of his horrified friends, had made up
his mind to marry the girl. He insisted, however, that she be converted
to Catholicism and this proved in the end the only stumbling block to
one of the most curious matches on record. Fortunately, the girl would
not sacrifice her faith even for the privilege of nursing her "beloved Mr.
Bruckner." He was seventy-one years old when this adventure with Ida
Bnhz, the solicitous maid, came to an end.

Then there was also his "affair" with the young and pretty Minna
ReischI. Add to a pair of roguish eyes a thoroughly musical nature and
it is easy to see why the aged lover lost his heart to this girl. She, of
course, must have been merely amusing herself at Bruckner's expense,
because when she went as far as to bring the composer home to her
parents, these sensible people of the world at once awakened him out
of his December dream. When he came to Linz shortly after, his ac-
quaintances guessing the truth, teased him, saying: "Ahal So you have
been out marrying again!" With Minna, however, who afterwards mar-
ried a wealthy manufacturer, Bruckner remained very friendly until
the end.

In the autumn of ,89, he was created "Honorary Doctor" of the
University of Vienna, a distinction which gave the ingenuous composer
much happiness. Not long before this he had received from the emperor
Franz Joseph an insignia of which he was inordinately proud and which
he was very fond of displaying, much as a child will a new toy. This
weakness of his for glitter, a characteristic as a rule incompatible with
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true greatness, is yet easily to be reconciled with his childishness and the
long years spent in a land where tides and decorations were regarded as
the highest marks of honor.

The summer of 1893 saw him the central figure at the Bayreuth
Festspiele. His arrival was enthusiastically greeted by a host of musicians
and music-lovers. In .the confusion of welcome the trunk containing the
sketches of the Ninth Symphony disappeared, but after many anxious
hours it was located at the police-station, to the composer's great relief.
Daily he made his pilgrimage to the grave of the "Master of all Mas-
ters." The critic Marsop, once an enemy of his, says he saw Br'uckner
approach Wagner's grave reverently, fold his hands and pray with such
fervor that the tears literally streamed down his face. Perhaps, Bruckner
already felt that this visit to Wahnfried might be his last.

In the consciousness of the more enlightened Viennese his name now

occupied a place beside the great masters who had lived in the "city of
music," and as he passed along the street, voices could be heard whisper-
ing with awe: "There goes Anton Brucknerl"

He lived in a small, simple apartment of two rooms and kitchen,
tended by an old faithful servant, Kathi, who for twenty years had spent
a few hours each day caring for the bachelor's household. In the blue-
Walled room where he worked stood his old grand piano, a harmonium,
a little table, and some chairs. The floor and most of the furniture were
littered with music. On the wails hung a large photograph and an oil

painting of himself. From this room a door led to his bedroom, the walls
of which were covered with pictures of his "beloved Masters." On the
floor stood a bust of himself which he was pleased to show his friends,
who relate that he would place his hand upon its brow, smile wistfully,
and say: "Good chapl" Against the wall stood an English brass bed pre-
sented to him by his pupils. This he called "My one luxury." At home
he would go dressed even more comfortably than on the street, merely
donning a loose coat whenever a guest was announced. Kathi knew ex-
actly at what hours guests were welcome. If the master was composing
no one was permitted to disturb him. At other times he went in person
to meet the caller at the door.

Bruckner worked, as a rule, only in the morning, but sometimes he
would get up during the night to write down an idea that had suddenly
come to him. Possessing no lamp, he did this night work by the light of
two wax candles. When the faithful Kathi saw traces of these in the
morning she scolded him severely, warning him to be more careful
about his health. When she insisted that he compose only in the day-
time, he would say contemptuously: "What do you know about such

things? I have to compose whenever an idea comes to me."
Sometimes, other answers failing him, he tried naively to impress her

with his importance, crying: "Do you know whom you are talking to? I
am Brucknerl .... And I am Kathi," she retorted and that was the end of

the argument. After his death she said of him: "He was rude, but good!"
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On the eighteenth of December, 1802, occurred the most impressive
performance of his career, when the Philharmonic played his Eighth
Symphony. Realizing the unprecedented depth of this work, a pro-
fundity which only movements of the most colossal proportions could
cope with, Bruckner had been much worried concerning the welcome it
would receive from the public. The performance, however, was superb
and aroused the greatest enthusiasm. Just before the Finale the exas-
perated Hanslick rose to take his leave and received an ovation such as
only the consummate villain of the play is given upon a particularly ef-
fective exit.

Bruckner's condition at this time was already causing his doctors
much concern and it was only 9wing to the extreme importance of the
occasion that they permitted him to be present.

At the close of the symphony, which had been the sole number on the
program, the applause was tremendous and threatened never to end.
Bruckner, after countless bows to the audience, turned and bowed to
the famous orchestra which had at last been won over to his side. It was
a true triumph, the first unqualified victory he had ever gained in
Vienna. The critics called it the "crown of nineteenth century music,"
"the masterpiece of the Bruckner style." Hugo Wolf wrote: "The work
renders all criticism futile; the Adagio is absolutely incomparable."
Even the "holdout," Kalbeck, at Iast admitted, "Bruckner is a master of

instrumentation," and "the symphony is worthy of its sole position on
the program."

Bruckner was most unhappy that increasing illness often made it im-
possible for him to hear his own works, the performances of which were
becoming ever more frequent. He had been put on a strict diet. "Even
my favorite Pilsner beer is forbidden me," he complained to his former
teacher Kitzler. His badly swollen feet rendered organplaying out of the
question and he had to remain in bed most of the time. Nevertheless it
was this same suffering Bruckner who wrote the rollicking Scherzo of
the Ninth Symphony, perhaps the most vital of all his lighter move-
ments.

The end of 1893 saw such an improvement in his condition that he
was even permitted a trip to Berlin. This change for the better was, alas,
only temporary, for the following days brought such an enduring re-
lapse that he could not attend the first performance of his Fifth Sym-
phony in Graz, under that young eagle of the baton, Franz Schalk, April
8, 1804. A devoted pupil of Bruckner, Schalk had fervently embraced the
enormously difficult undertaking of love involved in the study and pro-
ducdon of this mighty work, with its irresistibly inspiring climax. Only
the presence of the ailing master was lacking to render the occasion as
happy as it was musically important.

During the summer Bruckner was sufficiently recovered to return to
the rustic surroundings of his earlier years, but his seventieth birthday
was celebrated quietly, by order of the Viennese doctor who had ac-
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companied him. Telegrams of congratulation and best wishes streamed
into the little town of Steyr from all corners of the earth. Articles about
him andhis work appeared in all the newspapers. The people of Linz be-
stowed on him the key of the city; he was elected honorary member of
countless musical organizations. In short, not a single sign of esteem t_le
earth might show its kings of tone was now withheld from the ailing
genius. The glory he had richly earned twenty years before now came to
him when the greatest joy he could reveal at the realization of his uni-
versal recognition was a wistful smile in which lifedong spiritual pain
lurked behind the ghost of a belated happiness.

Unexpectedly, what seemed a swift recovery, in the fall of a894, found
him once more ascending the platform at the university to resume his
lectures on musical theory. Only a few such days of grace were granted
his shattered body by relentless Fate, for two weeks later he stood for the
last time before his beloved students. From then on his health declined

steadily and even his mental condition suffered from erratic spells. He
was compelled to abandon his Ninth Symphony at the close of the third
movement, an Adagio which, he told friends, was the most beautiful he
had ever composed. From sketches found among his posthumous effects
we know it nad been his intention to add to this glorious work a purely
instrumental finale, perhaps in the manner of the closing portion of his
Tragic Symphony.

Yet, little though he realized it, when the last note of this Adagio dies
out there is no expectation unfulfilled. It is as if he has confessed all,
poured out his very soul in this.music, so that the work he despaired of
ever finishing, the work he died thinking incomplete, now strikes the
listener as a perfect symphony-unit needing no prescribed finale.

On January a_, 1896, he heard his Te Deum, its performance in
Vienna having been recommended by no other than Brahms himself,
who at last seems to have changed his attitude towards the man he had
opposed for years. This was the last time Bruckner ever heard one of
his own works. The very last music he listened to in public was Wag-
ner's Liebesmahl tier Apostel. It was much like a musical farewell-greet-
ing from the Master he had esteemed above all others in his lifetime.
During the summer of that year Bayreuth was prepared for the worst,
for a strong rumor was afoot that Bruckner was dying. Yet his gigantic
vitality outlived the season. Not tilt October 11 did the dreaded mo-
ment come. It was a Sunday. In the morning he had occupied himself
with the sketches for the Finale of the Ninth Symphony. There seemed
nothing alarming about his condition. At three in the afternoon he
suddenly complained of feeling cold and asked for a cup of tea. A friend
who was with hirrf helped him to bed, but no sooner did he appear com-
fortable, when he breathed once or twice heavily and all was over.

At the burial service Ferdinand Loewe conducted the Adagio of the
Seventh Symphony. Hugo Wolf was refused entry into the church on
the ground that he was not a member of any of the "Societies" partici-
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paring. Brahms, a very sick old man, stood outside the gate, but refused
to enter. Someone heard him mutter sadly: "It will be my turn soon,"
and then he sighed and went wearily home•

In accordance with Bruckner's implicit wish his remains were taken
to St. Florian where they lie buried under the mighty organ that had
been his best friend and into the golden majesty of which he had on
innumerable occasions poured the troubled confessions of his tragic life.

NBC ORCHESTRA UNDER STEINBERG BROADCASTS BRUGKNER'S

FOURTH (MARCH 4, 1939)

•.. What distinguished the occasion was the inclusion of a Bruckner symphony-
the Romantic-- for the first time in an NBC Symphony program. Mr. Steinberg led it
with authority and sympathy, and the men responded alertly to his wishes ....

LOUIS BIANEOLLI, New York World Telegram

... Mr. Steinberg brought not only enthusiasm but unusual insight to his interpre-
tation. One would say that he wrang from the symphony all that was best in it, and
that Bruckner was fortunate in this representation. The tempi seemed to one who is
not an admirer of this symphony admirably chosen, and fortunately not dragged.
Some have taken the opening movement, for example, more slowly. It gains much by
the energy that the brisker pace imparts, and it is to be added that within the frame
of the prevailing tempo Mr. Steinberg established all the appropriate varieties of
movement and of dynamics ....

If the first movement is the strongest of the four that make this Bruckner syln-
phony, there are other places which must be harder to convey to an audience, as the
slow movement. The different movements and their interpretive demands made clear
the knowledge, the temperament and sincerity of this leader ....

The audience was very appreciative of Mr. Steinberg's efforts. The impression is that
the players of the orchestra also held him in esteem.

OLIN DOWNES, New York Times

•.. This was the first time that any music by Bruckner has figured in these con-
certs ....

Mr. Steinberg, who made his debut in this series in the closing concert last spring,
disclosed himself in this performance as a conductor thoroughly versed in his tech-
nique, with authority and imagination, and able to obtain a convincing realization of
his interpretive wishes in the performance by the orchestra, which was characterized
by laudable clarity, expressive power, tonal mass and impos!ng sonority. Warm ap-
plause followed the symphony .... A group of shorter p_eces closed a program
warmly applauded l_y an audience of very good size.

FRANCIS D. PERKINS, New York Herald Tribune

Bruckner's Romantic Symphony--No. 4 in E flat major--can have had few more
admirably conceived and executed performances than which occupied almost an hour
of Saturday night's concert by the NBC Symphony ....

The interpretation and the playing of the symphony yielded every ostent of con-
viction. Mr. Steinberg was a fiery evangelist for the Bruckner gospel. He got warmth
of tone as he got virtuosity from the players. The brasses built their successive cli-
maxes stirringly. In the intensity of the performance was no sacrifice of clarity ....

O. T., New York Sun
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The "Peace Conference of Amsterdam"
Holland Honors Mahler and Mengelberg

(The following article is Chapter 9 of "An American Musician's Story" by Olga Sam-
aroff-Stokowski, published by W. W. Norton g: Co. Inc., N. Y., 1939.The Bruckner
Society of America, Inc., wishes to express its appreciation to the author and pub-
lishers for permission to publish this chapter.)

HE formal engraved invitations to the Amsterdam Mahler Festival
in 19eo were imposing. The programs of the concerts which festival

guests were invited to attend strongly suggested inevitable musical indi-
gestion. The whole thing had an official tinge that led experienced and
wary musicians to suspect a possible overdose of social entertainment
which, however pleasant in itself, might prove to be taxing in addition
to the extensive musical program. Nevertheless, when Mrs. James
Lanier urged me to accept the invitation and to join her in making the
journey, I decided to go.

The Mahler Festival was a celebration of Willem Mengelberg's

twenty-fifth anniversary as orchestral conductor in Holland. In the
course of that quarter of a century he had won the gratitude of the en-
tire country and occupied a secure place as the leading figure in its
musical life.

It was rumored that the first plan to celebrate his twenty-fifth anni-
versary was the proposed gift of a hundred thousand gulden to be raised
by popular subscription. When Mengelberg was sounded out with re-
gard to this possibility, he promptly said that he would much rather
organize a Mahler festival on a grand scale and perform all the im-
portant works of the Viennese master in a series of concerts to which
musicians from all over the world would be invited.

If this rumor is true -- and the source from which I learned it seems
reliable--no orchestral conductor ever gave a more striking proof of
devotion to the music of a composer in whom he believed.

Throughout his career as conductor, Mengelberg had been the stead-
fast champion of the music of two contemporary composers- Richard
Strauss and Gustav Mahler. He performed their works when they were
still the objects of hot controversy or derision. He continued to repeat
these works until they had a large public following in Holland. His de-
cision to organize a Mahler festival was the logical climax of an im-

portant part of his life's work.
Mahler was dead. His fame as a composer was growing, but he still

needed champions. Richard Strauss had already won his niche in the
hall of fame, but many still denied such a place to Mahler. This was

partly the result of enmities he had incurred in life, but the memory of
his extraordinary personality was fresh in the minds of those who had
known and revered him as a man.

The years during which Mahler was conductor of the NewYork Phil-
harmonic do not form a very creditable page in the musical history of
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the city. Doubtless he was irascible and difficult, but he was a great man,
and New York never gave him his due.

He had not been long in America when the Charles Steinways invited
me to meet him and his wife at dinner. I was so excited over the pros-

pect that I arrived a full half-hour too soon. Mrs. Steinway greeted me
with the words:

"I am seating you beside Mahler at table tonight, but do not expect
him to speak. He cannot be made to talk at dinner parties."

Mr. Steinway gallantly murmured something to the effect that "Olga
ought to be able to draw him out," but Mrs. Steinway was not disposed
to flattery. She reaffirmed her conviction that Mahler would remain
silent, and she added mischievously, "'If my husband is right and you do
make him talk, I will give you five dollars."

I responded to the challenge, but when Mahler arrived my courage
sank. There was something so remote about him at first glance that I
could scarcely imagine his taking part in any ordinary conversation.
When we sat down to dinner, he never even glanced at me. Oysters on
the half-shell received his undivided attention. He did not seem quite
so much interested in the soup, however, so during that course I ven-
tured a timid introductory remark. Without looking up he said: "'Ja,'"
and then relapsed into silence.

I racked my brains for a provocative subject of conversation, but
nothing I could find in the animal, vegetable or mineral kingdom elic-
ited any response. Mrs. Steinway began to look distinctly triumphant.

Finally, I remembered that before dinner, when Mahler appeared to
be utterly oblivious of everybody present, he had taken The Brothers
Karamazol_ off the bookshelf and turned over the pages as though
searching for a special passage. I decided that the Dostoyevsky master-
piece was this drowning woman's last straw. But I also knew that if I did
not succeed in establishing a controversial basis of conversation, I would
merely get another "Ja." So I boldly asked him if he did not consider
The Brothers Karamazol_ a much-overrated book.

"Not at all," said Mahler fiercely, putting down his knife and fork.
"You ask that because you do not understand it." He thereupon
launched into a long discourse on the subject of Russian psychology
and Dostoyevsky's supreme understanding of it, while I settled down to
the enjoyment of my dinner (and my triumphl), only throwing in an
occasional provocative question when Mahler paused to eat a mouthful.

The signals exchanged between me and the Steinways must have
mystified anybody who saw them. Mr. Steinway kept looking at his
his watch and lifting his glass to me. He teased his wife unmercifully
when Mahler followed me out into the drawing-room and spent the

rest of the evening looking for passages in The Brothers Karamazog
with which to illustrate his points and complete my conversion. I have
often wondered what would have happened if he had known we were
discussing one of my favorite books.
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Before I left, my crestfallen hostess presented me with six crisp new
dollar bills. She felt that five would not be enough in view of the length
of the conversationl

Playing a concerto with the Philharmonic under Mahler's direction
was a privilege I repeatedly enjoyed. The first time I was soloist in one
of his concerts on tour was in New Haven. By that time he and I

had become good friends, and I had conceived a great liking for his
lovely wife who was one of the most beautiful women I have ever seen.
She was not with him on this particular occasion and he felt the need
of company at supper after the concert. I had lured my dear friend Miss
Dehon to accompany me to New Haven. It sometimes amused her to
"go on the road" when I played in cities near New York. When Mahler
asked us both for supper she pleaded fatigue and went back to the hotel.

Probably she had visions of shop talk in German, for Mahler spoke very
little English, so she deserted me.

Being in a university town, Mahler expected to find gay caf6s filled
with students in multicolored caps. When we had searched in vain for
something more enticing than a corner drug store, and our hotel had re-
fused to serve what we wanted at such a late hour, his dismay was
pathetic.

"'Was fiZr eine Stadtl", he murmured bitterly. "What kind of students
do they have here? No wine, no songs, and not yet midnightl"

It did not seem to comfort him at all when I assured him that Yale

students did sing at other times and had pretty much what they wanted
to drink on occasions ....

He only shook his head. The night-life of New Haven was evidently
a great disillusionment to him, and he remained pessimistic about the
joie de vivre of the American university student.

The only thing I could suggest was to take refuge in the hotel sitting-
room I shared with Miss Dehon. I knew she usually kept something in
the way of nourishment on hand in case we should be hungry before
going to bed. We found her still up and, thanks to her, we feasted on
milk and crackers as we talked far into the wee small hours. Mahler's
taciturnity was reserved for strangers and social functions. When he was
at his ease with friends he was a brilliant conversationalist with a some-
what mordant wit.

It later proved to be fortunate that Miss Dehon and Mahler made
friends that night in New Haven over the milk and crackers. When his

health began to fail before his final departure from America he lay in bed
for weeks at the Netherlands Hotel, weary from his struggles with
people and conditions he could not understand, and hurtby the hostility
of the New York press. As his strength waned and he sensed that the

end might not be far distant, he strove desperately to finish his last sym-
phony, sitting up in bed with his manuscript before him and looking
like the ghost of his former self.

He always digliked American hotel food and during these trying
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weeks it was almost impossible to induce him to take any nourishment.
His wife, beside herself with anxiety, told me about this and I repeated
it to Miss Dehon who had inquired about his condition. After that Miss
Dehon constantly sent him soup and dainty dishes prepared by her own
splendid Swedish cook. I frequently acted as messenger and brought
him these things. They helped to sustain him until he left for Europe,
where death overtook him.

It is perhaps as well that he did not live to witness the horror of war.
Mahler was an idealist and he would have suffered mentally and emo-

tionally more than most men. But I feel convinced that he would have
rejoiced to know that the first big festival of his works would also be the
first international meeting of musicians after the war. It was a Parisian
journalist who baptized the Mahler Festival "The Peace Conference of
Amsterdam."

A letter to my father describes the festival better than I could from
memory.

Dearest Father,
The first day of the festival has made me glad I came. In one sense I

was glad before today, because Harriet Lanier has proved to be a most
delightful traveling companion. Some of my New York friends thought
I was crazy to share a cabin with her on the boat. She has the reputation
of being a fire-eater, and I will admit that Harriet loves a good fight
more than most people. But she is really an enchanting person. She
looks like a French marquise, exquisite, delicate and always marvelously
dressed. Her pugnacity invariably strikes me as comical because it is so
foreign to everything about her. Imagine a Tanagra figurine shaking its
fist and you can understand what I mean. Perhaps I cannot take her
pugnacity seriously and that is the reason why we get on so well. Her
house in New York is a gathering place for musicians and artists of all
kinds. When one crosses the threshold, one is in France. Everything in
the house -- except her valuable collection of Chinoiserie -- is French,
even to the monograms on her lovely bed-linen which I particularly
enjoy when I stop with her. When I visit her I usually take my break-
fast on a tray beside her own bed, for nothing amuses me more than to
watch her open her mail. Then it is that Harriet, looking like a piece of
Dresden china with the lace frills of a boudoir cap shaking as she gets
excited, waxes pugnacious if somebody in a letter or a concert review
dares to criticize anything about her "Friends of Music" or Bodanzky.

She has really done a wonderful piece of work in creating the Friends
of Music. It is modeled on the historic Friends of Music in Vienna and

Bodanzky makes wonderful programs that enable us to hear music no-
body else in New York attempts to perform. He and Harriet pay not the
slightest attention to popular taste. They continue to perform caviar
programs- unfamiliar music, rarely heard compositions, anything in
which they take an artistic interest. Their subscription concerts have
won a high place in New York musical life and their audiences are the
best -- in quality if not in numbers -- in the city.
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of course, there is a deficit. Harriet either raises the money or pays it
herself. She is wonderfully generous.

The only thing she cannot endure is criticism of the people and
fixings she believes in. She would make a marvelous dictator. She would
abolish free speech at once, I am sure, and free thought if she could.

If anybody dares to suggest that Bodanzky is not the greatest living
conductor, war is declared at once. After some adverse reviews in the
newspapers she tried to keep the New York critics out of the concerts
of the Friends of Music, but somebody managed to pour oil on the
troubled waters- luckily for Bodanzky.

She seems to have arrived at some sort of inner compromise by which
she will permit herself to enjoy Mengelberg's conducting during the
Mahler Festival without feeling it is disloyal to Bodanzky. But, really,
it is such fun being with her on this trip, and she has been so considerate
and charming that I spend my life writing postcards to the people who
predicted we would not be on speaking terms by the end of the ocean
voyage.

We found great bunches of tulips, sent by the festival committee and
Mengelberg, in our hotel rooms. Bottenheim immediately came to in-
quire whether he could do anything for us. Bottenheim is Mengelberg's
personal manager and his devotion to his conductor is quite as pas-
sionate as Harriet's adherence to Bodanzky. Every time Harriet and
Bottenheim are together, I tremble lest they drift into an argument
about the relative merits of their respective idols. It would surely end in
bloodshed. Fortunately they will both be too busy and too preoccupied
during the Mahler Festival for such an encounter.

Bottenheim is in his element these days. He beams and radiates en-
thusiasm as more and more distinguished guests arrive and give him
more and more trouble. He is indefatigable in looking after people,
and seems to enjoy working over a mass of details that would reduce
any ordinary mortal to a state of despair.

I asked Mengelberg for permission to attend his morning rehearsals
with the orchestra. I wanted to hear the relatively unfamiliar Mahler
works more than once. He sent me a card that would serve as a general

"'open sesame," and I got myself up very early yesterday morning. Flat
boats loaded with flowers floated on the canals and I enioyed the walk
to the Konzertgebouw-Hall. The Konzertebouw Orchestra has suffered
less from the war than others, and is probably the best in Europe today.

Mengelberg arrived at rehearsal in the same kind of brown velveteen
jacket he wore in the green room after conducting Philharmonic con-
certs in New York. I got out the orchestral score with which I had forti-
fied myself and was all prepared for study and enjoyment when, alack,
Mengelberg began to harangue the orchestra in Dutch. He talked and
talked. It was a veritable torrent of Dutch. I, of course, understood
nothing. Mengelberg had rehearsed the orchestra so much before the
festival that he now only needed to remind the players of certain things.

heard very little music during the morning -- just a few stray passages
that needed polishing. In future I am going to sleep latel

Mengelberg has the reputation of talking more at rehearsal than most.
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conductors, and he sometimes says very droll things. One of his orches-
tra men told me the following story:

During the reheasal of the Liebestod from Tristan, he rapped sharply
ori his desk and exclaimed, "Gentlemen, gentlemen, wake upl We are
performing the music of Tristan und lsolde and you are playing like
married menl"

When we reached the hall for the opening concert of the festival last
night, it seemed as though all the flowers I had ever seen on the canal
barges in the morning had been massed on the stage. There was a per-
fect riot of color and the floral decorations created a most appropriate
atmosphere of festivity.

The Prince Consort was there to represent Queen Wilhelmina, and
he and his suite provided another colorful note with their uniforms and
orders. Every few minutes some internationally famous musician would
enter the hall. The composer Arnold Sch6nberg arrived, followed by a
group of pale young men. We were told they were his pupils. So might a
philosopher in ancient Greece have wandered about with his disciples.

Casella, the modern Italian composer, sat near us, and Schnabel and
his wife were across the aisle. I cannot begin to list all the musicians who
are here, but it was quite dramatic when Florent Schmitt, the Parisian
composer (who in spite of his German-sounding name is very French),
and Abendroth, the German conductor from Cologne, met in Mengel-
berg's dressing-room and shook hands for the first time since a914.

If all the performances are as good as those in the first concert, the
festival will be a rare musical experience.

In retrospect certain musical impressions of the Mahler Festival stand
forth very clearly in my memory, the most vivid being Das Lied von tier
Erde, with Cahier's wonderful singing of the contralto part; the Kinder-
totenlieder; the Second Symphony and, above all, the Eighth Symphony.
The performance of the latter reminded us vividly of the first American
performances of the work under Stokowski's direction in Philadelphia
m 19a5. When we hurriedly left Munich at the outbreak of the World
War in a914, taking with us no personal belongings beyond what we
could carry in knapsacks, Stokowski carried the huge score of Mahler's
Eighth Symphony under his arm all the way to Philadelphia. He en-
countered great difficulties in producing the work because a consider-
able sum had to be raised to underwrite the performances. Once more
the Boks came to the rescue. The enlarged orchestra, the huge chorus,

children's chorus and soloists were very costly. Stokowski would only
undertake it if he could have sufficient rehearsals. The organization of
this "Symphony of a Thousand," calling upon the largest instrumental
and vocal forces employed in any symphony, the building of a stand to
accommodate nearly eight hundred singers, and endless incidental de-
tails involved an enormous amount of work besides the expense.

Such musical enterprises are easier in Europe than in America be-
cause people are more docile and disciplined. In Philadelphia the
chorus members taken from every walk of life seemed to have a veritable
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army of relations who stormed the stage door and tried to get into the
hall during rehearsals. The doorman--who was generally known as
"the Czar"--eventually became so fierce that it was all the musicians
themselves could do to get in.

We had eleven sold-out performances in Philadelphia. Trainloads of
New Yorkers came over to hear the symphony, and I spent weeks organ-
izing what was needed for their comfort and entertainment. An addi-
tional performance at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York was
given under the auspices of the Friends of Music. Harriet Lanier and I
reminisced for hours after hearing the Eighth Symphony in Amsterdam,

and agreed that nothing could ever obliterate the impression made up-
on us by the first performance in Philadelphia. The opening phrase,
"Veni Creator Spiritus," which we then heard for the first time had
literally left us breathless. It was a memorable experience. In Amster-
dam I had the kind of enjoyment which comes from being familiar with
every note of the score.

It was very clever of Mengelberg to organize morning concerts of
modern chamber music during the festival, on days between big Mahler
concerts. They provided variety and contrast. Some of the musicians
who were guests of the festival thereby took an active part in the pro-
ceedings, and the composers of the different European countries had
their first chance- since the war--to come together in an intimate
way and compare notes, so to speak.

Mengelberg asked me to play the Piano and Violin Sonata of Richard
Strauss with the violinist Alexander Schmuller. Although the extreme
modernists even then rejected Strauss's music as antiquated, Mengel-
berg was determined to have a Strauss work on the programs. In these
chamber music concerts, and in the conversations and discussions that

went on during the Mahler Festival, one was made aware that the
World War formed a great divide between musical life as we knew it
before 1914 and the new post-war period. Barriers were down musically
as well as morally. Freedom from rules was just as dear to the musical
composer of 19_o as freedom from convention was to young radicals of
the period, who snatched recklessly at the joy of life in a sort of revolt
against the suffering into which the world had been plunged by the war.

The only thing that aroused my indignation in Amsterdam was the
tendency of some of the so-called "modern" composers to try to pull the
great masters of the past off their pedestals. Neither the piling up of
simultaneous semitones nor the Sch6nbergian building of chords on
fourths worried me in the least, but when I heard conversations in which

the speakers scoffed at Beethoven, Brahms and Wagner, my ire was
aroused. Today one inevitably begins to compare modern achievements
with those of the giants of the past, sometimes belittled by "modernists"
of the post-war experimental era, and the result is not exactly favorable
to the scoffers -- at least that is the way most musicians feel in 1939. Un-
doubtedly we have been through a transitional period and we are still
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too close to it to form lasting convictions that have any value. It will

probably have its importance in musical history, but we can point to
very few modern masterpieces of any real significance.

One rabid "modernist" was standing beside me in Amsterdam just
before I went on the stage to play the Strauss Piano and Violin Sonata.
He asked me how I had liked the preceding number. It had been an
atonal piece of unrelieved cacophony and I was forced to admit that I
had not greatly enjoyed it. He then said very sarcastically: "Never
mind, you will now have a great success in E flatl" It was evident that he
considered a composition in a fixed tonality as beneath contempt. These
experiences interested me because I nave always had ,a lively artistic
curiosity and much more receptivity for the new than most musicians
of my generation. I am also optimistic about the future. The day is near
when we shall have become accustomed to the strange new harmonic
idiom of the twentieth century. The period of experimentation is near-
ing its close and soon composers will begin to express themselves with-
out attaching undue importance to mere innovation.

During the entire Amsterdam festival I had a strong feeling that
Mahler closed a great period. For this reason the festival was truly sig-
nificant, quite apart from Mengelberg's jubilee, and as the first import-
ant international musical event after the war it also deserved to be

called, at least in a musical sense, "The Peace Conference of Amster-
dam."

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE IN CHICAGO, STOCK CONDUCTING

JANUARY 10, 12, AND 13, 1939

Those who contend that the mood of a composition is never precisely definable
and that one single piece of music (for example) may equally represent emotions of
solemn joy or pangs of tragic grief should listen to Mahler's Das Lied vonder Erde
and ask themselves whether four of its six movements could express anything but
stark pain. The two delicate landscapes which Mahler offersus in this great symphony
might conceivablybear titles other than those they own (though surely an atmosphere
of the Orient cannot be ignored as one studies them); but acrossthe other pages of
this work, the composerhas written with tone, "Suffering" beyond chance of misinter-
pretation. Here a man who has sounded many black depths of life becomes autobio-
graphical. But in a larger sense he describes the hurt that touches, at some time, all
hearts. And it is only in his final acceptance of suffering that he loses contact with
many who listen to Dos Lied vonder Erde. For, alas[ no animating surge of hope
crowns that acquiescence. He but dreams "of the luminous blue o[ distant space!"

The orchestra wasat the height of its form last night and Dr. Stock gave a masterly
reading of the score. The soloists,Enid Szantho and Charles Kullmann proved them-
selves artists sensitive to the Mahler idiom and they as well as Dr. Stock received
many salvos of applause from the audience.

MARYR. RYAN

RCA VICTOR RECORDINGS

Bruckner's Ninth and Mahler's Ninth will be available in record form. Bruckner's
Ninth will probably be available in January. No date for the release of the recording
of Mahler's Ninth under the direction of Bruno Walter has as yet been set.
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Mahler--Last of the Romantics
BY WINTHROP SARGEANT

O future historians of music the year 1911 is likely to loom as a very
important turning point. To contemporary observers it probably

seemed much like any other year. Several great musical figures--among
them Richard Strauss and Debussy were enjoying their hey-day. Never
before had world-wide intellectual ferment seemed to promise more for
the future of art. Never before had there been so many composers, so
many skilled executants, such teeming musical audiences. But as we
look back at it from the perspective of nearly thirty years, a91 a seems
to mark, more definitely than any other date, the end of the great ro-
mantic period of music, and the beginning of something else. That year
a great drought seemed to dry up the creative source of the romantic
movement. People went on composing, but the work of those composers
who were big enough to set styles and lead movements, underwent a
sudden and strangely unanimous change.

Before a9aa Richard Strauss had turned out one vital composition
after another, reaching a peak of creative achievement in Elektra (a9o9).
In 19a 1 he finished Rosenkavalier. Since then Strauss has continued to
write, but little of what he has written has the sweep, or originality, of
his earlier work. It was in a91a that Sibelius, after three lyric, full-
blooded symphonies, produced his bare, enigmatic fourth. The weight
and importance of his later work are still to be determined by posterity.
By a911 the best of Debussy's work had already been done. In 19al
Arnold Sch6nberg finished the last work of his post-Wagnerian ro-
mantic style (Gurre-Lieder) and plunged thereafter into the dry, ab-
stract mathematics of atonality. In a9a 1 Igor Stravinsky dropped the
conventions of the great classical-romantic musical language, and wrote
his boisterous Russo-Parisian ballet Petrouchka. Stravinsky was to be-
come more famous, but whether he was ever to write better music is a

question. Today, despite manifestos, credos, theories, and all sorts of
aesthetic propaganda, it is becoming more and more doubtful, sad as it
is to admit it, whether any music of overwhelming importance has been
written since that time.

Just why the particular year a9_ a should have rung down the curtain
on a whole phase of music, and musical philosophy, is hard to under-
stand. But it is evident, if one considers the changing currents of Euro-

pean thought during the whole period from 19oo on, that music was
bound to be deeply affected somewhere along the line, and that the ef-
fects were likely to disturb the very core of romantic mysticism which
had given nineteenth-century music its enormous vitality. As the heroic
conception of life was replaced by the realistic, the metaphysical by the
scientific, it is natural that composers should begin to regard their art
with changed eyes. When the philosophy of materialism was applied to
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music, music became purely a matter of substances, combinations, geo-
metric patterns, abstract architecture, aural sensations. And some mu-
sicians began seriously to write purely cerebral or purely sensual music,
and to explain their own, and other people's music as purely and simply
a matter of ingenious combinations of sound. Whether, in accepting
this view, they did not throw overboard much that could have given
their own work value, is still for future musical audiences to decide.
But in applying the materialistic yardstick to the great musical master-
pieces of the past they overlooked the very factor that, in the last anal-
ysis, made those masterpieces great. True, the abstract architecture of
great music makes an impressive study for those interested in technique.
But far transcending this in importance is the message that all this
architecture was built to convey. For, if we take the word religion in its
broadest possible sense, the greatest masterpieces of European music
from Bach to Strauss were all essentially religious poems, written in a
complex, but widely understood, language of sound.

It was, of course, only a coincidence that Gustav Mahler died pre-
cisely in the fateful year 1911. But the coincidence had a certain
amount of poetic justice about it. Mahler was, in a curiously inevitable
way, the last of the romantics. Strauss' romanticism was always well
mixed with a slightly cynical strain. It was often sexual rather than re-
ligious. And it was turned off abruptly in what seemed the prime of his
creative life. As a romantic, Sch6nberg hardly got a start. Stravinsky was
anti-romantic from the first. Sibelius will, I suspect, be placed ultimately
as a sort of symphonic landscapist, a somewhat less important figure
than present-day Sibelians think him. For Mahler alone, of that gener-
ation, it was permitted to reach full stature while the romantic attitude
still survived as a potent source of musical inspiration.

Mahler's peculiar position as the last fully-formed link in a dying tra-
dition goes a long way, I think, toward explaining that troubled, poign-
ant, yet grandiose quality which has made him difficult for some music-
lovers to understand. For his music not only expresses the fervor of ro-
manticism; it is permeated as well by a gloomy premonition of the ap-
proaching death of the romantic world-view. Technically Mahler was a
symphonist of what the late Paul Bekker has aptly described as the
Austrian (as distinct from the German) school. His structural methods
were descended from the large, simple, linear, melodic style of Bruck-
ner, a style that was Schubert's before it was Bruckner's, and Haydn's
before it was Schubert's. To this extent Mahler was a traditionalist. But
here the similarity between Bruckner and Mahler ceases. Bruckner's ro-
manticism was serene and unquestioning, the product of a world that
was spiritually at peace. Mahler's is already troubled by a changing con-
ception of life. His methods, his equipment are those of the grand man-
ner. But Mahlerhimself is an intellectually restless man of the twentieth
century. What to the relatively simple Bruckner was a self-evident
truth, is to the complex and doubting Mahler, a receding vision, a
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vision which only a passionate profession of faith will keep alive.
Hence, the strenuous "will to believe," the atmosphere of "eternal

,seeking," the sense of something escaped and forever lost, that permeate
so much of his music.

In religion Mahler was an eclectic, instinctively religious as are all
real musicians, but too sophisticated and cosmopolitan to accept any re-
ligious creed in its primitive form. When asked about his religion he
once replied, "I am a musician, that covers everything." His broad,
philosophical attitude toward religion made him sympathetic at the
same time to the purely doctrinal fervor of Klopstock, the romantic
mysticism of Goethe, the negative, and quite un-Christian, poetic pas-
sion of Nietsche, and the pastel-shaded nostalgia of Li-Tai-Po. It also
gave him his intense respect for the writings of Dostoievsky, a respect
that was so great that it led Richard Specht to consider Dostoievsky one
of the most important influences in Mahler's intellectual life. Specht, in
his biography, quotes an interesting anecdote from Paul Stefan--
about Mahler and SchSnberg sitting one day in a park in Vienna chat-
ring with a group of sttidents. Mahler after holding forth at length
about his favorite subject, Dostoievsky, was surprised to learn that none
of the younger men had even heard of the great Russian novelist. "But
Sch6nberg," he expostulated, "What's the idea? Let the young people
who study with you read Dostoievsky too. That is more important than
counterpointl" The episode, which occurred comparatively late in
Mahler's life, shows that he was still as concerned as ever about the

novelist who had influenced his earliest symphonies.
The religious, ritualistic subject matter of such works as the Second

and Eighth Symphonies is thus the product of no simple, unquestion-
ing piety, but of a complex, sophisticated twentieth-century mind.
Mahler still retained some of the strong sap of the romantic movement.
But he was troubled by the illusory quality that romanticism was as-
suming in the twentieth-century world in which he lived. He himself
stated that the only valuable experiences in an artist's life are those that
occur before puberty. In Mahler's time the world of magic, of the fairy-
tale, of the supernatural, of mythical symbols, was already becoming
foreign to the adult mind. And that world, upon which nearly every
great composer or poet of the past had drawn for his inspiration, re-
mained real, or perceptible, only to the imaginatively unfettered minds
of children. The composer, who is the purest and most imaginative kind
of poet, was being forced to draw most of the poetic juice of his art
from childhood memories. Mahler's preoccupation with children's jin-
gles, folk-like tunes, gTotesque military themes, hobgoblin atmospheres,
the Knaben Wunderhorn, his often deliberately naive religious imagery,
were all, I think, symptoms of this struggle to recreate a remembered
world far richer in poetic values than the machine-age adult's hum-
drum world of reality.

It is also, I think, this feeling of the slipping-away of the romantic
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view that gives so many of Mahler's works that deeply nostalgic, poign-
ant sense of something forever receding, or lost. I am thinking more
particularly of such things as the song Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gehommen, and Der A bschied fromDas Lied yon der Erde. No composer
in the whole history of music has expressed, as Mahler has, the loneli-
ness of the individual human soul peering out at eternity.

In the sense that much of his music reflects states of mind and even

sometimes describes concrete ideas, Mahler was a "literary" composer.
And nothing, it seems to me, is more absurd than the attitude of listeners
who approach a Mahler symphony in the abstract without even bother-
ing to find out the ideas and symbols that Mahler himself associated
with it. Nor does it seem to me that being a "literary" composer is being
a lesser composer. Nearly all the great composers from Berlioz on, and
many before him, were "literary" composers. There are those, of course,
who prefer to think of the Ring des Niebelungen as abstract music,
with a troublesome and incomprehensible libretto about vague and
unimportant mythological beings. There are those who enjoy Bach's
B Minor Mass and pretend that its connection with Christian ritual is
irrelevant. But such people, I think, are eating the frosting and missing
the cake. There is, in reality, very little important music that is purely
"absolute."

When audiences understand more about the ideas behind Mahler's

symphonies, I think they will find him, not only a great symphonist,
but one of the most interesting minds, one of the most imaginative
artists, of the early twentieth century. Mahler, in his time, like Mozart
in his, used music to express the most poignant poetic experiences of
contemporary humanity. If Mahler's poetry is more remote, less fluent,
harder to get at, it is at least partly because poets in Mahler's day had to
dig deep into the subconscious for their poetry.

SEVITZKY BROADCASTS MAHLER ADAGIETTO

in a program broadcast by the indianapolis Symphony Orchestra on February t5th ,
Fabien Sevitzky conducted the Adagietto from Mahler's Fifth with an understanding
that must have given much pleasure to his radio audience.

THIEDE CONDUCTS BRUCKNER'S FOURTH (FEDERAL SYMPHONY

OF MASS.)
A reader reports:

"The Federal Symphony Orchestra of Massachusetts conducted by Alexander
Thiede, formerly assistant concert-master for Stokowski in Philadelphia, performed
Bruckner's ]Fourth Symphony in Boston on May 14, 1939. There has been noticeable
improvement in the orchestra under Mr. Thiede; he was fortunate in having an ex-
cellent horn section. The cuts used by Wilhelm Gericke, made by Bruckner himself,
were adopted for this performance. Mr. Thiede's reading was inspired. He knew the
score thoroughly and his beat was precise and sure."
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Bruckner's Symphonic Tetralogy (IV-VII)
BY GABRIEL ENGEL

INTRODUCTION

ERHAPS the first fact that strikes one in considering Bruckner's 'Symphonies Nos. IV-VII is their uniformity of mode. That these
are his only symphonies in major keys (therewere seven in minor, includ-
ing his two preliminary efforts) renders an apparent coincidence merely
more curious. Even the fact that the Quintet and Te Deum (the sole non-
symphonic compositions of the decade occupied by the Symphonies IV-
VII) are also in major, while the three Masses (all written during the
preceding decade), are in minor, may be dismissed as purely accidental.
Yet the present writer, moved by Bruckner's naive claim that in setting
down his symphonies he was the mere tool of an irresistible inner Voice,
decided to examine the scores themselves to determine whether the four

symphonies in major are not linked by some definite inner community
hitherto unsuspected.

It is general knowledge that most of the thematic life of the Bruckner
symphonies radiates from the principal or central theme-groups of the
opening movement. Placed side by side, the central themes of the four
symphonies in major are readily seen to be of one family. They possess
in common vital melodic characteristics distinguishing the central
theme of no other Bruckner symphony. Might not these four then have
been the product of a single sustained inspiration whose complete un-
£olding required expression in four successive integral creations?

The long chain of dark-tinged compositions preceding the Fourth
(there were nine of these including the Overture in G Minor) makes the
radiant sunrise which begins that symphony all the more amazing. It is
literally the sunrise in Bruckner's soul, suddenly liberated from a stub-
born, sullen spell beneath a gloomy sky. He had striven in vain to dis-
pel that gloom. A highly significant fragment of a Symphony in B-fiat
Major penned before his Second tells of that effort. Clearly forecasting
the Fifth in thematic content, this cast-off symphonic scrap not only
shows Bruckner's early yearning for a jubilant, major Muse, but also re-
veals in embryo the very song he felt himself destined to sing.

When just a graduate pupil, though already approaching middle age,
he had his first view of Wagner's new orchestral language. It proved so

powerful a revelation that he composed his highly original First Sym-
phony and First Mass in the resulting burst of inspiration. Yet that had
only partially freed his voice. When he had finished his dramatic Third
Symphony, he plucked up the courage to bring it to Wagner in person,
then head-over-heels in his Ring plans at Bayreuth. The great man's
annoyance quickly changed to genuine interest when he was finally per-
suaded to open the score. Careful examination led to warm expressions
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of praise by Wagner. He would be delighted to accept the dedication of
so fine a symphony. Yes, he would even produce it himself. This gener-
ous gesture proved a galvanizing touch to the discouraged symphonist.
In the overwhelming flood of elation that resulted all the pent-up bit-
terness of the preceding years disappeared.

The Fourth Symphony appears to have been a direct sequel to the
joyful upheaval that took place in Bruckner's spirit upon that occasion.
The sunrise of Nature that opens the Romantic is truly the sunrise in
Bruckner's soul. It is at the same time a fervent paean of gratitude for
his new-found spiritual freedom and an infinitely broadened human
perspective.

FOURTH SYMPHONY (ROMANTIC)

Toward the close of his arduous career Bruckner, at length become
famous, was awarded an honorary degree by the University of Vienna.
He was puzzled by the Greek word "Melipoeos" inscribed upon his di-
ploma to designate the particular nature of his excellence. Scholars
whom he asked to interpret the term were divided between "tone-poet"
and "tone-craftsman." Bruckner preferred the latter, though more pro-
saic translation, insisting that the former smacked too much of "'pro-
gram" music.

It is likely that the few totiches of realism (bird-calls, wood-murmurs,
etc.) in the Romantic were influenced by the sensational apparition of
Liszt's symphonic "poems" in the concert world. Yet Bruckner was not
a romanticist of the stamp of Weber or Schumann. In reality, he was
even less a romanticist than Beethoven whc; warned against a too literal
story-background interpretation of the Pastorale, his lone symphonic
venture beyond the strict borders of absolute music. Although a festive
Scherzo and a "Storm" Finale are present in both the Pastorale and the
Romantic, these are only marks of an external community not reflecting
the fundamental dissimilarity of the underlying messages in these works.
Beethoven's conception of nature and man views them as separate en-
titles, the former a species of recreation, a source of spiritual refresh-
ment for the latter. In Bruckner's Romantic, however, there is heard

not the echo of the joys of Nature reflected in the soul of man, but
rather the voice of Nature itself. As the solo horn sounds the opening
theme midst an ecstatic tremolo in the strings, it seems as though the
very lips of Nature open in fervent, hymn-like song.

This utterly simple melody, created out of a single interval (a fifth) is
one of the most expressive of Bruckner's many superb melodic inspira-
tions. Veiled in deep mystery by the distant murmur of strange, sup-
porting harmonies, it breathes the grandeur of a majestic' adagio. The
veil lifts as new voices (woodwind, strings) take up the theme in imita-
tive dialogue. With broad pulse unaltered, it attains a summit of sonor-
ity, generating fresh motivation as it rises. This ascent, portrayed in gra-
cious melody, framed in an unusual rhythm (alternate groups of two
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plus three quarter-notes) forms the second portion of the opening
' theme-group. Quickened by successive recurrences of this rhythm (gen-

erally called "Bruckner Rhythm" because it plays so prominent a role
in his symphonies) the pulse of the music speedily approaches true
Xllegro character. There ensues a veritable burst of jubilation midst a

wealth of melodic fragments in "Bruckner Rhythm," rising and falling
_as though sounded antiphonally from heaven above and earth below.

The whole universe seems to glory in this sunrisel Re-echoing at in-
creasing distances the music subsides, merging with the cosmic mists

whence it first issued. Thus, without a trace of welding, are joined into
a perfect thematic unit three distinct melodic conceptions. There is
about this theme-group a magnificent spontaneity of unfolding beside
which the mincing, obviously clever thematic carpentry of more often
performed masters pales. Poetically alone is the achievement of this

unity simple to grasp. The spiritual message underlying the entire
_dleme-group is like an unbroken spell. Even when the last echoes of the
theme-group have died away there persists a hymn-like aura, which sur-

rounds the new theme, the song of the birds. This Zizibee (titmouse)
love-duet, one of the most famous of Bruckner's numerous "double-

themes, may also be regarded as an apt mirroring of the yearning of
man's soul for union with Nature.

So plastic is the structure of the entire movement, so natural and in-

evitable the advent of each fresh idea, that one readily understands why
the Romantic has been the most popular Bruckner symphony with
music-lovers for over half a century. The composer himself, perceiving
its unusually felicitous union of clear-cut form and simple, ingratiating
melody, came to regard it as the ideal introduction to his gigantic later
symphonies. Poetically, at least, it is the actual introduction to the three

symphonies which followed, exploring and exploiting thoroughly the
spiritual and cosmic depths merely glimpsed in a swift, brilliant revela-
tion in the Romantic.

The Andante, as usual with Bruckner, presents a typical adventure
of the spirit on earth, involving ever-present pain and suffering. A song
of unrequited love, one of the most wistful of symphonic slow move-
ments, it remains nevertheless fundamentally an expression of affirma-
tion. Even the most inconsolable melancholy of the opening theme, el(>-
quently voiced by the cellos, is interrupted by a motive of hope and sur-
cease, whispered by the violins. Bruckner's genius for instrumentation

unerringly selects the poignant voices of the violas for a telling role in
this section. The final, irrefutable promise of contentment is expressed
in a lofty revelation midst nobly mounting utterances by the trombones.

Strikingly descriptive is the Scherzo, with its stirring fanfares of hunt-
ing horns. The irresistibly rhythmic Trio is an idealized Upper-Austrian
peasant dance, fragrant with delicate harmonic turns, carried out in the

subtle spirit known before Bruckner to Schubert alone. This Scherzo,
the second composed for the Romantic, was doubtless substituted for
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the original in order to strengthen the romantic atmosphere of the en-
tire work. It is certainly a delightful creation, perfect in every detail.
The fitness of its interpolation has been universally acknowledged.

It seems almost superfluous to warn listeners not to give too literal
attention to Bruckner's own explanation of the content of the Ro-
mantic. The tones in which the symphony is set are far too vast and

deep for any such naive picturing as: "A citadel of the Middle Ages-
Daybreak--Reveille is sounded from the tower--The gates open
Knights on proud chargers leap forth --The magic of nature surrounds
them." Surely this is all childish after-thought on the part of a man
whose creativeness was purely musical, whose acquaintance with litera-
ture was limited to Gospel and the prayer book.

Particularly in the Finale, framed in elaborate sonata-structure, is re-
vealed the superficial inadequacy of the description "Romantic" for this
work. The ominous conflict with which it begins has an import far
deeper than the too obvious explanation, "The woods in the grip of a
storm." It suggests rather the decisive struggle in which the spirit, beset
with earthly fears, overcomes all obstacles on the path to eternal con-
tentment.

Bruckner's Romantic is a symphony of Nature -- Nature as viewed by
a true mystic. Perhaps no composer has given this concept of Nature
clearer verbal shape than the Bruckner disciple Gustav Mahler, whose
innate mysticism stamped him as a fervent Catholic long before his
formal conversion to that creed. The devout Bruckner might have
shrunk in horror from Mahler's pantheistic doctrine of the spiritual
union of Nature with Man, but essentially it was the same as his own.

Mahler said: "That Nature embraces all that is at once awesome,

magnificent, and lovable, nobody seems to grasp. It seems so strange to
me that most people, when considering Nature in connection with Art,
imply only flowers, birds, woods, etc. No one seems to think of the
mighty underlying mystery, the god Dionysos, the great Pan."

FIFTH SYMPH ONY (TRA GIG)

The first notes of Bruckner's Fifth are played by plucked st_rings; the
second theme is introduced in the same instrumental color. In fact,

plucked strings play a notable part in so many salient moments of file
work that it was nicknamed the "Pizzicato" Symphony. Many know it
as the "Church" or "Faith" Symphony because of its abundance of
"Chorale" fragments. Bruckner sometimes called it the "Fantastic," but
fearful of programmatic misinterpretation, preferred to speak of it
merely as his "contrapuntal masterpiece." Perhaps no name describes
the symphony more aptly than the "Tragic," proposed by Goellerich,
the composer's authorized biographer.

Better acquainted than anyone else with the circumstances surround-
ing the origin and execution of the work he was able to penetrate be-
yond such externals as style and color to its spiritual roots. He saw the
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Filth as the deeply personal expression of a genius doomed to utter
Ioneliness by the scorn and neglect of a misunderstanding world. Nei-

ther the Third nor the Fourth had succeeded in obtaining a hearing.
The only performances of Bruckner's earlier works were those adver-

tised as "Bruckner, conducting," meaning to most, "Stay away; Bruck-
net, the silly ass, is paying to hear his own dull twaddle." Goellerich real-

ized also the abject misery into which protracted celibacy had plunged
the physically unattractive Bruckner. The victim of a long series of
pitiful jiltings, he was already past fifty. Goellerich refused to be mis-

led by the unrestrained rejoicing that climaxed the Finale of the Fifth.
He knew that in art, as in life, the deepest tragic undertones often lurk
beneath the most extravagant jubilation. He caught in the Adagio the
true spiritual keynote of the work. Its brooding main theme was the
despairing utterance of abandoned genius. Through the mighty blare of
triumph trumpeted forth by redoubled brass in the Finale he saw the

transfigured image of the man who found the strength to wrest peace
from his agonized soul through renunciation.

In the Fifth the characteristics generally regarded as typical of Bruck-
net's symphonic style find their most convincing expression. Far more
than any of his other symphonies it is a polyphonic work, the com-
poser's proud description, "my contrapuntal masterpiece," testifying to
the extraordinary care with which he had fashioned its many-voiced
strains.

Double-themes previously employed by Bruckner as separated inci-
dents of only local significance assume in this work a progressive, cyclic
role. Thus from the first and second theme-groups in the opening move-
ment he has drawn two sharply contrasted motives and united them to

form the remarkable double-theme which begins the Adagio. The pulse
of the upper melody. (four-four) conflicts with that of the lower one

(six-four). The result is more than a mere bit of subtle rhythmic coun-
terpoint; it is an unforgettable tonal portrait of spiritual desolation. In

the Scherzo the two motives part once more, each assuming the leading
role in one of the two divisions of the movement. In the Finale they are
welded together again, inseparable at last in the framework ideally
suited to the exploitation of the double-theme -- the double-fugue.

The principal motives of the Fifth haunted Bruckner many years be-
fore he felt his mastery of their possibilities equal to their symphonic
shaping. A manuscript fragment of a B-flat Symphony sketched in the fall
of 1869 reveals in essence the pizzicato introduction to the first two
theme-groups and a main theme with the same rhythmic contour as that

of the Fifth, not to mention the downward octave-leap which is perhaps
the most striking characteristic of the Finale.

The Fifth begins on a note of almost hushed awe, like the mystic in-
vocation to a Muse too lofty for more familiar hailing. The listener
senses at once that he is about to experience a mighty adventure of the
spirit. This concise adagio introduction, the only one in all the Bruck-
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ner symphonies, is an integral portion of the symphony because it pre-
sents the very origin of the main ideas to be exploited. They are heard
in the process of creation: tone, to rhythm, to harmony, to melody. The
mysterious measured plucking of the basses intensifies the initial air of
spiritual uncertainty portrayed by the other strings as they grope up-
ward one by one towards the light. The interruption by a softly uttered
chorale fragment is the first glimpse of the only path leading to that
Light -- Faith.

At first hardly more than an element of devotional coloring it as-
sumes firm thematic shape in a reinforced repetition. Like a halo it
hovers over the sturdy motive which immediately takes form beneath it.
Issuing out of the main theme of the Romantic this majestic, march-
like fragment ascends step-wise, its merged romantic-religious flavor
suggesting some heroic figure, perhaps the Knight of the Grail, Bruck-
ner's favorite legendary figure. The same motive inverted opens the
Allegro, whose purpose is to present the scene of conflict between the
opposing forces introduced in the Adagio. Their hostile banners are
unfurled in an elemental outburst of defiance, a characteristic motive

formed by two violent octave-leaps, framed in a zigzag "line, suggestive
of some ominous, irresistible force. The slow introduction occupies
only a few measures, yet presents all the source material out of which
the gigantic symphony is to be reared. The rest is a record of amazing
economy of means, involving almost incredible melodic resourcefulness
and structural mastery. The themes of the exposition section of the
first movement are in every detail subtle derivations from the motives
already presented.

No other great composer since Bach had steeped himself to such a
degree in the language of polyphony. The classicists, denied more than
a fragmentary acquaintance with the works of Bach (most of which were
then unpublished) were wary of injecting more than an occasional brief
polyphonic passage into their predominately homophonic symphonies.
The wonderful polyphonic Finale of Mozart's Jz_piter is an exception
which only strengthens this assertion. True, Wagner had made a spe-
cial, intensive study of polyphonic problems before proceeding to set
Die Meistersinger to music. His unerring sense for appropriate dramatic
color told him that an effective tonal portrayal of the atmosphere of
Hans Sachs' day must be rich in polyphonic color. Yet when the tone-
poet of the Romantic turned to the composition of his "contrapuntal
masterpiece" he brought to it a lifelong devotion to polyphonic expres-
sion. So sure was his grasp of the intricacies of contrapuntal dialect that
he had become famous for his ability to improvise masterly fugues, and
even double-fugues on the organ. The language of polyphony, which he
had cultivated with tireless devotion, had virtually become his musical

mother-tongue. To other nineteenth-century composers it was an anti-
quated "study" language, necessary mainly for cultural purposes; to
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him it was a living language, capable of expressing a world of vivid
emotion.

The heroic source motive already mentioned made its appearance in
the opening Adagio in major guise. Inverted and quickened, but still
in the brighter mode, it was the first to enter the scene of conflict repre-
sented by the initial Allegro. Transformed into minor it next assumes
the dominant voice in the melancholy double-theme of the slow move-

ment. In the Scherzo it is reborn, though still in minor. Appearing now
as a carefree, lilting melody, it records the lifting of the veil of gloom
from the hero's soul. Its final incarnation as the triumphant climax of
the Finale has already been discussed. This cyclic use of a central motive
as the dominating theme of a work in many movements is the realiza-

tion in symphonic form of one of the principal ideals of the polyphonic
era. Common usage in the Masses of Palestrina's time, it expired in the
Suites of the later seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century composers,
to be suddenly revitalized, with a significance greater than it had ever
had, in the Fifth of Beethoven. Bruckner's unbounded love for that sym-
phony may well have produced in him the longing to emulate its doc-
trine of thematic evolution. Yet his extensive experience with sacred
musical usage before composing his symphonies accounts sufficiently for
his cyclic employment of the same source motive in the main theme of

each movement. This practice, already noticeable in his First, becomes
more striking and purposeful with each symphony. Yet even in the Ro-
mantic it is still a more or less exact recurrence of the same melodic idea

at the beginning of each movement, linking all four with a readily
identifiable bond of unity. In Bruckner's Fifth, however, the idea has
been resolved into its melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic elements, which
prove far more fertile and pliable material for cyclic use.

The song of earthly sorrow which begins the Adagio of the Fifth is
aptly framed in the poignant tones of the oboe. A lyric interpolation in
keeping with the earnest dramatic burden of the entire work, triumph
over suffering through renunciation, it yields gradually to strains of in-
creasing hope. Brighter and brighter grows the light surrounding the
uplifted spirit. Finally the very gates of heaven seem to open as the
golden voice of the trumpet sounds its radiant message of indomitable
Faith, scattering the last cloud of doubt.

In his conception of the Finale as the scene of highest dramatic in-
tensification Bruckner went beyond his forerunners, endowing the sym-
phony with the crowning stamp of formal integrity. They had been
content (doubtless, believed it necessary) to let the opening movement
bear the brunt of dramatic emphasis. In their eyes an extended sym-
phonic close, with involved content, framed in the most massive form,
would impose upon the patience of the listener already fatigued with
concentration on the previous movements. Beethoven's Fifth is the out-
standing exception to this convenient practice by the classic masters. An
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ardent student of the inmost wonders of that symphony Bruckner was

convinced from the outset that the Finale should present the resump-
tion and successful termination of the spiritual conflict entered upon in
the opening Allegro. The carefree, dance-character with which the clas-
sicists had infused their Finales seemed to him ineffectual settings of
Scherzo moods in pseudo-Finale garb. He strove to make the Finale the
most dramatic and majestic section of the symphony. It must scale sum-
mits of power loftier than any attained in the previous movements, a
goal of supreme spiritual triumph, resolving and clarifying all that had
gone before. This Bruckner .Finale-conception, already impressively
formulated in the Third, bore its most splendid fruit in the Fifth.

The Finale of the Fifth is the vehicle of Bruckner's deepest and most
dramatic expression, equalled in power perhaps by the last movement
of his Eighth alone. Beginning with a brief introductory retrospect,
somewhat in the manner of the last movement of Beethoven's Ninth, it
soon plunges into the herculean accomplishment still necessary to the
final resolution of the conflict. These are the two opposing forces, origi-
nally heralded in the opening Adagio introduction, now making their
final decisive appearance: one, a disturbing, rebellious influence, char-
acterized by octave-leaps and a rough, sharply pointed rhythm; the
other, a sturdy chorale, infinitely more heroic in this last transforma-
tion than in its original guise in the opening Adagio. Each in turn is the
subject of a fugue, the unfolding of which suggests a tale of tremendous
spiritual struggles, revealing the Soul (as hero) gathering added strength
with the advent of each fresh subsidiary theme. At length the tide of
conflict is turned, the goal of all this striving glimpsed. In hushed awe
the Soul pauses suddenly before the dazzling revelation. Out of the si-
lence rise golden voices singing the song of eternal promise. At first
sounded in impressive grandeur by the brass it is softly re-echoed in ac-
cents of deep devotion by the strings. Thus on a note of unshakable affir-
mation begins the celebrated double-fugue, presenting the final in-
separable union of the conflicting themes.

SIXTH SYMPHONY (PHILOSOPHIC)

The Fourth and Fifth were still unperformed. The Third, conducted

by Bruckner himself, had proved a pitiful fiasco. Loneliness, increasing
illness, and financial trouble filled the composer's cup of misery to over-
flowing. He realized that in work alone could he find consolation and
the courage to carry on. The cheerfulness dominating the first move-
ment of the Sixth, largely written during a long period of painful sick-
ness, is eloquent of the philosophic resignation that had taken possession
of Bruckner's soul. In content this movement is definitely related to the
Romantic. It too is steeped in the glory of the cosmos, but to this re-
formulation of the message of the union of Man and Nature Bruckner
has brought a more human quality. The vast spiritual wealth amassed in
the Fifth has yielded interest in a calmer, more disciplined touch. The
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sunrise in the Romantic is more radiant with ecstasy, .but that in the
Sixth has a deeper, more individual magic. It is shot through with deli-
cately varied instrumental and dynamic shades and subtle melodic,
harmonic, and rhythmic nuances.

Bruckner regarded this symphony as his most daring and original ex-
pression. It abounds in phrases framed in "Bruckner Rhythm." Thevery
opening notes, struck off by the violins in sharp staccato, present this
rhythm in lively form fis a pulsating background for the main theme.
The latter, drawn softly from the deep strings, begins like a sighing

question concerning the ultimate mysteries of existence. The first com-
ponent of this theme, borrowed from the main theme of the Romantic,
suggests a definite community of content between these two symphonies.
When the next theme-group is introduced by a doleful strain in square

rhythm over a plucked accompm_iment in triple-rhythm cited from the
Adagio of the Fifth we know also that the Sixth is to be a philosophic
sequel to the intensely dramatic struggles of the spirit portrayed in the
preceding symphony. The air of gloom surrounding the opening bars
of this song-theme is but the shadow of a momentary reminiscence,
swiftly dispelled by the cheery sway of the gracious melody which bursts
from it.

Even the third theme-gToup, a pounding unison passage in "Bruck-

ner Rhythm," bristling with warlike inclination, vainly searches every

plane of tonality for a scene of conflict, only to succumb to the lure of
the calm, richly harmonized episode terminating the exposition. This

air of peace, firmly maintained throughout the statement of the themes,
continues to dominate the development section, devoted to a eulogy of
the wonders of Nature. Familiar song-themes rise on ever-broadening

wings, the tide of melody surging irresistibly upward toward a climax.
The sophisticated concert-goer, on the alert for some subtle bridge lead-
ing to the recapitulation, suddenly realizes that he is in the midst of the
restatement. Yet nothing abrupt has occurred. In the opening move-
ment of this work, for the first time in symphonic literature, the climax
of the development and the beginning of the recapitulation coincide.
That this remarkably effective innovation in sonata-form was no mere

flying chip in Bruckner's workshop is convincingly proven by its in-
creasingly successful reappearance in his subsequent symphonies.

The slow movement begins with a yearning love-song, the bright

counterpart of the melancholy Stiindchen presented in the correspond-
ing section of the Romantic and intensified to utter gloom in the Fifth.
A brief shadow crosses the sunny path of this three-voiced melody when
the oboe intrudes its counterpoint of plaintive sighs. A mournful phrase
in the horns threatens to revive some painful memory of unrequited

love (Bruckner's life abounded with instances); but the new-found spir-
itual power, philosophic resignation, easily turns aside all imminent
bitterness. The second theme is a soaring, untroubled love-song. The

central portion of the movement is occupied with a resourceful contra-
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puntal exploit_,tion of the opening theme, its varied restatements re-
sulting in a subtle mingling of rondo and sonata form.

The magic play of elfin spirits characterizes the strikingly impression-
istic Scherzo, the first of a series of Bruckner scherzi to portray the
witchery of Pan interwoven with the very roots of Nature. The Trio un-
folds a fi-esh aspect of this extraordinary gayety. The woodwind ad-
vances fragments of melody based on the opening theme of the Allegro,
while mischievous harmonic interruptions issue from plucked strings or
horn groups in sharply punctuated rhythm.

The comparatively calm atmosphere prevailing over the Finale is
doubtless accountable to a considerable degree for the extreme rarity of
performances granted this symphony. Yet the absence of conflict in the
closing movement is consistent with artistic integrity. Since the opening
movement advanced no conflict, the Finale has none to resolve. Lacking
the dramatic character of other Bruckner closing sections it remains
nevertheless a Finale conforming in essential respects to the accepted
meaning of the term. All its thematic factors (and there is an unusually
rich store of these--fanfare, chorale, march, and song) move swiftly and
smoothly along as though controlled by some mysterious inductive
power. Drawn together at last, they become merged into the jubilant
reentry of the opening theme of the symphony. Thus, in a convincing
Q.E.D., is complete fulfilment attained.

SEVENTH SYMPHONY (LYRIC)

The long, soaring song-theme which opens the Seventh is without
parallel in Bruckner's symphonies. Yet it is closely related to the main
theme of the Romantic in haiznonic and instrumental color (string
tremolo on the tonic). The voice of the horn also introduces this later
utterance. The melodic line in both cases is dominated by the same
notes (sol and do). The scope of the later theme, however, is far wider.
For the source of its additional melodic elements one need but examine

the opening bars of the Fifth and Sixth. There is present in these a
graceful turn similar to the one at the apex of the later theme. In short,
the broad-winged melody at the beginning of the Seventh sums up the
chief thematic elements of the three preceding symphonies, integrating
them in a new, final expression of unforgettable beauty.

Beauty of song is the ideal proclaimed at the outset and unwaveringly
maintained throughout the Seventh. Its extreme popularity (equal to
that of the briefer Romantic) is directly due to the natural, sustained
flow of its melodies. Its huge proportions result fi'om the use of larger
thematic structures in place of the concise motivated blocks character-
izing the three earlier works of the tetralog3z. Particularly because of
this is its structure likely to be misunderstood by those who cling too
firmly to the antiquated "tenets" of sonata-form. Fortunately, an orderly
array of beautiful ideas, possessing all the vital characteristics necessary
to the maintenance of interest in an extended orchestral composition
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(abundant melodic, harmonic, rhythmic, instrumental, and dynamic
variety), will always prevail over any objections that may be raised
against such a work from a purely academic viewpoint. Hugo Wolf's
enthusiastic recognition of Bruckner's genius rested mainly upon hi_ ad-
_ation of the first three movements of the Seventh. Years elapsed be-
fore he acknowledged the last movement worthy of the others. His long
failure to admit the structural integrity of the Finale merely reflected
the usual reluctance of one revolutionary genius to estimate the accom-
plishment of another without a standard yardstick.

The successful employment of longer, singing themes represents the
very fulfilment of Bruckner's dynamic principle of thematic construc-
tion, involving the complete subjugation of form to content. The first
-theme, a homophonic composite of three ideas, is like an invocation to
Song. The second, predominately polyphonic, is a more mobile melody,
its peacefulness disturbed only by restless fundamental harmonies.
Spinning itself out in little rhythmic turns it evades cadence repeatedly.
Not-even a complete restatement in inversion alters the innate restless-
ness of this "Wanderer" theme. The third theme-group consists of two
contrasted melodies, one a sharply rhythmic idea of satirical cast, the
other a yearning concept of pastoral flavor.

Of all these themes only the satirical one is a really hostile element,
hindering the undisputed sway of song in the development. In that sec-
tion the appearance of the opening-theme exclusively in inverted form
is a subtle piece of artistry. It saves the exact restatement of the theme
for the recapitulation, where it appears completely fresh. Again, as in the
Sixth, the climax of the development and the return of the main theme
coincide, the superior thematic freshness just mentioned rendering this
phenomenon in the case of the Seventh more effective.

For the reappearance'of the main theme in his Adagio Bruckner
adopted the general features of the classical variation form as broad-
ened by Beethoven. He abandoned as unsui, ted to his message the uni-
formly floreate passages widely cultivated by his forerunners in varying
their slow themes. He believed these to be, even when most charming
and felicitous, artistically hampered by the too obvious display of tech-
nical skill which produced them. To forestall any possible sacrifice of
artistic integrity on this score he injected a touch of sonata-form into
his Adagios through the interpolation of concise passages of thematic de-
velopment. For his source material he used elements of themes already
presented. These "borrowed" fragments he re-created into delightfully
fl-esh melodic shape by a fascinating process scarcely glimpsed by the
classicists--that species of unhampered development known to stu-
dents of sonata-form as "free fantasy."

The gigantic, earnest Adagio of the Seventh is universally famous as a
"funeral ode" in honor of Wagner whose death occurred while Bruck-
net was still at work upon that movement. Bruckner asserted that a sud-
den foreboding of his great friend's imminent death was the inspiration
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for this Adagio. The inexpressibly mournful opening theme, set for a
choir of Bayreuth tubas, eloquently corroborates his claim. Yet the ac-
tual "funeral music" (according to Bruckner himself) does not begin
until close to the end of the long movement, where it is ushered in by a
jarring cymbal crash. "At this point," said Bruckner, "the shocking
news of the master's death reached me.'"

Two broad-winged songs (rather than themes) totally contrasted in
mood, alternately sway the entire musical content of this Adagio. The
first, the funeral theme, progresses from stately solemnity to majestic
affirmation on the impressive three-chord "Resurrection" motive from
the Te Deum. The development of this motive becomes the climactic
event in the movement. Climbing steadily from plane to plane, the
spread of its wings constantly broadening, it becomes a mighty uni-
versal "Credo" sweeping aloft to the very gates of heaven. The second
theme is a radiant melody sung by the Cherubim, its unique combina-
tion of simple charm and soaring nobility a worthy complement to its
austere companion. That these melodies alone (the Adagio was first per-
formed separately) possessed sufficient magic to make Bruckner world-
famous at a single hearing describes them more aptly than might whole
volumes of analysis. Some experts venture the claim that in the Seventh
the Adagio, not the Finale, is the focal movement. This unstudied view
may well have been fostered by those who nicknamed Bruckner the
"Adagio Composer."

After this contemplation of Eternity the Scherzo comes like a rude
awakening to earthly things. The opening theme, a bit of bizarre realism
for Bruckner, sounds its drab Reveille, a melodic paraphrase of the
crowing of the cock. In a moment all is feverish motion; constantly in-
creasing, the agitation results in a wild dance-orgy. The Trio is an
idealized, nostalgic Laendler-melody, eloquent of Bruckner's yearning
love for his Upper-Austrian homeland.

A majestic dome-like structure is the Finale, the very order of its
themes suggesting an arch. The opening theme is a martial concept,
literally the lyric initial theme of the symphony arming for battle.
Martial rhythm underlies even the prayerful chorale-theme that fol-
lows. One of the world's most famous conductors, mistaking" Bruckner's
intentional subordination of the chorale for ineffectual instrumenta-

tion, rescored the melodic line for brass, whereupon at least one leading
American critic (this was almost a decade ago) insisted that the sym-
phony had been made to sound better than Bruckner had written it. A
"third" theme, in reality the opening theme at last fully armed, com-
pletes the array of spiritual forces involved in the conflict about to take

place. The development section, involving the most resourceful manip-
ulation of this given material from gentle playfulness to titanic gran-
deur, is a miracle of inspired artistry.
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SOPHIE KARST SINGS MAHLER SONGS OVER WNYC

On February 17, 1989, Sophie Karst sang a group of songs by the much neglected
composer, Gustav Mahler. The program consisted of Lieder aus der Jugendzeit and
two of the Wunderhorn Lieder. The singer revealed a beautiful voice, and inter-
preted the songs in such a manner as to leave the listener with the hope for other
Mahler programs. She was ably assisted at the piano by Herman Neuman.

STOCK AWARDED KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL OF HONOR

After a performance of Bruckner's Ninth in Chicago on March 23, the Bruckner
Medal of Honor was presented to Frederick A. Stock by Dr. Martin G. Dumler of
Cincinnati, President of the Society, in recognition of Stock's long continued efforts
to create a greater interest in and appreciation of Bruckner's music. Dr. Stock is one
of the oldest Bruckner pioneers in this country. According to Mr. Eugene Stinson of
the Chicago Daily News, "'this was the 25th occasion on which Mr. Stock had listed
for performance one of the six Bruckner symphonies known to Chicago."

RODZINSKI AWARDED KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL OF HONOR

After a performance of Bruckner's Eighth in Cleveland on March i6th, the Bruck-
net Medal of Honor was presented to Artur Rodzinski by Adella Prentiss Hughes,
,Vice President of the Musical Arts Association, on behalf of the Bruckner Society of
America, Inc., in recognition of his efforts to create a greater interest in and appreci-
ation of Bruckner's music in this country. Dr. Rodzinski gave the first Cleveland per-
formance of Bruckner's Seventh last season and introduced the Eighth to Cleveland
audiences this season. The Cleveland Orchestra under Rodzinski's direction broad-

cast the Seventh over an NBC hook-up in March 1938.

GUSTAV MAHLER -- EXCERPTS FROM THIRD SYMPHONY

University Symphony and University Girls' Glee Club, Conducted by Thor Johnson,
in Hill Auditorium, Ann Arbor, January 23, 1939.

• . . The climax of last night's concert was as overwhelming as it was surprising.
Few people in the audience had ever before heard any of the music of Gustav
Mahler's Third Symphony, and the performance of the fifth and sixth movements
_rom this tremendous work brought to all a musical experience so fresh and so power-
ful that "Why have we not heard this before?" was upon every tongue. Tumultuous
and sustained applause left no further doubt as to the heartiness of Mahler's Ann
Arbor reception, and repeated demands for more will no doubt lead to a performance
of the Symphony in its entirety sometime in the htture.

And, even as concerns the two movements already heard, such a performance
would be most welcome, because the parts can not really find their true effect save
as a part of the whole. While the fifth movement, with its pealing bells and exultant
voices singing Des Knabes Wunderhorn, was utterly charming by reason of its tune-
fialness and the freshness of its orchestral coloring, it still lacked the stature it would
have attained had it come as a scherzo-like contrast after the meditative, gedankenvoll
alto solo of the preceding movement.

As it was, it remained for the final movement to sweep one aloft to regions truly
sublime. Such infinite peace as that of which the movement at first discourses could
flow only from the soul of the profoundest of philosophers; and when at the end this
peace rises to triumph and exaltation, one knows that it is something more than
flesh and blood speaking, speaking with a passion beyond and above that of mere
men. Mahler himself is but the prophet, his colossal orchestra but the voice, of that
universal force, that cosmic soul, which is Nature. As Wagner immortalized in sound

the passions of men and women, gods and goddesses, Mahler here apotheosizes in
music the vital spirit of the universe.

WILLIAM J. LICHTENWANGER, University o[ Michigan and Michigan Daily, Ann
Arbor, Michigan
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NBC ORCHESTRA UNDER WALTER BROADCASTS MAHLER'S FIRST

(APRIL 8, x939)

. .. Still, the symphony is sufficiently intelligible without the programmatic hints
other than those which a listener can derive from the music itself, and offers many
measures of freshness and charm especially in the first movement, and in the sturdy
liindler rhythms of the third. It is true that Mahler's copious melodic invention does
not express itself in all the themes with equal distinction, and that impressions of
lengthiness are noticeable at times, mainly in the finale .... Nevertheless, despite
certain drawbacks, this is a disarming work.

Mr. Walter, who was a close friend of Mahler, directed an interpretation marked by
insight and persuasive eloquence, as well as the customary high standards of per-
formance which mark this orchestra's work, and was ardently applauded by the large
studio audience .... FRANCIS D. PERKINS, New York Herald Tribune

•.. The symphony written when the composer was twenty-eight, ranges curiously
over widely scattered realms of feellng, which in some instances are incongruously
patched together, in others welded with strikingly dramatic effectiveness• The first
two movements reveal clearly the Brucknerian influence in the folkish quality of the
themes, in their square cut, diatonic mould. A simple response to nature motivates
the entire first movement, while a pictorial quality, evident throughout the work, is
here pointed by frequent imitations of bird calls and the pastoral tranquility that
predominates ....

... This is obviously an imperfect work of a youthful hand. But it is useless to deny
the prophecies of genius in its abundant vitality, its power and eloquence, its genuine
compulsion. Discounting its glaring inconsistencies, its frequent naivete, its frequent
reminiscences of Bruckner, Wagner and Tchaikovsky, it is, after all, the music of a
man who had something to say. G.G., New York Times

•.. It is a work that contains many elements of popularity, in spite of a diffuse and
over-long finale. The performance as directed by Mr. Walter, a veritable disciple of
Mahler, was a masterpiece of understanding sympathy and eloquence in which the
orchestra followed the conductor with exemplary care.

Pn_rs SANBORN,New York World Telegram

GUSTAV MAHLER: SONG SYMPHONIST

BY GABRIEL ENGEL

It is perhaps the best life of Mahler extant .... The reading public owes a debt of
gratitude to the Bruckner Society for issuing this comprehensive brochure; it tells all
that is necessary and it is informative.

HARVEY GAUL, Pittsburgh Post Gazette

(Price $1.oo plus 6 cents postage)

LIST OF PERFORMANCES--SEASON i939-194o
BRUCKNER

Seventh Symphony--Boston Symphony (Koussevitzky) October; Philhar-
monic Symphony Society of N. Y. (Barbirolli) December; Kansas City
Philharmonic (Krueger); St. Louis Symphony (Golschmann).

Fifth or Seventh Symphony- Philadelphia Orchestra (Ormandy).

MAHLER

Adagietto (Fifth Symphony)- Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y.
(Barbirolli).

Das Lied von tier Erde -- Boston Symphony (Koussevitzky).

Second Symphony- Cincinnati Symphony (Goossens).

Ninth Symphony (Finale)- Boston Symphony (Koussevitzky).

Kindertotenlieder--Zighera Chamber Orchestra.
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Symphonic Chronicle
A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER. GUSTAV MAHLER:
SECOND SYMPHONY-- D,4S LIED VON DER ERDE

SECOND MOVEMENT Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Freder-

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Fritz ick A. Stock, Conductor. Soloists: Enid
a_einer, Conductor. December 9, 1938. Szantho and Charles Kullmann. January

io, 12 and 13, 1939.

• . . We owe Mr. Reiner a debt of . . . He worked furiously away in that
thanks for giving the first time in Pitts- summer of _9o8 and succeeded in treat-
burgh part of a work of Gustav Mahler, ing an authentic masterpiece. The music's
One of the titans of musical art whose message is one of darkneSs and despair,
contributions to orchestral literature but this darkness and despair are ex-
were way ahead of their time and are pressed so well that the resulting product
only beginning to be recognized for their becomes something superlatively fine.
true worth. The piece played on this oc- Mahler at the time (only three years be-
casion was the second movement of the fore his death) had mastered the technical
Second Symphony. side of his art as few men have done. He

This beautiful extract of one of the knew how to bend both voices and in-

grtgrheatestsymphonies ever penned refutes struments to the expression of countless
e accusation that Mahler's music is subtleties of feeling.

dull. Here is lovely music, full of inspira- In the passages of rueful gayety his
tion and exquisite form, that leader and methods are as successful as in the more

orchestra projected in a way that evoked doleful sequences. The gayety is made to
demonstrations of approbation. We hope seem full of thoughtfulness, as though a
that this morsel of Mahler is but the man in the middle of a headlong reel
forerunner of performance of this entire should occupy his mind with specula-
Second Symphony and others of this corn- tions as to whether he would ever live
poser's impresslve output. We should
like to listen to a cycle of Mahler works to dance another one.
similar to that of Beethoven being given The performance had intensity anddirectness .... Mr. Stock conducted with

here this year .... a fine feeling for the idiom of the difii-
RALPH LEWANDO, Pittsburgh Press cult music ....

EDWARDBARRY, Chicago Tribune
By far the most interesting feature of

last night's Pittsburgh Orchestra concert . .. Dr. Felix Borowski, eminent musl-
in Syria Mosque was the audience. It clan and program annotator, tells us that
was a lengthy program, one that might Mahler was a sick, depressed man--suf-
become tedious to the best listener; yet fering from a heart ailment, later fatal--
those thousands of music lovers sat en- when he wrote this music. Burdened
rapt and were enthusiastic to the end. with a broken heart, Mahler reflected an

Fritz Reiner is bringing us up to date. embittered, hopeless spirit in his outlook
We heard one movement from a Mahler on life, and found his personal views
symphony, the Andante from his Second echoed in the fatalistic utterance of cen-
Symphony composed some fifty years ago, tury-old Chinese poetry. He used them as
the first fragment of such a work to be the basis of a freely-styled symphony to
played here, although Mahler himself point in pathos of sound the forlorn,
played for us thirty years ago. nostalgic meaning of the words as they

For those who know Mahler songs, the too lived more beautifully in chanted, in-
charm of this andante is no surprise .... toned lyricism of song.

J. FRED LISSFELT, In mirroring his morose views on
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph man's finite existence, Mahler has per-
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versely achieved immortality himself, it GUSTAV MAHLER:
seems to me!... For with exquisite sensi- LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN
tivity--he reflects so many thoughtful GESELLEN
moods, not always brooding, but gener- HUGO WOLF--FIVE SONGS
ally foreboding.

JANET GUNN, Chicago Herald Examiner Zighera Chamber Orchestra, Bernard
Zighera, Conductor; Cleora Wood, Solo-

. . . Mr. Stock's purpose has not been ist. Boston, January x8, 1939.
to give the work a casual and isolated
hearing; he plans to keep it a recurrent . .. It may well be that in such smaller
item in the orchestra's repertoire, forms as those of the "Lieder eines fah-

And that is good news. Mahlerites con- renden Gesellen" and the "Lied yon der
sider it the composer's masterpiece; cer- Erde" (itself a cycle of songs rather.than
tainly it is a peculiarly personal work a symphonic unit) Mahler's enormous
and a peculiarly successful one .... talent found more satisfactory expression

"Das Lied yon der Erde" was composed than in the pretentious and sometimes
at the end of Mahler's days; it has its blatantly pompous symphonies. A de-
moments of gigantic energy and projec- lightful intimacy of expressive vocal line,
tion but it is a score in which everything a charming transparency of orchestral
is fundamentally at peace and in which texture, an aptness and economy of in-
Mahler's genuine love of the orchestra strumeutal color make these songs ex-
moves freely, boldly and beautifully in ceptionally well suited to chamber-or-
an exceedingly rich and evocative instru- chestra performance .... '
mentation. The work invites repose of STFPHEN SOMF.RVILLE, Christian Science
spirit and its performance on Tuesday Monitor
was both vocally and orchestrally superb
and fitting .... . . . The finest by all odds of this music

EUGENE STINSON, Chicago Daily News was the "Songs of a Wayfarer" by that
1/l 1/39 still much-debated figure of a generation

ago -- Gustav Mahler .....
• • . The aim of Chinese poetry is to While a good deal of tonal archeology

suggest sentiment in the vivid and con- now goes on with forgotten composers
centrated glimpse of small human activi- before Bach, listening experience in the
ties. The most Chinese aspect of Mahler's case of Mahler is hard to come by be-
score is that he, too, holding fast to the cause his works are badly and unjustly
literal, writes music that gives off vivid neglected. A neat commentary on our
and concentrated glimpses of small or- state of musical civilization! "The Songs
chestral activities, of a Wayfarer," written when he was

For the texts are the paramount reality about twenty-three and stimulated by a
of "Das Lied yon der Erde." The music brief love affair, seem to be lyric master-
strikes their mood and gives their inci- pieces and show that Mahler even at
dents illustration, but the charm of the twenty-three was already a master of or-
score as a whole is its suggestion of eva- chestration who had developed a style of
nescence, its minute use of a large orches- his own.
tra and its wonderful use of graphically The melodic naivete of these four
conceived material for the sake of sug- songs came unmistakably, as others have
gesting a vague, haunting and unword- said before, from Mahler's love of folk-
able nostalgia in which the heart yearns song. This quality stands in contrast to
to find the substance of its own longing, the technical complexity and sophistica-

This is music which invites affection tion which he must have possessed when
even before one has completely grasped it quite young. To Mr. Zighera, who con-
and in which, with its insistent recur- ducted most sympathetically, and to Miss

rence of motifs, and its distinct sugges- Wood for her beautiful singing is of-
tion of a perfect timing and a perfect fered the heartfelt gratitude of at least
proportion, it seems well worth while to one listener ....
lose onself, as Mahler himself may very . . . A large audience applauded most
likely have done• cordially'.

EUGENE STINSON, Chicago Daily News C. _. DURGIN, Boston Globe

1/18/89 . . . It was particularly interesting to
listen to these familiar Wolf Lieder with
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.first rate orchestral accompaniment. Nei- den Gesellen." . . . It was rather the in-
ther "Gebet" nor "Verborgenheit," per- trinsic music that engrossed the listener,
-imps, gains by the transcription; but how music of a poignancy, simplicity of state-
much more vital are the lively songs, like ment and wonderful command of the or-
"Er ist's" and "Ich hab' in Penna," and chestral medium that set Mahler apart
how effective is the woodwind in "Auf from almost very other composer in the
ein altes BildF' Here the orchestra points history of music. The mood of resigna-
Wolf's ideas, tion, in depicting which Mahler was so

To those who have sometimes groaned great a master, is in these four songs, as
thnder the weight and tedium of Mahler's in "Das Lied yon der Erde" and some of
symphonies the earlier "Lieder eines fah- the symphonies ....
renden Gesellen" must have come as a A distinguished audience that filled
welcome surprise. They are extraordi- most of the seats in Jordan Hall ap-
narily lovely and passionate songs, with- plauded the performers, particularly
/_ut the depth that Wolf commanded in Miss Wood with gusto.
his finest creations but well worth more MOSFS SMITH, Boston Evening Transcript
than the very rare hearings that they re-
ceive. Miss _¥ood was at her best in these
and well deserved the applause that she ANTON BRUCKNER:
received .... SECOND SYMPHONY
ALEX,XNDF.RW. WILLIA._IS, Boston Herald

Cincinnati Symphony _)rchestra, Eu-
Thanks to Cleora Wood's singing of gene Goossens, Conductor. January 2o

Mahler's "Songs of a Travelling Journey- and 21, a939. (First Performance of
man," an inspired performance of in- Bruckner's SECOND in Cincinnati.)
spired music, the concert of the Zighera
Chamber Orchestra at Jordan Hall last . . . His failure to take hold outside of
evening, which might otherwise have Austria and Germany may be explained
gone the agreeable way of such events, in several ways. Prejudice had as much
became an important occasion. These to do with it as anything ....

_ songs with orchestra, two of which found In any event, it has been a long time
their way into Mahler's "First Sym- on its way to Cincinnati--more than
phony," were written when that much sixty-five years, in fact. Judging by the
misunderstood composer was but twenty- way this genial work sounds at these
three and, although their harmonic concerts, I see no reason why it should
idiom is simple indeed, as compared with not appeal to concert audiences•
that of "The Song of the Earth," they Bruckner poured some of his choicest
are still very much alive today; and there melodies into the mill when he ground
is in them the poignancy that is Mahler's out this symphony, and he put a variety
own. of color into the scoring. More than that

Last sung here at a pair of Symphony he was brief--for him, that is. The sym-
Concerts in 1915, these songs, if memory phony, with the cut sanctioned by the
serves, made not the impression then composer and the short one made by

they did last evening. Credit for this sig- Eugene Goossens, the conductor, for this
nificant accomplishment goes not only to performance, does not run much longer
the singer but to the orchestra of Sym- than thirty-five minutes ....
phony men and to Mr. Zighera, who here Bruckner's Second Symphony is lyrical
displayed unsuspected eloq.uence as con- in character, made up as it is for the
dnctor. Not before has he given us music most part of song and dance tunes. Evi-
whioh required of him the degree of dently the composer was enjoying life at
sympathy and understanding so neces- the time when he wrote it. The slow
sary in the interpretation of this dramat- movement, an andante, instead of being
ic and highly personal music .... infused with pain as many of his adagios

• . . There was the usual socially dis- are, sounds like a prayer and closes
tinguished audience, and from it Miss quietly with a blessing--the Benedictus
Wood received something of an ovation from his Mass in F-minor. His South
after the songs of Mahler. German nationality crops out in portions

WARREN STOREYSIvIITH, Boston Post of the first and last movements, but con-
spicuously in the Landler-like scherzo•

• . . But one would not have parted When a musical scholar like Donald

easily with the other vocal-instrumental Francis Tovey makes the statement that
selection, Mahler's "Lieder eines Fahren- Bruckner's symphonies always begin with
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"Rheingold" harmonic breaths and end shortening this work which is one of
with "Goetterdaemmertmg" climaxes I Bruckner's shortest symphonies to begin
feel that he has tossed off a neat phrase with. Mr. Dumler looked pleased; so did
but in doing so has libeled Bruckner. the audience and even so casual a Bruck-

In the Second Symphony, at any rate, nerite as myself was immediately im-
Wagnerisms make themselves rather pressed by the organ-like beauty of the
scarce. All of the commentators of course slow movement ....

pounce upon Rienzi's prayer motiv GROVI;RMAN BLAKE, Cincinnati Times Star
which may be heard in the first move-
ment. There is little else except possibly
the fortissimo passage at the end of the
slow movement. The influence, if any, ANTON BRUCKNER:
comes from Franz Schubert, I would say. THIRD SYMPHONY
Listen to the second theme of the first
movement. Indianapolis Symphony, Ferdinand

If the Vienna Philharmonic musicians Schaefer, Conductor.First time in lndian-

fonnd the symphony unplayable, the apolis Feburary 3 and 4, 1939.
members of the Cincinnati Orchestra do

not. As a matter of fact they manage it . . . The Bruckner symphony is a
with almost as much fluency and smooth- masterpiece of such strength and beauty

that we can only wonder why it is seldom
ness as something that has been long in heard. Finely planned on a magnificenttheir repertory ....

scale, heroic in concept and deeply re-
FREDERICK YEISER, Cincinnati Enquirer ligious in mood, it is at once a mighty

drama of life and a fervent profession of
The last few days have found me in faith. Its style, once too novel for the

feverish communion with the available comfort of a conservative audience, is

literature on the life and music of the still striking but no longer daring
Austrian composer, Anton Bruckner. enough to disturb the idealistic impres-
This to prepare myself for my initial con- sions it so eloquently conveys. It is music
tact with his C-minor Symphony and with_a stirring appeal to the emotions,
fortify myself for this notice which I had as well as a challenge to the listening
approached with considerable trepida- mind. It is uplifting music and great.
tion. I read of controversies: as to who The adagio is a glowing gem, the finale
really composed Bruckner symphonies, an arch of triumph. The orchestra's task,
Bruckner or his pupils; I read with mis- then, was considerable and it responded
giving of his length, his peculiarly Ger- to the admirable simplicity and direct-
manic appeal, his mysticism, his pro- hess of Mr. Schaefer's conducting with a
found rerigious approach, his laborious warm, expressive reading. Mr. Schaefer's
mannerisms and pedantic technicalities, spry, sparse gestures elicited the lustrous
his fragmentary construction; I read that qualities of tone for which the young or-
some considered him the equal of chestra is already celebrated ....
Brahms and others a bore equal to none.
I read and my step was heavy as I CORBIN PATRICK, Indianapolis Star
climbed to my seat in Music Hall Friday
afternoon for the Cincinnati premiere of . . . Many a time it happens that the
this work, Eugene Goossens conducting works of gweat composers are neglected
and Martin Dumler, president of the because the works are not worthy of the
Bruckner Society of America, on hand to effort it takes to play them. That unkind
see that his master got a square deal. charge can not be placed against the

Consider then my surprised delight to music on this week-end's concerts, how-
find the confused and ponderous obser- ever ....
rations above fade in the pleasures of a Bruckner has been almost entirely neg-
composition which struck me as only lected hereabouts so that his name is
mildly scholastic, as calmly religious, tar better known among local concert-
not passionate or profound, as genial and goers than any of his music. The Third
serene, as melodious and not too exciting Symphony is characteristic of a certain
in its orchestration and above all not period of his career for it is intensely
"intellectual" in its content. Mr. Coos- melodic, although the melody is not
sens made two generous deletions in the "sung" in the traditional manner, and it
last movement and he cut the "grand is intensely romantic ....
pause_" to a single beat, thus materially _VAI.TER _VHITWORTH, Indianapolis News
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ANTON BRUCKNER: sary implications of the man's thoughts.
EIGHTH SYMPHONY MOSESSMITH, Boston Evening Transcript

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge . . . Already Dr. Koussevitzky has re-
Koussevitzky, Conductor. Boston, Febru- stored the Austrian symphonist to the

place he once held. It is now his oppor-
ary 4 and 5; New York, February lo, tunity to make that position stronger
x939" even than before. By token of the afore-

... The combination proved very suc- mentioned enthusiasm yesterday and of
cessful at yesterday's concert. Bruckner the applause that gxeeted the more easily
appears to he making his way with Bos- assimilated Seventh Symphony, when it
ton audiences. No doubt the propaganda was last played under Dr. Koussevitzky's
for him has had its effect; but without direction, Boston is eager for the partic-

ular emotional, spiritual and musical
question his music has a strong direct
appeal to many listeners. It is not difli- experience that a Bruckner Symphony
cult to understand why it should, espe- can provide.
dally at this period of enthusiasm for With Bruckner there are three stum-
Wagner, who was Bruckner's chief ad- bling blocks: the Symphonies are long;
'miration. Many of Bruckner's themes they achieve real momentum only in the
are salient, his writing is clear and his ahvays masterly Scherzos, the greatest

since those of Beethoven, and there is
_tructures solid. In this Eighth Sym-

phony there are some lovely pages, par- likely to be a want of continuity. Never-
ticularly in the Adagio .... theless, these objections do not seem to

The performance yesterday may well weigh very heavily with our audiences --
have made new converts to the Bruckner even the chief objection, that of length.
fold. It was magnificent in its sonority Despite much-to-be-regretted cuts, par-
and its expressiveness. It is doubtful if ticularly in the Adagio, the Eighth Sym-
anywhere else in the world so fine a re- phony consumed yesterday over an hour.
port of Bruckner's symphony could be In this restless, nervous age we are sup-posedly impatient of operatic and sym-
made today .... phonic longuers. But it does not seem

L. A. S., Christian Science Monitor, to work that way. The public dotes on
Boston Wagner and, when given a chance, it

• . . The Boston conductor has been rises to Mahler and Bruckner. as the
one of the apostles of the Brucknerian audience rose yesterday to the latter's

Eighth and last season to the former's
(as of the Mahlerian) tradition, and both

he and the music are beginning to reap Fifth.
And why? Because in these works there

just reward. At yesterday's concert the
Symphony_ which, even after liberal cut- is a notable depth and richness, an
ring, consumed more than an hour of ex- earnestness and elevation, a wealth of

moving melody, of satisfying harmony
hausting attention, was followed by a and of glowing, resplendent sonorities--
long round of applause and even cheers
--rare phenomenon from a matinee things in which the music of our own
audience .... day is, as a rule, sadly lacking•

These objections, like others, are fa- If there ever was a time when the
miliar. In the end, perhaps it is the very world needed art as a means of escape,

that time is here and now. And escape is
quality of naivete that constituted the something which Hindemith and Stra-essence of Bruckner's genius. For it was

accompanied, fortunately, by a grandeur vinsky and their swarm of imitators
of imagination rarely encountered in the hardly offer us. They give us, instead,
history of music. A man with such an what we already feel, not what we wish
imagination had to work not only with we felt ....
big themes but also- as a corollary with WARREN STOREY Sl_{ITH, Boston Post
widespreading movements. Certainly the
adagio, for example, has inordinate . . . Bruckner unquestionably had the
length. But if Bruckner had attempted strongest of emotional inspirations in
to compress his ideas into a movement writing this symphony, with its long and
of more usual proportions he would moving adagio. That is the core and
have missed fire. Again it was possible to meaning of the piece, and the first
observe that length and huge orchestra movement, scherzo and grandiose finale

-and grandiose expression were the neces- do but surround and encase it. If the
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adagio, then, does not move you_ be It wa'; reasonable to attribute some of
assured that the symphony as a whole this enthusiasm to the extraordinary re-
does not contain much meaning for your sponse of the players to the vivifying di-
ears. rection of Mr. Koussevitzky, which was of

With yesterday's splendid performance an intensity and concentration to ani-

and Dr. Koussevitzky's persuasive inter- mate the musical equivalent of an Egyp-
pretation one would have to be fantasti- tian munnny. Nor could it be overlooked
cally out of the mood not to sense the that in preparing the work for perform-
power of the Eighth Symphony. Brnck- ance, Mr. Koussevitzky had cut close to
ner's faults are not inherent flaws, not twenty minutes from its various move-

abscesses of the soul; they lie on the sur- ments, presumably pages of repetition
face and should not fend us off from the and prolixity.
music .... In any case, it was an hour of Bruckner

ALEXANDERWILLIAMS, Boston Herald to which the audience listened and re-

sponded. Mr. Koussevitzky's treatment of
. .. The playing left nothing to be de- the work gave it an impression of unity

sired. In gorgeous tone, nuance, climactic and cohesiveness that is not usually
building up, sustained balance it was granted to works by this composer. There
gripping from the first chord. The se- was genuine eloquence and rapt musical
renely eloquent adagio was superbly un- beauty in the adagio, where Bruckner's
folded .... head was truly among the stars, and a

L. B., New York World Telegram boldness of utterance in the finale that
might usher in the crack of doom. Some

The deeds of the Boston Symphony doubts remain about the first movement,
Orchestra and its builder and leader, Dr. which becomes entwined in its own corn-
Serge Koussevitzky, grow with the doing, plexities at several points, but in con-
if not with the telling. To the sensational sideration of the fresh impact of the
effect, now historic, which this conductor work as a whole, it might be well to rest
and orchestra achieved when they played the case of Bruckner, until further evi-
the Eighth Bruckner Symphony last Fri- dence of this relevance is presented.day night is to be added the record of "'"

the performances yesterday of an ador- IRVINGKOLODIN, New York Sun

able symphony of Mozart; the repetition . . . Last night the Eighth lasted over
from an earlier New York program of an hour. If Brahms and Beethoven sym-
Hindemith's "Symphonic Dances"; the phonies are considered as tonal canvases,
performance ofErnestBloch's"Schelemo." the Bruckner C minor demands com-

. . . We now maintain that Dr. Kosse- parison with the mural. It is a thing of
vitzky owes his New York audiences at vast proportions and deep perspectives.
least two other repetitions. One is of the Its huge framework contains structures
delicious humor of Prokofieff's children's of rhythms and color, a variety of tech-
tale of "Peter and the Wolf," with nical resources, an amplitude and intens-Richard Hale as Narrator. The other is

ity of musical expression that are so far
of the Bruckner Eighth Symphony. beyond the scale of nineteenth-century

OLIN DOWNES, New York Times symphonic form as almost to seem un-
related to its precursor ....

No doubt as much to his own surprise

as to that of any member of the audience .... The interpreter's task is to adjust
Serge Koussevitzky enjoyed a remarkable those emotional torrents to the ears and
success last night in Carnegie Hall with minds of mere mortals, who are limited

the playing of the Bruckner Eighth Sym- by reason and reality to credible degrees
phony by the Boston Symphony Orches- of ecstasy. He must do this by viewing
tra. It might even be whispered that the the work from a high perspective, and by
conductor had thought seriously of re- shaping its musical thought into a nat-
vising the evening's music by substitut- ural growth. It was thus that Dr. Kousse-
ing a Haydn symphony and Scriabin's vitzky led us, almost by the hand, to
"Poem of Ecstasy" for the mammoth rarefied heights that revealed the sym-
work (an intention conveyed by a slip in phony to its farthest horizons. For his

the program-book). But when the con- accomplishment he was rewarded by the
cert began it was with the Bruckner Sym- acclaim of a rapt and deeply moved
phony, whose last notes, an hour later, audience.

were followed by a prolonged demonstra- It was music and music-making that
tion. almost dwarfed the succeeding perform-
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an_ of the Mussorgsky-Ravel "'Pictures some, undoubtedly, who might suggest
at an Exhibition" to mere virtuosity, that the audience should have a medal,

G. G. New York Times too. But we do not agree with them.
We found the Bruckner music tre-

. . _ The eighth symphony has the meudously interesting, gorgeous at times,
drawbacks customarily associated with dramatic, full of conflict and contrast. It
Bruckner's work in this form, such as is the outpouring of a master of orches-

ll_tgth_ occasional iterativeness, and un- tration. And Dr. Rodzinski and the sy m-
_'enness of inspiration. But on repeated phonists--the maestro quite visibly in-
hearings these become of less conse- disposed--gave it a virtuosic perform-
quence; there is largeness of style and ance ....
vision as well as temporal length, per- ELMORE BACON, Cleveland News
suasively sincere eloquence, whose most
oanvincing expression is in the great . . . The fact that the symphony is
adagio with its meditative lyric depth, about rift), )'ears old and that it never be-
tenderness and the moving grandeur of fore had been presented in Cleveland is
its climaxes .... another indication of the difficulty that

17RANClSD. PERKINS, New York Herald Brnckner's music has had in gaining
Tribune recognition.

Yesterday's performance ought to win
Bruckner numerous new friends. As the

ANTON BRUCKNER: final notes of the restless, somber first
FOURTH SYMPHONY movement died away, it was easy to feel

that one was in the presence of a spirit
The Bridgeport Federal Symphony, of no common rate. In the long adagio

Fritz Mahler, Conductor; February 23, the composer combines a Schubertian
19S9. sweetness and a Wagnerian magnilo-

. . . The composition exhibited a va- quence to convey a remarkable impres-
ri_y of emotional effects and musical sion of calm and exaltation.
ia_tterns; soft, mournful tones blending Perhaps my as yet unconsecrated ears

th hushed staccatoes. From gentle, will be pardoned for having a few re-
misting music, the melody grew to pelt- serves as to the last movement. Though
lag rains of sound-storm. There seemed I carefully followed every note of the

performance with the score, it was impos-
to be a continuous see-saw of lyricism sible to overcome a feeling of undue dis-
and solemnity. With distinct artistry,

cursiveness and discontinuity.Mahler built up a series of climactic mo-
ments of dramatic intensity. The performance showed off the extra-

The piece, made up of sustaining, ordinary accomplishments of the Cleve-
land Orchestra. If any special praise is to

buoyant sound patterns, was well chosen
to hold an audience. A variety of moods he bestowed it would be upon the brass

mingled gaiety, spring passion, and sol- players for their fine work in their long
©ran ceremony. The fine coordination of and taxing parts. All credit to Messrs.
the musicians, and their unity with the Puletz, Davidson and Dittert and their
conductor were remarkable. At the end respective sections; also to the players of
of the composition, the audience ap- the so-called tuben, the special, lowhorns

which both Bruckner and Wagner often
plauded with enthusiasm .... specify for their scores.

Bridgeport Telegram Bruckner's music is now the benefi-
ciary of an active propaganda. At the
close of the symphony, Adella Prentiss

ANTON BRUCKNER: Hughes, vice president of the Musical
EIGHTH SYMPHONY Arts Association, addressed the conduc-

tor. Speaking in behalf of the Bruckner
Cleveland Orchestra, Artur Rodzinski, Society of America, she said: "In the ab-

Conductor. March 16 and 18, 1939. sence of our acting president, Mr. Lewis

Dr. Artur Rodzinski received a medal B. Williams, I now have the privilege
last evening at Severance Hall for direct- and the pleasure of presenting to you the
ing the Cleveland Orchestra in a first medal of the Bruckner Society of Ameri-
performance here of the Anton Bruckner ca, which has enrolled the name of Artur
Eighth Symphony. Rodzinski among the illustrious conduc-

And Dr. Rodzinski deserved it. We tors who are so well serving its cause." . . .
mean that in the right sense. There are ARTHtm I.OESSER, Cleveland Press
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•.. So much adverse criticism has been three big B's in the symphonic world
written concerning Bruckner that the should be added the names of Anton
uninitiated will turn away without giv- Bruckner and Hector Berlioz. Stock

ing a hearing• It is well to add that many whipped his men into the finest shape
who have written in such manner have to regale us with this considerably ira-
not heard enough of him to be able to portant Bruckner work, and permitted
judge sensibly. Although we ma T be able Dr. Martin G. Dumler of Cincinnati to
to detect influences of Wagner, Beetho- confer another honor upon our chief, in
yen or Schubert, his music is highly in- recognition of his efforts to foster the
dividual. There is an exaltation in the Bruckner music in the United States. A
spirit of his scores which grows out of his medal, which Stock can add to his deco-
intense religious convictions, approach- rations, was handed to him by the presi-
ing at times a feeling of mysticism. His dent of the Bruckner Society of America.

symphonic writings are pure music, un- HERMAN DEVRIES, Chicago American
touched by programmatic influences of

his time. . . . This was the twenty-fifth occasion
A powerful characteristic of Bruck- on which Mr. Stock had listed for per-

ner's music is his simulation of organ formance one of the six Bruckner sym-
registration and effective use of the wind phonies known to Chicago. The ninth has
instruments; and the chorale treatment, been most frequently performed of all;
which forms such an important thematic this was its eleventh listing. Its rotund
part, is a direct outgrowth of his re- and majestical beauties are clearly recog-
ligious root .... nized; the extravagance of its thematic

At the close of the concert Dr. Rodz- im,ention is accepted as having a neces-
inski was presented the medal of honor sary part in the work of a composer
of the Bruckner Society of America in whose mind was extraordinarily simple,
recognition of his efforts to create a sought nevertheless for amplitude and
greater interest in and appreciation of

never lost touch with beauty• The big-
the music of Anton Bruckner in America. ness of the score must delight Mr. Stock,
The presentation of the four-inch bronze who played it with magnificent breadth,
medal was nmde by Adella Premiss intensity and eloquence.
Hughes, vice president of the Musical His power as an expositor of Bruck-
Arts Association, in the absence of Lewis ner's music has been equalled by his de-
B. Williams, acting president, termination to make public the works
STESVARTMATTER, Cleveland Plain Dealer of a master whom many feel to be un-

justly neglected ....

EUGENE STINSON, Daily News, Chicago
ANTON BRUCKNER:
N1NTH SYMPHONY

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Freder- GUSTAV MAHLER:
ick A. Stock, Conductor; March 93, 24, EIGHTH SYMPHONY
1939.

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and
• . . The serious Bruckner was never Festival Chorus, Eugene Goosse_, Con-

more serious than in this last work-- ductor. Soloists: Helene Kessing, Hilda
especially in the slow movement with Burke, Josephine Antoine, Lillian
which it now ends. The performance last Knowles, Elizabeth Brown, William
evening did justice to the urgency and Hain, Julius Huehn, Norman Cordon.
nobility of his thought. The music was Cincinnati, May 3, x989-
long of line and possessed of an austere

beauty of texture .... . . . This monumental work, which
EDWARD BARRY, Chicago Tribune draws upon all the powers of contrast

found in a mixed chorus, as boys" choir,
• .. The symphony chosen for the oc- an octet of soloists, an augmented or-

casion was the Bruckner Number Nine D chestra, organ and piano, contains some
Minor (unfinished), a work of consider- of the greatset climaxes know in choral
able length and profundity, albeit its too literature ....
obvious ponderosity, except for the Scher- . . . The prelude to the last chorus,
zo which is a gem of ima_native beauty, which makes use of the treble register in-
in its striking percussive effects. To the struments, is indeed an inspiration and
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effectively introduces the thrilling close, governs the other and contains in the
Mahler's "Eighth" is a sublime work of great double fugue the most powerful if
art. not the most moving section in the work.
HOWARDW. HESS,Cincinnati Times-Star At short range, however, I find that I

was most taken by the way in which
One of the oldest musical institutions Mahler managed to keep the music soar-

_n the country is Cincinnati's May Festi- mg high toward the end of the "Faust"
#al, which this year enjoyed the attention scene until it could finally go no higher•
of a nationwide audience when the Co- Then after a gradual descent came the
Iiambia Broadcasting Symphony pre- entrance of the ecstatic chorus, beginning
sented a representative portion of one of "All things of mundane worth."
its most interesting programs (WABC). Mahler was a marvelous architect, and

Kesearch would disclose, no doubt, he designed his symphony symmetrically
that there is scarcely a representative and logically. That much Eugene Goos-
choral work that has not been offered in sens's firmly balanced direction made
Cincinnati long before it has earned a clear beyond any doubt.
place in the regular concert-hall reper- He whipped the first movement along
tory. On this occasion (Wednesday eve- at a good energetic pace which kept the
fling) the work was Gustav Mahler's chorus and soloists on the jump. At this
ei_hth symphony, a profound and mov- pace big double fugue mounted to a
hag score which is virtually unknown hair-raising climax. The members of the
here. Certainly it would be an adorn- chorus once more came through magnifi-
ment of the World's Fair musical festival cently.
if such a performance, already rehearsed Mahler gave one of the most beautiful
and ready for presentation, could be ira- of all the solos to the baritone in the sec-
ported. But it does not seem that such ond part. Here Julius Huehn again rose
attractions will be available, to the occasion. Another grateful solo fell

Whether or not Eugene Goossens is to William Hain, who followed suit. Nor-
known in his native England as a Mahler man Cordon, well known in Cincinnati as
conductor (a species of leader as special- an opera singer, made much of the stub-
ized, so we are told, as a Berlioz or a born bass solo. Hilda Burke, Josephine
Bruckner conductor) his broadcast per- Antoine, Lillian Knowles, Elizabeth
formance was incisive, comprehending Brown, and Helene Kessing also took

• and communicative. The orchestral play- care of their assignments most compe-
ing and the choral singing were thor- tently. All in all, a memorable perform-
oughly good, and he was also fortunate ance.
in having such excellent soloists as Lil- FREDERICK YEISER, The Enquirer,
lian Knowles, William Hain, Julius Cincinnati
Huehn and Norman Cordon.

IRVINGKOLODIN,The Sun (New York)
ANTON BRUCKNER.:

• . . Following the intermission a per- SEVENTH SYMPHONY
formance of the Mahler symphony was
given that was nothing short of stupend- Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge
ous .... Koussevitzky, Conductor, October 2o-21,

To Mr. Goossens belongs the major 1939.
meed of praise; for, to conduct two such
dilficult works successfully, and with such . . . We in Boston are indebted to Dr.
a degree of artistry, demands musician- Koussevitzky for comparatively frequent
ship of high degree. The orchestra gave performances of two or three symphonies
excellent support, and this concert will each by Bruckner and Mahler ....
doubtless prove to be one of the high- Lyrically, harmonically, and in its
lights of the entire festival, brave orchestration, the Bruckner Sev-

LILLIANT. PLOGSTEDT,Cincinnati Post enth is great music. Bruckner was in-
.pired; he had noble visions. Proof exists

•.. Like most of the other of Mahler's in the distinguished nature of his
symphonies, this one is cumulative in its themes .... When the sheer living
effects and the final fulfillment of the beauty of his music is considered, how-
original appeal does not take place until ever, strict analysis is shown up as
the last bars of the rhapsodic second whiskered pedantry ....
part. But it is the first movement which C. r6r. D., Boston Globe
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• : . Not yet can one write of a Bruck- GUSTAV MAHLER:

ner performance without mention of the .4DAGIETTO (FffFTH SYMPHO2VF)
music itself, so baffling is the combina-
tion of strength and weakness that these Philharmonic Symphony Society of New
extraordinary symphonies present. But York, John Barbirolli, Conducting. Otto-
this much may be said: if the Finale oI ber 26-27, 1939.
the Seventh comes as an anticlimax, after
the Adagio, it is difficult to imagine a The Mahler piece, a soaringly elo- "
movement that would not have made quent meditation streaked with melan-
that unfortunate impression. The Scherzo, choly, came in for sensitive treatment•
one of the few really superlative scherzi The audience's warm response should
since Beethoven, is perfectly in place as encourage Mr. Barbirolli to carry on his
foil to the preceding movements .... Dr. explorations in Mahler territory.

Koussevitzky's reading of the first move- L.B., New York World-Telegram
ment was masterly to a degree, while,
throughout, the ear was ravished by the Glowingly played by strings and harp,
orchestral sound. Here was the wonder- the Mahler symphonic segment had
fuFBruckner brass at its finest, about the substance--and the sentiment--

of a Strauss song much extended.WARREN STOREYSMITH, Boston Post
OSCAR THOMPSON, The New York Sun

FRITZ MAHLER BROADCASTS ADAGIETTO FROM MAHLER'S FIFTH

On February 5, a939, the Philadelphia Federal Symphony Orchestra under the di-
rection of Fritz Mahler performed the Adagietto from Mahler's Filth Symphony. On
February 6th Mr. Mahler broadcast the Mahler excerpts over Station KYW, Phil-
adelphia.

IN MEMORIAM

Harriet B. Lanier x93t
Mrs. Joseph Leidy 1933
Max Loewenthal 1933
Egon Pollak 1933
Jakob Wassermann 1933
Otto H. Kahn 1934
H. T. Parker 1934
Ludwig Vogelstein 1934
EmanueI de M. Baruch 1935
Max Smith 1935
Josef Stransky 1935
James P. Dunn 1936
Ossip Gabrilowitsch x936
Henry Hadley 1937
Mrs. A. S. Hubbard _938
Emma L. Roedter 1938
Major Theodore Bittennan _988
Lawrence Gilman 1939
Artur Bodanzky 1939
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December lo, 1939
Mr. Robert G. Grey
New York City

Dear Mr. Grey:
For the past two years I have taken a serious interest in the music of Anton Bruck-

net and Gustav Mahler. I have tried to foster this interest both by hearing as often as
possible their works performed at concerts or on the few recordings that are available
to us. Unfortunately, I find that such great music as these two composers left us is
heard all too infrequently. I must be content for the present with listening to the
Fourth and Seventh Symphonies of Bruckner_ Das Lied yon der Erde and the Second
Symphony of Mahler. Recently the Boston Orchestra performed Bruckner's Eighth
Symphony, and just this last week they played the last movement of Mahler's Ninth.
You are probably well aware of how few hearings this beautiful, but neglected, music
is given.

To most people Brnckner and Mahler are merely names. To others, the fact that a
symphony lasts over an hour scares them away. However, others who have sat through
an hour or more, and have opened their ears to these long compositions, are always
impressed. Yesterday the audience, when hearing the closing strains of the "Adagio"
of Mahler's Ninth, was so affected that all coughing was suspended and not a person
could be heard moving in his seat. Naturally there were a certain number of people
who after the performance, despite the fact that they were tremendously moved, re-
sumed their stuffy attitude and decried the movement as long and trying to create an
effect of seriousness which music cannot arrive at. Now, it is foolish to try to find
fault with a piece of music which has almost hypnotized you. Nor would it be fair to
say that either Bruckner or Mahler wrote faultless music. What I am aiming at is to
prove that both Bruckner and Mahler are so despicable to some people merely be-
cause past generations found fault with them. I feel sure that more frequent hearings
will gradually cause a great change in attitude.

Of course, it is obvious that there are difficulties in trying to give a symphonic
programme, if one number is to last more than an hour. Most people have not got
the patience to sit through a Wagnerian music-drama. Yet, when they have done it
once, they never again complain that it is long. I am a staunch admirer of Wagner-
that's what made me open my ears to Bruckner--and I am fully aware of the long,
and almost drawn-out second act of Die Walkuere. But there is real music in that act.
If something is long and has little music of note in it, then we have reason for leaving
it aside. This criticism has been leveled at Bruckner, and unfairly. I defy anybody to
tell me that any of the four movements of either the Fourth, Seventh, or Eighth Sym-
phonies of Bruckner lack what we call music. People today tend to play up the faults
of music to such an extent that they are inclined to overlook the virtues. Most music
on first hearing fails to leave a real favorable impression. Two years ago, for the first
time, I heard Sibelius's Seventh Symphony. It bored me so much that I said I never
would hear it again. About six months later I had the occasion to listen to it again. It
was a real musical treat. The trouble is that most people don't take the trouble to
hear a composition a second time if they didn't like it at first. That's the main reason
why the public is still so cold to the works of Mahler and Bruckner.

But there is one good way of remedying the situation and of making possible more
hearings of this neglected music. And the conductors, one and all, are coming around
to realize that it is the best solution possible. They have come to the conclusion that
it is too taxing for the people to hear the hour-long symphonies of Bruckner. So
they take one or two movements from a symphony and present it or them at a concert.
The movement may last ten or twenty minutes and is easily digestible. I know
the majority of the public will be impressed to such an extent that they will have the
curiosity to listen to the rest of the symphony.

After all, consider the popularity of some operas today. How often do singers
choose arias from operas and present them on radio programmes. The people are
attracted by these songs and wait for the day when they shall be able to see the rest of
that opera. The same situation is the case with many a symphony--the Second
Movement of the Tschaikowsky Fifth and the first movement of the Beethoven Fifth,
just to mention a couple of examples. I know that the same success would result if we
would be allowed to hear "selection's" from Bruckner or Mahler symphonies. Barbi-
rolli seems to have realized the situation; that explains the Adagietto of the Mahler
Fifth. The same goes for the Adagio from the Mahler Ninth played by the Boston
Orchestra.
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I am very anxious to spread interest in the works of Mahler and Bruckner. I am
trying to get the younger people to listen to these neglected masterpieces, and I only
wish the day were near at hand when we could look forward to the musical season
with the assurance that both Bruckner and Mahler would be given the hearings they
deserve.

Sincerely yours,
HOWARD MENDEL

Cambridge, Mass.

MAHLERIANA

A particularly notable addition to The Bruckner Society's collection of Mahleriana
is an impressive bust of the great symphonist by Victor Frisch, acquired through the
generosity of Mrs. Artur Bodanzky, widow of the celebrated conductor of the Metro-
politan Opera House. To Bodanzky, a devoted Mahler disciple, this image of his
master had been a constant source of inspiration throughout the years. As Honorary
Member of The Bruckner Society, he would surely have approved the presentation
of his cherished Mahler bust to the American organization, one of whose chief aims
is spreading the gospel of Mahler's art.

ST. LOUIS PREMIERE OF BRUCKNER'S SEVENTH

The first performance of Bruckner's Seventh in St. Louis, and incidentally the first
symphony by the Austrian master given in that city in twenty-seven years, took place on
Dec. 1and _, _939,Vladimir Golschmanu conducting the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
in a truly enjoyable interpretation. Contrary to the usual expectation of audiences,
which have never listened to Bruckner before, not much cared to listen because of prej-
udicial warnings as to length and dullness, the concert-goers of St. Louis were most
pleasantly surprised with the extreme melodiousness oE the work. Mr. Golschmann
must have felt much encouraged in his praiseworthy efforts to popularize Bruckner's
symphonic art. It is to be hoped that as a result of this successful Bruckner revival in
that city other symphonies by him will be given in St. Louis in the near future.

Copies of CHORDAND DISCORDare available in the principal public and university
libraries in the United States.
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AMONGAmerican artistic developments of recent years the rebirth of in-
terest in the music of Bruckner and Mahler is second to none in signifi-
cance. When The Bruckner Society of America was founded on January
4, 1931, performances of these two composers by our major musical or-
ganizations were not merely rare, but also ineffectual, because American
music-lovers had no adequate approach to the proper appreciation of the
art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the Society, having adopted
as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void, published the first biographies

of these composers in English and issued a magazine, CHORDANDDISCORD,
devoted almost entirely to discussions of their works. This period-
ical, distributed gratis, is now on file in every important public and uni-
versity library in the United States. Thus the everyday music-lover's in-
terest in Bruckner and Mahler grew by leaps and bounds. For the first
time candidates for degrees in music and philosophy chose Bruckner and
Mahler as subjects for their theses. Encouraged by these signs, outstand-
ing conductors now gladly programmed (as often as they could) the sym-
phonies which they had formerly presented almost furtively, if ever, as
though offering forbidden fruits. In recognition of their achievements
The Bruckner Society of America awarded them exclusive medals of
honor designed by the noted American sculptor, Julio Kilenyi. Recently
the RCA Victor has published recordings of complete Bruckner and
Mahler symphonies. The Society may now point with pride to the fine

progress initiated through its organized efforts.
The first Honorary Chairman of the Bruckner Society of America was

Harriet Bishop Lanier. As President and guiding spirit of the original
Society of the Friends of Music she applied herself in Bruckner's behalf,
bringing about a performance (the first in New York) of the master's F
Minor Mass by that organization under the direction of that outstanding
Mahler disciple, Artur Bodanzky. The performance of Mahler's Das
Lied yon der Erde, however, also scheduled by her for that season (1931-

x932), was destined never to take place. She died suddenly and with her
passed the Friends of Music, that splendid, unique body that had for
many years heroically and effectively served the cause of little-known,
much-neglected serious music in America.

After the death of Mrs. Lanier, Dr. Martin G. Dumler of Cincinnati,

widely esteemed for his liturgical compositions, was elected Honorary
Chairman and then President of the Bruckner Society. A life-long Bruck-
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ner enthusiast, his pioneering efforts had resulted in the first American

hearing of Bruckner's F Minor Mass as far back as July a5, x900. In fact,
Dr. Dumler himself participated as one of the singers upon that occasion.
Throughout the ensuing years he devoted much of his time towards fur-

thering the appreciation of Bruckner's music in this country. Mahler he
knew personally, and he paid deepest homage from the outset to the Bo-

hemian's genius in the fields of conducting and composition. It was

largely through his instrumentality that Mahler's stupendous Symphony
of a Thousand attained performance during the Cincinnati May Festi-
vals of 193a and 1939 under the direction of Eugene Goossens.

LIST OF SCHEDULED PERFORMANCES--Season a94o-41
BRUCKNER

Fourth Symphony __ St. Louis Symphony, Golschmann conducting.
Eighth Symphony .Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Walter conduct-

ing; Boston Symphony, Koussevitzky conducting.MAHLER

Second (Resurrection) Symphony -- Boston Symphony, Koussevitzky conducting.
Das Lied yon der Erde -- Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Walter con-

ducting; Cleveland Symphony, Rodzinski conducting.
Kindertotenlieder__Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormandy conducting; Enid Szan-

tho, soloist. Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington.
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Bruckner and Mahler
BY BRUNO WALTER

HROUGHOUT its ten years of existence the Bruckner Society of
America has striven manfully and efficiently in behalf of Bruckner

and Mahler. Therefore, in connection with its decennial retrospect, I
gladly respond to its plea for an expression concerning these masters. To
combine propaganda for Bruckner and Mahler into a single plan is to
express the conviction that the success of the one helps the other's cause,
that they belong side by side because of their artistic kinship.

I should not have agreed to write about Bruckner and Mahler did I
not regard that little word "and" highly pertinent. Its appropriateness
is borne out by Mahler's own words. I often heard him call Bruckner his
forerunner, asserting that his own creations followed the trail blazed by
his senior master. Of course that was over forty years ago, in the days of
Mahler's Second, the symphony which, more vividly than all his other
works, reveals his affinity with Bruckner. Yet from the Third Symphony
on, his development was marked by an ever increasing deviation from
Bruckner's course. I cannot recall Mahler making the same remark dur-
ing later years. Nevertheless, down to his latest works, we meet with oc-
casional features which might be called Brucknerian. Thus it is worth
while attaining a clear idea of the nature and degree of their relation-
ship.

Much has been written concerning Bruckner. To the literature on
Mahler I myself have contributed a book. Yet (as far as I know) a com-
parative study of Bruckner and Mahler is still to be made. Therefore I
shall attempt in these comments to measure their relationship, to thrash
out the features which unite and separate them. We shall find them
alike in many important respects, but different, even opposite, in others
of not less consequence. We shall find .them so related, that understand-
ing the one includes a certain degree of access to the other; yet so dif-
ferent, that affection for the one may seem consistent with total inacces-

sibility to the other. Certainly, to understand and love both requires a
very complex musical disposition and an unusually broad spiritual
span.

My comparison cannot limit itself to details of actual musical crea-
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tion. The spiritual sources of their works, the personalities of both
masters, are vital to the theme of our survey, not merely because they are
more amenable to words than music itself, but because the light they
shed upon the music is indispensable in an essay striving for knowledge.
To demonstrate really and clearly the relationships between these com-
posers' works, there is only one way; through performances. Renounc-
ing for once this (to me) most agreeable method, resorting to words,
though aware that no bridge leads straight from them to music, I must
also seek to approach my subject indirectly. The mystic connection be-
tween the inner life of a composer and his music makes it possible to dis-
cover his soul in his work. Understanding his heart lays bare an inner
path to his music. Hence I hope a discussion of the individualities of
both masters will enable me to fill in some of the gaps inevitable to an
essay on their works alone.

WHAT JOINS THEM

Nine symphonies composed by Bruckner, as well as Mahler, in tile
course of about thirty years, constitute the chief product of their creative
power. The nature of the themes, developments, combinations, is (in
keeping with ttieir creator's nature) truly symphonic. Remarkable co-
incidences in the periodic progress of their work are the decisive step from
the Third to the Fourth and the change of style between the Fourth and
Fifth symphonies. The Fourth of each opens a new field of expression
scarcely glimpsed in his previous works. A warm, romantic light rises

over Bruckner's hitherto heroic tone-world; a tender fairy-tale-like idyll
soothes Mahler's tempestuous heart. For both the Fifth, with its in-
tensification of the polyphonic style, inaugurates the period of mature
mastery. The laconic idiom of restraint, the art of mere suggestion, in-
volving economy of means and form, is not theirs. Only in a number of
his songs do we find Mahler's contradictory nature master of this style
too. Otherwise both share in common the urge to yield their entire be-
ings symphonically through unrestrained expression in huge dimen-
sions. Their symphonies resemble each other also in the special signifi-
cance of the finale in the total-architecture.

Broadly spun, essentially diatonic themes and a counterpoint direct-
ly joined to the classical tradition characterize both. To be sure,
Mahler's later polyphony trod more complex, daring, and highly indi-
vidual paths. To both (and to them alone) the church chorale comes as
naturally as the Austrian Laendler. The utmost solemnity and folk-like
joviality constitute the opposite poles in both their natures. They are
linked with the classicists, the way leads through Schubert. Their associ-
ation is strengthened, among other things, by the fundamentals of
their harmony, their style of cadence and (all their deviations notwith-
standing) their fondness for symmetry and regular periodic structure.
Even the later Mahler, no matter to what regions his formal and har-
monic boldness led him, maintained clear periodic structure and a firm
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tonal foundation. Both revel in broadly built climaxes, in long sustained
tensions, whose release requires overwhelming sonorous dynamics.

In their gay or lyric moments we often meet with a typically Austrian
charm recalling Schubert, though in Mahler's case it is frequently
mixed with a Bohemian-Moravian flavor. Above all, however, Mahler

and Bruckner are (though in different ways) religious beings. An essen-
tial part of their musical inspiration wells from this devotional depth.
It is a main source of their thematic wealth, swaying an all-important
field of expression in their works; it produces the high-water mark of
their musical surf. The tonal idiom of both is devoid of eroticism. Often

inclined to pathos, powerful tragedy, and emotional extremes of utter-
ance, they attain climaxes of high ecstasy. Clear sunshine and blue sky
seldom appear in the wholly un-Mediterranean atmosphere of their
music. "Romantic" was the name Bruckner gave his Fourth. In a re-
lated sense we find Mahler's earlier work romantic, aside from his un-
Brucknerian diabolism. Yet in the later works of both the romantic

note is rarely sounded.
Highly characteristic seems to me one negative manifestation of their

relationship. Moved by their tremendous experience of Richard Wag-
ner to an undying faith in his art, they show (aside from a slight influence
over Bruckner's instrumentation) no Wagnerian traces in their work, or
at most, so few, that the impression of their complete independence is in
no wise affected thereby. Their individuality was of so sturdy a nature

(astonishing in that epoch of musical history) that despite the open ear,
open heart, and unreserved sympathy they lent the Wagnerian siren-
song, they did not succumb to it. Of course, being essentially symphon-
ists, they were equal to the threat of the dramatist against their self-de-
termination, for the inspirational sources of their creation, as well as
their native urge toward formal construction, differed fundamentally
from his. Neither of them felt drawn to the stage, a phenomenon partic-
ularly remarkable in the case of Mahler, whose reproductive genius for
the opera, expressed through incomparable interpretations, opened new
paths in that field, actually instituting a tradition. Two abortive at-
tempts of his early youth are his sole original contributions to the thea-
ter. Otherwise he never wrote for the stage, unless we include his ar-
rangement of Weber's "Three Pintos."

Like Bruckner he took root in absolute music, save when he drew his

inspiration from poetry, as in his songs. Yet was his work really rooted
in absolute music? Is his First Symphony (originally named "Titan"

after Jean Paul's novel) with its "Funeral March in the manner of Cal-
lot," are the Second and Fourth with their vocal movements, the Third
with its (later) suppressed sub-titles, genuine symphonic music in the
Bruckner sense? Indubitably Mahler's music differs from Bruckner's in
the degree of absoluteness intended. It was induced and influenced by
more specific imagery, fantasy, and thought than Bruckner's music,
which rose from less tangible, darker spiritual depths. But does this
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really involve an essential difference? Is not Beethoven's Pastorale, de-
spite the "Scene at the Brook, "Rustic Festival," and "Storm," absolute

symphonic music, its lesser absolute intention notwithstanding?
Let us conjure up the basic process of musical creation. The com-

poser suddenly has a musical idea. Where there existed apparently
nothing before, save perhaps a mood, an image, there is, all at once,
music. A theme is present, a motive. Now the shaping hand of the com-
poser grasps it, unfolding and guiding its trend. Fresh ideas come
streaming in. Whether or not more definite imagery plays a role in the
creative process, the decisive factors governing the result remain the
"grace" of basic musical creation and the power of symphonic construc-
tion. That "grace" and that power were granted Mahler, as well as
Bruckner. Therefore, despite the thoughts and visions that influenced
his creation, he also took root in absolute music.

After all, do we know whether Bruckner, or for that matter even Mo-

zart was not visited by imagery and thoughts during the creative process,
or, whether many of their ideas, looming up out of the subconscious,
did not take turnings over some conscious path, thereby acquiring more
vivid coloring and more subjective character? In Goethe's Elective

Al_nities the image of Ottilie fills Eduard's eyes during a conjugal
meeting with his wife Charlotte, while the latter beholds the captain's
image. Though the offspring of this union bore external traces of these
wandering visions, it was nevertheless the child of Eduard and Char-

lotte, sprung from their natural union. Deep mystery surrounds the
genesis and pure music may result, despite the influence of extra-mu-
sical ideas upon the act of generation. Yet if the composer's intention is
really descriptive, i.e., if he makes the music the means of portraying an
idea or image, then, of course, he has himself blocked the path to puremusic.

To Mahler as well as Bruckner music never was the means of express-
ing something, but rather the end itself. He never disregarded its in-
herent principles for the sake of expression. It was the elment in which
both masters lived, impelled by their nature toward symphonic construc-
tion. Mahler's enchanted creative night was filled with violently chang-
ing dream-forms; Bruckner's was dominated by a single lofty vision.
Since Bruckner (so far as I know) had, until his death in 1896, acquired
no acquaintance with Mahler's work, whereas the latter was well versed
in Bruckner's art, it remains to be considered whether it was not this in-

fluence, acting only upon the younger composer, that aroused the im-
pression of the kinship felt by Mahler himself. Without a certain rela-
tionship, however, no influence can be exerted. Moreover, Mahler's in-
dividual tonal language reveals no sign of dependence, whether sim-
ilarity or reminiscence. Yet we find in one of his main works, the Sec-
ond, indications of a deeper, essential kinship and meet with occasional
"Bruckner" characteristics down to Mahler's very last creations. Never-
theless he was as little dependent upon Bruckner as Brahms upon Schu-
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mann, many of whose "characteristics" haunt the work of Brahms. To
bofll Bruckner-Mahler may be applied the Faust-verdict concerning
Byron-Euphorion: to each of them was granted "a song his very own,"
i.e., originality.

WHAT DIVIDES THEM

Bruckner's nine symphonies are purely instrumental works. Mahler,
on the other hand, enlists words and the human voice for his Second,

Third, Fourth, and Eighth. Besides the symphonies Bruckner composed
three Masses, the Te Deum, the z5oth Psalm, smaller devotional vocal
works, and (to my knowledge) two male choruses. Of an entirely dif-
ferent stamp was Mahler's non-symphonic creation. He wrote Das
Klagende Lied, set to his own narrative poem; the four-part song cycle
Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, the words also by himself; songs with

piano accompaniment and with verses from Des Knaben Wunder-
horn; during a later period, orchestral songs set to poems by Rueckert,
among them the Kindertotenlieder cycle; and finally his most personal
confession, Das Lied von tier Erde, with verses by the Chinese poet Li-
Tai-Po. We see Bruckner, therefore, aside from his symphonies, con-
centrated almost entirely upon sacred texts, while Mahler is inspired by
highly varied fields of poetic expression. In his symphonies, Das Urlicht
from Des Knaben Wunderhorn and Klopstock's "Resurrection Ode"
furnished him with the solemn affirmative close of his Second, Nietzsche's

Midnight yielded the questing, foreboding fourth movement and
verses from Des Knaben Wunderhorn the answering fifth movement
of the Third. From the same collection Mahler chose a poem of child-
like faith to give symbolical expression to his own hope of celestial life.
In the Eighth the hymn "Veni Creator Spiritus" and the closing scenes
of Faust constitute his confessions of faith.

Thus the record of his vocal creations is at the same time a clue to the

story of his heart. It tells of his struggles toward God, through discov-
ery and renewed quest, through ever higher intuitions and loftier yearn-
ings. Yet over this dominant note, the "Ostinato" of his life, resound
many other tones, defined by accompanying verses: Love and death,
lansquenet life and a spectral world, the joy of life and its woe, humor
and despair, savage defiance and final resignation, all these find individ-
ual and convincing expression in his musical eloquence. If I wished to
present the difference between the two masters in the shortest imagin-
abIe formula, I would say (conscious of the exaggeration of such a sum-
mary): at bottom Bruckner's spirit was repose, Mahler's unrest. With
Bruckner the most impassioned movement has a foundation of certainty;
not even Mahler's inmost depths remain undisturbed. Bruckner's scope
of expression is unlimited, though it has but few main subdivisions;
with Mahler these are prodigal in number, embracing all lights and
shades of a weird diabolism, a humorous buffoonery, even resorting to
the eccentric and banal, besides countless expressive nuances ranging
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from childlike tenderness to chaotic eruption. His heartfelt, folk-like
themes are as Mahlerian as his sardonic cacophonies, whose lightning
apparitions render all the darker the night of his musical landscape.
Mahler's noble peace and solemnity, his lofty transfiguration are the
fruits of conquest; with Bruckner they are innate gifts. Bruckner's musi-
cal message stems from the sphere of the saints; in Mahler speaks the im-
passioned prophet. He is ever renewing the battle, ending in mild resig-
nation, while Bruckner's tone-world radiates unshakable, consoling af-
firmation.

We find, as already stated, the inexhaustible wealth of the Bruckner
music spread over a correspondingly boundless, though in itself not
highly varied realm of expression, for which the two verbal directions,

"feierlich" (solemnly) and "innig" (heartfelt), most often employed by
him, almost sufficed, were it not for the richly differentiated scherzi
that remind us of the wealth of the humoristic external ornaments of

impressive Gothic cathedrals. Even Bruckner's orchestra undergoes
scarcely any change. With the Seventh he adds the Wagnerian tubas, in
the Eighth the harp, but he does not alter his instrumental methods as

such. Beginning with the Fifth the character of his harmony and poly-
phony no longer varies, though (to be sure) it is sufficien,tly rich and in-
spired to require no change.

Mahler renewed himself "from head .to toe" with each symphony: the
First, his "Werther," as I once named it; the Second, a kind of "Requi-
em"; the Third, which one might be tempted to call a pantheistic
hymn; the Fourth, a fairy-tale idyll. From the Fifth to the Seventh image-
ry and ideas yield to absolute-musical intentions. Even though each of
these three symphonies has its own individual atmosphere, they stand
considerably closer to each other in style and general content than the
widely separated first four. They share in common a musically more
complex, polyphonically more profound idiom, richer in combinations,
imparting a new, stronger impression of Mahler's varied emotional life.
The human voice is the main instrument in the Eighth. A magnificent,
specifically choral polyphony determines the style of the hymn-like first
movement, while in the Faust-scenes the composer adapts his musical idi-
om to the Goethe-word and the demands of lyric singableness through a
sort of simplification. In Das Lied vonder Erde we meet with still an-

other Mahler, inaugurating a third creative period, with a new manner
of composition and orchestration. On this highest plane is born the
Ninth, the mighty symphonic presentation of the spiritual sphere of
Das Lied vonder Erde. The sketches toward a Tenth bring to a sudden
end this sharply defined course of creative evolution, the outstanding
feature of which was its rich differentiation. This applies also (as al-
ready stated) to his instrumentation. An inborn, extremely delicate
sense of sound, an ear open to orchestral possibilities lead, at the beck
of expression and clarity, to unique mastery over the orchestra. From
wealth of color and charm of sound to an objective exposition of his in-
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creasingly complex polyphony, this is the path Mahler's orchestral tech-
pique, changed and intensified by the increasing demands of each work,
had to travel.

Each orchestral song, from the very earliest, reveals an individual in-
strumental combination, mainly of an amazing economy. The sym-

phonies, with the exception of the Fourth, are inhabited by orchestral
masses over which an unbounded tonal fantasy holds sway. In contrast
to Bruckner he was compelled to struggle ceaselessly for the solution of
orchestral problems, increasing with each new work. In this respect he
always felt himself, as he complained to me, "a beginner."

The great stress in Bruckner's music rests upon the idea, in Mahler's
upon the symphonic elaboration of the idea involving processes of form-
ing and transforming which in the course of years scaled the highest
peaks of constructive power. It is characteristic of the difference be-
tween the two composers that their opponents attack the form in
Bruckner's, the substance in Mahler's work. I can understand these ob-

jections to some extent without, however, acquiescing in them. From
Schenker comes this charming thought: that "even a little bouquet of

flowers requires some order (guiding lines) to make it possible for the eye
to encompass it at a glance," i.e., to see it as a bouquet. "Form" is such
order, premeditated, organic association, complete, strict unity. Our clas-
sic literature contains matchless examples of organic unity. Yet we have
art works of undoubtedly highest value (I mention Goethe's Faust as
the most significant instance) the genesis of which resisted this strict or-

.ganic unity of form, gaining more in richness thea'eby than they lost in
lucidity. I confess that for many years, despite my love for Bruckner's
tonal language and his wonderful melodies, despite my happiness in his
inspirations, I felt somewhat confused by his apparent formlessness, his
unrestrained, luxurious prodigality. This confusion disappeared as soon
as I began performing him. Without difficulty I achieved that identifi-
cation with his work which is the foundation of every au.thentic and ap-

parently authentic interpretation. Now, since I have long felt deeply at
home in his realm, since his form no longer seems strange to me, I be-
lieve that access to him is open to everyone who approaches him with
the awe due a true creator. His super-dimensions, his surrender to every

fresh inspiration and new, interesting turning, sometimes not drawn
with compelling musical logic from what has gone before, nor united to
what follows, 'his abrupt pauses and resumptions: all this may just as
well indicate a defect in constructive power as an individual concept of

symphony. Even though he may not follow a strictly planned path to
his goal, he takes us over ways strewn with abundant riches, affording us
views of constantly varying delight.

Mahler's striving for form succeeded in bringing transparent unity to
the huge dimensions of his symphonies. His was a conscious effort
towards order. All his singularities of mood, his excesses of passions, his

outpourings of the heart are seized and united according to a plan dic-
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t_ted by his sovereign sense of form. He once told me that, because of

the pressure of time (his duties as director left him only the summer
months for composing) he may perhaps not have been, at times, suffi-

ciently critical of the quality of an idea, hut that he had never per-
mitted himself the slightest leniency in the matter of form. Yet the ob-
jection to his thematic art finds no corroboration in this confession, for
that objection refers, as far as I know, only to so-called "banalities," i.e.,
intentional ironic turns, meant to be humorous and dependent for ac-
ceptance or rejection upon the listener's capacity for humor. It is not in
these that Mahler perceived a deficient quality. He referred to a few
transitional lyrisms in later works, which struck him as perhaps not
select enough, though they would scarcely disturb anyone's enjoyment
of the gigantic whole.

The relative beauty of themes and the value of musical ideas cannot
be a subject for discussion. I limit myself to the declaration that, after
life-long occupation with his works, Mahler's musical substance seems

to me essentially music, powerful and individual throughout, beautiful
when he strives for beauty, graceful when he strives for charm, melan-
choly when for sorrow, etc. In short it was truly the material suited to
the rearing of such mighty structures, and worthy of the sublime feelings
it served to express. Mahler was, like Bruckner, the bearer of a tran-

scendental mission, a spiritual sage and guide, master of an inspired
tonal language enriched and enhanced by hirriself. The tongues of
both had, like that of Isaiah, been touched and consecrated by the fiery
coal of the altar of the Lord and the threefold "Sanctus" of the sera-
phim was the inmost meaning of their message.

THE PERSONALITIES

The favor of personal acquaintance with Bruckner was not granted
me, but that Vienna, into the musical life of which I entered as a young
conductor, was still full of ,the most lively memories of him. I came in
touch with "Bruckner circles," which abundantly supplemented Mahl-
er's narratives of his own Bruckner-experiences. I gathered from re-
ports of pupils and friends of the master, from numerous anecdotes, so
vivid a picture of his personality, his atmosphere, his mode of life, his
conversation, his habits and eccentricities, that I feel as if I had known
him thoroughly. One drastic difference between Bruckner and Mahler

struck me even then: no feature in Bruckner's personal make-up re-
flected the greatness and sublimity of his music, while Mahler's person
was in full harmony with his work. What a contrast in the very appear-
ance of ,the two mastersl Gustav Mahler's lean figure, his narrow, long-
ish face, the unusually high, sloping forehead beneath jet-black hair,
eyes which betrayed the inner flame, the ascetic mouth, his strange, ir-
regular gait- these impressed one as the incarnation of the diabolical

conductor Johann Kreisler, the famed musical self-reflecting creation
of the poet E. T. A. Hoffmann. Anton Bruckner's short, corpulent, corn-
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fortable figure, his quiet, easy manner contrast as strongly as possible
with such romantic appearance. But upon the drab body is set the head
of a Roman Caesar, which might be described as majestic, were it not
for the touch .of meekness and shyness about the eyes and mouth, giving
the lie to the commanding brow and nose.

As migh,t be expected from their contrasting exteriors the two men
themselves differed. Bruckner was a retiring, awkward, childishly naive
being, whose almost primitive ingenuousness and simplicity was mixed
with a generous portion of rustic cunning. He spoke the unrefined Upper-
Austrian dialect of the provincial and remained the countryman in ap-
pearance, clothing, speech, and carriage till the end, even though he
lived in Vienna, a world-metropolis, for decades. His conversation never
betrayed reading, whether literature .or poetry, nor any interest in scien-
tific matters. The broad domains of the intellectual did not attract him.

Unless music was the topic he turned his conversation to the narrow vi-
cissitudes and happenings of every-day existence. Nevertheless his per-
sonality must have been attractive, for almost all reports agree upon the
peculiar fascination exerted by his naivete, piety, homely simplicity,
and modesty, bordering at times on servility, as borne out by many of
his letters. I explain this attractive power of his strange personality to
myself as due to the radiance of his lofty, godly soul, the splendor of his
musical genius glimmering through his unpretending homeliness. If
his presence could hardly be felt as "interesting," it was heartwarming,
yes, uplifting.

It was entirely otherwise with Mahler, who was as impressive in life
as in his works. Wherever he appeared his exciting personality swayed
everything. In his presence the most secure became insecure. His fasci-
nating conversation was alive with an amazingly wide culture reflect-
ing a world of intellectual interests and an uncommon capacity for
swift, keen thinking and expression. NOthing of importance ever
thought, accomplished, or created by man was foreign to him. His phil-
osophically trained mind, his fiery soul grasped and assimilated the
rich, nourishing intellectual diet without which so Faustian a being
could not exist, yet which could as little satiate or appease him as it had
Faust. A firm consciousness of God that knew no wavering filled Bruck-

her's heart. His deep piety, his faithful Catholicism dominated his life,
even though it is rather his work that reveals the true greatness of his
faith and his relationship to God. Not only his Masses, his Te Deum,
his devotional choral works, but his symphonies also (and these before

all) sprang from this fundamental religious feeling that swayed Bruck-
ner's entire spirit. He did not have to struggle toward God; he believed.
Mahler sought God. He searched in himself, in Nature, in the mes-
sages of poets and thinkers. He strove for steadfastness while he swung
between assurance and doubt. Midst the thousand-fold, often chaotic

impressions of world and life he tried to find the ruling prime thought,
the transcendental meaning. From his Faustian urge for knowledge,
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from his commotion by the misery of life, from his presentiment of ulti-
mate harmony stemmed the spiritual agitation which poured from him
in the shape of music. Change characterized Mahler's life; constancy
Bruckner's. In a certain sense this is also true of their work. Bruckner

sang of his God and for his God, Who ever and unalterably occupied
his soul. Mahler struggled toward Him. Not constancy, but change ruled
his inner life, hence also his music.

Thus their work and their nature were in many respects akin, in
many at variance. Yet both belong to that wide, august circle of friends
who never abandon us to languish in grief or solitude, but offer us
solace in all pain. Theirs is a precious legacy that for all time belongs to
us. Those friends are always present. Their spirits dwell in our book-
chests, music-cabinets, in our memory, at our beck and call day and
night. Our two masters have long since been received into this circle be-

cause they continue the work which the great musicians of the past have
left. Great was the difference between the two, as I have shown; but con-
jure up one and the other is not very distant. Along with Bruckner's
music (aside from the described more concrete connections) there vi-
brates a secret Mahlerian undertone, just as in Mahler's work some in-
tangible element is reminiscent of Bruckner. From this intuition of
their transcendental kinship it is clearly permissible to speak of "Bruck-
ner and Mahler"; therefore it is possible that, despite the differences in
their natures, despite the very incompatibility of important features of
their work, my unqualified and unlimited love can belong to them both.

PHILIP GREELEY CLAPP AWARDED KILENYI
BRUCKNER MEDAL OF HONOR

After a performance of Bruekner's Romantic by the State University of Iowa
Orchestra, Iowa City, Iowa, under the direction of Philip Greeley Clapp on February
28, the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal of Honor was presented to Professor Clapp, Head of
the Music Department, by Dr. Earl E. Harper, Director of Fine Arts, on behalf of the
Society in recognition of Clapp's long continued effort to create a greater interest in
and appreciation of Bruckner's music in the U. S. A. Clapp, a Bostonian by birth,
conducted the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra during Kunwald's illness in 19, 3. His
works include the tone poems Norge and A Song of Youth, Symphony in E Minor
(played by the Boston Symphony) the orchestral prelude In Summer (performed by
the St. Louis Symphony), Symphony in E Flat (performed by the Boston Symphony)
songs, etc. He wrote a number of essays and reviews on Bruckner and Mahler in the

Boston Transcript and lectured on the works of these composers before professional
groups and in the classroom. The performance of Bruckner's Fourth was the filst
performance of a complete Bruckner symphony by a university orchestra in the U. S.
This season Professor Clapp plans to include Bruckner's Seventh and possibly the
Fifth as well as Mahler's Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen on his programs.

LIEDER E1NES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN IN DENVER

According to John C. Kendel (Musical America, issue of May lo, a94o) Mahler's
Lieder eines 1ahrenden Gesellen "'made a distinct impression on the audience." Suzamae
Sten was the soloist and Fritz Mahler the guest conductor o_ the Denver Symphony
Orchestra.
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Why Mahler, Too?
BY WARREN STOREYSMITH

WENTY years or so ago there was, generally speaking, no such mu-
sical figure as Bruckner'n'Mahler, the bicephalous composer of

formidable symphonies, variously regarded with dislike, indifference
and high esteem. The pairing of composers seems to be an ineradicable
human or, perhaps, critical instinct. But at the close of the nineteenth
century and in the first decades of the twentieth such pairing was com-
monly not of Bruckner and Mahler but of Brahms and Bruckner and
of Mahler and Strauss. The north German was linked with the Austrian,

his unwilling rival in the Vienna of the eighties and nineties, and the
Bohemian with the Bavarian, as one of the outstanding representatives
of the then new German school.

In his The Symphony Since Beethoven Felix Weingartner thus
grouped them. He suggested that if Brahms and Bruckner could have
been rolled into one we would have had once more a "great composer."
And appraising Mahler and Strauss he was decidedly more sympathetic
toward the former. In 1897 he had conducted a partial premiere (three
movements out of seven) of Mahler's Third Symphony. Shortly after-
wards he wrote, in the first edition of his twice-revised brochure: "Mahl-
er's most striking characteristic is the remarkable breadth of his themes.
• . . Another very favorable characteristic of Mahler is the thoroughly
musical nature of his compositions, in spite of the programmes which
he gives. He is a musician through and through." And he adds, "In
many ways he is like his teacher, _ Bruckner, only he understands better
how to work with his themes and how to build up his movements"
(translated by Carl Ambruster). In the light of modern critical opinion
all that Weingartner has to say on Brahms and Bruckner, Mahler and
Strauss is worth reading. His disparaging attitude toward Brahms was,
however, considerably modified in the third edition of his work (19o9).

But why the present situation? How has it come to pass that Bruckner
and Mahler now need championing, while propaganda for Brahms and
Strauss would be a quite superfluous endeavor? Undoubtedly, if Bruck-
net's far more formidable, more radical symphonies had been accepted
as readily as those of his younger contemporary, it still might be
"Brahms and Bruckner." And if the symphonies of Mahler had made
their way as speedily as the tone poems of Strauss, these two composers
would still be the Haydn and Mozart or Bach and Handel of the earl),
twentieth century.

Brahms, as we all know, would never have labored in Bruckner's be-
half, since he had scant respect for him as composer. Strauss, on the other
hand, was one of the earliest supporters of Mahler. Yet regardless of the
attitudes, wishes and intentions of the two men, Brahms has proved to

xMahler, though a disciple of Bruckner, wasnever his pupil.
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be Bruckner's worst enemy and Strauss has impeded a cause that, per-
sonally, he was only too glad to further. If the less perplexing symphonies
of Brahms had not been ready at hand to fill a needed place in the reper-
tory, those of Bruckner would certainly have been more eagerly investi-
gated. And, as Leigh Henry has pointed out, the brilliant talent of
Strauss blinded the world to what seemed the more sober radiance of

Mahler. Furthermore, both Brahms and Strauss enjoyed the advantage
of a greater terseness of utterance, and hence of an easier assimilability.
Even in Strauss versus Strauss, brevity has been of assistance. We hear
more Don .Juans than Don Quixotes or Domesticas, more Tod und Verk-

ldrungs than Heldenlebens, and it is certainly arguable that this pref-
erence is not wholly a matter of relative merit.

And so Brahms and Mahler failed to gain ground as rapidly as their
rivals, while the first World War tended to increase this disparity. In
this country, of course, all four were classed as modern German com-

posers and therefore dropped for a time from the current symphonic
repertory. Brahms was the first to be restored to it and Strauss soon re-

gained his former position, but for some time little attempt was made
to rescue Bruckner and Mahler from the temporary oblivion into
which they had fallen, a state of affairs partly attributable to the per-
sistent hostility and obscurantism of certain reviewers.

In the case of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, to cite one example,
Mahler's music was brought back to the repertory considerably earlier
than that of Bruckner. Pierre Monteux--of all conductors- intro-

duced Mahler's First Symphony to Boston in x923, while Bruckner was
not returned to Symphony Hall until six years later, when Serge Kous-
sevitzky revived the Eighth Symphony, which had slumbered on the li-
brary shelves since 19o9. The last few years have gone a long way to
place both composers in the position they rightfully should occupy in.
American musical life, even though conductors and audiences still stand
in need of considerable persuasion if the former are to be rescued from

their inertia and timidity and the latter from their apathy and preju-
dice. No doubt, because of efforts already made, critical antagonism has
perceptibly waned.

Thus there are plenty of superficial reasons for a Bruckner-and-Mahl-
er society in this country. Nevertheless, the fact still remains that the two

composers have more points of difference than of similarity. It is per-
fectly possible to hold to the one and despise the other, even though it is
equally possible to like or dislike them both.

Assuming the resemblances arising from a common musical ancestry
and the fact that Mahler was, in a sense, the heir of Bruckner, what have

the symphonies of Bruckner and Mahler in common, outside their gen-
eral largeness of design and the prevalence in both of long-spun, song-
like, diatonic themes? About as much, or as little, as the men themselves.

Mahler wrote self-consciously; Bruckner, instinctively. Mahler's music
variously reflects his philosophic attitude toward life, his Weltschmerz,
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pessimism and sardonic irony, his avowed escapism in the recollections
of his childhood. Even his religious mysticism was something wholly
distinct from Bruckner's childlike faith. In one sense or another, Mahl-

er's instrumental music was almost always programmatic, however
much he may have tried to throw the listener off the scent by asking him
to hear it as music per se. Bruckner, on the other hand, wrote with al-
most no external preoccupation. His own "poetic" interpretations of his
music, as in the case of the Romantic Symphony, the Adagio of the
Seventh or the Scherzo of the Eighth were in the nature of afterthoughts,
and not always especially happy ones. When Mahler uses thematic ma-
terial from his songs, it is with a far more literal intent than was the
case with Bruckner's symphonic borrowings from his sacred choral
music in the Adagios of the Second and Seventh. Incidentally, in the
matter of form Bruckner, for all his minor irregularities, was, as com-

pared with Mahler, a hidebound traditionalist. Like Mozart, he was the
product of one century, while Mahler, like Beethoven, straddled two.

It might even be said that in their divergence in the matter of the pro-
gramme Mahler is calculated to repel the absolutist and Bruckner to at-
tract him, that Mahler makes his greatest appeal to the listener who is
only too willing to line music up with human experience. Just now that
tends perhaps to narrow his audience, since abstract music is again very
much in the saddle. Your neo-classicist will have much in common with
]3ruckner, though he may shrink from his very uncontemporary lush-
ness and magnificence. For Bruckner's symphonies are quite as general
in their implications as those of Brahms, or Schubert's C-majo_5 and far
more so than Beethoven's Eroica, Fifth, Pastorale and Ninth.

It was these last-named works, however, that were Mahler's points of

departure. We hear the Pasto_'ale in the opening of the First Symphony
and parts of the Third, which was also nature music; the funeral march
in the Eroica finds many echoes in Mahler. And of Beethoven's innova-
tions in regard to the use of voices in the Ninth Mahler made the most,
carrying that essentially unsymphonic procedure farther than it had ever
been carried before or probably will ever be carried again. In his Sec-
ond, Third, Fourth and Eighth Symphonies we find voices; solo, choral
or both. Moreover, if Bruckner had written Das Lied von der Erde --

and we can as easily imagine him writing Pierrot Lunaire, Wozzeck, or
Elektra _ would he have thought to call the work a symphony?

The man of the world and the peasant, the cosmopolite and the pro-
vincial, the man of intellect and wide reading and the man who, though
lettered, was still far from learned, the man of family ties and the celi-

bate (even though an unwilling celibate) could not in the very nature of
things write the same sort of music. There is in reality no such composer
as Bruckner'n'Mahler. In fact, only the English-speaking countries have
ever imagined that there was.
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RCA VICTOR RECORDING
BRUCKNER'S NINTH

The Austrian composer's symphonies are too seldom played in this country, and the
publication of this particular symphony, in many ways his greatest, should do much
to dispel the opinion still disseminated by those who refuse to recognize Bruckner's
genius, that his symphonies are formless monstrosities, merely because their architec-
tonics differ from those of Beethoven's or Brahms's.

There is unfortunately not sufficient space at my disposal to expatiate on the struc-
tural aspect of Bruckner's symphonies. This has been done in masterly fashion by
Ernst Kurth in his Bruckner, a two-volume book of 1,3,_o pages, in which the ninth
symphony alone is analyzed in a chapter seventy-six pages in length. The author calls
attention to the Gothic character of the first movement with its stupendous principal
unison theme, a theme which Lawrence Gilman in a conversation with me once ad-

mitted he considered to be the most wonderful ever conceived by any composer. The
other-worldly, mysterious mood of the opening pages, which culminate in the unfold-
ing of this cataclysmic D minor subject, are no whit inferior in inspiration to the open-
ing pages of Beethoven's ninth symphony. However Bruckner's world was a totally dif-
ferent one from the German master's. He was first and last a mystic with a vision which
permitted him to reveal sublimities which have led Tovey to compare his creations
with "Paradise Lost."

The scherzo of the ninth symphony has been described by Kretschmar as the most
"sinister, gruesome scherzo in the symphonic literature." Ernest Bloch told me long
ago that he was convinced that it was the most magnificent movement of its kind,
and that any composer could have been proud to affix his signature thereto. It is in
the final adagio movement, however, that the symphony reaches its apex. Those com-
mentators who can only see in Bruckner a Wagner epigone would do well to peruse
Kurth's book. In reference to the opening theme of this adagio, he calls attention to the
basic differences in the harmonization of Bruckner's theme from that of the "Tristan"
motive from which some claim it derives. There is nothing in Bruckner's chords of the
erotic intensity immanent in "Tristan"; they are on the contrary oppressive and
stifling; they enmesh the melody in an anguished hold. There could have been no
fourth movement to this symphony, for in this adagio we have the utterances of a man
who has left all earthly thoughts behind him and has turned his gaze to celestial
spheres. To have attempted a finale, with its inevitable mood of resurgence would have
been unthinkable. Bruckner has taken his farewell from the world which treated him

so shamefully in tones which radiate a peace which transcends any known to ordinary
mortals. JEROME D. BOHM, Herald Tribune

• .. The availability of the original score has roused a certain curiosity about the
Austrian master; but since critical discussion and public apathy still continue in a
dubious knowledge of the music itself, the present excellent recording is doubly
welcome.

Bruckner is long-winded, pompous, magniloquent. Agreed: but so is Wagner ....
•.. In the last analysis, this is not the work o[ a symphonist in the Beethoven sense

of the word; but Bruckner is one of the great voices of the nineteenth century, and his
music cannot be brushed aside by an epithet or a yawn.

GAMA GILBERT, New York Times

The most interesting recent release is that, by Victor, of Bruckner's Ninth Symphony
in D minor, played by the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra under Siegmund yon
Hausegger ....

There had been some talk that Bruckner was failing in his later yearsj but the
symphony as it stands is fully as inspired as his other works ....

It consists of a first movement, with a long introduction, a scherzo and trio and an
adagio and it is recorded on seven disks (fourteen sides). "Bruckner at his best" should
be the verdict on hearing it. His scherzos are always good and this is no exception.
The adagio has that nobility and simplicity which are endearing qualities of the
composer. The Ninth Symphony (Loewe version) was last played by the Boston
Symphony in x914, and we should lose no more time in hearing the original. Mr.
Koussevitzky, with his wonderful ear for orchestral sonorities, would have a field day
with this work. ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, Boston Herald
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Some Americans Discover Bruckner and Mahler
BY PHILIPGREELEY CLAPP

EW music facespeculiarrisks.An author,apainter,asculptormay
communicate hisideasdirectlytohis public;even a playwright

may publishhisplayasabook "whichhe who runsmay read."The com-
poserofnew musicisforsome timeatthemercy ofconductorsand ex-
ecutants,who may varyconsiderablyin skillbut who varylittleinrely-

ingupon habitratherthanstudyinrehearsingnew material.The pub-
licitself,though alsohabit-boundtoaconsiderableextent,ismore sub-

jectto moments of spontaneousappreciationthan professionalper-
formers, whose power of sympathetic response often becomes calloused
by long hours daily of grinding out rehearsals and concerts; but your
musical layman is too well aware of his own naivete to relish being
caught in the act of openly admiring the wrong thing, and thus is dis-
posed to keep his real opinions about a new piece to himself pending a
verdict from the critics, whose capacity for musical enjoyment is even
more jaded than that of professional players.

One might suppose that, since nobody could make a living by per-
forming music or discussing it unless someone else had first provided
some music to perform and discuss, a composer's status with performers,
critics, and managers would be as honorable, if not as that of a mother
in a maternity hospital, at least as that of a father. Actually it is not
even that of a charity patient. True, the musical middlemen cannot get
along without compositions to perform and discuss; but the concert
repertory is already large, and they can get along quite well without
your new piece or mine. The composer seeking a hearing for a new com-
position thus finds himself in the position of a beggar, and, if the new
work is a symphony or otherwise demands time and care to rehearse and

perform, he may be treated as if he had demanded a dinner when he
should have whined for a cup of coffee.

Conductors, executants, and managers are not wholly to blame for
this. The composer has lived with his work from conception to comple-
tion, and to _lim it seems clear and fairly important; to those upon
whom he must depend for performance it is quite unfamiliar and con-

sequently none too clear, while its importance has still to be demon-
strated. The conductor must prepare a full programme well in a limited
time, and may even then displease his public; the executants must work
extra hard on unfamiliar material, and may even then displease the con-
ductor; the manager must keep deficits within the limit of his guaran-
tor's devotion to civic uplift. Early rehearsals often go badly, and com-

posers have been known to be touchy. In the end "the profession" comes
to feel toward composers as the early American settlers felt toward the
Indians, that the only good ones are dead.
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Composers, however, are a stubborn breed. Even to complete a score
demands that the composer must have won many victories over himself,
and the man who conquers himself is at least partly qualified to fight for
his convictions. He will undoubtedly have to do so, inasmuch as what

seems essential to him in shaping the individuality of his composition
may seem irrelevant and objectionable to persons who hastily judge him
not by what he is trying to do and say but by the measure of his conformity
to what others ,have done and said. It is by no means true that composers
are always right and their advisors always wrong; nevertheless it is true

that competent composers have ruined more scores by taking advice
than by rejecting it--for example, Beethoven would not yield a jot in
any of his symphonies, but weakened many passages in Fidelio because

his inexperience in the theater led him to accept the counsel of "practi-
cal" men, as the score of Leonore will attest; and who can fail to prefer
the recently restored originals of some of Bruckner's symphonies to the
versions which his kind friends previously made available to the world?
True, the composer of today's novelty is probably no Beethoven or
Bruckner, and may not even be fully competent; the best he can do is to
compose as well as he can and gamble on what he finds within himself

rather than upon what benevolent or malevolent people try to put into
him. After all, a marksman may or may not hit his target, but his chances

are at least better if he aims at it; even a dead shot has to learn by prac-
tice, while ordinarily good marksmen develop their less eminent skill bythe same means.

If a composer is so fortunate as to secure a hearing, what is the chance
that his work is really heard? -- Even if the conductor has not noticed

that there are chords of C major on pages nineteen and twen[y-seven of a
sixty-page score and triumphantly made a cut from the former to the
latter, and even if the performance is eloquent as well as faithful, the
public inevitably can derive only a vague impression from a single hear-
ing. A book may be reread, an art gallery or a play revisited; a musical

novelty is usually performed once and then let severely alone for a long
time. Before the public has even a second chance to hear a composition
it will have been reviewed, usually without enthusiasm, by a reviewer
who himself has heard it only once--or,perhaps less than once in
America, where reviewers sometimes have to review two or more simul-

taneous concerts. It is a brave concert-goer indeed who will openly de-
fend a composition which a critic has disparaged either by censure o1"
condescension. What chance then has a composer or a composition in
the face of perfunctory performance and reviews?

If history is evidence, he has a remarkably good chance. Most of
Beethoven's symphonies were first performed by inferior orchestras as
items of interminable programmes in poorly lighted and heated halls

without ventilation before very mixed audiences, and after the slaughter
was over the critics made mincemeat of the corpus delicti, yet somehow
they managed to survive. One is forced to conclude that vigorous music
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has about it something provocative which draws people back to it, if only
for the satisfaction of redemonstrating how bad it is. Inevitably, since
good music improves upon acquaintance, it is more important to assure
that it is performed from time to time than to assure perfection in the
first performance. A typical orchestra and audience are likely to include
between them at least a few discerning individuals who discriminate in
some measure between a work and its presentation, and sooner or later
some one of these is likely to concern himself to present adequately a
composition which seems to him to possess merits which a garbled per-
formance may have belied. Furthermore, the composer is probably
helped rather than hindered in communicating at least a part of his
musical ideas to the general public by the fact that a majority of this
same public consists not of "experts" seeking to classify everything
within hearing but of laymen seeking musical enjoyment; to the latter
even a masterpiece, unless it is very familiar, affords an alternation of at-
tractive and perplexing passages rather than uninterrupted delight, so a
novelty may fare as well as an unfamiliar classic with this large element
in any audience provided it includes some striking themes or motives
and some impressive climaxes.

True, your layman is susceptible to prestige suggestion, and will tol-
erate fewer perplexities in the compositions of Jones than in those of an
acknowledged master whom he is supposed to admire; and this type of
prejudice extends to such phases as the sense of duty which impels most
European laymen to reject all contemporary work by foreigners, and
Americans to reject everything native. However, there are innocent
tricks of the trade by which even these prejudices may be offset: for ex-
ample, the composer may be present and take a bow at the production
of his novelty. This is highly effective, even though some of the personali-
ties thus exhibited might be less enjoyable at close range. Many concert-
goers who could not have borne twenty-four consecutive hours in the
apartment under Beethoven's, and could not have finished a half-hour's
conversation with him except by leaving the room or getting thrown
out, must have sensed his fundamental nobility when they saw and
heard him play or conduct, even while they pitied him for his deafness
and smiled at his eccentricities. In the end his presence at the perform-
ance of his works undoubtedly served to make many a casual listener
remember the compositions themselves more vividly, and not a little
more favorably.

Undoubtedly the fact that Bruckner and Mahler were known per-
sonalities in the communities which first heard their symphonies had
much to do with keeping the latter before the public. The symphonies
themselves were relatively long and difficult, involving a great deal of
rehearsal time, and some of them involved the expense of extra execu-
rants and instruments not commonly used in symphonic instrumenta-
tion. The critics did not fail to point out these obvious unconventional-
ities, the more since they were as obviously befuddled to record the con-
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tent of what they were supposed to have heard as any medical student
hearing a man's heart and lungs through a stethoscope for the first time.
A vocational psychologist of today might have hesitated to exhibit either
personality as possessing any sure popular appeal, for Bruckner im-
pressed many people as quaintly rustic and Mahler as cantankerous.
That power and individuality which a few friends of each knew he pos-
sessed nevertheless communicated itself to the intuitive faculties of the

general public, most of whom knew these men only by sight, much
sooner than to the majority of those who were supposed to be well ac-
quainted with them professionally, with the inevitable result that both

men had a considerable following among the laity long before any pro-
fessional colleague dared openly to admit merit in their music. Contro-

versy still raged concerning them in their own land as long as they lived,
and after they died; but this controversy, even while they were still liv-
ing, did not "dispose" of them but rather "established" them--their

music is still performed, and their personalities are still more vividly re-
membered than those of many more recent men whose vogue exempli-
fies the maxim, "Easy come, easy go."

If in Europe the difficulty of winning the public to appreciate a style
of symphony unfamiliar because really new was partly offset by identi-
fying the new style with personalities vivid if unconventional, in Ameri-

ca the new style has had to gain ground more slowly because the person-
alities in question were not at first real to most of the musical public.
Bruckner never visited America. Mahler made two visits here as a con-
ductor; but circumstances too familiar to the readers of CHORD ANDDIS-

CORDtO be retold here finished his American career before it was fairly
started. First impressions of these composers, so far as the older genera-
tion of American concertgoers is concerned, are necessarily derived from
certain dutiful and labored presentations of their symphonies back in
the days when every American symphony orchestra had a German con-
ductor of the pre-Wagnerian outlook. All honor to these usually ultra-
conservative but artistically conscientious conductors of an earlier day
that they risked their positions by giving Bruckner and Mahler at all;
the fact remains that these early performances were infrequent and
often dull, and thereby made few friends for Bruckner and Mahler.
The generation of conductors represented by Karl Muck and Frederick
Stock, on the other hand, have given eloquent performances of sym-
phonies by both composers, and to these must be added Mahler's few

performances of his own works while in this country, together with Leo-
pold Stokowski's highly successful series of performances of Mahler's
Eighth; but the critics and the public had already been prejudiced
against the whole style by earlier and less able presentations, and the ex-
pense of augmenting orchestras for dae large instrumentation demanded
by some of the works was too great to permit Dequent performances,
with the result that a few years proved too short a time to build up a
Bruckner-Mahler public before the first World War for a while di-
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rected American attention elsewhere. After the War most American

orchestras were directed by conductors trained in France, Italy, or Rus-
sia, and few of these at first undertook to add Bruckner or Mahler to

their repertory or ours; it is a pleasure to recognize as exceptions the
fine Bruckner and Mahler performances which Bruno Waiter and
Frederick Stock continued to pres,ent from time to time.

Meanwhile a new generation of concertgoers sits in our symphony
halls, and a majority of these younger music-lovers would seem to be lit-

tle acquainted with Bruckner and Mahler, or to respond but coolly to
performances of works by. these composers which now occur more fre-
quently as the younger conductors have added these composers to their
repertory. What chance is there that an enthusiastic Bruckner-Mahler
public may develop here? The only possible answer must be in terms of
opportunity for young music-lovers to become well acquainted with the
works of these composers by listening to the works themselves rather
than to what hostile critics or elderly concertgoers say against them. In
this connection the experience of some young Americans, one born in a
city with a symphony orchestra and the others several hundred miles
from any musical center, may be interesting and could be typical.

John Doe was born during the late eighties in an eastern city which was
justly proud of its symphony orchestra. Older members of his family
were season-ticket holders, and John heard occasional concerts even
while he was a very little fellow; at fifteen he was promoted to the proud
status of a season-ticket holder in his own right. For years the quiet old
gentleman who sat in front of him followed the programme scorein hand,
and John's parents told him that this same old gentleman had loaned
his large collection of scores to the public library for reference. John
learned to read scores, first by looking over the old gentleman's shoulder
while the orchestra playe.d, and then by going to the library and poring
over the scores more slowly; later, when he could read scores fluently,
he went to the library as soon as the programmes were announced and
studied them before their performance. John's family were diffident
about addressing the old gentleman, as he was a rather prominent
personage; but the old gentleman recognized John at the library, and
gave him plentiful encouragement and helpful suggestions. When
John became a season-ticket holder he could already read a score like a
book.

During John's first complete season the orchestra played Bruckner's
Ninth Symphony. The performance may have been more than a bit dry,
but the excellent programme notes were quite the contrary.,John's inborn
love of music combined with his pride in being so grown-up as to pos-
sess a season-ticket to make him the most receptive of listeners, and the
statement of the programme notes that Bruckner had been misunder-

stood both for his music and for his devotion to Wagner, whom John al-
ready admired, made John a Bruckner enthusiast on the spot. His elders
and betters said he would get over it, but he never did: certainly the elo-
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quent performances of Bruckner which he later heard under Muck,
Fiedler, Nikisch, Loewe, Schillings, Mengelberg, Toscanini, Stock, Wal-
ter, and many others were not calculated to cure himI

At about the time of his first exposure to Bruckner John read a re-
view of European composers then contemporary, in which Mahler was
favorably compared to Richard Strauss. John had heard a good deal of
Strauss and had greatly enjoyed his music, but he had heard or read no
Mahler. Fortunately the library loan collection included Mahler's Sec-
ond Symphony, the monumental and dynamic quality of which was self-
evident even without a performance; John did not physically hear the
work until several years later, but he practically committed it to mem-
ory within a few months of his first glimpse of the score. When the
donor of the scores discovered this, he added several more Mahler sym-
phonies to his collection, and John was soon closely familiar with them.
Two or three years later the orchestra performed Mahler's Fifth, with
what effect upon John the reader may imagine. As the family purse
could hardly finance musical pilgrimages to New York, John had to
miss hearing Mahler as a conductor in this country, but later he heard
him in Europe direct a number of general programmes as only he could
direct, and finally he heard both the initial performances under Mahler's
own baton of the colossal Eighth. I am afraid that John even today is as
incurable a Mahler as a Bruckner addict.

In due course John found himself in charge of the music department
of a Middle Western state university, and, again in due course, after de-
veloping certain other musical fields which had to be built up first, saw
his way clear to broaden the scope of an already meritorious student
orchestra. The student members came from very different environments
from that which had enabled John to attend symphony concerts and
study scores during his childhood and adolescence; in most of the com-

munities from which these students came to the university symphony
orchestras were not only out of sight and hearing, but totally out of
mind, as witness the fact that few of these students had even availed

themselves of the opportunity to listen to symphony concerts by radio.
That this was due to lack of direction rather than lack of interest was

soon demonstrated by the enthusiasm with which the really musical
contingent in the student body responded to whatever musical oppor-
tunities were offered by the University. Moreover, the interest in high
school bands which had followed the first World War as a matter of

course had in certain of the large high schools grown into an interest in
school and community orchestras; and, while most of these orchestras
were wary of attempting entire symphonies even from the earlier
masters, and certainly were not even talking about Bruckner and
Mahler, girls and boys often came to the University with four years of
fairly good fundamental routining in a pretty respectable orchestral
repertory, and a good proportion of these had sufficient natural curi-
osity and technical foundation to study with enthusiasm and success
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the standard symphonic literature from Haydn and Mozart to Brahms
and Tschaikowsky.

In survey courses John had played whole Bruckner and Mahler sym-
phonies to successive classes whose members had responded to these
much-abused composers with an enthusiasm which suggested that
Bruckner and Mahler today need not be difficult to hear unless preju-
dice derived from critical readings makes them so. By coincidence the
score and parts of Bruckner's Fourth Symphony proved to be quickly
available at a moment when many of the orchestra members were study-
ing Bruckner in one of the survey classes; a good phonographic record-
ing had become available shortly before this, and there had been good
radio performances within the year by two leading orchestras. The mo-

ment seemed propitious to "read Bruckner's Fourth for practice"; and
the reading went so well that, not long after, an orchestra consisting of
half-a-dozen faculty members and more than ninety students pre-
sented the work in a public concert. The audience was no less en-
thusiastic than the performers: it should be stated here that this audi-

ence, mostly local and non-professional, had become intelligently and
attentively familiar with the usual classical literature at performances
by the University Symphony Orchestra and with a considerable body of
modern symphonic material through annual visits of a fine professional
orchestra, but had not been so preoccupied with musical affairs else-
where as to commit the natural error of reading reviews of metropoli-
tan concerts. Many of these lay enthusiasts listened regularly to the
NBC and Philharmonic-Symphony broadcasts as well; but musical in-

terest in the community was wholesomely individual and unorganized,
with notable freedom from "study programmes" and other such second-
hand attempts to learn music by garbling and gabbling. In short, a lay
audience pretty well acquainted with Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schu-
bert, Schumann, Berlioz, Liszt, Wagner, Brahms, Tschaikowsky, and
Franck, and not unacquainted with Bach and Handel on the one hand
and Strauss, Debussy, Ravel, and Sibelius on the other, but quite inno-
cent of the supposed critical "authority" of Hanslick and later pontiffs,
found Bruckner's Fourth Symphony delightful, and a few months after-
ward responded warmly to his Quintet for strings. The inquiry is now
to be heard from these same students and their public, "When will the
Orchestra play some Mahler?"

And why not? -- Bruckner and Mahler are logical successors of earlier
masters, just as these in turn took what their predecessors left them and
added their own individual contributions in terms of personality and
outlook. Shakespeare to the contrary, there is probably no ethical reas-
on why an unmusical person should concern himself with music at all;
but the man _¢ho has "music in his soul" will do well to nourish his
spirit by listening to what the composers have to say to him rather than
to the chatter with which uncreative men try to explain and evaluate it.
We justly ridicule certain governments for demanding that music shall
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express political ideas, yet we permit ourselves to be bullied into sup-
posing that it must exemplify esthetic canons, which are themselves too
often only the expression of professional politics. The experience of
John and his pupils at least shows that Bruckner, and probably Mahler,
may awaken a spontaneous and valid response among people whose only
"preparation" is that of listening to other fine music, without prior criti-
cal or academic mortification of the flesh and spirit of the sort commonly
considered indispensable among the would-be elite. There seems no
reason why other American music-lovers might not come honestly by a
love for Bruckner and Mahler by similarly direct means--get them
played by students and their teachers without the formality of critical
baptism.

Of course, to state that playing and hearing a composer rather than
reading about him may lead a group to appreciate him does not imply
that there are no difficulties in getting acquainted with Bruckner and
Mahler. For instance, there is the undoubted fact that their symphonies
are longer than average. If a man feels that his own time is too valuable
to devote from fifty to ninety minutes consecutively to one work by one
composer, after all he has his own life to live and his own time-table to
draw up and follow if he can; the chances are that, if he likes music well
enough to listen to it attentively, and listens to it attentively enough to
like it, he will enjoy a long symphony every now and then -- as witness
the recent "discovery" of Schubert's C-major Symphony by our public.
What is most important to the layman is that he shall not try to improve
his musical digestion by dosing himself with critical poison. Even so,
the factor of actual rehearsal time may be formidable in the sight of a
professional conductor with from six to eight hours available in which
to prepare one, two, or even three full programmes; all the more reason,
then, why part at least of the performances of works by our two expon-
ents of "heavenly length" should be entrusted to such amateurs as have
the time and devotion to expend in working up a good performance.

Quite clearly the economic question of extra players is more easily
answered in the amateur than the professional world. In pre-War
Germany and Austria extra players of good skill were usually available
from the nearest army post at a very nominal fee; today in America the
extra players must be paid full rates, which nobody begrudges them if
they get the engagement- unfortunately it is usually simpler to play
something else, in which case Bruckner and Mahler are not played and
the extra men are no better off than ever. Competent amateurs may not
be plentiful; but, if they are available, compositions for large orchestras
may be played without pecuniary bankruptcy, at least.

Technical difficulty is not a great stumbling-block in Bruckner to an
orchestra, whether professional or amateur, which has developed suffi-
cient skill to play the Wagner preludes well. True, Bruckner often for-
gets that he has not an organ at his disposal, and demands of wind-
players a capacity and control of breath which many amateurs cannot
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develop in such scanty time for individual practice as most of them can
command; "John" reports that he found it helpful to include in his or-
chestra a few extra wind players, not for promiscuous and noisy doubl-
ing, but to relieve the solo players altogether in ordinary tutti and to
double with them in a few of the more overpowering climaxes. With a
little help of this kind conservatively administered, players in an orches-
tra will find Bruckner's technical idiom not unlike that of Beethoven,
Schubert, and Wagner, while the conductor will find that Bruckner
"comes out" with clarity and orchestral balance considerably more
readily than Brahms and certain others whose difficulties players have
gladly mastered by sustained hard work.

Mahler, on the other hand, often does demand virtuoso technical

powers of his players, and, in addition, demands the full exercise of
these powers during the entire duration of symphonies long enough to
occupy an entire programme. In the nature of things an amateur player
of whatever skill has some other occupation which takes most of his time,
and thus cannot devote long hours consecutively to instrumental prac-
tice; it would be much easier to find a group of amateurs who could
work up and play separately each passage in a Mahler symphony than to
find a group every member of which could physically carry the entire
work through consecutively without getting fagged below the threshold
of .efficiency, simply because most of them would not be hardened by
long individual practice to the point of playing at the absolute top of
their bent for ninety minutes running. "John" has not yet produced a
Mahler symphony with amateurs, but he has a plan.- When most of
his wind players had just completed a week's trip with the University
Band in which they played three concerts daily, he took advantage of
their temporary condition of athletic prowess to present a two-hour
programme drawn from Wagner's Ring. In the future he hopes to capital-
ize some similar opportunity in terms of one or two movements of a
Mahler symphony, preferably in a year when relatively few of the prin-
cipal players are due to graduate; the year following might be the aus-
picious moment for the entire symphony, with the advantage that some
of it would have already been carefully rehearsed at the time of the first
venture. Before presenting any Mahler symphony in whole or in part
John plans to present some of the songs with orchestra as an introduc-
tion to Mahler's style for both orchestra and audience.

As the world is going now, the chances are that we in America must

depend more and more upon ourselves to prepare and perform the
music which we wish to hear. It is even possible that the world must de-
pend upon us for a while to keep the best nmsic of the past two centuries
in actual performance anywhere. Even if this last is not the case, it is

surely not too much to say that European music during recent years has
tended decidedly toward the expression of disillusionment and despair
under a thin defensive veneer of indifference and nonchalance; let no
man blame artists who have had to endure recent living conditions
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abroad if they find themselves unable or indisposed to sing the aspira-
tions and ideals o£ a brighter day, yet those aspirations and ideals are as

needful as ever and must be sung and sung again. That young Ameri-
cans are performing the greater music of a more hopeful era because

they enjoy it and thrive on it is a phenomenon too precious to be neg-
lected, and that their instinctive and uncorrupted response to what is
high and noble extends to Bruckner and Mahler is but added evidence

that now is a good time to adjourn preaching, for practice has begun.

WNYC AND WQXR BROADCASTS

One of the noteworthy features of the WQXR broadcasts of Bruckner was the per-
formance of Bruckner's Quintet (Adagio) by the Vienna Chamber Orchestra
(Carl Bamberger, Conductor) on March _5th. Recordings of Bruckner and Mahler
works were broadcast regularly by both stations• In February the Municipal Station
put all available Bruckner and Mahler recordings on the air.

SEVITZKY BROADCASTS BRUCKNER'S "TE DEUM"

On March 20, the Indianapolis Symphony, the Indianapolis Symphonic Choir, and
soloists (Fabien Sevitzky conducting) broadcast Bruckner's Te Deum over C. B. S.
This was the second broadcast of this work over the Columbia Broadcasting System.
The orchestra, chorus, and soloists aquitted themselves well under the authoritative
leadership of Sevitzky. Additional broadcasts of Bruckner's music would certainly bewelcome.

KINDERTOTENLIEDER PRESENTED BY CONVERSE CLUB
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA, BOSTON, MASS.

(Stanley Hassell, Conductor; Evelyn M. Duncanson, Soloist; May 9, 194o)

• . . The "Kindertotenlieder" (which may be translated as "'Songs on the Death of
Children") were composed in _9o2, inspired by verses of the poet Rueckert. As he wrote
his five songs Mahler reportedly was obsessed with the thought that his own first child
might die young, which actually occurred before five years had passed.

A first hearing of music so tenderly wrought, yet in an idiom of much complexity,
can give one only a notion of its beauty. One's first impression is of sheer loveliness of
sound, the combination of soprano and unusual orchestral tint--especially of the
woodwind instruments- which Mahler favored.

Mr. Hassell must be complimented upon his enterprise in preparing music of
extreme difficulty that demands a skilled and well-rehearsed orchestra and a singer of
utmost musicianship. JORDANHALL,Boston Globe

"Better late than never" might well be said of the performance by the Converse
Club, at Jordan Hall last evening, of Mahler's "Kindertotenlieder," freely translated
as "Songs on the Death of Children," composed nearly 40 years ago and never before
heard in Boston, though Dr. Koussevitzky once privately threatened a performance
and Bernard Zighera actually announced one for last winter. As explained in these
columns last Sunday, the performance by the Zighera Chamber Orchestra went by the
board because the only available score was in use in New York at the time.

The singer last evening was Evelyn Duncanson, soprano, and of her, as of Mr.
Hassell and his orchestra, it may be said that she brought to her task earnestness and
devotion .... We are, however, greatly indebted to Mr. Hassell for Boston's introduc-
tion to a singularly moving work and one without precise parallel anywhere.

WARRENSTOREYSMIrI-I,Boston Post
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Mahler as a Potential Public Favorite
BY WILLIAM PARKS GRANT

I.

NE of the conspicuous musical developments of the past decadehas been the emergence of the music of Sibelius from obscurity to
what might be termed popularity (in the best sense of the word) and
with it a corresponding favorable critical re-valuation as to its impor-
tance. In 193o the Sibelius repertory was fairy well confined to Valse
Triste, Finlandia, and the piano Romance in D-fiat, none of which are
very important or characteristic of their composer. About that time the

writer heard a perfectly competent professor of music history hold up
Sibelius as an example of a composer who had "died," as far as impor-
tance of output was concerned, many years previously, along with Rich-
ard Strauss and Stravinsky, of whom his opinion is still generally the ac-
cepted one.

About 1931 appeared the first of the long series of phonograph re-
cordings of Sibelius works, originally sponsored by the Finnish Govern-
ment, later continued by the Sibelius Society. The public and critical
reception of these recordings was more than favorable; soon Sibelius's

name became a common one on concert programmes> Although Olin
Downes and Cecil Gray 2 had long since called attention to the impor-
tance and neglect of the Finnish master, it was now admitted generally
that he had surely been badly undervalued and the music-world set in
to make up for lost time. Sibelius rapidly passed Stravinsky, Richard
Strauss, and the late Maurice Ravel as the name most frequently men-
tioned as "the g_'eatest living composer." His symphonies were accepted
on an equal footing with those of Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms. Thus
Sibelius has had the satisfaction of living long enough to see himself
become a "classic," and, although the Sibelius repertory still has not
been thoroughly explored, quite a number of his works are now fre-
quently heard on our concert programmes. A cynic might observe that he
has become so well known that even the newspapers, the Hollywood
glamour-merchants, and The Saturday Evening Post know who he is.
During the recent Russian-Finnish War his Finlandia was sometimes

used as a signature-piece for radio news-bulletins (with little thought of
the then-existing neutrality regulations), and news items about him
often appeared in the daily papers.

Although whisperings about conductors who "'cannot read an orchestral score" are
doubtless false, it is none the less pertinent to note how frequently the first recording
of certain compositions has led to epidemics of performances o[ those pieces through-
out the country. But it would be stubborn and foolish for a conductor to reEuseto use
recordings in studying new pieces.

2See A Survey of Contemporary Music (1924), pages 184to 193.
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II.

How can we account for this sudden rise in favor and importance?
Two reasons suggest themselves.

First: Sibelius's music was made available. Beethoven and Mozart
would not be the favorites they are today if artists restricted themselves
to but half-a-dozen of their works and performed these only on rare oc-
casions. The older readers can remember how Brahms, Wagner, De-
bussy, and Richard Strauss surmounted public and critical indifference
and hostility because performers who had faith in them insisted on pro-
gramming their works? Furthermore, Sibelius's works were made avail-

able in that form which permits many hearings and adequate famil-
iarity-namely, phonograph records. This is surely the "acid-test,"
and these compositions wore well.

Second: In _93o extreme dissonance was the most conspicuous fea-
ture of modern music. The ultra-moderns considered the increasing use
of dissonance synonymous with originality, the use of a common triad

hopelessly old-fashioned. A music-world weary of dissonance heartily
welcomed this music which was so thoroughly individual, yet not mere-
ly eccentric, different, but not painful to the ears, enigmatic, yes, but
understandable eventually. It was seen that the axiom that the path of
musical progress and originality was the path of more and more disso-
nance was a false notion, that esoteric music could quite possibly be the
work of a self-conscious charlatan, rather than "a new soul-experience"
or "the music of the future." The very thing the world had wanted was
found right under its nose, for Sibelius's name had long been familiar.
Today, partly due to the Sibelius influence, extreme dissonance is de-
cidedly "dated."

III.

If the music of Sibelius can achieve such a conspicuous rise in favor,
the music of Mahler is capable of a similar accomplishment. It could
quite possibly even eclipse the music of Sibelius in popularity because it
is much easier to understand. The music of Sibelius is by no means easy
of approach; it is stark, bleak, cold, ascetic, and enigmatic. But the
music of Mahler is warm, rich, tender, poetic, friendly, human, and
open. He takes us into his confidence; we get acquainted with him
quickly. Sibelius is something of a "composer's composer"; he writes
primarily for himself, like Beethoven in his later works. Mahler strove
to make his music easy to understand for the layman of little musical ex-
perience and in this writer's opinion, succeeded, though it should by no
means be inferred that his music is shallow. Surely, if Sibelius can be-
come such a favorite, Mahler can at least equal him.

Paradoxically the music of Sibelius, who is considered a nationalistic

composer, is much farther from the folk-song than the music of Mahler,

aEven as late as a91o a Wagner opera with Toscanini conducting brought but a
poorly-filled house at the Metropolitan. If Toscanini were to conduct Tristan and
Isolde at the "Met" today, standing-room would be sold out well in advance.
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who is looked upon as an international and eclectic composer. Taken
as a whole, Sibelius's output contains more than a few compositions of
trivial value- most of them fortunately obscure; Mahler's output is
more uniform in value, for there are no skeletons in the Mahler closet.

Sibelius is doubtless more thoroughly original, as very little of his ma-
ture music shows the influence of another composer; yet Mahler, de-
spite frequent evidences of the influence of Wagner, Beethoven, Bruck-
ner, Schubert, and numerous others, still leaves the final impression-
which is what counts -- of being different from anything one has ever
heard, for his music is unconventional, zestful, and refreshing, even
though it is by no means modern. 4 It is, however, an important-
though neglected--link between the Wagnerian school and certain
modern schools. It is quite possible that the neglect of Mahler has in-
creased the difficulty of our approach to the music of Sch6nberg and his
f611owers.

The question may next be asked: "If Mahler's compositions were
given more frequent performances, can we be positive that they would
increase in public favor?" Of course, no one can say definitely, but we
do know that before the Reign of Force became dominant in Europe,
Mahler's popularity made excellent progress in Austria, Czechoslovakia,
and Holland, due to frequent performances. That he has never had an
adequate hearing in most other countries is admitted even by his critics.
So it is entirely possible that some day a Mahler per[ormance may no
longer be an unusual event.

In these times of strife and turmoil, it seems only natural that music
of an escape-from-reality type will be more and more in demand. One of
the composers whose music is best suited to supply such a demand is
Mahler. Good examples of compositions of his which are steeped in
such a mood are the Second Symphony and the exquisite song lch bin
der Welt abhanden gekommen.

A hesitating conductor might point out the length of Mahler's sym-
phonies and the large number of instruments they require and shake his
head. But length has not interfered with the popularity of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony, Wagner's operas, Handel's The Messiah, or Bach's
Passions and B-minor Mass. Several fairly recent best-selling novels
were conspicuous because of their length; one, made into a film lasting
four hours, is being shown to crowded houses. Eugene O'Neill has writ-
ten some nine-act plays which have been quite successful. No, contrary
to common opinion, this is not entirely an age of brevity, but even if it
were, Mahler's songs, which are not at all long, would be as much
favorites as those of Schubert or Brahms, if given a fair chance.

The size of Mahler's orchestras is considerably more of a bogey-man,
at least in a country not yet fully recovered from the depression and

4 It was worthwhile to point out here that any music, no matter how old, which is
individual and unconventional, is always viewed with favor by the enthusiasts for mod-
ern music. Much of Bach's music was far ahead of his time; hence his ever increasing .
importance.
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where a deficit is the normal result of the orchestra season. There are

two answers to this. The first is that if the demand existed strongly
enough, the large resources could be supplied. Wagner's Ring and
Strauss's Der Rosenkavalier are favorites in the opera-house, even

though the demands are large. The second answer may be found again
in Mahler's songs, all of which call for a small orchestra. Whimsical,

humorous, naive, tragic, introspective, and mystic by turns, most of
these lovely works were originally written with orchestral accompani-
ment rather than piano, as is the case with almost all other songs. How
often when a fine guest artist sings Lieder at an orchestra concert we

realize that the accompaniment, originally for piano, sounds clumsy or
unidiomatic when transcribed for orchestra. For such occasions Mahl-

er's songs, woven so perfectly and so inevitably for voice and orchestra,
would surely fill a real need.

HOWARD BAR_LOW BROADCASTS BRUCKNER'S NINTH

On June 9, The Columbia Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Howard
Barlow broadcast Bruckner's Ninth over the Columbia chain. Mr. Barlow's reading
did justice to Bruckner's last symphony. Those who heard the performance probably
wonder why Mr. Barlow had not broadcast a symphony by this master before, for his
interpretation proved beyond any doubt that one doesn't have to be known as a world
famed Bruckner specialist to catch the spirit of this devout composer's music.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA ORCHESTRA PERFORMS
BRUCKNER'S FOURTH (February 28, 194o)

It is our privilege to report today that Doctor Clapp and his musicians brought us
Afiton Bruckner's Symphony No. 4 with such warmth of tonal expression, with such
understanding and interest in their music that the large audience was able to glory
in the beauty, the color and the inventiveness of the composer's score rather than to
become restive as might easily have been the case with so lengthy a work.

If nothing more, Doctor Clapp revealed by the performance how well he has trained
his rriusicians, and also he disclosed how completely he has brought to them an under-
standing of and appreciation for the work of Bruckner, a composer who certainly
should be heard frequently regardless of how long his compositions may be.

RON TALLMAN, Iowa City, Iowa, Press-Citizen

. . . After the intermission came the seldom heard Fourth Symphony of Anton
Bruckner, subtitled "Romantic." It took more than a little courage for Dr. Clapp,
the orchestra's conductor, to program a Bruckner symphony, and especially to pro-
gram it for a non-professional orchestra. Bruckner is easy for neither player nor
listener and, while the "Romantic" is not Bruckner at his intellectual peak or most
difficult_ it is, nevertheless, an excellent work with which to begin an acquaintancewith him.

It is not my purpose to give a detailed analysis of the "Romantic" movement by
movement. Suffice it to say that the four movements of the symphony are linked to-
gether by a subtle transformation of the theme stated by the horns at the opening of
the first movement. The horn call was used to suggest the pastoral, the military, thehunt, the dramatic.

And to Dr. Philip Greeley Clapp, who has labored so long in the service of Bruck-
ner and in the developing of an orchestra which can turn out so excellent a perform-
ance of a Bruckner symphony, especial thanks.

THOMAS SCnERREBECK, The Daily lowan
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Triumph and Farewell:
Bruckner's Eighth and Ninth

BY GABRIELENGEL

THE EIGHTH

HE resourceful generation of fresh thematic life out of a few given
motivated sources; the exploitation of such cumulative content

through a vital polyphonic idiom; the logical federation of a whole
vast symphonic structure, culminating in a grandiose climax, the weld-
ing of the principal themes of all four movements into a single choir of
triumph -- these are some of the salient features which, already famil-
iar in earlier Bruckner symphonies, attain supreme representation in
the Eighth. In this symphony, at last, is unfolded in full grandeur the
sublime Christian epic of human suffering, humility, and transfigura-
tion through Faith that had been the gist of Bruckner's symphonic
problem from the outset. Not the somewhat theatrical Third, not even
the Fifth, that mighty, austere utterance of his middle years had pierced
so deeply into his soul for its roots. The tragic implications of the Fifth
were mere passing clouds beneath the radiant sun that shone stead-
fastly over Bruckner's tetralogy in major keys. The portentous opening
movement of the Eighth ushers in a change in his spiritual world no less
drastic than the sudden sunrise of the Romantic. The Fourth seems

literally to have sprung from Bruckner's ecstatic happiness in Wag-
net's recognition; the Eighth, conceived immediately after Wagner's
death, is an eloquent witness of the grim impress made upon Bruckner's
spirit by that event. The rude shock of the cymbal clash climaxing
the "Adagio of Premonition" in the Seventh was more than Bruckner's
realistic record of the moment of his great friend's passing; it was also
the herald of a rude awakening in his own creative world, a dawn less
rosy, but affording a closer, more human view of life.

Three score years had passed him by. Neglected and obscure he sud-
denly felt himself more alone than ever before. Yet he was remarkably
robust despite his sixty years. More than ever he was impelled by the
urge for symphonic creation. The contemplation of Death, looming be-
fore him like a grim spectre, and the realization of abject solitude, con-
juring up the panorama of a life-long struggle against adversity, de-
termined the tragic, introspective content of his new symphony. C-minor,
the key of Beethoven's own "Fate" Symphony, the key which Bruckner
himself had adopted for his First and Second, beckoned to him out of
the dim past with the promise of new, more significant revelations. Even
the pointed rhythmic contours of the main theme of the First seemed
once more to bristle with life unbounded, clamoring for expression.
Thus reaching back to this initial work and gathering up in the course
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of retrospect the essential wealth of all the intervening symphonies,
Bruckner consciously made his Eighth an intensely personal expression,
almost his spiritual autobiography in tone.

The tragic caste and unusual length of the opening section made in-
advisable the traditional juxtaposition of a correspondingly grave, ex-
tended slow movement. Faced with the same problem in his Ninth
Beethoven had interposed a fleet, stirring Scherzo, thus not only reliev-
ing the spiritual tension aroused by the first movement, but also fresh-
ening the listener's mind for the further weighty revelations of the slow
movement to follow. Therefore Bruckner also decided to accord his

Scherzo second place in this symphony.
The first movement in its original form was completed in the latter

part of 1884 in Vienna. Before continuing on to the Scherzo, Bruckner
experienced a miracle. The Adagio of the Seventh, given its premiere at
Leipzig on December 3o, was hailed by experts as a symphonic master-
work. At once the elderly, shy professor of counterpoint became the
most discussed figure in the realm of serious music. He had long since
reconciled himself to a life of obscurity, sighing, "Surely I am the most
incurable idealist to go on composing at all." Nevertheless his happiness
in this wholly unexpected world-fame was unbounded. He re-experi-
enced this brilliant triumph over long prevalent adversities in the ficti-
tious person of the typical Upper-Austrian rustic "Michel," whom he
subsequently named as the hero of the Scherzo of the Eighth.

Most, if not all, of the naive "Michel" story, was a mere afterthought,
much as the narrative background Bruckner attributed to the Romantic.
The original manuscript at the point of the first entry of the "Michel"
motive bears the notation "Almeroth." Carl Almeroth, a lovable, genial
Upper-Austrian provincial, was one of Bruckner's dearest friends. A na-

tive of the charming little town of Steyr, where Bruckner composed the
Scherzo and later movements of the Eighth, he (and not the symbolic
"Michel") was the character the composer intended to embody in this
lumbering, sturdy, good-natured motive. Doubtless it occurred to Bruck-

ner afterwards that Almeroth's nature was typically Austrian. Thereup-
on he evolved the rest of the "Michel" backgTound for the symphony,
carrying some of the incidents over into the Finale. As a valid commen-

tary on the Promethean happenings mirrored in the score it is certainly
inadequate. Not unless one is willing to concede Bruckner that peculiar-
ly Mahlerian trait of symbolism is the miraculous transformation of

"Michel" to "St. Michael," allegedly celebrated in the closing triumph
of the symphony, in the least plausible.

Letters Bruckner wrote to the critic Helm and the conductor Wein-
gartner years after the work was finished are the chief authorities for the

details of the "Michel" legend. Said Bruckner to the former with special
reference to the Scherzo, "My Michel typifies the Austrian folk-spirit,
the idealistic dreamer, not the German spirit, which is pure Scherz
[jest]." Thus unconsciously, perhaps, Bruckner made his "Michel" a
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self-portrait. During the years (six in all) he spent in shaping and re-
shaping the symphony the figure of "Michel" virtually came alive for
him. If the setting of any passage containing the "Michel" motive proved
particularly troublesome he would exclaim in vexation, "Look out,
MichelI Better not annoy me too muchl"

A representat!ve portion of Bruckner's commentary on the Scherzo
follows. "Michel, pulling his cap down over his ears, presents his head,
crying, 'Punch awayl I can stand it.'--Wearied by the shower of buffets
he would like to sleep, but recurring blows keep him awake. He swings
about him desperately, scattering his enemies, and emerges victorious
through his persistence.--[Trio] Michel dreams of the country--He
longs for his sweetheart--He prays--Sighing, he wakes to rude reality."

In the Finale: "Michel, from a place of concealment, steals a view of
the pomp and ceremony [The meeting of the emperors]--He is pursued
and captured by Cossacks--The trombones begin a funeral chorale for
him--He squirms away and, chuckling, disappears high up in the
flutes."

The absence of reference to "Michel" in Bruckner's remarks concern-

ing the first and slow movements is added proof of the synthetic nature
of the whole legend. One is reminded of his inability to "remember"
the imagery underlying the Finale of the Romantic. Many poetic com-
mentaries, some perhaps even contradictory, might be adduced to "il-
luminate" the content of the Eighth. So vast is its scope that cosmic
imagery alone may conjure up an even remotely adequate verbal par-
allel. Like Beethoven's Eroica it defies and beggars explanation. It
stems from file inmost depths of absolute music, the arcana of which no
verbal abracadabra may pierce.

The very identity of the tonic is veiled as the opening theme is first
presented in lightly sketched outline against a mystic background of
string-tremolo tinged with sustained horn-tone. What a strange, yet
masterly theme this isl Occupying scarce three full measures in ani-
mated tempo, it consists of the four source motives of the symphony,
one of them the mere rhythmic pattern formed by the union of the
other three. This rhythmic profile, closely akin to that of the unison
outburst at the beginning of Beethoven's Ninth, at once commands the
centre of attention. Set forth in relief through a series of uninterrupted
recurrences it is the vehicle upon which the three tonal motives grope
upward through modulations to the light of definite tonality. Since all
the thematic life of the symphony is drawn from these motives, they are
eminently worthy of analysis. They are (a) Two tones a second apart.
This interval dominates the heroic passages. (b) Two tones a sixth
apart. This interval, notably prominent in Bruckner's most heartfelt
inspirations, governs those particularly expressive moments of the
Trio (Scherzo), Adagio, and Finale given over to songs of yearning.
(c) A lyric group of five closely-knit tones, the chief melodic element of
the first theme-group and the source of numerous subsequent passages
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filled with tender ecstasy. The first movement, Adagio, and Finale close
with this motive. (d) The rhythmic framing of a, b, and c, already de-
scribed. To the relentless persistence of this grim motive is due in great
measure the deeply tragic undertone of the opening movement. Espe-
cially impressive is its appearance as pure rhythm (on a monotone in
the brass) at the last climax of this section, the passage Bruckner aptly
named "Death's Annunciation."

The lyric motive (c), at first the sole melodic phrase, at once spreads
its wings. Inverted and augmented it bursts into flight, preparing the
atmosphere for the "Bruckner Rhythm" (that irregular combination of
two plus three quarter-beats particularly characterizing many of Bruck-
ner's thematic ideas after the Romantic). Descending in a stream of im-
passioned phrases this first predominately melodic expression of the
symphony resolves in a graceful cadence midst imitative echoes (wood-
wind) bearing the motive's original rhythmic contour.

The mode of thematic structure in this opening group, aside from
the vastly richer motivated sources of the later work, is essentially that
of the Romantic, a steadily rising edifice of uniform theme-blocks.
Furthermore, this process in the Eighth goes on in a highly dramatic
atmosphere. Levi, the great conductor who pronounced this work "the
crown of nineteenth century music," was the first to recognize the per-
fect centralization of the gigantic framework embracing a world of
subtle and delicate details of construction. Wellesz, an unexcelled

authority of our own day, choosing the opening theme-group of the
Romantic and Brahms' Third, has shown the superior sensitivity of
Bruckner's symphonic creative process over that of his German contem-
porary. How much greater a disparity could he have shown between
them had he chosen Bruckner's immeasurably more masterly Eighth!

In the Romantic the advent of "Bruckner Rhythm" is sudden, spon-
taneous. In the Eighth it is heralded in advance. We glimpse its profile
in the course of the opening theme-group. When it emerges full-blown,
shaping the pure lyricism of the second group (song-group), it calls for
no intellectual readjustment on the listener's part. The preparation,
however, was not of the traditional "bridge" variety, but a new sort of
process, resulting from the self-evolving dynamism inherent in the
motive c.

The second theme-group is a song of ardent aspiration, its nobility
precluding all eroticism. Anxious questions rising from the strings re-
ceive only partially reassuring answers in the less impassioned woodwind
voices. Lingering sighs of doubt, skilfully drawn from an inversion of the

song-theme, are stilled by the air of trust and solace spread by a fresh
melodic structure previously unheard. Thus the intellectual factors
swaying the first theme-group have been balanced by their emotional
counterparts dominating the second.

,There is an additional feature in the human make-up which de-
termines man's heroic nature: the will -- the spiritual force that makes
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for human tragedy or triumph, depending on the degree in which its
possession invokes resistance to adverse, destructive influences. This
heroic element is the ruling quality of the third theme-group. A restless,
staccato counterpoint in the strings provides the background for an in-
creasingly animated interchange between horns and woodwind. Ener-
getic motives, derived from the preceding theme-groups, enhance the
power of the ensuing string-unison, striving upward toward a great cli-
max by chromatic stages. Another striking motive, a broad downward-
leaping seventh in trumpets and woodwind, adds to the growing agita-
tion. Trumpet fanfares, obvious heralds of heroism are merely corrobo-
rative proof of the militant nature of this last group, bringing the expo-
sition of the themes to a stirring conclusion.

The development section presents the titanic conflict of the three
main factors: the mind, the heart, the will. The lo#cal unfolding of
such a struggle involves a climax of inextricably united elements, ren-
dering ineffectual a traditional recapitulation of separate theme-groups.
The air of suspense, mounting steadily through the violent encounters
unfolded during the extended development, is maintained unabated
throughout the recapitulation. Not until the last climax, at the very
threshold of the Coda, is there a moment of relief, and then only a som-
bre one, described by the composer as the "ticking of the clock of Death."
This intensification of suspense until the end is a formal doctrine al-
ready effectively formulated in earlier Bruckner symphonies, but never
so convincingly as in the Eighth.

Two summits stand out along the rising skyline of the development.
The first, the product of united thematic elements of the first two theme-
groups, is finally scaled by means of a grandiose combination of these
elements in inversion and augmentation. The second, attained just be-
fore the Coda, is that realistically dramatic moment which Bruckner in
a new moment of foreboding, happily not realized until more than a
decade later, described as his own "Death's Annunciation." The stark

profile of the opening theme, grimly bereft of all musical quality save
pulse, is a vivid tonal portrayal of the inexorable pounding of Fate
upon Life's door. What avails it to continue the despairing struggle
against a force beside which the united strainings (development section)
of mind (first theme-group), heart (second theme-group) and will
(third theme-group) sink to pigmied insignificance? The Coda, an epi-
logue of utter resignation, presents a sudden contrast, intensifying the
tragic implications underlying the whole movement.

The Scherzo, like all these lighter, fleeter-footed Bruckner movements

in triple-rhythm, presents no formal problem. In a mystic atmosphere
of whispered,string-tremoli pierced by horn-tone, the celebrated "Michel"
motive (already discussed) lumbers good-humoredly into the changed,
rustic foreground. Inverted the motive becomes still more droll. "Michel
is sleepy," explained Bruckner. A delicious bit of instrumental realism
is the stinging effect of plucked strings combined with humming, bee-
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Iike horn-tones, portraying the rude manner in which "Michel's" sleep is
disturbed by unpleasant outer influences. The Trio, in double rhythm
(two-four) is to some extent "Michel's" Traiimerei, filled with his day-
dreams of his rustic homeland. Is it not Bruckner's own dream of longing,
reaching back from the imprisoning huddle of the metropolis, the home
forced upon him by circumstances, to the wooded, mountainous free-

dom of his native Upper Austria? Fragments of yearning, folk-like
strains, conjure up passing visions of the scenes of his childhood. The

occasional arpeggiated voice of the harp, most rarely heard in Bruckner's
orchestral family, intensifies the nostalgia of "Michel's" daydreams.

Three motives combine to produce the opening theme of the Adagio,
the wonderful movement which arose, said Bruckner, "from looking
too deep into the eyes of a girl." The first, a long-drawn sigh, reflecting
yearning, and the second, a broad, diatonic descent, reflecting devout
humility, form a question answered by the third, an upward mounting
broken major-triad, bright with the promise of splendors about to be
revealed. This sublime slow movement, the longest in symphonic lit-
erature, rises to unprecedented heights of devotional ecstasy over
which the celestial voice of the harp hovers like a halo.

Upon a syncopated background of softly pulsing strings over a tonic
organ-point of twenty measures, is unfolded the heartfelt initial melody.
So naturally have familiar motivated elements been fused into this new

melodic line that their presence, readily identifiable, nevertheless makes
the impression of complete spontaneity. Out of an atmosphere of re-
strained melancholy, the latent depth of its pathos betrayed alone by the
impassioned accents of the violin G-string's upper range, the prayerful
theme mounts steadily, merging with the vision of splendor (referred to
as the third motive). There follows now a song of fervent gratitude, a
most natural supplement of the foregoing melody. Unmistakable in
their inmost Brucknerian quality are the hymnlike fragments of chor-
ale characterizing this passage. Ecstatic harp tones radiate from its me-
lodic summit.

In the second theme-group the impassioned yearning and the devo-
tional fervor dominating the two themes of the preceding group, respec-
tively, are fused into an ardent song of hopeful longing. Against a back-
ground literally trembling with portentous expectation (string-tremoli)
the full tuba choir proclaims the promise of Eternity. Again a hymnlike
utterance, a resetting of the first part of this group, is the soul's grateful
response to the message from Above. A brief interlude in triple rhythm
prepares the scene for the return of the initial theme.

The restatement of themes already set forth, inevitable to symphonic
form, is nowhere a severer test of the composer's resourcefulness than in
the Adagio. Here, where the spirit of song must hold undisputed sway,
the license that is the spice of the development section in sonata form is
out of place. Certainly an atmosphere of deep contemplation and com-
munion is ill-suited to the swift dramatic changes common to symphonic
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first and last movements. Yet the necessary restatement of themes in the
Adagio (in the manner of the classicists), the most skilful, elaborate
ornamentation notwithstanding, involves some sacrifice of content to
formal convenience. This was one of the vital weaknesses of traditional

symphonic structure to the betterment of which Bruckner earnestly ap-
plied himself from the outset. No further evidence of his success in this
respect is needed than the fact that his three last Adagios, the most ex-
tended slow movements in existence, nevertheless maintain the listener's

interest so well throughout that they are universally recognized as great
masterpieces. How Bruckner was able to accomplish this mighty feat
can hardly be explained by emphasizing the richly varied motivation
of his broad-winged themes. To point to the life-long, unswerving de-
votion to the grammar and poetry of polyphony that made it possible
for him to recombine and reshape motives into thematic structures of
constantly fresh interest is to advance a fact which, however, fails to
pierce the essential truth, the inscrutable working of genius itself.

In the first restatement of the opening theme the bright, answering
portion is intentionally omitted. The motives of yearning are reared to
a tremendous climax, as though the whole cosmos were appealing for
salvation. A world of subtle polyphonic detail is heralded by the echo-
ing horn that follows closely upon the main melodic line. Reshaped and
recombined the already familiar motives attain richer significance, re-
vealing glimpses of loftier summits yet to be scaled by the indomitable
spirit.

For the final restatement, embodying the triumph of the spirit, is re-
served the thorough exploitation of the motive of splendor, thus far in-
tentionally omitted. Here the horn fanfare of the first movement is re-
born in a more heroic guise, unmistakably reminiscent of the Siegfried-
theme. Bruckner explained this as a tribute to his great friend Wagner,
as yet scarcely cold in his grave. The very Heavens seem to open to the
overwhelming climax ushered in by this remarkable passage. The Coda,
reminiscent of the be_nning, presents for the last time the initial sigh-
ing motive over a sustained organ-point on the tonic. Gone, however,
is the fleeting shadow of doubt that darkened the motive's first appear-
ance. Yet the movement ends upon a note of devout humility. Resigned,
but swayed by unshakable faith in Eternity, the glories of which it has
beheld in revelation, it awaits the great release, the fateful signal of the
"Clock of Death."

The unlimited thematic richness of the Finale shows that Bruckner

had steeped his soul in the motivated life of this symphony more in-
tensely than in any preceding work. In the increased subtlety and re-
sourcefulness of its melodic derivations from the central motives al-

ready extensively exploited in the foregoing sections it is truly the crown-
ing movement of the symphony. Bruckner did not merely compose the
Eighth -- he lived it. An inkling of the inspired abandon with which he
set down this Finale may be gathered from the ejaculation "Hallelu-
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jah!" written in his hand at the point of climax in the manuscript
marked by the simultaneous entry of the main themes of all four move-
ments.

Some of the "Michel" storied implications of the Finale have already
been mentioned. Even Bruckner must have realized that the transplant-
ing of his jolly legendary character into this scene of political pomp (the
meeting of Franz Josef and the Czar at Olm/itz) was stretching plaus-
ibility a bit too far. Nevertheless he naively conceals "Michel" where

he may view the grand ceremony. Is not this "Michel" in reality the new
Bruckner--as childlike as ever, but now a world-famous musician, a
public figure in Austria, proudly bearing the decoration of the emper-
or's own order? His worship of rank and pomp can only be understood
as closely akin to his devout participation in every detail of the church
ritual. The emperor was to him a temporal symbol of divinity.

The harmonic foundation of the opening bars has a transitional ef-
fect, qualifying the abrupt change from Adagio to Finale character.
Motives of a warlike nature serve as the backbone of the first theme-

group. Prominent among these is a regular, rhythmic stamping, like
the clatter of horses' hoofs suggesting the approach of squadrons of
cavalry. Impressive instrumental coloring, horns, trombones, and
tubas dominating, reflects the pomp of the occasion. Jubilant fanfares
herald the great triumph now in sight. The "Michel" motive, wide-
awake and armed for battle, is welded to the rest, lending the thematic
scene freshness and jollity.

The second or song-group, rich in chorale fl'agments, is characterized
by an air of prayerful devotion. This religious fervor is of a more im-
passioned nature than that of the chorale passages of the Adagio. It has
a more rapid tempo and a vital supporting melodic line formed by a
familiar motive descending inverted. The expressive voices of the solo
horn and the violins in low register lend it increased pathos.

The third theme-group presents a remarkable paradoxical combina-
tion of underlying significances. Gracious melodies filled with the prom-
ise of peace spread reassuring wings over the disturbing burden of a
martial rhythm in the strings. "A weak spot," some might say, "Remem-
ber, Bruckner was an organist." One is reminded of another example
of "weak" instrumentation in the Finale of the Seventh which a great
conductor of our own day "improved" by the transmutation ok gut to
brass. There has never been an orchestral master who could speak with
greater authority than Bruckner on the most appropriate tonal setting
of devotional subtleties. His "weak" scoring was dictated by an unerr-
ing instinct for the true instrumental color and an abhorrence of mere

effect. Perhaps the conductors who tampered with Bruckner's scores
half a century ago should not be judged too unkindly. In the theatrical
shadow of Wagner most became Wagnerian. Bruckner, whose unique
originality none could understand, they clothed in Wagnerian garb. It
is high time the practice were condemned.
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The contrapuntal skill with which the development is reared to an
overwhelming climax, the simultaneous union of the principal themes
of all four movements, beggars description. Heroic, warlike settings of
familiar themes plunge the section into mighty conflict. The din of bat-
tle mounts, subsides, and mounts again to greater heights of fury. One
moment we seem to be in the very midst of battle, next we catch its
echoes from the distance. Chorale fragments are hurled into the breach
to maintain unimpaired the heroic spirit. All depends on its ultimate
triumph. The most impressive passage of the movement is the Coda,
the overwhelming record of that triumph. A last powerful, austere pre-
sentation of the opening theme in the trombones; an equally heroic last
appearance of the "Michel" motive in broad augmentation in the trump-
ets; and the tonal stage for the great triumph is set. The gloom of the
initial key, C-minor, has been transformed (as in that other great sym-
phony of Fate, Beethoven's Fifth) to the bright splendor of C-major.
Now in the utmost imaginable splendor resounds the consummately
welded choir of the symphony's four principal themes, a veritable
apotheosis of Bruckner's polyphonic genius, rivalling in fitness that in-
spired march-Finale of Beethoven's Fifth, the inevitable peroration of
the symphony's supreme homophonic master.

THE NINTH (FAREWELL)

During the five years he devoted to the composition and revision of
the Eighth Bruckner enjoyed unusually robust health. It was not until
his sixty-fifth year, the time of his first sketches toward a Ninth, that the
chronic trend of a dropsic condition, the dread ailment which had car-
ried Beethoven off at the summit of his creative power, evoked the fore-
boding that his days were numbered.

Thereafter his existence was swayed by a single longing: to be spared
just long enough to finish his Ninth. With the inexorable advance of
the disease this longing turned to prayerful obsession, in the despairing
grip of which even his awe-inspired humility towards God underwent a
singular transformation. The physician who regularly attended him at
the Belvedere Palace (a belated, ironic luxury which the emperor had
granted him near the end) has communicated some impression of the
doomed man's religious attitude. Wrote Dr. Heller, "Often, I found him
on his knees in profound prayer. As it was strictly forbidden to interrupt
him under these circumstances I was compelled to listen to the most
curious extempore interpolations in the traditional text. He would
suddenly exclaim, 'Dear God, let me get well soon; you see I need my
health to finish the Ninth." A fervent, triple Amen and a number of re-
sounding thwacks with both hands upon his calves announced the con-
clusion of his touching appeal."

The faith which plays a paramount role in the spiritual content of
the Ninth is beyond formal creed and ritual. Its essence is a direct kin-

ship between man and God. Being of a universal nature it requires a
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universal medium of expression. This alone explains the almost total
absence in the Ninth of Bruckner's characteristic chorale idiom.

Far more apt a name for this symphony is "Farewell" than "Unfin-
ished," for when the last note of the Adagio has died away there remains
no expectation of further revelations to come. Those familiar with this

dose only in the Wagnerized "'Loewe" version may regard such a view
sceptically. There Bruckner's intention has undergone a drastic change
echoing the end of Parsifal, its air of resignation suggesting a sinking
back to earth. In the original manuscript Bruckner's Adagio is marked
by no such descent. Ascending ever higher it merges in an ecstasy of af-
firmation with Eternity. Though the futile, tortured strivings of his last
hours to formulate a suitable Finale show that Bruckner himself con-
sidered the symphony unfinished, posterity has come to view its three
movements as a consummate framework for one of the noblest, most in-
spiring revelations in tone.

The very opening bars present a synopsis of the symphony's content.
Brooding contemplation of tile ultimate mystery, Death and the Here-
after, is suggested in this celebrated passage. Like a solemn chant is the
initial motive, softly intoned by a choir of eight horns against a porten-
tous background (tremolo). The grimness of its sombre rhythm is ac-
centuated by hollow, choked trumpet-tones. Its mournful pathos midst
austere majesty suggests man's last backward glance from the threshold
of the Unknown. One terrifying instant of perplexity, and then the
parting soul leaps aloft to meet the dazzling revelation of Eternity.
Words cannot describe the splendor here attained by the horns, which
have burst their unison fetters to form a golden halo of harmony. De-
scending they sound like jubilant angel voices bearing a wondrous
message down to earth. Their cadence is the spreading of its gracious
burden over all mankind. Such is the mystic underlying significance of
this richly motivated introduction to the first theme-group. Yet the pre-
sentation of these motives has achieved a symphonic purpose far more
important than the mere formulation of a musical passage, however
beautiful. It has released the elemental forces from which the main
theme is to evolve.

The breathless pause at this point is a vivid record of personal reac-
tion, the reaction of one who has beheld a miracle and is completely
overwhelmed. As sometimes in a poem a fresh stanza will issue from an

echo of the preceding verse, so the transfigured cadence of the opening
passage lingers on in the episode that follows. Enharmonic transforma-

tions on ascending planes of tone and volume reflect tile growth of tre-
mendous tension in the face of a new, awe-inspiring disclosure. Down-

ward leaping octave-intervals and descending groups of three quarter-
notes anticipate the dominant features of the approaching theme. An
ominous roll in the timpani intensifies the air of agitation. The thunder-
ing unison that bursts forth with cosmic power from the summit of this
dynamic interlude suggests the very Voice of the Almighty. Was not this
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the Voice of the trumpet-theme of the Third, speaking in the same key
and rhythm, though subdued and diminished by infinite distance? Yet
there It was but the Herald of a miracle to come. Here It is the Revela-

tion Itself. Thematically it consists of two parts, a gigantic descent by
octave-leaps and a broad, diatonic return aloft, gradually accelerated.
The whole cosmos trembles with the irresistible force of its reverbera-

tions (timpani-roll), while plucked strings sound waning fragments of
familiar motives, gradually releasing the overwhelming tension.

Out of one of these fragments, a descending sixth, is born the song-
theme introducing the second group, a prayerful melody in the violins,
unmistakably Brucknerian in the pure spirituality of its yearning. A
gracefully encircling figure enhances its charm and expressiveness. Like
the corresponding song-theme of the Seventh it is supplemented by an
inversion of itself. Directed aloft it now points the way to a summit of
jubilant ecstasy, the goal of the entire prodigally polyphonic song-
group.

The character of the third theme-group is without precedent in
Bruckner's symphonies. Hitherto it had been the vehicle of heroic ele-
ments, destined to sustain the conflict during the development. In the
Ninth, however, the third theme begins on a note of infinite world-
weariness, a longing for ultimate peace so overwhelming that it seems

to span the whole universe. Though it culminates in a song o[ lofty as-
piration, its kinship to the main theme of the song-group is not a close
one, despite a slight physical similarity due to a community of motivated
sources. Spiritually the later theme is a more impassioned expression. It
might even be described as a broad paraphrase of the former, conceived
in free fantasy. Thus on a note o_ high optimism the exposition is
brought to a close.

The development presents a thorough exploitation of the themes and
their motives on a gigantic scale_ Its plan, like that in the opening move-
ment of the Eighth, is an ascent over a gradually rising range of moun-
tain-tops to a supreme summit. Darkness, the gloom of the earthbound,
hovers over the first of these peaks. Occasional glimpses of radiance

caught through the clouds intensify, by contrast, the dominant gloom.
The motives employed are exclusively those of the introduction to the
first theme-group.

In the next paragraph the grand unison theme of the first theme-
group is the center of attention. It now becomes the material for a huge
tonal structure, skilfully enriched with all the resources of the poly-

phonic master. The austerity of this passage is enhanced by the persist-
ent reappearance of the gloomy opening motive in march-like guise. In
the overwhelming climax attained by the exploitation of these elements
the formal recapitulation is outstripped and absorbed. No formal con-
sideration can hinder the onward and upward sweep of this dynamic,
self-evolving expression. There is no let-up until that barrier-like mo-
ment of supreme tension, necessitating an abrupt pause. "For breath,"
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explained Bruckner. Yet these full pauses of his at such moments are so

inevitable, that this laconic explanation, true enough as far as it goes,
must be regarded, along with the rest of his "explanations," as but an
infinitesimal formulation of a cosmic underlying truth. The awe-in-
spired melodic fragments which first venture to open their timid lips
after this pause, like those in the opening theme-group, reflect the tre-
mendous'impressiveness attained in the foregoing passage. Thematically
there is in the augmented triplets a marked resemblance to certain parts
of .the Adagio of the Fifth. Actually they are directly derived from the
umson-theme in the first theme-group. Not before the re-entry of the
song-group does the listener become conscious of the identity between

the climax of the development and the recapitulation of the first theme-group, already accomplished. From the shadow of the third theme s

world-weariness issues the Coda, the most austere passage of the whole
movement. The mournful, brooding initial motive and the startling
upward-leap that followed it constitute this last paragraph's thematic
bases. Increasingly terrifying in its grimness, it abandons the soul at the
threshold of the Unknown.

[As in the Eighth (and for the same reason) Bruckner placed the
Scherzo second among the movements of the Ninth.]

What could be more eloquent of his spiritual fortitude than this last

Scherzo, created in a moribund atmosphere of searing physical pain? It
is from every viewpoint his most vital expression in the lighter vein,
surpassing all his earlier Scherzi in rhythmic variety, harmonic charm,
instrumental color, and perfection of welding.

"When they hear that," chuckled Bruckner, "they won't know what
to make of it; but by that time I'll be in my grave." He referred to the
daring features with which the movement literally bristles. The heated
arguments aroused among experts by the very opening harmony proved
the accuracy of his forecast. Some claimed that it was derived from the

celebrated harmonic outburst at the beginning of Tristan. Others
insisted that it was a new discovery, sui generis in the grammar of tonal
combination. Certainly none doubted the originality of its effect, framed
in the unique rhythm that made it the veritable echo of Bruckner's

gleeful laughter of anticipation. The source of this rhythm is in the
opening theme-group of the symphony, where it appears as a support-
ing element" in the trumpets during the grand unison theme. Its cach-
innation dominates the entire movement, even the Trio section. There
it .acquires a new, taunting significance through inversion. It runs a
mad, cross-country chase over every nuance of the Scherzo-mood from

elfin playfulness to robust jollity. Alluring "Laendler" fragments burst
from the spirited dance, imparting to it a distinct Upper-Austrian, folk-
like flavor.

The Trio is a nimble, airy sequel, exploiting in lightning tempo an in-
verted portion of the opening scherzo-theme. A brief, witty, motive
(that of the laughing rhythm inverted) dogs the heels of this whirling
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creation, teasing it mercilessly as it seeks to retard its giddy flight. Irre-
sistibly mischievous also are the singular supporting harmonies and the
vivid instrumental coloring, plucked strings and solo flute venturing
fleet arpeggiated interpolations. Even midst this carefree, rhythmic
abandon there is a moment for pure song. A nostalgic memory of youth-
ful bliss forever vanished finds expression in a melody of ardent yearn-
ing poignantly framed in the sorrowing voice of the oboe. The tradi-
tional return of the Scherzo portion rounds out the movement.

The Adagio, in some respects the most human as well as the most
austere of Bruckner's slow movements, opens with a motive of infinite
yearning midst utter loneliness. In the impassioned voices of the violins
this motive, a rising minor ninth sinking back chromatically into a de-
scending octave, seems the very essence of melancholy pathos. It sug-
gests the weary, earth-bound soul, poised before its flight into the Un-
known, putting the ultimate question, "Is Death the end?" Brooding
sighs issue from its perplexed cadence, ascending insistently toward the
light of Revelation. They culminate in a radiant E-major tonic har-
mony, a glimpse of the splendor of the Hereafter.

Portentous implications latent in the opening motives are stressed in
the further exposition of this first theme-ga'oup. Terrifying in its aus-
terity is the climax, a veritable apotheosis of the interval of the ninth. A
series of boundlessly poignant outcries by the horns is answered by sav-
agely blaring trumpet-fanfares against an orchestral background seeth-
ing with agitation. This passage was significantly described by Bruck-
net as the "Motive of Fate." It is the symphony's most impressive em-
bodiment of the startling upward-leap in the horns at the beginning of
the first movement. There the span was but an octave, stern and inscru-
table in its sharply rhythmic framework and unmixed instrumental
coloring. Raised to a ninth, its eloquence enhanced by polyphonic set-
ting, it plays an outstanding role in the thematic life of the Adagio. In
major guise it is the exalted chorus of Fate beckoning from the gate-
way of Ineffable Glory.

A natural sequel to this is the ensuing, noble, placid melody which
Bruckner named the "Farewell from Life." Its gravity is accentuated

by a portentous roll in the timpani and a tremolo in the deepest strings.
Austere chains of harmonized sixths in horns and tubas betray its un-
mistakable Brucknerian character. One beautiful theme follows the
other in this sustained song theme-group, spreading burdens of won-
drous solace, faith, and gratitude. The degree of pure lyric ecstasy here
attained is matched only in the soaring section of the Adagio of the
Seventh. In its sustained character, however, the singing quality of this
last Adagio is supreme.

Until his last hour on earth Bruckner worked desperately over his
futile sketches towards the Finale, which he was destined to abandon, a

mere sphinxlike fragment. The quavering, incoherent pen-strokes on
his note-paper near the end (the present writer is the proud possessor of
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one of these precious pages) are eloquent of the unconquerable determi-
nation which still swayed his soul when his body had almost ceased to
live and even his mind was fast merging with the super-earthly haze of
mortal dissolution. Scattered words from the Lord's Prayer, decipher-
able among the pathetic scrawl, indicate the unshakable faith of the

man in whose life and work the power of prayer had played so impor-
tant a part.

Hugo Wolf was one of the last to see him alive• Though the faithful
"Kathi" (Bruckner's house-keeper) told him at the door that the master
was no longer rational, he begged permission to look at him once
again. He tip-toed gently to the halfiopen door of the sick-chamber. In
a simple bed, deep among a heap of pillows, lay Anton Bruckner. His
face was extremely pale, his features shrunken, his lips transfigured by a
smile. His gaze was fixed immovably upon the blanket which he struck
rhythmically with his fearfully emaciated right hand, as though he were
with his outstretched forefinger beating time to a music he alone could
hear. Perhaps it was the Finale, which the master, already severed from
all that was earthly, was taking with him to Eternity.

The American sculptor Kilenyi, when designing his celebrated Bruck-
net medal, was moved by the spiritual kinship between Dante and the
composer to endow his conception of Bruckner's features with Dante-

esque character. Surely the writer may be pardoned if he carries this
analogy into the realm of poetry by applying to Bruckner a portion of
Michael Angelo's sonnet-tribute to Dante.

"Into the dark abyss he made his way;
Both nether worlds he saw, and in the might
Of his great soul beheld God's splendor bright,

And gave to us on earth true light of day:
Star of supremest worth with its clear ray,

Heaven's secrets he revealed to us through our dim sight,
And had for guerdon what the base world's spite

Oft gives to souls that noblest grace display."

MAHLER'S ADAGIETTO PERFORMED BY NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA (December 19, 1938 )

I am sure you will be interested to know that the rather youthful members of our
orchestra played the Adagielto with the utmost fervor and intensity, and that their
audience was apparently deeply stirred by their rendition•

MARTIN BERNSTEII_,Associate Professor, New York University

GOLSCHMANN ON BRUCKNER

• . . After the enthusiastic response of our public both Friday and Saturday, it is
difficult to understand why Bruckner is not played more often. If there was a surprise
for the. public, it was to discover that the supposedly very "severe" Bruckner could
be so enjoyable, even at first hearing. December 5, 1939-

VLADIMIR GOLSCHMANN, Conductor, St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.

I
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BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES GETTING MORE ATTENTION

Barbirolli and Eugene Ormandy Especially to be Congratulated
BY PITTS SANBORN

The following article appeared in the New York World-Telegram on February 5, 194°.

Just as MacDowell's music for the piano has come in hereabouts for
a sudden revival this winter, so have Bruckner's symphonies. For years
Bruckner seemed to be winning the local battle against prejudice. Wil-
lem Mengelberg, Leopold Stokowski, Bruno Walter, Otto Klemperer,
Arturo Toscanini were prominent conductors who led his symphonies
here. Then came a lapse.

Lately however, both John Barbirolli and Eugene Ormandy have
turned their attention to the eccentric Viennese composer of sympho-
nies attaining the sanctified number of nine, and be it stated at once
that Mr. Barbirolli won a particularly long feather for his conductorial
cap by his sympathetic handling of the Seventh of them in its integrity.

Mr. Ormandy in the case of the Bruckner Fifth, in B-flat, a per-
formance that to my regret I was unable to hear, did some editing.
A note in the program of the visiting Philadelphia Orchestra outlined
this phase:

"Mr. Ormandy plays the Fifth Symphony from a score which is, in
a way, of his own editing. After Bruckner completed the work he al-
lowed two of his followers, Franz Schalk and Ferdinand Loewe, to
revise it. He was, indeed, too good-natured to say "No' to quite dras-
tic changes. That edition was eventually published and it is the one
commonly used.

"but Bruckner, before his death [Note well, not afterl], expressed
a preference for his own unedited score. The original version, a few
years ago, was issued by the Bruckner Society of Vienna. Mr. Ormandy
has compared the two and has, for this performance, retained some
of the Schalk-Loewe amendments and made various orchestral ad-

justments of his own where they seemed best to serve the purposes
of Bruckner."

Now, the editing of Bruckner's scores is doubtless a question that
only a specialist can treat of with complete authority, but, for the
sake of the vast number who are not intimately acquainted with them,

it may be pointed out that Bruckner, throughout much of his career,
at any rate, seemed not only to acquiesce in such editing as Schalk,
Loewe and Nikisch did, but actually to welcome it. As conductors
those men steadily championed his works, and Schalk and Loewe, at
least, had been among his devoted pupils at the Vienna Conservatory.

What, however, is more important for us than matters of pedantry
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and purism is the fact that symphonic conductors in America are turn-

ing once more to Bruckner. There is something curiously anachronistic
about any prejudice that lingers against his symphonies on the part
of American audiences. In Austria and Germany they have been for
decades as securely established as the symphonies of Beethoven and
Brahms, and it seems positively comical that anybody at this date
should regard them as caviar.

Naturally it is permissible to dislike one or all of them. Apthorp
used to cite a Boston man who declared he was "born hating Weber,"
and I have heard a man in our own town, perhaps with an echo of

the Bostonian asseveration, say that he was "born hating Chopin."
And if you want more, consider in what terms Tschaikowsky in his

day and Sibelius more recently have paid their respects to Wagner.
Didn't Tschaikowsky observe that a ballet by Delibes was worth far
more than Der Ring des Nibelungen?

In a letter to Mine. yon Meck he speaks of the Delibes ballet Sylvia:
"I knew it before from the piano arrangement, but in the wonderful
performance of the Vienna Orchestra it completely charmed me, es-
pecially the first part. My own Lake of Swans is simply trash in com-
parison with Sylvia. In short, I have known nothing in the last few
years that has charmed me so much except Carmen. Perhaps Russia
and the rest of Europe will soon have a new word to say. But in Ger-

many music is positively on the decline, and Wagner is a great repre-sentative of the d "ecadence.

Thus, that a few persons may honestly dislike Bruckner is no

excuse for assuming an ineradicable prejudice in the majority. As a
matter of fact, what the majority needs to arrive at a real apprecia-
tion of Bruckner is a greater number of adequate performances. Then
he will probably be accepted as fl'ankly and freely as are Schubert and
his artistic foeman, Brahms. It is positively grotesque that in the
United States anyone should even think of Bruckner as a musical (or
unmusical) freak.

Mr. Ormandy deserves particular thanks for setting Bruckner's Fifth
before us, edited or unedited. The symphonies we are usually invited
to hear are the Fourth, Seventh, Eighth and Ninth, to the neglect of
the others. The Ormandy example should be followed of dipping into
a neglected shoal. And, be it remarked, that to the best knowledge and
belief of the present writer Bruckner's First Symphony has never so
far been performed in this country at alll

NOTE:The first performances of Bruckner's First by a major orchestra in the United
States were given by the Chicago Symphony under the direction of Frederick A. Stock
on February l and _, 194o.
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WALTER SEES BRUCKNER AS A PROPHET

BY LOUIS BIANCOLLI

The following is part of an article published in the New York World-Telegram on
February lo, 194o.

Mr. Walter agrees with those who call Bruckner The Fourth B. He
believes in the power and uniqueness of his genius. He regards Bruck-
ner as a prophet, a seer. He has defended him eloquently in four lan-
guages.

Tonight he takes over the NBC Symphony Orchestra for five con-
certs. On his program is the Romantic Symphony, No. 4, of Bruckner.
Listening to Mr. Walter on Bruckner and art is post-graduate work in
higher thinking. All the writer did was listen and learn the other day
at the Dorset.

Mr. Walter said that Bruckner was the rare combination of peasant
and prophet, that in so far as he belongs to the earth he is a peasant and
in so far as he belongs to the spirit he is a prophet. Reconciling this
duality in art was Bruckner's great problem.

He had to find for himself the organic form into which the dimen-
sions of his personality would fit. For that reason we are obliged to
adjust ourselves to a new form in art, a form capable of holding the
enormous range of Bruckner's humanity. Which explains why it takes
time and effort, years of reverent study and communion with the es-
sence of Bruckner, for a conductor to reach full understanding.

"Bruckner is very near to my heart," Mr. Walter said; "it took us a
long time to get acquainted with each other. In fact, I can say that I
began to feel at home in Bruckner only after my fiftieth year. I inay
add that each year I get closer to him.

"I derive personal excitement in conducting a Bruckner symphony.
More than excitement; it is a kind of fulfilment. On the contrary, it
does not exactly excite me. It is a sort of affirmation of so very much
that is in me."

He said Bruckner's music rests on a rock-bottom security, a childlike
piety and assurance of the will of God. This made him a prophet. In-
spiration gave Bruckner .the language to speak his prophecy. As with
every prophet, the power to feel the message and the power to speak
it went hand in hand.

Mr. Walter does not regard Wagner as a prophet. Beethoven he
does, in another sense. For him the great "cosmoses" in music are
Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, like Shakespeare and Michelangelo in other
fields. Mozart, who is also close to his heart, he calls "a saint in music."

"People think of me as a kind of specialist in Mozart," Mr. Walter
said; "I reject that. I am just a musician. Yet in a very special way
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Mozart is very dear to me. I mean his miraculous capacity to say in-
credibly much with incredibly small means."

He confessed he "shrinks" from the use of comparatives and super-
latives in art. He refuses to regard geniuses as "greater" or "greatest."
One genius can never be the measure of another, according to him.
Every genius creates his own yardstick and measures himself by it.

"The question, 'What is genius?' can be answered as follows," he be-
lieves: "A creative power of such wide range that it creates a stand-
ard or criterion of its own. I might go further. With the greatest of
creative minds even the individual masterpiece cannot be used as the
measure of another creation of the same mind. We must not judge
Wilhelm Meister by Faust or vice versa.

"The reason is that the genius is forever renewing himself. This is
the determining factor. When some people expressed disappointment
in the Pastoral symphony, Beethoven asked angrily, 'Did they expect
another C minor? This is something entirely new.'

"One test in distinguishing talent from genius is this great and varied
productivity. Each work seems a new step, a renewal of the artist, a
second birth."

After the creative impulse Mr. Walter feels that it is given only to
the genius to work out the original inspiration, but the impression left
by the completed work of art must be one of "painless effortlessness."
He is fond of quoting Nietszche, who observed of Carmen that it was
"music without sweat."

"Schiller once said that the gods put sweat before perfection," Mr.
Walter recalled; "that is true. Effort and industry must go into art. But
we must not feel it. The finished product must be graceful, free, natu-
ral, complete, without trace of labor. We must not see the beads of
perspiration. Such is art."

REACHING FOR THE STARS

BY NORA WALN

The following is taken from Nora Waln's novel, Reaching 1or the Stars, and is pub-
lished here by permission of the author and of Little, Brown 8_ Co.

The Friends of Music had their own Singverein, an amateur choir
of high artistic standard which was started in 1858; also a music school
of which Hugo Wolf, Gustav Mahler, Joseph Joachim, Hans Richter,
and Arthur Nikisch were pupils. Anton Bruckner was one of the

teachers. The aim of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde from the day of
its foundation was to make music on a grand scale. The friends of
music, gathered in Vienna from every German land; made every con-
cert while we were there an event.

The Philharmonic Orchestra gave us beautiful music. The "Musica
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Viva" and "Ravag" are not forgotten. There was so much that is
memorable that twenty volumes would be needed to tell about it ade-
quately. The concerts that return most often to my mind are the fol-
lowing: "Missa Solennis," conducted by Toscanini; a performance of a
symphonic poem, "Penthesilea," written by Hugo Wolf when he was
twenty-three, given by the Gesellschaft tier Musikfreunde under the
baton of Kabasta; the Philharmonic, led by Klemperer, first violinist
Herr Rose, playing Bruckner's Fifth Symphony; and that triumph of
Walter and orchestra with Gustav Mahler's magnificent composition
beginning with a funeral march and ending with a joyous rondo.

In Vienna I heard such music as I had never heard before, and can
never hope to hear again. This was the music at the German sunset of
that day of European civilization which was called at its dawn "the
Renaissance"; was known at its high noon as "the age of reason"; and
moved to its twilight through "the liberal experiment." Night had
fallen on Germany when we arrived there. We reached Austria while
the sun was yet coloring the clouds with brilliant light.

In music, in architecture, and in the spirit of the people living there,
Vienna fulfilled my dreams.

In the realm of mind and spirit, Germany was a garden of the earth.
For a hundred and fifty years the stars sang to these people. Armed
strife, famine, and pestilence followed in the wake of their Reforma-
tion; but when dogmatic rigidity gave way to the practice of Christian
love, Johann Sebastian Bach was born to them, gifted with pietic genius
to distill from their pain lessons in tolerance and compassion. Beetho-
ven composed eternal symphonies while Napoleon conquered and lost.
in the material world. When Disraeli was busy adding "Empress of
India" to the Queen of England's titles, Liszt was arranging a choir
score for Herder's "Prometheus." And through one of their number, a
German-Jew, they were given Das Lied yon der Erde--the saddest, most
beautiful music with which heaven has ever blessed mankind.

SUGGESTION TO BOSTON SYMPHONY

Why Not Excerpts of Unknown Bruckner, Mahler Works?
BY WARREN STOREY SMITH

This articleisn reprintfrom the Boston Postof December 3, 1939-

Those fewsupportersofa seeminglyforlorncause,who believethat
GustavMahleristhemostunjustlyneglectedofsymphonists,willre-
ceivewithmixed emotionstheannouncementthatDr.Koussevitzky
willconductatthisweek'sSymphony ConcertstheAdagio-finalefrom
thatcomposer'sNinth Symphony.Surelya quarter-loafisbetterthan
none,butwhy isMahlertreatedina way thatBrahms orTchaikovsky
wouldnotbe treatedby anyconductorofa symphonyorchestratoday?
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Is it because they wrote better symphonies? In the opinion of this re-
viewer, they did not; but they had the sense to write shorter ones.

Mahler's music possesses all the elements of popularity, save a com-
fortable terseness.

However, one must always be grateful for small favors, and since Dr.
Koussevitzky is in a mood to play Mahler in fragments, here are some

suggestions. The Second Symphony, unheard here since 1918, is a long
and elaborate work, requiring in the Finale a large chorus and en-
larged orchestra. The Symphony as a whole would have to be done, as
Dr. Muck did it, at a special concert, but the Andante and Scherzo, two

of the most delectable movements in symphonic literature, might well
be performed by themselves. Mr. Stock in Chicago has been known to
play the two central movements from the Seventh Symphony, a work
wholly unknown here; and it would be better by far to hear the Third
and Fourth piecemeal than never to hear them at all.

Again, if Mahler in sections, why not Bruckner also, since his sym-
phonies, too, run to inordinate lengths? In Holland last summer your
correspondent heard that master's Second which has not been played
in Boston, although it dates back to the early '7os. The two middle
movements, an Adagio of great beauty and a charming Scherzo, could
easily be separated from their context, if the whole Symphony seemed
impracticable in this land of impatient listeners. And any move to fresh-
en the fast staling and constantly narrowing standard repertory shouldbe welcomed.

BRUCKNER'S TE DEUM AT OBERLIN

One of the oldest singing societies in northern Ohio, the Oberlin Conservatory
Musical Union, joined forces with the Oberlin Conservatory Orchestra last night at
Finney Chapel for a concert under the direction of Prof. Maurice Kessler. Nearly 3oo
student musicians participated in the program, which featured a performance of the
rarely heard "Te Deum Laudamns" of Anton Bruckner.

Here is a work of large scale and serious import which should be better known here,
and probably would be, had not Bruckner's talent been somewhat eclipsed by the
greater brilliance of Wagner and Brahms. Bruckner's religious and dramatic impulses
seem to run parallel with the result that the more devotional this work becomes the

more intense and vivid are its climaxes. The great "In te, Domine speravi" works up
to one of the most powerful conclusions any work of this sort could have, and probably
represents Bruckner at his best.

But if the music itself was a revelation of Bruckner's genius, the manner in which

it was performed was also a revelation of the unusual competence of this group of
students and of Kessler's ability as a conductor. I was prepared to find excellent mu-
sicianship in his work and sincere penetration of the music at hand. But that he could
so completely communicate his mature conceptions with this student material came

.as a total surprise. Not only did he carry the group with him in a fluent, balanced and

well-proportioned interpretation, but he obtained some dynamic shading that pro-
fessionals could be proud of.

The Bruckner work came last on the program. Preceding it were the Bach Cantata
based on Luther's chorale, "Ein'feste Burg ist unser Gott," and the Adagio from
Bruckner's string quintet. The cantata began with a brass choir playing the chorale
from the balcony in the rear of the hall. The orchestra is blessed with an unusually
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large number of cellos and basses for a school organization, and this gives it gratifying
solidity.

Vocal soloists were Janet Enyeart and Jane Ann Edwards, sopranos; Margaret
Tobias, alto; Frank Numbers, tenor; Richard Atkins and Arthur Wyman, baritones.
Among the instrumentalists who did outstanding work were Robert Koff, violin;
Dorothy Mudge, cello; Margaret Ruby, English horn; Gordon Jones, cemballo, and
Leo Holden, organist.

HERBERT ELWELL, Cleveland Plain Dealer, December x a, 1939.

MY DEAR MR. GREY: January 18, 194o.
This work as well as the Adagio from the Quintet convinced nay audience com-

pletely of what I had said many times concerning Bruckner and I am going to conduct
more of his works in the near future. Following our performance and specifically
reflecting upon the Adagio, Dr. Ernest H. Wilkins, President of Oberlin College, wrote
the enclosed poem and dedicated it to me. I think it would be appropriate to have it
appear in the next number of Chord and Discord, and with this in mind, I have Dr.
Wilkins' approval and his permission to send it to you.

I wish that I could tell you of the enthusiasm of my students in the Chorus and
Orchestra, of their complete cooperation in this performance, of their sincerity and
seriousness in helping me towards the realization of my ideal. It was an experience
I shall never forget, as long as I live. Sincerely yours, MAURICE KESSLER

Note: Te Deum and the Adagio from Bruckner's Quintet were performed under the
direction of Mr. Maurice Kessler, at Oberlin College, on December ao, x939.

THERE SHALL BE PEACE

There is a light that is but darkness vanished;
There is a song released when storm is o'er;

There is a joy that follows sorrow banished,
As death recedes and life is life once more.

Yet light's true fullness is in noontide splendour,
Beauty aglow, truth wondrously revealed;

The richest melody, now strong, now tender,
Only the overflowing heart can yield;

There is a joy that surges from the treasure
Of joy found possible beyond belief,

Beyond the bounds of all contrasting measure,
Beyond the memory of ancient grief.

There is a peace that is but the cessation
Of the crashing carnage of insatiate war,

That is but in war's absence -- every nation
Holding it's breath lest all be as before.

There shall be peace, all casual peace transcending,
Radiant with love and resolute for right,

Creative, world-encircling, never ending:
There shall be peace of joy and song and light.

Written after the performance of the Adagio of Bruckner's String Quintet by Dr.
Ernest H. Wilkins, President Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio, and dedicated to Maurice
Kessler.

BRUCKNER QUINTET IN CINCINNATI

On January 7, x94°, the Bruckner Quintet was performed at a private musicale at
the home of Mrs. Helen V. B. Wurlitzer. The Bruckner Society of America Inc. be-
lieves this to have been the first performance of the Quintet in Cincinnati. The per-
formance was one that revealed a thorough understanding of the work on the part of
the artists: Leo Brand, I violin; Ernst Pack, II violin; Herman J. G. Goehlich, I viola;
August Loendlin, II viola; Arthur Bowne, Cello. For an encore Bruckner's Intermezzo
was played by the same group.
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NBC ORCHESTRA, WALTER CONDUCTING, BROADCAST

BRUCKNER'S FOURTH (February lo, _94o)

•.. The slow section, with its hlneral rhythms, is vaguely reminiscent of Beethoven's
"Eroica," as the second subject of the opening movement is reminiscent of an nn-

portant theme in Schubert's B-flat piano trio. On the whole the spirit of Schubert
hovers over Bruckner, even to the influence of the former's fondness for "heavenly
length," and the structural looseness of his essays in sonata form. In orchestration
Bruckner cannot escape, indeed he embraces, the influence of Wagner.

Mr. Walter's reading of the "Romantic" was one that compelled one's interest
throughout. It was justly paced, it exploited to the full the breadth and beauty of the
themes, and in the final brassy apotheosis it achieved a radiant and majestic climax.
The orchestra played superbly, the horns in particular•

SAI_IUEL CHOTZINOFF, New York Post

• . . These were fortunate choices. Mr. Walter knows well the traditions and the
psychological characteristics of these two symphonies, which stem from the Austrian

territory and Austrian spirit of earlier days at the same time that they reflect the
powerful individualities of their respective composers. And Mr. Walter and his
orchestra appeared rarely in the vein.

The glory of the "romantic" symphony is the first movement, so long drawn out,

t packed with inspiration and of a glowing richness of musical imagery and indeed,
is "'romantic"l The opening horn calls are in themselves an evocation of the ro-

mantic. Their reappearance in the later pages of the first movement and the way in
which they haunt the composer's mind in fashioning certain of the motives of both

the second and last parts of the work, do much to hold the entire symphony together
and to give it the prevalence of mood which is implied by its popular sub-title.

•.. Walter was warmly welcomed by the visible audience in the studio H-8 and no
doubt that welcome was echoed millions-fold by the multitudes who listened in.

OLIN DOWNES, New York Times

• • . However, the warmth of Mr. Walter's response to this gargantuan work, his

feeling for the fortunate tempo in each of its four movements, gave one the impres-
sion that it was the most assimilable of his symphonies. Its themes almost aroused the
pleasure of recognition as they came back, and in the intimacies of the slow move-

ment, a conviction that the composer was actually a poet as well as aspiring to bephilosopher.
IRVING KOLODIN, New York Sun

• . . The "Romantic" symphony, like the other works in this form from this still
debated pen is generous in its length and not economical in its structure and its use
of thematic material, but this rehearing suggested that the length is a matter of
largeness of scale and thought as well as of temporal extent.

• . . The immanent spirit of the performance, its color and justly wrought pro-
portion of the tone of the various participating choirs, tempi which contributed to
the realization of the expressive moods of the work, were among the elements which
contributed to the convincing nature of this interpretation. The music was through-
out vividly revealed, in its measures of extensive lyricism, in the atmosphere of the
scherzo, with its inevitable suggestions of the hunt, or in the imposing proclamation
of the unison fortissimi of the brass choir.

•.. There was a warm ovation for the conductor after the eighteenth century work
and a still more extensive one after the Bruckner symphony.

FRANCIS D. PERKINS,New York Herald Tribune

Bruno Walter's first appearance of the season as conductor of the NBC S m hon
Orchestra's Saturday night broadcast was an outstanding feature of the week Yndp Y

Mr. Walter's program comprised two numbers, the D major Symphony, B. & H. 86,
of Haydn and Bruckner's Fourth Symphony (Romantic)• Though the Haydn work was
read with understanding and sympathy, the great experience of the evening was the
performance of the Bruckner.

For once there could be question of structural weaknesses and unmeaning repeti-
tions. For once the listener could realize completely that Bruckner's purpose and idiom
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are so distinctly his own that to attempt to estimate his work by the rules that apply,
for instance, to his arch-enemy Brahms, is inept and futile.

Mr. Walter's whole heart and soul were in his exposition of the symphony, and so
transporting, so other-worldly, was the result that one felt impelled to exclaim "There
is only Bruckner and Bruno Walter is his prophetl"

PITTS SANBORN, New York World-Telegram

GUSTAV MAHLER--LIEDER E1NES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

Zighera Chamber Orchestra, Bernard Zighera, Conductor: Cleora Wood, Soloist.
Boston, yanua,_y 8, 194o.

• .. Another high point of the concert was the co-operation of the Boston soprano,
Cleora Wood and Mr. Zighera in Gustav Mahler's "Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen."
The first song, which contrasts the feelings of the rejected lover with the merry wed-
ding music which sounds between his despairing comments, was dramatic in its
effect• But the initial gaiety of "'Ging heut morgen ueber's Feld" and the tragic accents
of "Die zwei blauen Augen" were most sensitively and movingly conveyed by both Miss
Wood and Mr. Zighera. As usual Miss Wood sang meticulously with clear tone and
high pianissimi that were of rare beauty. But the care she expended on voice produc-
tion by no means prevented her interpretations from being charged with emotion.

EDw_ DOWNES, Boston Evening Transcript

... To the writer, the high point came in the cycle "Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen"
("Songs of a Wayfarer") by Gustav Mahler. The soloist for these was the Boston so-
prano Cleora Wood, whose singing of them a year ago is still fresh in memory.

Mahler's originality of writing for orchestra, and his talents for contrasting voice
and instruments are a distinctive characteristic of this early work. Even more im-
portant is the sheer beauty of the Mahlerian melody. So perfectly does Mme. Wood
sing the music and interpret the text, it seems almost as if the songs might have been

written for her. JORDAN HALL, Boston Globe

... When Miss Wood first sang the Mahler songs with this group, we felt that she
had penetrated to the core of both text and music. Last night she confirmed earlier
impressions of her artistic approach to them. There was dramatic feeling for the text
of Nos. 3 and 4 which made their performance outstanding. The audience gave Miss
Wood, Mr. Zighera, and the orchestra an ovation. Christian Science Monitor

• . . Mahler's pre-symphonic music shares sincerity with his longer works and has
in addition great charm. The "Songs of a Wayfarer" are perfect examples of late ro-
manticism, the kind of vocal nmsic that found its highest expression in Hugo Wolf.
In these Miss Wood was the admirable soloist and took the role of the love-sick wan-

derer in her stride. ALEXANDERWILLIAMS, Boston Herald

PREMIERE OF BRUCKNER'S FIRST IN CHICAGO

UNDER STOCK'S DIRECTION

February x and 2, 194o

More years ago than I care. to estimate, I heard my first Bruckner. symphony. I
have forgotten which one it was. But I do recall perfectly that it was offered by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra as simply as though it were a work of Beethoven or
Brahms. The elements of greatness were in it--it needed no fanfare of sensational
publicity.

Through the intervening years an identical policy in the presentation of Bruckner's
works has prevailed. It has resulted in a slow but thorough shaping of the attitude of
music lovers towards the genius of St. Florian. In this first week of February _94o, we
of Chicago may at last acknowledge fairly that we not only sense the splendor of
Bruckner's First Symphony (heard under Dr. Stock's spirited direction for the first
time in this city) but that we look forward with anticipation to future reappearances
of Bruckner compositions on the pro_ams of the Orchestra• In other words, we
know now beyond peradventure, that we really like Bruckner.

MARY R. RYAN
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SYMPHONY PERFORMS

BRUCKNER.'S SEVENTH (ADAGIO)

(January 21, 194o, Hill Auditorium, Ann Arbor. Thor Johnson, Conductor)
The first performance of the day, so far as Ann Arbor is concerned, was that of the

majestic slow movement from Anton Bruckner's Seventh Symphony. This movement,
sometimes spoken of as funeral music, is lofty and dignified, noble and uncompromis-
ing in its treatment of sorrow. There is nothing in it of the pessimism or self-
indulgent grief of the dirge; the calmnes_ and yearning of the opening theme, the
wistfulness of the lyrical second theme, are based on hope, not on resignation. The
splendid sonorities which Bruckner achieves through his rich use of the low brass,
alternating with the strings, are the more distinctive for the half-diatonic, half-
chromatic mellowness of their coloring.

By its very breadth and spaciousness this music can easily appear dragged-out and
repetitious. Mr. Johnson's conception very properly took account of the movement as
a whole; he was careful to keep the music flowing, to treat it dynamically rather than
to dawdle and sentimentalize over every phrase and every section. The magnificent C
major climax was approached with ever-increasing intensity and overwhelmingly
achieved, after which the sombre majesty of the concluding measures formed a beau-
tifully satisfying conclusion. The response of the audience was spontaneously en-
thusiastic and gave evidence of a strong interest in futme Bruckner performances.

WILLIAM LIGHTEN_VANGER, Music Editor, Ann Arbor Daily News, Michigan

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS SINGS LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

•.. With Mr. Carroll Hollister as accompanist, Mr. Thomas sang songs by Schubert,
Brahms, Mahler and Wolf. Though one may have wondered at the absence of Schu-
mann from this good company Mr. Thomas sang Mahler's "Lieder eines fahrenden.
Gesellen" so well that one did not mind the substitution of the still controversial

symphonist for the undisputed master of German song. Richard Strauss, too, might
have contributed a song or two to yesterday's list. But since the afternoon was Mr.

Thomas' and not this reviewer's it behooves us to take what we can get and inquire
rather into the baritone's art than his choice of material ....

SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF, New York Post, February 26, I94O.

AN INTERVIEW WITH BRUNO WALTER

The following is a portion of an article which appeared in the New York Herald
Tribune on March 31, x94o:

One of his major offerings next winter will be Gustav Mahler's "/)as Lied yon der

Erde," which he presented with the Philharmonic in December i934. His programs
also can be expected to include at least one symphony by Anton Brnckner of whose
music Mr. Walter has long been regarded as one of the foremost interpreters. When he
first came here, he recalled, in the early '2os he found that Bruckner was kind of a

bogey for the general public. In the meantime, however, he has noticed a steady growth
in the appreciation of the Austrian composer's music. When he conducted the fourth
symphony in this season's first program with the N. B. C. Symphony Orchestra on Feb.
lo, he received a remarkable amount of enthusiastic letters from radio listeners
throughout the country.

Mr. Walter remembered a similar steady growth in the general appreciation of
Bruckner's music in the composer's own country. A like development marked his own
attitude toward Bruckner, whose interpreter, he thought, must grow old in order to
gain a complete understanding of his work. "As a young man," said the conductor, "I

could not get near to him. I was deeply attracted by his inspiration, but puzzled by
his form. My relation to Bruckner has steadily grown; it becomes more and more close
every day." He commented eloquently on the tranquility of mind expressed in Bruck-
ner's vast musical form; his following of an inner vision rather than thinking of nervous
people. He is a composer who stands solidly on his own feet, not seeking out audiences,
but saying, as it were, "You must come to me."

He does not favor cutting Bruckner's symphonies, feeling that such omissions are
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injurious to their form; that complete performances seem actually shorter than those
abridged to save a few minutes. The interviewer recalled a similar impression made
upon him by Maurice Evans's uncut production of "Hamlet." Mr. Walter also favored
the composer's original versions over those edited by Ferdinand Loewe and Franz
Schalk. In the adagio of the seventh symphony the original score has no percussion
instruments, giving it a distinctly organlike character, but the revisers added a "crimi-
nal beat of cymbals." In the ninth symphony Loewe regarded several measures of
silence merely as so much empty space, and wrote in some music.

BRUCKNER'S QUINTET AT FINE ARTS FESTIVAL

(UNIVERSITY OF IO_VA) July 17, :940

Music held the stage at the memorial union Tuesday evening for the third suc-
cessive night oE the fine arts festival as faculty and student musicians presented a well-
balanced and enthusiastically received program of chamber music.

The Bruckner quintet, played by Prof. Arnold Small and David Robert.son, violins,
Otto Jelinek and Mrs. Julia Mueller, violas, and Prof. Hans Koelbel, cello, is a some-
times vigorous, sometimes melancholy and always interesting work. In the hands of
these artists its well-rounded melodies sang out brilliantly and in the moments of its
less melodious portions, the musicians played with an understanding and capability
that evaded the discordant aspect which the music so easily might have acquired.

Particularly appreciative was the playing of Professor Small, who handled the

diversified first violin part with true artistry, giving to the music the brightness, the
highlighted eminence that it required.

RON TALLMAN, Iowa City, Iowa, Press-Citizen

BRUCKNER CHRONOLOGY

1824: Born, Sept. 4, Ansfelden, Upper Austria.

1835-7: First systematic musical instruction (harmony and organ-playing) under J. B.
Weiss, at Hoersching.

1837-4o: Choir-boy at St. Florian.

1841-5: Village-schoolmaster's assistant at Windhag and Kronsdorf.
1845-_6: Teacher at St. Florian.

1851: Appointed organist at St. Florian Monastery.
1855-61: Studied counterpoint under Simon Sechter.

1856-68: Cathedral organist at Linz.

1861-8: Studied form and instrumentation under Otto Kitzler.

1865: Attended world-premiere of Tristan (Munich); beginning of friendship with
Wagner.

1868: Appointed professor of harmony, counterpoint, and organ-playing at Conserva-
tory of Vienna; made Vienna permanent residence.

1869: Concertized in Paris and Nancy as organ virtuoso.
1871: Concertized in London.

1875: Appointed lecturer in harmony and counterpoint at University of Vienna.
1876: Attended world premiere of Ring at Bayreuth.

188s: Attended world premiere of Parsifal at Bayreuth.

1886: Decorated by the Emperor with the medal of the "Franz-Jose[ Order."
189o: Retired from academic duties with honorary pension.

t891: Granted honorary doctor's degree by University of Vienna.

1896: Died, Oct. i_, Vienna; burial, St. Florian.
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BRUCKNER'S PRINCIPAL COMPOSITIONS

Symphony No. 0 (D Minor) 1862-4

Overture (G Minor);

"'Study Symphony" (F Minor) 1863

1 Mass (D Minor) 1864

I symphony (C Minor) 1865-6
II Mass (E Minor) 1866

III Mass (F Minor) 1867-8

11 Symphony (C Minor) a87x-_

Ili Symphony (D Minor) 1872 (First version)

IV Symphony (E-flat Major) 1874 (First version)

V Symphony (B-flat Major) a875 (First version)

Quintet (F Major) 1879

VI Symphony (A Major) 1879-81

VII Symphony (E Major) 1881- 3

Te Deum (C Major) _883- 4

Fill Symphony (C Minor) a884-6 (First version)

IX Symphony (D Minor) 2891-4

15oth Psalm, 1892.

BRUCKNER WORLD PREMIERES

Conductor's names in parentheses.
SYMPHONIES

I -- 1868, Linz (Bruckner) First version.

x891, Vienna (Richter) Second version.

II -- 1873, Vienna (Bruckner) First version.

1872, Vienna (Bruckner) Second version.

III -- a877, Vienna (Bruckner) First version.

a89o, Vienna (Richter) Second version.

IV -- x88x, Vienna (Richter)

V -- x894, Graz (F. Schalk)

VI -- a883, Vienna (Jahn) Adagio and Scherzo only.

a899, Vienna (Mahler) Complete.

VII -- a884, Leipzig (Nikisch)

VIII -- x89_, Vienna (Richter)

IX -- a9o3, Vienna (L6we)

Quintet- 1881, Vienna (Winkler)
]VIASS

I -- 1864, Linz(Bruckner)

II -- 1869, Linz (Bruckner)

HI -- 187_, Vienna (Bruckner)

Te Deum -- 1885, Vienna (Bruckner) without orchestra.

1886, Vienna (Richter) with orchestra.

PIONEER BRUCKNER PERFORMANCES IN AMERICA

SYMPHONIES

I -- a938, Brooklyn (Kosok)

194o, Chicago (Stock)

II -- a9o2, Philadelphia (Scheel)

a9o 3, New York and Chicago (Thomas)
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III -- x885, New York (Seidl) First published version.
19ol, Chicago (Thomas) Second published version.

IV -- 1887, New York (Seidl)
1897, Chicago (Thomas)

V -- 19ol , Boston (Gericke)
VI -- 191s, NewYork (Stransky)
VII -- x886, Chicago, New York, Boston (Thomas)
VIII -- 1896, Chicago (Thomas)
IX -- 19o4, Cincinnati and Chicago (Thomas)
Quintet- 1899, Chicago (Spiering)

MASSES
I -- 19oo, Chicago (Middelschulte)
II -- 1936, New York (Raymond Nold-- Church of Saint Mary the Virgin)
III-- 19oo, Cincinnati (Arthur J. H. Barbour)

1931, New York (Bodanzky)
Te Deum- 189_, Cincinnati Festival (Thomas)

BRUCKNER ON THE AMERICAN RADIO

(First Nation-Wide Broadcasts)

VII Symphony: New York Philharmonic (Toscanini) Mar. 8, 1931 and Jan. 27, 1935
CBS

Boston Symphony (Koussevitzky) Mar. 7, 1936 NBC
Cleveland Orchestra (Rodzinski) Mar. 16, 1938 NBC

V Symphony: New York Philharmonic (Walter) Jan. 15, 1933 CBS
VIII Symphony: New York Philharmonic (Walter) Oct. 29, 1933 CBS
Quintet (Adagio): N. Y. Philharmonic (Lange) Feb. i 1, x934 CBS

IX Symphony (original version, American premiere): New York Philharmonic
(Klemperer) Oct. 14, 1934 CBS

Te Deum: Eastman School of Music (Genhart) x937 CBS

IV Symphony: NBC Orchestra (Steinberg) Mar. 4, 1939NBC
NBC Orchestra (Walter) Feb. lo, a94o NBC

t.o-_t.o.x.o-t..o_

MAHLER CHRONOLOGY

x86o: Born, July 7, Kalischt, Bohemia.
x806: First musical instruction (piano).

x875-8: Attended Conservatory of Vienna.
1877: Friendship with Bruckner begun.
1878: Arranged Bruckner's Third for piano. (This was the first Bruckner symphony ever

published, in any form.)
t88o: First professional employment. (Conductor Summer Theatre, Hall, Upper

Austria.)
1881: Opera conductor at Laibach.
1882: Opera conductor at Olmuetz.
1883: Heard Parsifal at Bayreuth. (This was the earliest inspiration for his Second

Symphony.)
1884: Opera conductor at Kassel.
1885: Opera conductor at Prague.
1886-8: Opera conductor at Leipzig.
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1888-91: Opera conductor at Budapest.
1891-7: Opera conductor at Hamburg.

1892: Conductor, German Opera troupe in London.

1897-19o7: Conductor and Artistic Director at Viennese Imperial Opera.

19o2: Married Alma Maria Schindler. Children: Maria Anna, 19o2-7; Anna Justina,
19o4 -.

19o7: Conductor at Metropolitan Opera House, N. Y.

x9o8: Conductor of Philharmonic Society of N. Y. (Until shortly before his death.)

191 x: Died, May 18, at Vienna; burial at Grinzing (Viennese suburb).

MAHLER'S PRINCIPAL COMPOSITIONS
SYMPHONIES

I in D Major ("Titan") 1888.

II in C Minor ("Resurrection") 1894.
III in D Minor(1896 ).

IV in G Major ("Ode to Heavenly Joy") 19oo.

V in C-sharp Minor (19o2).

VI in A Minor ("Song of the Night") a9o 5.

VIII in E Major ("Symphony of a Thousand") 19o 7.
IX in D Major (1909).

X (Unfinished) a9o 9.

SONG-CYCLES AND SONGS

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (1884).

Lieder und Ges/inge aus der Jugendzeit, Part I (1885).
Same, Parts II and III (1892).

Kindertotenlieder (a 9o2).

Five Songs from Riickert (19o2).

Das Lied yon der Erde 09o8).

CANTATA

Das Klagende Lied (1898 ).

MAHLER WORLD PREMIERES
SYMPHONIES

I -- a889, Budapest (Mahler).

II -- 1895, Berlin (Richard Strauss) 3 movements.

1895, Berlin (Mahler) Complete.

III -- 1897, Berlin(Weingartner) 3 movements.

19o2, Krefeld (Mahler).

IV -- 19o2, Munich (Mahler).

V -- 19o 4, Cologne (Mahler).

VI -- 19o6, Essen (Mahler).

VII -- 19o8 , Prague (Mahler).

VIII -- 191o , Munich (Mahler).

IX _ 1912, Vienna (Walter).

Das Lied yon der Erde -- a911, Munich (Walter).

Das Klagende Lied _ 19ol, Vienna (Mahler).

Kindertotenlieder__ 19o5, Vienna (Mahler).
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PIONEER MAHLER PERFORMANCES IN AMERICA

SYMPHONIES

I -- 1909, New York (Mahler).

1I -- 19o8, New York (Mahler).

III -- 1922, NewYork (Mengelberg).

IV -- 19o 4, New York (Damrosch).

-- 1911, New York (Mahler).

V -- 19o 5, Cincinnati (Gericke).

VI -- Still unperformed in America.

VII -- 1921, Chicago (Stock).

VIII -- 1916, Philadelphia (Stokowski).
IX -- 1981, Boston (Koussevitzky).

Das Lied yon der Erde- x92 i, New York (Bodanzky).

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen- 1915, Boston (Draper).

Das Klagende Lied -- Still unperformed in America.

MAHLER ON THE AMERICAN RADIO

First Nation-Wide Broadcasts

V Symphony: 1932, N. Y. (Walter).-- CBS

I Symphony: 1933, N. Y. (Walter).
H Symphony (_nd movement): 1934, Philadelphia (Reiner).

II Symphony (complete): 1934, Minneapolis (Ormandy).
IX Symphony: 1936, Boston (Koussevitzky).--NBC

Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen: 194o, New York (Rapee; Soloist: Jan Peerce).

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL (ERNO RAPEE, CONDUCTOR; JAN PEERCE,

SOLOIST) BROADCASTS LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

On March io Mahler's Lieder eines fahrenden GeseUen were sung by Jan Peerce
and broadcast over a nationwide hook-up by the National Broadcasting Co. Mr.
Peerce revealed a thorough understanding of the song cycle. His diction was, as al-

ways, exceptionally clear, which, though of great importance, is not one of the dis-
tinguishing characteristics of too many singers. Peerce succeeded in communicating
the mood of each song to his listeners. The performance gave additional evidence not
only of the singer's fine voice but the none too common attribute -- intelligence. The
orchestral portion was well done. Perhaps Mr. Rapee will include Mahler songs on his
Sunday programs from time to time.

ADAGIO (Bruckner's Quintet) BROADCAST OVER WOR,
WALLENSTEIN CONDUCTING

On September t 7, 194o, Symphonic Strings under the direction of Alfred Wallenstein
broadcast the slow movement of Bruckner's Quintet over Station WOR. This was not
the first time that Mr. Wallenstein conducted this excerpt. The rendition was so beau-
iful that music lovers- especially Brucknerites- cannot help but hope that Mr.
Wallenstein will see fit to shorten the intervals between broadcasts of excerpts from
Bruckner's works.
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Symphonic Chronicle
A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

ANTON BRUCKNER: GUSTAV MAHLER--FINALE:
SEVENTH SYMPHONY NINTH SYMPHONY

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, Vladi- Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge
mir Golschmann, Conductor. First per- Koussevitzky, Conductor. December 8 and
formances in St. Louis, December 1 and 9, 1939.
2, 1939 .

. . . It was a first performance in St. . .. There are two sides to the question
Louis--although no one could say why. of performing isolated movements from
Bruckner's avowed Wagnerism means no symphonies; as a general practice it is
more than that he knew drama was at the not to be recommended. Few would pass

heart of the symphony. If Wagner's music by the pleasure of listening to the great
dramas are "visualized symphony" this is Schubert Symphony, yet could not that
"eye-blinded drama." An old story in masterpiece, presented at the Symphony
music. All svmphonists know that fact. concerts only last April, have been post-

Not for niore than twenty years has St. poned so that all of Mahler's Ninth might
Louis heard any Bruckner. Mr. Golsch- be played?
mann's presentation might have been Mahler's music cannot be discussed
preluded, reasonably, by Mendelssohn's logically or calmly. Either you are emo-
comment on his revival of Bach. What tionally stirred or you are bored. Though
happened was that we were introduced, divorced from its context, the sublime
not to a Wagnerian, but to a Schubertian finale made its effect yesterday. A spir-
world .... ituat affinity exists between the Ninth

Out of life flow these melodies. Bruck- Symphony and Mahler's later, perhaps
net may be what you wiU, but the melo- greatest composition, "The Song of the
dies are compelling. They make you share Earth." Each is "other-worldly," the voiced
his strange visions, his mysticism• Frankly, emotion of a tired man who welcomed an
he happens to be verbose, as other to- end of life, music of a transcendental ra-
mantics--Wagner, Schumann, Beethoven, diance akin in more respects than that of
even. He is "long" or "'long winded" to mood to the last quartets and piano
our modern ears, which have made us, sonatas of Beethoven ....
more than any people of historic record, C.W.D., Boston Globe
the slaves of time. No matter. Although a
European and a Catholic, he is far closer ... Mahler is said to have had premoni-

in spiritual and imaginative kinship to tions of his rapidly approaching end when
our American Walt Whitman than to at work on his Ninth Symphony and it is
Wagner. Just as musically he is much true that the finale of the work is steeped
closer to Schubert's C minor than to any in a mysticism that might easily indicate
of Wagner's works .... Globe Democrat a pre-occupation with another world

which, to him, was becoming increasingly
• . . Mr. Golschmann's chief contribu- real .... He (Koussevitzky) directed the

tion of the day was the first presentation flow of Mahler's melodic inspiration with
here, in the fifty-five years of its existence, a passion and an insight that communi-
of Bruckner's Symphony No. 7 in E cared the composer's vision to the audi-
major. This proved a valuable addition to ence. It was particularly in the ethereal
the repertoire and was played with the re- closing pages of the work, where Mahler's
qtnslte sonority and drive, music has become almost disembodied

Bruckner, who was a great composer thought, that Koussevitzky cast a spell
who needed an editor, has been the sub- upon his listeners from which they were
ject of the most frenzied worship by a loathe to waken ....

small but militant group of devotees• E.D., Boston Transcript
They maintain that he is the most neg-

lected of great men, with the possible ex- . . . Since Schubert's Symphony was
ception of Mahler. However that may be, played at Symphony Hall no longer ago
his music is rich in invention and occa- than last April and is very well known be-
sionally quite splendid in effect .... sides, and since Mahler's Symphony (as a

Star Times whole or in part) had not been heard
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here since the spring of 1936 and is a Yet it is exceedingly improbable that
work that richly deserves to be better Massenet, though writing in the next
known, it would seem to have been the decade, bad any acquaintance with this
part of logic and reason to play the whole symphony.
of this Symphony and one movement of PITrS SANBORN, World Telegram
Schubert's. But that is not how things are
arranged nowadays. The pieces that are
already most familiar receive the most ANTON BRUCKNER:
performances. As someone has para- FIRST SYMPHONY
phrased the Biblical injunction: "that

that has gets." Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Freder-
It could be further argued that, al- ick A. Stock, Conductor, February x and

though the Mahler Finale stands isolating 2, 194o.
better than would the other three move-
ments, it is not, all things considered, the NOTE: This was the first performance of
most effective of the four. Like the last this symphony in Chicago and by a major
movement of Mahler's "Song of the orchestra in the U. S. The first perform-
Earth," this Adagio is a farewell to life, ance was given by the Brooklyn Civic
written when the composer knew that his Orchestra in Brooklyn, N. Y., under the
days were numbered. Also like parts of direction of P. Kosok. Nov. 12, 1938.
"The Song of the Earth," it voices a A major symphonic work three-
mood otherwise unknown to symphonic quarters of a century old received its first
music and sends one to the last quartets Chicago performance only last evening.
of Beethoven for analogy in any other The work is Anton Bruckner's first sym-
field of music .... phony. The performers were Frederick

WARREN STOREY SMITH, Boston Post Stock and the Chicago Symphony Orches-
tra, the place, Orchestra Hall.

Splendor of orchestral dress and wealth
of idea are the symphony's outstanding

ANTON BRUCKNER: characteristics. As in his more familiar
SEVENTH SYMPHONY works, Bruckner here does wonders with

Philharmonic Symphony Society of the brass choir, achieving a mystical re-
N. Y., John Barbirolli, Conductor, Janu- ligious quality by the simple grandeur

with which he makes these instruments
ary lo and 12, 194o. speak.

Of the tripartite program offered by Yet the themes themselves, so far as we
the Philharmonic-Symphony in Carnegie can consider them independent of their
Hall last evening, thongh the second beautiful vesture, are provocative enough
number was Beethoven's C major piano to free Bruckner from the suspicion that
concerto with Sergei Rachmaninoff as the he was using an extraordinary knowledge
soloist, the paramount and unforgettable of instrumentation to conceal poverty, of
feature happened to be the Seventh Sym- melodic invention. There is a soaring,
phony of Anton Bruckner. ecstatic quality in the adagio's first sub-

It was good to hear this magnificent ject and a bucolic vigor in the theme of
work at all- Bruckner is again becom- the scherzo.
ing a rarity in New York--and it was EDWARD BARRY, Chicago Tribune
better still to hear it so excellently per-
formed. John Barbirolli conducted as Mr. Stock and the Chicago Symphony
though he loved the symphony and his added Bruckner's first symphony to their
whole heart were in his task. He caught repertoire with the concerts of Thursday
and transmitted the big design of the evening and Friday afternoon.
work, its heroic sweep and grandeur. The work was written in the composer's
Would that he might now do for us forties and revised when he was sixty-five.
Bruckner's Eighthl There is nothing in it that is immature,

Listeners not especially familiar with uncertain or heterogeneous and one thing
the Seventh were perhaps surprised to that the performance made clear was how
observe that the Scherzo with its haunt- little, for all Mr. Stock's diligence, we
ing F major Trio, is hardly less engross- really know Bruckner in America, or in
ing an achievement than the famous Chicago, where America knows him best.
Adagio that precedes it. The C minor symphony is bold, of large

And they may also have been surprised design and simple design, in the typical
to detect a brief resemblance in the Bruckner manner. It is also beautiful in

Adagio to a passage in the opera Thais. Bruckner's intimate and original way.
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What is unfamiliar in it is not what is it enjoyed at the Boston Symphony con-
new, for all that is new in it is character- cert yesterday afternoon it will cease to be
istic of the composer as we know him in "debatable" music. As this reviewer oh-
his later symphonies. What is truly un- served the last time it was heard here,
familiar is what Bruckner has to say, for just about two years ago, "Little by little
unquestionably music was personal dis- the music of Mahler makes its way." Even
coursewith him. those who are less than whole-souled

The simplicity of Bruckner's structural Mahlerians could hardly begrudge the
sense permitted him an elaborateness of popular success yesterday of both score
procedure which at first acquaintance and interpretation.
seems both labored and precious. These An odd fact about listening to Mahler
qualities were foreign to his nature and is that the more you hear the less you are
they must be foreign to his music. He was, pre-occupied by what first seems to be
after all, a teacher, and technicalities the "banality" of his melodies, the square-
were his daily bread. If he did not com- cut rhythms and the thundering sonori-
pose like a professor at least he could not ties he obtained from a very large orches-
help thinking like one, and the erudition tra. As you become acquainted with
of his style in large part sprang from a Mahler, dominating impressions are first
graciousness in a soul that knew no dis- wonder at the complex mind which pro-
guise, duced so involved, so technically difficult

The first symphony, then, has Bruck- a music, then admiration and affection for
net's typical breadth, insistence and de- the noble cast of his romantic imagina-
liberateness of spacing combined with tion. And after a while even the exhaust-
energy of statement. Its thematic material ing concentration demanded is less and
constantly reaches to a chromatic excess less a matter of effort.
or else resorts to invigorating octaves. Its Mahler was perhaps the last creative
instrumentation is resplendent without artist whose spirit was shaped by the vi-
being showy. Everything it contains is sionary ideals of the nineteenth century (a
noble; all its workmanship is masterly, period, incidentally, that has taken many

In essence it remains aloof; Bruckner an undeserved hard word): his music can
has said exactly what he meant to say, be grasped only through understanding
and as I say his cast of thought makes the of those ideals. If you seek merely for
telling intimate, yet what he tells is technical skill, impersonal correctness,
wholly impersonal, in the manner of a mastery of form, for sophistication or
sage or a visionary, cleverness in Mahler, bewilderment and

Mr. Stock gave a magnificent perform- disappointment are your inevitable re-
ance of the work and it was received with ward.
the greatest admiration and interest .... Only when one has some idea of the

EUGENESTINSON,Chicago Daily News emotional side of Mahler is it possible to
recognize his sense of grotesquerie was

• . . Like most works of import, the not clumsy humor, that his long-drawn
Bruckner "First Symphony" needs fre- slow movements, his lush melodies and
quent hearing before one can thoroughly intricate harmonies were not a manifesta-
grasp its inner meaning and the xnagni- tion of pompousness. All these were
tude of its musical value. Frederick Stock simply the natural way of expression for
made it possible for us to appreciate the a son of the nineteenth century whose
noble beauties and harmonies so soulful heart was as full of warmth as his mind
and so filled with melodies that grow with dwelt upon beauty. Mahler had, of course,
greater glow shadowed by gray draperies his weaknesses, most conspicuously the
that open to disclose multicolors that length at which he wrote.
even gloom cannot hide .... Yesterday's performance was a marvel

HERMANDEVRIES, Herald American of romantic fervor. Perhaps Mr. Kousse-
vitzky dragged the adagietto; what did
that matter in the total effect? The or-

GUSTAV MAHLER: chestra served both Mahler and Kousse-
FIFTH SY_V_PHONY vitzky well; count the performance an

event of the season. When, by the way,
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge are we to hear again "The Song of the

Koussevitzky, Conductor, Boston, March Earth," Mahler's greatest masterpiece?
1 and 2, 194o. C.W.D., Boston Globe

If the Fifth Symphony of Gustav Mahler . . . Certainly the Fifth Symphony, by
has a few more such cordial receptions as which he was represented yesterday, par-
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takes of the grandiloquence that charac- perbly investing the music with consistent
terized both "Ein Heldenleben" and the tonal richness and glowing transparency
"Symphonia Domestica" of Strauss, be- of texture•
tween which it stood in point of composi-
tion. Through the Eighth Symphony this . .. Mr. Serkin was received with great
tendency toward bigness was to progress, warmth by the sizeable audience, the
until in that so-called "Symphony of a greater part of which remained to ap-
Thousand," expansion of means could plaud liberally after the Bruckner Sym-
hardly go farther• Yet it was Mahler him- phony.
self who, in "The Song of the Earth" and JEROME D. BOHM, Herald-Tribune
the Ninth Symphony, started the reaction
against what Henry T. Finck used to de-
ride as Jumboism in music. An interestingly devised program by

A true child of its time, then, is this Eugene Ormandy gave a prominent place
"Giant" Symphony, which starts in the to the Fifth Symphony of Anton Bruck-
gloom of C-sharp minor and ends in the ner at the concert of the Philadelphia
brightness of D major, a key that with Orchestra in Carnegie Hall last evening.
Mahler was always synonomous with ex- And a most welcome bit of programme it
uberance of spirit. Now that music has was, for Bruckner goes altogether too
gone as far from this largeness of utter- long with scant attention from our lead-
ance as it conceivably could, witness ing symphonic batonists.
Stravinsky's "Card Game," as the reductio The version of the work used by Mr.
ad absurdum of the contrary tendency; Ormandy was the result of the collabora-
audiences might either be repelled or tive revising efforts of himself plus those
attracted by it. Judging from the recep- of Schalk and Loewe, and because the
tion accorded yesterday's performance, as symphony is of exceeding length Mr.
well as the two others under Dr. Kousse- Ormandy found it wise to omit certain
vitzky's direction, it is decidedly a case of repititions.
attraction. The piece abounds in the beauty of

WARREN STOREYSMITH, Boston Post speech. Though it is shot through with
sudden contrasts, so much so that at
times it seems almost episodic in nature,
the marvelous juxtaposition of thematic

ANTON BRUCKNER: ideas, steeped as they are in brave and
FIFTH SYMPHONY expressive phraseology, is not the least

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or- rewarding of its many arresting features.
mandy, Conductor. Philadelphia, Janu- Niemann tells us that this is a sym-
ary 5-6, 194o; New York, January 23, 194o. phony based on a "program of religioussignificance, manifested by his (Bruckner's)

• . . Mr. Ormandy erred in the first choice of chorales for thematic material."
place by placing the symphony last on his Perhaps so, but that would not fully ex-
program, following the intermission, and plain the wealth of purely human emo-
prefacing it with two of his own tran- tions turbulently striving and straining
scriptions of Bach's chorale-preludes, "O for utterance in the complex pattern of
Mensch, bewein' dein Suende gross" and the composition.
"Wachet auf, tuft uns die Stimme," and A sympathetic performance was the
with Brahms's first piano concerto in D portion of the large gathering in the
minor. The religious nature of Bach's auditorium last evening. There may have
music and the slow moving pace of two been moments of rhythmic indecision--
movements of the Brahms concerto al- strange doin_ for such an ensemble as

ready satisfied the audience's desire for the Philadelphians--but the general re-
profound music, so that by the time the sults spoke well for frequent hearings ....
Bruckner symphony emerged, with its Applause was the order of the evening.
devotional atmosphere, the mind was too R.C.B., World Telegram
fatigued to absorb it fully, even in the
abbreviated form in which it was vouch- To play Bruckner requires a certain
safed, amount of courage; .... For some reason

That Mr. Ormandy should have erred conductors are fond of playing them
thus is all the more to be regretted, since (Bruckner's Symphonies) ....
he disclosed a genuine sympathy with the Of course, Bruckner is sometimes
Brucknerian idiom and achieved some genius, else he would not have survived
moving, if all too fleeting, moments in his this long. The trouble with his flashes of
conception. The orchestra played su- inspiration is that one is so enchanted
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with the momentary beauty and rightness a doubter anxious and eager to be turned
of his music that one is apt to blame one- into a believer.
self for doubting the long, uninspired SAMUELCnOTZtNOFF,N. Y. Post
stretches, the childish reiteration, the bla-

tancy, the unaccountable sallies, the pc- ... Mr. Ormandy made cuts, omitting
destrian, pretentious ideas, some repeats, and this perhaps would be

Mr. Ormandy judicially pruned the disturbing to lovers of the composer. But
Fifth Symphony, but the matter goes on the credit side was a spacious, eloquent
deeper than mere curtailment. However, performance. Mr. Ormandy appears to
it seems hardly possible that so many believe in Bruckner and directs him ac-
conductors are wrong about Bruckner, cordingly. The orchestra responded with
and the next performance of one of his brilliant playing.
symphonies will find this reviewer again HOWARD TAUBMAN, New York Times
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Their Time Shall Come
BY PHILIP GRF.EL_Y CLAPP

N the days when our leading orchestras used to present Bruckner andMahler respectively on the First and Second Five-Year Plan-- that is
to say, every five years a Bruckner symphony was played but not repeated
and a Mahler symphony announced but not played--an elderly pew-
holder in one of our symphonic World's Series was suddenly asked for
her verdict upon the local premiere of Bruckner's Ninth Symphony. Her
reply, given with every appearance of the righteous indignation which
the occasion demanded, was "Whyl I never heard anything like it beforel"

Undoubtedly the good lady was mistaken. Bruckner himself was of
course incapable of slavishly imitating the classics and at the same time
totally breaking away from them; the allegation that he did so emanates
solely from the critics, to whom such miracles are a mere matter of rou-

tine. Bruckner no more lacked artistic ancestry than any other good
composer, and indeed was at no pains to conceal the identity of some
decidedly eminent forebears: this very Ninth exhibits several instances of
marked family resemblance to another Ninth in the same key by an
earlier composer of such established repute that the proudest and the
humblest may dare to admire him publicly.

The point in quoting the dear old lady's dictum is not that it might
have been true, but that it was succinct. In eight words she summarized
completely and clearly a full half of all that thousands of reviewers have

been able to say against Bruckner in mountains of reports, essays, bro-
chures, and tomes. The other half had already been said for them in the
greatest of Shakespeare's plays by the character probably most congenial
to them--Polonius's "Too longl Too longl"

Nowadays, when Bruckner and even Mahler are semi-occasionally
performed and hemidemisemi-occasionally repeated, a growing contin-
gent among our concert-goers persists in applauding these composers with
apparent enthusiasm and in asking to hear more of them. Since with
these composers as with not a few of their predecessors this growth in re-
sponse and sympathy clearly emanates from the lay public rather than
from the critics, the more maternal of the latter are fussing about like
the hen which hatched ducklings, while their more pontifical brethren
are inveighing against the legitimacy of all musical enjoyment born
without benefit of clergy.

To attempt to explain all this by concluding that the public has be-
come educated for Bruckner and Mahler is as false as it is flamboyant.
Who is thus educating the public? Those conductors who persist in pre-
paring and performing eloquently the few presentations which we are
permitted to hear fully deserve to be honored as educators no less than
as artists, but Polonius and Company see to it that these presentations are
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too infrequent to assure real familiarity with the style and works of these
men. Praise is due also to those manufacturers who have enabled us to

hear many of these symphonies in phonographic recordings, and to such
agencies as the Carnegie Foundation for including some of these re-
cordings in their donations to schools. The schools themselves, even
those which pride themselves on the representative character of their
courses in "appreciation" (horrid wordl), have in the aggregate showed
themselves very backward in presenting Bruckner and Mahler to their

students, possibly because few Americans who are old enough to teach
have had opportunity to enjoy adequate personal experience of either
composer, and can find little in the literature of reference which would

be likely to promote friendly understanding. Certainly the critical bloc
has done little to encourage sympathetic study of this music: the rank
and file of the reviewers are content to know that "Simon says thumbs
down," while the critical bloc-heads still employ the oracular utterances
of our anonymous dear old lady and Shakespeare's familiar male granny
respectively as the first and second theme-songs in the exposition, de-
velopment, and recapitulation of their perennial hymn of hate.

In spite of this, Bruckner and Mahler, though as yet not "standard

repertory," are in a position to say, with Mark Twain, "Reports of my
death are greatly exaggerated ; and their music, which for long has been
summarily dismissed by our musical censors as abstruse and repellent, is
now feared by these same censors as insidiously seductive music. Awe-
struck as we may be at the spectacle of our guardians and protectors
fighting to save us from music which at one and the same time is in-

nocuously futile, dull, dreary, unintelligible, interminable, and yet so
full of popular appeal as to constitute an esthetic if not a social menace,
we should reserve our highest faculties of wonder, love and praise-or
holy horror if that is our diathesis--for the climatic discovery that these
musical termites have already penetrated and are undermining the
temple itself; in a word, that Bruckner and Mahler have "wormed" their
way into favor of a considerable number of professional musicians who a
few years ago were reviling their names. True, not all of these have pub-
licly declared themselves; but it is evident, that many who not long ago
were openly and loudly attacking these composers now secretly enjoy
them, and may even be suspected, like Nicodemus, of nocturnal con-
verse with their new Messiahs--probably by studying their scores, since
nowadays one occasionally meets a musician who seems to have some
knowledge of the symphonies themselves.

Historically there is nothing new if a composer whose works require
time, effort, expense, and interpretative acumen to prepare for perform-
ance is at first neglected, then misunderstood as a result of controversy
in which the critics befuddle themselves and most of the public, and
eventually receives his first tardy recognition from that element among
the laity which naively forms its first impressions of new music by listen-
ing to it instead of reading about it. This cycle is typical, even though
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the individual case histories differ in detail. Much of Bach's music was

neglected as long as Bruckner's and Mahler's. Beethoven enjoyed some
recognition during his lifetime; to-day his symphonies, a few of his over-
tures and concertos, the early string quartets, half a dozen piano sonatas,
and one violin sonata--which last is still listened to as music in spite of
Tolstoi's silly novel--are so much in demand that performers do not
even bother to keep up practicing the later quartets, the Missa SoIemnis,

and much else which is just as fine but much more difficult to play.
Haydn and Mozart are known by and admired for only a few of their
masterpieces. Wagner was accepted by the public before he was even

half-approved by the critics. The situation of Berlioz and Liszt closely
parallels that of Bruckner and Mahler; almost universally disapproved
of by the critics, the public has never had opportunity to become fa-
miliar with the greatest works of these composers.Tschaikowsky has long
been a popular favorite, and is critically accepted, but not approved. With
Brahms the tables were turned, but with little better result; he was criti-

cally approved before he was even hatf-enjoyd by the laity, which now
demands constant repetition of his symphonies, but expresses no curios-
ity whatever concerning his chamber-music and other important works.

There is nothing astonishing or scandalous in the fact that new works

of art have to find a public before becoming known and loved by the
public, but it is scandalous that "experts" should try to make a scandal of
every natural and wholesome element in the entire process of artistic
creation and communication. If nobody had ever composed a symphony,
or if nobody wanted to hear a symphony except its composer, clearly
there would be no livelihood for symphonic analysts and apologists. As
it is, "he who can does; he who cannot teaches." A considerable army of
inkfish who, like Pudd'nhead Wilson, seem to believe that "to do good
is noble, but to show others how is nobler and less trouble," is at hand to

demonstrate that composition takes so little brains, and appreciation so
much, that no decent member of society should undertake either except
under the guidance of an expert whose principal qualifications seem to
be total incapacity either to compose music or enjoy it. From these wise-
acres we learn, contrary to the evidence of our senses and our sense, that
there are but three B's in music and must never be a fourth; that Schu-
bert's development sections are poor because his themes are too melodi-
ous; that Berlioz's Scene in the Country cannot possibly be based upon
Beethoven's Scene by the Brook because the essence of romanticism is

total repudiation of classicism; that Wagner's chromatics are so plentiful
because of his excessive interest in the ladies rather than because of his

legitimate interest in treating improved wind instruments as flexibly as
Mozart had already treated the strings--one wonders wily we are not
concurrently told that Bach wrote the Well-Tempered Clavier solely to
annoy those school-girls who "don't like sharps"; that Brahms' chro-
matics, per contra, are quite all right because he wrote nineteenth-cen-
tury horn and trumpet parts in an eighteenth-century notation-and
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much else designed ostensibly to help the layman but actually to deliver
him into the hands of the critical profiteer. If the notion that evaluation
must precede perception seems to place the cart before the horse, the ad-
vantage seems to be that under this dispensation neither the horse nor
the passengers are likely to get anywhere faster than their custodians can
follow them.

The real crux of the matter is that it is not so easy to analyze the urge
which prompts and directs musical communication as it is to analyze
the forms which this communication assumes. It is thus tempting to
persons of the kibitzer temperament to analyze what they can, and then
to deny the importance if not the very existence of the many things in
heaven and earth undreamed of in their philosophy--or even dreamed
of and feared. After all, the expounder of musical faiths is situated not
unlike the father confessor in Gentle Alice Brown; if his parishioners
behave themselves, how can the priest make a living? So long as the
urge to compose music is irresistible in some people and the impulse to
listen to it is persistent in others, and so long as neither phenomenon is
scientifically understood by anybody, any glib person who can analyze a
minor factor in the process of communication may offer the part for the
whole and successfully pose as an authoritative interpreter of esoteric
mysteries if he can but keep his victims mystified. This he usually does by
exploiting the natural modesty of the practitioner and the learner, who
are usually only too painfully aware of their own fallibility; by arrogat-
ing to himself a spurious "authority" based upon superior powers of ob-
servation which he does not possess, supplemented by profound study
which he has not performed, a charlatan may set himself up as prophet
and sage before people who acknowledge him great because he makes
them feel small,

The composer is perhaps less frequently deceived by this sort of thing
than the layman, because he knows from practical experience of musical
composition that the "analyst" does not know what he is talking about;
--one recalls Bruckner's comment on Hanslick--"He really understands
Brahms as little as he understands me." But, unless a composer has
studied and practiced literary as well as musical composition, he cannot
say as much for his compositions in words as they can say for themselves
in tones, and is wise not to venture into the enemy's country unless he is
well supplied with verbal as well as tonal ammunition. Even if, like
Wagner and Schumann, a composer has a good supply of verbal ammu-
nition and plenty of target-practice in using it, the chances are against
his verbal strategy being as adroit as his musical strategy, as the most de-
voted admirers of these two masters must reluctantly admit. Meanwhile
the critic's mechanized invasion of the composer's country may not ac-
tually exterminate the composer, but it often does hinder his communi-
cating with his public by keeping the latter in a state of intimidation suf-
ficient to the critic's purposes. Unless a composer is as lucky as Brahms
in finding a critical sponsor who is willing to overlook his real merits
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in order to use him in musical politics, he is likely to starve or be obliged
to snatch time fox" composition from the pre-occupations of some ex-
traneous form of livelihood almost as hazardous: Bruckner lived by
teaching counterpoint and playing the organ, Mahler by conducting,
and Wagner by borrowing money and forgetting to return it--to name
but three composers who found it necessary to devote more than one life
to their real ideals, and even then, like the Apostle Paul, to "die daily."

The lay music-lover, on the other hand, seems a much better "pros-
pect" for critical exploitation. Since he has no experience at composing,
he can easily be persuaded that composers perpetrate symphonies by
some process of automatic writing without knowing what they are doing,
and might then foist them in a half-baked condition upon suffering
humanity, were not critics at hand to compel them to spruce up their
atrocities to conform with approved practice. When these same critics
proceed to tell the layman that he needs to study, which is probably true,
he is again easily persuaded that cultivated musical laymen are those
who have learned to listen to music by learning not to listen to it but to
the people who "know the answers." Even the fact that most critical
evaluations seem little more than devaluations, may fail to awaken his
healthy suspicions, since he has been taught to distrust his own naive en-
thusiasms as being insufficiently "discriminating" to admit him to that
elite coterie to which every good democrat aspires. Even if he some-
times wonders why the only good composers are long since dead it will
probably be some time before he discovers that only dead composers may
be depended upon not to write something new and upsetting. The
critical Gestapo will certainly not tell him this, but instead will tell him
that good music is that which stands the test of repeated hearings--a
pretty instance of the devil quoting Scripture; for repeated hearing is in-
deed the test of such good music as is heard repeatedly, but not of that
which the censors permit to be heard seldom or not at all.

History records plenty of cases in which the critics have chased an art
into prolonged dol&urns by sincere or pretended attempts to maintain
or elevate standards by rationalizing inflexible criteria and imposing
censorship upon creation and communication. That art is in healthiest
condition whose lay adherents are not too ready to sell their birthright
of independent perception for a mass of critical potage du jour, and that
study of art is most to be encouraged which offers laymen the opportunity
to develop their natural powers of perception by direct observation and
enjoyment of works of art, leaving what they think about it very largely
to their individual capacity for thinking. In view of the marked pro-
pensity of many people to think very little or even hardly at all, this may
seem to be a dangerous program; the point is that direct contact with
works of art is more likely to set people thinking than exposure to a body
of doctrine, simply because art is dynamic to anyone who enjoys it, while
dogma is narcotic to devotee and sceptic alike. Besides, the point is not
whether art or dogn_a can make everybody think--we know already
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that no agency can do that! The point is that people who are thought-
ful by nature are encouraged by expression to develop their thoughts,
whereas repression tends partly or wholly to arrest such development.
To object that the thoughtful layman does not express himself in art but
lazily depends upon the artist to do it for him is a mere quibble; true, if
he relies upon critics to think for him they will require him to refrain
from thinking for himself, but if he avails himself of the artist's powers
to express his thoughts better than he can express them for himself he
does so only by living himself into the artist's presentation--a very dif-
ferent mental process indeed from that of merely trying to memorize a
series of assertions. Even so lowly a work of art as a dance-tune, if it is a
good one, is dynamic enough to make a man want to move his feet; a
symphony, if it is a good one, stirs higher faculties in the realm of
thought and feeling. There is no question, of course of "thought" in the
sense of syllogistic reasoning--even though desigaa, including tonal de-
sign, has the logic of form, or of "feeling" in the sense of sentimental
emotional wallowing--such absurdities need not be discussed here; but
the motivation and achievement of a happy and useful life demand an
integration of sound thinking and warm feeling which music seems to

nourish and help to sustain in many people. At least, the growing lay
demand for and response to the music of two composers whom some
"serious musicians" still regard as altogether too serious suggests that
the critical priesthood has underestimated the extent and intensity
among the laity of a musical appetite for something more than mere
polite entertainment.

This is by no means to argue that "the public" is always right and "the
critics" always wrong. Individuals differ among themselves, and even
the same individual differs from day to day. In easy times plenty of other-
wise thoroughly decent people underexercise their psyches just as they
underexercise their bodies, and, even if they escape becoming perma-
nently too soft or too hard in a world where trivial possessions and ex-
periences may be had for the taking, they do for the time being drift into
the habit of seldom exerting their brains outside of business affairs and of
asking little more to occupy their time than an abundance of often in-
consequential amusement. When life seems secure and pleasant, a man
need not be a very bad fellow to adopt the view-point, "Give me the lux-
uries and I will manage without the necessities": if he happens to be
musical he may be quite sincere and hearty in his enjoyment of really
good music provided he is familiar with it and provided its mood seems
prevailingly cheerful, with or without an occasional pathetic touch, just
for variety; but while he is in this easy-going mood he will probably find
tragedy disturbing and prolonged earnestness a bore, and though he will
feel cheated if a concert fails to afford a few strong climaxes to give him a
"thrill," he will quite probably welcome these merely as casual turns in a
colorful miscellany, and miss them altogether if they occur as denoue-
ment which he has been too inattentive to follow.
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In times of stress, on the other hand, naturally thoughtful people who
may have seemed easy-going in easy times suddenly prove themselves
sound at the core by resuming the neglected practice of serious reflection,
while others who may have previously shown no symptons of thinking
at all suddenly become thoughtful almost over-night. Some of these of
course become disillusioned and embittered, and turn to cheap and
trivial amusements for "escape"; but others discover in themselves a
craving for spiritual sustenance of which they have not been conscious
in easier days, and some of these seek and find it in what for brevity may
be called the "music of aspiration." People who formerly considered
their time too valuable to sit through the C-raajor Symphony of Schu-
bert* find a longer time not too much to devote to Bruckner's spiritual
vision and Mahler's dramatic heroism in a world where the need of both

has suddenly become plain to plain people. Mahler is reported to have
said, "My time will come"; one wonders whether his active and powerful
mind discerned that this "time" would be a time of such stress as to call
out the best in many men to counteract the worst in others.

It remains to be seen whether this spontaneous public demand for
spiritually sustaining music is good only "for the duration of the
emergency." The First World War disclosed that music may be a power-
ful agency for sustaining the morale of soldiers, just as doctors have long
recognized its therapeutic value with invalids. Is music merely a sick
man's diet? The '_unmusical" would have it so, and the custodians of the

"standard musical repertory" would at least like to relegate "Bruckner
'n Mahler" to this category; but is there much more in such objections
than an envious desire to deprive others of enjoyment which the objector
cannot share? The fact that more people are thoughtful nowadays than
in easier times is no evidence that thinking should be reserved for emer-
gencies; the fact that many a sick man has to build up his health on a diet
of meat and vegetables is not evidence that when he is well he should go
back to "pie and pizen." Some people are thoughtful, some eat whole-
some food, some commune with the finest art, some even live decent lives

at times when the only compulsion is from within. Perhaps in reality
they add no cubits to their stature by taking thought; perhaps, on the
contrary, "the Kingdom of Heaven are these." At least those of us who
for the better part of a lifetime have found Bruckner and Mahler true

guides, philosophers, and friends in sunshine and shadow may be
pardoned for being a bit sanguine over the realization that at last a lot
of apparently good people are getting acquainted with them and are
"coming back for more."

* If music is of good quality, it seems to me that _hequestion of its length must be
answered by each listener individually in terms of the value of his time to himself. As
a young fellow, I was once refused an interviewwith a Personage on the ground that
his time wasworth ten dollars a minute. Later I sawhim waste two hundred dollars at
this rate watching a dog-fight. As my own time was then worth about thirty cents an
hour, I could of course afford the whole spectacle. I am better paid now--but not so
highly that I cannot afford time for long symphonies.--P.G.C.
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WILL MINNEAPOLIS BE MAHLER MUSIC CAPITAL?

By CURTISSWANSON
Reprinted from The Minnesota Daily, the official newspaper of

University of Minnesota
Students who attend today's Union Listening Hour* have an opportunity denied

many people in the world today--the chance to listen to Mahler's music. In an article
in the current New Republic, Otis Ferguson emphasizes the fact that one of the most
unfortunate results of the "cultural blackout" of Europe, is the banning of Mahler's
music in German-dominated countries.

Like Mendelssohn, Mahler was a Jew, and all his compositions have come under
the Nazi axe. His nine symphonies and his monumental Song of the Earth, which
is being played today, are no longer heard in the European concert halls. The two
great centers of Mahler music were cities which have become "ghost towns" of Nazi
Europe, Vienna and Amsterdam.

Ironically, the performance of Mahler's music has encountered almost as great
opposition in America. His music has perhaps aroused more heated controversy than
that of any other modern composer. The Bruckner Society is the most militant of all
musical organizations; its aim is to propagate and fight for greater appreciation of
Bruckner's and Mahfer's music.

One of the most enthusiastic of all Mahlerites is our own Dimitri Mitropoulos, who
was presented with the annually awarded medal of the Society last winter. In an im-
promptu speech at one of the concerts, he suggested that he would play much more
of this composer's music, if the "'front office" were more interested. A recording by the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra of Mahler's First Symphony will be released
shortly. The highlight of next year's season will be the first Minneapolis performance
of the Song of the Earth.

Bruno Walter, who again wiU conduct a concert here next year, is another great ex-
ponent of Mahler in this country. He knew Mahler personally, studied under him,
and introduced man)" of his compositions. Eugene Ormandy also received the So-
ciety's medal while conductor of the Minneapolis Orchestra. If the interest which has
been shown in past years continues, it may be that Minneapolis will become the un-
official Mahler capital--an inland Salzburg or Bayreuth of musical America.
* Refers to a University program of recorded music.

NYA SYMPHONY (FRITZ MAHLER, CONDUCTOR)
BROADCASTS MAHLER'S FOURTH OVER WNYC

On June 15th, the NYA Orchestra under the direction of Fritz Mahler performed
Mahler's Fourth. Miss Willa Stewart sang the soprano solo and Moses Smith of the
Columbia Phonograph Co. was the commentator. Weather conditions were very bad;
much static prevented listeners-in from really hearing the performance on their radios.

More frequent performances of Mahler by NYA orchestras would certainty be
welcome. Mr. Mahfer has on several occasions included songs and excerpts from
Gustav Mahler's symphonies on his programs. One wonders why NYA orchestras do
not play works by Bruckner and Mahler more frequently. In this connection it is not
out of place to remind program-makers that insistent applause at concerts given by
the State University of Iowa Orchestra caused Prof. Philip Greeley Clapp, its con-
ductor, to repeat Lieder eines fahrenden GeseUen and the Adagietto from Mahler's
Fifth and that a performance of Bruckner's Fourth was so successful in 194o that the
same orchestra under Clapp's direction included Bruckner's Seventh on its x94_
programs. That symphony too stirred the Iowa City audience as did Stock's per-
formance of Bruckner's Third at Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Further proof
of the interest in Bruckner and Mahler on the part of the _owing generation, unaf-
fected by prejudice aroused against these composers because of hostile criticism of
bygone days, is the formation of a Bruckner-Mahler study club at the University of
Minnesota. It is not only college students that are responding to Bruckner's and
Mahler's music. Subscription audiences o[ different cities are expressing their approval
by vigorous applause and occasional shouting which is ascribed in certain quarters to
Brucknerites and Mahlerites. Radio audiences, too, are apparently making their wishes
felt, for it was because of the many requests by the radio audience that Bruno Walter
put Bruckner's Eighth on the air last fall.



Bruckner's String Quintet
BY GABRIEL ENGEL

M " " _ "_'_O POSED during the earher half of 1879 Bruckner s Quzntet for
Strings, scored for two violins, two violas, and cello, represents his

sole contribution to the literature of chamber-music. It was written at

the request of Director Josef Hellmesberger of the Viennese Conserva-
tory, who told Bruckner that he wished for his celebrated "quartet-eve-
nings" the unique privilege of introducing to the world a piece of
chamber-music by one hitherto known only as the composer of gigantic
symphonies. Unaware of the hypocrisy behind this "flattery" the ingen-
uous Bruckner plunged happily into this, for him, unusual task and
after several months finished it. Evening after evening passed by to find
the promised performance of the Quintet postponed "until next time,"
on the ground that Hellmesberger's "fingers pained him." Finally the
truth dawned on Bruckner. It was merely a repetition of his sad sym-
phonic experiences with the ruling Viennese musical circle. The mem-
bers of the Hellmesberger quartet would have nothing to do with this
fresh display of Bruckner's scorned huge-dimensional style. In their opin-
ion, just as his symphonies were not real symphonies, this so-called
Quintet was not real chamber-music. They would be laughed at by the
initiate in the Viennese "holy of holies" of u'ue chamber-music, if they
programmed such a monstrosity. At length the promised performance
was canceled. The Quintet was first performed in 188o in Cologne. It
was first heard in Vienna in 1881, semi-privately, during a meeting of
the "Academic Wagner Society." In 1885, when musical Europe was
ringing with Bruckner's name, the Hellmesberger group valiantly per-
formed the Quintet they had openly rejected years before.

Bruckner long sought in vain to find a publisher for the work. Hans
Richter, a sincere though rather timid admirer of Bruckner's genius,
took the manuscript with him to London. He returned not only without
word of publication or performance, but also without the manuso'iptl
When growing fame rendered publication of Bruckner's works compara-
tively easy, the master, having neglected to make a duplicate copy of the
Quintet, wrote to Richter demanding the return of the manuscript.
When it arrived Bruckner discovered with dismay that the Intermezzo
(the second movement) was missing. A feverish correspondence with
London proved unavailing. The Intermezzo had disappearedl Bruckner
was left no other choice than to publish in its place a Scherzo which he
had written, also at Hellmesberger's request, after the Quintet was com-
pleted. In 1891 the missing Intermezzo turned up in the possession of one
of Richter's acquaintances. A waif, it languished in silence until 19o4,
when it also received its first hearing during a meeting of the Viennese
Wagner Society.
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FIRST MOVEMENT: F-MAJOR (GEMAESSIGT)

The principal melody of the opening theme-group enters at once over
a tonic organ-point. A genuinely romantic idea in triple rhythm, it is in-
troduced softly in the first violin. Of the light, lyric texture native to
chamber-musical expression, it has, nevertheless, the broadly soaring
melodic line of Bruckner's symphonic cantabile passages. An important
element of the theme, a regularly ascending broken-chord, assumes an
individual role in the cello. In a resolute, staccato transformation it be-

comes the rhythmic and harmonic backbone of an ardent supplementary
theme in the first violin. The cadence of this melody, a brief, character-
istic motif, is the source of the vigorous rhythmic life in the ensuing pas-
sage. Its dramatic possibilities are gradually revealed by the different in-
struments, at first alternately, then in combinations of increasing
strength, attaining a powerful climax in a peculiarly Bruckneriau
unison utterance.

The song theme-group begins with a fragrant melody of delicate tex-
ture in the bright, ethereal tonality of F-sharp major. A rather unusual
harmonic phenomenon for classic sonata form, this chromatic rise, in place
of the traditional dominant change, is nevertheless amply sanctioned by
Schubert. In reality Bru -ckner has merely delayed the entry of the domi-
nant to achieve increased richness of harmonic color. Skilfully he leads
the song theme-group over paths of unfailing fi'esh harmonic interest,
until the expected haven has been reached. The statement of the themes
doses in the dominant (C-major).

The short development section is devoted almost exclusively to the ex-
ploitation of the thematic material in the first group. The song theme-
group is represented only by fragmentary particles in subordinated set-
tings. The first violin, somewhat in the manner of improvisation, sounds
the key-note of the preliminary portion. One by one the other instru-
ments add their voices in the same free solo style. Then they begin to
unite in various combinations suited to the changing contrapuntal tex-
ture of a Brucknerian development section. Component elements of the
themes attain individual significance, appearing and reappearing in dif-
ferent guises, inverted, augmented, or diminished. A warm, comforting
melody in the first violin counteracts the restlessness evoked by the ex-
ploitation of conflicting motifs. Elements of the principal theme provide
material for a powerful dynamic climax. After a "general pause" the
first violin sounds the opening theme in its original form, giving the
impression that the recapitulation has set in, but suddenly the second
viola inverts the theme. The absence of fundamental harmonies lends

this resetting of familiar ideas flesh interest. New contrapuntal life
arises in an imitative conversation in the violins. Finally, the first violin,

in an impassioned Cadenza "ad libitum," leads to the real recapitulation.
Here too, as in Bruckner's symphonies, a moment of high suspense marks
the transition between two main divisions of a movement in sonata form.
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The recapitulation, in no sense a repetition of familiar ideas, almost
at once strikes out along paths of fresh revelation. A triplet figure, drawn
from the opening bar of the principal theme, attains special significance,
dominating the background of that theme's restatement. The other
themes of the first group undergo similarly novel reshaping, a richer
contrapuntal texture lending this final setting an air of fulfilment. The
song-group is reintroduced in subtle tonal surroundings, enriched by en-
harmonic coloring.

The hand of the symphonic master is clearly evident in the structure
of the summary (Coda). All the principal ideas are arrayed side by side
and finally resolved into the tonic triad. The movement closes jubilantly
with an organ-point on the tonic.

H. SCHERZO D-MINOR (SCHNELL)

Totally unlike Bruckner's hardy symphonic Scherzi in its airy, re-
fined texture, this movement also shows the composer's keen grasp of the
essential difference between symphonic and chamber-music. Yet this
Scherzo too is a dance of unmistakable Upper-Austrian flavor.

The outstanding thematic line, given to the second violin throughout

the opening portion, is a curious, winding melody in Laendler rhythm.
Above it the first violin softly plays a charming counter-theme, playfully
lilting. Cello and violas mark the triple rhythm, at the same time filling
out the rich harmonic texture. Most unusual phenomena in Bruckner's
melodic world are the occasional syncopations appearing here. Both
themes are then inverted in the violas, the music acquiring increased
harmonic and contrapuntal subtlety through a more detailed execution.
The complex content of this passage caused Bruckner to call for a
slower tempo: "almost andante," he said in a letter. The form, as always
in Bruckner Scherzi, is simple A-B-A, the original themes now returning
to bring the Scherzo portion to a close.

The Trio, a slmver, more graceful, and sunnier expression, also of
Laendler character, traces its descent directly from Papa Haydn. The
flourishes of the second violin are literally haunted by the spirit of the
"father o_ chamber music." This delicate melodic line and the broader

one it surrounds are both unmistakable sequels of the principal theme of
the SclTerzo, which also consists of two contrasted melodies. Yet how dif-
ferent are the two themes in effect! The remainder of the Trio is occu-

pied with a more detailed discussion of the thematic elements already
presented. Not even amid involved contrapuntal surroundings is the
light, cheerful character of the nmsic impaired.

THIRD MOVEMENT: bG MAJOR (ADAGIO)

Of truly symphonic breadth is the opening theme of the Adagio, in-
troduced in the first violin. Beginning softly it soars gradually aloft on
stately wings, with increasing ardor, and then descends in graceful me-
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lodic curves to become the mere whispered confession of a noble soul's
yearning. To find another melody of such depth and purity one would
have to go to Bruckner's greatest symphonic Adagios. A series of prayer-
ful sighs, drawn from a motif near the end of this theme, lead to impas-
sioned outcries. Meanwhile the source-motif of all this longing appears
inverted in the second viola.

Very softly a regular unison pulsation on F in the violins and second
viola, almost like a living heart-beat, introduces a new brighter mood. A
wonderful melody radiant with hope and confidence is sung by the first
viola, while the pulsation gains su'ength in rich harmonies. The total ab-
sence of any supporting bass gives this moving, "tenor" theme a lofty,
visionary quality. As the cello takes it up, the first violin enriches the re-
statement with brief, persuasive phrases of individual melodic shape.

An inversion of the opening measures of the first theme, drawn from
the end of the "tenor" theme, leads to a full restatement of the former by
the first violin, in an atmosphere vibrant with the pulsing accompani-
ment of all the other instruments. The reappearance of the principal
theme at this point might lead the listener to expect a rondo form in the
ensuing course of the movement. There follows, however, an exploita-
tion of f.rag'ments of the opening theme, in the manner of a development
secuon m sonata form. Inverted and reshaped these reveal the innate re-
lationship of the first and"tenor" themes. The latter's origin in the inver-
sion of the opening phrase of the former is made clear. Other features

in common, of too subtle a technical nature for the present analysis, are
also made apparent in the mingling of fragments of both themes. This
union of similar and contrasted elements is one of the essential features

of Bruckner's individual principle of thematic development.
A new, comparatively rapid, descending figure lends dramatic charac-

ter to the development's unfolding. Assuming increased importance, it
becomes a duet in the violas, as they clothe with the soft splendor of a
benediction the farewell reappearance of the "tenor" theme in the fn-st
violin. The Adagio closes at the threshold of a wonderful dream. Ineffa-
ble peace hovers over the last phrase, an expressive echo of the above
ornate motif.

FINALE: F-.MAJOR (LEBHAFT BEWEGT)

A Finale in the true sense of the word is the closing movement, for it
can be completely grasped only in the light of the preceding sections. A
lively staccato motif in the second violin, over an organ-point of distant
tonality, dominates the opening. The first theme-group is devoted to the
restoration of the central tonality of the entire work (f). Yet even the
most unsophisticated ear need not shrink from the complexity implied,
for it is not the dry grammar, but rather the poetry of harmony that sways
this pursuit of tonality. Its unsettled character lends the entire passage an
air of suspense, like the preparation for some significant disclosure. In
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Bruckner's symphonies such passages culminate in gigantic unison out-
bursts. Here the excitement subsides into a mere whisper, followed by a
"general pause."

The second or "song" theme-group, slower than the first, is dominated
by a swinging, Laendler-like figure, drawn from the Scherzo. This regu-
lar rhythm, given to the first viola, furnishes a firm basis for the some-
what rhapsodic melody which the first violin sings above it. The song-
theme of the opening movement is clearly the source of this unusual
melody. More technically considered, the two also reveal similar har-
monic character. The Laendler-figure, broadening the span of its swing,
acquires the boldness and measured sweep usually associated with fugue-
themes. As the cello takes it up with strokes of full power it seems as
though a fugue were really beginning. This impression is confirmed by
the answer in the dominant (first viola). However, it proves to be only the
herald of the highly contrapuntal development section, presenting the
final decisive conflict of the work. A brief triplet motif, introduced in the
second violin as a companion to the "fugue" theme, is derived from the
opening phrase of the whole work. It becomes the outstanding thematic
element of the development, in the course of which motifs of the song
theme, as well as a prominent figure in the Adagio, are also exploited.
The inspired contrapuntal artistry of this development beggars descrip-
tion. In the natural, apparently unlabored style of his polyphonic idiom,
even when it is most involved, Bruckner is a nineteenth-century Bach. Yet
the overwhelming effect of this Quintet-Finale is the result of no combi-
nation of devices, however masterly their execution. Here also, as in
Bruckner's symphonies, the gradual unfolding of the spirit's indomitable
rise towards ultimate txiumph in the face of a world of obstacles is the
underlying concept. Bruckner revelled in such passages. In the rearing of
tremendous climaxes involving the utmost polyphonic skill he felt him-
self a supreme hero. Perhaps this unshakable confidence in his artistic
power played an important role in his huge symphonic summations.

The song-theme is the first melodic integration that may be definitely
identified in the recapitulation. It reappears in a richer setting, the logical
result of the development. A melodious fragment of the opening theme
of the Finale is prominent in the Coda. The work closes jubilantly, as it
began yearningly, with an organ-point on the tonic.

BRUGKNER AND MAHLER AT OBERLIN AND ANN ARBOR

Bruckner's Romantic and F-minor Mass will be heard at Oberlin College under the
direction of Maurice P. Kessler. Mahler's First and Bruckner's Third will be performed
at the University of Michigan. Thor Johnson will conduct.
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BRUCKNER'S REQUIEM 1N D-MINOR

Central Methodist Church, Detroit, Michigan, May 25, 1941- University of Michigan
Little Symphony, Thor Johnson, Conductor.

Bruckner's D-minor Requiem was presented in Detroit, on May 25, 1941, by the
Chancel Choir and the University of Michigan Little Symphony, Thor Johnson con-
ducting. Although this was the first hearing ever given the work in that city, it was _o
successful that it will be given there again on May 24, 1942, the same chorus, soloists
and orchestra participating.

EFREM KURTZ CONDUCTS SCHERZO OF BRUGKNER'S NINTH AND

OVERTURE AT STADIUM CONCERTS, NEW YORK, July 21 and 23, 1941

•.. The Bruckner Scherzo, new to these concerts, is a pleasing addition to the reper-
toire; its lightness and grace has a certain suggestion of the Mendelssohn of the Mid-
summer Night's Dream music.

•.. The Austrian contribution, new to this series, was an overture composed by
Anton Bruckner in 1863 which had to wait forty-eight years for its Viennese premi6re.
It is more distinguished for the skill shown in its construction and scoring than for
saliency of its musical ideas, although it is interesting in its exhibition of influences
which were later absorbed into Bruckner's essentially individual style. There are some
hints of Wagner, more of later Germanic classicism and early Germanic romanticism,
and a few touches which foreshadow the fully developed Bruckneresque idiom.

FRANCESD. PEaIUNS, New York Herald Tribune

BRUCKNER'S FIFTH

Saxonian State Orchestra, Karl Boehm, Conductor. Victor 2qecording

With the publication of the performance by the Saxonian State Orchestra under Karl
Boehm's direction of Bruckner's Fifth Symphony in B-flat in its original version Victor
has performed an invaluable service to the music world. For the first time on this side
of the ocean it is now possible to hear this superb work exactly as the composer con-
ceived it. Not only have important pages of the Finale been omitted in the scores
available until the recent publication of the complete critical edition of the master's
works in Vienna, but as in Bruckner's other symphonies, numerous changes in the
instrumentation, many of which alter entirely the sound of many portions of the music,
may now be heard as they were intended to emerge by the composer.

There is unfortunately not sufficient space at my disposal this time of the year to
expatiate on the wonders Bruckner has wrought here. It must suffice to state that the
Fifth Symphony contains some of his most sublime and moving music; the product of
the greatest mystic whose medium was the tonal sphere. Karl Boehm is a devout,
understanding expounder of Bruckner and his interpretation realizes the composer's
desires unerringly, and the fine playing of his Dresden musicians is faithfully cap-
tured and conveyed in this excellent recording.

JEROME D. BOHM, New York Herald Tribune, May 25, 1941

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO GOOSSENS

To familiarize Cincinnati audiences with the music of Bruckner, Eugene Goossens
performed the Austrian master's Fifth in 1932, the Sixth (first time in Cincinnati) in
1935, the Second in 1939, and the Third (first Cincinnati performance) in 194o. In
appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in and appreciation of Bruckner,
the Bruckner Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the
Society, was awarded to the conductor of the Cincinnati Symphony. The presentation
was made by Dr. Martin G. Dumler, President of the Bruckner Society of America on
November 8, 194o after a performance of Bruckner's Third. According to Frederick
Yeiser of the Enquirer, "Dr. Dumler likewise expressed his satisfaction over the great
performance. In accepting the award with deepest thanks, Mr, Goossens paid honor to
his colleagues of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and their admirable handling
of the score."
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The Symphonic Problem in
Mahler's Works
BY DR. HANS TISGHLER

USTAV Mahler's symphonies bear a strongly individual mark. In
spite of all influences and similarities (as, for instance, those that

connect him with Anton Bruckner) they show several entirely new fea-
tures. These innovations are not wantonly adopted, however. Every in-
telligent listener feels at once that Mahler needed them to express his
ideas and that it is in the latter the real novelty lies.

Each of Mahler's symphonies is a drama of general ideas or principles,
not of describable actions. Even where a text is added they remain
essentially absolute music, for Mahler chose words that express general
ideas only. Occasional descriptive phrases are purely circumstantial to
those ideas, not purpose in themselves.

The dramatic idea must necessarily show itself in a series of technical
features. These will be our problem and we shall discuss them presently.
To be sure, some of Mahler's forerunners had already conceived the
symphony as the conveyor of dramatic ideas, though never in Mahler's
strict sense. Therefore a brief preliminary survey of the symphony as a
music drama should be helpful.

In Haydn's and Mozart's symphonies no leading ideas are detectable.
These works are generally accepted as pure or absolute music, expressing
general moods only. In them the first movement is the carrier of the main
mood, while the other sections, conventionally drawn from the suite-
form, are merely appended. The germ of the ensuing development lay in
those works where the last movement attained greater length and mu-
sical weight, showing the growing feeling for the importance of the con-
cluding movement. An early example is Mozart's C-major Symphony (K.
551). Yet file first movement, here also, is the outstanding carrier of emo-
tion, the last section being rather playful, abstract (or pure) music.

Beethoven tackled this problem with full consciousness, with the re-
sult that his last movements directly counterbalance the first ones. The
two middle movements, however, are mostly detached in mood. The
slow movement of the Eroica and the middle movements of the Fifth
alone take definite part in a dramatic action attributable to the sym-
phony as a whole. In the Eroica, moreover, only the first two movements
form a dramatic sequence. (The Sixth with its definite program stands
outside our problem.)

All the different types of the symphony, current up to our time, either
originate with, or are handed down by, Beethoven. These are: 0) the
program symphony (Sixth); (_) the symphony with an inner dramatic
program (Third and Fifth); (3) the one with an inner epic program
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(Seventh) which, in recognition of this fact, Wagner called "the Apothe-
osis of the Dance"; (4) the symphony of the suite type, with all its move-
ments musically important (Nos. 5, II, IV, and VIII); (5) the choral sym-
phony (Ninth), which belongs to the second type also. The further de-
velopment of the second type, the symphony with an inner dramatic
program, is alone vital to our present discussion.

Schumann, essentially an epic genius, tried hard to weld his sym-
phonies into dramatic units. The outer movements of his Rhenish Sym-
phony (No. 3) seem to form a dramatic sequence, interrupted by the
idyllic middle movements. In his Fourth he adopted the technique of
the cyclic form, using the same themes in different movements.In this way
he succeeded in clarifying the dramatic action, interrupted only by the
idyllic Romance. Franck used the same device in his symphony which,
nevertheless, still belongs to the suite type. We also would class Tchai-
kovsky's and Dvor_k's symphonies in this category, despite their many
dramatic moments scattered through single movements. Brahms' Third
shows the same construction as Schumann's Fourth: the first, third, and

fourth movements express the same dramatic, rather tragic idea, while
the idyllic second section brings some relief, a species of structure already
encountered in Beethoven's Fifth. Brahms' First goes one great step
farther. The last movement is the dramatic triumph (as in Beethoven's
Fifth). It solves the tension of the preceding movements, all of which
have taken part in the action, depicting different aspects of the conflict.
Their effect has been a constant brightening of the symphonic scene
apart from the introduction to the final movement, which surmounts the
last impediment before dramatis persona is victorious.

A new conception of the symphony was that of Anton Bruckner. All
his nine symphonies follow one scheme; the first and final movements
are the arena of the tragic conflict. (In his First this conflict is so violent
that his art can scarcely cope with it.) The two middle movements are
almost invariably a religious Adagio and a Scherzo. Detached from the
drama presented in the outer movements (perhaps with one exception,
the Fifth) they do not even aim at relieving the dramatic tension.

Such then was the historical situation when Mahler began his work as
a musical dramatist. All his symphonies belong to the type with an inner
dramatic program. Only once (in the Eighth) is this program apparently
converted into an outer one by a thorough-going text. Only once it be-
comes an epic program (in the Song of the Earth, which also is, in reality,
a symphony). Mahler's dramatic instinct does not permit a pause of
action in his symphonies. There are no interludes inserted, except for
the Adagietto in the Fifth where the tension of the other movements is so
great that there was no other way of providing the necessary relief. The
Sixth (Tragic) is completely overwhelming because the tension remains
unrelieved throughout. In most cases, however, Mahler endows the
action in the middle movements with a certain relief-bringing quality.
The constant use of such movements is characteristic of Mahler, though
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he was not the first to use them (see, for example, the third movement of
Brahm's Third).

With Mahler the symphonic drama becomes so varied, that he is com-
pelled to use the human voice to convey the various distinct ideas clearly
to the listener. The fact that Mahler found it necessary to introduce texts
in five out of eleven symphonies and to use music otherwise connected
with texts in two more of them is added vindication of the following
analysis of his music as dramatic in quality.

Let us now recount in order the various dramatic actions of Mahler's

symphonies:
In the First we cannot but imagine a youth full of optimism, tackling

the world. His buoyant sn'ength meets with some hindrances in the sec-
ond movement; his first great disillusionment is shown in the third. Al-
most insurmountable reverses, leading to dramatic conflicts in the
fourth, are finally overcome triumphantly.

The Second shows the harder side of life, its conflicts (first movement)
its irony and futility (third movement), the outcry for another, better
world (fourth movement), the tragedy of solitude and enmity (last move-
ment). Least represented is the beautiful aspect of life (second move-
ment) and even this small part is not left undisturbed. Only the hope for
the next world brightens this gloomy picture and words were indeed
necessary to express this idea adequately.

The Third, despite the apparently epic character of its second part
(movements _-6 inclusive) is a true drama in which the conflicts are over-
come in the first part so that the two following movements may be given
over to beauty and gaiety. Human tragedy reasserts itself (fourth move-
ment) only to give way to a more sublimated joy (fifth) and beauty
(sixth) indicating the road that leads away from the earthly life to a
heavenly one.

The Fourth supplements the idea of the second part of the Third.
From earthly gaiety (first movement) the picture changes to one of more
sombre, ironical hue (second movement) to be brightened once more by
heavenly beauty (third movement) and joy (fourth movement). The
tragic quality of the first part of the Third is absent here, leaving the
impression of a comedy.

The following three symphonies abandon the idea of the next world.
The place of action is this world only, with its grim reality.

The Fifth: Mourning and pain (first movement) fighting and wounds
(second) irony and shadowy insecurity, coupled with a forced gaiety
(third) relieved by the interlude (fourth). The fifth movement concludes
the work more cheerfully, describing daily work and haste, still the best
phases of ordinary human existence.

The Sixth again reflects harsh conflicts in all but the second movement,
even that section being a rather painful, wound-scarred episode. The
hero definitely succumbs to Fate in the last movement.

The Seventh seems to depict a hero who launches himself upon the ad-
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venture of life fortified by the will to succeed (first movement). He ex-
periences moments of pleasure (second and fourth movements) but sees
the irony and sham of these (third movement). Finally he takes up the
fight cheerfully and steadfastly (fifth). Outspoken, sharp conflicts are ab-
sent in this work. The mood is rather that of braving life as cheerfully as
possible.

This combative, hopeful spirit is maintained in the first part of the
Eighth. Its second part reverts to the transcendental solution of all prob-
lems. Mankind is the hero of this drama. At first dumbfounded in the
face of the miracle of eternal hope, he attains manifold expression of its
joy, to be finally redeemed by it.

The epic quality of the Song of the Earth is self-evident from its texts.
A spirit of resignation, rather than of action, as called for in a drama,
pervades this great work.

The Ninth, the nearest to pure music Mahler ever wrote, does not lend
itself easily to an explanation. Yet there is no doubt that it is dramatic.
The first movement seems to express the desire for beauty, happiness,
and peace which cannot be achieved because of the disharmonies of life.
The second makes the best of life, pretending to be cheerful. In the third
the hero takes up the fight. Moods of shrieking irony, futility, and success
follow each other. In the fourth the longing for beauty alternates with
moments of sheer disillusionment.

The Tenth (Unfinished) follows the same line. Yearning for beauty
and peace (first), forced gaiety (second), bitter irony (third), forced gaiety
and diabolical sarcasm (fourth), and longing for peace and redemption,
mingled with more fruitless conflict (fifth).

For aI1 these pictures Mahler uses only six distinct types of movements,
most of them not his invention. They are, however, absolutely personal
in style and use. These types are the following: (Roman and Arabic
numerals indicate symphonies and movements, respectively).

a) Song movements: I: 3, II: _, II: 4, III: e, III: 4, III: 5, IV: 4, V: 4,
the second part of VIII: _, Song o[ the Earth: _, 3, 4, 5-

b) Characteristic pieces: II: 3, III: 3, IV: 2, Trio of VI: 3, VII: 3, X: 3-
Mixtures of (a) and (b): VII: e, VII: 4.

c) Dance movements: I: e, V: 3, VI: 3, IX: e, X: e, X: 4-
d) Outer movements: I: 4, II: _, II: 5, III: 1, IV: 1, V: 1, V: 2, V: 5,

VI: I, VI: 4, VII: 1, VII: 5, VIII: 1, IX: 3, X: 5.
Mixtures of (a) and (d): I: 1, third part of VIII: a, Song of the
Earth: i.

e) Slow middle movements: IV: 3, VI: 2, First part of VIII: _.
f) Slow outer movements: IX: 1,X: I.

Mixtures of (e) and (f): III: 6, Song o[ the Earth: 6, IX: 4.

These groups of movements, considered from a harmonic-contra-
puntal viewpoint, have quite distinct features, which may be summa-
rized as follows: (The grouping parallels the one immediately above).
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a) Here the harmonic motion is very slow. The fundamental chords
are strongly emphasized, often in long-sustained organ-points of the tonic
or tonic plus fifth. For the most part polar tonality prevails, tonic and
dominant alternating without other chords, much as in folk music.

b) Alternation of major and minor is one of the main features in

these movements. So are many mixtures of major and minor. Frequent
unsolved chromatic bynotes and frequent use of the harmonic full-tone
step downward are also characteristic.

c) This group shows simple harmonic development; modulations are
mostly effected by direct leap into the new key. The fundaments are
strongly stressed, the motion of the fundamental chords much quick-
ened. From V: 3 on, these pieces become highly contrapuntal and use
wide melodic leaps, sharp disharmonies resulting from these two fea-
tures. Passages in parallel 4ths, 5ths, 7ths and oths, not governed by a
strong bass, are very frequent.

d) Here we find a further accumulation of occasional disharmonies,
resulting from poly-melodicism (a type of counterpoint very character-
istic of Mahler), and leading to polytonal structures as well as to chords
in 4ths (VII: i, VII: 5, VIII: 1). The tonality may be suspended either
through the possibility of assigning passages to two or three different
keys, or through total absence of tonality. Very frequently organ-points
are used to counterbalance these features otherwise difficult to absorb.

e) These movemens show many of the characteristics of (a), but
possess, in addition, a large measure of romantic chromaticism in melody
and bass. Significant use is made of the expressive turn (perhaps a legacy
from Bruckner).

f) This group shows many of the characteristics of (d) and (e) only still
more complicated. The motion of the harmonies is slow. Polar, as well
as suspended tonality and polytonality are frequently used.

The moods of these six categories are very much unified, except for
(a) and (e), which serve a variety of moods. (b) i_ employed for either a
pleasant, quiet type of gaiety or humor with a dash of irony. (c) ex-
presses in most cases a forced gaiety, marked by bitter sarcasm. (d) re-
tains the features of the carrier of the main part of the drama: conflict,
heroism, surrender or victory. (f) depicts the longing for rest, beauty, a
better world.

From the viewpoint of musical form this grouping also remains valid.
(a) and (e) use all types of small, simple forms. (b) and (c) are almost ex-
clusively composed in alternativo forms, smaller and larger rondos,
often with an admixture of sonata elements. (d) shows only large sonata
forms or the most complicated rondo forms, two of which (V: 1, VII: 5)
are strongly mixed with sonata elements, the third (IX: B) being Mah-
ler's only rondo with two alternativos. (f) uses (except for Song of the
Earth: 6, apparently because of its song character) the most peculiar sym-
phonic form: double variation, i.e., alternating variations on two themes.
These variations bear a strong resemblance to sonata developments.
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We see that the proper conflict form is still the sonata form. Yet the
blending of sonata features with the rondo and variation forms renders

these two also capable of depicting conflicts, though, to be sure, with
some modifications. The rondo adds some cheer to the drama. The
double variation form, applied only to slow outer movements, elevates
the conflicts from the physical to the mental plane, reflecting the longing
for or frustration of rest, beauty, or redemption.

The dramatic conception of the symphony led Mahler also to the sig-
nificant use of certain keys. If we understand this significance several im-
portant moments at once become clear to us. The keys of A-, D- and E-
minor signify a grey, nebulous, nervous, instable mood, usually preced-
ing a great conflict or its solution. The characteristic key of conflict is,
above all others, F-minor, but occasionally C-minor is also employed.
B-flat and E-flat minor express depressing gravity, sometimes despair.
The ultimate solution, transcendental redemption, is usually set in E-
major, sometimes also in B- or E-flat major. D-major is used for a cor-
responding optimism relating to this world. For example, the develop-
ment and crisis key of F-minor in the last movements of the First and

Second Symphonies shows us that these movements are in reality further
developments of their respective first movements. Generally speaking
the keys of the movements serve as indicators of their dominant moods.

Thus the classic scheme of keys in the symphonic cycle, as well as within
the movements, is abandoned, although an occasional similarity occurs
by accident. The arrangement of movements, also highly individual, is
adapted anew to each work. The old suite-symphony is entirely 'dis-
carded and so is its purely musical schematism. The problem of the dis-
tribution of weight is solved individually in each symphony.

The Symphonies I, II, VI, VIII, and the Song oI the Earth show a more
or less level construction toward the Finale, despite the total difference
of their dramatic solutions. The Symphonies III and IV show a pyramid-
like form, tapering a_6ay by refining the issue in a straight line. The
Fifth finds its peak in the third movement, bow-like, while the Seventh
has its weight equally distributed in the outer movements, the lowest
point, reached in the third movement, forming an inverted bow. In the
Ninth the material weight lies in the two middle movements, the inner

weight in the outer ones. The Tenth was probably similar in plan, but
the fifth movement is too incomplete to permit an adequate judgment.

Comparing these constructions with the key-schemes of the respective
works we find that all those symphonies which are built in a straight line
show a key-scheme not far removed fl'om the classic. All of them are
among Mahler's more popular works, except for the Sixth, the extreme
tension in which is wholly unrelieved throughout. The other works
take distinctly new paths in structure and key-scheme and are less
popular.

This does not mean that the more popular symphonies show no new
features. Their emotional scheme, as reflected by their key-scheme (see
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above), is sufficiently similar to that of the classic symphonies to make
them more easily absorbable.

To sum up: the basis of Mahler's symphonies is the drama of human
life and struggle in its various aspects and phases. The insertion of vocal
movements (solo and chorus); the auga_aentation of the number of move-
ments (five in Symphonies II, V, VII, X and six in III and in the Song o[
the Earth); the amalgamation of three movements, all of which are com-
pletely executed, in VIII: _; the adoption of serenades and dance move-
merits into the symphony with a quite new, dramatic intent; the many
new features in harmony and counterpoint (also instrumentation which,
however, could not be considered here): all these features have the single
purpose: to intensify and represent as faithfully as possible the dramatic
ideas conveyed to us by symphonic music.

This conception of the symphony seems to be its last important de-
velopment up to the present, unless Shostakovich's works prove to have
added some new ideas to the form. Sibelius' symphonies are epic, like
Brahms' Second and Fourth, most of Schumann's, Mendelssohn's, Bo-

rodin's and other Russians, as well as those by Delius and Elgar. The few
scattered symphonic works of Schreker, Williams, Schoenberg and others
do not as yet show a unified trend.

MAHLER'S NINTH SYMPHONY

Vienna Philharmonic, Bruno Walter, Conductor. Victor Recording

The performance by the Vienna Philharmonic in Vienna of Mahler's Ninth
Symphony under the direction of Bruno Walter on January 16, 1938, was transferred
to the disks and has been published by Victor and forms one of the most important
contributions to recorded literature. This work is the Austrian composer's crowning
achievement; a creation of towering greatness, which has none of those defects so
disturbing even to his most ardent admirers; those too frequent juxtapositions in his
earlier symphonies of treasurable ideas with others so trite that one wonders how a
composer of Mahler's caliber could have put them down on paper.

Following but a year after the completion in Das Lied yon der Erde, the Ninth
Symphony is a continuation of the ele_ac nmod which pervades its predecessor. But
it is purely instrumental. No use is made of the human voice as in Das Lied yon der
Erde. Its four movements do not follow the conventional sonata form, the possibilities
of which Mahler had exhausted in the gigantic Eighth "Symphony of a Thousand."
The end movements are both slow, the first an extensive Andante, the last broadly
conceived Adagio. Two quick movements, a Schcrzo and a Rondo "X Burleske," come
between. The treatment of key relationships between the four movements is free. The

first is in D-major; the second in C-major, the third in A-minor, the Finale in the distant
tonality of D-fiat.

In his instrumentation Mahler pursues an entirely different course than Strauss.
Every instrument is exploited for its individual tonal characteristics. No attempt is
made to combine instrumental timbres for sensuous purposes, nor are harmonic or
dynamic objectives the first considerations. The greatest agility and flexibility are
demanded of the brasses.

Although Mahler has cast aside the formalistic principles implicit in the classic
sonata form does this not mean that he has brushed all architectonics aside, as some

of his detractors would have us believe. For despite the previously unheard of, fantastic
nature of the musical structure he has employed, its seemingly improvisational con-
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tours are united by an order dictated by inner compulsion. Because the scheme is not

that adhered to by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms, does not make it inept
and illogical. Its demands on the listener's attentions are perhaps stricter. It is so
much easier to follow familiar paths than to tread newer ones.

How much the modernists owe to Mahler is nowhere more strikingly illustrated
than in the wildly ironic pages of the 8chemo and Rondo, where the relentlessly clash-
ing polyphony and instrumental timhi-es point the way to Stravinsky and Hindemith.

But it is on none of these external attributes that Mahler depends for his over-
whelming appeal to the emotions. Here even more than in Des Lied yon der Erde he
has discoursed on death; on its bitterness and consolation, in tones such as no other
composer has used before or after him.

Bruno _,Valter's close association with Mahler and his profound sympathy with his
music are too well known to require discussion here. His interpretation reveals the
most intimate knowledge of the score and the discerning touch of an imaginative and
ardent musician. The Vienna Philharmonic carries out his desires zealously and the
recording as such is excellent, even down to an occasionally heard auditor's cough.

JEROME D. BOHM, New York Herald Tribune, January 1_, x941

The big news this month is the Victor recording of Mahler's Ninth Symphony.
Bruno 'Walter and the Vienna Philharmonic were taken down on wax direct from a

performance given in Vienna on January 16, 1938. Thus the lengthy composition enters
the record lists, and all Mahterltes should be overw-rought with joy.

Of course, the moment you mention Mahler you get all sorts of reactions, ranging
from sheer ecstasy to snarled disdain. He has his followers and he also has his pursuers,
so to speak. No middle lane, if you please, it's one or the other.

This watcher of the musical skies is of the pro persuasion. Mahler has been maligned
just about enough. It's time now to evaluate his works as works and not as pegs on
which to hang psychoanalytical fluff concerning his character•

This symphony is a big creation. It requires a conductor of big imagination, of big
technic and, not the least important, of probing intellect. It just won't pan out for
the puny boys.

In this recorded performance things do pan out, for the simple reason that Bruno
Walter has long been a staunch devotee of Mahler. As a matter of fact, this composi-
tion was given its world premi6re in 1912 in Vienna, under Walter's direction. No
better auspices for a disc presentation of it could be imagined than the present ones.

Aside from all the quibble and babble, which most of the anti-Mahler stuff is, truth-
fully, the recording is mag-nificent. Since it was done at an actual concert, you will
hear a few cougfis, by no means discreet. And one objection might be raised against
the unnatural cutting, which leaves some important phrases right in the air for a spell
to be picked up on the other side or on another disc. Otherwise you will find this a
great experience.

ROBERT BACAR, World Telegram, January a8, 1941

STOCK CONDUCTS BRUCKNEP,.'S THIRD

Bruckner's Third Symphony was programmed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
on February 2o and _,1, Dr. Frederick Stock conducting. For this listener, no previous
rendition of a Bruckner score approaches in beauty the present February perform-
ance. The solemn splendor of the opening movement was a fitting prelude for a Finale
that swept over Orchestra Hall in surging exaltation. Against the tenderness and
mystery stressed in the Adagio was set the Scherzo, its gaiety touched with magic.

The hour of this symphony is one long to remember. Dr. Stock's deeply sympathetic
reading of the work coupled with a sincerity of performance by the men of the or-
chestra brought forth long continued applause from the audience• We will hope to
hear the Third again next season. MARY R. RYAN

NOTE: Dr. Stock conducted Bruckner's Third at the Cornell College Music Festival,
Mr. Vernon, Iowa. A letter to the Society about this performance reads in part:
"It was a real thrill to hear this work, and I have never heard a performance
applauded so enthusiastically."
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Bruckner's Eighth Symphony
A Profusion of Great Music

BY PITrS SANBORN

The followingarticle waspublished in the New York World Telegram on Jan. i8, x941

NCE more the subject of Anton Bruckner is up for discussion.Bruno Walter, one of the chief champions of Bruckner's music, be-
gan his present guest engagement with the Philharmonic Symphony by
placing the Austrian composer's Eighth Symphony on his initial program
(Thursday evening, repeated yesterday afternoon) and will lead it yet
again at the matinee of Sunday, the twenty-sixth. Thus New York is given
the opportunity to hear three times in a fortnight this monumental work
interpreted by a man who through experience and temperament is or-
dained to reveal its greatness.

Last but one (the unfinished Ninth) of Bruckner's symphonies, this
Eighth in C-minor was composed between 1885 and 189o. Hans Richter
gave it its first performance on December x8, 1892, at a Philharmonic
concert in Vienna. Hanslick, sworn enemy of Bruckner, had, in review-
ing the work, to admit its success with the publict "How was the new
symphony received? Boisterous rejoicing, waving of handkerchiefs from
those standing, innumerable recalls, laurel wreaths."

The symphony was not played in the United States till Max Fiedler

brought it out at a concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Boston
on March 13, 19o9. It was repeated "by request" at a concert of the same
orchestra in Boston on the April 24 following. Meanwhile Fiedler and

.the Boston orchestra had brought the work to New York and presented it
m Carnegie Hall on March 18. After that performance a local reviewer
wrote:

"In this symphony one hears the real Bruckner, not the crabbed, half-

ludicrous pedant who boasted that he was doing for the symphony what
Wagner had done for the opera, and then matched Beethoven by putting
forth his symphonic message in nine installments.

LANGUAGE OF THE IMMORTALS

"The Bruckner of the Eighth Symphony dwells upon the heights and
speaks the language of the immortals. In melodic invention, in structure,
in orchestral treatment, in sustained interest this symphony is far re-
moved from the symphonies of Bruckner heard here before. Of the garru-
lous, the pedantic, the unimportant, the tiresome, there is little in the
work; of genuine music, great music, a wonderful profusion.

"Take the Scherzo. Call it, if you will, 'the German Michael,' the mer-
rymaking clodhopper. But what vigor, swing, strength are in it, what
hearty humorl And the trio has the caressing warmth of sunlight failing
peacefully upon the peasants' dance.
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"Then comes the Adagio, said to be the longest symphonic adagio in
existence, and by some (Mr. Fiedier among others) the greatest. Music of
such lofty inspiration cannot seem long, and even after this sublime
Adagio the Finale is not an anti-climax, but a true culmination in its
thrilling immensites of sound."

The Eighth Symphony is dedicated to "His Imperial and Royal Apos-
tolic Majesty Francis Joseph I, Emperor of Austria and Apostolic King
of Hungary, etc., in deepest reverence." The scoring, which stresses par-
ticularly the brass, calls for this orchestra; three flutes, three oboes, three
clarinets, three bassoons (one interchangeable with double bassoon),
eight horns (horns 5-8interchangeable with tenor and bass tubas), three
trumpets, three trombones, contrabass tuba, kettledrums, triangle, cym-
bals, three harps and the usual strings.

PROMETHEUS OR FAUST?

When the symphony was first played, it seems, there was a descriptive
program from the pen of some worshipful follower. Here the "Aeschy-
lean Prometheus" was discovered in the first subject of the first movement
and part of this movement was called "the greatest loneliness and si-
lence." The Scherzo was dubbed "Der deutsche Michel" (The German
Michael). "'Michel" has been defined figuratively as "yokel, boor, clod-
hopper.'" This same annotator discovered in the Scherzo "the deeds and
sufferings of Prometheus reduced in the way of parody to the smallest
proportions."

Hanslick made the following comment: "If a critic had spoken this
blasphemy he would probably have been stoned to death by Bruckner's
disciples; but the composer himself gave this name, The German Mi-
chael, to the Scherzo, as may be read in black and white in the program."
Nevertheless, the published score is without a motto.

The Adagio, according to the worshipful authority, portrayed "the
all-loving Father of mankind in his measureless wealth of mercy." The
Finale depicted "heroism in the sense of the Divine," the trumpet calls
being "the announcers of eternal salvation, heralds of the idea of divin-
ity." It has been alleged, however, that the beginning of this Finale was
suggested to Bruckner by the meeting of the three emperorsl

The published score of the symphony gives no indication that Bruckner
had in mind any program or argument. Still, Johannes Reichert, analyz-
ing the work for the symphony concert of the Royal Orchestra of Dres-
den of December 13, 19o7, refers to Josef Schalk's "Vision of Prometheus
Bound" in the first movement and himself finds in the music something
of Prometheus or of Faust.
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NG respected as that of one of America's foremost composers of sa-cred music, the name of Martin G. Dumler suddenly attained world
fame through the triumphant reviews devoted to the premiere of his
Stabat Mater at the Cincinnati May Music Festival in 1935. That signal
success was confirmed at many subsequent performances, stamping this
composition as a work of universal art, a significant contribution of our
own clay to that proud, slender array of thoroughly human, super-ritual
scores that have found but few worthy companions since the great de-
votional compositions of Bruckner.



Te Deum Laudamus

TeDeumLaudamus: * teDominum confitemur. We praise Thee, 0 God: we acknowledge Thee
to be the Lord.

Te aeternum Patrem * omnis terra veneratur. Thee, the eternal Father, all the earth doth
worship.

Tibi omnes Angeli, # tibi coeli, et universae To Thee all the Angels, to Thee the Heavens,
potestates: and all thePowers therein:

Tibi Cherubim et Seraphim, # incessabili voce To Thee the Cherubim and Seraphim with un-
proclamant: ceasing voice cry aloud:

Sanctus, * Sanctus, * Sanctus * Dominus Deus Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of Sabaoth.
Sabaoth.

Pleni sunt coeli et terra * majestafis gloriae The heavens and this earth are full of the
tuae. majesty of Thy glory.

Te gloriosus * Apostolorum chorus, Thee, the glorious choir of the Apostles,
Te Prophetarum * laudabilis numerus, Thee, the admirable company of the Prophets,

Te Martyrum candidatus * laudat exercitus. Thee, the white-robed army of Martyrs doth
praise.

Te per orbem terrarum * sancta confitetur Thee, the Holy Church throughout the world
Ecclesia, doth confess,

Patrem * immensae majestatis, The Father of infinite majesty,
Venerandum tuum verum * et unicum Filium, Thine adorable, true and only Son,
Sanctum quoque * Paraditum Spiritum. Also the Holy Ghost, the Comforter.
Tu Rex gloriae * Christe. Thou, O Christ, art the King of Glory.
Tu Patris * sempiternus es Filius. Thou art the everlasting Son of the Father
Tu ad liberandum suscepturus hominem: * Thou didst not abhor theVirgin's womb, when

non horruisti Virginis uterum. Thou tookest upon Thee human nature to
deliver man.

Tu devicto morris aculeo: * aperuisti creden- When Thou hadst overcome the sting of death,
tibus regna coelorum. Thou didst open to believers the kingdom

of heaven.

Tu ad dexteram Dei sedes,* in gloria Patris. Thou sittest at the right hand of God, in the
glory of the Father.

Judex crederis * esse venturus. Thou, we believe, art the Judge to come.
Te ergo quaesumus, tuis famulis subveni: * We beseech Thee, therefore, help Thy servants

quos pretiososanguineredemisti, whom Thou hast redeemed with Thy
Precious Blood.

Aeterna fac cure sanctis tuis * in gloria Make them to be numbered with Thy Saints,
numerari, in glory everlasting.

Salvum fac populum tuum Domine, # et bene- Save Thy people, 0 Lord, and bless Thine
dic haereditati tuae. inheritance.

Et rege cos,* et extolle iUos usque in aeternum. And rule them, and exalt them forever.
Per singulos dies # benediclmus te. Day by day, we bless Thee.
Et laudamus nomen tuum in saeculum # et in And we praise Thy Name forever; yea forever

saeculum saeeuli, and ever.

Dignare Domine die isto * sine peccato nos Vouchsafe, 0 Lord, this day, to keep us with-
custodire, out sin.

Miserere nostri Domine: * miserere nostri. Have mercy on us, 0 Lord; have mercy on us.
Fiat misericordia tua Domine super nos, * Let Thy mercy, 0 Lord, be upon us; even as

quemadmodum speravimus in te. we have hoped in Thee.
In te Domine speravi: * non confundar in In Thee, 0 Lord, have I hoped: let me not be

aeternum, confounded forever.
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New Directions in Sacred Music (II):*
Durnler's Te Deum

FOREWORD

HE celebrated Latin prose-poem Te Deum Laudamus, composed by
Bishop Nicetas about the beginning of the fifth century A.D., is the

product of a remarkable fusion of scattered biblical elements. Passages

drawn from the Old and New Testaments, Psalms, Prophets, Gospels,
and Epistles are so harmoniously blended in this hymn that it possesses
the unity, vitality, and individual power of a great original poem. The
pre-Gregorian d_aracter of the first portion of the traditional chant-ver-
sion indicates that it was a favorite Christian song even before it was in-

corporated in the 1Loman Liturgy. Passing centuries, confirming this
ancient popularity, hailed the Te Deum as the noblest and most inspiring
of all sacred hymns.

Its tier), verses present the loftiest unveiling of Heaven's mysteries.
They breathe the ineffable tenderness of the dyingRedeemer's love. They

illumine the whole universe with their brilliancy, flashing from Earth's
Praise of God to Heaven's ecstatic shouts of adoring Cherubim and
Seraphim. In jubilant trumpet-tones they proclaim the triumph of the
spirit over Death and Hell. They stir man's emotions as do the verses of

no later hymns, appealing not to his sentiment, but rather to his will to
strive and endure. One readily believes that the Te Deum was the favorite

hymn of the early missionaries, those men of unconquerable faith and
determination, who made great ventures for God and confidently ex-
pected great rewards from Him.

Since the polyphonic era the Te Deum has been the occasional vehicle
of elaborate choral settings suited to the pomp of special public festivals
of Praise and Thanksgiving. Handel's famous Dettingen Te Deum is an
example of such a setting, somewhat in the manner of an oratorio. The

ultra-spectacular setting by Berlioz might well be called the "Te Deum
of a Thousand" because of the huge numbers of participants it demands.
These two, as well as some others in the grand manner, are doubtless

memorable, but they are not primarily concerned with the deeper spirit-
ual implications of the text.

A more convincing solution was furnished by Bruckner, who was not

merely a highly gifted composer, but also a thoroughly devout being,
who had made the mastery of every thematic nuance of the ancient chant

one of the principal tasks of his artistic career. His Te Deum, character-
ized by inspired melodic re-creation in the Gregorian spirit, is therefore

* The present is the second contribution in this field that has appeared in CHORD
ANnDISCORD.The first, an analysis of Dumler's Stabat Mater, was published in Vol.
I, No. 7, upon the occasion of the successful premi6re of that composition at the Cin-
cinnati May Music Festival in 1935.
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an epoch-making work in the realm of sacred music. Truly revolution-
ary also is his employment of leading motifs throughout, achieving a
dramatic vitality and artistic unity unparalleled in previous settings.
The world has yet to realize that Bruckner's application of the motif-
principle to devotional music embodies a contribution only less signifi-
cant than his revitalization of the dormant symphonic structure during
the latter half of the past century.

Dumler's Te Deum, an elaborate festival-setting for baritone solo,
mixed chorus, and orchestra, is a work by a gifted, progressive American,
who has sldlfully availed himself of the vast advantages of unified moti-
vation in the composition of larger devotional settings. For the thematic
elements of his Te Deum he has gone to the prime source itself, the an-
cient Te Deum chant-setting. A recognized master of modern orchestral
idiom, he has brought to the scoring of his Te Deum every instrumental
resource of present-day musical art appropriate to the spirit of a de-
votional festival celebration.

TE DEUM LA UDAMUS

Chorus

A mighty unison outburst of the brass, resounding twice in succession,
heralds the opening of a great spiritual festival. The proclamation, a
brief theme of elemental simplicity, sweeps majestically aloft, suggesting
the voice of Faith summoning all the Faithful of Heaven and Earth. This

is the source-theme of the Lord's praise. Set like a resplendent jewel
within its octave framework is the aspiring motif of Praise. As the orches-

blaestoso

Horlls.

Trptz.

tral introduction draws to a close a shadow suddenly falls over the
stately harmonies, enveloping them in a darker majesty. Far more than a
cadence, this is a forecast of earnest revelations also to be unfolded.

The full chorus, starting in unison, thunders forth the first verse of the

text, raising the motif of Praise to ecstatic heights, as the voices separate
into eight parts in a blaze of harmonic glory. Significantly the melody at-

Te De um lau d_ - mus, te D6 - mi-num con - fi - t_ -- mur.

tains an exalted climax at "confitemur," as though the dome of Heaven
itself had been pierced by the invincible power of man's Faith.

"Dominum," embodying the concept of God as the Lord, is set to the

inverted motif of Praise, which now gains new prominence, dominating
the brief instrumental interlude that follows. A gracious counter-theme,
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touched with the noble lyricism inherent in singing horn-tones, prepares
the softer aura surrounding the second verse. Its burden is reverence and
humility, the worship of God the Father its subject. The motif of God as
the Lord, broadened in the deep brass, confirms the benevolent meta-
morphosis. A world of compassion lies latent beneath this verse's minor
cadence. Lyric frag_nents in English horn and flute characterize the
transition to a new radiant mood and tonality. Heaven itself is the scene

_"_r r ,r F , 'i ii=" , I
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of the next verse, sung by an Angel choir. The absence of bass and tenor
voices intensifies the disembodied quality of this ethereal hymn.

A yearning counter-melody in low, muted brass evokes increasingly
impassioned utterance, "Cherubim and Seraphim" reinforcing the
chorus. The brief motif hitherto associated with the concepts of God as
the Lord and the Father undergoes a fresh transformation. Assuming
vivid rhythmic character it attains full melodic integration in the
dramatic orchestral interlude that follows. The subject of a poignant
contrapuntal exchange between trombones and tuba it rears itself to a

powerful climax on the dominant, accompanied by a string tremolo of
the utmost fervor. The very gates of Heaven fly open, revealing the inef-

Strings
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fable splendor of the Tersanctus: "Holy, Holy, Holy: Lord God of
Sabaoth." All that has gone before was but a prelude to this ultimate
apostrophe. Unbounded jubilation sways the orchestra as chimes, joy-
fully pealing, add their golden voices to the sublime festival of Praise and
Thanksgiving.

The Pleni Sunt sums up triumphantly in a single verse the worship of
Earth and the Angelic choirs separately proclaimed in the foregoing
verses. The musical setting emphasizes the unity of this concept, con-
trasting it sharply with the varied context underlying the previous verses.
A single theme now becomes the sole material for a large tonal structure.
Twelve uninterrupted recurrences of this theme, set forth in fugue style
amid steadily increasing harmonic, contrapuntal, and orchestral rich-
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hess, mirror the gradual assembly of all the Hosts of Heaven and Earth.
The gradual increase of choral and instrumental volume symbolizes the
concept o_ "Heaven and Earth filling with God's glory." The polyphonic
framework attains full stature at the sixth entry of tile theme, retaining
this six-part character amid constantly varying harmonic and orchestral
surroundings until the coda.

An echo of the glorious Tersanctus survives in the brie[ orchestral in-

troduction, as harp and bell tones accompany a reflective, slow-pulsed
embodiment of the motif of Praise. Presented thrice in imitation by the
strings, it foretells the contrapuntal nature of the structure to be
evolved. The theme itself, a soaring melody of deep, religious sentiment
based on this motif, is first sounded by the bass voices. Its dome-like char-

Ple - ni sunt c{e - li et ter o -
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acter at the word "coeli" ("heavens") is an especially felicitous melodic
detail. The dosing tones of the theme do not form a cadence; rather they
ascend majestically to greet tile entry of the tenor voices in a new tonal-
ity.-This process continues throughout twelve recurrences of the theme,
suggesting a victorious ascent ad astra. Unfailing harmonic and instru-
mental vm'iety lends each restatement an air of complete novelty.

The Coda is a jubilant outburst of dazzling brilliancy. Proclaiming
"the majesty of God's Glory" it radiates a choral and instrumental

splendor paralleling that of the Tersanclus, to which it is related by com-
munity of motivation.

erase._/n' M fine

ma - je- st_ - tis gl6 ri = tu _e.

The chorusof the Apostles,Prophets,and Martyrs embodies the
Lord'sPraiseby theChurch upon Earth.Appropriatelythetheme,afree

re-cxeation in the spirit of the ancient chant, begins with a phrase sung in
unison by tenors and basses. "Laudabilis" reflects the sublime spirit of

_':'"_ lJJ!_j J J IJJ ]Jl, I It I
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the Prophets, the motif of Praise becoming prominent in full harmony.
Subtle too is the setting of the "X'ghite-robed host of Martyrs," involving
the earnest, rhythmic minor motif (first applied to the Cherubim) in a
major transformation.

Amid the radiance shed by this promise the whole chorus unites in
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harmonic splendor to voice the Praise of the Church upon Earth.
"Sancta," set to the motif of Praise, implies the lofty status of the Church
as the House of the Lord. Portentous strokes of the gong emphasize this
significant implication, the violins weaving above it a glittering filigree,
delicate and gracious, even as the corresponding violin figure through-
out the opening chorus was vigorous and jubilant.

A sweeping transition by three trumpets in harmony over a sustained
fundament unites the separate concepts of Praise by Apostles, Prophets,
and Martyrs into one supreme choral apostrophe to the "Father." This
union is symbolized in the unison setting of "'Patrem." Eight-part har-
mony enhances the impressiveness at "immensae." Dramatic suspense
sways this whole passage, increasing until the final chord, the surprising
dominant character of which intensifies the air of expectancy.

The effectiveness of the tender lyric interlude that follows is inca'eased
by its strong contrast to the dramatic grandeur immediately preceding.
Reverent pathos underlies the expressive duet by oboe and flute intro-
ducing this new mood, so different from all that has gone before. It

heralds a totally new concept. In its subdued annosphere is set the first
verse in which the Son is mentioned. At "Sanctum quoque" the air of re-
strained sorrow becomes especially poignant. Thereafter the words re-
echo mystically in a two-part canon sung by sopranos and altos. A strik-

I
san - ctum quo - que Pa-rfi - cli-tum Spi-n - turn.

san - ctum quo - clue Pa - rfi - eli - turn, san - ctum

ing example of subtle dramatic motivation is the exclusive employment
of the motif of Praise as a thematic element throughout this passage.
Taken up by the orchestra it is borne into brighter harmonic surround-
ings. Now the verse is refrained in accents of Hopefffiness. Growing
rhythmic majesty characterizes the orchestra, as the motif of Praise, in a
powerful chorale formulation, strides firmly onward to a crowning sum-
mary. With the proclamation of the Son as the "King of Glory" the
chorus attains a stirring climax, the motivation revealing that the Glory
of the Son is one with the Glory of the Father. Thus the broad descend-

ing third, previously applied to "Pattern," achieves an overwhelming
triumph at "Tu Rex gloriae, Christe."
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TU PA TRIS

Baritone Solo and Chorus

The universal chorus of Praise, culminating in the apostrophe to the
Son, is finished. His mission on Earth, from the Immaculate Conception
and the Crucifixion to the Resurrection and all the miraculous implica-
tions of these events in the Redemption of Man--this is the burden of
the second section of the Te Deum. Remarkably like a symphonic de-
velopment after the themes have been set forth is the opening baritone
solo. The brief orchestral introduction presents a lyric transformation of
the source-theme, in which the motif of Praise was first embodied. The

song itself is a noble, soaring expression, framed from familiar thematic
elements.

Baritone Solo 33

Tu Pa- iris_ sere - pi- tar nus

The mysticqualityat"suscepturus"isreflectedin a seriesofdaring
harmonic progressions.Ecstatictendernesssways the settingat "hor-
ruisti," radiating the warmth of Man's eternal gratitude for the Son's
gracious assumption of mortality. Dark majesty, rather than agitation,
dominates the dramatic verse "Tu devicto," attaining especial poignancy
at "aculeo" ("the sting of Death"). The climax of the melodic line, how-
ever, is reserved for the setting of "Regna" ("the Kingdom"). A world of
latent meaning is here suggested by the motivation. The sustained, de-
scending third, conceived in relation to "Pattern," is presented twice in
accents of the utmost power, first in major, then in minor, mirroring the
spiritual reunion of Father and Son in Heaven.

The orchestra is hushed as the mystic veil is lifted, disclosing the scene
of ultimate Judgment. The atmosphere is once more radiant in major.
An angelic choir, a capella, softly hymns the awe-inspiring creed of the
"coming Judge." A chorale, intoned by the basses, is the principal mel-
ody, tenors and sopranos unfolding above it a strict, two-part canon. The
consummate union of these individual themes symbolizes the context's
revelation, "the Son at God's right hand," while the canon reflects the
deliberate air of Judgment. The orchestra once more supports the chorus
as these verses are repeated in two broad, full-throated, unison outbursts,
flowering into harmony at the end. A gracious counter-melody in violins,
flute, and oboe enhances the religious fervor of this passage.

The motif of Praise, in a new, still broadei: rhythmic transformation in
the orchestra, heralds the final setting of these verses. The principal
melodic line, of chant-like character, is sung by the solo baritone, while
above it the sopranos and altos weave an ethereal supporting structure
of mystic harmony. A new thematic fragment, eloquent of humble ap-
peal, arises in muted brass, as the scene changes from the glory of Heaven
to the humility of Man beseeching Divine aid. The contour of the motif
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of Praise is unmistakable in the melodic line, even though a touch of
melancholy underlies the devout yearning of this prayer. After a re-
strained unison beginning, the scattered entry of the voices at "subveni"
("help") suggests a spontaneous appeal from every side.

Highly effective, because of its sudden contrast, is the verse begun a
capella, in fuI1 harmony, and finished in unison with an orchestral back-
ground. An imploring echo of "subveni" lingers, like the last vestige of a
cloud, over the instrumental transition to the wondrous promise em-
bodied in the remainder of the verse. The hope of Redemption through
the "precious blood" becomes the source of a fresh radiance, out of
which emerge, one by one, voices singing ecstatically the sours longing
for everlasting Glory. The absence of the basses lends the florid phrases of

Ae - t_r-r_, fac cure san ctis_

this passage a somewhat ethereal character. For the basses alone is re-
served the confident, almost heroic confirmation of this vision of Para-
dise.

The motif of Praise is prominent in the melodic line, while in the
orchestra trombones intensify the air of spiritual strength thus convinc-
ingly framed in a single thematic line. The tempo, already animated,
grows still faster as the prayer for Salvation takes on increasing fervor.
The utter simplicity of the melody in triple rhythm, to which "Salvum
fac" ("save Thy people") is set, mirrors the humble, ingenuous faith of
the suppliant. Strings and harp combined furnish a background of

Alle_o conanima
Sopranos _._ _ -
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celestial harmony and figuration. Irresistible is the sincerity and beauty
of the appeal at "Domine, Domine."

Out of the lively cadence on the dominant bursts a vigorous fugue
theme, introduced by the altos upon the verse "rege eos" ("Rule them").

,.P.. I I,.. ..... ,. : ,. ._- ,
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The motif of Praise also dominates this spirited theme, divided rhyth-
mically and tonally into two distinct segments. Extraordinary variety of
harmonic coloring characterizes the successive statements by the four
voices. The style of transition from one tonality to the next is circular,

resembling the harmonic scheme of the previous fugue (Pleni Sunt). A
fervent outburst in solid eight-part harmony climaxes this extended and
involved contrapuntal setting.
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Highly dramatic is the sudden tenderness of "Benedicimus te" ("We
bless Thee"). The gradual thinning out of the voices until only sopranos
and altos sound ethereally against a transparent orchestral background

n_z,_ p 1,P ! _ I,o_ U.......... _t .,,...... T._J.J ,
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symbolizes the ascent of Earth's blessing to Heaven. A majestic chorale,
"In saeculum saecuIi" ("Forever and ever") by full chorus and orchestra,
brings the second section of the Te Deum to an impressive close. The
motif of Praise is outstanding as the last word scales the summit of
sonority.

DIG.N'ARE DOMINE DIE ISTO

Baritone Solo and Male Chorus

The Te Deum attains its most moving lyric expression in the baritone
solo setting of "Dignare, Domine" ("Vouchsafe, 0 Lord") which begins
the closing section. The full power of devotional pathos is here sug-
gested amid tremendous emotional restraint, the sinner's cry for Divine
mercy dominating the verses.

Muted strings tenderly reawaken a motif prominent in the prayerful
"Te ergo quaesumus," weaving it into a gracious transition to a more
ethereal tonality. The major setting of the baritone song endows the in-
troductory "Miserere" atmosphere with the spiritual strength indispen-
sable to the true Te Deum character. Hopeful aspiration, rather than
resignation, is inherent in the reverent opening phrase.

t; .... i i I_ _ Ii _.1,, ! LI
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As "miserere" is first sounded there is no spiritual surrender, but only
the exalted enu'eaty of a soul fortified by Faith. The motif of Praise,
prominent throughout, attains particular significance in the baritone's

final pronouncement of "Domine." This soIo closes on a note of hopeful
yearmng, blessed by repeated reassurances in the orchestra. A gracious
motif, first sounded in the initial introduction like a Benediction, be-
comes the chief thematic element.

• The choral interlude ("Miserere") which follows is even more re-
strained, its melancholy tendency relieved by the motif of Benediction,
predominant in the orchestral background. Preceding the choral utter-
ance of each verse, this motif not only determines the character of the en-

tire passage, but also anticipates the outspoken embodiment of hopeful
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expectation as the solo baritone once more takes up the prayer voicing
the devout longing of all humanity. The orchestra adds immeasurable
lyric richness, singing a sustained, individual song, rather than an
accompaniment. Nobly eloquent is the vocal setting of "super nos" to
the motif of Praise, climaxing the thrice repeated supplication"Domine."
"Speravimus," characterized by bold intervals, reflects the spiritual
strength of the Faithful, confident "of His mercy, even as we have hoped
in Thee." The establishment of this hope of the Faithful, which was the
goal of the baritone solo, evokes mystic confirmation in a brief choral
epilogue, rich in enharmonic quality. The motif of Benediction re-
echoes in the orchestra as this predominantly lyric section comes to an
end.

The uhimate triumph of the individual soul is the inspiring message
underlying the final verse, the only one particularly concerned with
Man's personal hope and belief in Immortality. "In Thee, O Lord, have
I hoped: let me not be confounded forever." The thoroughly human
implications of this verse are spiritual fortitude and courage to endure
all the vicissitudes and to combat all obstacles in the path toward the Su-
preme Goal. Invincible Faith in Divine mercy is the infallible key to
these vi_-tues without which the ascent to Eternal Glory is impossible of
attainment. Symphonic Finale-character dominates the di'amatic or-
chestral introduction. Pulse and tempo are swift. A powerful, rhythmic
motif, bristling with pent-up vitality, becomes the subject of an agitated
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contrapuntal discussion rapidly involving the full orchestra. The broad
span of its gradual rise to a tremendous climax of excitement makes this
a thoroughly symphonic episode. The summit of dramatic force is
marked by eight repetitions of the motif on the dominant, every instru-
ment straining to its utmost power. A portentous stroke of the gong

' r • " ' ' '_-_-_" "":E-_"
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silencesthecommotion inthetimpani.The motifofstrifegraduallysub-

sidesintoa mere fragmentinwoodwind and muted trumpetsoverin-
completeharp chords.
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Softly the first tenors sing the entire text of the final verse. Based on

In__ re__ D6 - mi- ne spe - r_ - vl non con ftin - dar__ in m-t_r - num._

the vigorous rhythmic and melodic elements of the symphonic passage
just presented, it reveals unmistakable fugue-theme characteristics. It is
answered by the basses, the tenors adding an appropriate counterpoint.
As the second tenors enter with the next statement the first tenors intro-

duce a counterpoint of striHng individuality, while the string basses and
contrabassoon set forth, at the same time, another theme of independent
contour. Thus the polyphonic structure suddenly assumes the character
of a triple-fugue. Yet the consummate technical skill brought to the solu-
tion of this difficult formal problem is at no time unduly conspicuous in
the increasingly complex, but effortless presentation of the joint themes.
A gradual growth in choral stature culminates in the highest polyphonic
richness in six parts at the tenth entry of the three themes. Unbounded
variety is inherent in the many different choral combinations. Remark-

able is the comparatively restrained tonal volume prescribed by the com-
poser almost throughout this whole intricate polymelodic web. His aim
is partly to preserve utmost thematic clarity, but far more to withhold
the supreme climax for an overwhelming hymnlike summation, at once
the Coda of the fugue and of the entire Te Deum.

"In te Domine speravi": the whole thesaurus of Faith and its underly-
ing mysticism is compressed into these few words. Yet the Faith is that of

t_Iaestoso

In te IM mi ne
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the individual spirit• Hence an atmosphere of rich romanticism ema-
nates from the series of ecstatic harmonies which burst forth in unre-
strained fervor from the full chorus. The chromaticism of the melodic

line points back to a phrase in the initial orchestral introduction, the
full significance of which was reserved for this crowning revelation. The
unsymmetrical proportions of the successive groups clearly reflect the
prime motivating source, the rugged metre of the ancient chant. Strokes
of the gong lend added impressiveness to the orchestral background,
all the instruments participating. Chimes, joyfully pealing, enhance the
jubilation as the festival Te Deum draws to an end. The final phrase, "in
aeternum," ascends on a sustained formulation of the motif of Praise.

GABRIEL ENGEL

WHEELER BECKETT PERFORMS ANDANTE (MAHLER'S SECOND)

Boston, January 15, 194i

The Andante from Mahler's Second Symphony was a notable item of the Youth
Symphony concert presented yesterday afternoon by seventy members of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. Wheeler Beckett conducted• Ahnost anything of Mahler is
welcome to a segment of the local public, because that composer is certainly far from
overplayed here. Especially is it true of the Second Symphony, a work unheard in
Boston since 1918• Dr. Koussevitzky announced a revival of the symphony for this
season, but has reportedly abandoned the project.

Utterly charming in a folk-song manner is the Andante, and beautifully scored as
well. Perhaps the average high school youngster doesn't know much about Mahler,
but the 2ooo odd at Symphony Hall yesterday seemed to find this lighter side of him
agreeable• For letting it be heard, we are indebted to Mr. Beckett.

CYRUSXV. DORClN, Boston Globe

• . . The significant factor of the entire afternoon was the inclusion on the pro-
gram of the Andante from Mahler's Second Symphony. It is welI to acquaint these
young listeners with the music of Mahler and allow them to judge for themselves in
the future whether or not they will wish to hear the music of this much-neglected
composer. For, after all, these young people will comprise the audiences of tomorrow.
If the compositions of Mahler are played from time to time, they may become as
well liked as are those of the popular composers of today.

HARRIET KAPLAN, Boston Transcript

Within the somewhat narrow scope afforded by his Youth Concerts, Wheeler
Beckett manages to cover a lot of ground in his programmes. Occasionally he even
puts one over on Dr. Koussevitzky, beating the latter yesterday afternoon to at least a
partial revival of the great Second symphon), of Mahler, unheard here in its entirety
since the original Symphony Halt performances under Dr. Muck in 1918. It was an-
nounced last autumn that Dr. Koussevitzky would bring this epic work to perform-
ance this season, with the Cecilia Society Chorus assisting in the Finale, but that
promising plan has been abandoned.

Yesterday Mr. Beckett chose the second of the five movements, the delectable
Andante moderato which supplies, in highly sublimated form, the folk-dance ele-
ment without which no Mahler symphony is complete. He did not have the whole of
Mahler's huge orchestra at his disposal and he may be said to have played the move-
ment a shade more slowly than was necessary, thus taking some of the lilt out of the
rhythm. These minor objections aside, the music was a delight to hear and served to
remind us afresh of how much we may be missing, in spite of the assiduity of conduc-
tors, of the really important music of the past.

SVAREENSTOREYSMITrt, Boston Post
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GUSTAV MAHLER--A FINAL TRIBUTE

By FRED JACKSON

NOTE: The following article appeared in the Minnesota Daily on June 4, 1941- Mr.
Jackson is the Music Editor of the Daily.

This is a request column about the much-discussed Gustav Mahler. It is written
with pleasure because Mahler is my favorite composer.

I once asked a musician how he liked Mahler's First. He immediately professed
great hatred for the work. Later, however, he admitted that he had never heard it;
he knew it was no good, because it was Mahler. When he finally heard the work he
confessed that he liked it very much.

Perhaps that is not typical of the attitude toward Mahler, but it is indicative. It is
fashionable among certain musical groups to dislike Mahler's music.

Several years ago I was induced to hear a performance of Mahler's Second Sym-
phony. Nobody had warned me of any boredom. The symphony lasted an hour and a
hall but it was far from boring. I think I could still find a seat in Northrop that has
marks on it where I grasped it during the climaxes. I have been a booster for Mahler
ever since.

I cannot argue the greatness of Mahler's music. To me it is among the most thrill-
ing music ever composed. Nor is it the warbling bird-calls and the sounds of the far-
off trumpet that won me. It is the inner freshness and charm, the weight and power,
the melodic fine that thrilled me.

Malfler was undisputedly one of the greatest conductors that ever lived. That,
however, does not increase the value of his music today and cannot be admitted as
evidence. On the other hand, Mahler was a great contrapuntalist and a consummate
master of orchestration. As such he should be studied thoroughly,

If his works were heard and studied carefully, there would undoubtedly be a
_eater appreciation of his music. The popular reception of his works would be at
hand--the kind of reception Mahler had in mind when he said, "My time will yet
conle."

BRUNO WALTER ON BRUCKNER'S EIGHTH

In an interview with Bruno Walter (N. Y. Times, Jan. 1_, 1941 ) Ross Parmenter writes:

Mr. Walter believes that this symphony and others by Bruckner will ultimately
prevail with the public.

"I believe in it because it is so sublime" he said. "It has all the qualities that can
conquer hearts. The trouble is its duration. But you cannot cut a work. I never cut. I
think the composer knows much better than I do the form and organic cohesion of
his work and I do not subject him to my demands or even to the demands of the
public."

OVERHEARD AT ORCHESTRA HALL, CHICAGO

Young musician (about eighteen) apparently striving to pet.uade himself that the
door to fame is not yet closed to him, speaks to a drowsy friend, "See this fellow
Delins here on the proga-am. Well, you know I've read all kinds of lives of musicians
and except for him and a guy by the name of Bruckner they all started to be great
when they were five or about that. But now this Bruckner--he was old; about twenty-
seven. He did kind of heavy things; but, gee, they're swelll" •

(And so, good Anton, from your place in Heaven take dne notice and make a prayer
for him and all other aged stragglers along the highway of music!)

MARY R. RYAN
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Bruckner's Fourth and Seventh
BY PHILIP GREELEY CLAPP

SYMPHONY NO. 4 (ROMANTIC) IN E-FLAT MAJOR

TON Bruckner was the eldest child among eleven in the family of a
ard-working and underpaid village schoolmaster. He was educated

--perhaps it were better to say that he was trained--in the monastery of
St. Florian in preparation for a similar career. In his time and neighbor-
hood the village schoolmaster was expected to teach a simple array of
subjects, to serve as organist in the village church, and to work in the
fields at least during the plowing and harvesting seasons, all for a stipend
of about eighty cents per month with certain perquisites in the matter of
food and shelter paid not in cash but in goods. The existence of an excel-
lent organist in the monastery early gave a tangible focus to musical pre-
occupations in the mind of young Bruckner which in his native environ-
ment might never have found any other outlet. By dint of hard work and
great frugality he somehow managed to amass a tiny sum which enabled
him to seek musical instruction in Vienna at an age of thirty (when most
musicians are already completing their formal training and making at
least a beginning of their professional activity.). Rustic and uncouth in
personality he was at first the butt of ridicule from an examining com-
mittee consisting of five musical scholars of Vienna; but it was asserted
that, when the examiners had set before him what they had hoped would
be an impossibly difficult subject for the improvisation of a fugue on the
organ, his performance was so masterly that the most skeptically hostile
of the examiners remarked "He should be teaching us.'"

By dint of gxim determination and the acceptance of at first such poor
financial rewards as he could get by any sort of service, no matter how
humble, Bruckner managed to remain in Vienna for the rest of his life;
although eventually he occupied teaching positions of considerable
honor, he never was adequately paid, and undoubtedly the most com-
fortable material circumstances he ever enjoyed were after his retire-
ment, when royalty was interested to assure him a modest living and com-
fortable quarters in which to continue his composition. His career in this
field was a prolonged struggle for even partial recognition under extra-
ordinarily adverse conditions. The musical taste of Vienna when Bruck-
ner's first compositions reached performance was practically dictated by
Eduard Hanslick, the leading opponent of Wagner, an opponent armed
with a pen as vitriolic as Wagner's own. Wagner's new type of opera, the
music drama, was unwelcome to Hanslick in any case; this innate incom-
patibility of Hanslick's temperament with Wagner's style was undoubt-
edly aggravated by the fact that Wagner had snubbed Hanslick socially.
Hanslick wrote reviews, pamphlets, and finally an entire book to prove
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that Wagaler's compositions could not properly be defined as music at all;
Wagner retaliated by ca'itically rationalizing the notion that the sym-
phony as an art form ended with Beethoven, and lampooned Hanslick in
Die Meistersinger by making the pedantic and self-seeking Beckmesser
(the comic villain of the piece) criticize the poet-hero in phrases bor-
rowed h'om Hanslick and pointed up in the text by quotation marks.
Hanslick was obliged to produce a post-Beethoven symphonist to refute
Wagner and conveniently "discovered" the youthful Brahms, whom he
praised no more than he deserved, but in whose music he unfortunately
found Hanslickian qualities which nobody but Hanslick has ever found

there. The Wagnerites in Vienna of course had to find a rival contempo-
rary symphonist, and in turn conveniently "discovered" Bruckner, whose
admiration for %'agner extended to the point of at tinles paying him the
sincerest form of flattery. That Bruckner remained himself and his style
his own in spite of critical controversy and professional politics seemed
to escape observation by both parties and by the neutrals, if there were
any in Vienna at the time. Certain peasant-like traits in Bruckner's ap-
pearance, manners, and speech were cried down by his detractors as evi-
dence of intellectual sub-normality, and cried up by his admirers as evi-
dence of unworldly purity of thought and practice. Nobody seems to
have paid much attention to any traits in his compositions except their
unusual length, which still distresses American reviewers whose time is
supposedly more valuable than that of mere music-lovers.

Probably Bruckner was the sanest individual connected with the con-
troversy. On one occasion, when someone asked him how he could bear

Hanslick's disparagement of his works and praise of Brahms', Bruckner
remarked "He does not really understand Brahms any better than he
understands me." On another occasion, when some peacemakers had
tried to bring Bruckner and Brahms together at a meal and when matters

were not going well because Brahms would not talk, the peacemakers
eventually in desperation induced Brahms to order a tasty luncheon
from the bill of fare, whereupon Bruckner, duplicating the order, re-
marked with a smile "At least Dr. Brahms and I can agree about that."

Bruckner's Romantic Symphony is the only one to which he himself
appended a descriptive title, although such titles have been suggested for
his other symphonies by those who appreciate his genius; there is always
a strong element of dramatic and poetic characterization in Bruckner,
though this expressive content remains generalized and is never attached
to a particular drama or poem, so far as may be attested by any definite
information which has yet come to light. Bruckner's rather homely at-
tempts in colloquial speech to name or classify this poetic content are not
always happy. He seems to have had a considerable knack of epigram in
conversation, but was emphatically not a literary man, and his verbal ac-
counts of his own symphonies to friends and questioners often impose a
greater burden upon a simple analogy than it can carry. For example, his
statement that the Finale of his Eighth Symphony was "like a meeting of
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three emperors" taken in connection with the cosmically grand music of
the Finale itself, indicates to us much less concerning the music itself
than concerning Bruckner's apparently exalted opinion of emperors in
general. As to the Romantic Symphony it should be enough to say that
anyone who is responsive both to music and to the influence of such
scenes of beauty in nature as surround Vienna need be at no loss to un-
derstand Bruckner's own chm-acterization of the work as "romantic."

With the gradual passage of time, eloquent performances of Bruck-
ner's compositions under such conductors as Richter, Muck, Nikisch,
Loewe, Schalk, Mahler, Walter, Toscanini, and many others, first in
Europe and more recently in this country, have won a steadily growing
Bruckner public, in the face of the critical opposition by reviewers who
still complain about the length of Bruckner's symphonies as their im-
mediate predecessors complained that Brahms was dry and formal, and
their predecessors in turn that Wagner was discordant and noisy-- not to
mention, of conrse, those bright lights of the Golden Age who found
Beethoven's later works little but the ravings of a deaf madman. Often
that which is new is hard to grasp until it is familiar; often, too, the
music-loving public has merely the inertia of habit to overcome and is

hospitable to new ideas earlier than those experts whose inertia has
crystallized into critical codes and artistic creeds.

SYMPHONY NO. 7 IN E-MAJOR

Bruckner began the composition of his Seventh Symphony in Sep-
tember, a881, and finished it in September, 1883. Richard Wagner,
whom Bruckner idolized and even from time to time imitated as a com-

poser, died in February, 1883. In the second and fourth movements of
this symphony Bruckner adds to the usual symphonic instrumentation a
quartet of small tubas similar to those introduced by Wagner to the
operatic world in the four music dramas of the Ring cycle; moreover,
the second movement of the symphony is of solemn character, appro-
priate to the funeral of a hero.

Out of this chain of events there arose, following the first performance
of this work in 1884 , one of those controversies which illustrate how

critics make a living--sometimes even at the cost of preventing com-
posers from making a living. When this symphony was first produced the
legend was circulated that the second movement represents Bruckner's
memorial tribute to his hero, Wagner. After Bruckner's friends had
capitalized this story as a bit of publicity to secure further performances
and favorable reception of the symphony, some unkind reviewer pub-
lished ostensibly authentic information that Bruckner had completed
the second movement during 188_. Bruckner, who was not very worldly-
wise in matters concerning publicity, and whose social and financial
status had been seriously affected by the hostility of Hanslick and other
critics of the violently anti-Wagnerian school, allowed himself to be
cornered by an interviewer and tried to wriggle out of the difficulty by
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admitting that he had finished the second movement while Wagner was
still alive, but that he was seriously worried about his health at the time.
Critics hostile to Bruckner made the most out of this naive remark and

succeeded for mat_y years in diverting to this controversy that public at-
tention which might better have been bestowed upon the symphony
itself.

To-clay the controversy, though amusing enough, seems unimportant;
the symphony, on the other hand, has joined the illustrious company of
such works as Franck's Symphony in D-minor, Tschaikowsky's Path_ti-
que, and other compositions of the period which have been declared
dead and officially buried--usually several times-but which somehow

seem not only to be able to stand on their own feet but to get about quite
a bit. All of Bruckner's symphonies, irrespective of the inclusion or non-
inclusion of special tuba quartets, are a tribute to Wagner, in the sense
that most of Brahms is a tribute to Beethoven, and much of Beethoven a
tribute to Mozart; after all, a composer can not get along without an-
cestors, but at least he may choose his musical ancestors for himself, and
will be wise to choose good ones.

As to the quartet of tubas, nobody before Brnckner except Wagner had
used them, and there is no doubt at all that their effectiveness in the Ring
impelled Bruckner to introduce them into symphonic music; but he
uses them in a manner quite his own, and very different from Wagner's.
Apparently, with Bruckner, the tubas proved habit-forming, for he uses
them again in his Eighth and Ninth Symphonies, and no critic has ever
flicked an eyelash--or earlash, or tonguelash -- over these later appear-
ances; perhaps the critical gentry considered it decorous for Bruckner to
use extra tubas after Wagner's death but not before--or perhaps their
attacks on the Seventh Symphony exhausted their power of thinkingI At
all events it has been the curious fortune of the present commentator to
hear one performance of this symphony with the tubas left out; the only
possible conclusion after such a hearing is that Bruckner "knew his
tubas,"-- and also his symphonic onions.

STEINBERG BROADCASTS N.4CHTMUSlKEN FROM MAHLER SEVENTH

On November 9, x94o the NBC Orchestra under the direction of Hans Wilhelm

Steinberg broadcast the two serenades from Mahler's Seventh Symphony. Judging
by the enthusiastic reception accorded this music by the audience, one wonders why
these movements are not heard more frequently in concert halls and on the air. The
playing of the orchestra revealed the brilliant quallties o[ its conductor to whom
Mahler admirers are indebted for his excellent interpretation of these Mahler ex-
cerpts. Incidentally it may be noted that Steinberg does not lack courage:--in 1938
he devoted his only broadcast to a brilliant reading of Bruckner's Fourth which
charmed the audience to a high pitch of enthusiasm.
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Mahler's Tenth
BY FREDERICK BLOCK

AHLEI_'S last years were constantly tortured by the thought that
his symphonic creative career, like Beethoven s and Bruckner's,

was fated to end with his Ninth. He divined a deep, inscrutable law un-
derlying the life and work of man, both humble and great, and Fate con-

firmed his mystic foreboding. Desperately he sought to break the spell
and entered upon the composition of a Tenth, but sudden death forbade
him to finish it.

Not until 19_4, about thirteen years after his death, was the general
public informed of the existence of the sketches towards a Tenth Sym-
phony. Then Mrs. Alma Maria Mahler, his widow, decided to publish
the sketches in facsimile form. That project, executed under the sponsor-
ship of the publisher Paul Zsolnay by the Viennese Society of Graphic
Industry, is not only an exact facsimile of Mahler's handwriting; it even
presents a faithful reproduction of the original paper and the portfolio.

A first perusal of this facsimile-reproduction will give even the well-
trained musician an impression of confusion and helplessness. Mahler's
writing, characterized by the convulsiveness and ecstasy of creation, is
occasionally very difficult to decipher. The connecting threads in the
sketches are highly elusive at the outset. It requires most intense concen-
tration and deepest study to achieve some understanding of this grand
symphonic structure. Once that is attained the overwhelming musical
and spiritual beauties of the gigantic work reveal themselves like a
miracle unveiled.

This symphony, conceived in five movements, has for its opening and
closing sections two huge, slow movements, the intervening sections con-
sisting of two Scherzi separated by a Purgatorio, in the manner of an In-
termezzo. The sketches are partly notations in the form of so-called
"particells," partly two or three-staved settings of the melodic and con-
trapuntal lines. All five movements are complete in preliminary sketched
shape, affording a clear view of the spiritual content of the work. Un-
fortunately, many gaps occur in the harmonic and contrapuntal execu-
tion and definite indications of the planned instrumentation are present
only in the first two movements. Moreover, one must concede that the
work, owing to Mahler's high artistic conscientiousness doubtless would
have undergone manifold changes and revisions before completion. It is
nevertheless a source of deep thankfulness for one who reveres Mahler's
genius to be able to study and love this posthumous work of the master
even in its incomplete state.

Shortly after publication of the facsimile edition the first movement

and the so-called Purgatorio were performed in European concert-halls.
The Viennese composer Ernst Krenek (now living in America) had pre-
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pared the score of those two movements from Mahler's instrumental

sketches, adding some touches of his own wherever deemed indispensable
to intelligible performance. The second, fourth, and fifth movements

were still withheld from the public. After long, wearying labor the pres-
ent writer succeeded in establishing these three movements in a feasible
four-hand piano arrangement, with some instrumental indications. That

version has remained unpublished, in fact is known only to a limited
circle of musicians.

I should now like to venture upon a brief description of the various
movements of the Tenth Symphany, with the forewarning, however,
that even the slightest programmatic or fanciful connotation is far from

my intention. Mahler was an "absolute" musician, in no way addicted to
a preconceived "program." The ideas of his works were not the product
of intellectual combining processes; they sprang from the vital flood of
his emotions: If, in the course of the following description, I avail my-
self of abstract or concrete terminology, I do so with reference only to the
emotional content of the work.

First Movement: Adagio--In contrast to the classical symphony, in
which the opening section is, as a rule, in quick tempo, Mahler begins
some of his symphonies (V, VII, and IX) with a slow movement. This
choice of form may be attributable to his painful, melancholy world-
outlook. The Tenth, perhaps more than his preceding works, is filled
with deepest sorrow and despair. It is a farewell from life, a final reckon-

ing, set down in the very shadow of death. The first movement begins
with an unharmonized solo-song in the violas. Increasingly gripping as
it ascends, this melody, unfolded in the form of an arc, becomes at its

highest point an overwhelming outcry of despair. A sinking motif of
grief, constantly recurring in various shapes in the first, third, fourth,
and fifth movements, is the emotional motto of the entire work.

The Second Movement: First Scherzo--The rustic jollity of this move-
ment is distorted by a hobgoblin quality, due to a continuous altering
rhythm and metre. Only the Trio section, of specific Austrian melodic
cast, has a somewhat calmer effect, even though the unusually wide
melodic intervals are evidence of a persistent spiritual lability.

The Third Movement, entitled Purgatorio by Mahler, displays in
spite of its performing-indication Allegro Moderato, a hasty, tortured
restlessness. Here also sorrow, despair, suffering, the shadow of death are
constant factors. As already mentioned, this movement is intended as an
Intermezzo between the two Scherzi.

The Fourth Movement: Second Scherzo--Mahler wrote the following
words at the head of this section: "The devil dances with reel Madness,
seize reel Destroy me, that I may forget that I aml That I may cease to
beI" Three-quarter time. A dance. Yet a dance which grips the listener
with horror. Harsh harmonies--melodies dominated by grotesque, far-
cical leaps and sarcastic banalities. The drive of haunted elements be-

comes an infernal orgy. At the end everything is shattered asunder. A
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muffled drum-beat closes the movement. (According to Mahler's widow,
this muffled drum-beat had its source in reality. In 2907, while Mahler
was living in New York, he observed from his hotel window the funeral

procession of a fireman who had died in the line of duty. The sole funeral
music was the slow, steady beat of a muffled drum. Mahler was moved to
tears by the expressive power of this sound.)

The Fifth Movement: Andante--This begins with the same muffled

drum-beat that closed the preceding movement. At first suggestive of a
funeral procession. Motivated material drawn fl-om the Purgatorio.
Sorrowful song, broad-winged melodies. After a great climax a lively
middle portion is introduced. The spooky elements of the Purgatorio and
the fom'th movement are again at large. Once more the outcry of utmost
despair, as in the first movement. Also a reminiscence of the solo song of
the violas. The grieving motif, which I described as the emotional motto
of the entire work, is heard in ever growing intensity. With this ends the
memory of life. Now follows a yearning, transfigured song to Heaven.
Melodies of eternal beauty commingle in cosmic polyphony. Heaven
opens. A last, calm cadence of the motif of grief, this time like a sigh.
Death.

I trust I have presented some idea of Mahler's Tenth Symphony in the
brie[ space permitted this analysis. It is a work which, to be sure, did not
attain complete formal shape. Its spiritual intensities, however, live and
will survive as a powerful artistic influence.

SYMPHONY No. s IN C-MINOR BY MAHLER

BY JACK DIETHER

Note: On April 26, 1941, Mahler recordings were broadcast for the first time in
Vancouver, B. C. These notes were spoken by Mr. Alan Thompson, a British organist
and radio announcer.

Gustav Mahler, the most-publicized operatic conductor of his day, was born of
Jewish parents in 186o in Kalischt, Moravia, and died in Vienna on May 18, 1911. He
was a tyrannical perfectionist, impossible to satisfy, and drove his artists and tech-
nicians at whip-end, rehearsing them far into the night when necessary. Before he died
he raised the artistic standard of the Vienna Opera House to a height it has never at-
tained before or since, and made its nanle ring triumphantly around the world, but
he never wrote an opera for it. During his few cherished vacations his demon of

energy drove him to compose voluminous song-cycles with orchestra, and complicated
symphonies requiring so many players that some of them are practicable for per-
formance only at very large nmsic festivals.

The present recording was made in 1935 at a public concert at the University of
Minnesota, with Corinne Frank Bowen, soprano, Ann O'Malley Gallogly, contralto,
the Twin Cities Mixed Chorus under the direction of Rupert Circon, and the Minne-
apolis Symphony Orchestra, considerably au_nented, the whole under the conductor-
ship of Eugene Ormandy. Like Mendelssohn's Reformation Symphony, this Resur-
rection Symphony, as it is called, alternates mystic and religious proceedings with tune-
ful peasant music--Parsi[al and the Bartered Bride, so to speak. Most of the religious
feeling revolves, like that of Berlioz' Famastic symphony, about a paraphrase on the
great liturgical chant Dies Irae, although in this case it is hardly more than a sugges-
tion of the melody of the chant, transferred to the idiom of the German chorale. The

concept of Judgment Day and the Great Recall is further represented in the music by
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various military signals, such as the "dam" or "fall in," "retreat," "last post" and
"reveille," for Mahler conceives humanity symbolically as an ever-marching army, and
the Day of Reckoning as "God's Own Court-martial." The Bohemian peasant ingredi-
ents are based in part upon themes from earlier settings by the composer of poems
from the well-known German folk-song collection, "The Youth's Magic Horn."

The first movement, which Mahler once referred to in conversation as a "Death-
Celebration," is of all his early works most reminiscent of Wagner. (The later works
are reminiscent of no one.) It begins, as a critic has expressed it, "at the brink of the
grave, with a veritable hiss." The second subject, a long, rhapsodical singing melody,
short scraps of which are used throughout the rest of the symphony in Wagnerian
"leit-motiv" fashion, is associated with the idea of human suffering and passion. It is
heard in its entirety but once. During the development of these themes the Dies Irae
chorale casts its fateful shadow over them and raises them to hysterical heights of
terror.

The second movement is a charming country dance. The flowing, Haydnesque tune
which opens it and the later, more modern melody in counterpoint with it are in
perfect contrast with the essentially dotted, trochaic rhythm of the first movement.
This is one of Mahier's few unqualifiedly cheerful moments.

The third movement is based on the themes of one of Mahler's songs from "The
Youth's Magic Horn," entitled "'St. Antony of Padua's Sermon to the Fishes." This is
the same St. Antony of the Haydn chorale upon which Brahms built his famous Vari-
ations. In this legend the people of Padua are represented allegorically by divers
fishes, whom the good man exhorts in vain to a better way of life, even though, to
quote the poem, "no sermon seemed ever to fishes so clever." These slippery beings
are quite willing, it seems, to "lift up their features like sensible creatures, their Gods
to determine through Antony's sermon," but they will have it distinctly understood
that such things as sermons have nothing whatever to do with their normal pursuits.
The song is entirely humorous, but in the present adaptation for orchestra a grimmer
note is introduced near the end with the appearance of one of the Judgment Day
themes, howling banefully above the General Dance. The movement is exceptional for
its continuously flowing style, there being actually no cadences or semi-cadences until
the last note. The interlude before the Finale* is a contralto solo with accompaniment
for small orchestra, sung to words from another Magic Horn poem, "Primordial Light."
It laments the fact that "man lies in deepest woe" on earth, and expresses a simple,
childlike trust that "the dear God will send a little candle to light the way into a
blessed, eternal life." The Finale bursts in on this with the full fury of the Day of
Atonement. The chorale theme returns, solemn and portentous, and suddenly a chill,
the deadly chili of outer space, descends on the music. The Gates of Hell swing open,
all humanity rises from the dead, and to the beat of the chorale theme transformed
into a stirring military march, files past in military order to the Great Court-martial.
As they disappear in the distance the music reminds us again of the human suffering
and want they experienced on earth, as expressed in the first movement. A horn, off-
stage, sounds the last post followed by reveille, the universal symbol of resurrection,
familiar in Armistice ceremonies. Distant trumpet fanfares are answered by bird-like
flute calls on the stage, with a soft roar on the kettledrum, dimensional effects that
seem to span the gap between heaven and earth, and then the chorus enters mys-
teriously and unaccompanied, with the words of Klopstock's Song of Resurrection,
"Thou wilt rise again, my dust, after a short rest. The Lord of the Harvest will gather
thee up into the immortal life." But later doubts and fears steal in again, and the
soloists sing, terror-stricken at first, but with increasing reassurance, "Believest, my •
heart, 0 believest thou that all is not lost. Thou wert not born only for suffering; pre-
pare now to live."--and the chorus reaffirms with unshaken tone, "For that which is
born into the world shall pass away; and that which hath passed away shall be born
anew in the Kingdom of Heaven. Thou wilt rise again, my heart, in an instant, and
thy beats will draw thee on to God." The spiritual victory thus expressed and
confirmed was something which Mahler had to rewin time after time throughout his
life, for he never freed his mind permanently from the pathological horror conveyed in
this and other works. Structurally, this Finale is, by the way, in pure sonata form, the
entire choral section comprising the Coda, although this most extensive of all codas is
almost in the nature of a sonata within a sonata.

• N.B.: (The third, fourth and fifth movements should be played without a break.)
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Mahler's First
BY GABRIELENGEL

HEN Mahler committed his First Symphony to print in 1898, ten
years had elapsed since the work had been completed. The pub-

lished version differed from the original, first performed at Budapest in
1889, in at least one important respect. It did not include the slow move-
ment referred to in early programs as "Mosaic: A Chapter of Flowers."
The removal of this section (originally the second) left a composition in
four movements essentially in accord with traditional symphonic form.
Mahler had hitherto always programmed the work as a "Symphonic
Poem, in Two Parts," even giving it a definite name (Titan) and adding
a description of its inner content. This "guide" was, of course, an after-
thought, at best only superficially pertinent to the music's real signifi-
cance. The controversy it aroused among critics and music-lovers proved
to Mahler that, for his music at least, literary "props" would be more
misleading than helpful. Therefore he published the work merely as
Symphony No. I, in D-major. The sole verbal clue to the content in the
printed score is the phrase "Wie ein Naturlaut" (Like the Voice of Na-
ture) at the head of the introduction to the opening movement.

Added proof of Mahler's firm resolve to let the music speak for itself is
contained in the following notice in the program of the first American
performance of the symphony, which took place in a9o9 under his own
direction:

"In deference to the wish of Mr. Mahler, the annotator of the Phil-

harmonic Symphony's programmes refrains from even an outline analy-
sis of the symphony which is performing for the first time in New York
on this occasion, as also from an attempt to suggest what might be or has
been set forth as its possible poetical, dramatic or emotional contents."

FIRST MOVEMENT: D-major; 4/4 (Langsam, nicht schIeppend)

"Like the voice of Nature," is the composer's hint to the interpreter, as
a weird, long unison a begins to weave its mystic spell over the slow intro-
duction's sixty-odd measures. Harmonics in every register of the strings
combine to produce the disembodied tone-quality of this persistent note.
It dominates all, even technically; for it is the dominant of the sym-
phony's main tonality. It is one of the most sustained and ingenious
organ-points in the whole range of music. What concept of Nature is
this, the musical suggestion of which is swayed by so extraordinary a
tone? Fortunately Mahler himself has told us in one of his letters.

"That Nature includes all, being at once awesome, magnificent, and
lovable, no one seems to grasp. It seems so strange to me that most people,
when mentioning Nature in connection with art, imply only flowers,
birds, the fragrance of the woods, etc. No one seems to think of the
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mighty underlying mystery, the god Dionysos, the great Pan; and just
that mystery is the burden of my phrase 'Like the voice of Nature.'
That, if anything, is my 'program,' the secret of my composition. My
music is the voice of Nature sounding in tone."

Against this unison a phrase of two slow notes, a descending fourth
apart, appears softly in the woodwind. Destined to be the principal
source-motif of the symphony it may justly be called the "nature motif."
As it strives toward thematic integration, at first in minor, this motif
evokes a series of antiphonal fanfares in woodwind and brass, which are
reechoed by a trumpet "in the distance." Assuming more definite rhyth-
mic character, pointed and sharp, it becomes the voice of a cuckoo call-
ing. In this magic, shadowy atmosphere a dreamy, yearning melody is
heard in the horns. Mingled bird-calls and fanfares are greeted by sud-
den shrill reiterations of the "nature motif." A brief, winding, chromatic
figure rears its head out of the muted basses. A subdued growl of timpani
foretells its ominous future. The "nature motif," reinforced by numer-
ous imitations in the woodwind, descends upon the lugubrious intruder,
which retreats and vanishes. The music's pace gradually quickens. The
air grows electric with suspense as these elements, symbolizing a world
of latent emotional life, pass by in preliminary review. At last even the
fundamental dominant sheds its long-lived unison garb. It too suc-
cumbs to the "nature motif," which emerges into the free air and bursts
into unfettered song.

Before the symphony was published the introduction (analyzed above)
had been referred to in the programs as "the awakening of nature in the
early morning." The song-like, soaring melody that springs from the
"nature motif" is the principal theme of the first movement. Its tempo
twice as fast as that of the introduction, is qualified by the admonition,
"'not to hurry." Comparison shows it to be identical with the principal
melody of the second of the Songs of a Wayfarer, composed just before the
First Symphony. In fact, virtually all the melodic life of the opening
movement (with the exception of the introduction) is rooted in that
song. The process involved in this apparent transfer, however, is some-
thing far different from the wordless re-setting of a song score. The
deepest implications of the term "song-symphonist" (used by the writer
as the title of his Mahler biography) are here at stake. Song and sym-
phonic movement are both expressions of the one spiritual experience.
Yet the former is the mere embryo, containing only the essence of
growth; the latter presents the fullest fruition of that essence. Beyond the
words of the song Mahler hid a vast panorama of intensely personal ex-
perience. It is this secret world which he reveals in the first movement of
the symphony, baring and exploiting fully a number of emotional
nuances permitted only momentary, skeletal embodiment in the song.

"Spring" was the designation the old program notes gave the strains
which now follow. Young Nature is the reveler in this unbroken stream
of carefree melody. It not only sings, it dances, leaps, and spins about in
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an ecstasy of budding life. Impatient violins snatch the melodic thread
from the heavier-timbered cellos and rush it aloft to the dominant. There

they pounce upon a fresh, joyous theme, while the "nature motif" sounds
on every hand, smooth in the woodwind, plucked in strings and harp.
The main theme, reborn in this brighter tonality, proves a richer, jollier
expression. It is now a two-part canon, cellos pursuing woodwind in dose
imitation. Violins join the merry company in a sprightly, staccato figure
interspersed with sudden upward leaps, like exclamations of joy. The
tempo is now considerably accelerated. Theme and answer combine, en-
hancing the power of the approaching climax. Full-throated horn-tones
emphasize the dominance of the "nature theme" over the full orchestra.
A brief epilogue, corresponding to the traditional Codetta, marks the
conclusion of the statement of themes. The mood of happy abandon sub-
sides amid lively reiterations of the "nature motif" and a melodious
fragment suggesting a bird-call. Once only, as in the introduction, a
fleeting shadow, in the guise of the ominous bass motif, threatens the

happy course of the thematic exposition, but it is again banished by the
"nature motif."

Whither now? The "Voice of Nature" (the weird unison, harmonic a)
pierces the stillness, inspiring a new suspense. Under its mystic, creative
spell the development section begins to unfold. The bird-call, increas-
ingly prominent in the flute, lends this mood a gentler lyricism than
that of the introduction. A plaintive motif, hitherto unheard, issues like a
sigh from the cellos. Cast in the minor mode it represents the first mel-
ancholy melodic element in the symphony. Its repetition, in recitative
style, evokes correspondingly moody utterances in horns and flutes. A
brief, upward-winding motif, drawn from the clark-tinged chromatic
bass motif, makes its appearance in the harp. No longer chromatic nor
depressed by heavy instrumental timbre it becomes the element of en-
lightenment, gl-adually lifting the minor veil that has descended over the
music. The restoration of the major mood attains almost the air of a
ritual as the trombones, hitherto silent, celebrate the new dawning with
tones o[ mystic significance. The "nature motif" in the horns softly
hymns the rebirth of joyous song. Beneath the happy spell of bird-calls
the motif first heard in the cello as a questioning sigh is metamorphosed
into a song of gratitude. Oboe and violin add individual melodies, en-

dowing the passage with a spontaneous polyphony, an early example o_
that polymelodicism destined to become most characteristic of Mahler's
style of expression.

This display of thematic prodigality is accompanied by a correspond-
ing' growth in harmonic richness, the joyous complex of melodies throw-
ing off the shackles hitherto limiting the symphony to neighboring
tonalities. The gradual subordination of the brass marks the increased
subtlety of the instrumentation at this period. Strings and woodwind
sway the orchestral setting, achieving variety largely through delicately
contrasted dynamics. A shadow, which not even the vision of hope could
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dispel, hovers over this forced restraint. In the violins the song-theme,
newly derived from the sighing motif, takes on the troubled aspect of its
root form. The threatening chromatic motif in the basses reappears as its
counter-melody. The unfolding of this darker mood is climaxed by
muted trumpet fanfares.

The brass, thus revived, acquires gradual ascendancy, its power
clearing the way for a more triumphant return of the bright major mood.
Hitherto but a vision of promise glimpsed through a veil, it now becomes
full realizadon, as the "nature theme," in tonic major brilliance, re-
sounds in full-throated horn and trombone tones. The song-theme fol-
lows, jubilant in the trumpet. The "nature theme," irrepressibly bold
and strong in its restatement, becomes a veritable proclamation of vic-
tory in the brass. This grand triumph might be identified as the re-
capitulation by those who wish to apply the conventional symphonic
yardstick to the form of the movement as a whole. The Coda, which fol-
lows upon the final jubilant return of the "nature theme," involves a
supplementary exploitation of the "nature motif," the outstanding
elemental symbol, not only of the movement just presented, but also of
the three sections yet to come.

SECOND MOVEMENT: A-major, 3/4 (Kraeftig bewegt)

The "nature motif" is clothed with fresh, energetic significance, as it
introduces a powerful, stamping utterance in triple rhythm. An invita-
tion to the dance, it evokes a series of joyful octave-leaps in the violins.
These motifs form the harmonious background of the opening theme, a
spirited, almost heroic melody, closer to the classic minuet than to the

scherzo. Thus three individual melodic lines, in a typically Mahlerian
combination, are heard simultaneously. The theme itself is a composite
structure of five distinct melodic elements:

1) A martial motif (perhaps a reminiscence of childhood days spent
in the vicinity of the military barracks of Iglau).

2) The "nature motif."
3) A fragment of the "'nature theme" (drawn from the second of the

Wayfarer songs) here presented in rapid, staccato style.
4) A nimble, rollicking, downward-spinning figure.
5) A brief, spontaneous sequel to the preceding figure. Entering at a

point where a full cadence would normally occur, this adds new life
to the melodic line.

Rhythmic exploitation of familiar motifs is the outstanding aim of the
first portion of the movement. Yet it differs essentially from the far
fleeter Beethoven Scherzo (also devoted to the rhythmic exploitation of
motifs) not only in its comparatively moderate tempo, but in its extended
thematic sentences. In the course of the dance some of the components of
the principal theme attain independent melodic integration. One of the
most subtle and charming of these presents a merging of the "nature
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motif" with the octave-leap, originally an element of the theme's har-
monic background.

The Trio in F-mino_, "somewhat slower," is a Laendler, its warm senti-

ment intensified by the glides which the violins are expressly asked to ap-
ply to the gently swinging opening bars. Alternately wistful and playful,
it hovers between a smile and a teal', embracing a world of specifically
Austrian charm. The "nature motif" is also present in this fragrant me-
lodic atmosphere, dominated by strings and woodwind. Suddenly heard
in the horns it becomes the accentuated fundament of a lilting melodic
line in trumpets and flutes. Four distinct, singing themes are heard in the
course of this richly melodic idyl. A horn-call, entering softly upon hushed
string-murmurs, prepares the scene for the return of the boisterous,
initial dance mood. Recapitulated in somewhat abbreviated form it
brings the movement to a rhythmically and orchestrally powerful close.
In earl), programs Mahler had sought to catch the spirit of this buoyant
music in the striking phrase, "Under full sail." In the published score he
prescribed "a considerable pause" between this and the following sec-
tion, showing that he had not ceased to regard the symphony (like the
"symphonic poem") as a work in two parts.

THIRD MOVEMENT: D-minor, 4/4 (Feierlich und gemessen)

"Solemn and measured, without dragging," is the composer's hint to
the performer concerning this bizarre movement. Apparently it was this
section to which he referred in a letter to an intimate friend immediately
after he had completed the symphony. "You are the only one," he wrote,
"to whom nothing in the work will seem strange. The rest will have some-
thing to wonder about." In the beginning he hoped to make the ironic
and sardonic features of this movement intelligible to listeners through
the following detailed description:

"The hunter's funeral procession: a dead march in the manner of
Callot [Jacques Callot, a seventeenth-century French artist]. The com-
poser found the external source of inspiration in the burlesque picture
of the hunter's funeral procession in an old book of fair), tales known to
all children in South Germany. The animals of the forest escort the dead
forester's coffin to the grave. Hares carry flags; a band of gypsy musicians,
accompanied by cats, frogs, crows, all making music, and deer, foxes, and
other four-footed and feathered creatures of the woods, leads the proces-
sion in farcical posttires."

Muffled drums, beating the tonic and dominant alternately, present
the "nature motif" in a sombre metamorphosis. They define the rhythm
of the "funeral procession" and become the harmonic foundation for the
opening theme. The string basses, muttering strangely in their topmost
register, become the haunted singsong of hex-voices, as they introduce
the nursery tune "Brother Jacob," known to all the world under various
titles. Lugubriously a bassoon takes up the song in canon style, inau-
gurating a series of similar imitative interruptions in cello, tuba, and
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clarinet. The complex polyphony thus set in motion is rendered all the
more unusual by the incongruity between its naive subject matter and
the gloomy, monotonous manner of its exposition. A curious counter-
melody, set off in sharp relief by cutting tones of the oboe, seeks for a
moment to interrupt the incantation, as it gradually weaves its spell over
the entire orchestra. This brief solo oboe passage opens the door to that
world of sardonic expression which music-lovers have come to regard as
especially Mahlerian.

The composer himself has definitely labeled the ensuing passage
"Parody." It is dominated by the shrill-toned, little E-flat clarinet, here
granted its first symphonic reincarnation since Berlioz. Sentimental
folk-song melodies of native Bohemian flavor are arrayed for parodistic
treatment. Turkish cymbals alternate with bass drum to mark the quick-
ened pulse of this passage, lending it garish instrumental coloring.
Shrill, pain-filled outcries in the violins heighten the contrast between
the grotesqueness of this mood and the gloom of the preceding one.
Finally only a wisp of folk-song survives, like a lamenting echo in violins
and oboe, evoking the return to the lugubrious canon theme in the form
of a brief epilogue.

A soft monotone in the woodwind, syncopated in low register, leads
to the next passage, a slower melody in G-major, swayed by a dreamy,
more hopeful mood. "Very simply," is the composer's hint to the per-
former, "In the manner of a folksong." The harp, characterizing the ac-
companiment through this portion, enhances its ingenuous quality.
Muted violins alternate with flute and oboe in presenting the component
phrases of this song. Its history has a significant place in Mahler's early
melodic fantasy. In its original form it was one of his earliest "Wunder-
horn" settings (Songs of Youth, Part 1). In its next incarnation it be-
came the last of the Songs ol a Wayfarer, where its solution in major
anticipated the present symphonic concept of world-pain momentarily
relieved in a dream.

The canon theme returns, still more mysterious in a new, distant
tonality (E-flat minor). The harp, still outstanding, supports the rhythm
in the muffled drum. A bit of folk-song, hitherto unheard, is sounded by
the trumpets, to become the principal fresh melodic feature of this pas-
sage. A brief, ironic fragment, with a jarring, cymbal-struck rhythm,
evokes an insistent, grotesque motif, literally beaten from the violins
with the wood of the bow (col legno). The harp joins horns and bassoon
in the gloomy canon theme, bits of folk-song in strings and woodwind
dogging its course until the close. The movement ends amid waning re-
iterations of the "nature motif."

FOURTH MOVEMENT: F-minor, _/_ (Stuermisch Bewegt)

"Tempestuously lively," hints the composer, characterizing the Finale.
In the "symphonic poem" he had entitled it Dall" Inferno al Paradiso,
with the tempo indication (then also Italian) allegro furioso. He had de-
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scribed the content as: "the abrupt outburst of doubt fi-om a deeply
wounded heart." The opening is a highly realistic storm-scene, begin-
ning with a terrific din, as of thunder and lightning immediately over-
head. The electrifying shrillness of this passage is heightened by the
added participation of "at least" two E-flat clarinets in an already huge
orchestra. The violins zigzag about in frightened Cadenzas, as the
mighty hostile power, whose very existence was hitherto perceptible
only in the leering malevolence of the bizarre "funeral march," hurls
itself into the foreground in a burst of thunder. F-minor is the new,

ominous tonality. The titanic quaIity of this beginning epitomizes the
tremendous sweep of the movement, preparing the foundation for its

huge proportions. Three main divisions are noticeable along its ex-
tended course, this fact alone linking it with the presentation.develop-
ment.recapitulation style of traditional sonata form.

The impetuous first theme consists of two supplementary march
motifs, blared forth with full power by the brass. It attains wide exploi-
tation at once, holding exclusive sway through more than 570 successive
measures. A brief, rapid, descending chromatic figure enhances the air of
agitation, the progressive degrees of which are suggested by the com-
poser's hints to the performer. These vary from the original, "with
stormy motion," to "with energy," and finally "with great savagery." The
unusually extended theme is a composite of numerous source-motifs,

prevalent since the first movement. Here they are welded into a singte
comprehensive melody in brass and woodwind, the violins spinning over
it a swift, breathless line, much in the manner of a moto perpetuo. At the
climax the violins finally succumb to the broadly rhythmic spell of the
march-theme and the tempest subsides, as though spent by its own fury.
At length only the descending chromatic motif survives, just perceptible
in the brass. Tenderly the violins take it up, inverted, leading to a
brighter, more peaceful tonal plane (D-flat major).

"Very songfully," is the composer's hint concerning the following
passage, a soaring song of love in the violins, contrasted with the fore-

going section as light with darkness. It is swayed by a passionate yearn-
ing, the fervor o[ which pours forth in an unbroken melodic stream de-

fying even the slightest cadence through nearly fifty measures. A singular
song-theme indeed, it surrenders itself completely in a solitary, ex-
haustive revelation, never to reappear except in occasional, fragmentary
form. Cello and horn melodiously confirm the fulfilment of the song-
theme's message.

The ominous chromatic motif (from the introduction of the sym-
phony) winds slowly upward in the cello, reawakening the hostile motifs
in the tempestuous opening of the Finale. The atmosphere, transformed
to minor again, literally bristles with agitation. Fragments of familiar
themes attain new melodic shape arid are swept along into the seething
crucible, to be transmuted into creatures of the one dominating rhyth-
mic element. The opening march-motif, thrusting resolutely upward, at
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last prevails over the disturbing chromatic motif• The mood changes to

major again, as though a rainbow of promise suddenly appeared over a
tempest-tossed scene. Horns and woodwind alternately intone the "na-

ture motif" in broad, march-like unison, transforming it into a chorale
of promise. This new metamorphosis recalls its original appearance in

the introduction, amid bird-calls and distant, mystic fanfares. Yearning
frag-rnents of the broad song-theme join the reminiscence• Rather lyric
than descriptive, the music's yearning subsides in repeated, long-drawn
sighs, accompanied by a threatening roll in the kettle-drums. In the
original storm-tonality (F-minor) the hostile £orces strive once more to
produce chaos, only to be in-esistibly merged with a tremendous outburst

of fanfares. The threshold of supreme triumph has been won. In a glori-
ous outburst of harmony the brass sounds forth the nature-theme, a

grand hymn of complete fulfilment. This has been the goal of the entire

work: the apotheosis from mystic minor to triumphal major. Seven horns
lend added impressiveness to the scene as the symphony draws to a close.

Since this article was written Columbia has released an excellent recording of Mahler's
First (Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting).

BRUCKNER'S FOURTH AT UNIVERSITY OF IOWA SUMMER
FESTIVAL--PHILIP GREELEY CLAPP CONDUCTING

•.. The music of Anton Bruckner again returned to the memorial union in all its
stirring beauty, and new creations by two University of Iowa graduates, Ralph Dale
Miller and Robert O. Barkley, thrilled the audience by the soundness of their con-
ception as much as by that element of discovery engendered by the first hearing of
something new.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to recall having heard another orchestral concert as
well-programmed or as tellingly executed as was this one, which found the university
musicians making the most of their music in a professionally deft performance.

... If for no other reason, Thursday evening's concert was memorable to me in
that it afforded a rehearing of Bruckner's great, melodic Symphony No. 4 and even
emphasized the thrilt that came from the first impression of several years ago.

It is a lengthy work (some call length a "fault" of Brucka_er), yet in its length there
is a sustaining interest which lends an aspect to its performance of hearing a story
fully told, not merely sketched.

Some of musical literature's grander passages are contained in its four movements
and there are ensemble effects that bring thrills not often realized. Much of its
beatlties Bruckner has assigned to the horns, and under the beautifully paced di-
rection of Doctor Clapp, the university French horn section came up with a perform-
ance that certainly made the most of the haunting melodies, the stirring fanfares they
were privileged to play.

•.. As I listened there were several things I meant to dwell upon in today's com-
ments.., but these things became but minor as Doctor Clapp's musicians once more
regained confidence and played through the third and fourth movements with an
alacrity that made this Bruckner Symphony, at least as presented on this occasion, my
favorite symphonic work....

RON T._t,tN, Iowa City, Ia., Press-Citizen, July 18, 1941
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Bruckner on Records
BY PAUL HUGO LITTLE

THOUGH many leading conductors in America have become pro-
for thetagonists symphonies of Anton Bruckner in recent years the

case for the Upper-Austrian master must still be pressed largely through
the medium of recordings. This circumstance should not, however, be
construed too dolefully by Brucknerites. Recent musical history has
shown conclusively that the release of recordings of unfamiliar works has
effected a wholesale conversion of American music-lovers. Especially true
is this of the Sibelius symphonies, Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde, and

Sch6nberg's Gurre-Lieder, not to mention a number of other important
serious compositions of the present century. Furthermore, one of the
most effective means of spreading the message of unfamiliar music is the
radio program featuring presentations of recorded works.

The principal Bruckner works now available in recorded form are
the Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth Symphonies and the Mass in
E-Minor.*

For the benefit of those readers of CHORDANDDISCORDwho may not be
familiar with all these releases, I should like to offer brief comments on

both the recordings and their interpretations, t

MASS IN E-MINOR

Victor Album M-596; the Aachen Cathedral Choir with the Wind

Players of the State Orchestra conducted by T. B. Rehmann

The exact date of the completion of the E-minor Mass is not known.
Several movements, including the Credo, Sanctus, and Agnus, were fin-
ished in the autunm of 1866. The rest must have been completed in the
summer of a869, for the whole work was first performed at Linz on Sep-
tember 3o, 1869, on the occasion of the consecration of a votive chapel of
the new Cathedral which was then just being built. Bruckner conducted
the work himself and fate ranted him "one of the happiest days of my
life," for the generous Bishop Rudigier, his devoted patron, not only ex-
pressed his unstinted praise of the solemn and beautiful Mass, but be-
stowed upon its composer an unexpected reward of 2oo florins.

* Lack of space rules out more detailed consideration of several other recordings,
mainly of a fragmentary nature. These include the pre-symphonic Overture in G-
Minor, excerpts from the Te Deum and the Scherzi of the First, Second, Third and
Nullte symphonies.

t I should like to suggest, also, that every reader write to Columbia and Victor
urging them to record the first three symphonies in their entirety, as well as the Sixth
and Eighth. Record societies in the past have issued Detius, Bax, and Sibelius albums
for a minority group, provided, of course, that the group was large enough to offset
performance fees and recording costs.I am certain that the readers of this publication,
if they expressed a united appeal, would obtain results which casual and sporadiceffortshave thus far been unable to achieve.
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From a technical standpoint, this Mass betrays the predominately
symphonic leanings of its composer. While the liturgical text, of course,
determines the essential character and form of the music, Bruckner

moulded his vocal parts largely according to instrumental principles. In
this respect, therefore, we may consider the E-minor Mass a "symphonic
Mass," a respectable, though more modest follower of its gigantic fore-
runner, Beethoven's Missa $olemnis.

The scoring of the work, perhaps unique in the literature of church
music, demands our attention. It is written for a mixed choir, usually di-
vided into six to eight parts. The supporting orchestra, only intermit.
tently employed, consists merely of double woodwinds (without flutes)
and brass. Some critics have suggested that this unusual instrumental
grouping was due to the limited acoustics of the chapel in which the
work was first performed. Perhaps Bruckner's early training as an
organist suggests a still better reason: namely, the attempts to achieve an
organ-like quality in the orchestral accompaniment.

The music though deeply devout is not austere, its richly romantic
melody and harmony keeping it thoroughly human throughout. The
ritual text is for Bruckner a medium for universal expression. The
solemn Kyrie, announced by female voices and then developed, is re-
peated by the male choir, the two groups later combining in an over-
whelmTng climax. Then follows the jubilance of the Gloria section, its
main theme cast in an old church "mode" against the instrumental back-
ground. The recapitulation of the first section, beginning with the words
Quoniam tu solus, doses with a short double-fugue, noteworthy for its
bold orchestral treatment.

The Credo is tremendously powerful and impressive. For grandeur,
incisiveness, and poignant contrasts, it ranks as one of the finest liturgical
creations by any composer. The first theme, announced in unison by the
whole choir, seems to have been derived from a Gregorian chant. Stark
simplicity and elemental power in music could hardly be better ex-
pressed than through such a medium. This vigorously devout passage is
offset by a new section with a poetical theme, one of Bruckner's most ex-
quisite lyrical inspirations. The Et resurrexit enters with dramatic sud-
denness; the main theme from the Gloria returning leads to the great
climax of the Mass.

The Sanctus is serene, the eloquent voice of Bruckner's sublime, un-
wavering faith. The polyphony of its theme bears an affinity to the main
theme of the Kyrie. Each of the eight voices seems to pursue an inde-
pendent course of its own; yet the whole is held together by a central
tonality. The climax of this flow is reached on the words Hosanna Deus

Sabaoth, when Bruckner unexpectedly changes from polyphonic to plain
chordal writing, a most effective contrast.

The Benedictus is the most intimate and introspective of the six sec-
tions, tile orchestra participating more actively in its assumption of inde-
pendent thematic material. The Agnus takes us back to the mood of the
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beginning of the Mass. Bold part-writing and harmonic clashes charac-
terize it as a worthy finale to a magnificently conceived work.

The recording is deserving of the highest praise. Not only is Reh-
mann's interpretation one of utmost fidelity to Bruckner's devout in-
tentions, but the singing is truly superlative. The reproduction of the
discs also merits applause. This album and that of Bruckner's Ninth
Symphony (by Hausegger) are my favorites, not only because of the
music, but because of the recording excellence in each instance.

FOURTH (ROMANTIC) SYMPHONY

Victor Album M-331; the Saxonian State Orchestra under Karl B6hm

The first fact about this recording of interest to Brucknerites is that

it is a faithful presentation of the original score. Even a few years ago,
when I was not so fond of Bruckner's music as I now am, I considered

cuts, prompted by whatever intention, unjustified and high-handed. I
remembered too many great works spoiled by the revisions of well-mean-
ing composers and conductors. Unquestionably many of the sins attrib-
uted by the public and the critics to Bruckner himself were the results of

just such "improving" transcriptions.
This recording was made from the Originalfassung (original version),

first performed in Germany in 2936 and later the same year in London
by the Royal Philharmonic Society. Doctor Karl B6hm conducted both

performances. The publication of this original score, as with the Eighth
and Ninth compels a revaluation not only of Bruckner's orchestral
works, but of his whole stature as an individual composer.

The first movement (Bewegt, nicht zu schnell) opens magically, over
pianissimo string tremoli, a solo horn playing the theme, which is soon
taken over by the woodwinds with the horns in imitation. Clever and

impressive modulations lead shortly to a subsidiary subject. The mixed
rhythms, characteristic of Bruckner, especially in the Third and Eighth
Symphonies, give evidence of great creative energy.

A long-held horn tone leads to the second subject, twofold in its di-
mensions, a lyrical melody in the violas and a gayer subject in the violins,
known as the "Zizibe" theme. The working out of the rest of the move-
ment reveals that the genius of Bruckner consists in his handling of
theme-groups rather than isolated themes, a principle which achieved its
fullest realization in the Ninth. The climax of the development section
is the statement of the chief subject amplified to the proportions of a
towering chorale. A similar climax occurs at the Coda.

The second movement (Andante quasi Allegretto) reflects a melan-
choly mood, sometimes almost funereal in character. Over a rhythmic
figure introduced in the opening measures, cellos play a broad, elegiac
melody with a short pendant figure, the numerous appearances of which
in varied instrumental guise, characterize the whole movement. The

second subject, sung by the violas against a rich background of plucked
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strings, is of exquisite, gossamer-like texture. After this subject come
three counter-melodies of lyrical grace, all woven about the principal
theme (in the horn). The movement doses on a note of yearning.

The third movement (Scherzo-Bewegt, B-flat major) is so tuneful,
colorful, and plastic, that any comment on its content seems superfluous.
Four years after Bruckner had completed the symphony 0874), he re-
vised it, cutting out the original scherzo in favor of this popular "Hunting
Scherzo." Who can forget its leaping, delightful figure for the horns, or
its deliciously bucolic Laendler Trio? ....

The Finale (Bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell, E-flat) begins on a long-
sustained fundamental tone (a pedal point on B-flat held for about forty
bars). Over this the germ of the main theme is proclaimed, rising quickly
in pitch, speed, and intensity. The second subject is drawn from the ma-
terial of the slow movement, its development an exciting adventure in
still uncharted possibilities of the main theme of the work.

The recording is splendid, though some years old.

FIFTH SYMPHONY IN B-FLAT MAJOR

Victor Album M-77o and M-771 : Saxonian State Orchestra conducted
by Karl B6hm

The Fifth or "Tra_c," as it has been named by Goellerich, Bruck-
ner's faithful biographer, marks a distinct departure from the first four
symphonies. Although, in the two symphonies immediately preceding,
Bruckner had shown a tremendous advance in maturity of conception it
is in the Fifth that we first meet with the full revelation of his simple and
devout creed, of his unswerving faith in the ultimate victory of the soul
of man over the obstacles of the temporal world.

The spiritual background of this work, set down in his fifty-first year,
was anything but joyous. It took shape in the very midst of a long period
of heart-breaking frustrations intensified by general critical vilification
and public scorn. His private misfortunes have been too often dwelt
upon to need amplification here. Completed in x878, the Fifth had to
wait for a hearing until 1894, when it was performed at Graz under the
direction of Franz Schatk, the brilliant Bruckner disciple largely re-
sponsible for the adulterated first published version. He disregarded the
composer's intentions with respect to a host of instrumental details, even
making cuts in the Scherzo and the Finale. In addition to drastic detailed
changes we find in the last movement deletions in no fewer than five dif-
ferent places, totalling 270 bars, the recapitulation alone being short-
ened by 68 bars. To be sure, Bruckner himself had recognized the possi-
bility of a cut in the final movement; but in order to preserve the sonata-
form structure he had specified the suppression of the doubte-£ugue, if
necessary, rather than the shortening of any other portion. In the first
published version both the double-fugue and the recapitulation suffered.

Whether or not Bruckner sanctioned such changes merely as a neces-
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sary compromise to get his music played, these deletions have themselves
been deleted in this recording, thanks to the vigilant editorship of Rob-
ert Haas and Alfred Orel under the sponsorship of the Musikwissen-
schaftlicher Verlag of Vienna. Now at last we may hear the Fifth as
Bruckner actually conceived it.

The symphony opens with an Adagio, plucked strings providing a
vital background for a series of sonorous suspensions. The resonance
and warmth of this music quite balance any impression of austere aloof-
ness which might be inferred from the classical severity of the contra-
puntal writing. After this terse, meaningful introduction the full or-
chestra proclaims a noble, march-like theme, which alternates with a
chorale solidly orchestrated for woodwinds and brass. Two interwoven
motives now follow, presented in Bruckner's characteristic manner, sub-
ject and counter-subject sounding simultaneously. Thus prepared the
main theme appears, at first inverted, perhaps suggesting a militant
spirit, direct and defiant opposition. The second or song theme-group,
ushered in by plucked strings, is slower than the established Allegro
tempo of the first theme. Its principal feature is a typically Brucknerian
melody whose individual loveliness consists largely of a curious, almost
homely rhythm and a sensitive chromatic structure. The remainder
of the movement is a superb example of Bruckner's contrapuntal
mastery, his resourceful melodic weaving and interweaving.

The second movement (Adagio), for all its great and majestic length,
is in the traditional, simple A-B-A-B-A form. It opens (as did the first
movement) with a plucked string background. Indeed, the prevalence of
this pizzicato figure throughout the work won for it the popular, though
quite irrelevant name of the "Pizzicato Symphony." Over this figure we
hear a quiet, ingenuously simple melody whose charm increases as we
give it our attention. The entire sixth record side is devoted to the first
section, wherein this melody falls. The second main subject appears at
the opening of the seventh record side which, in turn, is occupied en-
tirely with the elaboration of this second portion of the music. The first
theme, or "A," returns at the opening of the eighth record side. The sec-
ond, or "B," is brought back before the end of the record, to continue
through the ninth side. The final side, which marks the completion of
Album M-77o, closes with the return of the opening pizzicato and the
"'A" melody. Melancholy, contemplative, this music is Bruckner at his
best. It is dominated by a subdued intensity, the like of which we do not
find again in Bruckner's work until the marvelous Adagio-Finale of the
Ninth.

The Scherzo and Trio which comprise the third movement are hardly
less melancholy, despite the quickened tempo (molto vivace, with occa-
sional deviations, in the Scherzo and Allegretto in the Trio). Knowing
Bruckner's carefree spirit as revealed in the Scherzi of his first four sym-
phonies and not having heard this Fifth Symphony before, I was unpre-
pared for the expression of wistful and half-hearted gayety which this
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Scherzo conveys. Indeed, the Trio, to my untrained ear, is a veritable
prophecy of the Weltschmerz Mahler afterwards so poignantly felt. The
pathos in the measured cadences of this Laendler reflects Bruckner's

personal sufferings during the period in which he penned this music.
Perhaps no other symphonic movement by this gifted master affords one
a clearer insight into the emotional life of the man.

Yet this note of tragedy (for tragedy it is in essence) is quickly dispelled
with the opening bars of the Finale. After a short introduction, in the
manner of retrospect, the conflicting subjects that first came to us in the
opening Adagio commingle in resolute combat, one ironic almost, the
other a reassuring chorale, each becoming in turn the basis for a fugue.
The climax of the movement and the whole work is the triumphant
double-fugue, the proclamation of victory following the battle waged
around each of these themes. Indescribably impressive is this double-
mailed giant of the contrapuntal world. Students who have the old edi-

tion are especially urged to compare this portion with the original ver-
sion as presented in its entirety on these records. The welding of all the
themes portrays the restoration of Bruckner's unshakable faith. Out of
the despair of mind Bruckner's genius has forged an invincible sword of
affirmation.

SEVENTH SYMPHONY IN E-MAJOR

Victor Album M-276; the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under
Eugene Ormandy

The E-major Symphony, composed between 188a and a883, was pub-
lished in a885 and dedicated to Ludwig of Bavaria, the royal friend and
patron of Wagner. Arthur Nikisch gave it its first performance in 1884 in
Leipzig and Americans first heard it in Chicago under Theodore
Thomas two years later.

This "Lyric" Symphony, as it has been called, rivals the Romantic in
general popularity. Yet it has been subjected to the same sort of aca-
demic criticism as those Bruckner symphonies still less favored by gen-
eral approval. "Beautiful in spots, but not sufficiently cohesive," etc., etc.

In this work, inspired by the spirit of song, Bruckner abandons the
cosmic principle of preparing the scene for the opening theme. The first
theme, sounded at once, is given out by the cellos, reinforced successively
by horns, violas, and clarinet ag-ainst a tremolo accompaniment of the
violins. It is later restated in fuller orchestration, with a climax that falls

away to make place for its thematic successor. The development section,
part way through the second record side, is noteworthy for its adroit in-
version of the themes, as well as its prodigal display of rhythmic variety.
The recapitulation, beginning near the middle of the third record side,

rises to a powerful climax through a tremendous crescendo, bringing
the movement to a close. We need no "program," other than the term
"lyric," to evaluate this warm and radiant music. Bruckner is here as
much the song-symphonist as Mahler ever was.
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The second movement is especially eloquent of this sin#rig quality.
Dominated by deep religious feeling it is literally a symphonic hymn on
a grand scale. Marked Adagio, sehr feierlich and langsam, it opens un-
forgettably, with a deep, simple, mournful melody uttered by a quartet of
"Bayreuth" tubas. This instrumental coloring was intended as a tribute
to Wagner, whose death, occurring in the course of the Adagio's compo-
sition, has come to be regarded as the prime influence in its shaping. On
the sixth record side there is set forth a contrasting song of consolation,
warm, soaring, almost passionate in its yearning hopefulness. One of the
longest adagios, it unfolds in ever sustained beauty and nobility, ascend-
ing to its most majestic climax in a passage for brasses on the tenth rec-
ord side. Out of this horns emerge, closing the movement with a phrase
which recalls the opening subject.

The third movement, a Scherzo in A-minor, is jolly music of the
world and the ingenuous heart. Once again we are in the midst of those
exquisite Brucknerian moments of happiness and eternal youth, vivid
with ecstatic strings and irrepressible trumpet calls. A superlatively
tender melody, one of the loveliest in the entire symphony, is the one on
which the contemplative Trio is based. Near the middle of the twelfth

side the rhythmic violin figure once more ushers in the first portion of
the Scherzo, ending the movement. The interpretation by Ormandy is
excellent, making the recording a highly desirable one, despite a slight
coarseness in the record surfaces, somewhat impairing the full delicacy
of tone.

,The Finale offers a first subject related to that with which the opening
movement began. Presented by the first violins, it leads, after much

working over, to a hymn-like melody, stated by the strings with a plucked
accompaniment, colored by occasional interjections of brass and wood-
winds. Two-thirds through the thirteenth record side a powerful out-
burst for full orchestra marks the start of the development section. Fol-
lowing a tutti fortissimo (all the instruments combined) near the end of
the fourteenth side, occurs a surprising recapitulation, introduced un-
expectedly by the second subject. Finally the opening subject is pro-
claimed, maintaining its dominance till the end of the symphony.

NINTH (UNFINISHED) SYMPHONY

Victor Album M-6_7; the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra under
Siegmund von Hausegger

One of RCA-Victor's greatest achievements in recent years is this
Bruckner album, superb both as to interpretation and recording. It is
particularly deserving of every Brucknerite's heartfelt gratitude for its
presentation of the original score, completely shorn of the sham and in-
sincerity of numberless "improving" details interpolated by misunder-
standing, though well-meaning Bruckner disciples of a half-century ago.

Of exceptional interest in this final work is Bruckner's masterly appli-
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cation of the thematic principle developed throughout his career, that
of joint-themes, or theme-groups, as they are generally called. The com-
poser intends no isolated subjects, but rather a cluster of related themes,

unified in purpose and supplementary in structure. This principle was by
no means a Brnckner innovation. His contribution was merely the logi-
cal expansion of a principle already employed in elementary form by
Haydn and Mozart, who made frequent use of related thematic groups
in their symphonies, concertos, and quartets. The Opus 3, No. 5 Quartet
of Haydn, for instance, has four distinct melodies forming the second
theme (or theme-group) of the first movement.

From the beginning of Bruckner's Ninth we listen to music of a fer-

vently devout nature, motivated by the peaceful resignation of a man
who does not fear death, who is uplifted by his enduring faith. The
opening subject, simple, slow-moving, of great breadth and dignity, is
given out by eight horns in unison over a tremolo in the strings, de-
veloped into a more widely spaced, upward leading horn call. An ex-
pressive, chromatic melody in the violins follows. A tremolo in the
strings enhances the fervor of this utterance, which culminates in a cli-

max of tremendous power and austerity, the full orchestra participating.
The second side is occupied by a new theme-group presenting three im-
portant subjects, completing the exposition of the thematic material
out of which the rest of the movement is evolved.

The Scherzo, diabolical, youthfully energetic, is a tremendous spiritual
achievement. That it is the most vital of all the Scherzi created by so
great a master of the form as Bruckner proves the greatness of the soul
that could attain such exuberant expression despite the burden of
mortal pain and advanced years.

The Adagio, truly a Finale of A_rmation, needs no explanation. It
offers a universal message of faith and resignation; not Weltschmerz,
nor again, romantic Sehnsucht, but a Heiliger Dankgesang, a devout
song of gratitude as in the Beethoven A-minor Quartet. Hausegger's in-
terpretation of this heart-moving music is worthy of the most glowing
praise. The entire recording is a gem of reproductive excellence.

All in all, the record companies have done well by Bruckner, as far as
they have gone. In almost every instance the selections chosen have been

given exceptional readings and reproduction. The Sixth and Eighth
Symphonies, the Te Deum, and the Quintet should be recorded at once.

The first three symphonies (particularly the Third) also deserve record-
ing. Very likely, because the average listener finds the earlier Bruckner
works more understandable, these may achieve waxing before the later,
more significant works mentioned.
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Mahler on Records
]BY WILLIAM PARKS GRANT

HE number of Mahler records is not bountiful, but it is slowly
growing. To date four major works-- two complete symphonies, the

Kindertotenlieder, and Das Lied yon der Erde--are available (with a
fifth rumored in preparation)* as well as a number of shorter works.

Three of the major compositions, as well as one or two shorter ones,
were recorded at actual concert performances. Although such recordings
on the whole are inferior to studio performances, all those here fortu-
nately are quite satisfactory as regards fidelity. It should be kept in mind
that the necessary "breaks" between record-sides in recordings made at
public concerts have to be done without a temporary stop in the perform-
ance, as is done in studio-made recordings, and these "breaks" are some-
times made at poor places. Of course, occasional coughing and other dis-
turbances are unavoidable.

On the whole, the performing artists on all the records are excellent.
Attention is especially drawn to the recordings made by Bruno Walter,
who was a pupil of Mahler, and who is acknowledged the finest--or at
least one of the two finest-- conductors of his music.

In view of the magnitude of the adverse criticism often directed

toward Mahler's works, records, with their opportunity for infinite re-
hearing, afford a far more accurate basis for evaluation of his music
than is possible in any concert or radio performance. Hence their im-
portance and hence this list.

SYMPHONY NO. _ IN C-MINOR ("RESURRECTION")

1. (Complete) Performed by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra,
Corinne Frank Bowen (soprano), Ann O'Malley Gallogly (con-
tralto), and Twin City Symphony Chorus, conducted by Eugene
Ormandy. (Sung in German.) Recorded at an actual concert in

Minneapolis, January 6, 1935. Fictor Album set _56. (2_ 124nch
record-sides).

_. Fourth Movement ("Urlicht') only. Sung by Mine. Charles-Cahier
(contralto) with Berlin State Opera Orchestra, conducted by Sel-
mar Meyrowitz. (Sung in German.) Ultraphone record E-_88.
(1 l_-inch record-side) (R_v_RSF. SINE: Mahler: Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gekommen.--Mme. Charles-Cahier and Berlin State
Opera Orchestra).

* Since this article was written Columbia has released an excellent recording of

Mahler's First (Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos conducting).
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This thrilling and varied work is one of the most frequently played of
the master's symphonies. The recording, though nearly seven years old,
still sounds fine. In its day it marked a new "high" in actual-perform-
ance recordings.

Mine. Charles-Cahier sings beautifully in her isolated recording of the
fourth movement, but the record is marred by the use of flutes instead o_
piccolos on an important passage where Mahler has written most unex-
pectedly and strikingly for two piccolos. Also, in order to get the move-
ment on one record-side, the tempo is taken just a bit too fast. The re-
cording is not recent, but it is satisfactory. I believe this disk is no longer
on the market.

SYMPHONY NO. 5--FOURTH MOVEMENT

(ADAGIETTO) ONLY

1. Played by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by
Bruno Walter. Victor record lo_319. (_ 12-inch record-sides.)

_. Played by the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, conducted
by Willem Mengelberg. Decca record 25ol i. (_ lo_-inch record-
sides.)"

The two High Priests of Mahler match batons in one of the shortest

and loveliest--as well as most popular-of the master's symphony move-
ments, which he scored for strings and harp only. The interpretations are
quite similar, and excellent; there is litde to choose between them, or be-
tween the fine playing of the two orchestras. But as to recording, the
Decca disk must take a definite, though respectable, second place, as it
is a number of years older than the fairly recent Victor disk.

This movement affords a splendid introduction to Mahler's music for
those who are unacquainted with it.

SYMPHONY NO. 9

Played by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Bruno
Walter. Recorded at an actual performance in Vienna, January 16,
1938. Victor album set 7_6. (_o l_-inch record-sides.)

The master's last complete work (part of it written in this country) is
by turns despondent, bitter, cynical, tender, thoughtful, and distorted.
Waiter's reading is of course authoritative, and his orchestra plays very
well, the silky quality of its strings being most grateful to the ear, notably
in the last movement, in which they predominate. The recording is
beautiful and smooth throughout and the "breaks" between sides are, on
the whole, well managed. Atteiation should be drawn to the date of the
recording--only two months before the Nazi "liberation' of Austria,
which put an end to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, drove Walter
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into exile, and placed Mahler's music on the blacklist. This recording is
indeed a monument to the happy days of liberalism and progress which
now seem so remote.

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE (THE SONG OF THE EARTH)

(Complete) Performed by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,

with Charles Kullman (tenor) and Kerstin Thorborg (contralto),
conducted by Bruno Walter. (Sung in German). Recorded at an
actual concert in Vienna, May _4, 1956. Columbia album set 3oo.
(a4 1_-inch record-sides.)

This hybrid of symphony and song-cycle is usually considered Mahler's
greatest work. It is indeed an unforgettably lovely piece of music, the di-
rect outpouring of the master's inmost feelings. Walter, of course, does a
magnificent job, and his soloists are fully his equal. Save some occasional
poor intonation, the work of the orchestra is close to perfection.

Das Lied yon der Erde is heartily recommended to all lovers of music,
whether already interested in Mahler o1"not.

KINDERTOTENLIEDER (SONGS ON THE

DEATH OF CHILDREN)

Sung by Heinrich Rehkemper (baritone) with orchestra. (Sung in
German.) Polydor records 66693-66694-66695 o,r Polydor-Decca rec-
ords CA8o27-CASo_8-CA8o29. (6 12-inch record-sides.)

This five-movement song-cycle is one of the master's most beautiful
and moving compositions. Rehkemper's performance is about as near

perfection as could be imagined. The unnamed conductor is equally
good and deserves mention on the labels. With the exception of the first
horn-player, who "bubbles" more than a few notes, the orchestra--also
anonymous--plays very well.

This recording was made in x928, but the fidelity is surprisingly good
even today; it could easily pass for the work of three or four years later
than its actual date.

HANS UND GRETE (HANSEL AND GRETEL)

Sung by Suzanne Sten (mezzo-soprano) with Leo Taubman (piano).
(Sung in German.) Columbia record x7241-D. (1 lo-inch record-side.)
(R_vERsE SIDE: Mahler: Ich atmet" einen Linden Duft-- Suzanne Sten
and piano.)

This charming song is one of fourteen which Mahler originally wrote
for voice and piano, collectively called Lieder und Ges8nge aus der
Jugendzeit. Interpretation, performance, and recording are very good.
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WER HAT DIES LIEDLEIN ERDACHT?

(WHO COMPOSED THIS SONG?)

1. Sung by Elisabeth Schumann (soprano) with George Reeves
(piano). (Sung in German.) (Gramaphone record E 555. (_ ao-
inch record-side). (ON SAMESIDE:Mozart: Warnung; REWRSESm_:
Attributed to Mozart: Cradle Song--Elisabeth Schumann with
piano.)

2. Sung by Lulu Mysz-Gmeiner (contralto) with piano. (Sung in
German.) (Polydor record _31o6 or English Decca record Po51o 5.
(x ao-inch record-side.) REWRSE Sm_.: Tschaikowsky: A Ballroom
Meeting--Mysz-Gmeiner and piano.)

This sprightly little song is one of Mahler's numerous settings of folk-
poems from the famous anthology Des Knaben Wunderhorn. Unfortu-
nately both recordings were made with piano instead of with orchestra,
as Mahler wrote them. I have not had an opportunity to hear the Mysz-
Gmeiner record, but the Schumann disk is quite satisfactory in all re-
spects.

RHEINLEGENDCHEN (LEGEND OF THE RHINE)

Sung by Heinrich Schlusnus (baritone) with Berlin State Opera
Orchestra, conducted by Hermann Weigert. (Sung in German.)
Polydor record 95469 or Polydor-Decca record CA8o8_. (l x_-inch
record-side) (Ra_v_s_ sinE: Mahler: Der Tamboursg'sell--Schlus-
nus and orchestra.)

Another of the Wunderhorn songs, Rheinlegendchen is delightfully
gay and of folk-song simplicity. Schlusnus sings it excellently, being in
unusually good voice. The orchestra work leaves nothing to be desired.
This disk was made in x93a and is up to the best standards of that year.

DER TAMBOURSG'SELL (THE DRUMMER-BOY)

Sung by Heinrich Schlusnus (baritone) with the Berlin State Opera
Orchestra, conducted by Hermann Weigert. (Sung in German.) Poly-
dor record 95469 or Polydor-Decca record CA8o82. (1 a_-inch record-
side.) (R_wRSE sinE: Mahler: Rheinlegendchen--Schlusnus and or-
chestxa.)

Schlusnus gives a stirring performance of this German Danny Deever.
A few instruments are missing from the orchestra, notably the second
English horn. This is a 1931 recording. Der Tamboursg'sell and the
songs listed below are all from Seven Last Songs.
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ICH ATMET' EINEN LINDEN DUFT

(I BREATHED THE SCENT OF LINDEN)

1. Sung by Charles Kullman (tenor) with orchestra conducted by Dr.
Malcolm Sargent. (Sung in English.) Columbia record DB13o3,
from Columbia History of Music by Ear and Eye, Volume 5. (1 10-
inch record-side.) (REVERSE SIDE: Sch6nberg: Nos. 5 and 1,oof The
Book of the Hanging Gardens--Erica Storm [soprano] and Mosco
Carner [piano].)

9. Sung by Suzanne Sten (mezzo-soprano) with Leo Taubman (piano).
(Sung in German). Columbia record 17241-D. (1 lo-inch record-
side.) (REvEgsE SIDE:Mahler: Hans und Grete--Suzanne Sten and
piano.)

This lovely song is tender, almost ethereal. It is advisable to own both
these recordings, as neither is quite satisfactory, for Kullman's is sung in
English and in the high-voice version, which contains a few changes in
instrumentation as compared with the Philharmonic miniature score,
which prints the version for low-voice; while Sten's is with piano, instead
of orchestra (as Mahler wrote it) and the piano's lack of sustaining
power shows up badly. Miss Sten's interpretation is slightly superior to
Mr. Kullman's. Both are well recorded.

ICH BIN DER WELT ABHANDEN GEKOMMEN

(1 AM LOST TO THE WORLD)

1. Sung by Kerstin Thorborg (contralto) with Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted by Bruno Walter. (Sung in German.) Re-
corded at an actual concert in Vienna, May 24, _936. Columbia
record 42ol-M. (2 lo-inch record-sides.)

2. Sung by Mine. Charles-Cahier (contralto) with the Berlin State
Opera Orchestra, conducted by Selmar Meyrowitz. (Sung in
German.) Ultraphone record E-288. (1 12-inch record-side.) (RE-
VERSESIDE: Mahler: Second Symphony--Fourth Movement ("Ur-
licht")-- Mine. Charles-Cahier and orchestra.)

The mystic song of resignation is the quintessence of Mahler's ex-
perience and thought. The Thorborg disk was made at the same time as
the Lied yon der Erde recording, and the "break" between record-sides
occurs right in the midst of a phrase. For all Thorborg's luscious voice,
the American-born Mine. Charles-Cahier (one of the greatest Mahler
singers) has a slight edge on interpretation. She is also matched with
better orchestral playing. But in recording, the considerably newer Thor-
borg disk takes a definite lead. Also the Cahier disk seems to be no longer
available.
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UM MITTERNACHT (AT MIDNIGHT)

Sung by Mevrouw A. Noordewier-Reddingius (soprano) with Anthon
van der Horst (organ.) (Sung in German.) English Columbia record
D-14ool. (2 lo-inch record-sides.)

Another composition steeped in mysticism and spirituality. Here
again we lack the orchestra (without strings) for which Mahler con-

ceived the song, but the use of organ, rather than piano, is a wise substi-
tution in view of the sustained character of the music. The arrangement
for organ, probably made by the organist himself, is well done, and

Mevr. Noordewier-Reddingius's singing is completely satisfactory. Al-
though by no means a recent disk, the recording is clear and adequate.

LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

Iowa University Symphony Orchestra, Philip Greeley Clapp, Conductor;
Herald Stark, Soloist. University of Iowa, Iowa City, May 14, 1941.

(First Performance in Iowa.)

• .. The Mahler cycle, Songs of a Way[arer, is an arresting one. Its music is romantic
in nature, but has a broadness of conception, a melodic importance that brings it well
above the plane of mere sentiment. It is music, too, that calis for a fine tenor voice if
it be fully effective. This Professor Stark brought to the performance.

This second offering of Mahler music this season served to emphasize the desire for
.moreof the music of this composer and if Doctor Clapp but heeds the wishes expressed
m the tremendous applause following Professor Stark's singing we should be hearingsome.

Professor Stark, in response to the great applause, repeated the entire cycle as an
encore and again brought forth a stormy response.

RON TALLMAN, Iowa City Press-Citizen

ADAGIETTO (MAHLER'S FIFTH)

University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, Philip Greeley Clapp, Conductor. Iowa
City, February 26, 194L Chamber Symphony Orchestra o[ University o[ lowa,

Washington, Iowa, May 5, 194x. Philip Greeley Clapp, Conductor
(First Performances in lowa).

•.. To Professor Clapp go congratulations for his fine job of instruction--as wit-
nessed by the Mahler number last night. For strings and harp, the tones from those
instruments seemed to be lifted out rather than pushed, The effect left one breath-
less and it was evident that Professor Clapp has a deep understanding and sympathyfor Mahler.

In response to persistent applause, Professor Clapp returned to the podium to
break this season's no-encore precedent, by playing again, Mahler's Adagietto. If
anything, this playing was better than the first.

ROBV.RTRUT_NBECK,Daily Iowan
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TRIBUTETO MEMORY OF PITTSSANBORN
BY DEEMS TAYLOR

Deems Taylor, eminent music critic, composer, author, music consultant and inter-
mission commentator for the New York Philharmonic Symphony, was long a friend
and associate of the late Pitts Sanborn. The article printed in the New York World-

Telegram on March 15, 194x , in which he recalls with appreciation his acquaintance
with the former critic of the World-Telegram, was part of his intermission talk at the
Philharmonic Symphony concert on March 16, 194_.

I SHOULD like to say a word in passing, to pay a brief tribute to thememory of an old friend--an old friend of yours and mine: Pitts San-

born, the music critic of the New York World-Telegram and the pro-
gram annotator of the Philharmonic Symphony concerts since the fall of
1939. He died here suddenly last week at the age of 61. At the time of his
death he was the dean of the New York music critics, having covered
concerts and operas for 36 consecutive seasons. He began his critical
career in a9o5, with the New York Globe, a few years after his gradua-
tion from Harvard, and retained his post under several editorial dyn-
asties and absorptions of one paper by another.

It's hard--for me, at least--to think of Pitts Sanborn as anything so
venerable as a dean. When I started as music critic of the old New York

World, twenty years ago, Pitts was decidedly one of the junior members

of the critical fraternity. It's true that, even then, he had been on the job
for sixteen years, but that didn't alter the fact that he was a mere child

compared with Henry Krehbiel, of the Tribune, who was rounding out
his _ortieth season as a critic; Henry Finck, of the Post; Richard Aldrich,
of the Times, and W. J. Henderson, of the Sun, every one of whom had
service stripes aggregating thirty-five years or more. As for the rest--Paul

Morris, of the Telegram; Frank Warren, of the Evening World; Kather-
ine Spaeth, of the Evening Mail, and Bill Murray, of the Brooklyn Eagle
--they were decidedly in the sub-deb class, with little more than ten years
apiece to their credit. I, with no years to my credit, was in a special, one-
man kindergarten class of my own.

Those o£ you who have read his program notes have no need to be re-

minded that he wrote with grace, skill and authority. In addition to his
daily criticism he turned out a book of poems, two novels, and the re-
cently published Metropolitan Book of the Opera. His particular field
was opera--especially Mozart, for whose works he had an abiding en-
thusiasm. His other passion was good cooking. I still remember a his-

toric luncheon that we had together in Paris, eighteen years ago--a
luncheon that began at 1_:3o and ended at a quarter to five. Those of us
who knew him will not soon forget his low, beautifully modulated
voice, his dangerous wit and his admiration for tall prima donnas.

In the four years that we worked together I got to know him very
well. Ours was one of those curious warm, yet almost completely ira-
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personal friendships that exist between men who see each other every
working day, yet never out of working hours. I think he liked me. I know
I liked him. He was a scholar and a gentleman. A great many people
will miss him. DE_MsTAYLOR

Admirers of Bruckner and Mahler will be among those who will miss him. While
most of Mr. Sanborn's New York colleagues were either unhiendly toward the music
of Bruckner and Mahler or at best wrote "'Yes, but" reviews, Mr. Sanborn did not
hesitate to advocate Bruckner cycles as musical gifts "of which we stand much more
in need than we do of another Beethoven or Brahms cycle," and after a Mahler per-
formance under Koussevitzky's direction Mr. Sanborn wrote: "By this time it (Mahler's
Fifth) and its composer might be taken somewhat for granted, even as we take Bee-
thoven and Brahms .... All told Mahler-fear seems now a bit grotesque." Surely he
had the courage of his convictions. CHORn AND DIsco_ has quoted him not only in
"'Symphonic Chronicle" but has reprinted entire articles by this gentleman and scholar.

ROBERT G. GREY

SCHERZO (BRUCI_NER SEVENTH) AT YOUTH CONCERT UNDER

DIRECTION OF WHEELER BECKETT (NOV. 6, 194o )

• . . And if one movement of a symphony is a little like a detail of a painting or a
quarter of a statue, there is enough meat and substance, energ 7 and charm in this,
one of the few really great Scherzos since Beethoven, to carry it as a separate piece.
By every sign the audience was stirred and pleased, and by this courageous gesture,
Mr. Beckett has probably made a couple of thousand Bruckner converts.

WARREN STOREY SMITH, Boston Post

SUGGESTIONS TO DR. KOUSSEVITZKY

•.. Pre-season promises are not always fulfilled. We were to have received revivals
of Berlioz' Romeo and Juliet Symphony, Mahler's Second and Schumann's Third and
actually got the more familiar matter of their Fantastique, Ninth and Fourth, re-
spectively. By way of compensation, these were among the best performances of the
year. Few could have missed the threatened performance of Tchaikovsky's Manfred
Symphony, but the revival of his Second by Mr. Stravinsky made man wonder why •
that diverting piece had gone so long unheard here. We did not get Bruekner's Eighth,
either, but there are other symphonies of his that we stood in more need of hearing, for
example, the Filth and Ninth, both of which are now recorded by the Victor Company.

WARREN STOREYSMITH, Boston Post

•.. Our only suggestion on the basis of surveying the past season's repertory would
be a further broadening of the base. Certain works, like Mahler's Ninth Symphony,
have helped this aspect, but the revival of such music should be extended. For example,
there is Bruckner's Ninth Symphony in the original version. Then there are a quantity
of scores that have only been played once, and many of them merit another hearing.
Of course there are some that should never have been given in the first place, but there
must be a dozen or more that are unwarrantably gathering dust on the library shelf.

ALEXANDERWILLIAMS, Boston Herald



EDITORIAL

ESPITE the curious allegation by some reviewers that Bruckner and
Mahler partisans are chiefly responsible Jor the vociJerous applause

accorded the works oj these composers by subscription audiences in vari-

ous cities at various times, the Jact remains that the popularit 7 oJ their

music has increased steadily with the growing number oJ pe_ormances.

Furthermore it cannot reasonably be maintained that this show oJenthusi-

asm is intended merely Jor the conductors. Too many different con-

ductors have stirred audiences with their readings o.f Bruckner and

Mahler symphonies to make any such assertions more than examples oJ

wishJul thinking on the part oJ prejudiced reviewers. Nor can it justly be
claimed that a conductor is able to make a Bruckner or Mahler work

f

sound better than it is. Otherwise it might be said with equal plausibility,

Jor instance, that Toscanini makes Wagner's music sound better than it

is or that Furtwaengler made Brahms' symphonies sound better than

they are--which is, oJ course, utter nonsense.

Years ago audiences left the hall almost en masse during pe_Jormances

oJ Bruckner and Mahler. Today they stay and applaud; sometimes they
even cheer, sour comments by some oJ our "'deadline scribes" notwith-

standing. Granted, according to so-called rules and regulations, Bruck-

net and Mahler should not become popular. By the same yardstick

Beethoven should have been relegated to the scrap heap over a hundred

years ago. Just as the untutored music-lover oJ old, having been given the

opportu_yity oJ repeated hearings by conductors who had the courage oJ

their convictions, decided that the music oJ Beethoven, Wagner and

others--originally scorned by critics--was not monstrous, commonplace,

banal, long-winded, and boring, the average music-lover oJ our own da7 is

clearly making up his mind that Bruckner and Mahler are well worth

hearing.

The broadcast oj BruckneJ's Eighth under Bruno Walter's direction

over CBS was decided upon because oj a flood oJ requests jrom ever 7 sec-
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tion oJ the American radio audience. Especially significant is the Jact that

the youth oJ our country is displaying a lively interest in Bruckner and

Mahler. In the van oJ this promising revival are our colleges. Thus, Jor

example, the University oJ Iowa Orchestra, under the able direction oJ

ProJessor Philip Greeley Clapp, has recently perJormed two Bruckner
symphonies and Mahler's Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. At the Uni-

versity oJ _innesota a "'record club" is being _formed, largely _[or the

purpose oj studying Bruckner and Mahler by means oJ recordings. Per-

Jormances oJ Bruckner and Mahler are being planned at Ann Arbor by

Thor Johnson, conductor o-fthe University of Michigan Orchestra, and at

Oberlin College by Maurice P. Kessler. These are surely eloquent evi-
dence oJ the fine progress made by the Bruckner-Mahler movement.

During the past season Bruno Walter, Dimitri M itropoulos, Frederick

A. Stock, Serge Koussevitzky, Eugene Goossens, Artur Rodzinski, Eugene
Ormandy, Hans Kindler, all conductors o-f major orchestras, have en-

riched their programs by the addition o-f a Bruckner or Mahler work.

The New York City Municipal Station and WQXR have continued their

.familiar policy oJ regular Bruckner and Mahler recorded broadcasts.

Stations in other cities are also taking advantage o-f the opportunity to

present these masters in recordings. Thus the every-day music-lover,

handicapped neither by too great a knowledge o-fmusical "'rules" nor by

the opinions oJ the learned scribes, will judge-for himselJ as he has always
done--and with this thought in mind Brucknerites and Mahlerites can

.face the-future with con-fidence.
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Symphonic Chronicle
A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER: out the instruments to create the ideas.
FIRST SYMPHONY Like Strauss, his characterizations are

often violent.

Minneapolis Symphony, Dimitri Mi- GRACE DAVIES, Minneapolis Times-
tropoulos, Conductor. November a, 194o , Tribune
Opening Concert of the Season.

It was however when he turned to

By a process of centripetal force that Mahler's gigantic First Symphony, at the
swept together the wealth and diversity close of the concert, that Mitropoulos ex-
of resources in the Austro-Hungarian erred his greatest skill and revealed his
empire, Vienna became the nineteenth- true stature as a musician. For the work,
century music capital of the world, and ahnost ruonstrous in its dimensions, is of

almost without exception the Mahler a romantic, vitalistic, and problematic
symphonies are so many microcosmic re- nature, crowded with ideas, contrasts,
flections of these resources. There was parodies and sublime melodies- and it
the commingling of Magyar, Slavic and demands of the interpreter, great plastic-
Teutonic temperaments, with overtones ity of temperament, emotional prompt-
from Byzantium, not far away; there were ness and versatility. That the many epi-
splendors of church and state perhaps sodes, the dry passages, and the dull
never surpassed. Too, there were the stretches in this otherwise richly human
sharp contrasts afforded by a society music were made interesting and yet sire-
based on an ancient caste system, ple, is a commentary on the power of the

Gustav Mahler caught all these ele- conductor, that the inspired moments
ments, and translating them with almost and the great climaxes reached superb
fabulous skill into orchestral terms, he heights is a proof of his genius.

produced music of great richness. Again JOHAN S. ECmSRUD, Minneapolis
and again you hear the horns of hunters Morning Tribune
on princely estates, and the naive, wist-
full.), sweet peasant songs fi'om Alpine The performance was remarkable in
regmns, or from the southern Adriatic color and subtlety, in tenderness and
coast; you hear Gypsy tunes, and the drama. Mitropoulos and the men re-
Laendler, danced by country people, sponded many times to insistent ap-
Then the music grows sophisticated and plause. It's a real achievement to get an
urban--then, perhaps, ecclesiastical, audience cheering and whistling for

FRANCESBOAaD_fAN, St. Paul Mahler.
Pioneer Pres_ JOUN K. SHERI_[AN, Minneapolis

Star Journal
Mah]er once said, "There are no bad

orchestras; there are only bad conduc- GUSTAV MAHLER:
tots," and we get the force of that remark
if we consider what some conductors DAS LIED VON DER ERDE

might have done with that program. The Cleveland Orchestra, Artztr Rodzin-
virtuosity of our conductor was a tri- ski, Conductor; Soloists: Enid Szantho
umph. The orchestra played as we have and Charles Kulhnann. Cleveland, No-
come to expect and take for granted alert vcmber 7 and 8, 194o.
and responding to every wish of Mi-
tropoulos. Mahler's Song of the Earth- a music

Anyone who is under the impression drama of humanity--was given a mag-
that Mahler's symphonies are "dry" (the nificent performance by Dr. Artur Rod-
old cry) has never heard Mitropoulos zinski, the Cleveland Orchestra, Enid
conduct one of them .... Mitropoulos, Szantho, contralto, and Charles Kullmann
supremely sure in his conception of great ,at Severance Hall last night.
music, shared all the beauties of melodic And there was real appreciation,
line to the technical nmsician. Everyone though subdued, for their thrilling pres-
can readily enjoy Mahler's picturesque entation of this marvellous work. The
ideas and the manner in which he singles soloists were eminently fitted for their
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parts. Both are familiar to Clevelanders the following "Lonely One in Autumn"
through their opera appearances here. with sweetness.

•.. Boris Goldovsky, in a bit of curtain The next number: "Of Youth," is a
speech, explained that the first five poems most attractive Chinesely spiced pleas-
represented scenes in the world which antry of which Mr. Kullmann made good
Mahler was loath to give up. And there all the points.
was much drinking, love, youth and bit'- But it is the sixth and last number
terness, especially drinking. The vocal which represents the work's ultimate im-
parts are made to fit into the orchestral port; it is a long elegy called "The Fare-
pattern with remarkable ingenuity, well." In it a mood of resignation and

While the Mahler music portrays Chi- withdrawal is sustained for nearly as long
nese poems, there are only a few touches a time as it required for all the other
of the Oriental in it. And Mahler success- numbers combined.

fully sums up in the farewell episode his After the droop and fade of such an
longing for life, his regret at breaking end it is understandable that the audi-
his earthly ties and his fantastic vision ence would hardly be impelled to express
of a ghostly future. We have heard others its appreciation by a large amount of
of his works but nothing as striking, dra- noisy applause.
matic and gripping as this. There is a It was clear, however, that people were
dramatic intensity even in the feeling of much impressed with the Song of the
suppression that pervades much of the Earth's beauties and were conscious of
score, having experienced the emanation of a

ELMOREBACON, The Cleveland News gTeat musical personality. It is to be
hoped that we will sooner or later have

There can be little disagreement about the opportunity of hearing all of Mah-
this work being Mahler at his best, and let's symphonic works here.
this is perhaps because it remains essen- ARTHURLOESSER, The Cleveland Press
tially lyric• Its theme, described as "with-
drawal from life," comes closer to being
love of life intensified by the thought of GUSTAV MAHLER: LIEDER
leaving it. The post-Wagnerian dreamer
here seems to be clin_ng passionately to EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

a dying spark, nursing it affectionately Minneapolis symphony Orchestra, Di-
and effusively with sweet melancholy, mitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; Soloist:
waiting ecstatically for the miracle which John Charles Thomas. November 29 ,
never happens. 194o"

Vienna-bred, he goes to a Chinese poet . . . The genius of Mahler, most often
for his texts and emerges with something
neither Chinese nor purely Occidental. associated with orchestral composition,
It is music both opaque and warm, naive- expressed itself with true success also in
ly human yet extravagantly exalted. It songs, as witness Das Lied vonder Erde,
dwells somewhere, and with some uncer- the settings of verse from Des Knaben

Wunderhorn, the vocal interpolations in
tainty, between hypochondria and celes-

the choral symphony, and the ones most
tial magic. But whether immortal or not, immediately under discussion. So there
it is a personal expression of rare, subtle

was eminent appropriateness in the pres-
intimacy, marvelously sustained yet varie- entation gracefully made to Mr. Mitrop-gated in mood.

HERBERT ELWELL. The Cleveland oulos by Mr. Thomas, of the Bruckner
Plain Dealer Society's medal for distinguished service

in giving public hearings of music by
... The human voices are indeed the Mahler, who is coupled by the society

vehicle of the poetic thought, but most with the composer whose name it bears.
of the music is in the orchestra. Thus the FRa_NCESBOARDMAN, The Saint Paul
sub-rifle "symphony" is justified. Pioneer Press

We had been told that the work is an

expression of the composer's sense of his ... This medal is an award for achieve-
own approaching death. Yet the first im- ment in both Bruckner and Mahler mu-
pression left by the earlier numbers of sic. The audience was deeply moved by
the cycle is one of extraordinary met- the simple and eloquent way in which
lifluousness. Euphoneous, sophisticated Mr. Mitropoulos told them why he had
harmony, delicate varieg-ation of tone- "neglected" Mahler symphonies and that
tints charm the ear, belie the restless pes- he craves a greater honor than the medal
simism of the opening "Drinking Song of --it will be the knowledge some day,
Earthly Woe" and tinge the sadness of that his audience appreciates a Mahler
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symphony (although of heavenIy length) composers, in nine symphonies is of
and enjoys it. comparable greatness. The Mahler of the

GRACEDnVIES, The Minneapolis Ninth Symphony would not have been
Times-Tribune guilty of the sentimental triviality which

mars the Finale of his First Symphony.
At moments like this music lovers have But there is much in its first three move-

an opportunity to express their appre- ments that both charms and arrests;
ciafion of the musical inspiration Mi- music both naive in the best sense, and
troupoulos gives with such generosity ironic as only Mahler could be, Mr. Mi-
throughout the year--and last night tropoulos realized in his interpretation
they showed this by giving him ovation many of the composer's desires; in the
after ovation, grandiosely conceived closing peroration

As baritone John Charles Thomas and his native intensity found its fullest ex-
Mitropoulos joined in evoking Mahler's pression.
Songs of a Wayfarer, the music breathed JERO_IED. Bore's, Herald Tribune
forth the tender anguish of young, dis-
appointed love and a lyrical beauty of . . . The uncommon symphony which
nature, expressed through tunes of folk- occasioned these arresting occurrences
song simplicity, was, of course, the first of Mahler, which

By his unforced, poised singing that promises to become as much a sensation
even seemed to verge on under-statement, of the conductor's leaving as the Strauss
Mr. Thomas blended the vibrant timber "Domestica" was of his coming. There
of his voice with the weaving of the or- have been fine performances of Mahler
chestra into an expressive whole, here in the past, but it is doubtful that

JOHANS. EcmsRnn, MinneapoUs any combined so eloquent a feeling for
Morning Tribune the composer's idiom with so great a

capacity for making the orchestra articu-
•.. Mr. Thomas' stature as an artist in- late. Here the frustrations in the writing

c_eases with the years. He not only pos- were not blemishes of the score, but in-
sesses one of the finest-tempered bari- herent elements of its personality, all-
tones extant but he uses it with a taste too-human accentuations of its intensity
and precision which finds every shade and and pathos•
inflection, and avoids every excess and Mr. Mitropoulos's plan of presentation
mannerism, was not as wide a variation of the com-

Thus in the Songs of a Wayfarer he poser's purpose as it might seem, for
drew forth with sure skill the lyricism Mahler specified at least five minutes'
and dolor of Mahler's story of unrequited pause before the slow movement. Cer-
love and did it with seeming effortless- tainly the more Schnbertian-than-Schu-
ness, an ahnost casual mastery, bert slow movement, with its musing

Jomq K. S_RMnN, Minneapolis tragedy and uneasy irony, gained by the
Star Journal freshness of the listener's attention after

the pause. This is an altogether individu-
al creation, as much a revelation of the
composer's tortured self-doubts as the

GUSTAV MAHLER: over-insistent, fustian peroration in the
FIRST SYMPHONY Fmale. Mr. Mitropoulos conducted as

one delivering a revelation from on high,
Philharmonic Symphony Society of and the orchestra played with stunning

New York, Dimitri Mitropoulos conduct- virtuosity, earning full title to the pro-
ing, January 8, lo and 12. The last per- longed applause that followed.
formance was broadcast over the CoIum- . . . However, the evening belonged to
bia Broadcasting System. Mahler and Mitropoulos.

The First Symphony of Mahler is as IRVING KOLODIN, New York Sun
Austrian as a dish of Salzburger Nockerl .... The most ponderable achievement
This music could have originated only on of the evening was the Mahler symphony,
the banks of the Danube. In it, Mahler which merits more frequent performance.
reveals some of those idiomatic touches Written in the composer's twenties, it is
which lend his music its unmistakable encompassed with an amazing mastery of
physiognomy. Beethoven's individuality the orchestral apparatus. Its themes are
does not peer forth nearly so strong in his simple and song-like, and the form is not
First symphony as does Mahler's per- swollen, as it becomes in later Mahler
sonality in his earliest symphonic crea- symphonies. Though there are pages of
tion. And the distance traversed by both the irony and fury that become more
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deep-seated and agitated later on, the Bruno Walter, the man who, he said, un-
work also has a pastoral feeling. It is as derstood him as no other. It was Waiter
if a profoundly simple nature has not who conducted the first performance of"
yet been lacerated into cries of unutter- this so-called song symphony, but when
able grief. Mahler, certainly in this sym- that event took place in Munich in No-
phony, is anything but forbidding, vember, 19_ 1, Mahler had been dead for

HOWARD TAUBMAN, New York Times six months.
Last night, as on two occasions six years

ago, New York Philharmonic Symphony
GUSTAV MAHLER: subscribers were privileged to hear Das

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE Lied von der Erde conducted by Mah-
ler's dearest friend and the man who first

Philharmonic Symphony Society of disclosed the work to the world. Mr. Wal-
New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor; ter outdid himself and his fervor and de-
Soloists: Kerstin Thorborg and Charles votion for the music of his old idol ob-
Kullmtmn. January 23 and .o4, 1941. rained from the orchestra a magnificent

performance. There was personal convic-
• . . It is a work, with orchestra, for t_on in every bar. Likewise, in clarity and

singers. And it may well prove to be tonal quality the achievement was an
Mahler's greatest inspiration. Its mood is
irresistible- this song for the passing of altogether remarkable one.
all warm, ardent, tender thin_, this most OscA_ TI-IOMPSON, New York Sun
poignant lament of mortality.

Whether, when all is said and done, the
listener, escaped from its spell, is willing GUSTAV MAHLER:
to accept as part of his artistic, personal DAS LIED VON DER ERDE
and emotional creed this music, drunk
with pessimism and self-pity, and wheth- National Symphony Orchestra, Hans
er that music will long outlast the age Kindler, Conductor;" Soloists: Suzanne
and the culture that produced it is an- Sten and Hardesty Johnson. Washington,
other matter. Last night it completely D.C.,March lu, 1941.
conquered.

The great effect was gained by the con- . . . Wherever commentators got the
viction, the authority, the imagination of idea that The Song of the Earth is a
the conductor. The composer's sincerity cr) of despair and a proclamation of pes-
and passionate feeling were in his inter- simism remains a mystery. This reraark-
pretation. Nothing in the score was able work breathes a poignant sadness,
m_issed; many a detail customarily passed it is true, yet its spiritual motivation is
oxer was revealed with special signifi- not hopelessness but the gentle grief with
cance. It is hard to think of Mahler more which the composer regarded the transi-

convincingly presented, tory beauty of earthly life. It is an ex-
The audience was a large one; it took p_ession of a common human experience

every opportunity of expressing its en- when one contemplates the inexorable
thusiasm, movement of time.

OHN DOWNY.S, New York Times RAY C. B. BROWN, Washington Post

•.. Into Das Lied von tier Erde Mahler The National Symphony Orchestra set
distilled the quintessence of his genius another landmark in its history last eve-
and no one could expound this song of ning with the performance of Mahler's
the earth in six poems from the Chinese Das Lied vonder Erde at its special series
with a more sensitive comprehension, a concert in Constitution Hall.
finer and deeper eloquence than Mr. As soloists in this monumental work-
Walter. Orchestrally the performance was or rather as collaborators, for the orches-
of a punctilious thoroughness and a mere- tra and voices are closely interwoven
orable beauty, were Suzanne Sten, mezzo-soprano, and

Piz-rs SANBORN,New York World Hardesty Johnson, tenor, both of whose
Telegram performances were outstanding.

In spite of a knowledge of the basic in-
In the melancholy resignation of his tention of the work, there is a depth and

last years, when a weakened heart would mystery in its expression that permeates
not permit him to continue his tramps each of the sections. It is melancholy
about the Austrian countryside, Gustav music with a sadness beyond words, yet
Mahler composed his Lied vonder Erde. through it runs a, poetic utterance of
In his gloom, he poured out his feeling to great spiritual beauty which combines
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the philosophy of the East with the more Mahler was represented again yester-
hopeful conviction of the West. The East- day, this time by the touching Kinder-
ern touch is recognizable in the lovely totenlieder, the set of five songs corn-
tenor solo. "Of Youth," while in the first posed at the turn of the century to texts
number, "The Drinking Song of Earthly penned by Friedrich Rueckert upon the
Woe," the vocal part, also for the tenor, death of his two children• When Mahler's
is reminiscent of Wagner. The opening own daughter died in 19o6 he is said to
phrases of the final song, "The Farewell," have exclaimed, "Under the agony of fear
fm alto, create an atmosphere found in that this was destined to occur, I wrote
"Boris Godounov." the Kindertotenlieder."

This is not to say that the music is at That this may well have been so is
any time "borrowed," for its originality plausible, not only because of Mahler's
is impressive. With great richness of tonal chronically melancholy turn of mind but
effect and with grace and elegance at also by the texts he chose from the hun-
times, the contrast between the poignant d_ed or so that Rueckert wrote on the
beauty of youth and springtime and the subject. They are texts colored by remi-
inevitable passing of these things in the niscences of the children as the)' had been
autumn of life is sharply defined. The in life, and where Rueckert expressed
emotion of the work never abates and its sadness tempered by precious memories
strength as given out by a remarkable Mahler has expressed the feeling of a joy
union of music with the words is over- made exquisite to the point of pain by
whelming, the knowledge of its perishability.

ALICE EVERSMAN,Evening Star HEXRY PLEASANTS,Evening Bulletin

Last night's all-German program by
the National Symphony Orchestra proved

less formidable than had been antici- ANTON BRUCKNER:
pated.

It offered a novelty by the saddest of THIRD SYMPHONY

modern Germans which turned out to Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Eu-
have much poetic charm, far less pessi- gene Goossens, Conductor. November 8
mlsm than has been ascribed to it by and 9, t94o. (First performances in Cin-
solemn commentators, and a happy sim- cinnati.)
plicity of strncture which came clearly
through the many orchestral complica- Yet, Bruckner achieved absolute mas-

tions, tery over certain forms. No one since Bee-
That does not alter the fact that it is a thoven has written more characteristic

difficult score, one demanding much re- scherzos. Take the one in the Third Sym-
finement, and a highly developed sensi- phony, which is being played at these
bility to subtle orchestral values, quali- concerts as a tfpical example. It happens
fications possessed by Kindler in brilliant to be one of his most famous, this "scherzo
measure. He gave it a splendid reading on one tone," as it is called. The rustic,
and the National Symphony distin- shirt-sleeved movement has no proper
guished itself in the precision and sym- theme, only motives over the ground
pathy with which it realized his inten- tone of D. This tone does escape long
tions, enough to execute a droll little Viennese

GLENN DILLARD Gur¢,_, Times Herald waltz--or Laendler, if you like. The trio
is only a shade more tuneful. Here, I may
add, it is the harmonic modulations

GUSTAV MAHLER: which lend such a charming effect. The
KINDERTOTENLIEDER movement, in fact, ahnost constitutes a

tour de force.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or- Bruckner's piety manifests itself else-
mandy, Conductor; Enid Szantho, Solo- where in the symphony, chiefly in the
ist, Philadelphia, October 19 and 2o, 194o. second movement, much of which has

about it an air of ecclesiasticism, of St.
•.. All were sung by Mine. Szantho with Florian, no doubt. Incongruously enough,

full regard for the sorrow of both words one senses the Wagnerian influence, in
and music, although the magnificent or- externals at least, in this movement. (Re-
ehestral acconapaniments, strikingly orig- member, the symphony is dedicated to
inal, are as important as the voice, him.) I don't mean the reference, prob-

SAMUELL. LACIAR, ably unconscious, to Tristan just be
Evening Public Ledger fore the first change of time, but a num-
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ber of other places, strongly chromatic. GUSTAV MAHLER:
Bruckner, the organist, can be heard at FIRST SYMPHONY
the quiet close of the movement.

In spite of the Wagnerian influences Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,
and dedication, Bruckner did not forego Bruno Walter, Conductor. Los Angeles,
entirely the precepts of some of his Vien- California, December 19-2o, 194o.
nese predecessors. The first movement of

the Third Symphony combines some fea- Music appreciation locally seemed to
tures of both the Ninth and the Pastorale have reached its peak last night at Phil-
symphonies of Beethoven, with now and harmonic Auditorium when a capacity
then subdued echoes of Franz Schubert, audience stood up and cheered a parting
whom Bruckner resembles somewhat in salute to Conductor Bruno Walter until
spirit. But having been a great musician the usually dignified symphony-lovers'
in his own right and unique as an indi- bands were sore and their voices were
vidual, Bruckner most resembles him- hoarse and the honored director looked
self. the weariness that he felt after a super-

Fm_DraUCKYEisrm, Cincinnati Enquirer human presentation of the Gustav Mah-
ler Symphony No. 1 in D-major.

The symphony concert played yester- The serenity, gloom and vehemence of
day afternoon by the Cincinnati Sym- the mighty musical genius, Mahier, had
phony Orchestra, Eugene Goossens di- been relegated to the concluding place
recting, marked one more step toward an on the program, which had begun with
appreciation of Anton Bruckner, which rippling Mozart and moved irtto the
has been long delayed. He was a con- short and terse musical pictures of Erich
temporary of both Wagner and Brahms, Korngold, whose music had invaded the
but they outstripped him in achieving Shakespearean realms of intimate depic-
popularity. In a way, his nature was akin tion and had upheld the human impulses
to that of Brahms in its deep reti_ous as the bard of Avon worded them.
faith. But it was more a mystical faith, Mahler's great vehicle of tone toyed
one of the kind that makes of its possessor with the lesser things of life, such as
a great being, but which takes longer to feathered songsters, rabbits, dead hunts-win recognition.

men, and the ironic tone-pictures of folk-
The symphony was the Third, in D- tales, grotesque dead marches, empha-

minor, which we believe has not been sized with high explosives in the percus-
played here before. There is a wealth of sions, dawns, sunsets and nature's bah-
thematic material in the work, which
keeps one busily engaged in following its blings in general, and long drawn outmonotones in the second violins that
aevempment. The powerful and richly transported themselves from choir to
orchestrated first movement is succeeded choir of instrumentation, but never
by an exquisite, devotional Andante. ceased their relentless wail.
The Scherzo and Finale have in common, With the grimly ironic the iovial rol-
themes that are almost dance-like, but the licked, and the furioso swept" and just
work ends with a majestic pronounce- when a sudden calm would release and
ment of the great opening theme of the relax the tension, a tremendous ground-
symphony, this time in a major key, Iike swell of volume would heave up with
unto great triumph of the soul. volcanic fury. The massive, though light-It was superbly played and at its con-

Iy written score held every instrumental-
clusion, Dr. Martin G. Dumler, president ist of the orchestra keyed to his greatest
of the Bruckner Society of America, absorption and breathless anticipation
stepped to the stage and with a few welt- and Dr. Waiter directing from memory,
chosen words, presented Mr. Goossens held the mighty suspension, even during
with the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal in rec- the rests and silences.
ognition of his sincere efforts to advance The fervent conductor knew just what
the recognition of Bruckner in this coun- to ask for and his hands moved gracefully
try. Mr. Goossens, who did not until yes- in intertwinings of an expression whida
terday know that this honor was to be seemed borne to his hands from another
bestowefl upon him, accepted in his usual

world. The much-too-long symphony
felicitous manner, according high praise seemed to fly through the unflagging in-
tOformance.themusicians for their excellent per- terest Walter inspired. He was making

history for the great Philharmonic Or-
LmLIANTw.._t PLOGSTEDT, Cincinnati chestra. He was leaving behind him an

Post unforgettable hour of transcendental
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revelation, abnormal and yet aimed di- of Mahler's complicated and romantical-
rectly at the human heart and he had hit ly extravagant D-major Symphony.
his mark. Then came the extraordinary Most popular, if one chooses among
demonstration• the four movements, will always be the

CARL BRONSON,Evening Express Herald second movement, in Austrian Laendler
style. In material and treatment this

Playing that was passionate, eager, section portends the paler colored third
purposeful and as near orchestral perfec- movement of the Second Symphony•
tion as true artists will ever admit, took BRUNO DAVID USSUER, News
place at the Philharmonic concert last
night. The auditorium was filled.

Gustav Mahler's First Symphony ,is ANTON BRUCKNER:
not his most profound, naturally. The EIGHTH SYMPHONY

genius of this work lies in his ability to Philharmonic Symphony Society of
take a theme any other would pass by as New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor.
commonplace and make romantic poetry January 16, 17 and 26. The final perform-
of it. That is, the poetry was uppermost ance was broadcast over the Columbia

when Bruno Walter pointed it out with Broadcasting System in response to a tele-
his magic baton. The program of spring, graphic request from the State Universitythe mosaic of life, the funeral of a dead
huntsman and the titanic stretto of the of Iowa. The telegram contained several

hundred signatures.Finale were realized in full measure but

always the music was made important ... The continuing controversy about
and the program often forgotten, this and other Bruckner symphonies will

The tremendous climax of the fourth not be settled by mere repetition of old
movement brought the audience to its critical observations having to do with
feet. They stood and cheered and ap- the composer's lack of self-criticism in his
plauded until the lights were flashed to choice and elaboration of themes; his way
bid them stop. of building on weak ideas as lengthily

ISABEL MORSE JONES, Times and as confidently as on much better
ones; his lapses of structure and his habit

• . . Mahler's Symphony No. a in D- of defeating or minimizing climaxes by
minor completed the program and at its preceding and following them with others
conclusion the conductor was again the of much the same kind. Even those who
center of enthusiastic calls of approval, find many of the basic ideas trite and
and long continued applause, trivial, as compared to others that are

FLORENCE LAWRENCE, Examiner lofty and personal, cannot be deaf to the
splendid sonorities that move in a proces-

Gustav Mahler's more than half a con- sional across the symphonic stage. On

tury old First Symphony scored a new both sides of the issue, it is a matter of
victory last night for the Austrian corn- "Yes, but--." Under the circumstances,
poser at the third Philharmonic Orches- it is sufficient to praise the performance
tra concert in Philharmonic Auditorium. as vital, fervid and elaborated with skill,
The work had not been heard since in- affection and care. Musical America
troduced in 1928 by Prof. George Schnee-
voigt, then conducting the orchestra .... His return to the senior instru-

Yesterday's also was a victory for con- mental organization is a highly welcome
ductor Bruno Walter and, alas, his leave- event, judging by the prevailingly high
taking, for the present only, one hopes, standard of performance observed by the
Walter and the orchestra were given orchestra and the expressive intensity it
ardent assurances of appreciation, brought to the interpretation of the great

Of course the climax of the concert s)mphony in C-minor. It may be ques-
came with the D-major Symphony by tioned whether any conductor now in ac-
Gustav Mahler. It is time the works of tive service has a closer understanding of
this typically Austrian successor to Franz Bruckner's music than Mr. Walter,
Schubert were heard here with some whether any one surpasses him in his
completeness. Moreover, Bruno '_Valter, ability to reveal both the expressive re-
together with Otto Klemperer, ranks sources and the form and structure of the
foremost among the exponents of this Austrian composer's major works.
composer. In an interview last winter, Mr. Waiter

•.. Walter and the orchestra produced said he began to feel at home with Bruck-
much of the spirit, if not always the letter, ner only after his fiftieth year, and it is
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quite natural that many music lovers who opposition to that unfortunate composer
may hear the Eighth Symphony on an would melt with amazing speed.
average once in ever)- four years or so .... An orchestra, to do justice to his
may be somewhat lingering in taking it scores, must be either a rare group of
to heart, virtuosi, or must have the familiarity

.... As to whether Bruckner waxes oc- with and love of his idiom, which rn.ay
casionally prolix, whether he repeats him- be presupposed in the case of the former
self to some extent, or whether this is part Vienna Philharmonic. Fortunately in
of a logically integrated vast form need- Boston we have a conductor and an or-
ing further hearings for full comprehen- chestra bountifully equal to these de-
sion, this commentator must submit an mands.
undecided, while open-minded opinion. One is reminded of Nietzsche's mali-

The interpretation itself was magnifi- cious comment on Wagner whom he
cent in its tonal textures and colors, its called the most impolite of geniuses, be-
dynamic subtleties and contrasts, its sense cause he insists on his point-- he insists
of complete and devoted revelation under until one despairs, he insists until one
its communicatively inspiring leader.The ends by believing him! Yet in spite of its
strin_ sang warmly and lyrically; the obvious faults, the Ninth Symphony re-
pronouncements of the brass were stately mains a deeply moving and illuminating
and imposing. The playing as a whole work.
was on a level which the orchestra has ... It was the closing Adagio that was
achieved but infrequently in recent sea- the glory of the perfurmance as it is the
sons• crown of the work.

The andience was not one of the sea- EDWARDDOWNES, Bosto_l Evening
son's largest, but this could be attributed Transcript
to exceptionally dissuasive weather, and
there was no lack of volume in the dos .... Every performance of a Mahler
ing ovation, symphony is fresh occasion for argument.

FRA.'_OSD. PERKIXS, Herald Tribu_,.e Such music by this composer as we are
offered here from time to time seems to

increase in public favor. But progress is

ANTON BRUCKNER: slow and Mahler performances are still

THIRD SYMPHONY comparatively rare.
The Ninth Symphony, then, is music

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Freder- of most intimate spiritual and emotional
revelation. The first movement is stormy

ick A. Stock, Conductor. February o,0 and and conflicting, a certain jangling iron)'91, 194L leers from the second and third. In the

•. • The proooa-am's other principal item fourth Mahler seems to welcome, as did
was Bruckner's beautiful Third Sympho- Beethoven in not dissimilar slow move-
ny, which contains some of its composer's ments of his last two string quartets,
finest ideas and is not marred by the ex- Death as the bringer of peace.
cessive length of some of his later works. ... Mahler is dead and so is his way of
Here the Bruckner mysticism, intense writing music. But one ventures to salute
though it is, never becomes unmanage- the Ninth Symphony as extraordinary
able. And it is relieved by the lovely mer- art, which has a way of outliving its own
riment of that theme in F-sharp major in time.
the last movement. How much easier it would be to de-

scribe the magnificence of yesterday'sEDWARDBARRY, Chicago Tribune
performance, if one had not many times
before, piled up superlatives in speaking

GI.)STAV MAHLER: o_ the Boston Symphony. Again the tone
was gorgeous, the technical details almost

NINTH SYMPHONY incredibly perfect, the interpretation of
Mr. Koussevitzky of astonishing elo-

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge
Koussevitzhy, Conductor• Boston, Febru- quence.

CYRUS W. DURGIN, Boston Daily Globe
arv 28 and March l, 1941; New York,
134arch 13, 194L

In the early days of symphony concerts
If there were more performances of in America it was the custom to provide

Mahler's symphonies like the one given vocal selections from Donizetti or Rossini
yesterday afternoon of his Ninth by Kous- between the movements of a Beethoven
sevitzky and the Boston Symphony, the symphony.
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From an ideal standpoint it would be private life. Mahler wrote as if the ma-
far better to play the Mahler symphony terial of Viennese music itself were so
alone. Without cut it would make qu_te bound up with his own soul that only by
enough music for an afternoon or an eve- integrating the two in a practically mar-
ning. There might also be an intermis- ital union could a work be created that
sion between the second and third move- would be a valid expression of either.
ments, a procedure suggested by the com- Strauss wrote his pieces very much as a
poser in the case of his First Symphony theatrical producer cooks up a show.
and carried out the other evening in New And yet the musical material and tech-
York by Mr. Mitropoulos and the Phil- nique of the two are ahnost identical.
harmonic Society. Their themes might have been written

. . . In this symphony and in the sym- by either, so characteristically do they
phony alone, one encounters a piece of consist of descending appogiaturas and
instrumental music that actually goes on upward skips of the sixth. The two have
from where the later Beethoven left off. an equal freedom of modulation and the
It is no more everybody's music than are same habit of playing their chromatic_s
Beethoven's last quartets. None the less, wild, not limiting the use of these to rood-
there was no small enthusiasm for it yes- ulatory or to melodic purposes but throw-
terday. There was even applause between ing them in anywhere they feel like it for
the movements and two recalls for the any reason whatsoever.
conductor at the end. Both orchestrate, of course, with a sure

XVARaEN SXOREYSMITH, Boston Post hand and with wide resources of imagi-
nation and fancy. Mahler's orchestra,

• . . Mr. Koussevitzky's performance however, is the more elegant of the two
was one of the most fervid devotion. The by far, as is likewise his harmonic and
playing was superb and the reception of contrapuntal fabric. His concentration on
such warmth that the conductor sum- personal sincerity gave himan integrated
moned his players to their feet. manner of expressing himself, at his best,

OSCARTHO,Xtl'SON, New York Sun that is stylistically more noble than any-
thing Strauss, with all his barnstorming

Gustav Mahler is to Richard Strauss as brilliance, ever achieved. The Strauss

Bach to Handel or Debussy to Ravel. All heavy doublings and unashamed usage of
such pairs of contemporaries have a corn- mere orchestral hubbub belong to a less
mon background of style and material refined and a less responsible order of mu-
that gives to their extremely divergent sical expression. Mahler keeps his colors
temperaments the ability to define and to clean, and he never writes a middle part
enclose an epoch as the heads and tails of that hasn't in itself some intensity of ex-
a coin define and enclose between them pression and some musical grace.the content of it.

The Ninth Symphony is considered by
Mahler's music is the more introspec- most Mahler devotees to the the finest of

rive. It is meditative, viscero-emotional, his works, though Das Lied yon der Erde
all about himself. Stranss's is declama- has worshippers and so have the Kinder-
tory, objective, descriptive of everything totenlieder.

in the world but himself. Mahler's has It is indeed beautifully made, as well as
the power of attracting fanatical devotion beautifully thought. It is utterly German
to itself and to the personality of its au- and Viennese and strangely not so at the
thor. Strauss's gives a ripsnorting good same time.
time to all without provoking the slight- "VIRGILTHOMSON, New York Herald
est curiosity anywhere about its author's Tribune
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KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO MITROPOULOS

The Mahler Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of
the Bruckner Society of America, was awarded to DiMiaXI MITROPOULOS in recogni-
tion of his efforts to create a greater interest in and appreciation of the music of
Mahler in the United States. The Medal was presented to Mr. Mitropoulos on behalf
of the Society on November 29 by Mr. John Charles Thomas after a performance in
Minneapolis of Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. Mr. Thomas was the soloist on
this occasion.

While guest conductor of the Boston Symphony several years ago, Mitropoulos
performed Mahler's First. One of these performances was broadcast by the National
Broadcasting Co. During his first season in Minneapolis, he conducted the First and
Fourth of Mahler. His opening concert this season included Mahler's First.

While guest conductor of the Philharmonic Symphony Society of New York, he
gave three performances of Mahler's First, one of which was broadcast by the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System.

CIVIC ORCHESTRA, CHICAGO (HANS LANGE CONDUCTING),
PERFORMS THREE MOVEMENTS OF MAHLER'S SECOND

A notable performance of three movements of MaMer's Second Symphony occurred
on January 19 in Chicago. On that date the Civic Orchestra, under the direction of
Hans Lange, played the work. There is reason for particular comment on the inclu-
sion of the symphony in the initial program of the Orchestra this season since it
underscores the fact that Dr. Stock and Mr. Lange, the distinguished conductors of
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, believe in inculcating an interest in Mahler very
early in the training years of these young people who will be the symphony orchestra
artists of tomorrow.

It was my good fortune to watch the Civic Orchestra rehearse the Second; and it was
obvious indeed that the players thoroughly enjoyed it. Mr. Lange has a great gift for
awakening enthusiasm among those who wait on the beat of his baton; and the spirit
with which he attacked the work was reflected in the manner in which the young
men and women of the orchestra executed their portions of the score.

The performance on the nineteenth was received with much applause on the part
of the large audience which filled Orchestra Hall. Naturally there was some uneven-
ness in the work of the players for they have not yet acquired the polish of experienced
musicians. But the outstanding fact is that they have given so early in their careers
a creditable display of their ability to play and like a Mahler symphony.

MARY R. RYAN

BRUCKNER'S SEVENTH AT UNIVERSITY OF IOWA UNDER THE

DIRECTION OF PHILIP GREELEY GLAPP (January z3, 1941)

. . . In this grand work, composer, performers and listeners were brought together
in close harmony by the magic wand of Professor Clapp.

To discuss this composition by movements would be like taking a circle apart to
examine each segment--it destroys the whole. The four movements, Allegro, Adagio,
Scherzo and Finale, are bound together by the organ-like tones of a magnificent brass
ensemble, which Bruckner strengthened by the addition of four Wagner tubas or
baritones.

Almost spiritual in its passion, the symphony weaves a delicate curtain of violin
melody over the unceasing and increasing power of the monumental brass background.
The theme, first stated by the horns, was echoed and reechoed by each section of the
orchestra until it reached a climax which fairly rocked the main lounge last night.

A word might be said here in regard to the Adagio movement which has provoked
much controversy as to its origin. If Bruckner wrote it as a tribute to Wagner or if he
didn't, why must there be controversy?

The only manner in which it has affected the work is to keep it in the shadow of
pseudo-critical suspicion, until Bruckner, innocently enough, is now a touchy subject
among conductors. After last night's reception, it seems that the Iowa audience is will
ing to accept Bruckner as a great composer and not a subject for debate.

ROBERT ROTENBECK,Daily Iowan
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MAHLER'S FIRST SYMPHONY

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor.
Columbia Recording.

Recordings of Mahler's symphonies are gradually increasing. The latest addition to
the list is Columbia's publication of Dimitri Mitropoulos's performance of the First
Symphony in D-major with the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. Bruno Walter in
his discerning book on Mahler has dubbed this product of Mahler's youth, the com-
poser's Werther. For in it he has expressed the spiritual avowals and struggles of these
difficult years. The fiery and expansive opening movement and the powerful Scherzo
with its ingratiating Trio are less remarkable than the third movement, the Funeral
March in the manner of Caillot. Here and in the tragic Finale Mahler struck a new
note in music. The bitter, impudent irony of this Funeral March is purely Mahlerian,
as are the frenzied passion and elemental struggles of the Finale. Mr. Mitropoulos's
interpretation is vital and understanding although some of the inwardness of Mahler's
conception escapes him. The orchestra plays well and the recording as such is excellent.

JEROME D. BOHM, New York Herald Tribune

The First Symphony has none of the bitterness and resignation of Das Lied yon der
Erde. It is a symphony of song, from the first measure wherein a long pedal-point on
A sounds and the woodwinds and trumpets begin their distant fanfares over the
mysterious unison strings, to the titanic clilnax of the Finale. It is the best possible in-
troduction to the creative genius of a composer whose greatness outshone the petty
besmirchings of his contemporaries. The interpretation and the technical reproduction
rank among Columbia's very best.

PAUL HuGo LrrTLE, Musical Leader

IN MEMORIAM

Harriet B. Lanier x931
Mrs. Joseph Leidy 1933
Max Loewenthal x933
Egon Pollak 1933
Jakob Wassermann 1933
Otto H. Kahn 1934
H. T, Parker 1934
Ludwig Vogelstein 1934
Emanuel de M. Baruch 1935
Max Smith 1985
Josef Stransky 1935
James P. Dunn 1936
Ossip Gabrilowitsch 1936
Henry Hadley 1937
Mrs. A. S. Hubbard a938
Emma L. Roedter 1938
Major Theodore Bitterman 1938
Lawrence Gilman t939
Artur Bodanzky 1939

Copies of CHORD AND Dlscom) are available in the principal public and university
libraries in the United States.
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

Fv,v_Dmuca_BLOCKwas born in Vienna in 1899. He received his musical education
under Professor J. B. Foerster (Conservatory Vienna) and Professor Dr. Hans Gal (Uni-
versity of Vienna). He had great success in Europe with performances of chamber-
music and orchestral works, and an outstanding success with the opera Samum. Forced
to leave Austria, he arrived here in the summer of 194o. He is at present working on his
eighth opera. A suite for string orchestra has been performed over the Columbia
Broadcasting System.

PHIr_Iv Gv.v_.v_a_vCLAPV,a Bostonian by birth, conducted the Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra during Kunwald's iUness in 1913. His works include the tone poems Norge
and A Song of Youth, Symphony in E-Minor (played by the Boston Symphony), the
orchestral prelude In Summer (performed by the St. Louis Symphony), Symphony in
E-Flat (performed by the Boston Symphony), son_, etc. He wrote a number of essays
and reviews on Bruckner and Mahler in the Boston Transcript and lectured on the
works of these composers before professional groups and in the classroom. The per-
formance of Bruckner's Fourth was the first performance of a complete Bruckner
symphony by a university orchestra in the United States. During the season 194o-194x,
Professor Clapp included Bruckner's Seventh as well as Mahler's Lieder eines
1ahrenden Oesellen and the Adagietto from Mahler's Fifth on his programs.

GASV,mL E'NGV_Lis a graduate of Columbia University. He was a Pulitzer Scholar. He
is the author of The Life of Anton Bruchner and Gustav Mahler, Song-Symphonist.
Since its inception, he has been the Editor of CHORDANDDlSCORO.He has contributed
to the Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians.

WmLIAM PARKSGRANTwas born in Cleveland, Ohio, in x9to. He has a Bachelor
of Music degree (with honors) from Capitol University, Columbus, Ohio, and a Master
of Arts degree from Ohio State University, _93S. Mahler was the subject of his Master's
Thesis. He has _itten articles for Musical Courier, Musical Record, The Etude, and
CHORDANDDISCORD.He has taught in the public schools of Ohio, and is at present in
the Music Department of John Tarleton A_icultural College, Stephenville, Texas.
Among his compositions are a ballet, a symphony, a song-cycle, a symphonic poem,
piano pieces, etc. One of his compositions won first prize in a contest recently spon-
sored by the Texas Federation of Women's Clubs.

PAUL Huoo LrrrLE, twenty-six, was graduated from Northwestern University in
June, 1937, with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism and is at present a
laboratory technician at the Acme Steel Company of Chicago. He was editor of The
Tatler, a monthly Chicago magazine in the style of The New Yorker, between Febru-
ary and August, 194o.His writing of a record column for this magazine brought him to
the attention of the RCA-Victor Company, for whom he became a free lance publicity
agent last winter. He now writes record review columns for some ten community news-
papers in and around Chicago and is columnist and reviewer for Musical Leader.

HANS TISCHLER, Ph.D. in musicology from University of Vienna, 1937. (Thesis: Har-
mony in Gustav Mahler's Works.) He is also a graduate of the Vienna Academy of
Music where he studied piano, composition, and conducting. During the past few
years, he has been teaching and lecturing in the United States. At the present time,
he is doing graduate work in musicology at Yale University for an additional Ph.D.
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Leg We Forget

T is hardly time as yet to qyesk of "familiar" and ,'unhunilisr"
Bruekner, for Bruekner is not even now a ,,repertory eompomr,"

ss some of his contemporaries are. But it is no longer true in this
country that symphony audiences have no _quaintanee with Bruek-
uer. Hint habitual eoncert-gners 'have some persomd mmnory bf tl_=
six Bru_kner symphonies (Numbers 8, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9) which have
now been played a number of times by the prineipai symphony or-
ehestraJ; and since, though the number of these performances has not
been large, they .have usually been under the batons of conductors
thoroughly in sympathy with Bruckner's music and thoroughly versed
in presenting it, the wor_ have been so presented as to leave an
indelible lmpremion upon practically all music-lovers as may have
escaped or resisted-previous indoctrination against them.

As to indoctrination against Bruckner, one might advise that it be
administered chiefly to people young enough in spirit to be still gro_-

ing, at least partly, by a process of healthy revolt against "critical
authority." When I, for one, was just old enough to have begun

butnoto ded old
eeneerts, a program-book from a symphony eonverL .c- _. a
in whkh the analyst, after quoting page after page of commentary

.... adverse to Bruekner in general and his Fifth 8_pkonl/in partiet_._,
supposedly to aid the subscribers in listenin8 intelligently to
first hearing of that work, wound up with a list of the
tion and the remark, "in the present performance _e extrs b_
ehoir in the elimax will be omitted. Even a KhootDoy coma gnu
did infer that a climax thus shorn Of the power intended by the earn-

poser might be somewhat disappotnting .e Burning with ¢Jdvslr_ua
indignation, I repaired forthwith to the mudo room of the publis
library, satisfied m_elf that the work itself was as fine as usually are
those compositions which benumb what little reason orities are politely
assumed to pease_ (it might have been of Brnekner tl_t a reviewer
wrote probably truthfully if somewhat hastily, "he disturbs my l_e_
of mind"), sad launched my career as a Bruekner erneader there
and then. My ermmde soon extended to studying the other scores of
Broekner then available, then to .waiting for opportunities to hear

i the symphonies performed (the waits were long in throe days), to,, .b.x
..-_-'--." -_-:___-___z. I1,, a.am of eutrta_ swami mlel_ trem the ,,qmtem_;
in the _roft_ambook that eomethingappe_ntly _ for _y the pear
be oml[_/[. P.O.O.

1
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wrltin8 for and about Bruckner's tousle, and eventually even to per-
forming some of it.

Bat I haveso far waited in vain to hear actual physical perform-
anees of Bruckner'a First, 8ecoad, and 8isth symphonies, though 1
have studied them in score for years. Undoubtedly they have been
performed here and there,--mcetly "there" rather than here, I am
afraid,--but even an incorrigible Brueknerite would be hard put to
it to find where and when in time to "make" the performance punc-
tually: for example, in 1909 I mimed the SixtA in a Loewe perform-
ance at Munich because the Kaiser was travelling in the oppceite
direction enc_my train waited for his; in 1910 Loewe omitted it from J
his programs when I was "on hand"; then I believe he resumed giv. ',._
ing it dter I had returned to Boston, which was a fairly Bruekner- .'
proaf city until Karl Muck in 1913 was accused by certain critics of '_
investing the Bevent_ and _'/_|h with "a unity" (whatever that is)
which they did net _ctual|y posses& This is not to say that Boston
had not previously been exposed to Bruckner, but rather to garbled
Bruekner; and, as is usual when a work is cut, truncated Bruekner ..,
really does se_m too long, just as the head and limbs of a large man
would seem monstrous if transferred to a child's torso. :',;

Perhaps one reason why one never hears Bruckner's First, Second, :_
and Sixth symphonies is because they do not closely resemble the _:
ether six; other compescrs, from Mozart to Tchaikoveki and Dvorak, :/_'
have suffered from writing too many good works which were not all _:
alike,--I remember one of my students who reported that "Liszt
wrote twelve symphonic poems, which are usaaIly sailed Lea Prdud_"
(needless to say, I got that little matter cleared upl). At all events,
a brief reminder as to the eentent and beauty of the three "un-
familiar" Bruekner symphonies can do no harm among Bruekneritm;
and, if this should excite some conductor to present them. might in
the end not injure even our critically chaperoned public.

TAe First Symphoni/ (is C M/sot). A eompmer is pretty sure
to put iuto his first symphony all he knows,--perhaps more. If he
is so exuberant as to rush into performance and print with his actual
_st essay in the form, he may produce an uneven work, and yet atone
for lack of integration by passalpm of superior charm or power. If,

_4m the other hand, he is severely self.critical, he is likely to sketch or
temmenee several symphonies, and even teelmiealiy complete one or
more, before giving to the world a "first" symphony whleh is "first"
0u]Y in that it is the earliest symphony to embody mastery developed
by long practice. In such a "first" symphony the eompocer givem

little evidence of immaturity except that he still tries to get into it "tl
worth while that he has ever thought of, uff he feared

evcrythil_ ,!Ida "tL,'St" rymphony might be his last.
Bruckner'| Fird is of this latter type, u for that matter is the

(official) first symphony of his (offielal)"rival," Brahms. Neither :
eompmer was ever quite so solemn ggain, except when expressing
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thoughts more intrinsically solemn than the completion of one's first
I_/mphony,--for example,'tlie creation of the world, the Judgment
Day, or the glory of God; but each work embodies richly some of the
beat musical ideas of its composer, and each displays masterly com-
mand in the development, though later works of both eompmers show
equal mastery associated with greater ease.

For later works Bruekner conceived some themes mightier than
any in the Pirst, but in no other work does he present so many themes
of dramatie-dymunie promise, and in developing them he fulfills every
promise and every implied obligation; for he had not yet learned to
end a work, as he ends some of his later symphonies, with the even
more glowing promise of eternity in a better world. Like Beethove_t
in early and middle life, Bruckner states an unmistakable first themo
and then follows with anywhere from two to s dozen second themes
(in the first movement of the l_irst Symphony one may find as many
as six if one descends to mere census-taking) ; of course the one caw
t//ena among them is the true second theme in relation to whi_ the
others combine to offer a rich setting,--call them "transitiona," "eon-
elusions," or what you will,mtheir actual fun::tiou being th&t of cor-
relating isolated tranqttil and lyrical melody to the prevailing Itorm
and stress of the movement as a whole. The "development section"
u such is brief, but no free in applying the prineiple of valuation as
to constitute something of a pitfall for such eonduetors u are not
perceptive in detecting "a unity", etc. Unlike the corresponding
division in many of the later symphonies, the restatement here eon-
tinues the development; so, while all the themes of the exposition re-
appear, they assume new aspects, sequences, and eombinations, pro-
eeoding logically to a climactic coda which foreshadowa some of the
mighty codas of the later symphonies. A word of caution here to
potential producers may not be impertinent: the principle of varia-

tion in development im in this movement so vividly applied that a
performer or interpreter might miss the logic of the whole for the
fascination of what he might inadvertently take to be a series of
colorful episodes,--and certainly we have often enough been told
that Bruelmer is "episodie." My only "authority" for the orgeadc
unity of the movement is forty-five years' study of the score.

The Adgg/o opens with a brooding introduction. The principal
theme is not immediately after stated in full, but is evolved gradually,
as in certain of the later slow movements of Beethoven (if theoretical
certification of reel_tability is also necessary, one may drag in Pro-
lessor Lambinet's elmraeterizatiou of d'Indy's l_ar u an "induetive
symphony"). In eontrut, the lulmtdlary middle theme Is Itated
simply and lyrically, and then developed to a eonglderable extent.
A return to the principal theme with eveamere:_ than at

leads to a poignant climax and a serenely tranquil ending.
The 8c/tergo is typical of theeempceerand i exeeUant example

of |tJ type,--rough vigor in the main body of the movement, a gemugt-
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2_ch trio not without im suggestion of Lo¢_/_- rhythm, and a retrain
M the main division; but, for once, this return is not literal, u thJ
principal theme returns at fl_t softly before working baek to its
original rough vigor, and ends in the major instead of the minor.
There are in fact so few literal restatements in this wympl_ony, and
so many in the later ones, that one must wonder to what extent Bruck-
her may have been swerved from hk natural bent by the importun-
ities of friends and enemies bent upon making • respectable mu-
sician out of him.

The Fil_, though it includes many contrasts in dynamics and
orchestral texture, with occasional modifications of pace, nevertha-
less seems to move forward with relentless energy and determination
from its tragic-heroic beginning to its triumphant close. In mood
it is akin to Beethoven in his (Y-m/nor 31/mphonl/,--or even to Winston
Churchill in his rallying speeches to his people during the War; no
promise of easy victory, but an exhortation to fight the good fight,
and the assurance that only by doing so may right triumph. It is a
fitting close and climax to a highly serious and vigerous work which
should be part of the musical diet at least of those who live some of
the time in a man's world.

The Second Symphony (i_ 0 Minor). Commentators sympathetic
to Bruekner (and there are such people) have an anxious habit of
explaining that though the Second is in the same key as the Firlt
it is not a repetition, since Bruckner withheld an intervening sym-
phony which he deemed not up to the standard which he had set
for himself,--not a conclusive reason, by the way, but interesting as
evidence that a composer (or his friends for him) is expected to
apologize for quite irrelevant coincidences. One hopes at least that
Bruekner kept his discarded symphony on a safe shelf and used
some portions of it later where they would serve. Meanwhile, the
whole conception of his 8eco_d differs sufficiently from that of his
First to have permitted him to work on both at once, had he chosen
to do so. In the aggregate the themes of the 8_com/are as ingratiating
as tho_ of the First are sternly tragic; and, while his development
of this material in the two symphonies is readily enough the work
of the same man, it is not in the same vein.

The first movement opens with a sighing theme which soon leads
to a tranquil and lyrical second theme proper, which in turn passes
into an extended supplementary theme which, after considerable de-
velopment at the time, dies away into a gentle and melodious con-
clusion. The development is based chiefly upon the supplementary
theme described above, which in both style and treatment foreshadow
a somewhat similar theme and treatment in the E/gAtA. All the themes
are recapitulated in order, but with important changes in instru-
mentation and working out. The coda is typically stormy, Until
this coda, which is marked J6Ar m_neU, the prevailing tempo hM
been indicated as Mo_r_o; but it would be well to treat this pretty
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flexibly in performance, followin8 the clear moods of the respective
themes and divisions. .... •

The slow movement is an A1uiw_te, with the sub-direction [derlich,
e#to_ bewegt, which seems to impose upon the conductor an obliga-
tion to preserve dignity but keep moving. The songful principal
theme is simply presented, then immediately followed by the germ
of a contrasting theme. Each theme in turn is elaborated by a variu-
tion; the principal theme is then broadly and richly developed, lead-
ing to a tranquil and beautiful coda.

The Scherzo, as in the ]First 8ympholty, is a typical Bruelmer
scherzo with its rugged main division, tranquil trio, and full returu
of the main division; but the thematic material is quite different
from that of the scherzo in the IVirst,--the main division is less like
s dance, the trio this time is lacy and ethereal, and the return of
the main division is followed by a cads.

The Finale is at flr_ agitated rather than heroic, though soon the
_orms are unleashed. Two quiet episodes afford contrast. All the
themes are copiously developed and combined. The climax is of
triumphant character.
_Altogether this symphony, though rich in power, is less dynamic

than the First, but more abounding in charm. Of more than pass-
ing interest to "The Gompleat Brueknerite" (assuming that such
a being is at least more readily to be found than a white blackbird._
is a considerable series of detailed anticipations of the Eighth Sym-
phony; but, remarkably enough, these themes and motives--and even
technical minutiae of their development---never seem to foreshadow
the basic content and mood-sequence of the later work. One would
be interested to know how far Bruekner later was conscious of using
tim same vocabulary for quite different expressive purposes. In any
ease, neither work robs the other of a scintilla of individuality, and
the Second should be heard for its own sake.

The S/zth 8ympho_ty (bt A Major). Although Bruekner in his
Sixth Syrup/toni/ employs many of the familiar motives and devices
of the Bruekner idiom, the full symphonic text into which he cam-
hines them somehow produces a different total effect from that of
any of his other eight symphonies, and isolates it as a work at once
atypical yet quintessential of its composer. Thus the "motto" which
opens the first movement, and from which the complete first theme
is developed without haste is Brudmer and none else in matter and
manner, and the mirror-counterpoint, counter-rhythmic interweaving
of parts, and figurations by diminution which follow are all char-
acteristic of a "well-remembered voice." So are the great octave
passages in which strings and brasses combine a motive and its elab-
oration concurrently, and the prolonged d/mb,_do with which the
exposition attains a tranquil conclusion. The development and re-
statement are a logical continuation, and are relatively short sa earn-
pared with the long exposition, though not so short as to deny ample
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time to prepare and attain a climactic eodL In all the movement them
is nothing but ehereeteristie Brudmer. ff we pay attention to deta/l
alone; but the total afloat is st3"llatypical, apparently beeanse Bruek-
net has surpassed himself in his own elm uenes and inventivene_,, and
in the mastery and fertility of his own devices, and still further be-
cause he has sustained more consistently a prevailing mood in this
first movement than in almoet any other of his works. This mood is
serene and sunny, with almost vernal beauty, freshness, and fra-
grance (all the Hsnslieks with which a mysterious Providence may
chasten us cannot eonvinoe me that some music has not vernal fra-
grenee,--though not nearly enough has itl). Even the wondrously
beautiful opening movement of the 8eventk does not surpass it.

The Adag/o is full Of the solemn beauty of a better werld which
touches ours only at moments of the highest happiness and serenity;
miraculously Bruekner achieves this suggestion by continuing what
I have called his tonal susgestion of vernal fragnmee, which accom-
panies even the most majestic and lofty passages of this poignantly
beautiful movement. Two contrasting themes, one majestic, the other
tender, enter in turn, growing and developing from the moments of
their entries, rise to a glowing climax, and subside to a quietly
ecstatic close.

The Scherzo is utterly different from any seherso in the other eight
symphonies of Bruekner. Most of the others are boisterous, some
fiery, some like a rough dance, all livelier than the scherzo ef the
Sizl_t which enters pla_,imo, ru_ig bew,gt (e|was gemeuen). In
this shadowy, almost ghost-like Scherzo are many foretastes of the
still more shadowy and ghest-like sehereo of Mahler'e Sevt_tlk SI0a-
phony; it is not to be wondered at that the younger man should
be influenced by a work which he profoundly admired and openly
advocated, but it is remarkable that Bruekner should have anticipated
Mahler in a vein more eharaeteristie of Mshler'a always volatile and
sometimes macabre fancies than of Bruekner'e own simpler and less
nervous imagination. The trio again is q_te different from other
Brnelmer seherso-tries: it is whimsical, ahnmt elfin, with a trieluly
recurrent fanfare of horns so Puckish as once more to rseall the
eludve humorl of springtime.

If the Sc_erso has already introduced shadowy moods in sontrest
with the prevailing sunniness of the earlier movements, the opening
of the Pina/e and much of the development alternate between sug-
gestions of 8atherinii and breaking storm,--ene must of course dis-
avow any "pregrammatie" implications: simply a series of move-
ments in a symphony are to be somehow desen'bed, and somehow the

vocabulary of poetry is or seems less cluttered up with teehuiea_tim
and bald assumptions than the jargon of the analyst& Perhaps even
I aggravate my sin by aoeusinll the latter of "bald assumptions,"
for, some of their assumptions seem dseldedly long-haired. But to
refer to • passage u "warm" rather than u "eontainin B ample
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vibrations of the upper partial." seems more deaeripfive; beafid_,
until one can photograph the sound-waves one cannot verify whether
the upper or lower partials are ample in the given ease, and one can-
not even photograph the sound-waves until an orchestra pisys the
piece, as we wish one would. At all events, the Pina/_ is alternately
z, y, and z from the beginning throughout an extensive development
invoh, ing at least four main themes with plentiful subsidiary theme-
lets and motives (respectably wrapped up, however, as a "L,'st theme
group" and "second theme group" and haudled with considerable
regard for the sonata form); and, until an irrefragably s_ienti/_
terminology ean be verified beyond mere self.assertion, I shall with
regard to this particular eomposi_ion designate z as "shadowy," _ as
"stormy," and z as "eontrsstingiy tranquil." The coda returns at
last to A major, and I venture to assert (on my own r_ponsibility,
of course) that it is climactic and triumphant; moreover, as a matter
of sheer objective fact, this ending is based upon and dominated by
a return of the opening "motto" tl_eme of the first movement, thus
automatically obligating even the structural al_d_.1_fionists to selcnowt-
edge "a unity" in the symphony as a whole.

On the principle that "Nature abhors an al_olute," I have for
years tried to resist the temptation to regard the S_|A as the most
beautiful and finest of Brnekner's nine symphonies; but it is cer-
tainly the most individual and _en_s to me to sustain it.ll at tho
highest level of expressive eloquence which he ever attained. This
is not to say that he never attained these heights in other comp_i-
tions, but only that in this work it seems to me that he sustains him-
self at his highest level throughout. As to points of contact with
his other symphonie._--for, whether one understands or even enjoys
a work, one _mply must correctly classify it,--the S_.tk shares eer-
tain moods and their expression with the better-known SeventA, and
a good number of devices of theme and treatment with both the Pi/tk
and the Seventh,--and rather fewer with the other symphonles, thou_h
all are clearly enough the work of the same composer. Nevertheless,
the SiztTt somehow stands alone; it is transcendently beautiful: we
should be allowed to hear it.

BRU(Y_N'ERMED&L&W&RDEDTO M.kURICEP. g'_StLEB

Tho BrueknerMedal of Honor, deaJipaedby Julio Kil._yi f_r the excJtudveuse
of the Bruekner floeloty of America, wu preuatod to Mauric_P. Ke_ler of
Oberlin College Itft_r a porformlu_e of Bruckner'e B_m_nt_oon November18,
|_LI, in recognltJonof his offortoto c_e_tea g3"esterinterest in and appreciation
of Bruckner's music in the Ualtod Btatu. The preoent_tionwu m_dein behalf
of tho 8oedet7 by Dr. Ernest H. WiUtlmt,PruJde_t of Oberlin College.

B_'_ • _l/i_or Jtau wu InanlgMay 8rd, and the F_ D_m and A_o
from Rruclmw'| 8h_lq7 Qud_lelwere performodat Oberlinduring tlul put three
_mat.

| • °



Anton Bruclmer: Simpleton or Mystic?

By 0EOFFBEY 8HLKP

The following article which appearedin the February,1942,issueot TheMua{o
Bev4_ ia printed by permi_ton of the author anti the publishers, W. Heifer
and 8ons Ltd., Cambridge, Englan&

e_-re_a we a_ree with _ren Kierkegaard that "genius, likethunder, always comes up alpainst the wind" is unimportant.
Restricting the issue to an exclusively musical sphere and equating
the wind to public reactfon, there is ample material to lend very
considerable support to the d/ctum. The financial difficulties of
Mozart, Schubert and Wolf: the domestic troubles of Beethoven,
Berlioz, Schumann and Delius: the executive millstones that per-
petually hampered Mahler and Busoni--it is as idle to dismiss all
there hindrances as trivial as it would be to suggest that the lives of

the musical (or any other) ca.naille ixtevitably proceed mnoothly and
evenly towards their ultimate nadir of puny insignifl'_ance. It may
be objected that Haydil, Mendelssohn and Sibelius afford notable
exceptio,s--the first-named is in fact one of the exceptions that
prove the l_dc--but it did not need more than an overdose of gentility
to steal Mendelssohn's thunder, while inspiring evidence of Sibeli,,q'
struggle with and mastery of refractory elements is to be found in
the Fourth Symphony and The Bard, and in the Seventh Symphony
and Tapiola: two pairs of complementary works.

Before' ;_nvestigating the results of Anton Bruekner'e creative work
on the_e lines we may a3 well give a brief outline of the essentially
simple facts of his llfe, and then try to form some estimate of his
character.

He was born at Ansfelden in Upper Austria on September 4th,
1824, two and a half years before the death of Beethoven. His father
and grandfather were both village schoolmasters, and the composer
himself was originally destined for this career which would-include
the practice of church and school music. A_ter his father's death in
]837 Bruckner went to the Vo_sch_ in the little village of St.
Florian, where he was taught music by Kattinger, the organist of
the Institute, by the principal choirmaster Seh_fler, and by Gruber.
In 1840 he went to a so-called Prdp,Jraltdenschule in Linz, and in
1841 became a pupil-teacher at Windhaag on the Makeh: two years
later he obtained appointments at Kronsdorf, Bnm and Steyr. In
1845 he became assistant teacher in St. Florian, and after three more
years succeeded Katt_nger as organlat. It was not until he was thirty-
two that he became organist of the cathedral at Linz and thuJ finally
forsook teaching for music. Even now hs spent several weeks of

s
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every year in V|onrLe studying theory under Seehter, and after 1861
transferred hie attentiml to modern composition under the guidance
of Otto Kitzler. His provincial peHed ended with the first per-
ferments of his G minor Symphony in IAnz on 9th May, 1868, and
the composition of his Mat,see in F minor and E minor.

Through th_ inflttenee of Johann Herbeck, dirc-ctor of the Gese/1,-
scho/t der Mu_iklreunde, Brnekncr was appointed teacher of theorY
end organ at the Oo,_sert_toire in Vicuna, and took up his new post
in the autumn. Three years later he became a professor, and in 1875
wmdertook a lectureship in theory at the University. His work in
Vienna, where he took service in the court chapel and became vice-
librarian and second singing teacher to the choristers, was only iu-
terrnpted by _'isits to Bayreuth and other German towns where his
works were performed: and especially by a journey to Nancy and
Paris in 1869 for a series of organ recitals, and to the London Ex-
hibition in 1871, where his remarkable organ playing excited a great
deal of attention when he gave five concerts at the Crystal Palace.
IOtherwise his life was given up to creative work, end in 1891 he
a'esigued his post sad went to live in apartments in a wing of the
Belvedere granted to him-by the Emperor Franz Josef. Such are
the bare facts of his life. He died in Vienna on llth October, 1896. I

From his fortieth year onwards Bruckner composed three Masses,
a Te Deum and nine Symphonies, and, though there are other smaller
works, it is upon these that his claim to greatness lies. As an aid
in estimating this quality a few remarks on the composer's character
and general disposition will not come amiss.

Amusing anecdotes of doubtful relevance have done much to estal_
lish a wrong impression of Brnckner's personality and outlook, and
though we may smile at his tipping Richter a thalsr for conducting
the Fourth Symphony or showing apparently genuine excitement
when a practical joker sent him a telegr,m that the Bulgarians had
elected him as their king and were clamouring for his presence, we
sholdd not therefore assume that the man was an htherent and incor-

rigible simpleton. Fundamentally he we, a simple soul, but in the
elemental, not the derogatory sense. Bruckner spent mauy years
of his life in subordinate poeitien& and this undoubtedly told its
tale in the trend of his social behaviour. He did not shine in the
witty conversations of Viennese artistic circles and may have traded
upon his supposed simplicity to avoid becoming entangled in dis-
cussions which meant nothing to him He had in fact a mordant

tongue, and Decsey, in his biography of Wolf/ throws some in,i-
dental light upon Bruckner's character. A comparatively unknown
poet came to listen to Bruelmer's setting of his text for men's chorus
and ventured to object to several verbal repetitions in the piece.

I For this brief |ummsr/ tht writtr is indebtedto Grote's Di_|io_ary o/Mud_
md Jfum_aJw, ate Edn., bf_ntll_ lttt.

oHuOo IVolf, E_ D_. Leipstll sad Bertin, ltOa-e.
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Bruckner retor_t: '*W_, Wi6derItolu_gent . _fle_ 8' m_]tr
g'dicldl" It i_ also illuminating"tO find that'wh_ W_ingartner
complained that the last movement of the Eighth Symphony was
too long, Bruckner in a letter advised him to shorten it considerably
for the performance as "it might be too long and is of valu_ only for
later fim_", thus implying his conviction that posterity would some
day grant him full recognition.'

The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles, perhaps l

For some people Bruckner's religious beliefs provide a stumbling-
block. No composer, with the exception of CAsar Franck, has ever
been 8o securely fettered to the organ-loft, and it needs a compete,st
musician to realize that much of Bruckner's tousle is organic in
direct proportion to its exclusion of the amateurish faults 8o often
to be found in the inane outpourings of conscientious organists who
feel a catastrophic urg,: for what they euphemistically fancy to be
compr_ition. Prejudice against the organ seems to act as a catalyst
to prejudice against a presmnedly religious personality: and a narrow
preciosity is L_qumed where none exists. The dedication of his last
Symphony to God is unsophisticated, but does not constitute a crime,
and Bruckner is only putting into words what every sincere and
genuine artist accepts in seine form or other as the basic Justifica-
tion of his own work. He was certainly a devout eathoUc, but
catholicism in this context is not a restricting influence, nor does one
have to conform to any narrow religious creed to be able to appre-
ciate either the manifest beauties or the more subtle implications of
Brockner's novel but cogent symphonic style.

He had cultivated no veneer of petty sarcasm or caustic devil-
merit arising from an inner sense of frttstration or resentment of
public indifference, yet he was by no means insensible to ree_quition
and claimed, typically, on the strength of his Crystal Palace recitals,
that in England he was really understood.

Wc must accept him as a psychological phenomenon. In mun-
dane affairs he was consistently naive and extraordinarily insensitive
to the random vagaries and kaleidt_opie facets of everyday exis-
tence. The following bare delineation of thenature of his music
will have served its purpose if it sug_Mts that there is another dd_
to the man and that the insight and imagination shown by his sense
of form, feeling for orchestral colour and _ely towering grads-
tion of climaxes,' provide indubitable proof of his mn_iea] genius.

Thetwotun qotauo"herappe.d.
ment of the Fifth Symphony and the second M the Ninth should

s These two emecdotesare quotedFromMbert MseeMmbm'|_s "Hugo WoLf and
nrudmeT': r_ ]_ Omru_, J_dy, 1On. •

. The conductor Oemdd Kabe_t_ well known for tb emttlmm of dynamic
¢_utrut l_ whlc.bhe indulges7 has somewiutthat.idly 8flJ0ptodBrlJdJ:nSl,Js JTut-
l_h_nle8u one of his enthumm
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give some indication of the extensive discrepancies that are to bevermont and the new edition offound betweenthe earlier "edited" "
the CompleteWorksof Brusk•or.s Dr. Ego• Welleu has recently
shed some light on this subject, and the following extract states clearly
the position that led to •be production of a new Critical Edition.

On July ]4_ 18M, Brusk•at . . . signed • eon_set with the Inn.e_
Joe. Eberlo & Go, of Yiemm, for his ]_tret, Keeon_ ]fifth tad Aizth 8ym-

phonlm.... In u nmehu rner_ • Oo.were ehidy • muJte_mitTtVin4finn
lad did not lULD1510Ildll Of lnlblicii_01U_ these works Of BFDe-kaelres we_'•
delivered to sad put on mall tq the firm of C_ Hsslinip_ .... • few years
later the? were trlasferred JErem_nerle & 0o. to thst Arm's tmeeemere, Wald-
he_n-Eberlej _ of Vlean_ from whom Universal F,dition took over tim
rights on Juno 218t, 1910.

Bmclmer's Third 87mphony lad the Te Devm were _ret brought out by
Tk Ritttlg of Vie•as. By am •greemeat dsted Jul! 1Bth, 1901, Ualveretl
Edition acquired • Joint inlet right for these works by wkleh they could
list tbem in thetr eatelogue lad offer them for mlle. When the R&ttig Prom
waa bought out by 8eldesinger-Lieasu of Berlin, U_ireretl Edition still re-
toJaed them --lee rights, sad the= in 1909 obts_ed _om _ Hulinpr of
the Vienns brsaeh of Behlesinger-I,Jeneu the entire rights for them works
u well U for the ]_ighth Symphony which had beeu published previously

by Hulinger.
Brueknm, ts Fifth lad Bevlath symphonies were puLlished by the Arm of

2L Outtmsnn in Vienm_ Univermd Edition eventusUy came into poeaeesinn
of them works also when they parchued the entire tmsinem of the Out•mesa
firm.

Between 1924 stud 1927 all them score• •ppenred in la edition revised by
Joseph yon W6u, wkich hsd been rode _cordinll to the psrts lad eeores hs
the trehivm of the Wlener Konzertvoretnj be•ring the indicsflona •or pel'-
_ormanee of Ferdinand LSwe.e

It is not surprising in view of this general _ that spurious
versions, incorporating unauthorized er at lout unimaginative ed-
itorial glosses, became accepted as genuine Bruekner. This is not

• Aneem BrweJkser. &Smel/o/_ Weyi_. /gr/i/aoke _remm_tw0abe im Avffyaoe d_r
Ge_raldireklm dQr Ro_io,_ibiblio|kek vnd d_r In|erMl_tate_ B_k_r.Gesell-
_oft0 edited by Bebert lluu, lad _red Orel, M,,.lk_.Ren,,.'_mfdi_erVorlaq
dog Intern••ion•sen Bruelm_-Gemlhehatt, Vienna lea t.mp-_g. A._. Ine_um. e oz
w_t_s thetono,,_¢tun o,_hntnl _res u..;.,_bl. ',, _...._.'.t___,-?,no.u:
First Symphmy (l.,ins F.,dlL), Beeoed, Fo.urth,F_m, _.ut'tnaria Nmth u_nFnomes,
the D minor Reqvlem (1S49) ud the Mum a o_em_ mu ts..6oe)., no vommm
have teethed Enghmd since Aui;_t, lOSS, ua annougn e_rcwu, gt_ nu a[rea_..y
performed the Eflhth eymphon7 from the/TrT'a_n,np, thescore t, _ttJJ &_. e_tly
unpublished. 'J_ero ere role•state ..'ores of the r_rt;, fourth, Fi_th, elll_.b ling
Ninth 8ymphonJm, sad of the 1) minor It j_t_m. The writer is _debted to Paul
Hlrmeh for bibllotnsphicaJ usl_tam_ sea rot tee opportumty or contouring uao
extant volumes o_r th_ 0rlticaJ Editio_

e "A Jute• Brueku_r sad the Proem of Mslde_ _restion'. Egen W eUesa. I'_
_,_a O._,_._, autz, _ss. _. we.U.e,,.=._rmuhi,.tt_...ks to suem___,_ity-
meat of the UnJverssi Edition rot I_urmlnm|mum to _m _e .coacrtcu aea_. §
with Bruclmer'e HymphOldlUb thnm eluddlaj ]tim to state e.Amurlytlmm e._mpucstoa

: eemtrutusl reintltw|,
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to imply that there was any unscrupulous exploitation by musical
pirate, except in one particular, sense---the Wagnerian .sense; and
even so the editors Joeef and Frans Schalk and Ferdinand IAwe
have this to be said for them--that they meant well Throush them
asseciates and perhape also Hugo Wolf, Bruekner became to some
extent the dupe of an all-consuming and very distorted Wagnerian
perspective; an illusion that to have any permanent value a sym.
phony must include as many Trido,t_que longueurs and 06tterd_m-
meru_ climaxes as possible. Quite probably Bruckner himself was
no more than half convinced of the wisdom of this, but unfortunately
where he only doubted he acquieseed l Apart from what we may
call the inner circle of fervent admirers, few mueieians can have had
the opportunity of acquainting themselvea with Bruekner's original
manuscripts, and the majority must have depended upon the piano .
versiorL_of these well-meauing editors for such enlightenment as could
be derived therefrom. However that may be, it is extremely unlikely
that maay would be able to recreate the vitally glowing effects of
Brueimer's orchestration from any pianoforte reduetiou by whom-
soever it was made.' In this respect eonditions have lately improved,
and Ur-Bruekner is now being made available for the satisfaction
of the curious.

Fully twenty pages of Wellesz'e artiele are relevant here (see note
6), and give a clear and concise account of the differences between
the Critical and the earlier editions. A reading of tliis analysis to-
gether with a study of the scores will do much to dispel the tradi-
tional misconception of Bruckner'e music as being eomposed of bleed-
ing chunks of pseudo-Wagnerian butcher's meat strung together by
means of the dramatie hiatus--wittily paraphrased by a well-known
scholar in the words---"I pause for a reply".

A systenmtie study of the works would be out of place in an emay
of this kind, but One or two salient characteristics my be dealt with
appropriately.

Bruekner'e _nest tousle is eonahtent in this re_e_ that it de-
smmds prolonged concentration and a receptive frame of mind ae-
eompanled by a constantly vigilant and sensitive imagination. Let
us examine the first paragraph _ the Fourth Symphony as an il-
lustration.

The tbst phase, shown in short score in example 3, has been de-
scribed as one of the most magical openings in all symphmde litera-
ture, and as if to clinch this opinion, Wellesz has compared it with
the arrogant, striding gesture that gives Brahms' Symphony in F
its initial impetus. In this work Bruekner magically ereatm the
strangely tense aura of mystery that inevitably permeates the mmde
of geniusand envelopsthe imaginativelistenerwhoin this tnstanee
may be forgiven if he feels that a m_gie _L-Tm,Mulnem is more
evident tInm any rumantie nostalgia.

To the writer at least many pamq_ tn this Fourth Symphony
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and much of the Ninth tend to emphasize, in this new Critical Edi-

tion, Bruekner's mystic expression of deliberate striving, at the ex-
pense of the frequently turgid romanticism that exuded from e-_
many pages of the earlier scores: but not from the opening sweep of
the Seventh Symphony where even in the ers_e edition Bruekner
has most successfully poured new musical wine of matchless quali.-y
into the old tonic-dominant bottle. To quote Welleaz again:

• . . the begim_g of the AlLegro Modern_ tn th_ Finale of the Fi/th Sym-
phony in scored in the Unlversal Edition for one clarinet, forte:

In the revised score one flute_ eae oboe and two ela_inete e.re employed
lp/aao. The eotmd of the former ia shrUI tad almost grotesque, while that
of the latter ia exeel|ent.

In _ddlti_ the long im_ _ s_ _1 _ _tl,_ with the follow- .

tug theme lJ effeeted by mean of a tremolo wldeb, sltheugh elmoet lmper-
eejptible, aever_elam fills in tim empty

It would requite too much qm_ to mention sll the ehtagu in arc,.hestra-
tioa in det_l. Whoever it tnterefted ¢_ euily tuvmtiip_te them h_
.... The idtersticms were made chiefly . . .

(1) to l_hten then_oes ot
(e) to ,_re_,rth,-t_ _o_ce._ theJ,,ekx_,
(S) to Apport the _ I_v urood-u_l _mU, taa
(t) to sot_ea the bn_.
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It should be unnecessary to postulate any such defenee as this;
but the present _.tfime in Germany has made a political gambit of
the Critical Edition and, as we know only too well, what the pol-
itician says is not evidenee. In addition, as Professor Deutsch has
pointed out, other composers may be more deserving of scholarly
research than Bruckner--Haydn for instance. But these minor ir-
ritations should not make us ungrateful for the work which is now
being done on the Bruekner scores and which in any case would have
had to be done in due course.

A few hours spent browsing among the various volumes combined
with concentrated listening to a representative selection of the gram-
ophone records listed at the end of this article--but only on a rea//y
first-class reproducer--should do much to elucidate the complex na-
ture of Bruckner's genius which is most eh:arly erid_-nt in his choral
music, ttis E minor Mass is as individual as Verdi's Requiem or

• Dclius' A Mass o/ Life, neither of which it resembles any more than
they resemble each other.

This should be enough "writing on the wall" to convince the
reaaer that Bruckner was no simpleton at least in his dealings with
the higher values of lifo; his mysticism is latent on page after page
of his most inspired music--in itself an irrefutable indication of the
depth of his elephantine genius: a depth to which the Critical
Edition is adding lucidity.

Appendix

THE RECORDS

(lfoto.---Only the more important complete recordings are li_ted here. Others,
mostly older and inferior, sea be found in The Off--p/tone _op Bnc_/clo.
pae_tao/ BeeordedM_.)

•_gmphonll No. 4 in B flatma_o¢. (The Bentonite,)*
The Dresden State Opera Orehestrt eoadueted by Karl Bb'hm.

Hie Master's Votes DB 4450-57.

81/mphonlt No. 5 in B flat major.

The Dresden State Opera Orchestra conducted by Karl Bb'hm.
His Master's Voice DB 4486-94.

5_mphon31 No. 5 in B flat ,to]Or.

The Hamburg Philharm_nie State Ore.hoetrt conducted by Eugen Jochum.
Telefunken E 267g-80.

Symphony No. 9 in D minor.
The Munich Phllharmoaie Orchestra conducted by Siegmnnd yon Hausegger.

His Meetez'8 Voice DB 4515-gL

The above ate eU made from the new Critical Edition.

• Withdrawn from Catalogue on 3let Oetober_ 1939.



The Music of Anton Bruckner

By WOLFGANG STRF__EMANN

_wrx years have paa_cd since the death of Anton Bruekner, but hestill is one of the most disputed figures in the musical world. It,
Central Europe Bruckner has won a definite victory and is now recog-
nized as one of the great men in music. Yet his symphonies receive
scant attention in America, Britain, and the Latin countries. Evelg--
where, however, one encounters a basic misunderstanding of the char-
acter of his music. Partly btwause of this, Bruckuer's work is not y,t
fully accepted ¢,utside the German speaking natiol_. Bruckner's gre_.t
admiration for Wagner, the use of the Wagueri_n tuba in some (_f
his symphonies, and a few harmonic similarities with Wagner's music
have caused many people to view Brnckner as a sort of "Wagner of
the symphony" and, accordingly, to regard his mtLsic as of a romantic-
dramatic character. In addition, that most unfortunate struggle in
the later years of the nineteenth century bet'_¢een the Brahmsian and
Wagnerian factions still halmts the minds of many, affecting even the
pre_nt day verdict concerning Bruckner's music. Finally, a great
deal of confusion was er0mted by two of his disciples who revised some
of his symphonies, reorchestrating them in part to make them sound
as much as possible like Wagnerian music. For about forty years
only these misleading versions were performed or published. Not
until ten years ago did it become possible to gain access to these scores
in their original form, the sole key to an understanding of the real
Bruckner.

In a way, Bruckner was born into a wrong era. When he wrote his
symphonies the romantic period was at its peak. About half a cen-
tury before, Beethoven had composed his Eroica. With this work he
introduced a new element into music_u_ himself as an individual,

his personal joy and sorrow. The door to the romantic age was filing
wide open by this bold, revolutionary step. A new epoch in mu._e
had begun. All the compc_ere after Beethoven followed the romantic
path. Even at the beginning of the twentieth century we find in the
symphonic "self-portraits" of Gustav Mahler an extreme expression
of this same romantic spiriL In line with the new trend the nine.
teenth century became the time of the great musical "personaUtie_".
Whereas before then a composer's work and personality had be_n held
strictly apart, now they became an ever increasing organic unity,
naturally, bringing the eompeeer's personality more into the fore-
ground. Therefore, eompoee_ of the nineteenth oentury like Beet.
hoven, Lkzt, Wagner, and others appear to us far more striking per-
soualities than, for example, Bach, Mozart, or Haydn. The romantic

17
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tide of that era was so powerful that one simply could not conceive
of a different musical idiom. Even older music was looked upon with
the prejudice of the romantic age. ThiJ alane explains the complete
misconception of "Papa Haydn" and his allegedly gay, na'/ve music.
Bach too suffered considerably in the same way from the many arrange-
ments and editions of his music during the nineteenth century, all

_endlng to "sweeten" its character. It was only natural, therefore,
that any composer born into the nineteenth century should at once
be considered a romanticist. This is exactly what happened to Bruek-
ner.

This juxtaposition was absolutely erroneous. Even as a personality
Bruekner was entirely different from his famous, often quite "glam-
orous" musical contemporaries. In contrast to them he was by no
means a fascinating figure. He never outgrew his lowly origin and
remained humble and modest throughout his life. His language was
awkward, his general education below the average; his life passed for
the most part monotonously, scarcely colored by any extraordinary
events. Nothing in the intellectual field could arouse his interest.
Yet his naive, almost childish simplicity left people deeply touched.
Some of those who knew Brucknet Aintimately may well have thought
of the words of the Bible: "Except ye be converted, and become as
little children, ye sha!l not enter the kingdom of heaven."

This heavenly kingdom--apart from his music--was Bruckner's
only concern. He was by nature a deeply religious man. Filled with
the thought of God he looked to the Creator with a child-like faith.
The most familiar book to him was the Bible, for his whole life was
devoted to God and the Church. For some time Bruckner gave lee-
tures on musical theory. Max Graf, one of the last living persons who
attended them, tells a most strikhlg story in his memoirs. During
one of Br_lckner's lectures the Angelus sounded from a nearby chtlreh.
He_ring the little bell Bruekner interrupted his talk, knelt down, and
began to pray while his peasant-like face v_ith its innumerable wrinkles
beearae transfigured into that of a saint. Graf says that he stopped
smiling when he saw Bruckner's humble' and blissful face. Then should
we smile when we are told that Bruckner dedicated his last symphony
to God! This dedication was wholly in conformity with his life so
largely devoted to God. With his Nbttk Symphony Bruckner had
hoped to crown his entire musical work. To God he owed everything.
Therefore, as a na'ive, child-like person whose relation to God is of a
i,er_onal nature, he did not hesitate to dedicate his symphony to God
Himself. Bruckner's faith in Him was unshakable. Itwas the
foundation-stone of his life and it was the foundation and basic con-
tent of his music as well.

Bruckner's music has nothing to do with the Romanticism of the
composers of his own day. They concerned themselves chiefly with
the "earthly" doings of mankind, subjects about which Bruck_er had
very little to say. He never could have written the Hymn to Joy or the
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sombre beginning of Brahms' Fot_rth Symphony. His thoughts were
concentrated upon a world beyond our earth. Nothing mundane could
have inspired his highest creative power. The ideals of the French
Revolution that exalted Beethoven, the glory of a German national
theatre which aroused Wagner's enthusiasm--these meant nothing to
Bruckner. On earth he found scarcely anything worth striving for.
Ills goal was the realm of God and the road that would lead to it.
His mind was turned toward eternity and so was his music. Bruek-
her's fervent faith, his simple, yet profound relation to God are deeply
reflected in his music. Only in a purely formal respect may one class
Bruckner as a "Romanticist". There is, to be sure, a distinct con-
nection between his work and personality. Yet this is merely an out-
ward similarity. Iai contrast to the Romanticists Whose predominant
interest was in things hunmn, Bruekner's chief concern was with the
world Beyond. All his longings, strivings, and occasional feal_ were
for it alone. This tran_endental world and the thought of it form the
essential substance of Bruckner's music. The "Beyond" as Revela-
tion as well as the ultimate goal of mankind is the "main theme" of
his symphonic work. It is so great a theme th:xt Bruckner could never
consider abandoning it or substituting another for it. This is the
reason why all his symphonies have the same general form, mood, and
visionary power. All of them deal chiefly with that remote, invisible
world, which sways the pious thoughts of every religious human being.

Because of its individual context and its visionary element the mu-
sic of Brnelmer is of epic character. Its great climaxes have no dra-
marie significance in a Wagnerian sense. They may be compared, not
with wild fails plunging from steep heights into an abyss, but rather
with a majestic stream that gradually extends its course. All of
Bruckner'a music, even his Scherzi, are dominated by that gloat inner
tranquility and amured firmness that correspoud with his unswerving
faith. Bruckner's music also lacks the Wagnerian sensuousness. Its
sound, which derives from the organ, is of rather austere character.
Rarely does he mix the various orchestral colors in the manner of a
Wagner or a Strauss. Bruckner, the organist, works with the three
main "registers" of the orchestra by placing them opposite each other
simultaneously or by using them one after the other antiphonally.
In this way he achieves a harder, more ascetic sound, differing dis-
tinctly from the smoother, more polished resonance injected into his
works by his well-intentioned but misguided disciples. Again, in con-
trast to Wagner, there is no brilliancy in Bruclmer's music. It does
not aim at sound effects of "worldly" beauty or splendor; an inward
mood always prevails, even when the full sound of the entire orches-
tra is employed. This inwardness is the very means by which Bruck-
net enables us to glimpse that distant, transfigured world of which
hismusicsingsagainand again.

Almmt every Bruckner symphony starts with a pianiMimo Tremo/o
of the strings, a mystic sound which at once lifts the veil of the
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"other" world. _ "_ fully revealed LO'_ at the entrsn_ of the
m_in theme which sometimes _ggeste a vision of the Infinite, evoked
by the celestial sound that seems to emanate from the quiet, but awe-
inspiring beginning of a Bruckner symphony. In contrast to the
main theme-group the seeoud theme-group--the substance of which
has marked community with the music of the slow movement--possesses
a lyrical, _ng.llke character. Yet it is not earthly love that Bruck-
nor tries to portray; his lyricism expresses the yearning of men to-
wards the transcendental world, depicts the hope for eternity. Not
inf_quently it seems as though the very voice of heavenly love were
audible in this music. The third part of the first movement is gen-
erally of rh)thmic character, largely corresponding with the Sc_ereo
of the symphony. It is like a symbol of eternally moving cosmic
forces, the emblem of divine creative power. The Finale is always
a summing up of the preceding three movements. In its glorious coda,
which usually brings back the main theme, Heaven itself appears to
have opened its doors to assert and to confirm the stolid faith in God
and the Church with which Bruckner was imbued.

This apparent division of Bruckner's music into three parts (the
last movement does not communicate a new message) suggests a par-
a]lel to the doctrine of the Christian Church. It is not impossible
that the pious Bruekner who would dedicate a symphony to God
was---consciously or subconsciously--influenced by the dogma of the
Trinity. The power of God, the love o! Jesus Christ, and the Descent
of the Holy Spirit might well have served as a general triple motive
for such a man's music. However, a specific "program" can never
be the ultimate aim of vny interpretation of absolute music. Be_ides,
the total creative work cf the great masters---and this holds true for
Bruckner also, in spite of the comparatively large homogeneity of his
s3_phonies--is far too diversified to be done full justice with a few
"programmatic" explanations. But they may be helpful towards s
clearer conception of the basic character of such music. In the case
of Bruekner, there cannot be any doubt: his is chiefly transcendental
music that sings of the world of God and of the path that leads to
)Teaven.

This "celestial" basic character of Bruekner's music is linked with
:_nother element that forms a rather important contrast to it. It is
that native Austrian tone to be found in all of Bruckner'a symphonie_
especially in the trio-sections of his Scherzi. This more "worldly"
sound, drawn from Austrian folkmusic, reveals a distinct affinity
with the music of Schubert. With these interspersed bits of his own
native song Bruckncr introduces moments of beauty, relaxing in their
serenity. A joyful mood sways a number of tender Laendler rem-
iniscences and graceful, song.like melodies. This music, of ]!ghter
texture, presents the easiest access to Bruckner's symphonic work.
We hear it more frequently in hie earlier symphonies. Sometimes
(e.g. in the Fourth) its color mingles with that of the "main theme".
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In his later works, however, this Austrian color becomes increasingly
rare, surviving in his Ninth in only a few brief moments in the Scherzo.
The music of this symphony is almost completely devoted to that" dark
kingdom" on the threshold of which Bruckner himself stood when he
composed his unfinished masterpiece.

In its most sublime moments Bruckner's music reveals a divine
vision. Its fervent expression often reminds its of that of a prophet
who preaches of Ood and the road to Heaven. Though Bruckner does
not become excited as do the Prophets of the Bible, the inner power
of his voice, like that of a seer, and the sacred tone of his music permit
comparison with the utterance of a prophet. If we regard his sym-
phonies from this viewpoint we shall understand much better their
form, their many climaxes, and especially their numerous Lu[lpauset_
(stops) which, at first, may create a strange impression. Those who
assert that Biazckner did not master musical form make the mistake
of measuring his music with the same yard.stick they would apply to
a Beethoven or a Brahms symphony. The music of thoe,c two mastern
is primarily of a dramatic-human nature, whereas Bruekner'a trans-
cendental world removes his music automatically from the dramatic
sphere, endowing it with definite epic characler. In view of this
predominant other-worldly content of his music Bruckner could not
adhere too closely to the traditional form of the classics. He had to
create a new and larger framework which would be adequate to the
vastness of his "theme". As the epic masterpieces of literature are
always extended, so are the epic symphonies of Bruckner. The mes-
sage of a prophet does not communicate itself in a short and well-
polished speech. Time is but relative to one filled with a divine vision,
through whom God Himself seems to speak. Moreover, such a vision
will raise him to the greatest heights, where, however, he cannot abide
for long. The same is true of Bruekner. His music soars to the most
magnificent elimaxes, but it must fall back--sometimes quite suddenly
--into nothingness, only that it may rise anew to higher and higher
points until the last and greatest climax of all has been attained. Even
before the final great climax, the listener must at times have felt that
no greater heights could be reached. At such moments Bruck_er him-
self scents to sink to his knees, overwhelmed by the divine voice that

appears to unfold itself. Those who grasp the true nature of his
music cannot help sharing in these awe-inspired pauses, during which
Bruckncr appears for the moment choked with reverence and unable
to go on. Bruekner, the pious man, feels the presence of God and
trembles. He has ascended heights immeasurable, heights beyond hu-
man power to maintain. He has to start afresh once more. This is
the explanation of many of those breaks or Luftpausen which have
been so often misunderstood. Naturally music must, above all, follow
its own laws. But no one who has made a serious study of Bruckner's
works without judging them from the Beethoven-Brahms angle can
deny Bruckner's mastery of form. To avoid confusion in this regard
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it is necessary to understand the true character of Bruekner's musio
and the form which necessarily resulted from it. Iu this connection
we should always be aware that there is a "prophetic language" in
music too and that was the language of Anton Bruckner.

Some of the movements of his symphonies bear the word" Solemnly"
(Fcierlich) to mark the character and tempo of the music. Feierlich
in the German language does not only indicate a certain breadth and
weight; it also implies a contrast to the every-day character. Bruck-
ner's music, certainly, is not every-day music. On the contrary, it
seeks to lead men away from the commonplace of the "every-day"
and to lift their thoughts to a different, loftier plane. It does not
address itself to the human intellect, nor does it primarily turn to
the human heart; its message is destined for the soul, for that which
is immortal in the human. Therefore, it appeals to that which is most
sublime in man. Only those who are open or try to render themselves
open to such an appeal will be able to appreciate Bruekner's music.
A Brnekner symphony means a "solemn hour" (Peierstu_tde) in
music. One should prepare oneself for it just as one prepares for
any other solemn event. Not that it will be ne_ssary to put on
solemn garb; but the capability of responding to such an appeal is
an indispensable pre-requisite for entrance into Bruekner's musical
world.

One may call Bruckner's music a bridge to God. It sings of a
world that will never cease to stir mankind as long as there remains
a human soul. Therefore, Bruekner's music is au fond timeless, like
its "main themef". The eternal values inherent in this great and
noble music may not be grasped at once; but these values will reveal
themselves with ever growing clarity as one listens receptively again
and again to its messags. Until this very day an accurate new picture
of Brnekner has been hampered by the prejudices of the nineteenth
century. Much that has been written and said about him even by
Izis adherents betrays a fundamental mistmderstanding of his work.
Only by shaking off the misconception that Bruekller's mu._ic is of an
e,_rthly character, like that of Wagner and the Romanticists, can we
find access to the true Bruekmer. A great ethic force sways his music.
It is an inexhaustible source of comfort for the soul. Its prophetic
_'oiee is a powerful summons to prepare for that heavenly kingdom .
pr_,mised to the faithful. Never was such utterance more timely than
in our own day, a day so sadly in need of increased ethic strength
al_d moral firmness.._fankind today is in the midst of a great moral
decline. Unless it is content to sink ever deeper into the spiritual
morass into which it has blundered, if it longs to rise again, it must--
npart from striving for the new--adhere to the great ereative achieve-
ments of the past. One of these is the music of Anton Bruckner.
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117 LOUXBEH. and H.A_8 TI8_

T first glance these two Austrian masters seem to have very littlein common. Schubert is the great exponent of the song, Bruck-
ner the composer of gigantic symphonies. Schubert was 31 when he
died, leaving behind a mature life's work, while Bruckner at the same
age had not even started to compose. When Schubert died in Vienna
in 1828, Bruckner was four gears old and lived in a small town in
Upper Austria where Schubert's name was not to be knowu for years
to come.

However, on comparing their biographies we di_over a number of
parallel features which establish important relationships between the
two men, relationships which are corroborated by careful listening to
their music. Both composers come from fLunilies of school teachers.
Both were trained to be school teachers themselves, their duties as
such including music instruction. Both, moreover, received training
in church schools U choir boys. It may be only a coincidence that
Bruekner applied unsuccessfully for the position of second con-
ductor at the Imperial Court Orchestra st Vi_qma in 1877, a position
vainly sought by Schubert some fifty years earlier. But it is no
accident that Bruc_ler as a grown man chose for his teacher in music
theory Simon Scehter, the very man under whom Schubert hod planned
to study shortly before his death. Both Schubert and Bruel,mer recog-
nized their needs and turned to the same teacher for a remedy.

Schubert's greatness was not widely recoglzized until long after
his death. Yet small circles of music lovel_ formed here and there
to cultivate his music. One of them, in Stcyr, Upper Austria, was
often visited by Bruckmer in 1843. There he first tact and fell in
love with Schubert's songs and chamber music. Through his work
as church organist Bruckner also became gradually familiar with
Schubert's masses, which at first influenced his own efforts in this
field. And then, probably on his frequent trips to Vienna where he
studied composition while holding a position as organist at Linz, he
had occasion to hczr Schubert's greatest symphonies, those in
C Major and B Minor, which were first performed there in 1859 and
1865 respectively. Br_iekner's love for Schubert's music differed from
the complete reverc_Jeo end admiration he felt for Beethoven and
Wagner. He consciotlsly strove to emulate and even to imilate them
at times, but in Schubt:rt he sensed a kinship which expresses itself
in his works without conscious effort. We shall try to uncover these
similarities in the followh_g three phases--form, harmony, and thema-
tic material.
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Obviously the "heavenly length" which Schumann attributed to
Schubert's C Major flyrnphony is still more applicable to Bruckner'a
works° a circumstance which continues to militate against their pop-
ularity. This length, also encountered in Schubert's other cyclical
works, such as sonatas, chamber music, etc., is, however, merely a
symptom of the two masters' approach to the sonata form. The clas-
sical symphony, as cultivated by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and their
19th-century sueee:-,sors down to Dvorak, was composed with a view
toward a satisfactory balance of the structure and the cohesion of
the parts. The themes were chosen for their usefulness in the develop-
ment section; bridges were carefully prepared to lead to keys neces-
sitated by a predetermined tonality scheme. Smooth transitions, econ-
omy, a certain objective reserve toward the material characterize these
works. Quite otherwise with Schubert and Bruckner. Evidently
they revel in the beauty of their music. A pleasing motif will be
repeated scver,d tir..,_s _,r numerous motives will follow each other in
an ir,',pctuoua development, regardlem of any rules of the craft. The
fullest and best sounding harmonies are employed, whether or not
they conform to any tonality scheme. A new section may start in
any key or may abruptly return to one conforming to a classical
•'heme. The clL_.ar-cuttheme of the classical style is replaced by long-
spun raelodies or motif-groups and developmer, ts. Cohesion and econ-
omy give way to a rhapsodic succession of richly worked-out sol,state
units.

Within the sonata movement the second theme, especially, treated
in this way by both Schubert and Bruekner, contrasts much more
sLrongly with the first theme than in the claxsical symphony. Greatly
enlarged, it becomes a motif.group, an independent section that is
often longer than the first theme. While the latter is still conceived
along c"lassieal lines by Scht|bert, Bruckner Rives it melodic develop-
ment that usually leads from simple interval motives to a heroic
climax.

Clearly, since such motif-groups are separate evolving units rather
than concretely stated themes, bridges between the first and second
themes are out of place. The motif-groups follow each other directly.
A single tone, such as in Schubert's VIH, 1t or in Bruckner'a IV, 1,
may serve a.q a connection; or with Bruekner a general pause will
often intervene? Such pauses also oeeur in symphoaie_i c,f the claa-
aieal school. There, however, they are preceded by a thematio and
harmonie bridge and have therefore the effect of complete relaxation,
while here they are laden with tension, for they interrupt the flow

• The Romannumeral stoaudjfor the Jyml&ony, the ALrabicfor the movement. :_

s Numerous examples for the connecting tone come to mind: e.g., in 8chubert'e .\|

VII, 1; VIII, B; 1#rio/n B.fl_t, 1; Q_datet d_ Co 1;Wof, dcrer Yaxtoail, 1; and
in Bruckner'e 3tr/n0 O_stet, 1; IV, i ; VI, 6. The intecveniJngpause, very
eharact_,risticfor Bru.-_uer,can be found st least once In Schubert5 ngmcly m
VII, 4.

• _L,.

I
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entirely, since lli_l$ Is no connection between the tonalities before
and after the pau_. These pauses are employed by Bruckner also
at other important idaccs (e.g., at the beginning and end of the de-
velopment or brlwl_en groups of the development). When somebody
called his Second _y,tphony the '°symphony of pauses", he explained
their meaning as follows: "Look", he said, "when I am about to
say something iutportant, I have to lake a deep breath fi_t."

These pauses have still another aspect. It is well _lo_'n that early
romanticism is in part characterized by the flourishing of the short
piece, the musical aphorism, such as Schubert's lrnpromptus, Men-
delssohn's, Chopin's, Schumann's, and Brahms' piano pieces, etc.
On the other hand, the tendency toward colossal dimensions--the later
Beethoven, Berlioz, I,iszt, Wagner--that also manifests itself in Bruck-
net and his successors, Mahler, the early Sehoenberg, etc., is more
characteristic of the later romanticists. Bruekner by means of the
pauses succeeded in combining both traits, stringir, g t(,gethcr, as it
were, several smaller units which then assume a larger unity--or at
times fail to do so. This trait there.fore proves again that Bruckner
roots in early romanticism.

At times this element of severance prompted Bru,.kner to use, a_
a counter-agent, one theme in several movemc=Jts of a _ml,hony, s a
technique first t_mployed by S('huberl. _ But it is, of course, difficult
to decide whether Bruckner ",sos din.,.tly influenced by S_.hubcrt in
this usage, since Mcndcls.._ohn, Schumann, Liszt, Berlioz, and others
also applied this d(,viec beforehim. With another feature, however,
Bru<.kner appears to follow Schubert's Set,cTllh, namely with the slow
introdueti6n to his Fifth, which--in contrast to the classical introdt_e-
tion--is thematically part of the main section. Similarly, the intro-
ductory phrase of Schubert's Seventh sways the entire first move-
ment. This technique seems to originate in the dramatic overture,
suchasBeethoven'sEg_nont,and may alsohavereachedBruck_net"by
way.of Liszt'ssymphonic poems. In the symphony this,as wellas
the previouslydiscussedfeature,came to fullfruitiona few years
laterin Ct_sarFranck'sD Minor ,_.ymph¢rng.

In spiteof the greatevolutionof harmon),in the fiftyyearsthat
inlervenedbetween Schubert'sand Bruckner'sactiveperiods,and
despitethe inevitablegeneraldissimilarityof theirharmonicstyles,
therestillexistsurprisinglymany parallelsbetween thetwo mastcrs

in thisrespect.Some of them stem from theirinnerkinship,olhers

s By thls we do"not allude to the introduction af V, 4 which imitates that of
the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth. Much more substantial is the taking up ,,f
the themes af IV, 1 and IV, 3 in IV, 4, while IV, I and IV, 2 start with the
some matif; or the use af the same accompaniment motif in V, 2 and V, 3.
The essential equality of the first themes of VII,I and VII, 4, related to one
soother an rh_hmie variations, is another instance. In VIII, 4 all main themes
of the precedmg movementsreappear.

J For example, In the first and last'movements of the IVandcrerFanto.sy or io
the second and fourth movem,mt_of the Trio in g.[lat.
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_gain were apparently taken over, whether knowingly or not, from
the earlier master by his admiring follower--all quite apart from
general romantic characteristi_ of harmonic technique.

Schubert was the first great master to venture into the field ex-
tensively, even earUer than the aging Beethoven who was still rather
sclLconscious in this regard. One outstanding Schubert characteristic
is the frequent contrasting of major and minor chords on the same
tonic as well as the oscillation.between such tonalities, as in the use
of the Neapolitan sixth, major.minor and minor-major? Another
group of effects is extracted by Schubert from the use of extra-tonal
mediant relationships that enable him to contrast distantly related
tonalities without transition. Not only are they used as means of
immediate contrast, but they assume the ascendancy over the dominant
relationships of the cla._icists in tile overall tonal construction as well
as, frequently, even in the cadence.* Such mediant relationships are
also extended to forts s_quenees (for instance, in Schubert's VII, 1
whcr,_, the return to the restatement modulates from a-fiat to e and

c, or in Bruekncr's VIII, 4 where the continuation of the first theme
_in the restatement shifts from A-fiat to B to D to F to A to C).
Such tonality shifts are often effeeted by means of an intervening
augmented six-five or double augmented four-three chord, chords that
both composers favor strongly.

As already mentioned, extra-tonal mediant relationships also play
an important role in the tonal arrangement of greater form parts
within mow ments. Here the previously disetmsed method of hold-
ing a single tone as a mcans of transition from one section to the
next receives its harmonic explanation. It is almost always used to
connect mediaJits. The larger form parts, notably the first and second
themes of the sonata form, were preferably brought into dominant
relations by the classicists, and the second dominant was used as a
connecting link. Wherever Schubert and Bruekner adhere to the
traditional tonality scheme, they no longer need the second dominant,
for by means of the single tone they are able to reach the dominant
from four mediant-related keys, a circumstance that permits them
considerable freedom in handling the conclusion of the first of two

*Amonir innumerableexamples there come to mia¢l the songs: 0_¢ _ro_k#
("Good l_ight")--Bmelmer's deelm_cli_voritet according to his biographerm_d
t[_iend,.0eel[erich--led F_hlimgslra_ ("Sprmg Dream")--Nos. I and 11 of

("_eath and the HsJden )---op. 7. _---and G¢/wlmca ( _¢ret )---op. 14, 2;

I Qtmrtet lit G, 1; Q_Intet ia (7, 1; V]I, 8 Tr/o. We meet the Immepr_lJleetion
in Bruekaer's works: e.g., in IV, 2 between the glrzt sin1 see'ma themes in the
reststemm_t; VII, 1 the transition from the _econdtbem.eto the epilogue in the
,tat_memt; VIT[, $ (trio) ; F ]//nor M_#, bcgianiag of the Cr_do. *_N

• Here are just • fem of many e_sampleeof immediately contrssting medisnts:
(s) in khubert--V£/, 4__oeo_adthm_; ._ _, _md theme; (_rZe_ _n O. 8

themes; VII, _, zeeand etatem_m_oz mo _a t_mz.
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connected sectioll_, Moreover, both masters frequently replace the
dominant relatlo,shll,s themselves by mediants.'

Many more similarities bet ween the harmonic techniques of Bruck-
ner and Schubc,t _,an bc cited. But it is very difficult to decide
whether e_tch in,lance Is ,]ue to direct influence. It seems more logical
to assume that Wagner's dev¢:h,pmt..nt of earlier devices a_,d the gen-
eral trend are responsible for these simila]itie._. It is _a_fficient to
point out the definite kinship of the two men in their feel.ing toward
harmony as an independent agent of expression, eqvally as imp,riant
as meh,dy or rhylhm. This feeling leads them to e_lrieh the single
chord by means of alterations and chord paa_.tges by means of major-
minor and mediant relationships and to enlarge the modulatory pos-
sibilities, thereby expanding their eompo_tious.

The relatir*nship Iwtween Schubert and Brushier is perhaps most
clearly manifest in their thematic material. Romantic composers
generally hark beck to or develop national melodic material, and since
both masters were Au_riaus many affbtities can he explained by their
cultural proximity. In addition, we find some the-matte siI,ailarilies
that reveal their personal kinship in mood arJd conception. Scbube.rt
and Bruckner were i,,_i the first to employ folk-mel<,.i':es. The clas-
sicists had done so, and even masters before them. But while they
used folk melodies almost exclusively for occasional entertabanent,
such as danf_es, marches, diverlimenti, etc., Schubert fir_-I eml,l_,yed
them extensively in art-music.

The easy-going sociability for which Austrians are .known finds its
musical expression in a broadly flowing, rhythmically tmcoml,licated
melody that is most easily adaptable to the se,.oad theme of a s(,l_ata
movement or to the trio-section of a scherzo. Bruckner uses this type
of melody as a contrast to and relief from his othel_-ise gigantically
proportioned monumental themes; S_hubert employs it especially in
chamber music where he can give himself over to _mencumbere,] sing-

ing. Very _.haracteristic of Austrian folk-music and Alpine yodelling
is the repeated alternation between the melodic intervals of a sixth
and seventh from the same tone, with an underlying alternation of

P tonic end dominant seventh chords, s Of folklore origin el.so is a
certain type of tone repetition in the accompaniment that occurs, for

v In his first movements Bruo]kner is eonserv_tlve In this respect, wherc_s
Schubert u_es such relationships b_t_'_on the first a_d second themes in the first
movements of the Trio In K.f_, (]tdnte! i_ C, Piano 8ona_a in B.flat, Wanderer
Fanf_y, etc. Otherwise we find _huel[ner employing merit.ant rel-tionships be-
tween the first end second tl,tum,,s in the String O_intet, 8; II, 4; IT[, 4; V, 4;
VIII, 3; IX, 3; and between the 8_kereo and Trio in IX, 2.

s Some examples in Schubert's w_rk$ are the second themes in Trio in B.f_t,

I 1; Trio in B.f],,S, 2; Q,mrfet _ _, 1i Oote$, I and £; the third theme in Trio
in E.f_"t, 4; the trio.sections in Tdo i_ g.flot, 3; O_,_rtet i_ O, 3. In Bmekner
we fln_ this melodic-harmonic motif in the second themes in the posthumous
8yml0ho_y in d, 1; I, 1; It, 1; It, 4; III, 1; III, 4; IV, 1; IV, 4; VI 4;

I V'l'I, ): IX, ); the third themes of Vii, I sod IX, 1 ; the first themes of _ 3;
V, 4; _'I, 4; and in the trio-sections of II, 3; III, 3; and IV, 3.
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example, in the trio-section of Schubert', Quartet in O, 3 and in the
second theme-group of Bruckner'a IV, 4. Another influence of folk-
music apparently prompted both composers to introduce lyrical themes
almost always with a brief passage from the accompaniment. The
freqllent practice among folk-musieian_ of extemporizing several mel-
odies _imult.ane_usly may be reflected in the invention of many double
themes by both masters, i.e., such themes as consist of two separate
mcl,)di,: str:tins, ,:cmtrapu,tally joi,ed. Such themes usually include
other folk.inspired traits as well?

Let us return from relatit_.,lships based on the common background
to those of a per_nal character. One of the outstanding characteristics
of Bruck_er's themes is their evolution from a tremolo or other form
of mun, i;ring figure, t° They gradually gain in rhy_hmie and melodic
intelL_ity, growin_z louder at the same time. While this technique:,
as a wt,ole, go_s 'l_ck to Beethoven's Ninth rather than to Schubert,
the tre,m, lo intrc,_ta.=:_olLmay well have been suggested to Bru(.kner
by th,_ latler also. t: Amowz Bruekner's melodic peculiarities there
is the exprcs_fion-laden tur_, s|:eh as in the second thematie complexes
of VI[, 1 and VII, 4_ This turn al_o figures prominently at the be-
ginning of Sehub,:.rt's Ql,i.l_t,t i.t_C and in the trio-section of the same
work. Thin tri(,-sectio_t, fiirthermore, disl-_lays the dotted rhythm
followed by the passionately expr_s_ive descending quarter notes and
the cadenceformula with th,: trill, both favo_'ed by Brucl_mer. Another
favorite fig,re to,slats of a dotted eighth-note, followed by two thirty-
second-nott,s and two eighth-notes descending stepwise from a level
one or two tones higher than the first tone; the last note may also
turn back upwar,l or repeat the preceding note. This figure occurs,
fo," example, at the be_'nning of the second theme-group in Bruckner's
IV, 4 as well as at the beginning of the l_'inales of Schubert's Q,utrtet
/n a and QzLintEt /n C. A further close resemblance occurs in the
return to the restatement in the Tr/o in E-fiat, 1. It foreshadows
Bruckner's preoc_mpation with motif inversion and, besides, is mel-
odically related to the 8cherzo of Bruekner's Nin|h. Many more such
similarities can be found, as between any two given ma._ters. But
the ones mentioned are so obvious and individual that they give
further proof of the direct community between Bruckner and Schubert.

In our comparison we have limited ourselves to those areas in which
similarities between our two composers occur, namely form, harmony,
and thematic material and construction. In other areas, such as in-
strumentation, counterpoint, rhythm, and expression, no similarities

s Exami,les sam found in the second theme ,l_ _hnbert's _lntct in C, 4;
Qttartet m n, 1 ; Quartet ia B.flaL 2; Trio k_ R-fiat, 2; tad the trio-eseflon of
the Tcio in B-flat, 3. Most of Br-ckner'| _-.m_dtheme-groul_employ_mebthemes.

_'Yor hust_n_e,the begianiup of the ip_ithumou8Bjrm,oko_¥h-.dl; I]3[; IV;
VII; VIII; 0rodIX.

s, Schubertused for e:_mple, _t the begiunlnp ot VIII, 1; the l>o_thumous
Quartet Mo_em_'_ it, o; _nd Octet, 6.
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or only unitnportl_l*l ,,ca can be discovered. In instrumentation and
expression simila i'lllr_ are obviously-ou! of the question, as the lapse
of fifty years within whteh Wa6ner revolutionized both obviates any
close resemblan(.es. On the other band, it is exactly in the free .,_an.

phonic counterpoint r_nd in rhythm that Bruckner's personal style
resides, and so we find here dissimilarities or outright contrasts be-
tween the styles of the two composers. Brnekner's technique of motif
inversion, simultaneous development of a motif in both original and
inverted form, fngato, pseudo-canon, double themes, and interlacing,
W.eudo.contrapuntal completion of a r,aelody by two instrument groups
_ts his style far aparl from S(.hubert's essentially homophonic style,
in spite of some points of coml,_rison. The same is true of Bruek-ner's
rhythmic characteristics, such as the combination of duole and triplet
or'the frequent starting-in of a theme with a rest. although a like in-
clination toward dotted rhythms can be detected in both masters.

It is clear ther(:fore that Brnckner, who died fifty years ago, on

October 1:1, :1896, within a few months of Schubert's h_mdrcdth birth-
day armiver._ary (he w_ horn Januam, 31, 1797), was not an imitator
or epigone of the latter. Indeed the most obvious style characteristics
of the two men differ greatly, so much that ',_e oftcn tend to over-
lo(Jk the fundamental kinship of their conceptions, symptoms of _'hich
we have traced in the preceding pages.

KILEN'YI MAH'LEB MEDAL AWARDED TO PIiILIP GREELEY CLAPP

In a belated recoguitioD of hie constant efforts to create a greater interest in
and appreciatian of Mehler'e musle in the U. 8. A., The Bruckncr Soci_.ty of
America has awarded the Mehler Medal of Hot.or to Professor Philip Greeley
Clspp of the State University of lows. Since 1911, Professor Clapp ba_ written
and lectured on Mahler. His programs at Iowa University included the _4dagiefto
from Mahler'e Fi[lhand Lieder eine.s [ohrenxlen Gcsel|e'n. On April $2, 19_2,
Professor Clapp conducted Mahler's Bc.v_rectian Symphony. The concerts of
the University Symphony Orchestra are broadener over WSUI.

Lieder e'inve [ahrenden Gesellen and the Adagletto from Mahler's Fif(k were
on the program of the Gpeaing eancert of the fourth Fine Arts Festival of the
State University of Iowa (July 8j 1942). Professor HerOd Stark was the soloist
emd Professor C]_pp conducted. The Mahter port]an of the concert was broad-
east over N'BC on July 18_ 1949. On this occasion, Mr. Earl E. Harper pre-
sented the Medal to Professor Cl_pp an behelf of the Society.



Thoughts on Bruckner's E Minor Mass

By ROBEBT SIMPSON t

O t_E of the commonest errors of musical criticism assumes thatconciseness and shortness are synonymous qualities. Perform-
antes of Bruckner and Malder symphonies have caused this mistake
to be made more often, perhaps, than those of any other music. A
definition of concision must include the statement that the word
implies use of minimum resources needed to gain maximum efficiency
in reaching the goal in view. Obviously, an Egyptian Pyramid is,
in this sense, a conci_ art.form. Yet it is by no means a miniature.
It is time intelligent Iorcrs of music forsook the prevalent desire for
brevity and what is known as "the power of understatement". The
greatness of Sibelins rests not in his "understatement", but in the
sheer adequacy of his expression for his own profound pttrposes. In
art, understatement is failure, as also is overstatement. There can
'be a place only for sufficiency.

Bruckner's E minor Mass, however, is one of those works which
shov_ a terseness which might lead the average critic to suspect hidden
virtues in the symphonies. This, it is to be hoped, might help him to
understand those masterpieces. His faith in his critical sense will
be a little shaken if he encounters so economical a work by the pro-
verbially extravagant Bruekner, and he will perhaps wonder if, after
an, the few productions of Bruckner in England in the last ten years--
some of them bad--were evidence enough for the almost wholesale
British condemnation of this composer as a symphonist, e These
creditable reactions, however, are not likely to take place, for he will
most probably express his regret that a man who could show such
nm.stery in a Mass should have failed so dismally in his symphonies.
What he will almost certainly not grasp at one hearing is that the
E minor Mass contains the seeds of Bruckner's symphonic form, which
later developed with equal terseness ideas themselves as large as a
whole movement of the Mass. A very clear case san be examined in
a comparison of the 8anctu,_ of this work with the first group of
themes in the Ninth Symphony. Though mood and colouring are very
different in the Symphony, it is obvious that the BamctuJ is Itself a
similar structure, and, had Bruckner conceived its idea later in life,
he might well have decided to treat it as an element in a vaster
design and have followed it up adequately. It is, of course, satisfying
in itself but embodies the type of thought shown at the beginning of

• TI_ L8not intended u an aspersionUl_Onthe fine performancmof Bruekner
• No. 4 tad IdahlerNo. § whichthe skill of Dr. Hetns Unger luterecentlysucceeded

tn wringing from the London Pldlbarmenie OTehutnt.
S0
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Beethoven's _Tinfh 8ympltony. Bruckner expands the growth fron_
a mysterious opening to a mighty climax so that it sufl3ccs for a whole
movement. His symphonies are great works because in them he has
found a way of absorbing such a process into one far more immense,
which is, nevertheless, a wonderfully concise method of handling
gigantic material. It is hoped that these remarks will not bc con-
strued as an attempt to show that Bruckner's symphonies are superior I
to those of Beethoven.

The more obvious spareness of this Mass will, therefore, nmke it
an excellent introduction to the work of Bruekner for those whose

appreciation of musical time-scales is limited to that of Beethoven,
Brahms, and most other Nineteenth Century composers. It was wTit-
_en between the years 1868-9, and, although it is called No. 2, is
really the last of Bruelmer's three Masses. In style it departs mark-
edly from the path followed by the other two, which expand the type
handed down to Bruckner through Mozart and Schubert. The ma._ses
of these two latter masters have their style rooted in that of the
theatre and express themselves in language derived from the common
stock of Eighteenth Century stage composers. This is not to deny
their obvious impressiveness and sincerity, though it implies that
they are far from liturgical in effect. The salutary influence of Bach
gives the first two MSL_Sesof Bruckner (Nos. 1 and 3) a rather more
devotional character than those of his forertmners in Vienna and his
love of chorale-like themes ensures that a church shall be the ideal

setting for Iheir performance. But the roots of the style which sus-
tains the Mass in E minor reach further back into musical history.
There is an austerity and mystical aloofness in the composer's mind
suggestive of the loftiness and purity of the music of the Sixteenth
Cenhtry. Palesh_ina is behind the marvelous opening of the K!Irie.
The whole of the first movement of this Mass can be sung a cappelIa
with great effect, for the accompanying horn and trombone parts are

optional, simply doubling the voices here and there. If the choir is
of high quality the omission of these brass passages results in greater
beauty of sound. The form of the movement is very simple, falling
naturally into the ternary shape suggested by the order of the words.
The first part is very plain in character, rising out of an awed hush
as did so many of Bruckner's later symphonie movements; it is based
mainly on the initial phrase of quiet chords floating over a tonic pedal.
The C,ltriste deiso_ which forms the middle section is more active
and modulates, animated by a double counterpoint, into new keys.
As is to be expected, this part is more ethereal and achieves a.climax
by increasing the complexity of its texture as well as the volume of
its sound, coming to a grand pause on the home dominant. The words
and material (Kllrie e_bo_) d the first part are resumed, but with
more intensity than before, and a figure used earlier to lead to the
(Thriste is developed more extemdvel7. After a great outburst of plain
chords, the music fails slowly to rest in a long and deeply felt cadence.
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Throughout this work it will be noticed that Bruekner'e handling of
cadences is extraordinarily fine. Those at the conclusions of the
Somctus and Boned/dun are wonderful examples. A master of climax
of Bruekner's calibre is bound to have a keen sense of the possibilities
inherent in cadentisl psmag_ and it is not surprising to find him at
his finest when ending such a creation as the first movement of the
Si.cth Symphony or the _'ims/z of the Eighth. This Kyrle contains
in its finish the germ of the tremendous skill and poise with which
he descends from the final crises of some of his greatest stow move-
merits, those, for instance, in the last three Symphonies.

The O/or/a is set in the submediant key, C major. "Glo_ in
ezcch_s Deo" is omitted from the text and should certainly be in-
toned before the start of the movement. The best effect would be

secured if the plain-chant were sung by the male voices. They would
then be answered by the women's singing of "at in terra pox". Un-
like the Kyde, this piece has an indepenc_ent accompaniment, which
persists throughout the Man. Bruekner is always completely happy
when treating combined instruments and voices, and it is part of the
attsterity of his scheme that he has in tlds work eliminated the strings
of Ihe orchestra. Also there are n° drums, and the result is often
organ-like.

The firsttheme isfreshand joyousand issupportedby a veryim-

portantundulatingfigureon bassoons,pervadingon variousinstru-
ments thewholeofthefirstand thirdsectionsofthe61otis.Bruckner
shows himselfmasterof the art of settingwords to music when it

becomes apparentthatin the courseof i_singlefar-flungmelody he
contrivesa wholeseriesof differentideas,illustratingaptlythesue-

cessivethoughtsinthetext.Melody isthechiefelementinthisM_s,
and,likeSchubert,Bruckner relieson italmostalways. The open-

ing sentenceof the music of the 6r/or_isan example of a well-knit
melodicphrasecontainingfoursurprisinglyeontrastedmoods. Ex-
ceptfor two shortimitativeepisodes,the whole of the stirringfirst
part is harmonic ratherthan contrapuntalin idiom,as befitsits
dramatic tendeneies.The centralportionbeginswith a e_ango to
a slowertempo and the entry of a most expressivetheme for four
horns, introducing the words, "qul tollis poe.cats mahdi". These are
sung to a telling phrase which, on its second appearance, produces
one of Bruckner's best first-period modulations. The change is from
A minor to A fiat major; the mood becomes one of hope, engendered
Ly "su_clpe deprecat/_m nostram". Another beautiful change of
key occurs at the return of the subject-matter of the first section.
Perhaps this is managed even more finely than that just mentioned.
The shift is from E major (reached as the dominant A minor) to the
original tonio, C major, and is effectsd subtly by allowing the un-
dulatit=g bassoon figure to slip magically on to the subdominant of O,
and to reach C major, not through its dominant but through a chord
of D minor. The modulation is all tho more wonderful for the fact
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that the voices enter with the innocent first theme at th0 prcct.'._
moment of the transformation. The words here are "O_:_i_m t u sol tl_
sanctus". The rest of the text is set to bold music similar in character
to the first section, interrupted by one more rich modulation from O
major to F sharp major to illuminate the name, "Je.s_ Cb risie". Brllck-
nor seems to possess Schubert's secret of accomplishing such suddt_._
changes without hindering the flow of the music. The Cod_ is a
colossal double fugue (Amen) on two subjects of great alldscity e,d
rower. The chore] writing is extremely daring and, though it occurs
,n one of Bruckner'e early works, surpasses in this respect any com-
parable passage in Wagner. It is perhaps worthy of note that Brt]ck-
net at this time knew very little of Wagner's work. As a small point
of interest, the two bars (170-1) are strangely prophetic of Rach-
maninoff's famous (_ sknrp minor Pvdtwle. The fugue finally cc_|-
esces into massed harmony and the movement ends with symphonic
weight and preciseness.

The Credo should also be preceded by the plain-chant for the same
reasons as shown in the G/or_ The setting Of the Creed is a notor-

iously difficult task. Its first half, dealing with the most mystical
aspects of Christianity, presents no music_l problem. But the re-
mainder concerns itself with controversial dogma emharrs._sing to any
sincere composer. There are two ways of dealing with the matter.
Since the words cannot suggest appropriate music, they must either
be illuminated (i.e. framed), or they must somehow be covered. Bach
adopts the former method and Beethoven the latter. Bach composes
the most gracious music he can imagine, but Beethoven drowns the
awkward words with mighty shouts of "Credo? Credo!". Bruck, er
combines elements of both methods. His music, being a free recap-
itulation of the first section, has little connection with the text. In
that he is like Bach. His affinity to Beethoven is seen in the fact
that although his choir does not shout "Credo/", it fits th_ Nicene
Creed to exultant themes originally associated with the word.

The first theme of the Credo is an impressive figure foreshadowing
the terrific 8ch6rzo of his Eightk Sympltony. The movement is an
a//eFro of great strength and conviction, maintaining its full force
through the whole of its initial section. The middle part begins when
s note of mystery intervenes and the text, "e| ino_'n_tus e..d", is ex-
pressed in a profoundly moving slow fragment, containing more of
Bruckner's finest modulation_ This, with the C,ruciftz'tu, is treated
with remarkable insight and simplicity. The whole passage, ending
with "'el sepultus c_l", affords another superb instance Gf Bruckner's
skill in illustrating a varied text within the scope of a single melodi_
structure. The music in the score from D to (7 is a long-drawn, finely
shaped melody, subtly formed, both in itself sad in the disposition of
its accompaniment. Yet each constituent phrase is perfectly fitted
to its attendant words. There can be no doubt that Bruckner, had
he so wished, could have made a mark as s song-writer, though it is
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fortunate that he threw his whole energy into great works. The only
existing songs by him are early and unrepresentative, but who knows
how he might have developed in this field! His student Symphony i_t
F _ninor gives no indication of the vast achievements of his later years.

After solemn descending ehords on trombones, gently portraying
the b_u'ial, Bruekner turns to the Resurrection. He captures the
mystery as well as the drama of the situation. The outburst is not
sudden but is prepared by soft throbbing ehorda (clarinets and bas-
soons) as of new life rising from the depths into which the trombones
have just descended. The blaze, ones kindled, is sustained. Solemnity
and some apprehension are felt following the words, "cure gloria",
and, as if the last word had invoked it, the opening figure of the Gloria
attends the word "indicate", with its wave.like accompaniment. The
tension aroused by this incident generates a big climax and leads to
the res_lmption of the first material. The last words of the Nicene
Creed, "et vitam venturi sa_culi. Amen", are the inspiration of a
wonderful final cadence, containing a new treatment of the main theme.

The Sanctus which follows is perhaps the crown of the work. Bruck-
. nor is here heard as a great contrapuntist. As has already been noted,
this piece is a continuous growth to a single climax. The influence
of Sixteenth Century polyphony is evident in the fact that until the
culmination in block chords the accompaniment eonsists of mere doubl-
ings of the voices by unobtrusive wind instruments, and the chorus
would find little difficulty in singing the passage without support.
The lines are very diatonic and easy to auralise, though the perform-
ance of the music needs so much staying power that the help of the
instruments is neee_sary for the building of the cr_cendo. The move-
ment opens in four parts, with a close canon between Alto I and Tenor
I concealed behind other flowing lines. The canon is then taken up
by Soprano I and Bass I, followed by Alto II and Bass II, and flltally,
Tenor II and Soprano II. Meanwhile the other parts float and drift
freely round the canon, sempre crescendo, with.cele_ial effect. The
highest ecstasy is attained in the magnificent homophonic climax, the
gre.ndeur of which is hardly surpassed by the finest of his later sym.
phonic passages. A characteristic touch is the quiet woodwind chord
ren,aining after the last shout has died away. Bruckner thinks in-
stinctively in terms of cathedral acoustics, and the endings of his
moven:ents are nearly always abrupt if played in unresonant build-
ings. Though not printed in the score, the awesome dying echoes of
the last chord are an essential part of many a massive Bruckner Coda.
He is one of the few composers whose style is conceived in terms of

•special acoustic conditions. Indeed, there can be little doubt that
he is the only great master o! this type _lnee the Sixteenth Century.

The Uredo and 8anctu, are the central pinnacle of the Mass. The
rest forms a kind of appendix. The supreme mysteries awe the com-
poser into more subdued thought, end the Benedictus is more intro-
spective than any other part of the work. In some ways it is similar
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to the second groups of themes occurring in many of the first a1_d la._!
movements of Bruekner's symphonies, and it is interesting to see ho_
he follows the 8a_tclus (so like one of his symphonic openings) by
music of this character. The piece is very concentrated in its use of
themes and falls into a modified sonata shape, unusual in a Mass. It_
key is C major, and the chromatic horn figure with which it opens
may be regarded as its first subject. "In nomine Domini" is set to
a delicate chanting phrase which modulates to the dominant, in which
the first theme recurs. The development is soon reached with a change
to A minor and the introduction of new material. Gradually the moc.d
becomes more mysterious, while the woodwinds weave independ _-nt
figures into the texture. When A fiat major has been entered, tl_e
horn figure appears deep below the surface, increasing the sense of
awe. The restatement removes the cloud and the music brightens into

a glorious Cod_, "Hosanna in ezcelsisl". It is difficult to choose
between this Benedlctus and the sublime setting of the F minor M_s
(No. 3). That is as remarkable for its breadth as this is for its con-
eiseness. In the Mass in P minor, the final Hosa,t_ta is expanded into
a short but powerful allegro movement, coming at the end of a slow
one of considerable dimensions.

The loftiness of the last part of this work is beyond praise. The

Agnu._ Dei is planned in a way that is simple to grasp, but difficult
to describe. Towering chordal structures are reared on the words
"'miserere nobis" until the whole world might be crying out. These
mighty passages are., again, obviously calculated for the vastness of
a cathedral. The wonderful moment of prostration after the second
of these outcries is perhaps the deepest utterance in the whole Ma._s.
But the sheer loveliness of the last three pages (Dons nobi_ pacem)
lingers in the mind longest. Bruckner connects this section with the
Kllrie by referring to a figure from it. This enriches an accompani-
ment of extraordinary beauty, and the Ma_s ends in devout end
childlike peace.

After the completion of this work Btmckncr's excursions into choral
compositions were few. Chief of these are the Te Deum and the
setting of Psalm 150, both terse works of enormous power, showing
that had he given his full attention to choral music he would cer-
tainly have become one of the very greatest masters in this medium.
Indeed, it cannot be asserted with any confidence that this is not al-
ready the case, and there can be little doubt that his Masses place him
among the most important composers of Nineteenth Century religious
music. When Bruekner's mmdc becomes the subject of a fs._ionable

vogue, this contention will be held by many who understand little of
his true stature, or of the reasons for the success of his cause. Those
who study Bruekner are those who love him best.



Bruclmer'sNinth Symphony

By ]A)UIB BIANOOLLI

Reprinted by l_rm_sJou from the Progrs__ 2ql'oLoeot The pkOJ_rmo_o 8_
phony 8oo_ef¥ of New Yo_k (MLr.14, IS, and 17, l_i_). The program notes o_f
the Philhsa_nonio**recompiledby BOBERT BAGAB ana LOU_ _IANOOLIa-

SY_nONY dedicated to God l Such, at any rate, is the legend
A handed down about Bruekner's farewell symphony. According

to the story, Bruekner, who died while working on the final bars of
Adagio, intended to inscribe the symphony "to the dear Lord."

th'e'I have done my duty on earth," said Bnlckner to a caller shortly
after his seventieth birthday. "I have accomplished what I could,
and my only wish is to be allowed to finish my Ninth 8ymphon#.
Three movements are almost complete. The A&u.fio is nearly finished
There remains only the Fina/_. "I trust Death will not deprive me
of my pen." He prayed nightly to God for time to complete it. "If
He refuses, then He must take the responsibility for its incomplete-
ness," he remarked.

Despite attacks of dropsy and a dangerous heart condition, Brusk-
net worked feverishly at his symphony. But he died without finishing
it. For sQme years it was thought Bruekner left sections of the work
in an imperfect state. However, the publication of the ninth volume
of a critical edition of Brucirner's works in the early thirties proved
that the three movements of the Nmt/t 8}lmpko_, as the composer
left them, "must be unconditionally regarded and respected as his
final intention."

Moreover, it developed that Bruckner had also been engaged for
some time on sketches of an AUtgro-Fbtale. Professor Orel, who edited
the ninth volume of Bruekner's works, included a sketch of this
ul, finished Fino_ widch reveal Brucknar's msin outlines of form and
structure up to the beginning of the Ooda. Unfortunately, there is
no hint an)lvhere of how the symphony was to end. In the words
of Willi Reich : "That portion always treated by Bruekner as a grand
summation and, hen_, probably the most important passage in the
syml,hony, must remain an eternal mystery."

Reich, in an article appearing in "Chord and Discord"---the maga-
zine of The Bruekner 8oetety of America--now assailed the frequent

practice of using Bruckner's Ts Deum as a choral finale to the Nintl,
8y,|phony. "One glance at this mighty torso of a Finale," he stated,
"is enough to convince us that the practice . . . corresponds in no
respect to tits composer's true intention, for this final choral work
shows no relationship to the thematie world unforgettably established
in the three completed movements of the symphony."

86
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This conclusion coincided with Professor 0rel's own eontc_ltt_,1_
in the first published version of Bruekner's orginal score :__"Brucl_-
net's clear intent to conclude the Ninth Symphony with a gigantic in-
strumental Finale proves the utter futility of any attempt to estab-
lish a spiritual connection between it and the Te Deum--an attempt
so frequently made by conductors, despite the insuperable period of a
decade separating the conception of the two works in the mind of the
composer. Furthermore, the Adagio of the Symphony • • • attains
symbolic significance through the realization that the inexorable grip
of Fate wrested the pen from the aged master's hand almost at the
very moment in which he would have sealed the work with a com-
pleted, formal Allegro-Finale."

The appearance of this authentic edition of Bruckncr's Ninth
caused something of a stir in musical circles because of the so_called
"Loewe Version" long in use. For years it had been supposed that
Bruckner's manuscript had been left in a highly unsati_actory state,
that thanks to Bruckner's faithful disciple, Ferdinand Loewe, a rough
and garbled manuscript had been rendered playable through a polished
arrangement. There had been a sensational premiere of Loewe's ver-
sion on February 11, 1903, in Vienna, under his own direction. Many
Brucknerites, who had not even suspected the existence of this post-
humous work, were astounded by the revelation. This, incidentally,
occurred seven years after the master's death. In 1904 Loewe pub-
fished the edited score. Some years after the Vienna premiere, doubts

began to arise among Bruekner scholars about Loewe's emendations.
Drastic, uncalled-for changes of orchestration were suspected, and
glaring instances of unBrueknerlike transitions were noted.

"Ixisteners began to notice frequent details in the music which
seemed inexplicable in the light of Bruckner's frank and sturdy sym-

phonic character," wrote Max Auer in the "Zeitschrift fiir Musik"
(later quoted by "Chord and Discord"). "When the 3cll_rzo leaped
lightly forth, all-aglitter with typically French esprit, the audience
was reminded of the scintillating manner of Berlioz's instrumentation.
In the minds of many there arose some such questions as these: Where
are those abrupt, Bruekneresque transitions between the passages_
Why do the various phrases end in gentle expiratiousT In short,
whence comes this odd finesse, this smooth polish, into the work of a

_mpeser universally noted for his rugged individuaUtyT"
The answer was prodded by two important events. One was the

"Krilisclte Gesamtau.qgabe of Bruckner's music, sponsored by th_ Bruck-
azr Oesell_chaft. The other was a semi-private performanc, e--also
sponsored by the Bn_ck_r GeselIschaft--at the TonbuUs in Munich
on April 2, 1932, of both the "Loewe Version" and the original. The
conclusion was unanin_us :--" So far from being unplayable, tho
original version far gurpassed the 'Loewe Version' by the splendor of
its orchestral coloring and the power of it4 dynamie contrasts. The
two versions differed so vastly in spirit that they might be said to
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belong to different worlds." Thus Bruekner's Nin|h Sl/mphonY be-
came available to the world in two widely opposed versions. It should

be pointed out that Profemor Orel arrived at his thesis of Bruckner'e
own "definitive" version only after an arduous study of all the de-
tailed revisions made by the composer. He established that three
movements of the Ninth Symphony were the final stage in a long
process of evolution. As evidence Professor Orel traced the Sym-
phony's slow growth through six separate versional

There was never any question of Loewe's good intentions in all
this. Actually, it was regarded by the less embattled Bruckneritee as
a ease of misplaced zeal. Professor Orel himself stressed this in a
subsequent lccture at the University of Vienna. Loewe, he affirmed,
had been actuated solely by the desire of a devoted friend and dis-

ciple "to render more acceptable to the ears of his contemporaries
the general tonal ruggedness of this symphony as left by the master"
(Willi Reich). Ironically, it was probably modesty that restrained
Loewe from divulging the changes he had made in Bruckner's orches-
tration. He regarded the task as a labor of love. And despite grow-
ing critical suspicion, his version stood for thirty years as a standard
repertory score. Such as it was, he bad rendered a service somewhat
parallel to Rimsky-Korsakoff's in editing Bor/, Godounof.

When Otto Klemperer and the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Society offered the American premiere of the restored original version
in Carnegie H_ll on October 11, 1934, Lawrence Gilman called it a
"consecrational disclosure." With several others he then concluded
that the Loewe version, with which the music world had been familiar,
was an '*astonishing perversion and distortion of Bruckner's inten-
tions." He now spoke of Loewe's edition as "unauthorized, injudi-
cious, and impertinent." Students who followed the performance
with the old score, he ventured, "must have noticed the instances in
which not only Loewe the tonal chiseller, but Loewe the superfluous
decorator, was put to rout, and something native and strong and un-
mistakably Brucknerian restored to the structure of the score."

Continuing, Mr. Gilman wrote :--" They must have noticed here
the omission of an excrescent woodwind phrase or kettledrum solo,
there the restoration of significant chord passages, or the felicitous
substitution of violas for bassoon, or the assumption by tubas, with
magical effect, of a passage given inexplicably to muted 'ce!les and
violas, or the alteration of dynamics and tempo marks. Above all,
they must have listened incredulously to the climax of the Adag/o
as Bruckner actually wrote it, a passage exalted from banality to
greatness merely by the simple and honest process of letting it sound
as its creator intended."

This point about the Adagio was dwelt on at greater length in Gil-
man's Sunday article in the New York Herald-Tribune two days
latcr:_"lf the student will turn to page 136, bar 3, of Loewe's edi-
tion of the orchestral score in the Universal Ed. (page 186, bar 1, of
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•the Eu]enburg n,llllaturescore)he will find that Bruekner apparently
builds the climax o! the movement at this point upon a fortissimo
proclamation of the main theme by the trombones, tuba, string basses,
and bassoons under a simple chord of E major sustained and reiter-
ated by woodwind, horns, tubas, and a repeated figure of the violins_
a sonorous but hardly distinguished treatment of the subject.

"But one has only to examine Bruckner'e original score (page 180,

bar 1) to sea at once that what Bruckner said and clearly intended to
say at this point was something utterly different from what Loewe
has re resented him as saying As Bruckner wrote the passage, theP :" • f a tenth, is heard
mi hty theme in the basses, wlth its upward leap o ....
a_inst an audacious and magnificent dissonance formed by the s:mu:-
taneons sounding and reiteration (in the woodwind, violins, and upper
brass) of the notes E, F sharp, (] sharp, A, B, and @. The effect
is unforgettable--an inspiration of sheer genius that, at a stroke,
alters the passage from rather empty rhetoric to poignant eloquence.

"But Loewe seems to have been shocked by it. He preferred some-

thing smoother and more decorous. So he sandpapered Bruckner's
J superb dissonance, removed offending notes from the chord, and

turned it into an orthodox E major, retainirJg only the passing and
innocuous F sharp in the violin figure. Thus manicured and made
harmoniously presentable, the passage might have been composed by
]_[endelssohn himself in one of his more daring moments."

Another example of Loewe's tampering with the original occurs
in the first movement, page 41, bar 4-5. There Bruekner pauses on a
seventh chord. The orchestra is silent for a bar and a half. Like
nature, Lcewe apparently abhorred a vacuum, the result being that the
silence was filled with a phrase of his own for oboe and clarinet. As a
rule Loewe's changes were in the instrumentation, but these bristle on
every page of the score. Locwe, it was suggested, was evidently re-
solved to translate Bruekner's economy into Wagner's luxury. For
Bruekner's scoring almost foreshadows modern technic in expressive
iustrttmentation. In one place Bruekner achieves a contrast by divid-

ing a theme between strings and woodwind. Loewe joined the instru-
ments in a combined statement of the theme, thus destro}_g the in-
tended color effect.

Theodore Thomas conducted the American premiere of Bruckner'e
Ni_lth Symphony at a concert of the Chicago Orchestra on February
20, 1904, only a year after the Viennese premiere. Karl Muck first
directed it in Boston on November 1, 1907, bringing it to New York
a few days later, on November 7. There has naturally been specula-
tion as to whether Bruckner deliberately chose the key of D minor with

' Beethoven's o_'n Ninth Symphony in mind. Bruckner anticipated this.

l "It grieves me," he once remarked to his friend August Goellerich,

"to have conceived the theme of the Ninth in D minor. People will
say: 'Obviously Bruckner's Ninth ziusT be in the same key as Bee-
thoven's Ninth.' But I cannot discard or transpose the theme, becaum

t
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it appeals to me just the way it is and it looks well in D minor."
The former practice of adding the Ta Dsum as a choral finale only
strengthened the analogy in people's minds.

The three movements are marked as follows: I. Ft/erlick ("So-
lenne"), D minor, 2/2; II. Scherzo, Bewegt, ltbhaft ("Mo_o vivace"),
D minor, 3/4; Ill. Adagio, ,gahr lcncsam, feierlich, E major, 4/4.

The First Movement is unorthodox in structure. Each of the four

major themes is built up to a r__..ounding outburst. After some prefa-
tory material, the spacious first theme rings out boldly in D minor
from the top of a crescendo. The second theme, slower and more
lyrical, is brought in by the first and second violins in A major, ending
in a C major phrase. Violins and violas presently take up the third
theme, and then exI,ound a fourth theme, which is an extension of
the third. There is a crescendo, mounting to a shattering climax, and
soon the second main section of the movement--free fantasia and re-
vicw.-.hcgir, s. The chief theme dominates the Coda. There a motive
from the introduction is heard too.

The Second ,_[ovemcnt, substantially a classical Scherzo with Tr/o,
is broadly worked out. The main theme first appears, pizzicato, among
the strings. This is freely elaborated at some length, after which the
Tr/o (F-sharp major, 3/8), faster than other interludes of this kind,
begins. Two themes, one for strings, spiccato, the other, etwa_ rtdtiger
("somewhat quieter"), for strings and oboes, are developed in the
Tr/o, and the Scherzo proper returns.

The Adagio is substantially in sonata form. The first theme is given
out by the violins. "This deeply earnesttheme," said Gilman, "with
its upward step of a minor ninth, is characteristically Brueknerian,
though the _-railhs of Liszt and Waguer do unmistakably peer out at
us through the bars." Later the second theme is introduced in broad
style by the first and second violins. Its key is A flat major. There is
detailed development of both themes. The pace sharpens as a last
Bruckner crescentlo gets lmder way. The orchestra reealLq the first
theme [ortls._mo, and there is sudden peace, ghostly and elegiac. "The
flickering violins and the dark-tinged tubas," wrote Werner Wolff,
"convey the picture of the deeply absorbed eomposer writing the last
pages with a trembling band. This time Bruekner tells us a story--
the story of his end."

flACHS FUND PRIZE AWARDEDTO MARTIN G. DUMLER
o

Dr. Martin O. Dumler, President of the Brue.kn_r Society o.t. Anu_.., rs-
_ived the Rosa F. and 8arauel B. Saelut Fund prhtt/lit reccpltton or _ls ot-
ebtstral work, Fo,tr Barter 8_,v.es, fl_t performea by .the _cls_natl B._nph_y
.on IMtarehI0 aztd II, 1944. Presentation of the awgtd ns mna.eoa.Jv_.'.tmt_r
11, 1944,byMayor Jan,e$ GarfieldStewart on belmlf ot[tko t,am_mnatiInstitute
6f Fiae Arts. _ 1929 the Sachs prise has _ awardedannually to a Ctn-
¢lanst| ruldent for outstanding ackievemeat,



A Non.Academic Approach to Bruckner's
Eighth and Ninth

By PHILIP O]LEEI_Y CLAPP

"i_'H tOnS of Bruekner exegeses reposing on library shelves a_.-
W fording sustenance chiefly to bookworms,---end, of those, even,
more of the legless than the two-legged speeies,--the only justifi2a-
tion for new commentary on such comparatively well-known wor_
as the Eighth and Ninth Symphonies is the hope of clearing a way
for budding Brueknerites to approach the works themselves directly
without having fit_t to choose which of many clamoroiisly competing
guides they shall engage Io lead them there in the course uf time br
eternity. Even such an attempt to appeal from cona_entators drunk
to the composer sober has its risks: like "wars to end war," further

i commentary dt_igned to allay controversy may exaeerbdte it, or may
do little more than exemplify Mark Twain's maxim, "I hale expl',ma-
tiona; they mix things up so." But, just as s_,metimes it is possible
to settle a will and probate an estate after some of the more conten-

tious legatee-q relinquish time in this world for eternity _.omewhere--
an)where--else, it may be helpftd at a time when the most violent
of Bruckncr's antagonists lie mouldering in the grave to exorcise
such of their souls as seem to keep marching on.

Sound advice to any mtt_ic-lover seeking first acquaintance with
Bruckner or any other composer is to hear some of his music as
sympathetically as one can, go away and let it sink in a bit, and then
go back either to hear it again_ hear home other of his eomposition_,
or, better yet, do both. Since Bruekner performa_,ce._ are still not
frequent, this may seem hard to do in his ease; but since some ex-
cellent presentations of his works have now been recorded, it is not
so difficult as it used to be. It might be wise, however, for a person
who would like to '_make friends" with Bruekner to hear an actual

performance first, and then have re_.ourse to the phonograph only
when he craves a rehearing; for the phonograph, in spite of great

improvements during our time, is still better in rentinding one of
what one has really heard than in forecasting what one may expect
to hear.

To ensure "sympathetic" hearing as early as possible, the novice
t _or, for that matter, the expert--had probably better "approach"

any new work by listening for what it seems to express. Much of

I the tumult and sl_outing of the form._ersus.expression controversy

seems to have died down; even the most isolationistic "strueturalists"
seem no longer to insist very emphatically that the only road to m_-
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sicul salvation is devout belief in the doctrine that art is a dua]istie
universe in which form plays the role of God and expression of Satan.
To-day everyone who thinks about esthetic matters at all realizes thgt
without structure and form expression cannot even stand up, let alone
five and function; but few believe any longer that the pattern of i
such a structure, whether derived from postulated eternal laws ¢.r
merely the fashion of a period, can alone or chiefly determine whether
the expressive content of a work of art is legitimate or indeed whether
there is any real content at all. Certainly composers behave as if
they were more interested to communicate expressive tonal ideas than
to prove the assertion: for example, Bach's Art of Fufu6, Wagner's
music-dramas, and other ma_terpieces in which the composer volun-
tarily selects and follows a plan o£ some intricacy and precision, and
seems bent on proving the merits of his plan, still do not prove that
the plan is so excellent as to assure any duffer of producing master-
piee_ by f_llo_h,g it, hut rather that such a plan may help to full
expression a composer with something vital to express if he is qualified
to master his forms rather than be mastered by them. A tonal struc-
ture without expressive Content is nothing more than a teelmical
exercise, regardless whether a Hanon honestly so entitles it or a
Cherubini speciously tries to pahn it off as a fugue or overture on
devotees so gullible as to accept his certified chalk for authentic cheese.

Any composer, then,--Baeh, Bruckner, or Bennett,--writes a piece
which expresses something in what psychologists call the "affective"
category, and presents it in a "form" which makes it intelligible to
those who enjoy such affective stimulation through tonal patterns;
whether this form be a "small form," adapted to present a single
and relatively sinlple bit cf expre_ion, or a "large form" desigm._
to develop one or more such items to a considerable extent, the logic
of the "form" is chiefly functional and derived from the expressive
content itself, with the aid, to be sure, of past experience and prac-
tice. Whether or not the expressive content of a particular piece cf
music has pre_-iously been treated artistically in another medium,_
such as a poem, story, drama, picture, statue, architectural structure,
etc.,_and even whether the composer mentions the fact if it has, is
of only contributory significance in a world where some dement of
familiarity enables most people to grasp a new experience more readily
by relating it to former experiences; the fundamentally important.
thing is that any musical composition, whether or not it has or acknowl-
edges any extra-musical a.ssoeiatiolts or analogies, stands or falls on
the musical beauty of its content and presentation; and this is de-
termined in the end by the so-called "test of time,"_i.e., repeated

hearing by people who respond to musical stimulation.
Unfortunately, composers in practical Kfe are far from sure of

their day in court. If a composition is not heard the "test of time"
cannot be applied; if it is heard once and then neglected it is little
better off. To make it heard the composer may have to overcome
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inertia and preocaup_tlon in'a series of performer% only to be blocked
prcsently by personN who make a living for themselves by selling
critical prejudJee_ to tho public. In Bach's time nobody seemed to
care whether a hit of _prcsdon entered music by a literary associz-
tion or not; but woe to that composer, even Bach, who used new
patterns or even u_ed old ones differently from his predecessors. To-
day Bennett can be enjoyed by people who enjoy light umsical enter-
tainment, bzlt cannot even get "serious" musicians to listen to him
at all without employing p_paganda designed to prove that his. grace-
ful and piquant piec_ are more serious and symphonic than they
really are or even should be.

As contrasted _ith the eighteenth and the twentieth centuries, tile
nineteenth was a period during which music critics and theorists were
making a bsrnacle-like living by attaching themselves to powerful
craft in the musical seas (incidentally, thereby considerably impeding
the l,rogress even of their hosts), devouring whatever life might come
their way. Not Bruckner alone, but any composer of the time, could
not be judged artistically on his expressive content and the appro-
priateness of his formal presentation: he must choo_e between ally-
ing himself politically for self-preservation either with a majority
party led by Hanslick or a minorily party whose divided leadership
embraced the amiable Ambros whom many liked but to whom nobody

paid much attention and the belligerent Wagner who conld compel
attention but made thousands of enemies and very few friends. Bruck-
ner, who loved music but had no stomach for intrigue decided to _ive
in Vienna, which proved less musical axed more political than he had

r conceived it. Vienna was musicopolitically dc,minated by Hal_sliek,
whose critical philosophy, so far as one can deduce from his published
writings, rested as unshakably as the Delphic tripod c,n the following
"three-point support": (1) mnsic cannot ex_preas anything except
"sounding animated forms" (i.e. tonal patterns); (2) compeers
should therefore conform in practice to this doctrine and to such pro-
cedure as tradition and St. Hauslick have hallowed; {3) composers
who attempt anything me,re must be hunted from the music.marts
with as much inquisitorial paraphernalia as may at the moment ap-
peal to St. Hausliek as good if not always strictly clean sport, and
the composer's offense in attempting to express anything is only ag-
gravated if he proves he can get away with it, as Wagner, Bruckner,
Wolf, and Mahler were able to do,--unless, like Brahms, the offender
can be bought over illto the Hanslickian chapel, in which case he m_y
compose as expressively as Brahms did so long as he keeps up his
Calvinistic protestatione of faith. Hanslick'8 three main tenets would

i seem to be a sufficiently unholy trinity to found a cult upon; but
Dr. Max Graf, who had ample opportunity to observe Hanslick in
action, has recently added the following enlightening psychological

data: Hanslick, amo_g other things, suffered from two concurrent
and vigorous if not strictly consistent factors of personal taste ;_a
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preference for light operetta and danes musio of the Viennese type
over all other types of music, and the ambition to be recognized as
the most scholar]y musician of time and eternity. Naturally, many
of Hansliek's contemporaries heartily disagreed with him, and some
made bold to dispute him publicly; but as he had both more venom t
and gift-o'-gab than any of them except Wagner, and had the ad-
vantage over Wagner of never ha_-ing composed anything that any- i
body would listen to, Hanslick had things his own way long enough
to prevent any composer except those who might come to terms with
him--as Bra]lms did--from finding in Vienna either a fair forum or

even an adequate livelihood.
Bruekner's forthright and eloquent expression thus received in

Vienna the type of warm welcome which telling the truth might be
expected to recei_-e in a community where nearly everybody has settled
down, either from preference or under pressure, to "always saying
the proper thing,"---and he fared little better in employing such
forms a.q were logic',d settings for his expression, because, at that time
in Vienna, "ma_ery of form" officially consisted in treating musical
idea.q not as Beethoven treated them, but as Hansliek said Beethoven 1
treated the.re. The fact that some of Bruckner's melodic idms (as d_-

tinguished from fo:'mal treatment) showed here and there a Beethoven
blfluencc, much as anyone who wears his own face instead of having
it done over at a fashionable beauty-parlor will occasionally show some
characteristic of one or more of his legitimate ancestors, did not help
matters at all; these could be--and were--derided as padding out
with Beethoven's ideas when Bruekner ran dry, or even twisted into
evidence that Bruekner was presumptuously trying to compete with
Beethoven in thc.t master's hallowed domain. Little help for Brusk-

4nor, furthermore, from those whopaid only Up-homage to HansUck
and who really despised and even detested him was to be expected
or proved to be forth-coming, since people who are weak enough to
be intimidated commonly lose no love for those who display more
courage th_n themselves; only a few whose subjugation was le_e than
complete because their manhoodwas at least more than average rallied .1_
to Bruckner's side on the principle that it is better to die for one's
convictions than to live without them.

Bruckncr himself kept out of the controversy as much as he could,
and with quiet dignity went his own way pretty consistently; now
and then even he could not continue to suffer fools gladly. The resent
publication of his symphonies without the "improvements" which he
was more or lc-_ forced to make has been discussed elsewhere and stands
where he who runs may read; at least we now know what he intended,
and find that this wa.q practically always better than what he had to
concede to his friends' view of what would be more "reasonable,"

"practical," "discreet," and even "politic."
But there is still some eonh_on as to where he stood regarding

"program._." In his day music was held to be either "absolute" or
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"program" music, asld only two views as to" form.versus-expression"
had any standing: one vttw held that only "absolute" music rig-

. •:. orously followillg "l]|e" ,sonata form had any merit whatever (I say
"the" sonata form, .Inc_ no follower of Beethoven was permitted even

1 Beethoven's freedom of outline and treatment); the other, that the

foregoing type was the best because the "purest" music, but extended
sufferance (though not stdfragel) to "program" music and allowed
some slight formal liberties in treatment ¢,nly when "necessitated" by
the exigencies of description. Naturally a composer who did not care

L to allege a "poetic basis" to justify ever)" slightest manifestation of
originality was under considerable temptation to deny any expressive

f content whatever in any work which even approached symphonic stro¢-ture; and in playing this so_ of game Bruckner was habitually as
poker-faced as Bra_ans himself. But now and then Bruckner could
be nagged into "explaining" his works in terms which brought the
extremists of both "absolute" and "program" music down upon his
devoted head; so we find him from time to time excoriating those who

i sought to attach "programs" to his symphonies and then suggesting
"programs" which made his friends rend their garments and hide
their faces.

Bruckner's apologists usually point out that one and the same _. :1
is usually not expert in both tonal and verbal expression, wtdch may
be true enough in general. But Bruekner's salty wit and _%dom as
reported needs no apology. If it is true that he made the conctLrrent
dependence and independence of a subject and its counterpoint graphic
Io a presumably stupid and pedal_tic (or ]_,erhaps merely over-seman-
tic) pupil by comparing the combination to a man and his dog stroll-
ing together, there is no occasion to smile at his na_vet_, though every
reason to enjoy the adroihxess of his par_,ble. In spite of all tub-
thumping to the contrary, a valid epigram is more graphic than a
technical abstract, and may show profounder analysis _ weft as a
more understandable synthesis. However, we should be wise to
remember that Bruckner as a teacher had formed the parable habit,
and not insist upon taking some of his brief exegeses of his music too
literally.

Thus when, in contrasting the Scherzo of his Eigktlt _ympItor_y
with the first movement, Bruckner sketchily remarks, "the German
Michael," we should not blush for him as having attempted or in-
tended such a naluralistic portrait in tones of the clumsy or somld-
hearted peasant of picture and caricature as Strauss might have dra_n
(and drawn well), but should realize (as the music tells us, anyway)
that this scherzo turns for the moment from the tragic-heroic vein of

the first movement to something homelier and even a bit quaint, butstill valiant and sturdy. Likewise when Bruckner, in connection with
' the Final_, makes some reference to a meeting of three emperors with

I their armies which he had witne_ed, we should not worry lest his

whole Finale were conceived as some sort of mere movie-sound-sequence
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of a big parade; rather the actual scene which Bruekner witnessed
may well have stirred him more than it would have stirred us, who
have been brought up to regard emperors and their armies as a more
or less unholy show rather than a holy one,--the important factor is
that in his music Bruekner expressed magnificence with reverence and
awe, but fortunately never dragged in any emperors except conver-
sationally. What starts a composer on a train of musical development
may be casually interesting/but where it takes him--or he it--is what "/i
really matters: Chopin told George Sand that the opening of his
F rfjnor Fantasy was suggested by a dream of her marching about
the house at night accompanied by her daughters, but he did not teU
her that the stormy main body of the piece describes her boxing the
children's ears and knocking the furniture about (capable as she may
have been of these indoor sports), and only a pedantic fool would
feel logically committed to such a eonclnsion.

In plain fact music may or may not attempt close description (if
it does so, and succeeds, it has to stand or fall on its musical coherence ,ino less than if its e_pression is general rather than specific), but its
pattcras are drawn from tonal and rhythmic patterns in nature,--
except, perhaps, that atonal patterns have to smuggle in some extra
rhythmic reserves to come to life at all. Darwin and Spencer re-
corded some shrewd preliminary observations in this matter, but never
finished what they began, and their vogue passed before anyone else
undertook to complete the investigation. So far as I know, the first,
last, and best such report is Jules Combarieu's Lea r_;pports de la
mu._/qu_, e| de/a poJx/e; but this is now out of print, apparently be-
cause the price of his admission to the French Academy was his L_t
tat_iq_e: _es loi_, s_n _volldion, which has been translated into all
languages and is largely a sort of retraction in Hans]ickian terms._
One wondcr_ if, like Galileo, Combarieu ever murmured, "Neverthe-
less it does move." At all events, tousle moves; and, in employing
both inflections and rhythms which we have experienced, recalls our
experience and become3 "expressive." Even Hanslick had to admit,
"Music does not reproduce emotions but rather the dtpmmics of emo- a
tion," to which one might retort, "Give me the 'dynamics' of a feel-
ing and 1 _all feel it."--I recall one evening when a professor of
ethics and a sportsman dropped in simultaneously for a eaU, and
could not find any common interest to talk about until I played them
a piece which both requested; at the close the philosopher remarked,
"All the best music is ethical," while the sportsman's comment was,
"That's like a drink of whiskey to me." Undoubtedly each was stir.
red by the "dynamics" of his favorite stimulus, and responded to a :|:
"lift" in terms of pleasurable intoxication, if you will.

l

Thus, if a composer writes, say, a developed series of such expres-
sions of the dynamics of emotion and tells us, "I am telling the story
of Tristan and Isolde," we are pretty likely to respond as he ssk._,
provided he does not stray into inappropriate or neutral tonal pat°

dp
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terns. If on the other hand he asks us to associate his pattern_ _nr].
treatment with no specific story or pictorial image we are pretty su_

to recognize some coherent development of mood and feeling which,
even if we do not name it,--and, after all, why should one label every-

thing before daring to relive some sequence of one's response to life_
--we still find ,'expressive." If his patterns and their development,
however, are not congruous the work seems incoherent and thtL_ "in-
expressive"; then we may still amuse ourselves by playing the game
of "structural analysis," which with most people seems not to go
much further than counting the x's in an otherwise uninteresting
address, though adepts may actually get so far as parsing some o[
the grammar and rhetoric.

Unfortunately a composer is at the mercy of his performers, who
may play the notes in time and tune (Hanslick says this is all that is
necessary with really good music--was he thinking of his pet waltzes
and operettas1 If so, so far as abstinence from "expression" i_ eon-
eerued, he was like the drunkard who says, "I can take it or let it
alone!"), but miss all suggestion of connected mood and develop-
ment. The bearer's plight is then sad, and sadder yet if he falls back
for help upon commentators who would hay3 him look for first and
second themes (first themes usually come first, but second themes have
a nasty way of not eoming second), or (more recently) for certain
graceful themes which may be regarded as Freudian symbols of the
attractive girls whom Bruckner liked to look at but who didn't care
to look long at him, or presumptuous imitations of Beethoven and
servile imitations of Wagner, or even for German Miehaeis and splen-
diferous emperors,--all depending upon whether Simon says thumbs
up or thumbs down or resorts to some other kind of simony, includ-
ing Simple Simony. A commentator, like the Scriptural horse, is "a
vain thing for safety." We have been warned that only extreme
adepts can "make anything" out of the formidable Eighth and Ninth
sylnphonies of Bruekner. I offer the following as the merely per-
sonal response of one for whom familiarity with Bruckner has bred
love and admiration; also with the further understanding that some
of the terms which I may use are not scientific and semantic but

poetic and flgurative,--for instance, by the term "Titan" I do not
mean some physiological giant whose objective existence I have super-
stitiously taken for granted, but have borrowed a term _ poetic
ideology to embody an allegorical conception of manhood developed
beyond the statistical norm of what we call (no less allegorically, by
the wayl) "the man in the street."

Eighth 8pmphwall.--First movement: A Titan in tragic-heroic
struggles. Scherzo (and trio): scherzo, homely, even qae.int, but
sturdy and valiant; trio, tender yet strong in repose. Adag/o: a
man alone with his God. Fina/e : an Apocalyptic vision of the cosmos
st the I,ast Day.

Ninth 8ymphony.--First movement: iolemn thoughts on man and
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destiny (since anyone who has heard Beethoven's Ninth even once
must notice "family likenesses" in the two first movements, one may
point out that there is little basis for a critical scandal in two thought-
ful men thinking about some of the same fundamental things and ex-
pressing their thoughts with some agreement). 8¢her¢o (and trio):
the dance of nature, now rudely forceful, again ethereal and elusive.
Slow movement: Bruekners' swan-song; at the end the now gentle

old man is very near to the angels;

KILENYI _ MEDAL AWAILDED TO HA__8 ]EIlq'DLEB

Justice Owen _'. Boberts makes pmeen_tion on behalf 0f
The Brnckner Society of Amerles.

The Mahier Medal, designed by Jullo Kilenyt for the exclusive use of the
Brnckner Society of Amertea, Inc., was awarded to Hans Killer for his efforts
to create greater interest In tad appreciation of Mahler's music in the U. S. A.
Kindler introduced Dam_ _on _ Br_ and the gourCk 8Fmpko.¥ to Wash-
ingtoniana (March B1, 1941 tad January 10, 1943). On February 8 and 9, 1944j
the National Sllmpkmqf Orckeatra under Kindler's direction performed Ma_er%
Fourth in Baltimore and Wuhington. On Pebrum 7 9, 1944 Associate Supreme
Court Justice Owen J. Boberte presemted the Medal to Kindler on behalf of the
Bruchner Society following the Wuhington performance of the Fourth which
was greeted with great enthusiasm by the audience.

KILENYI MAHLEB MEDAL AWABDED _;O MOSES SMITH

The Mabler Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use
of the Bruckner 8oeiety of Amerl¢*, wire awarded to Moses Smith of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. in appreciation of his efforts to create • greater interest in
_nd appreciation Of Mahler% tousle in the United 8tares. Bostonians will re-
member Mr. Smith% excellent reviewm of Mahler performemees in the Boron
E_¢nlng Tran,cript. The recording and release of the Mahler First, conducted
by Mitropoulos--the £rst studio recording of & complete Mahler symphony In
this country--was due in great part to Mr. Smith's indefatigable work.



GL tav Mahler

By FRANZ WEBFEL

The following essay"by the late Franz Werfel, world renownedauthor, weJ
read over the A.BO Network as an introduction to the radio Mahler cycle ooa-
dusted by the late Eruo Rapee in 1942.

G USTAVMAHLEBwas born in a little town in Bohemia. _[clodit: ere
the very whisperings of Bohemia's groves and meadows, the hint'-

touring of its fertile fields and streams, and song accompemies the
women at their work. This song remained ever the primal song iTt
Mahler's heart and lives in his symphonies in the ever recurring voices
of Bohemia--even the horn and trumpet signals of the soldiel_ in
the barracks to which he so often listened as a child.

As a boy Gustav Mahler was sent to Vienna to study music at the
Imperial Conservatory. Now he became acquainted with a landscape
Which, though new, had familiar feat_ All the world knows the
greatness, the uniqueness, the bitter-sweetnes_ of the melody of Vienna
and the Austrian land from the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Schu-
bert. Young Mahler drank in this Austrian melody and in his soul
it blended with the Bohemian in a sublime unison.

No composer is more completely absorbed in nature than Gustav
Mahler. In all his nine symphonies he reveals its mysterious and

patent force, from the bud to the flower, and from wastrel profusion
to decay; and again and again death. The very symphonic form, the
origin and the development of the themes seem to repeat the fate of
organic matter. Mahler's music has no program, but it is poetic
music, full of imagery, metaphors, crises. Its eternal fundament is
wondrous and pitiless nature. And in the center of all stand.q Man.
The words of the Alto-Solo in the Second Symphony express how
Mahler regards Man :

"0 red rose sweet
Man lies in direst need."

Mahler's music is tragic music. Truly, Man does lie in direst need.
He yearns to fill the short span of his life between waking and sleep-
ing with superficial enjoyment. A dark. law, however, forbids him
this easy path. Fight he must, tired and weak in body and spirit
though he be. Hide as cunningly as he may, the struggle will always
find him. This titanic effort to which man is condemned is portrayed
in many movements of Mahler's symphonies.

The foundation of this symphonic world is nature. And in the
center of all stands Man. But above him spreads God's heaven. Gustav
Mahler'8 music is not only tragic but also mystic music. It points ever

d9
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aloft. Though Man flee in direst need, God will place a little fight
in his hand that will lead him into Eternal Life; this ie the promise
of that Alto-Solo. This little light, which is the hopeful and believing
soul itself, pervade_ the highest moment8 in these works. That is
why their tragic quality ie never depressive but comforting and up-
lifting.

Gustav Mahler's life is an explanation and verification of his music.
He rose out of the mint confining circles•. When eighteen he
was already conductor at a small theatre. Then for yours he worked
in the provinces until finally through hie talent and energy he rme
at thirty-seven to the all-powerful poet of Director of the Imperial
Opera at Vienna, in the face of the meet embittered opposition. His
activity there meant a reformation oft he entire musical life. Ten
years later he came to New York as one of the greatest and meet
celebrated conductors of hie time. He died at the age of fifty. His
activity as condnetor and operatic director might well have filled
another's life to the brim. While others rested he created his great
work, the nine mighty symphonies and many Lieder eyeles, works
which today speak ever more forcibly to us. Thus, in the abort pauses,
which his duties allowed him, he became the last of that line of great
men, which begins with Haydn and euiminates in Beethoven.

LIEDBB EINE8 I_AHRgNDRN GBgRLLRN SUNG BY _ BItAN'ZFAJ_
(JuilliArdSchool of Muaie,N. Y., July 17, 1945--Broedeut over WNYO)

Karin Branzell, the •oted eoutralto, who in her prime"left the Metropolite_
where she had acquired ta enviable reputation, upeelldly for her portrayal of
Wagnerianroles, evoked thuaderotmapplause from aa audio•st &t the Juilliaxd
Schoolof Musicas a result of her nee readitiouof L/odor due, faAreade__ellt'_
Mine. Bran_ell_who had _ the cycle at • reeltld give• earlier ia the eeMeu_
eguin gave evidence of her thorough uadereta_dlag of Mebler's me,age a_d
once more showed the utmuld eombJmttioaof • luscious voice lind • very high
degree of intellJgeaee. Local radio listeners !ere afforded the opportunity of
hearing an e,eellent programbeautifully interpretedand owe • debt of gratitude
to the MunicipalStation, W1TIrC,for this rare treat.



Gustav Mahler the Mystic

By MAX OBAF

The following article, a chapter from Modey_Xm_O: Mu_o an_ Compes_s
of tka Twenttetk Centm'yby _ Omf. to be published in September,1946, by
the Philogol_ical Library, Inc., 15 Eut 40th I_areet,new York, N. Y., is priute,1
by permissionof the mlthor and the publishers.

Oustav Mahler conducted his First Symphon}/ in Vienna

Wand the symphonic poems of Richard Strauss were still new
I asked Mahler what he thought of Strauss. He replied: "He and
I arc llke two mlnel.s who sink their shafts into the same mountain
from two different sides."

The mountain he meant was the "magic mount_in" of roman-
ticism. Without Bruckner and Berlioz, without Wagner and Liszt
the Mahler orchestra is unthinkable. All of Malder's songs are set

to lyrics of romantic poets. He was so powerfully influenced by the
anthology Des Ktmben Wunderhors. master store-house of romantic
fantasy, that the lyrics in the Lieder sim_ [aItrendett Oesellen (Songs
of a Wandering Journeyman), which he wrote himself, might e_ily
be taken for poems from that collection. Their folldike tone, all that
is dark, intimate, and naive in their verses, are reborn in his own
lyrics.

The theme of his first cantata, D_s Klngende Lied, is a romantic
folk-tale. Like all romanticists Malder longs for the simple sincerity
of folk-tunes as they are sung by young girls promenading in village
streets of a summer evening, with glow-worms in their hair and lo_-e
in their hearts. To Gustav Mahler, as to all romantic artists, music
is a mysterious language from Beyond. It resounds in nature, in
woods and meadows, in heaven and earth. Tone for him has sym-
bolic meaning.

Compared with Malder, Richard Strauss seems naive. The mu-
sician Strauss is a narrator, a delineator who portrays reality. The

perceptive faculty holds unbroken sway throughout his art work. The
intellectual sources of his inspiration made many friends for him--
among them a poet like Hugo yon Hoffmannsthal, a stage producer
like Max Reinhardt.

His friend, the composer Alexander Ritter, spurred him on to com-
pose program-music. The basis of Strauss' creation is the true South-
German appreciation of music and color. It surrotmded him every-
where in Bavaria. The churches of Munich are elaborate structures
in baroque style, filled with golden altars, marble saints, trumpet-
music. In the Bavarian hamlets the white walls of rustic houses
are adorned with frescos; flower-pots decorate the windows. Not

hi
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far from Oarmisch, whero Strauss built his home, lies Oberammergau,
for over three centuries the scene of the celebrated Passion Play M

presented by Bavarian peasants, with a wood-carver portraying Jesus.
This Bavarian delight in colors and bright figures is perpetuated

in Richard Strauss. His love of Baroque is also a Bavarian heritage.
Since 1652, the year in which the Bavarian Prince Ferdinand Maria
married an Italian, Adelhaid yon Savoyen, the splendor of Baroque
flowed across Alpine passes down to Munich. Venetian artists cx.
eeuted the db_or at Bavarian court festivities. Near Saint Salvador
in Munich an Italian opera house was built. The printers in Munich
printed Italian boo_ Italian architects built Jesuit churches in
Munich, while in the village square the priests presented theatrical
plays with singing angels and a divine tribunal.

This, then, was the Bavarian baroque upon which the art of
Richard Strauss fed; nor was it wholly in jest that he told me: "I
first realized in Italy that my El6ktr_ is really an Italian opera."
With Ar/ad_ _f b'azos Strauss is trandormed into a full-fledged
Italian opera-composer, coloratura arias and all.

Inextricably interwoven with Malder the musician is Malder the
thinker who ponders over the problems of world, heaven, God, death,

and resurrection. His mental striving takes tonal shape. His inn_
struggles, paralleling those experienced by Dostoevski, Tolstol, and
Strindberg, are soul.searing battles with the inmost self. Nothing
could be more alien to Mah]er than the Straussian concept of the
world as scarcely more than a colorful web of superficial phenomena.
Worldly phenomena are but symbols for Mah]er, pointing the way
to a Beyond. Unlike Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler never com-
posed songs because he wanted to make music, because he enjoyed
singing, or because he wished to portray soulful moods in melody.
His songs are the seed out of which the symphonies grow; symphonies
are expanded songs. Both ask and answer the same tormenting
questions. The songs are sketches toward symphonies, sometimes
appearing in the symphonies themselves to help illuminate their
significance.

At the start of every symphonic group bY Gustav Mahier one.
finds a song-cycle. Malder'l Pirst Symphony grew out of the youth-
ful experience of Licokr _# [ahrcz_l_ Gcsdl_ ; the Sscond, Tkird,
and Fm_rth symphonies out of the songs of Knabea Wumb_r]wra. In
lhe Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh symphonies fragments of the melodies
of Ki_d_rtot_nli_i_r assume dominant role_

Most of the songs had genuine orchestral timbre from their very
inception. Of the forty-four published songs by Mahler the majority
are provided with an orchestral background, while the song cycle
D_ L/ed voa der £rd6 was actually described as a "symphony" by
Mahler.

Not only is the tonal plane of the songs symphonic, but song and
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symphony are spiritual kin, as big world and small world, presenti-
ment and fulfillment, initial"step and ultimate goal.

biehler's symphonies themselves, all closely associated with one
another, are again a unit. The Fourlh was originally meant to I,e
the Fina/e of tile Third from which it became separated as a child
from its mother. All his symphonies contained the same mental con-
filets, the same solutions to the problems that oppressed him.

Typical symbols and ideas keep re.appearing in all the symphonies.
Anyone acquainted with the theories of Freud knows the meaning cf
such symbols. They are sound-forms of psychical complexes arising
from the depths of unconscious emotional life.

One of these symbols is the funeral march that haunts the song_
and symphonies with muffled drum beat. Another is the trumpet-
signal whieh, in the form of Revd/_ or the Oreat RoU-CctU, arouses
the dead. Still another is a convulsed contortion in the music, sug-

gesting sudden fright. It breaks the blissful spell in the First and
Pourt/t. Yet another symbol is the LaendZer dance, representing
banal pleasure, earthly comfort. This vivid symbolism dominates
all Mahler's artwork.

Irresistibly Mahler is drawn to the same problems of life that con-
front Oedipus as he faces the Sphinx. Among these the problem of
death had spe,-.ial significance for him from the outset. Thus the
First 8ymplwny also contains its section devoted to thoughts about
death. As the dirge takes its sneering, grotesque way through the
third movement, the soul stands by weeping.

Mahler'a 8econd was devoted entirely to the question of life and
death, the terrors of the Last Judgment, and the eternal bliss of
resurrection. It is his mystery play of the Hereafter out of which-

the song of the bird of death resounds. In the third movement of
the Fourtk Sympltony Death plays a harsh song on his violin. The
leiftlL begins with dismal forebodings of death, while the L/ed vo_
d_r Erd4 is filled with them. In the Tenth 8ymphon_j biahier actually
wrestles with Death who has come for him. Beneath the third move-
ment of this astounding unfinished score he has written: "Doathl
Proel (probably: Proclamation)." At another point: "God, 0
God, Why hast Thou forsaken met", and several bars later, "Thy
W'fll be donel"

Even greater emotional strees enters into the fourth moveme_t
where one may read: "The devil dances with me. Madness grips
me, aecureed oriel Destroy me, that I may forget that I am l That
I may cease to be, that I may forget."

The ten symphonies composed by Gustav Malder between the years
1885 and 1911, the year of his death, record his emotional conflicts,
his development, his struggle with the dark forces of his being, his
ascent from Hades to Heaven, and his fall from Heaven to Hell.

Mahler remained alway1 the uaredeamed souL In the Fi_le of

the Third Sttmphon_ the planets revolve around the sun, Divine Love
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sways the universe, and the flghti_ spirit wins eternal bliss. Yet
the naive child's heaven of the Four#k that follows ts hut a tem-

porary inferm_sso of lighL Truly Mahler is the Khasuerie soul that
plunges into the night and ensuing despair of the Filth, Sizth, and
Seventh. Having hut glimpsed God he again stands in solitude.

An ominous trumpet blare, heralding a gloomy funeral march,
starts the cycle of the lzifl_, 81z|_, and S_venth symphonies. No
God, no angel sings to Mahler here. _Ul_oyle faces grin at him.
Then again follows elevation to the realm of light in the E/gUh
Symphony, with its jubilant ehorm_ and hymns of Divine Love.
The "sparklet"--a term used by the mystics to denote the human
soul--is drawn up to the great Source-light whence it had but strayed.

In the Ninth Symphosy, however, Mahler again conjures up dark
shadows that dance, mock, and threaten. There is something tragic
in this striving for exaltation, for light and Divine Love. Gustav
Mahler never found permanent peace and eternal bliss as did others
who went in quest of God.

Not even in nature did Mahler find peace. He felt the beauty
of nature keenly and portrayed it accordingly. In his Firs# Bym_
phony he gave a wonderful description of meadows in the sunlight
and the singing of the birds. HIS Third contains fascinating pie-
tures from the world of plants and animals. In the L/ed yon der
Erde he sings of beautiful young girls dancing and strong young
men riding wild horses.

Yet there was to Mahler also something sinister in nature. In a
conversation he described how "the blue sky suddenly becomes dread-
ful" and how "on the most beautiful day in the sun-flooded forest
one is often seized by an uncanizy terror". As a child Malfler could
often be found sitting on a tree stump, staring into space as though

spellbound. He once explained to a friend that "life sometimes loses
all meaning and seems a ghastly mockery from which one would turn
away nauseated".

In a similar manner the Gothic world of the Middle Ages sensed
nature as a diabolical spectre. Just as from the cathedrals of the
13th century animal-like demonic waterspouts burst forth, so from
Mahler'e symphonic seenary dragons seem suddenly to emerge.

Mahler's relation to nature is never naive. To hlm nature is a
stepping-stone along the path to God, gaining its deepest significance
from the Ultimate Goal. Thus he pictured, in his Third Syrnphon41,
the path of evolution from rigid, immobile substanea to flowers,
animals, angels, and God.

All of Mahier's great symphonies are mystery plays in symphonio
form_ Their structure parallels the staging of spiritual plays in the
Middle Ages: Hell at the bottom, above that the earth, and at the
top, heaven. In the finale of the Third, in the Fourth, and in the
Eighth Mahier described Heaven: shining, gay, transfigured with
light, vibrant with ringing 'bell_ singing angels, and trumpet faa-
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f&re_ Aeeordintl to his own written directions, the "Heavenly
_a.^-..,, ^¢ ,h, leb, Ltk "should no longer be human voices, but pla_._,_,,v,.o v..... -..,,..... ..... ,, .____ _ _.hlo,. letter oa_u
and stars revolvln8 in thegr ormts _rr_a K _,_.
1906).

He was a oosmio soul, like the philosopher Spinoza, for whom God
represented all being, sU nature, all thinking. But the way to God
leads through the burning thorn-bush of pain; in the portrayal of
such a holocaust of the soul Mahler reveals himself, a real modern,
al_licted with all the hysteria of our troubled age. This lends his
mtude that extraordinary emotional tension which even his purely
musical genius seems at times unable to master. He then tends to-
wards excess, becoming spasmodic, heaping media upon media: three
massed choirs in the Eighth above a gigantic orchestra; the final
scene of Goethe's Patut over a Latin medieval hymn. The orchestra
assumes huge proportions, this giant orchestra itself being overpowered
by a massed group of wind-instruments pealing forth chorales.

In the midst of such music, portraying a nerve-wracked Faust,
there occur moments of ecstatic rapture, as in,the Adag/o of the Fi[!k
S_/mphony. The gigantic tableau o! the Tltird is foUowed by the
delicate miniature of the Fourth, the massive jubilation of theEighth
by the chamber-music of Lied vo,t dee Erd¢: a Japanese engraving
after a colossal fresco.

The tragic composer, tossed about between extreme gentleness and
ecstatic vision, lacks moderation and intrinsic balance. From Mah-
ler's inner struggles there is born only exaltation and despondency,
no contented repose, no lasting peace. The point of utmost despair
is attained in the S/zth, where life, almost wholly abandoned, seems
but a distant memory. Night consumes all previous existanc_ Fate
swoops down, hammering cosmic blows that shatter everything. The
percussion instruments in this symphony are frightening noises of
the night. In the midst of this universal terror stands man; no, be
walks, he marches, he boats the drum; nothing da_mts him.; he sinks
into abysses, but he continues marching until, tinnily, at the end of
the symphony, he collapees--a most unusual ending for Oustav Mall-
ler, who generally knows only triumph. Or is this truly the end
for the solitary fighter!

The following symphony, the 8evettt]b presenting the next scene
in Mshler's huge symphonic drama of man, provides the answer. At
the start of this work the prone man raises himself up. His collapse
was merely an episode that proved how heavy were Malder's spiritual
and emotional eoldliets; he escapes from them and ascends to the

C-Major dithyramb of the Finale, in which all the bells celebrate
a victory which, howover, turns out to be transitory.

Oustav Malder belongs to the restive, tragic fighters of the 19th
century beginning with Lord Byron and ending with Angnst Strind-
berg, whose proud foreheads bear the mark of the unredeemed. As
an intellectual personality he is as great as he is individual AI-
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ready at the age of twenty-five, when he eompoacd ht_ First S_/m-
phony, he was entirely him_lf. The blissful aband6n of the first
movement of this symphony, the Laendler gayety of the second sec-
tion, the scornful parody and the harshnem of the third, and the
struggles of the Finale are Mahler. Never before had similar music
been written. Like the Bible it begins with Paradise, the tall of
man, and the expulsion from the Garden. Like the Prophets it ends
with a trumpet-sermon on the Glory of God.

II.

Prophet, philosopher, and mystic that he was, Hahler's approach
to m_tsic was purely spiritual. It is not the musical impulse in
Mahler that creates the decisive talent for expressing himself in mu-
sical form_; rather it is the need of unburdening himself and of find-
ing his way from the night of life to the light of heaven. A brother
of Hsh]er's had perished by his own hand. He had lest his way in
the gloominess of life. Gustav Mahler himself succeeded in shapinli
the afflictions of his soul into works of art, thereby liberating himself.

An artistic personality of this nature belongs to romanticism. It
was a romantic poet, Th. A. Hoffmann, who invented the figure of
Conductor Kreisler, the demonic musician who is obsessed by his art,
who regards reality, people, and society as banalities.

Gustav Mahler was the Conductor Kreisler come to life. When,
as director of theVienna Opera, he would cross the streets with hair
flying, hat in hand, or go storming up the narrow winding stairs to
his rehearsal room, or (and then more so than ever) when he sat at
the conductor's stand in the Opera, a glowing, flickering flame, he
made one feel that Conductor Kreisler had really stepped out of
Hoff_nann's pages.

As a composer, too, he was a Conductor Kreisler, a mystic, like
all romantic philosophers, to whom world, nature, man were merely
manifestations of God. Again like the romantic philosophers Hahler
saw in the real world only an allegory. His scenic descriptions ;re
symbolic, unlike those in the symphonic poems of Richard Strauss,
which are realistic. In Qustav Mahler's BiztIt Symphony there is
the sound of cowbells just as in the _'/nals of Strauss' Heldenleben.
Yet while they are real bells for Richard Strauss, bells such as he
could hear every morning on opening the windows of his study, to
Malder they are symbolic sounds. They represent the last earthly
note to reach the wanderer making the ascent; they are symbols of
distance and solitude.

The cuckoo that sounds its call in Mahler'| Fir_ 811mpAtmY is not
a realistic cuckoo which, like every other cuckoo in the world, and
like the cuckoo in Beethoven's Pamtorale, ealis in thirds. Mahler's
cuckoo calls in fourths, s symbolic cuckoo. In Mahler's music mil-
itary marches and funeral marches are all symbolic rhythms, while
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the sound of the hammer in the 86venth Symphony is a symbolic one.
The Laendler and waltzes in his sclterzos are not d_nce music, but

parables of animal love of life. All sounds and rhythms, all worldly
phenomena have only spiritual meaning for Gustav Mahler. T_ him
nature is nothing real or concrete, but just a plane of sojourn for
the soul on its path to God.

Oustav Mahler carried forward the development of the clsmt,_
symphony-form and the romantic orchestra from a spiritual rather
th|m from a purely musical viewpoint.

The classical symphony-form had been like a consonant har_iony,
its four movements standing at the same level. With Mshler, wile
fights his way upwards, the symphony achieves gradation. The
etassieal equilibrium of the four movements is shattered even in
Mahler's First Symphony. The gay first two movements are but a
prelude, the parodistic third movement an intermezzo, end all thr_
are just a preparation for the Pinale, a tremendously expanding sec-
tion representing the sum and substance, the gathering of all the
significant forces of the whole symphony.

The Second and Third symphonies are eonslrneted in terraces, like
the minarets in ancient Babylon. "My work forms a musical poem
that embraces every stage of development in a step-by-step grada-
tion. It begins with inanimate nature and progresses until it reaches
the ultimate goal--love". Thus did Mahler himself describe his
Third 81tmphozy in a letter.

The spiritual energy with which Mahler erected these structures
that aspire from earth to heaven is extraordinary. He got the in-
spiration for such forms from Anton Brnckner, particularly from Lhe
latter's Pifth Symphony/; with the fugues of the final movement this
symphony works itself upwards to the glory of the chor8_ ]i_a/_; or
rather, it prays its way upwards. Yet, Mahler's accomplishment with
these inspirations is his own personal creation. His symphonies, in
their ascent, become an allegory for his titanism.

For these tonal structures Mahler, like his contemporary Richard
Strauss, increased the number and variety of instruments of the
romantic orchestra to immense proportions. However, this increased
scope of instrumental coloring had a different significance for him
than for Richard Strauss. Strauss enlarged the romantic orchestra
because he needed new paint tubes for his pictures. It was material-
istic pleasure in glory and splendor that augmented the orchestra of
Strauss' symphonic poems to moz_ive proportions. The new colors
were to serve as festive decorations in the manner Richard Strauss
so greatly loved. As he a_t composing in his Viennese study beneath
a eolorad wooden ecilhl_ transplanted from an Italian palazzo he
wM surrounded by eo_11y paintings and Greek statuettes.

Mahler's orchestra does not owe its existence to mere enjoymegt
of color, but rather to his cosmic aspiration. "I am the universe
resounrrmg," wrote Mahler after composing his Eighth Symphony.

t

'%.
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"Imagine the whole universe singing as it revolves." Hehler'e use
of thechamber-orchestrainhisL_d_;on der Erdo has_.similarsignlf-

icance.Itissupposedtoreproducethe gentlevoicesof theuniverse,
thedriftingofautumnal mists,theplaintivevoieesofbirds,thequiet
of twilight.
A number of yearsafterMahler'sLied yon der Erde (composed

in 1908) Richard Straussemployed a similarchamber-orchestrain
hisAriadne aul Nazos. But hereitwas an artisticintelligencethat
shaped the fine,silkentones. In Mahler'smusic itis always the
spiritthatcreatesthe tones;in the music of Straussitisthe desire
for sensuouseffect.

Employing tonesassymbols,asMahlerdoes,isromanticism.Mahler
ismore deeplyinvolvedin romanticismthan Richard Strauss. His
pointof departureisthe poetryof the romanticists,the songs from
Knaben Wu_tderhorn, and the Jean Paul novel Flegdjahre, that had
already inspired Sehllmann.

tiis Eighth 8yrnplton_j, too, is dominated by the spirit of romance;
the I,atin hymn "Veni Creator Spiritus" is a medieval poem dis-
covered by the romanticists, while the ending of the Goethe-like
"Faust" epic is genuine romantic poesy, inspired by the frescos in
the Gothic cemetery at Pisa. The Lied von d_r Erde takes its text
from Chinese poems by Li-Tai-Po, poetry of the Far East first trans-
lated and imitated by the romantictsts.

Romantic also are Mahler's nature scenes, the animated and

spirited universe, nature as symbolism ; also his mysticism, his heaven,
his earth, his hell Romantic is the figure of Death scraping his shrill
violin, as in a picture by Boecldin, or, potion in hand, riding a black
horse, as in a painting by Franz Stuck. The type of artist Mahler
represents is the remantie, differing from the type of Richard Strauss
by virtue of ecstatic enthusiasm, fanaticism, and conflict with the
world. Gustav Mahler is the supreme anti-realist among the artists
of the 20th century.-

A visionary like the Prophets of old, Mahler carries over into the
modern, scientific age the heritage of spiritual visions. He is a true
artistic product of a generation in which the .g_eatest novelist, Dos-
toevski, was an epileptic, Strindberg a paranome, and Mussorgsky
a drunkard. His nervous system was the sensitive nervous system
of the era of Charcot, Liebault, and Freud. Dark childhood mere-

• oriesoppresshim, hauntingallhisworks. The trumpet-signals,the
funeralmarches,as wellas many otheroharaeteristiefeaturesof his

symphonies are such childhoodmemories. Sinisterfacesfrighten
hlm. While composing Klage_ulesLied he saw his doublecoming

through the wall of his room, and while writing the funeral march
for his Sex,wad Symphony he literally beheld hinmetf lald out beneath
flowers and wreaths. We find in his music hysterically convulsed
moments. Terror suddenly cries out. Tortured nervu groan.

He was a deeply suffering man like Blai_ Pascal in the 17th een.
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fury. Above his _,mphonies he could have placed the Pascal phrase:
"Car enfln qu'est-ee que I_omme dana ]a nature! Un n(_nt b
l'_gard de l'inflni, lm tout b l'_gard du n_ant, un milieu entre rien
et tout". (W/,at then is man in Nature! Naught when compared
with the infinite, all when compared with naught; a haft-creature
midway between naught and all).

Pascal's belief that love belongs to a higher order than knowledge
was also Mahler's tenet. The emotional conflicts of man aspiring to-
ward the light were touchingly described by Pascal in his P_ees;
in Mahler's symphonies they are reborn as music.

In listening to Ouster Malder's music one realizes that the me-
chanical civilization of the 201.h century, with all its technical mag-
nificence, lacked something essential to the satisfaction of a more
profound nature. At one of the greatest moments in Mahler's crea-
tion the dark voice of an angel starts singing:

Ieh bin yon Oott und will wieder zu Gottl
Der liebe Gott wird mir eiu Lichtchen geben,
Wird leuchten mir his in des ewig, selig Leben.

(I am from God; will return to God; Dear God will give me a little
light; will light my way to blixsful, eternal life).

So profound an artist.nature could never have been content with
a colorful external life as experienced by Richard Straus_ "Man
lies in abject need, man's lot is mortal agony," was Mahler's belief,
and the Third 8qmphony proclaims _ith Nictzsche's words: 0 Men, ca
gieb a_htl Die Welt ist tier und tiefer, als der Tag gedacht. (Mortal,
bewarel The world is deep, ye_ deeper than day suspects.)

With the utmost spiritual energy Gustav Mahler sought the path
to light, to Imiversal love, and to God in his music. Often he com-
pared his struggles m-ith Jacob's battle with the angel. No m_l._ical
expression seemed to him strong enough to symbolize these struggles.
The directions in his scores accumulate: "With greatest fury"; "as
though lashed"; "erupting violently"; "trumpets to blow with up-
turned bell." The shrill little E-fist clarinet literally shrieks in his
symphonies.

Sometimes purely musical power seems to him incapable of ex-
pressing his titaulc intentions. Then the heaped-up orchestral voices
become theatrical, Meyerbeer.liko--a glaring pageant midst trumpet
fanfares and pealing bells.

Monumental music, such _ Mahler's symphonies, will always have
to build with the hewn Btones of triad music, just as temples will
always rest upon pillars and columns. Yet Malder's counterpoint,
forestalling the harmonic union of the various musical voices, lets
them go their several ways side by side. This many-voiced web (poly.
phony), hovering atJotit Ihe triad structure, does not, however, elude
its dominance eomj,letely. Mahler used to tell how, as a child in the
forest of Iglau, he would listen to the woods sounding in many voices,
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to the songs of the birds mingling with the rustling of the leaves and
the storm sounding its melody amid the noises of the forest. It is
this cosmos of nature that he sought through polyphony to translate
into tone. '.

"From different sides must come the themes", he said. In the
Third 8_J,tl_ho_Ly man marches straight through the conflicting sounds
of the world, through its noisy and vulgar music, for that too has its
own way to go. In Lied yon der Erde a five-tone scale forms _e
nucleus from which all the melodies grow. A "tone figure", a crystal
composed of five tones, forras the centre of all the tone patterns, as
in the later works of Sehoenberg. While Richard Strauss expanded !
tile harmonic range with his naturalism, Mahler enlarged it with his
spiritual fire and intellectual daring.

In the modern materialistic world, which at the turn of the cen-
tury excelled in scientific research, in industry and commerce, Oustav
Mahler was a herald of moral and ethical values.

The mo_t eminent sculptor of this age, Rodin, perpetuated Mahler's
features in many bronze busts, revealing the noble head of a thinker,
a fighter, a man looking up.

E_LENTI-M_kHLEB MEDAL AWARDED TO FRITZ _llgEB

In March 1931, Fritz Relner conducted Mahler'8 8eve_|k ha C_nelnngtl. He
performed the second movemeat of Mahler's Saooad in New York, Philadelphlap
and Pittsburgh. On January 9 and 10, 1942_ Beinvr conducted DamL/_cl vms &r
Brde in Pittsburgh. On March 9 an4 !1, lg4_, he intredueed Pitt_bcLrgh au-
diences to Mshler's Fourt& In r_ogn|tton of his efforte to create • gre_ter
interest in and appre¢iatitm of idahler's nmst¢, the Directors of thz 8odcg¥
awarded the Kile.nyi-M_hler Medal of Honor to him. Tlus presentation wu made
on March 9, 1945,.by G]endinning Keeble, Director of the C_olLegeof Fiae Arte
of Carnegie Institute of Technology, acting on behalf o! the Boclet¥.



Some Mahlerian Misconceptions

By WARREN flTOREY8M'ITH

F to be great, m Emerson suggested, is to be misunderstood, then
I tbe manifold misunderte_ndings in regard to Gustav mayM-bier

be counted among the mrtltipl#ng signs of his importance.
and moot ill-founded of all was the assumption that he was s con-
ductor with a mistaken ambition to shine also as a composer.
once-prevalent belief has now virtually disappeared. The fact that
his music continues to be played and to be hotly discussed is suf-
ficient answer to that one. Mere Kopdlmdstermu.cik exhibits no such
vitality. Rather does it perish with its ereator.

A eoroltarT of this canard that seems also to be on its way out
is the notion that Mahler's music is tacking in physiognomy. Even
the composer's admirers once bade us overlook his eclecticism as some-
thing relatively unimportant. It is now becoming increasingly ap-
parent that he was one of the most personal of music-makers. And
not only in his final phase, as represented by Da._ L/_d _on tier Erd_
and the Ninth Symphony. We may r_eognize the essential Mahler
in such early utterances as the Lic_ter eines [ahrend, en Gcstllen and
the First Symphony, which partly stemmed from that song cycle.

There are five important aspects of Mahler's many.sided musi;al
personality and the First Symphony contains them all: a homely,
folksy strain; a vein of pessimism and despair; a fondnem for the
grotesque, the bizarre; a fervid lyricism, which in earlier works does
not always escape Sentimentality, but which is sublimated in Das L/eJ
yon der Erda; and a preference for the La_nd_er type of Scher_,o.
These elements in ida style may be variously ti'aeed back to his
childish delight in the songs and dances of the people (not to mention
militarT marches), to Schubert, to Berlioz, to Schumann, and 1o Bl_ek-
net, with whom he has but little in common, despite the frequent
linking of their names. But to discern the sources of a composer's
style is not necessarily to dismiss him as a mere epigone or even as
an eclectic. Such things may be completely absorbed and fused into
a single, if complex idiom, as they were in Mahler'a case. That he
had a style readily identifiable if not always easy to describe in tech-
nical terms is shown by the feet that critics of today are forever
detecting Mahlerisms in contemporary works. A ease in point is
Shostakoviteh, and r,ot only because he revived the hour.long (and

. longer) symphony. If you wish to see a borrowing more unabashed
'. than anything in Mahler, compare the opening of the finale of the

Russian's Fifth with the announcement of the chief theme of the
finale of the other's First.

el
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Even when the_ misapprehensions are disposed of, Mahler's claim !
to recognition as a major symphoni_ composer is often disputed on •
the ground that the trend of his mind was lyric rather than sym-
phonic in the more exacting sense of the word.

Warmly appreciative is the analytical essay by Eric Blom that
accompanied the first release of the Columbia recording of Dos L/ed !
van der Erde. For this particular work Mr. Blom displays unbounded
aclmiration. In contra.distinction to Ernst Krenek, who accords that

place to the Ninth 8yraphany and to Egos Wellesz, who prefers the
Eighth, bit. Biota (and he is not alone in this respect) holds that
Dos Lied van der Erda is beyond any doubt _Iahler's masterpiece.

His argmoerLt is that Mahler, like Schubert, was a born song-writer
who tried also to write symphonies. In this role, like Schubert be-
fore him, he was not entirely unsuccessful. But however eloquent
the resafll, the _-mphonies were achieved under a fundamental handi-
cap, the aforesaid lyric bent. In D_ Lied yon der Erde this obstacle
ws_ rem,-,_,:,|. Mahier was here in his rightful and proper sphere.
The underlying purpose of the symphony was lyrical and the sym-
phonic d_ing serves to lift the composition to a higher plane than
that of pure song.

Now this contention is not so easily disposed of as the others,

though there are many who do not agree. Mahler had, of course, a
pronounced lyric gift. He has left us some charming songs, still but
a handful in comparison with those of Bralmm, Wolf or Strauss.
Distinctly the bc_ of them are those for which he provided an orches-
tral accompaniment. And these by their very nature are quite aa
symphonic as tb,ey are lyric..Wholly symphonic in character, on the
other hand, are the choral portions of his symphonies: the finale of
the Second, the entire EigMh and even the finale of the Fourth, out-
wardly no more than a soprano solo with orchestral background.

As far as Schubert is concerned, he was no contrapuntist and was
well aware of the fact, and planned at some time to remedy this de-
ficiency. Mahler, on the contrary, was a contrapuntist horn. It has
been pointed out that he was the first to restore the pure polyphony
of the Middle Ages and the first later German composer to free him-
self from the tyranny of the ba-_s. Often a bold and original hat-
monist, he nevertheless thought polyphonleally rather than harmon-
ically and was therefore the true forerunner of the linear contra-
puntists of the 20th century. Undoubtedly, it was this aspect of his
art which earned him the admiration of 8¢hoenberg and his school.

In this connection it is pertinent to quote from the recently-pub-
fished Memories and Letters, written and compiled by his widow,
Alma Mahler (the Viking Press) : "He worked at white heat all the
summer on songs for orchestra, with Hans Bethge'8 Chinese poems
as the text [Das Lied van der Erde}. The scope of the eoatposition
grew as he worked. He linked up the separate poems and composed
interludes, and so found himself drawn more and more to his true
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musical form--the symphony. When this was clear, the compositio_
rapidly took shape and was completed sooner than he expected."
So perhaps instead of saying that bIahler was a song-symphonist, and
thus playing into the hands of a critic such as Cecil Gray e, to whom
that term is anathema, let us rather say that he was s symphonic

song-writer. That the Lieder eines [ahre m_n Ge_ellen, for instance,
are symphonic in character is fully proven when parts of No. 1 and
No. 4 turn up in the First S_/ml_o_Y.

Next to be disposed of is the theory that Mahler was congenitally
addicted to mass effects, to swollen sonorities, choral and orchestral.
No more unfortunate apellation was ever devised than the terra "The
Symphony of a Thousand." That the E_h|h Symphony. was designed
and actually requires that many performers is an lmpres_ion so
widely circulated that few will be found to question it at all. Never-
thele_.% nothing could be farther from the truth, as an examination
of the score will readily discl_e. If a thousand singers and instru-
mentalists have been engaged in a performance of the Eigh|k the
same is true of Handel's Messiah. Allowing sixty-five for the string
section, one hundred and twenty players could meet the basic or-
chestral requirements of the score, and Mah]cr does not specify how
many choristers are needed. He merely suggests that, if there is to
be a large chorus and a large string section, the first of each of the
woodwinds is to be doubled, and he would prefer to have two piccolos
and two E-fiat clarinets. The latest American performance of the
Eighth, that given under the direction of the late Erno Rapec at
New York's Center Theatre in 1942, enlisted an orchestra of a hundred
and a chorus of three hundred, and while more singers and playe1_
would not have been amiss, the effect was by no means unsatisfactory.
To be sure, in this symphony and also in the S_md, Mahler "shot
the works," hut so did Beethoven in the bT/nth, when he threw into
the finale all the available resoureee of his day. We should not for-
get that Mahler's Fourt/t was the first symphony since Mendelssohn
to dispense with trombones. Only four horns are required for the
Ninth Symphony and Das Lied yon der Erda, and much of the or-
ehestration of the latter is notable for its delicacy and transparency.
Save when he desires a mass effect, Mahler turned his back upon the
lush doublings of Wagner and Strauss and the predominant char-
acteristic of his .scoring is the isolation of the instruments. In pas-
sage after passage we are actively conscious af each and every one
of them. It is another sign of Malder'l tendency to run to extremes
that he should have given us such things as the Eighth Symphony
and the finale of the S_cond and also have pointed the way in his
P_leremlen Gesel_tt songs and the Kiadz_otMi6d_r to the chamber

a "soug-_mphonl_" tlw vm7 _ whirls Mr. Omy lma emlmaueauy prozcm_ea
Chat he is not!
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orchestra of our own day. In the matter of obtaining a maximum
of effect with a minimum of means he is still unrivalled.

There is another ,'ndeeeneeption" that I might mention, though
it comes closer to being a diferenee of opinion or the pressmen of
a different standard of values. If you require consistency of style
and a more or less uniform level of achievement, as found for ex-
ample in Brahms, then Malder is not your man. People do not ado.-e
one symphony of Brahms and detest another, yet there are those
who feel almost that strongly regarding certain works of Hahler.
It is also possible to have violent likes and dislikes among the music
dramas of Wagner. The R/sO operas, Meist6rsino6r, Trist_a, and
Parsifal are quite dissimilar in style, though all are recognizably
Wagnerian. When two motives from Trlsta_ are quoted in the third
act of Die Meistersiager we are transported forthwith to another
tonal and emotional world.

For the true Mahlerite, as for the perfect Wagnerite, everything

goes. The real fascination of Malder lies in his protean variety, even
in the fiat contradictions of his personality, such as his extreme soph-
istication and equally prenouneed naivete, his bitter pessimism and
his bland optimism, his ability to be both simple and grandiose. It
has not been given to many to portray with equal vividness the pleas-
ures of Heaven and the pangs of Hell. Mahler is able to convince
you that each place is his special province.

An even greater stumbling block for many is what Krenek calla
the "disconcerting straightforwardness" of Mahler. They do not
credit him with having used obvious thematic material purposely or
with having resorted deliberately to outright vulgarity. They as-
sume that he waa a eommonplaee or blatant, as the ease might be,
because he lacked the taste to be otherwise. As an Austrian he had,
of course, a fondness for simple melody, the folksy strain to which
I have alrezdy alluded. He also harbored two unconventional con-
victions, viz., that the symphony should be for all, not for the select
few, and that it should contain the whole of life, the tawdry as well
as the beautiful. In the passage in the third movement of his First,
marked "Mit Parodie", he directs that the cymbals be attached to
the bass drum and played by one performer because this vulgarism
was exactly what he wanted. This was the meanness and the cheap-
ness of life from which in the ensuing Trio, lifted bodily from the
fourth of the Oesellen songs, he was to find solace under the friendly
linden tree. This is not program music in the accepted sense; neither
is it "absolute" music. Many listeners are either caught off guard
by this paradox or, while aware that in Mahler you must read between
the lines, are still unwilling to make the effort preferring to fall back

upon those eymphonists who give them no such problems with which
to wrestle. A complex man, a complex composer. Someday, no doubt,
tl_e whole world will get him straight. Then will we really see the
fulfillment of his prophecy "My time will come."



Mahler's Eighth Symphony

By PAUL 8TEFAN

MusieoloKigt.wu retLaover the _v ,_m,__v,-,__--w-- -, ---- --
east ot t]_eJ_igktkconductedby the late e;mo Isapee.

question has often been asked why Mahler wrote for such
T large orchestras, augmented by human voices, and more sp e-
cifieally, why he wrote the E_Oht_ 8y,aphony for a huge group of
performers that includes an orchestra, two choruses, a large children's
choir, and seven soloists as well as a brass choir and grand organ.
The answer may be found partly in the fact that Mahler lived in the
heroic period at the latter part of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the twentieth. It was an epoch dominated by the great
figure of Wagner whc6e monumental poetic dramas demanded ever
greater and greater material resources for their performance. It was
in that epoch Mahler lived and compc6cd.

Another reason for the unusual requirements of the EigMIt Sgv_-

phony is to be found in the purpose Mahler had in writing it. He
had tremendous visions, whose meaning, he felt, was of overwhelming
urgency and importance to all mankind. He had confessed his faith
in immorlality in his Second Symphony. He felt a strong impulse
to reaffirm that faith fifteen years later. These fifteen years had been
a period of happy married llfe and great artistic triumphs. During
this time Mahler had grown in emotional stature and in his deep
conviction that there is an existence beyond our material life. In
his desire to express the almost inexpressible, he had to have recourse
to a huge personnel of interpreters.

One is inclined to ask what it was that Mahler longed to proclaim

through his music in the Eighth Symphony.
We think it was the secret of love, love that is creative, love that

is god-like. In the first half of the g/gltth Symphony Mahler evokes
the spirit of creation and the spirit of eternal love, using the words
of an old Latin hymn to express this life-giving spirit.

The second half of the symphony reveals the miracles wrought by
love. For the expression of this miracle, sung by human voices, Mah-
let these the utterance of Goethe in the final scene of Fa_t. Al-
though Faust became the victim of human temptation, he never lost
his love for other human beings, and for his work. Throughout all
his errors and misfortunes he carried within himself the strength of
spirit he gained through the love of woman. Because of this love he
was accepted into heaven.

Mahler had completed the symphony in a frenzy of creative energy
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in 1906, and he fell ill shortly after that, perhaps as a result of the
strenuous labor the symphony entailed. Certainly his later works,
such as Dam Lictl yon dcr Erd_ and the Ifinih Symphony do not con-
vey the impression of over-powering and undiminished strength that
is displayed in the Eighth Symphony.

This work was considered impossible to perform because of the
difficulty of the music and the large number of performers it re-
quired. Mahler was inclined to believe that this opinion of his sym-
phony was correct, and he had more or less given up all hope of
hearing it. When he returned from New York where he had con-
ducted at the Metropolitan, and went to Munich, he found that re-
hearsals for the first performance of his gigantic symphony were al-
ready in progress. Despite his failing health he threw himself into
the excitement of the last rehearsals with a frenzy which dominated
all the participants.

When he conducted the first performance and received an unheard
of ovation, he felt that he was successful in proclaiming his love for
the eternal and believed that his work on earth was done. The sym-

phony lasted an hour and a half, but the cheering and tumult that
followed the performance did not die away for a half hour following
the concert. It was the greatest and last triumph of his life.

KILENYI BBUCKNEB MEDAL PRESENTED TO ERICH LEINSDOEF

In appreciation of Iris efforts to create a greatm"interest in and appreciation
of Bruekner's music in the United States, the Directors of the 8ooiety aw_rded
tho Kilenyi BrueknerHedni OfHonor to Erich Lzim_orf. L_in_orf broadcast
the _Idagio of Bruekner's Fot_dk over NBC on October18, 1942. On April 19.th
and 15th, 1945, he conducted_trst performancesof the Forte, in Cleveland. Re-
cordings were broadcalt by Hutunl. The presentation of the medni on behalf
of the 8ooietll was made by Rniph S. Bobmidt,Vice President of the Cleveland
Institute of Music, after • performance of Bruckner'e 8eve.th in Cleveland on
October g6th, 1945.



Mahler and Dostoevski

By C_'BTI8 8WANgON

_o_o the spiritual ancestors of Gustav Mahler, none hol_q a more

A important place than Dostoevski. The philosophical system con-
structed by the great Russian was a potent factor in the development
of Mahler's spiritual vision and a knowledge of it is essential to s
clear understanding of the composer's Welton._chau_g. Mahler him-
self testified to the importance of Dostoevski and this influence is
recounted by many of his followers and students. The greatest testi-
monial, however, lies in Mahler's creative works themselves--they
speak with a most eloquent voice of the influence exerted by the
novelist. Unique, utterly original as they are, they sing of the spiritual
kinship of the composer and the writer.

What is this system which the Russian has fashioned I The attempt
to answer this question has formed the chief task of many thinkers
and is the subject of scores of scholarly studies. The scope of a short
article, of course, is insufficient for an adequate description, as the
reader well knows. However, with a full realization of the limitations
involved, it may be useful to point out two of the most basic theses
of Dostoevski 's philosophy, for they apply with particular significance
to the Mahler-Dostoevski relationship. They are, briefly:

1. Man's nature is characterized by s fundamental duality and
contradiction.

2. Only through suffering can man become free.

Dostoevski removed the mask from human life and laid bare the
inward and secret springs which lead to the overt acts of man. With
uncanny insight he probed the hidden motives of the human soul,
and in these subterranean channels of human activity, Dostoevski
fathomed the real man. Here he discovered that man is essentially
a turbulent, contradictory being. As Berdyacv says, " Dostoevski 's
anthropology shows human nature to be in the highest degree dynamic.
Immobility is only a surface characteristic; the yell of custom and
the harmony of the soul hide whirling storms, with which alone he
was concerned, and he went down into these gloomy depths and un-
waled a fountain of light, light more authentic than that which shines
on the untroubled surface. Man's stormy restlessue_ is due to the

polarity of his nature, to the shock of colliding oontraries. ''_
Mnhler, by his very nature, could not fail to be attracted by rids

unique conception of man. He displayed many of the characteristics
of this duality and exp_d them in hie work. "It will ever remain

sN'icholaaBerdyuv: Do_foev#Id,As la/4_lwef_/os| Bheed tad W_d, _ew
York, 1934; p. 57.

e?
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a secret of nature," says. Bruno Walter of Malder, "how it eotdd
have created and made capable of riving s man with such violent
inner conflicts, and how it could have kneaded into • fundamentally
sound and vital eonstitution so much of energy and intellectual acute-
hess, so much of serenity and eelf_mffieient quietness and, at the same
time, so much of gloomy irritability, of danger from out of threaten-
ing depths, and, lastly, so much of whimsical humor. 'n Again, Walter
says that "such was his nature that, bee•nee of its inconstancy, he
was unable to hold conquered spiritual pmitionL"*

How often we see this duality expressed in Malder's music. Listen-
ing to one of his symphonies, we hear, alternately, sounds of the meet
earthly, often vulgar sort, only to be succeeded by music, the sheer
radiance apd ethereal beauty of which is unexcelled in symphont•
literature.

The first and second movements of the First Symphony are models

of youthful exuberance, vigor, and charm. Yet in the Funeral March
and again in the tirade, we see abject despair and gloom, heightened
by sardonic humor. In the end, however, the forceful triumph of
_iahler's spirit dominates the thrilling .climax. And, again, what
greater contrast eonld be found than that between the diabolic scherzo
of the Second and the glorious fifth movement! Or between the amus-
ing strains of Der Trun?_'ne im Prfihling and the ethereal Der Ab-
schied in D_ Lied yon der Erdel The instances are numerous--the
above-mentioned are only typical.

This leads to the second of Dostocvski's theses, that only through
emffering can man become free, which is essentially a religious doe-
trine. Dostoevaki's conception of human destiny involved a long,
tortuous journey which man must take. On the way he is beset by
evil, trouble, suffering, despair and, perhaps most significantly, by
doubt. Dostoevski, perhaps the foremost theologian of the last cen-
tury, and a firm supporter of the Orthodox church, was •t the same
time moved by the most compelling kind of doubt and skepticism. He
has presented the case for humanitarian and socialistic opposition to
the Christian virtues in • most convincing and persuasive manner.
The central book of The Brothert Karmnazov, Pro and Uontra, which
includes the unforgettable Gr_d Inquisitor chapter, is a devastating

! attack on the religious position which we associate with Dostoevski
himself. In faet, the writer had difficulty in persuading his pub-
lisher that the words of Ivan Karamazov were not his own and that
the Christian doctrine would be adequately defended in the foUow-

ing seelion, The Russian Monk. That Dostoevski could wax so eloquent
in attacking his own position is another example, perhaps the most
striking, of the power of his eontMeting ideals.

The famous conversation at the inn between Ivan and Alyoshe,
which constitutes the main part of Pro and Contra, is described by

t BrunoWalter: Ou_la_MaMefi The Gteystone Preu_ New Yorkt 1941; p. 13a.
t ibid. p. 129.
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Walter as "a fundamental expression of all that l,have called biah-
hr'a world.sorrow.'" Mahler was painfully aware of the evil and

suffering that is so much a part of our worldly existence. Man's
inhumanity to man, the tragic fate that sets brother against brother,
these were for him, as for Dostoevski, a barrier against an unclouded
faith. The apparent inconsistency between an all-merciful Deity
and the endless suffering inflicted on mankind, has nowhere beenso
poignantly depicted as in the conversation between the Karamazov
brothers. Ivan, the skeptic, the man crushed by the rank injustice
of the world-order, raises the question which is eternally asked by
the humanitarians: "If there is a God, how can these thirsgs beT"

Addressing Alyosha, the religiotts novice garbed in monastic dress,
Ivan recounts the most awful kind of earthly suffering--the pain of
little children. He gives the most gruesome examples. Alyosha hears
of the Russian child who was thrown to the wild dogs for some petty
offense, of the Turkish soldiers' pastime of tossing an infant in the
air and then catching it on the point of a bayonet--all before the
mother's eyes. Then Ivan asks, "Can you understand why a little
creature, who can't even understand what's done to her, should beat
her aching heart with her tiny fist in the dark and the cold, and weep
her meek unresentful tears to dear, kind GOd to protect herl Do
you understand that, friend and brother, you pious and humble novice T
Do you understand why this infamy must be and is permitted ! With-
out it, I am told, man could not have existed on earth, for he could
not have known good and evil. Why should he know that diabolical
good and evil when it costs so much ! Why, the whole world of knowl-
edge is not worth that child's prayer to 'dear, kind God.' "

That such an utterance could have come from a writer who later
espoused a contrary point of view is a tribute to the triumph of
Christian values in Dostoevski. For in his considered and final
answer, it is by means of this suffering and tribulation that man ap-
proaebes God.

It is small wonder that Mahhr found in Dostoevski a kindred soul.

The same doubts that beset the writer perplexed the composer; the
"world-sorrow" of Dostoevski was essentially the same as that which.
moved Mahhr. Happily, both men uttered a reassuring message of
love--a love of God and of the world. What more convincing testimony
to the triumph of life over death, of the power of God over the forces
of darkness, is to be found in all artistic creation, than in Mahler's
Second, whose triumphant ]ina/e proclaims the eternal message of hope :
"You will arise straightway, my heart, resurrected and wing your
pulsing way aloft to God." ltappily, too, we find a love of this world,
of "the dear earth," expressed so movingly in Do= Lied yon def" Erda.
Lovers of Mahler's tousle, who have been enchanted by the beauty
of Der Abscbied, with its picture of an eternally new and verdant
earth, may find a similar portrayal by Dostoevski and will not miss

41bid. p. )39.
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the significanceof it, found in one of the best pama_m in _ BrofkerJ
K=roma_ov.

Alyoaha, alone in the mickt of an ethereally beautiful night, k
pictured in an unforgettable scene. "The vault of heaven, full of
soft, shining stars, stretched vast and fathomless above him. The
Milky Way ran in two pale stream from the zenith to the horizon.
The fresh, motionless, still night enfolded the earth. The white towers
and golden domes of the cathedral gleamed out asainst the sapphire
sky. The gorseous autumn flowers, in the beds round the house, were
slumbering till mornlns. The silen_ of earth seemed to melt into
the silence of the heaven.L The mystery of earth was one with the
mystery of the stare ....

"Alyoaha stood, gazed, and suddenly threw himself on the ground.
He did not know why he embraced it. He could not have told why
he longed so irresistibly to kiss it, to kiss it alL But he kissed it
weeping, sobbing and watering it with his tears, and vowed passion-
ately to love it, to love it forever and ever."

In addition to speebBc references e.ited in footnotes t I was helped by the follow-
in s background material:

Gabriel Engel: G.atr_ M6klev: 8o_.B_p_o_t; The Bruckner Society
of America, New York, 1982.

Ernest J. RimmonJ: Doe|oev#/_: _ J_ok_g of a NoeeI_; Oxford Uni-
versity Pre_ New York, 1940.

A,nd_m Y_,moli_k_: Do_o_ve_- A L_fo; Hareourt, Brace and 0o.0 New
York, 1934.

I have also been helped _ readinEseveralartiolesin issues ot Cko_ _
and by oorrmponde_eewith Bruno Walter.



Mahler'sMusicinWart/meBritain

By JACK DIETHEB

Spring, 1945

T was an English eritis, Henry Boys, who pointed out that Mahler,
I standlng on the threshold of modern music and looking both hack-
ward and forward, was the one vital link between the new and the
old, without some knowledge of whom a deeper understanding of
twentieth century music is incomplete: This sense of kistorieal justice
is typical of English appreciation, as is the recent observation of Ralph
Hill:

"At the time that Mahler was producing his major works we in
Britain were under the spell of Brahms and Strauss, and had no time

for yet another new German composer. Then Mahler died and the
first world war came, which ruled out any pcss/biUty of putting his
music on the British musical map. Finally, after the war there was
a violent reaction against the 'monumental' in music and only works
of this kind by established eompoeers of the past were tolerated. Thus
circumstances from the beginning were against Malder's music bein_
given a fair trial here."*

It is well to add that even the established composers' big works often
needed special reinforcement when the age of orchestral economy in-
evitably set in, for to Mahler's misfortune this occurred in a shorter
space of time after his death than it would have taken to become as-
similated internationally. To the directorial mind only popular do-
mand eou]d Justify additional prevision, not Malder's creative de-
mend. And how, in this vicious circle, could the public know that
his demand to be taken on his own extravagant terms was motivated

by an impulse worthier than that of egomania, as some critics facilely
sug_,ested I

The second world war was even less respectful of creative consider-
atious. In 1940 the devastation of London closed most of its concert
halls and broke up many orchestras. Those able to continue became
wandering bands perpetually en route from province to province with
a skeleton standard repertory. Rehearsals became almost non-existent.
Two years later the destruction of Queens Hall left many musicians
without even their instruments. Traveling expenses were barely cov-
ered by the intakes even of peeked provincial halls. Scant aeeommoda-

[ tion, little sleep, and great strain impaired playing efficiency all

s Booklet issued by the 0ramophone 0o., Ltd_ I_ndon, with HM_ recordingof _'8 b'_k
a_ and Bibdius--BB0 _ F_.
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around. The orchestras of the north carried on fairly steadily, and
gradually London again received its own players. From 1942 each
successive sea_n was bigger, and nearer to the pre-wax standard in
execution. But even today few conductors can count on more than
one rehearsal; engagements are subject to every unforeseen difficulty,
and the baidget is tyrant over all.

"Fair trial"T If one great German composer was unable to get a
fair trial before this upheaval took place, what chance had he now!
Yet the astounding fact remains that Mahler has made great strides
here since 1939. For if physical limitations have never been more
severe, popular interest has never been greater. The existent record-
ings of his works are even more treasured, and fantastic prices are
quoted for them in record trade columns. His name appears in dis-

cussious of modern music in ever widening connotations, and most
often by compo._rs who acknowledge their indebtedness. His songs
are _igorcusly encored on nmnerous occasions, and audience polls
show them to be among the most popxdar items in the whole song re-
pertory.

Simullxneously with the publication, in the midst of this war, of
his symphonic scores for the first time outside German-speaking coun-
tries, the leading British music Critic Ernest Newman devoted four
weekly leading articles in the Sunday Times to a high appraisal of
his work. Owing to the demand for more material by the smaller
orchestras several individual _Mahler movements--those smaller ones

which are better able to bear such treatment--have been arranged for
reduced orchestra, published and widely dispersed in this form.

These are a few of the events that have helped to span the formid-
able gulf between our musical public and this musical art of just
thirty years ago. It indicates an undeniable flare-up of an "infatua-
tion" which has been but smouldering during these years; but what
does it indicate for the future1 Let us not be over-confident, but
examine the present status of each of his works individually:

Symphony No. / : Has not been performed here in complete form in
wartime. Second and third movements published separately by
Boosey & Hawkes in 1942 (arranged for reduced orchestra by
Erwin Stein), and widely performed under the names _r
and Marcia funebre respectively. American Columbia recording
m far unknown in this country.

No. _: Not performed in complete form in wartime, gecond move-
ment published separately by Boesey & Hawkes in 1942 (ar-
ranged for reduced orchestra by Erwin Stein), and very widely
performed under the name Andante pastorale. Anatole Fktoulari
and the London Philharmonic have given over a hundred per-
formancee of this movement in London and on tour. (Thk thin.
end-of-the-wedge approech il much favored by British eonduc-
tore.) American Victor recording of the eymphony was in British
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catalog from 1930 to 1941 only, has never been widely known, and
is no longer me_ufaetured here.

_ro. 3: Never perfomed Completely in this country. The first
full performance, to be given in April, 1945, by Sidney Beer and
the National Symphony, was cancelled owing to organizational
difficulties. Second movement published separately by Booeey
& Hawkes in 1942 (arranged for reduced orchestra by Benjamin
Britten), and widely performed under the name Menuetto.

No. 4: Frequently performed throughout the country by various
conductors, usually with the soprano solo in an English transla-
tion. Very popular.

No: 5: Never performed completely in this country. The little
Adagietto for strings and harp has been available in both record-
ings continually since their release, and has been frequently per-
formed throughout the country.

No. 6" Never performed in this country or America.

No. _': Never performed completely in this country, nor any part
in war.

No. 8: Produced in Queens Hall shortly before the war; never per-
formed since.

No. 9: Not performed in wartime. The recording by Bruno Wal_r
was sponsored in 1938 by advance private subscription from this
country, and despite limited distribution by HMV, this record-
ing has maintained an enormous reputation throughout the war,
and is the focal point of all British Mahler criticism. The records
have been frequently played by the BBC:

No. 10: Never performed in this country or America.

Das Lied yon der Erde: Very highly regarded here. The record-
ing by Bruno Walter was spousgred by British enthusiasts in
1936. Although this has never been a general English Columbia
release, it has been widely dispersed here. (The records have not,
apart from the orchestral interlude from the Abschied, been played
on the BBC during the war because of the unfortunate ban on
the use of German texts imposed on it for the duration.) Boosey
& Hawkes published a new vocal _.,.)re by Erwin Stein in 1942,
in a translation by Steuart Wils,_,,. Among the conductors who
have undertaken to produce the work in wartime despite stringent
rehearsal limitations are Sidney Beer, Sir Adrian Boult, Malcolm
Sargent, Guy Warraek, ai_d the late Sir Henry Wood. (Of these

' lfx. Beer also undertook to have it sung in the original.)
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Da: kkloende Lied: Never performed in this eountry or America.

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesel/en, Kindertotenlieder, and some Wun-
derhorn-Lieder have been frequentlyperformedat V,'igmoreHaft,
Fyvie Halt and the National Gallery, London, with piano aceom-
paniment. (At the Oallery there have been, in different seasons,
three presentations of the Fa_renden Oesellen alone.) The Oer-
man recording of the Kind_rtotenlieder is still available in the
Decca print; and Anthony Tudor's ballet Darl_ Elegies, with this
music as accompaniment, is still in the standard repertory of the
Ballets Rambert, for whom it was originally devised, although
it has not always been possible during the war to use the original
orchestral version.

This summary will serve to indicate that, as elsewhere, the public
evaluation of Mahler's total signiflcanee through his larger output is
by no means po_qible in Britain today. (In spite of this there are a
feb o_erw_e intelligent musical writers here who are ready to de-
clare categorically that the 1920 complete Mahler festival in Amster-
dam was of no importance.) It should also be noted that the two most
familiar work_qin Britain are complementary in temperament, though
alike in musical texture, which is of Mahler's more delicate order.
The charm and subtlety of the Fourth Symplwng undoubtedly has a
special appeal for that considerable British public which is deeply
influenced by the proximity of French culture (though it could scarce-
ly be said that the brilliant and characteristic humor which pervades
much of his other tousle has gained it the appreciation it deserves no
le_s on that count). And Da_ Lied yon der Erde has a special place
in the English conscience that is not eamly described. Possibly it is
the exquisite poetry more than the music itself that is the original
attractive force (to lovers of the earthy pessimism of A. E. Honsman,
for instance, and the tragic Shakespeare), and if so it is fortunate
indeed, for it ha._ a revealing application to his general aesthetic much
wider than this single work, as will be seen by comparing some of his
early letters, written thirty years before, in his earliest manhood. If
this is a back-door, so to speak, to the purely musical value of ]Kshler's

unique gift, let it not be underrated.
This, then, is the problem that has been so rudely exposed to the

jagged edge of war. In such eire_ces, what should be attempted,
and what notl Controversy has newly arisen over just how much
interpretive shortcoming such unfamiliar works can bear. This was
precipitated by Mr. Newman's recent remark that the above-men-
tioned production of the E_ltt_ 89"mphony was "s mistake that did
the Malder cause more harm than good."

The fact is that Mr. Newman is probably confusing the "Hahler
e_nse" with his own sensibilities, which is by"no means di_reditable in
a critic, whose chief busine_ is to criticise, not to defend causes. A
merely mediocre performance (which can unfortunately no longer
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always be avoided even lu the classics) would undoubtedly do his
aesthetic sense more harm than good, since Mr. Newman can at any

time with the help of a score produce a much better effect from his
own imagination, but would not necessarily prevent a natural re-
sponse to the merit of the music itself st a first hearing. No per-
J'ormance of Shakespeare, though it do no more (and no less) than
deal faithfully with the lines, can prevent a little of Shakespeare's
genius from showing through; and music will certainly not in any
case appeal to people without a minimum of independent imagina-
tion. Interpretive discrimination follows on, through the comparison
of separate experiences. Those who po_ess a deeper insight into
Mahler's creative impulse may well doubt that the world can obtain
a like understanding through the medium of interpreters not p_-
ses._d, of that insight. But neither is it demonstrable that perfect
understanding can be achieved short of the advent of a perfect so-
ciety, and there is sufficient evidence that Mabler did not desire his
work to remain in a spiritual vacuum in the meantime.

Spring, 1946

With the restoration of peace, and the renewed continental interest,
even amid the desolation, in Mahler's work and spirit, the manifesta-
tions of interest in England have taken their first tangible form in
the premiere of one of the five remaining _Tmphonies hitherto unper-
formed in Britain. Last October 20 the Fifth 8_tmphony was con-
ducted by Dr. l{einz Unger at the Stoll Theatre with the London
Philharmonie. The performance was preceded by a fuller rehearsal
time (ten hours) than has been accorded by this orchestra to any
single work since 1939. Because of the expense, and the handicap of
having only one performance, a financial success was not possible;
nevertheless the enthusiastic ovation given to the musicians at the
end lasted nearly ten minutes. Finally, it is significant to note that
the long-awaited translation of the fun-length biography of the com-
poser by Alma Mahler-Werfel was made not in America, but in London.

KILEN'YTMAE[LER MEDAL AWARDED TO KRTUR BODZTNSKI

The Mahler Medal, designed by Jullo Kilenyt for the exclusive use of the
Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Artur Rodtinski for his
efforts to create greater interest in and appreciationof Mahler's music in the
U. 8. A. Rodzlaski introduced the E_#urreot/on Symphony to Clevelenderson
January P.and 4, 1936. On Jitlmsry 2 and 3, 1942, he conducted Mshler's Firml
in Clevelandand on January 10, it was broadcast over CB8.

Mr. CharlesTriller, Vioe.Prusldent and Treasurerof the PhilharmonicSymphony
_¢lety of New York,prcsentt,d the Medal to Eodzinskion behalf of the Brockner
BocJet7, following the last of four successive performancesof the ]ge_rre_ion
81tmpPtony,which were greeted by cheers from the audience. The laat of theae
w_ broadc,,-t over CB8 on Dooember5, 1049.



Mahler's First and Fourth on Records

By _ PARESGB_L_rr

&GI rKE a sound of nature" (Wie ei_t IfatltrIaut).--sueh is the• designation printed at the beginning of the First S_rnphony
of Oustav Mahler, who once stated that these three words were the
clue not only to Symphony No. I, but to all his music.

Throughout seven octaves the strings sustain the note A (six of
the notes being harmonics) against which the woodwinds hesitatingly
present melodic fragments, the most prominent consisting of several
dow, ward skills of a fourth, a theme that becomes so significant in
the last movement. (It is important to mention that the figure of
the descending fo, rth appears prominently in every movement of this
symphony; it is indeed a "generative motive," a device loved by
Beethoven and Franck.) Almost inaudible fanfares by off-stage tram-
pets and a gentle rising figure in the low strings lead to the appear-
ance of the principal subject, beginning in the cellos. This theme is
taken from Mahler's song-cycle Lieder eines fahrenden Oesellen,
written a few years previously, which is closely connected with the
First S!lmphon!;. Like Schubert, Mahlcr occasionally re.employed a
song melody in a larger composition.

This bright and jaunty theme is enclosed in repeat signs--a practice
Mahler very rarely employed--so this repetition surely ought to be
observed in the interest of _ood formal balance, although such is not
the ca_c in the rt_.ording to be discussed below. There is a return to
the slower tempo and hesitating manner of the introduction; we ob-
serve a long-s_lstained and very soft low F in the tuba and double-
basses, after which the horns lead the way to an extended return of
the cheerful mood presented earlier. Jubilant fanfares in the brass
and some hlsty banging on the timpani bring the fiz_t movement to
a bold and reckle._s conclusion.

The care-free mood continues into the sturdy sc_rzo that forms
the second movement. The principal section suggests the mood of a
drinking-song, with a middle part in the style of an old-fashi_ned
Austrian waltz, or Lae_tdler. The form is ABA. It is a delightful
movement--one that would win any but a prejudiced listener to a

h-king for Mahler's music.
In a composer whose love of folk-music was highly pronounced and

who often wrote themes which were of folk-song simplicity or imita-
tions of popular style, it may seem strange that there is, to the best
of this wriler's knowledge, only one actual folk-melody quotation, and
the third (slow) movement of the Pirai 8yntphonl/ happens to be
that lone example. Mahler here takes the old French round Fr_re

Te
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Jacques, disguises it NlJghtly and puts it i_lto the minor mode, and,
keeping its eanoltlv character, uses it as the principal theme of a sar-
donic funeral march movement. It is well-known that the idea for
this occurred to the composer on seeing a satirical picture called "The
Hunter's Burial '_ by Caller; it showed the coffin of a hunter being
carried through a forest, followed by various animals in grotesque
and mock-mournful attitudes. The opening of the movement i8 simply
but uniquely seared--for muted solo double-bass accompanied by
muffled timpani occupied with the interval of the fourth. After the
round has been presented a new theme in gypsy style follows, inter-
mingled with a theme reminiscent of the efforts of "The Podunk
Center Silver Cornet Band," with the two E-flat clarinets and col
leone • strings prominent, marked mit Parodie. ]t_alder believed that
the homely and the bucolic had their place in serious art, and had an
unashamed fondncss for what the American 'teen-ager calls the
"corny." Indeed this occasional recourse to the deliberately and
half-satirically banal is probably one of the traits that cause Mahler
to be heartily disliked by some musicians, partie_darly the hyper-
esthetes who refuse to dwell anywhere in the world of music save h_
an ivory tower. But Mozart (A Musical Jolte), Haydn, Beethoven
(3i.¢th 8_/mp_tmy, A-Minor Quartet), Stravinsky, Copland, Shostak-
erich, Prokofleff, Walter Piston, Wagner (Die Meistersinger), Mil-
hand, William Walton, and others have preccded or followed him
in this practice, so Mahler alone should not be criticized for it.
Soon the mood becomes eloquently earnest, and in another quotation
from Lieder tines [ahrend_n Gesellen, beginning in muted violins and
continued by the oboe, we have one of the loveliest moments in all
music. When this heavenly pan,sage dies away we return to the mock
funeral-marth based on Fr_re Jacques. The eountD" hand reappears,
shriller than ever, with a sudden doubling of the tempo which eanses
the moat sober of us to laugh aloud. The gypsy theme is also recalled.
The music dies away in a reminiscence of the opening.

The last and longest morement of this aTrnphony begins with a

startling cymbal crash, followed by wild and stormy uproar in the
whole orchestra. The key is the unexpected one of F.minor. Some
semblance of order comes with the appearance of an energetic, march-
like theme--principal subject of the movement. Yet the tempest is
barely kept under control and breaks out of bounds here and there
throughout the movement. But there is genuine quiet in the form
of a fine lyric theme, the only one in all of Mahler's music that seems

l _o hint that he might have been a bit influenced by the style ofTsehaikowsky. There are also occasional references to the introduc-
tion of the first movement. Twice when wild disorder is at its very
height we are abruptly and triumphantly throwu into the bright key

of D-major. The theme based on a series of descending skips of the• With the wood of the bow tnateadof with the heir.
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fourth, hesitatingly suggested in the opening of the first movement
and elsewhere appears in this key forcefully presented by the seven °
horns. (Those of us who have been tortured at vocal recitals by an
abominable ditty called I Love L/Is will at once realize that if Mahhr
has been accused of unconscious plagiarism it is equally true that he
has been the victim of it.) Other striking passages are one which re-
calls the ringing of bells and another containing unabashed imitation
of the sounds of nature. Jubilant fanfares and references to pre-

vious themes, especially that of the series of descending fourths, bring
the movement to a conclusion of the utmost brilliance and energy.
It is not surprising in view of this ending that the Firs| Symphony
has been nicknamed "Titan." It is also pertinent to note that at
the first performance of this work, Malder, in response to public
taste, called it a symphonic poem and gave the last movement the
name From Inferno to P_radise.

The recording of the First 8ympAony appeared late in 1941--too
late for inclusion in a review of all than-existing Mahler recordings
which I prepared for the December 1941 issue of cBom) ^NV WS-
CORD,though an editor's foot-note drew attention to the release
and the same i._ue contained a very complete and scholarly analysis
of the composition by that erudite Mahler authority, Gabriel Engel.
The records were made by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra con-
ducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos, issued as Columbia album No. 469
(six 12-inch double-faced records). This maestro has frequently per-
formed the First SympJi_ny, and his forceful, compelling manner of
interpretation has arot_qed many audiences to the moat enthusia-_tie
ovation. As to the playing of the orchestra, except for a rather
noticeable slip by a trombone in side 10, it would be hard to find
any fault whatever. Listen to the precision of the horns at the be-
ginning of side 3, the excellent string tone, and the lovely wistful-
ncss of the oboe in the middle of side 7. The Minneapolis Orchestra,
under Mr. Mitropoulos, is indeed a wonderfully precise, disciplined
Organization.

To complete the pleasantness of the picture, the Columbia record-
ing engineers did a fine job of capturing the performance in wax.
Reproduction is highly realistic, with minute details coming through
elesrly and with no stinting of the fortiuimos or "boosting" of the
pianissimos. Notice the remoteness of the off-stage trumpets near the
beginning and the h_ty, uninhibited pounding of the timpani at the
close of the first movement--both infallible signs of good recording.

The only fault one can think of to mention--and It seems downright
picayunish to bring it up--is probably the fattlt of the players rather

• Two sddiLioual horus ad ilb_tum. Ke81, the b of gh_ ¢l_golky may increase
the actual number of these laJtrumen_ to nine.
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than of the recording engineers, but' it is true that an occasional
pianissimo cymbal and triangle note cannot be heard. This remark
may give some idea of the wonderful fidelity with which innumerable
other small details do reproduce, especially when the records are played
on a really good machine. Except for some scratching in the second
half of side 7, the surfaces of my set are smooth and quiet. Occa-
sionally in the stress of heavy climaxes I have known the needle to
jump or repeat grooves, but the fact that this occurs only occasionally
would seem to indicate that the fault may have been with the in-
dividual needle. I have heard these records on four different phono-
graphs of varying quality and the reproduction is excellent on ell of
them, though naturally best on the bigger machines.

The "breaks" between the record sides are sU made at appropriate
places, except that between sides 6 and 7, which is abrupt, to say the
lea_t.

Although the second and fourth movements both begin about haLf-
way through a record-side, dividing ridges have been thoughtfully
provided, enabling us to play these movements separately with no
guess-work as to where to lower the needle.

The recording of the First Sl_npkovty can be unhesitatingly reoom-
mended to both the confirmed Mahlerite and those to whom his mu-
sic is unfamiliar.

From its beginning in flutes and sleigh-bells to its hushed conclu-
sion in double-basses and harp, the/_ourfft 8b,mplu>sty in G-Major is
a cheery work; the orchestra smiles and the sun shines in nearly
every measure. Though not without occasional grotesque and satirical
passages, there is none of the despondency and hopeless pessimism of
Das Lied vo,t der Erda or of the bitter grimacing, distortion, and
ennui of certain psasag_ of the Nitttlt 8ymphosy.

Symphony No. 4 is the most lightly-seored of the composer's orches-
tral composition& as it requires no trombones or tuba. The occa-
sional use of sleigh-bells gives the orchestra a crisp, bright color here
and there.
• According to the notes on the album eoutaining the recording of

this symphony, diseuued below, Malder wanted to recreate in this
work something of the spirit of Haydn. One might add that the
spirit of Mor2trt sad Schubert is aim olmervsble in this archalm_

In the opening of the first movement already de_ribed, Mahler
creates • distinctive effect which appears frequently in this section
and in the _ as well. The overall mood of the movement is one
of good nature and well-being, or (me might _y of Viennem Oent/ll.
I/ch_il. But there are some powerful climaxes and not infrequent
grotesque, fantastic psssagu--scme of the "norturnal" element of
Mahler's music so often subjected to e_mmant in Bruno Waiter's
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book on the composer; the second movement brings even more of such
a mood. One of the mast striHng passages in the first movement is
a high flute theme appearing hal/-way through side 2 of the reeord-
ing--a melody which because of its pentatonic character will rag.
geat the Indian to any American listener, though there seems to be
no evidence that Makler had the red man in mind when writing thls
work. Ones heard, this passage is never forgotten.

The second movement is in the style of a La_/_r, but much of
it seems unreal and almost ghostly, like the dream of a dance, rather
than the real thing. It is delightful mtudc, representing the schermo
of the conventional symphony. A few words would not be amiss
regarding the prominent passages for solo violin. The concertmaster
is required to provide himself with two violins, one to be tuned a
whole step higher than usual (that is, to F.sharp, B, E, A), the other
in the normal manner (E, A, D, O). The passages written with the
former (unconventional) tuning are notated as fingered, rather than
as they sound; i.e., this solo viofin is written as a transposing instt_u-
ment. The effect of the unique tuning is to give the instrument a
thin, rather shrill tone, reminiscent of that of a child's-size violin, or
the instrument of some country fiddler; it is probably the latter which
Mahler intended to suggest.

The third or slow movement--longest section of the work--is dom-
inated by a thoughtful, rather dreamy mood; it is Mahier in deep
meditation, though not in sorrow. There are several quicker pas-
sages, however, some bordering on the style of a scher:o, once sug-
gestive of the minuet, occasionally with touches of good-natured
satire. Those who are familiar with the composer's Second 8yntphony
will observe a spot in which he comes very close to making a quota-
tion from it. Near the end there is a sudden fortissimo outburst from
the full orchestra, with wild trumpet fanfares and brief quotations
from other movements (including the one to eome)--a momentary
vision of tile Day of Judgment. The very conclusion of the movement
is quiet, however; it ends on a dominant triad, leaving the way open
for the immediate beginning of the fourth movement (fln¢/_).

The last movement is really a song for soprano voice with orehes-
ira, the title of which in English is: We Enjoy t_e Pleasur¢_ of Heaven.
Those who are familiar with Hahler's practices know that several
of his songs occur as movements in symphonies. The text comes from
the famous antholo_" of German folk-poems, Des Knabe¢ Wu_d_r.
_orn, to which Mahler turned for use in his songs on more than one
occasion. It is a child'8 description of heaven, dwelling particularly
on the good things to eat that are to be had there--a delightful poem,
almost incredibly naive. Each stanza is introduced by s passage derived
from the very first few meMurea of the symphouy--tho_ that were
originally scored for flutes and sleigh-balls; here the orchestra ts
fuller. Each stanza closes with a striking series of slow chords in

parallel motion--a passage quoted literally from the Third 8_ntphoTW,
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if I am not mistaken. Near the end there is a modulation to E.major,

and the symphony concludes quietly in that remote key.

"0 ql) • •

Mahler's Symphony No. 4 has been recorded very recently by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra under the direction of
Bruno Walter with Desi Helban as soprano soloist, issued as Columbia
album No. 589; six double-faced 12-inch records. It hardly seems
necessary to comment on Waiter's interpretation of the score, since
he is acknowledged the greatest of Mahler conductors and his read-
ings regarded as completely authoritative. The playing of the or-
chestra is ma_iflcent in every way, thinking of the players individ-
ually or collectively. Those whose acquaintance with the Philharmonic
is limited to its broadcasts will be glad to know that the orchestra
sounds better on these records than on the air, being gratefully free
from the frequent harsh tone that characterizes its radio perform-
ances. Desi Halhan is one of the great Mahler singers, so we need
not waste space in saying that her part of the performance leaves
nothing to be desired. The slightly boyish quality of her voice is all
to the good in this whimsical fourth movement--surely one of the
really unique conclusions to any symphony.

The Columbia recording engineers, though not reliable in every
recording, have done in this case a piece of work that no one could
criticize in any way. Yet Philip L. Miller, reviewing this album in
that Bible of the record-collector, The American Record Guide (for-
merly The American Music Lover), remarks that listening to the
records reminds him of inspecting the music under s microscope; that
the wealth of details comes out almost too well. The details are as
elear as anyone e0uld wish, but I am afraid I cannot agree with Mr.
Miller's inference that the broad general effect is sacrificed for clarity
of detail. As is frequent with records, these sound better after several
plsyin8_ than the first time. I have heard this set on three machines,
of varying quality, and the effect is good on all, though naturally not
as good on the eheap record-player attached to a radio as on the
splendid two-unit machine found in the Carnegie Music Set at the
College where I teach. The surfaces af the records in my album are
very

The program.notes on the album-cover are informative, and the
German text and English translation of the fourth movement poem,
which are provided, will be appreciated by all who own these records.

The "breaks" between the various record-sides all.occur at ap-
propriat8 placm.



Mahler and the Student Critic

ee following ctnamenfs are ezoerpti from papers written by stu.dents in Professor Philip Oreeley Clapp'J claseeJ in Mgsic Ap

prec_tion at the State University of Iowa. This cmwu is a compre-
hensive surueIj of mus/¢ presented a_ a fwo-yeo_"cotws¢ ami broado_t
over the radio station of the U1tive'rsity. Eight or nine meetings of
this course are devoted to f/re mua/c of Mahler every other year. In

the spring of 1941 |he Second Symphony amt The Song of the Earth
were presented on the phonograph mui the Third, Fifth, and Sixth
Symphonies were p/_yed on |he p/aria by Professor C/app from the
orch4estral score. 8ome of |he students may have beard one or two
Mahler works on phonograph or pimw in one of the Summer Session
classes in Music Appreciation. Bes'id_ class presentations and the
avai-l_bility of the Carnegie collection of phoaoomph records, the
faculty and students have given concert pcrfo_aa*w._ of the Adagietto
from the Fifth Symphony (February #6, 1941 ae_d July 8, 1942),
Songs of a Wayfarer, Professor Herald Stark, soloist (May 14, 1941
and Ju2y 8, 1949), the Second Symphony (April 9#, 194#), and the
Fourth Symphony (D_ember 9, 1949). The first group of ez.cerpis
are from the assifnment of May 16, 19_1, the second from the assiqn-
merit of April 27, 1949, and the third from the assignment of Dec-
ember 16, 1949:

I

1. "The greatest surprise awaiting me was the discovery that the
symphonies of Gustav Mahhr were not only good, but great. I had
been taught that Mahler was of fleeting importance in the world of
great music.. • a bad imitator of Wagner, long-winded, and infinitely
dull. And subject to the common pitfall into whieh a student slips,
I accepted the word of my former teacher, and quiekly dismissed
Gustav Mahhr as unimportant. Today, however, I humbly acknowl-
edge my stupidity and gratefully join the ranks of the followers of
Mahler.

"One task of a composer is to express himself in his medium so
that all who listen will feel themselves as one with the music. They
will feel with him, happiness, tragedy, gaiety, sorrow. They want
to be moved to the heights or depths to which he carries them . . .

Mahler has succeeded in making me understand his music, and he
has earried me along with him in changing moods and emotions. More
than that, I do not ask of any composer."

2. "The Songs of a Wayfarer stirred me almost to a state of ecstasy
by their loveliness, their grace, and their yearning and haunting

H
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charm. My introduction to Gustav Mahler hM opened a new vi_l_
to me in the field of music. It is music which one longs to hear ovc_"

and over again."
,, a ial trFoute to one composer :_I first heard

8. I wish to pay spoc .......... the ago, and read
,,,amea ago, mns, , f thereader

of his personal life and history wzthm the last week. I
has not already guessed, I am speaking of Gustav Mahler.

"I was glad that I had read the original text of the L_ed_r ei._s

[ahrende_ Gesdlen before I heard it. The rendition was excellent
esvociallY I recall from the flJ_al son g:--themel_

oLi..om anled hythede.bereteoand,o.,he
to the words:

'Hat mir niemand Ade gcsagt,Adel Adel Adel
Mein Gescll' war Lieb' und Leidel'
(None said goodbye to me.
Goodbye IGoodbye ! Goodbye |

My eompanions were love and sorrow.)

The incident that occurred at the last University Orchestra con-

ee.rt,--the audience's demand that Mahler's IMdzr e(mss [aAremJ_n
Gesell_ be repeated,--reminded me that such repetitions were a
common occurrence in Mzhler's day, and under his baton-"

a place as that which Gustav Malder is now inevltahly coming to noJ •
,,... just as a Brahms symphony represents an extension of the

Beethoven symphonic form with many times as much crammed into
an equivalent space, so does Malder represent a later extension of the
symphony_in no sense 'bettar' than Beethoven or Brahms---but pre-
senting, as in the R_rv_©tim* Sympko_ty, a gi_mtie unity of musical
material which dwarfs practically any other composition.

"The Adag_tto of the Filth Symp_Y is an excellent example of
the telling effect Maider could secure with a relatively simple struc-
ture. The harp part is as notable for what it does not do as for what
|t doeo--a lemer eompeaer would have been tempted to fill in the
_armony on it after the fashion of a left hand part in a Chopin• • *

,,ot,o
_or seventh coul(l be so pollen.ant:.Y? Lue u,w_,D ...... .
_t ii little more than this meiome tenaeney.

"A composer should be in touch with the literature and materials
of his predecessors, and should be able, on the basis of his wide ac-
quaintance with music, to glimpse new means and fields of musical
expression and then to lead the art in that direction.., this Mahler
did, never losing touch with his generation, though well in advance
of it. In the later Mshler, one finds further growth, though perhaps
less easily analyzed. A marked eharaote_ Is tl_e _pt of melody
as a function of many instnnnents rather than of • single instrument.
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II

I. "I must admit that up until the time we began rehearsals on the
Mahler [Second| 81/mp/umy, I regarded his works only as products
of a composer able to write at great length. After becoming more
familiar with this masterpiece, I was definitely convinced that, re-
gerdless of length, caeh succeeding measure was something to look
forward to with greater and greater expeetatien&"

2. "When Dr. Clapp announeed that Malder'e 8s_ond 8ymphoall
was to be rehearsed, I failed to understand or sympathize with the
general spirit of enthusiasm of the more experienced performers of
the orchestra. It was not until we had played it through once that I
began to assume a like attitude. After the fifth or sixth rehearsal

Mahler's Second 8ymp_np had become my favorite symphony."

3. "Prior to the orchestra's conquest of the Mahler work, I was
fairly ignorant of the man, except for a very bare acquaintance with
him through reading. From the time of the first rehearsal of the
work with our orchestra, however., I was well on my way to conversion.
The thing that impressed me with the first readings of the work was
its sheer power--the big climaxes, absent in the broadcast and record-
ing versions, were literally spine-tingling.

"After two months of rehearsals the work seemed to have become
part of me . . . There is a completely satisfying feeling that accom-
panies it. Inmost compositions there seem to be moments of 'lag';
but if there were any such in this Mahler Symphony, I was unable
to detect them . . .

"As rehearsals progressed, it was not t_e powerful passages alone
that held my attention, but also the tricky, faselnating third move-
ment . .. A certain passage of the E fiat elarinet haunted me where-
ever I went . . ."

4. "It was more than evident that the students had 'begged the
privilege of studying and performing it' [Malder's Second 8yrn_],
for never have I seen any more perfect cooperation and coordina-
tion of orchestral and choral forees . . .

"After 1he final chord had ended, there was a deeided pause. The
people were in another world; overwhelmed by the power of the mu-
sic, they had momentarily lost their sense of real, physical realms...
I believe this pause was the greatest compliment a conductor can be
given."

5. "These deadly lashea of power by the percussion section [in the
first movement] arose with little warning from a mournful dirge,
suo-gesting to me the possible reeolleetion of past deeds, of power,
and of victory: a reminiscenee at death. The soft tones of muted
violins expressed a lyrical beauty, peace, and comfort. Pathetie oboe
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and trumpet suggested the sadnem which engulfs the heart in times
of failure or loss . . .

*'In the seoond movement we are carried into a smoothly-flowing
mood. We dream of Utopias and Shangri-las, of soft-rolling meadows,
and 'flowery beds of ease'. Later, a certain pizzicato passage fluffs
up our placid clouds with s lively, poking gesture . . .

"Movement three begins with a blast of percussion. Each succes-
sive passage, 8.5 the movement proceeds, seems to ridicule the pre-
ceding one. A solemn, serious strain is followed by a topw/-turvy,
nonsensical, clown.llke farce, suggesting the interruption of serious
thought and action in a lopsided world where nothing can be fore-
seen, where surprises are constant rather than unusued . . .

"Once again in the last movement we hear the blasting, writhing,
and pulling of a great struggle . . . The storm gradually dies . . .
The chorus makes its entrance with the Resurrection Hymn; we hear
a solo voice, first with the chorus as a background, then taken up by
the orchestra . . . The chorus enters a second time, this time sound-
ing even more h.vnmlike, then the contralto voice which is answered by
the chorus with increasing power... The two solo voices are blended
together in a duet. A crescendo of full orchestra and eharus builds
a beautiful and powerful climax . . .

"And so the performance ended with the majority of the listeners
filled with enthusia_n for a work previously unknown to them. They
felt, as I did, that Mahler has been sadly neglected, and that if com-
mon folk have the capacity to make sensible judgments, they are right
in saying that Mahler has written a meet masterful wymphony."

6. "The lovely, dainty movement of the pizzicato strings which
gives such e delicate effect that one is eaxried away in its beauty, the
breath-taking passages of the alto soloist where this solo voice soars
high above the ehorus and orchestra, the marvelous organ-like quality
of the lower braes instruments in various passages aided by the
eontra-bassoon: these will live long in my memory as parts of one
of the moat wonderful musical works in which I have had the pleasure

to participate."

7. "The immensity of the work, its vigorous themes, its great eli-
mazes, the energetic brames, and finally the union of chorus sad
orchestra are revelations...

"Among the surprises the symphony holds is the opening of the
second movement. One hardly expects anything so gentle after the
fury of the first... In the grand finale there is • sort of incoherent
ecstasy so genuine that It requires little more persuasion than that
of the music to Imagine the heavens already opened, . . . the trum-
peters, the summoning angels; and the chorus, the angelic choir."
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8. "The ecstatic eUmax toward the e_d of the last movement [of
the Second 8VmpkmW] is perhaps the greatest climax in all musical
composition. It is as ff Mahler realized that true greatness goes
beyond the sphere of mortal Hying, so that he tops the climax by
reachingintoman'sinnermost religious self repre_nted through the
BTmbolism of church bells and the angelic ringing of a mighty
chorus . . .

"In general,Mahkr showshimelf• master ofrhythmand timbre,
and he can be delightful as well as powerful There are even moments
of drollery with a touch of dignity. At times he is as refreshing
a cold shower bath; at times beis sensational, but not in the cheap
sense Of the word, for his ideas are of such magnitude that one.
occasional sensationalism can bring them out . . 3'

9. "The funeral mar_ motif of the first movement, most prominent
st its beginning and elc_, seems to be the basis of the whole. It is
as though man, in serious moments, in times of struggle when mean-

. ingsareeI_mst,isalwaye aware thatmen aree_demned todeath
at the hour of their birth. It k not an obvion_ but a very profound
awareness of death The second movement represents the other side
of man's nature. It shows man in times of day dreaming, in times
of peace, and perhaps in times of mature and gentle love. The move-
ment does not seem to deal with things less real, but rather with
realities that are smaller and less dramatic...- The full drama of
the symphony culminates in the fifth movement. There the thereto
of the four previous movements are unified, eo much so that I feel
that the fifth movement eould e_,andas a separate and ruinable work.
The dramatic quality of the whole work is great. Unlem one refumm
to listen to it, he must be drawn into Malder'e vision."

10. "To the writer, Mahler's Re_urrectio_ 8Fmplu_y will always
be symbolized by an unforgettable brass choir, the balance of which
was made complete by the synchronizing blend of the tuba; the brief
but expressive trio of violin, 'cello, and flute agah_ the muted back.
ground of the tutti; the brilliant showmanship put up by the tympaui,
drums, and cymbals in the terrific and dynamic build-up from an
almost inaudible pianissimo to an almost painful fortissimo that is
snapped by the accurate baton at the psychological instant; the great
summons in the fifth movement, interrupted auly by the staccato
lyrics of a lone bird; end the vision ooojured up by the dynamic tffth
movement of the miraculous assembling of bones spiritual, which seem
to take form, rise from their earthly abodes, and join in a great
jubilation at their eventual victory over the pestilence_ ascriflc_
pitfalls, and tragedies of life,--the triumph over tile grave, with all
bitterness now swept into oblivion by the reward of • joyous re.
union." , ;' "
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III

1. "Up until a _ew weeks ago, what I knew about Halder had been
gained from reading and not from hearing... I had come to think
of him as a sour, meticulously careful, boresome composer who spent
most of his Kfe trying to get the works of Bruckner performed, and
in his spare moments dashing off a symphony or two. I don't feel
that way any longer, thanks to the University Symphony Orchestra.
The _ourth 8ymphowJ shows that Mahler can be jovial, light-hearted,
and poeslbly a bit mischievou& I think the word gracious, to use
only one word, best describes this work . . . To learn what a man'e
music is about by hearing it is far superior to reading someone else's
views on the same music."

• 2. "Mahler's themes have the distinctiveness which eanses one to
remember them even after a first hearing only . . ."

3. "Since I have heard the Fourth 8_/mp;tony of Malder I have
relegated a great many other works to the baekgrouncL Being one of
these people who knows little mnsie but who listens always for new
ideas of expremion, I found many passages in this symphony that I
shall never forget... If Hahler, like Franck, had written only one
symphony--this one--he would have done enough."

4. "It always amazes me how Malder avoided actual repetition of
his themes . . ."

§. "I was a little surprised the first time I heard Mahler's PourOt.
After hearing the 'mighty Second' I expected something more heavy.
The /%uriA proved, however, to be as delightful and captivating as
anything could be."

6. "Malder's Pourth had a classic beauty of grace and charm. The
fourth movement, especially, was awe inspiring to all who felt the
simplieity of • peasant's Divine world."

7. "About the Malder Symphony. I think Mahler had a close re-
latiouship in his mind between symphony and song . . ."

8. "I don't know whether it is the music itself or the inspired or-
cheetration he used that made the Pourtk S9_nphony of Mah]er one
of the high spots in my listening experience . . . Parts of the eym-
phtmy came as near to pure beauty as anything I have ever heard."

9. "His orchestration, in which many extraordinary and uncanny
_mfldnstions are used, i8 nothing less than amazing... How a corn-
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position can contain an unlimited depth of power and yet be fairy.
like is bard to fatbom, but Habler does it."

10. "... the Mahler Fourth Symphony is one of the meet fascinating
I have ever played in. The solo passages seem characteristic of the
instruments employed. Among them, the most outstanding are those
for Engfish horn, bass clarinet, and contra.bassoon . . ."

11. "About three years ago, during the second semester of this
course, I wrote a paper on Oustav Mahler which set forth 'conven-
tional' views of this composer. I now write another paper on the
same subject, principally to show the futility of judging creative art
by o_te exposure to it.

"I am firmly convinced that the unsympathetic attitude toward
Mahler is due to the f_ct that be has been judged by critics after a
f_ hearings, or even a single hearing of his works. I cite my own
experience (a confession I). Three years ago I bad heard only those
works which were performed hi class. Last winter I listened re-
ligiously to Erno Rapee's series on Sunday noons; last summer I
soaked myself in some of the Mahler recordings and beard Lieder eincs •
fal',renden Ges6Uen; this fall I played in the Four|h 8ymphony. My
experience with the Fourth further bears out my contention. On
first reading I (and other melnbers of the orchestra) agreed that the
first movement is divine, the second less so, and the others nothing to
write home about. After intensive rehearsal, which brought out not
only the fine points but also a clearer realization of the meaning of
the work, my opinion changed to one of admiration for the whole
symphony. The important point is that Hahler's music is not flash-
in-the-pan music; it is music that grow_ on you. I doubt if any con-
sidered judgment can be made of this composer after one, two, three,
or even more hearings. And yet people do make such judgments;
their views get intoprint; and the layman becomes anti-Mahler be-
fore he gives the man a chance to present his message.

"How many histories of music are sympathetic to Mahier! Prac-
tically none. And students read these texts without even hearing
the music. I have before me one of the latest monumental histories,--
one which I respect in many ways. What do I find! Statements
such as these: 'aU he could summon was an almost religious sincerity
which cannot be challenged by the grandiloquence that often mars his
best efforts'; 'the only great thing in these ercatiolm is the intention';
'lack of cohesion and acsthetie unity'; 'nothing could raise this tragic
work above a post-Wagllerian theatricalism'; ' his smile is lifeless, his
irony bitter, and his humor forced.' Host. of thsse staterr,ents are
made in connection with a single work, the E/Ok#/t Symphony. The
author mentions Li6d yon do- Krd_, but I wondar if he ever heard the
Fourth Symphony or Lieder ein_s fakremio¢ Gudl_ttT



MaMer Medal Award toEmo Rapee

Mayor ]La@uardtaBroldea_ I_eech of Pnmmtzticn over the ABC lCetwodr
(ApriJ 19, Lqal).

rim is the occasion of the first performance of Gustav 5(ahlcr's
SN'MPHON'rOr A THOUJ_m), aS his Eighth 8ymphonry is called,

in New York in twenty-six years. It is called the Sn_PHONY OVA
THOUSA_'V,because, as you know, there were a full thousand per-

formers on the stage when immortal Mahler himself directed the first
performance in Munich on September 12, 1910;

I can think of no better time to present that di_ing_dshed con-
ductor, Erno Rapee, with the Mahler Medal on behalf of the Bruekner
Society of America.

Mr. Rapee, who had a long and distinguished career in music, prior
to his becoming conductor of music for the Radio City Music Hall
in 1932, in arranging the performance of Mahler's Eighth S_fmphony,
has performed a titanic feat and one which warrants the apprecia-
tion that is being expressed to him in the presentation of this medal,
which has previously been given to such distinguished musicians as
Klemperer, Koussevitzk-y, Ormandy, O'Connell, Walter, the late
Artur Bodanzky, and Osaip Gabrilowitsch. The Mahler Medal is a
labor of love by the famous artist, Julio Ki!enyi, who has d_igned
medals for Pershing, Thomas Edison and many others.

I want to give New York City a bit of well deserved praise in con.
nection with the performance of the Mahler Symphony, for in addi-
tion to the Radio City Music Hall Glee Club, taking part in this per-
formance are the St. Patrick Choristers, the Paulist ChorL_ters, a
choir of boys from the New York public schools, and such distinguished
soloists as Selma Kaye, Thelma Jm_genson, Dorothy Shawn, and other_
All this bears witness to the fact that New York is a city of music
lovers, and that this is truly a production in which the people of
New York are taking part, both as performers and listeners.

I am glad to know that there are some people in Europe who will
be able to hear this performance of the EigMA Sympltony, coming to
them by the free radio o! America. I hope that word will get around
from them to other musl0 lovers that we, here, seek to preserve their
cultural tradition for them until such a time as they can again live
and breathe as free men.

ON KEItALFOIP THs_ BRIJI_KN]_ _ l A,,MH/kPPY TO
PREREHTTHE MAHLER$|]F.DALOIPHONORTO YOOpM.A._ffFRORA_EF_
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Premiere of Dumler's Te Deum

EUaESg _S, Conductor; YLLCE H_, Soloist;

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and May Festival Chorus
Cincinnati, May 11, 1946

HX premiere performance of Martin Dumler's setting of the eel-
T ebrated Latin prose-poem Te Deem Laudamu.t, composed by

Bishop Nieetas around 1400 A.D. will elose the first half of the pro-
gram. The compositions of Dumler are not new to festival patrons.
In 1935 his 8tabat Mater, Op. 40 received its world premiere and its
success with other compc6itions performed by the Cincinnati Orches-

tra justifies the new presentation. Dunder knows liturgical music by
actual eJperieuce as a choir boy, a choir director, a soloist and s com-
peer of many works for the Catholic Church which have been added
to the great store of music which has been accepted as worthy.

: His Te Deum Op 45 is set for full chorus, o_chestra a_d organ with
solo parts for baritone to be sung at this performance y Mack Har-
retL It opens with a powerful statement of the principal theme in
the brasses accompanied by the full orchestra. The chorus states this
theme, first in unison followed by the voices spreading to eight part
harmonies, which lead to eight-voice counterpoint accompanied by the
complete instrumental ensemble. Throughout the work fine tonal con-
trasts are made a cappella settings for the angelic choirs and soft

piani_imos for orchestra] parts are played against full, powerful and
dynamic climaxes. It finally builds to a triple fugue in which all
voices and instruments join in exalted praise with a tremendously

powerful cl_e taxing to the utmost every part of the entire _ble.

HOWARD W. HESS, Cindltnati TimeJ 8iar, May 6, 1946.

After the premiere of Dunder's 8tabat Mater in the composer's
native city of Cincinnati on May 25, 1935, under the inspired leader-
ahip of Eugene Goos_ns, the late George A. Leighton ((_/_i.n_
Enqu/rer) wrote in part: "The management of the Festival A_so-
_ation has much to be proud of, but of nothing more jo than l_viag
programmed Martin G. Dum]er's Btabat Mat6r ..... s _ heard
last evening and under the inspiration of a superb performance, few
will deny its idneerity, scholarly background, adherence to the drama
of the text, and the telling power of its final cliz_s,x. _ evening's
presentation resulted in a veritable ovation for the eompmer." A.

s For • e,m_pleteanaly_ of Dund_ Ah_b_ M_er, im 0HOB_ AND DIg-
CORD,VoL I, No. 7.
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Walter Kramer (Mtt_¢o| Amer/_) said: "Dr. Dum]er writes with "
remarkable natur6Jneu_ with a sure hand in his choral parts, eontrw
puntal dexterity and * .slly admirable feeling for or ._est_l ".mve___;
tare." Muaicol Leader reported that "in all probability, Mume Mau
has never been the s_ene of a similar triumph for a Cincinnati eom-

poser." Vateria Adler (Cincinnati Po_i) characterized the work as
"arresting and memorable."

On May 11, 1946, eleven years after the successful premiere of
8tob_t Mater, Eugene Goossens conducted a brilliant first performance
of Dumler's Te Deum at the closing concert of the thirty-sixth Cincin-
nati May Festival.* Mack Harrell whose mellow voice seems espe-
cially _tited for religious m_lsic d_tingtdshed himself by his elo_luent
interpretation of the solo parts. Goossens reve_ed a thorough under-
standing of the spivitu._| message of the wvrk. He t,_rl.ied the or-
chestra and chorus with him.

Conceived in the grand manner, this choral setting exI, resscs the
deeper spiritual implications of the medieval poem. The music un-
derscores the meaning of the words; it expresses the e_otious experi-
enced by the human soul--reverence, awe, pathos, tender'heSS, humil-
ity, religious, ecstasy, triumph. There are moments of tranquil lyric
beauty, moments of extreme dramatic intensity, many passages of
genuine inspiration. A great soul speaks to us in mimic, the spiritual
deuth of which can hardly be fathomed at a _ngle hearing without
previous preparation. It is music of gr_at sincerity, revealing the
composer's profound Iolowlcdge of polyphony and supreme skill in
oi'chestration and choral _riting. Orchestra and voiee_ blend; the
music flows smoothly in spite of the intricate polyphony.

While closer acquainta;Jce with the work will, as is the e_e with
all music of great depth, increase its general appeal, it was quite
obvious from the spontaneity of the ovation given the .composer that
the audience sensed the grandeur and nobility of tl_e _vork.

ROBERT G. GREY

_' The premiere of Martin Duralcr's Te Deem proved that work to be
one filled with rich chromatic harmonies, splendid climaxes, compli-

cated polyphonic writing, rich orchestral scoring and judicious use
of the organ for special effects ....

The baritone solos were the most impressive parts, especially as sung

by Mack Harrell. The Te Deum closed in a burst of gloriou_ sound
with the entire ensemble giving everything it possessed. Dumler is

an amazing man with many talents and his Te Deum was a powerful
expreasion of a heart filled with p:

HOWARD W. HESS, Cincin_ti TimeJ 8tar, May 13, 1946.

8For • complete an_lyshsof Dumler'J Te M, see CHORD AND DIBOORD,
TeL 11, No. S.
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Participants in the Dumler Te Deem were the May Festival Chorus,
about • third of the high school group, the orchestra and Mr. Harrell
who sang the baritone lines with sonorous vocal quality and excellent
diction. The chorus was in fine fettle and so was the orchestra. The

climaxes were especially compelling and the appeal of the smooth flow
of the music was heightened by eareful integration of choral and or-
chestral ensemble .... He (the composer) took several bows from
the stage in response to a prolonged ovation.

MARY LEIGHTON, Cincin_ff Enquirer, May 13, 1946.

LI_T OF BRU@K24EB AND _ EECOBDING8 (VICTOE)

B_r

gYMPHONY NO. &--M/DM.331
Haxonian 8rate Orchestra, Karl Bb'hm, Conductor.

8YI_PHON_ r NO. 9---M/DM-627
Munich Ph_lbalmonic Orcheatrn, Biegwund v. HaxmeEger, Conductor.

MASS IN E MINOIt---M/I)M-_ga
Aachan Cathedral Choir, T. B. Behmman, 0onduetor.

Ma.t_,r

SYMPHONY NO. S--M/D)x-M_1
IF_mne_poti_8y_n[3hony, Eu4_,eaeOrnutndyj Cnndw_a'; 8alot_t: Oorinno Frank

t_owea ann ann O'Malley Gtllogly; Twin City Choral
SYMPHONY NO. 9---M/DM-726

Vimma Phllhaxmonlco Bruno Walter, Oonductor.

LIST OF MA_LEB KFA30RDIN08 (COLUMBIA)

DA.5 _ VON DEB ElIDE---M-300
Oharles Kullm_ .and Keratin Thorborg; Vtemm Phflhzrmoe_ Bruno Walt, r,

C4nduetor.
HANS UND (HLETE--O171LLD
IClt £TMET J E[lq'EN lINDEN DUFT--4_I_41D

8uumne Sten

I BR_.tTHED THE BREATH OF _1_ RJKD--C-DB |80,q
Oberlin Kullman

80N08 OF A WAYFXRER--X.t67
(kroi Brke; l_tt_urgh 8yml:d_my Ordm_tm_ Frlt_ ikim., Cendeetm,.

SYMPHONY NO. I---M-4e_

_rMFHONY NO. &-.-M4_
New York Phllkarmc_de,Bruno Waltm',(b_b_kr.



List of Performances

SEASON 19tl-] 942

IV OberLin Oulle4_ Orahestra, Kessler, Nov. 18, 1941.
Nstional Symphony, Wss_ Kindler, 3an. 18, 1942.
Pittsburgh _rmphouy, Belner, Feb. 6 and 8, 194E
St. Louis Symphony, Oolschmann, Jan. 16 sad 17, ]942.
Coqdcago Orcbastrl_ Stock, Apr. £ and 3, 1942.
rllinois Symphony, Adler, Feb. g3, 1942.

VII Phlllmrmonie Symphony Society of N. Y., Walter, Nov. 13, 14, and
15, 1941.

IX B_rso. Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y. (Stadium Concerts),
Km-tg, July 17, 1942.

I _evelud Ore._Im_ Eodzlnakl,Ja_ B and S, 1940 (Broadcast over C_
Ju. IO, 1942).

Essex Hymplmmy, Newark, N. $., Mitropoulos, Juno I0, 1942.
University of Michigan Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Ju. 07, 1942.
Illinois Symphony, Kopp, Dee. 15, 1941.

II Philharmonic Symphony Society Of N. Y., Walter; We_tmlnster Choir,
Dr. John Finley Williamson, Diroctor; Soloists: Nadine Connor and
Mona Psniee; Jan 22, 23, and 9-5, 1942 (/he last perforumnce broad-
east over C_S).

State Unive.ruity of lows Orchcetra, Clapp; State University of I0wa
C_orus, Herald Stark, Director; 8uloizts: Onabelle Ellett and /I_el
Chapman; April 22, 1942 (Broadcavt over WSUI).

IV Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Mitropoul_; Soloist: Mona
Paolee; Jan. 7 and 9. 194 p-,

Third _d Fourth Movt.mvntJ. Boston _ymphony, B_rgin; Soloist:
Cleora Wood; Jan. 30 and 31, 194E

V .dda_tgo. State Un/ve_slty of Iowa Orchestra, Clapp, July 8, 194_
(Broadcast over NBC).

D_,8 LIED FON DER BRDZ--Pittebursh Symphany, Retner; Soloiete:
Szantho and Jagel; Jan. 9 tnd 10, 1941L

Mlnaeapollj _rml_hony, Mltt0poul0s; Soloist: Knowlm and KuUmaa;
Apr. 8j 1941L

Rochesier l_aillu_mmk, Ituzbl; Solol_te: Eustk am] Althouse; .Feb. 8,1942.

LIEDER ELSE8 F_LRBENDEN OBSELLEN_Philharmonle Symphony
8oeisty of N. Y. (St_ilum Ocular), 8mal]_; Soloist: Me_oeky,
J_ly, 1942.

State Uni_erdty of Iowa Orehestra_ Clapp; Soloist: Stark; July 8, 1942
(Br_ over NBC).
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RAm_B _ (_942)
Bcdlo City Music Hall Orchestra, Erno Bapee, Oenauetor. (Broadcast

by the Blue Network; Malder VIII shortwsved to IAUn Ameriea).

Jan. 4 Firat 8ympkon¥.

•,van. II FourtASympkony--Boloist: Charlotte Bcenmr.

31m. 25 Neoond 8¥mpkony--_oloists: Edwi_ _tis and _drn_ _aye;
Radio City Glee Club.

Feb. 8 Tl.ird Nymp/unq_-6oloist: EdwimL ]SuJtll; _o Oity Mnd,"
Olee Qub tad Pauliat Choir.

Feb. 22 Fiftk g3rmpkony.

Mar. 8 Dam _ tpou _ Brd_-8oloiabl: ]_lw_s ]_stJs and Jan
Peer_

Mar. 22 N_A 3Fmphony.

Apr. )2 E_ktA 8ymp?,osy--Soloiats: Eelm_ KAye, Thelma Jerguson,
Edwlna Eusths, Dorothy 8hawu, Mario Bar_ John Herriek,
Lawronee Whisona_ut; Organist: I)ea_ D'Antalffy; BaAJo City
Mn_e Hall Oleo Club; 8chola Oa,,torum, Hugh B(ms, Conductor;
St. Patrick's Boy. Choir, 8eraZno Bugsto, 0onduetor; CLolr of
Public School Boys, George H. Ore'thin, Ooadaetor; Paulist
Choristers, Edward Sinttery, C,oadnctor. (The performance was
given in the Center Theatre).

SEASON 194g-1943

BRUOKNBR

HI Adagio (Arnutged for band by Philip Or_lsy Clal_ ). JL/LFBand, &tlz_tio
City/N. J, WO Robert L. l_nders, Ooadaetm, May g3_ 194a.

IV 8L Lcnia Symphony, Oo_chmL_, Dee. I8 a_! gO, 1942.
Phi]harmonic Symphony Boeiety of N. Y., Walter, Feb. 4 and 5, 1948.
Houston Symphony, Hoffman, Apr. 13, 1943.

J_/o (Asr_ged for band by 5gt. A. M. Friedman). AA.F Band, At-
I_tle (_ty, N. J., WO Bobert I_ _ Ge_d-,-ter, J_ e, lt4a.

w _ /_o Orchestra,Lei_dort,_ by _ (kt. IS, 1942.

TJ DBUM_egle Institute of Te_nology, Bchen]eyPark,Pimbml;h;
Frank Dorian, Conduetor; Bolol_: _ Mu_t_', _ _ylr,
Ksynu_d Bmolover, Jack Manhetmer; OTg_t: James Hunt_; Aeoom-
panist at rehearsals: Robert Drumm. (Ooncert in mmmm_ of Harold
Geoghagan). March 17, 1943.

A.kF Ba_d, Ads=fie City, N. J_ WO Bobert I, lamka_ Omduztor;
8ololatz: Etisabe_ Csrad_ns, Elde Mem_de_ O#L _ Hult_,
Pvt. Btaaley Friedman; April _ 19411.

ggth A_F Band,WOBobertI., _ Oa_bckulBrmde._to_
KLZ,Co,on,do,Sept.7,_ttS. (ra,t im4orm_ byaVathontoB_).
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I YhUhtrmonlc Symphony 8odety of N. Y_ Walter, Ont. S2, 83, and 25,
1942. (The last performance was brosdeut over CBS).

Boston Symphony, Burgin, eeL (J and 7w 1942.
Cincinnati Symphony, Ooossens, J'an. 29 sad 30_ 1943.
San Francisco 8ymphony, Monteux, Feb. 12 and 1S, 1943.

III Firm| Movement. Boston Symphony wBurgin, Max. 19 and 80, 1943.

IV State University of Iowa Oreheatrs, C_spp; 8oloist: )FAdred Ethel Gl&pp;
Dee. 9, 1942 (Broadcast ever WSUI).

National Symphony, Ws._xiagt_n, D. C., Kindler; Boloist: Edwina EustJs;
Jan. 10, 1943.

V Jdr_ietto. Toronto Prom Oonosrt, ltapee; First performa.nce in Toronto;
Sept. 30, 1943.

EINDEETOTENLIBDKB---Eula B_I, 8olotet; 8hibley Boyer, Accom-
panist; Eveoings on the Beef Series, _ Angeles, Calif., Feb. 12, 1945.

Calumbia Broadcasting Symphony, Barlow; Soloist: Mona Paulee; Broad-
east by CBS, Mar. l, 1943.

LIEDER EINB8 FAHBENDEN OBSELLEN--New OrleansSymphony
Orchestra, Ole Winding_tadt, Oonduetor; Boloist: floxanne 8ten; Msr.
16, 1943.

8ONGS--
1. Hans Aea_dm Heinz, Tenor; Fritz J'shoda, Pianist; Four songe,

Town Hall, New York, Dee. 8, 1942.

E Leteher Proper, 8oloiJt; Alton I,,twrene_ Accompanist; Nee. I and
4 of/Aed_ e/nero fMtrea&m _u_nt; MsurjorleGhristianeen, Soloist;
Marian Williams, AeeompsaiJt; /ok _mcq' e/m Ii_len l_lt and
IAebst d_ unt 8eltoe_; Drake Auditorium; First Des Moines,
lows, performance; Jan. 24, 1943.

S. Lotte Lehman and Bruno Walter, .Town Hall, New York, Mar. ]4,
1943.

We d_ ectoea_ Troml_en bla,es
ldt bi_, drr Well abkaa_te_ gekommes
8_ u_I Me4de_
Um Mitler_cltt

SEASON 1941-1944

mmmnn
IlI Adage. ggth Symphonic Band, Buckloy ]field, Colo., CWO Robert I_

Lenders, Conductor; Brozdeut ov_ KI_ direct from Bur.kle7 Field
Service Club, Oct. 26, 1949.

IV" Houstea Bymphouy, Hoffmann, Nov. S, _ (Th_ performance
given by popular request at tke beginhq_ of tim Num_ The work
had been performed Apr. IS, 194_).

_oterso. e_4th sad _ Jimmy Buds, Baddey _ 0olo., CWO
Robert L. ]Ldmders,Cenduetor, F_b. _ 194_L
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TE DEUM--Phtlharmonle 8ympbo_y 8oeiety of N. Y., Walter; Westminster

Choir, Dr. Jolm Fhdey Wittlamm_ Diroeter; Soloista: Eleanor 5teber_
Enid 8zs_tho, Cbgrks Kullms_ NIe_lg goseons; First pcrformane_
by the Society; MAr. I8 sad IT, 1944. Walter'R _ftiet_ ana_oerma_
,u a _ul_'t_r.

LI Philharmonie Symphony Soeiety of N. Y.j Bodzimdd ; Westminster Crnc_r,
Dr. John Finley Willianmoaj Director; Soloista: Astrid Vtrasy and
Enid Szutho; Dee. g, S,/, and 5, _ (The last Im_orman_ wu
broadcast over CBS).

Andante _odcmto. Marmoale Symphony 8oetety of 1_. Y. (Sta_icm
Concerts), 8mailen_ Juno 9.8, 1944 (Bnnuleut ov_ the Municipal
Station, WI_O).

IV Philharmonic 8ymphony 8oeiet7 of N. Y_ Waiter; Soloist: Deei Haibu;
Feb. 3, 4, 5, and e, 1944. (The hat performgnee was broadener over
aS).

National 8ymph_y, Klndler; 8ololst: Julml_ Garter. Baltimore, Feb.
8; Washington, Feb. 9, 19/4.

DAB LIED YOl_ DE1 ERDF,---Boeton 8ymphcmy, Burghl; Bolot_a: Jennie
Tourel nnd Hans Heir; Dec. 3 ud 4, 194& (The last performs.nee
was broadeaat over ITBG).

Philad_lphla Orchestra, Ormimdy; Soloists: Kerstin Thorborg and Charles
Kullma_; Ann Arbor (Mich.) May Festival, May fl, 1944.

KINDERTOTBNLIgDIt_--Members of I_B0 Orchestra, Zoltu Fekete,
I Conductor; Soloist: Jane Snow; Town Hailj New York, Feb. 5, 1944.

REASON 1944-1945

BRUOKNEB

IV Cleveland Orchestrt, Lei_dorf; First _levehmd performance; Apr. Ill
and 15, 1945. (Recordings of the IMt performance were broadcast

ovcr Mut-aal, Apr. 15, 1945).

VII philharmonic Symphony Roeiety of N. Y_ Bodzinakl, Apr. § and 6, 1945.

T_ D_/7_Notre Dime Oollege Choral Club sse/sted by John Carroll Uni-
versity 0lee Club ud Cloy*lend He|ghta High School Little Symphony
Orchmtra, Chtslm E. Bath, Director; Soloists: Phoebe K. _mpbell,
Mildred Mueller, Joseph Lederoute, Norman M. Gold, word; Sever-
emee Hail, _levelud; _ lm_ormuee in Cleveland; Feb. 10_ 1945.

Philadelphia Orchestra and Univeraity of Michigan _orai Union, Hardin
Van D_roen, Conductor; SolelY: Eleanor 8teber, Hertha Olas, Fred-
erick Jage|, Nicola Moseona; Ann _rbor (Mle&) May Fmttv_ May

8TSlRO OOlNrgT--Adaflo (tranJeribed by Felix Quenther). First per-
formnneel New York ChamberOrehmtn_ F. Charles Adl_ 0oaduetol;
Town llall, N.. Y., Maz. I. 194&
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IV Pittsburgh 8ymphonyj Beiner; Soloist: Mary Msrth_ Brtney; Mar. 9
and 11, 1045.

Boston 87mphonyp Burgin; Soloist: Moaa Paulee; Mar. B3 aad 24, 1940.
(The lut performance broadcut omr Blue Network).

V A_O_,o. Mlnnespolk 8ymphonyp MlUopoulos, Dec. 29, 1944.

DAB LIED FON DEE J/LD/_-Phlibarmonle &ymphm_y 8ociety of N. Y.,
Bodalnaki;8oleb_8:Keratin Thorborg Lnd Charles Kullnmn; Nov. 16,
17, and 19, 1944. (5_ne last performanee was broaxlcast over _38).

XadJanapeUa 8ymphsny, HevJtrJky;8oloiJt_: _tAn Thorborg and Hard-
esty Johnson; Mar. 10 and 11, 1945.

C_leago Orchestra, 8sell; SoloietJ: Kerstin Thorborg and 3ohn Gazri8;
Ravtaia Park, July _3 and 94, 1944.

(_nelnnata Bymphony, (]oouens; 5oloiJtJ: Nell Tangeman and William
Haln; Mar. 23, 194,5.

KfNDJBFOFBNLf_DEE--.Boetea Symphony Chamber Orehest=s, Bernard
Z_hem, Conductor; 8olokt: _ D_wnpor_! Boston, Aug. 13, 1944.

LIgDBR EINE8 FAHEENDEN GKSELLE_--Jkm_ Becital_ Kasin Bran-
sail; Paul Ule.uowoky at the pla,uo_ Town Hall, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1945.

flongBeclta_8ergei Badamsky, Hollywood, CtALforn_ Feb. 11, 1945.

IGll ATMEF' JINEN LINDEN DUFT_ Reeltal, Belws K]bler;
Oerhard ailmndmim at th8 piano; Univeallty Of 08AJ_oraJa,LoeAngeleS,
Sept. 17, 1044.

SEASON 1945-1946

BBU_IOf'Nm

IV Oinz/nati Symphony, Gooes_a, u... I ead it,

yl X Ctevetand Orchestra, Leb_or_; Clev,b_l, O_ ZS sad SV, 194S; Ann
Arbor , Mk.hlgaa, Nov. 11, 19/5.

IX ph/lharmonle 8ymphoay 8odety of N. Y_ Walter, Mar. 16, 15, and IT,
19/S. (The last l_-formaaee bros6m_ m,_ C_8).

TE DEUM--(_orsl 5octety of LuUtute of Musiml Art, 3"ullllsrd Gradusts
J_:hoolOrchestra, ][4jor Buketoff, 0uadnetor; a_J: Ange_ae Oollh_

Bible,Delbert8t_nstt,Frtads H_wme:; New York,Dec.19,
1945.

MnT0/_ M_&--B_u Fnmci_o MUkll_d _ Dr. _ Leseh_ Di-
rector;Brain.fordUnivenity, Nov. 11, 104_ (Tho KFr_ u_J broadcast
over KYA _ Nov. IS, 194,5).
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I Phllh_rmo_ Bympbny Boci_y of N. Y., Rodgtm_ Oct. 18, 19, 20,
and tl, 194B. (TI_ last two mawmmtl w_m brosdc_zt over CBB,
Oct. 21, 194_).

II Jado_te. Philharmonic Bymph_y bcdety ot N. Y. (St_llum Concerti),
Bmallens, Juno 24, 19L5.

8outhern Symphony, C_rl Bamberger, Conductor. (Brondeut by NBO
from Columbia, ft. C., Apr. 27, 1944).

IV Philadelphia Orchutm, Walter; Soloist: Deei Halban; philadelphia,
Jan. 4 and 5, 1946 i New York, Jan. 8, 1946i (Broadest by CB8
J_ 5, 1946).

V Adag_tto. Cleveland Orchestra, Lelnsdod, Mar. 7 and 9j 1946.

Chicago Orchestra, Lange, Feb. 28 and Mar. 1, 1946; Cornell College
Music Festival, Mr. Vernon, Iow_ May 11, 1946.

Juilliard Graduate Bchool O_A_tm, Buketoff; New York City, Dec. 18,
1945.

VII 8er_. Cleveland Orcheatr_ Leinsdorf, Apr. d and 6, 1946. (Bro_d-
cast over Mutud Apr. 6j 1946).

Second Serene, Pit,burgh Symphony, Beinsr, Apr. 19 and 91, 1946.

IX Philharmonic Slnnphony 8oeiety of N. Y., Walter, Dee. 20 and 21, 1945.

LIEDER EINE8 FJHEENDEN GESELLEIf--SOng Recitalby Karin
Branzell, Juilliard School of Mtude, New York City, (Broadcast over
WNYO, July 17, 1945).

Pittsburgh Symphony, ]g_ner; 8olokt: C_rol Briee i Jan. 25 and 2L
1946,

San Francisco Symphony, Moutonx; Bololst: Marian Andar_m; Feb.
22, 1946.

Phitharmonic _ymphony Bociety of N. Y., Bodzinaki; 8oloiJt: Marian
._derson; Apr. 4 and 5, 1946.

DE8 KIIABEIq WUNDEEHORN BONGS---ColumbiaConcert Orchestra,
Herrmonn; 8olo_-t: Evelyn Pason; Brosdcut by _ July 18, 194_.

_HEINLEGENDGHEN, DAB IIDISCHE LBBEI_ Rccltni by Mona
Paulee; Milne Charlnoy, Accompanist; Town Hall_ New York, DCC.
16, 1945.
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GUSTAV N.kHLER: " M&hler_s D major symphony, written
8ZCOND 8YIIPHOIfY in •ha eampeaer's late twenties, gqves

u impr.mlon of remarkable youth and
(AI¢DA17TB MODJRATO) freshness in its ILfty41xth year, espe-

_LUy in itl Ihrsl; tWO m ovemezt._, _o,
Pkilkar_ 8_pko_y 8oo_01 of with the pomlble _.eptlon of _no rer-

Hew York, Alezm_v _Rtfll¢_, uo_- create to • grotesque picture oz a
du_ov; 8todiwm C,ost_r_, J_ BE, "honour• s f_nerti in the third move-
194S. meat, needs no unot_tlous to be under-

stood. There are some prolix measures,
The Andante Moderato from Mahler's these miuly la the finale, but in listen-

Symphony No. 2 in 0 Minor, which
followed, wu new to this reporter ud frog to yesterday's performance one
seemed full of Ipeee and • _rt_u mldom thought of length.
rural serenity. It poseesee_ rome to_v_.] F_sc'Is P_EmS,
if slightly saccharine, melodies, W_'Ch Ii. Y. Hcrald.T_'ouae
sue luspe_t8 will sound less and lm A.NTON BBUGK_CER:
dated u the years ps_ because of the
grand and _ittve formal scheme in 87fFgl_TH 8YMPIIOIIY
which they &ppear. One memorable _el6sd Ord_s_ra, _grick Ldssd_'f,
moment, be_mtifully ix_ormod, eame C.omJ_tor, B_cran_ Huff, Cleveland,
after • fully scored peMagn ud u O_ob_ g5 a_td Fl, 19d5; Ash Arbor,
ending of • few gentle notes _arrounded Mi_k, _lo_. _1, 1945.
by stretches of silence. The string sec-
tion is heard playing the princll_l quite retching the notable perform-
theme in • plucked version ;imd cad- •nee of this Wagnerian excerpt wu the
denly, for all Its size the urchin•r• _iMdorf presentation of the Bruck-
becomes • small group of street our- her Symphony o]?enLng the program.
emtders. His reading of ohm pro_ound tad some-

L. H._ _?. ¥. H_v_d _ times inbored mssterplece wu really
superb. Jknd he richly deserved the

OUBTAV _: medal presented him by the Bruckner
FIleT lJYMPBOb'T Amo¢iation for helping to keep before

the pubfic tho music of this famous
Anatriaa.8_mpkm_ Soe_ o!

_r. y., drtw B4_I_u_, C,o_dl_h_; O_q. It is tragic right from the start. Its
18, 19, 90, aad gl, 19_. Tins _e- reception when st wu first wri'tten w_

favorable, lint the composer round the
_ts web's broada_ over CBIi m going difficult. As s friend of Wag-I_ fl.

mm_ Im wu the storm center of the
The orchestra pinyed the work a- thins current controversy over Wagner's

eeptionally welL If Dr. Bodsia_ todk mm_ Aad there's partieuinr Wag-
• dvantagn of every seam•lured dee• u flavor in the score for the

climes ia the Jnal_ he wu only barnes--Director Leinsdorf eub,_dtutin_
witl_ his rights sad tim qmdJty of horus and trombones for the four Wag-
the score which Im g_ve such • r?m- ur tulx_ Bruekaer ued.
l_thetle resding. • A ghostly glimmer, • touch of sad-

There w_ long approve for _ mm is •ppa_nt even in the lighter
OL_ DOWN_ H. Y. f/me, episodes of this work. The memorial

J[dsgio is touching in _i_ dep_ of
i The7 im_ented two wo..d_,w.l__ are esdae_. It reye_h_ too, _ oz no-

very/_u_IUsr, and m wmc_ w_uo zar bi_ty sad grandear.
from unknown, dm to be more ELUCOUB_Oo_, C/_ve_d _V_s
famllinr t/urn it b. Tlds wu Mshl_'s
first symphony, last played in Otrn_gle The Br_ekner was the 8ev_th 6ym-
Hall three years ago. pbeny ia E MsJor. There are may

99
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beautiful p_ages in this rome•Us pathos of a last farewell. You hear
symphony that are ummrpt_ed and the the flapping of winp as the angel of
orchestral developmentJ of tha Aua- death hovers •bout.
trian composer are masterful. Even And yet there •re eequenem of al-
though one can quarrel with a cart•in most elfildlike whimsy, of Viennese
amount of musical garrulouenesl the Gemuetliehkeit. In plaees the orchestra
whole effect of Braelmer is of the rocks in • frenzy of Austrian de.nee.
stunning kind that envelops the hearer and you suspect • sardonic mood of
in a roseate atmosphere, ehatlenge and mockery. Mshler could

In this work, too, Mr. Leiusdorf even laugh ta the teeth of death, and
showed off in to]_ form. The conductor he hadn't long togo.
hen hit his sands and his definitive With the final fadmut you felt Gee-
beat; deep knowledge of both the wore tar Mthler had written a ringing last
and its import were easily bl_pbmted will and testament. The music seemed
to • grateful audienoe, to sum up a man's life and philosophy

Mrs/ruN WIDDr_, CL_eland Pro• _ great man's, it did not seem pos-
sible that Hahler could go further. He

Bruckner's monumental work Lea•a- had said his last word in glowing aym-
dorf took quite in stride. It tJ ms_ phonic speech.
nifl_ent music, u long on lntrinste Just why the Ninth Symphony ts •
worth as it is lengthy, and I.,einedorf stranger aro-nd town puxdes me. The
let it speak for itself with straight- Philharmonic had never rendered it be,
forward tempi and due observance of fore, and you could count it8 American
the composer's wishes, which might performances to date on 10 fingers.
serve as an object lesson to certain The symphony runs • bit long, but
conductors who Lre overly sealous an duration is nothing to hold against •
"interpreters." If heavy handed In symphony so long as it ran keep going
spots and less incisively played than on its own power. And Mahlar'e Ninth

it is in the recording by the Berlin has power, plenty of it.
Philharmonic orchestra, under the di- Louis BIz_cuizl,
rection of Jaseha Horeustein, the gym- h r. l v. World Telegram
phony nevertheless came off, and with
a consistency in its address which made There have been rainy reasons to bo
for unqualified conviction, grateful during resent years for the

The orchestra was at it4 very best activities of Bruno Walter/ and not tim
throughout the piece.with the barnes least important among hie many
outstanding, due to Bruelmer'e grate- accomplishment, have been his ministm-
ful writing for them i_ma_ts. Siena to the music of his fife-long friend

CtaL Or.uiuso, Arm Arbor hrem, and mentor, Ouster Mabler. Last
night Mr. Walter brought forth the
first unfolding by the Phillutrmonic-

GUSTAV M&HI._lt: Symphony Orchmtr_ of the Austrian
composer's Ninth Symphony . . .

I_I.VTH 8IVMPHOhrF The Ninth Symphony of Mshler I&

Philharmonio 8_/mpltOa)l 8oeietll o_ along with the preceding "Lied yon
brew York, Brmo Walter, _u_or, der Erde," his most consistently ira-
New _Fork, Dec. tO and gl, 19d8. pressive and moving music. Ia it his

p reooeupation with death eonttnum.
The two slow end movements indeedMahler'e last symphony was heard

last night in Garnegie Hall la • grip- give us at great length the composer*e
ping reading by Bruno Walter and tho most Intimate thoughts on final things.
Philharmonic 8ymphony . . . the Mah_ In the opening Andante enmmodo Ma_-
ler Symphony was last night's news, ler depicts the bitternem, the tortured
and it wan easy to gee why. destndr and hopolesenees of man's in-

This is music of power and wtrm evitoble end and he seeomptishm his
beauty. Mingled here are fan flung obJecUvm with all the expressive mes_
outcries of rage and • wondrous calm. at hi8 dispoenl, yet without, us was
There is peace, the _ of _e gr•ve_ the ease in most of his earlier tyro-
and a violent unrest, too. _ over phoulm, rmorting to megtdo_
it all broods Mahlar'a defiance of the or_t.estral effect, or reverting to tho
final blackout, oenumentality wldeh has made ldm 0o

For M_hler wu obsmmd with death many enendm. In the final Adagio he
while penning this tits•So score. • has given up the hope]e_ struggle
note ot sharp, pmai_sm er_pa _ against death and resJgua himself to
pages, tad st Umm you m tee bi_uer its all-s_maging, all-releasing teed-
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buses. It is here that the composer enough to envelop the hall for this
reaches his greatest musics] heights 8ma evening at least.
tarries there unwavednKly, laVING KOLODINj N. F. ann

The two rapid middle movements,
the ehar_terist]enlly bitter4weet Lgnd- GUSTAV MAHLEB:
let and the no less individual, suez-
meshing Rondo Burleske are perhaps FOUBTH 8¥MPHONF
the composer's way of reviewing his Fkil_lelphla Orckejtro, Bruno FVal.
Life, attempting to epitomize therein fur, Cmsdu_or; De#_ Halbert, 8olo_t,
his love of nature and his contempt Pk/Za_lpA_ Jau. 4 and 8, 1946; ..Veto
for man and his futile strlvings before York, Ja_. $, 19d6. A prrformunce of
giving himself over to inescapable t/_ Fonrtk Io_ brainiest over CB3.

thoughts of finality.Among D. Bonw, Bruno Walter inscribed another
If. Y. Herald-Tn'bu_ memory in his Book of Mahler with a

stirring reading of the Fourth 8ym-
Considering the amount of nommmJo phony at the Philadelphia Orchestra's

the Philharmonic has played :_ the eonesrt in Carnegie Hall last night. On
thirty-four years sines this work yes the uune level wu the singing of the
written, it is rather remrkable that gifted Viennese soprano, Desi Halbsn,
the orchestra had not gotten around in the finale solo...
to it sooner... When Mr. Walter revived Mahler'8

This is not to say that it is an un. Ninth flymphony with the Philharmonic
sullied masterwork; but there is so s few we_lr_ ago, many were. bowled
much impassioned music in its hour o_r by what seemed revelatlon_re-
and twenty minutes that un.huniliarity relation of • great beauty lost or
with it leaves a definite flap in one's ignored.
orientation to music of this een_'7. Others who knew the symphony swore
Even that statement is questionable they were hearing It for the first time,

(8.5 so much about Mahler is) for thm'e that Bruno Walter was giving the ross.
it much to support the belief that this siva score fresh glow and • kind of
is the last stanm of wh_ aeenrding reb[rti_
to Ernest Newman's description of 8o with laat night's Fourth Bym-
Mahler, is "the swan song of Western phony--possibly the simplest of Mah-
romanticism," of the nineteenth can- ]er's nine symphonies_ simplest in its
turf variety, childlike mood of ol:Mm-eyed whimsy.

Mahlerians will doubtless wince •t It seemed fresh from a giant's nursery.
• likening of this hugo and troubled This is an uneaany span, this Fourth
york to Tehaikov_y's "Pathetique,"

Of _r, hler, bristling with the _l dbut the fundmnental premise is |den- things of theme, color and warm
t/eel--man's brief moment of being,
its insufficiency especially to the artist lng. Mahler loved children end hebowed before nature. He knew how
haunted, as Malder always was, by to bring both into his symphonic won-
things to say and the Little time he derland . . .
had in which to say them. Where_ Today concertgoera don't form battle-
Tchaikovaky strove only for an ammage-
ment of his personal grief (which he lines tim way they once did when a
felt so deeply tlmt it has become one Mahler _rmphony appears. And tolmmphrsso a famed quip, the door
with the world) ]Kshler seems to s/zive

signs no longer Bt_nd for "Exit in ease
/'or the ultimate eloquence_ the world- of Mahinr."
embracing utterance, and,. so fn.r, has The publk is growlngly alert to Mob-only msd-e us aware of his own voice
gry]ng in the wildarnes of time. There Im '8 greatmmL It is more patient with
_re eonbeseedly broad likenesses, but the en_heur mymphoniea, leas annoyed,
tha fast that Walter made ne aware lZ_stbly even charmed now by the little
of them is a tribute to the intensity, thingu that seem tmm_ there.
fervor and superlative enthnsia_a "ha Lame U_._COLL_,
has. for this mne_c. Under his ur_ _. Y" World Tslegrom

arm, the PhUharmon_ _inyed Kk_ a Bruno Walter, as guest leader of
great orchestrs_ with • _ve _nA the Philadalldda Ord_tr_ gave some
of tone_ a warming kind of _rsanallty _ t_ gveat_t _erformances we have
it attains only on _n_ . . . eve_ lu_rd from him last night in C,_r-

But the shadow cast b7 _ in negin HaIL He interpreted Brthms,
the setting sun of his career w_ lm_ _yd_z _ Mahl_ . . . The oombi_o_-
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tlou of _eh em orchHtra with .ach . The fourth :ymph,,.,y, _rst played
conducting wus fortuito_ and memof here under walter usmrosoh in lg04,
sb_... _Tonewho_d not heard _unotbee,.p._ed o.t_ in _m_e
the other Mahier symphonies, but had us,,, out yet It elm oe ranked am o_._.
retd. the eztrs_gtmt praises and the the most readily appealing of Mshler e
hearty d,,,,unciAtione visited upon them, symphonies. It has not the frequ,-,t
would have wondered, lJshening last prochtmaUvenees of some of its corn-
night, what on earth all the shooting Panions, and, with the pousible excsp-
bad been about. The Fourth symphony tion of parts of the andante, it hunot the atmosphere of philosophic re-
is mild as a lamb; very folk-J_ke, there- sign _a_i'onwhich apposn in the ninth
fore in Mahlar's best meled_ vein; syraphony and the "Lied yon der
pustoral; a revery, the whole enveloped Erde." The prevliling atmosphere of
in the ntmosphere of a dream . . . this work might be described as one

The pales of the symphony wldeh of melodic, imaginative intimacy, and
have the loftiest and most sustained such atmosphere marked the interpre-
eloqum,ca, as well ss the most eom- tation of the orchestra -,,d w,,, earn-
pact and pnchnined thinking, _e thrum municated to an intent audion_ . . .
of the slow movement, freely in vsrla- The Brahms and Hoydn works on
tion form. The theme ispresent some- the program were well performed, but
times in its original melodic simplicity, it was Mahler'e evening.
and then there are the counter.themes, FaANcm E. Pns3_;s,
such u the song of the oboe, in eleghm N. F. Herald TJ'_bm_
mood, over s motive made from s few
notes of the original phrase. This is
the movement which Mahler told Mr. GUSTAV _:
Walter was inspired "by his vision LIBDBR EINE_ FJ.BRIrNDRN
of the church sepulchre showing the OESRLLgN
recumbent stone image of the deceased
with the arms crossed in eternal Pitfsburgh Slr_phoall Orolsestrm,
sleep . . ." Mr. Walter'8 interprets- Fritz Rein_r, Conduotor ; Carol Brlos,
tion was that of a great mMter. There 3oloiat; Pi_tsbwrg_ 7o_ g5 nnd $7,
was long end enthusinetle applause for I#46.
the symphony sad its interpreter. The Mshler items are the outpour-

OLIN Dowmcs, N. F. T/m_ ings of another great composer, whose
works during the years ahead ere des-
tined to supremsay over many of the

The blizzard of pros and eves may so-called modern Idecus now enjoying
still whirl over the Mshler symphonies, a ,ogue.
but I don't tJdnk that anyone who
heard Bruno Waiter's performance of B._ea LgWaNDO,Pit_b.wgh Pr_
the "Fourth" with the Philadelphia New to our audiences were the four
Orchestra lest night at Osrnegie Itall song8 of Mahler, "Songs of a Way-
would deny that this concert wu one rarer," as tuneful a cycle us this corn-
of the orchestra's best.., poser has left us, disclosing his won-

The picture the audience got of Mr. derful sympathy for folk ways in his
Walter conductin s thlJ symphony must own verses, and hls vt_riaUon from the
have been a fandliar one. Here was Wagnerian line. The simple cls_dty
Hr. Walter, the devoted Mahlerlto, of the orchestra's role is far more
touching every _po_._ phraus and economically treated thuin subsequent
nuance wit- aa aaecuonate _g_snt_r_, sym_honfes, the vol_ not so extrava-
bringing out every point with t__ --f_s- gnatly exploited.revealing stroke. And it wne a
miliar Philadelplda Orchestra playing J'. FazD lassrmar,
under him, an orchestra that os_ be sa Fittsb_rgk 8un.Tdograpk
sensitive and responsive and as trem_ MaMer's simplicity and affinity to
parent in its tone ss a single inetru, the earth were never more present than
merit, in the Four Soup of • Wandering

And in the last movement, contribut. Wayfarer. Miss Brl_, posemudng •
ins her bit. and doing It with the sire- rich contralto---this is no flimsymem
pl_'ctty and reserve _/ahlm,'s setting voles--is an Ideal interpreter. In char-
of these old Bavartaa verses calls for_ oc_,er, she has the hollowwasv. th.so.an .eetsso

EnWAS._ O'G0aMa_, H. Iv. PoM son. Moreover, 8he is extremely m_-
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8lenl, ond 8h_ea MshlerP| jeeompsnl- Pew other symphonies bristle with
meet is symphonic, she nsoda to It such reseundingpeah. The elimum
into the over.all picture. This she does come like proclamations. They make
perfectly. The songs were projected you understand what is meant by
so uonffeetedly tad yet Im expressively Bruekner'8 being st prophet. His faith

• that one wonders why they haven't beea was his theme-song, has creed his in-
heard here oftener, spimtion.

DOt_ALn S_r.zurlgsT, Of course, Mr. We.lter's rendering
Pittsburgk Post.Oa_ette wu of Bruekner's original version,

first heard in America in 1934 at a
concert of the Philharmonic led by

_H' ]SRUGrKlq_B: Otto Klemperer.
FOIYBTH SYMPHONY The revised version made by Ferdi-

nand Loewe s_ an act of devotion to
Cqnelnnatt 8flmphos¥, KvO_ Ooos- a revered teacher was long in use. It

eew.t, Comductor; Feb. 85 and Mar. I, was later replaced when the native
I946. strength of the Bruekncr original was

Its. uncommon treatment of the reveeded in a new edition.
Mr. Waiter's reading again showed

French borne is so apparent that the why Loewe, though meaning well, al-
nickname for this "No. 4 in E-fiat" most twisted the Bruckner score out of
could easily be the "Horn Symphony.''
While the entire horn soetion ¢]eservea shape and meaning with hie orchesL_l
_clal prniee_ the entire orchestra and changes.
Uooesens merit the hi&heat se,clnim The Bruekner original stands out in

""" dirset fores. The speech is simpler,
HOWtlm E[g88, 2"$wu_#8t4w starker than Loewe 'e revision. The

Mr. Gomsena inspired the orchestra colors are less lush but fiercely ex-
to give a superb reading of the Bruck- preeeive.
net. Lores BLtN00LLS,

MARY LlaolrTo_r, Rnquirer World Telegram

I may be letting my enthusiasm run
ANTON BRUCKlqF_: away with me, but I think that the
NINTH 8YMPHOI_Y inspiration that guided Bruno Walter 'e

pen when he planned last night's Phil-
(ORIGINAL VERSION) harmonic-Symphony program, u well

M his briton when he conducted it--

Philharmon6o 8¥mpAo_ 8oo_ty of and this is a matter that is pretty ftr.¥_ _ork, Bmmo Walter, Condmotor;
Mar. Id, 15, aml 17, 19d6. T_ hurt out of reach of whatever exitteal praise
perfomawoe we, brmeLo_ o,Jar CB& I can give it--must have come straight

from the heavenly choir.
A symphony dedicated to God l Such The performance of the Bruckner

w_Anton Brneknertslq'inth Symphony, Symphony, which closed the program,
rendered in epic style by Bruno Welter was one of those moving experiences
tmd.thePhilharmonie.Symph_n7 in C&r. whose success is best meosured_ I think,
negte trail lut night.., u Mr. Walter by" the reluctance of the audience to
read it Ismt night_ it seemed complete, shatter the lsat fleeting spell of the
True, Bruckner made tketchee of • music with a sudden burst of applause.
Fourth Movement. But the chances There wan this moment of spellbound
are he had said all. The Adagio l_eks hesltatims nfter the adagio, a move-
such power that the best Finede wu meet that soars on that serenely solemn
silence. plane for which there is only one de-

And even at the end of the Adagio, scrtptive word--Bruckner. JLnd then
where the mood grows &hostl)' and the applause t and it wa_ an ovationp
elegiac, you feel Br_ekaer kuw the a demonstration which Mr. Walter and
endwu near, that he was breetldng the orcheetrn, each in his
his eymphonle last, leo. Death, you attempted to divert to the °_eer.WS_t

__l_"ht uy, wrote hi, li_ale .d the was a becoming exhibition of modesty./_lnth L El)wt_l) 0 'Gotu_,/7. ¥. Post
Mr. Wniter'| fervJ_ e_nvietiou was

_;_n_ phxue of Ih, _q_..pping score. Bruckner'e Ninth Symphony, which
movement f(tll# t_e • Gothic Bruno Walter, conducting the Phil-

8teeplej or maybe Jdtfl i_ prayer. Tha h.ar.m,oni e Thursday night in Ce.megie
ermeondm were wlm| g_ttokaor menat J_La,, played for ira first time here
them to be--moods Of t,_lted piety, since 1984, is • noble work of made.
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It b big of sound, long of structure, with orrhutra, although this work of
utterly without vulgarity of thought the composer's youth is one of his most
and deeply ¢zpressiy.e. What it is ex- ingratiating muJl.md _reduetions: both
preui_ of seems chsefly to be a pure- in its deep omotiom appo•s _ .m.
|u4eart devotion to tl_ Viennese sym- its mm Lnd combination of vocal and

L_uy... E,._.hinz:boutIt._u_- ,-,t_m-_! hu= xt .- -.g withy night was clear, stralght-rorwar , notable _vpreestvenees by Miss Audit-
confident, and _ listener, though son.
the three surviving mo,r._nts of the _Amols Pr.ax_8, Herald T_bu_
unfinished piece are long, wu not
a_are, as one is so frequently at per-
formaucee of this author's, work, of OUSTAV MA.HLEE:
being present at s devotional s_t. Mr.
Waltar played it as tire music, and its ADAOIRTFO (FIFTIt SYMPHONY)
effect on the audience seemed to be CkioaOo 81rmphon¥ Orckeztra, Ho_
that of live music. Brud_uer's very l_uge, Covwluctor; Feb. J&, and M_rob
imrtleslar approach to musical com- I, 19_6.
position beea_-.e thus a fact of life and
bsa__ed, at ieaAt for the evening, to Mr. I2tnge's entire program was one
reprc_.ent any kind of i_t .ca.u_e. of the most emotionally appealing el

"Whether B_ckner is in the long run the season, being "music" throughout_
a losing eau_e depends on whether instead of proposing problems for th.e
Br_bm_, who ,w'.s _i_ing at the same brain of the listener to wrestle with

gotJ, is a losing cause. Both hoped instead of lettln!g his heart have i_to continue the Beetho-_-en-stylo sym- way. Yet, it bristled with ideas, no
phony in s worthy and resembling ma_- the least of which w_a the demo_tra-
nor. This meant t_ing structure _ tion of the worthiness of Gustav M_h-
thematic development. And thsmut,c let . . . Mr. Lunge z last night I •voided
development, so a coutinuity device, had any appearance of propagandlat. He
alre_y been pretty thoroughly •
hansted by Beethoven. Wagner he:d played one beautiful movement fromone symphony, again a Fifth (remem-
s]Bo applied it to the opera, with spec- bet the Fifths of Beethoven, Tschai-
tacularly beneficial results; but that kowsky and 5hostakovich) and let it
wu about the end of it as • major go at that.
method. Moderni,_, as we know it.
has prospered mo_t when It has mse_ C.J. BULLn_,Ch/cago D_ily lq_#
other methods. The fact that Brahms
and Bruckner did not choose to scarab This was music of exquisite tender-
for • replacement to thi_ exhausted hess, filled with manifold poetic tou.e:hes,.
d_ice, but blindly, devotedly sought and with l_oiguaney of expre, tsiun which
to ma_ke it still moro expresaive_ put_ ro_ _m_enor to the often naive banality
them, with reg'_'d to all th• mu_: writ- which ]igured in so much of Lhe Aus-
ten since 1860, in • technically rest- trian master's melodic writing. Th?
tion_ry pemt_on. So be it. _Beaction c_mductor clearly had uwdo • careful
of that high intel]eetual q_alit 7 s_o " study of the score, had _s_.d its .e_-
perfect professional tntegraty bs no_ tional significance and had bem_ a_l)_e
easy to faugh off. They used • cure-

sang M_hler's subject matter mu_bersome and outmod_ r_stem of _ to convey it to his play_-_. The mT_
position, but they um's mazter_ bennttful tone _md expressiveness.
_ruckner's Ninth ISymph_n_r, ineom-
p_ is • m_stor's maxterp_ec_ _ BO_)WSKI, _dO_gO

Vnum, T]tomlo_,

N. Y. H_v_d Tr_ GUSTAV ]KAHLF_:

GUBTAV MAHIA_: 8RBBltAD_8 (BZV_J_Tll

LI_D_ _NB3 F_EiVD_r 8Y_PHO_Y)

OBK]gLL_N" Cl_e_10rcg_drn, ]_r_lk L_dorf,

• pkiih4rmo_io B_mphony l_tp of Co_tor; Apr. 4 _ 6, L94_.
bl_ York; Co,,d,,_r, Ar_or 2_i_,.id_ The two !_mmsdes from the Mslder

_, 19_d. msm. TI_' beantT eaa eseLm.n_ ox

Mahl_ ', "_ stn_ fahrendlsn _ kta _ot y_ been equ_. ,d, and
(]eeellen" are seldom performed here t_ ,rides of it_ repetitions, t._ _u_
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hour portion of the proiffBm w_ the leisurely, sentimental music _ i_ utter
most satisfying, remotenesa from Lnything L_octated

M.IL'rON WmDZ_, Cte_:e_f_ Pre#J with the contemporary American _cene.
Hntezrr ELWL_L,

In the first Serenade with its horn CL-velu_d P_n Dealer
calls and echom, its bucolic s*enes and
putel tints a realietle touch fe irr_
vided by the tinkle of cowbell& And GUSTAV MAHLEB:
it wsa Dr. Rudolph Bingwall, anochtte
conductor, behind the scenes who SECOND SERL--_ADE
"tickled tim cow" _t the proper time. (8_Vh'NTH 8YMPI2ON¥)

The second Serenade is not lut
lengthy and verbose as the first . . . Pittsburgh 8ympho_y 0rc2w_ra,
but providos a beautiful lyric line, It Frits Reiner, Coruluctor; Az_ril 19 and
etringed whispering of romance which ZI, 19d6.
easily could have become schmalz]r, but
didn't. 8ometime we'd like to hear The Mahler piece is another exquisite
th_ whole symphony even if it dote tonal etcbing of this great composer.
consume an hour and s quarter. In addition to the regular instruments-

ELUoI_ BACoN, Cleveland ]fewt tion it uses a guitar eJad mandolin.The latter instruments wereplsyed
with finesse by Frank J. NutaIe andThe audience was given a first hear-

ing of the two Serenades from Mah- Oregorto 8calzo, respectively.
ler'_ Seventh 8ympheny... The 8er- Every detail of the work received
enadea afforded an interesting, if ib- the devoted attention of conductor and
breviated, glimpse into an historically players. The incidental violin solos
important work and i taste of its were played with style and ingratiating
pleasantly provincial atmosphere. . tone by Concertmaster Samuel Thaviu.

The moat striking thing ILb0ut this B_I_R I..gWXNVO, Pittsburgh Preu
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Since the last issue of Chord ond Discord was published, four im-

portant champions of the works of Bruckner and Mahler passed away:
Frederick Block, Thorvald Otterstroem, Frederick A. Stock, and
Erno Rapee.

FREDi_ICK P*t,OCK,born in Vienna on August 30, 1899, studied mu-
sic with the Czech composer Joseph Bohuslav Foerster (Vienna Con-
servatory) and Dr. Hans G_I (University of Vienna). When Block
was twenty.three years old a program of his own compositions was
broadcast in his native city. Subsequently his music was performed
by the Vienna S._mphon,/ Orchestra. In 1936 his one act opera,
So_r.u,,,basedon a playby Strindberg,was givenitsfirstperformance
in Br_tislava,Czechtmlovakia,under the directionof Karel Nedbal,
Czech composer and conductor.The operahad threeperformances,
one of which was broadcast..By 1941Blockhad composedmore than
forty-twoworks,includingeightoperasfor which he wrote hisown _
librettos(Platonow,RaNchgold,Samum, Fiore,America,P_n, 8c_at.
ten._p/¢l,and Esther). Forced to leaveAustria,he arrivedin the
U. S. in 1940. Here he became music editorforvariouspublishers

and wrote music for radioprograms and films.He had a part in

writingthemusic forthemotionpictureWe Are theMarines.Block's
articleon Mahler's Tenth was publishedin Chord and Diacolrdin

December,1941.
On June 1, 1946,exactlyone year afterBlock'sdeath,WNYC

broadcasta memorial concert.The program was made up of music

composed by the lateFrederickBlock

THoav_v O_rF__SIT_OZ_was born in Copenhagen in 1868. He
studiedmusic inthe Danishcapitaland laterin St.Petersburg,then

thecapitalof CzaristRussia.In 1892 he went toChicagowhere he
diedin1942. His pianoworks wereintroducedby FannieBloomfield

Zeislerand Rudolph Gan_ Severalof his compositionswere per-
formed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He wa_ one of the
earliest Bruckncrites in this country and fought for his cause for
mauy years; he became a member of the Bruekner Society as soon
as it was founded and contributed two articles of lasting value to
Cltord and Discord: A Word to A nti-Bruckneritem and Bruckner a:
a Colorist.

Easo Rs_maEwas born in Budapest in 1891. Eighteen years later
he was graduated,from the Budapest Con=ervatory. In 1913 he be-

i
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came musical director of the Hungarian Opera Co. of New York. He
made guest appearances with various European orchestras. He con-
ducted several U. S, Orchestras and was music director for a number
o! New York theatres. He was general music director for Radio City
Music Hall from 1932 to 1945 when he died. Erno Rapee was the
first conductor to broadcast a Mahler cycle in the U. S. which in-
eluded a performance of Mahler's Eighth. The Mahler Medal of
Honor was presented to him by Mayor La Guardia on behalf of the
Bruckner Society of America after the performance of Mahler's
Eighth. The performance and the Mayor's speech were broadcast by
the American Broadcasting Co. over a nation-wide hook-up.

Fm_galCK A. STOCKwas born in Julich, Rhine Province, Germany,
in 1872. He studied at the Cologne Conservatory with Humperdinck,
Wuellner, and Jcnsen. He was a violinist in the Cologne Orchestra.
Later he went to Chicago where he became a violinist with the Chicago
Symphony. He was made Theodore Thomas's assistant in 1899 and
succeeded Thomas as conductor of the Chicago Symphony six years
later. Stock gave first performances of a number of American works
and carried on the Thomas tradition of catholic taste. He was director
of the l_fusical Art Club and became conductor of the Civic Music
Student Orchestra in 1920. He g'as elected a member of the Amer-
ican Institute of Arts and Letters. Northwestern University confer-
red the degree, Mu._.D. banoris ca_._a, on him in 1915. His comp0si-
tions include a symphonic poem, Li[e (in memory of Thomas) ; Sym-
phonic Sketches: T_e See.san, ,_ymphonic Variations; a string quintet
and sextet; Psalmodic Rhapsody for solo, chorus, and orchestra.

On March 23, 1939, Dr. l_fartin O. Dumler, the President of the
Bruckncr Society, presented the Bruckner Medal of Honor to Stock
after a performance of Bruekner's Ninth. Dumler had traveled from
Cincinnati for the occasion. On Feb. 1, 1940, Stock conducted the
first performance of Bruckner's First given by a major orchestra
in the United States. At the concerts commemorating the 100th an-
ni_'ersary of the birth of Theodore Thomas, Stock included Brnckner's
Ninth on the program (Jan. 2 and 3, 1936). Throughout his musical
career Stock had been an ardent advocate of Bruckner's music; he
had also conducted a number of Mahler's works. He was an Hon-
orary Member of the Bruckner Society of America. He died in
Chicago in 1942.
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Bruckner.Mahler Record Festival

-Broadcast over KUOM
July IS, 1940

The Bruckner 8ociety of America
697 West _-_d Avenue,

New York, l_ew York "

Dear Sirs:

Beginning today at 2 o'clock P.M., Central Standard Time, I am pre_uflng
a two-hour concert of muJie by Bruclmer and Mahler. Thle will be the first in

a serJ_s of eight such programs which will make up a Bruckner-Mahler Festival.
These programs will be presented on records from now until August 31 _ch

Saturday afternoon at 2 o 'dock over K'UOk[, the University of Miun_ota B_llo
_ztion, 770 k_loeye]es, 5000 wztt power. Fol]owlng is a l_t of the works to be
i_lud_ in this series.

Wozks by Brackner:

T Bymphony No. l---ech_Jo

17[. Symphony No. 2--3clk_rso
1_I. Overtar% G minor
IV. Ma_ No. 2, E minor

V. Symphony No. 4, E fiat major, ("Bomantlc")
VL Symphony No. 5, B fiat major

VII. Symphcmy No. 7, E major
Bymphony No. 9j D minor

Works by Mshler:

I. Dan Lied yon der E_le

IX. _ymphony No. 1, D major
Ill. Symphony NO. 2, O minor, (" ]Resurre_icn ")
IV. 8ymphouy No. 4, O major

V. Symphony No. 5, C m_blor---A_Gielto
VI. 8ymph_y No. 9, D major

: VII. 8ongi_"l Breathed £. Tmdee JLb" and "Hans mul (]_te"

• I thought that you would appreciate knowing of _ sarv_ of _

perform_ works by Bruckner and Mahler.

Tom stncerdy,
PAUL E. BmmmT,
Mm_ Director--KUOM



-. NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

PHILIP OREEI,EYGr_PP, • Bostonianby birth, conductedthe (Ymcinasti
Symphony Orcheetrn durfag Kuawald's illae_ in 1913. win works include the
tone poems Norgs and A 8ong of YouZk, 3gmpXo_y tn B.Mi,wr (played by the
Boston 87mphoay),'the orcheetr'q prelude I• Summer (performed by the St.
Louis Symphony), Birmldwu17 _ J.FIoI (performed by the Boston Symphony),

.. iougs, etc. He w_ots • nmmlxf of ems_ and reviews on Brn_kner and Mshler
.,. in the Boafos _mm_l_ aad I_:t-red on the works of these eompusers before

.i!" professional groups and in tim classroom. '/'he performance of Brnekner'e Fourtki._. was the _ imrfm'msuee of • complete Bruekner symphony by a universityovchestrn in the United States. During the season 1940-1941, Professor CIapp
included Brackner's Beveafh u well as Ma_l_r's Lieder _a_, )'a.qrrn_es0eseflen
sad the AdagieVlo from Mah]er'e Fiftk on his programs. In 1942 the State
University of Iowa Orchestra under the direction of Philip Greeley @lapp per-
formed Mahler's II, FF, L_e&r e{.es f_rr_den @eseilnl, (tad the A,_etto

- (Mahler F). He has been head of the Music Department of the Baste University
of lows since September, 1919.

JACK J. DIETHER was born in Vancouver_ B. (3., in 1919, and has just
i_' emerged from ee, em years tn the Ganadian fos_,eL Despite • late start he has
• been an enthusiastic musical smstemr for •bout ten years. He hen had tome

training in psychology and intends to continue in a new field of peychotherspY-

M&X GRKF, renowned Viennese critic, scholar, and musicologist, is the author
of Oervmn Music in the 19t1, Confute, Muaio in {he Ec_e.aLuoace period, and
numerous other books and articles. He taught at the Academy of Music, Vienna.
His latest volume, Composelr and Critlc: Two Hundred Yours o[ lfttricai Critlc_m

(published by Norton in the spring of 194e), wou widespread croci•ira. Or•f 'as
Modern Mu_ is scheduled for publication ia the fall of this year.

WILLIAM PARKSGRA2_ is the pen-name of WillhLm P. Ortmk He waJ
born in Cleveland in 1910. He holds a Bachelor of Music degree (with homers)
from C_pitol Univermty, Golumbus, Ohio, and • _laster of Arts degree from

':- Ohio Bta.tu University. Mahler w_ the subject of hie Muter's thesis. After
? having taught music in the Ohio public schools t_n4 at 2".ff,a Tsrleton Collogs,

Mr. Grant became the Head of the Music Department at Northeast Junior Col-
lege of Louisiana State University. He has written a number of zrticlee for
Chord amJ D/_c_r£ Among his musical compositions are two symphonies, a
hum concertoj clarinet concerto, songs, a ballet, et_.

ROBERT 81MPSON, born in London, 19£I, originally intended to study med-
icine. After two yeas* of reed/eel studies, Mr. Simpson decided to turn to music.
He holds • Bschelar of Music degree from the Universlt 7 of Durham. At the

present time he lecture_ and occasionally teaches in schools. He hu composed
several orchestral and ehembor music works. His article, Bs3mL-_ey and the _l_m-
pho_, appeared in M Febrn_ry, ltt_, issue of TAe _tu_o J_ev/e_o, published
in England.

CqJBTI8 SWANSON was graduated from the Mhool of Jnurnalism, Univeruity
of Minnesota in 1941. He bee•me • reporter for the Elmhurst (ILL)Prowl In

May, 1942, he Joined the Army and was commissioned a woad lieutentut in the
_ '. U. 8. Air Furore on NO_ember IB, 194S. He rec_tly returned to the U. K from
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WABREN STOREY SMITH, born In B_'ocldlae, Ma_., ameeeeded Olin Dowau

as M_ie Editor of the Boston Po.t4. His muaical ¢ompoaitious include orehmtral
and chamber music work• u well Im eonge and piano iflecel. He became • mem-
bor of the fsculty of Faelten Pianoforte School in Be•ton after hll graduation
_rom that school. He wan _ndat_t mmfl¢ critic on tl_ Be•to• Tra_ao_l. In
1920 he bec_nm teacher of theory Lud ¢ompmdtton at the New l_glsnd Qm_.
serratory.

WOLFGA.NO WI'_, born in Dresden, _udied law and music. £_ter
practicing law for several years, he decided to devote himself to music. He ku
written sympbonlea, mnS_ , chamber music, etc., and haa conducted orehestrM ha a
New York, Buffalo, tad Princeton. He came to the U. 8. in 1939 tad became
a eltizen. At the present time he is music etitlo m, the Iltaat,.gelttmg ha New
York.

It

HANS T_E: B.A., Gymnasium 9, Vienna; B.Mas., St•to Academy of _.
Music, Vienna; Ph.D. Musicology_ University of Vienna; Ph.D. Musicology, Yale
University; Profeasor of Mmdc, Head of Music Department, Wear Virginia
Wesleyan College; active member of the American Musicological Society

LOUIt_E H. TISCHLER: B.A., Gymnasium 9, Vienna; B.Mua., 8tare Academy
of Music, Vienna; Ph.D. Muaicology, University of Victoria; Faculty Member,
N_tlonal Guild of Piano Teachers.
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WITH HAMMER AND COWBELLS

MAHI-_-R'BSIXTHCOMESTO A._KIOA

By GABRIELENGEL

The prolonged, spontaneous ovation accorded the belated American
prermereof ]Vhhler's$/x_ at each of its three performa_nce_(Dec. I l-13,
1947) by the N. Y. Philharmonicunder Mitropoulos° br_liant direction,
should go a long way toward proving that this sadly neglectedwork is
in realityone of the most vital and appealingof all Mahler'ssymphonies.
Given perhaps less than a dozen times during the two score years of its
existence, mostly during Mabler's lifetime (i.e., before 1911), it is not
likely that any living American reviewer had ever heard it before. Of
course, the premiereat Essen, as well as the performancesthat followed,
had dicited the usual raucous chorus of critical abuse heaped upon any
Malder achievementby a world in which petty jealousieswere busy every
moment producing fresh axes to grind. Yet even had it been a new work
by Beethoven or Brahmsit could scarcelyhave better survivedthe heavy
cross of rejection laid upon it by apologetic extenuatiormon the part of
confessedMahler devotees. "'Mytime vdll yet come , Mahler used to say,
commentingupon the failure of his contemporariesto understandhis works.
He meant hostile critics and musicians,no doubt, but so far as the Sixth
was concerned, he might as well have induded most of his friends. Sig-
nificant in this connectionare some wordsArnold 8chcenberg spoke about
Mabler's art:

"In place of many words, it would perhapsbe best for me to
my, "Ibelieve firmly'andunshakablythat GustavMabler was one
of the greatestof men andartists'. Forthere areonly two posm'ble
ways to convinceanyoneof an artist s quality: the firstand better
way, to produce his work; the second, which I must now use:
to communicate to others one's own faith in that work. . . .

"In reality there is only a single towering goal for which an
artist strives: to ¢x/_esshim._elfi If he mcceechin that he has

the greatestsuccessaa artistmayachieve;besidethat every-
thing elseis minor. 8df-czl_remionembracesall: death, re_ur-
maion, fate, etc., as well as the lesser, thoughnot unimportant
human problems....

"I believe that Mabler simply did not notice that his themes
were banal. And, to be sure, for a single reason: thit they are
not banal. I must confemhere: I also belongedat first to those
who found these themesbanal. I believe it important to admit
that I was Saul before I becamePaul, for it mayhe deducedthere-
fromthat I too was misledby that free sense of di_m;,,_tinn of
which h/s opponentsareso proud. Rather,only now have I come
to heed that _ne sense no longer, since my ever growing impre.s-
slon of the beauty and grandeurof Mahl_'s work has convinced

1
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me that such judgments ar/se not from a truly fine senJe of dis-
crimination,but on the contrary, from the total lack of ability
to di_:riminate.

"I had found Mahler's themesbanal, althoughthe work as a
whole had madea great impreu/on upon me. To.day I could no
longer maintain such a stand, even with malice. Just think! If
those themes were really banal, I could not help find them m'll
morebanal to-day than I did at first. Banal meam rustic, sign/ly-
ing a retarded state of culture. Such a state of culture does not
imply anything bador false. It merelyrepresentssomethingsuper-
seded, e.bsolete,once-r/ght, but no-longer-true. The peasant be-
haves not badly, but in an out-dated manner, aping those of a
once higher cultural state. Banality, then, implies an out-dated
state of mannersand outlook, once really the mannersand outlook
of the more cultured; not banality from the outset, but merely
grown to be such when supplanted by the succeedingstratum of
Culturalprogress. But it can never becomevalid again; once ren.
dered banal, it'must remain banal. And when I now declare that
I can no longer find these themesbanal to-day, I know they could
never have been banal; for a banal idea, that is an idea that strikes
meas outmoded, trite, can seem to me, upon further acquaintance,
only more banal, more trite. Certainly, never more significant.
Furthermore, when I keep discovering in this idea, the more I
contemplate it, (and this is my experience with Mahler) new
facets, fresh beauties, splendors, then there can remain no doubt:
the idea is the very opposite of banal. It is not somethingthat has
been long sinceby-passedfor reasonsthat cannot be misunderstood,
but rather something the inmost meaning of which has yet to be
fathomed, somethingthat was too deep to permit immediategrasp
of more than its outer form. And in reality it has gone thus not
only with Mahler; almost all the other great composerswere sub-
jected to the censure of banality. I"need only mention Wagner
and Brahms.

"Equally silly is another criticism hurled against bhhler: that
his themes are unor/ginal. In the first place, just as in art the
•isolated detail, so in music the theme alone, is not the main thing.
For an artwork, like a living organism,emergesan entity. Exactly
as with a child, it is not just an armnor a leg that is first created.
Not the themes, but the entire work is the inspiration. Not his is
the true gift of invention who creates a good theme but rather his
who conceives a whole symphony at once. In the second place,
however,Mahler's themesare original. Naturally, one who singles
out the firstfour notes will detect reminiscences,but he is no less
ridiculousthan one who hunts for original words in an or/ginal
poem. The theme consists not of a few notes, but of the musical
products of these notes. The little structurewe call a themeshould
never be the sole yardstick of the large form of wh/ch it is the
relatively smallest element. $chopenhauer once remarkedthat the
most unusual things have to be said with the most UsuAlwords.
That must of necessity be the case with mus/c u well; that the
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most unusual things have to be said with the most usual sequences
of tone. One is almost tempted to go further: that it is unneces-

sary for a musical composition to have an original theme. Other-
wise Bach s Chorale-Preludes would not be works of art. Yet art-
works tl_ey certainly are."t

To some extent Mahler himself must be held responsible forthe timorous
pre-disposition of the musical world, conductors as well as music-lovcrst
toward the Sixth. The references to the work's content and complexity in
his letters are confused and confusing. In 1904 he wrote to Richard Specht:

"My Sixth will pose riddles the solution of which will be pos.
sible only to a generation that has already accepted and digested
my first five.,,I

The work was then complete in concept, but probably still in rough
sketch form.

In a letter to Bruno Walter in the summer of 1906 ldahler, in his usual
exuberant, dated manner following the completion of a symphony, scolds
him with good-natured impatience for quixotically condemning as unsound
one of Wagner's polemics in favor of program-music.

"True, _st as in all art, the utmost purity of the means of ex-
press'ion is desirable. When making music one should not seek to
paint, descnl_., etc. Yet whatever the music one creates it can-
not help being the complete human--feeling, thinking, breathing,
mdlrering.

"In a word, one who hcks the necessary genius should keep

hands off; but he who has it need fear not .hin_. All this arguing
about the exact nature of a work of mumca_ art strikes me as
though one, having begotten a child, starts breaking his head
afterwards over whether it is really a child, begotten with proper
intentions, etc. In short, one has made love and--succeeded: That's
that! And ff one does not and cannot love, why there just is no
child. Again that's that! And if one does and can--well, there
is a child. And again that's that:

"M7 S/xth is done. I bel/eve I have succeeded. A thousand
times that's that:"

And then came the premiere at Fmen, with its hostile critical reception,
nothing new to Mahler, who had learned to take rebuffs from the press in
his stride. Bravely he wrote to Mengelberg preparing the Sixth for its
Amsterdam prem/ere:

t R_de fiber M_hk,r. Translatedby Gabriel l._ngelfrom excerpts included in a
privately printedpamphletisauedby Schoenberg'sfriends and pupils in celebration
of his 60th birthday. The completetext vail be/nduded in the collectionof Schoen-
berg'swritingsto be/smed in the fall of 1948by the PhilosophicalLibraryInc., 1
P. 40th Street, New York, N. Y., under the tide. SrTLP^NI_we^.

t This letter, u well as the others that follow,/s translatedby GabrielEngd from
Mahler's i_/e[e. (Vienna, 1924). by kind permiss/onof Alma Mahler Werfel.
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"My Sixth appears to be too hard a nut for the tender l/ttle
teeth of our crit/csof to-day. Just the same it managesto push
its way through the concert halls."

Shortly after this Mahler sent Ha fr/end Joseph Re/tier, conferringin
Paris with the ctmductor Colonne, who wished to introduce a Malder
symphonythere, the following amazingnote:

"Under no conditionwould I advise the First. It is very diffi-
cult to grasp readily. I would rather recommendthe Sixth or
Pifth."

It seemednow that the 8/xth was notsuch"a hardnut" to crack,after all.

By then, however,the damagewas done. Bogeygoss/phe had unwittingly
helped further by sanctioning dour programmaticallusionsto the score,
added to the snide remarks of jealous music/am of note concerning the
precocious cowbells and hammerand the inanities and/nsan/ties of the
orchestrat/on, had transformed the symphony's hoped-for laurels into a
crown of thorns.

Following the few performancesduring ]vhhler's lifetime the Sixth re,
mained virtually taboo. Most surprisinghas been the attitude of Mahler
devotees toward this mistakenlyneglectedwork. Paul Bekker,author of a
monumentalGermantomeon Mahler'ssymphonies,publishedin 1921, may
be regardedas the spokesmanfor the majorityof these. He said:

"It would not be right, in orderto overcome the antipathy to
it inspired by its exceptionalcontent and form, to call for more
frequent performancesof this symphonyas a separatework-"

Heard as an entirely separate entity, with a messagecomplete in itself,
Mahler's Sixth might well persuade the l/stener that the composer was a
pessimist. Yet the same listener hearing the Fifth independently, with its
enthusiastic messageof joy and love of life, could not help concluding by
the same logic that Malder was the very voice of affirmation. The truth,
however, is that each of these works, indeed every one of Mahler's sym-
phonies, stresses a different facet of the "complete human" mentioned in
his letter to Walter. Man's ever.changing experiencesin life exert subtle
influences over his spiritual alchemy; they cause changes in his "feeling,
thinking, and suffering" which determineh/s consequent spiritual state.

If I may use the apt contrast of Milton's immortal odes, the tragic Finale
of the Sixth. a veritable Ode to Human Suffering, is but the momentary
11Penserosoof an artist, whose inner life was one vast L'Allegro, ecstatic
with the urge and the felicity for self-expression. Viewed from the first
movement's arduous ascent to life's topmost summit, whence the homely
echo of cowbells still tinges the transfigured revelation of eternity with
mundane limitation, this Finale may well reflect Mahler's hopeless struggle
to maintain his lofty ideals at the Viennese Opera against the stumbling-
blocks set in his path by malicious, powerful opponents:,envious of..._s
high artistic authority. For years Malder suffered .unoer"me premomuon.
that this episode would end tragically for him, as _t thO,though not tau
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some seasons after its probable prediction in the foreboding hammer blows
of the Sixth.

Only absolute belief in their indispensability could have caused ldahler
to introduce the hammer and cowbells, w.ored here for the first time in any
symphony. Thc_e who suspect that he might have lilt upon such precarious
tonal timbres out of a desire for sensational effect, need only be reminded
that he would transport a special set of cowbells, constructed according to
his own spedfications for this work, hundreds of. miles to insure accurate
rendition of the desired timbre. Mahler's conception of the hammer blow,
on the other hand, seems never to have been adequately realized. Paul
Bekker, who attended some _of the rare early performances, concludes,

naively enough, that this failure was perhaps intentional_ that it supports
the validity of Mahler's symbolism by suggesting MANS insurmountable
limitations, the vanity of his effort even so much as to mirror the voice of

Fate. The score calls for % short, powe_ul, but dully echoing stroke of
unmetallic character." Paul Stefan hints, 'Like a falling tree." In a letter
dated Aug. 18, 1906, to Mengelberg, in a quandary about the hammer
blow, Mahler mid:

"Too bad you told me so late just how you felt about the ham-
mar blows. I can make no change now, as I gave my imprimatur
to the publisher weeks ago. Frankly, I felt just as you do about

• the matter, but forgot to note the change. Well, let's try it your
way in Amsterdam and perhaps it can be appended somehow to
the seore hter."

The original score show8 that Mahler did omit the third and most fateful
of the hammer blows (as published in the study-score released after the
world premiere). However, the pub_hed version greatly intensifies the
work's senmtional appeal. Perhaps this fact will continue to influence the
conductors of its rare performances to retain the third stroke. Once heard
it cannot be forgotten. Whenever the work is performed listeners will be
told about it in advance and they will await it expectantly. It is literally
the death blow. Why did Mahler clogs his mind about mirroring the
veT stroke of death in tone? Perhaps eupergition had something to do
with it. xet artistic integrity actually demanded that it be omitted. The
two preceding hammer blows were warnings, premonitions, suflidenfly
mmbre to lend conviction to the description "Tragic". The third, fol.
lowed by the mourning choir of trombones, involves an almost photographic
bit of realism, violating the pure symbolism Malder really intended, but
apparently himself understood dearly only after it w'aS too late to amend
the score in pre._

Just another word about the cowbells and hammer. At the American
premiere, in almost every detail a perfect presentation of the work, these
two important symbols, so difficult of realizationin accordance with Mah-
ler's intent, might po_y have been improved upon. The cowbells, rather

somewhat harsh andspasmodically sounding, seemed over-prominent_ The
score etressea particularly that the bells be rung "at a distance." As this

mend, in particular, tends to,produce a distudg_ audience-reaction, aside
from feeding the hostile critic s penchant for _ it should be most met/c-
ulously tested before a performance. The greatest feam31e distance from
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which the bells would be edtidendy percept_le to show that they .are re.
lated to the score would be the proper d/stance. As for the fight timbre,
one would have to unearth Mahler s own specially constructed cowbelb to
know the exact truth in that regard. The wore reveals the unbroken, gently
waving line Mahler nsed for his cowbell notation, indicating that he de-
sired a soft, unbroken tone, but the t/mbre he fanc/ed may remain a mystery
forever. The hammer blow at Carnegie Hall was startling, sharp, and
penetrating, in all, surely hnpressive, yet as a symbol of Fate not over-
convinc/ng.

At first, perhaps, some of the hostile scnl_J were driven b.y urgent dead.
lines to map judgments, the equally ready retraction of w.h/_ nu.ght ha.re
involved some sacrifice of authority and pr/de. With each tresh ovatlon
granted a Malder Symphony their stand grows m.o_.pw_ding, almost seem-
/rig the express/on of a planned; hammer-I/ke attatuoe--'ad,aa'eay notorious in
America in Mahler's lifetime. At any rate, the hammer and cowbells pro-
vided their now very banal remarks about Mahler's alleged banality with
a grateful point of departure. Gleefully, they rose to an all-time low of
superficial condemnation. To them we heartily recommend the telling
words of 8choenberg on the nature of banality (with special emphasis on
Mahler's art). By his own confess/on once in agreement with them, this
man, one of the foremost creative artists of all time, is not merely a great
musician, but a keen esthetic/an as well. Having survived a half-century of
critical buffetings, with his artistic integrity unscathed, he recently viewed
with whimsical pardonable irony a belated American Academy of Arts
award in recognition of a lasting contribut/on to art, already realized in
great measure just about the time of the world premiere of Mahler s Sixth.

FIRST MOVEMENT

Listen/rig to the opening strains one seeks in vain to single out a definite

lesser melodic component corresponding to the traditional concept of "first
theme. There is here no cadence, no marker for the quick, facile analyst.
One is swept along by an impass/oned march-like outburst of lyricism, the
vehicle of a number of motivating sources. It surges impetuously onward
by ramifications rhythmically ever new. Through sixty measures of alter.
hate wide leaps and zig-zag rushes it pursues its breathless way. It is not
just a theme; it is a march-song of symphonic scope, an integral creation
of the process known to musical rhetoric as "'free fantasy". The powerful
forward urge of this march is not the expression of restlessness. It mirrors
the heroic determinat/on of man's will to surmount all obstacles.

A singular motive, of grim, relentless power gives the first hint of a
tragic outcome for all the earth-bound asp/ration just presented. A word
about the origin and nature of this fateful motive, destined for a paramount

role in the symphony, may be of interest. At the end of the opening move-
ment of Mahler s Second there occurs a particularly gloomy_ brief episode,
reflecting the victory of death over life. It involves an instant change .of
mood from major to minor by the depression of the middle tone of a major
triad. The aptness of this harmonic transformation as a symbol of the
shadow of death ever.impending over life must have struck Mahler when
planning the Sixth. No less singular than this fate mot/re itself is the in-
strumental dress in which he arrayed its initial appearance. Trumpets and
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_t oboes sound it simultaneously, the former graded from. _ to .pp_,the latter
, from pp to _', the darkening of the harmony thus. being reinf_,.ced by a
' corresponding darkening of orchestral timbre, as the aimmea tnamancy or
: brass gives way to the in.eased nasal volume of woodwind. Whether or

not one favors such intricacies of dynamics in mingled timbres, this is a
characteristic example of the meticulous virtuosity Mahler brought to the
scoring of the Sixth, that seems worth pointing out. Echoes of the fate-
symbol°s harmonic change haunt the brief, mysterious chorale that follows,
softly chanted by the woodwind. Gradually the air grows more peaceful
and cheerful, to greet the advent of the tight.hearted son.g-theme, which
seems at first nothing more than the idealized chorus of a Viennese popular
song, characterized by short, separated phrases, ahernatdy amorous and
lilting.

Ah, the song-theme, into which symphonists have traditionally poured
the utmost melodic magic of which they were capable{ Yet certainly not
so Mahler, especially in this simple, diatonic song-theme. Obviously its
chief mission is not of a cantabile nature; it is above all the vehicle for two
contrasted motives, destined to high importance in the movement's develop-
ment. Therefore, the listener should realize that instead of compact themes

1 the exposition of Mahler's Sixth is devoted to contrjlsted moods, presented
in freely evolving, song.like structures, the primarY/ aim of which is not
to sing, but to convey the motives, the characters in the symphonic drama
about to be unfolded. ,% numerous are they, espedally in the openin
march, that Mahler, eager to familiarize the listener with these essenti_
particles flashing by with kaleidoscopic swiftness, resorts to the classic de,
vice of repetition. In view of the brevity of this expos/t/on and the en-
hanced comprehension of the ensuing development a second hearing of
the many motives would afford, Mahler s demand for such a repetition
should not be ignored.

As first heard, but a simple melody dothed insimple harmonies, it re-
turns shortly a transformed creation, impetuous, joyful, resplendent in a
luxurious contrapuntal garb of supporting voices. After full, satisfying
expression it subsides in a dreamy cadence.

The extended development section falls into four divisions, separated by
the strongly contrasted moods which hold successive sway. The first of
these exploits a number of varied rhythmical motives drawn from the
march, culminating in a new, more impassioned march-mdody freely
evolved out of those motives. The listener becomes aware of the lessening
weight of conflict, the melodic line almost attaining an air of openeattdtation
as it ascends to a more ethereal plane.

"'Gradually more sustained," says the score. The violins leap jubilantly
upward, to become transfigured in whispered, closely harmonirzd tremoli
suggesting the rarefied atmosphere of a lofty summit. Faintly echoing out
of the valley below rises the homely sound of cowbells_ A choir of eight
muted horns and trombones intones the chorale-theme. This passage, a
marvel of orchestral color achieved by purely indigenous means, is one of
the most felicitous instrumental inspirations of a composer whose pioneer-
ing achievements at the threshold of twentieth century economy of instru-
mental means are still regarded by experts as the supreme models in their

i field.
The song-theme, hitherto only an occadonal, fragmentary apparitioat/n
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the development, now flowers into a full-blown, tender melody in the solo
flute. Inverted it gains immeasurably/n grace and expressiveness. Tnns.
muted by this brightening magic the stormy march re.enters regenerated,
now major, strong and confident, bolstered by a powerful orchestral setting.
The song-theme, eloquent in the violins, ascends to the brilliant plane of
D-Major, where it achieves its fullest, warme._ utterance.

Ominously a shadow of the original, dark march-mood looms up in the [
trombones over aroused, pulsing basses. Alarmed, the entire orchestra falls
upon it with full force, "as though bursting in, furious with anger", hints
Mahler _n the score. In the stirring passage that ensues, Mahler's inex.
haustible polyphonic resourcefulness is revealed in the masterful way he
marshals the multitude of motives in ever new combinations. The brass
now takes charge, dispell/ng every vestige of the sombre elements that
threatened. The song-theme, rising in the trumpets, becomes a _eritable
hymn of triumph. Unbounded joy fills the air as the movement draws to
a dese.

l_,_ler decided that the placid Andante, third movement in the original !iscore, would serve to better advantage if heard immediately following the
dynamic, exciting first movement. Certainly, its marked contrast of spirit
affords the listener grateful relaxation. Yet there is a more valid reason
for the change. The Scherzo includes dark motives that attain full signifi-
cance in the Finale. Closer to the latter in content, it is in that respect a
preparation for it.

The opening theme of the Andante, set in major, and entrusted mainly
to the violins, is a tender love-song, of deceptive simplicity, if one
too lightly over the striking inje_ion of evasive touches of minor in the

melodic line. Those more intimately acquainted with Mahler's individual !i['

characteristics will appreciate their significance. They know Mahler s irre-
dstible urge to parody and satire, sometimes not even sparing the lugubrious
air of a funeral march. Yet the subtle interchange of the theme's major
and minor moments is firmly based on the fate-symbol. Early in its Un-
tolding is heard a plaintive motive, aptly set for the oboe, its rocking rh_hm _'"
much like a lullaby-fragment. This lullaby-motive becomes one of the
principal vehicles of the movement, a dream of love, peace, and content.
merit colored by a profusion of typically Mahlerian instrumental imagery.
In a polyphonic setting enriched by ever-varied re-echoings of this motive
in strings and woodwind the love.song attains increased ardor, gradually
luring the entire orchestra into warm participation. Finally it subsides in
a gracious, leisurely cadence amid a rich interplay of imitative voices.

A few measures in minor cast a momentary shadow, quickly dispelled by
an exultant outburst of the lullabyqhot/ve in the trumpets, over an im-

pressive hymn-like mdody in the horn choir..The mood, at this point is
closely akin to that of the Finale of the Fourth, ldahler s Ode to Heavenly
Joy. Cowbells, heard faintly, as from a valley deep below, bear the every-
day world's last greeting to the intrepid mountain-climber (the human t'

will) on the lonely lofty summit he has scaled. The very gates of Heaven I

seem to open before him, revealing indescribable super.earthly splendors.
Swiftly the veil is drawn. Yet vestiges of the cdesdal v/sion survive in the ..

i'
i
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,, _olin°8 ecstatic countermelody u the love-mag returns with almmt de,
votional fervor in horn and woodwind. Interpolations'of the lullaby-motfve

,if:. enhance the breath.takingbeauty of this passage, one of Mahler's most
! felicirompolyphonic/mpiration_
' Again the melancholyminor theme, horns and deep strings predominat-

_f' ing, yidda to the broad-wingedcountermelodyof the violins, awakening
the whole orchestrato full-throated,ardent partic/pation in the love-s_ag.
Thefirstthemeis notheardagain.Themovementdraws.toa dme.alotn
a free-spun,ever-softerstrand of motives, rising and falling_like. sighing
head.heatsin the breast of the lonely one whoseyearningevoked the song.

.'_ $C,HBRZO i

_" The swiftly changingpanorama of dance dements, by turns graceful,
' lumbering, lilting, whirling, presents a weird, shadowy world of ch_hmic

life gripped by the fantastic spell that sways the So.heft. A vividly p.ic.-
turesquecreation in A-minor, the symphonys re/gningkey, it is the typtcal

goblin-hauntedMahlerscheno,theproving-groundof an almostun_displayof tonal wit. Yet it neverburstsforth into merrylaughter, mstea
of humor it offersthe wq'ldcachinnation of lurking demons; in phce of a

,_ smile of cheer, a gargoyle leer. The opening theme (rather, a suece_on of
varied dance-themes) reveah several salient points in common with the
march of the first movement, the h/ghly serious mood of which it seems
at times openly to parodize.

Especiallystriking /s the delicately constructed oboe theme in major,
corresponding to the trio section in the daraical scherzo. Labeled AIt-
v_.'risch (in archaic style) it pretends to evoke a memory of pre-Haydn
Austrian folk music, where the oboe was the mdody-carrying_ent.
Yet even here the unsettled rhythm, alternately 3/8 and 4/8, shows a

! Mahler not just malting, but rather poking fa_n. Nevertheless, the charm
and pseudo-naivet_ of this passage are irresim_le.

The fate-motive, dormant throughout the Andante, realipearshere, add"
ing an ominous dement to the fantastic spell..At fa_t it.tak_ .the form.of
a sudden, shattering outburst of trumpets, too brie/to clispelthe sprat m
the dance. At the end, with trumpets muted, it is a descendingsuccess/on
of sardonic,nerve-tingling utterances, lending the dose an air of d/re fore,
boding. The scene is now set for the mighty, tragic Finale.

i

i Fnq_
In the Finale the dark dements lowering over the Scherzo bu_t forth

with utmost power to present the fateful solut/on to life's problem.
Hitherto but scattered phenomena, since the content of the earl/er mo,_e-
ments did not require their planned union, they are now subjected to
close integration. The listener becomes aware that all that preceded was
a preparation for this titanic welding of forces. The heroic ascent of the

', mountain-climber (the human will) only to awaken at the summit to the
insuperable limitations of the earth-bound mortal; the idyllic invocation to
love and peaceful contentment, a fleeting, yearningdream; the diabolic
mockery of malidous demons;and over all, the shadow of inevitable Fate,
a warning apparition, briefly glimpsed at widdy separated moments of
portcnk foretelling the tragic outcome.
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Set in a tremendously magnified sonata-form framework, introduced by !
an extended sostenuto passage 114 measures in length, this Finale is the J
longest instrumental dosing movement in symphonic literature. From the
viewpoint of intent, as well as extent, the preliminary Sostenuto is a direct
offspring of the introduction to Mahler's First, that magic spell woven by
young genius over a weirdly colored 64-bar organ-point. That initial haunt-
ing prelude raised the curtain, not on a single movement, nor just on one
symphony, but in fact on that entire enchcanted quartet of major works
knovm to the world as Mahler's WundeThorn Symphonies. The introduc.
tion to the Finale of the Sixth. a grim creation, equally purposeful, more
profound, is the eloquent prelude to tragic disclosures. This Finale is unique,
even with Mahler, being the only tragic dosing movement in all his sym-
phonies. Every other one (the song-cycle Lied uon der Erde excepted) ends
on a major note of dazzling apotheosis.

The Finale's principal divisions are set off by the three much-discussed
hammer blows, the first marking the beginning of the development, the
second its cluse, and the third (the blow Mahler afterwards wished to omit)
buraing in on the coda's opening phrase. This added formal function en- ._::
hances the hammer's tragic symbolism, giving it authority over the form t/
of the movement, as well as over its content. _

The violins leap aloft in C-minor along an impassioned melodic line as
free as the flight of a cadenza. Descending they are overtaken by the fate-
motive, blared forth by the horn choir, and forced to enter the symphony's
ruling tonality, A-minor, foreordained key to the Finale's gloomiest revela-
tions. In no other Mahler symphony does a single tonality play so signifi-
cant a role. Clearly, he regarded A-minor as tragedy's own peculiar tonality,
for he set it to rule over the opening movement, Scherzo, and Finale.

A fresh motive, beginning with an octave-leap, lugubrious in the tuba,
is but an inversion of th_ho_;rfirstmarch-motive. Startled reiterations of an up-
ward-rushing phrase are familiar from the Scherzo. Accentuated march-
motives of brighter cast fail to achieve definite major tonality in the horns.
Fantastic fragments of themes unite ever more closely in polyphonic em-
brace, to flower sombrely in a softly muttered, yet "heavily accentuated"
(Mahler) funereal chorale in the deeper-toned wind instruments. The
march-motives seek thematic integration on a brighter plane, but the fate-
motive, masterful in the trumpets, bars the way. Again and again it frus-
trates them, pointing the way in gradually l/velier tempo to the mighty
Allegro Energico section, the Finale proper.

The first theme, like the march-song of the opening movement, is not a
theme in the traditional sense, but rather a theme-group, a larger song-
structure of almost spontaneous growth, each succeeding motivated portion
of it seeming to issue from the previous one by a sort of dynamic mlf.
evolution. The octave-leap continues prominent in this rhythmic outburst
of stormy passion. The fate-motive sounds more threatening than ever in
an angry rhythmic variation by trombones. An accentuated melody, product
of the octave-leap and the chorale, bravely shakes off the latter's funereal
air and mounts by daring leaps and punctuated rhythms to an exultant
climax in the trombone choir. In this suddenly brlghtenedatmosphere is
born the second theme.

Of combined heroic and lyric cast, the song.theme presents in definite
major tonality the aspiring melodic line denied thematic fulfillment by the
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fate-motive in the preliminary Sostennto. Horm, then woodwind, deliver
its opening phrase_, whereupon the violins, warm and sensitive, transmute
the rhythmic strain into a song of soaring lyricism. A shadow in minor
hovers over the cadence, evoking familiar dire motiveL Yet only for mo-
ments is the smooth tide of the theme stemmed. It rfses again, more im-
pulsive and impassioned than at first, a veritable hymn of joy, luxuriously
colored by alternate instrumental groups of varied timbre, the violins con°
tnl_uting to the background a particularly striking re.rie.sof dow.ly har-
monized tremoli. The very peak of triumph appears at hand--then sud-
denly, the first crushing blow! The hammer of Fate has struck. The or-
chestra reco_, as though paralyzed by the shattering edict. Austere motives

1 of the funereal chorale in diabolic augmentation leap to the foreground,
dragging in their wake the terrifying fate-motive.

What now? Panic--but not for long. Presently, the still indomitable
will to resistance, mirrored in rapid, driving motives in strings and wood-
wind amid excited ripplings of the harp. A new melody, rich in heartfelt
lyricism, brings reassurance in trumpet and horn. In the dash of these
elements of darkness and light the principal song-theme reappears, trans-

formed by inversion and clouded in minor. "Everything with rough
strength , hints the composer, as swifdy pounding rhythms in woodwind

I and trumpet and a depressing motive in the basses strive in vain to thwart
the song's purpose. They are put to rout by the march-song, which now
enters in a "fiery" (Mahler) re-creation, dearing the path for the return,
ing melody of reassurance. Brighter and surer than at first it soars aloft
on broad wing, bearing a message of hope. This time its flight is un-
hampered, attaining completion in an extended mdodic line of transfigured
lyricism, its cadence evoking further affirmation in an eloquent re-birth of
the song-theme itself. Then, at the very threshold of supreme fulfillm.ent,

! the fateful hammer str/kes again. Once more the mighty edict ot t'ate, but
this time unaccompanied by the fate-motive, a psycholog/cally sound omis-
sion, tending to enhance the motive's effectivene_ later in the Finale'a
tragic climax. Again the struggle of the stricken will to survive, reflected
in fleet, panicky runs in the strings,

The trombones, in a broad, powerful, cadema-like passage, inspired by
the oct.ave-leap, parallel the first strains of the preliminary $ostenuto. The
recapitulation here begun is comprehensive, embracing not only the themes
of the Allegro Energico, but the introductory Sostenuto as wdl. In no
respect a mere repetition, this restatement has the air of thematic consum-
mation. It is a fresh presentation of the principal ideas in new, "more ina-

ressive instrumental garb, rich in polyphonic revelations of melodic facets
itherto _:arcely suggested. Here for the first time the fate-motive is granted

full thematic formulation. The octave.leap yidds its noblest fruit in a
heroic four-part fugato in the brass choir. The melody of reassurance be-
comes a hymn of triumph in the horns, last and most convincing reflection
of the human will to win to the topmost summit.

I The violins have just entered upon their final impassioned cadenza, a
restatement from the $ostenuto's beginning, when the tldrd and last ham-
mer blow falls. Yet the cadenza continues on, descending into the un.
fathomable depths. There remains only the dark fundament of tonality--
A-minor, pedestal for the foreordained triumph of tragedy. Gloom invests
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the hushed dosing measurag a brief, mournful epilogue, based on the i
octave-leap,intoned in canon-styleby trombonesand tuba. I

The curtain fails on darkness.Yet there is left not death, but only night,
a night that ends a darkchapterin IVlahler'svastsymphonicautobiography.
Furtherchapters,some brighter than any that have gone before, are }vet
to come---thenew dawn of the Seventh and the transfiguredchoralEighth. t'
"Symphony of a Thousand , aptly calledby one of Europe'sou_anding I
composers"the world'sgreatestTe Deum', roundingout Mahler'ssecond i'

symphonic tetralogy, of which the S/xth, with its sombrefinale.nocturne, .Iconstitutesbut a dark, yet very great, interme_.

IB_NB JE&.qNER8II_GSMAHLERSONGS

• Irene Jessner, the well-known Metropolitan Opera lyric soprano, who
distinguished herself by her portrayal of eu_ roles as Sieglinde, Elsa, I
Elizabeth, Chrysothemis,and notably the Marschallin, made her bow as a
Lieder singer at Town Hall on Nov. 9, 1947. Included on her program
of unhackneyed songs y¢erethree by Mahler: "Ich ging ,nit Lust dutch [

e/hen gn,enen _,,'ald," "'Schektenund Me/den," and "Ich atmet' einen iii_'i

L/ndenduft." These proveda particularly happy choicewith their challenge
to the art/sCs highest capabilities in the interpretive field. Responding to
their challenge, Miss Jessner rose to her full artistic stature, projecting
their deeply felt moods so vividly that the listener was _tly. caught up
in their colorful spell. She revealed these songs to be secondto none in
their richnesaof psychological nuance, indispensable to the vehicle of the
truly great Lieder einger.

Representative of the hudatory commentsby reviewersafter the con.
cert are the following newspaperexcerpts. H. C. S. of the N. Y. Sun
thought that "she should be heardin recital moreoften" and commented
on the beautyof her voice which is "capable,of dynamicsranging froman ;_+
exquisite pianissimoto a ringing full voice. According to ILL. of the
New YorkTimes, she was at her best in the SchubertandMahlernumbers.
"Schubert's,famous Der lungling _n der _ueile was exquisitely done, both
for the spirit of the song and/n matters of tonal beauty, form, and color,
with a beautiful pianiadmoin the top of the voice and sometimesan effect
of glittering ice. Similar qualities were noticeable _ lVlahler'sIcE ging
mit Lust dutch e/non gruenen _l/a/d and lch atmet e/ncn Lindenduft.
given with a delicacyand an elegancemost characteristicof the composer."
A serious singer aspiring to distinction in the concert f_ld might do well
to emulate Miss Jesmer in her wise choice d a group of Malder songs to

enhance the poetic wealth and variety of ha"programofferings.
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BRUOKNER'8 8LOW MOVEMENTB

| By ROBL_TSIMPSON

In his programme-noteon Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, Sir Donald
Tovey aays, "The plan of his adag/oscons_ of a broad main theme, and
an episode that occurs twice, each return of the main theme disphy/ng
more movement in the accompaniment and rising at the hat return to a

.... Iwzllgrand climax, followed by a solemn and pathetic die-away coda . t
J be found instrucfve to look for evidence to support th/s generalisat/on,

consideringthe slow movementsof the symphoniesin chronologicalorder."
The fast and least important is that of the exerciseof 1863. It has a broad
main theme wh/ch is the only really characteristicelement in the whole of
this F m/nor symphony; the work cannot have been intended for perform-

: ance, since in it Bruckner ddl_x-ratelyabates his own individual style, al-
ready present in his mind as the Mass in D minor,written down soon after-
wards. Although the main theme of the movement faindy prefigures

'glories to come, the piece as a whole, ternary in plan, is cramped by a
stiffly formal middle section. The earliest mature orchestral slow move-
ment is found in Symphony No. 1 in C minor.

• There is to be heard all that is finest in early Bruclmer. It begins darkly,
in an F m/norly A fiat, with ominous stirrings in the bass, rising slowly
twice to threatening outcries. After the second of these the air dears,
and in an unambiguous A fiat major comesa very soft chorale, modulating
gradually until it settles on B fiat major. In this key there is a beautiful
curving melody, joined by equally graciouscounterpoints. B fiat, however,
is not secure in its own right and is very soon revealedas the dominant of
E fiat, where the melodyalights, reaching a broad climax in a remarkably
short time. This device of shortening and broadening a design by allowing
the second group to commence while the transition is still in progres; is
derived from Schubert, who often creates g.onderful subtleties that are

' misconstrued as weaknesses by the unwary.
The key remains as, with a change of time, a new idea en.t_.. Tl_i'a:a

glorious flow of really Brucknerian melody, in some ways prophetacol me
famous Moderato in the slow movementof the Seventh Symphony, turns

out to be an expansive central sect/on. Many lovely modulations pass be-

fore thetranquillitybecomesovercastandmysteriousflowing semiquavers
mask thereturnof thedarkelements.The semiquaverspersisttoadd
power to the recapitulation, the chorale follows with shadowy new scoring,
and then the second theme, starting in E fiat and moving to A fiat. The
music then drifts into a serene coda upon which no trace of the original
unrest is allowed to creep. The design is thus an unusual blend of ternary

sonata forms, a sonata exposition be/ng followed by a middle section

_ed on new material; not a development section,but the _ two-thirds.
of a ternary structure which, instead of _mpleung l.t_.f with a..recta,te

ment of its own, returns to the opening of the expomuon. :lhat tol_, like a sonata recapitulation, its keys rebalanced, and is joined to a co "
The slow movementof the posthumoussymphonyin D minor is far lees
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valualblell_ough Brucknerwas rather harsh in rejecting the symphony,
which is well worth hearing The form of this B flat major piece can be ,.¢
describedbriefly. First comesa hymn4ike tune, somewhat lacking in char- ii
acter. This, with its alternations of stringsand wind, establishesthe tonic. t
It modulites towards the dominant, where a second, more graceful theme
appears, longer than the first and tonally more free. The flowing scale J
figuresthat occupy its latter part then move into D flat, the first theme i
joining them in the bassesbelow. The same thing occurs in A flat and then
,_hhrasesfrom the second theme are used to turn the musicback tO"the tonic.

e first subject returns over a l_izzfcatobass. It tends to modulate but is
checkedby the restatementof the secondgroup in the tonic. That merges I
into a codaand the only further reference to the opening theme is at the j[
end. The movement is therefore in sonata form with a desultory "'develop.
merit". As a whole it lacksa senseof climax, a fault rare in Bruckner, but-
it certainly does not conform to Tovey's formula.

The Andante of the.'.fxF.ondSymphony in C minor is of highercalibre.
It is one of the earliest examplesof a way of compositionthat gave rise to
many later and quite diss/milarmasterpiecesby Bruckner. The method is
basedon the very quality that is absent from the A, da,,te of the previous
symphony; the composer's sense of climax lets him raise vast mountain
ranges. This is one of the smallerchains, but it is impressive. A flat major ql

, is the main. key and in and around it the calm first paragraph remains, i
eventually coming to rest on the dominant of F minor. Beginning in F •
minor there sounds a typical soft horn solo against a pizzicatochorale, very
like some passages in the Fourth and Fifth symphonies. This, as the music
soon shows, is not the start of a second group or section, but is a slow link
to an immense counter-statement of the opening paragraph, illuminated
by counterpoint and making the first d/max of the design. The musicdies
away neverhaving left the environsof A flat, and the chorale.likelink re. I_
appears, this time starting in the supertonic. In characterwith the spacious-
neroof the plan as a _hole, the chorale is now heard twice without losing !
its essential transitory quality and the "finalreturn to the opening .is thus
renderedmorestriking by the delay. Decoratedby complexrhythmiccom-
binations, the theme begins again in A flat, which has hitherto not been
challenged. As it soarstowards a great height, there is a magnificentmodu-
htion to the bright key of B major, the first fundamental change in the
whole movement. The rest of the music after this culmination concerns •

itself with reinstating A flat in a gentle and movingcoda. This formwould '__
be like Tovey's ff there were an extensive"episode", The twice-nsedhorn
theme cannot be so regarded since it merely links the three great waves

that constitute the main body of the structure. When Brucknerwrites a ':Idistinct episode it ia always in a contrast&agkey and expands itself on a
large scale. That is not the case here. :_

The Third Symphony in D minor contains one of the grandea of
BruckneFs earlier slow movements. It is large and dear-cut, externally _/
s/mple and internally complex. It bears a Neapolitan rdat/onsh/p to the
main key of the symphony, being placed in E flat major. Not enough at-
tent;on is normally given to the beauty of Bruckners key-schemes;too
often he,is said to modulatehaphazardlywhen in fact he is weaving a fine
tonal net Whichspreads further than the average listenercan at once per-
ceive. Even at this stage of his career there is a striking though compara.
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tively small example of the power In the opening part of this Adagio
showing how he can establish a key by exploring wide surrounding areas
that Brahms, for instance, would call remote. The majestic main theme
soon moves into darker regions, but after rising to two great bursts separated
by a soft phrase the music subsides into E flat again in such a manner as
to show that the tonic has never been disturbed; all "'modulations" have
hitherto been mere links in one thread. The first real change of tonal centre
is felt with a new theme in a different time and tempo (Andante quasi
allegretto) (_). This is the outset of a huge middle section poised, in
spite of many other incidental keys, on B fiat. The new stream flows richly,
anticipating in its harmony the second idea of the Adagio in No. 8, and
its counterstatement leads to another thought ('Misterioso) in 13 flat, an-
other of Bruckner's beloved sugg_tions of chorale style. This receives
separate treatment before giving way to its immediate precursor, which,
launched gently in (2 major beneath smooth semiquavers, gains intensity
as it glides from key to key, arriving at a chromatic canon in the strings.
The dominant of F flat is then treated as a German sixth and the opening
strain returns, this time expanded and developed, accompanied by sweeping
string figures (at first pizzicato), touched with deliberate quotations from
Wagner (to whom the work was dedicated), and at length achieving sym-
metry by delivering two full bursts of cathedral music, separated by the
same soft phrase mentioned at the corresponding point in the first part.
To all this is attached a finely held coda. Here the scheme is roughly ternary
A.B-A; B is naturally less cumulative in effect than A, which is given
added force on its second entry. In every detail this movement has true
greatness.

Although Tovey is sympathetic to Bruclmer, his analysis of the Ardante
of the Fourth Symphony does not seize on what is literally the key point,
Bruckner's use of tonality. Had he noted this he would certainly not have
remarked, "his all-important episode is as slow as his vast main theme.
The result is curious; the thing which is oftenest repeated and always ex-
panded, the vast main theme, is welcomed whenever it returns; while, as
Johrtson would have said, "the attention retires' from even a single return of
the episode". It is surprising to find this great scholar not noticing that what
is at first part of a really gigantic paragraph behaves as an episode only
when it is heard again much later. This phenomenon is entirely the out-
come of Bruckner°s subtle distinction between real modulation and mere

passing references to foreign keys.
The character of the movement as a whole is that of a veiled funeral

march, with the strange effect that the observer's distance from the dark
• cortege seems to vary uncannily. At one moment the action is so far off

that it might almost be static; at another the hearer is himself in the midst
of the procession. Pervading the whole is a sense of dreamlike unreality.
The key is 12 minor and the colo6sal first section is centred firmly around
C, ending in the major. It contains three thematic elements. First there is
a plain marching tune with a subdued accompaniment of muted strings.
C minor is obscured but not banished when this leads to a most solemn
chorale that modulates too constantly for any other key to establish itself.
Dying away, it is succeeded by the most mysterious idea of all, a cantilena
of violas, almost st/ll, with the distant tread of remote pizzicati. Dimly lit
by different key-colourings, it finally settles in 12major, which, miraculously
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sounds as ff its sovere/gnty had never been to question. Truth is that
Bruckner has so far allowed no other key to gain a foothold. One of the
grandest aspects of his art is its way of forcing the hearer to e_darge his
conceptions of nearly all musical devices. This is not megalomania; it is
mastery. It may be averred that this C major is really the dominant of F
minor, but it should be remembered that/n a minor key the tonic major
always sounds as if it might at any moment fall to the subdom/nant.

The change, through D flat to A flat, that follows this section shows at
once how different h the effect of a clean change of key. Starting in A flat,
fragments of the first tune are developed with new shapes, building a big
climax which submdes on the home dominant, awaiting the restoration of
the opening in C minor. At this stage a symmetrical restatement would
be clumsy, and Brucimer treats his recapitulation in an individual way. In
order that he shall he free to reserve his greatest effort for the coda (an
unusual balance of force in a slow movement in any case), the com_
reverses normal methods. His opening expository part is dominated by one
key. It does not move definitely to a new one, as do all sonata expm/tions.
This procedure does not preclude the need for an extem/ve development,
for no sense of form is yet achieved; the music must expand further. Bruck-
net does not, however, wish his plan to end flatly w/th a return of the
ol_m.g; the central development must be balanced by a proport/onate
cooa that is to crown the whole w/th a great climax, which must be pre-
pared if it is not to sound like a mere addition to something already complete.

The surprising solution to the problem is Bruckner's treatment of the
necessary restatement as if it were a pr/mitive kind of sonata exposition;
its end thus left open, a coda grows perforce. The first theme moves out
of C minor, the chorale is omitted (s/nce it would 8/ve the impression of
a symmetr/cal repetition) and the remote _ola phrases are heard, grouped
this time round D minor-mawr. _ key is very exp.ressive became it has
so far been allowed no independence. Only now can this passage be re.
garded as a true "episode '. After this the composer moves with suitable
gravity back to C m/nor for a coda which creates a tremendous mass of
tone. The subdued end conta/ns oblique references to both the chorale and
the viola theme. It should now be dear that Tovey's episode (the viola
theme), far from being "'as slow as the vast main theme" is pmlmedy much
slower, and i_ each time, a much needed period of repose be.lore a return
to action.

In the Fifth Symphony is at last to be found an ,Adagio that Tovey_
formula descr/bes, though it is _ questionable how far the word "pathetic
is ever appl/cable to Bruckner s music. "Solemn" it always is, but it is
too grand for pathos.

D minor is the key of this great movement, whose proportions are as
_mple as they are magnificent. The main subject is on an oboe over a
i_iz_.icamaccompaniment that is also used in the Scherzo of the symphony.
The whole of the first group is qu/etly devotional, rest/ng eventually in F
major. Its rhythms, combining 6/4 with 4/4, have immense potential/tie&
The second part begins at bar 31 with one of the world's greatest mdodies,
the purest and noblest Bruckner; it gathers strength as it climbs to a full
climax, turning majesticaliy in combination with its own/mage and with

_ther aspiring phrases. At its height it is poised on the dominant of C,l ut with a sudden hush the home dominant intervenes.
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There now follows an expansion of the other group, in D minor at first,
but moving with the aid of _,vir|ing quavers through other keys as it be-
comes sterner in mood, ending with dramatic alternations of pp and ff.
It breaks out suddenly and misty harmonies make a beautiful return to the
second theme (Tovey's episode), this time in the tonic major. After passing
through entirely new developments, it slips into a long-drawn link that
brings ahout the last return of the original material with due mystery. The
strings join the woodwind and brass, accompanying them with wave-like
semiquavers, and the whole last section resembles some mighty minster
nave, full of great sweeping curves of breathtaking grandeur. At the end
the light fades into the mystery of the opening. In one important respect,
Tovey's description is incomplete. It gives the impre_ion that the "episode"
is repeated literally and that it is mainly the "accompaniment" that changes
at each appearance of the main theme. In most cases the term "accompani-
ment" can mislead, though here it is just if it is applied to the activities
of the strings during the presence of the first subject.

The next instance needs less description than most, for it perpetuates

Bruckner's mastery of sonata _ructure on the vaste_ po_b[e scale. Tovey
has rightly said of the Ac_g_o of the Sixth Symphony, 'the slow tempo

inspires him to a mastery of the big and supple paragraph .that Brahms
would have been compelled to praise. Though the key is F major, the
beginning is nearer to F minor with its descending minor scale in the bass.
The contrasting group starts with a very gracious theme in E major, but
soon enters the orthodox dominant, C major, sustaining a dimax in that
key. From this comes a calm descent to a grave theme in C minor. There
is no break at the end of the exposition and the C minor tune drifts into
other keys, leading to a deh"oerate development of the opening subject.
The recapitulation is defined by a dearly fixed F minor-major, but the --
theme expands into a ma_'ive crescendo,diminuendo in a manner that makes
it the logical continuation of the development. The second group is re-
stated with remarkable poise and subdety, growing this time from the tonic
instead of from a remote key and having an entirely new set of modulations
besides added beauties in the scoring. There is an optional cut in this
um_ge (from bar 113 to 132 inclusive). Tovey approves of this, but re-

fly; without it Bruclmer's exquisite redistribution of keys in the
second group is lost. The movement cannot be thus truncated; its exposi-
tion is wasted if it is not explained by the restatement. This exposition
recalls that in the slow movement of the First Symphony and aim has its
origin in Schubert. The perfectly shapedco_t is as peaceful and strong
as the summit of Mount E_a_st in the sunlight.

The Adagio of the Seveath Symphony was not, as is often thought,
composedin memoryof Wagner. Most of it was finishedbeforeWagner's
death, and only the todd is funeral music that can definitely be a_r/bed
to Bruckner's sorrow at that event.: The whole degiac movement is per,
hapa the most immediately accessible of all Bruckner s compositions. In
its key-system it is one of his profmmdest essays and can be analysed fully
only at greater length than is pomade here. (This remark applies also to
the Mow movements of the last two symphonies). The opening is huge,
a sombre train of themes, originating in C sharp minor and creating a
climax on the threshold of F sharp minor. After some dark hesitancy, the
tonal trend of the first section is explained by the _end, the famous and
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glorious Modarato in F sharp major. In due course it sinks again to C
sharp minor. This t/me there is a slow growth to a very powerful utter-
ance in G major (bar 127), one of the remotest po_ll_le keys. This O
major behaves momentarily as if it intends to be the dominant of C, but
leads instead to A flat major, in which the second group sounds with fresh
orchestration. Now A flat is simply G sharp, the home dominant, and
consequently the recapitulation of this group ac'tsas an inuner_e dominant
preparation for the restoration of the tonic and the main theme. This is
a new application of the cardinal principle of restatement. Bruckner
rarely restates mater/al to serve mere demands for symmetry. He treats
each case .as a novel phenomenon. Because he sees the true nature of his
material, he is able to use familiar devices to mould it into unfamiliar,
living forms.

The main theme now becomes the bacldmne of an enormous structure,
towering high and crowned with a superb d/max in C major. This key
is directly related to G major, which emphasized the previous somewhat
less prominent peak. The whole mighty design is thus integ_ted at a stroke.
All that remains to be executed is the sublime coda. C major itself, like
t3 major before it, is a link in a tonal sequence and moves one step further
into D flat major (C sharp major, the tonic major). The rest is music of
extraordinary del:th. In examiningthese works it becomes increasingly
obvious that Bruckner's "constant modulation'" is illusory, for he often
circles a single tonal region with many different keys, none of which
a_serts itself abovc the others. They are as dancers in a group; one may
be momentarily in possession of the stage, but the rest are still performing
in support. An iron discipline regulates their movements.

This iron discipline is evident at the beginning of the slow movement
of the Eighth Symphony. The key is D flat major. For the first twenty
bars D flat (or C sharp) persists in the bass, with the result that its re-
emergence at bar 29, after the intervention of remote kegs, comes with real
assurance. Its grip has not been loosened. It then gives way to the dora.
inant of E major, which is a long-distance preparation for the opening of
the second group in that key. Like the Adagio in No. _, this design comes
close to Tovey's dictum. It is conceived on a gigantic scale and the. main

Ooointfor remark is the fact that each return of D flat is convincingly drivenme as an establishment of the tonic. The sum effect is that the whole
vast organism has never really left its roots in that key. The achievement
is the more remarkable when one considers that only once is D flat estab-
lished by dominant preparation. The key relationships are extremely in.
timate and iqtricate. E major in which Group II is first heard is, despite
its sharps, a dark area beside D flat, being in reality F flat major, and the
later resurgence of the same subject matter in the supertonic major, E flat
major, has a distinctly brighter effect. As in the Adagio of his previous
symphony, Bruckner relates the two main climaxes tonally, the first coming
at bar 12_ with a 6/4 chord of B flat major and the other, the result of
one of his greatest passages, at bar 239 with a wonderful 6/4 chord of E
flat major. It is also worth noting that E major is given prominence several
times; first it comes as the key of the second group (bar 47), then again
at bar 119 as a br/ght contrast to E flat minor, and thirdly with tremendous
etfect at bar 211, where it is approached suddenly after a vehement prepa.
ration on the dominant of A fiat. This latter change recalls the so-called



"'Recapitbl_¢i__n thetfifst ._6ve_t OfNo'if'/, fn_ _,e l_Lleed, One of
' this _'comp0ser's_fa_0utit_'_oLlulatfohs_"Of the'_heer'n_j_)," of this move-
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:n_ent it is ltn_p(_ble" tor_pea_, _mce such tousle tan'o' described only m
_ft_ ow_ ter_ms._"rt]_ ,,k-it[e0_'dohbt,_'one"of the gre_t_S_oT _.ITsymphonic
•adagz'o_. Mo_: ! than that ¢_hnot':be _aid here• : ....
'_."Lastly, :wha[ c_n be _id 'of the movbment that now has to end the Ninth
:Symphony, 6_"t_e' ultimate _g_ress_on of Bruclmer's art _nd faith? h is a
t:ommonplac_ to•'_q'at_:tha_ this Ninth, like Schubert's B minor symphony,
• • . • ! • . • . . -

ts s_t_sfymg m' t_'uni_nhhed_fornL that there _sa sense of finahty m the
,slow _novetnent_!cbi_nakes an_hing else needless. It has even been
,asserted that Br0ck/_r _!death was somehow opportune, that the work was
•aved fr_)m the encumbrance of a_Finale by a considerate Providence, pre-
,sdmably mter_ly n_us_l and hot g_ven to bothering wtth Long Works•
Had _he Fmdle _en' (_m_leted_'it wou|d probably have combined the con.
'trapuntal l_ill_anc_eL_i:tl_t bf the:Fifth with the massive, granitedike con-
,_/sten*.)_of;that'of tl_e Eighth• S_ch a movement would have made all
existing theories about:the pr_ser_t"completeness of the Ninth nd,culous
and _ts loss _sa"matter-for (leep•re_ret. One must, however, remain thankful

]thae t_e torso'o_fl_ucl_r'_ N_th ' $_mphony ends with so wonderful a
| ! • , .......seose of pead_; ra_her than Wf_ the fierce Scherzo which, hl/e that m the
,Eighth| is pheed _e_ot_:in _order..'- " "
i, The'open/rig of. the _/_rlaF,io of;l_/o" 9 has often been compared with that
"bf Tristan "_nd ;/solde.'.:N0"two: works could be more dissimilar, in spite
tof certain st/rface'¥es_mblhnces; "Th[t Wagner influenced Bruckner tech-
hnical_ is tthe,-but the .A'ustrhn'sethereal music has nothing in common
". I_ . q • " ." . (7 •with Wagner's, r|chl_, _'ather aggressively sensuous mode of expression.
,This plan i_ .fdr:tetnoved" frbra -T_eF's formula. It is, as one expects,
"kigantic,;a_ad begin_ _'ith thd Usual_pair of theme-groups. The first of
tt"hese evolve_ fr6m a'daring leap "of_an_or ninth from the dominant of

I' ' " "" '' " | ' " " "

'E, and as a whoh'thts sect_on:._s_rvaded b_ shdtmg, restless harmomes,
_eaci_ing _ tnight_'strange climax;_th_ mysterious echo of which contains
_a marbelldus use of:'trum'pets.':A_ the mood deepens, a slow chorale moves
_wards the se_nd" groop. _The first group, while it is firmly based upon
_E major, does _ no_ pa.ndd_'that key, which nevertheless is a true tonic.
lBruckner's,well-16ved _hajo_ mediant is the key of Group II, a fine cantabile,
_the last develophent'bf" the 't_pes 'found in the First and Seventh sym-
•phonies. But _her_ there'is a .new'ahsterity beneath the graceful forms.
"Bru'ckner's spit:it" il now. too quiet, too dose to the awesome reality of
death to _nd pleasurd in war/n, emo/ional utterance as in past years. There
is here a soft teals|on, a Iwaiting for an unknown experience. It is this
sense of having been created on a sti'ange threshold that gives the whole
movement its uncanny power, i

The tonality is deliberately'obsolred for long stretches of the music by
the remarkably bold use of chromaticisms, which are carried far beyond
tho_ of any other contemporary c0mposer. It is also notable that all the
big crises of the movement are "momentsof dissonance. On all previous
occasions' they have been. blocks of consonant harmony. This is quite a
'new element in Beucld_er's fimsic, yet moreevidence of the constantly ex-
.panding, forward-looking nature.of-his mind. The second group leads to
a return of the first,'whicli brings itself to a solemn tutti beginning in B
minor, bu_ moduhting freely..Another quiet passage, full of strictly con-
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trolled power, causesa Hg outl_urst on the dominant of C, _hr to the
first high point in the opening paragraph. The myst_ is not resolved by
the entry, in A fiat, of part of the second group, which soon breaks off with '
dejected echoes on oboe and horn, to be replaced by strenuous developments
of chromatic figures from the main theme, interspersed with great chorale
phrases. At length E major takes control once more. This time Bruclmer's
manner of design is quite unprecedented. The second theme, greatly aug-
mented, and with an agitated accompaniment, is sung by the first violins
in the tonic. Very slowly the ag/tatinn and the grandeur increase until the
music reaches one of the most stupendous and terrifying culminations in
all music, with a discord of truly astounding force. This chord, which was
severely diluted by Ferdinand L6we in his "revision" of the symphony.

contains the following notes--E, P sharp, G sharp, A, B s,harp, C sharp.
The migh_ crisis resolves into utter peacefulness and the coda that ends
the movement quietly is perhaps the profoundest passage Bruclmer ever
wrote. Hot only is it a summing up of the whole Adag/o, but it can be
regarded as a backward glance of the old composer at his entire career, as
subtle allusions to themes from earlier works indicate.

The inadequate description of the Bruckner adag/o by Tovey meets i_
final repudiation/n this movement, in which the second group, or "episode'
is used to provide the biggest d/max in the piece. It should not be forgotten,
however, that Tovey's remark occurred in a concert note, and he himself
would, no doubt, have been the first to admit that it was loosely applied.
One should therefore not criticize that remarkable thinker on such flimsy
grounds. It suffices to be grateful for provocation to pursue the matter
further. The above sketches of the music in question must on no account
be regarded as analyses. Their failure to deal properly with at least the
last two cases is only too dear, but, pendiing fuller discussion at some later
date, it is hoped that they may provide still more provocation for others to
pursue the matter further.

WNYO AND WQX1g BROADOABT BRUOKNE1g AND MAHLgB B.EOORDINGS

Performances of Bruckner and Mahler as well as recordings of their
music are being heard on the air with increasing frequency. New York
City's Municipal Station, WNYC, and Station WQXXbroadcast available
Bruclmer and Mahler recordings regularly. Both stations deserve spec/al
commendation for their contributions to the musical and cultural life of
the communities within their radius.

To commemorate the 87th anniversary of Mahler's birth, Stat/on _Yc
broadcast Waiter's recordings of Mahler's IV and IX on July 7, 1947,
while Station WQXa (New York City) devoted its July festival to the
music of the Austrian master. The Municipal Station also took cognizance
of the 16th anniversary of the founding of The Bruckner Soc/ety of America.
On January 4, 1947, wNvc broadcast a recording of Bruckner's Fourth.
Preceding the broadcast the Executive Secretary of the 5oc/ety gave a five

minute talk. During _ptember wN_'c broadcast a Bruckner Festival.
gecordings of Bruckner s Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, and _inth were played.
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ARNOLD SCHOENBERO'8 DEBT TO MAHLER

By DIKA NEWLIN

The superficial observer, unfamiliar with the Viennese musical scene,
would be indeed hard put to it, confronted with one of Schcenberg's twelve-
tone scores and Mahler's First Symphony, to determine what influence the
older composer might have had upon the younger. And yet the influence
of Mahler is ew..r-present in Schoenberg. Indeed, to me, it seems increas-
ingly impossible to understand Schoenberg without understanding Mahler.
If the works of $choenberg are seldom heard and even more seldom under-
stood, it is at least in part because the great tradition of music.making in
Vienna--a tradition of which Mahler was among the most outstanding
latter-day representatives--has not really been understood.

To one who knows the proud and independent nature of Schoenberg,
it is by no means surprising that he did not, at first, succumb to Mahler's
influence willingly. He and young Alma Maria Schindler--later to become
Alma Mahler--were fellow-pupils of Alexander yon Zemlinaky. Often
they saw each other at the Sunday evening musical gatherings of Frau
Conrat, the friend of Brahms; it was on one of these occasions that Alma
asked young Schoenberg if he were going to hear the Vienna Philharmonic's
perfmanance of Mahler's Fourth Symphony.: "Why should I bother?"
replied Sc.hoenberg--or words to that effect. "Mahler already couldn't do
anything in his First and I suppose the Fourth is the same, only more so.e'

But Schoenberg could not hold out forever against Mahler; fundamen-
tally he did not wish to. His relationship with Mahler seems to be char-
acterized throughout by that curious ambivalence of love and hate which,
in a a/m/lar way, always characterized the attitude of the Viennese intel-
lectuals towards Vienna.: That Mab.ler should sooner or later exert a
profound influence on Schoenberg seems inevitable, given the special posi-
tion which Mahler occupied in Viennese musical life from 1879 onward.
The mighty spiritual influence which the powerful director of the Vienna
Court Opera exerted through his performances, not on musical circles
alone, buton every aspect of intellectual life, is hardly conceivable to
those who did not undergo it during Mahler's regime. Performances of
Gluck, Mozart, Weber--and Wagner--became celebrations in a new temple
of art. And the young Schoenberg, though his firm grounding in the prac-
tise of chamber music prevented him from falling into the epigonous al
fresco music-making of so many of his contemporaries, was, like his entire
generation, under the thrall of Wagner. When he was twenty-five he had
heard all Wagner's operas between twenty and thirty times each. Tr/stan
was so ram/liar to him and to his friends that they evolved a game to be

"phyed during its performances, the winner was the one who could find

t January 12. 1902.
t This feeling about Vienna finds characteristic expression, appropriately enough,

in a letter from Schoenberg to Mahler whertin 5choenberg ueea the highly significant
phrase our hated and lovt:d Vienna."
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the most "new melodies" in Wagner's highly plastic inner voices. Else,
where I have discussed the significance of this highly analytical method of
listening for Schoenberg's technique of composition. Does it not also tell
us something important about Mahler's technique of conductingP It was
not the broader outlines and the most obvious melodies alone that were
important to Mahler the conductor; every inner part had to have its own
life, its own plastic form. This concern for the clarity of each individual
voice, ever-present in Mahler's compositional consciousness as well, led
him to exercise the utmost care in the indication of the various dynamic
levels in his scores. At one and the same moment, one instrument might
be playing piano, a second mezzo forte, and a third fortissimo. (But
Schoenberg, though his line ear would delight in distinguishing Wagner's
inner voices in a beautifdly articulated Mahler performance, did not like
these nervous paroxysms of the most varied simultaneous dynamics on the
printed page. He preferred to reduce the dynamics of a given vertical
combination to a single common denominator, and to indicate the relative
emphasis of the different voices by means of his symbols H- and N- or
P and S.)*

It was through Arnold Ros_, Mahler's brother-in-law and the concert-
master of the Vienna Philharmonic, that Mahler and Schoenberg first
came into friendly contact. Mahler, visiting one of Rose's rehearsals of
Verltl_rte _acht in 1903, was impressed by what he saw and heard, and
realized that young Schoenberg was a force to be reckoned with. Then,
Zemlinsky brought Schoenberg to visit the Mahler household, and a rather
lopsided friendship, with many ups and downs, developed among the three
composers. Mahler regarded "Eisele und Beisele," as he called his two
talented juniors, with a mixture of affection and exasperation, while Schcen-
berg Wavered between admiration of Mahler's mastery and irritation at his
frequently condescending manner. At one time, Schoenberg was occupy-
ing a garret in Vienna and'was much disturbed while composing by the
constant pealing of church bells which dinned into his eyrie from all sides.
He complained about this situation in Mahler's presence, but Mahler re-
sponded sehr von oben herab, "Oh, that doem't matter; just put the church
bellsinto your next symphony!" Schoenberg was much annoyed, but bided
his time until chance furnished him with the opportunity for the perfect
riposte. Mahler, about to go away for the summer, remarked that he sup-
posed the birds singing all around his Komponierh_uschen would make life
miserable for him as usual. Schoenberg promptly retorted, "Well, just
put the birds into your next symphony! "s

But the casual bickering could not conceal the fact that Schoenberg's
relationship with Mahler was becoming even closer and warmer. The
friendship was further cemented by Mahler's hiring Zemlinsky to conduct
at the Vienna Opera in 1906. It was during the summer of that year that

sOf coursel am not forgettingthat Schoenbergmust..hav.eheard,i,n his_outh.,
many Wagner performanceswhich were not under the d!re_mn ot Man,er. _u.t,tt
is scarcely conceivablethat Mahler's dynamic concept ol the wagner scores---wmcn,
be it rememlxred;he insisted uponpresenting in their uncut form, as his predecessors
had feared to do--can have failed to accentuatethe influenceof Wagner upon
$chocnberg.

' Hau/_tstimmeand 7qebenstimme: principal and subordinatevoices.
5Of course Mahler had alreadydone so in his First and Second!
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,_hoenberg, who was just finishing his fist Kammersymphonic, found time

to write to Mahler, "Nothing could please me more than your saying that •
we had come closer together. And, during the following concert-season
in Vienna, Mahler found ample opportunity to defend the cause of the

i younger composer. The famous tale of Mahler's rising up in wrath to
quell the opposition on the occasion of the Roses" premi&e of Schoenberg's
First String Quartet in Vienna (February S, 1907) has been too often
told to need further repetition here, but its implications do need further
elucidation. Mahler's bold defense of Schoenberg certainly did not mean
that he completely understood what Schoenberg was trying to do. In fact,
with characteristic intellectual honesty, he admitted that 8c.hoenberg's
concept of music often surpassed his comprehension. Of this very First
Quartet, he said to 8choenberg, "I'm accustomed to reading thirty-voiced
orchestral scores--and the four voices of your Quartet give me at least
twice as much trouble!" And, after a performance of the Kammersymphonie
which he had noisily applauded in defiance of the anti-Schoenberg faction,
he frankly said that he did not understand this music; but he had the
courage to blame this deficiency on his own ear, not on the unfamiliar
sonorities. There is no doubt that his public defense of Schoenberg was,
in spite of his private mental reservations, utterly sincere. In Schoenberg
he recognized a man of his own kind, an intransigent spirit in whom re-
spect for the noblest traditions of music was combined with the courage
to break away from outworn conventions, fic.hoenberg's veell-nigh frighten-
ing sincerity and directness inspired in Mahler a confidence which was not
dependent on understanding alone, but on the emotional response to a
kindred soul. Schoenberg, unavoidably on the defensive in these critical
years of his development, yet felt this confidence of Mahler's and responded
in kind. In his last letter to Mahler (July S, 1910) he reveals himself

; completely under the spell of his mentor; he begs l_hhler to pardon him
for his one.time contrariness which had so often forced him into contra-
diction for its own sake. That forgiveness had long since been granted.
Mahler, during his last illness, often thought of 8choenberg and begged
Alma and her stepfather, Carl Moll, to stand by him always. The fund for
the support of young composers which was established as a result of this
forethought of Mahler's frequently benefitted $choenberg. How fitting
that this last gesture of Mahler's helping hand should have been recipro-
cated by $choenberg's supreme act of devotion, the dedication of the
Harmonielehre to Mahler's memory!

The friendship between Schoenberg and Mahler is a matter of record;
but it is more important for our purposes to asse_ the specifically musical
influences of Mahler on Schoenberg. What are these and where may they
be found?

Let us consider first the knotty question of tonality. Schoenberg's identi.
fication with the process whereby individualized tonalities are fused into
the larger system of "pantonality'" (a term which he prefers to the in-
accurate "'atonality") is universally known. Less well known, perhaps, is

' the fact that Schoenberg himself credits Mahler with playing a significant

I part in the preliminary stages of this process. To be specific, it was Mahler
who first introduced into the symphony a concept which I have called pro-

I gressive tonality. The classical symphony either began and endedin the

same key or, if beginning in minor, frequently ended in the parallel major.
t
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Bruclmer was quite satisfied with this prindple of his forebears;e Mahlcr, ..
however, was not. In the F/rst Symphony he applies his new prindple to
one movement only. The 8ong.cyde on which the symphony is based, I:
Lieder eines/ahrenden Gesellen, began in D minor and ended in F minor. !
Mahler now transfers this idea to the Finale of the symphony, which begins
in F minor and ends in D major. But the principle must now be extended
to the entire symphony instead of being limited to a s/ngle movement. This [
happens in the Second Symphony, which begins in C minor and ends in ,!
E fiat

major. Of course, this is not a very striking modulation, for the }
relative major is as dosely related to the minor as the classical parallel major [
would l/ave been. Mahler finds his way to a more radical application of Ithe principle in his succeeding symphonies, with the exception of the Third,
Sixth, andEighth. The Fourth Symphony moves from G major to E major,
the Fifth from C sharp minor to D major, the Seventh from B minor to C
major, the Hinth from D major to D fiat major, and Das Lied yon der Erde
from A minor to C major." Mahler follows the class/c pattern of ending I
a minor symphony in a major key (the tragic Sixth is the only one of his
symphonies in which he did not do this). He seems to have a particular
fondness for the tonal progression of a half-step from beginning to end
of a symphony, a preference which he evinces in the Fifth, Seventh, and
Ninth Symphonies. In the Fifth and Seventh Symphonies the half-step is
ascending (Ct---D, B---C); this ascending motion gives these symphonies I
a certain forward impulsion which is synonymous with an optimistic aly [
proach to life. This impression is strengthened by the fact that in each of ithese cases the beginning key is m/nor and the ending key is major, as well
as by the busy and energetic tone of the Finales. On the contrary, the
descending half-step in the Ninth Symphony (D to D fiat) seems to I
strengthen the feeling of resignation which imbues that work. I

What has this to do with Sehoenberg's dissolution--or expansion--of _
tonality? That quest/on is answered ff we turn to Schoenberg's Second "i
String Quartet, the first work in which he completely transcends the limits .:.
of the tonal system. The s/gniticant thing here is that Sehoenberg composed '_
the first three movements in dearly defined keys with key-a/gnaturex--F ii
sharp minor, D minor, E flat minor--and did not enter the realm of "pan- _.
tonality" unt_ the Finale. Beginning a work of symphonic proportions i!
"tonally" and ending it "atonally" is surely the next step beyond beginning
it in one key and ending it in another very distant one. In the preceding
paragraph, I indicated that the concept of progress/re tonal/ty in Mahler
has something to do with expresdng the emotional climate, as it were, of
each individual symphony. For Mahler, each symphony was a world in
itself, Which had to be constructed according to its own laws; as this applied
to form, it applied to tonal progression also. How, the progression from
"tonality" to "'atonality"/s closely involved with the emotional content of
Schoenberg's Second String Quartet, especially insofar as thisis expressed
in the text of the last movement. Attention has been drawn before now

to the rdationship'betwecn the idea of the Stefan Gcor_y poem which
Schoenberg chose, "Ich f_de Luft yon anderen Phneten, and the con-

of a new musical world in which the old laws of tonality are tram- _cept
cended.

,I
s Obviouslythe endin_of the Ninth Symphonlrin a differentkey ;- a special¢atu.akin to that of Schuberts UnJlni_hed. I

I
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Th_ very Second Quartet of Sehoenberg's seems to be the meeting-place
of a number of different trendS, all of which may be traced, in one way
or another, to the influence of Mahler. I mentioned the t_t of the last
movement. The use of the soprano voice in the third and fourth movements
of this quartet may surely be attributed to the influence of Mahler's sym-

:i phon/es. It was, of course, quite typical of Schoenberg to introduce an in-
novation instead of slavishly copying the older composer, as some other
leu independent spirit might have done. Instead of composing another
"choral symphony" more or leas succe_fully, Schoenberg chose to intro-
duce the human voice into a new genre, that of the string quartet; thus he
continued that tradition of innovation /n chamber music which he had

I' begun with his Ver_Hrte _acht, the fL_ symphonic poem for chamber
ensemble. He did not, however, repeat this particular experiment a second
time, although his preoccupat/on with the infinite expressive posm_ll/ties
of the human voice is well known.

In the Second Quartet, there also arises that problem of "'quotat/on"
which plays so prominent a role in Mahler's work. All students of Mahler

J are faro/liar with his practise of self-quotation, which also extends to the
quotation of familiar extraneous motives. (The most famous example of
this latter development is the third movement of the First Symphony, with

! its all-pervasive Frdre Jacques motive.) What is not always realized is
that such quotation, either of one's own work or of other familiar themes,
is in its essence operatic. Classic instances of this are the citations of Una
cosa rata and The Marriage of Figaro in Don Giovanni, and of Tristan in
Die Meistersinger. Every such quotation in an "abstract'" work of music
represents an expansion into the dramatic field. Hence, when we consider
Mahler's lifelong preoccupation with opera--even though he never corn,

i posed a dramatic work in his maturity--it is by no means surprising that
i the use of such quotations became bas/c in his concept of the symphony.

From him, this idea passed to his great Viennese succ_,ors--both music-
dramatists--Schoenberg and Berg (but not to Berg s great co-disciple
Webern, whose musical nature was to lead him along paths far removed
from opera). Berg used such quotations more often than $choenbcrg; we
might cite his quotation from Tristan in the Lyric Suite for string quartet,
and his use of the Bach chorale Es ist genug in his Violin Concerto, as well
as numerous quotations (both from his own works and from others') in

i his two operas Wozzec_ and Lulu. However, it is 8choenberg's use of such
material which primarily concerns us here. The most characteristic example
of it is precisely in the Scherzo of the Second Quartet, where Ach, du lieber
Augustin makes an imexpected appearance. I have always felt that this
idea was, at least indirectly, suggested to Schoenberg by a particular move-
ment of Mahler_the above-mentioned third movement of the First Sym-
phony, that very symphony which Schoenberg had long ago cons/tiered a
prime example of Mahler's incompetence! I have often heard Schoenberg
discuss this movement in terms of the deepest admiration; he likes to char-
acterize it as the first consciously wrought expression of irony in music.
One might be tempted to apply a similar interpretation, then, to the Scherzo
of Sehoenbcrg's quartet--a movement which is, perhaps coincidentally, also
in D minor; but the composer specifically repudiates such an interpretation.
To Sehoenberg, the words "Alles ist hip., • so characteristic of the old

w
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..V/enfle_. _song_,._ere'utted3rmvithotit ironic drsit/ric'a[ intert_ :b_ ,h_d':a

.real. and deep !emot/onal-.s/gnificance,;:: .:_ t:'._ e,,,:_.--,._i:-.._' ._!._.,4_ ._......

r _-.Finally|:i_' _ing. the ,!nfluence _of"Mahler iipon. 8clk_nber_, .we'.mu_t
approgch. 3he ..problem':of occEestratidn._ "Irhist_ha__ tum.refftirtly 4t_ffe4ent
.aspe_s..AOnthe .one q_and_Mahler_seeldbratedMo'tv_moftM|ns_medtat,'on ,(
certainly, _lffedted tb._ ,orcllestration :oP $¢hocnhdrg_'. greate,t essay m 'the
"monuinental style,'the'Gfirre-L/eder. It _ true that _theoriginal'conception
of the Gurre,Lieder. antedates Sch6enberg'_ cohversi6n vo belief in Mah|er;
oli the"other Jiand;..the',entire periticl 6f:its!in'str_mentation _overs 'those
years.._hen"Mahler's influenc_.on ,_ehbanberl_ wgs iteai:lily incrdasing'. 'This
,m0aum6ntal 6rchostralfst_le,.whl_tlier,in .Mahle/'_o'r in Schoenberg, is cha,r-
acterhe_l by, a'wfllin_ne4s'.t0 inff6d_/ce.any _id !evety _ffect ;ntce._ry' for ,l_
theteompl_:te)_xpressi6n.'of [he musical qdea,vevth, if_it requires "the:me"of
.inmTu_ents ne_.lxffqr6.h£-ard in:h. convehtional or_estra. In th_s _elase,
M_hlelr's.,coh_bdh:in the Sixth Syml_hon_; are therlxndant to $choenbefg's

heaw iro/_ clmid.4in'.the'Oarr_-/.a'eder:.t,Thuh we _ee/bar bo_h"Schoenb_rg•and'_hler M,_.'_fw'"f_m.-_tie gmf:at/t_;of, tl_ _ofi_entionai rea'dy-"ma'de
larga orchesL_r_.whichlmist._erve fcJr-th_._xpression of every sotS'of idea
or emotion., i-Wh/le .the. mo/minentaF orchestrk' is. sometimes consid_rdd to
be'infle='bl_-in its, modes!oE ¢='pressi6n;'this_ obviously not true If it p_r-
mira thk:add_on bfispecial-instri_ents'fdr special :purposes, ¢l'hii_process

'will _¢entira.Ily-l_d to!th_crcatioh" of a. _p'ecializo8 ensemble :for each new !compo_'.'tion .according- to ira lffart/cular"musidal"needs. It is to Schoenberg
and his di_eil_leS that v_-dwe the mos_ stimhlating devdlopment_sof this
idea, v_hich is a logical "ogtgruwthof Mahldr's feL-'iingtl/at each syml6hony
•is a s_parate world with.its ow/i laws of construction. Nor is Schocnberg's
use of chamb_r-m'usit combinations for :this purpose in any si:nse a r_pudi,
ation "of the Mahlerian 'tradition'--this in spi[e of the'fact' that Mahler
was not a comix_ser of[chamber m_ic' in the. ordinary sense. Works like
the KhMertomalieder c_r_ainly hav_ the character of chamber music_ and,
e_6n in' Mahler.'s :mosd_fully.orchestrated tc.oies, many" passages may be
found-in- which 6nusual combinatiohs of solb instruments play together i
with the uhnbst fu_sse. ' It'is from the influence' of passages such as these,
combined with that of such w6rks of Brahms as the Horn Tt:io and the i

Clarinet Quintet, that music'like" Scl/oenbe,,,g's two Chamber Symphoni_
"and Berg_s Chantber Concerto is deri_d... ':

Unavoidably, an essay of this cl/aracter can only scratch the surface of
the subje_ which it purports to discuss. However, if it induces in those
readers who already know and love Mahler a new interest in becoming
better acquainted with the _,'orks of his supreme spiritual disciple Schoen-
berg, it will have served its purpose.

r in connect/oq with this co.ncept of. quotation we m/ght also cite $choenlxrg'_
use of the Beethoven victory motif in the" Ode |o 7qapolion.

• . . . . • . . . , • .. y..
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BRUCKNER AND MAHLER AND TONALITY

,r By WARREN STOREY SMITH

What was the attitude of Bruckner and of Mahler toward'tonality, both
as to keys they preferred and their method of employing them? Before
attempting to answer the first part of this question, it would be profitable

•to examine that of certain of their predecessors, Prior to the nineteenth
century the choice of keys was governed largely by exped/ency and by

_' custom. With the advent of Romanticism we encounter definite key-

f preferences and key-antipath/es, often directly traceable to the composer's
temperament and personality. Are we to believe that Mozart disliked' the
key of F-sharp minor because he chose it for only one of the hundreds of
movements that he wrote, the Adagio of the Pianoforte Concerto in A
major (K. 448)? Probably not. The key was usually avoided at that t/me,

t even though Haydn did make use of it in the Farewell Sym/_hony.
But how about Chopin's seeming aversion to D major and D minor?

His tonal scheme obliged him to use them both in the Preludes, Opus 28.¢
Othervdse, the former turns up only in a single Mazurka, Opus 33, No. 2,
and the latter in the insignificant and posthumously-published Polonaise,
Opus 71, No. 1.

For these particular keys Schumann had an especial fondness, and Men-
delssohn was certainly partial to them. You might sum it up by saying
that, whereas Chopin and Liszt inclined toward the richer and darker
tonalities, M'endel_sohn preferred the dearer and brighter ones; and that
Schumann occupied a middle ground. The mere mention of Mendelssohn

| in this connection suggests the keys of A and E, major and minor: the
' Italian and Scottish Syml_honies, the Midsummer.7_ight's Dream Music,

the Violin Concerto and sundry piano pieces. A psych/atria would have
no difficulty in showing why Felix, the Happy One, avoided the nocturnal
key of D-flat, for which both Chopin and Lint had a natural affection.
And now for Bruckner and bhhler.

Of the two, I would say that Mahler had the more pronounced key-
affiliations, but the case of Bruckner is by no means uninstructive. When
the latter would be portentous he turned instinctively to D minor, the
key of Beethoven's Ninth, as _tness his own _inth and Third Sym/_honies.
For Beethoven this was also the key of storm and stress, _side_he Piano
Sonata, Opus 31, Ho. 2; wh_e a storm, whether at sea or on land, turned
Wagner's thoughts D minor-ward. At first Bruckner favored the keys
with fewer sharps and flats; later he courted the richer ones, particularly
in his slow movements.

E-flat major was for Beethoven, and later for Strauss, the manly, the
heroic key. It is no mere coincidence that this is the key of both the Eroica
and F.in Heldenleben. For Bruckner it spelled romance. To transpose the
magical opening of the Fourth $:onl_hony would be to thwart entirely the
composer's intention.

The significance of E-flat in the music of Mahler/s, of course, enormou&
To him it stood for nobility, loftiness of utterance, exaltation, triumph

27
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over despaErlthe victory over death. It is the key of his two gr_t_t
climaxes, namely, the concluding pages of the Second and Eighth Sym.
phonies. It is also the key of the rapturous "'Ewiger Wonnebrand" of
Pater Seraphicus, wherein the theme of the finale of the Eighth is first dis-
closed. As the key of consolation it sheds, in the idyllic Andante moderato
of the Sixth, almost the only ray of light that falls upon that tragic work.
That there/s no natural affinity between that key and A minor, the tonality
of the other three movements, makes its use here the more striking. In.
cidentaUy, in choosing A minor as the key of the Sixth, as well as of the
despairing first movement of Das Lied _n der Erde, Mahler aligned him.
self with'the Ghopin of the morbid Second Prelude.

If E.flat spelled triumph for Mahler, so did D. But the latter sounds
for him a brighter, a less solemn note. One need only instance the finales
of the First and the Fifth, though they exult in very different ways. Does
it weaken the argument to recall that the infinitely sad opening of the
_inth is also in D major? Or to remember that what Bruno Walter called
the "radiant Rondo" of the Seuenth and the end of 'The Song of the Earth
are both in C major? I think not. Joy and sorrow are of nearer kin than
we are sometimes inclined to believe. Schubert knew this and so did Mahler. /
Indeed, these two, who had so much in common, who were in so.many
ways alike, shared the profound knowledge that the major mode could
be sadder by far than the minor. You can forget the end of Tchaikovsky's
Pathdt/que once you are outside the concert hall; the closing pages of Dgs
Lied _on dec Erde may trouble you for days. If we consider this, for some
Mahler's most treasurable page, Sehubert's Am Meet and the Dead March
from Handel's Soul, we can well believe that no key can be more ehxtuent
of grief than bright O major. Again, in that treasury of sad songs, Sehu.
bert's V_1intecreise,the saddest of all, Das Wirtshans and Die Nebensonnen.
are in major. Nor am I forgetting that Der Wegweisor is in G minor, t.

While on this matter of key preferences, it should be noted that ff two
of Bruckner's symphordes are in D minor, no less than three of them are
in C minor: the First, Second and Eighth. The others are, respectively,
in E-flat, B-flat, A and'the rarely-encountered E major. The nine of
Mahler (ten, if we indude Dos Lied _n dec Erde) exhibit a wider variety,
though we should recognize that the First begins and ends in D, that the
'Third begins in D minor and concludes, serenely, in D major and that,
as noted above, the Fifth ends and the _inth begins in the last.named
tonality.

The nineteenth century, saw a gradual rdaxing and widening of the
old concept of key relationship. Haydn and Mozart actually initiated the
process, though they respected convention in the matter of their second
subjec_,sand side subjects and the respective keys of the several movements,
whether in their sonatas, their symphonies or their chamber works. We
must not forget, however, that Haydn wr_e apiano sonata/n E-flat with
a middle movement in E, the boldest stroke of the kind until Beethoven
turned to that key for the Largo of his C minor Piano Concerto.

So far as I am aware, Schubert vraa the first to use three keys, or rather,
three tonal centers in a four_t symphony, his Third, in which
the several movements are _vely in B.flat, E-flat, C minor and B-flat.

Mahler went him one better. Iris _inth Symphony has four movemenm I
in as many keys, and the five-movement Fifth presents _ unorthodox

I
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!. array: C-sharp minor, A minor, D major, F major and D major. Curious
relat/onsh/ps are to be encountered in both the Third and the Seventh.
And surely Mahler was the fnlt to begin a symphony in one key and finish
it in another. Thus we find the Second commenchag in C minor and end-
hag in E-flat; the Fourth beg/nning in G major and ending in E; the

r Seventh having an E minor first movement and a 12 major finale; and the
_inth beginning in D and concluding in D-flat. A like procedure in the
Pitthhasjust beennoted.

' _ The finale of Bruckner's l_/ghth Sym/_hony starts off in F-sharp, though
its main tonality is C minor with a C major dose. This trick is common

., , with Mahler and might be set down as a personal idiosyncra_ and as his
most stnlting contn_out/on to the widespread disruption of the tonal con-

vent/one so characterist/c of the twent/eth century. We find it in the finalefla;°ft)thePirst (F minor to D major); in that of the Second (t2 minor to E-in the first movement of the Third (D minor to F major); in the
finale of the Fourth (G major to E); in that of the Sixth (12 minor to A
minor) ; and in the initial movement of the Seventh (B minor to E minor).

Beginning with Beethoven, composers broke away from tradition and

t their second in other than the dominant and relativeplaced subjects keys

major. Here Bruclmer occasionally outstripped them all. The Fourth.• Symphony is in E-flat, yet the w.cond theme of its first movement hegira
t in D-flat, in the exposition, and in B major in the recapitulation. In the

first movement of the String Quintet he went even further. The key is
F major and the _econd subject enters in F-sharp and modulates to C, the
expected dom/nant.

Nevertheler_, in the last analysis neither Brudmer nor Mahler can be
regarded as tonal anarchs, something that Wagner very definitely was in
Tr/stan. They adhered to the classical media, the classical forms, and their

1 breaks with the past were incidental nther than fundamental. We can
say of the music of both that it was rooted in the tonal system and that

: their musical thinking, like that of Brahms and Strauss, was essentially
diatonic rather than chromatic. Beyond question, this has hdped to gi_
their music its permanency. Tonality and d/atonicism are the bedrock of
music, let the atonal/sts protest as they may.

!



MAHLER'S FIFTH SYMPHONY

By WOLFGANG STRESEMANN

Mahler's Filth is a masterpiece. Its music is tremendously vital, passion-
ate, and exuberant, traversing the widest possible scope of human emotion_.
Never again did Mahler take so firm and positive an attitude towards the
problems of life; never did he write more optimistic music than in the
Finale of the Fifth. This work surely deserves a permanent place in the
repertory of our orchestras. When played by Bruno Walter and the New [t._
York Philharmonic Orchestra in 1947 it was received with tumultuous ap- |
plause. 8o great was the impression it made everywhere that "Columbia" [
decided at once to have it recorded by Walter and his or_estra. These ]:
recordings, now available, are truly magnificent. They should help greatly
to increase the popularity of the work.

The Filth is, indeed, a monumental symphony in every respect. Its five .5!
movements, divided into three parts, last more than an hour, each part _7_
containing music of the first order, representing a "high spot" in Mahler's !
creative achievement. Unlike his preceding symphonies, the Filth has no
program, yet, like all the others, it is a true expression of his own beliefs.
Moreover, it has an enhanced sense of spiritual unity. Prokofieff's remark
that his own Filth reflects the "spirit of Man" is equally true of Mahler's .
composition. There is a great difference between the Filth and the Fourth. f
The latter sings of "Heavenly Joy", while the Filth is, in the best sense of F
the word, earthbound. It deals with the eternal stru_le of mankind _':
against the heavy blows of Fate, mirroring man's titanic defiance of the
dark dements and his final victory. In spite of its two big sections in |:
"'minor"the Filth is the work of one who believes in himself, who is de-
termined, audacious, and dating. Here, more than ever before, Mahler
follows in the path of Beethoven. Therefore, it is not surprising that in
this work he adopts Beethoven's symphonic principles to a degree not met
with in his former s3.mphonies.

The Fil_h marks a notable change in Mahler's creative activity. Sud.
denly, he now turns to "absolute" music. With the unerring instinct of
genius he finds a new technique, suitable to this new species Of symphonic
writing. Compared with its predecessors the Filth is far more polyphonic.
It has a gready expanded development section of increased symphonic
scope. In addition, it contains several lugati, as well as a world of contra-
puntal phenomena unp_alleled in Mahler's earlier symphonies. It is in.
teresting to note that Mahler later changed the entire instrumentation of
the Fifth, something he never did in any other case, before or afterwards.
This is especially agonishing as the composer was (and deservedly) con.
sidered one of the greatest experts in orchestral writing. Yet the Filth
meant such a bold step into "new territory" that, although successful in
realizing the right form, blamer failed at first to find the right orchestral
garb for it. _.

The symphony begins with a funeral march, which bears the notation "1_
"_,Vie ein Konduilt" (hkc a funeral proce,_fion). Because of its spiritual J30
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significance this funeral march represents a sort of prelude to the _m-

found vision of a funeral procession, with its tatetul a_
its inherent, but momentarily suppressed grief. The march consists of
three parts, of which only the short middle section rises to a passionate
lament. The rest of it is **dead", i.e., devoid of open feeling. This *'dead"
music belongs among Mahler's greatest inspirations. Not only does it
afford a graphic picture of the passing of a funeral procession, it sym-
bolizes the (temporary) deadness of the human heart and spirit at the
moment when the hammer of fate has struck. How _._,'q awakens from
this state of torpor, how after a long struggle he finds his _ay back to
himself, how soul and heart revive, all this is set forth in the following
movements. Though the Fifth, as stated before, has no set "program"
(music must always follow its own laws), yet throughout the symphony
the fundamental idea of human resurrection is clearly perceptible.

The second movement, thematically related to the *'prelude" Oooth
forming the first part of the symphony) is marked "Stilrmisch bewegt, mit
gr6sster Vehemenz" (stormy, agitated, with utmost vehemence). As though
tormented by pain, the music mounts to the utmost peak of _fiolence, re-
flecting despair, anguish, and terror. This agitato phrase is fnllocas] by a
beautiful cantilene, one of the saddest, most expressive mdodies ec_r written

by Mahler. Later there is unfolded a third mood. The knife of "gd_" .hk_eblunted, but its wounds unhealed. There remains an empty,
atmosphere, symbolizing the dawn of a dead morning after the great blow.

The second movement closes in this completely desolated mood. Its coaa
is one of the most ingenious inspirations of the entire symphony, cuntain-
ing measures unforgettable to one who hears them with keen ear. Yet this

I dark, despairing movement would not be a true M ahl._opiece _ it not
'_ also include a few signs of hope and encouragement. Mamer, opummt _nm

a bleeding heart, has the strength of conviction needed to glimpse the light,

i even midst the torment of this raging music. When, in the developmentsection (though only for a few bars) as well as near the end of the move-
ment, a chorale-like melody makes its dramatic entrance, it seems as though

_s the douds suddenly part and the sun breaks through. At this moment the
music rises to even greater heights. Yet this brief vision of light must re-

main a phantom (like the triumphant episodes in the second movement of
Beethoven s Fifth). The mood of despondency has prevafled too long to
be dissipated at once by the advent of the chorale. As the Pata blorgana,
impressively and movingly set forth, fades away, the music resumes its
previous character, this time seeming even more ghostly, shadowy.

The third movement (the second part of the symphony), in a scheq_, of
huge dimensions, in D-Major, apt tonality for symbolizing armgth aria
vitality. Its unusual length is justified, for it is in.tended to fm-m an im_
portant (correspondingly extended) contrast to the gloomy last part or

the symphony. Although it is one of btahlefs favorite hindler type _x.
pressions this scherzo is not a huraoresque, but a forceful piec_ loa ed
with tremendous e.nergy. Like a mighty storm it scatters the darkness of
the preceding movements, immediately establishing an atmosphere of vigour
and buoyancy. The untamed forces of nature are shown rem_xl in this

exuberant music, which spreads a vernal influen.ce with all its wondrouslymanifold moods. The eternal mirade of rebirth is its great theme. For
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soL1, a sol,joel there c_,vl,:l 1_ no better form than the dance, symbol of
;,cqiv;_). ;rod ai,tmd._.t strength. Mahler succeeds here in vitalizing this
it.'m tt, a dcg,'ce unknown before. Almost unending is the stream of his

inve_Jtive power and imagination, both resulting in music extremely richin expr, ssivencss and rhythmic vitality. Its pulse varies. At first it pounds
violently; it is equally strong at the end of the movement. Yet between I,
tht_: the I_eats grow softer and, in the dream-like horn episode, seem to
_.or.,,. to a hmporaty standstill. The way Mahler combines these extreme
moods withi_ tht. framework of a dance, and creates an entire world full
of ever.changing colours without abandoning the moving pattern of the

time, shows a greatness of conception as yet unsurpassed. The third
movement is an integral part of the symphony, for it is, on the one hand, j
juxtaposed to the oi,elling sectioiL _n.'.! it also seI_es as a bridge to the
Rondo.Finale. itself preceded by another "'prelude", the short Adagietto.

The fourth movement, scored for strings and harp only, is thematically
related to the Finale. which follows without pause. This is only logical
as there is also a definite spiritual connection between both movements.
The great storms have passed. The ro__ to a new life lies open. But before
u^N sets foot upon that path (Rondo.Finale) he abandons himself to a 'i
few moments of blissful rest (Adagietto). The fourth movement opens .._'
with a beautiful, tender melody. However, it is not entirely free from
melancholy undertones. A veiled sadne.s'shaunts this yearning, soulful music.
At first it sings quietly, later rising to ecstasy, but always maintaining a
kind of mysterious, transfigured mood, as if man's conscious and subcon-
scious voices were both sounding simultaneously.

In the Finale, however, the latter voice has no place. There is nothing
left of sufferings and struggles. After a gentle awakening from repose the
music moves on, assuming a serene and cheerful character. This movement
combines the moods of the finali of Beethoven's Eighth and Brahms' Second. "_
Again Mahler overwhelms the listener with the great vitality of his music,
but unlike that of the third movement this vitality is no longer an unre-
strained force of nature. It serves a definite purpose. Now the symbol of
human optimism, its powerful drive is transformed into open joy and
strength. This new purpose is characterized by the extensive Fugato.expres.
s/on which gNes the Rondo-Finale an immense impetus. At the end of the
movement the chorale-like song is heard again, this time no longer a phantom
but a triumphant reality. Its reappearance creates a mighty bridge to the ]
first part of the work and one is, therefore, justified (as is done in analyses
of Beethoven's Filth) in emphasizing the underlying spiritual idea of the i
symphony.

Mahler's Filth is a stirring, exciting work, doubly eloquent, as a purely
musical witness to the great symphonic stature of Gustav Mahler and as'
a mighty human and poetic document, mirroring the struggles and suffer-
ings of his life. This symphony is far more than a spiritual self-portrait.
It contains a universal message which cannot fail to move anyone not
totally indifferent to M^N'S life on this earth. Do not blame Mahler for
having written another Per _spera acl astra symphony. As long as there
/,5music, composers will, again and again, express the longing of mankind
to pierce through the darkness and conquer fate. Only to few may it ever
again be given to reach the monumental heights of the Fifth. Only few
may everbe ableto matchMahler'stremendouspowerof conception,or
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his noble, genuine exaltation. Our musical era (and the maneholds true

forour timein general) is not richin comptmn of truly outstan_alherU_dstature. For that reasonwe shouldcherishall the moreGustav Mameran
his music.

DISCRIMINATING TASTE FOR GOOD MU8IO IN IOWA

Prom The Des Moines Tn'bune, Pr/day, May 9, 1947
Reprinted by permission of the publishers.

(ByaMemberof TheTribune'sEditorialPageStag.)
It's news when any symphony orch_ tacldesBruckneror Mahler

compositionson a program. !t's bigger news when a college student,or-
chestra performsthem, and it s really somethingwhen music pa.uym m a
small,midwestern town demand both Brucknerand lvlahler on the sau_

program! •
Yet that s what happened when Simpson college invited the Iowa Uni-

versitysymphonyorchestram give.a concertin lndianola last Sunday.
Recognition

Brucknerand Mahler symphoniesstir suffer somewhatin this country
from the adversecriticismwhich greeted their first performances. Their
length has seemed unforgivableto some conductorsand audiences,and the
technical difficultiesof Malders works, at least, have posed problems.

However, most leading music/am and conductors, and Bruno Walter,.
particularly, regardBruckner as elign_leto be counted among the great
"Be". They kalowthat blahler's music, heroic in proportionsand dramatic
in development, entitled him to his proper phce among the greatest com-
posers of all time.

Theyknowthat the only thingneededm accordboth of themthe wide
recognitionthey deserveis simply morefrequentperformanceof their
compositions.

Dtscxtmfugtlon
The Indianola audience demonstrated that this is true. It thorougldy

enjoyed the university-orchestra's splendid performance of Bruclmer's
Seventh Symphonyaad the exquisite Adagietto from Malder's Fifth.

The concertwas *'news"from beginning to end. For one thing, it didn't
include the usual *'programpieces" which are often included on concert
programs as a sop to undiscriminatingmusical taste.

The only other offeringwas Bach'sOverture in D Major which, en the
manner of Eighteenth centuryovertures,consistsof several movements
rather than the single one that is typical of overtures today.

' The audience wasideal. The listenerswould have satisfiedeven Toscanini
,_ in their quietness, attention and genuine appreciation.

The fact that a program including Bach, Bruclmer and Malder was re-
quested and really "went over" is indeed a tribute to Simpson collegewith
its long tradition of leadership in music, and to its music d/rector,Sven V.

• Xkbg.
r The splendid performanc_of a program that .wpuldha.re been."heav_/"

even for a professionalorch..e_rais a tribute to the high stanOa_ros.m_.-
tained in th_ state univer_ty s musicdepartment and to the outstand/ng
musicianshipof the orchestra'sconductor, ProfessorPhilip Greeley Clal_P.

It eeems particularly"appropriate that the concert was perto.rmea_ me
first day of National Music week, for it dearly demonstrated that iowa
is in the vanguard of music appreciationand accomplishment.



BRUCKNER'S SEVENTH

- By NEVILLECAKDUS

The followingartide, which appearedin the Pebruary.March194'/issue of Hall/,
is reprinted by permissionof the author and the publishers, The Hall_ Concerts
Society, Manchester, England.

It is one of the richest ironies
of music that Bruckner should

ever have fallen amongst Wag-
nerians. They used him in the
controversy with Brahms; they
set him up in a high place; they
even altered his orchestrations,
making his adagios sound like
the Trauersmarsch, and his first
movement climaxes like the
God's entrance into Walhall.
He was the simplest and least
political man; Mahler found the
perfect description of him--
"halP, god, half simpleton."
Varied Nature herself could not
create two men as unlike as
Wagner and Bruckner; Bruck,

•ANTON" BRIICKNER ner was unworldly, naive, "God
AND '*THE _IASTER" intoxicated," without a hint of

sex in his music, not Protean
but always himself. And if he had nothing in common as man or artist
with Wagner, so is it a mistake to relate him closely to Beethoven in par-
ticular or to the German symphony in general.

The instrumental symphony came to consummation through Haydn and
Mozart. Beethoven fertilised it with drama; and the denouement was
achieved by strength of an heroic conception of man's destiny. He created
what the Germans called the Apotheosen.Finale. But from the Beethoven
conception the classical symphony branched away in two directions: Men-
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ddsschn, schumann and Brahmsgave the stampand $timm_g _ Mi_l-
deuts& bourgeoisie;after his fir_ symphofiy, B_ a_ls the Al_e-
&sis" finale and the "heroic" gesture; the finale to his Fourth is a strictly
musical apotheosis. Mendelssohn, Schumann and Brahms each composed
German music', and observed the symphonic logic of .the great _hool in
which they wcrc nurtured. Bruckner did not grow from this branch. With
Schubert was born the Austrian symphony, less academically logical than
the German, not heroic but inspired by nature.worship and poetry of heart,
and as untrimmed as the V_lienerwald. To the Schubert symphony (repre-
sented by the "Unfinished" and the "C t_ajor") Bruckner brought not an
abstract ethic of humanity (Mtnschlich_eit is untranslatable, hut that is
what I mean) but a personally-felt religious note, deep-toned, trustful, and
patient. The climax in fact of a Bruckner symphony is the adagio; Bruclmer
has little to add to his slow movement; his scherzi are genial and psycho-
logically not exactly important; and his finales are too obvious "durch-
komponiert," to_ plainly a matter of music-making---as in the finale of the
Seventh symphony

Bruckner is really a curiosity. In Vienna he came to be ranked with the
greatest--far above Brahms. Outside Austria he has led a chequered pos-
terity. No Italian could sit through music so un-vocal, no Frenchman could
listen for long to music so little of the world of wit and women. He has
recently enjoyed a vogue in the Woolworth's Store of music.,wh/ch is the
U.S.A. In England he is invariably dismissed as a "bore," and an "organ-
ist" thrown in (Bruckner was indeed a very great organist). "Bruclmer,'"
writes Frank Howes in Full Orchestra, "may be described as a Wagnerian
operating in the sphere of symphony, though his own musical origin was
the organ." Bruckner, it is true, frequently uses the orchestra like an
organist; he cuts-off suddenly a mass of block-harmonised tone, thenyou
can almost see him pulling out a stop--consider, for example, the middle
part of the adagio of the Seventh symphony. The recurrent pauses in a
Bruckner symphony, especially during an adagio, are as though born at the
organist's fingers and feet; but Bruckner uses them with absolute rightness
in the development scl_emeof the Austrian symphony, which, as I say, is
not of a German rigidity of logic. Sense of improvisation, or of a reflec-

i tiveness that turns so raptly inward that the outer world and ira prosaicconsequentiality, is forgotten--here is the unmistakable mark of a Bruckner
adagio.

Adagio in music is not merely a term indicating a certa/n tempo; the
word has come to mean a certain kind of musical emotion conveyed in a
certain style. If you were to play quickly the adagio of the Ninth symphony
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of Beethoven, it would btill remain an adagio in feeling; a real adagio is a
meditation alo-g labyrinthine ways; and it must sound with a spaciousness
of harmony, a,ld the melody must be broad and unhurried. ,So, the adagio J
of the Seventh symphony of Bruckner, the greatest I think since the adagio
of Becthovc,gs Ninth: it begins in this noble way:

"" I"" -'-I "°
_:_!-:: ,. , ! J -

This is not only a noble and symphonic sound; it is a noble idea, expressed
with a power not forcible, but simple, ewn though Bruckner conveys it to
us by means of two Wagner tubas, t_\o bass tubas and contrabass, tuba |
and violas.

It runs almost imperceptibly into-- '_
¢res. ""- - - -

_lt,_,._ ; . _ r--n

..... -, - "--
I"

These quotations do not represent separate themes; rather they are sentences
in a continuous paragraph, with the suggestion of a pause, the semi-colon.
After Bruckner has "stated" a thematic group, he quotes phrases from it
and contemplates their significance_ at his organ. There are devout intak-
ings of breath during the sequential treatment of--

____,__ r__. -5_,.-_ ..- ,-r-'rl,_ -......... _ff--_::ll_"b'-l--rt-_t__ ", 'l " ."-L_; : V ," ' ",L : " : .*_ )
iin T, - _ • i I I I /1"1 • I l I IBi:' _ I I I "11 I I I I _ -- I v_
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Next, after a modulation nail,ely Bruclmerian, comes one of the most sera-
phic melodies in existence, a song entirely at peace and lost to the worM,
which goesits w-aysechoing,in the wood-wind,its ownhearmasingcadeaom:

Sucha melodyis not only beautifulas music; it containsthe quality of a
mindunburdenedwith earthliness.If any mortalmanmaybesaidto have
held communionwith blissit is here; themusicis in a stateof grace ....
Promthemundanepoint of viewof composition,I mayadd thatthemelody
is scoredwith a perfect feeling for string and wood-wind tone count_r-
point and responds.

The length of the development-section in a Bruckner symphony has
served as the basis of much complaint, but critics have seldom taken the
trouble to understand that development-sectionsin Bruclmer are elaborate
because of the elaborate and rich nature of his material. Even musicians
who belittle Bruckner as a whole are prepared to admit that his themes
are magnificent. There are none moremagnificent. Take the theme that
begins the Seventh symphony

----2- ""
and so on, for twenty-one bars. Bruckner certainly does not build from
straws or bricks,.he handles rocks, and encompasseshis symphonicworld
in one sweepingglance. But the point is generally overlookedthat not only
are his themes broad and long; more than that, he goes beyond the two
complementary and contrasted "themes of classical usage and instead, he
gives us two theme groups, each group consistingof separategerm-melod_
To refer back to the image I employ above, Bruckner thinks in terms of
sustained paragraphs or periods, each sentence a related idea or nuance.
Inevitably he needed to widen the scope of the development-section;and
many times he is unable to support the heavy wheel of his universe. He is
reduced often to "marking time," deluding himself that he is moving from
point to point when as a fact he is remaining in the same place, employing
sequences,--sentences taken from the organic paragraphs and rendered
rather lifelessby this process of.fission. None the less, we must realise that
the length of a Bruckner movementis not just the consequenceof prolixi_,
he is not deliberately garrulous. There is another aspect of this matt_" of
duration in a symphony not as a rule co_dered with enough"musical or
psychological insight.

• To object to the duration of a symphony, and of a Brudmer adagio
especially, is irrelevant, if no doubt only natural at ti_ Duration and
stature are necessary to the truly symphonic style; yon_can no more ha_
a short adagio than you can have a _ crescendo tlta.t goes on for half
an hour. If there is a recurrent tedium in a Bruckneradagio, here again
is an attribute which is part of the sublime manner..A sleeping sort of
grandeur falls over sublimity; only the artist who is always aware of an
audience remembers to make points bar by bar. Bruckner was never a
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c_ms,'iou._artist; he ._khlm tried to arrest attention; he composed with no
heed t_f tile phcnonaenal and transient universe.

This music is called "old fashioned" nowadays. Possibly. But perhaps
llimlcmith Brittcn, Stravinsky and Bartok may one day become "old-
fashiot_ed," to_. Bruckncr was advanced enough in 1880 to assimilate
tcclmic,d ideas from Wagner (note that I say "technical ideas"); and Wag-
ncr was then as "advanced," to say the least, as any of the present-day
C_l,crimcntalists. Nothing matters except genius. And perhaps greatnc_
of spirit is something even abovc what is generally understood as "genius."

Mahlcr was right--"half god, half simpleton." The way to the heart of
Bruckncr is through love; you must get rid of the idca, so prevalent amongst
tile young today, that nmsic depends ou clcvcr,css or a fornmlatcd aesthetic. (
Bruckner's music was the man himself, the man who was born whcn Bce-
thoven walked the earth, who died in Vicnna, ill at the age of seventy-two,
still a rustic by nature. When his Fourth symphony was conducted in
Vicnna by Richtcr, Bruckner went round after the performance to the
artist's room and shyly gave Richter a four-shilling piece as a tip--a
Trinkgeld. He was so grateful. !

The adagio in the seventh symphony was once supposed to have been
written after Bruckner had heard the news of the death of _ragner; but i_
later researches suggest that the movement was nearly finishcd before Wag-
ner died, and that the coda is really Bruckner's tribute to the composer he
always called,"The Master." But the approach to the coda is one of the
majestic crescendi of all symphonic music, built on rising sequences and
the second theme quoted in this es&'w; the climax is achieved by a stroke
on the cymbals which elevates this usually anonymous instrument to a radi-
ant height. It was with this cymbal clash probably in mind that Hugo Wolf
uttered his infamous "One cymbal clash in Bruckner is worth all the sym-
phonies of Brahms, with the Serenades thrown in." i

The coda begins with brass echoes from Walhall and Wotan, and now
like a benediction we hear the ineffable cadences of

_,,e _ -- ret"r!... ! z ::- -

Bruckner made the adagio both the musical and psychological apotheosis
of the symphony. His scherzi, are redolent of Upper Austria, not grotesque
in the Beethoven way, but homcly with the Lokal tone. The middle section
of the scherzo of the Seventh symphony is a nostalgic memory of little
Styrian villages, cosy low-faltered interiors and check tablecloths at noon,
and bird-calls and hazy distances. But the great first movement and its
magnanimous exposition, and the subsequent adagio have exhausted the
underlying imaginative conception; for the rest, Bruckner has to be con.
tent with "music," excellent and resourceful enough, but unable all the
same to achieve a synthesis of the grandeur that has gone before. The con-
ception of the symphony as a continuous unfolding activity of the imagina.
tion, each movement not only a musical form complete in itself, even if
under the obligation to go into a conte_'t and serve the uses of contrast, but ]
as an act in a drama carrying onward a creative shaping energy--this is a !i
conception that has not troubled mat_y symphonic composers in England, I!
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France and Russia; but Beethoven was awake to the problems presented
by such a conception. He wrote no adagio after the Fifth until the Ninth
symphony, then he was urged to call in massed voices for the finale. Bruck-
ner lcft his Ninth symphony unfinished, without a finale. Mahler, a pupil
of Bruckner, ended his Ninth, as Tchaikovsky ended his Sixth, with an
adagio.

An age very much in a hurry may not wish to stay long enough to absorb
Bruckncr's secret. It docsn't matter really. And it is not of major import-
ance that Bruckner does not command audiences in every land, Who has
heard "Gerontius'" in Vienna? How many musicians anywhere know by
heart the "'Requiem" of Faur&? As a lover of the Wessex novels, I am not
a bit dismayed whenever I am told that Thomas Hardy is unknown in Italy,
France and Central Europe.

HANS RICHTER conducting the Fourth Symphony, in Vienna,

and receiving the homage of the Composer.



GUSTAV MAHLER AND HUGO WOLF

By DONALDMITCHELL

The followingarticleby DonaldMitchellis printedwith the permissionof the
authorand editorsof Mandr_e. a Reviewof the Arts. publishedat Wadham
Collrge.Oxford.

In Alma Mahler's recentlypublished"Life and Lettersof Gustav Mah,
lerTM there are some extremely interestingnotes on the early friendshipof
these two composers. The fact that Mahler and Wolf lived together at the
beginning of their careersas musiciansseems not to be widely known and
has attracted little attention. According to Alma Mahler, her husband's
version of the affair was this:

"Their friendship went back to their early life, when, with an-
other man called Krzyzanowsky,' they shared a roomfor a few
months. They were very poor and, as all three were musici_s,
extremdy sensitive to noise; so when any one of the three had
any work on hand, the other two had to tramp the meets. Once
Mahler composed a movement of a quartet for a competition
while the other two spent the night on a be.nchin the Ringstrasse.

"Mahler gave lessons; Wolf did not, or only very few. When
their money ran out, one of them gave a pupil notice. The plan
was to ring the bell, say he was suddenly obliged to go away and
request payment for the lessonsalready given. The ready money
providedmeals for all three fora day or two. On the other hand,
a pupil was lost forever."

Alma Mahler's account throws a revealing light on both Mahler and
Wolf as Wagnerians:

"The three friends made their first acquaintance with 'G6tter-
d_immerung'together, and in their passionate excitement they
bawled the Gunther-Brunhilde-Hagen trio to such effect that
their landlady came up in a fur_ and gave them notice on the
s t. She would not leave the room until they had packed up
_e'_ scanty belongings, and then she locked the door angrily
behind them.

"One day, as they were talking, Wolf got the idea of writing
a fairy-tale opera. Th/s was long before Humperdinckand un-
doubtedly an original inspiration. They consideredmany themes
and finally hit On Riibezahl. MaMerwas young and impulsive
and he began on the h_retto that very night and finished it next
day. In all innocence he took it to Wolf for him to see. But
Wolf also had made a startand was so put out by Mahler'shaw
ing stolen a marchon him that he threw up the whole idea and

1JohnMurray,1946. Trans.BasilCzeighton.
t I havenot beenableto trace_ mmlcian.
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never forgave him. Outwardly they remained on friendly terms
for some time longer, but they avoided each other's society. Many
years later they met on the way to the Festspielhaus at Bayreuth
and passed by with a curt: "Hallo'. "'a

There it appears that the friendship between Mahler'and Wolf ended.
They both pursued very different paths and their association was nesa_
again as dose. Mahler must have seen Wolf for the last time in 1897.
According to Alma Mahler:

"Soon after Mahler had been made Director of the Vienna

Opera, Wolf was announced: and there he stood, lean as a skele-

ton, with bu_ing eyes, and imperiously demanded the instant
production of Gorregidor .4 Mahler, knowing the.work and its de-
fectn, made the usual evasions: no singers suited to it, etc. Wolf
grew obstreperous and Mahler did not like the look of him. He
had a special bell within reach for such occasioqs. I'Ie pres8t_l it
and his man came in with the prearranged me,_zage: "The Super-
intendent wishes to see you at once, sir'.

"Wolf found himself alone. He rushed downstairs and along
the Ring. His mind gave way; he thought he was the D/rector
and on his way home. When he arrived at Mahler's flat, 2 Auen-
bruggergasse, he rang the bell; and when the servant opened the
door, he shouted at her to let him pass---he was the Director. b-'he
slammed the door in his face in terror. Shortly afterwards he was
shut up in a lunatic asylum . . ."

Mahier and Wolf are hardly ever spoken of together. In the case of
Mahler, our academicians have classed him inseparably with Anton Bmclk-
ner (1824-1896). Both wrote nine immense symphonieS, both _w.re Aus-
trians, both neo-Wagnerians, both, say the critics, huge bores. Those whom
the music-critics have joined together, let no man put asunder! Wolf is
tacked on more fittingly to the Est of great Oerman lieder writers: not
that he fits particularly easily as his conception of the song did not in-
dude any reference to folk-melody whatsoever, s

To hear Mahler and Wolf talked of in the samt_breath, to hear their
music discussed as being sprung from very much t3a'esame soil, is a ra_

s I doubt whether this trivial quarrelover a h'brettois the whole explanation. It
seems more likdy that Wolf disapproved,and was possiblyjealous, of Mahler's
growingreputation as a conductorand composer. Alma Mahler recounts that Idahler
obtained an engagement at Bad Hall when he was eighteen.- "Wolf would not ac-
cept any job and said arrogantlythat he was going to wait until he was made rood
of the Southern Hemisphere';and he went hungry tmtfl his death."

4 Alma Mahler states that the first performanceof "13orregidor°"took place on the
12th of February. Unless she means the first performanceunder Mahler's dirtctio_
her statement is inaccurate. The first performancewas at Mannheim on the 7th
June 1896. As an opera it is hardly a Success. Alma Mahler remarkstruly that "a
seriesof songs, howeverbeautiful, does not make an opera". In this connection /t
..... • . [is interesting and mgmficantto recall Mahlers completion o Weber's sketchca for
"Die Drei Pintos". I have always thought it a pit,/that Mahler did not write an
originalopera.

s A good point made by H. 13. O,olles in the Oxford Hist. of Music VoL VII.
O. U.P. 1934.
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occurrence. More important, they shared a commolt attitude, to life and
their music is the product of a similar type of musical consciousness. They i
might well have agreed with Berdyaev that "'being is suffering",a The
realizatlon of this truth, says Berdyaev, "is already a step towards deliver-
ance from suffering, from the bitterness of being. It is salvation through
knowledgemself-salvation ". Both Mahler and Wolf sought escape from
their suffering through music: music was their own kind of self.salvation,
attd they were men who had suffered deeply and tasted the "bitterness of
being".

Mahler and Wolf were brought face to face with suffering in their early
years as children. Mahler was born in the small Moravian village of
Kalischt in 1860. His father, who was a brutal, domineering man, owned
a distillery. The marriage was an unhappy one, complicated by the pres.
ence of twelve children. Five of these children died of diphtheria, the
sixth, Ernest, died in his twelfth year; Mahler's eldest sister, Leopoldine,
after a wretched marriage, died of a tumor on the brain; Otto, This elder
brother, a frustrated musician, shot himself in a frenzy of Dostoievskian
philosophy, Alois turned forger and had to flee to America. Justine, s
Mahler's second sister, lived with him until his marriage. She was a neur-
otic, morbid woman, and Alma Mahler tells how when she was a child
"... she stuck candles all round the edge of her cot. Then she lay down
and firmly believed that she was dead." Such then were some of the fan-
tastic figures that peopled Mahler's youth. Fortunately his talent for music
was discovered at an early age and he was sent to Prague to study.

Wolf was also born in 1860, and as he too made his way to Vienna,
he was subjected to exactly the same musical influences as was Mahler.
He was the fourth son of a prosperous leather.dealer and was born in
Windischgr'iz in Southern Styria. His father was a competent musician,
but in spite of this (or perhaps because of it) he would not hear of his
son taking up music as a career. He determined that his child should
follow a more settled and safe profession. Until he was fifteen Hugo went
from school to school--and in each one he was a disastrous failure. What-

ever else was accomplished in these miserable years, at least his proud
spirit was not broken. At length his fathers resistance collapsed and
Hugo went to the Vienna Conservatoire. He lived with an aunt until
the worst blow fell in 1877 and he was expelled from the Conservatoire. °
From then until 1881 he had to endure realpoverty and hardship: he left

e "Spirit and RealitY"Bias, 1939. Berdyaev himself would seem to have a high
opinionof musicas he writesof "The triumphof music,the greatestof the arts...",,
in "Slaveryand Freedom"Bles, 1943.

T"His promisingyounger brother, Otto, of whose musicalgifts he thoughtveT
highly, shot himself in 189L Two Symphonieswere found in his desk, partsat
one of whichhad beenperformed.... Therewere a numberof songswithorchestra,
three books at songswith piano accompanimcnt.... . while a third symphonywas
near its completion. Bruno Walter, "Oustav Mahler'"Kegan Paul, 1937. It
would be interestingto know what these compositionswere like.

s Bruno Walter, in the prefaceto his book, speaksof ]ustine as a "'loyalsister", j
0 It appears that Wolf was blamedfor some act of indisciplineof which he was

notactually"guilty. _
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his aunt's l° and was dependent on his friends' charity. 11 Wolf never forgot
his struggle for existence as a young man.
• Vienna, a city with which Mahler and Wolf were much concerned,

was a curious place at the end of the nineteenth century and the begin-
ning of the twentieth. Divided, as it was, into factions and warring
groups arguing over the merits of the particular composers they championed,
Mahler and Wolf had to make their decisions as to which they should
support.

Wolf was the more vitriolic of the two and as music-critic of the Salon.
blatt TM he was able to enthuse over Wagner and Bruckner and rage against
Brahms. Mahler and Wolf certainly mu_t h_ve been aroused by Brahms'
needlessly rude "boa-constrictor" condemnation of Bruckner. Mahler was
inclined to stand aside from these c_nflicts; he had his own troubles as
anti-semitism is was already appar,:nt m the opposition he met on attempt-
ing to gain public appointments. TI_e position being so confused perhaps
it is not surprising that Mahler and Wolf did not appreciate their own
common basis. Wolf was certainly no Mabler fanaticand Mahler in later
years said to Oscar Fried: "Of Wolf's one thousand songs, I know only
three hundred and forty-four. Those three hundred and forty.four I
do not like."

Nevertheless, it is time that a companion other than Bruckner 1_ was
found for Gustav Mahler, and time that Wolf was freed from the com-
ment of "perfect miniaturist" by showing him alongside a great (in every
sense of the word) symphonist. The squabble.5 in Vienna are forgotten,
Mahler's stricture t5 on Wolf can be disregarded, and their music considered.

At first sight a Mahler-Wolf comparison seems to be grotesque. Wolf's
concentration on the song was as intense as Mahler's on the symphony, and
possibly no clearer division than th;,t between the song and the symphotw
cxists for the critical mind. The dill'e,'ence in size of Mahler's and Wolf's
compositions can be a considerable obstacle, but it is actually a superficial
one. Mahler's forty-odd songs and Wolf's symphonic poem "Penthesilea'"
are significant dcviations from their respective obsessions.

Also to be remembered is Mahlcr's quite definite interest in the function
of the human voice in music. There is not much truth in the stock phrase:
"Mahler's symphonies are inflated song-cycles" but there can be no doubt

xo It was probably at this time that Wolf joined up with Mahler and Krzyzanow_ky.

it One friend who _ided him wa_ Franz Schalk, lhe conductor. Mahler later as.
sisted Sehalk by giving him an engagement at the Opera.

a2 Wolf was appointed in January 1884. Hans Pfitzner, the German composer
and a keen Wagnerian, is the only contemporary figure to approach Wolf in sheer
critical vehemence.

_3 Strangely enough, Cosima Wagner was one _,f the foremost exponents of ;hi_
racial discrimination, in spite of Mahler's magnificent productions of Wagner's operas.

1_ Apart from the' fact that Mahler wrote symphonies for large orchestras and
that his works take as long to perform as do many of Bruckner's, I fail to see any
real connection between the two composers. "Child.like and naive" is a fawJurite
phrase of English critics when describing Mahler's music: the phrase can m,ch
more properly be applied to Bruckner. It seems to me that the gulf between, say,
"Das Lied yon der Erde" and any one of Bruckner's symphonies, early or late, is
immense.

1_ In any case, Mahler's verdicts on composers _,'ere _'d_l,. fo hc ,Ji_c, mcet tlnl:, lie

wrote in a letter to his wife in 1904: "Now that I',,..,,,,ked m_' _ay Ihr,ul,,h

Brahms, I've fallen back on Bruckner again. Ar_ ¢,.I3 .,air of _,',',,l_,l-t.tters. "°

I
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as to the importance he attached to the voice as an instrument. At certain
moments Mahler felt that the introduction of the voice was a necessity if
his musical conception was to be realised to the full, and use is made of it
(in various forms--choirs, soloists etc.) in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 8th Sym-
phonie_ and Das Lied yon der Erde (which Mahler specifically entitles a ¢
Symphony for Contraho, Tenor and Orche_a). There are the Kinder.
_otenlieder and the Lieder sines fahrenden Gesellen. Already, by means
of this vocal bridge, Mahler can be brought half way to meet Wolf. The
Mahler of the enormous Eighth Symphony and its Veni creator spir/tus t6
does not overshadow the Wolf of:

"Auch /tleine Dings /trnnen uns entzfic/ten,
Auch Itleine Dings ItSnnen teuer se/n. ''av

Yet Wolf could be magniloquent. As H. C. Colles points out: ""Pro,
methus "aSis a setting which could only have been made in the Post-Wag-
nerian era.TM When heard in its orchestral version, the repeated chor_ at
the opening are as striking as the vigorous theme given to the horns in
the first bars of Das Lied yon der frde? °

It is not suggested that Mahler and Wolf shared any points of style in
their music: both of them were too highly original and independent as
creators for such similarities to exist. But it is peculiar how some of the
very early Wolf songs (published posthumously) sa have something in
common with the early _ngs of Mahler. There is the same feeling of
anguish about them, sorrow at the swift passing of all earthly beauty and
the impossibility of achieving permanent happiness. Mahler in "Hans und
Grethe "2s asks:

"Und ist doch der Mai so grfin!?" 'I

with extraordinary emotional force, almost as if the wonderful greenness
of May was too much for him to bear--Wolf echoes it with his: '

ra tI''aa"Gesegnet sei dos Grfin und wet es t g.

"Wenn du reich raft den Augen strei[st TM has the breathless drive of the
fourth of Nlahler's Kindertotenlieder: 2s it may be difficult to imagine the
comparison, but mentally orchestrate the Wolf and the task is simplified.

Mahler and Wolf possessed what might seem at first to be a sense of
humour; but it is cynicism rather than humour, or a twisted smile nearer

as This Symphonywas advertised_an "The Symphony of a Thou&and"owing to
the vast forcesemployedin its performance:Mahlerhimself calledit the "Barnum
and BaileyExhibition".

aTBook I. No. 'I. ltalienischesLiederbuch. (Paul Heyse).
as Book II. No. 49. Goethe Lieder.

•aoOxford Hist. of MusiC:Vol. VII.
soDa_ Tr/nltliedyore Jammerder P.rde.
sa MusiltwissenschaftlicherVerlag. Leip_.ig-Wien1936.
aaBook 1. IAeder und Gerdinge.Schott's.
2eBook III Ho. 39. ltal. l.iederbuch.
s, Book III No. 38. ltd. Liederbuch.

as "Of t d'en/t'ich. s/e8/ridnut ausgegangen." (.R_ckert)
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tears than laughter. The scherzi of Mahler's Symphonies are packed with
this kind of sinister buffoonery. An excellent example of Wolf's mock-
Romantic manner is "$dig ihr Blinden ''26 where the words are mmg above
a descending accompaniment that is much like a bare trombone-part lifted
from the finale of Mahler's Second Symphony. If not humourous (and
Wolf's "Storcho,botschaft TM certainly can qualify for the term, as can
Mahler's "Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt es) Mahler and Wolf
can be gay. They both delighted in landscapes of green fields and blue
skies. Wolf could sing happily of the town he wandered through with
his lute:

"Ich sing' und spiele, dass die Strasse schallt,
so manche lauscht--voriiber bin ich b_ld. ''_°

and Mahler :

"Ging heut' Morgen iiber's Feld,
Thau noch auf den GrSsern hing,
Sprach zu fair der lust'ge Fink:
"El, du! Gelt?"
Guten Morgen! El, Gelt? Du!
Wird's nicht eine schSne Welt? TM

Mahler and Wolf had some of the same characteristics. Both were
egotistical, abnorm,_lly sensitive and nervous, quick to lind insults where
none were intended. Both could be unbalanced by quite ordinary noises,
Wolf by a barking dog or cabmen cracking their whips, sl Mahler by the
mournful lowing of cattle, s-_ As types, they were alike: reflections in the
same mirror. It happened that Mahler was the public figure with a
miraculous command of rhetoric; he was a big man in every sense other
than physically. He held important public appointments and wanted to
speak for the World: in his own music he tried to embrace the Universe.
Wolf was retiring, had no patience with publicity and was not one for
making grand statements in the grand manner. His oratory (a legacy
from his Wagnerian environment) was persuasive, intimate, and extremely
subtle. Wolf wanted nothing to do with the world. "If only," he wrote
to Franz Schalk, "1 were a shoemaker like the incomparable Sachs. Cobble
on week-days and compose on Sundays just for myself and two or three
friends."

Neither Mahler nor Wolf were able to compose in long, unbroken
stretches. Mahler, torn between his conducting and original scores, could
work only in his holidays. Wolf had periods of complete creative sterility
which lasted on one occasion for three years, ss Both died young. Wolf

se Book I No. _'. Ital. Liederbuch.
2vBook IV No. 48. Mbri/_eLieder.
_sUniversal Edn.
20Book II. No. 27. Ital. Liederbuch.
soLieder eines fahrenden Gesellen. No. 2. Weinberger, 1946.
al Gerald Abraham: "'Livesof the Great Composers" Vol. III. Pelican.
as Bruno Walter: "Gustav Mahler".
s3 1892/4. Wolf wrote in this time only the [amous "Italian Serenade" for small

orchestra
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in 1903, after just over four years in an asylum, Mahler in 1911 of heart- ,;

failure. Perhaps it was that Wolf in his exhausted condition felt like i
Lcopardi: "Non posso, non posso piu della vita.""" Mahler, the public
man, had to keep up appearances and died more conventionally if more +LI
peacefully. His epitaph is to be found in a song of 190_: I(

"Ich bin gestorben dem Welt getfimmel
Und rub' in einem stillen Gebiet.
Ich ieb' allein in meinem Himmel, ]
In meinem Lieben, in meinem Lied."" +

Wolf in his: 1,
"$terb' ich, so h/ilk in Blumen racine Glieder...""

Mahler and Wolf often joined hands in the "lied": but they deserve
to be remembered together, not for any chance similarities in their music,
but for their profound belief in the tragic attitude to life, which is no easy

philosophy to hold. They expressed, in their own personal ways, the samefundamental truth that slowly developed to be the centre of'their artistic Iconsciousness and the fountain of their inspiration.

s+"I cannot, cannot endure life any longer".
3S"lch bin der Welt abha.den gel_ommcn". CF Kahnt, Leipzig.
soBook III, No. 33, ltal. Liederbuch.



IN MEMORY OF MANLV.R

MAHLEB'S EIGHTH (_VMPHONY OF A THOUSAND)

By LAWKENCE GILMAH

The following articleby the late LawrenceGilman, publishedby the New York
HeraldTribuneon May 10, 1931, is reprintedby permisa/onof the HeraldTribune.

Twenty years ago this spring, Gustav Mahler abandoned his arduous
and stormy activities as conductor of the Philharmonic Society of New
York and returned to Europe, an embittered, a .heart-sick, and a dying
man. On the 18th of May they buried him in the Grinziger Cemetery at
Vienna. Was it to observe the death of the remarkable composer, the
singular tone-poet who is still a storm-center of dispute among the musicians
of two continents, that Mahler's climactic score, the so-_lled "Symphony
of a Thousand," was chosen for performance as the outstanding event of
the Cincinnati Festival that has just been brought to a close under the
direction of Eugene Goossens?

Whether by accident or design, this rev/val of Mahler's Eighth Sym.
phony marks the twentieth anniversary of the composer's death. The choice
of the score was a fortunate one. The Eighth Symphony, according to the
composer's friend and biographer, Richard Specht, was for Mahler "the
complete expression in tones of his own inner vision. He regarded his
preceding works as preludes to this great "Hymn of Love.' " It was not
quite his last work. Mahler completed the Eighth Symphony in 1909, and
in that year he composed his Ninth and sketched his Tenth Symphonies.
The. poignant "Lied yon der Erde"_perhaps his"least uneven production--
was _vritxen while he was still at work upon the Eighth Symphony.

Mahler, says Richard Specht, "spoke proudly of the Eighth when he
called it "a gift to the people'; and he said this in the glad hope that the
work, in contradistinction to his other less accessible symphonies, would
win the hearts of all his hearers by a single appeal. The overwhelming
impression made by the premiere of the gigantic work under Mahler's own
direction, the storm of enthus/asm, as of an immense cry of gratitude, that
broke loose at the dose of the performance, seemed to be a fulfillment of
this hope."

It is gratifying to think that the triumphant prem/ere which Mr. Specht
recalls must have brought deep solace to the eelf-torturing, hypersemi/tive,
unhappy Malder. The event took place in the autunm before hie death,
at Munich (the date was September 12, 1910). "After the performance,*'
wrote Leopold Stokowski, who was present, the vast audience sprang to
its feet, and a scene of suds enthusiasm earned as one _eea only once in a
lifetime. To those who real/zeal, in part at least, the inner sadness of
Mahler's life, there was something infinitely tragic in hm figure at that
moment of supreme triumph."

It was Mr. Stokowski who introduced the "Symphony of a Thousand"
to America in an extraordinary aeries of performances with the Phila-
delphia Orchestra which he undertook in the spring of 1916. The.work
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was producedon March 2, and had a run wHch, for a mere symphony,
was almost equ/vaJentto the triumphant persistenceof "TEe Green Pas-
tures." The Academy of Mmic was jammedat all the performances.For
hours before the doors were opened, a line of intending ticket-huyerl
6tretchedaround tee corner of Locust Street and far up the block along
Broad, w'a/ring patiently in the raw spring wind• Even the traffic police,
men outside the Academy were exc/ted about the attraction, and spoke of
it almost as respectfully as if it had been a prkellght, s

In the following month, the Society of the Friends of Music imported
Mr. Stokowsk/with his army of executants to New York and the work
was disclosed to this capitol at a memorable concert in the Metropol/tan
Opera House.

Them Malde.r returned as a conqueror to the country which he had left-
in sorrow and defeat. That he happened to he dead was merely, of course,
a fulfillment of the traditional and familiar destiny of the artist.

It cannot be said that he is generally accepted here at the valuation
which is placed upon him as a composer in Central and Horthern Europe.
But there are many enthusiasts for hie mmic hereabouts, and it is perhaps
_,n/ficant that his most exacting and formidable work .should have been
selected for rev/val last week in Cincinnati.'

•If this is to be viewed as another triumph for Mahler_d doubtless
it should be so regarded--it must be said that the triumph has not been
won by inexpensive lures, by any debt)erase address to the groundl/ngs.
The Eighth Symphony is austere and remote in subject (pace Mr. Specht) :
it is an expression, conceived upon the loftiest plane, of a supremely exalted
theme. Again one must wonder if it was by chance, or by felicitous de-
s/gn, that Mr. Goossem chose this symphony of Mahler's for performance
in the year which marks the hundredth anniversary of Goethe's completion

Concerningthe nine performancesof Malder'sBighth in Philadelphiaand New
York,Mr. S_kow_ki relates:

When we played Mahler's Eighth Symphonyit made an impre_/on on the
publicunl/keanything riseI have¢_erexpcr/enced.Thereseemsto be a human
quality aboutthis work which so deeplymoved the public that the greater part
of the listenerswere in tearsat the end of the performance.This happenedat
all nine performanceswe gave; so it was not due to an accidentalemotionon
one particulardate•

In an interview with William Eagle, featurewriter of the Hew York World Tale.
gram, Mr. Arthur Judson describedthe above series of performancesas the most
memorablemile.stonesof his managerialcareer. Only two pertormanceenan oeen
scheduled. Quoting the Telegramof December19, 1933:

Philadelphia, the tlnt night, was dumfounded•Then it was jubilant. Instead
of two performances,ten were given and the town ._.lebratedu though the
Athletics had won the pennant. In Hew York the. Paunch,o.f Music .neeae.a.
They engaged Mr• |udson to bring the producti'onhere: ano m a speoal tram
the huge cast came to storm and conquer the Metropolitan.
• We have seldom seen an audience display such enthusiasm as did this audience

in Music Hall. We have never felt the claims of Mahler and his disciplesto have
8o much justification....

The writer heard the symphonyfor the first.time . He could listen with a
dear and unpreparedmindto the sheer effecto! musicand pedormance, and that
effectwas overwhelming....

• . . He (Mahler) nw mightyvisions and he believed, and there is that in hit
music--at least when it is presentedas it was this evening--that makesfault-finding
with dee.nilor measuringwith a yardstickseem somewhatpetty....

Olin D0wnes,N. Y. Time*,May 7, 1931,
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of the Second Part of "Faust": for Mahler in his symphony has essayed ,
nothing less than a musical projection of the Final Scene of "Faust," pre-
faced by an elaborate setting of the Latin hymn, "Veni Creator $pirittm."

The composer sought to link his setting of the anc/ent hymn of Hrahanns
Maurus--which Mahler conceived as "'a song of yearning, of rapturous
devotion, an invocation of the creative spirit, the love that moves the
worlds" with the concluding scene of "Faust," which he viewed as the
invocation's answer, issuing from those trandigured apparitions wherein

the poet's visions "are made to pass before us as in a glass, and the heavenly
wisdom is unfolded in a divine ascent. For Mahler s inner life was a per,
petual and agonized interrogation of the magnum mysterium: it was his
impassioned aim to achieve those states of transported reverie and mystical
apprehension wherein the consciousness is disengaged and enfranchised.
As Goethe observed of Filippo Neri, Mahler "sought the gift of ecstasy,
that hovering of the spirit above the earth"; and there were moments when
he achieved the spiritual lfl_eration, this "standing outside oneself in free,
dora," and became the Pater Ecstaticus of his own enraptured vision.

It could never be said of Mahler, as a foreign writer once amazingly
said of Schumann--apparently in praise_that "Schumann, in his music
for 'Faust,' doesnot attempt to compete_k,ith the poet, to convince the
world that a musician can be "a thinker'." Mahler had no suchcontempt
of intellectual activity. It 6eemdto him not impossible that a musician,no
lessthan a poet, could be a thiqlcer without doing irreparable injury to his
work. lie was not impressedby the siagular theory that music may be
benefitedby purging it of ideas. Indeed, it is precisely its width of refer-
ence, its contact with the great intellectual and spir/tual currents of the
nineteenth century, that givesMahler's art its prime distinctionand interest
as a contribution to the musicof his time, whatever ot_emay think of the
outcomeof his attempt--in l_ossetti'aphrase--to "mix his colors with

It is no affair of the critic's, so far ashis function asa suggesterof values
is concerned, what meansan artist elects to usein embodyinghis concep-
lions. A good deal of witlesscommenthas beenprovoked becauseMahler
in.ghis choral "Symphony of a Thousand" (or symphoniccantata, as you
choese) asks for extraordinary forces--for two mixed choruses,a boys'
chorus,eightsolovoices,and a hugeorchestra,comprisinga piano,an organ,
and--a mandolin: in all, about a thousandpe.rformers.The fact is inter-
eating, but irrelevant. The point, since one is discussing not a circus but
a work of art, is rather: What has lvlahler succeeded in doing with his
multitudinous choristers and his eight soloists and his immense orchestra
---and his mandolin?

Well, it is indisputable, we think, that he has handed them like a
master: with a constructive technique that takes the breath by its surety,
its address, its resourcefulness, its imposing command of mass and its
fertility in detail. Here is a superb piece of tonal architecture: maj_'ic
and harmonious in plan, noble in its amplitude and sweep of line. But
what of the stuff within---the spiritual and poetic content of the score,
and the character of its musical inspiration?

It must be evident to an_ sympathetic student or ii_ener that Mahler
has been sensitive to the spiritual greamess of Goethe s conception, and
that its quality is reflected in certain pages of his score. This music, in its
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best moments, has caught something of the unique ecstasy, the mystical
pass/on, the otherworldliness, the ineffable serenity and tenderness, the
rapturous exaltat/on, of the original. Such moments are the speech of Pater
Ecstaticus; the line, "Wenn du hehr gebietest," in the speech of Doctor
Marianus, with the succeeding interlude and choral passage; and the lines
beginning "Neige, neige," of Una Poenitentium--especially the music, of
exceeding loveliness, to the ecstatic "Er kommt zuriick!"

In the non-Go_,thian First Part of the symphony, the setting of "Veni,
Creator 8piritus, one does not easily forget the overwhelming tonal plan-
gency of the Gloria Patri.

That the texture of the music is not throughout of this rich and glowing
quality is scarcely remarkable. Mahler undertook a venture that would
have taxed the genius of Wagner--the one musician who was fully quali-
fied not only to apprehend but to complement the universal mind of Goethe.
Would that Wagner had accomplished in his maturity the "Faust" Sym-
phony of which he had dreamt as a young man!

Bayard Taylor reminds us that in Goethe's poem are "Circles within
circles, forms which beckon and then disappear; and when we seem to
have reached the bottom of the authoFs meaning, we suspect that there is
still something beyond." How, indeed, Shall any music save the greatest
convey, without numerous haltings and lapses and futilities, Goethe's sub-
line phantasmagoria, with its transcendent allegory of the mystical inter-
penetration of Beauty and Divinity? ,So one need not be surprised to find
Mahler stumbling and groping in his music, and writing passages that are
empty or dull or commonplace, or even trivial--as when he transforms
C,oethe's "Mater Gioriosa" into an insipid tonal nonentity who m/ght have
stepped from the pages of a cantata by Gounod. There is no need to
specify these passages furthermthey will be identified by those who are
most deeply moved by that in the work which is indubitably choice and rare.

It is curious that Bayard Taylor, half a century ago, should have spoken
of the dosing scene of "Faust" as "a symphony": "an ever-rising and
ever-swelling symphony, with its one theme of the accordance of Human
and Divine Love"; as, again, "this mystic Symphony of Love." It almost
seems as if he had previsioned the tonal possibilities of the poem--possi.
bilities which Mahler, in this symphony of today, has in so large a measure
realized and fulfilled. For here, take it all in all, is one of the noblest
scores of our time. In it, now and again, are pages unforgettable for their
superearthly beautyminspirations of which their creator might justifiably
have said, with the singer of the Odes of Solomon, "So are the wings of
the Spirit over my heart, and I have been set on His immortal pinions."



WHY NO AIR PREMIERE FOR MAHLER'S SIXTH?

Many who read the momentous announcement _iade by the!Philharmonic.
Symphony Society of N. Y. late in 'September, 1947, that Dimitri Mitro-

Ulm would conduct the American premiere of Mahler's Sixth in Decem-
were undoubtedly, cheered by. the thought that at last this great sym-

phony, completed forty-two _ears ago, would be heard by the large Ameri-
can r_dio audience. What happened later to cause a change of plans is
not hard to guess--the Malderworkdidn't fit into the music.news-mus/c-
news broadcast pattern C.B.S. had established' for the Sunday afternoon
concerts. Numerous letters were written urging that the work be broad-
cast, which, incidentally, would have been a world radio premiere, but the
Philharmonic,Symphony Society or C.B.S. remained immovable in this re-
spect? At least two writers of radio and music newspaper columns pre,

•sented the case for the listener.. On two successive Sundays Mr. B. H.
Haggin, in his column "Music on the Radio" in the _.'T. Herald 'Tr//mnc,
gave prominence not only to the fact Mahler No. 6 had not been broad- ",
cast but also to the general state of affairs regarding serious music on the
major networks. The/mportance of what he bad to say cannot be under-
estimated and by permi_on of the _. T. Herald Tribune Mr. Haggin's
column of Jan. 4, 1948, is reprinted in full below.

Mr. Jack D/ether--who,se complaint about the Philharmonic's
failure to broadcast Mahler's Sixth and other new works I dis-
cussed last Sunday_sent me IrisOct. 24 column on the subject in
"The Malibu (Calif.) Times," which contained some interesting
material that.l think worth giving here.
• Quoting from the Philharmonic brochure for radio I/steners the

statements "How Amer/ca's cultural life has grown during the last
century! Radio is respons_le for the rapidity of the growth in
the past few decades," Mr. Diether wrote: "Those who take those
.remarksto heart . . . occasionally may wonder wistfully how the
growth of culture v/a radio is faring in other hnds. For their

benefit I would like to _ the last three months' offerings,
in this field, of another country s radio, that of Britain, as gleaned
from the B. B. C.'s weekly "Radio Times.'"

The three months were July, August and September of last
summer; and thoee of us who can recall what the great American

networks offered in that period are in a position to appreciate the
B. B. C. s presentation of "a number of indusive musical ser/es...
including the complete sets of Haydn's, Searlatfi's and Debussy's
piano works, Momrt's v/olin _m'tas and Sehubert's and Brahms's

• aThe B.B.C.two'weekslater on Deoemher31, 1947, gave Malder'sSixth its radio
prem/e.re.Apparentlyunable to broadcastthe concert performanceat the t/me it
was given and |uUyawareof the significanceof the symphony,a transcr/ptionwas
madeand broadcmt:The performancewas given by the Orchestraof the Nordwest-
deutscher.Rundfunkunder Hans _dt,lmentedt. Partierin the year the B.BC.
broadcasta performanceof Malder,s)0nth by the tameprchestraand conductor.
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chamber mmdc phyed by 8z/geti, Pourn/er, Sc.hnabel,etc.; nine
programs of s/xteenth and early seventeenth century chamber
and vocal music, nine of eighteenth century chamber and orches-
tral music, twelve programs of modern British music and four
song recitals by Lotte Lehmann. Excerpts from four operatic
festivals were tranmdtted, those :at Edinburgh, Glyndelxnane,
Salzburgand Lucerne;and among the operasthat were broadcast
twice or more in their entirety were Mozart's "Figaro"and 'C,osi "
fan Tutte" (four t/rueseach . . .), 'Don Giovanni,' Beethoven's
'Fidelio,"Strauss's"salome,'"Elektra"and 'Arabella,"and Einem's
'Danton's Death'." ?dso broadcastwere the performance of
Mahler's"L/edyon der Erde" by BrunoWalter and the Vienna
Philharmonic in Edinburgh, a performance of Mahler's Ninth
Symphony in Hamburg. And "from the other orchestral concerts
• .". I will mentiononly one work, the American composerWil-
liam Schuman's Piano Concerto, which has never been heard on
the American networks."

Turning backto America, Mr. Diether concluded: "'The man-
ager of the New York Philharmonicwho wrote me that the first
American performance of Mahler's Sixth, in December,cannot
be broadcast because of its "unusual length" said moreabout the
true state of American radio than the sweepingwords of the PM-
harmon/c'sprinted brochure. If our radio were really the measure
of our cultural growth, as the brochureclaims, we would have
little cause to be proud of its rapidity."

As a matter of fact one can observe in radio'sgrowth a step
backwardfor almosteverystep forward. Twenty yearsago WOK
was broadcastingthe Hew York Philharmonicon Thursday nights
and later on Sunday afternoons;a few years afterward it was
broadcasting its own BambergerLittle Symphony for an hour on
a weekday night and the Perole Quartet for a half-hour on Sun-
days; still later it broadcast ser/esconductedby Wallenstein; last
-year its only high-cah_er program was the Cleveland Orchestra
11:30 on Mondays; this year it isn't even doing that. C. B. S.
took over the Philharmonic from WOR and still broadcastsit;
but other programsthat it has added--the BudapestQuartet, Egon
Petr/, and now even Invitation to Music--it has dropped, leaving

only Bigg's organ recital early Sunday mornings and Eileen Far-
tell s vocal hodge-podgeslate Sunday nights, lq. B. C. organized
an orchestra for Toscanini which it stir maintains at enormous
cost, but apparently only to be able to say it maintains an orchestra
for Toscanini at enormouscost, for it has shifted theprogram to
the dinner hour on Saturday when people tell me they cannot
manage to listen, and somehave to hear a rebroadcastof a defec-
tive recordinglate at n/ght when they cannot operate their radios
at the necessaryvolume-level.

All thisprovides the answer to the talk about the blessingscow
ferred on American music lovers by the American system of com-
mercialized radio. Certainly it g/yes them performancesby the
great orchestras and the Metropolitan. But it gives them these all
jammed into Saturday and Sunday, except for the Boston Sym,



phonyon Tuesday.Andit givesthemalmostnothingbey'end
these orchestrasand the Metropolit_l---nothing remotelylike the
B. B. C.'s coverageof the entire musical literaturedescnl_edby
Mr. Diether. Nor do the differencesend there. A friend wrote
me from Switzerlandabout the broadcastof BrunoWaiter's cow
cert in Lucerne: it was late in starting and therewas furtherde-
lay in the intermim/on,which led her. after her experienceshere,
to expect the finalwork to be cut off before the end Insteadthe
work was completedand the news programthat followed began
twen_ minuteslate. "Could you imaginethis happeningin New
York? she wrote. What happens herewas describedby a reade;r
who listened to the Boston Symphony brmdca_: of Berliozs
"Harold in Italy" recently: as a result of delays in startingand
between movementsthe finale was cut off about half a minute
before its condusion--"6nal hurried armouncements[being]
made with the orchestraplaying in the background."

On January 4, 1948. the N. Y. PhilharmonicbroadcastJeanne d'Arc au
Bucher, a dramaticm'atorio,by Arthur Honeggerand Paul Claudel. The
broadcastbegamat 3 and, w/th commentaabout the work, ended at 4:20
P.M. It was followed by the usualhe, recast. The broadcastfrom London
was omitted.

Lq his article in the N. Y. Herald Trt_a_, December28, 1947, Mr.
l'hgginwrotein part:

}vlahler'sSixth Symphony,which was given its firstAmerican
i_dormance recentlyby the New Yorkl_l_mlc underMitro-
lxmlm, was heard by severalthousandpeople who were able to
attend the concert on Thursday. Friday. and Saturday.but not
by sevend _ all over the country who are mid to listen to
the Philharmonicbroadcastson Sunday dtmmma.

One such person in Syracuse,N. Y.. who wrote the Philhar-
monic about this. sent me what he r/ghtlycalled the "stupid an,
phonyer"which explainedthat the phying-t_e of the Mahler sym-

.67 minutes,made it impma'bleto fit the work into a Sun-
day broadcastprogram. The entire broadcastlasts 90 minutes.

. whichisenough to containawork lasting6_; but the _onic
waw_t tative was speakingfinn the point of view of C. B. 8.;

symphonydidn't fit into was the style of the bx_de_t--
ap_uximately 4_ minutes of music. 10 minutesof intermimion
with a speaker,and another 30 or 3_ minutesof music.

The Phtlhaxmonicfouad a way to broadcastthe Honegger work. Lack
of time seems to be a lame excuse for the eymplxmiesof Bmckner and
Malder. The Phtlharnmnicor C. B. & muld, ff necemry, omit the news

•casts. Audiences can hear news and cmnmentatonon any station several
timua day. The,/har_y seed the Pht'lhannmic'snew_ l_od to keep
abreastof the timesespeciallyff the ne_mcut dein/ves them of the oppor-
tuni'tyto hear tardy phyed works.

The questionmightalto be raisedu to why • popularprogramof fain.,



54 C'hofdand/cord
fliar music was arranged for the January 25, 1948, Sunday a/'ternoon con-
cert. when a performance of the Bru_r Eighth, which was played on
the concertsof January 22 and 23, and is not otten broadcast,would have
given the ndio audience a welcome change from the customary fare, for
_Talter's readings of Bruclmer's Eighth have always been _ hi_y
and received enthusiastically (see pages 56-58 tier re_ ws of tue tore-
mentioned performance). One month after the F,igh_ s premiere per,
formance in Boston in 1909 it was repeated by request. Many listeners
will recall that in January, 1941, the Bruckner Eighth was put on the air
by the Philharmonic-Symphony Soc/ety in resp_., to a tel .e_graphic.re-
quest sent by interested students at the State Unive_ty of .toyra when
they learned it was not to be broadcast and a di_erent program subeftuteo.

BEUOKNEI_--MA m._._-_OHOENBEBG

By DIKA NEWLIN
ASSISTANT _tOPESSOR OF _VJUSICs _VrESTI_RN _,ARYLAND COLLBGI_

The above new bookwas publishedin 1947 by King'sCrownPress, a division of
ColumbiaUniversityPress, 2960 Broadway,New York27, N. Y. The following
informationconcerningit is reprintedwith the publisherspermission.

Arnold Sehoenberg, on September 13, 1944, achieved in his exile the
age of seventy. The year when Hnneker could write of the first per_,,orm-
ance of Pierrot Lunaire that it was "the very ecstasy of the hideous' was
thirty-two years behind him. Even further behind was the time when a
critic yelled "Stop it!'" during the first performance of the F/rst String
Quartet. How the moment had come when the possibly greatest living
composer could be considered in relation to his musical heritage, and that
is what Dika Newlin has done in this book.

The author's thesis is that, contrary to general opinion, Sehoenberg does
not stand apart from the past but is the present heir of the great Viennese
tradition. He is, she demonstrates, in the direct line of that modern p_hase

of the school of Vienna which began with Bruckner and continued with
Mahler.

Since the mus/c of all three men is inseparable not only from their her/,
tage but also from the social, religious, andpol/tical milieu of the Hapsburg
capital, this book becomes a full-scale presentation of the music and per._
sonalities of three composers about whom a great deal of controvermal
opinion has been written. It is an unusually able and well-written work
of scholarship, amply illustrated with thematic material.

CONTENTS: Preface. Introduction: The Continuity of Musical Tnd/-
t/on in Vienna; Aunt/an Convent/on and Revolt; I. ANzON BgucxNmt--
Conservatism and Catholicism--l. The Problem of Bruckner; 2. Back-
grounds; 3. Vienna; 4. Symphonic Style; S. Sources for Bru&ner's Theory
of Harmony; 6. Church Composer; 7. Chamber Muaic; 8ymphonist; IL
]_tiLF.it--l. Mahler, Bruclmer, and Brahms; 2. Malder as a Young Man;



f Brucltner--Mahler----_hoenberg _
l

3. Das Klagendt Lied: 4. Literary Influences on Mahler; _. Lyricist; 6.

t Opera Director; fiymphonist; III. $C_O_B_ AND BEYol_---Decad_ ofDecision--l. 1874-1899; 2, 1900-1907;3. First Sty,, in Atonality; 1907-
I 1911; 4. 1911-1917; 7. To the "Twelve-Tone Scale --and After; 6. Tri-

umph, Catastrophe, Reorientation: 1924-1944. Bibliography. Index.

REVIEWS

"Miss Newlin's book provides good biographies of the three men. She conveys
that authentic sense of the personalities involved which results from a real under°
standing of the resolution o71many apparent contradictions, in the course of each
composer's development. She has added new material to the old biographies, par-
ticularly in the field of theoretical and esthetic speculation, and she gives a number
of illuminating examples o1 the influence Viennese composers of the 19th and 20th
centuries had on one another.

'"]'he great virtue of the book lies in the fact that, because the author is herself
a competent composer, she deals with the dynamic alementa in each man's work,

instead of making a desiccated analysis. "Ht'NtY _ITELLs trhe MttsJca] ,_IJI4'_'Vly

_. "Dika Newlin'e Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg is a line, well written and admir-
! ably reasoned piece of work. It can be unreservedly commended to those who admire

these masters and even to those who do not. The authoress, herself a pu.pfl,of
Schoenberg, has a i:rofound knowledge of h_ subject _d commm}i'_tes it _vtdly
to the reader .... As a very positive contrtbution to the story ol three stm con°
troversial figures of musical experience, the volume commands wholesale admiration."

Mtmical Amef/e_

" . . Interesting chapters on the work of Bruclmer and Mahler, and those on
Newlin's teacher, Schoenberg, are well worth reading and digesting. .

FELIXBoR6wsr,J,_kago bun

"... Her subject is of great contemporary interest and her research worthy of
I respect." Ha_l_er's Magar,/_
I
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BRU_R'S EIGIPI_ AND T W_. REVIEWERS (1948)

A M£JOR TRIO AND A MD_OR DUO

If a vote is ever taken on _ season's 10 best symphonic performances, /• my guess is that Bruno Walter s reading of Bruckner s Eighth Symphony

Jwith the Philhammcaic-Symphcayin Carnegie Hall last night would be
up on top.

• Anyway, as of now in mldseamn, it has my vote for a place ,among the
three m_ gr/pping performances since last September. I don t think I

wouldsurpriseanybodybycreditingArturoToscaniniwiththe two .o_,..
Mr. Walterwould doubtlessinsistca sharingthehonorof lastnights

renderingwiththe Philharmonicpersonnel.Certainlytheorchestraow
open.,ted beautifully, and the conductormust have felt special pride in
lmding it completely en rapport ca all deta_s. They played like a band
of perfect Brudmeritea

For the main impreuica was of a group of men working by _mmca
inspiration towards one goal--the goal of giving one of the world e most
unfairly neglected composers the kind of hearing that would compensate

for alltheridiculethatpursuedHm whilehe fired.
• The performance made you wonderwhy this man s music has been slow

in gaining headway among public and critics. True, the symphony is long,
but during those 72 minutes so many exciting" things happen that dissenters
ought to be very few in number.

There are stirring moments all through the symphony--ep/sodea of giant
conflict and eerie solemnity; moments of sky-blue calm and poetry, and
pa_mges of broad symphonic humor that prove that Bruckner could pause
amid his cosmic musings for a little homespun spoofing.

On the whole, though, the symphony moves along the higher planes of
discourse. One theory is that the last two movements are concerned with
the idea of divinity. This claim is plauml)leenough, considering that Bruck-
net dedicated his next symphony to God! _
• Mr. Walter once told me he regarded Bruckner's symphonic world as _
a complete cosmos-that is, it left nothing to chance or mystery, and an-
swered every quest/on it posed. You felt that last n/ght in the wondrous
unityand clarityof theperformance.

Them wereno dark areas anywhe_ or, rather,whe_ spa_ of mystery _:+
arme, the Hight that was .Bruckner s own certainly soon spread over them.
The doubts were scattered and the simple man--half-peasant and half-seer . .

Mr. Walter must happy last night in the assurance that both
the orchastn and the audience were with him--the orchestra proving it
through its splendid teamwork, and the audience by way of one of the

aeasca'a most fervent ovation& Louts BXAICCOLLt,7_. "Jr'.W'oyld-Telegram

This listener is deeply grateful to Bruno Walter for his uncut perform. :[i_

ance of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony with the Philharmcaic, Symphcay r,._

'+ i!



Bruc_ner'sEighth aM the Reu_ewers(1948) _

Orchestrain CarnegieHalllastn/ght,a performancewhichobtitentedthe
unfortunate impre_/on made by Serge Koussevitzky s emasculated versiou

! of thh work given here earl/er in the aeason with the Bost_. Symphony
J Orchestra.
I But there was more than gratitude due Mr. Walter for letting m hear
' every note of this truly sublime creation: it seems strange that over half a

century after the completion of this wonderful symphony it should be nec-
essary to call attention anew to its greatnem For there are still many muai_
lovers and musicians who are I_qled by Bruckner's arch/tecton/d: by hb
utilization of groups of themes instead of following class/cal procedure in
his comer movements. But the breadth and depth of his ideas made such

_; _ formal procedure ineluctable.
; It is diOicult for me to comprehend how a hearing of this stupendous

product discoursed as it was last night can fail to bring with it conviction
of its timelessness and the purity of its inspiration. Not only the angel/c

: Adagio, but the three remaining movements are the emanations of pure
gen/us. Mr. Walter has interpreted the Eighth Symphony here before with
impressive results; but on this occas/on his conception was of such surpass-
ing perceptiveness, so inward and so doquent in turn that it marks a pin-

i. nade in his long and distinguished career. Nor has the Philharmonic ever
in my experience played better; the translucent sensuousness of sound which
pervaded the performance will linger long in the memory of all who were
fortunate enough to be present.

Jz_ouE D.BoaM, New ToTI_HeraldTribune

For the Eighth symphony towered over everything. It was given without
a cut and it lasted seventy.two minutes. Despite its weakness and discrep-

} ancies of structure, especially in the final movement, the I/stener was not
dismayed, or impatient, or less than absorbed in the essential grandeur and
beauty of the revelation. True, the first movement also has cracks that can-
not be eradicated, even when such an inspired interpreter as Mr. XValter is in
control. The movement has also a loftiness and a vision that far surpass its

i technical limitations. There is the supplication, the mystic fervor, the innerconflict of him who cries out, "Lord, I believe. Help Thou mine unbelief."
, There are the three titanicclimaxes which occur/n the development of this
I movement and seem as if they would rend the orchestra in twain.

Of the form of the immensely expanded scherzo Bruckner is completely
and unqual/fiedly the master. The movement has the smell and savor of the
good earth. Itsvigor and joco_ty give place in the trio to a passage fully
worthy, in its tenderness and vision, of Beethoven. Then comes the lyrical
slow movement, the movement in which the artist speaks as simply as a
child of the sublime. It is in the finale that the symphony again and again
falls to the earth, picks itself up, stumbles forward toward the light. It is
curious that such weak and redundant writing could be part of the score
which includes three of the greatest movements in the literature of the

] romantic symphony. This weakness is the more striHng, and the more
touching, because of the conclusion, wherein Bruckner appears to be groW
ing for a summation after the cyclical manner--a summing up of themes
previously heard--which lesser composers than he have _frecluent_yacHeved.

TI_ method, or a hint of it, only emerges in the final pag_ in which

I
t
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there is reference back to the opening theme of the first movement,and a
final combination, very magnificent, of themes of both the scherzo and
adagio--a flash of sheergrandeur,after a chaosof floundering. For all that,
with every defect granted or multiplied, the symphony, so magnificendy
revealed last night, was a thrilling experience.

The orche_., played magnificently. The conductor missed nothing of
the composers thought and its devoted revdation. He laid us all under an
obligation which will not be forgotten or lessened as time passes in the
memory.

OuN DowNes, The _qew 7ork. Times

After intermissionMr. Walter and the orchestrareturned for the hour-
and-a-quarter panorama of Brudmer's Eighth Symphony. Mr. Waiter's
devotion to Bruckner, which has earned him the medal of the Bruckner
8ociety, is well known. As a matter of fact, conductors in general appear
to be fond of Bruckner,posst%lyfascinated by the mechanicsof bringinghis
elephantine scoresto fife. Listening to them is something else again. The
Eighth 8ymphony's splendor or orchestral dress is exceeded only by its
banality of subject matter; it is like devising a magnificentFlorent/ne tooled
binding for the collected worksof EdgarA. Guest. At that, the comparison
/s probably unfair to Mr. Guest; not even he could match Bruclmerplati-
tude for platitude.

JOHNBIUGGS,Hew Tor/_Post (Copyright 1948)

The notion that a thing said loudly will enforce its truth has an echo in
such music as Bruckner'sEighth Symphonywhich was played by the Phil-

Orchestra under Bruno Waiter's direction in Carnegie ],harmonic-Symphony
Hall last night. Like others of th/s composer'sworks, it has its felicit/es,
but consideringeverythingit is hard to see how the work as a whole can ,
be taken seriously.

A recent performanceby Koussevitzky left the feeling that something
moreauthoritative m/ght add to its meaning. The only mysterythat Walter
disclosed,however, was how this awkward, well-meaning but essentially
second-ratemus/chad survived as long as it has. Sincerity it has, and im-
posing scoring,but also laboredthematicmaterial,sprawling structure and
climaxesrepeated incess_,tly. _ dignity the scorecontains was broul_ht
out, in a perturmance ot great Eddity.

H. C.S.,7qew7=r_,%.
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AMERICAN PREMIERE OF MAHLER'S SIXTH

Mltropoulos Conducts Philharmonic Symphony, New York,
in Brilliant Performances

Audience Cheers

The following reviewsappearedin the New York papersafter the firstof three
performancesgiven December11, 12, and 13, 1947.

Co-featured in odd contrast on last night's Philharmonic program in
; Carnegie Hall were George Gershwin's "Concerto in F,'" with Oscar Levant

as soloist, and the American premiere of Gustav Mahler's Sixth Symphony.
Dimitri Mitropoulos conducted.

The one thing in common was the excellent performance. Mr. Mit.ro-
poulos added two dazzling readings to his Philharmonic score card, and
Mr. Levant re-ass.:rted his claims to being America's chief custodian of the
Gershwin legacy.

J There comparisons ended. For the Gershwin _.qre is about as dose to

) the Mahler Symphony as Tin Pan Alley is to Kaqachatka. But the modern
orchestra accommodates all comers, so it was all bne world on last night's
program.

\Vhile there were many ways of viewing the Mahler Symphony last
night, there was only one for the Levant-Gershwin episode. The fabulous
Oscar made this coiling scroll of the Roaring Twenties live all over again
in the'moody mekxly and biting rhythms.

Reaction to Mahler°s massive 70-minute span ran all the way from
ecstatic accolades to blistering gibes. Most complaints were that the sym-

! phony was too long, too loud, and too much of the same thing.

" Yet, the symphony was given a strong ovation. Many rose in their seatsand shouted "Bravo!" and Mr. Mitropoulos was recalled for repeated bows
with the orchestra.

How much of the response should be credited to the performance and
how much to the symphony it would be hard to say. Certainly the 41-

year-old score packs many orchestral thrills, among them the three-hammerblows of the finale.
I

There Mahler pictures his future in harsh prophecy, using an actual
hammer to accent the per_nal horror to come. The orchestra shrieks in
terrifying tones, and some of the blackest pages in all music follow.

I frankly liked the symphony--the march-like beat of the o_ning, the
pastoral quiet of the slow movement, the odd, zig-zagging rhythms of the
Scherzo, and the shattering Judgment Day of the Finale.

Maybe Mahler wrote one or two better symphonies, like the Ninth and
"The Song of the Earth;" but the Sixth crams a power of its own in its
fierce heartsick moods and tragic foreboding.

And Mahler wasn't wrong in his bleak prediction, for the fatal hammer

t struck three times, just as he dreaded--his young daughter died; his ideals
and hopes as conductor crashed; and he died an untimely death in 1911.

With the grim prophecy fulfilled, life had finally imitated art.
lOUIS BIANCOLLI._. T. World.Telegram

} "
l
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rev/ewer, who has always considered himself a devout Mahlerite, ]
must confess that a first hearing of his Sixth Symphony performed by the IPh_armonic-Symphony Orchestra under Mr. Mitroponlm's direction in

Carnegie Hall last night brought with it a tempo r_'y defection.. .. IAlthough dubbed by Mabler himself as "tragic symphony, this Ustener F
could find little in the work which required seventy minutes in traversal to
justify this appellation. For all the daborate symbolism which has been
associated with its cow-bells and hammer-blows, the former supposedly sug-

esting unutterable loneliness, the latter, the ineluctable blows of fate, very
ttle that is genuindy affecting and firwrate musically is to be heard in

this expan_ve product.
In none of his other symphonies is one made so aware of the com.poeer's

eclecticism. Some of his ideas come straight out of Schubert, including the
principal theme of the first movement of the "Unfinished" Symphony. But
not only Schubert but Bruckner and even Richard Strauss enter largely
into his thematic scheme and are dealt with at length. Mabler's well known
affection for march rhythms is exploited ad infinitum in both the first and
last movements s_ith fatiguing results; for the subject matter utilized is
incredibly banal.

The best movement is the Andante moderato, in which the serenely
bucolic some depicted is peopled by sentimentally inclined beings. There
are characteristically /tonic touches, too, in the Scherzo. But the monu- I_
mentally conceived finale, which takes twenty-nine minutes to unfold, is
lvlahler at his mcet magniloquent and tiresome, i_'

What can be admired unreservedly is the orchestration, which is superb ]
throughout the symphony. Combinat/ons which must have sounded start-
ling when the symphony was first heard in 1906 are still strikingly effec- i
tire and highly original even today. But despite the truly overwhelming L
mastery of his technical resources rewaded, this is the weakest and most '|_'
commonplace of Mahler symphonies. fNothing but praise is due Mr. M/troponloa for rids exhaust/re discourse ::
of a highly exactiag work, which was conducted without benefit of a score _]"
and was fully deserving of the prolonged applause and cheers bestowed
upon it by the audience. The _ regrets that because of the late _.t_
hour he was only able to hear a few measures of Mr. Levant's interpretation
of Genhwin'aPiano

O°ncert°'j_to_ D. Bo_, _. T. Hcrald-TrOaune

• The gigantic, 70.minute Sixth Symphony of Mahler was pedormed for '_ '::
the first time in this cmmtry at Carnegie Hall last evening, and the dam- I:',
omtration afte_qrard for Dimitri Mitropoulm and the Philhara_ni.'c.Sym. ._i:

• " i"phony suggested your rev/ewer was not the only one who found zt a pro-
roundly moving exper/ence.

Since earlier and later works of Mabler are known here, the piece merely
what we already knew rather than d/w.loees new aq_ects of the

composer. The atasgering inmumentation of the Sixth has beenmatched
in other worlm lvlabler's morbid sensitivity to cmnb/mtion8 of inm-u. _.'."
mental tone has been revealed ehewtme. Hie prderence for emotional _,_;_""
/mpact rather than formal deaigu aim has been demb_tratecl in his "Lied !
yon der Erda," in that unforgettable passage for the tenor--"Dunkei /st
das Leben, ist tier Tod.' And in fact the final movement of the Sixth is i,';
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predsely that mood of overpowering melancholy stretched out to thirty
minuted length. Yet Mahler's stylized despair also is music of such beauty
that it leaves the listener depressed, but curiously exhilarated. It is a

. quality to be found in Mahler's contemporaries, in the febrile, introq_ctive
writing of Stefan Zwe/g; it is the expression of a neurotic civ/l/zat/on, an
inbred culture that achieved craftsmanship and refinement at the cost of

t overstrained nerves.

The program ended with George Gershwin's Concerto in F, with 0 .scar
Levant playing the solo part dextrm_ly. I cannot help thinking that me
juxtaposition of the two works by ao imaginative a musician as/dr. Mitrn-

poulos was not merely a coincidence.

The Concerto is crude, brash, unpolished in almost every attn_te in
which the Mahler Sixth reveals excellence; but it has an alldmportant

: power to touch the hearts and emot/ons of listeners. The merit of the
iI s3anphony is mature sophistication; that of the Concerto is youthful energy.

i . Mahler was the magnificent autumn of Viennese music.. The musicalmathematicians who followed were dry leaves falling from a plant that
- ceased to flower. It may be that Gershwin is the imperfect, tentative bud-

't ding of an equally magnificent plant which some of us may live to see inbloom. JOHN BrdoOS,_. T. Post, (Copyright 1947)
1

• The first performance in America of Mahler's Sixth Symphony was
given by Dimitri Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra

i last night in Carnegie Hall. This performance brought cheers and long-sustained applause in its wake. Mr. Mitropoulos kept returnin."g to. the
stage, bowing graciously, at last gestaLringto the orchestra to rme anti now
with him. And indeed it would be hard to imagine the symphony played

'_ more brilliantly, theatrically, as is its due, and with such immense fortis-

f simos that some supersensitive souls were dumbfounded. But the multi-tude was delighted, and the performance a triumph for composer and
conductor.

And what of the symphony, per se?
Mahler averred that he detested program mus/c, that an audience must

I reach its verdict on the basis of its react/one to the music as music, and
: not because of some story or special meaning connected with it. If we take

, the Sixth Symphony from this standpoint it is dear that like every one of
Mahler's overextended works in the form it is of uneven merit in the dif-
ferent parts. The first movement of the Sixth is weak, banal in i_thematic
material, repetitious, anything but convincing in its medley of tragical
march rhythms and bucolic tones. The best movement is certainly the-
glOW one.

It has pleasant if commonplace and harmo/i/caUy uninteresting melodies,
and a lofty mood. The melodies soar and foliate more cnntinuously and

1 with less sagging in the middle than is usual with Mahler. There are noble
effects for horns and answering trumpets, where the music seems to ascend

l and unfold like vision. No doubt that this is one of the finest lyricalto a

movements that Mahler penned.
Musically it is the summit of the symphony. The scherzo affects again

the l_ndler style and the pea_mt accent, with the false innocence that it
often pleaece thie compoeer to assume, as ff he were eaying, "See how

i
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naive,how ,gay,how innocentand pureof heartI,thetragic,thefated
one,canbe! "rhisbecomestriteand tiresome,and therepetitionsonerous.
The finaleisthreetimesaslongagain----incrediblydrawn out,inflated,

redundant in the way admirably descn_x-d by Richard Strauss when he
mid that Mahler "dampened his fortiss_m" and "smothered his effects
in the last movement.'" Everything comes in, all the melodies, motives, de.
velopments, all the instruments, which are multitudinous. The orchestra
includes doubled horns, augmented trumpets, trombones, woodwinds, cow-
bells and a hammex---fortunately without a sickle, or Mr. Mitropoulos
might be in the custody of the FBI at this very moment.

Now it appears, despite Mahler's coyness on the subject, that this m/m.
phony has an underlying program, and one that is deeply tragic. This is
unfortunate, because the finale sounds very brilliant, indeed triumphant.
Undertones of tragedy are lost in the din and the commotion, the hosannas
of the brain, the flamboyant melodies that soar from strings, horns and
what not, and reach climax upon climax. The audience seemed to feel
victorious too. Pexha_ they had not read the program book.

Regardless of these constructions, one is constrained to conclude that
this is on the whole a patchy, diffuse and uneven symphony, with the
customary bombast and inequality between its pretensions and actual ideas.
One more symphony by the grandoise Mahler.

The symphony was followed by a work which on the whole has more
originality and inventiveness in it. We mean George Gershwin's Concerto
for piano and orchestra, played smashingly and with new authority and
power by Oscar Levant as soloist. But the concerto seemed to have caught
one bad contagion from the symphony. Its whole performance was exag-
gerated in scale. In the middle movement it missed a large measure of the

try with which it was invested in more than one performance that we
rd from Gershwin him._elf.

The piece was over-played, over-blown, over-climaxed. Now that the
very gifted Mr. Levant has shown his ample mastery of its pianism, let
him please give it more intimate and imaginative treatment when next he
plays the work and let not Mr. Mitropoulos conduct Gershwin as ff he
were Mahler.

OLIN D0wN_, N. T. Times

Taking music for granted can be a temptation in a city which has as
much of it as New York; but in what other art could the violent contrast
of last night's Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra concert in Carnegie Hall
exist side by side? Gustav Mahler, over-driven and introverted; George
C.w.rshwin,easy-going and extroverted, each portrayed by a self-likeness as
distinctive as a thumbprint.

This audience had the experience of hearing a Mahler symphony--the
8/xth--wh/ch is not merely unfamiliar, as most of his still are, but actually
new to this country. Some opinion holds it the weakest of the nine, which
might be an explanation; but it is hardly so inferior to the others that no
one should have ventured it in the forty-one years since it was written.
The oversight, if such it may be called, was rectified by Dimitri Mitropoules
last night.

To one who finds the best of Mahler's symphonic works patchy and in-
sufficiently worked over, only one element of the occasion was truly ab-

t
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sorbing--the consistently magnificent workmanship of Mitropoulos.
Phenomenal memories are not new to us; but lditropoulos left one in-
credulous of the blueprint he drew for the orchestra with no score in sight.
{There was none for the Gershwin, either.}

This symphony has a lovely songful slow movement--and very little
else that is not dismally over-written. The finale alone is a twenty-six
minute morceau--a time span multiplied by the repetitious elaboration of
ideas mostly dreary and second class.

There is scarcely a page that doesn't have its quota of ingenuities, some
of them still unique with Mahler, but the totality suggests a completed
jig-saw puzzle of an unintelligible design. The ultimate paradox is that
the audience received the phying with remarkable enthusiasm.

IRVINGKOtODIN,Ncto Torlt Sun

Thatsotremendousa work asGustavMahler'sS/xthSymphony should
havewaited41 yearsafteritsEuropeanpremiereforan Americanperform-
anceisacuriousreflectionupon thewaysofourmusicalworld.Thissym-
phony istheautobiographyofa greatsoul;and itssubjectivityofstyleis
atonceitsstrengthand weakness.Mahler,likeBalrac,simplypouredhim.
selfontopaper,withHttleregardforacademiclawsor theemotionalre-
servesofthebourgeoisie.

Thisistorrentialmusic,filedwiththehorrorofdeath;thedesperatere-
sistanceof a creative spirit unwilling to surrender to final oblivion; the
struggles of a mind which longs for eternal peace and yet is still torn by
doubts. In listening to it, as in listening to the music of Wagner, one either
surrenders to the hypnotic spell and understands, or one doses one's ears,
and hears only turgid rhetoric instead of the heartbreaking eloquence with
which the score is filled.

Purely as an achievement of formal devdopment and orchestration the
Sixth Symphony is monumental. The use of cowbelh to symbolize the peace
of mountain heights, of the celesta, glockenspiel and other coloristic dev/ces
never cheapens the work. And the almost unprecedented battery of brass
and percussion enables the composer to create a whole new vocabulary of
sonority. The exquisite mdod/c curve of the ,.low movement and the ghostly
trills of the finale represent string writing at its subdest. And the chorale
passages/n the deep brass are overwhelmingly majestic. The symphony is
tender, savage, capricious, rebellious by turns; almost every human motion
is expressed in this dramatic poem. Yet even the gigantic finale is Iog/cally
worked out; the length of the work is inevitable, I/ke that of Schubert.

Mr. Mitropoulosconductedma_tly, andtheorchestraimiaed on
his taking the first few bows alone. The tremendous ovation was richly
deserved by the conductor, the orchestra--and the music!

: ROBOT Strum, Mus/cal Amer/ca



Mawr.leR'S SIXTH

Bare Symphonic Work Inqn'e_es Critic in _ Americanperformanco

By WARREN STOREY SMITH

The |ollowJngart/de appearedin the Boston Post on December21, 1947 and is
reprintedby permissionof the Boston Post.

That weare too faro/liar with certain important works and woefully

ignorant of others was the burden of last week's discourse. The composi-
tions chosen to point the moral were Handel's "Messiah,"/mmediately im.
pend/ng from the Handel and Haydn 8ociety, and Mozart's "Idomeneo,"
which we get this afternoon, atthe Opera House, from the New England
Opera Theatre. The point could have been made just as well by citing
two symphonies, each their composer's sixth, one of which had just been
played here for the hundredth time (spea.king in .round numbers), wh_de
the other was receiving in New York its lxrst Amen .c.anperronnanc_, t.ne
pieces in question? Tchaikovsky's "Pathetic" and the so-calleO -lraglc
Symphony of Mahler.

Back in 1933 Dr. Koussevitslry proudly announced lds intent/on of play-
ing the only Mahler Symphony still unknown in this country, but it re-
mained for his one-time protege, Dimitri Mitropoulos, as acting conductor
of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony, to turn the trick. Some difficulty

with the Symphony's Leipzig publisher was the reason given for Kousse-
vitsky s fa/lure to come across with the threatened premiere, blitropoules
had his troubles, too, but they were slightly.different. Nlahler's mus/c is
now in the public domain, but it seems that the orchestra parts of the Sixth
went up in smoke when Leipzig was bombed. Scores of the work are
scarce, but one was forwarded from London and from it the parts, were

copied. And so, 41 yea_rsand six months after the Sixth was f_'st hen.m1
at Essen, the brilliant and indefatigable Greek maestro gase it to the onitecl
States. There were three performances, on Dec. 11, 12 and 13, and it was
the hst of these that your deeply impressed correspondent heard, as one
of a Carnegie Hall capacity audience that received the work with cheers
and shouts of "Bravo," fully deserved by composer, director and orchestra.

Even in Europe performances of the Mahler Sixth have been few and
far between. From the very outset, it was destined to be the black sheep
of the Mahler flock. Not because it was weak--it is, in fact, one of the
most firmly-knit, most consistently lx_erful of his creations--but because,
unlike its fellows, it bids us not to hope but to despair. There are, of
course, relieving episodes: the slow movement is an idyll, serenely beauti-
ful; the second subjectof the otherwise somber first movement has sweep
and passion; the trio of what may be termed the grimmest of symphonic

scherzos, is pleasant, if not exactly ,gay. But whereas the other eight sym-
phonies and The Song of the Earth have their bitter, their sorrowful or
their ironic pages, they neverthdess all end in major, whether the mood
be one of triumph, elation, calm resignation or blissful contentment. The
Sixth alone withholds this ultimate consolation.
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"The symphonic gradations and climaxes of the final movement," writes
Bruno Walter, Mahler's most devoted disciple, "resemble in their dismal
power the towering waves of the ocean that rush at the ship and wreak
destruction." Nor does Mahler soften the blow through a merciful brevity,
as does Tchaikovsky in the finale of the "Pathetic." On the contrary, this
concluding movement lasts dose on half an hour, with only a passage here
and there to offset the prevailing gloom. Without resorting to hyperbole,
you can call it both terrible and terrifying. It has at times a nightmarish
quality. Were a contemporary composer possessed of Mahler's remarkable
powers, both of musical Lavention and of orchestration, he might thus paint
the darkest side of our unhappy day. The three New York audiences that
cheered the symphony could hardly have enjoyed this finale. Enjoy is not
the word. Let us rather say that they responded instinctively to something
by which a more innocent generation would have been shocked and repelled.
In fact, we know that in the past the Sixth has had this vest effect.

Like most of the Mahler s3"mphonies, the Sixth calh for a huge orchestra
---incidentally, Mr. Mitropoulos conducted it, as he does everything, from
memory--and included among the percussion instruments are cowbells,
(used with enchanting effect in the Andante, as a symbol of londiness), a ,
"rute" (a sort of a birch brush applied to the bass drum) and a hammer.
"'Thus Fate knocks at the door," said Beetho':en of the opening of his
Fifth Symphony. In the Mahler Sixth it strikes us down.



AN AMERICAN BRUCKNER PREMIERE

HOOSIER8INTRODUOEFOURTH (OBIGINALVEBSION)

Fort Wayne,_ .Tan.21 _ 22, 19a8

This week has brought another big achievement by the Ft. Wayne Phil-
harmon/c Orchestra of some 80 amateur and semi-professional music/am.

Under the energetic gu/dance of D/rector Hans Schwieger, the orchestra
won cr/tical acchim Tuesday and Wednesday with an American premiere
of, Bruckner's Fourth Symphony in its original unedited version. The two

concerts represented not only a big forward stride for the orchestra itself,
they also indicated increasing demand by the Philharmonic s audience for
more and more substantial music.

"I wouldn't have dared to present the Bruckner two years ago," Mr.
Schwieger told me. "We used to do things like 'Carmen" excerpts or
Liszt's "Les Preludes.' Nowadays I'd put them on a pop. concert program,"
he added.

HENRYBUTI.m_,The lnd_napolis Times

Awe and reverence were apparent in Mr. Schwieger's conducting as he
guided the orchestra and the audience through the massive tonal edifice
reared by the devout and simple.hearted Austrian. It was a reading founded

on a deep-seated realization of the power and the glory inherent in the music.
In the first movement of his "Fourth Brucl_ner meditates now and then

on some of the beauties of nature." The "'Scherzo" leads the listeners out
of the cathedral and lets them disport themselves for a t/me in the company
of hunters and happy Austrian peasants. The greater part of the work,
however, is impregnated with profound mystic/sin. Bruckner's "'Fourth'"
is filled with nobility and loftiness of utterance. It is, to borrow Bruno
Waiter's apt expression, "a kind of musical Gothicism.'" Brahms, it is true,
called Bruckner a "'fraud," and Eduard Hanslick laughed the peasant from
Upper Austria to scorn; but there is reason to believe that Brahms knew
better, and some scholars are convinced that Hanslick was not completely
honest in his diatribes.

The playing of,,the orchestra was not always accurate, and the tone was
sometimes lacking in the sumptuousness which the character of the com-
position requires. Nevertheless, Mr. Schwieger imbued his reading of the
symphony with warmth, sincerity and devotion. H/s feeling for vitality of
rhythm was keen to the highest degree, and his thorough acquaintance with
the structure of the work in all its many detaRs kept him from presenting
a gnarled and misshapen performance such as is bound to result when a

conductor with no insight into Bruckner's way of writing undertakes to
expound the Austrian master s scores. It was a memorable performanceN
memorable because of its dignity and its honesty of purpose, memorable be-
cause it made h/story in Fort Wayne and in the United States. The or-
chestra has never played better.

WALTI_RA. H^NSEXq,The ?_ews.Sentind (Fort Wayne)
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The Bruckner Symphony dates back to the last century, but has suffered
from the lack of appreciation long applied to Bruckner'8 work in general,
a neglect nobody seems to understand when said work ia given competent
performance in a concert hall.

The premiere American performance was better than competent. The
array of part.time musicians led by the energetic Mr. Schwieger played the
massive score with an alert sincerity that more than compensated for occa-
sional technical flaws in recreating Bruckner s sprawling, cathedral-like
structure. Mr. Schwieger s thoroughly informed, carefully prepared read-
ing disclosed both the composer's heavenly vis/on and the peasant earth on
which his feet were planted. He found vitality and character in music too
many authorities heedlessly dismiss as simply inflated. It was a masterful
achievement.

The young and willing Fort Wayne Orchestra is founded on lines pio-
neered by the Indianapolis Symphony in its earlier years under Ferdinand
Schaefer. Most of its members are gainfully employed at other occupations
--in fact, full time positions in local business and industry, are the induce.
merit K, H. Wangerin, manager of the orchestra, uses to bring many quali-
fied musicians to Fort Wayne.

• CORBIN PA'fRICK, el'he Indianapolis Star

The greater portion of the evening was dedicated to the work of Anton
Brucimer's Fourth {Romantic) Symphony, in E Flat Major. Bruclmer was
a Nineteenth Century composer and organist. In this decade when the
formless music of moderns receives so much acclaim and attention, it was
soul-satisfying to hear the music of a long-neglected man--one who might
well be worthy of being called the fourth "'B."

Bruckner's conception of' music is absolute. His form is classic, as op.
posed to the oversize-orchestras and impressionism of the Strauss school.
That Bruckner was a devoted student of that master of instrumentation,
orchestration, and harmony--Wagner--was readily felt. The solidity of
structure (especially strings), the breadth of tone, the boldness of contrasts,
and the variety of coloring were nerve-tingling. Yet it was all subsumed
under the framework of the sonata form. This is genius: a composer who
binds himself in chains, and then proceeds to caper as an acrobat with a
moving counterpoint. The first movement contained a triple counterpoint.
8hades of "'Die Meistersinger!" Yet of far greater importance is the fact
that in this symphony are united intellect and emotion. One knew that
this music was created by a person of depth. The themes, so simple, were
always bold, and the last movement, militant. To follow the intricacies of
the counterpoint demands tremendous concentration. But even without
so doing, the deep faith and conviction of Bruckner himself shone forth.

Mr. Schw/eger's conducting, and the visal_leearnestness of the orchestra-
members, were effective throughout. Mr. Schwieger never is a time-beater.
Nor is he a mere shownran--despite his prodigious memory. While details
never escape him, he is not a detail-hounder. HIS aim, and ability, is always
to convey. This i/because he grasps the inner meaning--intellectual and
ideal--of the composer. The orchema responded well in most instances,
especially the strings, winds, and French horns. That Mr. $chwieger had
the courage to undertake a premiere m in America m performance of a
neglected work shows the possibility of having eclectic tastes without lower-
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ing standards. Schumannis creditedw/th rayingthat his own development
began when he got it into his head that there were other counu/e_ than
Germany in the world. Perhaps Fort Waynes mm/cal developmenthas
begun in earnea, now that we realize that there are othercompmersthan
Beethoven,Brahms,and all the other famil/arnames. For this. thankyou,
Mr. Schw/eger.

R_m_T V. S_AB_, Fort Wayne Journal_a_tc

s

LiST OF BRUCKNER AND MAI_BR PERFORMANCES

SEASON IO47-1948
BRUCKNER:

II Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Efrem Kurt_ Conductor; Jan. 27
and 28, 1948.

IH New Haven Symphony Orchestra, Paul H/ndemith, Conductor; Jan. 12.
1948.

IV (Original Version) Fort Wayne Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schw/eger,
• Conductor; Jan. 21 and 22, 1948.

VH Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Re/ner, Conductor; Feb. 20 and
22, 1948.

VIII Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevitsky, Conductor; Boston, Nov.
7 and 8, 1947; New York, Nov. 13, 1947; Boston, Dec. 30, 1947. (Last
performance broadcast over A.B.C.)

Cleveland Orchestra, George S_II, Conductor: Dec. 11 and 13, 1947.
Philharmonic Symphony Society .of New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor;

Jan. 22 and 23, 1948.
_TRD_O _.UD_TET Httle Orchestra Society, Thomas K. Sherman, Conductor;

New York, Nov. 3, 1947.
Friends of Music, San Diego and La Jolla, Calif.

TE DEUM The Mozart Orchestra, assisted by Henry Street Settlement Music
School Chorus, RcJ>ertScholx, Conductor; New York, Mar. 14, 1948.

MAHLER:
I Cinc/nnati Symphony. Thor Johnson, Conductor; Jan. 2 and 3, 1948.

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz, Conductor.
Baltimore _ymphony Orchestra, Reginald Stewart, Conductor; Oct. 29,

1947.
1I Boston Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Bernste_n, Conductor; Harvard and

Radcliffe Chorus; Feb. 6 and 7, 1948.
Cincinnati Symphony, Frict Busch, Conductor; Cincinnati May Fes_val.

IV Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra. Efrem Kurtz, Conductor; February
1948.

Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Pabien Scvitzky, Conductor; Eleanor
Steber, Soloist; Feb. 28 and 29, 1948.

LIEDER ED_£S FAHRL_DE_ GESELLE_
Columbus Sympho.ny Orchestra, Izler Solomon. Conductor; Carol Brice,

Soloist; Feb. 17, 1948.
Rochester Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, Conductor;

Dorothy Maynor, Soloist; Dec. 4, 1947.
VI Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Dimitr/Mitropoulos, Conductor;

December II, 12, and 13, 1947.
VIII Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; December 1948.

Hollywood Bowl Symphony, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Summer, 1948.
DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE

Cleveland Orchestra, George Sz¢ll, Conductor; Nov. 6 and 8, 1947.
Philharmonic Symphony _ociety of N. Y., Bruno Walter, Conductor;

Jan. IL 16, and 18, 1948. (Last performance broadcast over C.B.S.)
KD_DERTOTID_LIEDER

Little Symphony Orchestra Sot/sty, Thomas K. Sherman, Conductor; Kartn
Bran_eli, Solo/st; New York, December I. 1947.



MAHLER'S FIFTH ON RECORDS

PROBLEM OHILD

By GABRIELENGEL

The followingreviewwas publishedin theSatu,day Reuiew of LiteratureNovember
29, 1947, and /s repr/ntedby permission.

Dazzling orchestral clarity and a spirit of high jubilation are the most
striking musical and emotional indices of lvlahler s extremely polyphonic
"Fifth Symphony," just released by Columbia in this superb recording
under Bruno W'aJter. Listeners acquainted with his earlier symphonies
(the "'First," "Second," "'Fourth," and "Ninth" have been published in
fine recordings in this country) may wonder how so sudden and apparently
total an upheaval in the composer's human and artistic make.up came about.
The explanation of the amazing transparency of the massive orchestration
is simple. Fifth in number, the work is, from the viewpoint of orchestral
idiom, in fact Mahler', last symphony. The following note dated 1911,
written shortly before his death, proves that he brought to the scoring of
this "problem-child" of his fantasy, all the technical skill and maturity of
artistic judgment he had gathered throughout a busy life's vast symphonic
labors.

The "Fifth" is finished. I have been compelled to reorchestrate
it completely. I cannot understand how I could have at that time
(1902) written so much like a beginner. Clearly the routine I
had acquired in the first four symphonies failed me altogether,
as if the new message called for a new technique.

Spiritually, the "'Fifth" seems only at first a revolutionary Mahler expres-
sion. Repeated hearings reveal it to be a closely related sequel to the earl/er
symphonies--a comparatively gigantic follower, to be sure, but neverthe-
less a symphony undeniably of the same basic emotional, as well as musical,
fibre. The "Fifth" employs-no themes transplanted entire from Mahler
songs, as do the earlier symphonies. Its method of melodsc generation is
mote elemental .Its principal themes arise out of subtle paraphrases of
melodic fragments, dominant motives, borrowed from the Rueckert songs
composed by Malder before the "Fifth."

S_y, the first movement, the Scherzo, and the stupendous rondo-
finale are magnified re-creations of the corresponding sections in the pre-
ceding symphonies. Beside this frankly joyous scherzo, which might be
called the symphonic apotheosis of the Viennese waltz, the earlier scher_
seem almost miniatures, parodies of _ quay' _. by f_quent.touches of
bitter, spiteful irony. Like the "Second, the Ftfth. .el.gins.wtm a. t.uneral
march. In the form_ the entire movement fit swayed by the tragic Orama
of the "Death Celebration." In the "Fifth," however, the funeral march
is in the main a serene song of sorrowful resignation., _. brief as a prologue,
uncomplicated by symphonic development. Culminating m a song based
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on a phrase borrowed from one of the "Kindertotenlieder," where it is
significantly set to the words 'Treudenlicht tier Welt" ("joyful light of
the world"), it suggests the happy goal to which the work aspires.

The Adagietto separates the scherzo and rondo-finale like an exqu/dte
elfin spirit between giant elemental force& It is a reverie of IonelineM, of

world-ahandonment. Significantly, its yearning first me!,ody is an unmis-
takable paraphrase of the famvus Maider.Rueckert song Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gekommen" ("l am become a recluse from the world"). The
two po_esa undeniable lunship of content. Strings and harp are the only
instruments used in the Adagietto.

Just as Beethoven, in the finale of the "Eroica," had transformed the
normally d/Ajointed variation-form into a mighty framework suited to the
weightiest revelations, so Mahler, in th_ rondo-finaie, evolved a mighty
integral structure, equal to the fullest symphonic formulation of spiritual
triumph. From the chief motivating elements of the preceding movements
he constructs two v/tally rhythmic themes, not for a mere rondo, but for
a rondo-like structure into which he builds a masterful double-fugue on
those themes, crowning the whole with a magnificent chorale.

As for the musician who was at once the heart and mind behind thk
splendid first recording of Maider's great "Fifth Symphony," Bruno Waiter
has performed a true labor of love. For him this means more than just
artother recording. It is his supreme tribute to the loftiest manifestation of
his revered master's genius.

UNIV'BBSITY OF IOWA SYMPHONY 0ROHESTEA PERFORMS
MAEELF._'8 FIBST UNDEB CLAPP'8 DIBECTION

IOWA O]WY,IOWA, _ULY 16, 1947

From the first measures through the final surging moments of thk arrest-
ing composition by one of symphonic literature s most inventive creators,
the orchestra noted and made proper mention of each of the varying moods,
thetuneful melodies, the attention-holding harmonies, the emphasizing
repetitions---and then managed to weld these many musical moments into
a cohesive whole that made genuine symphonic sense.

Perhaps the one element above all others that makes of the playing of
Mahler compositions such genuine experiences on the University of Iowa*
campus is that Doctor Clapp somehow manages to transmit to his student°
faculty musicians a considerable measure of his own deep love for that
composer's works. In other words, the university musicians quite obv/oudy
enjoy themselves as they play, and thus enjoying are better able to _ the
audience's pleasure, too.

RON TALLM^N,Iowa City Press,Cit/zen

Conductor Philip Greeley Clapp can take a deep breath and rest in the
knowledge that last night s concert of the summer symphony orchestra held
in the main lounge of Iowa Union was a success . . .

Following the intermission, Clapp paced the orchestra through the ditti°
cult Nlalder Symphony No. 1 in D major. Professor Clapp, is certainly an
enthusiastic admirer of Gustav Mahler.

The music was descriptive, gay at times, sorrowful at others. With
every change of emotion, the orchestra projected the feeling with a force
that held the audience captivated.

DICK DAVlg,Daily lowan



MAHLER'B SECOND 8YMPHONY-IN NEW YORK
• AND BOSTON
I.

BERNBTEIN DEDICATEB HIB lVlR_T pEBFORMANCES
OF BES_CTION SYMPHONY TO MEMOBY

OF FIOB3_,LO IL LAGU_DIA

City Bymphony Orchestm m 0ondnctor: Leonard Bernstein; bloists: El_bel_
Davis. 8oprano, and Nan Merrlm_ Mez_bpmao; Chorus: Schol_ Oantoru_
Hugh Bo_, Oondnctor--OttF Oenter of Music and Drama. New York (Sept.
and 24, 1947-- Opening Ooncert8 of the Season)

On the afternoon of Sept. 22, .1947,FiorelloH. LaGuardh, the man re-
gardedby many thebest mayorNew Yorkeverhad,was laidto rest. He was
esteemednot only by l_s friends but by his political enemies as well, for
l_s was that rare politicalgenius that had translatedideals into action. He

I lovedpeople and he loved the finerthingsof life. A pamonate devotee of
s good music, one of his fondest dreams was the establishment of a great

municipal hall where the economically less favored might attend at low
cost excellent performances of the _orks of the realm of music,
operatic and symphonic. The City Center of Music and Drama was the
realization of that dream. Therefore it was peculiarly fitting for Leonard
Bernstein to dedicate his splendid heartfelt reading of Mahlers monu-
mental Resurrection Sym/_honyto the memoryof the man who had given
so much of himself to the spiritual betterment of his fellow citizens, as evi-
dented by this very temple of music which his dynamic personality had

i called into being. Here the music lover of modestmeans might share just
such experiencesof beauty as this great symphony, a work that had meant
so much to FiorelloH. LaGuardia. In his moving, spontaneous prefatory

tribute, Mr. Bernsteinsaid:"We are gathered here tonight largely because of the devotion

i and foresight of one man. That man is not with us tonight, for
he was buried this afternoon. Therefore, although this program

, has already been dedicated to a great cause, I should h'ke to re-
dedicate it--not to the resurrection of his soul, for he does not
need that from us. No man who gave and receivedso much IQve
in his lifetime could possibly need it from us. But rather we
shoulddedicate it to the things he stood for and fought for, along
with those two others so recently taken fromus, Wendell Willkie
and Franklin Roosevelt. Let us dedicate our performance of this
great Resurrection S_.,'mphonyof Mahler to the resurrection of
our world, that it may become the kind of world he hoped for
and struggled for with his very life."

To venture the Second of Mahler, a composerstill hotly debated thirty-
six years after his death, with any but an orchestraof major caliber re-
quires a conductor of morethan ordinarycourage and ability. But to per-
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form this ditficult and giganticwork at an openingconcertof any hut the
most seasoned band calls for something beyond the proverbial angd's tread;

• it demands a kind of daring born of flaming enthusiasm. Clearly such was
the daemon that swayed the young orchestra led by a young conductor
when the New York Symphony began its season with Mahler's Resurrection
Symphony. Under the circumstances a merely good performance could [
justly have been a source of keen satisfaction to its participants; the actual

Istirring performance can be hailed as a major accomplishment . So com-
pletely had the youthful leader communicated his enthusiasm to the players,
soloists,, and chorus that the fiery playing and singing more than compe.n-
eated for some shortcomings of polisbed detail. Cold, chiseled perfecuon
would have been a sad exchange, if achieved at the sacrifice of such over- "[
whelming warmth and _l. The principal rough spots evident at the first !

performance were ironed out to a great extent when the work was repeated, i
Mr. Bcrnstein built up the clhnaxes with amazingly mature skill; none of
the highlights of the work, whether dramatic or lyric, seemed to elude him. t
He painted its darker moments in especially sombre colors, its message of l
hope in truly radiant hues. As the strings sang and the music soared this ;
listener realized that Gttstav Mahler---Song Symphonist was indeed a happy /
choice for the title of the Mahler biography by Gabriel Engel.

Ellabelle Davis and Nan Merriman proved to be excellent artists. Miss
Merriman's singing of UTlicht will long be remembered as an outstanding
rendition. She had obviously mastered the deepest implications of the text,
so tellingly did she convey its meaning to the audience. Beneath her flaw-
less diction, the vibrant warmth of her voice, and her intelligent interpre.
ration the unutterable loneliness of the great soul from which this song
sprang found poignandy doquent tongue.

The gu_o of the choral rendition revealed the choir's own pleasurable

participation in the music. Its almost hushed entrance, its expectant pro- I_::nouncement of the passage, "Bets/re D/oh". and of the climactic dose
(sung rather than shouted), its invariably clear enunciation, these were

virtues of achievement reflecting great credit upon Mr. Hugh Ross, dis- 1
l tinguished conductor of the Schola Cantorum. 1The pubtic, which, in the words of the late William J. Henderson, is the

final jury, rose to its feet, cheering and whistling its approval at the end
of both performances.

MA.HIdg_'SB_SUEBEOTION SYMPHONY EETUENS TO BOSTON
AFTEB THIETY YEAES

Wins AeelalmofCriticsand Audience

BostonBymphonyOrch_nctor: LeonardBernsteln;Boloists:Ell_-
belle Davis, Soprano, and SuzamxeSten" Contralto; Chorus: Harvsnl Glee 01ub
and Badcliffe ChoralSociety, G. Wallace Woodworth,Director--Symphony Hall,
Boston, Feb. 6 and 7, 1948.

Why it has taken a generation to hear the "'Resurrection" Symphony
again one may only wonder, considering how many piddling items have
turned up in that time. Let us give thanks that we have heard it at long
last, for it is a masterpiece of splendor and noble vision and of a scope
that can only be called tremendous.

This is characteristic Mahler, full of that composer's painfully sharp
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sense of mankind's struggle and atptta6on, joy and suffering, mad of !_
unanswerable last question: What is the meaning of Life itself? But the

I peu/mism that overwhelmed Mahler in his later years of the Ninth Sym-
phony and "Das Lied yon der Erde" was yet to come when he penned the
megnigcent and profound pages of the Second Symphony.

3 He ended it upon a mtmcl of shining hope and reassurance, of eter__
life to come after the Last Judgment which his nfighty horns, trumpets and
.trombones so /mpress/vely herald. The sense of mystery, so essential a

part of Mahler's musical express/on, .l_'m_.tes the first movement and
most of the scherzo. The Primal Light section w_ on words taken
from the verses of "'Youth's Magic Horn," man asks for light to guide

t. him, is of a really poignant beauty. As for the majestic finale., that comes
as dose,I think,to anything one _ ever hear in suggestingThe Last

Trump and the choiroftheHeavenlyHost.
Yesterday s performance was the finest work I have yet heard from

Bemstein, who has caught the spirit and the style of MaMer. He showed
he can handle tr/umphantly the huge apparatus Malder needed to express
himself. Bernstein further achieved a personal and an emotionally over-
whelming performance. This was no less than mast_, ly and deserved every

i cheer and round of handclapping of the noisy ovation which followed the
last E-flat major chord. !

Miss Davis and M/ss Sten sang with absolute beauty of tone and style,
and the chorus produced a marvelous pi_i_simo, thanks to the excellent
preparation of G. Wallace Woodworth. The orchestra, especially the hard-
driven brass, was magnificent. Very l/kdy this w/ll prove the high point
of the Symphony sea.son.

C_us DUgOXN,The Boston Gbbe

4 It is difficult to write calmlyand impossible to write adequately about
:_ what took place at Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon. Before an audi-

ence that largdy did not know the music or pom_ly that such a piece
i existed, Leonard Bemstein restored to the repertory of the Boston Sym-

phony Orchestra the Second or "Resurrection" Symphony of Gastav Mah-
ler, previously heard here at two special concerts under Dr. Muck just 30
years ago. Mr. Bernstein s triumph, and inc/dentally Mahler s was no

; less dramatic than the Symphony itself.
sq It was obvious all along that Mr. Bemstein had orchestra and audience

_n the hollow of his hand, and the mm/c in his head and in his heart.
Through the three purdy instrumental movements the spell worked by
piece and performance was unbroken. Then Sxmmne Stem added her con-
tralto voice to the orchestra and sang, with deep devotion, the "Urlicht "°
(Primal Light), that is the key and clue to the work. the explanation of
that which has gone before and of the tremendous things that are to come.

The finale, which Mahler has directed should follow without pause, has
been described as a vast tonal fresco of the Day of Judgment. The orchestra

, sounds the crack of Doom; there are calls from the horns; there is the
tread of the hosts marching to the Judgment Seat. The chorale of the
funereal first movement is recalled and measures about to he sung are

played by the instruments. The voice of doom is heard again a_a_dagain
and after it those amazing bird-calls, in flute and piccolo, that slanbol/ze
the last living sound of a mortal world about to he di/solved. Then, as
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from the other world, the chorus--ah, so softly--intones the words "'Aufer-
steh'n, ja aufersteh'n wirst du, mein Staub" (You will r/se again, my dust),
and the Symphony begins to move toward its climax.

Yesterday this sublime setting of Klopstock's "Resurrection Ode" was
entrusted to the choirs of Harvard and Radcliffe, too few in numbers,
because of the restrictions of the stage, but mighty in valor. With the
chorus was Ellabelle Davis, to sing the measures for soprano solo, as these
particular ears have never heard them, and Miss Sten once more entered
the picture, with Mahler's own words, "Believe, my heart, you have lost
nothing.'_ All too quickly came the overpowering conclusion, in which
the bells peal and the very gates of Heaven are opened. When the audience
recovered itself, pandemonium reigned. The emotional storm which had ,
slowly gathered was finally released. And, you can take my word for it,
no such excitement has been seen in Symphony Hall in many a year.

W.'JU_N STO_Y SMIXH,The Boston Post

Mr. Bernstein achieved a major triumph yesterday with the performance
of Mahler's immense Second Symphony. It was an interpretation that
caught fire from the first stormy measures to the glorious finale where the
composer unleashes all the musical forces at his command. This achievement
was the more remarkable in that, owing to the subscription audiet_ce, the
stage could not be enlarged, and the augmented orchestra, chorus and
soloists had to squeeze in as best they could. It must have been very
cramping for the players in the hour and a quarter the Symphony takes,
but they did their duty with a will and turned in some superlative playing.

Mahler's genius was a strange one and he did not always succeed in
pulling off his grandoise designs. The Second Symphony, however, is uni-
formly and in the end overwhelmingly successful. It is my feeling that
too much is written about Mahler's music in the shape of programs for 1_
it. Does it really help us in I/stening to the third movement to read all
about St. Anthony and the fishes and the vulgarity of the world? Some.
thing, of course, about "Des Knal:en Wund_horn" and the texts of the I
last two movements should be noted, but for the rest I found Paul Stefan's
program mainly pretentious nonsen_. Whereas I enjoyed the m_tsic i
thoroughly and was never bored for one instant.

Some have professed to find the third movement one of the finest things tin all Mahler, but the truth is that the whole Symphony abounds in these
happy touches. For others the ineffable peace of the fourth movement will
have been one of the most moving things in the Symphony. And here,
incidentally, the effect was enhanced by the beautiful singing of Suzarme .
Sten. Mr. Bernstein secured a perfect accompaniment for her, and the tresult was peculiarly felicitous.

ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, The Boston Herald

I
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Gustav Mahler: Memories and Letters; tr. by Basil Creighton.
London, 1946, New York, 1946.

Gust_v Mahler. Zehnte Symphonie. Vienna, 1924.
, ed. Oustav Mahler. Briefe 1879-1911. Vienna, 1924.

MAHLEg, GUSTAV. Briefe 18"/9.1911, ed. by Alma Mafia Mahler. Vienna,
1924.

M^HLER-HEFT. Musik ffir Alle. Berlin, 192-.
MEISTERFUEHREILMahlers Symphonien. (ed. by Edg. Istd, Ludwig

8ch/edermair, Hermann Tel_ler, Karl Weigl). Berlin, 1910.
MENOELBER(;, CARL RUDOLF. Das Mahler-Fest, Amsterdam Mai. 1920.

Vortr_ge und Ber/chte. Vienna, 1920.
Oustav Mahler. Leipzig, 1923.

NEISSER, ARTHUR. Oustav Mahler. Leipzig, 1918.
NEWI.IN, DIK^. Bruckner, Mahler, $choenberg. New York, 1947.
PONN_'LLE,LaZ_E. A Munich. Gustav Mahler. Richard 8traum Fer-

ruc/o Busoni. Paris, 1913.
REDLICH, HANS FERD. Gustav lVlahler. N_a'nbcrg, 1919.
ROLLER, ALFRED. Die Bildnisse yon Oustav Mahler.Vienna, 1922.
_EL_EFERS, AN'ION. Gustav l_hler8 ll_itrumm_tioH. I_l_|doI"_, 1935.
8CHmDElh_m_,Lu_qo. Gustav Mahler. Leipzig, 1901.

Gustav Mahler. Erste $ymphonie. Berlin, 1901.
Oustav Mahler. 3. 8ymphonie. Berlin, 1901.

MELSTe_UEm_X.
SPECHT, RICHARD. (_UStaV Mahler. Berlin, 1905.

Oustav Mahler. Berlin, 1913 (other exl/tions 1918, 1925).
Gustav Mahlers 1. Symphon/e. V/enna, 1921.
Gustav Mahlers 3. Symphonic D-moll. V/enna.
Gustav Mahler. IV. Symphon/e (3 dur. Vienna, 1920.
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dustav Malders VIII Symphon/e.. Vienna, 1912.
Gus_v Mahlen 8. Sympharde. Vienna, 1930.
Gustav Ma/_r's E_hth Symphony. (Tr. into English by Phslip

H. Goepp). PHladelph/a. 1916.
Gwtav ]vL_hl_ mc/_ssene _cehnteSympl_/e. V/enna, 1924.

STeras, PAUL. Gustav Mahler. Murdch, 1910. (3rd ed., 1912).
Gustav Mahler.ELneStud/e _bcr Pen_Snl/chke/t und Wcrke.

(Rcv/_dedisonof _ work).Munich.1920.
Gus_vlvhldcr.Or. intoEnglhhbyT .E.Clark).NewYork,

1913.

Ou_._vMahl_r'sErbe.Mun/ch,1908.
Mah_ f_rJedemann.V/,mm.1923.
ed. Ouatav Mahler: FAn Bfld sc_ncr Pers_nlichkeit in Wid-

mungen. Munich, 1910.
TEmLeR,HER_. Gustav Mahler. Symphon/e No. 2 in C-moll. Berlin, 1901;

See MelST_.rU_H_SU
_/ALI"ER,BRUNO. GustavIV[abler.Vienna, 1936.

Gu_v Mahler. (Tr. into English by James Galston). London,
1937. New York, 1941.

WeXGL, F,_L. See/v__m_Ba.
WOESS,Jos. V. v. Oustav Malder, das Lied wmder Erde. Viuma,1912.

LIST 0F _ ]_00ZDINGS R't_'T._AR_D_ 1947

$_MPHONYNo. S--New YorkPhflharmonioSymphonySociety,Bruno Walter,Con.
ductor. ColumbiaMIV[-718.

LIeDeRIEINESPAHI_.ENDENGeSRLLeN--EugeniaZareska with PhilharmonicOr.
cheetraconductedby Van Beinum. Decca K1624-5.

Welt MATVteSI.JeVCetNetvaCttv?--Mary Paull,Soprano,KennethHieber,Accom-
panist. Vanguard3.



"SALOME" AT OITY 0ENTBR _.

RALASZ00NDUOTfJMEMOB,ABLRPERFORMANOES

Although Chord dnd Discord devotes its effortsprimarilytowards pro.
rootingincreasedpublic interest in the mus/cof Brudmer and Mahler, it
has on occasion induded artides call/ng attention to unrelated musical
events of outstandingimportanceand merit. Indubitablyof this category
was the sex/es of presentationsof $ALOMEduring the spring and fall
seasons of 1947by the New York City Opera Company at the New York
City Center of blus/c and Drama.,.Here was an inspiredgroup heroically
working on an all too slender budget, yet with resultseo successfulthat
they might challenge the best achievementsof a long establishedoperatic
institution of foremo6trank.

The critical keynote of th/s fine productionwas struckin the spr/ng of
1947by Mr. Biancolliof the N. Y. World Telegram,who wrote following
the fast performance: ?'Anyway, the City Center Troupe haa finally h/t
the operatic jackpot with Strauss' S,_o_--and one can only applaud.
ira courageand cheer its success."

Appropriately, therefore, the 1'4.y. City _ Company opened its
fall seasonon Sept. 2_ w/th the Straussclassic, one of the toughest scores
in the repertory , according to Mr. Biancolli. Again, as in the spring,

:: criticsacclaimedthe productionas important musicalnews, while aud/enceschw.red--and with good reason. Here, a reality, at last, was that long
cherisheddreamof the late FiorelloH. La Guardia;the dreamof providing

i! thepeople of .the City of New York with the opportunity to hear grand• opera producedin the grand mannerat pricesthat the lesswell-to-domusic
lover could afford. "

i_ At a time when truly great performancesof operain/_nerica are redlyr_
I concededby some expertsto belongto a faded past, productionsconceived

in so h/gh a spirit of artistic fervor evoke nostalgic memor/esof that al-
legedly vanished operatic grandeur. With this SALOm_,however, we
are once again _cing a truly unifiedproductionof one of the most
compli_ted modem masterworksof the singing stage, again realizingthat
mumcdramaas conceivedby Wagner need not languish a mere unattain-
able ideal. We see again that, almost insurmountableohstadea notwith-
standing, m long as the work is given due careful preparation, it can be
translatedinto a living reality,stirringour emotionsto theirverydepth&
Und?ubtedly the most notable feature of S_Ou_, as presented by the "

. _ -"_'_x. uity Open Company, was the completesubordinationof eachpar,
!.

-. _tO the role in wh/ch he or she was cast. "I'htmgh8everalof tllem_: the nting of "star", yet none assumed the (alas, too faro,I/at)
rol_ o.fa planet trying to outshine the surroundinglesserlumimr_

_: _ ...-..., g the minor parts, st_cial mention dmuld be made of Norman
.... _ott s movingly beautifulrenditionof the lima about Jochanaan: "He

_ b a holy man--He is very genfle_ Every day when I bring him food, het_ttlk8 inc. "1

ii_/ William Home's clear, resonant vo/ce broughtout the pathos of the
lines of Narnboth. the weak, loves/&, unfortunate8yr/ancaptain. The

z"Er lg einhe/ligzrMann---Erist ,anft. flden Tagdenkh flunzueuea gebe,; dankter mlr."
!.
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uion in his voice when he sang the passage: "How hk is the Princem
lome this e_nning. "s literally rang throughout the hail. Vasso/tJrgyris °

Narrabothportnyal of the same role made one of the more important
characters of the drama, lle sang effectively and acted with great skill.

gnd ual surrender to the wiles of the young princess, culminating in
Narnboth s defiance of the Tetrarch I orders, and his growing expression
of despairatSalome s continued efforts to tempt J_, held the at-
tentionof the audience.

Ralph Herbert, the Jokaman in five pedormance_ uttered his dire pre-
dictions and condemnation of the promiscuous Herodias with great power.
The clarity, of his diction made the words wholly intellifsn_le. He has a
beautifully resonant voice. C,arlm Alexander as Jokanaan aim made the

chancter highly impres_._ve. His acting, singing, and appearance seemed
to intensify the Prophet s fanat/c/sm. Substituting for Ralph Herbert on
twenty-four hour, notice, the twenty-three year old Michael Rhodes, a
newcomer to the operatic stage, distinguished himself by his highly intelli.
gent portrayal of Jokanaan. His is a young voice, vigorous, fresh, pleating.

He seemed a somewhat more gentle prophet than the others. Memorable
was the religious ectasy he instilled into the lines: He is in a boat on the
sea of Galilee and is speaking to his disciples. Kneel on the shore of the
sea and call unto Him. And call Him by name...'"

Excellent as it was at the very outset, Frederick Jagel°s chencterisation
of the lustful, degenerate, neurotic Herod, _ by a vague, indefinable
fear, a role shot through with every nuance of abnormality, has grown
steadily more convincing. Through his artistry the character of Herod
takes on the significance the poet intended for it as one of the central
figures and prime movers of the tragedy. At his debut on Oct. 30th, Ed-

ward Molitore made it evident thathe had Oven a great deal of thought
to the role of Herod. The Tetrarch s vain attempt to hide from Herodias
his fear of the Prophet ("He said nothing against you. Bemdes he is a
very great prophet."),' his alarm at the thought that the dead might re-
turn ("What1 He _ the dead? . . . I forbid him to do that. It would
be terrible if the dead returned.");' his nervous delight while watching the
dance; his pleas that Salome accept almost anything but the head of
Jokanaan as a reward for the dance; his complete sense of f_swation and
despair as he utters the words: "'Let them give her what she asks. She is
in truth her mother's child:'"--all these were highlights in his excellent
character_tion of the unsympathetic Herod. Mr. Molitore has a rich
voice; his diction is clear for the most part.

Growing familiar/ty with the role increased the vividness of Terese
Gerson's portrayal of the degenerate Queen. Contempt for Herod swayed
her whole being. Voicing this scorn seemed to be of greater moment to
this Herodias than avenging Jokanaan's condemnation of her. She almost
meered as she addressed these words to Herod: "My daughter and I are

s "Wie sch_n ist dic PrinzemdnSalomeheute Abend."
t "Er ist in einemNschen au[ dem See yon Galilia end redetsu eefnen.3Ongern,

Knie nieder am Ufer des Sees, ruf ihn an und rule ihn beim Ntmen . . .
*"Er hat nichtsgegen dich gesagt. Oberdiesist er eln sehrKronerProphet."
e.,Wie, er erweckt die Toten?... lch verbiete /hm, das zu tun. Es wire

,chrcckllch,wcnn die Toten wiedcrklmcnl" '-
s "Man eoll ,_r gebzn, wu eie vtdangtl Sis ist ta WahrheitJ_ter Mutter gJndr'
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I of royal blood. Your father was a cared driverand a thief and a robber
J to boot."* Mary Kreste's characterizationof Herodias was wholly con-

t vincing. She directedher wrath at Jokanaan. Her determinat/onfor re-
venge never flagged. There was pa_ion in her voice as she urged Salome
to insist upon her "pound of flesh. She reveled in her triumphas she

told the miserableHerod: "My daughterdid the right thing.'s ,The writer does not recall a Salome comparableto Brenda Lewiss.
I Pleasing to the ear--and, what is so very rare in opera, to the eye as well
s --this extremelyintelligent,superb actresspossessesa voiceof greatbeauty,
[ wide range, and extraordinarytelling power. To hear a Salome merely

sing this ditficultpart with such ease/s an experiencerare enough,but to
t witness, in addition,an exciting interpretationof the Dance of the Seven

Veils rendersthat experience truly unforgettable. Her cajolingof Narra-
bothintodisobeyingtheTetrarch'scommandnottoallowanyonetosee

I Jokanaan;the scenewith the Prophet;her broodingafter Jokanaanspurns

her advances(as PursifairejectsKundry's); her firstseeminglynaiverequestfor the head of Jokanaan;her later ferociousdemandsthat Herod five up
to his oath; all these dramatichigh-spotsrevealedMissLewis asa consum-

• mate actress,able to carry her audiencewith her. She was a naive, yet a
I cunning, a brooding, neuroticallypassionate,yet determinedPrincess of
i Judeawho, despite the sinkqter,revolting spell in which her soul washope.
i lessly gripped, did not fail to arouse pity as she sang the words of thet
i ep_ogue: "The secret of love is greater than the secret of death." Per-
I hapethe suggestionof ultimate redemptionin the dosing song-likebarsof
[ the score is the artist'sanswer--compassion for even this supremesinner,

finally awakening,though only to the vaguest glimmer,to the _ormity
L of her sin.
r The settings designedby H. A. Condellprovidedan effectivebackground

for the sinister plot. Especiallyimpressivewere the floating douds hiding
' the sickly moon every now and then, creating the impressionof a bad

omen and lending emphasisto the words at the beginning of the play:
"Something temple will happen.TM

Leopold Sachse, the stage director, deservesspecial recognitionfor the
teamwork on the stage--teamwork that lent importance to the drama as
drama rather than to the individual singing-actors.

As for the mighty contrt_ution of Laszlo Halasz, artistic director and
conductor, "it would be difficult indeed to praise too highly his work in
unifying the presentation of so exacting a work. His intelligent, emotion-
ally inspired reading of the dramatic score projected its tragic spell with
an integrity that seemed to unite stage, orchestra,and listener in one per.
fect participating experience. His interpretation underlinedwith ever in-
creasing intensity the sultry, foreboding, tragic atmosphereof the drama,
but faintly relievedat the dose of the epilogueby the meresuggestionof
a motive of redemption.

For the discriminating,rich and poor alike, City Center productions
would be a bargain even at considerablyhigherprices.

* "Meine Tochter und ich stammen aus k6niglichem Blur. Dein Vater war Kamel-
trea_er, dein Vater war ein Dleb und ein Rauber obendrein.'

s "Meine Tochter hat recht getan."
e "Dae Oehcinmis der Liebe ist gr6sser als das Oeheinmis des Tode8."
so "$chrecklichee wird geschehen."
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GUSTAV MAHLER: heavy hand, on the:l_rrofthe conductor.
PolIo_g the .acu_om of ]_]er into

FIRST STMPHO?O" the _ mira of fancy, where nature
and-i_lmophy _ wu a.rewarding

Phthulel/_h/_ Orche,tra. DfmitH MitrE eXlX.denoe for the audience.
poulos. Conductor, (Robin Hood Dell . E.B.S., The £Ocnfng Bu_tfn
Concerts); ]uly 27, 1946.

The Malder Symphony repeated its AHTON BRUCIKlqL_:
success of last season. Though iome o|
Mahler's works are adjudged dull, th;, FOURTH SYMPHO_VT
opus belied its length, in its forthright
construct/on, firmness of mdodic line and Pbil_hlphia Ovckesera,DimledMitre,
frequent freshness. Mitropoulos condu¢, /3oulos. Conductor. (Robin Hoed Dell
ted with a keen insight into its musical Concurs); Augun 9. "1946.
qualities, and both he and the orchestra Broclmer mmpo_d with • wide _¢eep,
won an eras/oh, ruing all ch_ of- the orchestra fre_Jr,"

SAMUELL Smcea, l_Ut/e_arly the brm. • good instan©e
The Philadelphia Inquirer being the danc/ng Scherzo. The I;rst

movement has dmple themes 'v/goroudy
Musically, the most interest/ng program treated.

of the week took place st Robin Hood SAMUEL L SINGER,

Dell last night. Dim/tri Mitropoulos con. , The Phihdelph_ Inquirer
ducted, w/th his usual excellence. 8chu.
bert's Symphony No. 6, in C Major. and This is not the kind of symphony to
Mahler's first in D Major. Unformn- send you away whistling and it s easy to
ately, the fact that it was Saturday night understand its lack of I_pular appeal;
kept the attendance down to 3700 for But it dou leave you with a challenge
this truly rewarding concert, and the des/re to bear it again. Under

It (Mahler's I) is a piece which holds the masterful baton of Dimltr/ M/tro-
ths attent/on of the listener very closely, poulm and the superb playing of the
without bering overly intellectual and Dell Orchestra, it.proved an exciting and

without lacking spontaneity. Its sedum, st/mulaling _ence. Jul_e He_rgness does not exclude sensuous beanty.
The second movement, Kr_tig Bewegt. The Philadell_hfa Record
is particularly attractive_ almost light.
One welcomes the playing of a work As far as Philadelphia il concerned
which has aU the hallmarks of greatness the programming of • Bruclmer sym.
and is yet so rarely heard, phony is an extraordinary event and

C. S.. The Phihdelphia Record many have had to form their knowledge
and appreciation of th/a mawr, accom_

Franz Schubert and Oustav Malder. plishmcats through available phone-
not ohen asset/•ted on one Iprogram, gnphlc recordings or occasional radio
proved verdant pastures of music, where broadcast from other titles.
the lyric qualities of each composer, the It has been said that the lengthier
contemplative passages, and the joyom Bruckners symphonies m/l/tam against
pulse of life were selted upon by the their •cceptance in the concert repertoire
conductor and communicatedwith illu. --a specious argument in v/ew ot me
ruination, fact that in the seventh and eighth sym-

There were 3B00 pe.ons on hand to phonies of Shostakovich, not to speak of
enjoy this music, which was ixntponed other less-publici_ed orchestral creations,
from the regular Wednesday night present-day conductors and audiences
_chedule. They heard the rarely-played have not hesitated to welcome works of
,_fahler First Symphony in D major, a an hour or more in duration. In the final
_.:;,;gwork, whose beauties requirt gifted analysis, however, it is the worth, rather
;;_t.ition and a thoughtful, nther than than the length, of a composition that
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] should determine its recognition. A piece than that" a certain sense of modernity, of great musicmay consumea long time that led to the more sophisti_ted and
involved style of Mahler and others whoin performance yet seems short because

of its superlative qualities and elements, followed.
On the other hand a meretricious work, The element native to Bruckner, how.
while only taking a short time to get ever, was a sense of emotional naivet_.
through, will seem boring and much too of splendid visions and unwoddliness.
long. That element is on e_,ery page of the

For his listing of "Bruckner's magnifi- Eighth Symphony. Here. perhaps, is the
cent fourth symphony at the Dell, Dimitri fact that has kept Bruckner from achiev-
Mitropoulos is to be heartily thanked, ing wide popularity. It very well may be
He is one of our American conductors that concert.goers are still confused by
convinced of the high mer/ts of the com. the paradox of naive expression set in a

poser's music and its title to be heard by complicated and grandiose style, and that• audiences .... Prom start to finish the it is hard for them to distinguish between
i symphony's musical content is replete Brudmer'a highly developed technic and

with passages of touching beauty and re- the provincial simplicity of the man him-
i freshing force, and each of the four self.

movements supplies its own particular C_,xus DU_GtN,
features to stir and delight. In details of The Bogon Doily Globe
construction and orchestration it certifies

Bruckner's sure mastery. There are fas. According to bow you look at it the
einating modulations, remarkably, monumental Symphony of Brucknet was
wrought contrapuntal sections, and judiciously cortaOedor ruthlessly cut. The
themes of stunning contours and pat. performance consum_l not much over t0
terns. To the attentive listener, un- minutes and the piece should last doser
familiar with the symphony of Bruckner's to an hour and a quarter. In the case of
music, it will co:no as a revealing and the Adagio, always the climax, of any
stimulating experience, the strongest kind Bruckner Symphony. it is a shame to
of argument that we should have more omit a single measure. It is all too
of the same. For those here who already heavenly. Yet this is a restless age and
appreciate the grandeur of the symphony, rather than have his audience grow fidg"
the occasion will offer gratifying com.
pensation for having had to wait so long sty a conductor will use the blue pendl.
for a ' flesh and blood" performance of Nevertheless, we have had to endure theentire opening Adagio of Shostakovitch's
the work in this city. Eighth Symphony, lasting some 20 rain.

_.I'ILLIAME. SMITH, Urea;and Bruckner had a great deal more
Robin Hood Dell Review to say and said it a great deal better.

To turn to Bruckner's merits, we have
here, as elsewhere, themes of incompar-

ANTON BRUCKNER: able strength and beauty, wondrous har-
monies and magnificent orchestral sonor.

, EIGHTH SYMPHOJ_T ities. This simple, uncouthman spokewith the voices of Beethoven. Schubert
Boston Syml_hony Orchestra, Serge

Koussevitzk,y. Conductor; Oct. 1 ! ond and Wagner, not copying them but par-allaling their eloquence with his own. Dr.
12, 1946. Kou,evitsky gave theSymphony a fer,

vent and devoted reading, one in which
Two strongly contrasting symphonies,

Mendelssohn's 'Italian" and the Eighth the manybeautiesof _he mmic were fully
of Anton Bruckner, make up this week's revealed.
program by the Boston Symphony Or, WARi_N STOi_YSMITH.

chestra at Symphony Hall. Serge Kous, The Boston Post
sevitaky chose Bmckner's long and mas.
aive work as an observance of the _0th But the essential nobility and spiritual

fervor of the man .arewhat remain inanniversary of the composer's death.
Although composed and revised be. the mind after hearing the Eighth Sym.

tween 1884 and 1890, Bruckners Eighth phony. These qualifies were the more

I has certain aspects that looked consider, deeply impreued on tm by the intense

ably ahead of its time. In it you find the and sympathetic interpretation which Dr:
same German continuity and logic you Koossevitsky and the orchestra gave ol
lind in Brahms or Beethoven, and you the store.
lind Wagner to be the origin of much ALFIANDEltWILUAMSt.
of the instrumentation. Yet there is more The Boston HeroM

I
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ANTON BRUCKNER: GUSTAV MAHLER:

FIPTH STMPHO_[T FOURTH STMPHO_[T.

Chicago SymJ_hony Orchestr4. De,re San Antonio Symphony Orehen'r_
Dcfauw. Conductor: _ov. 14 and f_. Max Rater. C_qnductor:FrancesTeend.
1946. Soloi_. Dec. 19. 1946. First perjform•

ante in San Antonio.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra

dedicated its concert at Orchestra Hall The mighty Fourth Symphony by the
last even'ing to Anton Bruckner, who controversial Bohemian composer, Gustav
died half a century ago last month. In Mahler, enjoyed an expre_ve, poetic
order to demonstrate that the composer reading by Reiter and the" Symphony.
really had been one of the notable figures The work is • wondrom poem which is
of his day--and is even of ours--Deslre transformed into a vis/on of heavenly
Defauw, who conducted, rev/ved his bliss in the third and especially the
Fifth Symphony, which had not been fourth movement where the poem, "'The
heard in Orchestra Hall for nearly 40 Heavenly Life," is sung by • soprano
years, soloist.

It had been played in Chicago only In the solo part of the Mah!er 5ym.
once before last night and then under phony and two Strauss lieder, Fecund-
the baton of Frederick Stock, who, we |iche-Vision" and "Kling, "° Mot.art's
believe, did less well with it than his "Alleluia" and Marietta's Song from the
successor, inasmuch as he omitted to pro- Korngo|d opera, "The Dead City," lvfiss
v/de the extra instruments of brass which Yeend displayed a rich, well-controlled
Bruckner added to the finale of his work. lyric soprano voice. In the scant time
In any case, the revival of this massive since lV[issYeend's last appearance here
score was a welcome one, for much of it with the Symphony---she. san_ the rote
is fine and noble music, sometimes, to be of Micaela in the organixata/on s produc-

sure, a little long.winded, hut fertile _onceo_ m_t_ea_ |•st Fe.brua_.--berwith thematic material of high distinc- e grownmquau anuty
t/on .... increased in range. This depth and te.x-

The performance was admirably con- ture were especially noted in the solo
ceived and executed. Whether the con- part of the Mahler work.
ductor's idea of the score was the most San Antonio Evening _ews
exalted Bruckner cannot he declared, but
it did achieve great richness of tone and
well molded phrasing. The brass pas- GUSTAV MAHLER:
sages were handled with impeccable taste,
not made too exuberant until the £nal D/kS LIED VO_ DER ERDE
moments, when the chorale was chanted
fortissimo, with all the stops pulled out. Dallas Symphony Orchestra. AntalDoratt, Conductor; Set Sva_holm and

FELIXboxowsxt, Surmnne Stot, Soloists, Jan. J2 and 13,
Chic,go Sun 1947.

A music and • performance of super,
It's too bad his (Bruckner's) over- lative beauty were heard here Monday

zealous friends have made a cult of night, an oct•s/on which the discerning
Bruckner. The great and superior rival hearer well may store in memory as one
of Brahms deserves to be heard more of the significant events o! his musical
often on his own merits, exEerience.

C. J. BULLi_V, the music was Gustav Mahler's "Das
Chicago Daily Hews Lied ,yon des Erde" ("The Song of the

Earth '), his last large symphonic work.

Both strings and winds bad a purity ' _ln "Miss Seen and Svanholm we had
of tone that fell happily on the ear, and two superb artists, vocally and artistically.
at the finale when the brass choir spoke When have we had a voice as brilliant
from its lofty place, it made you think and compelling as $vanholm's or one
there might be something to the Bruck- like molten gold as Miss Sten's? Aside
r_er school holding out for the gentle old from the appeal as gorgeous sound of
,'_u._t_ian'sapocalyptic visions, tone and quality, the service of fine

CLAUDIACAS$1DY, musicianship was devoted to the inter-
Chicago Daily Tr/bune pretation of the difficult score, dilgcuh



t Sy.mphonfcChronicle 87tschnically and enormously so emotion, lable8 of ruignatinn and fartmll closed
ally .... • his own life. '

"The Song of the Earth" is made up MILDUD _OILTON,
of siz movement,,allottedthree each to Los Angeles Daily _ew!

I the s|nge_ who v/rtually are a part o| . .
• the instrumental complex, and usel for . .

* text purported German translations of nwTc-rAxr xaAUnER, "
Chinesepoems. It was unfortunate that ............ :- •

the audience was not supplied with the LIEDER EI'_ES F,AHIVd_D/_
Englishvers/onof the text. The text re, GP_.SELLK3_ ".fleeted the trend of (leman intellectual "" ...... *' ^--'• era. E_
: a.- . .I... t ..... 0 t .!..... ' cancmnan oympnony uqrcnes a, _ ...m uu, xus .w_ r.,,+u.¥,l,+a+.. . ,,.,,_y,r_v. ' _- ¢"'...... C%,dni-em.. Dom_tldl_.cl.
"ent century, an inevitable devdoement s .... -"":":';"';'+_.n'--{7-+md---iS--194+---_.
through pessimism, negation an¢[ ms- son, o0,otn _ j . :.. _. ... :.i._;

f terialirm to disaster of which the _nt • Eugene Ooussens returnea to the _ym_
World War.wu a symbol rather then:a, phony Concerts Friday afternoon and..

I cause. •Even so, the poet_ic beauty of the put on a program of.-.suchpos/tive mR.
' text and itsveiled symbolism were Ideal. ,ic/anship.and such constant interest that
• stimulus to Mahler's soaring+ima_nation, it _ stand on its Own merits and matcl_

and the musical texture with v/aich he any other program of the season. Donald.
+ surrounded it is of exalted beauty, uma, Dickson also made a sure place for him+

terialked in a musical complex.r/ch _ -W.lf with C/ndnnati "Symphony pa_o_.the mag/c of inspired uses of insmunen by the llne way he interpreted'Mahlkr_
tal nuntns. ' • Mednikoff, Massenet and ILachmaninof:_.

_' A compelling' device .is theme of' Dickson hlsa bnlliant baritone voic_
mdodic formula A,G,E, which becomel that has the _vVagner/an tenor quality in
at the end a kind of dematerialked ex- the top notes--which does not mean
tendon of the tonic chord. The bright, that has scale was at any time uneven.
ness of the two middle movements, Dickson had unlimited power and he
named "Youth" and "Beauty," with colored soft tones so,that they were ex,
their pentatonic scale formuh, led on to ceedingly beautiful. His interpretation of.
the intensity of the final section, "The the four songs in the ldabler. "Lieder
Farewell, Wherein Hiss Seen sustained sines fahrenden Gesdlen" established
even in inaction the emotional exaltation him a future favorite."His German wn

: of the situation; dear and so easily titiderstood that the
r B. CL'tDu Wltrrl.ocr_ Englhh translation in theprinted

Fort Worth Stnr Telegrmm grams was unnecesdary, uoossens tna
the orchestragavehim sure support aria
the audience enjoyed, each song so much
that they interrupted the cycle with pod-

f/ live applause and eilled Dickson back
, • . to the platform many. times. .+"
: .-Howa_o W. Hmm,

_. GUST^VI_HLL_: _e C)'.annan..q'im_Su_,.
D_ LIED"VO_ DER ERDB • Works of Mahler'_'youth, betweene_

Los Angeles Phil/usmonfc. O_rdte._J. gagementaaschorus-master for the Italian
•Alfred Wallem_n, Conddcf_; _t opera semmn in Vienna and "director at
Suanholm and EuLs Be_l, Soloists, ]an. the Cassd opera house, the song-cyde

16 and 17; i947. • . . seemsinfluenced by diltmatic associationwith the stage. M=kler wrote both the

• GustavMahler'J,l_eatsong,cycle4D_m words and the music; the tunes
Lied yon der Erde, °occupied the atten, simple and folklike' and might appear
alGaof Alfred Wallenstein and the Phil- triv/al except for the effective orchestra.
harmonic Orchestra last night, tion, which was Mahler s real idiom.....

" Contralto Eula Bead and tenor Set The instrumental icoloring is kalddo*
Svanholm were soloists for the tender scopic, and the orchestra played it .so.
and bitter . soliloquies from (_dn.e fashion. The melodic line is simple b_ut
poetry to which Mahler set the mustc emotional, and thus 'Dickson sang it, lab
which many consider his finest. Even ,m/re well-controlled' from a tenor.h'k_e

: thosewho cannotgo Idl-outfor his sym- (3, all the way down to a full-blown_.
phordea have to succumb to its £nal bit. . Jo_x P. P,.tloD_tg
tenn_eetmoments, 'whose whispered _l" iCincinnati _nqu(r_
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AN'ION BKUCKNEK: puting the masterly quality of yesterday's
performance, which was as persuasive a

_IN'TH STMPtlO_T statement of Bruckner's. case as can be

Boston Symphony Orchestra. Bruno imagined. Dr. Walter left no beauty un.
Walter. (3o,ductor. Jan. 24 and 2L 1947. revealed, no climax understated. His suc.cess repeated that of last week, with ova-

Every time a work of Bruekner is per- tions again from audience and orchestra
f,,,_,.cd, and that _dly is not often, the for every number.....
whole question of Bruckner and Mah- L.A. Ss.oreR,
ler" is brought up again. Those two late The Christian Science Monitor

romantic composers of the 19th Century As a community we may be said to
are "regarded as great by some, and by enjoy an acquaintance with great music.
others as negligible. At any rate, while Some of it, thanks to our present.day
the music of Bruckner and Mahler is habits, has become almost a drug on the
still hotly disputed, the fact remains that market. It was an unusual experience.
Mahler is not frequently performed here, then--and for a fortunate few a rather
and Bruckner even less so. crushing and shattering one--to be

The Bruckner Ninth shares with its brought face to face at yesterday's Sym-
fellows those typical Brucknerian quail- phony Concert for the first time in 33ties of remarkable orchestral counter-
point, soaring expression, vast formal years with one of the greatest things in
scope and towering visions. It is really all music. The work in question, theNinth Symphony of Bruckner, was re,
a great symphony in its factors and in stored to us (in its original, unedited
what a noble if naive and peasant soul form) by Bruno Walter, and no hand
succeeded in expressing. It is at once would have been worthier for the task.
austere and intimate, general and per- To give Dr. Koussevitsky his due, he
sonal, passionate and tender as, in the has planned more than once to revive
greatest of all paradoxes, great works of the Bruckner Ninth; but intention is one
art can be.

If the first movement is the most heroic thing and accomplishment another. Ac-cordingly, to Mr..Walter our deepest
of the three, the closing adagio, rapt and gratitude. The three movements of the
exalted, is the peak and crown of the
Symphony. Surely it is true that while Symphony which Bruckner left unfinished

'the Ninth, from a formal point of view, on his deathbed, and which he desired
may be unfinished, no finale could follow to dedicate to "the dear God," are not
the adagio, which was Bruckner's vale. easy to take in at a first hearing. Norwould many yesterday have remembered
dictory. Incidentally, Mr. Walter gives the three previous performances in Sym-
us this week not the Ferdinand Loewe phony Hall between 1904and 1914. The
edition, but the "Us'text," the original advantage lay with those who have been
score as Bruckner left it. able to familiar/xe themselves with the

As last week, Mr. Waiter's conducting work through its recording, while only
is an almost miraculous blend of expres, last year Mr. Walter broadcast it from
sion genius, consummate orchestral tech, New York.
nic and profound scholarship. The tremendous first movement is a

Cyxu8 DUxc31N, direct descendent of the first movement
The Boston Globe of Beethoven's Ninth, and Bruckner,

alone among subsequent symphonists, was
The coon'oversy over the two versions, able to widd the thunderbolts of the

of Bruckner'a Ninth Symphony is mild Jove of Bonn. WAI the last trump sound
compared to the hoe_litica over Bruckner in more awful accents than the chief
himself. To his supporters he is a genius theme? Yet there are few things in
of the first order, to his detractors, a music more beautiful than the group of
gifted but clumsypeasant.Here again, mdodies that bring the needed contrast.
it is useless to join in the fray. If your Surely no one y_tetday could have had
predilection is for the Bach-Haydn,Mox, any difficulty with the scherzo, which an
art line you still cannot deny that Brock, early critic called the ugliest piece of
net, for 811his debt to Wagner, had in- music ever written, though many may

have found the long adagio a hard nut
to crack. In this music Bruckner tried

I dividuality and was a master of compoai,

tion and orchestration. If you belong to

the other wing, you will not mind, will to piece the veil which separates us from
indeed revel in, his episodic style, his the Beyond. You may lind some of it
verbosity, his surcharged emotion, cryptic, but blind is he who cannot see

Regardless of sides, there was no dis, in it celestial visions. Mr. Walter, who
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' conducted as a pdea before the altar, alway= giving hb best to hb mudc, du_t
J had Ida remurd, If he so conddered It, be never durred over a phrase or took

j in the chcen that tccompanizd his 6ntJ short cuts to the grand _xnales.return' to the stage. He had given us a Granted the symphony b long: many
{.. pedormanc_ th_we wall_notaoonfOrget. ' say it repeats it=elf, and that what is re;

w,utuN _iTOUY_urrx, petted b often clnldi.h and bezel. A_
' . q'he Boston Post hndly there Is less repetition in _l_hlcr

than in most dauic composer=. He:_J

"-' GUSTAV bIAItI_K: always saying new things. . . "..'
_:_j- -!: Maybe he say=too many of _em,.or,
':!_: u my neighbor remarked last ni_t,-may_.-'_ ' /r/F'Tlt SYMPHOYCT be "he tallu too much. The anm_.'._)_

i/., . to morea==Hew Torlb Bruno W=ltm', t:onauaor, that overlook nothing/n banging oat •die
".,-_:::." Feb. 6 dnd 7, •1947. , : pow_. " .'.:,;

Mr. Walnut's reacllng, for inmm_-

_i''" With a managedal_orm burs•big over More of that ilnd of performance and
_: /t= head, the Philharmonic-Sympbgny Or- Mahler 8 sympbonJes would soon become

!.;_.i_. chcetn wen•ira bl_the way in Cor:n2e" daily concert bread to local hal . ...'...
:" '_ " 1 _ last night with • memorable con • Lo_s BXANCOXJ_
t.: cert led by Bruno Walter. / . _. T. World Tek_r4 m
_/"!_': Except for the atonalspeculative dala-
i-'.,- • " chat In the lounge at hatermimiontlmeq -'_:.i/.,'

.),_,,.! ..: the concert moved ahead u if the midst 'Bruno Walter, the incomparable int_,:prater of Malder, chose the Atmlxlmthing in music was mtudc tad the main
ggople ifi It the ml_tt_J. ' . . compo_r's l=Jfth Symphotly to heglU

:,:_', - Twin-featored on last night's progttm seasonal engagement as guest conductor
,,: were a_tur Rublnstein's _rring render* with the f_'mlharmonic-_ympbonic Ot_

in= of Chop|n°• E minorplano concerto chum in Carnegie Hall last night. It
and • no less stirring reading of Gummy wu • triumphant occasion for all cow

'_ lvlahler', Fifth Symphony. .-;_ earned: composer, conductor and or,
For both theMahler/tes an• Kuum, .chestra, for noperformance of _y work,

steinlte8 were in dover last night; wbeth, no matter how superb, could have didted
er the two were always one andthe same the prolonged ovation tendered Mr. Wal,
wu hard to say. Probably Artur s fr/end8 t_r and the orchear_ had. the music ./to
outnumbered Omtav's. 0elf not been worthy of the czar•ordinary

But the ovation following the long, d/•course accorded it. . ._/

r akalvedMahlar _iece really did All of blalde:s symphotu_,bFm_. _I eve_ true ldahlerites heart good last cul.ttoperf.orm, but none prouaoJy .
aright. Tlds .seemed h_e one ofthe bi_- sum /nor•mate aemanas on me Dr?re.

I gest m'buter yet given the mus/c of th_ choir wh/ch is employed in this work .faz..

londy and trag/c genins.' . purdy,e._p..r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r.m_."objectives to a .o.eg_e..
h b no ncm that Malxler'8 'case fn unputuel¢o m any other =ympnomc

New York/8 still an uphill struggle., product by • £rwnte com..l_Ser..........;
What b alm_ nero f_ a gre:a,t .i_6.rm, blalaler * _ 1 ?f _ r_

. aries=of .one of Iris 8ymp.ho.m.er amd roll rucher • climax, in _ sym..phony.._t__=,,ew,.,var=re=p.uon.. . .====d.,__.=_.,_L_..===pea,.,
• - .. Ovininn,..a8 umd,.was d/v/deal as.to . Ida art, _s uulUmtion oz aumonant mun-

whet_er thb acclahn went., tO • great un3mmt for emotional int_n_ifi_cau.'oa
eym_phony,or • peat .con.duct_... My .reach .neT he/ghta of •ccomp_t
fed_ng is that it _u_.ntto 0o_, wire.mine her_., heJgh_ hitherto.unttt=jn_ in.._m
extra warmth, no doubt, to _r. walter., earlier symphonies.. _mce _aJ_ar stun-

And Mr. Waltar deserved it--first for' boruly maintained that this C .hm_
the courage of rende_ng, so huge and minor symphony had no program it would
controvemd • gore; second,for. the de, be both hitale and overweening¢0 form.
voted attention given it. For only a di_ ulate one forhim; but this music _ure]y

•_ clple could .how the. Iov/ng care .he dkL encompasses • wide gamut of human .st-
-The man rode you fed the import?_ an'burn u it unfolds it= leo_hy course---

ance of the slightest phrt_,. He seemed the desolation of the funeral march,..the
to be saying allthe time: Don t fail to angui.h"ed despair of the second half of
notice tl_ and this and this. Ever/thing the first movement, the charactemtically

• count8 in tJ_ music." • Maldet'hutironic humor of the sch_
• I agreed with him.last night.. I felt the touch_ug inwardness of the adagio•to

" more |_rongly.than ever that _alder was and the Joyous abandon---culminating _n
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the radiant airmation ofthe eanduding GUSTAV IdAHLEK: :
chorale.

All of these moods were suggested by FOURTH SYMPHONY
Mr. Walter in a mannenr which only he. Cleveland Orchestra. Bruno Walter.
among living conductors of Mahler s Conductor; Deal Halban. Soloist. Feb. 20
music, can conjure from the intricacies and 22. 1947. Broadcast over Mutual
ofthe printed page. No other interpreta, Broadcasting System on Feb. 22. 1947.
tire musician has his profound percep,. Rebroadcast ouer WOR on Feb. 24,
tire insight into the azygous creative
world oft his still often misunderstood 1947.
composer. Nor could a finer account of Bruno Walter, distinguished musical
thi_ score from the technical and tonal advisor of the New York Philharmonic
aspects be imagined than that vouchsafed Symphony, Desi llalban. Viennese so-

"by the Philharmonic last night. Here prano, and the Cleveland Orchestra
was a truly miraculous transvaluation into thrilled a capacity audience at Severance
meaningful, unfailingly, sensuous sounds Hall last night with a gorgeous perform,
of a composer s inmost thoughts, ance of the Gustav Malder Fourth Sym,

JeRoue D. BoHu, phony......
The Mew Todt Herald Tribune Director Walter who knew Nlahler in

his Vienna days and has written a book

What Mr. Muench did recently at a in that connection, brings to this Fourth
Philharmonic,S_mphony concert for Bur, Symphony a sympathy and uncanny ex-
line of the "Symphonic fantastique" prassive act that points its haunting
Bruno Walter did last night, on the beauty, its occasional peasant jollity, its
same podium, in Carnegie Hall. with dramatic episodes and its shifting lights
Mahler's Fifth symphony. The hour.long and shadows with a feeling of expectancy
symphony made the firsthalf of a notable and reality that make up for its overlongscore. He'etched the ever fluid and glow,
program _mpleted by the performance
of Chopin s !_ minor concerto by amas, ing melodic line with clarity no matterwhere or how it shifted through the or-
ter pianist, Artur Ruhinstein. chestral choirs. And in Miss HalhanWe do not believe that a more elo-
quent performance of Mahler's immense with her nicely-ranged soprano of fine
score than this one could have beengiven, texture, he had a most artistic coHab-
Its revelation was the result of a lifetime orator. ELMOte BACON,
of devotion to music and of a profound The Cleveland Hews
inner faith in Mahler's message. We
leave aside for the moment estimates of Yet one had ample opportunity to taste
the worth of the symphony itself, in its to the full the typically Viennese char,
formidable length, breadth and thickness, acter of the music, its effusive up-beats.
The point is that Mr. Walter believes to its warm, leisurely flowing melodies, its
his last fiber in this symphony; he knows wistful humor, and above all its extra,
and loves its every note. He conducted ordinary scoring, where color demands
with the passion of a crusader, and so are so specific that the solo violin in the
struck fire frnm the orchestra and did eerie second movement is asked to play
everything that interpretive power could on an B string tuned a tone higher. Miss
do to impose the music upon the audi, Halban sang the folkish strophes of the
ence. last movement w/th sensitive and appro,

That this achievement was to he was priate feeling.
shown instantaneously, with the opening Heg_eg.W ELWELL,
trumpet calls of the "marche funebre." The Cleveland Plain Dealer
For a great performance, in music or
drama or on the forensic platform, re, . . . The i/art was rendered with under,
veals itself in the inflection and arch|, standing and taste by Des| Halhan, an
tecture of the very first phrase. In those Austrian singer new to Cleveland.
preliminary flourishes, which later enter The rest of the Symphony is in-
so importantly into the scheme of the tegrated with this mood of happy sam-
entire opening movement, there was felt plicity. There are mystical overtones.
the inevitable progress and summation of such as in the second movement, where
the entire work..... Death, the mediator of all this bliss, is

The symphony and the performance pictured as a good.natured fiddler who
were long and roundly applauded, is sure to get his fee in. the end.

Oul_ DOWNE$. A somewhat humorous effect is pro-
, The _[eul Todt Times duced by having the fateful fiddle tuned
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up s tone, glvinE • k|nd of queer strid- tione in love. Miss Thcbom understands
ency. Concertmuter Thavlu did well by about such matters as phrasingand she
this episode, takesthe high and low pointsof a song

The work presentsthe familiar Mab- with equally expressiveease.
lerian compoundof flavors: A German CLA't g.,dLeV,
folHneu iq the melody, a sugared View The Da/ly Tima Herald
nest harmony and figuration occas/onally
bordering on the frivolous, a highly in- OUSTAV MAHLER:
dlvidual sophisticated and witty orches.
tratloa, ands genera] atmosphere o( rod, FIRST SYMPHO3_T
liRoomness.... 'The Phi_msmo_ic-$ymphony $oc/c_

Nothing could exceed the loving cote of New "Fork. Efrem hurts, Conductor;
which Walter devoted to the proper March 20. 21. and 23. /947. q'he last
realization of the lines of his revered performance was broadcast o'oer CKS.
master. The Sympbony's many beauties

_ seemed persuasive under his hands, and One of the rests which conductors w_./-
the audience manifested an unusual en- come, if only for the reason that they
thusiasm at the end. some of which was furnish abundant opportunities for dis-
also intended for Miss Halban and the play of batonic sluR, are the symphonies
orchestra, of Mahler. Of these the First is one of

ARTHUR Loesseg, the best. It b deeply saturated with the
'/'he C/evehnd Press folk element which/s a sympathetic char.

acterist/c of this composer, and it is
GUSTAV MAHLER: pombly the least laden with bombast.

Mr. Karts approached this mumc with
LIEDER EF_ES PAHRL_DE_ evident sympathy,especiallyinthe pages

GESELLE_ which have the unn_istakabl¢ regect_oo of
nature, and the Hansel and Gretel-h_k¢

DolI_ Symphony Orchestra. Antal fragments of song.
Dorsal. Conductor; Bhnche Thebom. Ouxq Dowxqes,
Soloist. Feb. 23. 1947. q'he ]_eto Torl t Times

The easy harmonies and conventional. Everything was well performed and at
izod sentiments of rdneteenth century the end of Mahler's First SymphonyRomanticism. fell ongrateful ears Sunday
afternoon as an audience of 4,000 per- there _s cheering.
sons gathered for the thirteenth subscrip- Indeed, one is not accustomed to such
tion concert of the Dallas Symphony Or. transparent tonal textures, such dear
chestra at Pair Park Auditorium. _This balances and blends of sound in the reno
audience had been hearing things less dering of Mahler as Mr..Kurtz produced.
dulcet and caressing, to say the least. It The desire to treat this composer as emo-
was a beautiful, impeccably styled con. tioually profound has imposed, 1 think,
cert that Antal Dorat/ arrangedand still a certain obscurity upon even the scored
lovelier concert that he delivered. Of no sound of his symphonies. Mr. Kurtt has
little help were Blanche Thebom, Metro- approached the roarer more realistically,
politan Opera mexxo.soprano, as soloist though with an obvious love for the
for Brahm_a"Alto Rhapsody" and Mah_ music. By loving it and playing it deanly
ler°s "lieder sines fabrenden On•ellen he has turned the First Symphony from
and the Dallu Male Chorus, which par- an unconvincing essay in profundity into
tidpated in the Brahms work. • thoroughly convincing descriptive

• . . M/ss Thabom sang them with piece. This listener, for one, "is pleased
compelling intemdty, met their vocal ex, with the transformation.
actions and their emotional contrasts What the work is descriptiveof we
with complete success. The orchestra uno have been forbidden by the composer to
der Mr. Dorati found Mahler's plangent gum, So be it. The pastoral style re"
accompaniment another opportunity foe mains unmistakable in the first move°
some of theseason'sbest play/us, merit. So does the gypsy night dub style

Jomq ROSeNmeLD, in the third (ostens_ly a funeral march).
! 5"heDallas Morning 3_ews Later there is • passage that, whatever

itsoriginal intent, may_av¢ bee.n,would
Her performance in the Mahler wnp be ideal to accompany• conflagration in

was similarly breathtaking. She imparted the films, w/th love being reborn out of
color and drama to the composer's tl_ rudns,
laments, sorrowingaimpposed]ystemming Vlacn. THOMSOI_,
from one of Mahlcr'a numcroul frusua, 5"_e_sw York Herald 'rr_bone
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GUSTAV MAH_B.: tion or parody, in the spirit in which
Malder conceived it.

FOURTH $TMPHO_f ALeXSNDn WILL,US.
The Boston Herald

Boston Symphony Orchem'4. Bruno
W_ltcr. Coaductor; Derl Halban. $oloLtt.
March 21. 22. and 25. 1947. The i_t
/)er/orn_nce was broadcast over ABC.

First as disciple, then as a colleague,
and an intimate friend of Mahler, Mr. ,At the concerts of this week Mr. Wal-
Walter ultimately became the composer's tar is playing the Mahler Fourth with
greatest prophet. To him fell the re- Desi Halban as soprano soloist. Pre-
sponu_ility and honor of first perform- viously we had heard the eo_e sym,
ing, after Mahlers death. "Dos Lied you phony but once, in March. 194_. and
der Erda" and the Ninth Sylphony. ihe last two movements three years be-
Without' exaggerafon, it may be said fore. both1 times from Richard Burgin.
that everything in the way of profound In view of the fact New York has been
comprehension and special knowledge of hearing the work at intervah since 1904.the various conductors of the Boston
Mahlera musical idiom is possessed, and Symphony may be said to have been
uniquely so. by Bruno Walter. singularly remiss, for the Fourth is a

As the Fourth is the shortest and the masterpiece, though not without flaws.
lightest in texture of all nine Mahler The t/ouble with both Bruckner and
symphonies, so it is the most untroubled. Mahler is that they never could learn
The grotesquerie which pervades it is that enough is better than a feast. Evennaive and serene rather than demonic.
yet. as in all Mahler, melancholy lies trifling cuts in the first and third move,manta of the Fourth Symphony would
lUStbeneath the surface..And over the make it a work of unqualified defight,
whole symphony hovers that nervous in spite of the fact that the four move-restleemeu which is expressed by a con-
stone flow of counterpoint, from instru, monte offer iitde contrast. The7 are allon the leisurely side. the only measures
ment to instrument of the entire or, approaching real excitement occurring inchastra.

CYRus DURC'IN. one of the variations in the third. Hear-
ing this division yesterday, as set forth

The Boston Daily Globe hypnotically by Mr. Walter. there was a
• temptationto prodaimit the mostbeauti-
Yesterday's concert was memorable for ful slow movement since the Cavatine in

the ingratiating performance of Mahler's Beethoven'sB flat-major Quartet. Ho
4th Symphony, perhaps the best po_ble other .among Beethoven's suers had
introduction to the works of that corn- the secret of this quiet intensity, this al,
poser. Under the expert guidance of Mr. most unbearable sweetness. And yet we
Walter, who is probably the world's would not go far astray in caning Molder
leading interpreter of Mahlcr. the 4th the father of the modern symphony: in
Symphony yesterday could be regarded his disregard of symphonic conventions,
as an ac/d teat. in his capriciousness and whimsicality, in

Mahler is a composer whose name is the astoundin.g clarity of his orchestra,
too frequendy coupled with that of t/on and his "horixontal' writing. In the
Bruckner. Actually it should be poes_le first movement of the Fourth we find the
to form independent judgments of the eadieg example of neoclassicism, and that t
music of either composer without having 81umtakovitchhu sat at the feet of Mah,
both of them thrown at you llke a pair let is common knowledge. _'
of Siamese twins. This 4th Symphony is Des/Halban was the solo/st yesterday
one of Mahler's happiest and least in the foux_h movement. • settlng of a
troubled creations. Its intimate charm is folk .poem that depicts a peasant e or a
something very special among musical child s naive concept of heaven, Miss
oompoe/tiom, and a _ne performance of Halban has, indeed, the light, floating
it is something to cherhh, almost child-like voice that thk mu_c re-

Mr. Walter was fortunate in his choice quires..Yet some et211gratefully recall
of • _ger. as we were lucky to have Cleora Wood e performance of five years
him as interpreter of this music. Miss ago. At the end of the Symphony yes,
ltalbtu sang the music of the finale terday there were cheers for all con,
simply, gracefully and dearly. As wu ceru¢d.
to be expected under the circumstances WAlUtBNSTOUY S_lrtt, f
it was a performance without exaggera, The Boston Post
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GUSTAV MAHLER: ANTON BKUCKNER-

FOURTH $TMPHCY_T SEVENTH STMPHOY_r'F

Ch_:agn $)'ml)hnny Orchestra, Brunn S4n Fr.,nc_n Sympho.y Orchem_,
W_er. Conductor;Desi Hdban, Soloist, PL-rreMontenx, Conductor; M,,y 22. 2],
April 11 Bad 12. 1947. and 24. 1947.

Mr. Walter gave a superlative reading Alfred Hertz used to play the sym.
of the score, and his evident love for and phonies of Anton Bruckner when he
admiration of it clearly was reflected in conducted the San Francisco Symphony
his influence upon the orchestra. Every Orchestra 20 years ago, but, in all prob.
dcta_ was so da_,'ified, every nuance so ability, none of themhad been performed

; affectionately considered, it would be dif- here since that time until yesterday after,
noon, when Pierre Monteux directedticult to imagine a finer interpretation.

Withal, only the slow movement ha- Bruckner's seventh symphony at the War
pressed this listener as truly great music, Memorial Opera House.
and the depth of emotion in it, its elo. It was a welcome revival for many
quent tenderness made listening a joy. reasons. For one thing, Bruckner re-

FELIXBOROWSXI, minds you that compo_rs, performers
TEe Chicago Sun and audiences once had leisure. The

modern composer Roy Harris has written
a "'Time Suite" in which the basic for-

I real element is the minute, and Morton

Between that and the Strauss you knew . Gould, the well known radio musician,
the textures and colors of Mahler's Fourth has excc_ed his use of the word "sym-
Symphony would be in sympathetic phonette'" (in place of the conventional
hands. 1 don't mean Mr. Walter's, of "'sinfonietta") on the ground that, with
course. He is the supreme master of two syllables less in the fl0e, he can getan extra half-measure into the musi,"
Mahler in our time. I mean the orches- But no one ever held a stop.watch over
tra's, for that orchestra achieved one of Anton Bruckner. He was free to de-
the most remarkable performances I have velop his ideas as spaciously and grandly
heard it play, and I have been listening as the architects of those baroque Auso
to it for 20 seasons. It was a perform-
ance of tenderness, of power, of wit, and trian churches in which his spirit wasmost at home.

i it m superbly sustained the line that

spans the shifting Mabler moods that if Every work of Bruckner is an act of
| you insisted on calling the symphony religious faith, whether or not it is asso-

long, you could only steal a phrase and ciated with a religious text. To be sure,
hie symphonies have other positive quaff-

• make it, too, "the symphony of heavenly tics, too--a Sonority, and a kind of pro"length."
Perhaps Mahler's symphonies really are vincial heavy-handed force that led

"'mystery plays rootedin earth and reach- Bruckner's biographer, Werner Wolf, to
ing for heaven." The Fourth is a lovely call him a "rustic genius"--but the main
thing, with glinting brilliance, extraordi, thing about this composer is that he was
nary tonal textures, pacticularly in the a genuinely serene human being. He
second movement where the solo violin knew what it was all about and he knew

is sometimes tuned a note higher than it was good, and that is something worth._c- normal tuning (which is why John dinging to in our more nervous and
Weicher used two instruments), and t fearful time......
slow movement of such I_rofoundly mov. With Bruckner a symphonic move-
ing sadness it must reac_ to heaven for ment is an accumulation of-episodes, and
comfort. So the soprano, who was beauti- there arejoints and fissures between. H/s
ful Desi Halban, quiet as a good child music unfolds like pages in a diary; you
in white, enters to sing the reassuring can see where each day's ideas stopped
song of heavenly bliss from "Des Knaben and the next day's began. For this reason
Wunderhorn,'" a song which in its way people sometimes find Bruckner long-

| wraps up the whole symphony by sing. winded. But this Iong-windedncss is not
ing, "Our conduct, while truly seraphic, so much a matter of time consumed as
with mirth holds voluminous trafEc." For of a kind of flaccidity in the organza-
this is music for men, which reminds tion of the time. Bruckner's seventh

them of angels, symphony is agood deal shorter than
CL._trD_ C_ssmv. Beethoven a ninth, with which Montetrx

TEe Chfcagn Tribune will end the San Franciwo Symphony
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season next week, and nobody ever com- tom that gourhhed in Beethoven's day, _pla/or that Beethoven s ninth is too long. of performing separately the movements
The performance was big and broad, of a large work. As musicology it might

laid down the hugh linel of the piece not be sound, but it could make Mzhler
with appropriate weight, was crisp and a great deal more access_le.
clean throughout, and achieved the spot" Last evening the orchestra played the
mlypticclimax of the slow movement with work with zeal and devotion. The solo-
the true accent of glory. ists, Ellabelle Davis, soprano, and Nan

ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN, M • r r i m a n, contralto, performed so ..
San Francisco OsTonicle pretuly one wished they had had more

to do. The dry, unresonant properties of J
the hall. which often make the orchestra '4GUSTAV M__ILER: sound thin and watery, last night proved
admirable for this heavily-scored work,

SECO]_D SYMPHO.I_r'F which in more resonant halls (and es-
_[eto Torl{ C_ty Sym/_bony. Leonm'd pecially with a violently energetic con-

Berastein. C_ductor; Schola Cantorum, ductor like Mr. Bernstein) becomes a
Hugh Rou. Conductor; El/abelle Dm,_s. noisy blur of thick brass and cloudy
Soprano, ]_an Merriman. Contralto, $olo. overtones.
ists; Sept. 22 and 24. 1947. JoHN BtuGcs,

_[ew TorJ_Post (Copyright 1947)
Mr. Bernstein and the City Symphony

d/d full justice--for an orchestra grad- Even for those who do not take the
ually coming up in the world--to the Mahler gospel on faith, this is a work
Mahler work. There were two soloists, to be heard and re-heard as often as a
]Ellabe.lleDavis, soprano, and Nan Merri- symphony orchestra, a chorus and two
man, contralto. Besides, the Schola Can- soloists can be marshaled into doing it--
torum, in serried ranks, delivered the which is, approximately, once a decade.

choral parts of the last section, where It has, in its quieter, more introspective �¨�|

the composer required **the word" to passages, some of the most beautiful ._ 4complement his instrumental expression, music ever written, by Mahler or anyone
.... else; for which the listener must pay the

In any case, the performance was most price, in the "epic" pages of the score,
musical and finished, and it is to Mr. of enduring even more of the most hump- I
Bernstein's and his co-workers' credit that tious, empty noise ever contrived.
it came off as well as it did. Both Miss .... This is hardly a score to be
Dav/s and l_ss Merrimart were superb delivered unembarrassed by a pick.up
in the delivery of their _arts and the orchestra (which, essentially, the City
chorus sang effectively, l, Symphony is) and more rehearsals would

ROBI_.T_C_. have smoothed rough spots, improved
_[cso Tor_ Wo_lci Telegram the blend of sound. But it was a major

accomplishment for Bernstein to deliver
The richly.wrought mus/cal tapestry of the work, from beginning to end, with

Mahler's "Resurrection" Symphony un. as much articulation and clarity as he
rolled at the City Center last evening, as managed, and, w_thal, an insinuating
Leonard Bernstein led the N. Y. _ Sym- mood at many places. In addition to
phony in its first concert of the new Mi_ Merriman's luscious singing, Ella-
season, belle Davis, soprano, and the Schola

As usual, the'Mahler proved too much Gantorum performed affectingly in the
of a very, very good thing. It is too bad last section.
that present-day concert pract/ce is to do IRVINGKOLODIN,
things completeor not at roll. _Vh_ethis _eW '_/'or_.$un
custom prevails Mahler w_! I/kely re-
main in the revival category---abig pro, The New York City Symphonyopened ._|
ductionnumber undertakeninfrequently /te tfth season,and its third under the

Pand with a certain amountof trepidation. ¢onductorshipof Leonard Bernstein,last
,and aud/ences are the losers thereby, night at the lqew York City Center. The

for the "Resurrect/on" Symphony has program was dedicated to the ruurrec,
moments of seraphic loveliness, and in its tion of Palestine, and began with a work
maestoro moods it is quite overpowering, by a Padestine composer not previously !

The Brockner Society (v?nich also in- unknown here.

kterests itself in lvlahler) would be horri- Mr. Bermtein's interpretation showed
£ed, but _ome irreverent conductor might • notable understanding of this music;

revive for lvlalxler'sbenefit the cm. the performance was well integrated and
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balanced and expremi_e. Miu Davis and known flair for unctuous speech. And
Miss blerdman sang withplcadng tones there ary, plenty of qmts |or Mr. Kmm.
and interpretative sympathy; the chor. sevitaky s brau units to go to town on
isters sangcommendably,and at the dose all valves.
the participantsavoidedan imp.rs_ion,of There may be room for argumant as
overstraining in striving for culminating to whether last night's pedormanee
dimax, snared every potentiality of the scone oa

l_Nc_s D. PeltXJNS, the poetic side. A few places culled for
Mew 'rodt Herald Tribune deeper probing, and one or two passages,

deceptively naive and childish, .wereOV_o_stressed, almost inviting me cuuge o
Mr. Ikrmtein added that he wished to banality often brought against Bmckner.

Those were small matters beside thededicate it (Mahler's Symphony No. 2)
also to the memory of Fiurcllo H. La, over,all effect of the reading. With his
Guardia, who, as Mayor, brought about known gift for the dramatic,. Mr...g_a/
the organi_tion of the City Center and sevitzky managed to pack excitement mm
the Hew York City Symphony. At the all four movements.
conductor's suggestion the audienoe rose The big momenta were worth waiting
and stood in silence for • minute before for in the F2ghth Sympbony--momen_
the second half of the concert began, like the blunt, square.t6ed buff.oonexyor

"'" the Scherzo, the eerie crescendo ot theMr. Bermtein and the orchestra gave
both works expressive _dormances. In Adagio Just before the bra_es blare out
the Mahler, EllabeUe Davis and Nan • lush Wagnerian motif, and the piling

sonorities of the finale.Merriman contn'buted artistic solo sing-
ing and the chorus of the Schola Can, Louis BIAtqcot._
torum, Hugh Rma, director, did a good _eul TodL Vv'orid.Telegram
job with its share. Mr. lkrnstein made
the Mahler aymphony as dramatic as he
could, sometimes dramatizing it ezces,
sively. But it was lively, crisp, mettle- The program was unusual, beOnamgwith the vast Eighth symphony of Anton
some playing. How^tu>TAUBMAN, Bruckner, undoubtedly that compost's

greatest work in the classic form. C_n-
The _ew Tc_lt Times trusting with the fundamentally Ger-

manic score were two of the most soph;
isticated and skalfully organited works of
the Frenchman, Maurice Ravel.

These scores called for completely dif,
AHTO_I BRUCKNER: ferent interpretive approaches. They
EIGHTH STMPHO]_" tested variomly the powers of the ur-

cheatra, which remaim unrivaled for the
Boston Symphony Orchestra. Serge glow of its tone. its technical p_

J Koussevitsk,y. Conductor; Boston. ]_[ov. 7 and fine,s and consummate virtumity
and 8. 1947. _[em Vorlt. 3_ov. 13. 1947. which it has attained under its present

Years ago, the mere mention of Brock- leader. As • result Bmckner cameout
net would have brought on • stampede differently than he ever had before in
toward the nearest exit. Today the Aua- the writer's experience, the difference be-

trian composer, who hu been called half- ing thrown into the _ronger relief fc_-
peasant and half.mystic, is rated by many the effect of the Ravel pieces whichround critics u the "Fourth B" of music, lowed.
Hardly anybody now dips out of the For the symphony was not traditional
ball between movements .... Bmckner. The retold"were mostly latex

But the center of gravity--both in than those adopted, by German condu.c-
weight and quality--was the huge tom; the orcheknd tone was lighter to
Bmckner symphony lut night. Even the texture and in mlor more iuminom than
half.hearted Brocknerites in.the audience it was deep and rich in baroque style.
had to admit every phrase of the hour. At the same time, in point of thetork
long epic was crammed with high- and sheer orchemul effect, the seo_
powered brilliance. never sounded more gorgeo m and dr•-

On that point the symphony is almost . re•tic. Dr. Koussevitxky, if memory
tailormade for Mr. Koussevitsky s or- faithfully serves us, made advantagenus
chegra. Fortissimos come like doud- cuts which remedied the discursivene_mor
burst• and the long stretches of scoring various pages---a defect which can lessen
for maued strings bsing out the band's thz effect of Bruckner's grandest I_-
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ral_,", v.,h,', vhry ,.,J .... Iv v,_s s:riking, .. GUSTAV MAHLER:
;,Is,,. Iq, h_'.- th,' I:,;,,,,I I'l,J_i_s given a FIRS'T STMPIIO_T
.,.Sq,ld.. ,r_. :,lvl _ .t:.:fl,.itiv(illcs$ of nnance
whi,-h ,,t ..,,me,lt_ I.:,dt: one think _lf B_:l,.imore S)'mphouy Orchestra. Regi.

I;r;mck. Ilndccd tl,c,c ate analogies he. ltald Stewart. Conductor; October 29,
tween the music o| the Austrian and the 19.;7. I

Belgian mystics, both organists, both By repute, Mahler's work is ever won .
apostles of the faith.) derous, abstruse, overlong. But if the

And what a symphony! Only the last audience harbored any such impression,
movement is irremediably weak. The they were soon disabused. The first two
others are all masterpieces. There is the movements are pastoral impressionisms of
inner drama of the soul that supplicates an engaging character, climaxing in the
and cries out in its need, "Lord, I be- lull majesty of high sun.
lievc; help Thou mine unbelief." The Focussing the third movement Is a I
peasant laughter and smack of the soil supposedly burlesque funeral march, said
are in the inimitable scherzo. The slow to lampoon the obsequies of a hunter
movement, which is as the vision of John and scored with appropriate sound and
of Patmo:.. is perl_aps the supreme night fury, satirically phrased. While the finale,
of Bruckner's spirit. Then one asks, "'Is marked "sturmisch bewegt," works up to
Dr. Koussevitzky's conception, p r o, a fine frenzy of storm and stress.
roundly 'felt, that of Bruckncr?" and A trifle Iong_a modicum repetitious_
must leave that qucstion, in the light of but all in all, we are hoping that Mr.
a new interpretation, for the present un- Stewart will continue the public educa"
answered. Let it suffice that the sym- tion along Mahlerian lines. Last night's I
phony was given a bingularly eloqucnt was a spirited and revealing interpreta-
and effective performance, tion and was received with every sign

OLII'I DOWNES, of satisfaction.
The _[ew Yur_ Times HELEN A. F. PENNIMAIq,

The Baltimore Hews.Post

Concluding the concert, the Baltimore

$_,mphony gave Mahler's "Symphony No.
1' a fine performance, achieving mellow
tone and varied shading under Mr. Stew.

In these days it probably is necessary art's direction. The first three move- Ito snake cuts in the monusqental scorcs ments were especially successful.
In Mahler's music, one may find the

of Bruekner, with their long sequences
and what Pelix !Xreing._ tnncr callcd spirit of the Vienna of Schubert, Beeth-

"terraced progression.'" Mr. k_ou_c-¢it_l:y oven and Haydn, yet it is a Vienna I'

accordingly does rm&c cuts in three grown old. Perhaps Mahler's scores con.
movements, h'_ing _,nl_' d,c _'h_tzo it1. tain a prophecy of Ihc mood o| today,
tac_. But why does I.c :_,_d it e._-e.lJal ;,nd perhaps that is the re:lsoll 1._'Cmay
h) ,'ut (,u" _..._,'d_iz,i;c,l |!., ,.dal:i.' _vh;'i,. f,.rl closer to him th_.t_ did h_ t outem"
to make a very" unorig,ri.,_ t,bsclv:_:iol_, is pot t,ies. I
the finest movcmc,,i ¢,f _b. f:mr? _' "" Hiz "Symphony No. 1" :,eer,_s to tie,out .i

n,) aud,_.n-c w,,.i_t [;i_.. r,:_tivc x..i:;Ic /:i_t the warm colors and atmos)l,,_rc off
music of such o:l_.:_.,.l I,t,:Ht': w::. lb_,,:i_, the Austrian count,yside, yet there are

• on! dead leaves on the landscape.
Yesterday's per_crm'm,:,: was indec_d _ One o.r his themes _ugge.ste a rough,

miracle of ot,:l,estral r:,a::,tficen,:,-', wi_h peasant dance, yet all i_ not sirnl:'l_' joy.
all intricate dc_,ils, xuc:_!h oi _,_n_t,:r. _ _ini_tcr undercur,cn_ suddemy whips
poi,_t comis,_z t, ut ,. stxi .'rlativ¢ cl_'::_.: the ransi_ ix_to a frenzy'. ,
and d,:tail. A:, in the S'hum:,,_;_ C-,_' ,5 walt_ brings b_:k the mc_.ory of
certo, everything "'sang" ;_!1the ,¢.'_y. ";'!_e _,:tehee times, but ,_." danccis t,J_n t.r,
brass _,eetions, v..hicl, _rc the f-)tlnd.:l!t,n _:h,):,ts, and the ballro,_m |lcor is cover.'0
of Bruckner's _slchcstta, co.c_,.cl th_.- xvi;Y, dust. lronic:,lly, Mahler builds a

• !selves With gl)rT- .anti, prob_.bb', cx- I'uneral march on the folk theme ol
hausted themselves 0t the same time, for "Fteze Jacques," but this is no funeral
the Austrian compo:_e_ dcm_.nde,I a lot of tor a hero.
hard blowing. "l'ht qu.ditv of the tour "l'here are bird notes, bur _pring is
"'Bayreuth tubas," e_pceial]y, xv:_._ rich fast; distant huntinlz calls, but the hunt
and poised. _:,_,:er.

(_YRU5 DUR(:I:h _L'I_LDON'_:ALLAGF...
The Bosom Glni,_ 5"I.: Sun (B._ti_imor_:;

!
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• .- ANTON BRUCF_IER: _phon T a kee_L, udght into its-depth.
it8 sometimes long drawn out. gnrgenmly

_UFNTET beautiful revelation of the umr/utility
of things mundane. And he particulgdy

Little Oychesttdl Society. Thomas pointedthe sweepingphrasesof theMah.
Scherman.Conductor;November3. 1947. |er message. The Mahler music some-

The greatmusicof the firsthalf of the timesroseto Wagner/an heightsof splen.dor. And in the final movementoffered_rogram was the opening piece, the
ruckncr Quintet for strings, scQred for a funeral march to end all funeral

chamber ore.hearts. This 8core may have marches.
its weak places; in the sum it is noble Seldom do we hear music u beautiful
music, chanted rather than merely vi. u the fourth movement, a Song of

heatedby the strings. Beauty,which Miss Bernhardt sangwith
OlIN DOWNRS, fine artistry. A mandolin is used in this

`The New Tool 'Times with the harps and other instruments.
Her £ne contralto, warm and resonant.

The Bruckner Quintet for Strings brought out all the beauty, too. of the
(comprising two viola parts) was played "'LoneJyOne in Autumn° and provided
by the full string orchestra, the last s haunting view of heartacheand sorrow
movement being omitted for reasonsof /n the finale.
length. It is a warm and tender work, The Svanhulm tenor, o[ £ne quality
Bruckner at his sweetestand most con- and of Wagnerian power, was partic-
tinuous. The Adagio is particularlysaris- ulady sensitive in the Youth song and
factory,hut the wholework is more than the £fth movement drinking song.
agreeablyinspired. Through the Mahler magic the soloparts

VIRGILTHOMSON. seem to be merely another voice of. th.e
Hew TOO_Her_,d "Trdmne orchestra, outstanding, hut st_l definitely

• part of the whole.
GUSTAV MAH_R: ELUOU BACON.C:leveL,nd Hews

The ,_phuny concert conducted by
DAS LIED VON D£R £RDB Genrge Szell at SeveranceHall last night

especially notable for the presenta,
Cleveland Orchestra. C_ooge _ll. _sn of Gustav Mahler's Dan Lied yonConductor; Set Smnholm, "Tenor.

Louise Bernhardt. Contralto. Soloists; clef Erda." in which the Cleveland Or.
Novembey6 and 7, 1947. chasershad the assistanceof two excel-

lent art/m, Louise Bernhardt. contralto.
The capacity audience at Severance and Set Svanholm. Metropolitan Opera

Hall last night was fairly stunned to tenor, first heard here last spring as
s/fence for a short period following the Lobengrin. The hall was packedw/th an
intensely emotional and dramatic dose of enthusiastic audience.
the Mahler "Song of the Earth." Mahler's swan song of romanticism has

Director George Szdl and the Clave, never sounded more poignandy extras-
land Orchestra had the a_istence of siva or more troubling to the spirit. Drip,
Louise Bernhardt. contralto, and Set ping with sorrow even when it lifts its
Svanhohn. tenor, in praentinl_ this monu- heacJ and tries to be gay through the
mental work. And so emot/onally ._ tears, it is long in it8 singing[ of _Velt-
ping was the finale of the _qbscl_d" schmerz' and autumnal nostalgia. And
with. its haunting "Eternity, a mere it begins over again many times after it
whisper at the dose, that it was nearly seems to condude. Yet who with any
• minute before the pant-up enthusiasm soul in him would not wait out the long
of the big audience could be demonstrated waits to hear its many heavenly pages?
in applause. ' _ . " Beautiful productiun from Miss Bern.

Even though "The gongof the .Earth_ hardta furl.bodied contralto gave her
starts out with a drinking song there s part a mellow glow. and she wove it
death in the shadow of the wine cup. through the m_tic tonal web with the
There s a Hnt of tragedy, too. through- most sensitive artim_, rounding her do"
out this symphony of song--# mdancholy queue phrases with complete asshn_ation
boin of the _hinese plulomphy of sorrow of style aad content.
permeating the poem8 Mshler chose for The more exuberant portion8 allots, d
this work. The two soloists, making thair to Svanholm were sang with robust elan

Cleveland debuts, were particularly suited and.the virility of true tenor quality, _.-to the unfoldment of this great work. finitely more attractive than when "
Director SzeU brought to this six-part voice is amplified. Behind the soaring
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w)icc._ was an orchestral fabric of won- them, for the most.part, beautifully.
dwudy varied nuances, all receiving low Myself I find the work touching and
i.g attention and effective projection from musically interesting, as well. It is not
Szcll and his musicians, musically easy, however....

A modified version was used of Steua_t VIRGIL THOMSON,
Wilson's English translation of the Chi- Hew Torlt Herald Tribune I
nc_ poems on which the symphony is
ba._ed. Pew of them came through with GUSTAV MAHLER:
any clarity, more of them being audible
in the contralto than in the tenor part. FOURTH STMPHO_T
Skillful as he is, Mahler sometimes covers •
the voices with too interesting instrumen. Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,
ration, but of"course he cannot be blamed Erich Leinsdor[, Conductor; Dorothy
for weakness of a translation which must Maynor, Soloist; December 4. 1947. First ,+
replace "'swig" with a word like "ever." performance in Rochester.

HL'ItnERTELWELL,
Cleveland Plain Dealer So far as this reviewer knows, Gustav

Mahler's Symphony Ho. 4 never has
"The Song of the Earth" has an elu- been played in Rochester. One wonders

sive beauty, a mystical quality. Corn- why, after hearing Leinsdorf's compre, i
posed in the imminence of death, it seems bending and persuasive interpretation,
to view that adventure as a kind of which opened the program.
boundary which outlines the joys of life Your humble servant is no anti-Mah-
all the more clearly, lerite, but never until last night has he

been an enthusiast over the music of the t• The long last movement, sombre and
serene, but with many tonal shreds and Austrian composer, a controversial figure
wisps, ends in eft'able peace: it is a whose works have aroused either bitter
climax, but of the depths rather than of condemnation or violent praise. Here is
the heights. This is Mahler'a greatest a symphony which creates no listening
work, many think, and it may be that problems whatever.
history will prove it to be one of the There are no profound utterances, only
great works of its time. one glorious song from start to finish, the

Set Svanholm, tenor, and Louise Bern- Viennese flavor present always. The first
hardt, contralto, besides evincing thor- movement suggests peasant dances, the

second is fascinating with imaginative useough vocal competence, sang their parts
with thoughtful sympathy. Surely this is of the wood.winds and the fiddle tuned
the highest commendation that can be a whole tone higher than usual, produc-
given singers in such a work as this. Miss ing a piercing etlect; the third entrancinl_
Bernhardt earns a special credit for her beautiful in its Schubertian lyricism ano
sustained effort in the final "'Farewell." simplicity.

The orchestral performance seemed It is not a choral symphony in the
generally admirable; it seemed in the usual sense, but Mahler, who depended
first movement as if Svanholm occasion- frequently upon voices to express him.

self, incorporates in the final movementally had to strain to hold his own against
a heavy instrumental background. Poe- a solo for soprano voice, setting of a
eibly the orchestra is often more import- poem ,, {rom 'The Youth's Wonder-
ant than the voice, yet it seems a pity Horn, this particular one a delightfully
to compromise the distinctness of the naive picture of the joys of Heaven.
words. Miss Maynor sang this deceptively

ARTHURLOESBBR, Cleveland Press simple finale with brightness and alive.
hess of spirit, the balance of voice with
orchestra good. Our _gratitude to ,Leins-

GUSTAV MAHLER: doff for this item overflowing with charm-
ing melodies and many moments of as-

. KI_D_RTOTLrJ_LIEDER tounding beauty, with its masterful or.
Little Orchestra Society, 'T'hom_l g. chestration.

Scherma., Conductor; /_rin Brangell. NOt_MAN N^l_+m+, ;
Contralto. J_ew ?l'or_.December1, 1947. Democrat _' Chronicle

Mahler'a "Kindertotenlieder," familiar Erich Leinsdorf knows how to provide
to local audiences chiefly through Antony novelties, as well as solid classical fare,

• Tudor's ballet ?Dark Elegies,' are as on his programs, and the spice of variety
intense in their sadness as the Schubert marked last night's Philharmonic mncert
_od_ i_ ip its loy. Karin Branx¢il sang in Eastman Theater..

.... ? • ,,'.'. ,..
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There was provided another effective sometimes tmid towering paahud hoary

demonstration of the progress of the or. nags peopled with the legendary lp;_lg.
chestra, which played extraordinarily well, sometimes traversing the gauds fields amid
while Miss Maynor, the celebrated Negro the plain people.
soprano, sang like a seraph. It was, in It is true that it is lengthy. But u
a word, an evening of unusual musical compensation Bruckner o_era music that
interest and beauty, and the large audi- has a depth, an emot/onal tension and •
tnce made the welkin ring with its ap- gorgeous coloring that few modern writer1
planse at the dose of the performance, can produce. The troubled heart of man-
as conductor and soloist were repeatedly kind is revealed in the opening dramatic
recalled to acknowledge the tribute paid gropings. And the Adagio stands out as
by a delighted house. • melodic outpouring that /s hard to

The feature of the concert was the match for sheer beauty.
Fourth Symphony of Oustav Mabler, the There are episodes of gay peasant rob
curiously controversial Austrian compo.ser licking•, and bnumy Wagnerian blasts
and conductor, who has his violent de- from the Brucknerian Valhalla. And in
tractors and his equally passionate ad. the finale there are places where hugh
mirers. Last of the line of Viennese climaxes lead one to look for the end,
"dasaical" composers, he completes the only to find there's more to come. Direc-

Romantic symphony form handed on t_ tor Szell and the orchestra deserved thehim by Schubert and Bruckner. But i high acclaim they recevied for • mag-
acquaintance with Mabler's music was nificent performance. By the way, only

• few short bars _ snipped out of theconfined to his symphony No. 4, which
was first given in Munich in 1902, one score.
would wonder why there has been heaped Et.Mote !_o_, Clevdmul Hew*
on him so much extravagant praise ann The audience showed marked enthusi-
so much bitter condemnation, for this asms alto for Sedl's reading of the Bruck.
score came to the ear with the gentle- net symphony, and with good reason,
hess of a Spring zephyr, filled with folk- for here was an interlaX'tm_n rare in
like airs, and almost constantly, there- those qualities of ndaxation and perspec.
fore, melodic. Its pastoral quality is per- tire necessary to hold in focus • work so
sistent, and although it tends to mow monumental and so leisurdy in its sung-
otony its spiri_ and mood are that of • like doquence. "
reverie. This milestone in musical evolution de-

Much of the symphony is lyrical and -. mands something fonfign to modern ]is-
there are moments of lofty eloquence, tenting habits. It iJ without sharp con-
the final movement being featured b_ the erasesin movement. It is grandiose., prolix
introduction of some verses from "Des and phenomenally distended. Yet, pre.
Knaben Wunderhon," which are sung sented with such. mastery and under.
in heavenly fashion by Miss May'nor, the standing as SzeU and the orchestra dis-
celestial timbre of whose voice has no played, the work retained • message for
counterpart on the concert stage. The modern ears. One could, in fact, fed at
symphony is too long, yet it is shorter home in the great nobility of its mellow
than Mabler's other symphonic works, brass choirs and the wonderful peaceful"
and its performance was of a cal_re to nee• which could eaia only in the spa.
bring out all that is best in the score c/on•hess of its cathedral-h'ke structure.
which Mr. Leinsdorf obviously loves. He HeueitT Ei.WleLI.,
conducted it with the utmost concentra, Olecdmul Plain Deakn
tion and warmth, and the music/am un-
der him. and Miss Maynor. contributed
their share to a presentation that stands. GUSTAV MAHLEK:
as a striking succeu. P/RST S'YMPH_

A.J. WA_NEa, '
Rochester Times-Union C'_nt'/n,uu_Sym/_oay Orchestra, Thmr

Johnson. Conductor; ]an. 2 and 3. 1948.

ANTON BRUCKNER: Mahhr's symphonies (as, in fact, do
£1GHTH STMPHOJTI" Sibdim s) sometimes keep the listener on

Ch_veland Orchestra, Gauge Szdi. tenterhook•---waiting, u it were, to see
what comes next. It all depends on theConductor, December 11 and 13. 1947. conductor, whether Mahler • mooch or

We might imagine the Bruckner Eighth his methods of comtmsit/on are tb¢ morn
• Germanic Old Man River flowing along, apparent. Less adept musidans than
mmetimes at ease, sometimes troubled, Johnson often reveal the skeletal Joint-
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, , J,, th_ AI, hi,t,, c,,I,,I,,,:.c*'s w(.SA, in tm. is foll,)wed by the majestic finale,
:,,,,1 I,y a I.,,'0"--- of pods.try, manage the Allegro movement which _ums up
I., *,. I d,,.,., st-L't,0 i._'lr_ihl)' I,.q'. the t,)tal of Bruckner's interpretation of

'll .... v,,,L m_ weighly lengths in the complexities of life.
I.' !,I,.,': I'i,:* Synq,ltt,,_y ye,.telday ariel. F.R.J., _eto Haven Journal.Courier
D,,, .,, (thth. v... one fairly sizeable cut
mth,. I,,'! mt,,t, ,(.hi, which did .or de. GUSTAV MAHLER: '
tc_,ct from el. ,,., ,i,ll cffcct). The music
w_ _.d,(..lli,;,' :,-d good theater .... but DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE
,. '., , bl_g(:y. 'J;. i,l;*)'elS caught their Philharmonic. $yml_hony Society of
ctt,_, dove.t_ilcd and m_derlined each New 'Yor_. Bruno Walter. Conductor;
othcrs' speeches, and'avoided any prima Kathleen Pettier, Mezzo.Soprano. Set
donna iml.,l_es tlJ steal tile show. Svanholm. Tenor. Soloists: ]an. II, 16.

']'he mnsic is handsomc, if ever the and 18. 1948. (The last performance was
woDJ _pf,lied to music; it is colorful and broadcast over CBS.) I
it i,. cl, .' ,,, I In I:t,I. there are mo-
mrnt+ ol belch sheer he+,uty that the sos. A stirri.g performance of Gustav
ceplible listen('* almost winces with tide Mahler's masterpiece, "The Song of tide
sensuousness of it all. 1"he first move. Earth," marked the return of Bruno Wal.

ter to the Philharmonic podium in Car+
sent yesterday was other.worldly, and
at times in the second movement icy negle Hall last night ....
fingers tr+iled d-wn one's spine. The Still, the highlight of the evening was
cc._tu_y of crashing rhythms toward tile the Mahler reading. There Mr. Walter
close toads sitting still almost impossible, was on special ground. One felt a per-

JOrlN P. RHODES, sonal interest in the score, the concern
The Ci.cinnati Enquirer of a friend and devoted disciple who

treas.red the memory of Mahler.
But, whatever the individual opinion "finis is Mahler's testament of life and

of the merits of this first symphony may death, brimming on one side with a
be, there can be a degree of unanimity fierce love of life and on the other with
in the statement that the orchestra has the spectacle of vanishing youth and
seldom played better and that the preo beauty that haunted him all his life.
sentation was a labor of love on the part Mahler was obsessed with the Ili[_ht of
of Mr. Johnson. Perhaps sonle of the time, and his despair as artist ana man
irony purported to be contained in the was over seizing the glow of the moment
third movement _ the so.called C.,allot and making it last. No composer ever
funeral march--was missed; but on the expressed such nostalgia for things passed
other hand there was sheer beauty and and passing.
edifying restraint in the second move. And Mr. Walter knew how to give
ment and a noble climax in the finale, every nuance its full due of poetry. "this

J. 1[. TlluM^N, was music warm with humanity and help-
The Ci.cinnati Times.Star less protest, and one felt it in every fibre

of last night's reading.
ANTOH BRLICKNER: Miss Ferrier ought to make a perman-

THIRD STMP/IO_[T ant addition to the vocal wing of New
York music. The voice is warm and vi-

_l_ew Haven Symphony Orchestra. Paul brant, eas_y produced, and capable of
Hindemith, Conductor; Jan. 12, 19,18., rich applications of color . Phrasing and

diction both showed a sure grasp of styleAnton Bruckner's Symphony No. 3 in
D Minor, was superbly presented by Mr. and content.
Hindemith and the orchestra, the director Mr. Svanholm'a resonant voice sounded
evidently keenly feeling the Wagnerian even bigger and brighter than it does at
influence in the Bruckner work. The un- the Metropolitan. The lull tones came

usual parts for the horns were very dra. through with the impact .needed to
rustically revealed in this exposition of a heighten the effect of the grim outcries
theme in dOuble.rhythm as the composer of Mabler's text.
sought to present the various life iml_dses But then they all sank well last night,
controlled by the over-powering Prime the soloists in the actual vocal line, the
Source.. Th&re are both the depths and orchestra in making the accompaniment
the heights presented, with light and airy sound like one varicolored voice _ and
dance themes running concurrently with Mr. Walter, whose guideline you could
sober themes expressing the sterner side follow like a voice through every phrase.
of life.., thi_ vivacious third move- Louis Bomeot.u,
ment contains a gay folk dance which _ew Todt World Telegram



Symphon/cChron/cle tot
Making his first appearance of the sea- its £rst pedormance, in Munich in 1911.

son as conductor of the Philharmonic- Mr. Welter also has led it t_ce pre-
Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hell vioudy with the Ph/lharmonlc,./n" 1934
last night, Bruno Walter wisely included and 1941.
on his program Mabler's "Lied yon der As performed under Mr. Welter'l di,
Erde"; for few would dispute the fact rection, "Das L/ed yon der Erda" is an
that Mr. Walter is incomparably the absorbing musical experience, and one
most discerning interpreter of the Aus. which, thanks to Mr. Waiter's friendship
trian master's music and especially of this with the composer, may be regarded as
work, perhaps the most touching, aside definitive. Like most ofMahler's worb,
from his Ninth Symphony, of all his "Das Lied von der Erde" is wonderful
symphonic products, to listen to and dilEcult to write about.

The occasion was further distinguished The poignant work, rich with exotic
by the debut here of the young English overtones of the Orient, and conceived
mezxo-soprano Kathleen Farrier. who de. in a sort of exh/laration of despair, seeks
flvered the contralto solos. Miss Farrier, to express the inexp.rem'ble, and comes
known here hitherto through London very near to succeeding. . -
Decca phonograph records, which indi. JOHN 15mc_s,
eated that much was to be expected of _[ew Tor_ Pog (Copyright 1948)
her, proved to be a singer of uncommon
ability. Her voice is a fine, voluminous
one which has been cultivated with ex-
ceptional care. Her scale throughout the One's reason.- for admiring the "Lied
range employed was even, and there was yon der Erda'" are doubdem generally
no deterioration of quality in the rapid shared. The lyricism of the poetry hat an
sections of the fourth movement, "Yon inspired parallel in the completely lyrical

nature of the scoring both for voices andder Schoenheit." where most singers who
attempt this mudc are troubled by prob- orchestra. Tenor and contrelto--4ast eve-
lems of breath control. Miss Ferrier'8 ning the mezzo-soprano, Kathleen Perr/er
phrasing was exemplary and her daim to ---carry the burden of the song. But the
complete artistry rests not alone on the orchestra also, with its remarkable devices
unsullied beauty of tonal texture with of coloring and of dramatic accentuation,
which she invested her lines but on the sings its song, and intersperses the final

verses for the woman's voice with anunfailing perceptiveness and inwardness
which pervaded her conception of this interlude which is a "fled" of its own.
music with its blend of hopeless despair The very melodic writing needs no trans.
and resignation, lation or commentary to exert its immedi-

Set Svaobolm, who returns to the ate if sometimes obvious and sentimental
Metropolitan next week as a matchless appeal. Sentimental or not. the complete
Siegfried, sang with the utmost assurance sincerity of the music is unquestionable
andwith flawless musicianship. His tenor and affecting.
voice rounded rather inflexeule in the Saying this, one adds reluctantly that
opening "Das Trinklied vom Jammer der the performance, for one reason or an.
Erde'" and in "Von der Jugend," but other, began to fall before it was over.
with the fifth section of the work, Der This at least was the reaction of one
Trunkene im Fruehling," he achieved listener who is not a perfect Mablerite.
greater vocal elasticity and therewith Was this only due to certain charact_-
greater musical conviction, iJtica of the performance? Both soloists

were deficient in diction. Svanholm, the]esouz D. Bo.u,
The Hew Torlt Herald Tribune tenor, could only shout, in the opening

verses, against heavy orchem'a, and in
this Mr. Welter did not spare him.Bruno Welter, back from his European

triumphs, returned to conduct the Phil- But Mr. Svanhohn was prevailingly
harmonic-Symphony in Carnegie Hall last hard-voiced and lacking in variety of
evening. Orchegra memben rose as a tone color. Miss Ferrierhad but recently
m_oute to the £r_ appearance this season emerged from a bad cold. Her vo/ce be-
by the orchestra s mus/cai chief, which came freer as she went on. She could
tn'bute Mr. Welter proceeded to justify not, however, give the full significance to
by a performance of uncommon excel, her text and music. Some time before
lance. . the end was reached "Lied yon der F_rde"

The princip_ feature of the evening was becoming langwefling, lachrymose,was Mabler'J 'Das Lied vonder Erda," old4zshioned.
a work for which Mr. Welter has special OuN DowNes.
al_nity, since it was he who conducted The _[ew Torll Times
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")h,,_ w.,_ Mahlcl at el. J'h,lh._,moni¢. ct,_er, tl_e second performance of that
S).l,ll,l,,my last night in (lar,wgie ]fall, w,,rk in Anierica, although it is some.
1.1! ,,,, M.ihl, r "pruhh:m"; for the work thing like seventy years old. Its only
w.,shi. "l.wd v,,a dcr Erde," aboutwhich previousreading in the current records
vhtuallv all shades of ot,ininn are in was by the New York Philharmonic in

• a uccm,:,,!. If it is not the greatest music the middle "20s, when Willem Mengel.
e_ th,. c,,flury from Central Europe, it ht.rg, the Dutch conductor, held the post
is the 1,1.! grc,lt music written there. As there.
delivered I_y Bruno Wahcr, with master- A single hearing of the symphony
h,I i _'..: and ,t,.ip_dleesion, it was food s(rvcs to revive, but not to explain, the
for the mind and hahn for the spirit, n,ystcry of why Bruckncr's great ord_cs.

With texts from "The Chinese Flute" t, al works, so highly esteemed in Austria
as the unifying factor, Mahler's response and Southern Germany, have I_een so
to the states of mind expressed by such shw to move beyond their native borders.
wutd_ as "Schnsucht'" ("longing") _,_st of the symphonies are of great
"Stele" ("sour'), "l._hcn .... T(,d," I, ,l,th; the Second is perhaps tl,c sht,rt-
"lter_'" and virtually every other key ¢.t "of the nine. But many others arc
word ,)f German lylic p(xi:'y--- down to ]r.ng, too--Beethoven's Third ar,_ Hiuth,
and including "'swig" ("eternity")_has for example, and the Schubert C maine.
a clcancr structure and a long:r line than Perhaps the Bruckncr symphonies seem
anything in his purely orchc_ir_l writing, dull t- outlanders. The Second, uw
It is doubtful, for all of that, that he d,,ubtedly has its dull spots;bu't so have
ever invented elscwhcre the sensitized, i,.o.'t symphonies, if you pick the spots
compelling and wholly personal ideas that out of their context and quote them
flood this score; but even so, their course singly, as a politic/an does whe'n quoting
is better charmolrd, a strca,n ttraight front a rival candidate's apes-oh. |
thtou_:h from the source to the sea. Yet throughout the Bruckner sym•

It was a great return to the Philhar. r'._onylast night there were many beaut|-
tannic for Walter, who gave this work |ul episodes. Some of them were not
its world premiere in Vienna thirty.seven Workedout as wc are accustomed to hear
years ago, and has lived to see it accepted themes worked out by Brahms or Beetho
into the fraternity of the works that en- oven; and some were worked to excess,
dure. The ]_lahler who said, "My time a la Wagner. But the work typical of
will come," ha_, in Walter, a champion most carefully-written works in the late
who has seen that, for "Das Lied yon romantic per/od of the nineteenth cen.
dee Erde," at least, those were words of tury, abounded with melodies, beautifully
prophecy, not merely of hope. intoned by a master instrumentalist.

lp,vltq{;Kocom:4, _rw Toe/t Sun 'Ihere is no doubt that Bruckner had
almost a Wagnerian ear for sound; al-
most every phrase is placed in the or-
chestra to the best effect, and his use of

ANTON BRUCI[NE8.: al:_rnating strings and winds, if not

SECOK/) STAII'HO._Y Ili,:hly original, is mo_t effcctix¢ anda..rceahle. The symphony is quitc long,
Kac,s,ts City Philhar.,_.ic Symphony ;.1 modern symphonies go---almo_t an

Orchestra. E[rem Knrtz. Conductor. Jan. hour. But leisure was a mark ol the
27 and 28. 1948. (First i:er[ormance in o,mposer's age; while the " Victorian
Kansas Oty.) novelists were writing long novels, the

(:ermans and Austrians were writing
Hot quite the biggest, nor yet by any long symphonies and operas. Bruckner

means the smallest audience of the sea- was guilty, too, but not uniquely so.
son, braved the near.zero weather last Mr. Kurt,. gave the symphony the
night to hear the eighth program on the most careful preparation, and emerged
Philharmonic subscription concert sched- with one of the greater reading triumphs
ule. Those who turned out were well of the season. The tempi were always .
rewarded. They heard, most of them for interesting,/rod the climaxes well planned

and executed. The dose attention thethe first time, the great Second .$ym- ._
phony of Anton Bruckner.... audience gave to the long slow movement

The 'playing of the Bruckner eym- was evidence of interest unusual in an
phony last night was, so far as Conduc- unfamiliar piece of abstract music, i.
tot Efrem Kurt_ has been able to dis- C.H.T., The Kansas City Times
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INSTINCT AND REASON IN MUSIC

By Ernest M. Lert

INTRODUCTORY

One of my students, a highly giftest young composer, agreed with an
enigmatic smile when I pointed out the spiritual (not stylistic) affinity
of composers like Howard Hanson and Olivier Messiaen with Anton.
Bruckner. But he dissented violently when I dared to see more future in
the evolution of their emotion-born idioms than in the technical ex-
periments of the art-for-art's sake composers. Dissatisfied with the
(necessarily 'sketchy) discussion in class, he wrote in flaming words a
touching, well-founded.oath of allegiance to music for music's sake. Music,
to him, is the product of deliberate objective workmanship, isolated from
any influence of extra-musical feelings and ideas. He simply hates music
on words. Music, to him is "abstract," it is nothing but "the realization
Of INTRINSIC principles and ideas," as stipulated in Willi Apel's "'Harvard
Dictionary of Music." Every extrinsic, i.e., not strictly musical, influence
leads to Romanticism.

Romanticism, today, is dreaded as a mental disease no self-respecting
artist mentions in ideological company. Schumann's "the aesthetics of one
art is the aesthetics of all arts" is anathema. So is every hint at the
rationalistic Theory of Emotions (Affektenlehre) of the recent Enlighten-
ment, and of tone painting, so dear to music from the ancient Greek
Sakadas to our own Virgil Thomson. This student spoke for legions of
contemporary musicians. Their violent resistance to the excesses of pro-
grammatic and hypercamal music since Berlioz and Wagner is under-
standable, just as Romanticism was understandable as a reaction against
the dictatorial formalism of classicism.

But is the understandable always right?
Does not the whole world of music thrive between the poles of Classicism

and Romanticism?

Music-for-music's sake amputates itself from life and isolates itself in a
vacuum. Music-for-painting's sake subjects music to rationalistic inter-
pretation and deprives itself of its emotional identity and independence.

The entire evolution of music is one running battle between emotion
and reason, between music generated by our irrational instincts, and music
fabricated by our calculating reason. Curt Sachs justly calls the two
antagonistic catego.ries "pathogenic,", born of emotion, and "'logogenic,"
born of ideas. But neither of the two can ever be chemically pure in
itself. The most workmanlike music rises to some emotional climax, while
the most informal expression of emotions and impressions frames itself
within some reasonable style and form.

With Mozart, to whom (operatic) poetry (i.e., reason) was the "obedient
daughter of music," the instinct for correct form was so natural and"

1
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spontaneous that any interference by his reason would have spoiled its
spontaneity. He made his wife Constance read fairy tales to him which
occupied his reason, while his instincts jotted whole symphonic movements
on the paper. He rarely had to apply corrections.

With Beethoven, however, the power of reason was so demoniacal that
with each new work he had to fight a veritable Jacob's wrestling match
with the Angel of Reason to win his way to the blessings of the irrational
beyond. His sketch books frantically mix musical with worded notes. There
are almost no manuscripts of his without profuse and drastic corrections.
Quite a few of his works have come down to us in different versions.

Thoughtless commentators brand Richard Strauss a Wagnerian. He was
one, theoretically, until he discovered he was a Mozartian. Wagner was
logogenic. In his world each motif mEANSsomething extra-musical, each
piece of music TELLS something extra-musical. You cannot understand
Wagner without the running comment of your reason. The music of the
Mozart-conductor Strauss, from leitmotif to whole operas and symphonies,
always expresses some emotion or state of mind in direct terms. You can
understand Der Rosenkavalier from the first to the last curtain without
knowing what its single leitmotives "mean." You feel his Helclenleben
without a program. You simply participate without thinking about it. The
Strauss/an forms grow as instinctively as Mozart's forms. (Unbelievers read
his letters to be converted.)

A similar relationship holds true between Bruckner and Mahler. They,
too, are usually coupled together. Yet, the same writers label Bruckner
"naive" and Mahler "intellectual". To a certain degree they are right.
Bruckner is "naive" as Schiller defines the term: "naive, from nativus,
which means inborn, natural, a not artificial expression of a childlike or
virgin pure mind." To Schiller the highest cultured genius of the classic
period, Goethe, was "naive". Bruckner thus is in good company. He never
was the simpleton liberal half-wits see in him. "Naive art", to Schiller,
is an expression of reality not tinged with speculation. Its counterpart is
sentimentalisch art, which superimposes upon the world of reality idealistic
(and therefore intellectual) longing for a more perfect world. Schiller
regarded himself as sentimentalisch, which lodges Mahler in respectable
company toe.

Bruckner's world is God's own world, as mirrored in a virgin mind and
soul. It is always the WHOLEworld, heaven and earth and hell, expressed
and heard in one single complex hence, the complex polyphonic Gothic
texture and structure of Bruckner's realistic mysticism in music. Bruckner
was all spiritual and spontaneous. His greatness is in his symphonies. They
are without words and without programs. His worded music (except that
in Latin) has little of the transcendental surge of his wordless compositions
and Masses. He was pathogenic.

Mahler was Bruckner's counterpart. He was rationalistic and sentimen,
talisch. His romantic longing for a naive world led him from the artificial
naivete of Des Knaben Wunderhorn to the gigantic conception of his
Eighth. From cover to cover this spiritual epic is hatched on words. Naive
longing for a visit of the Creative Spirit, as expressed in a medieval
prayer-hymn, blends with the intellectual vision of the redemption of
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mankind, as it is word-painted at the end of the second part of Goethe's

Faust. The result is an almost Dantesque manifestation of mysticism. But
this mysticism is idealistic, sentimentaliseh. As in Beethoven s Fifth, the
very first theme of the symphony, the Veni Creator Spiritus, announces
IN WORDAND TONE the meaning of the whole work. This motto resounds
again and again across both of the gigantic parts until it rears up desperately
against the ultimate revelation "the eternal feminine is lifting us upward,"
at the very end of the whole symphony. Here, an intentionally simple
harmonic texture forced into a complex polyphonic structure is the prize
of another Jacob-like combat with the same angel Beethoven had to
engage. Here, a born rationalist struggles desperately for his place in the
irrational mystical Body of God. Mahler was intellectual and idealistic.
He was logogenic.

These are the basic contrasts of pathogenic and logogenic musicianship.
But how much have both schools, basically, in common?

Both schools created high standards of their peculiar styles and forms.
And yet, their individual members are very rarely caught discussing
techniques and workmanship.

The pathogenic J. S. Bach wrote didactic music. He prefaced these
works with a kind of philosophical program, but he never wrote a book
on theory. (His rather academic-minded son Philipp Emanuel did.) Patho-
genic Brahms and Joachim tried an exchange of letters on counterpoint,
but soon gave up. Pathogenic Bruckner, though a university professor,
left no textbook on any theory. Neither did logogenic Haydn and Beethoven.
It is not strange that our contemporary composers, in their efforts to
isolate music behind an iron curtain of technique, write textbooks. Schoen-
berg, Hindemith, and Piston are three random examples.

Yet, both parties instinctively exert every possible effort to reach
beyond their rational experience, confessing freely that their music springs
from their Weltanschauung, their spiritual experience, and their theory.
But they never try to show us HOW they convert We_tanschauung and
theory into music.

Perhaps, if we could find out what kind of spiritual experience beyond
our rational life makes us sing, dance, and play instruments, we could
help our creative musicians tell us more precisely how their music becomes
a sounding mirror of their life or experiences. Perhaps a chunk of rudi-
mentary erlebtes Leben psychology may advance our experiment.

Let us try to single out a few specific instincts which may arouse
emotions that sing.

THE SPIRITUAL INSTII_OTS

Animals make music. Birds sing, elephants trumpet, dogs bark, horses
neigh, bees hum. Animals are not equipped with reason or rational work-
manship. They live by instincts only. An instinct is, for our purpose, an
irrational urge to do something vital. Thus, since animals make music,
MUSIC MUST BE PRIMARILY INSTINCTIVE. _'hat are these instincts which
make animals sing and dance? They are seven. Three of them are spiritual:
the instincts of ecstasy, symbolization, patternization. Four are physical: the
instincts of sex, cruelty, joy of suffering, collectivism.
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A. The Instinc_ of Ecstasy

When do animals sing? Mostly, when they are excited, particularly at
mating time. In excitement we are "'out of our (normal) mind", with our
reason, partly at least, switched off. The Greeks had for it the word
ekstasis, "standing outside" one's self. Ecstasy expands our normal frame
of mind to an imaginary but clearly felt infinity--we crave to grow
different, to worship, to become mentally intoxicated, to sing out "la la la",
"hurrah", "hallelujah", and other senseless syllables. Our shouts take
melodic shape, our jumps pattern dances. Handchpping and foot,stamping
are not powerful enough for our now expanded ego. We evolve rattles
and drums, cymbals and bells. Our megaphone-like cupped hands beget
trumpets and trombones. Kiss-like pursed lips whistle and soon blow flutes
and chalumeaus. Singing bows bring forth harps and viols.

In my Oxford Dictionary "ecstasy" hugs the connotation "poetic frenzy".
Originally, poetry and music are congenital, they are one.

Music becomes the natural expression of our ecstatic expansion. The
aboriginal orchestra grows out of it, all without the benefit of a coolly
planning reason,

The initial musical creator is the Instinct of Ecstasy.

B. The Instinct of Symbolization

"What kind of music do animals make in their ecstasy?

The zoologist answers: music of mating and music of anger. With many
animals mating call and battle cry are identical. They differ only in
intensity. To our practical reason a love call has nothing to do with the
sexual act as such, while a battle cry never killed an enemy. Both are
senseless wastes of energy.

Yet, are they really? The sexual act, as a bare fact, is something brutal,
disgusting, and ludicrous. It is so even to the animal. To overcome this
disgust the animal must be "out of its own self", i.e., it needs a high
degree of ecstasy. Music provides it. The male mountain cock dances and
sings, often for hours, until it arouses the coy female to the right degree
of "poetic frenzy." Only at this tremendous climax are both ready for
the act itself. It is performed in silence, as an anticlimax. It is over in a
few minutes. Post coitum omne animal triste.

The song and dance of the male bellbird or mountain cock or certain
species of antelope consist of "sexual signals," stylized sounds and move-
ments of the body, which (often very vaguely) suggest the movements of
the real sexual act. These "'signals" are symbols.

My dictionary defines "symbol" as "an emblem or sign representing
something else." A flag is a multicolored piece of cloth. But this cloth
represents my country. This symbol is so real and alive in itself that we
swear allegiance "'to the flag aND (sic) for what it stands." We seal our
oath by singing our National Anthem. This anthem, too, is a symbol.
Symbols are our worded and wordless musical sounds, from whistling and
handclapping to symphonies and musical dramas. According to origin, at
least, our inStnlments are pregnant with symbolism: drums and bugles
symbolize war; organs and church bells stand for religion; flutes suggest
love and fertility; harps are atm"outes of the heavenly hosts.
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Our changing moods find themselves expressed, i.e., symbolized, in music.
The first eight Gregorian modes awoke in medieval man Dignity, Sadness,
Firmness, Piety, Joy, Mourning, Sublimity, Narration. Musical expression
of our states of mind and emotion have been with us ever since.

Expanding ourselves to the infinite, we understand more easily why, to
the Chinese, the five notes of their ancient pentatonic scale could mean
Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Wind. We also understand why, in highest
ecstasy, Pythagoras, the sober mathematician, could hear the whole Uni-
verse sound its Music of the Spheres. The psychologist C. G. Jung says
somewhere that a symbol makes no sense, save it be symbolical sense. (That
sounds almost like saying: music makes no sense except musical sense.) To
the Chinese and medieval man this sense-for-symbol as the highest reality
was a kind of sixth sense, placing music between the mathematical sciences
and theology, the disciplines of ecstatic abstraction. This sense makes sense
only to our feeling, not to our thinking. It is pathogenic.

Whoever, today, is without this sixth sense had better give up trying to
UNDERSTAND music.

Perhaps he will have better luck with TONEPAINT:NO.From the primitive
bull-roarer of the jungle, imitating the howling of the wind gods, to the
Muspilli, the cataclysm of the world in Wagner's Dusk of the Gods, tone
painting symbolizes almost everything thinkable and unthinkable. There
the tertiurn comparationis helps the rationalist to understand. If the "cello
plays certain low humming runs, I am reminded of something I have
heard before in real life. At once my dormant reason awakes and "tries
to find out what the humming runs on the "cello recall to me. During
this search my emotional participation recedes. When my factual and
musical memory flashes: Bumblebee!, I suddenly feel elated. I have found
the tertium comparationis: the humming of the bee. But from now on
my reason remains alert to find out how correctly the "cello imitates the
bee. This interference by my reason infects my emotional participation with
logical deductions. : oRow Loooonrac.

Only where tone painting is "more the expression of feeling than paint,
ing" (Beethoven), i.e., where reason is relegated to the background, can
ecstasy enjoy fully the sounding symbols of music. Thus, absolute or
abstract music and tone painting or programmatic music are both symbolic
expressions. Only the proportion of the emotional and rational substance
defines them as pathogenic or logogenic.

The second creator of music is the Instinct of Symbolization.

C. The Instinct to Pattern

Our life runs in pattern like pulsing heartbeat or marching feet, through
the rhythm of day and night, of the four seasons, of the cycles of
history. Without that unconscious, subconscious and conscious urge to
pattern them, the routines of our daily life were impossible. Music :s
pattern. Between the two notes of the cuckoo call and the gigantic ritual
of Bach's Passion According to St. Matthew, the pattern of rhythm, scales,
chords, motives, themes, phrases, periods, stanzas, and arias, of simple and
complicated forms and designs, grows as naturally as snowflakes and
redwoods. Whether Handel's hothouse of inspiration produced his Messiah
in 24 days, or Beethoven's gestation of his Ninth stretched itself over
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thirty years, makes no basic difference. Both masterpieces, conceived in
ecstasy and symbolization, are born of patterni_tion. If ecstasy is the
driving force, while the symbols it begets are the substance of music, the
Instinct to Pattern constructs the musical forms.

Our raptures and imaginations are somehow beyond our control. They
are irrational. But with the urge to pattern, Reason, the antagonist of
Emotion, enters the ring. Reason, the goddess of workmanship, is the
defender of the generally accepted patterns of generally accepted traditions.
It is her task to consolidate the irrational phantom sounds of our imagi-
nation into readable formulas, fit to be sung or played by instruments.

The way from brain to paper is short but hard. To a Mozart, as we
have seen, formal workmanship came as naturally as breathing. His first
drafts usually were his final drafts, fit for print. Beethoven was different.
He was the philosopher musician. His music had to symbolize lofty ideals,
where Mozart expressed straight "naive" ideas. Beethoven confessed, "I
hear a melody always on an instrument, never in a voice," i.e., never in
words. His music, even when tone painting, was "more the expression of
feeling than painting." He thought in sounds, not in words or pictures.

Therefore, it was a titanic task to express philosophy by sheer pattern
of sounds. We know how he raved at work. Inevitably, at length his
struggle exploded the pathogenic pattern. The finale of his last symphony
had to burst into words.

Thus, Beethoven, one of the great masters of form, proves that music
cannot thrive on abstract form without substance. Workmanship, the
obedient daughter of reason, simply will not suffice.

Yet, workmanship is needed to master the tonal material which constructs
the musical forms. This material consists of the three Basic l_eatures, basic
with the Instinct to Pattern.

The first Basic l_eature is REPETITION.

It furnishes the bricks of the construction: the rhythms, scales, motives,
themes, chords, phrases, periods, and so on. But already here reason
interferes. The endless litanies of primitive men remain as unchangeable
as the two notes of the cuckoo call, the monotonous bark of the dog, the
brilliant trills of the canary. But with growing consciousness reason opposes
identical repetition more and more. Reason drives straight "to the point."
Music "goes round and round." Resisting reason's pointed attacks, the
instinct to pattern is gradually forced to disguise its irrational repetitions
behind rationally altered variations, ranging from insignificant changes of
the basic theme, as in heterophony, to such complicated structures of
repetition as the fugue. The emotional, spiritual, and mental
evolution from the cuckoo call, endlessly repeated, to the Protean versatility
of the motto-motif of Beethoven's Fifth is tremendous. Yet, this symphony is
built up on the two notes of the cuckoo call.

The second Basic Feature, TENSIONAND RELAXATION,braces the struc-
tures of the bricks. In high tension our heart beats hard and fast; in
relaxation its beat softens and slows down. Thus, musical tempo and
dynamics originate, literally, in our heart. Systole (tension) and diastole
(relaxation) somehow convert themselves into STRONOand W_AKbeats.
They control the emotional tides of dissonance and consonance, of ac-
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celerando and ritardando, of increasing and decreasing volume, of stormy
ascents to top notes and exhausted glides to bottom notes. They instigate
the ups and downs of varying, inverting, augmenting, diminishing, sequenc-
ing, etc., of the thematic material. They thicken up and thin down the
orchestration. They contrast and balance fast and slow, tense and relaxing
sections and movements.

Again emotion holds reason at bay.
Both (Repetition plus Tension and Relaxation) combine forces to create

the third Basic Feature: FOmaALISM,the code for designing the musica/
piece as a whole. It is here that workmanship and cool-headed planning
finally seem to get the upper hand. The form frames the picture. The
frame obeys expediency, while expediency obeys reason primarily.

Yet, even here the rational is based on the irrational. The monotonous,
but somehow formally concerted symphony of barking by the village dogs,
and the chanted litany of the leader of cavemen at the campfire, answered
by short refrains of the whole tribe, are as many wild seedlings of com-
plicated musical forms as the minutely planned religious rituals out of
which our oratorios, operas, symphonies, and concerti emerged.

In Formalism, too, reason plays a rather supporting role. The lead is
still with the instincts.

THE THREE SPIRITUAL INSTINCTS, INCLUDING THE THREE BASIC FEATURES,

ARE BLENDED INTO, AND ACT AS, ONE SINGLE ORGANIC COMPLEX. THE

PROPORTION OF PATHOGENIC AND LOGOGENIC GENES IN THE ORIGINAL

INSPIRATION AND THE PROPORTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL DOSES OF ECSTASY,

SYMBOLIZATION, AND PATTERNI_ATION, BLENDED INTO THIS COMPLEX,
DETERIv_INgBOTHSTYLrANDFORMOFSACr_INDIVIDUALPmCEOr MUSIC.

That this complex is irrational at its roots is proved by the religious
origin of all music. To the rationalist religion is superstition and magic
nonsense. But ask him to explain WHYa luUaby lulls a baby to sleep, WHY
the m/litary band stirs his heart and feet, WHY boogie-woogie on the
factory radio increases production, WHY musical therapy records cures,
and WHY he himself loves to dance and hum silly "crooners" at his
mate. He will have no reasonable answer. Tell him that lullabies, war
dances, working songs, witch-doctor incantations, and love ditties are the
primeval ancestors of all our modern music and he will simply langh
at your credulity. Yet, all songs, originally, were magic formulas. The
word "charm" (from the Latin: carmen, a musical-poetic conjuration) and
the word "enchant" from the Latin: incantare, hence incantation) are
almost synonymous with the word "magic."

Out of such individual magic grew the collective magic of
rituals. Sacred and secular rituals are symbolic actions eternalized by
rigid traditions. Woe unto him who fell out of step with the sacred
routine. Many primitives, including the pre-Platonic Greeks, killed per-
formers who desecrated the magic action by a single sour note or by one
faulty dance step.

Magic is the mother of religion, music its father. Sir James Frazer
speaks for many anthropologists when he contends that music "CREATESas
well as EXPm_SSESreligious _.MOTION(sic)" and that "THe. MUSlCmNHAS
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DONE HIS PART AS WELL AS THE THINKER (RATIONALIST) AND THE

PROPHET (ECSTATIC) IN THE MAKING OF RELIGION."

If music is so vital that it co-creates man's innermost power, his religion,
for which he gladly kills and dies, how can music be nothing more than
a workmanly form of sounds roving in the vacuum of abstract principles
and formulas?

THE PHYSICAL INSTINCTS

The Spiritual Instincts develop the elements of style and form in music.
The Physical Instincts fill them with the substance of Sex, Cruelty, Joy
in Suffering and Collectivism.

WE MUST NEVER FORGET THAT THE SPIRITUAL INSTINCTS INCITE, CON"

TROL, TRANSFIGURE, AND, AT THE SAME -TIME, INTENSIFY THE PHYSICAL

INSTINCTS SO that sex is transfigured into love, murder is glorified as a
patriotic duty, the "can-take-it" bravado of prize fighters and pole sitters
grows into heroism and martyrdom, and mob riots are ennobled to spiritual
rituals--all with and by music, of course.

A. The Instinct of Sex
The Brazilian bellbird, singing and dancing his sexual signals to enchant

his female, transfigures sex into a primitive kind of love. His mating
period is the bird's only opportunity to transport itself beyond its animal
semblance. Thus sex virtually becomes the religion of the animal.

The human species, aware that self-perpetuation and mating are
inseparable, sanctifies marriage by musical sacraments. Ecstasy sings out
that the whole world was begotten by World Parents, that fertility of
fields, cattle, and wives is the work of phallic divinities. The primeval,
solemn, symbolic cohabitations of Ishtar and Tammuz, Osiris and Isis,
Dionysos and the Queen of Athens, Rome's Jupiter and Juno, were
performed much like oratorio-opera rituals. Sober Judaism incorporated the
sensual Song of Songs in the Old Testament, while ascetic Christianity
symbolizes the human soul as the Bride of Christ and sings: "'Like a bride-
groom Christ rises from his thalamos in wedding mood. He walks over
the fields of the world." (St. Augustine). The wedding-operas, dedicated
to the Beylager of the princes of "'enlightenment," were sex rituals which
survived down to the 19th Century. Spontini and Meyerbeer still wrote
Torch Dances. Today's torch songs may be their offspring. Even our
juke-box ditties are tinged with the symbols of the d/vine, like You Are
My Sunshine, etc.

B. The Instinct of Cruelty

Cruelty inspires primitive men's religion. There is no religion without
a ritual murder at its roots. Thus, the gods equip their faithful with a
handy excuse for repeating this murder at its anniversaries when a sym-
bolic equivalent of the god is sacrificed in a musical-dramatic re-enactment
of the original kill'.mg of the god. Almost all religious cults dramatize our
inborn cruelty, ranging from the sacrifice of the Babylonian Thyamat by
Marduk down to Bach's Passion According to St. Matthew and Honegger's
Jeanne d'Arc on the Pyre. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is the most
sublime transfiguration of man's cruelty to God.
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Our secular cruelty has less lofty extenuations. At least, each gen-
eration runs amuck through a war or a bloody revolution, or both, with
patr/otism or party doctrines as excuses and battle hymns and brass bands
as intoxicants. In peace time, just for the fun of it, we chase poor foxes to
death, hunting-horns tooting and tallyhos howling. Bullfights, horseraces,
football, prize fights, radio mysteries, blood and dagger opera, all these are
soaked in music of some sort.

Music itself, particularly the art-for-art's sake species, forces singers
to venture silly coloraturas and unnatural top notes and instrumentalists
to breakneck speed in rapid passages. The gentle listener, spellbound,
longs for a crack-up of voices or strings.

With clenched fists Bach forces sharp dissonances down our ears.
Beethoven ends eight of his nine symphonies with bellicose marches. Stra-
vinsky, in his primevalistic Rites of Spring, enacting the sacrifice of a
virgin to the gods of fertility, throws savage dissonances, trombone howls,
brutal drum blows, and other torturing timbres and sound effects at
his audience.

Even our humor is cruel. The late W. C. Fields once remarked, "If
it hurts, it's funny. If it don't, it ain't." Everything funny was blasphemous
originally. Our pre,Columbian Indians had clown priests (koyernashi) who,
at the climax of a stirring religious ritual, mimicked the sacred act and
its music in obscene parody. The Sorbonne of Paris, in 1444, had to banish
the sacrilegious Feast of the Ass from the churches. The pranks of the
assorted Lords of Misrule of all denominations, all Saturnalian festivals
of licentiousness, the ancient Greek's blasphemous satyr play, his musical
comedy, the _nimos,the Roman fescennine, the sirventes of the Troubadours,
the French vaudevilles, the English (anti-)masques, the Italian commedia
dell'arte, the opera buffa, the musical comedy, and the insults radio
comedians hurl at each other between blaring theme songs, all these are
expressions of that mischievous Circe, Cruelty.

There is nothing abstract or workmanlike in inflicting pain.

C. The Joy of Suffering (the Instinct of Self,Sacrifice)

We not only enjoy cruelty against others, but we ourselves love to
suffer and are fond of dying. We call our most poignant desires "passions,"
from the Latin word passio, which means "suffering." The joy of suffering
is man's religious complement to his sanctified cruelty. We sing, "As He
died to make men holy, let us die to make men free," and we mean what
we sing. Heroism and martyrdom, too, create music. The Austrian major,
Erwin Lessner, while being tortured by the Nazis, thus analyzed his
experience (American Mercury, September 1942): "The extreme of horror
is as hard to describe as the extreme of pleasure or of beauty .... Had
there been a HYM_ to express my faith I certainly would have tried to
intone it, to defy and taunt the roaring noises all around me. National
and religious fanatics have been known to sing on the gallows or the
sacrificial pyre. I can understand it .... I REALIZEDTHATPAIN ANDPLEAS-
UREMEET IN DELIRIUM." These are the words of a martyr. Lesser mortals
whistle in the dark and enjoy a "good cry" at funerals. If there is no dying
close relative at hand, the "'sob sisters" of soap-and-grand opera must sub-
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stitute. Smoke gets in our eyes whenever none-but.the.lonely.heart croons
its schmaltz. Bliss-drunk we die with assorted Romeos and Juliets, and
Tristans and Isoldes. PatMtique (sic) symphonies and apassionata (sic)
sonatas, particularly their agonizing slow movements, make us swoon. We
enjoy all the cruelties at which we assist as ff they were being inflicted on
ourselves. The Grace of Tears of the Age of Faith and the tremolo voice
of the crooner of the Atomic Age are but different effects issuing from
the same cause.

D. The Collective Instinc_

"Man, by his very nature, is a gregarious animal," says Aristotle. Man,
in a mob, loses his self-control and identity. You never start applauding,
shouting hurrah, or singing hallelujah when you are all alone. An empty
dance floor, theater, concert hall, even an empty church, scares the
Casper Milquetoast within us. We need rubbing elbows and moods, the
closer the better.

No mob is without music. The frantic chitter of a tree full of sparrows
and the silly chatter of a roomful of cocktail socialites is music in the
making, too. So are primitive war dances and the shouts of the crowds
at ball games. Almost all religious and secular rituals are rhythmic mass,
actions. Without the collective instinct there could be neither choral nor
orchestral music.

With mobs, craving for excitement (ecstasy), slogans (symbols), con-
fortuity (pattern), orgiastic dances (sex), rioting (cruelty), and fighting
(cruelty and joy of suffering), the power of these instincts grows in
geometrically progressive proportion to the number of participating indivi.
duals. Gustave Le Bon proved it.

Again, it is music that whips this amalgam of humanity into action.
There is no basic difference between the war whoop of a savage tribe and
the shouting choruses of modem political rallies. The St. John and St.
Vires dance epidemics, the spirituals of the Flagellants, the battle songs
of the Peasant Wars, the Carmagnole and Marseillaise, the opera Masaniello
(igniting the Brussels revolution of 1830), the operatic choruses of Verdi
(used as battle hymns by the Italian Irredenta), down to Beethoven's Fifth
whose motto theme spelled "Victory" to the Allies of World War II, all
this music was, and is, and will be essential and vital to its religious,
social, and political collectives.

Can such music be classified as artifice-for-artffice's sake? Of course,
not!

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this discussion was to correct two important errors in
the esthetics of music prevalent today.

I have tried to show:

1. That music, originally, was not an art for art's sake. It was, and
still is, a vital part and function of human life.
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2. That vital music is not an arbitrary product fashioned by cerebral
workmanship without involving any extra-musical emotion. Music is pri,
marily the expression of extra,musical instincts.

My student admitted spontaneously that he, like any serious, genuine
composer, started with imitating a great model before he arrived at his
personal idiom of expression. This model, in turn, had started from another
model, and so the imitating went on down the line aA infinitum. This
makes our young composer the offspring of a natural evolution of music
as a function of life. When he cared to replace the tabooed word
"inspiration" by the more current term "hunch" and the fashionable
slogan "'subconscious urge," he, without realizing it, gave credit to his
extra-musical instincts. His sole mistake lurks in his overestimation of
workmanship. This is understandable. The hunch from the subconscious
springs up spontaneously without any conscious labor. The transformation
of this hunch into notation, however means conscious work. That is why
we easily underrate our natural gifts and overrate our not so natural
efforts. Edison's inventions also popped up in hunches. But between the
happy call Eureka, when the creative flash struck, and the finished
product of his flash, Edison, too, had to sweat it out. Hence his dictum:
"Genius is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration.'" But it is just this
small 10% that makes up his stroke of genius. With 100% perspiring
workmanship you may become a skilful arranger, but never a creator.
Perhaps Edison, like Beethoven, needed long hours of sweatshop work,
while Mozart created with a minimum of perspiration. Yet, the fugue
in the Jupiter Symphony involves as superb an achievement from the
viewpoint of workmanship as does Beethoven's Crosse Fuge.

This remark is not meant in any way to disparage workmanship. It is
but a word of caution against overestimating the labor of reason at the
cost of the power of instinct. It is a warning against another mechanization
of our natural expression. There is a point where "Vernunft wircl Unsinn"
(where "'reason becomes nonsense," Goethe), the exact point where reason
seeks to fly without wings of inspiration.

The ivory tower of rationalistic isolation is not a healthy resort for
that volatile whim of God and Nature: Music.



MAHLER'S EIGHTH: THE HYMN TO EROS

by Gabriel Engel

INTRODUCTION

"'Eighth Symphony, by Gustav Mahler'! Strangely uncommunicative this
ascetic title for MahleFs grandest and (he believed) greatest work. Surely
so strikingly individual a composition in two parts (rather than four move,
ments), with underlying poetic text throughout, should bear a more pictur-
esque, more revealing name than "Eighth Symphony"! Remembering Mahler's
infuriated cry of protest against all musical commentary one can almost
hear behind this baffling title his demoniac, scherzo-like chuckle of satis,

faction at the discomfiture of critical nicknamers of his eloquently poetic
work. His bitter feud (for such it was in reality) with the reviewers had
begun with his very first symphony, a purely orchestral work in the
traditional four movements, which he had naively programmed as a
Symphonic Poem in Two Parts. Exasperated by false interpretations and
snide remarks in the press he had finally published the composition some
ten years later merely as "First Symphony".

Emil Gutmann, his concert agent in charge of all business arrangements
connected with the world premiere of the Eighth, said, in a letter about that

event written a generation ago for a special "Mahler Issue" of Die Musik:
"Characteristically, Mahler forewarned the musical commenta-tors:

"My symphony is not called Faust Symphony. It is not a "Faust
Symphony'. In fact, I forbid it any descriptive name.' "

It is true that the setting of the closing scene of Faust constitutes the
major portion of the Eighth. Yet evidence exists that Mahler did not in
fact intend it to be a "Faust Symphony". His original scheme of the work,
according to a manuscript leaf (in the possession of his widow Alma),called for four movements:

1) The Latin Hymn: Veni Creator Spiritus ("Part One" of the
published work).

2) An instrumental Adagio Caritas (perhaps in the manner of some
earlier Mahler slow movement, e.g., that of the Fourth).

3) A Scherzo.

4) (And this seems truly a puzzler) A Hymn: "The Birth of Eros".
That the latter could have been Mahler's own title for the dosing scene of
Faust is at first hard to believe. Yet so devious were his trains of philoso-
phic thought that that might well have been the case.

12
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It is possible, however, that he originally had a different text in mind.
If so, one other scene in Faust presents itself as _ likely alternative. Act
II, Scene V, portrays the birth of _ Homunculus', whom some Goethe
commentators regard as identical with "Eros". Certainly, this scene appears
a most grateful vehicle for musical formulation. Among various sea-gods
and mythological spirits, the Sirens witness the miracle. Their song, hymning
the event, forms the climax of the scene. The Song of the Sirens! How
the thought of its realization might have lured Mahler, whose previous
symphonies abounded in passages, even whole movements, devoted to the
suggestion of the magic, the fantastic, and the unearthly in tone!

"The Hymn to Eros", however, is capable of a more simple, direct
explanation. Eros, as Spirit of Universal Love, represents the final, crown-
ing element in the "symphonic principle" adopted by Mahler at the very
outset of his creative career, when he placed the mystic, symbolic phrase
"Wie ein Natur_aut" (Like an Utterance of Nature) at the head of the
score of his First Symphony.

"That Nature embraces everything that is at once awesome,
magnificent, and lovable, nobody seems to grasp. It seems so
strange to me that most people, when they mention the word Na-
ture in connection with art, imply only flowers, birds, the fra-
grance of the woods, etc. No one seems to think of the mighty
underlying mystery, the god Dionysos, the great Pan; and just
that mystery is the burden of my phrase, Wie Ein Naturlaut,
That, if anything, is my 'program," or the secret of my com-
position" (Mahler was writing this to a prominent critic.) "My
music is always the voice of Nature sounding in tone, an idea in
reality synonymous with the concept so aptly described by Billow
as 'the symphonic problem." The validity of any other sort of
"program" I do not recognize, at any rate, not for my work. If
I have now and then affixed titles to some movements of my
symphonies I intended them only to assist the listener along some
general path of fruitful reaction. But if the clarity of the im-
pression I desire to create seems impossible of attainment without
the aid of an actual text, I do not hesitate to use the human
voice in my symphonies, for music and poetry together are a
combination capable of realizing the most mystic conception.
Through them the world, Nature as a whole, is released from
its profound silence and opens its lips in song.'"

When mentioning Dionysos and Pan, Mahler might also have added
Eros, as the three play virtually identical roles in the pantheistic drama
of ancient mythology. That Eros, Spirit of Universal Love, poses the
"symphonic problem" in the Eighth, just as Dionysos and Pan had done
in the earlier symphonies, is further borne out by one or two remarkable
letters Mahler wrote Alma in the summer of 1910, while preparing the
premiere of the Eighth. Needless to say, these letters are of the utmost
importance towards a better understanding of the composer's intentions
in the work.
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"In the discourses of Socrates Plato gives his own philosophy,
which, as the misunderstood Platonic love, has influenced thought
right down the centuries to the present day. The essence of it is
really Goethe's idea: that all love is generative, creative, and that
there is a physical and spiritual generation which is the emanation
of this Eros. You have it in the last scene of Faust, presented
symbolically....... In all Plato's writings Socrates is the cask
into which he pours his wine. What a man must Socrates have
been to have left such a pupil with such an imperishable memory
and love! The comparison between him and Christ is an obvious
one and has arisen spontaneously in all ages. The contrasts are
due to their respective times and circumstances. There, you have
the light of the highest culture, young men, and a 'reporter' of
the highest intellectual attainments; here, the darkness of a childish
and ingenuous age, and children as the vessels for the most won-
derful practical wisdom, which is the product of normal personal,
ity, of a direct and intensive contemplation and grasp of facts.
In each case, Eros as Creator of the world!"

The next letter presents Mahler's own interpretation of Goethe's Faust
as a whole, with emphasis on the mystic closing stanza, which the composer
viewed as the essence not only of the drama but also of his symphony.

"It is a peculiarity of the interpretation of works of art that
the rational element in them (that is, what is soluble by reason)
is almost never their true reality, but only a veil which hides
their form. But in so far as a soul needs a body (which there
is no disputing) an artist is bound to derive the means of creation
from the rational world. Whenever he himself is not clear, or
rather has not achieved wholeness within himself, the rational
overcomeswhat is spontaneously artistic, and makes an undue claim
on the attention. Now Faust is in fact a mixture of all this, and
as its composition occupied the whole of a long life the stones of
which it is built do not match, and have often been left as un-
dressed stone. Hence, one has to approach the poem in various
ways and from different sides. ---But the chief thing is still the
artistic conception, which no mere words can ever explain. Its
truth shows a different face to each of us--and a different one
to each of us at different ages; just as Beethoven's symphonies
are new and different at every hearing and never the same to
one person as to another. If I am to try to tell you what my
reason at its present stage has to say to these final verses---well,
I'I1 try, but don't know whether I shall succeed. I take those four
lines, then, in the closest connection with the preceding ones--as
a direct continuation, in one sense, of the lines they follow, and
in another sense, as the peak of the whole tremendous pyramid,
a world presented and fashioned step by step, in one situation
and development after another. All point, at first dimly and then
from scene to scene (particularly in the Second Part, where the
poet's own powers have matured to match his task) with growing
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mastery, to the supreme moment, which though beyond expression,
scarcely even to be surmised, touches the very heart of feeling.

"It is all an allegory to convey something which, whatever form
it is given, can never be adequately expressed. Only the transitory
lends itself to description; but what we feel, surmise but will
never reach (or know here as an actual happening) the intransitory
behind all appearance, is indescribable. That which draws us by
its mystic force, what every created thing, perhaps even the very
stones, feels with absolute certainty as the center of its being, what
Goethe here (again employing an image) calls the eternal feminine

that is to say, the resting place, the goal, in opposition to the
striving and struggling towards the goal (the eternal masculine)
--you are quite right in calling the force of love. There are de-
finite representations and names for .it. (You have only to think
of how a child, an animal, or persons of a lower or higher de-
velopment live their lives). Goethe himself reveals it stage by

: stage, on and on, in image after image, more and more dearly
as he draws nearer the end: in Faust's impassioned search for
Helen, in the Walpurgis night, in the still inchoate Homunculus,
through the manifold entelechies of lower and higher degree; he
presents and expresses it with a growing clearness and certainty
right on to the mater gloriosa the personification of the eternal
feminine.

"And so in immediate relation to the final scene, Goethe in
person addresses his listeners. He says:
All that is transitory (what I have presented to you here these
two evenings) is nothing but images, inadequate, naturally, in
their earthly manifestation; but there, freed from the body of
earthly inadequacy, they will be actual, and we shall then need
no paraphrase, no similitudes or images for them; there is done
what here is in vain described for it is indescribable. And what
is it? Again I can only reply in imagery and say: The eternal
feminine has drawn us on--we have arrived--we are at rest--we
possess what on earth we could only strive and struggle for. Christ
calls this "eternal blessedness", and I can do no better than

employ this beautiful and sufficient mythology--the most complete
conception to which at this epoch of humanity it is possible to
attain. ''1

Still another letter, written the same month, tells (almost parenthe-
tically, hence without a trace of boasting or exaggeration) the amazingly
brief period the completion of the Eighth required.

"But you know me by this time. In art as in life I am at
the mercy of spontaneity. If I had to compose, not a note would
come. Four years ago, on the first of the holidays, I went up
to the hut at Maiernigg with the firm resolution of idling the

XAlma Maria Mahler, Oustav MahIer: Memories and Letters (New York, 1946),
pp. 258.9.
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holiday away (I needed to so much that year) and recruiting my
strength. On the threshold of my old workshop the 8piritus
Creator took hold of me and shook me and drove me on for the
next eight weeks until my greatest work was done.""

It is fascinating to speculate upon the decisive moment of inspiration
Mahler referred to when he said, "The 8piritus Creator took hold of
me". We may assume that "'Part One", identical with the first movement
of Mahler's original plan, was already finished. Otherwise we are faced
with the truly incredible alternative that he wrote the entire symphony
in eight weeks. What is more likely than the conclusion that Mahler, deep
in his world of "Faust" cogitation, suddenly saw in the dosing scene the
possibility of combining the remaining three movements into one, uniting
them in a single great master variation-form, at once contrast and
supplement to the Latin Hymn? Were this in reality the explanation, the
8piritus Creator of that moment might well have been the spirit of
Beethoven mingling for a sublime instant with that of Mahler. Not only
had the latter regarded Beethoven's pantheism as closely akin to his own
Nature-symbolism, but Beethoven had in later years also planned a great
work in two parts (two separate symphonies, if necessary) "'connected and
contrasted by a common idea". Even such is Mahler's Eighth: two sym.
phonic creations, "organically connected and contrasted by a common idea".

-Concerning the nature of his projected "Tenth Symphony", which, of
course, he never wrote, Beethoven revealed the following hint:

"Adagio Cantic_ue:--Religious song in a symphony in the old
modes (Herr Got*, Dich loben wir,--Alleluja), either independently
or as introductory to a fugue. Possibly the whole second
symphony to be thus characterized: the voices entering either in the
finale or as early as the Adagio. The orchestral violins, etc., to be
increased tenfold for the last movement, the voices to enter one by
one. Or the Adagio to be in some way repeated in the last
movements. In the Adagio the text to be a Greek mythos (or)
Cantique Ecclesiastique. In the Allegro a Bacchus festival",a

Perhaps even more significant in this connection (and from the same
source) is Beethoven's avowed purpose in these two related works: "'To
accomplish the reconciliation of the modern and ancient worlds, attempted
by Goethe in the second part of "Faust'." An added word of corroboration
appears in Beethoven's "'Conversationshefte, 1819": "Socrates and Jesus
have always been my model (Vorbikl)."

=Ibid.,pp. 26_.6.
SRomainRolland, Beethoven (Paris, 1903).
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PART ONE-

HYMNUS : VBNI, CREATOR SPIRITUS

The poet of Part One, set to the medieval Christian Latin hymn,
Veni Creator Spiritus, was a bishop named Hrabanus Maurus, who
flourished about a thousand years before Goethe. His verses, a chain of
epigrams of an ascetic, powerful lyricism, mirror a soul fanatically dedi,
cared to the cause of Faith. Singleness of purpose, determined aspiration,
rise like the blocks of a towering cathedral from their adamant symmetry.

To Mahler, however, this hymn represented far more than a fervent
apostrophe to the Holy Ghost. He conceived it, symphonically, as the
first act of the supreme human drama of spiritual fulfilment through
redemption, unattainable on earth. Thus all the voices in this initial
movement, whether humble or exultant, are earth-bound. They are raised
toward Heaven in unquestioning Faith, a Faith at times pierced with
Job-like pain and anxiety, but sometimes so exalted that Heaven itself
seems to open before its irresistible power.

For Mahler, mighty dramatic implications, calling for a huge sonata-
form canvas, lurked beneath the concentrated Latin verses. He saw
them as mere indices of boundless underlying spiritual and emotional
treasures, capable of inspiring the very soul of eloquence in tone. The
depth and richness of the composer's response to these latent stimuli
are the measure of his music's greatness.

The symmetrical stanza-structure proved most felicitous for Mahler's
setting, actually dominating its sonata framework. To the first two
stanzas he allotted the exposition of the two themes (or theme-groups, if
regarded in connection with their subordinate thematic concomitants).
The next three and a half stanzas, with their array of varied requests
from the Spirit, seemed an ideal text to foster the development of these
themes. To the last two stanzas he added a return to the first stanza,
using its Invocation as a concise recapitulation, and then crowned the
movement with a triumphant "'Gloria" as coda.

1) EXPOSITION.
Veni, creator spiritus, Come, Holy Ghost, Creator Blest,
Mentes tuorum visita, Vouchsafe within our souls to rest;
Imple superna gratia, Come with Thy grace and heav'nly aid,
Quae tu creasti pectora. And fill the hearts which Thou hast made.
Qui Paraclitus diceris, To Thee, the Comforter, we cry,
Donum Dei altissimi, To Thee, the Gift of God most High,
Fons vivus, ignis, caritas The Fount of life, the Fire of love,
Et spiritalis unctio. The soul's Anointing from above.

"Allegro Impetuoso" is the exciting caption at the head of the gigantic
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score._ Impetuously the double-choir,supported by a tonic fundament
firmty set by organ and deep strings, hurls aloft the hymn's jubilant
opening invocation: "Veni, veni, Creator Spiritus"

.Allegro fm2e_eoso

. °2_. I ] ,

ge-ni_ ge-ni_Cre - a - tot Spi-ri-tus
Ecstatic faith, confident of divine audience, is not the sole force

swaying this theme. It is also of heroic cast. A restless, irregular metre
heightens the impulse of its devotional fervor. Eloquent of spiritual tri-
umph, it is much like the song of the militant medieval worshippers
who ventured much for their God. Then sure of reward, they sang to
Him their great "Te Deums'" of praise. The voices cease abruptly. The
theme strikes march-like echoes from the orchestra, the trombones driving
a pointed motive straight downward, diatonically. Strange apparition amid
all this bold utterance, another motive, of lyric texture, looms in the

I. ORCHESTRA.

4 Strings Brass
1st and 2nd violins 8 horns
Violas 4 trumpets
Cellos 4 trombones
Contra-basses (with low C string) Bass tuba

Wooclwi_
2 (or more) piccolos Percussion
4 flutes 3 kettle-drums
4 oboes Big drum
English horn Cymbals
2 (or more) clarinets in E flat Tam-tam
3 Clarinets Triangle
Bass clarinet Bells, in low register
4 bassoons (fagots) GlockenspielContrabassoon

ADmTIONAL INSTRU_E_rTS.
Celeste, pianoforte, harmonium, organ, 2 (or more) harps, mandolin: In the case of a

large chorus and group of strings the higher woodwind doubled.
AT A DISTANCE FROM THE OTHER INSTRUMENTS.

4 trumpets; 3 trombones.
17. VoicEs.

SOLI

1st Soprano (including the Tenor (Doctor Marianus)
role of Una Poenitentium) Baritone (Pater ecstaticus)

2nd Soprano (including the Bass (Pater profundus)
role of Magna Peccatrix) CHORUS.

3rd Soprano (Mater gloriosa) First Mixed Chorus
1st Alto (Muller Samaritana) Second Mixed Chorus
2nd Alto (Maria Aegyptiaca) Choir of boys

First performance September 12, 19t0, in Munich, under the direction of the
composer.

First American performance March 2, 1916, in Philadelphia, under the direction
of Leopold 8tokowski.
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violins. It is also a motive of the Spirit, not as Creator, but as Comforter.
Later, in the song-theme-group, its significance will be illuminated by
the text.

The complete unfolding of the opening (Invocation) theme occupies
but twenty measures in stirring tempo. Yet it involves no less than five
varied motives consummately welded into an integral melodic succession.
Rather a spontaneous, self-evolving melody than the fruit of skilful
artifice, it is perhaps the most felicitous example of Mahler's peculiar motive-
welding technique of the opening theme, treating it primarily not as a
singer, but as a vehicle for introducing the principal motives to be used
in the work.

Immediately upon the heels of the cadence follows another theme,
contrasted yet supplementary. Set in the same tonality, it obviously
belongs to the first theme-group. It lacks the pointed, decisive character
of the opening theme, but it is nevertheless also of heroic cast.

qJ k Chorus
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The orchestra, hitherto mainly a unison support for the voices, now
asserts its independence with increasingly frequent contributions of the
motives in varied rhythmic and instrumental combinations. Ever richer
and more exciting grows the texture of these motivated threads simul-
taneously sounded, revealing Mahter's creative fancy in its best role, that
of polyphonic magician. Sustained fortissimo succumbs to gender dynamics
as the choir repeats the initial verse in a more restrained manner.

The second verse, "Mentes tuorum visita', is set to fresh contrapuntal
arrangements of the motives already introduced. The interval characterizing
the "Veni" appeal widens, its leap grows more rapid, inspiring the theme-
group's climactic choral outburst on a long, high Ab. The tension is re-
laxed in a suddenly becalmed atmosphere. The presentation of the In-
vocation theme-group is finished.

"Very softly, expressively," directs the score, as the solo soprano begins
the lyric second theme-group, set in an appropriately mystic tonality
(Db major). The tempo is altered, "somewhat more restrained, but ever
smoothly flowing.'"
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Humble appeal is the dominant spirit of this song-theme section. The
fervent tones of the oboe spread an air of yearning as the choir of
soloists take up the tender, hopeful melody. Its soft texture is rendered
more ethereal at first by the omission of the bass voice. The "Veni" motive
enters in gentle guise transformed to fit the new mood. The compassionate
motive of the Comforter Spirit, previously sounded only instrumentally,
is here given its first meaningful expression through the accompanying
text, "Qui Paraclitus diceris'.
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While the air of tenderness continues to hold sway, the unfolding
strains radiate gradually increasing warmth. The solo soprano," soaring
upwards, culminates in a powerful cadence on the tonic (Eb). Thereupon
the triumphant motives of the Invocation burst forth once more and
recapture the foreground. "'Veni, veni!" again invokes the double choir,
while the exulting soloists surpass them in dazzling resonance. The orchestra
adds its mighty voice to the jubilation, trumpets and trombones sounding
the "Veni" motive in canon-style. Suddenly a chromatic element looms
up in the thematic lines amid hammered rhythms in strings and wood.
wind. It creates unrest, depressing the "Veni" motive, dragging it
chromatically downward. A cloud appears to descend, darkening the bright
major mood to minor. Deep bells resound. Muffled rolls grumble in the
timpani. Only a gloom-clothed fragment of the "Veni" motive survives
in bassoons and violins. Sadly, accompanied by a minor transformation of
the Spirit Comforter motive, the choir intones the "'Veni" theme.

.,,, . i, .
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The choir's melancholy whisper in the darkened (minor) scene tells
of man's sudden consciousness of his unworthiness. The discouragement
of the moment is accentuated by poignant happenings in the orchestra.
Brief cries of pain issue from the piccolo; a solo violin wanders dis-
consolately through the gloom. Disturbing element in a paean of Faith,
the shadow cannot long persist; confidence is restored, as the solo voices
repeat the song-theme in the tonic major (Eb). Another hitherto purely
instrumental motive of compassion attains textual significance in this
moment of pain and sadness.

o) f I ._. , .,_ r _ •
Fir-mansvir-_u - te l_er -pe-ti in- fir-m_ no-

This trusting prayer for strength to overcome all earthly obstacles
constitutes the reassuring close of the song-theme-group. At the phrase
"Firmans" the music remains suspended on the dominant, expectantly
awaiting developments.

2) DEVELOPMENT.
Infirma nostri corporis Thy light to every thought impart,
Virtute firmans 10erpeti And shed Thy love in every heart;
Accende lumen sensibus, The weakness of our mortal state
Infunde amorem cordibus. With deathless might invigorate.
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Hostem repella_ longius Drive far away our ghostly foe,
Pacemque dones protinus. And Thine abiding peace bestow;
Ductore sic te praevio If Thou be our preventing Guide,
Vitemus omne pessimum. No evil can our steps .betide.

Tu septiformis munere The sevenfold gifts of Grace are Thine,
Dextrae paternae digitus O Finger of the Hand Divine.

Per te sciamus da pattern Make Thou to us the Father known;
Noscamus atque filium, Teach us the Eternal Son to own
Te utriusque spiritum And Thee, Whose Name we ever bless,
Credamus ore_hitempore. Of Both the Spirit to confess.

The development begins with an orchestral passage rich in typical
Mahlerian fantastic touches. "Hastily", urges the score, its restlessness
reflected in the irregular metre (_/4). Muted horns sound the Invocation
theme inverted. Discordant woodwind and muted trumpets try feverishly
to round out a melody in pointed rhythm, but meet with a violent rebuff
in plucked strings. The horns present the theme again, now in its
original form. The music undergoes numerous rapid metrical changes,
including 3A, _, _, and _, in an almost bewildering succession. Brief
fragments of the theme fly about among the various instruments, witl-o'-
the-wisps, too elusive to retain. At length the harmony finds firm ground
in a dark tonality (C sharp minor).

"Twice as slowly as before", the Solo Bass launches the development
proper, presenting the "Infirma", in a new minor guise.
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The other solo voices join in the appeal, rising abjectly as if out of
the depths. They gradually transform the darkly impassioned minor mood
to major. "Very tender and restrained", as first glimpsed in this new
dawn, is the phrase "Accende lumen", a mere glimmer in its initial
appearance. Drawn from the song-theme-group, it is set in a brighter
tonality (D major). In the background flutes and violins thankfully
breathe, "Gratia". The voices ever softer, die away. The music's pulse
diminishes, the scene taking on a dreamy air. Suddenly, electrifying though
softly uttered, a significant triple-faced formulation of the "Veni"
motive, augmented (broadened) in the trumpets, diminished (shortened)
in the horns, doubly diminished in the bassoons.

Mblgo _rec_to

>_'umpets > : ____

i !

t:: I = ' L#_r : , '
fBassoons _" >. ;>Horns
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General jubilation in brilliant E major greets the revelation. "Suddenly
very broad and impassioned", directs the score. The Invocation Theme
is sounded in one brief pronouncement by the whole orchestra. Then an
overwhelming cry of ecstasy, uttered in thunderous unison by double-
choir, chorus of boys, and all the soloists: the "Accende Lumen", the
Appeal for Light.

,Z_.'%%_,,,h I r-" ._ I '. -

_0 f-d" Ao- een-de, ae-een-de lu- men sen-si-bus

Supreme in concept, as well as emotional depth, this is certainly one
of the most inspired moments in symphonic literature. The boundless
yearning faith latent in the Invocation Theme rises on a titanic unison
wave, impelled by the g/ant leaps of the "Veni" motive. A revelation of
elemental power, it is a new theme, yet dearly related to the Invocation
Theme by community of melodic and rhythmic characteristics. Such inter,
polations of new themes in the development are sanctioned by Beethoven's
own practice.

The mighty choral unison dissolve. The separated voices spread the
wondrous revelation, mingling the Light theme with the others. The
chorus of boys is now first heard independently. Penetrating in its
freshness is their marching song, the basses intoning the Invocation
simultaneously deep below.

t J .J r u i" , ,
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A- mo-rem eor-di-bus sen sSbus, sen-si-lms

The air of triumph is heightened by horns and trumpets blaring the
"Light" theme, amid powerful chords in strings, woodwind, and organ. At
the word "hostem" the music grows harshly militant, the accentuated phrases
in the voices shrilling like battle-cries. The forces are gathered for the
march upon the goal. The great Fugue (for that is the goal of the develop-
ment) begins. Various verses of the text, streaming in from all sides,
become inextricably mingled, showing that to Mahler at this moment
of supreme creative construction the music mattered above all. The
polyphonic texture of this complex fugue is crystal clear. As the seven
soloists, forming an independent choir, join the two choruses, while the
chorus of boys (a fourth group) maintains a cantus litmus (thematic back-
bone) every contrapuntal device is masterfully exploited. The Invocation
motive dominates the entire thematic web. Retaining its mastery with the
advent of each additional theme, it subjects each one in turn to the formal
demands of the fugue.structure, never permitting it to mar the jubilant
march-spirk swaying the entire episode. Even the l_ric "Imple superna"
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undergoes rhythmic transformation at the touch of the thematic dictator.

A long organ point (22 bars) heralds the close of the fugue, the final
unwinding of its involved polyphonic texture. A giant unison choral
wave, amid sustained outcries by the solo voices, leads to the recapitulation.
3) _ RECAPITULATION AND CODA.

Da gratiarum munera Grant us Thy heavenly joy to know,
Da grandiorum praemia. Abundant grace on us bestow,
Dissolve litis vincula, From sin's enslavement give release,
Adstringe pacis £oedera. And knit us in the bond of peace.

Gloria Patti Domino, Praise we the Father and the Son,
Natoque qui a morris And Holy Spirit with Them One:
Surrexit, ac Paraclito And may the Son on us bestow
In saeculorum saecula. The gifts that from the Spirit flow.

The Invocation Theme now reappears intact, in its initial form. In
retrospect, its jubilation was dimmed by a cloud when the develop,
ment began. Rekindled by the fiery "'Light" theme it was immeasurably
strengthened by the sturdy fugue. The theme is here re-born, an expression
unshakably convincing as peroration. Following upon the prolonged organ-
point it seems something truly new, a promise become fulfilment.

The mystic song-theme does not appear in this "recapitulation", a
classical term scarcely appropriate to the individual form Mahler gave this
movement. Its plea for Divine Grace would be dramatically false at this
point. One last call for Guidance: "Go thou before and lead us, so that
we may be victorious over all evil". Then with pure, bell-like tones the
chorus of boys sounds the majestic "Gloria".
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The supreme splendor of the moment is mirrored in awed murmurs in
the orchestra: a whispered roll in the timpani; an upward yearning
motive in the horns; an ethereal tremolo in the strings. Like a messenger
from Heaven, the Invocation Theme, doubly augmented (broadened) is
transformed to a "Gloria" in the high voices of the sopranos.
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The "Gloria" mood" envelopes all, unites all in its universal embrace. With

utmost fervor all the choirs, the soloists, the huge orchestra, now in-
creased by an "isolated" brass choir of four trumpets and three trombones,
join in the final, most jubilant hymn of all. The scene is luminous with
dazzling splendor as the "Light" theme is enveloped in a "Gloria" halo.

JJ" Glo- ri -a in sae-cu - lot- um sac - ell -1s P¢-tri
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PART" TWO

THE LAST SCENE OF Ftlt/_, PART TWO

The poet of Part Two is a philosopher as well as a singer. Fanaticism
forms no element of Goethe's creed. Life-long philosophical reflection has
tempered b_isFaith with an inner fervor so deep, that next to that of
Hrabanus it appears curiously calm. Its calmness, however, is only outward.
Tempests of spiritual passion, such as the ancient bishop could not have
known, rage beneath the romantic German poet's lyric presentation of
mankind"s yearning for redemption.

The individual metrical structure of each succeeding episode in this
"Faust'" scene is the sole surface index of its richly varied emotional
life. This irregularity gave Mahler the clue to the most apt form in
which to set the scene. Probably in a flash of inspiration, as I have
suggested in my introductory remarks, he saw the possibility, not only of
uniting three symphonic movements into one, but of integrating them
in a single master variation-form.

A soft cymbal crash. Above it a high, sustained tremolo in the
violins. Thus begins the purely instrumental Adagio that introduces Part
Two. Softly the basses (pizzicato) send aloft the Light motive in a
mysterious, veiled transformation. (As yet there is but a mere hint of the
new key, Eb minor, the exact counterpart of the first movement's
dominant tonality.) It is an infinitely distant echo of the triumphant
"Gloria" that closed the first movement. Drawn from the same melodic
source, but set in a totally new rhythm, the gently melancholy main theme
is revealed in the woodwind.

_'oeo _l_gio

The violin's tremolo persists, the only glimmer of light, until the wood-
wind's shadowy song is brightened by a chorale-like cadence in the
bassoons. The horns seek in _ to foster this moment of cheer. The
original mood will not be denied. The minor song resumes its inter,
rupted course, dying out on a gradual descent to the tonic. The songqike
theme, upon which, more or less freely, the entire Adagio section will
be reared, is finished. The rest will be a series of variationsl reflecting
changes of mood arising as the music unfolds.

The first four variations, the last of which includes an advance fragment
of the Scherzo theme, are instrumental, constituting the most extended
purely orchestral portion of the symphony. _Tempo somewhat faster",
directs the score at the first of these variations. The horn takes up the
theme transforming it to a song of passion. Poignant oboes reinforce the new
mood, returning the theme to the heights whence it descended. The
violins (tremolo) and basses (pizzicato) restore the initial atmosphere asthe variation closes.

The change of mood is more marked in the second variation. "Fa_ter",
urges score. The theme in the horns is opposed by a savage counter-
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melody bristling with impetuous, restless rhythms in the violins.
Allegro .2Eoderato
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Horn

The indications, accelerando and stringenclo, are eloquent of the
powerful forward drive of the music. All strings and woodwind are
caught up in the abandon of the violins. Darkness falls over the motive
of Light, blared in minor by the brass.

In the third variation violent conflict impends, the impassioned mood
being maintained throughout. At length a beam of light: a flute quartet
"very, very softly", whispers a forecast of joys to come.

4 Flutes
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This lightly tripping, rhythmic song (the fourth variation) not only
relieves the tension but gives an advance hint of the Scherzo. The cheery
message is brief, the melancholy song-theme quickly replacing it. Descend-
ing from woodwind to horn, it brings the instrumental prelude to a dose.

The curtain rises (Variation _). The orchestral background is the same
as at the start. As though he were setting a drama or oratorio, Mahler
actually retains in the score Goethe's scenic description. The aptness of
the composer's simply etched tonal picture may be measured by the poet's
fancy. Deep solitude hangs over the fantastic, rugged landscape as the
voices begin the wondrous tale of the redemption of "Faust's" .soul. "Chorus
and Echo" sound antiphonaUy, as if from different levels. The brief choral
utterances in sharply pointed rhythms interrupt each other like real echoes.
Their peculiar harmonic setting and rhythm lend ghostly character to the
voices and the motives. As the antiphonal choirs are suddenly silenced, the
instrumental prelude sounds once more. The chorale now issues from the
strings, but still remains unfinished. Beneath the portentous tremolo in
the _violins the significance of the chorale is at last revealed in a full
formulation by the choir of "Holy Anchorites".

The scene grows radiant with the original tonality of the work (Eb
major). The solo voice of the "'Pater Ecstaticns" takes up the song in a
new impassioned reconstruction (Sixth Variation).

_ehr leidense_aftlich , S •
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"Eternal flame of Love,

The Universe embracing. ''5
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Dazzling in the trumpets, the "'Light" motive casts a halo over the
ardent melody. In its pure, soaring warmth the Pater Ecstaticus seems
to reach out yearningly toward the Ultimate Revelation. The earthly
shell, however, still clings, hampering the free progress of the soul on its
ascent toward Redemption.

Now with mighty tones, "swelling upward out of the deep level," comes
the voice of Pater Profundus. His song is intensely dramatic, a veritable
storm of emotion. Yet it is lofty in its imagery, as it hymns Nature's
mystic role, symbol of the Divinity. It paraphrases the quicker, agitated
elements of the instrumental introduction, pointing their significance
in words.

JEi_ za3e)_igemlrone _ ,.
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Wit Fel-sen-ab-grlmd m_ zu l_-ssen au2 tief-

"As the lofty cliffs that loom before me
Rest upon foundations deep",--

This second solo presents a decided contrast to the first. Its thematic
line is characterized by wide leaps. Eruptive violence, fervor of expression,
a richly vital, motive-packed instrumental background, declamatory treat-
ment of the singing voice: all these are its individual traits. The darker
(minor) elements of the introduction are here poured forth and resolved.
The "Light" motive, brilliant in the brass, brings the song to an end. The
soaring melody of the Pater Ecstaticus re-echoes in the orchestra. Amid
swelling dynamics the tempo quickens. The landscape of the Holy
Anchorites dissolves, revealing a choir of angels flying aloft, "bearing
Faust's immortal soul". With full power (fortissimo) in resplendent B
major, the choruses of women sing the "'Redemption" song ("Gerettet')
drawn from the Light theme in its original form.

Allegro deeiso
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"Delivered is the noble soul
From evil spirits' clutches"

The orchestra takes up the song, confirming the glad tidings. The
women's voices (hitherto silent), the new, radiant tonality (B major),
the lively tempo (allegro) and the transparent instrumentation (as
opposed to the comparatively heavy, mystic character of the orchestration
in the previous portion)--all these render more vivid the impression of
the loftier, more ethereal plane of the poem at this point. The song, formally
an exact replica of the "Light" theme of Part One, appears here trans-
figured. The earlier cheery song of the Chorus of boys ("Amorem

5The translation of the lines of the German text beneath the musical illustrations

in this article are my own.--The Author.
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cordibus") now becomes the blissful round of the Chorus of Blessed
Boys, '_circling about the highest peaks".
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"Clasp hands, and dance your blissful roundelay"--

Happy trills in woodwind and strings fill the air, intensifying the
fleet, light.textured character of the duet in "the women's and boys'
voices. As these cease, trumpets and oboes carry on the dancelike refrain.
Every instrument, with timbre sufficiently light to permit, joins in the
blissful trilling. The whole scene is aglow with supernal light. How
skilfully the composer has merged the closing portion of the slow section
with the beginning of the Scherzo proper!

The Scherzo, now in full swing, is also cast in the variation mould. For
the benefit of the more scholarly minded, willing to invest the necessary
effort in following, with the score, the stupendous feat in symphonic con.
struction involved in Mahler's successful application of the variation method
to this gigantic triple-movement, I offer below, with the kind permission
of the author, Hans Tischler's fine analytic diagram, originally published
in "Musicology", April, 1949, in connection with his brilliant, scholarly
article entitled: "Musical Form in Gustav Mahler's Works". I believe,
with Mr. Tischler, that this is the first analysis of Part Two of the
Eighth ever published, revealing the paramount role played in it by the
variation form. 6

The music displays Scherzo traits for some _0 measures before the
descriptive word "Scherzando" in the score gives official confirmation
to the new section's character. Utterly charming in its light, rhythmic
lyricism is the "Rose Song" of the younger angels ("a selection of the
lightest women's voices", directs the score).

Ncher_ancto grazioso
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"'Those roses, from such holy hands,"
Set in Eb major, it contains motives drawn from the Invocation theme,

group. One of these, originally reflecting conflict with evil spirits, is
now eloquent of their conquest through the power of Love, the universal
warmth of which is the burden of the "Rose Song". The orchestral tone

6 "The Second Part of VIII is actually the combination of three
movements, namely the usual slow movement of a symphony in
variation form, a scherzo, also in variation form, whose theme
is exposed in variation No. 4 of the slow movement, and a
finale with themes derived from the other two sections, whose
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grows more and more ethereal. The happy episode culminates in an
outburst of jubilation, the trumpets playing the "Light" theme in the
new "Redemption" form it has recently achieved.

Suddenly, a shadow falls over the scene. The swift tempo begins to
drag, a depressing motive in fourths reminding one of the end of the
Invocation theme-group in Part One. Yet the music, the dark "Infirma'"
(choral) episode of Part One virtually intact, now takes on a new
significance, revealed by the accompanying verses. Sung by the chorus
of "more perfect angels", these tell compassionately of the soul of Faust
still not wholly purified of earthly taint. Formally, this passage represents
an interpolation in the Scherzo, the unfolding of the content (theme)
of which has already passed through four variations. "Very ardently",
the alto solo brings back the song-theme of Part One, rounding it out
completely in a cadence on the tonic. In its former appearanee, at the
end of the exposition in Part One, it had been left unfinished. The
last chasm has been bridged. In a bright melodic reconstruction drawn
from the orchestral prelude (Adagio) the chorus of "younger angels"

development is combined with, and in part replaced by, the
second section of the scherzo. Several reminiscences from VIII, 1
and a mighty coda further complicate the picture. An approxi-
mate analysis would be as follows:

... - N8 - N14M3.NIS-N21 - N24-N32M6 N39
ADAGIO-Theme Var. 1 2 3 4: Scherzo-Theme _ 6

E-flat Minor E-flat Major
A ...................................................................... S ............................ A ..................................

N39-N43-M3N48-N_3 - N60 - N63M4 N66M_
Intgq-VIII, 1 SCHERZO,Var. 1 2

E-flat Minor B Major E,flat Major
A .................................................... S ........ :..................................................................

N66M_ - NT0 N_/_ N81 NS_ " N89
3 4 VIII,1 _ 6

E.flat Minor E.fiat Major D Minor E-flat Major-Minor B Major
S ................................................... S .............................................................

N89 N97 - N106 - N121 - N12_ . M2N128
FINALE-Theme 1 Int Theme 2 Var. 7 8

E Major E-flat Major E Major E-flat Minor E-flat Major
F .................................................... F............. S ................................................

M2N128-N132.N13_ N142 N146-N148 - NI_ . N161
9 Int 10 11 Int 12nUs2 13+s2

G Minor C Major-A Minor A Major D Major
S ....................... S ..............................................................................................

N161.N16g - N172 N181 - MgN203-NZ08-N213.N218.end
14 VIII,1 s2+1 s2nUl CODA
E-flat Major B-fiat Major

S ........................ F_....................................... A ........ F ........ A ............

EXPLANATORY
"N" stands for the rehearsal numbers, identical in all forms of the published score.
"'A" stands for "Adagio".
"'S" stands for "Scherzo".
"F" stands for "Finale".
"Int" stands for "Interlude".
"s" stands for "Subject".
"M" stands for "Measure".
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bids the awakening to new life (return to Scherzo) amid radiantly pealing
bells.

Friseh
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"'Behold how the advancing Spirit
Wings His way o'er the misty heights."

For the third and last time the Blessed Boys resume their blissful round,
welcoming the newly arrived, redeemed soul into their midst. At first
merely "accompanying" (subordinated), then suddenly outstanding in its
ecstasy, the song of "Dr. Marianus" (whom many Goethe-experts identify
with Faust's soul) issues from the "loftiest, purest cell", hymning the
dazzling vision of Heaven.

Mi_ yeller _timme_2ol3t_lieh hervorgre_end

w,,.. I 1 It 1" I /li I
J_f H_- ehste Herr-seher- in der Weltl

"Empress of the world, Supreme!"
The song, set in the brilliant tonality of E major, is the opening theme

of the Finale. Its tremendous devotional fervor receives appropriate harmonic
and melodic support in the orchestra. In the solo violin, molto devoto,
the song becomes a melody of infinite tend_ness. "'Dr. Marianus", accom-
panied by a chorus of men, seems to sink into holy contemplation as the
song breaks off incomplete on the dominant. Save for the "Light" motive
in the horns, only a whisper of harp-like harmonies survives in the
orchestra.

The last" veil has fallen, revealing Heaven transfigured. Above the"
ethereal harmonies the solo violin plays a beautiful song (Adagissimo) in
extremely slow tempo, expressively, yet very softly (with bow near the
fingerboard to intensify the melody's sweetness). This deeply spiritual
theme heralds the approach of the "Mater Gloriosa". It is a more ecstatic
re-creation of the song of "'Dr. Marianus" apostrophizing the "Supreme
Queen of the Universe".

Choral voices, praying for the female penitents crouched at the feet
of the Universal Mother, at first mingle with the orchestral sounds, then
achieve independent song in touching phrases.

._angsam. _a)_webend
_ar_

Wet _ zer - reisst-aus eig - net Kraft
"What mortal has the strength to break
The chains of all temptations?'
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The "Glor/osa" theme shines forth in the woodwind, illumined by
radiant harmonies in celesta and arpeggiated harps. Above the chorus the
voice of _One of the Penitents" implores compassion. The three
"_Great Redeemed Sinners" bear her plea aloft. Rising out of the solo
violin's theme, their song is simple and restrained, as begun by Mary
Magdalen. In the voice of the Samaritan it becomes an expression of
prayerful fervor, strengthened by a counter-melody in the solo violin.
Gradually other instruments participate, weaving a richly threaded back-
ground as colorful as a tone-painting. The Samaritan's solo culminates in a
broadly accentuated phrase on the tonic (Eb major). High-toned bells
resound in the orchestra. Plucked strings, flute trills, tremolos in celesta
and piano, and a bell-like motive in the harps suggest the approach of a
miraculous moment. Mary the Egyptain resumes the plea, at first gentle
and minor-tinged, then more hopeful, as the Gloria music spreads its
blessing over the orchestra. The "'Great Sinners" mingle their voices in a
united appeal, yet still in minor. Not until two of these sing the "Rose
Song" in thirds does the mood brighten definitely to major. The voices
die out. Delicate-timbred instruments take the foreground, the vibrant
mandolin prominent among them. "One of the Penitents (once named
Gretchen)" pours her yearning into the "Gloria" melody.

W_rrm

Nei -- ge nei-ge du Oh- ne -glei-che

"Hearken, hearken, Heavenly Maiden "

The orchestra gives encouragement to her restrained gladness. The music's
pulse quickens to the joyous message of the Chorus of Blessed Boys, now
circling happily about, bursting with the tidings of the tremendously
increased stature of Faust's soul. (Only a poet of Goethe's powers could
possibly have drawn sublimity out of the perilously naive symbolism of
this scene.) Their chorus mingles with the strains of Gretchen's song in the
orchestra. Against a rich, celestially colored background of harps, bells,
piano, and harmonium, it suggests a procession of the children of Heaven.
Gretchen's voice joins the blissful episode. Drawn from the plea for
mercy (song theme) in Part One, her song attains fulfilment here
through Love, eloquently mirrored in a climax of impassioned ardor.

Softly the "Light" motive rises in horns and trumpets, a bass-drum
roll marking the arrival of the moment of supreme significance. Save for
a mere shimmer of sound, vibration rather than tone, blessed peace reigns
over all. "'Most sweetly", urges Mahler as the voice of the Mater Gloriosa
breaks the sacred spell. The melody, again drawn from the Gloriosa,
appears here in its broadest formulation. Above it floats a fluted counter-
theme, surrounded by ethereal harp harmonics, beneath it the more sub-
stantial "Light" motive in trumpets and horns.
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"Come! Come! Ascend to loftier spheres--"

Her compassionate, universe-encompassing single-syllable blessing, "'Come",
is echoed by the chorus in an almost toneless whisper. Beyond it only the
harmonium continues to sound. Dr. Marianus, first to awaken from
ecstatic contemplation, begins a hymn-like prayer. His "tender, but fervent"
words and tones, the coda of the poem and the music, herald the solution
of the Riddle of Existence to the spellbound assemblage. They disclose
the inmost significance of the initial theme of the introduction.

_ehr getal_en_art abet lnnt_"

huf zura Re_-¢er-bliek_ _1- lo reu- ig Zar - Con

"Up ye penitents,
Rise to your Salvation--"

The broad-winged melody is taken up by the double choir and Chorus
of Boys; its goal is the lofty Gloriosa Theme. Waves of luxurious strings
and wood wind harmonies accompany the ascent. The tonality brightens
from Eb to E major. As the Gloriosa melody envelopes chorus and
orchestra, all is bathed in dazzling brilliance. A moment of transfiguration,
then the choir sinks back to Eb major to become hushed on the dominant.
"Gaze aloft", echo the horns and woodwind. "Gloria", intone the trombones
(fff). Slowly the scene dissolves amid a shimmer of "harp-tones. The
Heaven-revealing miracle has taken place.

Devout contemplation follows upon the experience. Muted strings,
whispering the tonic chord, open the final song. "Very slowly, mysteriously;
a mere breath of sound", directs the score, as the united choirs disclose
the oracular answer to the Great Riddle.

G_orus fayMieus
(Wie ein _Yaueh)

:0,_ i I t i I h I _ |_. , t I i I I _.t
_-_.._] - _ w.l ll. il'="l I _ • J _- i,,i_.iHI "Jl.l ll_p_ • i • ,

e),L_rm _ - - vo • e e _--O- -_- p-o- P-_-"
_-*-_-Al - les Vet-gling-li -ehe ist nut ein Gleieh - his"

"All things that come and go
Are merely symbols"--

The introductory theme seems new born, crystal clear at last as symbol
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of the transitory. The Glorio_ melody of the omnipotent "Eternal
Feminine" dominates it in a felicitous polyphonic union.

8em_'e .p
, .', [" J P _, t . -- , P i _

s II F i!i " I t I[' 1
Zieht uns bin - an_

("The Eternal Feminine)
Ever our goal"--

"'Eternal, eternal", vows the melody ecstatically. The Chorus Mysticus
merges all the voices, the supporting orchestral volume mounting to utmost
sonority. An.d now a truly wonderful human touch amid all this supernal
glory: one last glimpse of mortal man and his earth-bound yearning:
"Trumpets and trombones isolated", as though echoing out of the sym-
phony's Part One in the distant world below, send aloft the broadened
Invocation motive. Meanwhile, their heavenly counterparts, the trumpets
and trombones in the orchestra, join in the blissful, bell-like instrumental
paean surrounding the "Gloria". Thus, in a mystic union of symbols of the
mortal and immortal, the gigantic Hymn to Eros comes to an end.

BRUCKNER'S EIGHTH ON RECORDS

Among the many worth-white recordings made available by Deutsche
Grammophon, easily the most important is that of Bruckner's Eighth
Symphony, hitherto unrecorded, performed by the Hamburg Philharmonic
Orchestra under the direction of Eugen Jochum. The dissension in this
country between the Brucknerites and the anti-Brucknerites has not
lessened. The Austrian master's necessity of a huge canvas for the ex-
pression of his ideas is just as great a barrier to the appreciation of his
message to some of our commentators as it was to those of a past
generation.

Bruckner's architectonical procedure has never seemed anything but
ineluctable to me, when the immensity and profundity of his ideational
world are properly taken into consideration. And the indisputable fact
remains that when the Austrian master's symphonies are played in
shortened versions they emerge as emasculated, truly formless monstrosities.

The Eighth Symphony contains some of Bruckner's finest music. The
long-spun Adagio is surely one of the sublimest slow movements ever
conceived by any composer and the Scherzo too, with its exquisitely tender
trio, is among the most extraordinary movements in this form. The corner
movements, too, are replete with elevated and deeply affecting pages. Mr.
Jochum's discourse is a highly perceptive, admirably integrated one, and the
recording is rich and luminous in sound, unsullied by disturbing surface
noises.

Jerome D. Bohm, _.Y. Herald Tribune



ALL IN THE FAMILY

by Philip Greeley Clapp

Someone has remarked that an artist has to have artistic as well as
biological ancestors, and that, since he can choose his own, he will do
well to choose good ones. Inevitably he and his artistic progeny will
from time to time show marked "family resemblance" to his forbears,
sometimes even to what Mark Twain used to call his "platform an-
cestors,"--meaning those who might have been hanged on the gallows
rather than hung up in the parlor or any other family mausoleum.

In any case, family resemblances, biological or psychological, which
attract attention are the ones which recall the best-remembered traits of

those ancestors who were most positively alive when they exhibited them;
whether a man is conscious or unconscious of emulating or even imitating
an ancestor seems less important than whether he thereby becomes more
himself or less so. It is no reproach to say, "He has his father's eyes": a
man has earned full title to his eyes if he uses them to express his own
thoughts, provided he has any and expresses them eloquently. Nobody
but a scavenger of "reminiscences" accuses Beethoven of plagiarizing his
first Eroica theme from Mozart's Bastien et Bastienne, though the enter-
prising "analyst" who first recorded in print what must have been evident
to everyone who had heard or read both compositions probably got paid
for "discovering" it,--one remembers Brahms's retort to the resemblance
of the first measure of his A major sonata to the Preislied, "das bemerkt
ja jeder Esel." Nevertheless, genealogy is an interesting study psychologic-
ally as well as biologically; and, so long as crest/re artists create personal
idioms for themselves rather than brand-new languages, a sympathetic
study of "influences" may be enlightening so long as it avoids that
pedantry which inebriates but does not cheer.

Our musical genealogists have certainly reached a consenus, too
familiar to restate here, as to the musical lineage of Anton Bruckner
ahd every Brucknerian schoolboy knows not only that his great Te Deum
was performed in 188_ and fairly frequently since, but--and this is
more important has at least a fairly close acquaintance with the actual
work itself through study of the score and occasional hearings. Neverthe-
less, few analysts or biographers give any degree of emphasis to marked
stylistic and psychological family resemblances between any passages and
sections of this great work to passages and sections in Verdi's Requiem
(1874), which immediately after its first production became familiar
to the musical public all over the world and has remained so. It would be
a fascinating and not improbably remunerative project for a historian
to try to determine to what extent and in what manner Bruckner may
have been acquainted with and influenced by Verdi's work during the

33
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formative period of his own choral-orchestral masterpiece; what is im-
mediately dear to anyone who is fairly familiar with both scores is that
the psychology of both composers, the other-worldly and devout Bruckner
and the far from other-worldly and hardly conventionally devout Verdi,
the one a saintly lay preacher of religion, the other a high-priest of the
theater, prompted both masters to express certain cosmic and mystical
conceptions tonally in a dramatic idiom which meets and touches again
and again. Not improbably an investigator would eventually conclude that
there is less probability of a direct influence of Verdi upon Bruckner
than of a strong influence of Liszt's Graner.Messe (18_6) upon both
Bruckner and Verdi.

Still more important is the clear fact that Mahler, especially in his
Eighth symphony, shows the influence not only of Bruckner's Te Deum,
but also that of Liszt's Graner-Messe and Verdi's Requiem, with all three
of which he must have been familiar both as a comprehensive student of
musical masterpieces and probably as a conductor and production director.
However, Mahler's style and individuality are not to be accounted for by
adding Liszt and Verdi to such acknowledged influences as Wagner and
Bruckner, or further adding Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Berlioz, Strauss,
and others, or by conveniently classifying him as '_eclectic,"--a favorite
clich_ by which critics insinuate that Mahler or any other composer who
displays a richer heritage than the faithful disciple of one tutor might
show is a burglarious person comparable to Meyerbeer in acquisitiveness
and, if a conductor and producer, exceeding him in opportunity. Mahler
indeed, like Bach and Wagner for that matter, is "eclectic" in the sense
that he employs a rich vocabulary to express a rich ideology, and that
both his vocabulary and his ideology, like those of many eminent composers,
poets, and philosophers, show family traits derived from a variety of
ancestors, most of them honorable. But whereas an "edectie" vocabulary
without much ideology may produce a Meyerbeer, whose style Wagner
wittily characterized as "effect without cause," lack of ideology is hardly
to be imputed to a poet and philosopher of dynamic imagination and
individuality, whether his name be Wagner, Goetl_e, Michelangelo, or--
Mahler. Naturally, time rather than contemporary criticism is to determine
how Mahler is finally to be compared with creative masters who pre-
ceded him by decades or centuries; but it seems not too early to compare
him with the best rather than the least of his contemporaries and to
credit him with a rich classic-romantic heritage rather than accuse him of
sneak-thievery.

Meanwhile, the discussion of factors in his style is still pertinent
so long as his individuality and achievement as a whole excite lively
controversy. The reading musical public is told that Mahler's personal
acquaintance with such of his contemporaries as Richard Strauss, Gustave
Charpentier, and many another proved intellectually fertile both for him
and for them; the listening musical public hears some interchange of
ideas among them in their compositions, - an interchange as legitimate
as it is natural so long as aU concerned are broadened and not narrowed,
enriched and not overborne. But the public can hardly be expected to
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hear what is not performed, and should not be expected to believe without
direct verification too much of what is merely told; thus it comes about
that music-lovers are often confused by originality until, paradoxically,
they can form some conception of the variety of its origins.

Just as no biographer can catalog all the books which may have
influenced the thinking of an active-minded writer, life would not be long
enough for one investigator to compile all the influences which affected
a mind such as that of Gustav Mahler, who appearently read every
book and score which he could lay his hands upon, and spent most of his
waking hours throughout his adolescent and adult lifetime planning and
preparing for performance a huge operatic and symphonic repertory,
concurrently snatching enough time to create a series of monumental
symphonic compositions, and quite incidentally carrying on memorable
conversations with congenial people on every conceivable subject.* But
now and then one may come upon some apparently significant event or
document which acts as a catalytic in the process of learning to under-
stand in some degree the mind of a creative man. Just as one may pick up
a key on the highway, and find that it unlocks a door or two which one
has wished to open, one may find that a particular document seems at
least partly to bridge a gap in some as yet incomplete series of logically
connected data.

To,day it seems fairly established that at least Beethoven, Wagner, and
Bruckner are prepotent ancestors of Mahler, though controversy still
rages as to whether Mahler really has established himself in the royal
line as more than a black sheep; on the whole the trustees of the estate
are readier than they were to welcome him back as at least a prodigal
son, and an avuncular-nepotic relationship to Liszt and even Berlio_ is
quietly acknowledged if not too emphatically approved. But since, even a
few years ago, when Mahler and Strauss still seemed "'new" to many,
the public was more conscious of their differences than of traits in
common, to-day, when more and more listeners find, as the two composers
themselves found in their lifetime, that their relationship, though far short
of identical twinship, was at least cousinly, their admirers seem to regard any
family resemblance as scandalous to one or the other rather than as an
honor to both. On the other hand, the closeness of Mahler's artistic
relationship to Bruckner is now no longer regarded as that of a son to
a father; and there are those who find little in common between them
except a tendency to write longer symphonies than the musical police
are willing to approve. The last-named gentry are disposed not to listen
after thirty minutes, even if they ever start; but listeners who were not
"born t/red" hear in Mahler much which he shares with Bruckner, includ-
ing a fair amount which he legitimately derived from Bruckner, together
with other legitimate "'influences," yet, most of all, so vivid and all-

* By sheer luck I found myself, in 1910, in Munich, walking away from the
Prinzregenten Theater after a performance of Salome, just behind Mahler and
Oskar Fried; naturally I trailed them until they found a taxi, and was sorry, like
Macbeth, that I had not three ears. What Mahler covered in ten minutes could
not have been written out in ten volumes, - or forgotten in thirty-nine years. - P.G.C.
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encompassing an expression of his own dynamic personality that people
to-day who have heard a fair number of good Mahler performances are
ready to enjoy or reject his composit/ons according as they like or dislike
the personality which he reveals in them,--certainly a better criterion
than conformity or non-conformity to any pattern or model.

Those who love Mahler best,--and these are usually the ones who love
Bruckner best,--still realize that the Mahler psychology is not a simple
one, and seek to understand him and his works better and better,
leaving "final verdicts" to those sophomores, old and young, who no
longer seek truth because they know it already - that is to say, those
who do not desire "'more light" because they are already dazzled. To
people who love Bruckner and Mahler too much to swallow them in one
gulp as "Bruckner'n' Mahler" I address the following paragraphs.-

In 1904 or 190_ Frederick Delius had completed his choral-orchestral
Mass of Life (published 1907), with text from Nietzsche's Also Sprach
Zarathustra. At the time Delius had already received more recognition in
Germany than elsewhere, and was devoting-more of his attention to
German subjects and texts than he did earlier or later. During the same
period the Nietzsche cult in Germany had been and still was in full
swing; Strauss, always "timely," had brought out his own Also Sprach
Zarathustra in 1896, to be followed by Elektra in 1909. Delius, during
his period of partial preoccupation with German texts and performances
of his own works in Germany, continued to live in France, but seems
to have been in very close touch with German music and musicians, and
the latter seem also to have kept in close touch with him and his works;
this is especially true of those German composers who, while proudly
claiming Wagner as a prepotent ancestor, were disposed vigorously to
strike out for themselves rather than merely repeat and embellish the
Wagnerian message and idiom. Full documentation of the relationship of
Delius to his German contemporaries is a matter for preparing at least
a volume rather than a short essay; but a beginning might be made by a
brief review of prirr_ facie material to be found in the Mass of Life.*
This review is, frankly, a series of personal reactions to Delius's music
rather than a technical analysis, and represents direct observation rather
than schematic dissection.

* * :_ *

Delius's Mass of Life opens, as hymns frequently do, with an affirma-
tion of faith in a creative spirit, and invokes a feeling of cosmic grandeur
by immediately employing some standard epic techniques. True, Nietzsche's
text deifies "my Will" where earlier texts praise God the Lord or
identify the Holy Spirit with the Creator; but, since Bruckner in his
Te Deum, Delius in his Mass of Life, and Mahler in his setting of the
Veni Creator all elect to start off fortissimo with a rhythmically accentuated
tonic pedal as accompaniment to a choral statement of basic thematic material

* References are to the vocal score republished in 193_ by Universal-Edition
(Wien-Leipzig), based upon the original edition published in 1907 by Verlag.
I'l.armonie (Berlin).
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which begins straightforwardly in the tonic but promptly ramifies into
other chords and presently presages other tonalities, anyone who hears
any two, let alone all three, of these opening passages immediately ex-
periences a sense of "family resemblance" as to content and style, though,
if he has been over-trained in the favorite academic indoor sport of
reminiscence-hunting, he may, for lack of quotable thematic motives in the
respective first phrases, miss the forest because he cannot immediately
identify any one "brown tree in the foreground."

Let a listener continue at the alert for about twelve seconds, when
Delius proceeds to introduce into his melodic line a variety of curves
and angles, some diatonic and some semi-chromatic, of a type which
Bruckner had introduced in moderation into the Te Deum and Strauss
in profusion into Also Sprach Zarathustra, with which Delius can hardly
have escaped considerable acquaintance. Later Mahler, who presumably
knew his Bruckner and Strauss by heart, and probably was acquainted
with the Mass of Life, used this type of melodic structure again and
again in the Veni Creator, with masterly logical development.

On page 4 of the Mass of Life Delius suddenly plumps out with a
thematic bit which sounds like a decided foretaste of similar material
and treatment in Elektra (1909); on page 7 and thereafter he goes
Bruckner's way rather than Strauss's in developing this material. On
page 11 he uses two measures of rather Straussian chords as a transition
to a prophecy of what Mahler was going to do later in some of his
subsidiary passages, and, on page 14, makes joyful noises of a type which
Strauss had already made again and again and which he and Mahler
were to make again and again afterwards. On page 19 there is another
foretaste of Elektra, this time rhythmic; on page 23, over some rather
Stranssian harmony there are some figured embellishments of a type often
to be found in Bruckner; on page 2_ Delius uses a solo high trumpet
in Mahler's manner (not forgetting Strauss); on page 37, just before
the climactic close of Delius's first movement, one measure is peculiarlyEleCtrical.

Delius's short second movement makes almost constant use of a
rhythm which Strauss employs laker as basic material for Elektra's final
dance of purification and most of the earlier passages in Elektra which
foreshadow it, including Elektra's early apostrophe to the shade of
Agamemnon. Delius's third movement, though decidedly "'in the family,'"
affords fewer specific items for a hungry reminiscence-hunter to pounce
upon; but a decidedly Brucknerian bit of florid embellishment on page
_1, some Bruckner bass counterpoint on pages _2 and _3, and a sustained
climax (pp. _ ft.) which could hardly have been conceived by a
composer unfamiliar with the advent of Isolde's ship in the third act of
Tristan,-- not to mention the Tanzliecl in Strauss's Also Sprach Zarathustra,
whose composer knew his Tristan rather well,--at least assure us that
Delius, though ever himself, was rarely out of touch with his nearer and
dearer relatives. However, on page 81, he does seem to have taken a short
vacation in England, bringing back a little melody which resembles the
folksongs of the country which gave him physical birth but, only later,
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artistic rebirth; on page 8_ he perhaps gives notice of his return to the
bosom of his adopted family by introducing a bass figure in ascending
fifths such as Father Anton loved to use, and this figure, by a series
of transmutations, gradually assumes, before the close of the fourth
movement on page 92, the familiar aspect of the principal motive of
Cousin Richard's garathustra.

Meticulous "analysis" of Mahler's vocal setting (Symphony IlL 1896),
Delius's vocal setting (Mass of Life, pp. 8_-6, with later thematic refer,
ences), and Strauss's orchestral interpretation (following the climax of the
Tanzlied in garathustra) of Nietzsche's text, "O Mensch! Gib Acht!"
etc., which in Nietzsche's text accompanies the twelve strokes of the
"'heavy, humming bell,'" is a musicological job rather than an artistic
study, since the three composers give thematically quite different settings
of this important textual fragment, each fitting his individual setting
into the broad scheme of his respective tonal epic; after all, if one has to
count and measure the trees in a forest one employs a forester rather
than a poet for at least the statistical part of the task. Of Delius's fifth
movement, which completes Part I. of the Mass of Life, one may say that
it logically completes for the time being the development of musical and
poetic ideas presented in the earlier movements, whose progress throughout
Part I. is from dynamic and stormy "yes-saying" to a tranquil and serene
ecstasy.

But his tranquil and serene ecstasy is no ultimate Nirvana. Part II.
opens with a short orchestral prelude (pp. 104-f) in which the listener
is aroused from his dreams of eternity by trombone, horn, and trumpet
calls, alternately near and far, which derive their whole aspect in
matter and manner from psychologically similar passages in the finale
of Mahler's Resurrection symphony (189_); Delius then promptly dis-
charges his debt to Mahler, in an immediately following first movement
(of Part II. pp. 106-130), which foreshadows, not thematically but
psychologically, the mighty passage in Mahler VIII. which begins with
the words Accencle lumen sensibus and continues with Mahler, as with
Delius, into the beginning of a grandiose recapitulation of earlier material
enriched and fertilized by the new motives and themes.

The end of the first movement of Part II. marks a turning point in
the development of the whole composition. The five movements which
follow, of which only one is long and two are very short, introduce to
be sure an abundance of subsidiary themes which seem new in aspect; but
these are not new basic themes and motives. They are, rather, evolutionary
developments of the material which Delius has already presented and
already richly developed in the earlier movements; in developing them
further by generative rather than relatively literal restatement Delius
realizes the logical requirement of a complete recapitulation yet still
continues to build forward and upward steadily toward a final climax
which he reserves until the very end. This climax is not the conventional
fortississirao rumpus of time-hallowed classic-romantic tradition, but a
real climax of serene ecstasy, a peace which passeth the understanding even
of Nietzsche: for the least sympathetic reader of that would-be philoso-
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phical poet must realize that striving vainly to build a Nirvana on nerves
had probably much to do with driving the poor fellow mad.

In sketching the materia musica of Delius's setting of selected texts
from Nietzsche I have laid more emphasis upon its musical than upon
its philosophical ancestry, and gone on into a suggestion of its musical
progeny; even so the esthetic significance of the Mass of Life is psychological
rather than technological. Clearly DeHus was not primarily concerned to
"set" a condensation of Nietzsche's prose poem to music, but rather to
express in tones something which he himself, as poet-philosopher, felt
urged to say; equally clearly he himself selected from Nietzsche's book
such texts as would serve his own expressive purpose, just as he quite
properly selected a part of his musical vocabulary from what must be
regarded as his "native" language, - the musical speech of his Wagnerian
contemporaries, among whom Bruckner, Strauss, and Mahler are the
most important. He in turn dearly influenced Strauss and Mahler in their
later compositions, and quite legitimately. Had Delius expressed himself
in words rather than tones, he would probably have written in English
rather than in German, French, or Esperanto, though he was scholar
enough to write in any language which would serve his purpose, and the
influence of his reading in many languages would have appeared from
time to time in his text.

But to trace prepotent influences in a man's style does not account
for his individuality, if he has any. What is still more important is what
of himself he expresses in what he has to say; and, while this, too, is not
a matter entirely of spontaneous generation but has its own ancestry,
whatever in a man's style of expression cannot be traced to one or two
prepotent influences contributes more to his aggregate individuality than
specific "influences," however marked. This is the moment to point out
that what makes the Mass of Life true Delius and no pastiche of "'influ-
ences," is the fact that, during the whole composition, the rhapsodic Delius
of, for example, Sea Drift and the preponderance of his earlier and later
compositions is ever present, is always in full command, and even grows
measurably. By the same token, the Mass of Life becomes in turn a living
"influence" not only upon the later works of the composers with whom
he had an honest exchange of ideas - both matter and manner - but
also upon the later compositions of DeHus himself. These later compositions
as such are not within the scope of the present essay; but, since Delins's
"influence" upon other composers is a part of the study of his musical
family history, the fertility of this influence must be accounted for, and
can be accounted for only by showing that Delius was a growing individual
and not a mere copyist.

Part II. of the Mass of Life opens with a quasi-quotation from Mahler's
Resurrection symphony, as previously stated; and, after page 139, there
are some lilting passages in which the Rhinemaidens seem for a while to
have joined the by now not inconsiderable ensemble, albeit not too
obtrusively. Otherwise, in Part II., there is little to reward the reminisc-
ence-hunter, but more than ever to interest the sympathetic student of
Mahler and Strauss, who of course were no copyists either, regardless
of what the critical muck-raking squad may say.
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The short second movement of Part II. may be described as pretty
exclusively Sea.Drift Delius; but, with the considerably longer third
movement, there occurs a marked foretaste (pp. 13_-7) of some of the
atmospheric orchestral passages early in the Faus_ portion of Mahler VIII.,
and later (pp. 1_2-8) some definite anticipations of Elektra and even
Ariadne auf Naxos (1912). In the prevailingly quiet and reflective fourth

movement (pp. 164-179) there is a contrasting forte section (pp. 171 ft.)
in which some Elektra rhythms served Delius well at the time, and,
apparently, proved helpfnl to Strauss not long after; some of these are
continued in the fifth movement (notably on page 181, and rather
markedly for a few measures on page 18_).

In the finale (pp. 189-90) occurs a passage of some duration which
definitely foreshadows the invocation of the Virgin in the Faust scene of
Mahler VIII.; and, from time to time throughout Part II., there are
many passages and episodes, besides the one already noted (pp. 13_-7), in
which Delius's use of solo voices, especially the baritone, with an inter-
weaving contrapuntal accompaniment anticipate rhythmically and in the
texture of the orchestration similarly beautiful and rather similarly treated
passages in Mahler's Faust scene. Still more noteworthy is Delins's use,
during the whole of the Mass of Life, but particularly in Part II., of
passages for solo voice with colorful "open" delicate accompaniments whose
harmonic, contrapuntal, and rhythmic structure and texture, at poignant
moments, looks ahead again and again to the structure and texture of the
many more similar passages of which Mahler builds the larger portion of
Das Lied yon cler Ercle; instances are too numerous as well as too varied
in detail even to begin a catalog, but the fact remains that these two tone,
poets so often reacted alike to similar poetic stimuli as irrefragably to prove
not only a common psychology but also a considerable exchange of ideas
during the period when they could have been and undoubtedly were
acquainted with each other's work.

Other psychological parallelisms too numerous to list in detail but
apparently too significant to ignore occur again and again in Delius's
propensity to employ certain tonalities at determinative points to "key-
note" certain moods and to sustain these tonalities as long as they serve
to emphasize the special significance of the idea expressed. Delius can
almost be depended upon to use E-flat major wherever Bruckner or Mahler
would have used it for-expressive purposes, and B major wherever Wagner,
Liszt, or Strauss would have used it, and in the same manner, allowing
for individual differences; and, of course, there is much parallelism in
matters of structure as an aid to expression through unity in variety, such
as (he employment of thematic motives which, as a formally logical develop-
ment proceeds, take on the attributes of "leading" motives by association
with particular characterizing words in the text, and recapitulations which
sum up development rather than merely repeat themes.

And so comes the close and climax of the Mass of Life--a broadened
and enriched restatement of the text, "O Mensch! Gib Acht!" which first
appeared in Part I.; then it was sung by men's voices with contralto
obbligato, this time by baritone solo with full chorus. The ineffable calm
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beauty of this final passage, after all the storm and stress with which
the work began, achieves a climax of serenity which is much helped
by the use of the good old family key of B major,--compare the endings
of Tristan, Liszt's B minor sonata, and the suggested Nirvana in Stranss's
Zarathustra; and, at the very close, when Delius sets the final word,
"Ewigkeit" to a chord consisting of the tonic triad with the supertonic
and submediant added (compare the C major ending of Das Lied yon der
Erde, in which a similar" chord forms the harmonic and psychological
foundation for reiteration of the word "Ewig .... ewig"), a devout admirer
of the whole royal line may be justified in interrupting his devotions long
enough to murmur, with a smile, _all in the family."

And a royal family it is, whose outstanding traits persist and grow
from each generation to the next because its members stand on their own
feet and use their own brains, though they may have inherited both their
feet and their brains from their ancestors instead of trying to contrive
them ex vacuo or from any of the certified vacua that one can buy at the
academic drugstore or any other, and though they may have been helped in
learning to walk and think by studying and emulating their ablest
relatives rather than depending alone upon piecemeal instruction purchased
by instalments from the officially licensed dispensaries. As to Delius, the
musical public knows his later compositions fairly well, and is familiar
with most of the principal compositions of Wagner and Strauss, and an
ever-growing portion of the punic is increasingly familiar with Bruckner
and Mahler; but the Mass of Life is definitely less well known, and it
seems appropriate to direct attention not only to its place genealogically in
the dynasty of which it is a part, but to its own inherent beauty, power,
and individuality.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO RICHARD BURGIN

The Mahler Medal, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of
the Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Richard Burgin
for his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation of Mahler's
music in the U. S. A. On January 30 and 31, 1942, Mr. Burgin per-
formed the third and fourth movements of Mahler's Fourth; on October
6 and 7 of that year, he conducted two performances of the First. On
March 19 and 20, 1943, Mr. Burgin presented the first movement of the
Third and in December of the same year, Das Lied yon der Erde. Das
Lied yon der Erde as well as Mahler's Fourth under Burgin's direction
were broadcast over NBC in March 194_. On November 19, 20, and 21,
1948, Mr. Burgin conducted Mahler's Fifth which was received with
cheers by the three audiences. After the performance of the Fifth, the Kilenyi
Mahler medal was presented by Mr. Warren Storey Smith, of the Boston
Post, acting on behalf of the Society.



THE EIGHTH SYMPHONY OF BRUCKNER

An Analysis

by
ROBERT SIMPSON

I

This analysis, the first reasonably complete one in English to be made
from the original score, is intended for those interested enough to obtain
the new Hamburg recording of the symphony: these notes will be found
helpful towards a closer grasp of the work's very massive structure. They
do not, however, claim to be exhaustive; space permits only the most rigid
adherence to the subject and any points that do not gear directly on the
main outlines, however interesting, have been ruthlessly quashed until it
becomes possible to include them in a really detailed treatment of the
music. As, alas, the majority of readers will have only the "revised"
Universal Edition, the bar-numbers of both versions will be given whenever
necessary. The relative merits of the two editions will naturally be dis-
cussed as the relevant questions arise.

As the Seventh Symphony is Bruckner's most subtly poised and tonally
intricate work, so is this Eighth, the third of his C minor symphonies, the
sum of all the more trenchant elements of his style. It in no way covers
the same ground as its precursor, nor does it, except in matters of harmonic
detail, anticipate the Ninth. Its sweeping dramatic force is unprecedented in
Bruckner's music: though there are earlier hints of some of the themes (in
Nos. 2, 3, and 4, for instance) and individual movements show stirrings
of dark energies, no whole work can be said to foretell the Eighth as,
say, Mozart's 2_th symphony (K. 18_) seems to point to the great G
minor, or Beethoven's D minor sonata, Op. 31, No. 2 hints at that in F
minor, Op. _7. Bruckner's Eighth is the first full upshot of matters
hitherto hidden in undercurrents and only intermittently allowed to erupt.

It is very significant that these forces compel Bruckner in the first
movement to a mastery of a newly-expanded sonata style. His normal
methods are quite opposed to those of the sonata-symphony, and he
usually depends on two fundamental principles, (a) a subtly original view
of key as a means to structure and (b) a deliberate and far-sighted spacing
of mass and void, climax and anticlimax, sound and silence, treated plas-
tically almost after the manner of a visual artist. These processes are well
shown (in different ways) in the Fifth, Seventh, and Ninth symphonies,
and the superficial semblances of sonata-shapes that can be construed in
these works have often led to serious misunderstandings. When Bruckner
so wishes, he can create true sonata style on a huge scale; examples of this
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can be found in the first movements of Nos. 4 and 8 and the Adagio of
No. 6. These are not the only cases, but they are undoubtedly the greatest:
besides these and a few other large designs, there are also the remarkably
terse and varied scherzi, all of which are real sonata movements. Like
all true and flexible artists, Bruckner bends method to stylistic or expres,
sire purpose and is consistent in so doing: a fascinating essay could be
devoted to the reasons for his choice of structural principles in individual
works. Here attention must remain on the Eighth, and for the moment it
need only be said that the sonata style of the first movement was inevitably
dictated by the turbulent nature of the material.

The main theme is given out in grim disquieting fragments, and is in
this unusual for Bruckner, most of whose opening subjects are of a
flowing continuous quality, even when (as in No. 1) they happen to be
rhythmically energetic: here there are long gaps between the phrases. Other
themes (in Nos. 3, 4, and 6) anticipate this characteristic, but none has
such pith as this.

Ex. 1
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The tonality is at first obscure, suggesting B flat minor or perhaps
D flat, and the mystery is deepened until as late as bar 22, when an
expected close in C minor is foiled by the fortissimo outburst of the open-
ing F, now felt as the clear subdominant of C. The violent counterstatement
reinforces the real tonic, C minor, with the drum, but it is not allowed
to close in that key and it softens in the direction of A flat, finally
falling on to the home dominant, G major, at bar _1. The appearance of a
beautiful new theme insists that the ear accept for the moment G major
as an established key.

Ex. 2 (bar _1)(note rhythm derived from Ex. 1 (c))
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This contains some of Bruckner's typical "passing keys" and it swells
out to an urgent affirmation of the new key (around bar 70). Its second
statement (from bar 73) has a different continuation, which moves into
the dark region of E flat minor, where a new creeping threat occurs, a
theme that must strongly have affected Mahler while he wrote the first
movement of his Second Symphony.

Ex. 3 (bar 97)
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The threat flares into one of Bruckner's most extraordinary outbursts,
jagged slashings against fiercely dissonant trumpet blares. These cease
abruptly, leaving the air tensely charged, and a driving crescendo culminates
defiantly on the dominant of E flat major. The massive fanfares suddenly
echo away into vast spaces as a mysterious quiet, punctuated only by soft
accents of the first theme, brings about the immensely dramatic and spacious
end of the exposition in E flat major. The final resolution of the bass
on to E flat comes after one of the longest and most breathtaking cadential
preparations ever conceived (bar 125-139).

Bruckner's masterly command of pace should be taken to heart: without
any alteration of tempo he contrives to compress his actively dramatic
passages into short spaces, thus leaving himself free to expand meanwhile,
so that he need not sacrifice his so profoundly characteristic deliberation
and breadth, the very qualities, in fact, that lead him in other works to
create novel forms. This movement is a fusion of two apparently irrecon,
cilable styles, and its structure is therefore doubly apt for its restless yet
inexorable character.

So broad a preparation for E flat implies a high importance for that
key. Accordingly Bruckner stays rooted in it for no less than 2_ bars of
extreme quiet, with long-drawn augmentations of Ex. 1 (b) hanging
magically in mid-air. The light dims as these turn to the minor and then,
with a soft move into G flat (marked by a striking entry of the contrabass
tuba), the so-called development starts at bar 16_. The music continues
to use augmentations and inversions of Ex. 1 (b)" as it proceeds with
great majesty from key to key: the harmony is highly original and creates
powerful discords that are fearsome in their smoothness when they find
the full power of the brass. All at once the sound disappears on the
dominant of G flat and after three beats of silence, an inversion of Ex. 2
is heard in that key: it does not stay there, but, after a slight rise in
tension, slips very suddenly into intense pianissimo preparation on the home
dominant (bar 201). The recapitulation can already be felt at a distance.
This is not to say that its form is predictable.; as will be shown, Bruckner
marks it with one of his greatest strokes.

It will be remembered that the movement began in an alien tonality
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and that although C minor was strongly thrust forward by the first group,
that key was never allowed to form any kind of conclusive cadence. The
composer relied on power of suggestion and inference to impress C minor
on the mind as the basis of the passage. He now recognises the clamouring
fact that a full, sufficiently spacious and unequivocal dominant preparation
is the only thing that will replace the home tonic firmly enough to balance
and efface the vastly comprehensive establishment of E flat at the er;d of
the exposition. Presumably that is his object as he now settles down to one
of his own peculiarly cumulative dominant crescendi, with the inversion of
Ex. 2 (a) in the violins, punctuated by Ex. 1 (a) deep in the bass at shorten-
ing intervals. But Bruckner is not so simple as many would have us beJ
lieve. Most other composers would have been satisfied to reinstate C

minor by an exciting preparation of this kind, with a plain and probably
impressive statement of Ex. 1 at the height of the climax, perhaps ex-
panded commensurately and almost certainly _ chained to the tonic by a
pedal, for it is by nature a modulating theme. No doubt to point
triumphantly to the essential banality of such a scheme is to be wise after
the event, but bow, after such an event as Bruckner's actual procedure, can
anyone be anything but wise? He allows the dominant preparation to go on
for 11 bars, and then the bass (Ex. 1 (a)) starts to rise by semitones, the
violins slip weirdly from their pitch and the horns become articulate (bar
212). In five bars the music heaves bewilderingly: then it finds a grip
at bar 217 on the dominant of B flat minor and the rising tumult sweeps
in Ex. 1 (b) in the bass, augmented and titanic, in precisely the same tonal
position as at the start of the symphony, this time combined with a free
augmented inversion of Ex. 2 (a) to form a colossal irruption of sound.
Three times this mighty combination appears, and at the end of the third
there is an abrupt pianissimo, with C minor fully established.

What is the real point of this passage? In effect the composer says.
"My main subject is a modulating one--it begins on the dominant of B
flat minor and moves chromatically to C (Ex. 1 (b)). If I were to recapitu-
late it in C minor, I would have to do one of two things, (i) I could
start it on the note G, whence it would move to D, which could then be
treated quite simply as the fifth of the dominant chord, so that it falls
naturally by step to C, or (ii) I could flatten out the whole theme into
a mere rhythm, so that it would be without any kind of tonal ambiguity
and would have plenty of elemental power. Of the two suggestions I would
prefer (i), since it is the more musical: but it is unsatisfactory because
it fails to ram home what I wanted to show at the outset, that the turn
from B flat minor to C is not a full establishment of C minor, in spite
of its impressiveness. If I were to shift the theme up a tone, I could without
difficulty keep the whole of it within the bounds of C minor, as already
argued, but I should lose its most precious attribute, its tonal restlessness.
Why not make as if to bring about C minor by dominant preparation and
then undermine the whole idea by slipping on to the old dominant of B flat
minor, blazing out the theme in its original form (augmented to increase
its breadth)? It will then move to its C, which will still demand further

confirmation and thus urge me to state the theme in immense steps until
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it crashes over upon the dominant of C, leaving no more doubt about the
tonality. Three such statements should be enough, the middle one increas.
ing the tension by being a minor third above the first, and the third re-
lieving it by being poised gigantically on the home dominant. I shall thus
have made the needed dominant preparation with far more power and
incident than if I had been content with my first notion."

This tremendous tripartite passage flings the shadow of C minor across
the _3 bars that follow it; when it ceases, a solitary flute is left hovering over
a drum pedal on C with faint cavernous sounds of the last four notes
of Ex. 1 (b) in the bass; between these extremes the trumpets enter with
the bare rhythm of Ex. 1 (b) on the tonic. Thus Bruckner makes a more
telling use of this device (that of reducing Ex. 1 (b) to its rhythm) than
if he had relied upon it for the previous climax. The bass figure slides
into the upper strings and initiates another crescendo, curving up into a
great wave, through which the trumpet rhythm may still be discerned. The
reaction from this is a soft counterstatement of a new form of the main
theme in oboe, clarinet and trumpet, with a flickering flute and string
tremolando accompaniment (the oboe has the very form of Ex. 1 (b) that
Bruckner refrained from using in the most obvious place, the form beginning
on the note G; here it is carefully hidden for a reason that will appear
later in the work). At the end of this the strings burst out with the last
phrase (bar 298) much as they did at bar 18, thus confirming the unity
of the whole enormous expansion of the first group from bar 224 to 302.
During this quieter counterstatement (which contrasts with the loud one
of the exposition) there are apparent modulations; they do not affect the
issue and are therefore not real and would better be called inflexions.

As before, the expected close in C minor is turned into an alien
dominant, which now moves unexpectedly into the familiar region of E
flat and a fresh version of Ex. 2. After so spacious a design only a full
recapitulation of the second group is possible, and Bruckner, like Schubert,
gives it with its thematic material for the most part unchanged, but with
quite different key-relationships. By this means he creates symmetry without
tautology. At bar 341 Ex. 3 follows in C minor, which key cannot be
undermined. The fierce sequel leads directly into the coda, where is the
grimmest of all Bruckner's climaxes: the rhythm of Ex. 1 cuts clean
through the surging mass of the rest of the orchestra and the most
startling moment is its sudden isolation on the brass, with nothing but
a thunderous drum far below it. At the end comes prostration and collapse,
broken wisps of Ex. 1 drifting blackly out. This is the only one of
Bruckner's first movements that ends softly: in some ways it is one
of the greatest pieces of its type since Beethoven's Coriolan overture,
with which it shares a certain forbidding defiance, rising to a similarly
challenging climax and ending in the same utter darkness. One final point
is noticeable; the rhythm of Ex. 1 (a + b) is exactly that of the first figure
of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.

II

The Scherzo is placed second. As with Bruckner's unguarded and perhaps
ironic suggestions for a programme for the Fourth Symphony, his description
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of this terrific movement as representing the Deutscher Michel is obliterated
by the music itself. Little analysis is possible here; the scherzo proper is a
very concise sonata movement with a comparatively reflective development.
Its exposition and restatement are anything but reflective. The piece is in
C minor and is remarkable for its brilliant use of string tremolandi, which
give it a keen glitter. The main theme has something of the blunt forth-
rightness of that of the Credo in the E minor Mass, but here the effect
is overpoweringly athletic; its cumulative energy suggests the pounding of
some unearthly machinery. There are no defined thematic first and second
groups, and the exposition ends with a climax in E flat major. The devel-
opment casts new light on the chief theme, which appears inverted and
legato, giving rise to much fine woodwind writing. The recapitulation is
caused by a settling on the home dominant (over a tonic drum pedal) and
the entry of the horn which began the movement. The final sledgehammer
climax is thrown into C major by a single change of harmony in the
restatement (compare bars 37 and 171).

The slow Trio is one of Bruckner's most imaginative things. It is in A
flat major, a key whose freshness is enhanced by the fact that it has not
been previously established in the symphony. Like the Scherzo it is a
compressed sonata scheme, the exposition ending in E major without any
separable second group. For the first time in his career Bruckner employs
harps, which he uses with delicate care. The almost French fastidiousness
of the scoring in bars 33-44 should be observed; yet the music is innately
Austrian. Like Berlioz, Bruckner has a far more artistic and consistent
restraint than his detractors will admit. The recapitulation comes at bar
61 after a very succinctly expressive return through four solemn detached
phrases. There is a fine alteration of key-relationships in the restatement
and the last gentle restoration of A flat major comes, with perfect rightness,
_nly in the last nine bars.

The Scherzo returns complete.

III

The highest tribute to Bruckner's power of composition need do no
more than point out that in so immense a piece as the Adagio of this
symphony, the effect and coherence of the whole hangs to a considerable
extent on a single chord. This chord, moreover, is heard but four times
during the full half-hour of the movement. If this assertion seems at first
to be an exaggeration,, the full movement must be analysed, when it will
be found that without this chord, the most important passage (and conse-
quently the whole plan) would lose its thread.

Bruckner puts the slow movement in D flat: like the key of the Trio,
this has not previously been-more than touched upon and is new to the
ear. The first theme, over faintly pulsing chords, has a strange air of
troubled detachment; its first two phrases are heard ha the first ten bars.

Ex. 4
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Extremely important is the persistent D flat (changing to C sharp) in
the bass; it is intended to penetrate the mind, for it causes a compelling
harshness, almost coarseness, that characterises the first fortissmo chord,
underlying a loud aspiring phrase. This is the 6/3 chord of A major,
with its root (the third, the C sharp) heavily doubled in the bass. Now
the most elementary student of harmony knows that a doubled third,
particularly in the bass, results in an unpleasant roughness: one may
therefore be pardoned for wondering why Bruckner has been at pains to
double and redouble in the lower brass this dangerous note. The answer
is that he wants this chord to be peculiarly recognisable without being
tomplex or abstruse, as later events prove.

Ex. _ (bar 10

The reply to this is a marveUousty sonorous string passage, which,
joined by the brass, rises to a series of seraphic chords for strings and
harp, resting at length on F major (bar 28). As ff nothing had happened,
the opening D fiat harmonies are heard again ( the drop of a major third,
in this case from F major to D flat, is a favourite sound with Bruckner),
and Ex. 4 (a) returns. Before Co) can follow, the harmony changes to B
major and once more Ex. 5, with its singular scoring, reasserts itself, this
time a tone higher than before. Its noble sequel, duly transposed, ends
now on a chord of G major (bar 4_). As the F major of bar 28 dropped
a major third to D fiat, so we expect this G major to fall to E fiat: that
it does not do so is another important factor in the cogency of the move-
ment as a whole. Instead, an intervening horn leads to a lovely new idea,
beginning in E major.

Ex. 6 (bar 47)
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As will be seen, the chief characteristic of this magnificent theme lies
in its tonal freedom, its refusal to be bound by any one key: its second
statement, starting again from E, moves to B minor instead of the original
F minor, and then leads to a glorious tuba solo that sounds grandly from
C major into F. This second section of the Adagio doses in G flat at bar
81, whence a 14-bar link, composed of expressive woodwind derivatives of
Ex. 6, drifts back to D flat and the opening theme. The tonality throughout
the second group is made purposely kaleidoscopic because the composer
requires that D flat shall be the only key to have firm entrenchment: the
effect at the end of the whole Adagio is that the tonic has never lost its
grip. The very fact that G flat is the home subdominant makes the return
to the tonic as inevitable as if it were in a coda; the entire mighty structure
is fixed upon a rock.

The renewal of the opening material brings about a very slow, widely
modulating crescendo, based entirely on Ex. 4 (a) and (b). As the
dynamics increase, the mood becomes gloomier as ff a fruitless search is
in progress; the climax is approached with a certain dogged persistence
that may not appeal to less patient ears, and it finally expires plaintively
after a heavy yet unconvinced attack on a 6/4 chord of B flat (bar 12_).
The clinching matter of gx. 5 is not found. The real character of this
passage may be appreciated only in the light of the whole movement. The
falling phrases lead now to the second appearance of Ex. 6 and its train,
this time beginning in E flat.

The significance of this E flat is simply in the fact that it is the very
key in which the second group might well have begun at bar 47, when
the music had paused on a G major chord that had every reason to fall
to E flat. If Bruckner defeats expectations, it is usually because he has
some long-term reason. If his term is sometimes too long for some listeners,
the limiting factor is not his. The second group ensues almost complete: it
is surely remarkable that this section, the most serene part of the move-
ment (apart from the coda), is tonally the most mobile. The orchestration
is now enriched in various ways, the end of the group truncated, and a
new wistful continuation forms a fine-drawn link to yet another return
of the main theme in the tonic. Now follows the crux of the whole.

As so often with the opening of a Bruckner passage designed to generate
the last climax, the theme (Ex. 4) is now accompanied by a movement
of semiquavers and a number of more fragmentary embellishments, some
of which are extremely telling. The tension begins to grow, and at bar
197 the attention is powerfully caught by a fortissimo 6/3 chord of C
major, its E thickly and grotesquely reinforced in the bass. At last, we
think, comes Ex. 7, for this is unmistakable. But it is merely the beginning
of a masterly delaying process and this one chord is repudiated by a quick
hush and some rising Brncknerian brass chords. Four bars later comes
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another identically balanced 6/3 chord of E, with its G sharp underlined
at its root: the tension is doubled when this, too, is silenced by a similar
hush and a crescendo brings about a crashing, urgent, outburst of Ex. 4
(a). At this point occurs the first of the cuts in the revised edition of the
symphony. It is a short one, but important. In the Urfassung (and in the
available recording) the ff statement of Ex. 4 (a) at bar 205 is followed
by another sudden pianissimo, based on Ex. 4 (b), which seems to be
drifting when it is suddenly interrupted by a precipitate assault of Ex. 7,
the long-awaited subject, but on a 6/4 (not a 6/3) chord of A flat. The
dearer dominant sound of the 6/4 chord suggests that a release is in
sight, but it comes too suddenly itself to provide a climax: it therefore
gives way to a resumption of the soft derivatives of Ex. 4 (b). In the
Universal Edition the first pianissimo is cut out, so that the outburst of
Ex. 5 is joined directly to the forcible entry of Ex. 4 (a) (letter Q, bar
209 in the U.E.). Its dramatic force is thus drastically reduced and its
petering out, which had so much significance in the original, is made to
sound like a mere excuse to prolong the movement. This is a clear example
of the way in which a cut can actually increase the longeurs of a piece
of music, defeating its own object. After this point it will be necessary to
refer to the bar numbers of both versions.

The piano is resumed in E major (Orig. bar 221, U.E. 211) and two
more crescendi, with growing excitement, bring about the real climax, a
hugely expansive augmentation of Ex. 7, on a 6/4 chord of E flat, shifting
majesticaUy on to a massive chord of C flat, (Orig. bar 253, U.E. 243).
This 6/4 E flat chord bears a clear relation to that of B flat at bar 12_,
the first climax of the movement, in much the same way as the two big
climaxes of the Adagio in the Seventh Symphony are tonally related. It
should now be quite plain that the whole of this process would be ira,
possible, at least as it stands, without the peculiar constitution of the
chord of Ex. 7, and it says much for Bruckner's grasp of detail that so
vast a plan can be pivoted on so simple a device. His insight is in his
ability to make the ear recognise the sound of a single chord (and an
ordinary diatonic one at that) in the midst of a movement of almost
unparalleled dimensions, when that chord has not in any way been insisted
upon. The fact that he gives it no more than four times in all is evidence
of his artistic restraint; how many composers, having hit on such an idea,
would not flog it to exhaustion? Having invoked its power of suggestion,
it is significant that when he arrives at the climax, he is able to use a
much more commonplace 6/4 chord, relying on the theme itself to enforce
the point.

To increase the sense of symmetry and release, Ex. _ is succeeded by
its original chorale-like continuation and the soaring string and harp passage
is now intensified. After this comes the coda, perfect and inimitable in
its calm solemnity, essentially a long horn solo that forms a completely new,
amazingly broad melody from Ex. 4 (a), with soft asides in the violins. In
performance, the horns should be brought out and the strings subdued,
or the latter's phrases might easily sound repetitive: they must not be
allowed to distract attention from the real melos; if they are controlled
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(rather more than Jochum insists) their figures are heard in true perspec-
tive. The orchestration of this Adagio sets a precedent for Bruckner, for
in addition to the harps he makes use of three solo violins in unison: these
are made to enrich the texture in many imaginative and largely unobtru-
sive ways. At the last climax there are also two cymbal clashes which,
unlike the one in the corresponding place in the Seventh Symphony, are
to be found in the original score.

IV

The monumental Finale is the greatest part of the symphony, and
its style can be wrongly approached by those who feel that Bruckner lacked
the knack of "transition." Such a view can arise only from an uncritical
acceptance of Wagner's slick theory that "the art of composition is
the art of transition." This is one of the most insidious de-

posits of the nineteenth-century literary mind and has wrought untold
mischief by fostering among young composers a belief that music must be
"logical." Now logic and description are the sole preoccupations of
language; they are not natural to music and the teaching that will not
allow a composer to pass from one element in his design to another
without an elaborate substitute for logic is, to say the least, pernicious.
Bruckner does not need to argue in his music, for he recognises that the
apt placing of solids and spaces is in itself one of the most imposing
possibilities of music, especially if it is planned on a great scale.1 Preconcept-
ions that would prevent this recognition are those of language,fettered
minds, such as were all too rife in the last century, minds that cannot
imagine anything that is neither arguable nor logically describable. Bruck-
net's object in a typical finale is elemental: an architect moving in and
round his newly finished cathedral is in a similar frame of mind and
will become active and static by turns. The first three movements of a
Bruckner symphony provide a background upon which a wide range
of reflections may be cast; they create a world within which another,
freer kind of activity is relevant. The finale is a synthesis of both quick
and slow movements, its contrasting passages of action and complete rest
being naturally juxtaposed according to the composer's plastic sense. In
such a scheme, Wagner's art of "transition" would as a general method
be hopelessly out of place, except where musical movement is needed; then
Bruckner shows his mastery of it. Stillness prevails whenever the broader
proportions demand it and its very inaction (not stagnation) makes argument
futile. As I have suggested elsewhere, _ the one final answer to the transi-
tionists is that such breaks in the flow could be made beautifully transi-
tional by any block-headed Bachelor of Music. Bruckner in his sixtieth
year would have had no trouble in writing some smooth Wagnerian bars
to this end. But his aims were different, and should be considered before
one hears his most characteristic music with ears attuned to Beethoven
and Brahms.

Xln this he may be said to continue the work begun by Giovanni Gabrieli.
2Music Survey, Vol. II, No. 1, 1949: a review of the B.B.C.'s broadcasts of

the Bruckner Symphonies.
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First a thunderous paean for brass blazes across a rhythmic string
accompaniment.

Ex. 7 (melodic outline, beginning at bar 3)

. L _ _ , _.... _:

_vmbones

_---_ .., _.. _-_-_

It modulates in stages until it settles grandly on the key of C, with the
following incisive phrase.

Ex. 8 (bar. 32).
t. _ , A ^ A > A

Horns ,_-,_ b ".. _[_l I _| I . ] I k I I

Then there is a beautiful descent to a soft, glowing close in C major,
the rhythm of the strings fading out at bar 67. Ex. 8 is very important,
for it undergoes several unusual transformations during the movement. After
a bar's rest, a new cantabile theme comes in A flat major; this, one of
Bruckne£s noblest, is a double idea in which the figure (b) has the more
influence on later events.

Ex: 9 (bar 69)
L_gs_r_er

Ob .---r--. ,, ,, . ,. . f,,J . I
Strings _-; ..... ,' P.II 2 I I_I-II I I.'2'',_1 I I II"_

; -r; -F-r";_- i _-' Fi'_r _ [" -"r _ 'I )
The second phrase, (bar 7_) descends by conjunct motion and should

be noticed. It gives rise to an expressive string passage which does not
appear in the U.E. (Orig. bars 93-8) (in the U.E. this would come
between bars 92-93). Further derivatives of this follow in tubas, in sequential
fashion, and then a return to Ex. 9, more fully scored, causes a change
to the dominant of E flat, through G flat, during which the first four
notes of Ex. 9 (b) assume this shape in the bass.

Ex. 10, (Orig. bar, 123, U.E. 117)

Cellos and
Basses etc.

The music begins to sound mysterious and after another distinct break,
the determined solemn march of a new theme in E flat minor is heard.
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Ex. 11, (Orig. bar. 13_, U.E. 129)

_ t _ie_tge_untle_It, • . J • _ ' "

_¢iol.I _ " ' ' ' ' , ...... " ,_,_._ ,- , ,e_O..... I, / , ..... i r: : _ _ : _,I hl"l- ! a.

The connexion between this and Ex. 10 is made plain by the musical
context itself. Ex. 11 breaks off suddenly, to be interrupted by another
relative of the falling phrase that followed Ex. 9.

Ex. 12, (Orig. bar. 159, U.E. 1_3)

L
lip |

_¢io1.I _ _L , I ,........., , , , , _ ,
la_,_ v wp.... I " I ' I

_ e'reso.

This is placed momentarily in a remote key and is then accompanied
by the crotchet rhythm of Ex. 10. The rhythm is next given to the bass,
legato, with new matter above it and is suddenly swept away by a
powerful tutti, which, animated by the crotchet rhythm, adumbrates the
rhythmic shape of the main theme, Ex. 7, on the now fixed dominant of
E flat, in which key the first stage of the movement is to end. In the
original score this tutti leads to a fine twenty-bar cadential passage that
wheels gently down to E flat major: this was cut and the feeble four
bars that exist in the U.E. are the best evidence of the kind of pedantry
that was responsible. (Cf. U.E. bars 20_-8 with Orig. 211-30. The record-
ing, of course, contains the latter passage.) The enormously long-drawn
close in E flat is one of those inimitable and sublimely static parts of the
movement: its real spaciousness can be felt when repeated hearing has
revealed its relation to the rest of the design. There is another small
discrepancy between the two versions: bars 253,8 of the original were
compressed into bars 231-2 of the U.E.

The awakening from the intense quiet is very gradual. First, Bruckner
muses upon Ex. 12, modulating to G flat, where its inversion begins the
bass to a long, reflective cantilena (U.E. bar 2_9, Orig. 28_). This
becomes impassioned and returns to E flat minor, where motion begins
once more with a soft entry of the inversion of Ex. 11. The rhythm of
this theme now dominates the movement and brings about a massive
statement of Ex. 8 (still in E flat minor), which now has a new familiarity,
explained by its melodic similarity to Ex. 12 and its forbears, to which
it is now related. Ex. 11 is combined with it. There are three such
combinations (the first two separated by a piano development of Ex. 11),
each a tone above the other, like great granite planes, the third being on
the home dominant. Then comes one of Bruckner's most original inspira-
tions, an extensive treatment of Ex. 7, with free and ever more elaborate
imitations, a soft, fine web of delicate orchestral sounds: it modulates
gradually, sequentially at first, later rising in tension and breaking off
on a diminished chord (Orig. bar 406, U.E. 380).

It will be recalled that the last fully scored passage ended on the
dominant of C (Letter Z in both scores). As if the shadow of this is
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not yet gone, a quiet paragraph (still developing Ex. 7.) now starts in
C; clearly a serious effort to reinstate the tonic. But the time is not
yet ripe for that: the keys begin to shift again, enlivened by manifold
products from Ex. 11, ranging as far as A major and G flat major before
settling darkly on the dominant of A minor, (at Letter Dd in both
scores). Suddenly the trumpets stab out with the repeated F sharps of the
start of the finale and the possibility of the return of C is again inferred,
since this passage was originally the means of fixing the tonic. The main
theme now drives forward powerfully through new sequences, finally
completing itself in A flat: is this the expected resolution? Not quite;
another series of short and urgent upward steps finally reach C major
with terrific force (Orig. bar 49_, U.E. 469). A threefold fff accentua,
tion of this key releases enough energy to drive the music with high
impetus for _8 bars, during which it remains rooted in C major-minor,
sweeping over one huge apex and halting abruptly at the height of a
second. All this is based on Ex. 7 (b). The tonic has once more been
asserted.

The last cut-off climax leaves the horns hanging across a gulf, and
they float gently over it to reach Ex. 9, which sounds again in its own A
flat major: its calm depth is a relief after the immense and complex
stretch of music that has passed. Its paragraph follows, with alterations and
some enhancements, this time leading to Ex 11 in the tonic, C minor. The
next incident is, like most salient happenings in a Bruckner symphony,
best grasped in the light of earlier events. When Ex. 11 first appeared
it was eventually followed by a forcible formal tutti, based on the rhythm
of Ex. 7 (Orig. bar 183, U.E. 177). Now the last re-entries of Ex. 9 and
11 have given a sorely needed sense of symmetry to a design already
stretched as far as human imagination is able: this symmetrical impression
must be confirmed. A statement of the tutti just mentioned would undoubt,
edly serve that purpose in a conventional way, but would hardly be
worthy of its adventurous context. What happens is an illustration of the
way Bruckner thinks in terms of balanced masses and voids rather than
recapitulated themes or sections in the normal sonata style. His first
impulse is that a big tutti is required (not so big that it endangers the
success of the final coda, but big enough to counterweigh its distant
predecessor). How can this be done without stiffness? Why not both
effect this balance and drive home the point of the whole symphony at a
blow? And so he hits on the idea of rising to a crisis, at the heart of
which shall appear, grimmer than ever, the theme of the first movement:
there is his required tutti, and there is the supreme question for his coda
to answer, a Thus Ex. 11 is made to grow towards this point, when Ex.
1 (b) grinds terribly into the score in this form:-

SThis is the kind of stroke that distinguishes Bruckner from the type of composer
whose weakness is, in Tovey's words, ".... where the ghosts of former movements
seem to be summoned .... to eke out his failing resources."
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Ex. 13 (Orig. bar 6_2, U.E. 614)
A A A _ A

Trumpet

A final subtlety of this is that it is the very form of the subject that
Bruckner might have used for his first movement reprise, the form in which
it is most easily kept within C minor's grip: at this moment of the finale
it is, of course, necessary that the tonic should be solidly founded in
preparation for the great coda. The composer therefore shows uncanny
foresight in reserving this, the most obvious tonal position of his theme,
for so cardinal a moment. It will be remembered that its only other occurr-
ence in this form was carefully concealed beneath other counterpoints in
the first movement.

After the turmoil has subsided, the final climax is evolved with the
greatest possible dignity and grandeur (the coda begins at Letter Uu in
both editions). As with all Bruckner's final passages it opens in darkness,
breathing upon dim fragments of the main theme, passing from key to
key as it climbs in a long crescendo. The strings persist in smoky quavers
that burst into flame as the burning sun touches them. At the last the
triumphant affirmation of C major is the complete reply; it contains
derivatives of the main subjects of aU four movements. The actual end
is sudden but tremendous in its finality.

Some comments on the recorded performance will perhaps be expected
here. In general Jochum and his Hamburg orchestra give a magnificent
account of the symphony, which is beautifully recorded. In some copies
the engineers have accidentally cut out bars 321_340 (inclusive) from the first
movement, but this has now been rectified. More information about this
is given by Mr. Herman Adler in this journal. The only important points
for musical criticism concern the conductor's fairly frequent adoption of the
rather Wagnerian expression and tempo markings of the "revised' edition:
these are uncharacteristic of Bruckner and nearly always obscure his
essential nobility and peacefulness in gushes of romantic emotionalism. This
is particularly marked in the frantic accelerando that is made to herald
the appearance of the first movement theme in the finale: there is no
such direction in the original score; presumably the conductor was unable
to detach himself from the habits formed by long familiarity with the U.E.
Since the version being played is the original, it is a pity that the passage
is not allowed to sound in all its unhurried strength and inexorability. But
one must be deeply grateful to have this gigantic masterpiece on records, and
small criticisms are forgotten in the presence of the music itself and its
most convincing performance. Here, certainly, is Bruckner's finest complete
work, one of the highest significance both in his own work and in the
music of his century.



MAHLER'S THIRD IN IOWA CITY

by Charles L. Eble

In this small university community good fortune in the shape of the
State University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra and its conductor, Prof.
Philip Greeley Ctapp, has enabled the first four symphonies of Mahler
to be presented within the space of a few years. One can only hope after
hearing the Third Symphony, which has just been performed (May 19,
1948), the practice will continue and the next five will follow, for to
one whose familiarity with Mahler started with the Second Symphony, and
grew as recordings became available, hearing the Third not only filled the
gap between Nos. 2 and 4 but demonstrated anew that Mahler, whose
music has been slow in getting before the public, is one of the supreme
masters of all time.

Mahler succeeded on a gigantic scale--he was no mere technician, as
those critics who so knowingly give him credit for his use of the orchestra
would have us believe, but was far beyond what we call skilful and
clever. Neither was he a writer of only banal and trite themes as we have
been told, but his melodic invention was original and fresh, and, in fact,
covers a phenomenal range of expressive character. Furthermore, his
handling of material was many sided, ranging from pure simplicity in
statement of ideas to intricate and mosaic-like weaving together of separate
units, and all laid out with such structural completeness that the climaxes
which arise in the course of development reach overwhelming emotional
pitches.

When one hears a new work of any composer, the question naturally
arises as to where it fits in with the other works. In the case of Mahler,
it is useless to attempt to answer this problem as to degree, i.e., whether
a work previously unheard is better or not so good as his other composi-
tions. Each work has its own merits and place in our musical life: the
frame of mind of a person would lead him on one occasion to seek the
joys and delectableness of the Fourth, on another the thoughtfulness, power,
and peaceful resignation of the Ninth or perhaps the moving poetry of
Das Lied yon der Erde. Mahler's works all portray in music innumerable
experiences of life -- not just those sides which are limited to the nice
sounding, as is so often the case in music. He covers the entire realm of
human existence. He expresses the delights and mysteries of childhood;
he captures and puts into music the moments of sorrow, despair, bitterness,
and resignation which all human beings feel at one time or another; he
paints the tumult of the onrush of the world; he sardonically and play-
fully likes to make fun of man's follies; he can storm like a demon, yet,
and there may be a predominance of the tragic in his music, he never
forgets the beautiful, tender, serene moments, those times when "Ali's
right with the world!", and when he does sing of those experiences we
surely get a glimpse of that heavenly beauty of which the great poets
have sung since the beginning of time.

_6
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As to what Mahler sought to express in the Third Symphony he
indicated by giving a short title to each movement and these captions
appeared on the printed programs at the initial performances. Later Mahler
withdrew them and the published score contains no movement labels. For
some listeners these suggestive phrases are definitely of help in arousing
sympathetic responses to the music; for others they may in no way reflect
the reactions enjoyed. Mahler apparently felt the titles weren't absolutely
necessary, especially if there, was any chance that confusion would result
and argument over programmatic implications ensue. In the short descrip-
tions which follow no attempt is made to connect the music with the
titles Mahler furnished, but they are listed below for reference. Each
listener may accept or reject them as he chooses. I. Pan Awakes, II. What
Flowers in the Meadow Told Me, III. What the Beasts of the Forest
Told Me, IV. What Man Told Me, V. What the Angels Told Me, VI.
What God Told Me. The symphony, in six movements, is divided into two
main parts: part one consists of the highly dramatic first movement and
part two of the remaining five movements which have varied natures.

The first movement begins with an energetic theme boldly stated by
eight horns. This rhythmic and martial pronouncement is followed by a
few bars of a different character -- mysterious, exploratory, subdued. A
short, precise rhythmic figure is sounded softly and kept in motion by
the deep brasses and percussion and at alternate bars the bassoons enter
inquiringly. This pattern is penetrated by a piercing cry of the trumpets --
loud, like a clap of thunder, then dying away. Cellos and basses surge
out resolutely in the same spirit as the trumpets. Gradually the atmosphere
is intensified; the melodic snatches become more complete, and the forward
movement is quickened by diminution. A feeling of awe still pervades. Once
again there is silence except for the rhythmic pulsations of a bass drum. An
oboe introduces a quaint theme which is taken over and extended by a
solo violin. The short, precise rhythmic figure and bassoon counterphrase
(now in the cellos and basses) return, and this time a trombone superim-
poses upon the pattern two loud and arresting sustained tones, separated
by a slight pause, and follows these by a free and somewhat rhapsodic
treatment of a melodic pattern previously established. This is brought to a
conclusion by the juncture of the full body of trombones. The trumpets
pierce the atmosphere again, alt quiets down and there is set in motion
a strong, progressive marching rhythm in which all the material introduced
up to this point plus some new matter is used. The pace becomes
heightened; a glorious and triumphant processional rises from the integration
of the separate fragments which had been only gradually revealed. Steadily
moving forward, picking up new force en route, a great climax is reached --
we have been swept along so completely that only then does the full
impact of what has preceded tear at our being and almost lead us to
expect that the final great victory has been achieved. (Few moments have
the equal of this.) However, we have only heard, it appears, part of this
masterful creation, covered only part of the ground. The intensity
lightens, and while the elements which have made up the movement thus
far have been what we might caU tense, mysterious, martial, and dramatic,
now more serene thematic material is introduced--in particular, an extremely
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beautiful passage sung first by a horn, repeated in the cellos and then
echoed by a clarinet. As this great movement goes on to completion, some
of the earlier material is brought before us again. We are reminded of
various stages in the development, and with this in mind, we begin to get
the full force of what has transpired. The music takes monumental shape.
We have now really gained supreme triumph w call it the opening of the
heavens or Nature in all her glory, ff you wish--and all we can say is:-
My God!

The second movement is in the style of a minuet and moves gently
and gracefully along, with bright contrasting sections interposed. The
charm of this movement is entrancing. There is no rival for its delicate
shadings and colorings which paint those moments of fancy and delight
that sweep before us, just out of reach, No one but Mahler has done
anything like this,

The character of the third movement runs to whimsicality and light
banter. In gay, scherzo-like fashion, this part ambles along brilliantly em-
broidered with a colored tinsel texture (how reminiscent of the polka the
syncopated rhythm is!) until a call of a trumpet, sounding through the
merriment, brings to a stop the light play which has been the predominant
mood of the movement and we hear a posthorn sounding in the distance
through a serene violin harmonic screen. This, however, is not just a hunt,
ing call, but after a simple call, as if first to gain attention, a peaceful
tune is played. Fragments of this melody are caught up by other instru,
ments of the orchestra and there is a short return to the former plea-
santry; but the posthorn, now far in the distance, dispels this, the serenity
is resumed, and as his notes grow fainter, the trumpet, which had heralded
this magic spell, with a fanfare throws the movement back to its initial
mood. After a continued development, there is a brief return of the post-
horn as before, and the movement ends in the same airy spirit as it began.

The deeply stirring fourth movement is symbolic of man attempting to
resolve themysteries of the world about him. To an accompaniment which
reflects the spirit of the text, a contralto sings a few of Nietzsches words --
"'0 Man, give heed -- what does the dead of night say? I sleep-- I am
awakened from a dream! The world is deep, deeper than it seemed in
day. O Man, heavy is your woe .... "' Man's questioning nature is
here revealed and the eternal mystery which the world holds for him. What
is life, so full of woe? Where does it lead?

The fifth movement employs a boys" chorus and a chorus of women's
voices in addition to a contralto soloist. The text Mahler drew from the
collection of German folk poetry known as "Des Knaben Wunderhorn."
In the poem three angels sing of the joys of heaven. This joyous account,
with the voices of the choirs at times singing the text and at other times
only "hiram" and "'bamm" to represent the sound of bells, goes gaily on
its way and ends in the manner of a jubilee of ringing bells. Mahler later
adapted the movement for use as the finale of his Fourth Symphony;
among other changes, he dispensed with the two choirs, employed only a
soprano soloist, and used a different text from the same collection of poetry.

In the final movement, which is restful and contemplative, tender and
soul-gripping, Mahler gives us one vast song from start to finish. The
strings begin softly and a gradual building up follows: as more instruments
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are added, a more complex and richer treatment of the thematic material
becomes possible; the song soars ever higher, and the movement doses
magnificently when all forces have joined in the expansion and complete
extollment of this hymn.like song.

The work and its great performance brought forth cheers at the end
of the concert.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO ANTAL DORATI

The Mahler Medal, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of
the Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Antal Dorati for
his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation of Mahler's music
in the U. S. A. Mr. Dorati gave the following performances in Dallas,
Texas, and in th/s way helped to familiarize audiences in the Southwest
with the music of Gustav Mahler.

Das Lied yon der Erde. January i2 and 13, 1947;
Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, February 23, 1947;
Third Symphony, November 29, 194_
Fourth Symphony, January 2, 1949.

After the performance of the Fourth, Dr. Paul Van Katwijk, Dean of the
School of Music at the Southern Methodist University, made the pre-
sentation on behalf of the Society. These performances were greeted with
great enthusiasm by the audiences.



AN INTRODUCTION TO BRUCKNER'S
MASS IN E MINOR

by Jack Diether

I

Although Bruckner changed little in his simple personal habits through-
out his long life, the musical forms in which he wrote were, I think,
influenced by his changing environment to a greater degree than is usually
recognized. Thus, his smaller liturgical works were mostly written while
he occupied minor church posts, his three mature masses (1864-8) were
all written when he was cathedral organist at Linz, and his symphonies,
from the Second on, after he had made his home in Vienna.

But this is only to say that he consistently turned his imagination to
the forms prevalent in his milieu. It does not mean that in respect to
style and content he wrote what was expected of him. Nothing could be
further from that than the eleven great symphonies of 1862-96. Bruckner
was, for that matter, as uncompromising in his way as Wagner or Mahler--
and this is no less true of the three masses. 1 All of them are thoroughly
personal in idiom. The First and Third are rugged and powerful to a degree
unkown in church music since Beethoven; but the Second, in E Minor,
the "'lyrical" of the three, holds a unique place in all music history. I
think it is this work above all others that can show us the singly conse.
crated nature of Bruckner's spirit.

The Mass in E Minor was written in the autumn of 1866 in Linz,
and first performed in the Cathedral under Bruckner's direction on
September 29, 1869, with a dedication to Bruckner's patron, the Bishop
Franz Josef Rudigier. It was revived there in 188_ in a new setting revised
by the composer, with Bruckner supporting the voices freely at the organ.

There are two editions of the miniature score available, one edited by
Josef Woess, _ the other by Robert Haas and Leopold Nowak. s The latter
is a reconstruction for the critical edition of the Deutsche Bruckner.Gesell .
schaft of the text revised by Bruckner for the second performance, and
dated 1882; the former, according to Gabriel Engel, is based on the earlier
version. 4 "As this was mainly a choral work," writes Mr. Engel, "'the
"faithful disciples' did not feel called upon to Wagnerize the orchestration."
However, so many features seem to have crept into the Woess edition
that resemble the Schalkian and Loewenian impurities of the symphonies
published under the same imprimatur, that the other edition has a far
more authentic ring.

On internal evidence, indeed, it would seem very odd if the present
Woess edition represented substantially what was heard in 1869 at Linz.

1An earlier Mass in B Flat Minor belongs to the year 18_4, and a number of
smaller masses to the even earlier St. Florian period. "

2Wiener PhilharrnonischerVerlag, 1924. 100 pages.
SMusikwlssenschaftlicherVerlag, Leipzig, 1940. _7 pages.
4As the two existing recordings, under the direction of T. B. Rehmann and

M. Thurn respectively, are both performed from the Woess edition, a recording
of the other is now much needed.

60
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For in comparison to the Haas reconstruction of the 1882 version this
has a decidedly un-Brucknerish appearance. There are the extra ritardandi
and diminuendi which it seems unlikely that Bruckner would have first
added himself and then gratuitously subtracted again. These ritardandi
are sentimental interruptions of the musical flow to sugar-coat cadences,
while the diminuendi achieve the tapering off of the brusque and unex-
pected fortissimo,pianissimo contrasts which are so characteristic of the
mature composer.

In addition to a number of obvious misprints, there is in the Woess
edition also the general scaling down of the brasses, particularly trombones,
the wholesale substitution of ties for repeated stresses, and so on. SuppoSing
that most of these things did represent Bruckner's original intentions, it
would be most interesting thus to discover that the additions and emenda-
tions of the Bruckner editors accidentally corresponded to earlier practices
of the composer in instrumentation, which he outgrew in symphonic
maturity. Yet it should not be forgotten that the Mass in E Minor is
contemporaneous with the First Symphony, the only numbered symphony
he wrote in Linz, antedating the composition of the Second in Vienna by
six years.

II

In the E Minor Mass, according to Bruckner's custom, the five main
sections of the liturgical high mass are represented by no more than six
•movements, only the Sanctus section being divided into two movements.
Contrary to the custom of his other masses, however, there are no solo
voices in this work. The instruments throughout seem to be kept pretty
much in the r61e of accompaniment and enhancement of the voices,
inasmuch as the chorus is nowhere silent for more than six consecutive
bars. From the second section to the end, however, s the orchestra's
accompaniment figures and brief solo utterances, like those of the piano
in a Schubert or Wolf Lied, are of the utmost thematic significance and
potency.

An outline of the six movements follows:

1. Kyrie. 8-part. s Feierlich (solemn). _. E minor.
2. Gloria. 4-part. Allegro,Andante-Allegro. _. C major.
3. Credo. 4-part. (a) Allegro moderato. 3_. C major.

(b) Adagio,Allegro. _. F major.
(c) Allegro moderato. 3_. C major.

4. Sanctus. 8-part. Ruhig (calm). _. G major.
_. Benedictus. _,part. Moderato. _. C major.
6. Agnus. 8-part. Andante. _. E minor.

SThe opening Kyrie is essentially an a capelIa conception, the instruments
merely supporting the voices at the climaxes. The independent treatment of the
instruments thereafter, on the other hand, reaches a climax in the "Pleni
sunt coeli" of the Sanctus, wherein the trombones take up the opening vocal
theme in canon (a quotation from l_alestrina) against a new theme in the 8-partchorus.

8This refers to the number of staves allotted to the chorus in each movement
of the score.. Actually the chorus subdivides into eight parts in certain passages
of every movement.
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Within this scheme of classical simplicity, a world of varied harmonic
color lies hidden.

It is suggested that the conciseness, the comparatively ascetic means and
polyphonic structure of this Mass, basically liturgical considerations, indicate
a desire to please the purists of Catholic liturgical music, as represented
in Vienna by the Caeciliaverein under Franz Witt. If so, Bruekner would
have needed to write a work, preferably a capella, based on principles
abstracted by the theorists from Gregorian chant and the harmony and
counterpoint of Palestrina--in other words, as bloodless as a work by
Fritz Kreisler attempting to emulate the style of 18th century orchestral
music. This opinion is amply supported by the history of one of Bruckne/r's
real a capella works, the Tantum ergo, published under Witt with a
cadential ninth "corrected" into an octave (an ecclesiastical precursor of
the symphony corrector Loewe). T

What Bruckner did produce in his E Minor Mass was something
unlikely to be appreciated either by the proponents of popular cloying
religious sentimentality on the one hand, or of reactionary absolutism on
the other--a work dedicated (regardless of its literal dedication), like
all his works, to "der liebe Gott" alone, but with God-given farsightedness
comparable to that of his last symphonies. It is a "'liturgical" work in the
fact that it does not conceal the text, but tends to disclose it to an
extraordinary degree. There is nowhere to be found the "polytexture"
that results from treating two sections of the text simultaneously in separate
voices; literally every phrase is taken in sequence. On the other hand it is,
no less than his other masses, a dramatic work, interpreting every important
phrase, as in a libretto, in terms of the particularized emotion suggested
by it alone, rather than stnMng for a generalized "devotional" or
"'sacramental" atmosphere suggested by the function of the mass as a
whole.

How subtly and profoundly Bruckner has succeeded in dramatizing
these particularized meanings of the various sections can be seen from a
close study of the music in relation to the text. Indeed the expressive
power of this and his other masses has been no better indicated than
through the famous words of the afore,mentioned Bishop Rudigier,
variously attributed to this and to the First Mass: "During that performance
I could not pray."

III

A closer resemblance than to the style of Palestrina might be found by
comparing this work to the great baroque masterpieces of the 17th and
early 18th centuries, in particular the works of his Austrian predecessors
of those periods, which he had much opportunity to study in the libraries
of the Austrian music centers. Thus, as his knowledge, of these works
probably equalled our ignorance of them, one important approach to the
study of Bruckner's works for chorus and orchestra is lost to us. Hans

rThis Tantum ergo was Bruckner's first published work, appearing in Musica
Divina in 1846. Thus the bowdlerization of Bruckner's music, which has prevailed
until the 1930's, began before the mid-]point of the last century!
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Redlich wrote concerning the E Minor Mass: "It reveals familiarity not
only with Palestrina, but with Lotti, Caldara, Fux, and other Austro-Italian
composers of the late baroque period. "s I imagine a rather minute number
of readers would be in a position to verify today, other than in a very
general way, the accuracy of this statement, though it does not require
a very profound knowledge of the music itself to see something eminently
Fuxian in the way Bruckner applied the earlier contrapuntal style to the
form of the classic-romantic symphony, just as his Viennese predecessor
did to the form of the classical opera.

Dika Newlin aptly refers to the "seventeenth-century soul of Bruck-
ner. In general it might perhaps be said to be the luxuriant multiple
harmony and polyphony of their choruses, the boldness and scope of their
designs, and the primitive splendor of their orchestral effects, that attracted
Bruckner in the later baroque musicians.

It is probably not known whether Bruckner was as familiar with the
earlier baroque masters; if he had known them well, he would undoubtedly
have been struck by the possibly even greater richness and complexity
of their scores, as compared to those of the later period. We can only wonder
what might have been the influence on Bruclmer of such a score (printed
for the first time in our own century) as the Festival Mass written by
Orazio Benevoli for the inauguration of the new Salzburg Cathedral in
1628. Hugo Leichtentritt says of it:

As regards the number of its staves, the Benevoli score of 1628
holds the record of all time with fifty-three on each printed
page. Neither Wagner's Goetterdaemmerung, nor Mahler's so-
called Symphony of a Thousand, nor Stravinsky"s Sacre du prin.
temps, Strauss's Salome, Schoenberg's Gurre.Lieder, nor any other
monumental work of the last three centuries, can compete in mass
array with the fantastic appearance of this score .... Here are
manifest the pomp, vastness and boldness of construction, the
brilliant virtuosity, and the elaborate decorative art of the baroque
style, translated into music on the grandest possible scale.1°

Even more he would have been struck by a feature which seems to _have
derived for him through another source (though with his prolonged study
of counterpoint and history we cannot be sure), namely, the brilliant sense
of chromatic coloring in harmony and modulation, which, in Bruckner,
Max Auer compares to "the glow of the glorious colors in Rubens"
painting". _a Here too is the crux of the tonal revolution that supplanted
the age of Palestrina, Writing of the early 17th century, Leichtentritt
says:

The interest in color effects, in light and shade, in striking
transitions from one color to another, in a mixture of various
colors, leads the great Italian madrigal composers more and more

SAnton Bruckner's Chord Music; The Listener, London, November 6, 1947.
9Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg; King's Crown Press, New York, 1947.
a°Music, History, and Ideas; Harvard Press, 1938, page 118.
lXAnton Bruckner als Kirchenrausiker; Regensberg, 1927, page 86.
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to what we call chromatic harmony, away from the diatonic
severity of the medieval church modes that for more than a
thousand years had been the unshaken basis of all artistic music.12

This interest paled to such a comparative degree during the whole classical
period that we are constantly amazed at the chromaticism of some of
these scores when they are occasionally revived, as are those of Gabrieli,
Gesualdo, Monteverdi, and Marenzio. Of the last named, Leichtentritt
writes further:

In his ninth book of madrigals, Luca Marenzio published a
wonderful musical setting of Petrarch's famous sonnet, Solo e
pensoso i pi¢_deserti campi, in which we find almost' exactly, note
for note, the sensational "Erda" harmonies from Richard Wagner's
Rheingold and Siegfried, with their amazing chromatic progres.
sions. Certainly Wagner did not copy Marenzio, of whose
existence he very probably knew nothing at all; he discovered
for a second time something that had been alive centuries before
but had been forgotten in the course of time.x3

And Wagner is the different source, mentioned above, through which
Bruckner seems to have imbibed his enthusiasm for striking chromatic
progressions--except wherein, as has been amply illustrated in the pages
of this journal since its inception,_4 he himself anticipated some of the
actual most characteristic progressions of the German master by a number
of years, and is to that extent as worthy to be mentioned in this respect
in a history of music and ideas as is Wagner.

IV

There is a third important approach to the present work, and perhaps
the most significant for us: its anticipation of the media of our own
time. The combination of concerted voices with a small ensemble of solo
and doubled wind instruments was a conception new to the extended
music of the classic-romantic age. Such an ensemble, sharper and more
precise in tone than any solo organ could be (from whose general
characteristics Bruckner's seems to derive), not cushioned against the
voices by yielding string tone, which blended the whole according to
_stablished 19th century taste into a more homogeneous fabric, points
ahead umnistakably through the later Mahler to our own day, the day
of Schoenberg, Hindemith and Stravinsky.

But the most important fact about the use of such an ensemble was
the significance of its employment for the expression of the most exalted
religious feelings of 19th century man. Here, as in all his sacred work,
was a direct contradiction to the growing vacuousness and sentimentality
of religious composition of the time, a contradiction perhaps made possible

x20p. cir.; page 119.
13Op. c/t.; page 120

x4See Th. Otterstroem's Bruckner as Color_st; Chord and Discord, vol. i, no.2.
for a comparison of Bruckner in this regard with other 19th century composers.
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by the very fact that Bruckner, as an anachronism, could impart to the
subject a freshness, vigor and sincerity lacking in his contemporaries. And
in this work, his wind ensemble [two oboes, two clarinets and two
bassoons, _s four horns (tuned in pairs throughout), two trumpets and three
trombones] produced a jewel-like setting in which his finely cut choral
music might stand out in bold relief.

In this respect the Mass in E Minor is a precursor of such modem
religious works as Stravinsky's Mass, 1_ which likewise uses a small wind
ensemble (two oboes, English horn, two bassoons, two trumpets and three
trombones) and his Symphonie des Psaumes, _ which uses only the lower
strings as general bass for a large ensemble of wind and percussion. Both
of these works are also without solo voices. Bruckner was an anachronism
with a future as well as a past.

V

This combination of elements assigns Bruckner's E Minor Mass a
special place in the history of musical aesthetics. It is the most individual
choral work of the greatest composer of church music in the 19th century
after the death of Beethoven. Its harmonic and contrapuntal splendors link
it with all that is best in baroque composition, its boldness of textural
outline link it with the modem age, and its depth of romantic emotion, ex-
pressed with complete originality, bespeaks the progressive spiritual ally of
Richard Wagner. There is a place for such a work in our increasingly en-
lightened musical age, and such is acknowledged by the rapidly growing
interest of an international audience.

XSThewoodwind is directed in Woess to be doubled again, but not in Haas.
16The general effect of this work, however, is said to be entirely liturgical rather

than dramatic. In comparing these two Masses I am referring solely to the important
matter of the medium employed.

17The third movement of this work is a setting of the 150th Psalm. Brudmer
also wrote, in his full maturity, a setting of this final Psalm of the Vulgate,
but this is in a quite different medium, being designed for solo soprano, chorusand orchestra.

K1LENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO GEORGE SZELL

The Mahler Medal, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of
the Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to George SzeU for
his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation of Mahler's music
in the U. S. A. Szell performed Das Lied yon der grde in Cleveland on
November 6 and 7, 1947. He gave the first performances of Mahler's
Njnth in Cleveland on November 4 and 6, 1948. After the performance
of the Njnth, Mr. Thomas L. Sidlo made the presentation on behalf of
the Society. These performances were greeted with great enthusiasm by
the audiences and critics.



MAHLER EIGHTEEN YEARS AFTERWARD

by Parks Grant

To indulge in remin/scences is always a luxurious form of dissipation,
but when they concern the music of Gustav Mahler it can be done with
especial gusto.

One of the earliest lessons that I learned in music is that frequency of
performance is not necessarily a corollary of greatness, that failure to b_
numbered among "the fifty pieces" does not prove unworthiness. My
curiosity about Mahler was provoked early in my undergraduate days by
the statement that Wfltem Mengetberg considered him the equal or superior
of Beethoven. With full knowledge that this was merely one person's
opinion rather than a generally-acknowledged fact, I still realized that
Mahler must be a composer whom I should hear and know; previously
I had assumed him one of the mediocrities which are inevitable in the
course of an art. Here was a challenge to make an evaluation for
myself--an adventure to be anticipated fervently. Although the name
Mahler was familiar to musicians of my acquaintance, the music itself
was a terra incognita, even to the alert. Superficial ones could mention
but a single characteristic of his work, namely unusual length a
description I later discovered by no means always applicable, and one which
is quite irrelevant per st.

In 1929 I located the miniature score of the Seventh Symphony at the
public library in Columbus--my home at that time--but found it hard
going to conjure up the sounds represented by this jumble of printed
symbols, even though an experienced score-reader since my fifteenth
year. The general impression was that this music coincided with my
expectations in some ways but was considerably at variance in others. Thus,
when I had the chance actually to hear some Mahler compositions during
1931, the experiences were tremendously satisfying--the consummation
of a wish which had gnawed at my musical consciousness for several
years. The music I heard was as good an introduction as could be
desired: Symphony No. 2, the two nocturnes from Symphony _o. 7,
and the Kindertotenlieder. My reaction was one which would have
designated these works a _'missing link" in the stream of the art; it
seemed logical and inevitable that music of this kind should exist, that
I had been waiting for it, expecting it, even needing it. Although the
influence of several other composers could be discerned from time to
time, 1 its sum total possessed a freshness and unsought originality com-
pletely unlike anything I had known previously. And my feeling to this
day is that the overall effect, not the minutiae, is the most valid point
in judging originality in any composer, since all music is derivative to a
greater or lesser extent.

1Mahler has so often been accused of being derivative, even of outright
plagiarism, that it behooves everyone to use caution as to where he imitated others
and where others imitated him. When I first heard Symphony _[o. I I thought
the quiet passage in the middle of the third movement was influenced by the
final duet in Richard Strauss's RosenkavaIier--untfl I recollected that Strauss's
opera had not even been performed at the time Mahler died.

66
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In 1932, while studying for a master's degree in music, it took little
pondering to decide on the subject of a thesis. The scores of all the ira,
portant Mahler compositions were made available to me. Studying them
silently I little dreamed that the day would finally come when I would
have heard almost all of this music, for at that time the only works which
I knew well were the Second Symphony, the Kindertotenlieder, and a few
scattered songs; a single hearing of the Fifth Symphony and the two
movements of the Seventh brought to a total my actual auditory experience
with Mahler's music. Meager as these qualifications were, I plunged into
the necessary research with zest and enthusiasm. Even now I look back
on the preparation of my thesis as an adventure rather than a task.

A tally made today reveals a pronounced contrast with the limited
experience of 1931 and 1932. I have heard all of Mahler's symphonies
and the majority of the songs2---a higher percentage of his total output
than my aggregate experience with the works of perhaps any other
composer, a

It is most gratifying to observe the growing general interest in Mahler.
To hear one of his themes whistled on the street is no longer a startling
experience. The Bruckner Society of America need show no false modesty
when credit for this mounting recognition is assigned. In contrast to the
deficit formerly endured by recording companies on the handful of Mahler
disks they had placed on the market, it is rather well-known today that
some firms have found albums of his music financial successes rather than
mere prestige items. The playing of his recorded works on broadcasts
is a common occurrence.

Mahler "'fans" are encountered at various odd times. For instance: the
tenants--not musicians--who sub-let our apartment one summer com-
mented, when we returned, on their delight in learning of our enthusiasm
for Mahler; revealed that they had discovered a stack of old copies
of CHORD AND DISCORD and had particularly been pleased to see
the articles I had contributed; that they had regretted our injunction
against playing any of the records (including the Mahler recordings)--
for we had stipulated all as strictly taboo.

Again: In the course of an organ lesson, a young married woman
remarked about the Ninth Symphony of Mahler as casually as if mention-
ing the Fifth of Beethoven. To my pleasure I learned that her husband,
at that time with the armed services in Germany, was no less a Mahler
"fan" than herself. After his retura to civilian life my wife and I
invited them to an evening of Mahler recordings.

Also: On the elevated one day I observed a passenger engrossed in a
miniature score. Even from a distance the tiny booklet had a familiar
look the Fourth Symphony of Mahler. I slid along the seat to him and

SThose unfamiliar with Mahler's works should be advised that all of his mature
compositions except the early cantata Das klagende Lied fall under one or the
other of these two categories. Das Lied yon tier Erde is a hybrid of both.

8At this point a profound debt to the radio and phonograph must be acknowledged.
Prior to 1947, Symphony _o. 2 was the only major work of Mahler which I
had ever heard in an actual performance. I have no patience with those who
sneer at "canned music."
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broached conversation, which proceeded at a lively rate until the train
reached the young man's destination. He explained that he was majoring
in piano at the Curtis Institute of Music, that his study of Mahler there,
fore was not "in the line of duty" but entirely the result of a deep
interest. His knowledge of the score was thorough."This chord," he said,
jabbing a finger at a page, "has a truly magical sound." Ardent and
specific comment on other passages followed. I often encounter students
in my classes--not all of them majoring in music--who reveal close
familiarity with one or more Mahler compositions. Once, after a per-
formance of the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen I was sought out by
several whose enthusiasm was intense; one especially commented on
the unique sound of the orchestra, which he declared quite unlike any,
thing he had heard before--a repetition of my own impressions during 1931.
There is every reason to believe that similar experiences have occurred
to many readers.

The interest which I find among casual music-lovers as distinguished
from professional musicians is particularly pleasing, for there is good
reason to believe that Mahler wanted to have mass appeal rather than
to acquire a reputation as a "musician's composer." Where his works were
a sealed book even to many of the profession during the late '20's and
early '30"s, the encountering of a trained musician completely unacquainted
with Mahler is today an exceedingly rare occurrence. Approval of the
music is by no means universal, but utter lack of experience in it can
be attributed nowadays only to superficiality of attitude. There are signs
that he is being accepted in his proper historical light: as one of the
outstanding "post-Wagnerian" composers, as a bridge into the modern
period, as a composer of genuine importance who has suffered unjust
neglect in the past.

It is gratifying to note the moderation and the critical attitude of most
Mahler devotees. Praise of him usually is temperate rather than extrava-
gant or fanatical. It is my feeling that carefully-weighed estimates will do
Mahler's cause more good than the wild-eyed exaggerations of zealots,
even when such evaluations fall short of what I feel is the real extent
of his worth, as they sometimes do.

Many contemporary composers are more tolerant of Mahler than even
a few years ago. They frankly accept him as one whose style, though
strikingly individual, now belongs to musical history; a vital contribution,
but one to be studied nowadays rather than imitated. Different as their
music is from Mahter's, they acknowledge that qualities exist in him
from which much can be learned. I have heard one prominent teacher
of composition extol the last movement of Symphony ?_o. 4 as a superlative
model of writing for voice and orchestra, emphasizing that the singer
can be clearly heard at all times without having to struggle against the
instruments, yet written in a way that betrays no anxiety or repression
on Mahler's part in scoring for the orchestra, lie also called attention
to the profusion of indications concerning the manner of performance. The
minuteness with which Mahler marked his scores may at first glance
appear unnecessarily "fussy," but these annotations tellingly reflect his
many years of practical experience as a conductor. "These scores abound
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in verbal directions," wrote Eric Blom._ "To look at their pages is
almost like watching Mahler conducting a rehearsal, admonishing and
encouraging the orchestra with all kinds of epithets that aptly describe his
precise intentions in the briefest and most direct way. The simplest direc-
tions ....... are often followed by exclamation marks, as though the
conductor-composer so vividly imagined the sound of the music that he had
to shout through it to make himself understood. No other composer's full
scores have so human a look about them as Mahler's."

It is in orchestration that composers can perhaps study Mahler to
greatest advantage. The composer of 1949 has long since turned his
back on the merely bizarre, cacophonous, outlandish orchestral sounds of
which there was such a plethora fifteen or twenty years ago. Transparency,
clarity, striking but unhackneyed effects from various instruments are
sought today, and the abundance of such in Mahler is well known to all
who are familiar with his music. A/though the large ensembles for which
he often (not always!) scored are no longer in vogue, contemporary writers
are at last learning that hugeness of the orchestra is not invariable, nor,
where present, the really essential feature of his style.

In a day when a healthy emphasis on contrapuntal structure is the
norm, much can be learned from Mahler, whose counterpoint was rarely
cut-and-dried or formal,s but rather an uncontrived interweaving of many
lines, which often emerge seemingly out of nowhere only to be swallowed
up later in the restless fabric of sounds, just as an individual appears and
disappears when moving in the midst of a large crowd. For determined,
thorough-going counterpoint one can always study Each, but for a type
of music in which counterpoint results from the character of the thought
itself--rather than the character of the thought resulting from the
counterpoint--Maahler's informal, vital, and copious use of the device is
a field for profitable study by any serious composer.

As to harmony, we can readily admit that Mahler's musical speech here
is a thing past and gone; "modern" harmony, by present standards, is
no more to be expected from him than from the late Richard Strauss. Yet
it must not be forgotten that Mahler's compositions in their own day
(the "90's and '00"s) were disconcertingly "modem" to the more conserva-
tive of the concert.goers.6 Granting that there is not much which the

4In the explanatory booklet accompanyingthe first issue of the recording of
Das Lied yon der Erde. (Columbiarecords.)

STo illustrate the informal spontaneity of his counterpointit suffices to point
out that fugues and fugatos are almost unknown in his music and canons
exceedinglyrare. I-It seemsalmost unaware of the artifices and clever devicesof
that element--inversions,cancrizans,etc.

SAn exceptionalpassage,but dissonantenough to make Stravinskyand the early
Prokofleffsoundtame,occursin Symphony_o. 2, just before the recapitulationin the
f/rst movement.Here we find a chord which I believe is unique even down to
the present day: a completechord of the fifteenth, containingevery tone of theC minor scale.
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composer of 1949 can learn from him in the way of harmonic novelty,
some passages will nevertheless reward close study as examples of
pioneering in devices which have since been more fully developed. There
are occasional pages which anticipate atonality, while more than one
example of polytonality ("bitonality" would perhaps be more accurate)
could be cited, especially from Symphony No. 7.

A device which is virtually unique in Mahler's music, almost com-
pletely unexploited before his time or since, is the simultaneous employment
of major triads against melodies in the minor mode. For example, during
the course of a sustained CEG triad a melody may move C-Eb-D-C, the
chord suggesting C major but the melody C minor. The clash of E natural
against E flat occurs not by crudely pounding one against the other
but rather by the independent action of two different elements of the
texture. This singular device is especially prominent in the Sixth and
Seventh Symphonies. Numerous examples occur in the second movement
of the latter, but a more quickly-located instance will be found in the
dosing measures of Symphony No. 6; here an A minor melody is pitted
against an A major triad, which later becomes an A minor triad as
though yielding to the supremacy of the melody.

Less obvious, but by no means to be overlooked, are the passages which
sound conventional when listened to superficially, but which careful
analysis proves to be quite the opposite. A good example occurs in the
second movement of Symphony No. 7. After a picturesque introduction,
a gentle march-like theme is announced by the horns. Between the third
and fourth measures we encounter a harmonic passage which though
tolerably striking is by no means surprising, but of which the utter
unconventionality is perceived only after careful study. Another instance
is the modulation from C minor to E major which takes place in the
first movement of the Second Symphony between rehearsal-numbers 2 and
3 (recurring near the end of the movement). It is exquisite but hardly
startling, yet one would shrink from having to specify a parallel to it on
short notice. Although anyone can invent chords and progressions which are
obviously iconoclastic, does it not require the more subtle mind or real
genius to devise passages which actually are more original than they appear
when just casually heard?

The accusation of "looseness in form " has been recklessly and I fear
unjustly hurled against the bulk of Mahler's output. It must be borne
in mind that he belongs to a period when form was de-emphasized,
perhaps too much so, but looseness of form, even when perhaps a warranted
criticism, is not synonymous with meandering; it does not necessarily
denote a fragmentary structure nor an incomprehensible hodge-podge. If
there is any Mahler composition whatever which is utterly formless,
completely wanting in unity, I challenge any man to name it. Perhaps
there are some in which a more tightly-knit structure could be imagined,
but there are just as many others, if not more, in which the form would
satisfy the most exacting; many indeed are truly '_cut from a single piece
of cloth." Any student can construct a satisfactory ABA or rondo-form,
but it requires genuine creative ability to write a movement similar to the
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finale of Mahler's Ninth Symphony, which goes ever onward with no
exact repetition whatever, and yet holds together marvelously well.

Mahler's very philosophy of composition was one which would tend
to rule out abstract formal design. His credo was expressed in the words
"To me a 'Symphony" means to build a world;" thus if he at times seems
to attempt to be all-inclusive within any given work, this stems logically
from his belief and intention. If there is any real looseness of form, it is
not the result of technical shortcomings but of his aesthetic outlook. That
the latter may be open to question is of course quite possible, but aesthetics,
like religion or politics, is basically a branch of philosophy, and one in
which dogmatic statements tend to loom up as a form of bigotry; hence
it appears sound to judge Mahler in relation to success with his avowed
intentions rather than in terms of the individual listener's personal
philosophy.

Aware that most contemporary composers are more form-conscious than
their predecessors of the past century (except Brahms), Mahler can still
be studied with profit by those seeking to master one salient trait of
contemporary writing which is equally characteristic of him: varied
repetition. Long passages of verbatim recapitulation almost never occur in
Mahler; rather the character of his thought is constantly undergoing change
as the music unfolds.

Admitting that brevity is a significant feature of present-day music, my
impression concerning the shopworn charge that Mahler's works are "too
long" remains today the same that it was eighteen years ago: namely
that many of his compositions (especially the songs) are by no means long
--quite the contrary,--and that in the cases where unusual length does
occur it is the natural outgrowth of "the essential nature of the work. If
composers of 1949 write more briefly, that is simply one manifestation
of the difference between the music of Mahler and that of today. I have
never encountered a Mahler piece which struck me as padded beyond the
demands of its real nature or one which would not lose some of its
inherent character ff a cut were made. If there is any evidence that he
regarded length a virtue in itself, or believed it has the power to dazzle
audiences with a hollow show of impressiveness, such evidence has com-
pletely escaped my attention. Bach, Handel, Schubert, Franck, and Wagner
all indulged in lengthiness on occasion--also, like Mahler, in brevity--yet
when they are "long" it does not necessarily foUow that they are "long-
winded" or "too long." Unusual length does not necessarily mean tedious,
ness. Nothing is so exasperating as to encounter someone whose knowledge
of Mahler is restricted to the isolated fact that his works often exceed

average duration.

Melodically much of his work will repay a composer's study. Mahler
often succeeded in writing melodies which seem emancipated rather than
chained down to the chords which accompany them. 7 He has a striking
way of wandering all around the note which is the true melodic goal

7This is written in full cognizance of de fact that numerous passages may be
found in Mahler's work where a single harmony is continued for many measures
with a melody which is hardly more than an arpeggio of the same chord.
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before finally arriving at it. At times his melodies seem to perch on those
notes which are least characteristic of the tonality. For instance, in the
first movement of Symphony No. 9 a theme is announced, seven measures
before rehearsal-number 3, in which C sharp and G sharp are the most
conspicuous tones, yet the tonality is clearly D minor, and the tonic chord
of that key underlies the passage. Later, between rehearsal-numbers 11 and 12
(at Leidenschafllich ) the same melody, only slightly altered, occurs over
the tonic chord of B-flat minor. Devices such as this have exerted influence
on more than one contemporary pen; yet his employment of bold wide
melodic leaps, in which he has been seldom equaled and probably never
exceeded, still lies open for further exploitation by composers if they will
but use the device more frequently.

The feature of Mahler's music which in my opinion would least repay
study is rhythm. It must be remembered that although composers of the
sixteenth century employed this element with amazing ingenuity, their
followers in the seventeenth surrendered to ease of notation and performance
to such a degree that rhythm became quite stereotyped and conventionalized,
while during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it stagnated or perhaps
even retrogressed. Mahler came at the end of this long period of decline,
during the time when composers seemed hardly able to write anything
more interesting than four quarter-notes in a measure, and antedates the
unshackling of rhythm (mostly by Stravinsky and to some exent by
American jazz) from the fetters which had bound it for so many years.
That Mahler occasionally sought to break away from the mathematical
employment of rhythm is attested by certain memorable passages: in the
Eighth Symphony, first movement, between 23 and 30; during many
sections in the last movement of Das Liecl won cler Ercle; in the fourth
movement of Symphony No. 2 during which we find 23 time-signatures
in 36 measures; but most of all in the finale of the same work, between
rehearsal.numbers 21 and 2_, where a most astonishing passage occurs, not
only audacious rhythmically but orchestrally as well, but most of all in its
astounding general conception. We can admit that as a rule, in common
with all of his contemporaries and predecessors, his rhythm is tyrannized
by the bar-line, and that he found escape from the four-measure phrase
difficult of accomplishment; yet it is undeniable that for his times he runs
quite true to form, while the foregoing instances are a few which might
be cited as evidence that Mahler was by no means insensitive to rhythm
and was aware that its horizons were capable of being broadened. So if
rhythm is usually the least interesting feature of his work, the surplus
of other elements in which he may be taken as a positive rather than
negative model remains of truly impressive bulk, particularly his use of
counterpoint and orchestration.

Mahler's love of good-natured satire and his occasional employment of
deliberately vulgar effects has rankled some of the ivory-towered aesthetes
who believe that music should under no condition descend from the
loftily austere, not to say the rarefied. This too is another outgrowth
of the already-mentioned philosophy that regards a symphony as a
"'world"; Mahler affirmed that the homely and the banal deserve a place
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in art. Regardless of whether his conviction is right or wrong, the use
of musical parody continues with increased frequency down to the
present day, and although Mahler cannot be claimed as the inventor of
this quality, it seems quite likely that his employment of it has given
impetus to the movement and perhaps been the direct influence on some
of our contemporaries.

That Mahler has exerted and continues to exert an appreciable influence
on contemporary music is almost undeniable, indirect and subtle though
it usually be. This is not confined exclusively to composers of the German
or Viennese school, for the vestiges of Mahler in the Sixth and Seventh
Symphonies of Shostakovich have been very widely observed, while his
influence on Nos. 8 and 9 and the Piano Concerto are also discernible
even though less apparent. In the second movement of his Symphony N_o. 5
the Russian has written a passage the style of which is practically indis-
tinguishable from that of the older man, while the rousing conclusion of
the finale can only be termed '_pure Mahler." His love of the satirical
and the intentionally vulgar perhaps stems directly from his illustrious
Viennese predecessor.

Serge Prokofieff is almost the last composer in whom one would expect
to observe the influence of Mahler; yet his Fifth Symphony discloses traces
of it, notably the somewhat ribald theme for woodwinds and horns in the
scherzo.

Aaron Copland has called attention to the importance of Mahler and
acknowledges personal enthusiasm for his music. The spacious, wide-open
effects frequently employed by the contemporary American, as well as the
contemplative gentleness of certain moments in his Appalachian Spring,
Billy the Kid, and Lincoln Portrait, would hardly be possible without study
of the compositions of Mahler. The brightness, precision, and cleanness
of more animated passages exemplify familiarity with another facet of his
predecessor's methods of orchestration, s To many composers today, vo_
Copland means vox Dei. In view of his enviable prestige among American
colleagues, there is good reason to expect that increased attention will be
drawn to Mahler.

In the eighteen years which have elapsed since my initiation into
Mahler's music I have had the pleasure of witnessing a slow but neverthe-
less positive growth of interest in his compositions among musicians and
laymen alike, while my own knowledge has continued and matured. I
have seen him progress from the ranks of the esoteric to those of the
reasonably well-known. I have heard numerous expressions of a wish
to hear more of his music.

As to the continuance of this trend in the future, there seems to be no
cause for anything but confidence and optimism.

sit should be stressed that these last three paragraphs point out the influence
of Mahler; they are emphatically not to be construed as an accusation of
plagiarism. A passage in the Shostakovich Fifth Symphony seems to my ears an
imitation of Mahler; the other citations, examples of his inflr,enee.
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by Warren Storey Smith

More than one composer has been blessed with a musically talented
wife who either furthered his cause by performing his music or assisted
him in a secretarial capacity. In the fir_category we could place Schumann,
Richard Strauss and MacDowell; and in the second, Bach, Rimsky-Korsakov
and Mahler. Both Anna Magdalena Bach and Clara Schumann were
composers in their own right; especially Clara, whose songs should be
better known. And so was Alma Mahler.

Before discussing Alma's songs and Gustav's attitude toward her corn,
posing, which was very different from Robert's feeling about Clam's
creative gifts, I might dwell for a moment upon Frau Mahler's influence
upon, and expressed opinion of, her husband's music. For information on
the matter I have turned to Basil Creighton's translation of her book,
Gustav MahIer, Memories and Letters (The Viking Press, New York).
From the little music of Alma Malaler that is available in print one can
readily discern that her musical personality was quite distinct from that
of her famous husband. Although the contrary opinion is sometimes ex-
pressed, Mahler, a great Wagner conductor, was little influenced by the
necromancer of Bayreuth. Again, to run counter to the belief of many,
Mahler's music is not erotic, while Alma's in certain instances is exactly
that. A frankly sensuous note is sounded in the D-flat melody in the finale
of the Mahter First, but the influence there--if influence it is-is that
of Tchaikovsky, not of Wagner. Again, Mahler's music is predominantly
diatonic, while Alma, a true post-Wagnerian, had a chromatic bee in her
bonnet. Measures containing no accidentals are rare in her songs.

Anyway, with the knowledge of her musical personality that Alma
Maria Schindler-Mahler's nine published songs affords us, it is not in the
least surprising that she should have found her fiance's Fourth Symphony
unduly naive.

"He brought me his Fourth Symphony one day. I did not, at that
time, care for it. I said frankly: "I feel Haydn has done that better." He
laughed and said I would live to think differently about it. The same day
we played it as a duet. I missed a sixteenth note. He laughed and said:
'I make you a present of that sixteenth note. So I would if it had been
an eighth, or a quarter. Yes, or the whole--myself.' When we joined my
mother, he said to her: 'Mamma, after playing the piano with her, I ask
you once again for your daughter's hand.'"

In the making of its immediate successor she played a part. Illness,
however, prevented her from attending its first performance, in Cologne.
She "'lay in bed with a temperature while the Fifth was given its first
hearing; the Fifth, which had been my first full participation in his
life and work, the whole score of which I had copied, and more than
that--whole lines of which he had left out, because he knew that he
could trust blindly to me.
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"Early in the year there had been a reading-rehearsal with the Philhar-
monic, to which I listened unseen from the gallery. I had heard each
theme in my head while copying the score, but now I could not hear
them at all. Mahler had overscored the percussion instruments and kettle-
drums so madly and persistently that little beyond the rhythm was
recognizable. I hurried home sobbing aloud. He followed. For a long time
I refused to speak. At last I said between my sobs: "You've written it for
percussion and nothing else.' He laughed, and then produced the score. He
crossed out all the kettle-drums in red chalk and half the percussion
instruments too. He had felt the same thing himself, but my passionate
protest turned the scale. The completely altered score is still in my
possession."

This was probably sound counsel. There is no evidence that Alma
influenced Gustav adversely, but there is reason to believe that Clara
Schuman's conservatism had something to do with the fact Robert's music
became more orthodox after their marriage. The thought is expressed by
Robert Haven Schauffler in his Florestan (Henry Holt and Co., New
York) :

"'The Court-city of Dresden was, as we have seen, notoriously prim
and reactionary in its musical taste. And when he compared Clara to a
'Dresdner Fraulein', he was fighting to save that original forward-looking
individuality of his which had had such free play in the piano music and
the songs. However, despite his determined struggles, Clara, from her
wedding day on, was at times successful in Mendelssohnizing his music
to some slight extent, making it more conventional and less utterly
Schumannian."

Robert encouraged Clara to compose, though she was asked not to
practice when it interfered with his writing, but Gustav forbade Alma
to exercise her creative gift, changing his attitude only when their brief
association was drawing to a close. Writes John N. Burk in his admirable
biography of Clara (Clara Schumann, Random House, New York): "'He
.... received from her on the first Christmas Eve of their wedded life
three songs of her own, dedicated to him "with the utmost modesty'. Robert
was highly pleased with them, and urged her to collaborate with him in a
published collection of settings of Riickert's poems. In a single week of
January, 1841, he turned forth nine songs at white heat. Clara could not
keep up this pace; she lagged behind with three, which were duly published
with the others. They were well made, effective, not without invention --
could have held their own proudly with partners from a lesser hand than
that of Robert Schumann."

For a rather different picture I turn once more to Alma's Memories:
"In one of his last letters he said I might speak to my mother on his

behalf, because he wanted to be accepted by her as a son as soon as he
got back. However, just before his return to Vienna our first serious
quarrel occurred. I happened to say that I could not write any more
that day as I had some work to finish, meaning composition, which up
to now had taken first place in my life. The idea that anything in the
world could be of more importance than writing to him filled him with
indignation, and he wrote me a long letter, ending up by forbidding me
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ever to compose any more. It was a terrible blow. I spent the night in
tears. Early in the morning I went sobbing to my mother, and she was
so horrified by his unreasonable demand that, deeply as she loved him,
she urged me to break with him. Her unqualified support brought me to
my senses. I recovered my calm and confidence and finally wrote him a
letter, promi_g what he wished -- and I kept my promise.

"His man was to come for my answer before he would see me again;
for, as he had told me in his letter, he would not know where he was
until he had had it. In my agitation I went out to meet his messenger. I
gave him my letter, but he had brought one for me, and in it Mahler,
clearly uneasy about the effect of his earlier letter, was less exacting in
his demands. He came that afternoon, happy and confident, and so
charming that for the moment there was not a cloud in the sky.

"'But there was. I buried my dreams and perhaps it was for the best. It
has been my privilege to give my creative gifts another life in minds
greater than my own. And yet the iron had entered my soul and the
wound has never healed."

We are relieved to know that Mahler's selfish attitude changed, though
by that time, the summer of 1910, the penultimate year of the composer's
life, his wife's talent could no longer expand. It had in very truth been
nipped in the bud.

"'One day during this time of emotional upsets I went for a walk with
our little girt, Gucki. When we were nearly home again I heard my
songs being played and sung. I stopped -- I was petrified. My poor
forgotten songs. I had dragged them to and fro to the country and back
again for ten years, a weary load I could never get rid of. I was over-
whelmed with shame and also I was angry; but Mahler came to meet me
with such joy in his face that I could not say _tword.

""'What have I done?' he said. 'These songs are good they're excellent.
I insist on your working on them and we'll have them published. I shall
never be happy until you start composing again. God, how blind and
selfish I was in those days."

"He played them over again and again. I had to sit down then and
there--after a ten years" interval and fill in what was missing. And that
was not all; but since he was over-estimating my talent, I suppress all
he went on to say in extravagant praise of it."

Some of Fanny Mendelssohn's songs were published under her brother's
name and could easily be mistaken for his. The story goes that Queen
Victoria once told Mendelssohn that her favorite among his songs was
Italien. In some embarrassment he had to admit that it was not his but
Fanny's. Clara's songs bear a decided family resemblance to Robert's; but,
as was suggested above, when we come to the songs of Alma Mahler the
parallel no longer holds. Not only were her songs written before their
life together began, but Mahler's Lieder would be more difficult to
imitate stylistically than those of any other major sung-writer. At this
point it might be observed, as a sort of consolation prize, that at their
best, all three of these gifted ladies surpass the men in the case in their
less inspired moments.
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I have said that Mahler's music is never erotic. He wrote, as Alma
put it, but one love song, Liebst du urn Sch6nheit, composed especially for
her. It is a tepid thing, less ardent by far than Clara Schumann's setting
of R(ickert's poem, and arguably the poorest of his songs. On the other
hand, the most deliberately amorous of Alma's songs, Laug Sornrngrnach_
(Falke), is the most convincing, seemingly the most spontaneous, if not
perhaps the most original and distinctive of the lot.

This pulsing, passionate song, in A major is the third of a set of four
published by Universal-Edition. The date of the copyright is 1910, the
year in which Mahler decreed that the songs should be published. Without
knowledge of its authorship, it might be attributed to Strauss, or Wolf,
or possibly to the early Sch/hnberg. It is definitely Tristanesque, notably
where the voice swoops down, on the Tristan-chord, on the words "fiel
dein (LichO." One thinks immediately of Isolde's torch. These words are
repeated pp; the voice expires on the chord of the dominant seventh, as
does the piano-part in the postlude.

The songs of Gustav Mahler are remarkable for the slender, transparent
texture of the accompaniment. Alma has a fondness for big chords, often
spanning a tenth, and with the aid of the pedal she will have the whole
keyboard sounding at once. The final chord of this song, for example
covers five octaves. A mighty fist is needed for the second song of the
set, In rneines Vaters Garten, (Hartleben). In the warm key of A-flat,
in 6/8 time, marked Allegro, M:t freiem Vortrag, it is a long song, seven
pages, with many changes of mood and striking modulations.

A mystical note is sounded in the first one, Die stille Stack (D minor).
The text is by Richard Dehmel, whose VerkIaertg ?_acht prompted the
famous string sextet of Schhnberg. It has a grave beauty, a certain
Brahmsian quality, and achieves in the final page a haunting loveliness.

Number four, Bei dir ist es :taut (Rilke), is quiet throughout. The
key is D major, and there is just enough harmonic intensity to prevent
sameness and tameness. The final song, a setting of Heine's Ich wandle
unter Blurnen, is on the queer side. Thd poem is vague and so is the
music. The latter is in C major and the voice rises slowly and chromati-
cally from pp to ff, only to end softly on the lower note.

A second set, of four songs, was published by Universal five years
later. Here the songs themselves are dated. The first and fourth, Lich:
in der ?_acht (Bierbaum) and Erntelied (Gustav Falke), are dated 1901,
and Alma might have been at work on one or the other of them when
Gustav issued his ban on her composing. The others, ,_vValdseligkeit
(Dehmel) and Anstt_rm (Dehmel), are dated 1911. Alma _ys that she
composed no more after becoming engaged to Gustav. Are we to find
that statement contradicted here, or are these a later working out of
earlier sketches? Taken as a whole, the set suggests a later date. The
idiom is more obscure and there is a pronounced trend toward atonality.
The more conventional vein of the first set is found only in the Ermelied
(D-flat major). Dynamically it is striking. It begins piano, the swaying
accompaniment marked Begleitung so undeutlich als rn6glich, rises to ff
and ends on a ppppp that would do credit to Verdi or Tchaikovsky.
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Both Licht in der Nacht (D minor, Ernst, 4/4) and Waldseligkei_ in
the same key and time signature and marked Geheimnisvoll, zart, might
well be Sch6nberg on the verge of atonalism. The latter has that rare
device, a glissando on the black keys. By this time the key has changed
to D-flat and the song ends very softly on the tonic triad with added
major seventh. The Ansturra appeals to me least of all. One senses in it
more of contrivance and less of what generally passes for inspiration. It
ends on the dominant seventh, while the first song ends on a low
dominant, sounded twice under fermatas.

These nine songs are as good as unknown--and if not actually out of
print, are certainly hard to come by. They do not deserve this semi-
oblivion. Yet it must be admitted that they demand much, taken as a
whole, of singer, pianist and listener. Siegfried Wagner once declared
that it was a great handicap for a composer to bear the name of
Wagner. Poor Alma was in much the same fix.

AUSTRALIA HEARS MAHLER WORK

The outstanding event of the second half of the season was the first
Australian performance of Gustav Mahler's First Symphony. Mr. Goossens
has introduced an imposing number of new compositions during the last
year, but no other work was as unanimously received as this sixty-year
old symphony. The applause after each of the three performances demon-
strated unmistakably that the public not only approved of Mr. Goossens'
choice, but also that it wished to become more familiar with other works
by Mahler.

The interpretation was by no means traditional Viennese Mahler. It
was stripped of much of its emotional content and inner pulsation, but
Mr. Goossens did not fail to convey the musical substance of the work.

Wolfgang Wagner, MuslcAr. AMERICA



BRUCKNER ON RECORDS

New Recordings and Redssues

by Herman Adler

Viewed in historic perspective, the regrettable neglect and misunder,
standing of Bruckner's music need not alarm us too greatly. Anton Bruck,
net is neither the first, nor will he be the last great musician to be thus
denied recognition by his contemporaries and a good part of the following
generation. Let us not forget that the "mediocrity", Johann Sebastian Bach,
was accepted by the council of the Thomas,Kirche in Leipzig only after the
celebrities, Telemann and Graupner, had been found unavailable for the
position; that, for almost a century after his death, his music was all but
forgotten; and that, even in our own time, the prejudices and misconceptions
about Bach's music have not completely died out. Similar cases might be
cited ad infinitum in music as well as in other arts.

It is commonly believed that the appreciation of Bruckner's music is
limited by geographic boundaries, i.e., to the German-speaking world. The
relative frequency of performances and the copious Bruckner literature in
German would tend to confirm this impression. It is but natural that the
Bruckner movement should have started at home, helped, no doubt, by the
devoted spadework of such eminent Brucknerites as August Halm, Ernst
Kurth, Max Auer, and others in the literary field, as well as the con-
ductors Karl Muck, Otto Klemperer, Bruno Walter, and Karl B/Shin.But
make no mistake about it: even in Germany and Austria Bruckner has
not as yet attained the same degree of popular acclaim that is the un,
questioned due of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. True, since his
greatness is generally recognized by those who influence public opiniorl
and by a considerable section of the musical public, it is no longer fashion-
able to deride him. Unfortunately, we in America have not yet quite
outgrown that stage. Finding fault with Bruckner's music has been, and
still is, a fetish with many critics. An unthinking public perpetuates these
opinions, often without bothering to listen to the music. Countless
anecdotes tending to cast ridicule upon the MAN are repeated over and
over again. Calling Bruckner a romantic and a Wagnerian did not help
clarify the issue any more than did the comparatively recent tendency to
link his name with that of Gustav Mahler.

Another reason for the misunderstanding of Bruckner's genius has only
come to light during the past twenty years. What we had been hearing
before then were not really Bruckner's symphonies as he conceived them,
but falsifications of his scores by his well-meaning early interpreters, Franz
and Josef Schalk and Ferdinand Lb'we. Ardent Wagnerians, these musicians
felt that Wagnerization of Bruckner's scores would be the best way to
popularize them. The extent to which each symphony was affected by
these changes varies as will be shown below.
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Rare as public performances of Bruckner's music still are in this
country, we have to depend largely on recordings for aural experience,
closer study and, last but not least, spreading his message. Yet even the
European companies hesitated a long time before they dared to undertake
the task of recording complete symphonies and other major works by
Bruckner. The long wait, however, had its twofold reward. We now get
most of these works as performed in their original and complete form,
with the added benefit of modem recording technique essential to the
revelation of the full splendor of Bruckner's orchestra.

Of the sets reviewed in the following pages, two are new recordings
(Symphonies VII and VIII), one is a pre-war recording made available to
American collectors now for the first time (E minor Mass), and one
(Symphony V) a re-issue in England of a set once included in the Victor
catalogue, and reviewed extensively by Paul Hugo Little in Chord and
Discord, December, 1941. Three other albums reviewed at that time
(Symphonies IV and IX and the Aachen performance of the E minor
Mass) continue to be available under the Victor label.

SYMPHONY NO. _ IN B'FLAT MAJOR. (ORIGINAL VERSION)

Saxonian State Orchestra, Dresden, conducted by Karl BShm
9 . I2" imported H.M.V. records, DB 4486/94.

The music itself defies description in words, just as Bruckner himself
defies classification under any of the accepted "'schools". Like Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven or Shakespeare he is a creative genius, timeless and universal. To
my mind, the Fifth Symphony is one of Bruckner's two greatest works
(the other one being the Eighth). The subtitle "Tragic Symphony" is a
complete misnomer and should not be permitted to gain general currency.
August Goellerich who started it took his cue from the circumstances of
Bruckner's life rather than from the music itself, a common trend in
nineteenth century music interpretation. Bruckner himself referred to it
simply as his "contrapuntal masterpiece". Some superficial musicians, for
obvious reasons, nicknamed it "'Pizzicato Symphony".

It is difficult to decide what to admire most in this work, the amazing
contrapuntal craftsmanship, the melodic beauty, the sound of the orchestra,
or the unflagging inspiration that fashioned one of the tongest symphonies in
existence out of one central theme, a feat not accomplished to such
perfection since Bach's Kunst der Fuge.

The total impression of a Bruckner symphony is one of a perfect unity
and integrity rarely encountered among the works of other masters. To
become acquainted with it, it is necessary to hear it from beginning to
end. Should this be absolutely impossible, I would suggest a hearing of
the Finale. To those who think of a finale as the stirring dance.like
movement of earlier symphonists this will seem surprising. In this sym-
phony, as in the Eighth, the Finale represents the dramatic and formal
climax of the work. There are but two previous instances of this procedure:
Mozart's Jupiter and Beethoven's Eroica.

Prior to the restoration of the original version, in 1937, the Fifth, more
than any of the other symphonies, had been the victim of those willful
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alterations by Bruckner disciples referred to above. Even casual comparison
of the original version with the Eulenburg miniature score will show the
most amazing changes in dynamics, cuts of long sections, especially in the
Finale, additions of instruments, doubling of some parts, transfers of
passages from one instrument to another, and even additions of phrases
Bruckner never composed.

The performance under the inspired direction of Dr. Karl BShm is as
fine as one can imagine, and the recording is beautifully clear and
resonant. Altogether this is the sort of recorded realization of a masterwork
that one dreams about, but seldom gets.

Long absent from the domestic and European catalogues, this splendid
set has now happily been restored to the H.M.V. repertory by way of
the "Special List". In the light of technical improvements I am happy
to say that the recording has lost none of the wonderful qualities noted
above, though users of high-fidelity equipment may find it necessary to
cut down the treble range somewhat.

SYMPHONY NO. 7 IN E MAJOR

Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam, conducted by Eduard van Beinum.
15 sides, 8 , 12" imported London ffrr records in Album LA 94.

The Seventh Symphony, completed in 1883, established Bruckner's
international fame, and apparently it remained his most popular work
(if we can apply this term to any music by Bruckner) even to this day.
At any rate, there have been more recordings of this Symphony than of all
the others combined.

Perhaps one reason why it was found more acceptable by the master's
contemporaries is that, at least in form, it is more clearly the successor to
the great symphonies of Beethoven and Schubert than, say, the Fifth or
Eighth. But still another thought comes to my mind. The Seventh was
published and performed with almost none of the revisions that disfigured
the other symphonies, such as the Fifth noted above. Could it be that the
public, even in the nineteenth century, had a healthier instinct for genuine
greatness in music than the professionals were willing to admit? Perhaps
Bruckner's well-intentioned friends defeated their own purpose when, by
their revisions, they tried to make these works more palatable to audiences
of their time.

The question "original vs. revised score" is a minor one when it comes
to performances of the Seventh. With one exception, the differences are
of so little consequence that I defy anyone but the most highly trained
musicians to notice them in a recorded performance. There are neither
cuts nor any other structural alterations in the "revised edition", and the
tone of exaggerated self-importance in the foreword to the original score
by Dr. Robert Haas (published 1944) seems a bit ludicrous.

Checking of the Eulenburg score against the original score shows that
there are slight instrumental changes in the first movement, notably during
eight measures following letter E, and lesser ones shortly after letter G
and at S and W. I could find no discrepancies worth mentioning in the
last two movements.
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The real bone of contention in this symphony, however, is the cymbal
crash with tympani and triangle in the Adagio (at letter W, record side
9). This was added to the score after its completion by Bruckner upon
the advice of his friends, but against his own better judgment, and was
thus incorporated in the published editions. I feel that Bruckner's own
doubts as to its wisdom were certainly justified. As originally conceived
the music speaks eloquently enough, and there is no need to overdramatize
this point by the willful intrusion of an effect foreign to the spirit of the
whole movement.

The question we have to ask ourselves, then, when judging a performance
of the Seventh is not so much "'do they play the original score?", but
'_is the attitude of the conductor and the spirit of the performance in
keeping with Bruckner's intentions and ideals?"

Let us take a quick glance at previous recordings and see. The first one
to appear was a Polydor-Brunswick set by the Berlin Philharmonic under
Jascha Horenstein (ca. 1929). While Polydor deserves credit for thus
breaking the ice, and giving the world the first complete Bruckner
symphony on records, that version was sadly inadequate, both artistically
and technically.

Next came the only American venture in the Bruckner field, a Victor
album by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy
(1935). At the time I enjoyed listening to that set at a friend's house.
Yet, this was the pleasure of hearing a Bruckner symphony at all rather
than any particular admiration for the performance. Whatever my feelings
were then, I never had any great desire to add it to my collection, much
as I wanted to own a Bruckner symphony. Re-hearing it now for com-
parison, I find ample reasons for my coolness toward Ormandy's perform-
ance of 14 years ago. It is a romantic conception in the worst sense,
uneven in tempo, with exaggerated dynamics and, in spots, bad intonation
or simply poor instrumental playing.

Around 1939 Polydor replaced its outdated version with _ new recording
by the Berlin Philharmonic, this time under the baton of Carl Schuricht.

That set was never imported, but I had the opportunity of hearing it while
in Italy. American record collectors did not miss anything. It is a stodgy
unimaginative reading suggesting a conductor who is more at home in
Brahms than in Bruckner.

Somewhat later Telefunken added several Bruckner symphonies to their
catalogue, all conducted by Eugen Jochum. The orchestra in the Seventh
is the Vienna Philharmonic. It is a performance with some of the faults
I found with Ormandy; in short, one not worthy of the music. Notwith-
standing David Hall's statement in The Record Book, Jochum does no_
play the original version. What is more, I have never heard a more
vehement cymbal crash in my life -- a resounding slap in the face of
all partisans of the original version.

In addition to this complete recording, Telefunken issued a very fine
performance by Wilhelm Furtw_gler and the Berlin Philharmonic of the
Adagio only. Furtw_ngler, too, plays the revised edition though the
cymbal crash is more subdued.

Among the wartime releases found in the Electrola lists there is a
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recording by the Munich Philharmonic under Oswald Kabasta. This set is
not available for checking.

Now for the present release. Its most striking feature is the sheer beauty
of sound produced by one of the world's great orchestras, mirrored
faithfully in the ffrr recording. This alone will recommend the set to
many collectors who might otherwise not dare to approach a Bruckner
symphony. The performance is a model of self-effacement on the part of
the conductor. Mr. van Beinum obviously is a musician who believes in
letting the music speak for itself rather than subjecting it to his personal
whims ('"so-called interpretations") or to such distortions as marred the
Jochum and Ormandy versions. This in itself is sufficient reason for
respect and gratitude, even though this performance falls somewhat short
of the masterly readings by such Bruckner specialists as Karl Bbhm and
Bruno Walter. Like others who did the Seventh, van Beinum does not
play the original version, but he treats the controversial cymbal crash with
the utmost discretion. Tempi are well chosen, and altogether this perform,
ance comes closer to the true Bruckner style than any of its predecessors.

SYMPHONY NO. 8 IN C MINOR (ORIGINAL VERSION)

Hamburg Philharmonic Orchestra, con& by Eugen ]ochum.
21 sides, 11 , 12" imported Deutsche Grammophon records

in Album DGS--17 (distributed by London Gramophone Corp.)

Called by some '_the crowning achievement of nineteenth century music",
the Eighth is another miracle of the creative spirit. Due to its extended scope
it is more akin to the Fifth than to any of the other Bruckner symphonies
known through recordings.

The work opens in typically Brucknerian fashion, the principal theme
growing out of an accompanying figure. This, as August Halm observes,
is more like the beginning of music itself than the beginning of an
individual work. This device, incidentally, is not one of Bruckner's inno,
rations. Mozart, for example, used it before him in the G minor Symphony.

As in the Ninth, the Scherzo here precedes the Adagio. Its strongly
accented rhythm is in contrast to the songful Trio in which the harp
appears for the first time, foreshadowing the Adagio. It is the only
symphony in which Bruckner uses this instrument.

The Adagio is one of the most sublime movements in all music (also
the longest), and surely one of the most difficult to perform well. It is,
however, so much part of the whole that to perform it separately would
certainly diminish its impressiveness. Yet, it is true that the equally
wonderful Adagio of the Seventh has been played, and in one case
recorded, by itself without appreciable loss.

The Finale rounds out and sums up the work in festive spirit. Bruckner
himself considered it the finest movement he wrote, and its grand design
and all-embracing nature are perhaps the most compelling reasons that
preclude an isolated hearing of any of the preceding movements.

Bruckner completed the symphony in 1887. Hermann Levi and Josef
Schalk, however, considered it unplayable as it stood, and persuaded him
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to revise it. The final version was ready in 1890. When published in
1891, the Eighth did not escape the usual %ditorial attention". The
changes, made in this case by Max yon Oberleithner, are not as drastic
as those that disfigured the conventional scores of the Fifth and Ninth.
Still, they involve various instances of re.instrumentation, a cut of ten
measures in the Adagio, and six different cuts, totalling roughly _ mea-
sures, in the Finale.

The existence of two versions in Bruckner's own hand complicated the
task of restoring an "original version". By and large this score, published in
1939, is based on Bruckner's second version with some referdnce to the
Urfassung (the first).

Due to its recent publication and the intervening war years American
concert audiences, as far as I know, have had no opportunity to hear
the Eighth in the original version. This recorded performance follows the
original score, but--, for no visible or audible reason, Herr Jochum
omits twenty measures from the first movement. 1 The cut occurs between
sides 3 and 4, and runs from ten measures after R to letter T in the
score (all editions).

Depending solely on memory, it seems to me that the Hamburg Phil-
harmonic has deteriorated since the days of Karl Muck and Eugen Papst.

Even so, the orchestra is still a competent one, and Jochum's reading of
the Eighth is far superior to his Telefunken version of the Seventh. How-
ever, certain details should be pointed out. I fed that a slightly faster
tempo could do no harm to the first movement, while I consider Jochum's
tempo in the Adagio decidedly too slow. There is a definite feeling of
dragging, a danger Bruckner expressly sought to avoid (...doch nieht
schleppend). Furthermore, the opening theme of the Adagio lacks de-
finition due to Jochum's fatal inability to make the strings play truly
detached notes, thus obscuring the rhythmic outline. All too often Jochum
doesn't seem to grasp the full significance of certain details or phrases,
and, finally, he labors under the misapprehension that diminuendo and
ritardando are one and the same thing.

With all this I don't want to spoil the very considerable pleasure a
listener can get out of this set. The Symphony, if left to itself, is magnifi-
cently indestructible. And even though Jochum does not show the requisite
insight into the music, it is still virtually all there (minus twenty bars)
in a lifelike reproduction that will make it easy for the listener versed in
Bruckner to penetrate beneath the surface.

_a.Ass zqo. 2 IN n taNoR

Hamburg State Opera Choir and Orchestra, conducted by Max Thum.
5 -- 12" records in Capitol.Telefunken Album EEL.2_04

or 1 -- 12" LP record. Capitol.Telefunken P 8004

The E minor Mass is unique in that it is scored for eight-part chorus

XAfter this article went to press word was received that Jochum made no such
cut in the performance when it was originally recorded, but that this error
occurred when the recording was transferred from tape to discs in the laboratories
of the Deutsche Grammophon GeseUschaft.
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and an orchestra of wind instruments only. A very _me performance by the
Aachen Cathedral Choir has been in the Victor catalogue for a number
of years. About the time when that set first appeared in Germany, Tele-

"funken recorded the same work as given by the chorus and orchestra
of the Hamburg Opera. At first sight, performance of a Mass by an
opera ensemble might seem strange until it is remembered that, thanks
to Karl Muck's conductorship of the Hamburg Philharmonic (1922-1933),
that city had become one of the centers of Bruckner activity and
enthusiasm. Not many copies of the Telefunken set ever reached this
country before the war, and it is only now, under the new Capitol-
Telefunken arrangement, that this version will gain wider circulation, and
that a comparison between the two is possible.

The most obvious difference is that the Aachen choir is an amateur
group with boys in the soprano and alto parts, while the Hamburg group
is a highly trained professional chorus. The result is infinitely more
polished singing, accurate intonation, and greater flexibility in the case
of the Hamburg choir, but greater spontaneity and power on the part of the
Aachen group. Both interpretations carry a great deal of conviction. Where-
as the Aachen performance stresses the Palestrinian aspects of the score,
the Hamburg version is marked by a greater awareness of the Mozartean
origins of much of Bruckner's choral writing, and also by a more conscious
feeling for the symphonic element in Bruckner. Thus, in a sense, the two
versions complement each other. Having owned the Victor album ever
since it was issued, I was surprised to find new beauties in the music
upon acquaintance with the Telefunken set. These beauties were
always there, to be sure, but somehow they did not register until held
up against the mirror of a different artistic conception.

As is the case with so many recorded masses, the Gregorian intonations
of the opening words of the Gloria and Credo are omitted in both per-
formances. There is one unfortunate and seemingly unnecessary cut of ten
measures in the Gloria of the Telefunken version, which actually eliminates
two lines of text (ELuoniarn tu solus sanctus/Tu solus Dorninus). The
Telefunken recording is somewhat more lifelike than the Victor, and the
surfaces are very quiet. The LP disc is equal in quality to the 78 set.

This, then, is one case where I cannot advise, but only explain. The
choice between two very fine, though different, versions depends on
individual taste and preferences. Whatever the ultimate choice, don't fail
to give a thorough hearing to the other version. It will add perspective
and deepen your pleasure in listening to the set you own.

Now that we have reached the stage where a majority of Bruckner
symphonies and one major choral work are available to American record
collectors, they will do well to take advantage of this opportunity, thereby
not only enriching their own musical experience, but, let us hope, also
encouraging the record companies to complete the repertoire of Bruckner's
more important works.



SOME NOTES ON GUSTAV MAHLER (1860-1911)

by Donald Mitchell

INTRODUCTORY

It is time that we reached some decision about Mahler. Performances,
both in the U.S.A. and Great Britain, have been on the increase, although
it must be pointed out that this does not necessarily mean that Mahler will
be any the more appreciated or understood. All too often, flat (or even
ludicrous) performances z stand as firmly as any iron curtain between the
mind of the listener and the intentions of the composer. This was plainly
brought home to me by the gallant effort the BBC Third Programme 2 made
in giving us all the nine symphonies. It was a remarkable project which
defeated its own admirable purpose by the deplorably low standards of
interpretation; if Mahter is not comprehended by the conductor of the
orchestra, what chance has the audience? All this has been better said by
Robert Simpson elsewhere. 8 I can only recommend his pages for further
elaboration of my argument. But when all the faults have been taken into
account, musicians and music lovers in general, at least have heard some
Mahler and can judge the fulminations of certain critics 4 on the evidence
of their own ears. All too frequently in the past, the critic has been
able to damn Mahler, confident in his knowledge that it was extremely
tmtikely that the work in question would ever be played, and his arrogant
assertion remain unchallenged except by those fortunate enough to be
skilled readers of orchestral scores.

MUSIC AND SOCIETY

But how much do we understand Mahler listening to him, as it were,
in an intellectual vacuum, without knowledge of his life, his environment,
and more important still, that complex of time, persons, places and period
that produced him and made him what he was? A puzzling question that
raises an old issue on which the musical purists and their more liberal
opponents may join in battle.

The Classical versus Romantic formula is no longer satisfactory and
indeed cannot itself be explained solely in musical terms. The two sides
of that very rough and arbitrary division are too much intermingled and
interconnected for any statement of clarity to be made. Where does Mahler

1Mr. Robert Simpson in the current issue of DISC (No. 9, Winter 1949) speaks
of "the casual sight-reading methods of most British orchestras."

2The Third Programme is nothing if not thorough; and the Adttgio from the un-
finished Tenth was included and repeated.

_See Music Survey Vol. 1, No. 3, 1948 "Mahler and the BBC."
4Of course, there are some discerning Mahler critics in this country, notably

Wflfrid Mellers and Edward Sackvitle-West.
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stand? The last, fine flower of the Romantics is the claim many put
forward. Perhaps but he does not look well or fit easily into Romantic
dress, no more easily than Brahms who was a true Romantic playing at
being a Classic. Perhaps it would be more accurate (and yet how startling
to some of our learned critics) to discard the Classical/Romantic fixation
and see Mahler taking his place in the great German symphonic tradition
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and Bruckner: a tradition that
would include Brahms along with Schumann and Mendelssohn.

The Classical/Romantic boundary has its uses though if only as a
definition which can be improved upon, departed from, even denied com-
pletely. At least it implies (i.e., the words "classical" and "romantic"
having associations relevant to music and also a wider application to
many other human activities) a certain parallel development between
the state of society at any given moment and the culture it produces. 5
Music is not explicable in terms of itself alone but in the social order
that gives birth to it. Music did not change society: society changed
music. Mahler was what his age made him. If we wish to understand
fully his music, we must understand the world he lived in. The good
critic must be not only a musician, but a historian, a sociologist and
psychologist s in addition.

BIOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Even if we accept the statement that society determines the shape, form
and content of music, it is obvious that it is only a half-truth. Large
allowances must be made for the genius of the individual composer, and
for the more closely personal environment of family and home. The genius
is hard--I should say impossible--to explain. Some eases might be made
out for the fact that throughout history a political genius has always been
thrust forward at just that moment when a man of destiny has been
required, z In the arts too, each epoch has not been lacking its geniuses
who may express the characteristics of the society they live in. s But
why the mantle of genius should descend upon one particular pair of
shoulders, it is quite beyond the capacity of research to discover; and
speculation is worthless. In Mahler's case heredity can hardly be seriously
considered as an influence of any importance.

His childhood s was one of the acutest misery and his attitude to life

5"The form society assumes at a given moment is reflected in the art of that
moment. That art, so closely bound to the life it mirrors, is affected in an
analogous way by the crisis through which the contemporary society may be
passing." Adolfo Salazar, "Music in our Time," 1948.

_It is interesting to note how music criticism has tended to become more and
more psychological. Mahler has proved a happy hunting,ground for the musical
psychologists, particularly those from his own country.

7Many historians would, of course, contest such a theory.
SBut some periods have lacked geniuses-the Victorian era in England for

instance, particularly in music. Obviously, as a society further declines and
disintegrates, it is less and less likely to produce any significant culture.

0There is ample biographical material available in print.
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(one he formed early) was basically tragic and pessimistic,z° His conversion
from the Jewish faith to the Church of Rome was an obvious attempt to
achieve a secure belief; an attempt that failed as may be seen from the
ninth and last symphony. The Church that had once been the originator
and motive force behind so much creative art was already unable to appease
the longing and satisfy the doubts of one of its most tormented members.
Mahler's effort to find release in Nature, as I have pointed out else-
where,x_ was equally a failure.

Mahler's search was, fundamentally, for a solution to the difficult art
of living;_ composition was a relief, but did not solve the problem as
the music was itself a direct result of it. Take away the problem and the
music would have vanished. Already he was beginning to feel the isolation
of the artist in a confused and chaotic world. His resignation (Das Lied
yon der Erde) was punctuated by savage outbursts of despair and defiance
(the Rondo Burlesl_e from the ninth symphony); one man shaking his
fist against a social system that he knew was beginning to reject him. But
we need not be too astonished at the manner in which the whole fabric
of Mahler's personal existence was rent and torn; he was a child of his
time, and the time was out of joint.

THE CRISIS IN EUROPE

The period 1860-1911 was, historically, a period of flux and change,
a period that led eventually to the 1914-1918 crisis and the ensuing
cataclysm. There were strong movements toward Nationalism, the uni-
fication of Germany and Italy occurred, in Russia some of the intellectual
seeds were sown that prepared the revolutionary flowers, everywhere the
old order was collapsing¢"_and in spite of a progressive liberalism and a
popular democratic movement, there was an equally violent reaction that
attempted to support the tottering social structure. Into this almost
boiling cauldron Mahler was dropped. It is surely a measure of his
greatness that the immersion did not silence him forever.

THE CRISISIN MUSIC

As in so much, Beethoven is the key figure. To understand the tradition
Mahler inherited we must look back at the general development of music
since the 1840's. If there must be a division between the classical and
romantic eras, then Beethoven can be placed neatly between the two. He
is the hinge on which the door shuts on Classicism and opens on
Romanticism. He was a great enough composer to create order out of
disorder, to gather together the characteristics of his age and express them,
and yet remain a master craftsman, always a musician and never a
political orator. But Beethoven was, as Sydney Harrison has it, "a

_-°Seealso my "'Mahler and Hugo Wolf." Chord and Discord VoI. II, No.
7, 1948.

alMusic Survey,Vol. I, No. 4, "Literature and the Childhoodof Music."
12As were the novels of Henry James.
18Austriaespeciallysuffered various constitutionaland anatomicalchanges.
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democrat personally and politically" and no one can reasonably doubt
that the Choral Symphony, with a text that preached the brotherhood
of man, was as much a moral judgment,14 a social gesture, a tract for
the times, as a symphony. Beethoven laid down a challenge to all who
followed him, and a burden of humanism difficult for lesser men to
shoulder and lesser minds to comprehend.

The great expectations aroused by the events of 1789 were never
fulfilled. Reaction set in, popular democracy lost much of its momentum
and its energies were dissipated and dispersed. Beethoven's "brotherhood
of man" was never achieved either politically or musically. Music is as
accurate a textbook as those written by many of our historians, and where
society has failed, music has failed too. Almost all music since Beethoven
can be summed up in terms of revolt against the tradition he formulated
in the Choral Symphony.

Humanism is the operative word and music since 1824 can be catalogued
in terms of (a) neglect of, (b) revolt against, and (c) evasion of
Beethoven's challenge. Many neglected it, Schumann and Mendelssohn
evaded it, indulging in a pleasant domesticity; Brahms and Wagner re-
volted against it. It is important to remember Brahms" signature to the
Manifesto of 1860; a reaction15 which, writes Salazar,is "showed a desire
to relate itself to an outmoded classical discipline called neoclassicism.'"
Wagner was the more powerful and dangerous revolutionary of the two--
if revolutionary be the right word. He was an example of revolution in
reverse. As I have said elsewhere,17 "Wagner's music-dramas were merely
another method of refusing to accept the implications of Beethoven's
musical challenge. Wagner's experiments with harmony were cerLxinlynew
and of value, but they were always subordinate to his peculiar ideology
which dictated a complete divorce from society." Apart from Bruckner
and Mahler, Schubert, in his songs, his chamber-music, and the Great C
Major Symphony, is the only posvBeethoven composer who had anything
of Beethoven's "'social-will" and was able to carry a step further (parti-
cularly in his development of the lied) the great tradition of which the
Choral Symphony was the cornerstone.

It is strange, indeed, that both Mahler and Bruckner who were keen
admirers of Wagner, while frequently using his technical innovations,
escaped inheriting his ideology, his anti-social philosophy.

Bruckner is, perhaps, a special case as his Catholicism, his faith, played
a considerable part m his creative activity, and he dedicated his work to
God: a fact which must be borne in mind when estimating his music.
Again, he was an excessively simple character although this does not
mean that he was not an extremely subtle composer. For Bruckner, the
Universal Church as a unity still had meaning, and the "'brotherhood of
man" was part of Christian doctrine long before Beethoven wrote his

x4"Musicis a morallaw." Plato.
l_It should be rememberedthat a rebel is as much part of the society against

which he rebels, as the individualwho conforms.
z*"Musicin our Time," 1948.
aTModernQuarterly, Vol. III, No. 4, 1948.
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Choral Symphony. Bruckner, therefore, continued an even earlier tradi-
tion. He could not, writes Mr. Simpson, "imagine music that was not in
some way connected with the mysteries and pieties of his religion."ls
• For Mahler though, the Church could provide little but a stimulus to his
nnagination, chiefly by way of its ritual and pageantry. The most direct

result of the Church's influence is the first movement of the Eighth
Symphony with its setting of the medieval Latin hymn of Hrabanus
Maurus. Certainly, an optimistic movement, but the subsequent Das Lied
with its implied pantheism is almost a contradiction of the Eighth, and the
Ninth Symphony empty of any kind of consolation.

I have remarked upon the astonishing lack of resemblance between
Bruckner, Mahler, and Wagner, for despite an occasional likeness of
language 19 the thought behind their speech was entirely different. Obviously,
one of the most significant of Beethoven's developments was his expansion
of the "'slow movement," both technically and philosophically, into the
adagio, the weightiest, if not the crowning movement of all his sym-
phonies. Any composer after Beethoven, looking back at the adagio of the
Choral Symphony, must have trembled at the task before him. But Schu-
bert solved the problem, inimitably, in the Great C Major, and Bruckner's
adagios sound so supremely effortless that they seem as natural as the
soaring arches in a cathedral. Mahler, without Bruckner's secure faith,
facing the increasing difficulties of an already difficult world, and
driven (possibly unconsciously) by all manner of social forces, at least
grappled with the problem and made an attempt of great nobility to
continue the Beethoven tradition. There are three great slow movements:
those of the sixth, ninth, and unfinished tenth symphonies; those of the
third and fourth, as might be expected, are immature in comparison. (But
the Fourth Symphony is in itself interesting in that it represents one of
the first musical fairy-tale worlds written for adults only. Today, it is
that uneven genius Walt Disney who caters for this public demand.)

We are often told that Mahler's themes are banal in the extreme,
littered with recollections of every composer, living or dead, and that it
was only in his orchestral technique that he achieved a personal note. Yet
Mahler's music to any discerning ear is instantly recognizable. This
fragment, chosen at random from the Ninth Symphony, is completelycharacteristic:

. Tempo I

_SDisc, No. 9, 1949.

:tgOf Bruckner, Alfred Einstein has written: " ..he had almost as little in
common with Wagner .... as he had .... with Brahms." ("Music in the Romantic
Era," 1947)
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How significant it is that Mahler has divided his theme between the
first and second violins, almost as if the division in himself sought a
formal expression in his music (the division that existed between himself
and the world, 2° and the division and strife in the world outside). Mahler
was too much himself to have any direct hints of Beethoven m his

work, although there is a curious resemblance between the disintegrating
coda of the Ninth Symphony's adagio and the adagio of the Beethoven Sonata
Op. 101. And reference to the song Die Trornmel ger_*hret (Beethoven's
music to Egmont Op. 84) plainly shows what must have been the first
of that long line of German romantic lieder of which Mahler was one of
the finest exponents in Des Knaben Wunderhorn and Lieder tines fahrenden
Gesellen. His Laendler are direct descendants of the Haydn Minuets and
Trios; the trio in Haydn's Symphony No. 88 remarkably foreshadows
Mahler's sinister drones and syncopated sforzandos in the Rondo BurIeske
of the Ninth. Mahler not only glances back over his shoulder at Bach
and Mozart (possibly the two greatest contrapuntists) but forward as
well to that school of neo-classicists (the "Back to Bach movement")
typified by Reger and Busoni, and even by Stravinsky in his later periods.

His influence has, indeed, been immense; there is no need to mention
the obvious debt such composers as Sch/Snberg and Alban Berg owe him,
for they have acknowledged it themselves. In contemporary England,
Benjamin Britten's orchestral technique (if nothing else) is largely derived
from Mahler, who was not only a great traditionalist but also a great
innovator, and the last, I think, of the great symphonists.

No doubt, the music of Schbnberg and Berg is decadent, decadent in
that it accurately mirrors the decline of a whole system of civilization,
the decline of an ideal that had never been put into practice. The seeds
of that decadence were, inevitably, in Mahler too, because his world
was falling apart. But there was nobility also and some vestiges of a
faith, if not in himself, then at least a faith in humanity.

Like Beethoven, Mahler could have pointed in turn to his head and
heart and said: "My nobility is here and here; ''21 but we have his music
as a testament; there is no need for speech.

=°And, of course, the fact that he had to spend so much time conducting and
administering the Opera. It is very much a modern phenomenon that the creative
artist is expected to possess many of the qualities associated with the businessexecutive.

2*See Grove's Dictionary (1879 Edition).



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER IN AUSTRALIA

by Wolfgang Wagner

As in every other walk of life, in cultural matters too, the Australian
public is looking for guidance to England. The general English opinion
about merits or demerits of achievements in the realm of Arts and Letters
is accepted here without questioning. No one acquainted with the attitude
of the majority of English music-critics and writers towards the work of
Bruckner and Mahler will therefore be surprised to find that Australian
music-lovers had very little opportunity of listening to the music of these
two composers prior to the last war. In fact, there were only four
performances of symphonies by Bruckner and Mahler up to and including
1940.

This rather disappointing record might appear in a different light when
one realizes that about fifty years ago a symphony concert was an
unheard-of event in Australia. To-day, thanks to the far-sighted policy of
the government controlled Australian Broadcasting Commission (inaugurated
in 1932) we have in four of the six States of the Commonwealth full-sized
symphony orchestras whose members work on a yearly contract, and
similar arrangements are in preparation for the two remaining States. The
unavoidable deficits of these orchestras are guaranteed by the respective
State Governments, Municipalities, and the Broadcasting Commission.

It was not before August 5, 1937, that a symphony of Gustav Mahler
was heard in an Australian concert hall. On that date the late Georg
Schneevoigt conducted Mahler's Fifth at the Sydney Town Hall. Incident-
ally, Schneevoigt was the first non,English conductor of international fame
invited to Australia and it speaks highly for his unselfishness and idealism
that he seized_the opportunity to introduce Mahler to Australian audiences
instead of playing the familiar classics. One must admit that the Fifth,
with the exception of the Adagietto, is a difficult work to apprehend
for a public listening to a Mahler symphony for the first time and the
critique which appeared on the next day in the Sydney Morning Herald
certainly did not contribute much to a better understanding of Mahler's
message. In the familiar tone of English criticism the Herald's music expert
wrote:

The Mahler symphony proved to be a long work it lasted
an hour and an uncommonly patchy one. There were many
passages of beauty; but except in the Adagietto movement, the
effect was never sustained. During much of the time the composer
seemed to be going through the motions of grief or joy, or frenzy,
but conveying nothing but a disturbing noise. His well-known fond-
ness for brass instruments expressed itself in frequent and by no
means uncertain terms. This, more than anything else, made the
symphony fatiguing. Still, a score which includes such superb
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ideas as the Dead March in the first movement, and the tender
sincerity of the Adagietto is not likely to be thrust aside.

Bruckner was heard for the first time two years later when George
Szell played the Third in Melbourne on June 7, 1939, repeating the
second and third mavements at a popular concert the following day.

The Melbourne Argus calls the performance "'an emphatic success" and
has high praise for Mr. SzeU who did everything "to insure symphonic
appreciation" of the work.

In 1940 Neville Cardus,* the music critic of The Manchester Guardian,
came to Australia, and it is due to his untiring efforts for the cause of
Mahler and Bruckner and his deep-rooted understanding of their personal-
ities and ideologies that the public gradually became aware of the two
composers' importance in the development of symphonic art.

Shortly after Mr. Cardus' arrival in Sydney the Sydney orchestra,
specially augmented for the occasion, gave the first performance of Mahler's
Fourth, conducted by Antal Dorati. One can assume that many a diehard
will have changed his attitude and unfounded prejudice against Mahler
when reading the following notice from the authoritative pen of Neville
Cardus.

I cannot recall many finer pieces of conducting than Mr.
Dorati's, considering that he was dealing with a kind of music
which is entirely out of the common symphonic run. The orchestra
(unlike one or two of the critics present) declined to lose faith
during the apparent 'dullness" of certain sections of the work.
Mahler asks for much faith in his Fourth Symphony for he
glances back on 1_urelypersonal recoUections of youth spent in a
world which nowadays is lost in our age of innocence.

It is the shallowest judgment that hears only echoes of other
composers here - for example, in the slow movement, where the
pizzicato notes of the double basses are superfidally the same as
the bass notes at the beginning of "Who is Sylvia?". Mahler like
Schubert drew melodies out of the air which surrounded him. But
the Schubertian freshness has gone--Mahler added his own ache
of nostalgia. He was really an exquisite decadent, a singer of swan-
songs. Throughout all his music there is to be heard the longing
note of his most beautiful and autobiographical song: "Ich bin
der Welt abhanden gekommen". This refrain or flavor occurs at
the introduction of the second theme on the division of the slow
movement.

Mr. Dorati and the strings of the Sydney" orchestra were
extraordinarily clever in getting the Mahler tensity and color at
this point, the proper tone and almost tearful cadence. (Senti-
mental, of course, but what of that, if the art with which it is done
is original and fine?) ....

* cf. Chord and Discord,Vol. 2, No. 5, 1948.
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Hardly a week later Georg Sdmeevoigt, re-visiting Australia after his
great success in 1937, conducted the Sixth Bruckner in Sydney. Mr.
Cardus wrote:-

Professor Schneevoigt controlled the famous and difficult
decrescendos of the composer with skill; also the equally difficult
pauses; Bruckner wrote for the orchestra like an organist, he
changes the various instrumental groups into registers, you can
almost see him pulling out stops. He shuts off a full tone suddenly;
he loves sudden transitions from massed tone to isolated woodwind
cadences. His fortissimi are resonant organ swell.

The Sixth Symphony lasts some _0 minutes--which is, for
Bruckner, not at all lengthy; the Sixth Symphony is, we might
say, a Bruckner epigram, a mere morsel, tossed off between real
working hours. It contains the usual Bruckner adagio. Bruckner
was the only composer capable of emulating the Beethoven adagio
style of the ninth symphony; other composers have written great
slow movements, but there is a certain sublime melodic ease and
discursiveness in the true adagio, a mazeful reflectiveness which
turns inward. The style is difficult to define; all students of
music can distinguish it.

With the majority of players in the Armed Forces, concert activities
in Australia for the following four years were on a restricted scale and
overseas conductors were unable to visit our shores. Mr. Cardus continued
his good work with his weekly broadcast talks called "Enjoyment of
Music" during which Australian music lovers became acquainted with
many master works never previously performed in this country.

One of these sessions was devoted to Mahler's Lied yon der Erde in
which he used Bruno Waiter's beautiful recording with Charles Kullman
and Kerstin Thorborg. After the first broadcast of the Lied yon der Erde
Mr. Cardus and the Broadcasting Commission were flooded with letters
requesting a repetition and gramophone shops sold the remaining stocks
of Walter's recordings within a few days. During his seven years' stay in
Australia Mr. Cardus had to repeat this particular broadcast six times. A
similar broadcast, dealing with excerpts of Bruckner's Fourth and Seventh,
met with equal success and had to be repeated.

While in Sydney, Mr. Cardus also wrote his essay on Mahler which is
incorporated in his illuminating and most successful book "'Ten Composers".

Great hopes for further Bruckner and Mahler performances were
entertained when Eugene Ormandy arrived here in 1944; but with war
conditions still prevailing it was impossible to gather sufficient number
of experienced players for a satisfactory performance of a Bruckner or
Mahler symphony.

The 194_ season saw the premiere of Bruckner's Seventh, conducted by
Professor, now Sir, Bernard Heinze. The performance, especially the
adagio, left a deep impression and the work was widely acdaimed by the
public on the two nights it was played.* The critics, however, with the

* In 194_ each concert in Sydney and Melbourne was given twice. Melbourne
started with series of three concerts in 1946, and Sydney followed in 1947.
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exception of Mr. Cardus, had more words of praise for Mr. Heinze's able
conductorship than for the Bruckner symphony.

In the following year the young Czechoslovakian-born conductor Walter
Susskind presented a most satisfying and authentic reading of Mahler's
Fourth. Under the title "Mahler was Triumph for Susskind" Mr. Cardus
wrote in the Sydney Morning Herald:

As it is possible to go through life and hear the Fourth Sym-
phony of Mahler less than a half a dozen times, I shall devote
the bulk of this notice to a discussion of the work and the
remarkably sensitive performance.

This music Hes far away from the familiar symphonic routine
and calls for a rare instrumental delicacy; more important, the
feeling behind every note is scarcely to be understood without
long saturation in the Mahler psychology and the Austrian
background of Maerchen legend, the Middle Age spirit of gro-
tesque and the 'Totentanz'; and friend Hain who leads the way
to a paradise presented in a sagacious and literal way with the
gusto of a peasant's relish for tasty dishes.

In this work Mahler glanced back for the last time on his
childhood, said "good-bye' to the magic wonder-horn, before
bracing himself for the spiritual ordeals experienced in his later
symphonies.

He himself described the force as "naive and humorous"; But
Mahler could not for long remain either naive or humorous. In
this song-symphony--for the instruments are also soloists--of
the "heavenly joys" he must needs compose a long and supremely
beautiful adagio, with variations, in which the Mahler ache for
restfulness, which always eluded him, is expressed in an orchestral
style as sophisticated and finished as any known to central
European music of the 19th century.

In a word, an interpretation of the fourth symphony calls for
both simplicity and subtlety of statement, for directness and for
nuallce ....

This movement (adagio) is one of music's divinely inspired
treasures. Even the Mahler appogiatura glides in, and there are
many transitions that softly lead us to a more and more hushed
loveliness. The string choir at the beginning is quite ineffable ....

Dr. Edgar Bainton, the former Director of the Sydney Conservatorium,
had included in one of his concerts the adagietto from the Fifth Mahler;
likewise did Professor Heinze at concerts at Melbourne and Adelaide.
(Between 1946 and October 1949 the Adagietto was played no less than
14 times in all six States of the Commonwealth).

The year 1947 marked a new and important stage in the musical
development of Sydney and its orchestra. Reconstructed on a financially
sound basis the year before, the orchestra came under the permanent
conductorship of Eugene Goossens. To.day, after 2_ years of intensive
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collaboration between conductor and players, Mr. Goossens has formed
the orchestra into a body which certainly can hold its own with almost
every American or European orchestra.

Mr. Goossens did not perform any work by Bruckner or Mahler during
his first season in Sydney but conducted the Melbourne orchestra in a
competent reading of Bruckner's Sixth.

Most encouraging progress was made during the ensuing two years
both in Sydney and Melbourne. A complete list of performances will
confirm this statement:

1948

Sydney, August, First Mahler, conductor Eugene Goossens.
Melbourne, October, First Mahler, conductor Paul Klecki.

1949

Melbourne, August, Fourth Bruckner, conductor Rafael Kubelik
Sydney, August, Seventh Bruckner, conductor Otto Klemperer.
Melbourne, September, Fourth Mahler, conductor Otto Klein-
peter.
Sydney, October, Seventh Mahter, conductor Eugene Goossens.
In addition there were several performances of the Adagietto
from Mahler's Fifth in five capital cities. (Hobart, Perth,
Adelaide, Brisbane, and Melbourne.)

The Press greeted the Australian premiere of the First Mahler with
headings such as "'Splendour in Mahler", "'Mahler's Symphony Impressive",
and "'Fine Playing in Mahler's First Symphony". Mr. Goossens' perform-
ance was enthusiastically received and thunderous applause of a most
demonstrative character indicated unmistakably the public's desire to hear
more of the works of the song-symphonist.

After deploring that it took 56 years for the symphony to reach
Australia from Vienna, Kenneth Wilkinson of the Daily Telegraph wrote:

Eugene Goossens directed the Sydney Symphony Orchestra
in a magnificent performance.

The long introduction with fragments of themes sounding
beneath a long-sustained high A for strings, held the mood dra-
matically in suspense, as though the first movement was about
to condense itself out of a musical nebula.

Then, how extraordinarily, how magically, the fresh, human,
spring-like quality of the opening theme emerged from these
cosmic musings!

Both here and in the following movement, certain melodies
have a genial, comfortable swing which marks them as character,
istically Viennese.

But the effect, in relation to the general scheme of the sym-
phony, is by no means superficial. For these interludes of gaiety
take on an overtone of irony, as though there were romantic
episodes remembered in adversity.

The brilliance of Goossens" conducting lay precisely in the
way he gave us the full score of these overwhelming changes
of mood.
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The rhythmic intensity of the third movement, in which the
ceremonial funeral march was interrupted by mocking comments
and furious dances of despair, was a grand experience.

In the finale, he gave free expression to the Berlioz-like
extravagance of feeling, while keeping orchestral discipline on a
rein. The whole presentation reached a triumphant climax as
seven horns rang out in unison, fortissimo, above the general
clamor.

The late A. L. Kelley had this to say in his paper, The Sun:.

Fortunately, though not unexpectedly, it was a very fine
performance; and this was the more important since in that work
are disclosed characteristics that endure through all the develop-
ments and elaborations of Mahler's many symphonies that followed.

For Mahler, the orchestra is a singing voice, not a spinner
of contrapuntal fabrics, and songs of the open air fall charmingly,
almost naively, on the ear, to gather an almost aria-like richness
later in the symphony in lines and cadences drawn out beautifully
by last night's violins and 'cellos.

In this direct, though spacious work, one feels the composer's
immediate response to things felt and seen. There is, as yet, no
conscious German (or Austrian) savoring and enjoyment of his
emotions.

Mr. Cardus' successor on the Sydney Morning Herald, (Mr. Cardus
had left Sydney for England the year l_efore), summed up as follows:-

Mahler's proliferating themes, the long strands and sudden
ejaculation of musical thought, were woven into a tone texture
that was exquisitely transparent. The ideas were worked out with
power rather than weight.

Melbourne received the same symphony equally well when the Polish
conductor Paul Klecki introduced the work there two months after the
Sydney premiere. Here are excerpts from criticisms in the leading papers:-

Age:
One of the most thrilling orchestral events heard in Mel-
bourne .... Tl_is is a work of high character, if not of much
geniality, often majestic but never descending to sentimentality.

Its terrific climax at the beginning of the fourth movement
seems to rend the universe apart but the composer puts it
together again with softly flowing melody and finishes the
work with a regeneration of faith that is declamatory and
insistent .......

Herald:
The work is warm and expansive and we would be the richer
for much wider acquaintance with Mahler .....

The critic of the Melbourne Sun sheds, I cannot refrain from saying,
quite a "new" light on Mahler when she writes:-
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The work is less a symphony than a series of tone poems strung
together by a kind of leading motive, with a long-sustained high
note on strings, and scattered cuckoo calls at intervals through
the orchestra.

The work occasionally appeared derivative, weakly Beethovenish,
and Mahler expressing Dionysian mystery in his "'nature" music,
often falls short with quite trivial melodies, however charming.

Rafael Kubelik, one of the most popular conductors ever to visit
Australia, opened the 1949 series of performances of works by Bruelmer
and Mahler with a performance of Bruckner's Fourth in Melbourne. As so
often Bruckner had a not too favorable press. The critic of the Australian
musical journal The Canon donned the fighting gloves and took his
colleagues of the daily papers to task with the following strong words* :-

Echoes of old battles have woken this month in Melbourne: frayed
banners have been held to the air, light ghostly lances have shone
in remembered legion. Again as before beauty has been routed
from the field, while the loud bray of Philistine revelry in
triumph affrights the ear.

This time, we fear, the learned ladies and gentlemen of the
press have scored such a brutal victory over the art of music that
we may never look for another challenge from this side: music is
dead, its seed and impulse and whole strength are dispersed.

After dealing with some adverse criticism of Berlioz The Canon con-
tinues :-

What are we to do?--we must lock away his works in dungeons
and vaults and libraries, until his long silence convinces us that.
he is no genius at all, but merely a bellowing fool.

He will be in good company there, to be sure: he will find
Bruckner, who is an outcast because his music is an experience of
the spirit, while the society of our day is devoid of spirit. To a
thorough reading of the Fourth Symphony, our critics respond
thus :-

It tells nothing new, being strongly derivative of Wagner, with
brass but not brilliance ....

Strongly derivative of Wagner! There are, in truth, strains of
Mahler in the Fourth Symphony, like gold running through a
quartz crystal: but Bruckner needs no gold in the places of his
movement, for there is gold beneath his feet.

But this is all past now, this echoed battle which was as a
slight stir on the surface of Melbourne's music: the two musicians,
convicted of the crime of genius, have been executed: and the
victors are complacently awaiting new feasts of Brahms.

When it was announced that the-Australian Broadcasting Commission
had engaged Otto Klemperer for a series of concerts the steadily growing
community of admirers of Brnckner and Mahler anticipated festive days.
To be sure, Mr. Klemperer did not disappoint them.

* At the same concert excerpts from Berlioz" "Romeo rg Juliet" were played.
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No better account of Mr. Klemperer's decisive victory for the cause of
Mahler can be given than by repeating here in full the critique which
appeared in the Melbourne Argus on September 19, 1949, on his per-
formance of Mahler's Fourth:--

A really magnificent performance of the Fottrth Symphony
of Gustav Mahler by the Victorian Symphony Orchestra brought
forth an avalanche of applause and cheering from a packed and
most appreciative Town Hall. Melbourne audiences have perceived
the greatness of Klemperer from the excellence of his musicianship
as evident in his moulding of the orchestra; they have also grown
to like him, probably more than any other recent visiting con-
ductor, because of his fine personality and platform humility.

His interpretation of the Mahler Symphony breathed life and
beauty from the opening bar, with its colorful, tinkling sleigh
bells. The passages for four flutes, including an exceptionally
lovely one against a murmuring string background, were very
striking in the first movement. The second movement was most
effective because of the brilliance of Bertha Jorgenson's handling
of the shrill violin solos (on a" special instrument tuned a tone
higher), and the lilt achieved in the string sections.

The quaint verses from '_Des Knaben Wunderhorn" in the last
movement were excellently sung by the visiting soprano Elizabeth
Schwarzkopf. Her interpretation was particularly pleasing because
of her excellent creation of its simple, peasant-like qualities. It
is no mean feat for a world-famous singer to express, as satisfyingly
as did Miss Schwarzkopf, the naive and charming vision of
Heaven as a place of dancing and feasting, with the angels baking
the bread and St. Peter benignly looking on.

That this is the last concert Klemperer will conduct in Melbourne
this season is news which must be received with considerable sadness
by the public and, I feel, the orchestra also.-

The other papers were no less sparing in praising the symphony and
the splendid conductorship of Mr. Klemperer. The Melbourne Advocate
wrote :--

Gustav Mahler was a friend of conductor Otto Klemperer, so
it was to be expected that the Symphony No. 4 in G Major
would be presented with understanding and appreciation of the
peculiar genius of that composer.

Klemperer maintained the unity of structure of this orchestral
work which is essential to a complete understanding of the
spiritual significance of the music. He gained particularly fine
effects from the strings in the first movement of that singing
quality that Mahler loved so well. The refrain for voice in the
final movement was not of lyrical quality, but rather a continuation
of instrumental pattern of melody .....

In Sydney Mr. Klemperer conducted a truly magnificent and deeply
moving Seventh Bruckner. Again Bruckner, though warmly received by
the public, did not cut much ice with the music critics. Only one of
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them considered it necessary to discuss the work at length; the others
dismissed Bruckner with a few lines containing the familiar cliches,
"rather ponderous work ......... long as it is, prolix as many of its pages
often are..." or "Its limitations, such as absence of variety in theme and
mood, naive repetitiousness ....... "'

This lack of understanding for Bruckner-and his spiritual message
evident in these writings, induced the present writer to discuss the
problem in The Canon under the title "A Plea for Bruckner':

Mr. Klemperer's all-encompassing grasp of the works he performs,
his penetration into the spirit of the music, and his ability to
impart the intensity of his fierce musical passion to the mind of the
orchestra, bridged with ease and authority the wide gap between
the works of Strauss and Bruckner. The mysterious stirrings of
Strauss's Tod und VerkIaerung were unfolded lavishly, while
Bruclmer's Seventh Symphony grew into an edifice of solemn
magnificence under the hands of this master-builder.

Yet . . . not even Mr. Klemperer's glowing interpretation of
Bruckner's symphony, not even the devoted and beautiful playing
of the orchestra, could deter the critics of the daily press from
treading the well beaten path and handing out the usual cliches.
We have been reading these same stock phrases for over fifty
years, and one would have thought that Mr. Klemperer's greatness
as an interpreter of Bruckner might have produced a more amicable
outlook. However, true to tradition, that emphasis was laid on
the allegedly weak points of the symphony and its positive points
were treated in parenthesis.

Philippics are far from my mind, yet I wish I could command
Demosthenes" fire and persuasive power in order to change this
traditional disdain of one of the most honest and unassuming
men who ever attempted to set his feelings and aspirations to
music.

Bruckner composed with the spaciousness and great conception
of Baroque architecture and painting. The splendour of the
monastery of St. Florian, the imposing line of its facade, the calm
of the cloister gardens, the loftiness of the world-famous staircase,
the dignified magnificence of the collegiate church with the organ
under which Bruckner lies buried . . . All these are reflected
in Bruckner's symphonies with equal splendour, loftiness and
dignity. And as the eye repeatedly returns to a spot of singular
beauty, or of personal appeal, so Bruclmer keeps on repeating his
sumptuous and soaring themes. Bruckner was a lonely man, and
lonely people when they break their silence open their hearts
without restraint. Bruckner, moreover, speaks in his music to God
and offers thanksgiving for divine, inspirations.

Often he loses himself in thought, and we can see him sitting
at his organ, improvising, and absorbed in meditation. Suddenly
he stops as ff waking from a dream; a moment's pause, and the
main theme sets in without modulation or change of orchestration;
and with harp, string and cymbal he sings the glory of God.
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Wagner was Bruckner's idol. With the simple credulity of
the Austrian peasant, he adored the Master of Bayrenth. The
sombreness of ;Wagner's brass under a dim string tremolo, and
the sonority of his orchestral harmony made a strong appeal to
Bruckner, and became the blood-stream of his symphonic work.
But instead of blaming him for his Wagnerian flavour, we should
realize that his unqualified veneration for Wagner resulted in his
greatest achievement in the development of symphonic writing.
For it was Bruckner who succeeded in amalgamating within the
structural framework of the symphony the classicism of Beethoven
and the romanticism of Wagner.

To sum up: piety, hero-worship, and the spirit of St. Florian
were Bruckner's credo; music, the expression of his emotional

• and mental state; simplicity, humility, and serenity, the character-
istics of Bruckner, the man. Let us endeavour to change our
approach to Bruckner, and let us try to understand a lonely,
deeply religious man whose heart poured out music.

Mr. Klemperer's unforgettable performance opened up for us
.a new vista to the understanding of this composer. Let us follow
it: it will be an experience full of beauty and rapture.

A fortnight later Mahler's Seventh with its N_achtmusiken , resounded
in an Australian concert-hall for the first time, some forty years after
its premiere in Prague.

The Sydney Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Eugene Goossens
gave a convincing reading of this much neglected symphony, described by
one Sydney critic as fascinating, by another as fatiguing.

L. B. in the Sydney Morning Herald, after calling the performance
"'remarkably taut, vital and well-disciplined", continues:

While it would be foolish to suggest that this huge 70-minute
work had a great popular success, most of last night's audience
were prepared to make the resolute effort at concentration that
Mahler demands. The effort was handsomely repaid for, even
when Mahler does not ensnare the affections, he compels interest.

Mahler's symphonies, in sequence, are the harrowing and tragic
case suffering. The fascination of his music is the astonishingly
complex man which the music reveals.

Goossens, a Mahlerite by taste if not by constitution, was more
than ordinarily equipped to give a vigorous, urgent and moving
exposition of this symphony.

The orchestra responded magnificently to his leadership to
reveal the symphony as the composer's way to peace-of-mind and
pride of spirit through a philosophy which almost accepts the
futility of struggling for impossibles. Mahler seems to say, at last,
that he has found a way of accepting his own limitations and
making the best of them.

This philosophic plan was made remarkably clear in the two
end movements; in the adagio with its weight of resignation and
the shadows of past despair, and then in the rondo with its candid
liberations of spirit.
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The three interior movements--a pastoral serenade with inciden-
tal cowbells sounding like a penny in a money-box; a ghostly
scherzo of demon phantasmagoria; and another serenade of darker
mood and unsatisfied romance--filled out the design of the work
richly and at great length.

Mr. Wilkinson of the Daily Telegraph found "the music a strenuous
experience on a hot night" and goes on:

Poor Mahler! In his First Symphony he showed himself capable
of dealing directly and imaginatively with the essentials of sym-
phonic form. By the time he had reached the Third he was
discoursing naively and charmingly on the basis of German folk-
lore.

But in the Seventh he is wrestling painfully with his own
spirit and trying to pack into the score a whole lifetime of
emotional and philosophical experience.........

Yet, for all its patchiness and overstress, the Seventh was worth
doing and the Sydney Symphony Orchestra set forth its vehement
message in outlines of fire.

Lieder by Mahler have, of course, frequently been sung by Australian
and overseas artists. Miss Dorothy Helmrich, a renowned English soprano
and singing teacher, now resident of Sydney, sang the Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellen during her Australian tour in 1935 and several times
since. Miss Hetmrich also included a number of Wunderhorn,Lieder in he_
programs.

The Chamber Music Society, Mus/ca Viva, gave a performance of
Bruckner's Quintet and scored with it such a success that the work had
to be repeated at a request concert at the end of the season.

Unfortunately I could not obtain any data regarding performances of
Brudmer's choral works, but this articte would not be complete without
mentioning the frequent broadcasts of the recorded works by both com-
posers. Brucknef's Fourth, Seventh and the Overture in O minor and
Mahler's First, Fourth and Lied yon der. Erde have been played at least
ten to fifteen times each during the past three years not only over the
network of the Australian Broadcasting Commission but also by several
commercial stations. Other works available on wax, as for instance the
Second and Ninth Mahler, were frequently performed too. Bruno Waiter's
latest recording of Mahter's Fifth has not yet reached this country at the
time of writing, but when the new set of Bruckner's Seventh under van
Beinum arrived here _0 sets were sold by one record dealer alone within
ten days.

Summing up it can be stated quite confidently that public demand
for works by Bruckner and Mahler is steadily growing in this country.
Most encouraging is the fact that the intelligentsia among our young
people shows more understanding for both composers than the older
generation of concertgoers. Mahler with his psychological approach to
music and exciting intensity stands nearer to their heart and mind than
the more contemplative and romantic devoutness of Bruckner. Mahler's
symphonies are for them "'Music of our Time"; on Bruckner they look
with reverence as a representative of "times gone by."
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The Sydney University paper Honi Soit closes its notice on Goossens'
performance of the Seventh Mahler with this significant statement:--

Such performances of rarely heard works, while causing elation
and gratitude, tend to cause apprehension concerning the occurrence
of further performances. Indeed, until Mahler's works become a
recognised part of the concert repertoire this uneasiness will
persist.

Words like these cannot be ignored by those in charge of our concert
activities for any length of time. There cannot be any doubt that the
names of Anton Bruckner and Gustav Mahter will appear with ever
increasing frequency on the programs of our orchestras; conductors who
undertake to make Australian audiences more familiar with the works
of both Masters will earn the gratitude of every open-minded music-lover.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO EFREM KURTZ

The Bruckner Medal, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of
the Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Efrem Kurta for
his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation of Bruckner's
music in the U. S. A. Mr. Kurta introduced Bruckner's Second to audiences
in Kansas City, Missouri, and Houston, Texas. He conducted Bruckner's
Second in Kansas City (Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra) on January
27 and 28, 1948, and on December 13 of the same year, the Houston
Symphony Orchestra under his direction performed the same work. After
the performance of the Second in Houston, Dr. F. W. Doty, Dean of the
School of Fine Arts of the University of Texas, presented the medal on
behalf of the Society.



THE LENGTH OF MAHLER

By DESMOND SHAw_-TAYI.OR

The following article is reprinted with the permission of The 2qew Statesman
Wtation, London, England. It was published on April 10, 1948.

The feelings aroused by Mahler's music, like those once aroused by the
man, are seldom lukewarm; listeners and critics who find no difficulty in
arriving at a balanced estimate of Strauss or Elgar are apt to discuss
Mahler in terms of unqualified adulation or curt dismissal; the half-way
house is untenanted. And yet, on sober reflection, surely the unpopular
intermediate view is more plausiblemthat in Malaler we have a composer
of original, brilliant and indeed unique powers, whose work suffers from
structural weaknesses and sudden startling lapses of taste: above all, a
composer who, even in his happiest vein, seldom knows when to stop. Why
then do good musicians fail to arrive at a more objective view? Why
must it be all or nothing? Partly because Mahler's compositions for long
encountered so much neglect and active hostility that his supporters were
bound to see themselves as crusaders, their cause as a cult; and partly
because of the intensely personal nature of his vision. ,As recently as I930,
the late H. C. CoUes could pronounce in The Times that Mahler "never
achieved a distinctly personal idiom," a point of view which now seems
almost grotesque--for is there in all music a more sharply individual
tang? Once succumb to its fascination, and you find yourself loving the
music for its very faults; in quiet retrospect you may feel intellectually
convinced of ups and downs, good and bad, but only soak yourself again
in these extraordinary scores and detachment begins to vanish; cool
judgment is swamped by a resurgence of passionate admiration--or else of
exasperation.

Exasperation--and perhaps amusement; for nothing is easier than to poke
unsympathetic fun at Mahler, so pretentious, so long-winded, so ultra-
German. His absolute artistic integrity, alike as composer and interpreter,
that fiery intensity of aim which won him the devotion of so many
brilliant young disciples, carried on the reverse side of the medal less
amiable characteristics: he was touchy, overbearing, censorious, incessantly
didactic. His wife adored him, but her biography is full of episodes which
reveal a degree of humourless egotism rare even among artists; it is also
rich in comedy. Who but Mahler would have read Kant to his wife during
the pangs of childbirth? Who else would have been so ashamed of liking
The Merry Widow that he must resort to a stratagem in order to discover
just how the famous waltz "went"? Is there not a sublime blindness in the
curt explanation which he offered to P£itzner in rejecting for the Vienna
Opera the latter's Rose yore Liebesgarten (later on he changed his mind):
"the whole symbolism incompreherm_ole, too long, far too long." Mahler
complaining of length!
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In vain do we search the books and articles of such initiates as Bruno
Walter and Egon Wellesz for any discussion of the crucial problem of
Mahler's own inordinate length; evidently for them it is no problem at all.
But for the poor listener, however serious, however intelligent, working
his way last winter (thanks to the munificence of the B.B.C.) through
the entire series of nine symphonies, the problem was real enough. Most
of these works last over an hour, some nearer two hours; single movements
(even purely instrumental one4.) cover anything up to 30 or 40 minutes--
an immense span of time for the scoreless listener to attend, at the full
stretch of his faculties, to a homogeneous stretch of unfamiliar music.
Instead of plunging us, shivering and unprepared, into these nine oceans
of sound, the B.B.C. ought to have allowed us first to paddle; I mean
that they should have played, separately and repeatedly, the many pictures-
que and attractive shorter movements, then the longer ones, and finally
entire symphonies. Heresy? No, it was Nikisch's way, to which Mahler
himself is said to have given his blessing.

But these merely practical proposals leave untouched the further ques-
tion: why did Mahler feel the need to spread himself so enormously? Well,
we must begin by allowing for the opulent taste of the day, which en-
couraged expansion for expansion's sake and accounts also for the lavish
scoring (lavish, be it observed; not lush). Perhaps, too, the tendency to
expand was helped by the accident that Mahler was a "summer composer'"
--a man breathing, after long schedule-bound months in city and opera-
house, the divinely free air of the Austrian mountains, a man to whom
it would no more occur to compress his ideas than it occurs to the holiday-
maker to curtail his day-long rambles. And then we must realise that these
symphonies are not really symphonies at all in the older sense of the word,
but so many successive chapters (indeed, volumes) of spiritual autobio-
graphy. The listener is haunted by the continual sense of a submerged
programme, and learns without surprise, that Mahler himself considered
all music since Beethoven to be really programme music. Like many corn,
posers, he was chary about revealing the programme because of the inevit-
able tendency of commentators and audiences to concentrate on such
"explanations" at the expense of the music itself; but he forgot (or didn't
care) that the emotional sequence of a long movement which was so clear
to his own mind might prove anything but clear to the dueless listener.
A. E. Housman once advised his brother, when writing poetry, always
to bear in mind "that man of sorrows, the reader"; but I doubt whether,

in the process of composition, the introspective Mahler ever ,gave much
thought to the eventual listener; as for regarding him as a man of
sorrows," why that was surely his own role.

Perhaps the most valuable clue to Mahler's expansiveness is contained
in the famous anecdote of his meeting with Sibelius at Helsingfors in
1907. The two leading symphonists fell to discussing the symphony; and
Sibelins said that he "admired its severity and style and the profound logic
that created an inner connection between all the motifs. Mahler's opinion
was just the reverse. 'N,ein'," he said (and one imagines the didactic
forefinger confidently raised), " '_ein, die Symphonic muss sein wie die
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Welt. Sic muss alles umfassen' ('No, symphony must be like the world. It
must embrace everything')." There, in the boundless German passion for
the absolute, the comprehensive, the "philosophical," the profound, and in
the implied disdain for the virtues of logic, balance and form, lies the
answer to our enquiry; perhaps the wonder is that Mahler's symphonies are
not longer still. And yet those of Sibelius, despite their strong local accent,
seem to open limitless horizons, whereas those of Mahler, the better we
know them, focus our attention more and more sharply upon the individual
who wrote them, so much so that to the unsympathetic their atmosphere
can seem positively claustrophobic. They form the intimate diary of a
tortured man of genius; but that the quality is genius, and not (as people
used thoughtlessly to say) the superlatively brilliant imitative talent of a
great Kapellmeister, seems to me about as evident as anything in the world
of aesthetics can well be. So to the beginner, and even to the exasperated,
one should say: "Patience! The rewards are immense!"

WNYC AND WQXR BROADCAST BRUCKNER AND MAHLER
RECORDINGS

Performances of Bruckner and Mahler as well as recordings of their
music are being heard on the air with increasing frequency. New York
City's Municipal Station, wNYC, and Station wqxR broadcast available
Bruckner and Mah/er recordings regularly. Both stations deserve special
commendation for their contributions to the musical and cultural life of
the communities within their radius.



BRUCKNER'S EIGHTH IN CHICAGO

by Charles L. Eble

While New Yorkers packed Carnegie Hall to hear a Beethoven cycle
program, Chicagoans filled Orchestral Hall to hear the first performance
of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony in that city. It is astonishing that this
symphony has had so few performances in this country, but the '°music
lovers" who combined forces to make a Beethoven cycle possible this year
are no doubt the same ones who provided an overdose of Brahms last
year, and on the whole compel conductors to keep programs popular. No
major orchestra in Europe treats its patrons to such a limited repertory
as U.S. symphony societies offer. (Of course, in Europe, no city the size
of New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, or Boston, would be content with
one orchestra.) The situation probably results from the lack of opportunity
which audiences have had over a period of years to hear new material
often enough to become familiar with it. As a consequence, the musical
perspective of the average concert-goer is kept very narrow; while he
learned quickly enough about Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Schumann, Brahms, and Tschaikowsky, with Richard Strauss, Sibelius,
Dvorak, Debussy, and Ravel following shortly after, he is unaware of a
vast amount of other good music simply because he never gets a chance
to hear it. Conductors are partly at fault, too. Each one is anxious to
demonstrate that he can really do something with Brahms' First, or any
of the other old war-horses. A glance through the programs of one or
two conductors of the network symphony orchestras will soon show how
they stick to old favorites. Naturally, any conductor is bound to have
"favorite" pieces; let him conduct them, once in a while. But the limits
of his taste certainly aren't those of a potential audience and to try to
make them so is doing an injustice to the other music that has been
written and decreasing the possibilities for the future of music. The
Beethoven cycle in New York City didn't accomplish anything remark-
able. Most people agree that he is here to stay. Besides, his music is
certainly performed enough every season to make a complete parade of his
genius unnecessary. When one thinks about what new compositions might
have been presented during the same period of time without Beethoven's
music suffering one bit,--need a Bruckner cycle even be suggested? Bruckner
is stiff competition, I'll admit,-- such a series didn't help music much.

In Chicago, on the other hand, this particular Bruckner symphony was
new to most of the audience and it received a tremendous ovation. Szell
and the orchestra had only to reveal this supreme conception to start
people wondering why Chicago had had to wait so many years to hear
it. No wonder that afterwards one man remarked to his wife that he'd
like to hear more Bruckner and less Brahms, or that another kept ex.
claiming about Bruckner's mastery of orchestration, or a third, too
overcome to speak, sat wrapped in awe. Nor is it strange that many
people returned to hear the second performance of the work, for experi-
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ences of this nature are rare and must be seized when available.
The newspaper crit/cism of the music and performance may be found

on page 170 ff. My own views which foUow are not exactly in agreement
with them. It has been said that the articles and reviews which have
appeared in CHORD AND DISCORDcontain "too little of honest, dis-
passionate appraisal." There is no need to re-open the old argument as to
what constitutes a good piece of music; that controversy will go on.
forever. If Aristotle had written an "'Art of Music" we should now

probably have an Aristotelian school in music such as exists in literary
circles. Fortunately, music has been spared that catastrophe. Critics, as a
rule, have generally felt that they had the right and duty to proclaim the
shortcomings of the works they examine. Now just what the shortcomings
turn out to be are usually what the critic himself doesn't like, and that
supposedly is "dispassionate appraisal." There is no such thing as dis-
passionate criticism and if there were we should have no difficulty in
turning out perfect works. The "'perfect" compositions, if there are any,
are few indeed. Not many composers have escaped reams of critical
advice as to how their works should have been written -- the 'How It
Should Have Been Done" Society is a most charitable organization. I
sometimes wonder what the fields of literature and music would be like
if all the so-called bad works were thrown out and the remainder revised

by critical precepts. For my own part, I'll take the original as the poet
or composer conceived it. As for criticism, I rather lean toward what
Swinburne said on two different occasions: "I can enjoy and applaud
all good work .... I have never been able to see what should attract men
to the profession of criticism but the noble pleasure of praising." "My
chief aim, as my chief pleasure, in all such studies as these has been
rather to acknowledge and applaud what I found noble and precious than
to scrutinize or to stigmatize what I might perceive to be worthless or
base.'"

The first movement of the Symphony begins with a tremolo in the
violins which is followed almost immediately with the violas, cellos, and
string basses, quietly and with fervour announcing the solemn opening
theme--a theme whose character becomes increasingly expressive as the
movement unfolds. It discloses itself somewhat reservedly and consists of
two almost identical phrases, each r/sing to a sudden intensity and fading
away, creating a feeling of deep mystery. The oboes and clarinets lament
its departure by whispering in lingering sighs the ending of the first
phrase alternately with the violas and cellos which extend with a slight
modification (see below) the opening part of the phrase. A third melodic
figure, which completes the first theme group restores a state of calmness
and at the end of the cadence the main theme boldly reasserts itself with
the help of several more orchestral voices. It demands attention and the
theme's rhythmic character/stics become more sharply defined by this
emphatic statement. The mood of-wonderment is replaced by thoughtful
and serious introspection. Thus, with the tone of the movement definitely
established in "'staid Wisdom's" firm hand, Bruckner, as if to forestall
any weightier pronouncements, lets the serenely beautiful second theme
sing its reassuring, melancholy strain.
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There are two aspects of the first theme group which are of consider-
able importance and worth noting. The first two phrases (called the opening
theme above) are identical rhythmically. The rhythm, an initial plain

lJ, insistentJ'" J' and IJ, ide. tyallof
its own apart from its association with the theme. This pattern, marked
by its brevity, simplicity, and graveness, recurs from time to time as a whole
or in part--often only the first element--throughout this and the other
movements and wilI be seen to be a dominant structural feature. The second

factor also deals with rhythm and concerns the modification of the opening
theme already mentioned above. This alteration, rhythmically, is

the rhythm of the opening theme, but the doublet-triplet combination,
one of Bruckne£s favorite rhythmic patterns, is new. It occurs very
frequently during the entire movement--the second theme appropriates
it--and many of the most stirring parts of the movement result from the
sometimes broadening and sometimes hurrying effects achieved through its
employment.

After the two main theme groups are unveiled, Bruckner, in a series
of transformations, reveals the uplifting emotional potentialities of the
thematic material. When the opening theme returns there is a renewal
of the mysterious air of the beginning. Then in an almost completely
different mood, in a calm, sustained voice, the solo horn intones the
opening theme, an oboe repeats part of it in yet slower measure, and the
four Wagner tubas tranquilly add still more color and beauty to this
earnest reflection. Later the theme shows itself in great majesty and
solemn dignity as the deep-voiced instruments of the orchestra chant it
ponderously. In one place the trumpets sound the rhythmic pattern of the
opening theme as other parts of the orchestra freely dilate upon and play
with melodic bits of the first theme group. This leads to a statement of the
theme itself and a reminiscence of the second theme. Slowly the orchestra's
forces shape an organ-like chorale of remarkable breadth and piety; at the
same time the horns and trumpets decisively pronounce the dominant
rhythmic pattern of the first theme, and, after the chorale reaches its
zenith and ends, they continue the pattern, gradually becoming softer and
ceasing. Two soft rolls on the kettledrums then foretell the movement's
dose. The violins for the first time sing the opening phrase of the first
theme -- it is as though the meditative quality they impart to it had
to wait until this moment. A clarinet mirrors the same phrase in an
inversion. The violins again tenderly indicate the rising and falling melody
and the clarinet answers as before. The four note descending phrase -- the
same figure which the oboes and darinets longingly clung to at the be,
ginning of the movement--is now passed back and forth first between
the first and second violins and then between the second violins and
violas. The second violins drop out, and the violas in dark, sombre tones
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prolong the end as they repeat the phrase, now shortened to the £inal
three notes, and then, too, stop. This is one of the most beautiful and
effective movement endings in all symphonic literature. It is interesting
to note, however, that in his earliest sketches for this symphony Bruckner
had mapped out a fortissimo dose.

A Scherzo, somewhat paradoxical in its nature, follows the first move,
ment. The violins in the first two measures create an eerie and fantastic
atmosphere with a shimmering tonal pattern that continues in various
forms until the Trio. Sometimes it reaches an almost wild state of agitation
and becomes bizarre, at other times it subsides into a background of
glittering, fanciful sound. In complete contrast to this wizardry is the
thematic material which runs the course of this section. The opening
melody saunters drolly forth in a matter of fact manner, entirely unaware
of what surrounds it; a second melody is slightly angular and subtly
portrays humor and irony; a third has an attitude of pleasant mockery.
What Bruckner does with all this once it is introduced must be heard
to be appreciated. Sudden changes of cotor by shifts in orchestration,
numerous changes in placement of melodies within the measure to provide
unexpected accents, and carefully built climaxes charged with degrees of
bellicosity make this main part of the scherzo one of the few great
examples in music of the mock-heroic, or, if one prefers not to use that
term since Bruckner may not have intended the movement as such, of
"homo simplex." The Trio is quiet and pensive. Yet, while the general
atmosphere is completely different from the preceding part, the gentle
humor is still present and particularly noticeable in the contrapuntal
and rhythmic treatment of the melodies. After the Trio the main part
of the Scherzo is repeated and this movement ends.

For anyone who loves Bruckner's music each hearing of the Adagio
is an emotional experience which transcends any other in the
realm of music. On the other hand, someone else (who counts
minutes) has remarked that the Adagio of the Eighth Symphony is the
longest any composer has ever written--in his mind, a dubious virtue, in
others', a supreme triumph. I prefer the latter view, but it must be
remembered that Bruckner was not intent upon seeing how long he could
make this movement. Rather, he had, shall it be said, a certain vast con-
ception of spiritual values to present and the movement took shape as he
expressed the ideas it contains. The form was determined by the thought.
All aspects of the movement are in complete concord with each other. This
is always the case with Bruckner, even though critics have time and
again decreed otherwise. Every movement is cast perfectly for what it
has to say and each symphony is the whole of its movements. There is
never any of that incongruity which results from thrusting ideas into
set molds. If one carefully examines single movements at random, he'll
find that Bruckner was a master artist, that all the criticism which has
b_en directed at his works -- the continual harping of critics about
length, choice of melodic matter, process of development, etc.-- is based
upon preconceived notions of what a symphony should be like and is not
in the least applicable to Bruckner, who wasn't trying to be anyone other
than himself. There is no good reason why a composer should feel com.
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pelled to strangle himself in a form which is nothing but a strait jacket
for him, and, moreover, no true judge should censor him for throwing
aside forms unsuitable to his ideas. One must take Bruckner's works as
they are and endeavor to understand what Bruckner has to say by listen-
ing to his music often. The best in literature bears countless readings and
frequently demands careful and repeated study to get to the sense; so
with music, (if one will let it).

This Adagio proves the point. All traces of time and of surroundings
are lost as the music leads us into spheres of beauty, thought, and feeling
new to most of us -- new, indeed, even to those who have been accustomed
to look to Beethoven's last quartets for the ultimate in music. (No,
Beethoven isn't displaced by Bruckner. There is plenty of room for both,
and for other composers I need not mention.) The opening is unforgettable.
Two measures are used for the strings to set a syncopated harmonic
pattern in motion and at the third bar the theme (first violins) hovers
over the accompaniment. One is hardly aware that it is a theme until
the half-step ascent and return. Then follows the magic of a harmonic
change in the accompaniment and the first violins sing on as before,
only this time there is a half-step descent and return. This theme is the
most important of the first theme group and its recurrence throughout
the movement serves as a focal point. Almost of the same importance is
the chorale the strings softly play soon afterwards. However, this movement
contains so many melodies, their treatment is so varied, and their effect
so dependent upon what precedes and follows, that to list them
would contribute little to an appreciation of their beauty. One
other theme, in any case, must be mentioned, and that is the first one of
the second theme group -- an eloquent discourse by the cellos. As for the
remainder of the movement, we can't get too close, but have to keep our
distance, and admire as if from afar. No other such mighty canvas of
musical tapestry, integrated in every detail, and sustained in interest
steadily progressive in thought and emotion from start to finish, exists.
Not a note too long, not a note too short!

The Finale is, in the main, an acclamation of triumph and faith. At
the end of the movement the welding together of the principal themes
from each of the other movements into one monumental pyramid of
sound reveals the organic nature of the work. What has gone before is
suddenly seen in retrospect and the whole evolves into a crystallization
of emotional experience and thought gradually developed since the opening
of the symphony. One can imagine with what assurance and exultation
Bruckner must have laid down his pen after writing the last measure of
this tonal masterpiece which he knew had come to him through the gift_
of God. (The Ninth Symphony, which he humbly dedicated to God, is,
no doubt, heartfelt manifestation of his thanks, praise, and homage to his.
Creator.)

The opening theme of the last movement is majestic and stately. A
military air is added by a crisp fanfare in the trumpets as the theme
concludes. Immediately the theme is restated, the fanfare once aga_
flashed forth, and a short vigorous march-like theme introduced. Then,
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in contrast .to the two preceding themes, a reposeful melody is added
(Wagner tuba), which completes the first theme group. The next
section is slightty slower in tempo, its themes imposing, and its harmonic
and contrapuntal structure richly sonorous. There is no return to the first
theme group for a considerable time, although the original tempo is
resumed for a third set of themes which follows the slow portion. With
this contrasting material to work with Brnckner makes of this movement
a pageant depicting both worldly glories and celestial radiance. The
splendor of some of the themes which reflect what I may call the "renown
on earth" pales before the resplendence of heavenly majesty. Often there
is a sudden interruption of a theme to present a complete change of
atmosphere -- usually a particularly lyrical or sublime passage will unex-
pectedly float into space in the middle of something not at all of that
nature. These occasions are especially effective and it is that special
difference in character Bruckner sought to show. It is like the brightness
from the sun suddenly illuminating a landscape previously darkened by a
cloud or a beautiful thought coming to mind practically out of nowhere to
enhance something rather ordinary. To those who are bothered by some
of Bruckner's unexpected breakings off of themes to show something quite
different, this should serve as an explanation. The differences in effects are
absolutely necessary to illustrate what he had in mind. "Smooth transitions"
would certainly not achieve what Bruckner intended to point out --
nothing would be more unsuitable than an attempt to substitute "smooth
transitions" here. For that matter, Bruckner was a master of smooth
transitions when he wanted them and this whole symphony contains
dozens of transitions so beautifully fashioned that one is not aware of
them.

As the movement proceeds, two or three small climactic peaks on the
way" to the summit are gained. We know the last heights are being
mounted when a very restful passage (marked ruhig) consisting of an
ascending figure is begxm by the violins. This isn't the only symphony in
which Bruckner uses this device, but what a delight it is to recognize it
here, even on a first hearing, and to breathe deeply in anticipation of a
glorious and powerful conclusion which is sure to develop. In this symphony,
however, the top Bruckner scales is far above that which one could
believe possible, and we have in effect an amalgamation of the entire
work in this tour de force of a finale.

It is difficult to account for some of the violent critical reaction against
Bruclmer, and one can't help but regret all the lies that have been told
about his music. Any one of his symphonies could be used to disprove
them all. However, with this Eighth Symphony not only can all the adverse
criticism be armed to no account, but Brnckner can be shown to possess
in the highest degree the great technical skill which enables an artist to
rise above it. Surely we can say of Bruckner what Tennyson did of
Milton:

"O mighty-mouthed inventor of harmonies,
O skilled to sing of Time or Eternity,
God-gifted organ voice .............. '"



MUSIC OF GUSTAV MAHLER RANKS WITH
THE GREATEST

by Louis Biancolli

The following article which appeared in the :hi. Y. World Telegram on Feb. 1,
1947 is reprinted by permission of the World Telegram and the author.

Long the forgotten man of music, Gustav Mahler, one of the world's
greatest symphonists, is fast making friends in New York. Actually, he
was influencing people tong before that.

Some of the finest scores of our period show marked traces of Mahler's
influence. So .many composers have hymned the man's praises in words
and music that Mahler is with us more than we realize.

The temptation there is to dub him a composer's composer, as ff this
man's music is the special property of those in the technical know alone. But
this goes wide of the mark.

Gustav Mahler, for all the vast scoring he used, is really a people's
composer. More than anything else, Mahler believed in simplicity--in life
and art. Children and nature were twin sources of his inspiration.

Long ago budding composers found Mahler's symphonies an untapped
vein of suggestion. Here and in Russia and England the younger set
scanned his scores for fresh color and technic.

And soon it was found that these half-century,old symphonies were way
ahead of their day, were, in fact, very much of our own time in mood
and spirit. Shostakovich, for one, saw that early and his whole outlook
changed.

Since Mahler's death, the symphonies have had an uphill climb to win
wide appeal; not so much in Europe, as here. Unprepared, the public
found this odd style hard to take. Applause was scant and people walked
out of halls yawning.

The trouble there was the way the symphonies were programmed. Long
intervals occurred between performances of the same work. Sometimes 10

. or 1_ years would go by before a second hearing.
No good music has any chance of sounding friendly in a cold-shoulder

deal of that kind. Anything worth listening to is worth listening to
repeatedly till the power and beauty are all disclosed.

I know several critics whose response to Mahler was only lukewarm at
first--in some cases downright hostile--and then grew fervid with the
years. I don't mind admitting I was one of them.

Growing closeness with the music, plus a study of the man's aims and
ideals, helped bring the message of Mahler home. Many of us now admit
Mahler is way up there beside Brahms.
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Of course, no crusade to put a composer over is possible without
conductors. Luckily a few have come along with a glowing faith in the
master and their work has been like a mission.

Today most American concertgoers are exposed at least once a season
to a Mahler symphony. Of course, if they hug the radio, their chances of a
bigger quota are better. The situation still can stand improvement.

For the best way to give Mahler his due is keep all nine of his
symphonies--plus the "Song of the Earth" before the public the same
way Beethoven's are.

The advantages to Mahler would be obvious, just as the advantages
to America's concert public would be obvious to those of us who believe
in the work of this tragic genius.

But the gain would be felt by other composers, too, for they would be
relieved of much of the excess pressure caused by the limited number of
symphonies in the standard repertory.

My feeling is that Brahms, Tschaikowsky and Beethoven, if they could
make their sentiments known, would welcome Mahler's nine symphonies
as full-time colleagues of their own.

Otherwise, as far as the dassica/ repertory is concerned, the busy B's
and their fellows will run the risk of being worked to death on their
present overtime schedule.

BRUCKNER'S E MIT_OR MASS ON RECORDS

The month's offerings in new phonograph record fare are particularly
outstanding. Most noteworthy is the advent of Capitol Records, previously a
specialist in jazz and popular light classics, into the classical field. This
energetic company has garnered many of the famous German Telefunken
matrixes and is releasing them domestically. It makes its deserved bid
for public recognition with the album of the Bruckner Mass in E Minor,
[slightly cut] as performed by the Hamburg State Opera Choir and
Orchestra under the baton of M. Thurn. The Mass is one of Bruckner's
greatest works as to cohesion and creative inspiration; moreover, in no
other composition does he so eloquently reveal his passionate love for
God and man. His use of an orchestra composed only of woodwind and
brass and his setting of the choral parts are masterly; their fusion results
in one of the most uplifting musical experiences.

PAUL HUGOLITTLE, Musical Leader



THE NINTH SYMPHONY OF ANTON BRUCKNER

This programme note, written by Robert Simpson, was issued by the Exploratory
Concert Society (with whose permission it is reproduced here) on the occasion
of a lecture by Dr. Hans F. Redlich on September 17, 1948, at St. Martin's
School of .Art, London. The subject was Bruckner's Ninth Symphony, and the
event was notable for the first performance in England (on the piano) of the
sketches for the unfinished Finale, welded into a fragment by Alfred Orel. This
was played by Dr. Redlich with the assistance of Mr. Simpson (four hands).

This note deals with a few points of more general scope. Bruckner (1824,
1896) is regarded in Central Europe as a first-rank master; here his music
is treated with less than due respect, chiefly because its dimensions and style
demand more than can be given by the habitual sight-reading methods of
most British orchestras. Travesties like that inflicted on the Fourth Sym-
phony by the Halle Orchestra last October are naturally received plain,
tively by critics who vent their mystified irritation on the composer. Similar
effects were caused by the B.B.C. s recent well meant but sadly maladroit
rumblings among the Makler symphonies. Accurate judgment of such
works depends on frequent good performances, which (under the right
conditions) would induce at1 but the most obdurate minds to recognise
the unusual distinction of the music.Repetition is as important as good
playing, for even when Brnckner's Second Symphony was finely played by
the Hamburg radio orchestra it was not saved from a slick condemnation
by a "critic" whose cleverness is evidently enough to exempt him from study.

Bruckner must be approached with a fresh mind. Mechanical notions of
symphonic style do not help appreciation of his kind of originality, for
though he has nothing to do with with "Classical" symphony, his large
designs can be made to show rough semblances of sonata shape. Conse-
quently Brahms, who mastered his own art, is often quoted as Brnclmer's
superior in matters where there is no ground for fair comparison: the
giant scale of the latter's conceptions makes useless the swift play of keys
that dominates the work of Beethoven and Brahms. The wide, slow sweep
of his thought, though it creates dear symmetries, demands that its hearer
should grow up to it. Great harm has been done by the hackneyed cant
about the old man's "simplicity" and "naivete": one glance at his head
is enough to show that the serene trustfulness of the face is not all. There
is the broad, high cranium, a massive and impressive dome, to be observed.
The music itself reveals to careful scrutiny that the simple spirit was ex-
pressed through an instrument capable of solving the most detailed problem
of a new and very difficult art.

In spite of external similarities each Bruckner symphony differs much
from its fellows: each has its own way of treating its tonalities, its
balancing of mass and void. In all, however, Bruckner wields whole para-
graphs as themes, so that his forms fail into well defined sections, Iike
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the plain divisions of churches. Indeed, the music is demonstrably written
in terms of cathedral-like acoustics and its periodic pauses are fully effective
only in a building that can create awesome dying echoes: this is true also
of many of his remarkable endings, where often the full bla_e of the or-
chestra is suddenly cut off. These works need to be played in the right
conditions, and if that is thought to be a reprehensible limitation, the same
objection must be raised against the masters of Sixteenth Century church
music for they, too, wrote in terms of special acoustics conditions. There
is no reason why first-rate orchestras should not make regular visits to
cathedrals to play Bruckner.

The Ninth Symphony (like Beethoven's in D Minor) is perhaps the most
original and far-reaching of his works. The vast first movement is based
on a clear plan of Statement and Expanded Counterstatement with a
great Co& added. There are three elements in the colossal Statement. (1)
a long slow crescendo, containing several melodic ideas, rises in about 31/2
minutes to a terrific unison theme in the full orchestra (in actual effect
utterly unlike that in Beethoven's Ninth). (2) is a flowing section, starting
in A major, creating its own smaller climax that falls into an intensely
quiet, strange link to (3), a more severe paragraph opening in D minor,
in mood midway between (1) and (2), moving to a heavy earthbound
crisis which clears at the last moment. These three parts are roughly equal
in length. Then comes the Expanded Counter.statement. (1) comes over a
long pedal F and grows in four huge waves to the unison theme, itself
magnified into two even larger sweeps, the first enveloped in furious,
titanic string passages and the second tramping and heaving towards an
almost seismic irruption in F minor. The mood here is not unlike that of
Book I in _'Paradise Lost". From this slow, gently circling figures drift
into (2), which comes as a great relief, and is fused with (3) into a single
group, with the intensified end of (3) as its climax. Solemn cavernous
cadences then herald the mighty Coda which, using figures omitted from
the counterstatement of (1), raises the most awe-inspiring sounds in the
piece.

Bruckner's supposed naivete is belied by the Scherzo, harmonically per,
haps the boldest essay by anyone at that date (1894). Its blunt fierceness
has a fiendish quality which may perhaps represent the composer's view
of evil, expressed with the sublime detachment of one who is himself
unsoiled; it is thus the more terrifying. The trio, icily compelling and
repellent, slips past at a much faster pace.

The Adagio, with its faint allusions to earlier works, is undoubtedly a
deep meditation on last things and on past experience, in both the musical
and philosophical senses. It begins with two main paragraphs, the first
uncertain in key, groping slowly and finding a loud yet mysterious out-
burst, and the second in A flat, a calmer cantabile passage. After this
come wide-ranging developments of the first group, sometimes hushed and

"sometimes full of power, and always strikingly prophetic of the next
century. During this long section there is but one interruption, a return
of part of the second group in A flat, attempting to establish a solid
tonal centre amid many dissolving elements. In this it fails and the dark
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searching recurs until it finds the clouded dominant of E. Then in E
major the second theme sounds again, augmented and rearing with immense
slowness into the most powerful climax of the whole work. Its summit is
a tremendous dissonance (E, F sharp, G sharp, A, B sharp, and C sharp)
which so shocked Ferdinand Lb'we that he diluted it into something com-
paratively innocuous: the original version was not published until 1934.
Finally there is a serene Coda that shows Bruclmer's power in reverse
action. His greatest skill lies in his ability to erect towering climaxes: here
the tension is slowly eased until the end is as still and broad as a cloudless
sky.

The sketches show that the Finale would probably have combined the
contrapuntal brilliance of that of the Fifth with the massive granite-like
consistency of that of the Eighth. Dr. Redlich will explain, among other
things, the connection of some of these sketches with the Te Denm of
1884. When Bruckner feared that he would be unable to finish the Ninth,
he suggested tentatively that the Te Deum might be used as a finale. This
has sometimes been done, though its effect is not satisfactory; not only
is the style of the Choral work incongruous, but its key, C Major, fails
completely to balance the very incisive D minor of the first two movements.
It is as if a cupola were placed on Westminister Abbey where that building
might well have had a central tower. Fortunately the Adagio, like the
slow-mo.vement of Schubert's B minor symphony, makes a moving ending
and it is at all events better than ff the demoniac Scherzo had been placed
third in order.

Lack of space forbids much more comment on Bruckner as a symphonist:
it must, however, be stressed that most of the charges against him become
enfeebled by close knowledge of the actual works themselves; there is
lasting absorption to be found in discovering his diverse yet consistent
methods of solving his structural problems. Nothing could be more subtle
or refined, for example, than his handling of key in the Seventh, more
terse (in its way) than his sonata forms in the first movement of the
Eighth and the slow movement of the Sixth (he could and did master
true sonata form on a very great scale when he wished), or more original
than his unprecedented strokes of form in the largely contrapuntal Finale
of the Fifth. Any fool can pick holes in a great composer's work: tem-
peramental disaffinity is no excuse for unfair and ill-founded jibes.
Listeners willing to measure their own efforts by the composer's will find
in Bruckner as much grandeur and beauty as can be uttered by one man
in a medium that may be described, more aptly perhaps than any other
in music, as architectural. And there is no need to bring to bear a high
degree of technical knowledge. Musical persons who can appreciate the
experience of sitting in a great cathedral with plenty of time to spare
are already half-way to the understanding of Bruekner,



MAHLER'S EIGHTH CHEERED BY 18,000
IN HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood Bowl Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Hugo Strelitzer,
Choral Director; Frances Yeend, Olive Mae Beech, Sopranos; Eula Beal,
Suzanne Corny, Altos; Charles Kullman, Tenor; Mack Harrelh Baritone;
George London, Bass; Greater Los Angeles Chorus (organized by L.A.
Bureau of Music, I. Arthur Lewis, Coordinator), Adolph Heller, Ass't.
Chorus Director; Boys' Choir, Roger Wagner, Conductor _ Ass't. Boys'
Choir Directors: Robert Mitchell, Donald Coates, and Bruce loser. Holly,
wood Bowl, California, July, 29, 1948.

The pre-performance ballyhoo for Gustav Mahler's mighty and massive
Eighth Symphony, the "Symphony of the Thousand," resulted in a
near sellout crowd last night in Hollywood Bowl.

Some 20,000 persons were on hand for the historic and momentous
performance which Eugene Ormandy had asked to be presented when
he was offered the musical directorship of the Symphonies Under the
Stars for the current season.

The presentation was momentous for any number of reasons. In the
first place, it was only the fourth time that the Symphony had been
presented in this country. Secondly, it was witncased by the composer's
widow, Madame Alma Mahler-Werfel, along with Bruno Walter, one
of Mahler's foremost disciples.

For these reasons the presentation was a feather in the cap of the
Hollywood Bowl. The vocal and orchestral demands of the production
make it well-nigh impossible for a small community to produce. Only in a
major and music-loving city can the necessary voices and instrumentalists
be found to guarantee a fairly accurate facsimile to what the composer
intended.

For example, two adult choruses, a boys" choir, seven soloists and an
augmented orchestra were necessary to pour out into the cool night air
the majestic thought conceived and executed in mass Germanic music by
Mahler. It is doubtful whether at any later time wiI1 so many decibels of
pure tone pour from the multi-lighted shell as during the finales of the
Symphony"s two movements.

Never having heard the symphony before, of course, it is a question
in my mind as to whether or not the orchestra was out-balanced in the

presentation of the whole. Truly it seemed as if the sweeping vocal output
would at times swallow the instrumentalists in topheavy utterances. With
the vocalists taking up the rear the orchestra was pushed to the front and
was forced to play without the benefit of the huge sounding board of the
shell.

The Latin hymn, "Veni Creator Spiritus," provides the setting for the
shorter first movement of the Symphony, while the second movement,
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which is much longer, embodies the theme from the second part of
Goethe'g "Faust." Consequently, as you might expect, the music runs
the gamut of piety, entreaty, adoration, humiliation, supplication and
prayer to spiritual transfiguration m brought to stupendous climaxes
by an upsurge of swirling effort on the part of singers and musicians.

The intended effect is a little awednspiring and totally monumental
and for a few heartbeats gives an excuse for the terrific amount of time
and practice necessary to co-ordinate the massive group of musicians
into a welded whole.

OWgN CALLIN,L. A. Herald Express

Hollywood Bowl added immeasurably to its stature last night with a
stirring performance of Oustav MahleFs Eighth Symphony, the so-called
"Symphony of a Thousand." A near capacity audience of 18,000 persons
heard Eugene Ormandy conduct the massive work with forces consisting
of two adult choruses, a boys' choir, seven soloists, an augmented orchestra
.and a brass choir posted above the shell to bring each of the two move-
ments to imposing climaxes. It was only the fourth production the symphony
has had in the United States, and the first public performance in 15
years.

The performance was heard by the composer's widow, Alma Mahler-
Werfel, to whom the work is dedicated, and by his great friend and
disciple, Bruno Walter.

For all its length and gigantic apparatus, Malfler's Eighth Symphony is,
perhaps, the most accessible and readily understandable of the composer's
nine works in the form with the possible exception of the Fourth. It
breathes sometimes an almost overpowering sense of humanity. Its tre.
mendous climaxes surge on such exaltation of the spirit as is known to but
few works in the whole range of music, and the tenderness and sense of
transfiguration achieved in the long-spun final movement accomplish a
sense of radiant serenity that seems to soar on unearthly wings.

The first movement summons the creative spirit of mankind in a setting
of the Latin hymn, "Veni, Creator Spkitus." It moves with a sort of
Handelian majesty, with the choral and' solo forces constantly opposed and
rising to wave after wave of enormous exultation. When the offstage
brass choir joins the piled-up climax at the end, the effect is like the
sounding of the last Judgment.

The second movement has for its text the final scene of the second part
of Goethe's "Faust." It is a less closely knit structure than the first, and
Mahler has used his forces with almost infinite variety of effect to convey
the slow-moving sense of spiritual transfiguration. Some of it has that
tortured anguish of soul that is so typical of Mahler's genius, while other
sections are of a folkHke simplicity and naivete equally characteristic of
the author. The chorus is used more sparingly in this movement and the
soloists have long passages of songful melody, while the orchestra works
over the important themes of the entire work.

The production was a unique and thrilling experience and worth all
the enormous effort and expense which went into the undertaking. Mr.
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Ormandy marshaled his far-flung forces with superb mastery. The first
movement marched inexorably w/th unrelenting momentum and the huge
chorus shouted its proclamations with tremendous impact. The final move-
ment was read with the most sensitive feeling and the poignant orchestral
passages displayed the Bowl orchestra at its best.

The seven soloists were fully equal to their arduous tasks. If it is
possible to single out the splendid work of Frances Yeend, Eula Beal, Mack
Harrell and George London, it is only because they had more grateful
opportunit/es than Olive Mae Beach and Suzanne Coray.

The great chorus and the boys' choir acquitted themselves admirably
and testified to the grueling preliminary preparation by Hugo Strelitzer,
Adolph Heller and Roger Wagner. It was not a flawless performance but
it was a tremendously moving one. It brought one of the most impressive
nights of its history to Hollywood Bowl and raised that enterprise to a
festival status that should be its permanent order.

ALBERT GOLDBERO,Los Angeles Times

Hollywood Bowl was filled, last Thursday night, with the magnificence
for which nature framed it.

For the first time west of Chicago, and for one of the few times
anywhere, the precious materials were assembled for the stupendous struc-
ture in sound which is Mahler's Eighth Symphony.

There was, in Eugene Ormandy, a front rank conductor who saw
through the ever inadequate letter of music and perceived the spirit;
who was high minded rather than high handed.

There was a coherent, responsive, proficient orchestra, along with
seven fine vocal soloists.

Above all, there was the huge choral ensemble, need for which has
caused the Mahter work to be called the "'Symphony of the Thousand
Voices.'"

The chorus commanded interest because of its sonorous tone, its accuracy
of rhythm and pitch, its responsiveness to direction and its fervor for
song; and likewise because of the manner in which it came into being.

It had its origin in the community choral groups which the Municipal
Bureau of Music started, rather diffidently, about three years ago. Citizens
rallied to these choruses with such surprising eagerness and in such large
numbers that they have become important community enterprises. From their
best singers were recruited the seven or eight hundred vocalists who made
up the notable group heard Thursday night.

It is called the Greater Los Angeles Chorus. J Arthur Lewis, coordinator
of Bureau of Music act/vities, trained it, with the help of the many
community directors. Roger Wagner trained the Boys' Chorus, aided by
Robert Mitchell, Donald Coates and Bruce Josef.

The performance was the flowering of a city's will toward music. It
was of, by and for the many, not the few.

The erandeur of the Mahler score has been so widely celebrated that
no reaffirmation of it is necessary here. It is a musical avowal of faith in
God and in redemption.
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The first portion sets the Latin text, "'Veni, Creator Spiritus." The
second uses the final scene of Part Two of Goethe's "Faust," in which
the angels and saints carry to heaven the Faustus who has redeemed him,
self through "'constant striving."

The exaltation of spirit was caught by all the interpreters, and trans-
mitted to an audience of 18,000 who listened throughout in attentiveness
rare and even unprecedented among Bowl patrons.

Soloists were Frances Yeend and 0live Mac Beach, sopranos; Eula
Beal and Suzanne Coray, contraltos; Charles Kullman, tenor; Mack Harrell,
baritone, and George London, bass. They sang beautifully.

Finally, the group of 12 brass instruments, pealing out from a parapet
in the finale of each part of the symphony, culminated periods of splendor
such as one encounters seldom in a lifetime.

PA'rT_RSONGP,rn_r, Los Angeles Examine_

One of the memorable experiences of this or any music season was
listening last night in Hollywood Bowl to a profoundly moving performance
of Gustav Mahler's Eighth Symphony, the "Symphony of a Thousand."

A crowd of 18,000 thronged to hear it and stayed, when it was over,
to cheer Eugene Ormandy, conductor, the expertly trained choruses--two
adult groups and a boys' choir--seven soloists, an enlarged orchestra and
a brass choir and all the others working behind the scenes who rolled up a
staggering total of 69,000 man hours in order to make this performance
possible.

There was both a challenge and a reward awaiting these people in the
Bowl last night. The challenge was the score itself--a work of almost
unbelievable complexity and beauty.

And the reward? Well, those were boxoffice lines jamming Pepper Tree
Lane last night, not battlelines, making it difficult to believe what the
textbooks tell us--that not all concertgoers were partisans years ago when-
ever a Mahler symphony was performed. Remember that famous quip about
the door sign meaning "Exit in case of Mahler'? The scathing sarcasm
of that remark has dissolved into a chuckle in this day when people are
increasingly aware of Mahler's greatness.

Mine. Alma Mahler-Werfel, widow of the composer, and Bruno Walter,
his personal friend and disciple, were among the special guests last night
to hear the first performance of the symphony in this country in 1_ years.

The work unfolds first in a setting of the Latin hymn, "Veni, Creator
Spiritus," wonderfully compact in its musical structure as it summons the
creative forces of man to prepare the way for eternal life. "'Burn flame
into our senses, Pour love into our hearts" chant the massed choruses. And
when the brass choir trumpets the closing measures of this movement, it
is a glorious plea for the soul at the bar of last judgment called out by a
mighty host of singers.

The second movement takes its text from the final scene of the second
part of Goethe's "Faust." There is exaltation in its promise of resurrection,
passion in the beauty of its song and the poignancy of its supplication
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reflects equally well Mahler's own '_reflection of man's painful struggle
towards spiritual orientation."

The soloists---Frances Yeend and Olive Mac Beech, sopranos; Eula
Beal and Suzanne Coray, contraltos; Charles Kullman, tenor; Mack Harrell,
baritone; and George London, bass, were beautifully attuned to their
assignments. The great choruses, the boys' choir and the Bowl orchestra
acquitted themselves with honor in all respects. And to Hugo Strelitzer,
Adolph Heller, and Roger Wagner, goes special praise for their work with
the hundreds of singers.

MARGARET HARFORD, Hollywood Citizen.News

Hollywood proved last week that quality need not always be in inverse
ratio to the adjective "'colossal" when Hollywood Bowl featured the first
western performance of Gustav MakleFs mighty Eighth Symphony, the
so-called "Symphony of a Thousand."

The event provided the high point, musically speaking, of the twenty,
seventh summer season of "Symphonies Under the Stars'--a season
otherwise without novelty or even much relief from the mainstays of the
nineteenth century's romantic repertoire. It seemed as though the hundreds
of s_gers, instrumentalists and organizers had, in this dearth of challenging
works, plunged themselves into the vast undertaking with a creative fervor
which could not fail to bring a musical re-creation of true greatness.

The scope of the undertaking may be gauged by the fact that the
Greator Los Angeles Chorus of 627 voices, recruited through the city's
Bureau of Music, had held weekly rehearsals since the first of this year,
and by the estimate that almost 70,000 manhours of musical labor had gone
into the preparation of the work--not counting the additional time
necessitated by the many administrative factors involved.

The magnitude of the undertaking and its excellence was matched by
the crowd which attended--some I8,000 persons, almost all of whom were
probably unfamiliar with the music, but who were lured by the opportu-
nity of hearing a work of such proportions. Indeed, the public response
was such that one wonders at the shortsightedness of the Bowl manage-
ment and the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, which underwrote
much of the cost, in arranging neither a repeat performance nor a radio-
cast performance on the Bowl's Sunday afternoon concert. The additional
expense would have been relatively slight, compared with the huge cost
for the single performance, arid there is no doubt but that the work
would have attracted a second large audience.

Certainly a Sunday radiocast would have given far more pleasure to the
nation and far more prestige to the Bowl than did the "warmed-over"
program of Weber, Dvorak and Ravel, repeated from previous Bowl
programs the week before, which Mr. Ormandy led for the air audience,
And, fundamentally, it is deplorable that all possible means of enlarging
to the utmost the number of hearers should not have been undertaken on
behalf of a work so rarely heard because of its performance difficulties.

For this huge musical tapestry testifying to man's faith deserved to be
heard by millions rather than by thousands. Though vast, complex, and
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somewhat inchoate in its design, the Mahler Eighth Symphony is anything
but a remote and ascetic testament. Its orchestral colors are sonorously rich
and often high-colored; there are frequently moments in which it is all
too obvious that many of our composers for the films have liberally
borrowed from this strong-hued palette to a point where Mahler's sweet-
hess of resignation and understanding have crystallized into sugar.

Perhaps the most difficult factor in Mahler's music is the pattern of
transitions from choir to choir within the orchestra, from section to
section within the chorus, from orchestra to chorus, and from both to the
seven soloists and the extra brass choir which, in this case, played from
a platform flanking the Bowl's sound-reflecting shell. The conductor who
could homogenize these various factors with but four orchestral rehearsals,
and one or two with chorus and some of the soloists, would be a leader
par excellence. Mr. Ormandy undoubtedly would have benefited had he
been given even more orchestra rehearsals, but from the standpoints of
sincerity, vitality and aptitude for coordination his interpretation was
masterly.

It was no small psychological hurdle to undertake the rehearsals and
performance of so distinctive and demanding a work in the presence of
the composer's widow (Mine. Alma Mahler_Werfel), to whom the score
was dedicated, his close friend and disciple (Bruno Walter), and many
of the great composers, conductors and musicologists who make Los Angeles
their home, and who made the Bowl a center of their attention and comment
during the days preceding the performance.

However, despite Mr. Ormar;dy's superb interpretation, the ultimate
triumph was that of the chorus and its trainers--Dr. Hugo Strelitzer,
Adolph Heller, and Roger Wagner. The juvenile exuberance of the 62_
who were crammed into the shell behind the orchestra may have given
Mr. Ormandy some annoying moments during rehearsals, but they sang
beautifully during the performance. Though a trifle short of basses, the
balance as a whole was admirable as was the crispness of attack, the almost
consistent accuracy of intonation (a hazardously difficult accomplishment
in this particular symphony), and the relatively distinct diction by so
large a group.

Among the soloists the outstanding was easily Miss Frances Yeend, who
sang flawlessly throughout the work. George (Bjoernsen) London, the
bass, has a firm, resonant voice, but unfortunately he suffered from over,
amplification during the first of the two movements. Mack Harrell, baritone,
also seemed better as the evening progressed, a thing which could not be
said of Charles Kullman, the tenor. Olive Mac Beach, soprano, and Eula
Beal and Suzanne Coray, altos, completed the roster of capable soloists.

At the close there was thunderous applause from the near-capacity
audience and from the vast chorus itself.

C. SHARPLESS HICKMAN, The Christian Science Monito_

Gustav Mahler's monumental Eighth Symphony packed Hollywood Bowl
to full capacity last night, as the work received its first western performance
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by Eugene Ormandy and a musical assemblage of more than 1000 artists.
It was a triumphant occasion, and one that reflected great credit on the

Bowl for presenting it, on Ormandy for his heroic undertaking, and on the
splendidly-disciplined soloists, orchestra and three gigantic choruses which
performed their extremely difficult tasks both ardently and well.

The choristers, in severe black and white, completely filled the huge
shell, which colored lights caused to arch in multiple rainbows above
them. It is not easy to dwarf the spectacle of 1000 people massed in the
ranks demanded by this work, but for the first time in its history Mahler's
famous "'Symphony of 1000" was outnumbered by the dramatic spectacle
of the nearly 20,000 rapt listeners that extended to the surrounding hills.

Ormandy, fortified this time by a score, proved again that his podium
mastery is equal to the most gruelling technical and spiritual demands. The
assurance with which he led the various contingents through their roles,
moulding the vocal curve adroitly through the most hazardous tempi
changes, and keeping both voices and orchestra in perfect balance was an
inspiring example of conducting at its finest.

Even aside from its unusual numbers, the Eighth is not an easy work
to conduct. Among other things, it has moments when the musical line
seems almost to evaporate, leaving a single voice singing frailly in the
wake of a shattering ensemble crescendo. To bridge such moments smoothly
a conductor needs an unerring sense of the music's underlying unity, a
faculty which Ormandy demonstrated with glowing results. The "'bravos"
which greeted the work's conclusion surely confirmed the wisdom of his
request to include this work on his first BowI season.

The two mixed choruses and boys' choir, recruited months ago through
the Bureau of Music and other civic agencies, proved to have been well,
disciplined over the months by Dr. Hugo Strelitzer and Adolph Heller.
Their attacks were clean, with a sharply dramatic release at the first
movement's conchision, and they sang throughout with fine quality, ani-
mation, and regard for the musics text.

The score calls for eight soloists, seven of whom formed the principal
heavenly choristers last night. These were sopranos Frances Yeend and
Olive Mae Beach; Contraltos Eula Beal and Suzanne Coray; Charles
Kullman, tenor; Mack I-Iarrell, baritone, and George London, bass.

Each gave a b_liant account of himself, singing with sensitive phrasing,
fine vocal quality and technical assurance music that imposed difficult
interval leaps of ninths and elevenths as well as its burden of deep emotional
weight. For its part, the greatly augmented orchestra, including the additional
brass choir (also augmented) which trumpeted the concluding fanfare
to both movements, behaved very well.

The symphony is in two movements, dissimilar in style, yet both recalling
the fact that Mahler was not only a sincere musician but an innate
showman. The impact of both is equally drama6c, even theatrical, and while
the text has a sober reli_ous character, it is clothed in music that is
romantic, melodious and sensuous.

The element of contrast is an integral and intensifying part of all art,
and the present work is a singular example of this. From beginning to end
it abounds in those paradoxes which have divided Mahler audiences into
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sharply opposed camps to this day. It is the weaknesses, and not the
virtues, of a creative artist which gain him his most militant champions. No
one passionately defended Mozart, but the air is still rent with cries from
the camps divided over Wagner, Bruckner and Mahler.

Perversely enough, it is the latte£s weaknesses as a composer that impel
even a critic to emphasize his virtues, But the presence of both these
qualities in the present work is the least of its contradictions. Far more

significant is the date of its creation, when European culture was crumbling
into pessimism on the brink of World War I and musical expression was
divided between post-Wagner adherents, Debussian impressionism, and
the young Schoenberg's startling new musical geometry.

It is not surprising that Mahler, with the mystical attitude of a medieval
ascetic, should have sought philosophical solace in his choice of text for
the Eighth Symphony. Nor is it surprising that Mahler, the supreme
batonist of his time, should have stated his ascetic philosophy in extra-
vagant orchestral terms requiring 1000 voices for its utterance.

The Eighth Symphony is, in effect, a musical dissertation on the theme
which occupied Mahler from early childhood the mystery of death and
resurrection. This was also the chief preoccupation of the Middle Ages,
and his choice of the ancient Latin plainchant, "'Veni, Creator spiritus,"
as the motive kernel of his first movement, affirms his temperamental af-
finity with the past at a time when other composers were impatiently
heralding the future.

This attitude was apparent as early as his Second Symphony, but an
immense crystallization took place between the Second's young, Werther-
like pose of tragedy and the Eighth's mighty crescendos of exultation and
faith, which had to be mighty in order for Mahler to hear them above
the beating of the wings.

The Eighth, in fact, is not so much a musical expression as an emotional
experience translated into the only terms the composer knew, and presented
with a melodic directness that frequently borders on the trite. One feels
too much; there is too frantic an affirmation of his adopted faith, and an
excess of instrumental and vocal voices to match his excess of fervor. For
all this, it is refreshing to hear occasionally music that inquires into the
mysteries of the universe, in a period when composers are content to tat
little musical doilies.

When we come to the question of its form, the Eighth poses more
paradoxes. It might equally be called a "symphonic cantata," so vocal is
the symphonic basis. In the first movement, the voices are treated in a
quasMassical fashion, in the second operatically. In the melodic fabric,
there is again the paradox of a sophisticated orchestral Icnowledge put to
the service of themes scarcely distinguished enough for the exalted strophes
they are required to carry.

However, Mahler utilizes them with rare craft, and for all his unorthodox
development, he is faithful to his original few themes. Thematic nuggets
from the opening "Veni," as well as from the second melody sung by
soprano solo and violins, reappear constantly, in varied guises, not only
throughout the first, but even in the second movement.
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The first is scarcely in strictly classical sonata form, but it retains its
relation to it by the manner in which the themes are presented, and by a
clearly marked development section--not, as some believe, a double fugaI
but a highly complex fugal treatment of material. Throughout, there is the
same close integration of instrumental and vocal writing, although in the
second movement, the soloists have a certain operatic prominence.

In this, wherein the form is subservient to the requirements of Goethe's
text from the final scenes of "'Faust," Mahler strikes a note of simple
songfulness, of almost folklike unpretentiousness. It is true that if one looks,
he may find musical references to Parsifal, Aida, Schubert, Strauss and
Bruckner, among others. As a conductor, Mahler had to perform so much
music by other composers it is not surprising that some of it filtered into
his own. But the Eighth Symphony has, with all its faults, moments of
high grandeur and deep emotional impact. Those we cannot take from it.

MmDREr) NORTON, Los Angeles DaiSy Hews

BRUCKNER'S F/FTH ON RECORDS

Newest among the releases of European recordings of Bmckner symphonies
is Capitol's issue of the Austrian master's Fifth Symphony set forth by the
Hamburg Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Eugene Jochum" recorded
on two doubled-faced twelve-inch LP's. The symphony is played in its
original, unedite& version and Mr. Jochum proves again, as he did in his
recorded version with the same orchestra of Bruckner's Eighth Symphony,
that he is one of the few genuinely understanding interpreters of this
composer's towering creations. Unfortunately, although the recording leaves
little to be desired, considered from the tonal aspect, much of the pleasure
in listening to it is marred by the consistently noisy surfaces.

J_.Ro_m D. ]3OHM, Hew York Herald,Tribune



OVATION FOR MAHLER'S SECOND BY
TANGLEWOOD AUDIENCE

Boston Symphony Orchestra; Chorus (Hugh Ross, Conductor); Ellabelle
Davis, Soprano, and Nan Merriman, Contralto, Soloist_; Leonarcl Bernstein,
Conductor; TangIewood, August 1, 1948.

The "Resurrection" Symphony, in case anyone needs to be reminded,
is one of the bigger masterpieces of the 19th century--bigger both in scope
and the number of musicians required, and in the vast extent of Mahler's
conception. This is music of astounding skill as well, in which a supreme
master of the art and science of orchestral writing sought to encompass
no less than life, death and the rising of spirits thereafter. This is also
music of such depth, power and overwhelming emotional tension that it
leaves you in something of a daze.

Mahler had what might be called a lengthy temperament. He was not
one to condense his thought, and consequently his scores require both time
and receptive attention. The "Resurrection" takes more than an hour and

15 minutes, yet, except for a few early departures, the huge gathering in
and outside the music shed listened quietly--although some did burst out
with ill-timed applause between some of the movements.

Mr. Bernstein's performance of this work in Boston last Winter was
the outstanding event of the season. If it does not turn out to have been
the peak of the Berkshire festival, it will not have been due to any faults
of his. Yesterday, he repeated his impassioned and musicianly reading.
There were some discrepancies, however, that made this performance a
little less impressive than the one in Boston.

The chorus, though larger here, did not produce so much resonance as
you were entitled to expect, though they did sing the soft entrance--and
elsewhere--with round beauty of tone and thorough precision. Of the
soloists, Miss Davis excelled in a beautifully voiced and styled performance
of the soprano part. Miss Merriman, making her festival debut, sang
conscientiously, but her voice had something of a tremolo, the text was
sometimes peculiarly pronounced and there was less feeling than there
ought to have been.

CYRus DUROIN, The Boston Globe

Mr. Bernstein then took over and led the Boston Symphony and the
festival chorus of 250 voic6s through the varied beauties and excitements
of Mahler's Second or "Resurrection" Symphony that he had revived with
such signal success in Boston last season. The solo singers this time were
Ellabelle Davis, soprano, who sang in the Boston performances, and Nan
Merriman, contralto.
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It was something to hear and see the demonstration that greeted the
• symphony in Symphony Hall and since 10,000 people can make more noise

than 2_000, speaking in round numbers, the scene in the music shed this
afternoon was even more inspirin_g.The concert was overdong, just short
of two hours and a half, but Mahler and his interpreters kept the great
audience enthralled. At the end it was again a case of pent-up emotions
released.

WARREN STOREY SMITH, The Boston Post

Today's audience witnessed the distinguished composer, Darius Milhaud,
conducting his own Second Symphony and Leonard Bernstein repeating the
impressive Ma_er Second which nearly lifted the roof of Symphony Hall
last February and the New York City Center a year earlier. Mr. Bern-
stein's company included Ellabetle Davis and Nan Merriman as the grati-
fying soloists, and the 200-voice festival chorus evidently trained within
an inch of their lives by Hugh Ross. Those who witnessed either of the
earlier performances generally allowed that today's was easily the best of
the three. Bernstein easily achieved another triumph.

HOWARDWATSON,The Boston Herald

BRUCKNER QUINTET PERFORMED IN NEW YORK

The Stradivarius Society, newly formed under the direction of Gerald

Warburg_ has announced a series of three chamber music programs, each
one to be given tw4ce at the Metropolitan Museum. The Busch Quartet
participated in the first pair of concerts, January 10 and 11, and the
program included Bruckner's String Quintet.
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AMERICAN PREMIERE OF MAHLER'S TENTH

Fritz Mahler Conducts Erie Philharmonic in

First Western Hemisphere Performance

The following review appeared in the Erie Dispatch after the first of two
performances given December 6 and 7_ 1949.

Much new music has been introduced in past seasons by Fritz Mahle_
and the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra, but none so important and worthwhile
as the Gustav Mahler Symphony No. 10, which had its premiere perform-
ance in this hemisphere last night in Strong Vincent Auditorium.

This work, of which only the two movements were completed before
Gustav Matfler's death in 1911, is beautiful and deeply moving music.

We hazard the opinion that it will become firmly established in orchestral
repertoire on this side of the Atlantic.

This symphony was the major offering in the Philharmonics third pair
of concerts, with the, program to be repeated this evening.

Gustav Mahler had projected his final symphony in five movements. He
had made preliminary sketches for all five sections, but the harmonies,
contrapuntal structure and instrumentation for only the two movements
played last night were completed.

The Scherzo, originally intended as the third movement, is a short
section distinguished by excellent craftmanship. It has a restless, almost
brooding quality about it, relieved by rather startling contrasts in range
and in instrumentation. The closing measures of the Scherzo pack an um
believeably dramatic punch.

The longer section, marked Adagio, is, however, the major portion of the
work.

It opens with a unison solo passage for violas which establishes the
whole character of the work. The chief melody is one of rather melancholy
beauty that haunts the listener tong after its final sounding. Really the
emotional and intensely dramatic qualities of this movement carry one
completely in their sweep.

It is Gustav Mahler's finest writing and indeed ranks high among
symphonic writing from the pens of any of the great composers.

Wesley First
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NEW YORK CITY OPERA COMPANY AS A
NATIONAL CULTURAL INSTITUTION

In March 1934, CHOm_ aND DlSCOm3endorsed a plan for the develop-
ment of fine arts, a plan originated in the December 1933 issue of
MUSICAL DIGEST,then edited by Pierre V. Key.

During the La Guardia administration, City Center came into existence
through the efforts of the farseeing, cultured mayor and Newbold Morris,
thus bringing to realization, at least in part, the plan sponsored by MUSICAL
DIGEST,namely, "broadening the outlet for employment of musicians (with
preference given to American citizens) through increasing the number of
major and minor symphony orchestras, local opera enterprises, choral
concerts, and miscellaneous concerts of every kind, and encouraging the
engaging, in increasing numbers, of American solo instrumentalists and solo
singers, as well as ensembles, where their ability to appear in courses
of advanced artistic type shall have been amply proven."

There are certainly few American cultural organizations of our day more
deserving of support and emulation than the New York City Opera
Company, not only for its aims, but also for its accomplishments in
raising the level of American musical taste. Quietly, it made its initial
bow about six years ago, a fledgling company struggling through its repertory
of but three operas with borrowed costumes and scenery. After two seasons
a year preceding and following the regular operatic season at the Metro.
politan, it entered its twelfth season on September 22, 1949, with a
repertory of 33 operas, four stage directors and scenic designers on its
able staff, a permanent orchestra and chorus, a staff of distinguished
conductors and a roster of over _0 distinguished solo singers. From the
very first the company had reaped praise for its artistic integrity, the
introduction of fine young talent and the genuine enthusiasm of its
audiences, who, starved for this approach to opera, found it available
at last and at the low-price policy of the organization's founders. Its
repertory includes Salome, Aida, Rosenkavalier , Carmen, Marriage of
Figaro, Don Giovanni, Onegin, The Medium, Tosca.

The New York City Opera Company has set a new standard for opera
in America. It has developed a formula that calls for well-sung, welt,
acted, and well-directed performances by young singers who are as
pleasant to look at as to hear. Its small financial loss is absorbed by the City
Center's other activities, thus giving the public the opportunity to hear
for a top price of $3.00 (tax included) well integrated performances with
outstanding soloists, a permanent orchestra, chorus and ballet--all well
rehearsed. In its review of Salome, CHORDA_O DISCORDsaid: "For the
discriminating, rich and poor alike, City Center productions would be a
bargain even at considerably higher prices."

Opera starved cities all over the nation are asking for the City Center
formula and for help in establishing it. The first out-of-town experiment
proved a success. In the fall of 1948, the New York City Opera Company
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gave a three-week trial series at the Civic Opera House in Chicago. The
invitation came from a group of leading business and professional men headed
by Mayor Martin H. Kennelly. The result was a three-year agreement to
perform at the Chicago Civic Opera House and the gradual formation of
a new Chicago Civic Opera group on the New York City Opera plan.
Similar invitations have come from such cities as Milwaukee, St. Louis,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Denver, Rochester, Pittsburgh, and Des Moines.

The New York City Opera Company concentrates on the over,all
ensemble performance rather than accenting stars, and equal importance
is given to dramatic and musical aspects. Experienced and inexperienced,
well-known and nameless artists are welded into a complete production
unit. Young artists are given the benefit of thorough preparation in their
roles with no cost to themselves. After the opening performance of the
1949 season (Ariadne), Mr. Louis Biancolli, (WORLDTELECKaM) wrote:
"Any opera company--large, small, American, European---could learn a
few things from last night's acting."

The New York City Opera Company does not adhere to traditional
production techniques and routine. It does provide a tremendous amount
of staging rehearsal, in which the demands of the drama itself are
recognized and married to the music. Scenic concepts further enhance the
productions through the use of projection and other modern theatrical
techniques. The fusion of these policies has brought about the realization
that grand opera can be good theatre and entertainment of the highest
order. Virgil Thomson said in the Nrw YORK H_RAnD TPaBUNr: ".... it

made sense to the eye as well as to the ear ....... distinguished pro-
duction, visual and musical ........ "

Today, New York's City Center is the goal of America's finest young
singers. It is the open sesame to the best operatic doors of the world
and has introduced .to fame a number of gifted American artists. Other
fine singers, with reputations already made in various parts of the world,
have joined the New York City Opera Company.

The American composer, as well as the American singer, conductor,
and stage technician, is encouraged by the New York City Opera's
recognition of native talent and the opportunity for performance at the
New York City Center. W/lliam Grant Still, noted American composer,
saw his first opera (the fourth he has written) produced in the spring
of 1949 when the New York Opera Company gave three performances
of his Troubled Island.

The New York City Opera Company has given the lie to those that
believe opera in English just can't be done. The Marriage of Figaro, in
a sparkling translation by Ruth and Thomas Martin, proved to be one
of the hits of the season. Other operas in English included Amelia Goes
to the Ball, The Medium, Troubled Island, and the Love for Three
Oranges, the last named translated from Russian by Victor Seroff.

Conductors and experts in stagecraft find a welcome at the Center where
real talent is the only requisite and where big names, race and nationality
are unimportant. The operas have been presented in five languages--
English, French, German, Italian, and Russian. The members of the
company are drawn from four continents. Under the guidance of Laszlo
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Hatasz, artistic and musical director, the various essentials of each pro-
duction--stage, costuming, voices, orchestra, ballet, and language--are
skillfully blended into an artistic whole. With these ingredients, plus the
imagination and cooperation of the directors, the highest standards have
been maintained, and large audiences have given their enthusiastic approval
to every performance.

City Center is, in short, giving the economicaUy less favored the
opportunity to hear operas at prices they can afford and the public is
responding wholcheartedly. It has proved it is a boon to gifted, young
American singers by starting them on their chosen careers. It has produced
operas by Amer/can composers, thus encouraging native creative talent. It
is pohathag the way toward the establishment of opera companies in other
cities. These would not only constitute indispensable training grounds for
American singers, but would also give employment to local musicians and
raise the general cultural level of the communities they serve. Setting up
and maintaining numerous opera companies, modeled upon the splendid
New York City Opera Company, should be the ultimate goal of all
serious American music lover_



A MEMORABLE ELEKTRA

Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor;
Carnegie Hall, _. Y., Dec. 22nd, 23rd, and 2_th, 1949. (The last perform-
ance was broadcast over CBS.)

Elektra ......................................................................................ASTRm VARNAY
Klytemnestra ................................................. ELENA NIKOLAIDI

Chrysothemis ...................................... IRENE JESSNEIt
Aegisthos .............................................................. PRa_D_RICK JAO_S
Orestes ..........................................................................................HERBERTJANSSEN
Attendant of Orestes .............................................................MICHAEL RHODES
Four Handmaidens ..................................................................MmmM STOCKTON

EDITH EVANS

ELINOR WARREN
BEVERLYDAME

A vivid, successful projection of the difficult score and tragic content
of Strauss" Elektra, especially in concert form, is impossible without the
following three features: a splendid orchestra, intelligent singers with fine,
powerful voices, and above all, a conductor who combines deep under-
standing of the work's poetic message, the inexorability of Greek tragedy,
with musicianship of the highest order. All three of these essential factors
were eloquently represented in the series of three performances given the
work in Carnegie Hall on Dec. 22, 23, and 25, 1949. The roll of
participants is listed above.

Mitropoulos interpreted the score with utmost clarity and unerring
dramatic instinct. He created teamwork among the singers and betweeI_
the singers and the orchestra. Just as there is unity in the drama, there
was unity in the performance. From the very opening bar one could
sense ultimate doom and throughout one felt that the decree of the fates
was being carried relentlessly forward to its inevitable cataclysmic end. Hate,
fear, scorn, pathos, fierce triumph, tenderness, nostalgia--these were all
brought out in a masterful manner by Mitropoulos who conducted without
a score.

Each participant contributed his share to what was a well nigh perfect
performance. Among the handmaidens Elinor Warren's dark voice and
shading deserve special mention. Janssen was particularly moving in the
tender passages. Jagel made the most of the few lines assigned to
Aegisthos.

The difficulty and importance of Chrysothemis, the least grateful of the
three leading parts, are not always sufficiently appreciated. (Unfortunately
the second dramatic scene between the two sisters, Elektra and Chrysothemis,
was cut.) In their first great scene, Irene Jessner, with a commendable
feeling for the underlying dramatic implications, emphasized the fear that
possesses Chrysothemis, her love of life, her burning desire to bear children,
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her longing for freedom from the prison into which her mother, Klytemnes-
tra, and her stepfather, Aegisthos, the murderers of Agamemnon,
Chrysothemis' father, had cast her and Elektra. In the final scene it was
clear that to Chrysothemis the death of Klytemnestra and Aegisthos meant
freedom to enjoy life.

Highlights in Jesmer's outstanding interpretation were: Her whispering
to Elektra: "They will throw you into a tower where you will not see
the light of the sun or moon--they will do it, I know, I heard it .... at the
door."--the pathos with which she invested the lines: _I cannot like you
sit and peer into the darkness. There is fire in my breast ..... " the fear
in her voice when she sang: "I am so afraid, my knees tremble day and
night ..... "--her anger when she reproached Elektra: " 'Tis you who binds
me to earth with chains. Were it not for you, they would free us."--her
passionate rendering of: "I want to bear children before my body withers
......... " the pathos and mystery of: '_Our brother is not coming
home. We always sit on our perch like caged birds, turn our heads to
the left and to the right and no one comes, no brother, no messenger
from our brother ......... "--her joyous dramatic utterance in the final
scene when she thinks she is free at last: "'Elektra! sister! come with us;
oh come with us! It is our brother who is in the house! It is Orestes who
has done the deed,"--and her final "Orest" followed by a silence that could
almost be heard.

The vibrato in her beautiful, dark contralto voice makes Elena Nikolaidi
especially fitted for the role of the fear-ridden, conscience-stricken,
superstitious queen, Klytemnestra. At no time, whether she was for but a
brief moment recalling happier days with her children or trying to hide
her fear from her daughter, Elektra, was the listener permitted to forget
that fear dominated the very soul of the degenerate queen constantly
plagued by bad dreams. Be it added that Nikolaidi's restraint and calm, even
in moments of anger and defiance, enhanced the effectiveness of her
portrayal.

The almost hollow sound of her voice when she pleaded with the
gods: "O, ye gods, why do you oppress me so? Why do you destroy me
thus? Why must my strength be gone? Why am I, a living creature, like a
barren field and this nettle grows out of me and I do not have the
strength to weed it out!" her excitement and pleasure when Elektra tells
her she, Klytemnestra, is a goddess: "Have you heard? have you understood
what she says?'--tha unearthly beauty of her singing of the nostalgic lines:
"It has a familiar sound. It seems as though I had forgotten it long,
long ago.'--her determination, anger, and fear after her confidantes tell
her Elektra doesn't mean what she says: "I don't want to hear anything!
What you say is like the breath of Aegisthos."--the mystery in the
words: "'Where the truth lies, no one knows."--the cantilena passage
where Klytemnestra says she is willing to listen to anything pleasant, even
from her daughter Elektra--her almost despairing joy at the thought that
there are rites which will rid her of her dreams-the eerie feeling conveyed
by her rendition of: '_what is a breath, and still between night and day
when I lie there sleepless, something comes creeping over me. 'Tis not
a word, 'tis not a pain, it does not oppress me," and the terror in her
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voice as she continues: "it does not choke me. 'Tis nothing, not even a
goblin, and still it is so terrible that my soul cries out for release,"--the
sad fierceness of: "I don't want to dream anymore."--all these were
memorable moments in this notable characterization.

Last summer Astrid Varnay thrilled a Stadium Concert audience by
her beautiful singing of the temptation and final scenes of Salome under the
inspired leadership of Fritz Reiner. It remained for her to give the lie to
those who still maintain that the role of Elektra must for the most part
be shouted, shrieked, or screeched. Varnay actually sang the part, and
beautiful singing it was. Judging by the variety of her facial expressions
during the performance, one can safely conclude that this extraordinary
artist would give a moving performance on the operatic stage, a portrayal
that would leave something to the imagination of the discerning listener
and at the same time shake the audience to its very depths. From the
outset Varnay's Elektra was the prophetess of doom, of hate, of despair,
with one all.consuming passion--to avenge the murder of her father,
Agamemnon. Yet with all the hate, scorn, contempt, and lust for vengeance
in her soul, she could be tender and noble. This high priestess of vengeance
aroused pity. She was a truly tragic figure.

Long to be remembered in Varnay's interpretation are: The feeling of
utter loneliness and gloom as she sang: "Alone! Woe unto me, all alone,"--
the sustained cry: "Agamemnon! Agamemnon!"--the dark color, excellent
diction, and almost perfect phrasing of the lines: "It is the hour, our
hour, the hour when they slaughtered you, your wife and that one who
sleeps in one bed with her, in your royal bed."--the deeply moving supplica-
tion: "Agamemnon! Father! I want to see you, do not leave me alone this
day. Show yourself to your child, as you did but yesterday, like a shadow in
the corner! Father[ Agamemnon!"--the expression of horror when she says
to her sister: "Thus did father raise his two hands, then the ax fell and
tore his flesh." her contempt as she asks Chrysothemis: "What do you
want? Daughter of my mother, Klytemnestra's daughter." the beauty
of tone as she says to Klyternnestra: "'You yourself are a goddess" and
the scorn in her voice immediately after: "'You are just like them !"--the
viciously triumphant manner in which she tells her mother that she
(Klytemnestra) will dream no more if the right sacrifice falls beneath
the ax, with special emphasis on the word triiumst (dream)--her trembling
when she asks Klytemnestra: "Aren't you going to let my brother come
home?"mthe hate and defiance with which she tells her mother: "'You
lie! You sent gold so that they would choke him to death."--her highly
dramatic exclamation: "I can see it in your eyes, I can tell by your
trembling that he (Orestes) is still alive: that day and night you think
of nothing else but him: that your heart withers from fear because you
know: he is coming."--the scorn and fierce venom in the death sentence
she pronounces upon her mother: "Who must bleed? Your own neck,"
--the triumphant hate in her description of her vision of Klytemnestra's
death agonies at the hands of her own children (this is one of the most
powerful passages in music-dramatic literamre)--the sharp pain in her
utterance when she thinks Orestes is dead: "But I! I! To lie here knowing
the child will never return,"_the scorn as she thinks of Klytemnestra and
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Aegisthos, "the brood that lives in its lair and eats and drinks and sleeps,"--
the scream of joy as she recognizes her brother, Orestes--the trance-like
beauty of her rendition of the cantilena passage: "Orestes! Orestes! Orestes!
No one moves! Let me see your eyes, a vision, a vision given me more
beautiful than all dreams! Noble, illusive, sublime countenance, remain with
me! Do not vanish into thin air, do not melt away; or if I
must perish at once and you appear and come for me: Then I shall die
happier than I have lived!"

The Philharmonic Orchestra, the soloists, and, above all, Mr. Mitropoulos
covered themselves with glory thrice; it is no wonder that at each perform,
ance the audience stamped, cheered, and whistled.

ROBERT G. GREY

RADIO PREMIERE OF MAHLER'S TENTH

Gustav Malde£s Tenth Symphony was heard for the first time in New
York Saturday afternoon [Jan. 21, 1950] in the broadcast over N. B. C.
by the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra under Fritz Mahler's direction and,
a few hours later, Ernest Bloch's Concerto Symphonique was performed
for the first time in this country by the N. B. C. Symphony Orchestra under
Ernest Ansermet, with Corinne Lacomble as piano soloist. '

Mahler's Tenth Symphony was uncompleted when he died. Although
he had expressed a wish that the manuscript be burned, a desire which he,
however, had several changes of mind about, his wife permitted a facsimile
edition of the manuscript to be published in 1923. Of its five movements
which remained in fragmentary form, two were reconstructed by Alban
Berg, Ernst Krenek and Franz Schalk, and it is this torso which was
performed on Saturday.

Mahler never designated with any certainty the order in which the
various movements should be played. How disturbed his mental state was
when he penned,this work may be seen from the programmatic title, "The
Devil Dances With Me," and from the following exclamation written in
the score: "Madness, seize me, the accursed! Destroy me, that I may forget
my existei_ce! That I may cease to be!'"

The movements thought worthy of reconstruction reveal not only Mahler's
ironic vein but even more the preoccupation with death which is expressed
in so much of his music. The adagio movement has many moving pages,
but is on the whole inferior to "Der Ab'sehied" from "Das Lied yon der
Erde" and the finale of his Ninth Symphony, in which resignation in the
face of death is even more affectingly depicted.

Fritz Mahler's interpretation revealed considerable understanding of its
contents and the performance gave evidence of careful preparation. His
orchestra, a thoroughly competent aggregation of musicians, produces
dearly penetrating if not sensuously appealing sounds.

JEROMED. BOHM, :New York Herald,Tribune
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A Record of Critical and Popular Reaction

GUSTAV MAHLER: drums play offstage for new perspec-
_HIRD SYMPHO)_Y rives and in three movements Mahler

summons the human voice to augment
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Antal his "instrumentation," and this instru.

Dorati, Conductor; Dallas Symphony mentation is among the canniest and
Singers, Public School Choir; Frances most resourceful in music.
DeMond. Contralto; :h_ov. 29, 1947. The Symphony Singers, made up of

Evidently 2,700 North Texans con- public school music teachers, were small,
sidered themselves connoisseurs as they but pure-toned and balanced as we
gave over their festive Saturday night have known them in the past. The
to the concert and many came from boys, massed in the box at the au.
great distances. "An audience like this dience's left, tintinnabulated accurately
for a program like that," was the with the chimes. Both groups were
amazed comment of one out-of-town trained by Miss Marion Flagg, director
visitor, of musical education, who somehow

Few orchestral repertoire lists show broke her foot but not her stride while
performances of the Mahler Third doing it. Miss DeMond sang her ira-
during the last generation. A Radio portant solos with dark, voluminous
City Music Hall broadcast conducted by tone, broad line, much expression, and
Erno Rapee over NBC many years ago was of enormous value to the proceed-
is the last we remember. Yet it is an ings.
easily assimilable and often exciting John Ware, trumpet principal, dis-
work that might be more popular were tinguished himself in taxing solo pass.
it not so troublesome to produce and ages as did Rafael Druian, concert-
were not the "'apparatus" so large. Mr. master, Emanuel Tivin, oboist, and
Dorati had to call out his reserves for Forrest Standley, French hornist.

an orchestra numbering close to 100. JOHN ROSENI_IELD,For the audience it was an effective
introduction to the more grandiose The Dallas Morning News
Mahler, hitherto known only by last
season's "Lied yon der Erde." In the ANTON BRUCKNER:
big symphonies one finds at last the
link between Brahms and the contem- NFN,TH SYMPHONY
poraries, even Rachmaninov, maybe Stra- Philadelphia Orchestra, Bruno Walter,
vinsky, certainly Sibelius, and Shosta- Conductor; Feb. 27 and 28, 1948.
kovitch, possibly Prokofiev. The Third (Broadcast over CBS on Feb. 28, 1948).
Symphony, also styled "The Program
Symphony" has a story of conversa ..... But for his current concert ap-
tions with past, present, with nature and pearances, the Berlin-born batoneer went
the angels and with a resolution, a la even farther than before in assuming
Beethoven, on the brotherhood of man. his occasional role of symphonic Sa-

Perhaps it is best to heed Mahler's maritan in aiding neglected .musical
demurrer that there is no program. The works. This time it was on behalf of
association of the musical content with Anton Bruckner, whose name almost
the scenario, so to speak, is confusing never comes around in the orchestral
almost to the point of inappropriateness, repertoire these days, that Walter labored

Taken, however, as sheer sound, the lustily and lovingly, presenting the three
work is continually winning and ex- known and completed movements of
hilarating. One hears the blithest waltzes, that composer's unfamiliar (and perhaps
the most martial marches, a lush fortunately unfinished) Ninth Symphony.
Puccini-like emotionalism, then the gay, It certainly required courage in the
the plaintive, the morose. Trumpets and conductor to offer this more than sub,
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stantial Bruckner symphonic serving as Bruckner's symphony which was
the principal feature of his program, in played in its original version, has enough
the face of the fact that only one material for three modern symphonies.
other work in the form by Bruckner It is a work of undoubted nobility,
has appeared on the orchestra's pro- huge in its general structure, with
grams here in nearly a score of years, sweeping dramatic vistas which suggest

Relatively speaking, the Bruckner vast landscapes.
Ninth--or the three sections of it Even the scherzo is heroic in quality,
that were served yesterday -- does not as though giants were seen at play
seem as banal and bombastic as the (for all we know, Fasolt and Fafner),
Fifth. But its symphonic flatulence The last movement -- adagio -- seems
seemed more than sufficient to last a over-long and obscure.
long time. And if there is no deter- However, even while admitting the
mined demand for its repetition, that hazard of the symphony's great length
won't be so surprising, despite the ex- and seemingly banal passages, it was
pert aid given it by Walter to make with a sense of privilege one realized
it as palatable as possible for the con, that a symphony of undoubted nobility,
cert customers, coming, as it did. after sincerity and power -- a symphony
the abiding beauties of Mozart's "Haff- upon which its composer lavished almost
ner" Symphony, and the Brahms set of ten years of work -- had been heard
"'Variations on a Theme of Haydn," as here for the first time.
the earlier offerings of the afternoon. Thanks are due to the unflagging

The Bruckner symphony, which calls devotion of Mr. Walter and to our
upon the conductor to serve most of Orchestra for backing this devotion with
it "slowly" and "solemnly," is fairly the last ounce of its amazing re-
overflowing with thematic material and sources.
opulent orchestration. But for all the
energy and attention it exacts from or- MAX DE SCHAUENSEE,
chestra and audience, the principal ira- Philadelphia Evening Bulletin
press/on it leaves in the memory
is one of pretentious impotence, despite
Waiter's zeal as musical missionary. GUSTAV MAHLER:

LINTON M__TIN, FOURTH SYMPHONY

The Philadelphia Inquirer Indianc@oIis Symphony Orchestra, Fa.
bien Sevitzky, Conductor; Eleanor Steber,
Soprano; Feb. 28 and 29, 1948.

Anton Bruckner's 4_.year old Sym.
phony No. 9 ("Unfinished") had its The Mahler Fourth Symphony suffers
first performance in this city yesterday from Teutonic long-windedness. That's
afternoon, when Bruno Walter presented a pity, since the work contains fine
the Austrian peasantJcomposer's final musical ideas and is written throughout
work, at the Philadelphia Orchestra with the clarity, skill and invariable
concert, good taste of a great master.

Mr. Walter made his welcome ap- It is neo-Brahmsian in flavor. But it
pearance at the Academy of Music somehow lacks the vigor and direction
yesterday, and the Orchestra paid this of Brahms. And it is apt to leave
beloved musical figure the unusual you with the melancholy reflection that

there can be too much of a good
tribute of standing and applauding at thing. Beautiful sounds prolonged be.his entrance.

Mr. Walter, being an apostle of the yond customary timeqimits can become
cloying. The orchestra was at its veryrarely heard music of Bruckner, pro-

grammed the _l-minute incomplete work best in Mahler .... Dr. Sevitzky con,
as the focal point of his concert, ducted the Mahler from memory ......

Undeniably an endurance test for HENRY BUTLER,

modern audiences who are not too well Indianapolis Times
geared to works of such length and
vast proportions, the Friday afternoon
gathering stuck to its guns (very few She [Miss Steber] turned to the
went out), and gave Mr. Walter and reflective, bittersweet text of the moody
the Orchestra an ovation after the third Mahler in the dosing moments of the
and final movement, symphony with an equal understanding
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of its special demands. The audience conclusion of the season and the cul-
was quite captivated ...... So much of ruination of the Beethoven cycle.
it is banal--and there's so much of it. By no means was all the interest
But there also is glory in this music, centered on the Beethoven Ninth Sym,
beauty that is both exalted and exalting, phony, for opening the program was
It rises above its sentimental base to the Anton Bruckner "Te Deum," a
passages of compelling emotional strength work of grandeur ........
and dignity. It is music that deserves Bruckner's "'Te Deum,'" a work of
to be heard. Dr. Sevitsky gave it a climactic dynamic power, and one of
hearing that made the most of its the great sacred works by the Austrian
enduring values, composer and distinguished organist, is

CO,BIN PAT_CK, deeply religious in significance. Wholly
characteristic of the composer's religious

Indianapolis Star style, it was set forth magnificently,
the final pages coming with overwhelm-

Miss Steber, in fact, was heard to ing grandeur in its exultant climax.
best advantage in the Mahler work. Dating from 1881, it was revived in1884. The elevated and stirring work
Mahter has never had much success in was last given here in 1937 by Herman
this country--this was the first time his Genhart conducting the Eastman School
Pourth Symphony had been played in Symphony Orchestra and Chorus.our town. The reasons for his neglect,
as Anis Puleihan suggested in his pro- NORMAN N^mN,
gram note, are incomprehensible, for Rochester Democrat and Chronicle
this music can scarcely be called com-
plicated in a 20th century that has

given itself to all sorts of musical ex- The Silver Anniversary Season of the
periments. His music, too, is highly Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra came
lyric--the Fourth Symphony contains to a memorable climax last night in
one lovely melody after another, the Eastman Theater when a special

Mahler's music is like a Vienna concert, devoted to Anton Bruckner's
slightly decadent. His music never seems "Te Deum" and Beethoven's Ninth
symphonic; it seems like vocal music Symphony, was conducted by Erich
written on a grand scale, but still vocal Leinsdorf.
music. Consequently, the form seems Bruckner remains the most neglected

to have the looseness of rhapsody, hale of symphonic composers, in spite of
though it does not actually have t the magnificence of his music. Although
looseness, he wrote little in addition to his nine

Whatever one may think of the music, massive symphonies save for a few
however, he knows that, by and large, church works, the most important of
Dr. Sevitzky and the orchestra played which, the "Te Deum," had another
Mahler's endless measures with poise eloquent Rochester presentation in the
and point. Eastman Theater in I937 under Dr.

WALTER WHITWORTH, Herman Genhart's direction, Bruckner
The Indianapolis news has a place apart in the history of

composition. It has been said that the
German mystics are the kinsmen of

ANTON BRUCKNER: this Austrian more than are the musi-
cians, more than is the "'religio,philo-"

TE DEUM sophical Beethoven of the Ninth Sym-
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, phony, from whom he stems."

Erich Leinsdorf, Conductor; Rochester The listener last night was absorbed in
Oratorio Society, ]. Theodore HoIlenbach, the beauty and the grandeur of the
Conductor; Soloists; Anne McKnight, revelation of Bruckner's score, with its
Rosalind Nadell, Irwin Dillion, James great monoliths of tone, with its lofty
Pease. March 24, 1948. vision, its mystical fervor, its breadth

and depth in form and conception. This
It was not to be wondered at that was the music of a Titan, speaking of

the concert provoked one of the most the s_blime with utter simplicity.
fervent demonstrations from any Eastman The orchestra played beautifully, and
audience in years. The large attend- one felt that the conductor missed
ance naturally was gratifying for the nothing of the composer's thought and
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its devotional proclamation. So, too, did the occasion, sounded like a different
the chorus, which gave evidence of instrument, and as climax piled upon
careful rehearsing on the part of J. exhausting climax, the listeners were
Theodore Hollenbach, who prepared it, left spent at the close, their minds and
sing with communicative intensity, bodies cleansed by the catharsis of

A. J. WARNER, sound.
Rochester Times.Union The chorus sang with admirable

quality its message of confidence in
the resurrection of the soul, although

GUSTAV MAHLER: it may be debatable whether unintelligible
SECOT_D SYMPHO_h_Y German is preferable to an ungratify,

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Fritz ing, but understandable, English trans-
Busch, Conductor; May Festival Chorus. tation. Perhaps, it makes no difference,
Sherwood Kains. Conductor; Karin Bran, for clarity of enunciation is not one
zell, Contralto, Shirley Russell, Soprano, of the chorus's strong points. Mahler
Soloists; May 6j 1948. has provided a discreet orchestral back,

ground to preserve the a capella charac-
After hearing the Second Mahler ter of the entrance of the chorus. In

Symphony, as it was conducted by this case, the organ was too predomi,
Fritz Busch at the May Festival concert nant.
Thursday afternoon, one can readily Karin BranzelI and Shirley Russell
understand the enthusiasm of the Mah- were the soloists. Seldom, today, does
ler cultists. The difficulties and grandiose one hear so satisfying a routined artist
nature of this composer's ideas militate as Mine. Branzell, whose rich contralto
against his frequent appearance on con- voice lends distinction to every role it
cert programs. Only when an occasion caresses. Miss Russell's voice and man-
arises, such as is presented by the her give increasing pleasure with each
Diamond May Festival, are the means appearance.
available for a satisfying hearing of
his work. Louis JOHN JOHNEN,

It was not necessary to know Mahler's Cincinnati Times.Star
so-called program in order to feel the
irresistible effect of his mus/c. Indeed,
one feels that the composer wrote to Some writers have implored their
express his inner fancies, and then in- public to permit themselves to succumb
vented his explanations afterwards. In to Mabler's music, and have promised
other words, the form grows out of a that cool judgment will be swamped by
composition, rather than vice versa. Thus, passionate admiration -- or else exas_
whether or not the first movement is peration. There was no question of
a heroic funeral march is immaterial, exasperation at yesterday's performance
Each listener felt in himself the abysmal of the Symphony in C minor. 'Ihere
despair of the mood and the passionate was no question of length, Dr. Busch
outbursts of grief, achieved such great variety between the

The second and third movements five movements that his audience for,
have really no connection with what got considerations of time and space.
precedes or follows them. The Schu- It may be that the composer did
bertian flavor of the former charmed extraordinary things like reading chap-
the ear, the bitter sarcasm of the latter ters from the works of Emanuel Kant
was unmistakable. They are merely in- to his wife during childbirth. IIe may
terludes that really interrupt the emo- have struggled with ideas of "Funeral
_onal unity of the symphony. Yet they Pomp" for his living soul in the first
are indispensable. Otherwise the mount- movement of his "Resurrection" Sym-
ing tension of the finale would be too phony, lie may have envisioned eerie
great to bear. Incidentally they refute ballrooms in the second movement, con-
those who see in Mahter only a prota- sidered the sinful greed of carp and
gonist of a fantastically monumental other fish in the third movement, then
inspiration, disregarded civilization altogether to

Dr. Busch has the faculty of absorbing name his fourth movement "Primeval
and expressing the underlying charac- Light." Still, despite these mental tor-
teristics of every work he performs, tures and questionings of a confirmed
Under his baton, the Cindnnati Sym, introvert--still, Mahler knew how to
hony Orchestra, greatly enlarged for write melodies, knew how to exhaust
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.every orchestral means at his disposal, GUSTAV MAHLER:
and to rear musical structures of sound SEVENTH SYMPHONY
mighty enough to shake the indiffer-
ence of skeptics. Boston Symlohbny Orchestra, Serge

We dare say a few listeners could Koussevitsky, Conductor, Oct. I Y and,
leave such a concert as that at Music 16, 1948.
Hall and systematically find fault with All things come in time. Now we
Mahler's symphony, poke fun at his have Serge Koussevitsky to thank for
eccentricities, call his music humorless, the Boston premiere of the Seventh
censure his love for extended develop- Symphony by Gustav Mahler, at Sym-
ment and contrast. At least no one phony Hall yesterday afternoon. This
went home with feelings of indiffer, second program by the Boston Sym-
ence. Dr. Busch was extravagant with phony Orchestra was devoted to two
his orchestral resources -- six trumpets, of the six great M's of music, for
six horns, six tympani (sometimes re- there was but one other piece: "Pictures
quiring three players), drums, gongs, at an Exhibition" by Modeste Moussorg-
bells. And a marking of "'fff'" in the sky, in the orchestral version by Ravel.
score was sufficient for the conductor It would have been something to be
to unleash them in full fury. At one present at the first performance of
time he nearly bent double to enforce Mahler's Seventh, in Prague in Sep-
the avalanche of sound. He spent these tember of 1908. I can imagine that
resources lavishly, but not wastefully, the audience was pretty well baffled.
Every note counted and had an inte- Like most of what Mahler wrote, the
gral pate in the overall effect. Seventh is long and repetitive, and at

The whole edifice of the auditorium the same time definitely a "_big" work.
shook with the dosing phrases of the There is a great deal of the striding,
"Resurrection" and many eyes streamed marchlike music he was so fond of,
tears. And yet, the choral passage had frequent horn and trumpet calls, and
begun so quietly, so reverently. Dr. all available weight of strings, wind and
Busch followed the composer's instruc- percussion for an imposing, even grandi.
tions and kept the singers in their loquent finale.
seats for a few minutes to insure the Of the five movements--which take
contrast with the trumpetings of doom. an hour and 20 minutes--the first is
The chorus was under his watchful and a loud and dramatic allegro with a
discriminating control and he played slow introduction; the second and fourth
upon it skillfully as Parvin Titus played
upon the organ keys at one side of a curious palr of nocturnes, and thefifth a fast rondo which somehow
the rostrum, doesn't seem to have the importance a

Mahler may have doubted the ap. finale ought to have. The third move,
propriateness of his own rondo.like ment I have left for last, because I
second movement, may have thought it fancy there is little else like it any_
trivial in the inexorable sequence of where in music. Called "shadow-like,'" it
his symphony. Not so the audience, is a scherzo with most unusual tunes,Cheers, which Dr. Busch stilled too-

rhythms, accents and scoring. It is a
mentarily at the dose of the first move- movement restless, uneasy, perhaps fore.
ment, broke forth without restraint boding, and really calls for the word
after the "andante." The composer "neurotic.'"
would have been pleased at the recep- First acquaintance is a poor basis
tion. The choral-like fourth movement for drawing conclusions, but it seems
brought Karin BranzelI, singing the reasonable to say that the Seventhresplendent and majestic plea to be
lighted "to eternal bliss." Clear, dean, Symphony is unconventional Mahler.
of excellent timbre for the music, the Though full of the external traits: the
contralto's voice sang vibrantly and with wayward snatches of melody, the slid,
penetration. It was the same again in ing harmonies, the quick changes of

pace and rhythm, and above all the
the last movement, where Miss RusseU"s wonderful scoring, this is nevertheless
also soared musically above the choral relatively impersonal. Unlike the Sec-
and orchestral mass without being either ond, Fifth and Ninth symphonies, and
strident or edgy. It was sumptous "Das Lied yon der Erde,' the Seventh
music, sumptuously performed, avoids the extremes of emotional brood,

JOHN P. RHODES, ing and exaltation.
_'he Cincinnati Enquirer Probably there are only a half dozen
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orchestras in the world able to play flict, to pain, to spiritual and physical
this difficult score adequately. Yester- misery.
day's performance was magnificent, with Yet we know--as Mahler knew--that
the wind players, hard-pressed practi- with it exists a world of beauty, of
caUy all the way, giving freely of their wonderful, joyous things, even of tour,
glorious best. The score calls for three age and hope. Thus it is that now we
instruments not usually demanded at can listen to music that offers within
Symphony concerts: guitar, mandolin, its framework everything from vulgari,
and cowbells! ties to sublimities, nursery jingles to

It might have been better to preface military fanfares, jangling cowbells to
the Mahler Seventh with a brief over- soaring strings, twangling mandolins to
ture, and to call intermission after the violent bursts on the timpani--and not
first movement of the Symphony. An find it in the least incongruous, On the
hour and 20 minutes of unbroken contrary, if yesterday's audience was any
active listening is a long time, and, criterion, nothing seemed to make more
further, even Ravel's brilliant orches, sense than this neglected work by a
tration seemed a little tess than scintilla- neglected composer.
ring after Mahler. The whole afternoon Not all of it, perhaps, for the
was one of breath.taking beauty of Seventh Symphony, like the others, is
performance and one of the best ex- excessively protracted. Mahler, who hated
amples you could have of Serge Kousse- long.windedness in others, was incred.
vitsky's dazzling prowess as interpretive ibly long.winded "himself; this, and his
conductor, lack of foresight in employing a musi.

CzRus DUROIN, caI apparatus that might well break
Boston Daily Globe any modern orchestra's budget, hasn't

helped his cause, either. So, for four

If any composer has made good in movements of this work (all five last
Boston in the last few years it is weU over 70 minutes), the Seventh
certainly Gustav Mahler--and he nearly was a joy.
40 years in his grave. The first movement was strong,

To be sure we have heard his virile, exciting, tumultuous; the second
*'Song of the Earth" and his Ninth was an altogether delightful pastoraIe;
Symphony from time to time, while the third, a nebulous scherzo with a
various movements from the other sym- quaint, waltz-like middle section; the
honies, the Adagietto of the Fifth Sym- fourth, an incredibly beautiful serenade.
phony, for instance, are occasionally But either the last movement or the
done. Yet two of his symphonies, the listener's capacity to listen goes all to
Second and Pourth, achieved enormous pieces, and I strongly suspect it is
success on their performances here with- the music. It just doesn't fulfill the
in the last two seasons. And yesterday work and I cton't know why, when
the Seventh, never before played here, you get right down to it, it can't be
was received with a cordiality verging omitted, for this is no cyclical work
on astonishment. Where, the audience but a series of moods strung together.Neither the orchestra nor Dr. Kousse-
seemed to be expressing, has this music vitsky can be complimented too highlybeen all our lives?

It has been biding its time, like for the performance of this exceedingly
most of this composer's music, waiting complicated work. The orchestra has
for the world to catch up with it. Not rehearsed it for two solid weeks; Dr.
that its texture is difficult in the sense Koussevitzky has lived with it for
that Bartok's is; the listener will find months; the performance was not short
little in Mahler of the dissonant ten- of spectacular. And it was a thrill to
signs or the astringent melodies of con. watch Dr. Koussevitzky's leadership, to
temporary composers who are, in effect, observe the consummate musicianship of
40 years ahead of us. What has been his beat, his cueing, his control and,
needed for the understanding of Mah- above all, his inspiration,
ler is the disenchanted, disillusioned, As if he feared for the success of
almost heart-broken point of view of the the Mahler, he finished with one of
post,war world. We know now--as his best things, Moussorgsky's "Pictures
Mahler knew in 1908--that everything at an exhibition," with a view to
doesn't fit into neat little boxes; that bringing down the house. Which he
things aren't aU white or all black did. RUDOLPH ERIE,
anymore; that there is no end to con- The Boston Herald
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Serge Koussevitzky introduced Mah- The horn call echoed in the distance
ler's Seventh Symphony to Boston yes. and the offstage cowbells are not pre,
terday at the second Friday afternoon pared for, so that one gets the ira.
concert of the season in Symphony pression of a trick. Echoes of this
Hall. Apparently this was the third sort are to be found in the scores of
performance in the United States of Wagner and Berlioz, but there are
the Symphony in its entirety. Since better placed and built up to.
it requires an hour and a quarter for The other one (fourth movement)
its performance, there was only one uses a mandolin and a guitar appro-
other work on the program: the Mous- priately enough, and horn, violin,
sorgsky - Ravel "'Pictures at an Ex- clarinet and bassoon are employed justly
hibition." too, but the movement as a whole

No doubt this performance of the lacks the grace and the nostalgic charm
Seventh Symphony will revive tempor- of a serenade.
arily the controversy over Mahler. Ex- As for the Rondo-Finale, it is Mah.
cept that it has no voice part, the let at his Tchaikovskyan worst, full of
symphony contains practically every- shrieks and bang-bang.
thing to support opposing opinions.

One thing it does demonstrate: that L.A. SLOPER,
Mahler was not merely a "song-sym. The Christian Science Monitor
phonist." That is, the end movements
and the central Scherzo are conceived
in instrumental terms and are given Blessings brighten as they take their
roughly symphonic development. Very flight. Dr. Koussevitzky is beginning
roughly in fact; for the oomposer does this, his last season, at a point above
not readily submit to forms. The what we had come to regard as the
themes are not arresting, their treat- peak of his powers. Or so it seemed
ment is spasmodic, altogether the ira- on Friday of last week and again
pression is confirmed that the composer yesterday afternoon. The opening pro,
is a willful, undisciplined bundle of gram found him and his responsive
emotions, turning hither and thither and orchestra glorifying the already fatal-
never staying put. liar. Yesterday they were engaged in

Nevertheless, I find the better Mah- disclosing to us an exacting work not
ler in two of those movements, rather a measure of which had been heard
than in the two much - advertised before, the 40-year-old Seventh Sym,
Nachtmusiken. There is a genuine phony of Mahler. Also on the pro-
Mahlerian beauty in the slow middle gram was RaveFs arrangement of Mous.
section of the development of the first sorgsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition."
movement, and through most of the Regarding the performance of that
Scherzo there is originality, a charming particular Koussevitzian war horse, I
wit, a graceful playfulness and a not- am in no position to speak, though
able resourcefulness in orchestration. I can well imagine its excellence. The

In this Scherzo, for once in Mahler, Mahler was all that I could take in, in
you never know what is going to one afternoon.
happen next, and you are kept on If the Seventh Symphony were a
edge to find out as the themes chase flawless masterpiece we would not have
one another across the orchestra with had to wait so long to hear it. On
perverse pauses and sudden vanishments the other hand, did it not possess some
and unexpected reappearances in an. qualities it would have continued to
other part of the orchestral forest. This remain undisturbed. Actually, its vir,
movement is great fun. tues far outweigh its faults. By a

And in the slow part of the first curious coincidence Dim/tri Mitropoulos
movement working-out, where references has announced for next month the
are made to three themes, there are first New York performance of it in
exquisite harmonies, a closely woven 2_ years. With yesterday's audience it
contrapuntal texture and a quiet cer- made a pronounced hit, and it is easy
tainty of utterance which leave no to prophesy that now that we have made
doubt of the composer's power, its acquaintance we are not going to let

The Nachtmusiken are less fasdna- it out of our sight for very long.
ring. The first one (second movement), It has been the practice of conductors
which is in march time, rattles along in other cities to play not the entire
with little suggestion of a serenade, work but the second and fourth of
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the five movements, each of which has ter recording of it. And we prefer the
been given the title of Night music. Szell approach to this music. It encore-
They are of the utmost charm and attrac- passes a freshness and vigor duly kept
tiveness, even if the first of them is within the boundaries of a perfect un,
over-long, considering the relatively derstanding of the Mahler message.
slender quality of its material. In the Mahler wrote this work with death
other Mahler adds to the orchestra a at hand. And in it he sings his fare,
guitar and a mandolin, and with ra- well to all that is earthly. He grows
vishing effect. Either of them could ironically reminiscent of the empty gaiety
stand alone, and that in all these and frills of human life and profoundly
years they have managed to escape local sad in his leave-taking of the better
performance is something of a mystery, things of life. It has in it unmistakable

Between these Serenades comes a references to "'Das Lied yon der Erda"
Scherzo, marked Shadowlike, hardly which he composed a year or so before
less delightful than they are, and played he penned this work while in the
yesterday with a miraculous deftness. Austrian mountains awaiting death.
But what of the rest? In the first This Bohemian--he was born in
place, the work as a whole scarcely Kalischt--came to America in 1907 and
adds up to an organic symphony, in is credited with having revamped and
the classical sense. And whereas in given new life to the New York Phil-
the opening movement we find Mahler harmonic Orchestra. This Ninth Sym-
at his most intense, his most powerful: phony reveals all of his mastery of the
pregnant themes handled in masterly orchestral form. And that opening theme
fashion, a sweeping eloquence, a passion- will be with us for many days--a haunt,
ate lyricism; in the Rondo finale his ing lovely lilt that we hoped in vain
melodic inspiration deserts him. Though would appear somewhere in that stun-
he starts off promisingly, it is not ningly tense and yet peaceful final
long before he is merely marking time; farewell to life at the dose.
and he ends (to change the metaphor) Director Szell's reading of this work
by pulling himself up by his own was a masterpiece of batonic artistry.
bootstraps. There is a brave sound, but Themes began in one choir' and half
the substance is hollow. That still did way through shifted to another and
not discourage yesterday's audience, another, were carried along with just
Koussevitzky received an ovation, and the right expressive and dynamic values.
he deserved it. Throughout, the brass choir was vir.

W_r SToaeY S_rrL tuosic in its voicing of the Mahler
The Boston Post song.The waltzes in the second movement

with the marvellous French horn trills

GUSTAV MAHLER: by Frank Brouk, the solo work by
William I-Iebert with the piccolo, the

3qlNTH SYMPHONY songful beauty of the strings -- all
Cleveland Orchestra, George Szelt, were compelling features that added to

Conductor, _ov. 4 and 6, 1948. tb;e thrills. Director Szell brought out
fully the sharp satire of the third

It is not surprising that we had to movement and all its color and brilli*
wait until last evening at Sever. ance. And orchestra and director won
ance Hail to he_r the Cleveland Or. as demonstrative approbation as we have
chestra play Mahler's Ninth Symphony. yet heard on a Thursday night at
Heretofore we haven't had an orchestra Severance.
that could give it a virtuosic perform- We heard some say they thought the
ante. Mahler work too long. And that in

George Szell and ks symphonists last some parts of the hall its length led
night, in presenting the Mahler work's listeners to become restless. They are

remier here, offered a performance entitled to their opinion. It is a long
at at its dramatically ethereal close work, running about an hour and 20

left the capacity audience spellbound, minutes. But we could find no place
And won the director and orchestra in which the interest lagged,
ovational applause. Again thanks, Director Szell, for a

We are grateful to Director SzeU for musical treat.
the opportunity to hear the Mahler ELMOR_ BAeO_,
work. We have heard the Bruno Wal- The Cleveland 2_ews
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It is impossible not to have deep re- counterpoint. Occasionally a rich or-
spect for Mahler's genius, and after chestral texture qnickly jumps into a
hearing the reverent and deeply moving thin, piquant interplay of a few solo
performance of SzgU and the orchestra, instruments. At any problematic too.
it was easy to understand how many ment the familiar sweetish Austrian
people develop a grand affection for dialect might break out.
Mahler's music and eagerly want to To say that this Symphony is of
persuade you that every note of it is overbearing length is surely not to
pure gold. accuse its superlatively able composer

Mahler wrote his Ninth in 1909, of mere careless garrulity. The excessive
before the iconoclasm of this harassed duration is an essential product of the
century had moved into high gear. tie impulse which brought the work forth.
coasted on the momentum of a grand These German minds--these Wagners,
tradition and took a long free ride. Bruckners, Strausses, Regers--have a lust
Toying with the orchestra as no corn- for the infinite, the bottomless, the im-
poser has so leisurely done before or possible. If they did not do something
since, he builds it up, breaks it down, that was too long, or too loud, or too
and sometimes reduces it to a ghostly complicated, or too dissonant, or too
shadow of itself in passages like the abstruse, they would feel that they had
flute and horn duo toward the end of been sinfully frivolous, had failed to
this symphony's first movement, which hitch their wagon to a star.
ends on an eerie harmonic. These German egos are not made of

The other-worldly atmosphere of the ordinary vanities or conceits: They have
symphony was marvelously sustained. Its a cosmic magnitude, they aim to identi.
more banal pages, and it has some, fy themselves with the universe--and
were glossed over with indulgent charm, sometimes they fall into the abyss.
There was rugged contrast in the good- Mahler's Ninth is magnificent; to me
humored peasant dances and in the it also seems somewhat monstrous. The
sardonic Rondo Burleske. The unearthly endless final adagio had an endless
pathos of the final adagio, with its ending; an almost inaud_le wisp of
sober fugato, brought a mysterious hush sound breathes its last interminably. It
over the hall that bespoke the most was so unbearable that the audience
profound human feeling. Without any almost forgot to cough.
doubt, this was a great moment in the We are profoundly grateful to Szell
interpretation of a great symphony. The for the experience of hearing this rare
audience sensed it and rewarded con. work. His care and labor, as well as
duetor and players with one of the that of the players, in the preparation
most extended ovations heard in Sew of this performance were truly wonder.
erance Hall for some time. ful, beyond praise.

_'_ERBERT _LWELL, ARTHUR LOE88_R,

Cleveland Plain Dealer The Cleveland Press

Mahler's ninth is indeed a remarkable GUSTAV MAHLER:
work, one of the most extraordinary we SEVENTH SYMPHONY
have yet heard, a formidable, late, The Philharmonic.Symphony Society of
burgeoning of German genius, in all New York, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Con.
its romanticism, speculative fervor and ductor, Nov. 11 and 12, 1948.
extravagance.

_An enormous wealth of orchestral The brilliant keyboard style and
sonorities is offered at every turn, as creative gifts of the French composer
well as of fascinating harmonic cir, Poulenc shared the spotlight with a
cumlocutions. One must remember that magnificent rendering of Gustav Mah.
this symphony dates from 40 years ler's Seventh Symphony, reflecting added
ago, before the atonalists (i. e., nihilists) glow on the valiant sponsorship of the
began to grind our ears to powder, conductor, Dimitri Mitropoulos, an un,

There are all sorts of contrasts: In discourageable fighter in the Mahler
the second movement, in a kind of camp.
leisurely waltz rhythm, some vulgar The crowd was keyed up by the
commonplaces come on the heels of French music to a taste for quick,
some exquisite finesses of harmony and epigrammatic wit and gay fluff.
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Of course, the Mahler symphony was The evening began with the rousing
nothing of the sort. Mahler takes a measures of Mendelssohn's "Ruy Blas"
long time saying what he has to say, overture, and ended with Mahler's
and as in one or two of his earlier gigantic Seventh Symphony, which Mr.
symphonies, he goes on repeating the Mitropoulos conducted with the skill
same thing for several minutes beyond and fervor of a proper Mahlerite.

the expected dose. But the performance JoHN B_ocs,
was well worth a Carnegie visit last
night. Ntew York Post

The symphony may be long, diffuse
and on a lower dramatic plane than
some of Mahler's other scores. But the Everything on the program, which
rich fabric of theme and harmony, of Mr. Mitropoulos conducted with un-
subtly enmeshed rhythms, and long- flinching gusto, built up to the con-
breath melodies more than make up for certo, which in turn was unfavorable
the moments of monotony. The two for the Mahler atrocity.
"Serenade" movements are dreamy sym. There is little that this writer cares
phonic fantasy, to say on the subject of Mahler's sym.

There was lit-fie Mr. Mitropoulos phony. He does not like it at all. There
could do to brighten up the over- are those who do iike it. They have
extended portions, short of outright every right to enjoy the uncut hour and
cutting, which isn't in his conductor's a quarter more or less, that the sym.
vocabulary. When the music permitted-- phony consumes in performance. It is
which was often enough -- he gave to our mind bad art, bad esthetic, bad,
it real eloquence and power, presumptuous and blatantly vulgar music.

Louis BIANCOLLI, There is no need to particularize. Noth-
ing would be gained by it. After

:h_ew York Worl_.Telegram three.quarters of an hour of the worst
and most pretentious of the Mahler
symphonies we found we could not

Never having heard Mahler's Seventh take it, and left the hall. Chacun _t
Symphony before, I regretted greatly son gofit.
having to leave after having heard only OLnq D0WN_S,
about three-fifths of the work which :h_ew York Times
is one of the Austrian master's most
extensive. Of the three movements the
second and third were the most ar.
resting and most thoroughly charac- If it is of any interest to the
teristic. Both the first of the two Mahlerites, Dimitri Mitropoulos achieved
movements labeled "Nachtmusik" and half a conversion in his performance
the third Scherzo-like movement, are of the master's Seventh Symphony with
wholly Mahlerian in content with that the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra
cPheculiaradmixture of pantheism, Viennese in Carnegie Hall last night. I listened

arm and irony, an irony however with interest, then admiration, then ab.
sometimes not far from tears, which sorption to the first movement; the
makes this music like that of no other same words, in reverse order, in the
composer, second; interest and admiration wi:hour

The opening movement, however, is absorption in the third; finally, "nterest
not among Mahler's most impressive in the fourth, and nothing in the last.
ones. Its restless striving finally bursts For the fact is that Mahler asks
forth with an eloquence which is in- seventy-five minutes of the listener's
effectual because it is with the voice time in this work, and our expectations
of the Strauss of "Zarathustra'" and are keyed accordingly. Less apocalyptic
"Heldenleben" rather than his own than most of his scores, it has the
that the composer seeks to move us. familiar crepuscular tinge, the half
Mr. Mitropoulos's discourse of these mournful, half animated themes that
three movements was a telling one, with are perpetually teetering between major

and minor in spirit if not in mode. The
the orchestra responding splendidly to first three movements, in fact, I foundhis desires.

more consistently expressive and conse-
JEROM_ D. BOHM cutive in musical pattern than most of'

:_ew Yor k Herald.Tribune his others; but, thereafter, it was just
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too much of anything, good or bad. which Bruckner's Seventh Symphony
Mahler unquestionably represents a should be placed. Produced in its re-

musical problem in which responsive vised form 67 years ago, it gives no
minds of the time must be interested, impression of a score that is sadly
if not absorbed. It is well, then, that dated. This sumptuous majesty that
such a workman as Mitropoulos is con- clothes much of the opening and final
scious of the obligation as expressed in movements is still potent, and the lush
his playing last year of the sixth brooding beauty of the slow section not
symphony and now, of the seventh. The less moving than in the far-off days
logic of the situation is all against both when Bruckner was regarded by many
Mahler and Mitropoulos; for why, of connoisseurs as a dangerous rival of
all composers in history, should he need Johannes Brahms.
an hour.plus to express whatever he Whether the symphony made an enor-
has to say in a symphony. But it is mous triumph for the composer, the
only by hearing the works that one conductor or the orchestra, or for all
can implement logic with proof; and together, it is certain that not often
there is still the off chance that the has Orchestra Hall rung with such "
weight of evidence will be pro rather acclamations as followed the conclusion
than con. There is, in any case, no need of the work, and which compelled Mr.
for dogmatism; half a dozen hearings Walter to return to the stage again
in forty years are meager indeed for and again in order to acknowledge
a work of this scope. We may know them.
more about it in another decade or FELIX BOROWSKI,

two, given such zeal as M/tropoulos'. Chicago Sun.Times
IRVING KOLODIN,

The Mew Yor k Sun The transition from the delicacy and
refinement of Mozart to the sturdy and

ANTON BRUCKNER: powerful Bruckner was accomplished
with a remarkably quick change of

FOURTH SYMPHONY musical personality. From the standpoint
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno of composition, the symphony ranges

Walter, Conductor, Nov. 18 and 19, from weak to great, but we believe
1948. Walter extracted the utmost in meaning

from his score. We doubt he has any
Bruno Walter made his final appear- equals in the interpretation of this

ance this season as guest conductor at symphony.
the concert of the Chicago Symphony CHARLES BUCKLEY,

Orchestra Thursday evening. The music. Chicago Herald,American
loving public undoubtedly will agree
that his engagement has been one of
unalloyed joy and satisfaction, and will Bruckner after Mozart is not the
hope that he return at a date not too interminable after the ineffable, but it
far removed, might seem so without a Walter to

The most weighty feature of the reveal a score as candid as it is myster-
concert was Anton Bruckner's "Ro, ious, since it has no secret but faith.
mantlc" Symphony, no stranger to Or- In the end it is disappointing, as it
chestra Hall in the course of _0 years; reaches for heaven and misses the
but not often played with the mastery, mountain tops, but the journey opens
certainly not with the magnificence, some vistas no less exhilarating because
which distinguished the performance on they are more hinted at than realized.
this occasion. The performance was deep, rich, and

Mr. Walter is known as a devoted beautiful, with roots and foliage. The
apostle of the Bruckner cult--and if horns of the scherzo were something
the Austrian composer's music enjoys out of a distant dream, but most of all
a deserved eminence today, it is largely I was fascinated by the slow move-
due to his efforts to promote it. ment. Here, almost imperceptibly, Wal,

There can be no doubt that the ter turned actor. There was a man, or
"Romantic" Symphony is music well men, walking in that music. By the
meriting the conductor's love and ad- merest movement of his body that walk
miration, even if the pedestal on which was discouraged, reassured, joyous,
it stands is not as lofty as that on powerful, resigned. There is something
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of the sorcerer in every great con- tion in its soaring passages for brass
ductor. And it is hard on an audience choir, but it reminds you (with the
to be less than a sorcerer's apprentice, sudden folksimplidty of some of its

C_uDm CASSmY, inexhaustible melodies) that this Bruck,ner was not a hurler of thunderbolts,
Chicago Daily Tribune but a country schoolteacher simple

enough to cry with rapture when
Wagner allowed him to dedicate a

Anton Bruckner, though he's been symphony to 'the Master.'
well represented in the symphonic re- It is this unique combination of the
pertoire since before his death more grandiose and the naive that makes his
than half a century ago, has still to music at first seem fumbling. For with
win a place as a well accepted corn- all its massed forces of sound, Bruck,
poser, much less a geniune favorite, her's music does not compel as does a

Bruno Walter, conducting the Chicago Handel, Beethoven or Wagner. Though
Symphony Orchestra in its first per- it is written on a large scale, it is not
formance of Bruckner's *'Romantic" epic or universal; and while the listener
symphony in more than six years, at may expect it (from its late,Romantic
Orchestra Hall Thursday evening, gave manner) to envelop him and convince
the Viennese master a reading so clear him, it actually asks him to sympathize
(with the thoroughly developed first- and participate.
movement theme sparkling throughout) Dr. Walter's reading of the .work
and so buoyant (even in the funereal was a creation of love, projected with
andante) that there must have been such jealous care, and played by the
converts on every side. orchestra with such warmth and skill

There was nothing new or different that it was continually persuasive.
about Mr. Waiter's interpretation; all IRV_NO SABLOSKY,
the Wagnerian influences were plainly
apparent, the "'hunting scherzo" sounded Chicago Daily Hews
like nothing but John Peel at the break
of day, and climax built upon climax GUSTAV MAHLER:
in the fashion that has made this sym- FIFTH SYMPHONY
phony the most popular (in its own
restricted fashion) of Bruckner's eight. Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard

But there was crispness and rhythmic Burgin, Conductor, _ov. 19, 20, and
melody and everything but brevity in 21, 1948.
its favor. Even our erratic horns re-
deemed themselves in part for the Richard Burgin, again conducting the
havoc they had wrought in last week's concerts of the Boston Symphony Or-
Schubert. chestra this week, covered himself with

Just to make his Bruckner demon- glory yesterday afternoon by giving a
strafion more effective, Mr. Walter superb performance of the Fifth Sym,
preceded it with two beautifully exe- phony by Gustav Mahler.
cured Mozart works--the D major sym- After the concert, quite appropriately,
phony (KSchel 38_) and "Eine Kleine he was awarded the Kilenyi Medal of
Nachtmusik.'" Perfect as they were, they Honor of the Bruckner Society of
did not make the post-intermission glory America, an organization devoted to
road insuperable for Bruckner. furthering the music of Bruckner and

It was Mr. Waiter's last program as Mahler. The presentation was made in
guest conductor--the more's the pity. the artists' room backstage by Warren

Storey Smith, an honorary member of
WILLIAM LEONARD, the society.

Chicago Journal of Commerce Mahler's Fifth had not been done
here since 1940, and it was high time
for another hearing. It is an immense

The Bruckner was his 4th Sym- and powerful work, characteristically
phony--one of his more popular works, Mahter in the vast complexity of its
and even at that rarely performed. Pot orchestral writing; full of the warmth,
because Bruckner's music is not yet the emotional depth, the occasional
widely understood, it is not widely grotesquerie of that composer. It also
accepted, possesses that sub,surface demoniac qual- '

This music glows with religious exalta- ity peculiar to Mahler.
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The only fault of the score is its a feverish level only to subside again
length. Upwards of an hour is a lot of into the composer's idea of absolute
music for a listener to absorb; yet those music.
who bring patience and devotion to This is, to me, the weakness of this
the hearing of this piece are, in the work. It tries to look two ways at
end, well rewarded, once and, despite the tremendous el-

The words "'inspired performance" fectiveness of much of it, we are never
are reviewer's corn, but there are times quite sure which way Mahler is really
when no other terse phrase will do. This looking. When he takes us by the hand
was truly an inspired performance, one through the meadows to tell us what
of tremendous loving care and elo- the flowers say (as he does in the
quence. The orchestra sang the adagietto Third) or through the valley of the
beautifully, and the storminess of the shadow (as he does in the Second),
second movement was the ultimate in we follow in astonishment and wonder.
symphonic drama. The other three When he tries to lead us by the hand
movements fared as well. to a funeral procession but chats during

When it all was over, Symphony it of problems of instrumentation, we
Hall rocked with applause and some are not so readily led but we are,
cheering, in which Mr. Burgin directed nonetheless, fascinated by both at once.
that all hands share. And they all This, then, as nearly as I can put
deserved it. a finger on it, is the reason the Fifth

CYRUS DURGIN. fails to hold the audience and speak
Boston Daily Globe to it as the others do. Another reason

is-its structure. It begins with a mar-
velously affecting funeral march followed

Mahler again, this time the Fifth without pause, by an extended and
Symphony and a harder nut to crack frantic second movement which is vir-
than the Seventh of recent memorable tually a long development of the funeral
performance, but a great work nonethe- march. There follows a scherzo that
less and a most welcome revival by begins with the wryest of waltz-like
Richard Burgin. themes only to develop into an immense

It is harder to crack because here and tortured exploration of the or-
Mahler was trying his hand at ab- chestra's tonal resources. Then comes
solute music, music without program- the adagietto, an incredibly reposed
marie significance, and this, in Mahter, mood for string and harp leading di-.
is entirely out of character. Mahler rectly into a fugal rondo that proiects
could not write "'pure" music; it had the material of the adagietto on a
to be motivated by something of a brilliant and turbulent canvas. All in
pictorial or emotional nature, the more all, they prove too much of a muchness.
personal, the more intimate, the more Yet there are moments in this work
vivid the better. The classical, the of sheerest beauty, there is no denying
abstract, was completely foreign to __._m; that, and despite its length, it is an
he was an exposed ganglion writing of exceedingly worthwhile musical experi-
death, of child.like visions, of remem, ence that yields up its beauties in a
bered military bands, of summer days, direct ratio to the Iistener's willingness
of the Resurrection, of fearful dreams, to listen with his head as much as
of inner terrors and fears, his heart. And it was given a most

With the Fifth, sometimes (and cer- splendid performance yesterday afternoon
tainly with aptitude) called the Giant, by the orchestra under Richard Burgin,
although it may be perfectly true he whose feeling for Mahler is as intense
had no s.pecific program in mind, a as his command of the orchestra. Both
program is unquestionably presented the first trumpet and the horn dominate
throughout this massive 6_.minute work. this work throughout, and Roger Voison
It keeps getting in the way of the and James Stagliano gave brilliant per-
ostensibly absolute fabric of the work; formanees on their instruments.
you can hear it in the melancholy horn RUDOLPH ELn_,
calls, the anguished intervals of the
trumpets, the downward sighs of the if'he Boston Herald
cellos. A moment or two of "straight"
music, a moment or two of technic or
of exploration of instrumental contrasts In furthering the cause of Mahler,
and textures, and the program returns at Richard Burgin has added to his own
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stature. At this week's Symphony Con- first three divisions, but in the last two
certs the associate conductor is pre, Mahler redeems himself.
senting the Austrian's Fifth Symphony, WAr,tEN STOREY SMITH,
last heard here in i940, and never be-
fore in Boston has he conducted with The Boston Post
such authority, with such communica-
tive eloquence. On previous occasions
in the music of Mahler, and of others, GUSTAV MAHLER:
Mr. Burgin has no doubt had a corn- SECOND SYMPHONY
plete grasp of the score, but to under- erhg Philharmonic, Symphony Society o_
stand music is one thing, to transmit New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor;
that understanding to others is some- Westminster Choir, Dr. John Finley
thing else. And to do it in such a Williamson, Director; Nadine Conner,
way that not only the orchestra, but Soprano, Jean Watson, Contralto, Solo,
the listeners are fired with the con- ista; Dec, 2, 3, and 5, 1948. (The last
ductor's enthusiasm is something else performance wa_ broadcast over CBS.)
again.

That is exactly what happened yes- The devotion of Bruno Walter for
terday. The Mahler l_ifth is a long his late colleague, friend and mentor,
work, and Mr. Burgin saw fit to restore Gustav Mahler, is the reason for some
cuts which Dr. Koussevitzky had made. of the best playing that we know today
Yet there was every sign that the of that composer's works.
audience was absorbed, while at the This listener may be pardoned his
end it was genuinely excited, rewarding unwillingness to discuss the Mahler
the deserving Burgin with shouts of Second at length this time, since he has
"bravo," with cheers and stamping, heard it, counting yesterday's perform,

For these three performances (the ance, three times in the last twelve
symphony will be played again tomorrow months, or so. He still feels about the
afternoon) Mr. Burgin has received the work more or less the same way that he
Mahler medal, presented by the Bruckner did previously, namely--and in a word
Society of America. But not for them --that there is too much of a muchness
alone, lie has given us the Mahler between the composer's programmatic
First, our only hearing of the first aims and the creative results. Also, to
movement of the Third, whRe he in- add still another word, there is be,
troduced to us the Fourth, first through tween sequences of grandly written
two movements and then as a whole, music a good deal that answers to the
On another occasion, pinchhitting for facile and conventional.
Dr. Konssevitzky, he conducted "'The In any case, Mr. Walter's sensitive
Song of the Earth.'" This medal bears control of his entire forces last evening
a head of the composer and his pro 7 --the soloists and the choir and the
phetic words, "My time will yet come. orchestra--was something very special
Long neglected and generally misunder, in understanding and musical finish,
stood, he is triumphantly coming into Those parts of the symphony to which
his own.

The Fifth Symphony is a mighty I respond most were indeed enjoyableand the other quite tolerable under such
work designed on a grand scale. The ministrations.
opening funeral march and the stormy Both Miss Conner and Miss Watson
movement that follows are thematically were convincing in their solo singing.

related, as are the heavenly Adagietto, The choir delivered its two assignments
for strings and harp, and the glorious beautifully.
Rondo Finale, in the form of a triple ROBERT BaO^R,

fugue, that would alone serve to mark New York World.Telegram
Mahler a master among masters. Between

comes one of the most elaborate of Last night's Philharmonic-Symphony
orchestral scherzi, its mood and manner audience gave Bruno Walter a rousing

typically that of the Austrian dance. It welcome in Carnegie Hall last evening.Even more important, they stayed to
is too much to say that the symphony cheer following the performance under
as a whole is pure gold. There are Mr. Waiter's direction of Mahler's gi-
brief lapses into commonplace in the gantic Second Symphony.
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It was a pleasant and well-earned was conscious of the extent of the
tribute to the conductor, who has spent work in regard to elapsed time only
a great part of his career as selfless here and there; mainly aware of the
propagandist for the works of Mahler. eloquence and inventiveness which mark
And it was unmistakably a triumph for much of this symphony, less so of the
the composer, even if too belated to times when the composer's expressive
afford much satisfaction to the man objectives outran his ability to fulfill
who has been the recipient of brick- them.
bats as well as accolades during his With the orchestra in fine form, the
stormy lifetime, performance was characterized by entire

The performance was admirably fi, lucidity at all times, finely graded
nished and beautifully executed in every dynamic outspokenness of orchestral
detail. Mr. Walter followed with the color. Mr. Walter and his musicians
utmost fidelity all the composer's in- fully evoked the varied and contrasted
structions, except for the one directing moods of the five movements; the care-
that the first movement be followed ful planning of the climaxes, with
by a pause of not less than five minutes, avoidance of premature reaching of
That would be tempting fate even with maximum sonority, gave them their full
a Philharmonic audience, climactic effect, and thus the closing

The soloists were Nadine Conner, who measures could be heard with unfatigued
sang expressively and with seraphic ears. It was an interpretation under a
purity of tone the music for soprano conductor who, probably more than any
solo, and Jean Watson, who disclosed other conductor now in active service,
a rich, full,bodied and well-controlled knew what Mahler wished to present to
voice in the contralto part. The West- his hearers, and who has the ability
minster Choir performed with precise to accomplish that effect.
ensemble and intonation. Its only flaw The chorus sang admirably in the
was an occasional lack of solidarity in finale. Miss Conner, despite some un,
the lowest voice, though it might be evenness, sang with an appealing quality
questioned whether the deficiency was of tone, especially in the uppermost
that of the choir or of Mahler's choral notes, and Miss Watson's singing in
writing. The composer has included in the last two movements was warm and
his score a number of notes which do rich in timbre.
not exist in the human voice. FK_NClS 1). PERKINS,

The dosing measures of the work, New York Herald,Tribune
in which its already heaped-up sonorities
are reinforced by organ and full chorus,
was an overpowering experience unless
you are one of those iconoclasts who Times do change! It is not hard to
are repelled by the nervous, febrile ele, recall when a conductor would as soon
ments in Mahler's scores, alternating have cut off his right arm as to offer
between hysterical despondency and equal- a Mahler symphony to a Sunday au-
ly hysterical exultation. There seems to be dience. Yet, now we find Bruno Wal,
no middle ground. One finds Mahler ter presenting just such a lengthy and
either over-inflated, or overpowering, exacting masterpiece, and prefacing it

with Brahms" Schicksalslied--a gravely
JOHN BPaoos, beautiful and nobly affecting work, yet

New York Post not exactly one of the more popular
items in the Brahms anthology--to a
profoundly stirred and numerous gather-

Mahler's second symphony, however, ing, which received the disdosures with
bulked most largely in the reviewer's extraordinary manifestations of enthus,
memory, even as in the temporal span iasm, culminating, after the Resurrection
of the program. That span also left Symphony, in shouts and cheers. Who
little time for a discussion of the merits shall say that Mahler is not, at long
and drawbacks of this work, and of last, coming into his own among us,
Mahler's music in general, but these are even despite the recent depressing ex,
time-honored subjects of musical con- perience of the Seventh Symphony?
troversy. To hear a Mahler symphony The writer of these lines vividly
under Mr. Walter's direction, however, remembers hearing the Second Symphony
is to hear it under the most advanta, in Carnegie Hall under the Ieadership
geous auspices, and at least one listener of Mahler himself. To be sure, he was
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not as ripe for it as he became in the anyone else would ever quite equal it.
course of the years; yet he can vouch But the audience at this concert wit,
for it that the performance, even under nessed another miracle of the same
the composer's baton, was considerably order. For no less a word befits a per-
less eloquent than the grandiose un- formance in which every musician, from
foldment of Mr. Walter, Mahler's high the humblest chorister and back-desk
priest, who proclaimed like a prophet player to the most prominent soloist,
inspired and with a cumulative effect is swept away by the spirit of the
which left the hearer shaken and un, music.
nerved. The audience listened in awe, One could list a hundred details to
almost as if it had heard the voice illustrate Mr. Waiter's all-encompasslng
from the burning bush. In Mahler's grasp of the score. Under the spell of
day there had been dissent and reac- his inspiration, even the piccolo had a
tions almost akin to mutiny; yet it is soul. In the terrifying outbursts of
only fair to remember that the orchestra woodwinds, brasses and drums, in the
today is considerably better than the first and last movements, the tone of
Philharmonic of those remote days, and that usually inflexible instrument was
that the New York public has acquired as poignant as a human scream. And
a new insight. There is every reason who else evokes from the tympani the
to believe that a few annual performances sepulchral majesty which Mr. Walter
could make the score a best-seller, obtains in this '_musical fresco of the

Mahler was perhaps not so far wrong Day of Judgment?" For once, the off-
as people have assumed when he de- stage fanfares, symbolizing the calling
dared: "In the future my symphonies of the dead, had their true dramatic
will become great popular festivals.", significance and the pianissimo entrance
They should be just that as long as of the chorus was as ineffably beautiful
Bruno Walter is on hand to conduct as it must have sounded in Mahler's
them. Conceivably the effect of the musical imagination.
Resurrection finale could have been even Since Mr. Walter knew exactly what
more overwhelming with a larger choral the composer intended, he was able to
body, assuming such a one could have achieve a flexibility and rightness of
been accommodated on the crowded tempo such as one seldom encounters
platform of Carnegie Hall. Yet, con- in Mahler performances. Anyone who
sidering the splendor of the interpreta, has examined the scores or listened to
tions of the role, it would be graceless them analytically will realize what a
t_ make an issue on this point. What- heartbreaking challenge to conductors
ever Nadine Conner and Jean Watson their fluctuations of pace can be. Taken
may have achieved the preceding Thurs- too freely, the vast structures fall apart.
day (when their achievements were at- Taken too strictly, they become rigid,
claimed as uncommonly fine), one feels emotionally overtensed, and therefore
that this time the contralto delivered monotonous. But Mr. Walter was in,
the Urlicht movement without all the fallible throughout the symphony. Noth,
Pwhrofundityof feeling and the quality of ing was more impressive than his treat-

ich the section should diffuse. The ment of the march-like section before
hearer obtained the impression that it the entrance of the chorus, in the last
was over almost disconcertingly soon, movement. I-Iere, the freedom that
and that the singer had merely skimmed characterized the rhythm of the earlier
the surface of the passage. Mr. Waiter sections disappeared, and Mr. Walter
had himself revised the English version established an inexorable pace that made
of the Wunderhorn verses; they are Mahler's symbolism perfectly dear.
more colorful in German. The soloists both sang well, though

HERBERT _. PEYSER, Miss Watson was more emotionallycommunicative and more at ease in the
Musical America the music than Miss Conner. The con,

tralto's performance of the Urlicht was
deeply moving. Inddentally, those who

When Bruno Walter conducted Mah- sneer at Mahler's sense of form should
ler's Resurrection Symphony in January, examine his masterly expansion of his
1942, with the Philharmonic-Symphony, song, Des Antonius yon Padua Fisch-
it seemed doubtful, to those who were predigt, into the scherzo of this symphony,
stunned by the overwhelming intensity which intensifies through its irony the
of that interpretation, whether he or lyric beauty of the succeeding song of
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faith, Urlicht. sources and reaches great heights of
Both the Schicksalslied and the vocal dramatic expressiveness in its mighty

portions of the Mahler symphony were initial and closing movements, which
sung in English. The translation used are of heroic proportions. It is Dan-
in the Brahms music was full of s_flant tesque in its metaphysical subject matter,
final s's and was otherwise awkward; symbolism and dignity, and so wide in
but the Mahler text came out more its appeal that it was the most often
fortunately in performance. The concert performed of all of its composer's
(Mr. Walter's first of the season) ended orchestral works before his Eighth Sym,
with one of the most tumultuous ova- phony appeared.
tions that Carnegie Hall could ever The work, which had its last pre,
have witnessed, vious hearing in this city by the Phil,

ROBERT $ABIN, harmonic under Mr. Walter in 1942,
Musical Ame_ca opens with a lengthy movement, ori,

ginally entitled "Totenfeier'" ("Funeral
Rites"), a vision of the grief and an-

Waiter's survey of the symphony was guish of mankind and of his terror
masterful. Mahler's music means much of death and annihilation. The secondmovement, an Andante, forms the need-
to him, and he conducted the work ed contrast, being of a happy charac-with careful attention to detail, yet
with a sweep that did much to draw ter and referring to man's joy in life
the purple patches together; and in the and nature.
last movement one could, as plain as The next two movements are both
day, visualize Mahler knocking loudly based on poems from "Des Knaben
at the gates of Heaven and making Wunderhorn." One of tlqese divisions
an awful row about it. The time is is an orchestral scherzo dealing with
long past for an evaluation of this the "Fisehpredigt" from that collection
composer's music, for liking or disliking of lyrics, while the other, "Urlicht," is
it is much a matter of one's emotional an alto solo. The "Fischpredigt," which
makeup. Both of the soloists sang treats of St. Anthony preaching to the
beautifully, and the chorus was well fishes, is a pessimistic piece of music
trained. As for the diction, the language and tells in tones of the restlessness
might as well have been Old Persian. resulting from lack of religious con,
Perhaps it was just as well, considering victions.
the literary quality of the text. With the "Urlicht," which expressesfirm belief in the hereafter, the symphony

HAROLD SCHObIBERG, is led to its vast culminating movement.
The Hera Yor k Sun The most extensive part of the whole

tells of the Day of Judgment, beginning
with the preparation for the Resurrec,

Rarely is so highly unified a schedule tion, the marshaling of the dead and
presented in the course of an orchestral lastly, and with overwhelming impres-
season, or one so consistently lofty in siveness, of the Resurrection itself, when
mood. Like the monumental Mahler for the first time the chorus enters
Second Symphony, Brahms" "Schicksals, softly with the Klopstock hymn, whic_
lied" and, in all likelihood, his "Tragic is carried gradually to a jubilant perora,
Overture" are concerned with the human tion of extreme forcefulness.
being in the clutches of fate pondering The symphony in its entirety is
on his destiny. In the "'Schicksalslied" bound together from first to last with
there is no solution to the meaning the utmost logic and all of the five
of man's earthly sufferings, but in the divisions fall into their places in the
Mahter masterpiece the composer ex- architecture of the work with a sense
presses his unshakable conviction that of finality and rightness, the three ten,
the tribulations encountered in this tral movements forming just the right
world lead to everlasting happiness in amount of relief to the more potent
a future life. music of the opening Allegro and the

This "resurrection" symphony, so- finale.
called because of the hymn by Klop- All of it was very human, moving
stock which forms the climax of the and impressive as Mr. Walter read it,
finale and also of the entire opus, is a with his keen understanding of its every
creation of tremendous power and in- measure. His was a performance note,
tensity. It asks immense orchestral re- worthy for its sensitivity, searching ima-
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gination and conveyance of every fluc- indicated appreciation of the music for
tuating mood from the most lyric to its own sake.
the most dramatic. Under his guidance, William Steinberg conducted the work
the orchestra, soloists and chorus gave with special emphasis on its lyric and
an inspired account of the work, and rhapsodic qualities, a fact that helped
all of the participants as well as Mr. mitigate some of the weakness of the
Walter himself deserve thanks, indeed, score. The symphony is certainly dis-
for so penetrating an interpretation of cursive, repetitious, even laborious at
a symphony which deserves far more times, but its originality and individual,
frequent hearings than it has enjoyed ity cannot be denied. It is laid out on
hereabouts in the past. a large scale, with most of its con,

N.S., siderable thematic material spun out at
The :h_ew Yor k Times great length.

Some of the thematic material has
a soaring loveliness--the long opening

ANTON BRUCKNER: theme of the first movement, for in,
SEVENTH SYMPHONY stance--while some is oldfashioned and

BuffaZo Philharmonic Orchestra, Will, banal. The Adagio is the most impres,
lain Steinberg, Conductor; Dec. 7, I948. sive movement. Its depth and poignancy,

a blend of naive pathos and imposing
Bruckner's Seventh, new to Buffalo- solemnity, were well brought out in the

nians, is both a miracle and a dis- performance. The Scherzo, a robust
turbance. It sweeps one up in over- reflection of Bruckner's peasant origin,
whelming majesty and then allows musi- is the most concise movement.
cal meditation to be disturbed by un- TnrODOUNDA C. BO_S,
expected utterings of hesitation and Buffalo Evening N_ewstempo.

The symphony, of decidedly Austrian ANTON BRUCKNER:
form, is fulfilled by the first two FOURTH SYMPHONYmovements, the Allegro and the Adagio.
The Scherzo is of a different world The Philharmonic,Symphony Society of
while the Finale is only a repetition 2_ew York, Bruno Walter, Conductor,
of the earlier themes. Dec. 9 and 10, I948.

Steinberg and the orchestra were in
perfect agreement for the Bruckner. The A powerful reading of Bruckner's
composer's elaborations and flowing Fourth Symphony highlighted last night's
themes were welt spoken by all see- program of the Philharmonic in Came-
t-ions of the orchestra, and the sustain- gie Hall last night. Bruno Walter di,
ing quality of the Adagio was enjoyed, rected.

For a Buffalo performance, the Bruek- Like Gustav Mahler, whose Second
her was a daring choice. But by men- Symphony was featured last week,
sure of the lasting applause that re- Anton Bruckner is a kind of adopted
turned to orchestra and conductor, the symphonic orphan of Mr. Walter. Thanks
choice was well justified, to him--and a few other podium

K.G., stalwarts--the Austrian foundling, who
Buffalo Courier-Express was called half-sage and half-yokel, now

has a home in many of the country's
major repertories.

Records show that at one of the And just as last week's readings of
early performances of Anton Bruckner's the Mahler score won hundreds of new
Seventh Symphony in New York City adherents, so last night's rendering of
in the 1880s one-third of the audience the socalled "Romantic" Symphony must
left before it came to an end. Tuesday have recruited hundreds more in the
evening at the first performance here camp of the long-spurned Austrian.
of the work by the Buffalo Philharmonic It was hard to see why Bruekner
Orchestra the case was quite otherwise, has been so slow in making repertory

The warmth of the applause in headway among local concertgoers. The
Kleiahans Music Hall after the praise, impact of his genius battered through
worthy performance of the symphony in mighty surges last night, and the
suggested that Buffalo concert-goers are crowd seemed ready to give him right
willing and even eager for new listen- of way on any program.
ing experiences. The demonstration also Some insist it is Mr. Waher's own
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genius that makes the difference--that except more of the same, you are
both Mahler and Bruckner are really back with the anti-Brucknerites again.
second-rate composers who sound first, JOHN BgIoos,rate only because the conductor hap.
pens to be first_rate. Mr. Walter would Hew Yor k Post
be the first to deny .this.

Listening to last night's reading, one
feat the glory of this score was always The concert, stretching to undue
there and that all it needed to stand length, ended with a wonderful per-
revealed was a group of strategically formance of one of the most enjoyable
placed conductors with a real faith in of all the Bruckner symphonies--the
Bruckner and a public willing to do Fourth, the "Romantic"---again the term.
the conductor and composer just one How romantic it is! To Wagner is at-
small favor--listen, tributed the blame, if it is, for the

Last night's subscribers listened all caption Bruckner applied some years
right, listened and liked it. For what after he had completed it: "A citadel
they heard was a strangely imposing of the Middle Ages. Daybreak, Reveille
score, bristling with fasdnating effects is sounded from the tower. Knights on
and warmed over in the adventurous proud chargers leap forth. The magic
fervor of a simple man who for the of nature surrounds them."
moment was lost in a dazzling reverie It is a perfectly good index to the
of knighthood and mystery, nature of the music, whoever proposed

Louis BmNCOLU, it. The opening is of a ravishing beauLy
Hew Yor k World.Telegram with the horn call that is answered

and at once extended by the orchestra.
The answering second theme has the
inimitable Bruckner contour, with the

The Haydn Symphony which opened broad triplet involved. There is very
the program was discerningly inter- little flagging or groping in this move-
preted, but the most impressive part of ment, as usually there is in movements
the concert for this listener was that of Bruckner symphonies. And there is
given over to the discourse of Bruck- continuity of thought between the gla-ner's Fourth Symphony of which he
was unfortunately only able to hear morous opening movement and the or,e,
the first two movements. But these no less beautiful, which follows, for
sufficed to renew the conviction that the opening phrase of the 'celli, with
Mr. Waher remains incomparable as an the initial interval of the fifth, _eems
interpreter of the great Austrian mas- to branch right out from the horn ".berne
ter's music. To hear the sublime slow that opened the work.
movement of this symphony unfolded The chorale theme that ensues is,
with such profound musical penetration again, one of Bruckner's finest. How
and so luminous a sound texture is an nobly and poignantly, a little later on
experience not soon to be forgotten, did the violas intone their significant

phrases! With what gusto, what ele,
JeRomE L. BOUM, ration, does old Anton sit down aad

N_ew Yor k Herald.Tribune proceed to write music. When inter-
rupted in composition, he could be
magnificently disagreeable. But he feared

He is also authoritative in Bruckner, the critic Hanslick as he feared death,
but the results achieved in the E-flat and so pressed a thaler upon I-Ians
("Romantic") symphony were of a less Richter "for a mug of beer," as thanks
gratifying sort. Not even the genius for conducting this symphony. It is
of Mr. Walter can make palatable a not as pretentious or weighty as the
work which is in reality four vast mighty "Eighth" and the elegiac Ninth,
allegro maestoso movements played one but it is more spontaneous and of a
after the other with almost no con- better level of inspiration, than the
trast in mood and content. It is always grander but patchier scores which came
the same experience when you hear later.
Bruckner. The first fifteen minutes come The scherzo with the hunting calls
as a revelation; you are indignant that is certainly nature and the vibrant forest
his music has been so scandalously echoing to the sounds of life. And,
neglected. After half an hour, when you quite as with Haydn, there is a trio
realize that nothing is going to happen that is a pearl, for the middle part.
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Only in the finale he wrote, does Bruck- brilliantly, whenever required.
net fall into his regular pits of re- .As a consequence of this loving,
petition, nonseqniturs and sequences that learned, close to inspired playing, the
repeat patterns and tread water in hopes nature of Bruckner's limitations was
of the timely arrival of a new and good dearer to me than ever before. He was
idea to relieve the situation, essentially a musical rustic, a thinker

As a whole, the effect of the s?-m- whose ideas simply do not wear with
phony was engrossing. It must be ac- ease the orchestral purple in which
credited to Mr. Walter as well as the Bruckner dressed them. Had he, for
composer. Mr. Walter is no modernist example, the sense of suitability which
in his leanings or sympathies, or in the was born in Smetana, the self,critical
body of his repertory. We do not flair for writing a good sonnet where
think it is either his need or his place he had a sonnet to say, rather than
to be so. a poor epic poem, we would have had

We are fortunate in having in him another composer of quality. As it is,
the artist who recreates the expres_Aons we merely have one of qualities, and
of a Bruckner or a Mahter--if you qualifications.
like--not only as the composer ima-
gined them, but, so to speak, in the IKVlNO KOLODIN,
spirit in which the audiences of Bruck- The Hew Yor k Sun
her and of Mahler listened to their
works. For this is the evocation, not ANTON BRUCKNER:

only of a specific score, but of a SECOND SYMPHO2g_Yperiod. We hear this music with a
color, accent and atmosphere which is Houston Symphony Orchestra, gfrem
its complete rejuvenation and revelation Kurtz, Conductor, Dec. 13, 1948.
of its innermost meaning. Perhaps the
time is too near when father ¢dll say The Bruckner Symphony, which opened
to son, "'You heard the Bruckner 'Ro- the program and served us the major
mantic'? You don't know what it is. I work, moved with a sustained drama
beard it conducted by Bruno Walter." through four movements of assorted

OLIN DOWNES. mood and accent, from a masterful
opening to celestial caprice, a Wagner-

The 2_ew Yor k Times inn scherzo, and closed on a note of
bravnra,

Following the Bruckner, Dr. E. W.
Bruno .Walter did something trans- Dot'y, dean of the school of fine arts

cendental---or close to it--as his second at the University of Texas, presented
program of the season with the Phil- the Bruckner Society's medal of honor
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra in Car- to Conductor Kurtz for his part in
negie Hall last night. He played a bringing little-heard Bruckner music to
Bruckner symphony, and made it sound the public.
terminable (an unfamiliar usage to ex-
press the antithesis of one's usual feel- ANN I'IoLMES,

ing as to those works), logical, even The Houston Chronicle
organic. Lest it be supposed that this
dissenter has weakened, let it be added
that it did not, thereby, seem very The program opened with the Bruek-
much better music, her Symphony No. 2, which was a

The symphony was the fourth in E large achievement for Mr. Kurtz him-
flat, familiarly known (if any one tends self. It was, I think, the best account of
to become affectionate about Bruckner) a major work he has given us. He has
as the "Romantic." This, to an extent, a clear and most gratifying affection
explains Waher's achievement, for it is for this melodious score and his alert
relatively congenial Bruckner, with much perception and feeling resulted in a
writing for the French horns--an ex- reading of fine balance and glow. His
cuse in itself for listening to almost tempos were commendably free and
any piece of music--and a nice cyclical communicative; his projection of Bruck,
use of a recurrent theme. Not the least ner's language above any complaint
of Waiter's arts was the voicing of his from this source.
brasses in such a way that the horns Even with the few cuts it sustained,
were sonorous without overblowing, _nd the symphony is prolix and diffuse; its
the trumpets shone through them lightly, drama is certainly not of the greatest;
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but it does put forth the golden mean Erde" than simply its novelty or the
of moderation with real beauty, exposition of new elements of construc-

_'IuBERT ROUSSEL, tion. It is a personal work reflecting
The Houston Post primarily the composer's own poetic sen-

sitiveness and again, the culmination of
a creative idea, previously tried out,

GUSTAV MAI-I_LER: whereby the vocal and instrumental are
integrated into a symphonic pattern. The

DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE text is taken from Bethge's collection
_h_ational Symphony Orchestra, Hans of Chinese poems of the 8th century

Kindler, Conductor; Hell Tangeman and which, in spite of delicacy and beauty
Harold Haugh, Soloists; December 15, of thought, are pervaded by a deep
1948. melancholy. The six poems used are

divided alternately between the two
Dr. Hans Kindler and the _ationd singers.

Symphony Orchestra last night gave the Mahler's inspiration came from the
Wednesday series audience the opportun- ideas expressed in the texts and his
ity to hear one of the most beautiful reaction is from his own national
works in symphonic literature- Mahler's standpoint. Neither the pictures placed
"'Song of the Earth." before his eyes or the subleties of emotion

It was obviously not a popular choice, as set down by the Chinese poet are
There were too many unabashed yawns, so important as his personal translation
too much program dropping and feet of them. So that in listening to "'Das
shuffling. But we are grateful to Dr. Lied yon der Erde," it is the composer's
Kindler for offering it, even tho he sentiments released by the words that
(and more power to him) undoubtedly stand out rather than an attempt to
realized what the general reception would place them in a special atmosphere. The
be. genuineness of his feeling, however, and

It's hard to understand how anyone the particular manner of its expression,
could fail to respond to the impressive are impressive. There is atmosphere, too,
musicianship of the performers--Dr, in each of the sections, though it is
Kindler, the orchestra, Nell Tangeman, Western and not Eastern.
mezzo-soprano, and I-Iarold Hangh, Considered from this angle, the music
tenor--if not to the haunting beauty of is moving at all times. It sinks occasion-
the still "modern" music. It was one ally to mediocrity and the sentimental
of the memorable events of the music especially in the lines of melody which,
season, while pleasing, contain nothing out of

Miss Tangeman in the final song, the ordinary. When the text deals with
"The Farewell," brought the work to the sadness of autumn or the conscious-
moving climax. It was a tremendously hess of finality of death, then the
diffcult task that Mahler set for her, composer steps into the spiritual realm
but her voice and her musicianship met where he discourses forcefully and
it superbly, poignantly. Then the instrumentation is

MILTON BERLIN'ER, reflective of the words and expressed
with communicative simplicity.

The Washington Daily Hews The work is dramatic in arrangement
and the contrasting quality of the
voices brings a strong play of light and

Eight years ago, lacking three months, shade in mood. The philosophy of the
Dr. Hans Kindler with the National poems is echoed in rich instrumentation,
Symphony, presented Mahler's "Das Lied which varies from a monotonous level
,con der Erde." Its seeond performance to a stirring eloquence sometimes reaching
was given last night in Constitution the grandiose. By its very unevenness
Hall for the Wednesday subscribers and of value, with passages of minor worth
programmed with the two Gluck numbers followed by arresting creative power, it
as its initial hearing. The vocal parts attains a quality strongly appealing be-
offered the occasion to hear Nell cause it is both human and inspired. The
Tangeman, mezzo,soprano, and Harold interludes between the vocal sections are
Haugh, tenor, as soloists, both of whom as significant as that surrounding the
are known for their artistic performances songs and mounting in dramatic intent
in major vocal works, to the climax of "'The Farewell."

There is more to "Das Lied yon der This concluding poem gave MAss
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Tangeman her greatest opportunity for The evening's third miracle was the
the full display of her vocalism and performance itself. This sought out and
her musicianship. Her warmly tinted exploited all the orchestra's subtler
voice is well adapted to portray the beauties of tone and timbre--the sheen of
sombreness of "Autumn Loneliness" or violins that seemed to use no bows but
the pastel effects of "Beauty." Mr. to evoke the sound with inaudible
Haugh's feeling for the music was gesture; the warm romance of horn
exceptionally fine, although the timbre tone; the clear song of trumpet; the
of his voice is somewhat too veiled glow of woodwinds.
for the more robust sentiments assigned This is the sort of orchestral virtuo,
the tenor. His singing of "Youth," sity in which Hans Kindler excels. It
however, was lovely, derives from insight and imagination

The orchestra was most responsive in and is executed through an expert
color and phrasing to Dr. Kindler's technical resource such as few conductors
directing in "Das Lied," preceding it develop.
with superb playing of the "Overture" Finally there were the soloists, Nell
to Gluck's L'Iphigenia in Aulis'" and the Tangeman and Harold Haugh, whose
Gluck-Mottl "LSuite.'" In the classic function it was to provide vocal obbligati
numbers, the clarity in attacks, tone and to the orchestra and make them sound
effects was particularly noteworthy and like Lieder. So many words in praise
matched by the sonority and flexibility of Miss Tangeman's lovely voice and
present in the Mahler work. The audi- extraordinary interpretative gift have
once was stirred to enthusiasm and the been written in these columns that the
applause was long and warmly apprecia- present obligatory da capo can only
tive for the soloists, the conductor and seem redundant. She is a most appealing
the musicians, artist.

AI.ICE EVF.RSMAN, As for Harold Haugh, he is a notable
The Evening Star discovery. How the Met has overlooked

this sturdy voice is an item that Billy
Rose omitted from his recent catalogue
of its managerial and artistic short,

Gustav Mahler's "Song of the Earth," comings.
revived last night in Constitution Hall He is a fine, /apstanding figure of
by Hans Kindler and the National a man who can emit with ease and
Symphony, is a work of so much charm power those stratospheric tones for which
and originality that its like is not to tenors are paid high fees. He has
be found in all the literature, voice, presence, musicianship, and sym,

Mahler was a Czech. He spent the pathy.
greater part of his life conducting GLENN DILLARD GUNN,
German opera and symphony. Inevitably
he absorbed the prevail/ng Wagner-Strauss Times Herald
vocabulary and made it so much his
own that only a faint accent, so to GUSTAV MAI-ILER:
speak, remains of the original.

That is the composition's first miracle. FOURTH SYMPHONY
The second is equally remarkable. The Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Antal
poems which he here has set for mezzo- Dorati, Conductor; Martha Ann Holmes,
soprano, tenor and orchestra are of Soprano; Jan. 2, 1949.
Chinese origin and date from the eighth
century. What was really on the audience's

They hymn a "Drinking Song to mind was given some voice when Dr.
Earth's Sorrow," or the "Loneliness of Paul van Katwijk, dean of music of
Autumn.'" They sing of "Youth," Southern Methodist University, came to
"Beauty," "'Wine in Spring," and the stage after the intermission to pro,
"Parting." sent Mr. Dorati with a medal awarded

These themes have no value on the by the Bruckner Society of America
stock market, nor do they represent for services to Gustav Mahler, another
wares that can be purchased in the composer under the organization's wing.
department stores. Yet they held an Dr. Van Katwijk's words had the air
audience of modern sophisticates in rapt of winding up a period of Dallas
attention. That, as had been suggested, musical history. He praised Mr. Dorati
was the evening's second miracle, for development of the orchestra and
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declared Dallas' gratitude for "the re, the smoothness. Other horn solos were
markable range of repertoire" during just as often remarkable.
Dorati's four seasons. This has not JOHN ROSENFIELD,

only enhanced the musical prestige of Dallas Morning 2_ewsDallas but also is a musical background
of immeasurable value.

ANTON BRUCKNER:
Mr. Dorati, in his response, was

quick to remember that Dr. Van ADAGIO (STRI3_G _.UIN_TET)
Katwijk had been his predecessor as Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard
conductor of the Dallas Symphony Burgm. Conductor, Jan. 4, 1949.
(1925-1937). "'I am as proud of the
hands that passed this medal on to me The movement from Bruekner's String
as I am of the medal itself," he said. Quintet is among the simplest of his
"This platform, which is as great a music, with a treatment that is unimpeded
place as any conductor would want to by the profusion of extraneous musical
be, is now occupied by a man who did ideas that appear in much of the other
so much to make our Dallas musical works. It and the Brahms both were
tradition. You have before you the played with the mellow touch of under-
PwhaStand present of the orchestra, but standing that is the charm of Burgin's

at really counts is the future. No, art. B.O.G., The Boston Herald
body who has ever been with it can

ever dissociate himself. Athough originally scored for two"'It is not often that one gets a
........... 1 violins, two violas, and cello, themeam for just playing musm. usuaay _ , . , • , . ,. •

_ . , , r " _ t orucKner takes on sympnomc ulmenslonsthey give meatus mr mass muraer, nu , , ....... . ..... _,, wnen pmyecl by the larger orchestra. It
we nave survlvea mat oraem ......... is well-bound in good form. The hat,

Mahler's Fourth Symphony was styl- monies reflect the Wagnerian chromatic-
ishly played and naturally lent itself ism. It is a trifle long, perhaps, but
to Mr. Dorati's meticulous detailing, interesting throughout.
Although handicapped by her placement
against the back wall, Martha Ann H.R., Christian Science Monitor
Holmes, Wichita Palls soprano, was
someone to remember from her delivery The lovely Bruckner movement, which
of the mystic, poetic phrases of the according to a reliable source, had been
final movement, music that exacts much performed in Cambridge by the Boston
physically and musically. Obviously it Symphony, but not in Symphony Hall,
was the conductor's plan to make her was a further extension of the mood
another voice of the orchestra but a developed by the Brahms. One never
position nearer the footlights, among quite got over the beauty of the first
the woodwinds instead of the horns, bars; but the piece is still a wonder
would have done justice to the purity of enveloping sound.
and security of her tone and to the JOHN WM. RILEY,
expressive nuances of her singing. It Boston Daily Globe
was, nevertheless, a debut with this
orchestra that both singer and audience After intermission, came, for the first
can cherish, time at Symphony Hall, the Adagio

The Fourth Symphony is still bewqder- from Bruckner's String Quintet .......
ing in its program. Matters of musical The profoundly beautiful excerpt from
weight come forth as cunningly wrought Bruckner, played with appropriately deep
folksong. The soprano solo, which has feeling, reminded us of how much we
about the same aim as Debussy's are missing where this composer is
"'Blessed Damozel." reduces the stained- concerned. The first six symphonies are
glass mysticism to something popular for us as though they had never
and pleasant but remindful of nothing existed. The Seventh we have not heard
so much as Wagner's spinning girls in in some time. When Bruno Walter
"Flying Dutchman." gave us the Ninth two seasons ago

It is an easy-to-hear s_n'nphony with it had not been heard here for nearly
melodies so sweet that they would cloy 30 years. Is Bruckner that unimportant?
without the masterly confection of Hardly.
Mahler. The orchestra played excellently WARR:eN STOREYSMITH,
with only nervous horn entrances to mar The Boston Post
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GUSTAV MAHLER: power and warm beauty one wonders
FIRST SYMPHONY why conductors allow it to gather dust

on the shelf. Few other symphonies
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, bristle with such resounding peaks. The

William Steinberg, Conductor, Jan. 15, climaxes come like proclamations and
1949. Steinberg let them have their say with.

out forcing them. Everything counted in
If music can melt hearts and loosen the massive scheme.

purse strings for a worthy cause, Mr. Steinberg's reading was the kind to
Steinberg's masterly interpretation of keep Gustav Mahler in the front ranks
MahIer's First Symphony must surely of symphonic repertory where he belongs.
have accomplished its purpose. A few The composer's place is surer than ever
more readings of MaiMer like this one, today but Steinbergs and Bruno Waiters
and that much-abused and neglected are needed to help him speak his piece.
composer might become as popular as
Tschaikowsky. MARGARETHARFORD,

Mr. Steinberg is obviously a conduc- Hollywood Oitizen,_ews
tor with an innate flair for this music.
The problem with Mahler is always
to strike a balance between the intimate A concerto to help provide a re,
and the monumental. The problem in- building fund for the war.damaged
creases with each symphony that he Hebrew University in Jerusalem found
wrote, and though it is less of a nearly every seat in Philharmonic
hurdle in the First than in the others, Auditorium filled Saturday night, and
it still requires the utmost sensitiveness fflted, moreover, with listeners who had
on the part of a conductor to co-ordinate every reason to rejoice at being present.
the naivete of the material with the William Steinberg had been heard
expansiveness of the form. before in the Bowl and in the Shrine,

Mr. Steinberg accomplished this un- but I do not believe he has heretofore
obtrusively by giving ample spread to appeared in Philharmonic Auditorium.
all of Mab_ler's songful melodies, with If so, it is surely a grave oversight on
their exacting variety of dynamic nuance, the part of whoever engages our guest
and never attempting to force them out conductors for the Philharmonic Or.
of their natural place in the larger chestra. Such a man could be heard
pattern. But he had an iron fist in a _)ften and to the enrichment of our
velvet glove for those vast climaxes musical understanding in whatever he
which Mahler loved as much as he did performs.
the artlessness of his folk-like themes, and Mahler is regarded with considerable
then the conductor exerted some of that uncertainty by most American concert-
driving dramatic force which makes goers, and while part of this may be due
so powerful a conductor of opera, to a reluctance of our publishing houses

An orchestra of excellent musldans, to "push" his music as they have that
large enough to comply with all of of Tschaikowsky and Sibelius (to name
Mahler's rigorous demands of instru- but two arch.romanticists), I think much
mentation, played the work remarkably of it is due also to the fact that we
well and the audience was stirred to have so few conductors capable of
cheers at the conclusion, conducting his music.

ALBERT GOLDBERG, Mahler was quite possibly not the
Los Angeles 'limes world's greatest composer, but no one

denies he was one of the greatest
conductors, and as such he wrote his

A large audience in Philharmonic music for men of strong and inspiring
Auditorium Saturday night responded podium stature. It defeats the insecure,
to William Steinberg's reading of Mah- the timid, the pedantic. It needs a
let's First Symphony in D major with conductor who can share the moments of
the cheers few conductors merit during exultation, encourage it through its
any season. Even the men in the or- periods of doubt, be stern with its
chestra, approximately 100 hand.picked flippancies.
musicians from studio orchestras, gave Steinberg, who conducted without a
the dynamic conductor a genuine score, held every element in superb
favorite-son reception, balance through the swift dynamic

The Mahler work is music of such changes, the severely taxed orchestral
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voices and the large-scaled but capricious It is impossible to elucidate within
progress of the musical writing. The the confines of a review the magnitude,
symphony, originally dubbed the "Titan," the grandeur, the beauty or the dra-
was conceived as a symphonic poem matic and emotional power of this
in two parts, and the music still re- symphony as it was layed last night.
flects the programmatic content Mahler It is something which p must be experi-
later disavowed. Of its four movements enced. Fortunately, the program will be
(originally five) there is a spring,like played again today and tomorrow night.
fragrance to the opening violin harmonics And unless you are one who insists
and a youthful charm to the Laendler- upon knowing any and all literary values
like scherzo. Mahler's rather mordant wit which may be musically implied--don't
gleams from the mock funeral march, read the story told in the program
with its "'Frere Jacques" tune in plain- notes until you get home! Just
rive minor, and Mahler's reluctance to end listen to the music and get its full
is also evident in the long and least- impact and meaning through your ears.
integrated final movement. The work is replete with musical

MILDRED NORTON, contrasts. One recalls the lilt of the
Los Angeles Daily _ews pizzicato section, the stupendous crescendi,

the frequency and effectiveness of the
off-stage brass choirs which kept the

GUSTAV MAHLER- players busy going and coming; fine
SECOND STMPHO2_Y instrumental solo work; the beautiful

singing of Nan Merriman in "Primal
San Francisco Symphony, William Light" and again in "The Resurrection'"

Steinberg, Conductor; S_nford Univer, which had Dorothy Westra's excellent
sity Chorus, Harold C. Schmidt, Director; soprano and the finely trained Stanford
Dorothy Westra, Soprano, 2_an Merri. Chorus (Harold C. Schmidt, director)
man, Contralto, Soloists; ]an. 27, 28, as additional vocal assets to the un,
and 29, 1949. forgettable performance which established

Steinberg as a much greater symphony
Pierre Monteux believed it fitting that conductor than we had previously had

a German guest conductor should pre- reason to believe. His presentation of
sent a modern German work, and at the Mahler score was truly great.
his press conference early in the sea- _V_'ARJOKY _V_. FISHER,
son, the San ]?rancisco Symphony director
announced William Steinberg would pre- San Francisco 7_ews
sent the Mahler Symphony No. 2.

Consequently, this week's symphony
audiences are being treated to an over- Trumpeters and horn players ducked
whelming musical experience--one that in and out of the San Francisco Sym-
culminated in cheers and a prolonged phony line-up like football players under
ovation from last night's audience which the free substitution rule. The Opera
first heard Gluck's Overture to "'Alceste" House was filled to bursting with the
and the Haydn Symphony No. 99 blast and clangor of bells and gongs,
played with uncommon clarity and neat- while vocal soloists and the Stanford
ness in the matter of ensemble. University Chorus added shouting to the

The typically Prussian precision which tumult. For God was in his Heaven
characterized the preceding works and and Gustav Mahler called the tune.
imbued the Haydn with formal grace Until this week's trio of concerts
and definite line (albeit a bit heavy under the direction of William Stein-
and inflexible), stood Steinberg in good berg, Mahler's second symphony had
stead when it came to organizing the not been heard in San Francisco for
performance of Mahler's colossal work. more than 20 years, and there are two
It was new to the orchestra, and the excellent reasons for its long neglect.
singers. The score is difficult, comptex One is that it requires enormous festival
and lengthy--the playing time bein 11g ¼ forces and so is not easy or inexpensive
hours. Yet Steinberg conducted it from to prepare. Another is that, while it
memory, and the results--technically, is extremely impressive and in spots
musically and emotionally--were so stu- even inspiring, it does not stand up
pendous and awe inspiring that for too well with familiarity.
many listeners it seemed the shortest Its three middle movements, which
symphony of the season, are relatively light and small in caliber,
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are thoroughly sound and perfectly is printed in the score by way of
achieved, even if the second and third program book.
are by no means well contrasted. Its ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN,

two long outer movements are both San Francisco Chronicle
apocalyptic and banal, thinly theatrical,
and genuinely moving; after the cast-
iron safe of the Mahlerian climax has
dropped on your skull for the tenth On a stage massed with extraordin-
or dozenth time, you really do get the ary orchestral and vocal forces, Mahler's
point. Second Symphony--"The Resurrection"--

There is something very human and brought this week's San Francisco Sym,
touching about Mahler's letter wherein phony program to a stupendous climax,
he defends himself against the possible Thursday night and yesterday afternoon
charge of having plagiarized Beethoven at the Opera House.
by introducing voices in the finale of William Steinberg conducted a mas-
this symphony, when throughout the terly performance. Two audiences burst
score he helps himself with both hands into lasting ovations when the orchestra,
to Wagner. But this Wagnerian inspira- the Stanford University Chorus and
tion had postive as w_ll as negative soloists Nan Merriman and Dorothy
results. Westra ended the climactic hymn in

All of Wagner's major works are full which Mahler voices his hope in all
of noble nature-music, and this sense Eternity.
of the beauty and wonder of the Every other music lover owes it to
natural world carries over to Mahler himself to hear the Viennese romantic
with undiminished power. One of composer's remarkable work in its final
Wagner's minor works, the "'Siegfried repeat tonight. It is colossal in impact
Idyll," taught a whole generation of and design, lasting seventy-five minutes.
subsequent composers how to make the Despite its many contradictions, it sums
most enchanting use of German folk up to a total of compelling genius.
tunes, and Mahler learned this lesson even Contradictions lie in all the work's
more brilliantly than I-Iumperdinck. It physical, spiritual and musical phrases.
is in the rich, elaborate weaving of That is why people have been arguing
wide-eyed melodies that Mahler comes pro and con about it ever since its
close to genius, in the second symphony premiere in 189_.
and everywhere else; the folksong style It is deeply, grippingly religious--
also had much to do with forming his yet at times it is obviously theatrical. It
highly individual, bright, chamber.like is grandly inspired--yet not entirely
orchestration, without tedium.

Unfortunately Wagner was fascinated On certain pages, it is as monu,
with death as well as with nature, and mental as the Beethoven Ninth Symphony
this obsession leads, among his followers, that it so plainly imitates--and then
to pretentiousness, over-blown rhetoric again it is merely bombastic. Its emo-
and mere noise--things which are by tionalism sometimes approaches hysteria
no means absent from Mahler's second --and yet every page of it is the work
symphony. And Wagner is a matter of of an artist who wields vast musical
understatement compared to the later resources with the skill and judgment of
composer in his use of special effects, a scientist.
After all, Wagner demands off-stage brass It is cleancut and original (so much
only once, at the beginning of the so that it taught a lot to the Richard
third act of "Tristan," but Mahler, Strauss of "Heldenleben"). Yet it fre,
having anschlussed this device, cannot quently imitates not only Beethoven,
leave it alone, and so reduces it to the but also Wagner. It is utterly charming
plane of the obvious, in its lilting dance movement. Then

Steinberg's performance was extremely again it is clamorous or bitter.
brilliant, authoritative, sonorous and Steinberg's conducting beautifully en.
grandiose, and the work of the guests-- compassed virtually every aspect of the
Dorothy Westra and Nan Merriman as music. Or perhaps, in the firm efficient
well as the Stanford chorus--was quite poise and clarity of his conducting, he
as magnificent as that of the orchestra, did overlook some potential "innerness"
Special thanks are due Miss Merriman ---emphatic inner heart and savor--that
and Miss Westra for not using the is characteristic of Mahler.
grotesque caricature of the texts which On the other hand, he made Mahler
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lyrically fine as well as tempestuous; for Jordan Hall--sang superbly, and the
sardonic as well as idealistic; supple in small orchestra played with beautiful
melody, terrific in accent, mystic in precision. All hands deserved the highest
overtones of belief and devotion, congratulations. Perhaps this achievement

Trained to a "T'" by Harold C. will lead the Conservatory to give us
Schmidt, the many Stanford student more choral Bruckner in other years.
singers lent a superbly impressive sonor. CYRUS DURGIN',
ity and feeling to the choral last move.
ment. Boston Daily Globe

Miss Merriman, New York contralto,
and Miss Westra, soprano from the
south, also sang with excellent warmth This work, dated 1866, is very sel,
and understanding, though vocal shaki- dora performed in the United States,
hess handicapped Miss Westra in some being heard most recently in New
phrases. York in 1936. It is austere in content,

ALeXanDeR Fm_D, liturgical in form--the actual words,
San Francisco Examiner Credo, Gloria In Excelsis and Kyrie

are not sung by the chorus--and it
could be, has been, in fact, sung in

ANTON BRUCKNER: church. Unlike the first and third
MASS IN E M/NOR Bruckner masses, which call for solo

voices and full orchestra and are de-
New England Conservatory Orchestra, finitely operatic in style, the Mass in

Malcolm H. Holmes, Conductor; New E minor employs no soloists and the
England Conservatory Chorus, Lorna accompaniment is provided by wood-
Cooke DeVaron, Director; Feb. 16 and winds and strings alone.
17, 1949. This mass finds Bruckner writing in

In this country the 19th Century a generally austere style, the form strictlycontrapuntal and the orchestral accom-
Austrian organist and composer is paniment in the 16th century style,
known far better for certain of his the instruments limited in numbers and
nine symphonies than for his churchly the strings being altogether absent. Therechoral music, of which he wrote a

are moments, especially in the Credo,
good deal. Consequently such a rare of Beethoven's influence, but the music
opportunity as this presents a quite does not shout upon the mountain tops
different side of Bruckner's musical and is--unlike so much of Bruckner'snature. He composed the E minor Mass
in 1866, when he was 42 and in the music--predominantly intellectual and
year preceding his nervous breakdown, spiritual in quality.

The Conservatory chorus and orchestra
The work was first performed in Linz performed the work with ability andin 1869.

This is a short setting of the Mass, intelligence, giving careful expression to
the architecture of the music compositionand very difficult, the vocal writing

often proceeding in eight parts and, as and its inner sincerity. The attacks were
the Bruckner analysts long ago pointed clear and precise and the young musi-
out, having an archaic character that cians were so well drilled that even
goes back to Palestrina. For instruments, when Mr. Holmes knocked the score
Bruckner used only a small number of upon the floor, they did not falter in
oboes, clarinets, bassoons, trumpets, horns their cues.
and trombones. This, too, emphasizes the ELINOR L. HuoI-IeS,
archaic side in certain pages, although The Boston Heralc_
in others it sounds like the massive,
chromatic and often brilliant symphonic
Bruckner. It is a short mass, employing up to

But for all its intricacy, its weight eight parts with no solo voices. It is
and its grandeur, the Mass in E minor scored for double woodwinds and brass,
is essentially church and not concert an instrumentation suggestive of organ
music. It does not break out of the sonorities. The writing is influenced by
liturgical boundaries and take on the the baroque masses of the seventeenth
vast proportions of a work like the and eighteenth centuries; and while it
Missa Solemnis of Beethoven. This has the mood of antiquity, it is not
performance is very good, indeed, and strictly modal nor contrapuntal, although
last night the chorus--a bit too large these elements are employed. Much of
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the harmony is diatonic and even chro- GUSTAV MAHLER:
matic. Bruckner took a variety of SECON_D SYMPHONY
techniques and plastically combined them
in a religious mold. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz

The Conservatory Orchestra and Chor- Busch, Conductor; Chicago Musical
us gave us far more than a mere College Chorus, James Baar, Director;
reading of the work. Their attacks, Karin BranzelI, Contralto, Ellen Faull,
releases, dynamics, and diction were of Soprano, Soloists; Feb. 17 and 18,1949.
high quality. Their performance was
constantly interesting. The Latin was At its concert in Orchestra Hall
well-pronounced. Much work, well done, Thursday evening, the Chicago Symphony
has gone into this production. Orchestra, directed by Fritz Busch,

I_ROLD ROCSRs, spread itself in more than a figurative
Christian Sc/ence Monitor sense by performing for the first time

here the complete Second Symphony by
Gustav Mahler.

A notable premiere took place at The stage was filled _o the last
Jordan Hall last evening, though the inch with the enormous orchestral
work in question, Bruckner's Second forces which the score requires, and

upon tiers to the right was a large
Mass in E minor, is nearly 83 years black-robed chorus from the Chicagoof age. The participating forces were
the Conservatory Chorus, as trained by Musical College and, on either side
Lorna Cooke deVaron, and the handful of the conductor, a soprano and con-
of wind instrument players the score tralto soloist.
requires, with Malcolm Holmes conduc- That this grandiose interpretation was
ring. Either of the other Masses, the greatly admired by the listeners--as it
one composed two years before and should have been--was made evident
the other a year or so later, and both by the ovation which' they gave itwhen the last tumults of sound came
unknown hereabouts, would have given to an end,
us the more familiar Bruckner of the Time after time Dr. Busch had to
symphonies. They require soloists as well
as chorus and the accompaniment is for come back to the stage, to bring thesoloists forward, and to ask orchestrafull orchestra.

This E minor Mass is severe. Bruck- and chorus to rise, while listeners were
neFs biographer, Wemer Wolff, calls clapping and stamping their feet and
it "almost ascetic.'" There is masterly shouting hosannas that not often have
contrapuntal writing and a suggestion, been heard'so loud or long continuedin this hall.
though hardly an actual imitation, of
the 16th century style. At the time There can be no doubt that the
this Mass was written Bruckner had symphony is an impressive one. Mahler
composed only the first, or perhaps was concerned in it--as he was in
part of the first of his nine numbered various tater works--with the dreadmatter of death and resurrection, In
symphonies. It would be idle, therefore,
to seek in it the matured "Bruckner of his capacity as conductor he lived in
the last three of those gigantic works, the atmosphere of opera houses, and
In hearing it this one Bruckner enthu- an instinct for the theatrical side of
siast experienced a slight feeling of music was developed in him early.
disappointment. Possibly knowing what to The first movement, the beginning

of which undoubtedly was inspired by
expect, a second hearing would convey Beethoven s Ninth Symphony, is aa stronger sense of inspiration than was
felt last evening. Frankly, the Mass funeral march of imposing character
impressed him to a considerable extent and large dimensions. The finale, even
as a mighty exercise in counterpoint more striking in its drama, contains
rather than as a musical interpretation the apocalyptic terrors which the com,
of the text that would make it corn- poser's skill knew so well how to
parable to the great Masses of Bruckner's underline. But also there was redemp-
predecessors. It is far from easy music tion at the end.
to perform and all concerned must be It would not be Mahler if there
given much credit for the successful were not to be heard somewhere or

other in a symphony the child,like
outcome. W._U_N STOREY SMITH, naivete which also is so typical of his

The Boston Post style. Such a quality gives charm and
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a needed contrast to two of the middle with a profound reflection on the death
movements, of a hero, followed by two interludes

To the performance only the highest which recall (as perhaps upon return
praise must be accorded. The work from the burial) earlier contentment of
had been thoroughly rehearsed, and the the soul, and then, with a reawakening
orchestra played magnificently, to reality, bring into focus the per-

James Baar's chorus from the Chicago plexities of mortal existence. The fourth
Musical College sang--from memory-- movement, for solo contralto and orches-
with beautiful effect, and in the fortes tra, expresses man's belief that tho he
with stunning sonority. The contralto lies in direst need, merciful God will
solo was expressively sung and with provide him a light that leads to blessed
great charm of tone by Karin Branzell, eternity. The concluding movement is
and the slighter soprano part was well drawn from Klopstock's ode, "Resurrec.
done by Ellen Faull. tion," whose message, a summons to

F_ux BOROWSKI, faith, proclaims all living, suffering, and
Chicago Sun-Times sorrow not to have been in vain.

It is obvious that a symphonic work
of such motivation should call for the

A music event of importance took most elevated performance, for if the
place when Fritz Busch, in the dosing true value of the composer's ideas, as
concerts (Feb. 17.18) of his second embodied in his music, is to be mea,
engagment this season as guest con. sured, no imperfections of utterance
ductur of the Chicago Symphony, pre- should be allowed to intrude upon the
sented the local premiere in its en, message itself. Further, Mahler's em-
tirety of Mahler's "Resurrection" Sym- ployment of the orchestra is so gigantic
phony. The Chicago Musical College in its scale that even if the symphony
chorus, and soloists Karin Branzell, does not mystify the instrumentalists in
Swedish contralto, and Ellen Faull, its note by note aspect, it must be
soprano, assisted, played in something broader than the

The presentation was an extraordinar- simple declarative to give fullest justice
fly impressive one. There was remarkable to its breadth of idea.
unity of spirit and technical precision Thursday's performance fell far short
throughout. The work could not have of the goal. It was not for lack of
received a more devoted performance love on the conductor's part nor for
than the one given under Dr. Busch's his insufficient immersion in the score.
leadership, with the unanimous response Mr. Busch, it appeared, was prepared to
of his men of the orchestra, the function on a much higher plane than
beautifully trained chorus, and superior those around him. But the "Resurrec-
soloists. The conductor returned to the tion'" symphony, which has a history
stage many times amid cheers and bravos, of frustration in Orchestra hall, needs
and shared honors generously with his preparation no visiting conductor can
ensemble, give it by himself. And when basic

DOSHA DOWDY, information on the performance was
slow in coming less than two weeks

Musical Courier before the concert, it was discovered
that important details of organization
were untended and confused.

Doubtless the season's most ambitious
undertaking, Mahler's "Resurrection" S_._MOUR RAWN,
Symphony, completed in 1894, was given Chicago Daily Tribune
its first reading by the Chicago Sym-
phony orchestra Thursday under Fritz
Busch's direction. A massive score re- Over half a century after Gustav
quiring augmented orchestra, two female Mahler completed his massive 2d Sym.
soloists, and mixed chorus, it is further phony, Fritz Busch conducted its first
weighted by philosophical considerations Chicago performance in Thursday even,
placed squarely into the tissue of the ing's concert by the Chicago Symphony
music by the composer himself, a man at Orchestra Hall.
of enormous intellect and discipline and For many years since Mahler's death
at the same time of broad visionary in 1911 (he was not yet _1) his music
outlook, was valiantly championed by a few

Briefly, the five part symphony opens conductors and 'societies,' but scarcely
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accepted by the public. However, music Bruckner's "Te Deum," which had
has fashions, too; and the last few been heard in Kansas City only once
seasons have seen increasing public before in recent years, did, in fact, pave
sympathy for his work. Judging from the way for the Beethoven that followed.
last evening's emphatic reception, Mahter's Bruckner, who like Beethoven wrote
day may be at hand in Chicago. nine symphonies, devised no choral parts

It is perhaps his way of creating the for any of the nine, but the ''To
loftiest thoughts in a manner so directly Deum'" often is made a concluding
earthly that has caused some to accuse choral movement of his Ninth. There
Mahler of "vulgarity." The sincerity of was breadth and sublimity in the choral,
his writing cannot be doubted, however, orchestral reading. It was at this point
when one is confronted with the child- that the audience gave its first ovation
like prayer sung by the contralto in this involving several curtain calls before it
symphony's fourth movement, of that took time for intermission.
moment in the finale when terror turns CLYD_ NEIBARGI_R,
to affirmation. Kansas City Times

J_WNG S^BLOSXY,
Chicago Daily _etus ANTON BRUCKNER:

NINTH SYMPHON_T

ANTON BRUCKNER: State University of Iowa Symphony
'YE DEUM Orchestra, Philip Greeley Clapp, Con-

ductor, March 2, 1949.
Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra,

Hans Schwieger, Conductor; Kansas City Sometimes a great man makes little
University Chorus, Hardin Van Deursen initial impression on people. Maybe it's
and Wynn York, Directors; Soloists: .the same way with a great symphony.
Brenda Lewis, Soprano, Winifred Hock, A case in point is Anton Bruckner's
man, Mezzo.soprano, Brian Sullivan, Ninth Symphony, presented to an Iowa
Tenor, Norman Scott. basso; March I City audience the first time Wednesday
and 2, 1949. night by Prof. Philip Greeley Clapp and

the University of Iowa symphony or,
The soloists were Brenda Lewis, so- chestra.

prano; Winifred Heckman, mezzo-soprano; . There was sharp divergence of opinion
Brian Sullivan, tenor, and Norman Scott, among half a dozen concertgoers with
basso. They were heard in the "'Te Deum whom this writer talked after the pro,
Laudamus" of Ant, on Bruckner, in the gram in memorial union.
first half of the program, and in the Some thought the symphony was a
mighty fourth movement of the Beethoven thrilling experience and a rare oppor-
symphony, the No. 9 in D Minor. tunity for music lovers of this commun,

All four sang with authority and ity. Others thought ie was somewhat
feeling. There was balance and blend tiresome and much too long (one hour).
of voices. Mr. Sullivan, singing an With due respect to the former view,
especially-important part in the "To this listener prefers to take the latter...
Deum," gave it a flexible, assured read- Two professional members of the or-
ing in a lyric style that bad dramatic chestra probably offered an excellent
impact. Mr. Scott, a basso with volume suggestion when they advised this writer
and resonance, gave character, accent to become more Bruckner-wise by lis,
and clarity to his part. Miss Lewis, who, tening to the same work repeatedly.
like Mr. Sullivan, is an opera figure PAUL DI_ CAMP,
of importance, has a voice that is rich
and dear, plus the asset of musical Iowa City Press, Oi_zen
intuition. Miss Heckman's mezzo part, ANTON BRUCKNER:
less in the limelight than the others,
rounded out the happy choice of voices. SEVENTH SYMPHONY

The chorus, filling a difficult assign- Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or,
went most creditably, was an important mandy, Conductor; Philadelphia, March
factor in the dramatic power and Y, 1949; Washington, D. C., March 8,
grandeur of the Beethoven and Bruckner 1949; Baltimore, March 9, 1949; 2_ew
music. Its directors, Hardin Van Deursen York City, March 1$, 1949.
and Wynn York, came forward at the
close with the soloists and Mr. Schwieger The rarely played Bruckner found
to share the applause. Mr. Ormandy at his best. He brought
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out the great dignity of this symphony, offering on his program with the Phila-
a work which brings to mind the delphia Orchestra in Carnegie Hall last
words "'nobility" and "grandeur." Wash. night, that it is all the more to be
ington should be grateful to Mr. Or- regretted that he did not have the
mandy for the chance to hear it, and to courage of his convictions to perform
the orchestra (special mention for the this work, one of the greatest in the
horns) for the kind of playing that symphonic literature, in its entirety.
has made it famous. The Austrian master's Seventh Sym-

MILTON B_RnlN_R, pathy is the least sprawling in form
The VC_hington Daily News of the nine he composed. Its architec-

tonics are compact and any tampering
with them in performance is ineluctably

Heading the bill was a gripping ac. damaging to its formal contours and
count of Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, to the conveyance of its often truly
in which Eugene Ormandy whipped the sublime message. This is particularly
orchestra into a fine frenzy of tone. true of the Adagio movement, a dirge

Mr. Ormandy may not be the best written in premonition of the death
Bruckner conductor on hand. No matter of Richard Wagner, and one of Bruck.
how high any conductor climbs up the her's most profound, which was arbitrarily
road to Bruckner's genius, Bruno Wal- shortened by something over a third of
ter is still a few jumps ahead. But its length, a deletion which deprived
last night's reading was among Mr. his listeners of some of the score's most

entire development section which wasOrmandy's finest in years.
In years to come, he will probably passed over with a sudden, startlingly

smooth out the few remaining rough unprepared cut to the coda which was,
spots audible in last night's performance of course, in this way robbed of its
and delve a few more levels into the purpose.
strange, occult world that was Bruckner's. Otherwise, Mr. Ormandy's traversat of

He may even decide to run off the symphony had much to recommend
Bruckner's music in untrimmed glory, it both as sound and as realization
leaving it to the power of a great of the musie's immanent virtues. The
interpretation to carry the audience along sounds he elicited from his wonderful
the whole length of the four-movement orchestra were of the utmost sensuous,
span. That w_ come. hess and translucence; the blending of

The performance certainly gained the strings, woodwinds and brasses was
fresh recruits to the cause of the long accomplished with almost incredible
spurned Austrian symphonist--the pious suavity. The soaring lyricism and inward.
peasant who somehow mingled rustic ness of the opening Allegro moderato
naivete and cosmic vision in his testa- and the elegiac atmosphere of the Adagio
ment of tone. were suggested with considerable per,

One found himself wondering again ceptiveness, the contrasting moods of the
why so many years bad to go by before Scherzo, too, were tellingly conveyed
conductors were prepared to expose and the finale, although it does not
American audiences to this soaring gospel tarry on such consistently high musical
of symphonic faith. Today Bruckner's levels as the preceding movements, was
music would seem to meet anybody's exhllaratingly disclosed.
needs, J_ROM_ D. BOHM,

The finale may be a letdown, but N_ew York Heralg.Tzibt*ne
only because even an Anton Bruckner
couldn't sustain such inspiration over
four movements. Mr. Ormandy's wrapped
it all in a warm,spun fabric last night, Earlier in the evening Mr. Ormandy
and the general feeling was that the and the orchestra offered Bruckner's
Philadelphians should do more Bruckner. Seventh Symphony. The affection of

Louis BIANCOLLI, many conductors for the works of
_ew York Workl.Telegram Bruckner is something I find difficult

to understand. It is possible that they
are fascinated by the long, complex,

There was so much that was fine elaborately wrought scores and intrigued
in Mr. Ormandy's discourse of Bruck- by the technical problems of performing
ner's Seventh Symphony, his principal them. But the listener may perhaps be
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pardoned for finding them longwinded presented with the medal of the
and indigest_le. Last evening Mr. Or- Bruckner Society of America. Last
mandy did some pruning in the Adagio; night he made the "Symphony" the
even so, it was a lot of slow movement, malor work on the program of the
The Seventh Symphony, in fact, is pretty Philadelphia Orchestra's concert in the
much one long maestoso passage, plodding special series in Constitution Hall. It
methodically toward the final double-bar was possibly the first hearing of this
with little contrast of tempo or musical work locally ....... As a champion for
texture. One feels a httle stunned at many years of Bruckner's music, Mr.
its conclusion; it is like drowning in Ormandy's reading of his great "Seventh
a sea of counterpoint, with a _0. Symphony" was luminous with deep
pound cantus firmus tied about one's communion of spirit with that of the
ankles, composer. There is not an earthly sound

JoH_ BPdoos, in this work. Its peculiar cadence is
Hew Yor k Post very spiritual and sometimes attains a

breathtaking radiance. There is gayety
and playfulness for variety and occasion,

Bruckner's Seventh Symphony was ally a winged climax, yet all of this
followed by a long demonstration, when has an unreal quality as though the
groups in the hall remained to applaud music resided in another realm.
and cheer for minutes during the in- It produces however, a certain dis,
termission. This endorsement had been satisfaction for the ordinary form is
fairly earned by the tonal beauty and not followed, it is diffused and its even
elevation of mood which distinguished level counteracts many of its most
the reading. Seldom have we heard effective moments. The expectancy, at.
even this orchestra play with more cording to what is looked for in a
eloquence and color. Again the slow symphony, is not always realized. It is
movement, one of the loftiest and sus- as though an adjustment were required
rained in its inspiration that Bruckner to understand fully this much discussed
achieved, towered over everything. It composer's style. Yet it is exceptionally
is Bruckner to the core, Bruckner with- beautiful in the serene exposition of
out dross or hesitation in a single mea- cherished ideas and notably impressive
sure, Brnckner ascending to heights in such portions as the "Adagio." It
denied to any but those of transcendent sings constantly and even when reaching
vision, who created music. Mr. Ormandy more spirited expression in the "'Scherzo"
illuminated this vision in his perform- and "Finale," maintains this charac-
ante.

This though he made a substantial teristic. As the composer's devotion toWagner is well known, his influence
cut of measures that would not have was apparent as was that of other
palled with such interpretation. The composers, at times. A sharper variation
whole reading, whether or not one con- in tempo and more pronounced dynamics
duded differently certain of its details, than those used last night could have
was an outstanding achievement. One underscored the symphony's substance
could have wished a more rugged ac- more pointedly but Mr. Ormandy's
cent, a little more of Btakeian grandeur intention was to disclose the soul of
in certain passages. The total effect the music and his accomplishment of
was absorbing, compelling. That no per- this was rewarded by an ovation for
formance could save the stuttering finale the conductor.
is self-evident. The grand total, where
the Seventh, one qf Bruckner's greatest ALICE EWgSMAN,
symphonies, is concerned, is that of a The Evening Star (Washington)
work that touches the sublime often
enough to more than recompense for
weaknesses. An impression of the Bruckner Sym-

OLIN DOWNES, phony's lack of musical significance is
The New York Times stimulated by the fact that it always

is described as the symphony that uses
the Bayreuth "tubas in the score.

Thirteen years ago, Eugene Ormandy, Bruckner boldly borrowed these Wag-
when conductor of the Minneapolis nerian instruments together with many
Symphony, played Bruckner's "Symphony musical ideas that are easily recognizable.
No. 7" and on that occasion was Borrowings prove futile in musical com.
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position as a rule, though Brahms did the slow movement to excite the purists
some that were quite successful, further. But Ormandy's treatment made

Bruckner's are not and the whole so much of the color and contrast in
work assumes a somewhat spurious the score--a bit more, perhaps, than
character. It was performed with pre- even the composer would recognize--
cision by the Philadelphia virtuosi, as quite to transfigure the substance

GLENN DILLIARD GUNN, of the music. As heard from Ormandy,
the slow movement and scherzo are in

Washington Times.Herald the realm of masterly; the first and
last at least listenable. This adds to a
better average for a fift_-minute sym,

Anton Bruckner had the misfortune phony than most of Bruckner's known
to become the principal figure in one to me.

of the late nineteenth century's most Where so much is good, the tempta.
notorious and odorous squabbles. Palling tion arises to puzzle out what is lacking
between two such giants as Brahms and where--for the work really did
and Wagner, Bruckner never comes come off, as an entity. My latest con-
into his rightful acclaim except when dusion, induced by last night's per-
given such great performances as last formance, finds Bruckner wanting in
night's. For the Philadelphia men and the element of plot, or dramatic con-
Ormandy outdid themselves in every struction, which dominates the traditional
way, to make explicit the vast dreams symphony from Beethoven to Brahms.
and visions of the truly mystical corn- The nine of one and the four of the
poser, other--as types--each have a character

The orchestra was supplemented by which is consistently maintained, to some
four "Wagner" tubas, designed by climax of affirmation, or, at least, de-
Wagner himself for some of his larger fiance. Bruckner's seventh resembles a
works, and much admired by Bruckner. play with a good second act and a
These blended with the other brass and confused denouement. It is the saving
woodwinds in unusual splendor, grace of music, however, that a well.

The slow movement of the symphony, constructed single movement may be
a piercing threnody to the dying Wag- enjoyed for itself; and to this pleasure
ner, was eloquent to the point of true Ormandy contributed mightily with his
grief. The scherzo, brilliantly turned spacious, beautifully colored adagio and
out, is empty of ideas, but not of scherzo.
superb attire. It was completely satis- IRVING KOLODIN,

fying to hear one of the great Bruckner The Hew Yor k Sunscores, and in such a reading.
PAUL HUME,

The Washington Post Bruckner's _0 minute Symphony No. 7
in E major is repetitious and long,
winded. The themes and mode of ira.

Given an orchestral evening in which pression are pleasant but inescapably
a Bruckner symphony is the memorable banal. The over.all impression of the
occurrence, one of two things may be music is not uncongenial, but it rarely

captures and holds the listener. It is
surmised: (a) it was very well played; obviously the work of a good man.(b) there was nothing much else on
the program. The impression that fin, MAx D_ SCHAU_NS_E,
gets from last night's performance of Phila&lphia Evening Bulletin
No. 7 in Carnegie Hall by the Phila-
delphia Orchestra under the direction
of Eugene Ormandy was partially con- Conducting the Philadelphia Orches.
ditioned by each factor, but much more tra in Bruckner's "Symphony No. 7"
by the first than the second, last night at the Lyric Theater, Eugene

The fact is that, in sequence to Ormandy seemed inspired.
_Hindemith's "Mathis der Maler" of his His motions bore the force of his

last visit here, Ormandy gave us an- entire body as he reacted to the massive
other exceptional performance in this phrases. Afterward a smile lighted his
Bruckner. It perhaps did not brood face as if the music had elated him.
as much as some Brucknerites would The orchestra caught this feeling. Its
prefer, and there was a sizable cut in tone had a wonderful ebb and flow,
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strength and luster. Bruckner's enormous of Mahler's "Symphony No. 1 in D
technical difficulties, espedally for brasses, Major" at municipal auditorium Satur-
were brilliantly surmounted, day night.

Though one might wish for more of Mahler was a great one for tearing
the electricity of Beethoven, the passion his hair and, obviously, when he got
of Brahms, it was good to hear this started, it was hard for him to stop.
symphony, which holds its place respect- (His Second Symphony runs about
abty in the Viennese tradition, twice as long as the First.)

Echoes of past grandeur are more In getting around to Mahler in the
evident than present inspiration. Bruck- San Antonio Symphony society's thir-
nor knew well the language of the teenth subscription concert, Reiter was
symphony, but his speech had more of keeping in step with the nation's other
grammar than metaphor, major orchestra leaders.

His work is more homogeneous than A steadily growing interest has been
Mahler's, but Bruckner is less adventur- exhibited in Mahler during the past 10
ous in modulation, less ingenious in years. In fact, Reiter has programmed
contrasting timbres, tess inventive than his music several times before.
his younger contemporary. No mistaking it. A Mahler symphony

His harmony has less of Dionysus than always is ponderous business and, for
that of Wagner, one of his idols, al- the Saturday night performance, Reiter
though the endings of the first, third had eight extra players on hand as
and fourth movements of his Seventh the score demands.
suggest the Valkyries. The audience reacted strongly, as if

The Adagio so clearly reflects the aware it had listened to something
kindred movement in Beethoven's Ninth special.
that comparison is unavoidable. Bruckner R_.NWIC_ CARY,
is not big enough for his model, but
this movement contains expressive writ- San Antonio Ligh_
ing and a fine climax in which orches-
tral waves shatter against the cymbal.

The Scherzo has a splendid pulse. Gustav Mahler's Symphony No. 1 was
Portions of this symphony embody particularly enjoyable. After years of

the composer's religious feeling. Certain neglect, his music has staged a come-
passages suggest choral Ave Marias back.
translated into orchestral terms. The No. 1 has a lot of melody in

Some of his symphonic walls, built it, vigor and no little exciting vim. The
with such careful masonry, ring hollow, way Conductor Reiter and the orchestra
but BruckneFs Seventh has phrases of played it makes one reasonably sure
undeniable power, that Mr. Mahler's neglect is over and

WBI_ON WALLACE, done with for good•
San Antonio Express

The Sun (Baltimore)

GUSTAV _R: ANTON BRUCKNER:
FIRST SYMPHONY EIGHTH SYMPHONY

S_n Antonio Symphony Orchestra, Max Chicago Symphony Orchestra, George
Reiter, Conductor, March 12, 1949. SzelI, Conductor, March 17 and 18,

1949.
Regardless of whether you Iike Gustav

Mahler with all of his sound and fury, Anton Bruckner's Eighth Symphony,
you'll probably agree with Conductor performed by the Chicago Symphony
Max Reiter it's a good idea to know Orchestra at Orchestra Hall Thursday
him. evening, had its first hearing in these

Still in the rather violent controver- parts--47 years after its production at
sial stage, MahleFs music either bowls Vienna.
you over with awe-inspiring admiration If this seems a lengthy period for a
or else has you wanting to stuff your fine work to travel from one metropolis
ears with cotton, to another, it should be remembered that,

Happily we can report we saw no because of the bitter enmity of Hanslick,
ear,stopping when Reiter and the San the principal European critic of that
Antonio Symphony orchestra devoted day, egged on by the machinations of
some _0 minutes to the performance Brahms, Bruckner's music made slow
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progress during his lifetime. Only re- ible, our worship of catch phrases might
cenfly has it evoked the admiration have landed him securely in the reper-
of the world at large, tory where he now holds precarious

George Szell, who conducted, had place, alternately made a shrine by his
reason to feel that he had brought high priests, scorned by his detractors,
about an important contribution to the and cut to gobbets by conductors taking
season's music. I-It had made the score the middle path.
his own, and evidently had devoted Myself, I am on the side of the high
earnest preparation to it. priests, because if you are to know

Nor was he mistaken in believing the a man's worth, give him a chance to
symphony was a masterpiece, worth an say what he has to say. I don't even
inspiring presentation. In spite of its object to the shrine, for I have learned
great length--an hour and a quarter-- most about Bruckner's music from
the Eighth Symphony held listeners" Bruno Walter, who enters into the
attention throughout. At the end, Mr. candor and the mystery of its faith. To
Szell had to make several journeys to speak of the Austrian's symphonies as
and from the stage to acknowledge the cathedrals, or as mystery plays reaching
applause and to ask the orchestra to toward heaven, is not necessarily the
share it with him. nonsense of attempting to explain one

Great richness of musical idea and thing in terms of another. Their very
of orchestral color abound in this music, reason for being is the greater glory
which, in one element, at least, resem- of God. To come alive in performance,
bles Schubert's in its neverfailing flow to transcend their sometimes baffling
of melody. But Bruckner's inspiration length, they must be permitted to share
soared to loftier flights of grandeur their apocalyptical visions.
than were conceived by his immortal Mr. Szell remained nonpartisan. He
predecessor, saw no visions and apparently made

The other movements contained vast no cuts. In his scholarly hands the
stretches of dramatic emotion, great Eighth Symphony, Bruckner's third in
pomps of sound which Mr. Szell and the C minor, remained inscrutable, tho the
orchestra made impressive. The perform- amplitude of the magnificent slow move-
ance in general was fine, but a greater ment became one of the season's t-tea-
familiarity with details of the score would sures in tone. Here, and to a lesser
have made it more spontaneous, degree in the heaven storming finale,

FELIX BOROWSKI, the performance took on an eloquence
Chicago Sun,Times reminiscent of the orchestra's great daysin music and gave me an unwarranted

hope that I might discover at last what
The entire pre-intermission was de- Bruckner meant when he said that finale

voted to the long and unevenly rewarding was "the meeting of three emperors."
Bruckner "Symphony No, 8, C Minor." Comparatively, the first and second

Since the days of Brahms, Bruckner movements were mathematically set forth,
has been a highly controversial com, but not to be believed in, and therefore
poser, shorn of their major miracle, faith.

We don't propose to add our two- Which just about gets me back where
cents,worth to the argument. I started. Working without score for

Like the work, the playing was also 70 or more taxing minutes, Mr. Szell
uneven but preponderantly balanced on gave us a scholarly, occasionally eloquent,
the credit side. performance of too long neglected music.

Szell's knowledge of the memorized He paid us the courtesy of something
score was authoritative. This composer more to the musical point than the
seems definitely his forte, average guest conductor's showpiece. But

CHARLES BUCKLEY, he left many questions unanswered.
Chicago Herald,American Two are particularly tantalizing. Can

the fully revealing performance justify
Bruno Waiter's description of the Sym-

There is a cabala about Bruckner's phony as "sublime," and in such per,
symphonies many of us would like to formances do those pauses suggest what
penetrate more deeply. I-Iad I-Ians yon Brucknerites insist they should suggest--
Biilow made him the "'third B'" instead pauses for prayer?
of Brahms, a nomination his supporters CLAUDIA CASSIDY,

contend would have been just as plaus- Chicago Daily Tribune
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Anton Bruckner's Symphony No. 8 The 8th Symphony was an impressive
was written _9 years ago, and never was and affecting work as it was performed
performed in Chicago until Thursday last evening. Perhaps it is overlong; yet
night. It's a work of nobility and there are few of its measures that do
ingenuity, rich in thematic resources and not abound in genuine inspiration.
masterfully orchestrated, apparently de- It is almost more a service than a
serving more frequent performance than symphony, so pregnant is it with reli-
the statistics in the preceding sentence g/_us feeling. Brooding, almost oppressed
accord it. Yet I wouldn't want to hear at its beginning, it searches, climbs,
it again in the next fortnight or so. For strives constantly toward some sensed
the fact of the matter is, it is entirely revelation which (though it may too-
too long, with a finale whose crushing mentarily elude) is felt as inevitable and
repetitiousness eradicates much of the comes to final, stunning realization in
supreme beauty in the three melodious the work's conclusion.
movements that precede it. Thursday's performance was admit-

True Bruckner fans won't Iet a con- ably integrated. The orchestra accom-
ductor (or a music critic) cut a note plished some distinguished work in the
of the master's work---and that may be many passages of imaginatively delicate
where they do Bruckner more harm scoring as well as in the sonorous
than good. For this is a symphony worth climaxes, beautifully planned by Szell.
hearing more often. Only, the next time IRVINO SABLOSKY,I hear it, I want it in a pocket edition.

WILLIAM LEONARD, Chicago Dairy 2_ews
Chicago ]ournat of Commerce

GUSTAV MAttLER:

Mr. Szell devoted great care to the FIRST SYMPHONY

reading of the Bruckner work, which Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Dimi,
received its first Chicago performance tri Mitropoulos. Conductor, March 18,
at these concerts. The symphony is a I949.
masterpiece of inspiration, despite the
inevitable criticisms about its length. It The members of the audience rose
is bound together by splendid themat/c to their feet as the Athenian-born
material, and in it are to be found some maestro appeared on stage at the begin-
of Bruckner's happiest orchestrational ning of the concert and gave him an
achievements. Notably in the Scherzo, ovation. And when it was all over,
with its counterbalancing of varying they rose again in a tumultuous tribute
moods for the strings, and in the to the man who has presided over the
prodigious Finale, with its inexorable orchestra for the past 111_ years..
progression towards a joyous and exalted For the big number of the evening "l_e
climax, the symphony stands as a monu, chose the first symphony of Gustav
ment to the optimistic serenity of its Mahler, a composer for whom he long
composer's gentle nature. Mr, Szell and has had an affinity and who lald the
the orchestra gave it a magnificent groundwork for much of the modern
reading, music.

PAUL H. LITTLE, This symphony, like all of Mahler's,
Musical Leader is not to everybody's taste, though

gaining adherents. It is complex in
texture and mood, it is discursive and
loose-jointed, it has moments of breath,

Though the humble and devout Aus- taking loveliness, of savage irony, oftrian wrote his last completed symphony
almost apocalyptic vision and of utterover a half a century ago, last night's

performance was its first in Chicago. The banality, for Mahler's credo was, "The
spread of Bruckner's music has been symphony must be like the world; it must
that slow outside his native country, embrace everything.'

But the quirks of musical fashion that Mitropoulos performed a great feat
caused the public to come so reluctantly in keeping every line and every dab
to his works now seem to have passed, of orchestra color dear and free and
The symphonies are being played with in giving to the whole tremendous
increasing regularity. Neither the/r length intensity and eloquence.
nor their "apocalyptic' language seem JOHN It. I'_Rwy,
to dismay present audiences. St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press
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Dimitri Mitropoulos' last appearance of orchestration and runs practically the
here as conductor of the Minneapolis whole gamut of musical coloring. Though
Symphony orchestra was a fond fare. it lacks a final, saving touch of human,
well in which he gave us his super- ity, the symphony shows a kinship with
lative best in a brilliant program. His nature and is a brilliant showpiece
special gift was the Mahler First sym- exploiting all the resources of the
phony, whose final fanfare of horns orchestra.
and trumpets seemed to voice a dramatic From it Mitropoulos dra/ned the last
and moving Godspeed to the departing ounce of color and power, and the
Maestro. orchestra responded with all its energy

The near-capac/ty audience--4,700 and will to leave a final imprint of
listeners making the next-to.the-largest orchestral virtuosity at its height.
Friday night house of the season (sur- ARTHUR B. STOLZ,
passed only by Artur Rubinstein's score)
rose to its feet at Mitropoulos' entry, Minneapolis Tribune
and rose again after the resounding
conclusion of the Mahler, which drew
a salvo of bravos and whistling mixed
with tumultuous applause. GUSTAV MAHLER:

The conductor bowed many times, SECO:h_D SYMPHONYkissed his hand to the audience, and
then, apparently deeply affected, re- Er/e Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Mah,
turned to the microphone at the side of /er, Conductor; Siebenbuerger Mixed
the stage for a brief word of farewell. Chorus and Erie Symphonic Choir, Obed

Mahler under Mitropoulos has more L. Grender, Director; Elizabeth First,
impact, more color and contrast and Soprano, ]oan Peebles, Contralto, March
sustained "story interest" than most 22, _md 23, 1949.
conductors can give that loose-jointed
composer. The First symphony, in last Fritz Mahler led the Erie Philharmonic
night's interpretation, extracted every Orchestra, chorus, and soloists through
drop of pathos, of rage and uproar, of an impressive concert in Strong Vincent
anguish and ringing oratory, that Mahler Auditorium last night, in a program
put into the score.., and maybe more. featuring Gustav Mahler's monumental

The work oscillates between homely Second Symphony.
sentiment and blasting pronouncements, With the exception of the Beethoven
and its curiously episodic procedure de- Ninth earlier in the season, the or-
mands a steady hand at the helm and chestra previously had attempted nothing
an eye (and ear) for the minor and of such gargantuan scope as this--and
major goals ahead. Mitropoulos kept it the results were eminently satisfying ....
under superb control and moved it Constructed on a theme of ceaseless
along with masterly maneuver, rising to grief, anguish and mental torture in
great heights in the cataclysmic finale, life leading to immortal happiness and

JoHN K. SH_:_X_AN, a conviction that there is purpose in
life, the symphony is of heroic pro.

Minneapolis Star portions.
There are five movements, of which

the first three are purely orchestral
The twelve.year reign of Dimitri and establish the issues concerning life

Mitropoulos over the Minneapolis Sym- against death.
phony Orchestra ended Friday night The fourth section, principally a solo
with the final subscription concert of passage for alto voice, sets forth Gustav
the season. It ended on a note of Mahler's unshakable conviction that there
triumph, is a hereafter. Based on a poem from

With the final, climactic chords of "Das Knaben Wunderhorn," this move-
Mahler's First Symphony and the cheers meat is titled "Urlicht"--"Light."
of the standing crowd, the finish came All the instrumental and vocal re-
to an illustrious chapter in the history sources are called on in the finale move.
of music in this area. meat, expressing affirmation of belief in

The Mahler symphony was an ideal Judgment Day and resurrection.
choice to bring an era to an end. Apparently feeling the limitation in-
Whatever side one takes in the Mahler herent in an orchestra alone, Oustav
controversy, he was a complete master Mahler in this section turned to the
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human voice to help resolve the issues Elizabeth First, of Erie, was soloist
raised earlier in the symphony, here.

Soprano and alto solos, the chorus The coordination of voice and instru-
and orchestra combine to get across ment in the final movement was the
forcefully and powerfully Mahler's result of careful practice, and developed
message, to be outstanding. The last group

Much of the music is overwhelming carried the work to a towering close
in its emotional impact. Other sections that met with enthusiastic applause.
afford sharp contrast, offering lyric and B.Mc., The Erie, Pa., Daily Times
rhythmic relief to the more heavily
emotional overtones elsewhere.

Mr. Mahler, a cousin of the composer, ANTON BRUCKNER:
read the work with dignity, imagination, SEVE?qTH SYMPHONY
and a perception of the varying moods
of the music. Cleveland Orchestra, George SzeI1,

Under his guidance, the orchestra, 12_- Conductor, March 24 and 26, 1949.
voice chorus and the two soloists pre, We attended Cleveland Orchestra
sented a vivid account of the symphony, concerts twice before when the Bruckner
One wished for the chance to hear music Seventh Symphony was programmed. Last
like this more often, night was the first time we really

W.F., The /_r/e Dispatch heard it played. Director Szell and the
Erie heard one of its most stirring Cleveland Orchestra thrilled a capacity

musical presentations last night in Strong audience with their performance of it--Vincent auditorium as the Erie Phil,
harmonic Orchestra played Gustav Mah- a superb presentation of a great pieceof music ......
let's Second Symphony. We are grateful to Director Szell andThe full orchestra, two vocal soloists,
and a combined chorus of more than the orchestra for their giving us such
100 participated in the symphony, a wonderful insight into the real depth

Powerful, restless music, with a theme and music art that Anton Bruckner put
wound about life, death and resurrection, into his Seventh Symphony.True it is that Bruckner sometimes
the work is one of the loftiest scores walks up and down the same street too
presented locally this season. It is not
music that even the most bored listener many times. Even though scenery on
can doze through. If music can be each side is beautiful, the turn at thecorner and down the next street could
called suspenseful, this Mahler symphony be made more often. However, we didis exactly that.

Conductor Fritz Mahler, a blood re- not find the journey too long.
Iation of the composer, said, "We are The augmented brasses were gorgeous
one of the first small orchestras to play in the full-throated passages Bruckner
this work. I feel we did a superlative gives them. And Director SzelI worked
job, and hope that we may point the master magic in obtaining entrancing
way for other groups our size." dynamid effects. Shimmering strings

A symphony requires special orchestral worked miracles in gossamer gleamings.
resources, and the cooperation of a The cellos in particular sang with heart-
large vocal group. The latter was warming tone. The adagio, a salute to
supplied by two well-trained local Wagner, was a profound and searching
choruses, the Symphonic Choir and the utterance.
Seibenbuerger Singing Society, under the EL_OgE B^cO_,
direction of Obed L. Orender. The Cleveland Hews

The symphony's first movement is
searching and mysterious, btu'tding to a
bursting though solemn finale. It is More restrained, but certainly respect-
followed by a movement to be played ful and admiring was the applause which
"'in quietly flowing movement"--rhyth, greeted Szell's excellent performance of
mic and somewhat nostalgic, the Bruckner Symphony in the first half.

In the third movement comes the He conducted the hour,long symphony
first contralto solo, sung last night by without score, with masterful control
Joan Peebles, who has appeared with and with the keenest and most affec-
the Philharmonic before; and last are tionate insight into the solemn pages
heard the soprano and contralto solos of this lofty score, with its leisurely
and the complete chorus. Soprano introspection, its wistful nostalgia and
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effulgent brass, reinforced with a quartet Summer's Berkshire Festival.
of Wagner tubas. This week's performances are in

This Bruckner music has a strong response to popular request. The work
appeal for persons who possess some has the program all to itself. There
acquaintance with the landscape of is no intermission, which means a solid
southern Austria, for it is bound to hour-and-one-half of music.
this environment as a plant to the As usual, Bernstein does not bother
soil. It is also bound to the 19th either with the printed score or a
century and to a blind adulation of baton. This is not a feat, for he has
Wagner in a way that makes it as the vast, five movements completely in
much a museum piece as it is a study his head, and his interpretation has that
in quaint colloquialism. It reaches some direct, personal quality which indicates
noble heights and mystic depths which thorough assimilation of everything in
give it some claim to universality the score.

and perhaps immortality. But these Since it always is well to repeat what
heights and depths were probably more one believes to be the truth, let it be
intelligible to our grandparents than they said here again that this Symphony in
can ever be to us. You either like C minor is a great and difficult work,
Bruckner or you do not. For those full of Mahler's characteristic inward
who do not, he is a little like boiled feelings about life and death.potatoes without salt.

Because Mahler was so complex,
HV-RB_RTELWnLL, and his musical style so inclusive, the

Cleveland Plain Dealer nature of the Symphony can range with
equal validity from the stormy first

• movement through the folksongish
The Bruckner symphony was more andante to the eerie scherzo, wonder-

enjoyable last night than it has been ful contralto solo of the "Primal Light"on any previous occasion that it has
movement, and imposing choral finale

been given here. 8zell took pains to of hope and affirmation.

underline its many beauties, and the As conductor Mahler never spared
players responded valiantly. There were himself, and as composer he never
exalted, moving moments, especially in spared those who were to perform his
the sombre Adagio. music. The "Resurrection" Symphony

Bruckner has frequent captivating, makes great demands on an orchestra.soaring inspirations, despite his Wagner,
Jan idolatry. But only a few doting Little things went wrong here and
Germans will deny that he as frequently there, attributable to the pressure of a
talks of cabbages and kings, and that terribly hard week of rehearsals for

this program and for the pension fund
his works are long psychologically, as performance of Bach's Mass in B minorwell as by the dock.

Nevertheless, a performance such as to come on Sunday.
last night's is well calculated to make But, in the main, the performance was
new friends for this composer, overwhelmingly moving, and drew, at

ARTHUR _A3E$SER, the end, a rousing ovation of applause
The Cleveland Press and cheers.

Both Miss Merriman and Miss Addison
have beautiful voices, and Miss Merri-

GUSTAV MAHLER: man's work was an improvement over
SECOND SYMPHONY that at Tanglewood last summer.

Miss Addison, unfortunately, could
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Leonard not be heard all through her part,Bernstein, Conductor; Harvard Glee Club

though surely her voice is big enough.
and Radcliffe Choral Society, G. Wallace She ought to sing it louder tonight.
Woodworth, Conductor; Adele Addison. The chorus was small for the quiet,
Soprano, _,an Merriman, Contralto, but rich and intense sonority Mahler
Soloists; March 25 and 26, 1949. wanted. But you can get only so

A year ago last February Bernstein many people on the Symphony Hall
made a tremendously" favorable impres- stage without an extra platform, ira-
sior_ when he revived the Symphony, possible at subscription concerts.
which had not been heard here for CYRus DuRot_,
30 years. He did it again during last Boston Daily Glob_e
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For that matter, what a symphony! command of orchestra, chorus, and
It was clear enough last year, when Mr. soloists. He also has the habit of mak,
Berustein re-introduced it to Boston ing visible to the audience the melodic
after it had laln silent for 30 years, line, rhythms and dynamics of the
that this is one of the most feverishly music. He sways, he dances, he seems
personal works in the symphonic litera- to explode with the brasses.
ture. Not that Mahler ever seeks ira- It may be said in his defense that
personality; on the contrary, where others he certainly secures a good performance.
may bare their emotions but always But an equally good performance can
convey the impression they know just be obtained with less visualization of the
what they're doing, Mahler almost glories music; in fact, it has been done, In
in his expiatory self.revelation. And, time, no doubt, this young conductor wilt
like those who suddenly realize they have be content to let the music speak with
told too much of themselves to a less choreography.
friend, he as quickly turns harsh, as if L.A. SLOPER,
to withdraw his confession. The Christian Science Monitor

In this immense work, one that calls
for the fullest instrumentation with or-
gan, chorus and soloists, Mahler tells Some 16 and a half hours after one
of death and of life after death. He Boston audience had shouted itself
was to be preoccupied with this theme hoarse at the Opera House, a second
all his life, but here he tells us so in acted in like fashion at Symphony
unmistakable terms. Even if he had not, Hall. The two occasions were the local
it is likely that the listener, without premiere of Strauss' "Salome" and the
knowledge of the program or of the repetition from Iast season of Mahler's
text sung in the dosing movements, Second Symphony, with Leonard Bern,
could not mistake the significance of stein again conducting, and the chorus
this music, now naively supplicating, drawn once more from the choirs of
again doubting and wondering; now Harvard and Radcliffe.
otherworldly, again hopeful and trium- Great was the contrast between these
phant, two works, so nearly contemporaneous,

RuooLP}t ELm, and from the hands of composers who
The Boston Herald were both colleagues and rivals. That

both were conductors also had not a
little to do with their mastery of the

Last year the Mahler Second was orchestra as an expressive medium. But
preceded by an unfamiliar Mozart sym- whereas Strauss, in his setting of the
tPhhony, that in G minor (K. 183). On decadent play of Wilde, gives us some*

is occasion the Mahler, which takes thing close to the absolute zero in
about an hour and 27 minutes, without human degradation, Mahler, is here con-
an intermission, to perform, evidently cerned with humanity's loftiest aspira-
was considered enough. The Friday tion, that for life beyond the grave. Yet
audience apparently thought it was, for so wide is the sphere of art that we can
it showed no impatience with the call both music drama and choral sym-
brief program, nothing but delight with phony masterpieces. Moreover, well
the music and the performance. Indeed, known as they are elsewhere, Boston
it Iingered long at the dose to cheer has been a bit slow in catching on
everybody concerned, to them.

It is not difficult to understand the If there is any weakness in the
enthusiasm. This symphony is emotionally "Resurrection" Symphony it is in the
a very powerful stimulant. It has plea- undue length of the instrumental por_
sant tunes, Wagnerian harmonies, a t/on of the finale before the so eagerly-
depiction of the Day of Judgment and, awaited chorus appears. Save for some
at the dose, a mighty proclamation of unfortunate beeps in the brass section,
resurrection. True, these things are all the orchestral performance was an elo.
set forth with Mahler's usual na_vet_ and quent one. Mr. Bernstein loves this
bombast, but their power to stir the music and understands it, nor does he
emotions is undeniable, need a score when conducting it. There

The effec_veness of the music owed is not room on the stage of Symphony
not a little to Mr. Berustein. He is a Hall for both an adequate chorus and
brilliant conductor, who knows this long the huge orchestra that Mahler requires
score by heart and who has complete in order to paint such weighty matters
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as death and the Day of Judgment. It way slowly in this country. But why
did not seem to me that the group of this D minor Symphony has remained
yesterday sang with quite the volume unheard here for 48 years is really
of tone produced by its predecessor. Be baffling. It is massive, like most of
that as it may, I am certain that Adele Bruckner, but rather more than his later
Addison fell way behind Ellabelle Davis symphonies, the Third goes back to
in her conveyance of the soprano part. the Viennese lyricism of Franz Schu-
Miss Addison has a light, pretty voice, bert. Like all of Bruckner, the score
but something more than that is indi- is admirably orchestrated and every mea,
cared for these apocalyptic doings. In the sure "sounds."
matter of size Miss Merriman's voice This is the "Wagner" Symphony, a
came closer to filling the bill, but it is product of 1875 and twice later re.
possible to sing the wonderful solo that vised, that the awkward and naive
makes the fourth movement with more country musician dedicated to the mas-
of fervor, of spiritual elation than was ter of Bayreuth. (And if you would
in evidence yesterday, like to savor the half-pathetic, half-

WARREN STOREY SMITH, amusing story of how that came about,
The Boston Post read Werner Wolff's "Anton Bruckner,

Rustic Genius".)
ANTON BRUCKNER: CYRUS DUROm,
THIRD SYMPHONY Boston Daily Globe

Boston Civic Symphony, Paul Cherkas.

sky, Conductor, April 21, 1949. At last evening's concert Mr. Cherkas-
Bruckner's Third Symphony, for it sky gave us an even more notable re-

was this immense work that has not viral, that of Bruckner's mighty Third
been heard here since 1901, remains a Symphony, unaccountably played here
difficult work, filled with ideological but once before (at a pair of Boston
rather than idiomatic complexities. Its Symphony concerts, under Gericke, in
sound is entirely its own, though it 1901).
verges more on the Wagnerian texture You can't keep a good man down.
than anything else, but it is darker, more Bruckner has b_en an infrequent visitor
mystic. The trouble with it--if so sincere to our concert halls. Yet in this season
and devout a work may be said to we have heard at a Tuesday Symphony,
have any deficiencies--is that it puts with Mr. Burgin conducting, the Adagio
the entire responsibility for the appre- from the String Quintet, the Conservatory
ciation of it on the listener. Chorus introduced to us the E minor

That is to say Bruckner, simple peasant Mass; and this afternoon and tomorrow
that he was, never achieved sophistic.a, evening Dr. Koussevitzky and his men
tion. He believed his music came from will perform the Seventh Symphony. Two
God; therefore, it was impossible for Bruckner symphonies in the course of
him not to put everything that occurred as many days is a record indeed.
to him into his symphonies. The result In most respects the Third Symphony
is sublimity one Imnute, a Viennese is typical Bruckner. There are themes
street tune the next, all woven into an of majesty, of breathtaking beauty and
extended tonal canvas almost hymntike of charm; and, outside the Scherzo, we
in its simple devotion. Thus the listener find the disjointedness, the episodic
must be prepared for all eventualities, quality that we have learned to look
must understand the composer's inspira- for in these works. We must take
tion and be willing to follow it. The Bruckner for what he is and not expect
listener who does follow it is amply him to be that which he is not. The
rewarded, and we are to be thankful Seventh and Eighth Symphonies reach
to Mr. Cherkassky for his courage and their climax in their Adagios, and their
conviction in preparing this work; the finales are relatively weak. The Adagio
orchestra did as well by it as any non- of the Third has its special beauty,
professional group could, but the finale overshadows it. The

I_C_ARD E_, Scherzo, with its rhythmic suggestion
The Boston Herald of the great Scherzo of the Ninth and

its delicious folksy trio, is a gem. Our
indebtedness to Mr. Cherkassky

The music of Anton Bruckner, like paralleled by our wonderment that other
that of Gustav Mahler, has made its conductors have overlooked so good a
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bet. This is not a work that goes of and how much of a really inspireditself, and conductor and orchestra de- creator.

serve great credit for their accomplish- CYRUS DURGIN,
ment with it. The audience applauded Boston Daily Globe
after each movement and displayed real
enthusiasm at the end of the work.

W^m_EN STomex SMITH, No more eloquent evidence in the
The Boston Post strange case of musical America versus

Anton Bruckner was ever presented for
the defense than this awkward Austrian

ANTON BRUCKNER: peasant's Seventh Symphony yesterday
SEVENTH SYMPHONY afternoon in a glowing performance by

Dr. Koussevltzky and the orchestra.
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge A g0-minute work of the utmost

Koussevitsky, Conductor, April 22 and elevation of spirit, it finds Bruckner
23, 1949. at the summit of his art. In it, for

the first time in all his music, the
The flight of time can be a little diffident little man, who earned more

frightening on occasion, and this is one than his share of scorn in his lifetime,
of them. Here there are only two weeks brought together all the diverse elements
more of this Boston Symphony season, of his creative powers and moulded them
Then it will be over and Serge Kousse- into a unified whole of enormous inte-
vitzky will have departed as music grity.
director. The fact was borne in rather In marked contrast to the Third
heavily at Symphony Hall, yesterday Symphony, which was given its first
afternoon, as the orchestra gave out performance here in 48 years by Paul
with the richness of its wonderful tone, Cherkassky and his Civic Symphony on
predsion and eloquence in a German Thursday night, this equally extended
program devoted to the Seventh Sym, work has a certain sophistication. All the
phony of Bruckner and two Wagner Brucknerian characteristics are there:
pieces: "A Siegfried Idyll" and the mysticism, religious fervor, a meander-
Overture to 'LTannhaeuser." ing inspiration, naivete, a heavyhanded

This was one of the afternoons with attempt to follow the timehonored rules
this glorious instrument that you wish and a compulsion to include everything
could be preserved forever, held sus- he can think of. So is the characteristic
pended in time, to be savored inde- Bruekner %ound," which, with its horn
finitely. For while the orchestra wll calls, its soaring strings, its chorale,like
continue on its wonderful way, it will proclamations in the brass, is a singular
be different without the fiery and blend of Wagner and Dvorak.
poetizing Koussevitzky and his especial In the Seventh, however, there is more
qualities of sound and expression, clarity of thought, more suavity, more

Bruckner's Seventh Symphony had not balance and proportion. From time to
been done at these concerts since 1939, time, as in the development of the first
almost a full decade. This week Mr. movement, he reminds you of an old
Koussevitzky is playing it in the full man standing on a corner wondering how
length of about an hour, which will to cross the street in the face of the
delight those w_ng to be patient over traffic. But this is rare in the Seventh;
the vast construction and the sculptured there is a forward motion, a sense of
beauties of that still debated Austrian of direction that proves singularly interest,
the 19th Century. (By the same token, ing. It also proves, in that quite incred,
Bruckner uncut will annoy those un- ibte slow movement, of unearthly beauty.
sympathetic to him. No matter!) Indeed, I know of few moments in

It takes such a magnificent orchestra music so rapturous as the appearance
as this to give Bruckner his due, for of the second theme of the slow move,
the involved contrapuntal weavings, the ment, or its reappearance in the second
niceties of rhythms and accents, the violins below an ethereal counterpoint
sweeping melodic hr and those in the high strings.
grandiose bursts o_ _e2ss constitute Dr. Koussevitzky's role in the success
virtuoso music. Only thus can it be this music achieved yesterday, both
seen what a technical craftsman he was, popular and esthetic, can not be too
how much of a poet in tones, (even over-emphasized. Here he displayed every
though in life an awkward yokel!), bit of his architectural sense to draw
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together, to unify, to inform the music he did not lose, he did not exactly
with what might be called trajectory, win.
Bruckner demands this; a skillful pre- Bruckner, on the other hand, needs
sentation of the mere notes means plenty of assistance, and while this or
nothing. The re-creator's role is almost the other Brucknerite might take ex-
equal to that of the creator himself, and ception to this or the other detail, the
in this respect Koussevitzky is matchless, fact remains that the Symphony, with-

RUDOLPH ELIE, out cuts, was made consistently pleasur-
The Boston Herald able, and though consuming nearly an

hour, it was not a minute too long.
It was interesting to hear the Seventh,

This symphony is not often per, after having heard the Third from the
formed, though it is received with Civic Symphony the night before. While
warm applause whenever it is offered, the Third deserves no such neglect as has
It was last heard here nearly 10 years been its fate hereabouts, it is easy t6
ago. Before that it bad been played see why the Seventh is the most popular
by Dr. Koussevitzky in 1934, when he of them all. It has all of Bruckner's
received the Medal of the Bruckner virtues and few of his defects.
Society of America, and in 1936. Pre- The one really weak spot is the
viously it had remained on the shelves faltering development section of the first
since the days of Dr. Muck. movement. The common complaint that

Yesterday it had the most persuasive the finale is mere anticlimax was not
performance I have ever heard, for in order yesterday. It is, of course, the
tonal beauty and lyricism. Dr. Koussevit- least memorable of the four movements,
zky and the orchestra seemed to surpass lacking the serene beauty of the first,
themselves in these two particulars, in the sublimity of the second, the power
which they have always excelled. The of the third. But somehow, as Dr.
cellos set the standard at the ,¢ery Koussevitzky played it, you felt it was
beginning with a marvelously full- all right for it to be exactly what it
throated songfulness, and the rest of was, that no other type of movement
the orchestra immediately accepted the would have served any better. There
challenge, had been climaxes enough for one hour.

Thereafter through the first two Brahms built up his finales by playing
movements the mellowness and expres- down the middle movements. Bruckner
siveness were maintained, except when chose another course. The Symphony's
the conductor whipped up the brass success with yesterday's audience was
too mercilessly at the end of the first complete.
climax of the dirge. There the tonal W^I_REN STOR_YS_ITH,
quality was impaired. Boston Post

If the excellence of the playing seemed
less apparent in the last two movements,
that may have been because the music GUSTAV MAHLER:
itself falls away there in interest. Cer- FIRST SYMPHONY
tainly there was no let-up in Dr.
Koussevitzky's demands, nor in the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Ravinia
orchestra's response. The final peroration Park, William Steinberg, Conductor,
was no less sonorous than the dirge. The July 9, I949.

performance made us regret still more The Mahler First symphony was
the impending retirement of the conduc- treated lovingly and believingly on the
tor. The applause yesterday had an extra occasion of its first Ravinia perform,
warmth, ance Saturday evening. Conductor Wil-

L. A. SLOPER, liam Steinberg and the Chicago Sym-
The Christian Science Monitor phony orchestra, by the care and finish

and enthusiasm of their presentation,
made plain a principal reason for the

Interpretatively, Dr. Koussevitzky fared piece's continuing appeal.
better with Bruckner, a much harder This reason is the symphony's suc-
composer to handle, than he did with cess in conveying something of the
Wagner, though there were fine too- extravagance and excitement of the
ments in both the Idyll and the Overture. emotional states of youth. It was written
He played Wagner for effect, and, if by Mahler in his twenties, and it is
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more successful than any other major by these two young people, it was my
work which comes to mind in depicting impression that neither could quite grasp
a type of life in which rapturous the full import of the Mahler text,
happiness alternates with a despair so let alone the vocal lines. Furthermore,
black that the pistol can only with their particular efforts in the piece were
difficulty be kept from the temple, not especially aided by an orchestra

The first two movements, packed with that often overwhelmed them entirely.
naive, sentimental, and frequently in- _As a matter of fact, the Mahler,
fectious little melodies, took on enormous speaking of the whole rendering, felt
charm under Mr. Steinberg's hands. The considerably down from Boston Sym-
trio of the scherzo had an uncommon phony standards. It did not hold to-
graciousness, the exuberant theme of the nether, or so I thought, although many
first movement a wonderful freedom passages came flowing past the ears with
and rhythmic lift. a sensuous beauty.

The third movement, altho grim and ROBERT BAGAR,

inconsolable enough in its basic charac. :b_ew York World.Telegram
ter, possessed a noteworthy beauty of
surface in the orchestra's finished and Last night's program of the .Boston
expert performance. The shouting, de* Symphony Orchestra was under the
risive final movement was done with a direction of Serge Koussevitzky and set.
momentum and v/rmosity that brought red to introduce a young contralto,
on a big ovation at the end. Janice Moudry, endowed with a very

The rest of the program was devoted fine voice which she uses, in many
entirely to Mozart. It avoided both ex- respects, very ably and cleanly. There
cessive delicacy and a too great forth, is still some work for her to be done
rightness, in equalizing the ranges, and she is

EDWARD BARRY. quite evidently not ready to embrace,
Chicago Daily Tribune convincingly, the broad sweep, the

ramifications of tenderness and nostalgia,
GUSTAV MAHLER: and the poetic content of anything so

vast as Mabler's "Das Lied von der
DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE Erde."

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge David Lloyd, who performed the tenor
Koussevitzky, Conductor; ]anice Moudry part, sang with much more authoritywhere German diction, emotional inten-
_md David Lloyd, Soloists; Tanglewood, sity and musical understanding were
Mass.. Aug. 6, 1949. concerned. But, unfortunately, he did

not have the volume to win out in the
Special attention focused on the ap. ruthless battle almost any singer would

pearance of Janice Moudry, contralto have to wage against the stormy or,
(who is a Koussevitzky discovery), in. chestral accompaniments that underpin
the Mahler work. Miss Moudry, from the vocal sections Mahler assigned to
all one could gather, is a young woman the male soloist.
of comparatively brief experience in His (Dr. Koussevitzky's) Mahler did
professional surroundings such as those not seem too well prepared, and often
provided by the Boston Symphony, et did not quite coalesce. The secondal.

movement of the Mahler was, however,
I found her voice to be an especially quite affecting and quite beautiful in

agreeable one, quite strong and of an orchestral sonority.
unusual dark beauty. Unless my ears ARTHU_ V. B_ROER.
deceive me, Miss Moudry is a drama-
tic soprano, who should be learning 2_ew Tork Heraid.Trlbune
roles like Isolde and Bruennhilde, and so
on, rather than the contralto ones in ANTON BRUCKNER:
the corresponding operas.

Her companion soloist in the Mahler FOURTH SYMPHON, Y
was David Lloyd, a young tenor who Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra,
has brought upon himself a good deal Hans Schwieger, Conductor, _ov. 1,
of praise for the agreeable and knowing 1949.
quality of his singing, here and else-
where. An unforgettable performance of a

For aII the musicianly attributes shown great symphony, the Bruckner Fourth,
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and the colorful debut of the Netfleton of the season last night in the Thomas
twins, Jeanne and Joanne, duo-pianists, Jefferson Memorial Auditorium. The Or-
with the Kansas City Philharmonic or- chestYa and its conductor, Frederick
chestra, highlighted the second subscrip- Fall, had the encouragement of a large
tion concert last night in the Music audience which the rain did not deter
Hall. from attending. They were rewarded by

Then came the Symphony No. 4 in excellent playing of a program thought-
E Fiat Major, aptly described as the fully selected and which made no con.
"Romantic," of Anton Bruckner. It was cessions to popular appeal.
an hour.long exposition of music in Mr. Fall has welded his dose to one
sunny vein where there was no room hundred players into an organization
for gloom_ nor space for sermonizing or that will soon have every right to a
crusade. Yet the music rose to majestic prominent place in the city's musical
proportions, life. Operating now on a different basis

The symphony was essentially a double from the group that was disbanded
triumph; first, for the little German during the war, it includes many musi-
schoolmaster who composed it seventy- clans of professional standing who bring
five years ago; second, for Hans Schwie- a finished technical knowledge to the
get, who interpreted it with the mas- conductor's interpretive requirements. The
terful hand of an inspired conductor performance last night was most pliable
giving his skill and devotion to music with a wealth of effect and, above all,he loves.

Just as a matter of logic, then, it with a communicative spirit.Only a conductor assured of the
follows that the members of the or- qualihy of his musicians, could program
chestra collectively and individually rose the works Mr. Fall chose. His own
to a higher level of musical attainment, personal musicianship was felt at every
This reviewer was more impressed than moment and showed in a finely devised
he has been by the orchestra in a half reading of three movements of the
dozen seasons. There was a sonority, Bruckner "Symphony No. 4," the "Pre,
clear delineation, balance and phrasing lude" to Wagner's _'Die Meistersinger,"
that affix a new standard for future and Barber's "'Dover Beach." Soloist in
performances, the latter work which was given here

Mr. Schwieger was a dynamic figure, for the first time some eight years ago,
conducting as usual without a score be-
fore him, and without a baton. Wide, was James P. Hendrick, baritone.
sweeping gestures to match the power of The pervading lyric character of the
full orchestra were part of the scene "Symphony" has caused it to be called
and sound that held the unbroken at- "Romantic" and this appealing quality
tentlon of the audience for an hour. can be overdone if effort is made to

This was the first time the Bruckner underscore it. Nothing of this kind was
had been played here from the original to he found in last night's performance.
score. The influence of the organ and It was allowed to flow naturally and to
of Bruckner's deeply religious nature be all the more impressive because sur,
were reflected in the music, repeatedly rounded by vigorous outlines. The
but never boringly, dynamics were marked and well gradu-

Bruckner delights in massive orchestral ated, the tempi admirably chosen and
effects, florid passages for the horns, never permitted to drag. The violas and
the organ-like device of dialogue be. cellos made much of the lovely theme
tween sections of the orchestra, and given them in the first movement and
episodes that emerge like a paean of the songful passages of the "Andante"
glory. This symphony's third movement, were excellently negotiated by the rio.
a scherzo, is alive with hunting calls fins. The horn and woodwind sections
that leave a pleasant memory, are brought to the fore, the former

C.B.N., The Kansas City Times especially in the "Scherzo," and the
ANTON BRUCKNER: difficult assignment was well met. The
FOURTH SYMPHON_Y quality of the Orchestra's ensemble tone

Department of Agriculture Symphony is sonorous and warm in tint and only
Orchestra, Frederic k Fail, Conductor; occasionally, in the Bruckner, was there
Washington, D.C., Oct. 28, 1949. a blemish in intonation.

The Department of Agriculture Sym. Auc_. EVrRSM^N,
phony Orchestra gave its first concert The Evening St_r
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Rain did not keep a large audience measures which the composer indicated
from enjoying the second concert by to be played "Mit Parodie," surely
the rejuvenated Department of Agri- meant more than notes alone.
culture Symphony Orchestra. For the performance, only words of

Last night in Thomas Jefferson Me- honest praise must be accorded. Mr.
morial Auditorium, the orchestra, com, Walter dearly enjoyed directing this
posed of nearly 90 members, sounded fresh and almost childlike music. Both
as if it were busting its seams. Their he and the orchestra deserved the ova,
tone could easily fill a hall twice the t-ion given them.
size of the Jefferson auditorium; their F_LIx BOROWS_I,
programs are good enough to attract Chic,_go Sun.Times
twice as many people as can be seated
there.

Frederick Fall, the conductor, is not To the dehght of his audience, the
content to play anything less than the program included two Walter specialties
most exacting music. He opened h/s --the Mozart "G Minor Symphony" and
program with the first three movements the MaMer "Symphony No. 1, D
of Anton Bruckner's Fourth symphony. Major."
He was wise to limit the orchestra to We doubt that any conductor can
the first three movements, for these surpass Walter in the interpretation of
alone consume 4_ minutes. Mahler.

Bruckner had much of beauty to say His grasp of the score was microscopic
in his symphonies. His difficulty was and all-inclusive. With a lesser con,
that, having said it, he could not find ductor, Mahler often sounds diffuse and
enough treatment of his good material conglomerate. With Bruno Walter, the
to maintain interest. His symphonies fluidity of mood and variety of materialrise and fall with each statement of the
lyrical and exalted themes which dot are fused in a performance certain to
them without binding them together, make you feel that you have heard

They are particularly demanding of persausive pleading of the Mahler case.Walter achieves drama without born,
any orchestra in requiring much long
sustained playing from winds, and the bast, and delicacy without affectation.Walter reminded one of a great
utmost precision from the strings. The
.Agriculture Orchestra has tone of which teacher, demonstrating the meaning andbeauty of a work of art. The Walter
they can be proud. Their general play- role was incidental. Rare is the con-
ing discipline is good. And they often
rise to exciting climaxes, ductor who either possesses or success-

P^m. HUM_, fully simulates selflessness of the Walter
W_hlngton Post type.

CHARLES BUCKL]_Y,

Chicago Herald,American
GUSTAV MAHLER:
FIR.ST STMPHO_Y

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno It was this symphony that led the
Walter, Conductor, 2_ov. 3 and 4. 1949. young Walter to seek out the composer,for it seemed to him the work of a

The conductor always has been--and "'musical poet of extravagant imagina-
still is--one of the notable propagandists tion,'" a new Berlioz.
for the music by Gustav Mahler. On Today, the latter description seems
this occasion he introduced the first of more suitable to the composer of the
the composer's symphonies--it had not First Symphony. There is no doubting
been heard in Orchestra Hall for almost what he could do with orchestra, tho
14 years. Considering the melodiousness his poetry no longer speaks to us all.
of Mahler's works, their rhythmic pi- Yet this performance rather took you
quancy and colorful orchestration, it is back to the old "program" often dis-
strange that popularity never has waited missed as a hoax, the one about the
upon them, in this country at least, hunter's funeral with animals and birds

There are definite suggestions of in charge.
"program" in the First Symphony, much There was a fairy tale quality to it,
as Mahler was supposed to despise such especially in the opening movement,
a thing; but cuckoo calls, fanfares, the and that extraordinary funeral march,
funeral march in the third movement, the all timbres and tempos converging on
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"'Frere Jacques," is a Httle masterpiece audience that attended the concert of
of tone. The finale, which sometimes the Philadelphia Orchestra. Quiet and
seems to have touched off Shostakovich, attentive during performances, that is,
builds to a shattering dimax, which to because the sounds that followed them
my ear is just a climax of sound, not were very much more like ovations.
emotion. Eugene Ormandy conducted, as usual,

CLAUDIA CAssmY, and aBa_St impressive job he did with
Chicago Daily Tribune the Chorale "Ach Gott, yon

Himmel sieh' darein," the Beethoven
Piano Concerto No. 3, in C minor, and

Bruno Walter put his friend Gustav the Mahler First Symphony.
Mahler, of whose music he is the ROBERT BAGAR,
_oremost interpreter today, to the severest N_ew Yo_k World,Telegrar_
test, at Orchestra Hall Thursday night.
He conducted the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra in its first performance in The First Symphony of Mahler was
fourteen years of the Mahler Symphony played for the first time in New York,
No. 1, the first Chicago hearing the we believe, by the Philadelphians. It is
ponderous work has had since Leo Kopp not Mahler's most pretentious symphony;
conducted the Illinois Symphony Orches- nor has it the theatrical power of the
era in it in 1941. What is more, he thrust Second Symphony. But its first move-
its redundancies into the formidable test ment is perhaps the simplest, the most
ef competition against masterfully pIayed charming and fanciful that Mahler com,
Handel and Mozart, which had preceded posed in the symphonic form. The in-
it. And, marvelous to report, he caused strumentation is very beautiful. It is more
the Mahler, tedious though it has been a fantasy than a sonata movement and
on other occasions, to emerge with pun- is atmospheric as well as impressionistic.
gency, charm and depth of expression The second movement is more obvious
that enabled it to round out a deeply and less distinguished. The funeral march
satisfying evening, in Callot's manner could conceivably

To follow this kind of musical per- have been made more sardonic and less
fection with a symphony written by lachrymose in a sentimental way by
a troubled young man whose work Mr. Ormandy. Then comes the beating,
hasn't won a secure place in the reper-- the pounding, the posturing of the finale,
toire after half a century was asking and the awful movements in the quiet
Mahler to prove his worth the hard melodic parts when one fears that the
way. maddeningly obvious is going to happen,

Bruno Walter succeeded in making and alas, just that does happen--the
our orchestra feel the music and pro- most banal cadences, the most spurious
ject the deeply personal expression of theatricalisms, and the narcissistic repeti.
the composer. The schmalz, of the mid- tions of what could and should have
section was appealing, the lack of been said (if it had to be said at all)
economy was not offensive, the orchestra, in half the tim_ and with half the
tion sounded masterful, and for the number of instruments.
first time in this correspondent's Hfe Still, by and large, one is disposed
the symphony seemed scarcely a measure to consider this perhaps the best, the
_oo long, until the verbose finale, simplest, the freshest, with the most of

WILLmM LeONAW, his agreeably "volksti_mlich" style, of
Chicago Journal of Commerce the symphonies of Gustav Mahler.

OLIN DOWNES,

GUSTAV MAHLER: _ew York Times
HIRST SYMPHONY

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Or- The concert of the Philadelphia Or-
inanely, Conductor; Philadelphia, N_ov. 4, ehestra last night in Carnegie Hall was
5, and 7, 1949; 2_ew Yor k , 2qov. 8, one of those rare events that needs no

qualification. It could be reviewed inI949.
one word: superb .....

In Carnegie Hall last night you never There are raany who would not list
would have known it was election night, Mahler's first symphony in the above
so quiet and attentive was the large category. Together with Bruno Walter
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and others, I am one of the believers, ment and some passages that could
and if there were dissenters in the have been shortened and tightened by
audience last night. I'll wager some of the composer, the D major is a very
them changed their minds, original and fascinating work. That is

There were two tumultuous ovations the over-all impression.
from the audience, who seemed - Max DE SCHAUBNSEE,

tinenfly aware of the cah'bre of P_hre The Evening Bullet/n
proceedings; one for Mr. Serkin after
he finished the Beethoven, and another Of the two major works played last
for Mr. Ormandy at the conclusion of night in Carnegie Hall by Eugene Or.
the _0.minute Mahler work. mandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra,

So much can be said to descn'be the it was Mahler's First Symphony that
immense scope of expression which Mah. called to mind Swift's dictum about
ler (who lived so tragic a life and yet wisdom being like a hen whose cackling
lives so triumphantly through music) we must consider and value because
encompasses. But the effulgence must be it is accompanied with an egg,
heard, and no reviewer can do more than In this instance, musical eggs---small
to wish that every music lover could ones, considering all the cackling--can
witness one of his symphonies re-created be found in two places--the trio of
as the first on this occasion, the second movement, one of the love-

I-IaggreTr JOr_NSON, liest things Mahler ever conceived, and
the entire third movement. Mahler is

2_ew Fork Post at his best in the latter, where his

Gustav Mahler's First Symphony has sardonic mind conceives an ironic idea
not been played here before by the and pursues it epigrammatically. The
Philadelphians, but it has had three movement in some respects is a curl,
Philharmonic productions here in the ous jumble of unexpectedly juxtaposed
current decade, and, for the music ideas, but it has consistent emotional
lover who has not yet finally made up continuity, and some technical points
his mind about Mahler's music, it is that were to lead directly into the music
probably the most readily assimilable of the future. It is hard to see where

the other movements lead to, despite the
of the composer's nine works in this obvious (and desperate) bucolic qualitiesform. The sense of length some times
associated with Mahler seemed noticeable of the first, and the frantic, pompous
yesterday only in the finale, which climbs hearings of the finale, which get to be
one or two musical hills only to go more and more of a bore.
down again before the ultimate climax. Very possibly the symphony could
But the work is profusely tuneful, have been presented under more favor,
emotionally varied and richly scored, and able auspices. In matters of sound and
the richness of the scoring was realized dynamics everything was up to the
with vividness and opulence in a per- usual Philadelphia Orchestra level, but
formance which was also laudable for interpretively it was small,scaled, if any
consistent lucid@ at all dynamic levels, piece orchestrated for a hundred instru.
The interpretation under /Cir. Ormandy ments or so can possibly be described
also told of an understanding of the as small-scaled. When he came to a
expressive implications of the work. lyrical section, such as the D flat episode

of the finale, Ormandy languished away,
Fga_rcis D. t_RKINS, and his idea of a "poco rit." (small

2q,ew Yor k Herald.Tribune ritard) leaned toward a cosmic slow,
down. More strength was needed; the

The second half of the program was music is lush enough as it is.
reserved by Mr. Eugene Ormandy for HAROLD SOHONBERG,

a very exciting and highgeared perform- The Zh_ew Tor k Sun
ance of Gustav Mahler's _0.minute-long
Symphony No. 1 in D major. However, GUSTAV MAHLER:
the work did not seem long, which FOURTH SYMPHOTkrY

means that it engaged one's interest. Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra,
The audience listened as though deeply Alfred Wallenstein, Conductor, 2_ov. 17engrossed.

Mahler's symphony is a strange work. and 18, 1949.
The themes often sound banal---some of Mahler's Fourth is the most easily
them actually are---but despite this ele- assimilable of all of his symphonies,
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even though its performance takes the of exacting instrumentalists, her outlook
better part of an hour. It poses no on the future should be serene.

philosophical problems and it demands PATTERSON GREENE,
no outsize orchestral apparatus, but it
is not easy to play and still more Los Angeles Examiner
difficult to interpret.

George SzeU once said, in trying to
make an orchestra understand the prob- Jean Fenn's solo passages in the last
lem of Mahler: "He tried to express the movement of Mahler's G major sym-
woes of the world in the idiom of a phony relieved that fulsome work of
Viennese suburb," and though that is an some of its emotional monotony. She is
oversimplification it nevertheless neatly a thoroughly poised young woman of
sums up the content of the Fourth. genuine musical aptitudes.

She sings German as though she had
The crux of the work is the deeply something to say to her audience.

felt slow movement, which connects Only in the second movement did the
spiritually with that of Beethoven's orchestra _ound uninspired in certainNinth, and in Mr. Wallenstein's inter-
pretation this indeed became the center passages; even here, Mr. Mahler must
of the symphony in a profoundly mow share the blame.
ing discourse, one of the most emotional The peaceful third movement brought
communications we have yet heard from some of the loveliest, quiet, sustained
either conductor or orchestra, passages we have heard from the or,chestra.

Though the playing was of consis- RAYMOND I_NDALL,
tently fine quality throughout, the first
movement did not quite succeed in tying Los Angeles Mirror
together all the loosely woven strands,
and the diabolic Scherzo was a trifle ANTON BRUCKNER:
too polished to project the sardonic
intent. Unhappily the length of the EIGHTH SYMPHON_Y

program prevented hearing the final Chicago Symphony Orchestra, R_fazl
movement, with the soprano solo sung by Kubelik. Conductor, Dec. 1 and 2,
Jean Fenn. 1949.

ALBERT GOLDBERG,

Los Angeles Times Only major works were on the pro,
gram--the work by Honegger, just re-
ferred to, and the Eighth Symphony
by Anton Bruckner. If this is con-

Second masterpiece is the Fourth Sym- sidered scant fare for an eager audience,
phony of Mahler. In this work, the it may be stated the last named score

was composed in the days when concert
composer loosens the floodgates of a goers never could have enough of a
romantic imagination, and lets unin- good thing, and the symphony endured
hibited melody and orchestral beauty for 8_ minutes.
pour forth. Bruckner's work is not new here.

Last March George SzeU, as guest con-
I cannot find, in this symphony, any of ductor, put it on one of his concerts

the more sinister implications imputed to at Orchestra Hall, and the music was
it by some commentators. I hear only heard with apparent admiration and
a revel in the beauties of sound, respect.

The final movement is a setting, for This second interpretation unveiled
soprano voice, of a poem from "'Des new beauties; for, lengthy as it is, the
Knaben Wunderhorn." It is a child's symphony contains distinction of mater-
description of the delights of heaven, ial---even, occasionally, a certain sub-
Jean Fenn, possessed of a voice of limity--which makes listening a delight,

' unique radiance and color, sings the Bruckner was a simple soul, unpossessed
measures with a quality of genuine of any social graces, but surely a corn-
ecstasy, to which she adds wide range, poser by the grace of God.
Iong breath, expert musicianship. Mr. Kubelik evidently had made a

The orchestra members applauded her profound study of the score, and at
at the end of the final rehearsal; and rehearsals had revealed to players the
when a singer has won the applause most effective means of bringing the
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composer's message to all. superb tympani--time flew and I was
As in other works, but particularly not even aware of its passing. I knew

in Bruckner's, the manner in which then what I always had suspected, that
crescendos were built up was not the the true climax of such a symphony
least notable feature of the performance, is a spiritual experience, which you
The warmth of tone in all the move- must sense in sympathetic understanding
ments,the poetic fashion in which phrases even if you can not share its exaltation.
were rounded, the tremendous sonority So while I did not underestimate
of the climaxes were salient evidences Mr. Kubelik's feat in conducting so
of the conductor's talent and orchestra's sizable a work without score, I did
skill, question his wisdom in conducting it

_I_LIX BOROWSKI, without the special knowledge it de,
Chicago Sun.Times mands. If you accept the symphony on

his own terms, which is to diminish
almost to the vanishing point what it

The 3_-year-old Kubelik conducted possesses by way of mystical stature,
from memory--and we mean from mere, the performance remained inferior in
ory. No mere indications of principal terms of a ranking orchestra. Some of
melodic lines and changes of tempo and the more lyrical interludes were wellmeter. Details of phrasing and nuance
were projected with a clarity and subtlety played, tho the slow movment was not

within reaching distance of Furtwaeng,
that comes only with most thorough assi- let's or even Szelrs, but the bombastmilation of the score.

was always ready to pounce on a big
In previous concerts we had some moment, and bombast is even more un-

doubt of his ability to make an orchestra fortunate when you are having trouble
play lyrically. But the warmth and with the brass.
brilliance of singing strings in both the
Honegger and Bruckner made us rea- CLAUDIA CASSIDY,

lize more than ever the fall_ility of Chicago Daily Tribune
estimates made during the "get ac-

quainted" period. CHara._s BUCKLEY, A couple of inches" snowfall and a
program offering only Honegger and

Chicago Herald.American Bruckner combined to keep a sizable
percentage of the Chicago Symphony

Ahho it was more than half a century Orchestra subscribers away from Orches-
reaching the repertory, Anton Bruckner's tra Hall, Thursday night. But the even-
Eighth Symphony has had two interest, ing, Rafael Kubelik's last as guest con-
ing performances by the Chicago Sym- ductor, was better than its promise.
phony orchestra in less than a year. Michigan Boulevard may have been
George SzeU's last season was scholarly slippery, but it was a delight to the
and inscrutable, with a slow movement eye with a blanket of snow on the park
remembered as one of the season's and a bevy of lighted Christmas trees
treasures in tone. Rafael Kubelik's last shining along the curb. And the sym,
night was neither profound nor in- phony may have been engaged on un.
dined even to hint at the mysterious, usual ground, but it served up one of
It clung to the conviction that this hour the most interesting, as well as one of
and 20 minutes of music made up of the most important concerts of the year.
about one part beauty to two parts Kubetik was a courageous man to tackle
bombast, and it convinced at least one this Honegger-Bruckner program, and he
articulate customer in Orchestra hall, brought it off with a skill that added
for as the last note died he cried not to his stature.
'_Amen" but "Bravo!" The Bruckner eighth, last of the

Yet my own ears are haunted, per- composer's nine symphonies to reach
haps forever, by the Bruckner Eighth the orchestra's repertoire, was less dis-
I heard in Salzburg last summer from appointing in the overlong finale than
Wilhelm Furtwaengler and the silver it had been when George Szell con-
tongued brass of the Vienna Philhar- ducted its first Chicago performance
monic. This was a masterly performance last March, but that may have been
of a work of faith as remarkable in its because there was less apocalyptic fervor
way as a baroque cathedral. A great about the first three movements. This
conductor, a great orchestra--mellow massive opus of an hour and 18 minutes'
brass, idyllic woodwinds, radiant strings, duration is an expression of religious
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feeling in which the dominant motif is chestra, and as soloists, Beverly Hunziker,
a groping for an elusive revelation. It Eunice Luccock, Glenn 8chnittke and
should have more spirituality than it Daniel Harris in a gorgeous revelation
was able to muster under the somewhat of the profound and magnificent Bruck-
cautious baton of Mr. Kubelik, who did net "Te Deum."

not pour the instruments" tonal resources ELMORE BACON,into the first three movements.
But if there was insufficient mysticism Cleveland :h_ews

reflected in the orchestra's traversal of
the neglected pages, there was a com-
pensating clarity that gave the lie to Like a quiet peaceful valley between
the Bruckner detractors who long have two towering mountains was the Adagio
claimed the man had no sense of form. from Bruckner's Quintet played by a
This column, bored with the repetitious- selected group of the string section. One
ness of the lengthy finale last March needed this note of calm, but it did
suggested it would prefer an abridged seem that the composer stretched his
version of the Bruckner eighth; now material rather long for what.,he had
rm certain Bruckner knew his business to say.
better than I did, for there is a shape- There was no uncertainty about
liness to this romantic epic of mental Bruckner's setting of the Te Deum. An
struggle which would be destroyed by elemental force marked its thunderous
chopping the score up and fitting it opening. The contrast of the chant,
together with sections in juxtaposition that like unison of "Tu Rex Gloriae," open-
never had been intended, ing suddenly into full harmonic flower-

WILLIAM LEONARD, ing with the word "Christe" is charac,
Chicago Journal of Commerce teristie of the vividness of this setting.

There is a superb sonority in the
Writing on such a scale, it is natural score of this festal hymn of praise which

that Bruckner wanted a large orchestra, lost nothing in this performance. Its
He used that orchestra with distinctive last division, In Te, Domine, Speravi,
skill, even sometimes with delicacy, called forth a glorious, powerful climax

But there are many times when you that was a fitting conclusion to the
wonder whether this expansiveness is an evening.
attempted substitute for clarity, and There were bows all around and
whether these repetitions are offered in many recalls for the conductor who
place of precision of expression, once again had brought an Oberlin

The orchestra's young guest conductor, audience great music, greatly performed.
ending his three.week visit, presented JAMEs H. HALT.,
the massive work in a sensitively and The Oberlin Hews.Tribunemeticulously planned reading.

He could not yet probe so deeply
into Bruckner's meditations (which can
be affecting and impressive) as George ANTON BRUCKNER:
SzeU did when he gave the symphony FOURTH SYMPHONYits first Chicago performance last season.

But he found in it some varied or- San Jose State College Symphony Or.
chestral colorings and some buoyancy chestra, Lyle Downey, Conductor, Dec.
of rhythm I do not remember hearing 13, 1949.
from SzeU.

IRvINo S^BLOSr_Y, A program of extraordinary interest
Chicago Daily 7_ews and enormous difficulty was chosen by

Dr. Lyle Downey for the opening con,
ANTON BRUCKNER: cert of the season by the San Jose

ADAGIO (STR17_G _U17_TET) State College Symphony Orchestra. The
TE DEUM performance was held in Morris Dailey

Auditorium last night before an en-
Oberlin Musical Union and Oberlin thusiastie audience.

Conservatory Orchestra, Maurice Kess. Of primary musical importance was thelet, Conductor; Beverly Hunziker, Eunice
Bruckner Fourth Symphony in E-Flat

Luccock, Glenn Schnittke, Daniel Harris, Major, a long but noble work which
Soloists; Dee. 4, 1949. is unfortunately not often played in

Director Kessler presented chorus, or- this country.
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Strange as it may seem, it appears Schwieger, conductor. A large crowd
that never before has an orchestra heard the program in the Music Hall.
performed a Bruclmer score here, al- It took all of them to put this sort
though this earnest Austrian composer, of program togther in exactly the right
a contemporary of Brahms, wrote as proportions. To begin with, the usual
many symphonies as Beethoven, and was musical order was reversed. The sym-
one of the giants of the late romantic phony, Mahler's No. 4 in G Major,
period. In fact, the only time a Brackner was presented first. This sunny, melody.
symphony has been presented in San laden music seemed to fit well at the
Francasco, to my knowledge, was in 1937 outset, for it included in its four move.
when Lajos Shuk and the Federal Sym- ments all the dements named above, in,
phony introduced the Bruckner D Minor. cluding the warm, rich mezzo-soprano

The inclusion of Bruckner's Fourth voice of Miss Tourel.
Symphony, entirely new to music lovers There was a divided but generally
in this part of the world in spite of its very favorable reaction to the Mahler
worthwhile standing in musical litera- symphony. For many, it was a first
tuft, shows the commendable influence hearing. For others, of course, it was
which Dr. Downey's musical conviction an old favorite. The symphony is not of
begins to exercise upon the college the erudite, or absolute type, but
symphony concerts, and we should not be depends for its appeal on the folk-like
surprised if this influence will be felt main theme and secondary melody andin all our other cultural activities.

a goodhumored motivation throughout.
Bruckner's massive work is thoroughly Because it is easy listening, there may

Teutonic in character, warmly romantic be a temptation to allow attention to lag,
and often devotional in mood. The particularly in the first movement, which
composer reaches his heights in the describes the countryside near Vienna.
more serious portions of the symphony, It is rather lengthy.
although we cannot imagine a more But Mahler's themes and the animated
unusually conceived "'Scherzo" than that rhythmic figures that recur again and
of this score. Although occasionlly re, again contain an elusive charm that
miniscent of Wagner, Bruckner's music ties the four movements together with
is nevertheless strongly individual and a musical continuity. The scherzo second
has a kind of native bigness that often movement takes a whimsical slant when
expresses Homeric grandeur, the concertmaster plays passages on his

While the symphony taxed the college violin tuned high to simulate the squeaky
orchestra s abilities to their utmost limits, tone of the medieval.type fiddles.
the student players gave an unusually Though the slow third movement
fine and sensitive performance of the runs to some length, its pastoral qual,
vast and complex score, indicating much ity built on a broad melody introduced
of the beauties inherent in the work. by the cellos over plucked chords by
Dr. Downey is to be congratulated upon the string basses, and passed on to the
his courage in tackling the composition higher strings, wins many friends for
and upon the admirable results he was this symphony. The shorter fourth move,
able to achieve--results which, all things ment, where the human voice is intro-
considered, must be described as sur- dueed as part of its orchestral color
prisingly good. and texture, has a gracious, lilting

/_RTA MOI_C^N. flavor built upon the old German folk
Sa_ Jose. Cal., Mercury Herald poem, "Des Knaben Wunderhorn." Its

opening words, "In the pleasures of
GUSTAV MAHLER: heaven we are joyous," set the mood

FOURTH SYMPHO_ for a medieval kind of mysticism.
Miss Tourel sang the symphony's ira,

Kansas C_ty Philharmonic. Hans Schwie. portant and exacting vocal part with fine
get, Conductor; Jennie Tourel. Solo- spirit, in voice of silver purity perfectly
ist; Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 13 and suited to the concept. There was a14, I949.

harmony of understanding between
Dividing the honors in the fifth sub- singer, conductor and orchestra that was

scription concert of the Kansas City a credit to all. Incidenfly, it was her
Philharmonic orchestra last night were first reading of the part, Mr. Schwieger
the Mahler symphony that opened the having asked her to learn it for this
program, Jennie Tourel in her vocal occasion.

outpourings, and the orchestra and Hans C.B.N., Kansas City Times
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Philharmonic Symphony Society of New Yor k , Bruno Walter, Conductor;
Feb. 2 and 3, 1950.

Each time I hear Bruckner's Ninth Symphony it is with the renewed
conviction that it is one of the mightiest of musical creations. That the
Austrian master did not live to complete it and it ends with the slow
movement is less regretable than might ordinarly have been true; but this
movement is so profound in its message, reaches such sublime heights and
ends in such a mood of transfiguration that it is difficult to see how
Bruckner could have conceived a finale which would not have seemed
superfluous.

The often stupendous pages of the opening movement, its wonderful
thematic material throughout and the no less powerful Scherzo with its
elfin-like trio contribute to making this the most completely realized, the
most de._ply moving of his symphonies. Mr. Walter who began his
engagement last night as guest-conductor of the Philharmonic, has always
been the most zealous and perceptive interpreter of Bruckner's music. But
I have never heard him give so exhaustive a discourse of its contents as
this one, so fully revelatory of its ideational and spiritual meaning and
invested by his fine musicians with such sumptuous sounds and with so
flawless an adjustment of dynamic values.

JEROMED. BOHM, N.Y. Herald.Tribune

A symphony dedicated to God rang out with thrilling fervor at the
Philharmonic concert led by Bruno Walter in Carnegie Hall last night.

Bruckner's Ninth Symphony marked the return to the Philharmonic
podium of the world-famous conductor in one of the season's most stu.
pendous performances.

This was the symphony that Bruckner left unfinished: Only three
,movements were written in one of the bravest races with death ever
written in music history.

Knowing h_ was dying, Bruckner prayed to God to let him live long
enough to finish the Ninth Symphony. "If God does not," he remarked,
"then He must take the responsibility for its being xmfinished."

It is really complete, this giant score, with its three movements that are
among the glories of symphonic literature. I can't imagine anything
following that Adagio, which is almost the ultimate in human groping.

Mr. Walter brought out all the power and dram_ of this music, and the
wonder was again how a simple, unspoiled peasant like Bruckner, Who
was half.yokel and half-angel, could write music of such ringing power.

As I listened last night, I fett that the symphonic imagination had gone
about as far as it could go in this music. The form and material are joined
in holy wedlock, and no music was ever written that was worthier of the
Maker to whom it is dedicated.

Louis Bm_COLLI, N.Y. World.Telegran_
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NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

HERMAN ADLER traces his love for Bruckner to the influence of August
Halm, many of whose lectures on the master's music he attended in early years. His
special musical interests, in addition to Bruckner, include Buxtehude, Bach,
Mozart, and the revival of the Baroque organ. He was program director of
Musicraft Records from 1936 to 1939 and writes reviews for "Just Records,"
house organ of Elaine Music Shop, New York City.

PHILIP GREELEY CLAPP, American composer, conductor, and teacher, has
been head of the Music Department, State University of Iowa, since September,
1919. He has conducted the University Symphony Orchestra in performances of
Brnckner's IV, VI, VII, and IX. and Mahler's L II, III, IV, V (Adagietto), and
L_ederemes fahrenden Gesellen.

JACK DIETHER, born in 1919, is a Canadian writer, and student of music and
psychology. Since living in southern California, he has taken a turn as radio
producer and newspape? columnist, and is at present teacher of music appreciation
in Beverly Hills. The Diether's two-year old son, Anton Diether, is named after
Bruckner.

CHARLES EBLE, a graduate of the State University of Iowa, is at present an
instructor in the English Department, Northwestern University.

GABRIEL ENGEL, a graduate of Columbia University, is the author of The
Life of Anton Bruckner and Gustav Mahler, Song Syraphonist. Since its inception,
he Jaas been the Editor of Crto_ aNo DIscor, D. He has contributed to the
Encyclopedi_ of Mus/c and Musicians.

PARKS GRANT, born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1910, received his Ph.D. from
Eastman School of Music in 1948. His musical compositions include orchestral
works, chamber music, vocal music, etc. During the summer of 1949 he was
guest at Yaddo, Saratoga Springs, N.Y., for purposes of musical composition. I-Iis
present position is with Temple University, Philadelphia.

ERNEST M. LERT, Ph.D. Director of, and lecturer on, dramatics
and music in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France, and South America,
Since 1929 in the U.S.A. Author of Otto Lohse, tin deutscher Kapellmeister, _.
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DONALD MITCHELL, born in London, 1927. Educated Dulwich College. In
film industry before Army _rvice. Demobilized 1946 and now lecturing and
teaching school. Editor of the quarterly review, Music Survey. Contributor to
Mandrake (Oxford) and A. L. Bacharach's The Music Masters. Broadcasts and
does research for the B.B.C. Made a particular study of the life and music of
Max Reger.

ROBERT SIMPSON, born in Leamington, Warwickshire, 1921, originally
intended to study medicine. After two years of medical studies, he decided to
turn to music. He holds a Bachelor of Music degree from the University of
Durham. He has composed several orchestral and chamber music works, and has
written extensively on Bruckner. At present he is a Lecturer, University of
London, and Director of Music, Exploratory Concert Society, London.

WARREN STOREY SMITH, born in Brookline, Mass., succeeded Olin Downes
as Music Editor of the Boston Post. His musical compositions include orchestral
and chamber music works as well as songs and piano pieces. He became a
member of the faculty of Faelten Pianoforte School in Boston after his graduation
from that school. He was assistant music critic on the Boston Transcript. In 1922
he became teacher of theory and composition at the New England Conservatory.

WOLFGANG WAGNER, born in Czechoslovakia, received his musical educa-
tion in Berlin, Vienna and Prague. He went to Australia in 1938 and is Sydney
Correspondent of _USICaL ^M_._Ca. In 1948 he joined the staff of the Australian
musical journal THe CANON as Associate Editor.
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Among American artistic developments of recent years the rebirth
of interest in the music of Bruckner and Mahler is second to none in

significance. When 'The Bruckner Society of America was founded on
January 4, 1931, performances of these two composers by our major
musical organizations were not merely rare, but also ineffectual, because
American music-lovers had no adequate approach to the proper appreci,
ation of the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the Society,
having adopted as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void, published the
first biographies of these composers in English and issued a magazine,
CHORD AND DISCOgD, devoted almost entirdy to discussions of their
works.

The Society solicits the cooperation of all who are interested in
furthering this aim. Inquiries concerning membership may be directed to
Robert G. Grey, Executive Secretary, 697 West End Avenue, New
York 27, New York.

All contributions are deductible for income tax purposes.

Copies of Chord and Discord are available in the principal public and
university libraries in the United States.





"MY TIME WILL YET COME"

KILE_rI MAHLHK MEDAL
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IN MEMORIAM
GABRIELENOEL, violinist, composer, musicologist and, in later life, rare

book dealer, died suddenly of a heart attack in Vergennes, Vermont, on
August 1, 1972. Born in Hungary sixty years ago, when a boy he was
brought to New York City where he attended public school and DeWitt
Clinton High School. He won a Pulitzer scholarship and received his A.B.
degree from Columbia in 1913. Though the late John Erskine encouraged
him to devote his talents to writing, he preferred the violin.

In 1920, after hztving studied with Max Gegna, he made a highly successful
debut at Aeolian Hall in New York. His photographic memory enabled him
to memorize a given piece of music merely by reading it over once or twice.
Two years after his debut, he gave a recital over the radio, then in its infancy.
Until he went to Austria in the early thirties to study composition with Ernst
Krenek, he devoted his time and efforts to giving concerts and to teaching the
violin. Among his compositions are a violin concerto, a quartet, a symphony,
Variations for Piano on an Original Theme, and musical settings of poems by
Tennyson, Willa Cather, Guiney, Heine, Wildgans, and others.

Before goiJag abroad, he had already shown great admiration for the music
of Anton Bruckner, an admiration that deepened during his sojourn in
Austria where he also became thoroughly familiar with the music of Gustav
Mahler. While in Europe he conceived the idea of founding a Bruckner Society
in the United States where Bruckner and Mahler were comparatively un-
known and frowned upon mainly because of unfamiliarity with their music.
After his return to the United States he edited the first issue of Chord and
Discord. He contributed numerous articles of lasting value to this magazine
which he continued to edit until his death.

His writings include Life of Anton Bruckner and Gustav Mahler--Song
SymphonY, the first biographies in English of these masters. The Interna,
tional Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians contains his articles bearing the
titles: Anton Bruckner, Gusmv Mahler, and Violin Playing and Violin Music.

For the past fifteen years he was a highly respected dealer in rare books.
Yet he found time during his last years to make an analysis of Bruckner's
nine symphonies.

His tireless efforts in behalf of Bruckner and Mahler will always be re-
membered and his contribution toward a greater interest in and appreciation
of Bruckner and Mahler will continue to influence musical life in our country
for a long time to come. For the swelling ranks of those devoted to Bruckner
and Mahler, Gabriel Engel has not lived in vain.



GABRIEL ENGEL
1892-1952



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER- WHY?

by Herbert Antcliffe

My personal introduction to the works of these two masters was made

nearly fifty years ago. In the first instance I read in the _eue Musik.Zeitung
of Leipzig an article entitled "Is_ Bruckner Formlos?"--Bruckner up to that
time being scarcely known to me even by name. A few years later I listened
with mixed delight and awed surpri_ to what was then generally known as
Mahler's "Symphony of a Thousand. Mahler was at that time at the height
of his reputation as a conductor and was beginning to win a limited world
reputation as a composer. One must admit that to the young student this
work was more a technical wonder than a work of artistic importance, but
even with this one wondered whether it would not eventually be favourably
compared with Beethoven's Ninth.

For a long time after that, in my work as a newspaper critic, I was con.
stantly hearing and reading about the two composers and their work, and
studying the scores as they became available. Both in the articles one read

'and heard in conversations the two names were almost invariably coupled.
If Bruckner was mentioned, for instance, the remark about him would im-
mediately be countered by one about Mahler and vice versa, even if no actual
comparison was made. Possibly, of course, this association was frequently
made by those who had not studied their works merely because it was known
that both had composed symphonies of a length and elaboration of texture
unknown up to their time. Nevertheless it was also made by many who knew
the works of both sufficiently intimately to make intelligent comparisons.

Later, when I became actively interested in the current musical life of the
Netherlands, this was still more marked, for I found in Amsterdam and The
Hague an even greater worship of these two titans than in Vienna itself, and
I was surrounded by crowds of enthusiasts who delighted in drawing my
a_ention to theft musical affinity. Right up to the present time this comparison
ot the works of 'the two great Masters" continues, though within the circles
of their most fanatical propagandists there is sometimes a division on the
question of which is the greater.

That such affinity exists is commonly agreed, so much so that Bruckner"
Societies in various countries where their works are most familiar and most
frequently performed make an important feature of their work the study of
the compositions of Mahler. Without suggesting that there is anything wrong
in the encouragement of a parallel study of their works my own reaction
during the greater part of the last half century has been a constant realization
of the different--often widely different--characters not only of the two men
but also of their music. While others have compared and pointed out relations
and similarities I have myself been more inclined to observe the contrasts and
to find differences, aesthetic and techmcal.

The most important of what may be called the accidental reasons for this
almost universal comparison is the fact that Mahler is said to have attended
certain lectures by the older man and that he certainly fell under his influence

I
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in his early days so that at one time they became great personal friends. This
does not necessarily imply that such influence was an absolute one or that the
younger man became a follower or disciple of the other. For a long time this
latter condition was supposed by many people to have existed, but as Philip
Greeley Clapp has said, "the closeness of Mahler's artistic relationship to
Bruckner is now no longer regarded as that of a son to a father; and there
are those who find little in common between them except a tendency to write
longer symphonies than the musical police are willing to approve."

Probably the truth is somewhere about half way between these two ideas.
The question therefore remains: _/'hy should their names be always associ-
ated? What are the matters in which one can compare the two and in what
matters and manners does such comparison become contrast? For an answer
to this we have to consider both their personal lives and circumstances and
the contents and character of their music. In fact, with these two probably
more than with any other composer who ever lived, the conditions and cir-
cum_nces of their lives are inseparable from the character of their music.

One of the most obvious things they had in common was their religion.
Both were Catholics: Bruckner a "cradle" Catholic, brought up in that Faith
from his earliest childhood; Mahler one by conversion. But with this broad
statement their similarity of religious faith and principle ends. For Bruckner's
belief in the Catholic Church, however well-founded and sincere, was naive
and largely emotional. Mahler's on the other hand was intellectual and aes-
thetic, much of the attraction of his new religion being its music and its
ceremonies. In some of his music, most notably in his Eighth Symphony, he
endeavoured, and not without success, to combine his Catholicism with a
kind of pantheism or paganism. We are not here concerned with the question
whether he was a better or a worse Catholic or a better or worse man because
of this combination of ideas; the only thing is that it made his music some-
thing difl_erent from that of Bruckner.

Add to this that Bruckner by upbringing and by choice was a "Church
musician," taking a leading part in the production of the works of Church
composers from Palestrina to his own contemporaries. Mahler was not a
Church musician at all, so that a very important difference in their outlook
on music is at once apparent. Mahler was not only neither organist nor choir
director, but he apparently wrote no Church music; Bruckner, though a
symphonist in every fiber, wrote a considerable amount of music for use in
Church.

Charles Buckley speaks of "the sturdy and powerful Brnckner." It would
be difficult to apply the former of these two adjectives to Mahler, however
powerful he may be. In fact, much of his power was expressed in a manner
that was just the reverse of sturdy. One might even say that he was more
sentimental than was Bruckner, though both of them had some of this quality.
In their personal characters Bruckner was sometimes inclined to be lacrimose;
Mahler had more of a tendency to be violent and vituperative.

As sincere artists both had a considerable degree of simplicity in their make-
up; but while Bruckner was simple in his life and subtle in his music Mahler
had a more complex character but his music, with all its elaborate technic,
was often simple and straightforward in its essential expression. The more
one hears of the music of Mahler the more one seeks in vain for any subtlety.
He loved noise--which he called power--often for its own sake: witness his
desire that the "hymn" in the finale of the first symphony, written for seven
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horns, should when practicable be "strengthened" by the addition of others.
Bruckner has been described as noisy, but this has been when the "improved"
versions of his symphonies, by Loewe and yon Schalk have been heard. His
original orchestrations were decidedly not noisy.

Moreover, Bruckner not only belonged to a decidedly older generation than
Mahler (musically one might say three or four generations earlier), but he
was in every respect of an older type, besides doing most of his composition
at a later lifetime. Not that Mahler remained young. In fact, it is difficult
to imagine either of them as young. Perhaps the best description of their re-
spective characters, judged by their music and their general work as we know
it, would be to say that with all his naivety Bruckner was old almost from
infancy, while Mahler was never (notwithstanding the obvious precocity of
Das Klagende Lied) otherwise than middle-aged. Worn-out he certainly was
when he descended to the pessimism of Das Lied yon der Erde, but this was
a sort of erosion of the spirit that is something different from senility. It is
certainly not the expression of "ripe" old age. The oldness of Bruckner, on
the other hand, was not only ripe, but rich in its fruition at its best and over-
ripe at its worst. Throughout his life Bruckner was by nature a follower and
dependent; Mahler, though not always a leader was at least generally inde-
pendent.

When some years ago (in the London periodical, The Dominant, edited by
the late Edwin Evans) I described Das Lied yon der Erde as immoral music
I did not necessarily imply that Mahler's other works were also immoral, either
in a general or a musical sense. He was not, however, always reliable in this
matter, though at his best he rose high in musical morality, even, if one may
use the term with regard to music itself, in virtue. That is probably the weakest
point of Mahler's musical work; it is not consistent in the characteristics which

mark that of the integral and well-controlled artist. Bruckner, though not
without his moods and lapses in expressive power, was consistent in his aims,
and free from any suggestion of improper expression or search for inspiration
from unsuitable sources.

It may well be that much of the difference between the works of the two
men arises from the fact that Mahler was a conductor par Ie grace de Dieu,
even a great conductor, of both symphony and opera, while Bruckner was
scarcely a conductor at all. This is to be seen in many details of their scores
and not merely in the historical records of the success of the younger man
and the failure of the older one. Bruckner was more conventional in his direc-
tions than was Mahler, in which respect, among others, he showed his constant
feeling for the organ. Eric Blom, as quoted by Mr. Parks Grant, has said of
the scores of Mahler that "they abound in verbal directions. To look at their
pages is almost like watching Mahler conducting a rehearsal, admonishing and
encouraging the orchestra with all kinds of epithets that aptly describe his
precise intentions in the briefest and most direct way. The simplest directions
• . . are often followed by exclamation marks, as though the conductor-
composer so vividly imagined the sound of the music that he had to shout
through it to make himself understood. No other composer's full scores have
so human a look about them as Mahler's." To which one might almost add:
least of all Bruckner's. An "interpretation" of the works of Mahler is for
this reason almost impossible; those of Bruckner almost call for it.

Even in the matter of their originality (not a necessary attribute of great
art) they were different, possibly for this same reason. Bruckner the dreamer,
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almost the mystic, was the more original in his matter; MaMer the practical
man of the world with a complete knowledge of how to appeal to the public
being more original in his manner. He used in a striking manner as thematic
material popular melodies such as "Frere Jacques" and a number of German
popular songs, and quite a considerable amount of his thematic material is
reminiscent, without necessarily being copied from, that of his elders. In
each case the result was music that could have been written by no-one else.

Had Bruckner been a conductor it is not at all unlikely his works would
have been played both as he wrote them and more frequently and with more
acceptance by public and profession than was actually the case. He had to
allow them to be touched up and revised in a manner that took away from
their ethereal beauty but made them more "obvious" and more in the fashion
of the day. Mahler, although not above seeking advice, notably on questions
of the proper accentuation of both Latin and German words, was above all
one who preferred himself to make whatever revisions might seem desirable
to his scores. That he regarded such revisions as, in principle, unobjectionable
may be seen from a letter he wrote from New York to his friend and disciple,
Bruno Walter, in which he said, "I am and always shall be the eternal be-
ginner. And the bit of routine which I have made my own, serves at the
best to increase the demands which I make on myself. Therefore I should
like to make a new edition of my scores ever five years . . ."

Is this, as has been suggested, the pride that apes humility? Personally I
question it; but it is a contrast to the kind of humility which made Bruckner
hand over his scores to the tender mercies of younger, and usually less capable,
men than himself.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO GEORGE SZELL

In appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in Bruckner's music
in the United States, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of America, Inc.,
awarded the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal of Honor to George Szell. Mr. Szell
conducted the Eighth Symphony in Cleveland on December 11 and 13, 1947,
in Chicago on March 17 and 18, 1949, in New York on December 14, 1_,
and 17, 19_0. The Cleveland Orchestra under his direction performed the
Seventh Symphony on March 24 and 26, 1949, and the Ninth Symphony on
March 27 and 29, 19_2. After the first performance of the Ninth, the medal
was presented to Mr. Szell by Mr. C. J. Vosburgh, Manager of the Cleveland
Orchestra, acting on behalf of the Society.



TWO OF THE BEST

By Winthrop Sargeant

i Reprinted by permission. Copyright 19_4, The Hew Yorker Magazine,.Inc.

The New York d_but of the well-known Dutch conductor Eduard van
Beinum, which took place Tuesday night of last week at Carnegie Hall, where
he appeared with the Philadelphia Orchestra, was, I think, an event of con-
siderable importance. At any rate, it is many years since I have watched the
manipulations of a new conductor with comparable excitement or been so
certain from what I heard that I was being introduced to the work of a super-
lative performer in this rather elusive art. Mr. van Beinum evidently com-
bines a meticulous regard for workmanship, such as characterized the con-
ducting of his countryman Willem Mengelberg, with a great deal of dash
and fire. The other night, his musical taste, as exhibited in Haydn's Symphony
No. 96, was impeccable, and his sense of proportion in dealing with the long
lines and accumulating climaxes of Anton Bruckner's difficult Seventh Sym-
phony was masterly. What impressed me most about his conducting, how-
ever, was the dynamic energy he appeared-to infuse into the most obscure
nooks and crannies of the orchestral apparatus. He seemed to be in direct
control of more musical detail than any conductor in recent memory except
Toscanini. This gave his interpretations a wonderful sensitiveness and pliancy,
and produced the impression that conducting an orchestra was to him as in,
timate a process as molding a handful of clay.

Aside from Mr. van Beinum's remarkable achievements, the main interest
of the evening for me lay in the Bruckner symphony, a work that, though
relatively popular as symphonies by this composer go, is still so seldom per,
formed here that it is unfamiliar to most concert audiences. For some odd
reason, Anton Bruckner, who was born before Beethoven died and was still
writing eloquent and profound music in the final decades of the last century,
has remained a "'controversial" composer, and even at this late date it is
fashionable to apologize, as the Philadelphia Orchestra's program notes did
the other night, for certain weaknesses his music is supposed to have--notably
a tendency toward long-windedness and diffuse structure. As far as I am
concerned, this controversy has itself become a tiresome tradition. I find
Bruckner neither long-winded nor diffuse. I find him a symphonist of the
very noblest stature, quite comparable to Beethoven and Mozart and vastly
superior to Brahms. I will admit only that his music is a little difficult to
grasp on first hearing, and even for this I think there are good reasons. In
order to help elucidate them, I should like to relate an experience I've had
with this work, which may prove helpful to anyone interested in understand-
ing it better.

For a number of years, I was about as well acquainted as the average music
lover with Bruckner's symphonies. I got from them a vague impression of
monumentality, together with a feeling that they were rather repetitious and
that their themes were often rather trite. My opportunities for hearing them
were so infrequent that I could scarcely tell one from another; .th_ all seemed
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very much alike--great slabs of somewhat Wagnerian music, singularly laek-
ing in distinguishing features. I was, however, conscious that there was more
in them than at once met the ear, and I was also conscious that the logic of
their massive structure, if there was any, eluded me. I determined to find out
whether or not I really liked Bruckner, so I bought several phonograph records
of the symphonies and began to study them, playing each movement over and
over, until I could identify every motive and perceive exactly how it fitted
into Bruclmer's over_all scheme. This modest research proved a revelation to
me. I came to see that in my casual listening to a Bruckner symphony in the
concert hall I had been in the position of a man standing near the foot of a
colossal statue, able to discern certain interesting details but having no idea
whatever of the extent and proportions of the whole. It was necessary to ap-
proach the thing from several angles before its total meaning became apparent,
Such study might, of course, have been accomplished in the concert hail if I
had been able to hear Bruckner's symphonies as often as I am able to hear
those of, for example, Beethoven or Brahms. But the once every three years
or so that I had the opportunity to hear a repetition of any given Bruckner
symphony was not sufficient to produce any real understanding. I am con-
vinced that Bruckner is one of those very rare composerswho require repeated
hearings.to be ,appreciated. I am also convinced now that he is the towering
symphonic figure of the htter half of the nineteenth century, and the successor
of Beethoven in the development of his complex art.

On dose acquaintance, Bruckner's symphonies reveal a sort of simple lyri-
cism that is far more nearly akin to the music of Schubert than it is to that
of his contemporary Richard Wagner. This is coupled with an intricate tech-
nique of symphonic development by which he, like Beethoven, builds a gi-
gantic structure out of simple ingredients. His technique of development, in
which he contracts, extends, reverses, and inverts his material, is actually
very lucid, and is the most absorbing aspect of his work intellectually. Beyond
these ter.hnical matters, however, lies the poetic and inspirational side of
Bruckner the broad, sweeping themes, the knotty little themes, the themes
that are contrapuntal aggregations of themes, the rather baroque climaxes, the
magical and highly original touches of orchestral color, the iridescent web of
subtly changing chromatic harmonies. No one since Beethoven, to my knowl-
edge, has written slow movements of comparable grandeur, and no one else
except Beethoven has written true scherzos of the vigorous, propulsive type.
(The scherzos of Schubert and Brahms are merely waltzes or folk songs.)
Few composers of any era have been as straightforward in their communica-
tion of musical ideas--as willing to place those ideas candidly before the
listener without attempting to baffle or impress him with self-conscious feats
of style. In this respect, Bruckner is a .little like Verdi; what he says is of
such immediate consequence that the method of saying it takes second place.
But I have still not quite explained why I think Bruckner is one of the greatest
of allzymphonists. Perhaps the ultimate answer is to be found in the position
his music occupies in the scale of emotional values---in the sort of scale, that
is, that measures the shades of difference between the epic and the trivial.
Here I find Bruckner writing on a plane of the utmost nobility, eaying pro-
found and simple things in a profound and simple manner, with a serene,
affirmative faith in God and humanity that makes each of his symphonies a
deeply moving experience.

(The _etu Yorker, Jan. 30, 19_4)'



MAHLER QUOTES MAHLER

By Warren Storey Smith

It might be possible to make an exhaustive inquiry into the instrumental
use to which composers have put their works for solo voice. Instances abound

in the case of both Schubert and Mahter. Otherwise they are rare, especially
if we are to confine our investigations to composers of major stature. An
exception that comes readily to mind is the strong and no doubt intentional
suggestion of Immer leiser wird rrtein Schlurnmer in the chief theme of the
Andante of Brahms" Second Piano Concerto. Prying analysts have also dis-
covered later in the same movement an allusion to the latter part of the less
familiar song, Todessehnen. If opera is to be included, one can cite the fact
that in the banquet scene in Mozart's Don Giovanni the musicians play, among
other popular airs of the time, the Non piu andrai from Mozart's own La
2Nozze di Figaro.

Two more composers, programmists both, should be mentioned in this con-
nection. In Berlioz's Symphonie Fantastique the Largo Introduction to the
first movement, and its derivative, the theme of the Beloved One, or idde _xe,
come from a vocal melody of his boyhood. A similar origin is ascribed to the
second subject of the Overture to Les Francs Iuges. Finally, in the Hero's
Works of Peace section of his Bin Heldenleben, Strauss quotes a phrase from
his song Traum durch die Diimraerung. The other citations in this episode
are from Strauss" tone poems, x

In quite another category would fall the piano transcriptions, or para-
phrases, of a composer's own songs. Liszt indulged in this practice • and also
spent a great deal of time similarly treating the songs and arias of others.

My chief concern here is with Mahler, but before parting with Schubert,
I shall mention the instances of his borrowings that are generally recognized
as such. In three of them the song has given at least the popular title to the
instrumental piece in which it figures, namely, the Wanderer Fantasy for
piano, the Trout @uintet for piano and strings, and Death and the Maiden,
the String Quartet in D minor. In each of the chamber works one movement
takes the form of variations on the song in question. Again, in each of the
four sections (or movements) of the Fantasy the thematic material is founded
on the motive stated at the beginning of the first, which itself derives from
the song, Der Wanderer, while the latter is the basis of the slow division.

Three other sets of variations are those of the F major Octet for strings
and winds on the air, Gelagert unter'm heIlem Dach der Baiime, from the
early operetta, Die Freunde yon SaIarrtanka; those on the song, 8ei rnir
Gegrftsst in the C major Fantasy for violin and piano; and those in the In-
troduction and Variations for piano and flute (in E minor, Op. 160) on the
song, Trock'ne Blumen.

Let me say at this point that the use of a song as the basis for variations

z A reference to the opera Guntrar_ has been noted but the complete disappearance
of that work makes it of little interest to the average concertgoer.

=The Liebestriiuraeand the Sone_ del Petvarca.

?
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was what Mahler distinctly did not do. I-Iis only set of variations, those in
the third movem.ent of the Fourth Symphony, are on a theme composed for
the purpose.

In at least one instance, the Minuet of the String Quartet in A minor, the
opening bars of which are taken from the setting of lines from Schiller's Die
Gii_er Griechenlands, Schubert did the sort of thing tha_ Mahler did so fre-
quently and that Brahms also did in the movement mentioned above. "The
quotation," says J. A. Wesmap, 3 "can hardly be accidental; and the melancholy
question Seh_ne Welt, wo bist du? chimes in perfectly with Schubert's mooct
as we know it from his letter to Kupelwieser."

And now for Mahler, whose case immediately becomes somewhat different
by reason of the fact that certain of his vocal works that later found their
way into his symphonies were originally conceived with orchestral accom-
paniment, though also available in piano form. These include the Lieder
eines fahrenden Oesellen (Songs of a Wayfarer), the Kindertotenlieder (Songs
on the Death of Children) and the song, Des Antonius yon Padua Fischpredigt
(St. Anthony of Padua's Sermon to the Fishes).

The practice that is so closely identified with Mahler began at the very
outset of his career as composer. As the Gesellen cycle grew out of his un-
happy love for Johanne Richter, a singer in the court theatre at Cassel, where
he was Kapeflmeister from 1883-_, so did the First Symphony grow out of
the song cycle. This is a most important point, since, as has been said so
often, the spiritual content, the extremely personal message, of the Symphony
cannot be fully grasped by anyone unacquainted with the two songs that
play so important a part in it. It would be an illuminating, and also helpful,
experience for most listeners if a conductor were to place the two works on
a program, in the proper chronological sequence. So far as I know, the
experiment has never been tried.

In two ways the cycle's second song, C-4ng heut' raorgen iiber's Feld, has
influenced the content and construction of the Symphony. The less obvious
but more pervading of them is the employment in every movement of the
interval of a descending fourth, with which the melody of the song begins.
The late Gabriel Engel called this the "'nature motif"; more prosaically, Fritz
Stiedry terms it a "basic interval." In many cases it is the very notes, D-A.
However, in the third and fifth measures of the Introduction to the first
movement we hear it as A-E. In measures 7-10 it blossoms into a motive that
might be called the motto of the Symphony, though only the first five notes
remain zmchanged:

This is heard in the preparation for the second subject of the movement
and it precedes the reprise of the second 'subject of the Finale. In the mean-
time, it had previously been heard, in major, from the seven horns in octaves,
in which exultant guise it is used frequently, and almost to the very end of
the movement:

The Music of Schubert, edited by Gerald Abraham (New York: W. W. Norton
Co., 1947), p. 93.
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I do not propose to account for all the fourths in this extended composition,
for they are as the sands of the sea. However, I shall take note of certain
conspicuous instances of Mahler's deliberate emphasis upon this significant
interval. For example, in the thirtieth measure of the Introduction it becomes
a frequently.repeated cuckoo-call, identified as such in the score:

Previous and subsequent musical cuckoos, including those of Mahler himself,
have sung a descending third. _

In the second movement, the chief theme has fourths in both bass and
treble, sixteen of them in as many measures of the former and six in the first
eight measures of the latter. The third begins with the muted kettledrums
pounding away on D-A, a device borrowed from the fourth Wayfarer song
(see below), and there is scant relief from this persistent figure, whether in
the drums or in the strings, in the whole course of the movement:

_._ R i e _ I t _ i 1 , , _,d i i r I I ..-I

As for the more extended quotations, the principal section of. the first move-
ment proper, a matter of some hundred measures, is based on Ging heut'
raorgen :

• - "'o S "_. "Glngheut mot gen u bersFeld, Ta, neeh aufdenl_ra sern hlng_
_rbxough the ltelc1"r took my way; dewclrops hung on gr_s and tree,

The first eight of these are a literal quotation of the vocal melody. The rest
of the section consists of a juggling of the motives here involved and of a
presentation and rearrangement of certain others in the song.

The other reference to the Oesellen cycle occurs in the third movement,
the third of the four sections of which are taken up with a literal reproduc-
Non, one tone higher, of the last thirty-one measures of the song, Die zwe_

4 Paul Stefan refers to "Cuckoo.calls in fourths" in the W_nderhorn song Ur_
schlirame Kinder artig zu machen. However, this versatile bird also sings seconds, thirds,and sixths.
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blauen Augen yon meinem Schatz 5 (The Two Blue Eyes of My Sweetheart),
beginning with the words Auf der Strasse stand tin Lindenbaura":

By the way - side stood a lin - den- tree and

In the Symphony, as in the song, this folk-like melody brings a note of
consolation, although the melancholy mood of the song's beginning returns
in the dosing bars and ill its new surroundings prepares the way for the re-
prise, a semitone higher, of the macabre opening section, a satirical treatment,
in minor, of the old French canon, Fr&e Iacques. See above.

In the Second Symphony Mahler took, for him, a very important step. Not
content with putting a song to symphonic uses, as he did in the third move-
ment, and again in the corresponding movement of the Third, he actually
composed a song for the work, the Urlicht of the fourth movement. This was,
of course, unprecedented, but Mahler proceeded to follow his own precedent
by making the fourth movement of the Third a setting for contralto of lines
from Nietzsche's Also Sprach Zarathustra. That the finale of the Fourth is
another vocal solo with orchestral accompaniment, a setting for soprano of
Das Himmlische Leben (The Heavenly Life) from Des Knaben Wunderhorn
(The Youth's Magic Horn), was in a sense accidental. This movement was
originally intended to be the seventh and last division of No. 3, and certain
thematic resemblances between it and the fourth movement of that work, to
be noted presently, were merely part of Mahler's natural fondness for the
cyclic design. He had no intention of quoting one symphony in its successor.
Nor did he do it in any other case. Incidentally, in using a chorus with solo
passages in the finale of the Second, and again in the fourth movement of
the Third, and in the whole of the Eighth, he was merely following in the
footsteps of Beethoven, Spohr, Berlioz, Mendelssohn and Liszt.

All this is in the nature of a di_ession. This article is properly concerned
with Mahler's use in his symphonies of songs previously composed. Let me
repeat then that the third movement of No. 2, the Scherzo of the work, is
based on another Wunderhorn song, St. Anthony of Padua's Sermon to the
Fishes. Twice the timpani sound the dominant and tonic (G-C) and then
Mahler presents a purely orchestral version of his song, and in the original
key of C minor. During the first twenty-eight measures, only the accompani-
ment is heard. Then, at what might be called the beginning of the second
verse, the vocal part is also given and the quoting continues for 112 more
measures, after which the material of the song is freely developed.

The Third Symphony contains (a) an instrumental movement based on a
song, (b) a solo composed for the work and (c) a chorus later made into a
solo song. Had the Finale of the Fourth remained in its original position as
the concluding movement of its predecessor, that even more extraordinary
work would have contained three vocal movements out of a total of seven,

5 The Wunderhorn song :NichtWiedersehen has been cited as origin of this song. The
resemblanceis marked but the two pieces were actually written in the other order. MaiMer
composed the Gesellen cycle in 1883-4 and he did not come upon the Wunderhorn
poems until 1888. More than one writer has wrongly detected a Wunderhorr_influence
in the Gesellen cycle.
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plus one derived from a song already composed. Writing a new symphony
around this Finale--for that is what was actually done in the case of No. 4
--was in more senses than one a good idea.

For the Scherzo of the Third, Mahler turned again to a Wunderhorn song,
Abliisung in Sommer (The Changes of Summer). After two introductory
measures, he quotes literally the first twenty-two of the song's thirty-seven
measures. In the next three the vocal part is altered and in the next three it
is abandoned. After that, to make a very complicated matter simple, the song
becomes thematic material. We are thus reminded of the treatment of the
Fischpredigt in No. 2.

The contralto solo of the ensuing movement is outside the scope of this
discussion. So too is the next, a choral setting of the Wunderhorn poem,
Es sungen drei Engel (Three Angels Were Singing). Yet having brought
the matter up, I will merely say that the extensive passage that reappears in
the Fourth's Finale begins at cue no. 3, or on the third measure of page 197
of the full score, in the new Boosey and Hawkes edition. In the first instance,
Jesus says to his disciples: "Whenever I look at you I see you cry." As used
in the more familiar Finale of the Fourth, the music that had accompanied
Peter's reply refers to the culinary delights of Heaven:

a

: [
I

Ieh hab_ il-ber-tre- ten die zehn Ge - bet.
The ten commandmentsI have broken.

b

die Eng- ]ein die ba - eken das Brot.
the angels bake the bread.

It is only the folksy nature of the music that makes it as suitable to one textas to the other, s

In an article that appeared in this publication several years ago Franz Werfel
made the statement that the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Symphonies have their
basis in the Kindertotenlieder. As applied to the Sixth and Seventh, any
such kinship is spiritual rather than thematic. However, anyone familiar with
the first of these sorrowful songs can hardly escape noting the repeated refer-
ences in the first movement of the Fifth to the motive in the fourteenth full
measure of 2_un will die Sonn' so hell aufgeh'n (Once More the Sun Would
Gild the Morn) and that occurs on the words "die Nacht gescheh'n!'" The

s St. Peter, of course, figures in both texts. "These bars", writes Stefan, "used as a
refrain, are exactly the confession of sin from the Third Symphony. Even here aresidue of earth; the saints are reflective. But the inhabitants of heaven feast at ease.
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most arresting similarity is found at the top of page 39 of the full score:

a

die Naeh_ ge - seheh_n,

b

..... • !'j r JJ gl.I i II I...... j

Moreover, the four ascending tones that begin, and are prominent in, the
next song, _,_un seh" ich wohl, w_trt_m so dunkle Flammen (Ah! Now I know
Why oft I Caught You Gazing) also begin the chief melody of the Adagietto:

gZ

The above motive also appears in the Ronde-Finale. There is good reason
for thinking that the resemblance between a motive in the fugal section of
the latter (part of a counter subject) and the Wur_erhorn song, Lob des
hohen Verst.andes (Praise of Lofty Intellect) was no mere accident:

_, ",.,s"- . I _, • _ I I I 1 ,/ I t / I I •

b

o
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The inescapable conclusion to be drawn from all this is that, for Mahler,
symphonic music was not merely a pattern in tones; it was part and parcel
of life, of human experience. In fact, he put himself on record as saying that
very thing.

"MUSIC FOR GOD"

We may be thankful, indeed, that few musical historians have made excuses
for Bruckner's music on the ground that, after all, it was written by a naive
man, for such Bruckner has generally been termed. And naive when applied
to Bruckner has not been limited in meaning to simple, humble, or unpre,
tentious, but includes unlearned and lacking in mental acuteness: in other
words, Bruckner has often been made to look like a fool bordering between
senility on the one hand and angelicness on the other. Theresa Weiser in
her account of Bruckner (Music for God, New York: Philosophical Library,
1951) has him at the outset wanting to be an angel and a musician and
establishes from the start the type of person Bruckner has so often been
painted to be.

Of course, Mrs. Weiser cannot and does not guarantee that all of the
: things she has going on in Bruckner's mind from time to time actually did

go on there, but what mental processes she does show transpiring certainly
convey the notion of Bruckner's being extremely naive in all of the word's
meanings. And, while Music for God covers all of Bruckner's life, there is
little change throughout the life from the Bruckner of the early day. One
might have expected some change to have taken place--and even if none
did take place, the stature of Bruckner as an adult and a great master would
have been better portrayed by a slightly different handling of his later life,
not so much in what has been included but in the treatment of it.

Mrs. Weiser, however, has great enthusiasm for Bruckner and doesn't let
it relax at any moment. For that reason many people will find the Bruckner
which Mrs. Weiser fashions pleasantly amusing. And any reader who takes
up the book must realize that it is an extremely sincere and personal picture
of Bruckner as Mrs. Weiser has come to know him through accounts of his
life and her acquaintance with his music.

CHARZ_SL. ESLE

Mrs. Weiser has conveyed admirably the sincerity and devoutness of this
Austrian peasant who became one of the most controversial composers of
the nineteenth century. Her story concerns itself more with the romantic
episodes and religious conviction than with his compositions, and will be of
interest to students and teachers interested in an approach to Bruckner's
creative style.

P. H. L., Musical Leader (August, 195I)
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MR. ROBF.RZG. GREY,Bruekner Society Hopital du Dr, Schweitzer
697 West End Avenue, New York 25, N. Y. Lambar_n_ (Gabon)

French Equatorial Africa
June 1972

D_._ MR. GREY,

My strenuous life keeps me from writing as I would like to. For this reason
my reply to your kind letter of July 30, 1971, is about a year late. Please
forgive me. I am pleased that your Society, the aim of which is to arouse
interest in Bruckner and Mahler in America, has been founded. In my youth
I watched Bruckner's and Mahler's music take hold and must say it was a
great experience for me. I heard Mahler conduct his works and was stunned
when he, suffering from septicemia, returned to Europe from America a
doomed man. What gifts might he still have bestowed upon us. Both are
spiritually related. Their art is late romanticism. An unexpected, powerful re-
birth of romantic art. And both masters, each in his own way. And I am under
the impression that our era is once more learning to understand the power
and depth and grandeur of their art. What I hear of musical life in Europe
and America keeps this hope alive within me. There is another besides these
two, Reger, who must again be given to the world. I get to Europe for only
short periods, unfortunately in the summer. But ff I go home again during
the concert season, I am going to hear Bruckner and Mahler and again be-
come intoxicated (berauschen) with them. For they are the kind that do
intoxicate. I cannot describe the experience of hearing their music in any
other way. A thousand thanks for the pubhcations about them which I
receive through you.

With warmest greetings,

Devotedly yours,

ALBERT SCH'WEITZER



IN DEFENCE OF BRUCKNER

by Mosco Carner

The followingarticlewhich appeared in the April 13, 1970, issue of 7"H/_LISTLr_ER
is reprinted with the permission of e/HE LIS_/'EN[ERand the author.

To talk abotit" the symphonic Bruckner with sympathy is often to fall into
the role of defending counsel. For Bruckner stands accused of grave offences
against what a're' supposed to be the sacrosanct laws of symphonic writing--
laws derived from Beethoven which we are accustomed to apply to every-
thing bearing the title "symphony'. That there may be different symphonic
concepts expressing themselves in new stylistic features, is a fact we incline
to forget or to accept only with reluctance. Hence the great number of oblique
judgments pronounced not only ilpon Bruckner but other romantic symphon-
ists. Besides being called a gdnie manque, what are the more intrinsic accusa-
tions against him. Lack of organic structure, awkwardness in the handling
of form and orchestra, unsymphonic themes, rambling and repetitiveness, not
knowing when to finish and thus producing symphonies of an enormous length
(Brahms" "boa-constrictors`), and so on.

One or two points in this indictment cannot be denied but we may plead
certain extenuating circumstances. To begin with, Bruckner came to the
symphony late in his career, and he came to it from a sphere hardly appropriate
as a preparation for symphonic writing. An organist in a provincial town of
Upper Austria, for years writing church music, he was nearly forty when he
composed his real" 'First' Symphony (D minor). Moreover, up to his move
to Vienna in 1868, his opportunities of hearing symphonic music had been few
and of little artistic gain to anybody if we are to judge by what we know of
musical life in the Upper Austria of the eighteen-fifties. This lack of an early
symphonic experience in both the inner and the extrinsi_ sense may account
for Bruckner's shortcomings in technical savoir faire. Yet the marvel is that
a composer sbowihg apparently so little qualification for a symphonic career
should during" its course have produced works which "are entirely sui generis
--vast edifices of sound that have often been likened to the structure of a
Gothic cathedral. The Bruckner symphonies are laws unto themselves and
to apply to them the canon of the 'classical" form is as misguided as it is to
measure, say, Faust. and War and Peace by the yardstick of the traditional
drama and novel.

Bruckner's doncepti6n sprang from psychological roots wholly different from
those that fed the symphonic Beethoven and his romantic progenies in Ger-
many: Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Brahms. Bruckner was unintellectual,
unliterary, non-speculative and romantically irrational. If he had a predecessor
and kindred spirit, it was another Austrian--Schubert. With Schubert a new
feeling begins to invade the symphony--a feeling that is stronger than the
composer, as often as not driving him instead of being coerced by him into
the rationale of the Beethovenian form. With Bruckner this impression of
an impersonal elemental force dictating character and course of the music
becomes perhaps the most striking feature and, at first, a disturbing one. These
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"cosmic" explosions and ominous silences before and afterwards--to a mind like
Goethe's they would have presented themselves as perhaps the ne plus ultra
of what he called 'the d_emonic' in art. Bruckner's Goethean "ckemons' had
their habitat in two spheres--religion and nature mysticism. Possessed of a
child-like faith and often visited by ecstatic visions, he saw the sole purpose
and significance of his creative work in the glorification of his God. With
the Catholic saints, his motto was omnia acl raaiorem Dei gIoriara (in his
symphonies symbolised by the use of chorales). Linked with this deep-seated
emotion was his instinctive closeness to nature, particularly to the majestic
and wild grandeur of the Austrian Alps amid which, as a peasant boy and
village schoolteacher, he had lived the most impressionable years of his life.
With Byron he might have said

I live not in myself, but I become
Portion of that around me; and to me

High mountains are a feeling.

Such were the mainsprings of Bruckner's creative mind and they largely con-
ditioned the content and form of his symphonies.

Corresponding to the vast content that had to be poured into them, Bruckner
expands the individual movement and expands it to a dimension only once or
twice anticipated before him: by the Beethoven of the Ninth and the Schubert
of the great C major Symphony. Instead of single themes we now have whole
groups and the codetta assumes a thematic significance of its own. Where
a theme is stated in full at once--mostly in the slow movements--it has a
sweep and breadth nowhere else to be found in the post-Beethoven symphony.
Moreover, development is no longer confined to its traditional place in the
middle and the coda but invades the rest of the movement.

This ploughing-up of the solid ground of the classical symphony affects also
the first subjects. With very few exceptions the first subject is introduced
only gradually; it grows before our ears, so to speak, from an embryonic cell
which lies embedded in a 'womb' usually formed of mysterious string tremo-
landi, as in the opening of the Fourth Symphony. The result of this technique
is to make the whole movement oscillate, to dissolve it into a motion compar-
able with the ebb and flow of a tide. And here we come to the characteristic
feature that is responsible for creating that _rapression of a cosmic force of
which I spoke before: the enormous tidal waves in which the music surges
forward from one section to the other ebbing away into nothingness and
mounting again from a mysterious groundsweU. Hence the many--perhaps
too many--climaxes of the Bruckner symphonies. The rough graph below
showing the general curve of the first movement of the Fourth may serve as
a typical illustration.

lit Sub|, 2nd Sub I. Cod4111'a DIv. _. Coda

Even in the slow movements where such dynamism would not be expected
we notice the same principle only that the cumulative effect is achieved le_
through the growing density of the thematic-contrapuntal fabric than through
variation. Yet the most grandoise expression of such 'climactic' thinking is
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to be found in the finale. Beethoven's dramatic conception of the symphony
had already led him, in the "Eroica' and still more in the Fifth and Ninth, to
a final apotheosis. With Bruckner it becomes a rule. It is in the last move-
ment where both ideologically and thematically he ties the whole symphony
together by reintroducing, toward the end, the first theme of the opening
movement and announcing it in glorious fashion on the combined brass, The
most impressive example is the coda of the finale of the Fifth Symphony, with
its contrapuntal combination of the leading motives from all the four move-
ments to which is added a chorale theme of overpowering grandeur.

Music conceived in such terms demands of the listener a new approach. It
also demands a temperament and a mind attuned to it. As Sehopenhauer says
somewhere: 'With a work of art you must behave as with a grancl seignet_r.
Stand before it and wait till it speaks to you'. To some Bruckner may never
speak, to others he is full of speech.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO FRITZ MAHLER

The Mahler Medal, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of The
Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Fritz Mahler for his
efforts to create a greater interest in Gustav Mahler's music in the U. S. A.
Mr. Mahler conducted Mahler's Fourth on June 15, 1941 (NYA Symphony).
The i_rformance was broadcast over WNYC. On March 22 and 23, 1949,
the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra under his direction played Mahler's Seconcl
Symphony for the first time. Mahler's Tenth was introduced to American
audiences in Erie, Penna., on December 6 and 7, 1949, and on January 21,
1950, the Erie Philharmonic Orchestra under Fritz Mahler's baton gave the
radio premiere of this work (broadcast over NBC).

The Erie Philharmonic Orchestra performed the tTirston February 27 and
28, 19_1. After the first of these performances, Mayor Clairence K. Pulling,
acting on behalf of the Society, presented the Mahler Medal of Honor to
Fritz Mahler.



THE NINTH SYMPHONY OF BRUCKNER

by Charles L. Eble

The closing years of the nineteenth century saw the creation of a work
which is slowly coming to be regarded as one of the great peaks of musical
achievement of the century. If we look upon the Ninth Symphony of Bee-
thoven as the first great pinnacle and view most of the symphonic works
which followed in a lower range not rising near that height, then along this
same general level but not by any means dwarfed by the others we encounter
the early works of Bruckner. His later symphonies attain a stature equal to
their neighbors, but the Eighth looms slightly higher than the others and the
Ninth towers far above the rest. Thus, keeping the figurative musical horizon
of the century in mind, the two Mr. Everests are the two Ninths, Beethoven's
and Bruckner's. At one time, such a proposal would have met strong oppo-
sition, but a gradual reassessment has been taking place, and as this Ninth
Symphony and others of Bruckner become better known they assume their
proper positions in the musical world and the skyline, which we once felt
was dominated by the four symphonies of Brahms, becomes even more im-
pressive with some of the Bruckner symphonies. Many critics have finally
come to the conclusion that Bruckner can no longer be considered a minor
composer, even though for some his music says very little.

With conductors, especially in the United States, Bruckner has seemingly
not become particularly fashionable, or to say the least, adequately recognized,
and we find very few conductors doing either of the last two great sym-
phonies. Why do our conductors ignore these works? Are the scores unknown?
A check of the records reveals that during the last five years the Ninth
Symphony of Bruckner was conducted in the United States by three con-
ductors: Walter, Szell, and Clapp. In the concert hall in this country Waiter's
performance of Bruckner's IX is practically the only one known, and it was
his three performances of the Ninth with the Philharmonic Symphony Society
of New York in December, 19_3, the last one of which was broadcast, which
brought this to mind. For those who have had to rely upon the phonograph
for a hearing of Bruckner's Ninth, Hausegger's reading was the sole one for
a long time; now, Adler's and Horenstein's are available, but still not Wal-
ter's, or for that matter, Furtw_ingler's. Moreover, there are no recordings of
Bruckner done by Walter, who has always given memorable performances
of his works; there are none, either, done by a U.S. orchestra which can be
had now, although Bruckner's Seventh was recorded by the Minneapolis
Orchestra under Ormandy and for a long time was the only one on the
market. We can only hope for better days, for, such a performance of the
Ninth as Walter just gave with the Philharmonic Symphony Society should
be made available on records.

Listening to Bruckner's Ninth is always for me a great experience. It is a
work reflecting the solemn, fanciful, and serene thoughts of a man whose
only adequate means of communication was music and in this last work of
his, he sketches for us in simple lines and purity of utterance the richness
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of his musical maturity. The means and the manner are as one- what is said
assumes a natural form. There is no mystery, no complexity; no pretention,
no patter. The great stature the symphony attains is the result of simple
statement, as in language, and it is not the rhetorical declamation, startling
as it often is, that amazes, but the flow of ideas that builds a rhetoric -- melo-
dic conceptions that increasingly overwhelm as the composer molds them
into expressions of feeling. The eloquence that speaks is the eloquence of
meaning.

This last symphony of Bruckner is not music that courses through one's
veins as wine and gives wholly pleasurable sensations. There is the serious,
ness of a great tragedy about it. It arrests and disturbs one's thoughts. Con-
trasting moments of darkness and brightness seize and hold one in their grip.
Often it hastens forward with a sense of urgericy and mounting tension that
act upon one the same as the unfolding of a tragedy. Here is music that indeed
arouses the unfelt feelings and reveals the unuttered sounds that only great
art is capable of doing. And just as great art is created only by those few
people who apparently have innate powers of vision, it will not in turn af-
fect everyone. And, in turn, one can't hope to understand or feel what an
artist has wrought unless he takes the time to study the masterpiece. The
meaning is there for those who will let the artist speak to them; that is, who
can, so to speak, live the work. One should not expect to be entertained by
works which in their very nature are not entertainment.

Walter's performance of the Bruckner on this occasion was an especially
moving revelation of the symphony. He sought to convey that which is beyond
the written page and most of the symphony exists in that realm. Surely there
is littIe in all music to compare with the final thirty bars of the Adagio as
they softly, sadly, and resignedly leave one with his thoughts.

K]ZENYI MAHLER. MEDAL AWARDED TO
ALFRED WALLElqSTEIN

In appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in Mahler's music
in the United States, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of America, Inc.,
awarded the Kilenyi Mahler Medal of Honor to Alfred Wallenstein. WaUen,
stein conducted Das Lied yon der Erd¢ on January 16 and 17, 1947, in Los
Angdes. The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra under his direction played
Mahler's Fourth on November 17 and 18, 1949. On April 6 and 7, 19_0
and on March 22 and 23, 1951, he conducted Mahler's Second. During a
rehearsal of the Second on March 18, 1951, Janice Moudry made the pre-
sentation of the medal to Mr. Wallenstein on behalf of the Society.



MAHLER'S EIGHTH BROADCAST BY CBS AT EASTER

by Jack Diether

Orchestra ...... Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra of New YorkChoir I
Choir II • • . Westminster Choir, John Finley Williamson, Director........ Schola Cantorum, l-Iugh Ross, Director
Boys" Choir ...... Boys' Chorus from Public School No. 12,

Manhattan, Pauline Corner, Teacher
Soprano I (Magna Peccatrix) ........ Frances Yeend
Soprano II (Una poenit_ntium) • -. ...... Uta Graf
Soprano (Mater gloriosa) ......... Camilla Williams
Alto I (Muller Samaritana) . . . _...... Martha Lipton
Alto II (Maria Aegyptiaca) ..... Louise Bernhardt
Tenor (Doctor Marianus) ......... Eugene Conley
Baritone (Pater ecstat2cus) .......... Carlos Alexander
Bass (Pater p_ofundus) ........... George London

Leopold Stokowski, Conductor

The second nation-w/de broadcast of Mahler's Eighth Symphony was given
from Carnegie Hall on April 9, 1950, under the inspired direction of Leopold
Stokowski. The only previous broadcast in America took place exactly eight
years before, on April 12, 1942, as the publicly attended climax at the Center
Theater, New York, of the incomplete but sole radio festival of Mahler's
symphonies in the U. S., with the Radio City Music Hall Symphony, etc.,
under the late Erno Rap&.

At that time both instrumentation and performance were slightly abridged
(the entire instrumental opening of Part II was omitted), so the present
performance may fairly be called the first introduction of the national audience
to the work as a whole, prepared under facilities somewhat approaching
those which Mahler intended for it. It is a serious indictment of the American
system of broadcasting that this historically important musical event could
not be transcribed and repeated once or more, as broadcasts of corresponding
significance and unique occurrence customarily are in Britain and elsewhere.

Aside from its evident public success in all three New York performances
during the week, I have called the event historically important because, to
begin with, it marked the long-awaited return to this work of the conductor
who through it gave us 34 years ago the most phenomenally successful pro-
duction of a Mahler work (tripled to nine performances by public demand)
ever heard in this country. If Leopold Stokowski had never achieved the
many other spectacular successes associated with his brilliant and unpredictable
career, I imagine he would still be remembered with awe as the guiding
spirit of that first true introduction of Mahler the symphonist, in his full
glory, to the New World. Mahler's international audience has grown enor.
mously since then, yet here in America we have had to wait from March,
1916, to this Easter week of 1950 for another occasion of equal excitement
to lovers of his music. During this latter week, for the first time, Mahler the
symphonist literally spanned the nation, visually and aurally, for at the same
time that the dosing strains of the Eighth flied Carnegie Hall in New York,
Mahler's other great choral finale was for the first time dosing a Philharmonic
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season in Los Angeles, in the Second Symphony under Alfred WaUenstein.
The coast-to-coast broadcast of the Eighth was the triumphant climax of this
first "national Mahler week".

With characteristic Stokowskian boldness, the broadcast was preceded in
the concert-haU by the performance of Giovanni Gabrieli's great quarter-hour
motet for antiphonal choruses, brass and organ, In Ecclesiis Benedicte Domino,
and it is unfortunate that this could not have been heard on the air as well.
I am convinced that the radio audience would not have been so childish as

to regard the Gabrieli as a stick with which to beat Mahler, as some one,track
critics of New York could not forbear to do, but rather as a logical predecessor
of Mahler's Veni, Creator Spiritus, as Mr. Stokowski evidently regards it--
two great masters of the baroque style joining hands across three centuries
to proclaim the glory of creation in measures of tumultuous joy.

Allegro impetuoso---this first indication in the score is the key to the whole
interpretation of Mahler's only completely choral conception (apart from
the Frauenchor of the Third), the Veni Creator, 1 and with it Stokowski un-
locked its secret and released its true magic. It sounded as Mahler is said to
have conceived it, as a spiritual tour de force, "all in a breath", so to speak.
The opening was like an irrepressible outburst of pure elation, a spiritual
excitement unmixed for the only time in Mahler's work with painful feelings,
which here are relented to the brief "Infirraa nostri corporis" section. The
great fugue and reprise, under Stokowski's unfaltering hand, strode past with
an extraordinary vocal animation that left the listener breathless with sheer

emotional participation. No wonder Stokowski is the conductor for this hymn
of praise: either one is "_impetuoso' (whether the score says so or not) or
one im't. The word is in a way an index and challenge to the conductor's
spiritual vitality. Comparative haste is but its outer manifestation, yet the
radically di_erent Stokowskian conception of the main tempo is already sug-
gested by comparing his 20-minute reading with other conductors' 2_ or more.

The ethereal atmosphere of much of the Second Part (wisely sung in the
original German) was enhanced by Stokowski's brilliant reading, of which a
comparison with the recent notable Hollywood Bowl performance _ is instruc-
five. The two performances of Part II were the same in actual duration,
about _ minutes--yet Ormandy had nowhere the lightness and buoyancy
of Stokowski, and the latter nowhere dragged or sprawled as Ormandy did.
This is partly explained by the fact that one frequently speeded up where
the other slowed down, but not entirely, as Stokowski was somewhat slower
in part of the E- and B-major sections, where most of Ormandy's sentimental
dragging occurred, and faster in the initial E flat minor Adagio, where that
problem does not arise. It is really a matter of phrasing, whereby passages
in the later sections that were actually as slow or slightly slower under Sto-
kowski still sounded more animated. This can only be explained by Stokowski's

profound and genuine penetration of the melodic structure. (It is just the
reverse of many of Stokowski's and Ormandy's respective interpretations,
for instance the opening of Tocl uncl Verklaerung, which Stokowski senti,
mentalizes with preposterous slurs where Ormandy positively makes you
shiver with his lean ominous pianissimi.) Only one passage was curiously

x By "completely choral" I mean that here, in contradistinction to the Second Part of
the symphony, the solo voices are like the concertino of a concerto flrosso,for voices
wherein soloenterable and chorus are in continuous intercJaangeor combination.

2 Of. Chord e D/scord, vol. 2, no. 6.
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heavier and slower under Stokowski, the second Chorus of the Younger Angels,
"Ich spuer' soeben', which under Ormandy was the most lilting part of the
Scherzo; and so I was no little surprised to discover that Mahler had actually
marked the beginning of the passage "etwas gehalten".

I cannot say how the orchestral balance sounded in the hall, but over the
air the instrumental transparency was remarkable, and the necessary feeling
of depth and space realised to a considerable degree. Least successful, how-
ever, were the sections that should have been _nost transparent, those from
the entry of the harmonium, at "Dir, tier Unberuehrbaren", to the opening
of the Chorus Mysticus, and including those ethereal and ever-changing
textures of harp, celesta, piano, mandolin and harmonium. Of the special
instruments, I felt that the mandolin could have been even more audible.
(It is usually completely inaudible, but as Mr. Stokowski is an enlightened
champion of electric instruments, why didn't he procure an electric mandolin
for this important part?) The harmonium was clearer than usual, but when
are we going to hear the dearly defined registrations of harmonium and organ
that Mahler so carefully differentiated in the score? It is too bad that these
simple effects apparently offer such complete bafflement to engineers who in
the Veni Creator have kept those great polyphonic forces in such perfect
equilibrium.

The solo singers were generally excellent, most notably the basso George
London, who has recently distinguished himself in the Vienna recordings of
the Haydn Society, and who, like soprano Frances Yeend, also participated
in the recent Eighth under Ormandy. But, unfortunately for the broadcast,
Mr. Stokowski or the singers felt impelled to dispense for acoustic purposes
with virtually every pianissimo; so that the very first dolce entry of the solo
ensemble, "IrnpIe superna gratia", for instance, emerged over the air in a
blanketing fortissimo. The solo verses in Part II were more dynamically re-
silient, and in the case of Mr. London's exposition of the part of the Pater
profundus, with its accompaniment foreshadowing the Ninth Symphony,
offered an especially moving experience. The choruses, like those in the Holly-
wood Bowl, showed the gratifying effects of obviously loving preparation. .

It is a pity that this great performance was not commercially recorded, and
if in the fullness of time we should finally be favored with an acceptable
recording of the Eighth, by a great chorus and orchestra under Mr. Stokow-
ski's direction, lovers of this music would owe one more debt of gratitude to
the long-term perseverence of the some-time virtuoso of the podium (not
consciously, I think), and to his manifest seriousness of artistic conscience
where this work is concerned. It should be a source of deep envy to the
other leading conductors more closely associated with the name of Mahler,
that the Eighth has definitely become, in this country, "Stokowski's work".



TWO STUDIES ON BRUCKNER'S SYMPHONIES

By Egon Wellesz

The following article, which appeared in two different parts in the February 24, 1949,
and April 21, 1949, issues of THE LISTE1'(E.R,is reprinted with the permission of efH/_
LISTENER and the author.

THE EARLY SYMPHONIES

It is more than half a century since Anton Bruckner died on October 11,
1896, in Vienna in an annexe of the Imperial Palace called 'The Belvedere',
where the Emperor Francis Joseph had placed an apartment at the disposal
of the ageing composer. In his native country, in Holland, Switzerland and
Germany, the position of Bruckner as a great symphonic composer is firmly
established. It is different in this country where up to now there have only
been occasional performances of one or other of his nine symphonies. The
reason for this refusal of conductors to perform and of the public to listen
to Bruckner's symphonies is probably the same as that which for a long time
hindered his success in Vienna. Towards the end of the nineteenth century
and at the beginning of the twentieth the Brahmsian type of symphonic struc-
ture was considered the model of perfection: an elaborate connection of the
sections, smooth transitions from one theme to anottier, were its character-
istic features. Bruckner worked in strong contrasts, in abrupt changes from
one mood to another. To the two themes of the first movement a third is often
added, making necessary a more extended treatment of the sections. The
contrapuntal treatment of the themes, particularly in the first and fourth
movements, made his symphonies longer than the usual type and demanded
greater concentration from the public.

It is not difficult to find an approach to Bruckner's symphonies if he is seen
as the legitimate heir and successor of Schubert. He is typically Austrian in
his musical idiom, which expresses the beauty of his native country; sumpt-
uously built monasteries on the slopes of hills, surrounded by farms which
lead to wide meadow lands and far away, in the background, the chain of
the Alps. We must know a little about the man and the surroundings from
which he came in order to understand the character of his music: the grandeur
of his first themes, always followed by cantilenas in the strings and the wood.
wind suggesting walks in the country; the dance tunes of his scherzos, the
broad melodies of his adagios, which reveal the deep, religious soul of Bruck.
net; the majestic character of his finales which sometimes culminate in chorales
in the brass.

Bruckner was born in a little village in Upper-Austria, in fertile, hilly
country through which the Danube runs. It is the country of the Nibelungen-
lied in which, since 1700, the Prukners lived, a clan of landowners, town-
councillors, teachers, innkeepers and peasants. Bruckner himself, born at Ans-
felden in 1827, was the son of a teacher and followed the career of his father.
It is fascinating to follow Bruclmer's development on the one hand from a
simple assistant teacher to the position of a cathedral organist at Linz and
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finally to that of a teacher of musical theory at the Conservatory in Vienna
and lecturer in the University; on the other hand, from the lad who earned
his money by playing the fiddle at peasant dances, to the man who only con-
sidered that he had finished his studies in composition at the age of thirty-nine.
During the last years of his study he had already written an overture and
two symphonies, but his shyness prevented him from seeing in them more
than 'exercises'.

His First Symphony in C minor was composed in the years 186P6. It
shows all the characteristics of Bruckner's mature style, above all his tendency,
which obviously derives from Beethoven, to make the finale the crowning
movement of the work.

The Second Symphony, again in C minor, was written in 1871-2. In the
meantime Bruckner had been appointed to a professorship at the Vienna
Conservatory and had composed a Mass. He also gave concerts on the organ
in various towns. On August 2, 1871, Bruckner gave a performance in the
Albert Hall, and it was here, in London, that he got the first inspiration for
the finale of the symphony. The Second Symphony is structurally much
simpler than the First and Bruclmer took particular care to distinguish the
various sections by pauses which, as one of Bruckner's biographers paradoxi-
cally, but rightly, put it, connect, not divide, the sections. It is a pastoral
symphony which his friends called the 'Upper-Austrian' symphony.

The Third Symphony in D minor followed quickly in 1873. While Bruck-
net was occupied with its composition he decided to dedicate his work to
Richard Wagner for whom he had a great admiration. After he had finished
the score he travelled to Bayreuth in the hope of seeing Wagner and showing
l'Am the symphony. Bruckner told his friends about the agonies he suffered

: until he succeeded in seeing Wagner and in persuading him to glance at the
work. Wagner at first made excuses, but finally took the score and asked
Bruckner to come back in a few hours. When he returned, Wagner embraced
him, expressed his admiration and accepted the dedication. Wagner's interest
changed Bruckner's position. The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra performed
the Wagner.Symphonic and Bruckner had his first triumph, though the music
critics, who were on the side of Brahms, still tried to minimise his importance.

The first movement of the Third Symphony opens with a motive in the
trumpet, so characteristic as to be unforgettable. The second theme, in the
strings, which has the sweetness of a Schubert melody, sings again of the
landscape of Upper Austria. At the end of the development the fanfare in
the trumpet is taken up by the full orchestra in unison and instantly trans-
formed into a chorale so that the climax of the movement comes in the middle
of it, a daring and very effective innovation. The adagio of the Third Sym-
phony already has all the moving power of Bruckner's later works. There is
to my mind no other composer, apart from Beethoven and Schubert, who has
written adagios of such deep expression, so free from any human frailty or
sentimentality. It is from his adagios that one can best learn to recognise the
greatness and noble spirit of Bruckner's symphonies. The scherzo is a quick
country dance; its derivation from Schubert's scherzi is obvious. At first hear-
ing the last movement may offer the greatest difficulties, as is always the case
with Bruckner. But the tension of the finale is so strong that the hearer is
kept under the spell of the composer, who proceeds from climax to climax
and ends his work with a triumphant fanfare in D major.

Bmckner's orchestration was challenged by some critics to be too Wagnerian.
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Some years ago, however, the publication of the original versions from the
manuscripts deposited in the National Library in Vienna revealed substantial
divergences between them and the scores from which his works were played.
BruckneFs original scoring was, particularly in his first six symphonies, much
more on classical than on romantic lines. It was proved by the editors that
Bruckner's pupils Schalk and Loewe, later his most devoted interpreters, had
persuaded him to make changes and also suggested alterations which he ac-
cepted. The pubhcation of the original versions seemed to restore Bruekner's
own intention and most conductors have now turned to the new edition. The

problem, however, is complicated. Passages in BruckneFs letters dearly show
that he agreed wholcheartedly to some of the alterations, e.g. to the introduc-
tion by Nildseh of one stroke of the cymbals at the climax of the adagio of
the Seventh Symphony. Indeed the question becomes more complex the more
it is studied, and it will be necessary to return to it in connection with his
later symphonies where the changes are particularly far-reaching, especially
in the case of the Ninth which was re-scored and edited by Loewe after
BruckneFs death.

THE LAST SYMPHONIES

Bruckner's Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Symphonies are his greatest works.
The sketches for the Seventh Symphony date from 1881. In the summer of
1882 Bruckner went to Bayreuth to hear "Parsifal'. He was frequently the
guest of Wagner, who once said in BruckneFs presence: 'I know of only one
man who comes near to Beethoven: Bruckner'. After all the years of suffer-

ing, and the vicious attacks of the powerful Viennese critic Hanslick, Wagner's
words gave Brucknex new confidence. From Bayreuth he went to St. Florian,
the Benedictine monastery which was his real home, and here he finished the
first movement of his Seventh Symphony in E major. The opening theme in
the horn and cello is one of the most inspired themes in the whole of sym-
phonic literature; the more often one hears it the more deeply one is impressed
by its miraculous simplicity, its classical beauty. It is immediately repeated
by the full orchestra, and followed by the second theme, consisting of a group
of shorter motives which are developed and lead to a climax. Suddenly the
third theme begins, pianissimo. It is a kind of Austrian dance-tune, typical
of Bruckner. It is as ff he had left the grandeur of the princely monastery
to walk through the surrounding hills and meadows. After a short devdop-
ment section the repetition begins with the first theme and leads to a coda
dominated by the first bars of the first theme. Never before had Bruclmer
achieved a first movement as concise and powerful as this one. It is surpassed
only by the adagio of the same symphony, which Bruckner began three weeks
before Wagner's death. In a letter to the conductor Felix Mottl, his former
pupil, he wrote: "One day I came home very sad. I thought that Wagner
could not live much longer and the idea of the C sharp minor adagio came to
me _.

The adagio in C sharp minor is written in the classical form of two con-
trasting themes followed by variations. It is an Adagio funebre; what Bruckner
meant by this is expressed in the fourth bar of the main theme which is identical
with his setting of the words Non confundar in aeternum in his "Te Deum.'
This spirit is confirmed by the second theme, a tranquilly flowing cantilena in
the violins, and by the powerful climax of the movement in C major, with the
sustained high G of the trumpet. The sudden modulation to C major is felt
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as a relief from a long-sustained tension; it is as if the rays of the sun broke
through the clouds. Here in the adagio and again in the finale, Bruckner made
use of four _Wagner'-tubas. The solemn sound of these instruments, played
by a second group of horn-players, occurs again in the Eighth Symphony and
in the adagio of the Ninth.

The first performance of the Seventh Symphony was in Leipzig on December
30, 1884. By January 1, 188_, the news had spread all over the musical world
that a great new symphonic composer had arisen. Meanwhile Bruckner at
the age of sixty had started work on his Eighth Symphony which was finished
in 1887. As in the Seventh Symphony he begins the first movement with a
tremolo on the violins. The first theme is first introduced pianissimo in the
violas, celH and doubleSasses, and is repeated fortissimo by the full orchestra.
It has not the great unbroken line of the main theme of the Seventh Symphony,
but it has a more restrained vigour and contains all the potentialities of a
symphonic development.

The second movement, the scherzo, is a boisterous peasant dance, most
effectively scored, leading to a romantic trio in which Bruckner makes use for
the first time of a harp to accompany an expressive melody in the horns. The
adagio is, again, the most impressive movement of the symphony. Bruckner
still keeps to the classical scheme of theme and variations, but combines this
with the more extended development usual in sonata-form. The coda of the
adagio has a quite exceptional beauty of sound; here Bruckner achieved some-
thing which fully justifies Wagner's dictum: the adagio reaches the heights
of Beethoven's adagios.

The last movement starts fortissimo with a vigorous first theme to which
the broad melodic line of the second is in strong contrast. These two groups
alternate. At the end of the movement all the main themes of the symphony
are combined contrapuntally.

The Eighth Symphony is dedicated to the Emperor Francis Joseph who
offered to pay for the engraving of the score. It is hardly believable that after
the success of the first performance of the Seventh Symphony Bruckner still
had to struggle for acknowledgment in Vienna, and was unable to get any of
his symphonies published. But it was impossible for him to overcome Hans-
lick's enmity and, it must be said, Brahms' undisguised hostility. Brahms once
said that he considered Bruckner to be the greatest living symphonic composer,
but Bruckner's musical idiom was opposed to his own. Brahms was the repre-
sentative of North German liberal society. Bruckner was Austrian to the
core and a fervent Catholic. The clash between the two diametrically opposed
artistic creeds was inevitable and Brahms had the Viennese critics and the
conservative musical society on his side. It is no wonder that the hopeless
struggle finally undermined Bruckner's health. He fell ill in 1890 and had
to give up his professorship at the Conservatory. But the Vienna University
honoured him by conferring upon him, on December 7, 1891, the honorary
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Soon after the ceremony, which gave him a
new impetus, Bruckner began his Ninth Symphony in D minor on which he
worked until his death. In 1894 the third movement, the adagio, was finished.
In 189Y Bruckner was working on the finale, but his health declined and the
last movement remained a fragment.

The first movement begins misterioso with a recitative on the eight horns
against the tremolo of the strings. It is followed by an agitated passage in the
violins. The tension increases. The passage is now taken up by the wood-
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wind, and leads to the main theme which is introduced by the full orchestra
in unision. This climax is followed by a few bars in a mood of breathless
anxiety. Now the second group of themes begins, a most moving, extended
section in the strings. The third theme, too, is on an unusual scale; it extends
over nearly sixty bars. The length of the first part of the movement neces-
sitates a break with the usual sonata-form. Instead of using the tripartite
form Bruckner moulds the development section and the repetition into one
and adds a coda domir[ated by the introductory recitative in the trumpets.

The scherzo is a kind of stylised dance. There is something phantom,like
in its obstinate rhythm ancl its abrupt changes between pianissimo and for,
tissirao sections. The character of unreality is maintained in the trio, the only
quick one in all Bruckner's symphonies.

The third movement, the adagio, begins with a passion.ate melody in the
first violins. We know from the sketches that the melodic and harmonic

perfection of the theme _as reached only after a hard struggle; Bruckner
tried again and again to get his vision on to paper before he finally succeeded.
The second theme is a mournful chorale on the horns and tubas which Bruck-
net called his _adieu to life'; there is a beauty in this theme which tells of a
man whose thoughts no longer belong to this world. Both themes are de-
veloped in a group of free variations. The coda closes peacefully in E major.
Never before had Bruckner's genius achieved such perfection of structure,
such thematic origqmality, as in his last symphony, and its adagio is the most
moving end to the symphonic work of a composer whose figure rises unmis-
takably above his contemporaries.

KILENYI M.AttLER MEDAL AWARDED TO LEONARD BERNSTEIN

In recognition of his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation
of Mahler's music in the United States, the Mahler Medal of Honor, designed
by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of The Bruckner Society of America,
Inc., was presented to Leonard Bernstein after a performance of Mahler's
II at the Koussevitzky Memorial Concert in Tanglewood, Mass., on August
8, 1953. Since the late Dr. Koussevitzky himself had espoused the cause of
Mahler's music, the performance of the Resurrection Symphony was a fitting
tribute to his memory. Acting on behalf of the Society, the presentation
was made by Mr. Tucker Keiser of the Boston Post.

,Mr. Bernstein has given performances of Mahler's II in New York, Boston,
Chicago, and Tanglewood.



A NOTE ON FORM IN MAHLER'S SYMPHONIES

by David Rivier

The charges most frequently leveled at Mahler's symphonies are those of
excessive length and looseness of form. The two criticisms are actually one
since the length of a work, in terms of clock time, is in itself insignificant
except as related to the formal structure of that work. Now, that the Mahler
symphonies are extremely long in comparison with most others is undeniable;
even the shortest, the First and Fourth, are of great proportions. But simply
to call them long (as do so many critics), without reference to their formal
design, is pointless. After all, a work like Strauss' Salome is also long in
terms of clock time, longer than the longest Mahler symphony; the same is
true of almost any single act from the Wagner dramas. But these stage pieces
are not developed in strict accordance with their musical potential; they
follow a dramatic schema which offers both support to and distraction from
the musical framework. A symphony, on the other hand, must stand as naked
music without benefit of a literary dramatic structure; the listener is called
upon to concentrate in a contemplation of pure abstractions. The result is
a conventional self-limitation in symphonic writing, as though brevity were
indispensable for successful handling of the medium.

It is precisely in his expansive concept of the symphony (in which he de-
pa_ts most from the traditional form) that Mahler's genius asserts itself so
dearly. He posed his own problems of design and balance, and each of his
symphonies is a solution, for the most part successful. As a result he gave
new life to the badly worn sonata form, making it something new though
still recognizable (as in the Veni, creator spiritus! of the Eighth Symphony).
The proportions of his opening movements are immeasurably greater than
those of the classic symphony, yet the classic balance remains. To criticize
such works for their magnitude (without reference to their similarly richer
motivic material) is as absurd as to condemn St. Peter's for being larger than
Chartres cathedral, or to suggest that all portraits should be the size of Hol-
bein's Thomas More. It is a truism, but one too frequently forgotten, that
for each work of art the form must correspond to its special needs. A model
can only serve as a point of departure; literal recreation would be inane.
Simply conceive of a contemporary writing a typical Haydn symphony with
original themes.

All this may seem unnecessarily elaborate for the simple purpose of deny-
ing that the length of a work is a suitable criterion for criticism. Yet these
points are precisely what a great many critics overlook; it is still a common-
place to dismiss a Mahler symphony as over-long without further comment.

The same lack of perception is found when these same superficial critics
point to weak structure or loose form, particularly in the outer movements
(as in the Second and Seventh symphonies). There is, on the contrary, and
particularly in these large first and final movements of most of the symphonies,
a careful ordering of material, aiming for a complete harmony of overall
design with the minutest details. Padding is unknown; all is consequent and
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related; the classic sonat_ skeleton is always apparent, even in the opening
Andante coraodo of the Ninth. This movement is Mahler's freest and most
original essay in creating a new symphonic form; yet through it the double
complex of tonic and dominant themes of the old sonata remains. Instead of
a first (tonic) and second (dominant) subject, there are two contrasting
sets of themes with their associated motives, which are developed at great
length and finally recapitulated (the second set before the first) in the coda.
The movement begins with a slow arraying of basic motives in horns, low
strings and harp, leading to the principal theme in the second violins. This
theme is immediately given a full variation before the transition to the second
thematic complex (D minor). This second set of themes is capped by the
triuraphant trumpet motive which in turn leads back to the opening material,
which may be considered the beginning of the development. This is followed
by four analogous development sections, each more compressed than the pre-
ceding and building up to a kind of stretto; then the trumpet calls of the
"schwerer Kondukt" lead to a modified recapitulation which is in turn fol-
lowed by further development before the final coda. Thus there is an element
of both rondo and variation in the movement, a sort of song for orchestra in
six stanzas. The triumph of the movement is its perfect balance of the two
thematic groups with their involved developments and dazzling variety.

Of course a simple descr/ption of this sort cannot explain the form any
more than can a diagram. The point is that the movement does have a struc-
ture so successful that one cannot find in its design a single unessential detail.
If it were cut at any point its balance would be jeopardized. There is not
an instance of simple repetition; the melodic material is in a state of con-
stant becoming, with the esthetic stasis reserved for the final measures of
the symphony.

In all the symphonies a degree of integration is achieved through a re-
lating of motives from one movement to another. The First offers the simplest
example. In each movement the motive of the falling fourth is of basic
importance--in the introduction, in the chief theme of the first movement,
in the funeral march drum, in the triumphant close of the finale. It plays
hide-and-seek through the scherzo, first appearing at the very beginning in
the celli and basses marking the rhythm, then in the violin pizzicati, and so
on. It has a particular poignance in the oboe counterpoint of the funeral
CanOn:

This same descending fourth interval is equally important in all the pivotal
works of Mahler's career as symphonist, in the Fifth--

--in a more obvious statement in the Eighth, and in the Song of the F_rth,
especially _ the opening "Drinking Song of the Earth's Sorrow."
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the Ninth Symphony the whole work seems dominated by the disarm-
ingly simple melody at the beginning:

Apart from being the principal subject of the Andante comodo it also dom-
inat_ all three of the chief ideas of the second movement:

,, . _
• ' , ' • r
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The second of these, in a later version--

--is a foreshadowing of the great melody of the Adagio, with a strikinglysimilar harmonic scheme.
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The famous motive of the minor third, also important in the final movement
of the Song of the Earth, is similarly foreshadowed in the _st movement
(cf. Ex. 3-b)

The whole Ninth Symphony is a summing up of Mahler's achievement,
with its conscious references to the Third and Fifth (in the Rondo-Burlesk),
and Ich bin cZer Wel_ abhanden gekommen in the Andante coraodo. The
melody quoted in Example 3 above laas its prototype in each of the preced-
ing symphonies, and most notably in the Third in the setting for the words,
"Gib Acht! Gib Acht!"

Tt almost seems that Ma]aler's entire work was planned in advance on a
massive scale, a set of continuing chapters, each related to the others by"
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subtle interior motivic ideas. The first four symphonies, as has often been
remarked, form a tetralogy. The First is a youthful prelude climaxed by a
triumphant earthly paradise. In the Second the triumph is one of divine
resurrection, as is made clear by the text, while in the Third nature and
love on earth provide the philosophical answer. In the Fourth, with its
suggestions of parody and nostalgia, it would seem that resurrection is only
a child's dream, accepted for its incidental charm instead of revealing truth.

There are no clues to the trilogy of Fifth, Sixth and Seventh, except for
the explicit pessimism of the Sixth, in which it may be said that death is
seen in its most terrifying aspects. The Fifth and Seventh are both affirma-
five and joyous, each proceeding tonally upward, from C_ minor to D major
and from B minor to C major. In the Eighth death leads to a transfiguration,
which is in turn modified by the calm resignation of the Song of the Earth
and the Ninth and Tenth symphonies. In the Ninth the tonality is recessive,
the contrary of the Fifth and Seventh, descending from D to D flat.

We have a right to infer some of these philosophical views from Mahler's
music because of his own frequent recourse to the word. The essential thing,
however, is that the music can stand as well, or better, without any such
non-musical implications. Apart from the power of its natural inspiration,
this successis due to the wonderful unity of the entire works, taken as move-
ment, symphony or total life achievement. This is almost a unique phenom-
enon among composers of the century--Debussy, in his utterly different way,
is perhaps the only other example. Richard Strauss is certainly not another,
for Strauss too often fails to achieve satisfying form. In Heldenleben, for
example, the natural development of the music is distorted to fulfill a pre-
conceived program, so that in the section, "The Hero's Works of Peace," the
structure disintegrates and the music is acceptable only as literature, a chap-
ter of an epic, or even better, a novel. Musically there is only a series of
superficially related fragments. It is also striking how naive Strauss' aims
seem in contrast to Mahler's idealism. The preoccupation with death (and
Macbeth, Don Juan, Till, Quixote, the Hero, the poet of Tod und Verkliirung
all die) is expressed in terms of imitative, physical effects: the stabbing
sword, the choking rope, the expiring breath. The more literary and program-
matic Strauss became, the less successful was his orchestral music. Perhaps
that is why his progressive decline as a composer in instrumental forms was
matched by his ascendance as a writer of music drama.

Mahler, on the other hand, never surrendered to the appeal of spectacle.
The large orchestra, the vocal parts, the giant personnel for the Eighth--
these were called upon as legitimate resources to increase the intensity of
the purely musical expression--even the cowbells of the Sixth and Seventh
Symphonies are intended only as added percussion with no suggestion of
Alpine pastures. Herein lies a possible answer to the frequent question:
why did Mahler destroy his early operas and never write another? Observ-
ing his gradually maturing technique through the songs and symphonies it
would seem that he became increasingly reluctant to bend music to the ex-
pression of dramatic action or represent his vision of the world through
expression with literal significance. If he had conceived of music in different
terms his accomplishment might have been less; in handling the symphony
he would have failed to produce the splendid structural balance of the later
works and instead would simply have given us exercises in formalism, as
did Strauss in his last years when he turned to the absolute musical patterns
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like the concerto. But Mahler chose the more difficult path of refashioning
'the traditional forms, achieving balance, not through a superficial conjunc-
tion of the classic symphony and his own ideas, but through a subtle (and
arduous) evolution from the standards of his contemporaries to his own
self-contained unique masterpieces.

IN MEMORIAM

Philip Greeley Clapp, composer, conductor, pianist, educator, and author,
for thirty-four years head of the Music Department of the State University
of Iowa, died suddenly of a heart ailment on April 9, 1954, in Iowa City.
A strong champion of the music of both Bruckner and Mahler, Dr. Clapp,
with the University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, had performed more works
of these two composers .than any other American conductor. The Fourth,
Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Ninth symphonies of Bruckner, First, Second,
Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Seventh symphonies and Lieder eines fahrenden
Gesellen of Mahler were all conducted by him at concerts in Iowa City. He
had planned to do Bruckner's Eighth during the 19_4 summer session. His
close acquaintance with the scores of Bruckner and Mahler had revealed to
him while still a student the greatness of these two. Before the general public
had had a chance to hear many of their works, he had written articles about
their music for the Boston Trcascript, and, in his courses at the University
of Iowa, he played their scores on the piano when records were not available.
Several articles were written by him especially for CHORDAND DIStORt). For
his performances of the works of Bruckner and Mahler, the Bruckner Society
of America, Inc., had awarded him both the Bruckner and Mahler medals of
honor. His vast erudition, wise, friendly counsel, and musical ideals enriched
the lives of the countless people who knew him, and his influence on the
musical life of this country will long be a shaping force.



MINNEAPOLIS AND PITTSBURGH

By Virgil Thomson

Reprinted by permission of the New York Herald !Yribu_te.

Traveling westward recently, it was the pleasure of your reporter to hear
two of our major regional orchestras in their home cities, Minneapolis and
Pittsburgh. Both, by the way, will be playing in New York later this season.

ANTAL DORATI

The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, now playing its fifty-first season,
has a long history of sound management and of good musical direction.
Eugene Ormandy and Dimitri Mitropoulos have each served there for a
decade and more, and both have left behind them unforgotten high standards
of music making. Antal Dorati, the present conductor, is a skilled interpreter
and a sound trainer. Conducting his orchestra myself, I was impressed by
the virtuoso abilities of all the first-desk players, the orchestra's own soloists.
Also by the solid schooling of the string sections. This orchestra learns quickly,
plays dependably and gives a good sound. Particularly delightful, under Mr.
Dorati's hand, were an ever so delicate and poetic reading of Debussy's "After-
noon of a Faun" and a very distinguished performance, at once grandiose and
jolly, of Haydn's exquisite Symphony in B flat major, commonly known as
No. 98. In the finale of the latter piece the concertmaster, Rafael Druian,
did some mighty graceful solo playing, too.

NOVELTIES

The Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, playing last Sunday afternoon under
its regular conductor, William Steinberg, provided what happened to be, for
this listener, a complete program of novelties. There was Gluck's melodious
and nobly animated overture to "'Iphigenia in Aulis,'" a great rarity to any
one these days; and it was handled by Mr. Steinberg in the grand manner.
There was also Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini, which (be-
lieve it or not) I had never heard in concert (and do not care whether I hear
again), played by Benno Moiseiwitsch (a pianist whom I look forward to
hearing again). The performance was immensely applauded. I found it a
little on the machine-gun side, though accurate enough note-wise.

The final novelty was Anton Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, played ob-
viously with love and a deep respect, though it had been cut by about a
quarter of an hour down to a running-time of only fifty minutes. And Mr.
Steinberg had taken the hberty of substituting four tenor tubas for the two
tenor and two bass ones indicated in the score. He had added also for the
tutti passages one each of the woodwind instruments and a fourth trumpet,
and these would have sounded even richer ff he had been able to add extra

strings, too. For Bruckner needs an opulent sound, profits from one.
34
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THE B_U_n_NERPEOPLE

Bruckner is a composer whose work has never been popular but which has
never lacked the respect of musicians. It has also long been deeply loved by
many, and I have always been impressed by the fact that the devotees of this
music are likely to be persons of elevated character. One can fail to perceive
the grandeur of the music itself, but one can not avoid facing the fact that
its lovers are neither knaves nor fools.

Many of them, of course, are of German extraction, particularly Austrian,
,for the music has an atavistic appeal to the religious feelings of those whose
childhood was spent among the churches, at once vastly simple and vastly
ornate, of the Austrian Baroque. But its spell goes deeper than that. It has
the fascination of the pure in heart; there is no lowness or meanness in it, no
irony, no wit, no comment. It has only aspiration and the loyalty of careful
workmanship. Almost no other composer has sustained throughout a lifetime
an attitude toward his work of such serenity, such elevation. These qualities,
unsalted by dramatic objectivity or any flavor of the picturesque, have long
seemed a bit pallid to the more spicy musical tastes of the Latin countries.
Holland, on the other hand, is the seat of a real Bruckner cult. The seriousness
of his music, a seriousness in no way false or pompous, has won, in fact, the
admiration everywhere of music lovers who are not pre-conditioned to reject
the serious. And the childlike anti-intellectualism of Bruckner's expressive
content has no less warded off the enthusiasms of those who can accept the
serious only when it is also pretentious.

BEUCKNER"$ SEVENTH

Bruckner's Seventh Symphony contains the whole of Bruckner, his Schu-
bertian melodic spontaneity, his suave and somewhat static harmony, his per-
fection of contrapuntal flow, his taste for a rich and organ-like use of the
brass instruments (he was an organist) and his weakness for vast architectural
layouts. Much of the thematic material is strong, very strong. It is a piece
worth knowing, whether one is going to love it or not. Mr. Steinberg, who
evidently loves it, had lavished on it great care. The precision that is char*
acteristic of all this conductor's work can be sometimes a bit coldly theatrical
when not warmed from the heart. The Rachmaninoff Rhapsody had been
like that. Not so the Gluck or the Bruckner. These were, as is their nature,
noble and grand. And I was glad to note that the Pittsburgh orchestra, which
had declined somewhat in discipline and in expressiveability under the long
stretch of guest-conductors that followed Fritz Reiner s resignation, is again
a major musical instrument.

(Hew Yor k HeraM Tribune, Dec. 27, 19_3)



MAHLER'S SYMPHONY IS CHEERED AT LAST
By Louis Biancolli

Reprinted by permission of the Hew Y,ork World.Telegram and Sun.

Perhaps the most thrilling aspect of Bruno Waiter's reading of Mahler's
First Symphony two weeks ago was the spectacular response of the crowd.

Now, it wasn't a capacity audience by.any means; this is sad to recall, con-
sidering what a magnificent reading it was and how the Philharmonic, for
reasons artistic and budgetary, rates a customer in every seat these days.

But that was one honey of an audience in the way it received the Mahler
symphony and what Mr. Walter did to it. When you think what an uphill
struggle it has been for the music of Mahler, it was good to hear the cheering
at that Sunday matinee.

As I listened I thought uneasily of the years it took me to warm up to
Mahler. There was some comfort in the knowledge that I wasn't alone in
being slow.

A few rows in back of me sat one of the finest pianists of our time, a highly
cultured woman with broad musical tastes and a sense of tradition. When
I went up to her to shake hands she said, almost challengingly:

"'I adore Mahler, and I'm not ashamed to admit it!"
That was before the symphony started. The remark stayed with me till the

performance was over and the cheering broke out from all parts of the house.
The lady's statement was symbolic. Mahler is by no means fixed in the

current repertory. Conductors like Walter and Mitropoulos and Ormandy
and Bemstein have been laboring nobly to entrench him beyond displacement.
There is still work ahead.

But when one recalls the bitter hostility there used to be against Mahler's
symphonies, the early departures from the concert hall by bored or indignant
patrons, the harsh criticism, it is something to witness a collective outburst
like that of two Sundays ago.

Just what has it taken to make Mahler more accessible to listeners? The
music remains as he wrote it; the performances cannot have improved so
drastically. Walter has been conducting Mahter for at least half a century.

The answer would have to take care of still another question: Just what
makes a "classic," or, to put it differently, just when does a "'classic" become
a "classic"?

I suppose we have to assume that the music was worth while from the start.
That is, it was largely a matter of making the public aware of this fact. The
force, the beauty, the originality, were all there but they weren't reaching
the public.

All artistic masterpieces are that way. If they are bold and different, it
takes time for most of us to get behind the boldness and the difference and
glimpse the artist and the genius at work. Only repeated hearings can do
this in music.

And repeated hearings are possible only if conductors believe in the com-
poser and communicate the courage of their conviction to the public. Grad-
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ually the music sinks in and in time, as if_ spontaneously, the public "dis-
covers" it.

From being a name tacked on to a symphony, the composer now looms as
a human being engaged in high artistic endeavor. There is a growing interest
in his personal life and the remainder of his musical output.

From year to year this interest grows; the repertory slowly expands to ac-
commodate more and more of the composer's music. Biographical studies begin
to appear, and dues to the meaning of b_ismusic are hunted everywhere.
- The symphony, if such it be, has become "repertory." No conductor can
safely ignore it any longer. No orchestra can keep it for long out of its
seasonal rounds.

And by the same token no listener can afford to deny himsdf this new
and exciting adventure along the highway of music. A classic is born.

(Hew Yor k World,Telegram and Sun, February 6, 19_4)

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO
WILLIAM STEINBERG

In appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in Bruckner's music
in the United States, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of America, Inc.,
awarded the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal of Honor to William Steinberg. Mr.
Steinberg broadcast Bruckner's Fourth over a nationwide hookup (NBC
Orchestra) on March 4, 1939. On December 7, 1948, he conducted the first
Buffalo performance of the Seventh.

The Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra Society under his direction performed
the Fourth on December 17 and 19, 19_0. After the first of these perform-
ances, Mr. Frank N. Farrar, President of the Buffalo Orchestra Society, pre-
sented the medal on behalf of the Society.



U. S. PREMIERE OF SCHOENBERG'S ERWARTUNG

Philharmonic Symphony Society of 7_ew Yor k, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Oo'aductor;
Dorothy Dow, Soloist; 2_ov. i5, 16, and 18, 195 I. (The last performance was broadcast
over CBS.)

Dimitri Mitropoulos has come forward once again with one of those bold
strokes of program-making that gives much-needed impetus to local concert
activity. He offered last night, in concert form, the first of three perform.
ances of Schoenberg's monodrama, "Erwarmng," and by this means trans.
ported us within the walls of Carnegie Hall to the uncanny world of terror
and frustration that was so dear to German Expressionists early in this
century and led them to a new idiom capable of conveying spasmodic, un-
conscious and unusually bitter impulses. In its first American performance,
with Dorothy Dow singing the very difficult single rote with extraordinary
accuracy, this opera of half-hour duration did not have the shock of "mod-
ernism" so far as its textures were concerned. These were quite fabulous
from the point of view of instrumentation and color, but it was the dramatic
conception that was startling. The idea of a woman entering the dark woods
for a tryst with her lover and talking to herself in truncated phrases as her
expectation ('_Erwartung") mounts is in itself rather odd. It is still odder
when, after scouring the woods in desperation to find him, she comes upon
him lying dead, and continues her monologue, now addressing the corpse in
amorous phr_.

Like the music, her thoughts jump abruptly from one matter to another
and are full of suggestion. The ominous nocturnal sounds cause her to hear
things you are never quite sure are really there. The ideal medium for it,
I think, would be a cinema of very advanced technique with one shot dis-
solving into another and revealing both the hallucinations of the inner mind
and the actual frightening occurrences of nature in a forest at night.

The performance under Mr. Mitropoulos was primarily a reminder of
the theater possibilities. Since these possibilities go ignored there was every
reason for the Philharmonic to present the work in concert. The conductor's
incredible ability to execute works of atonal leaning is, moreover, something
to take good advantage of. The accuracy of note and rhythm was itself
phenomenal, and this goes for Miss Dow's singing, too. When singers and
players are more accustomed to this music, we may expect more varied,
tenuous and febrile readings, and these should help widen the audience for
$choenberg and his orbit. As it was, the playing was as fine as we may expect
today, and the audience showered enthusiastic applause and bravos on it.

ARTHUR BERGER,
_. Y. Herald Tribune

Arnold Schoenberg wrote "'Erwartung," a short opera or cantata or, as
he called it, a "'monodrama," in 1909. At long last, forty-two years later,
the piece received its first performance in this country last night, with Dimitri
Mitropoulos, an ardent advocate of Schoenberg, conducting the Philharmonic
at Carnegie Hall.
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Mr. Mitropoulos probably would have got around to this score in time.
Since Schoenberg died last July, the conductor seized the opportunity to do
the work, certainly one of the composer's major efforts, as a memorial tribute.
He could not have paid his respects more devotedly.

"Erwartung," which translates into "Expectation," is based on a dramatic
--perhaps the more accurate word is literary--idea of Schoenberg's, for
whom Marie Pappenheim prepared the actual German text. It tells of a
woman who goes out to meet her lover in a forest in the dark of night and
who stumbles over his dead body. You never find out what woman, what
lover, what forest or what did him in. The eerie night and the woman's
strange emotions are the burden of "plot" and music.

You would think that such a shocking situation would induce music that
would be shocking, especially from a composer whose music led to wild,
hostile demonstrations years ago. But last night's audience did not seem to be
disturbed or shaken. It appeared to take Schoenberg in stride. There were
some scattered cheers for the performers, but no angry hissing.

This, of course, is not the most radical Schoenberg. Here, the composer
has moved away from the Wagnerism of his earliest works into atonalism
but not yet into his system of tone rows. The orchestra is used with freedom
and boldness; there is striking rhythmic variety and an almost endless palette
of shifting, sensitive colors. The woman's voice is not used in the style of
Sprechgesang, or speech-song, familiar in other Schoenberg works, but the
vocal line is free and often oddly spaced.

The work, in sum, is the product of a man of imagination and intellect.
After hearing it at a rehearsal as well as at the performance one can say
that it contains some wonderfully poetic and moving pages. One suspects
also that the phantasmic, agonized world Schoenberg sought to evoke is only
partly realized. Or would that be a shortcoming of a listener who cannot
attune himself to the doom-laden world" of a Central European of the early
twentieth century?

Dorothy Dow sang the only role and gave an astonishing performance.
The music is brutally cruel, but she sang it with sovereign control and with
musicality. She had done the part in Zurich two years ago, and it was evi-
dent that she knew it thoroughly.

Her mastery was intellectual and vocal. If she did not give the part the
hysterical, neurotic intensity it should probably have, it could be because
Miss Dow is too healthy for that sort of thing. No one can pick up the
orientation implicit in this work during a sojourn in Europe; it has to be in
the blood, and Miss Dow, happily for her, is from Texas.

Mr. Mitropoulos led a performance that was remarkable for its clarity
and precision. He did the bidding of Schoenberg's score with heartfelt fidelity.
And the orchestra played brilliantly.

H.T.,
N,ew York Times

The strange, eerie, expressionistic work "Erwartung" ("Expectation") by
Arnold Schoenberg, was given its first performance in this country by the
Philharmonic-Symphony under the direction of Dimitri Mitropoulos in Car-
negie Hall last evening.

This monodrama, which runs about a half hour, has only one character,
a woman who enters the forest at night for a tryst with her lover, only to
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stumble over his lifeless body. That role was undertaken last evening by
Dorothy Dow, young American soprano who had sung it at its first per-
formance in Switzerland in 1949.

The libretto for this piece, dramatic idea suggested by Schoenberg, was
written by Marie Pappenheim.

What an extraordinary piece of musical writing this work truly is, and
how accurately it foreshadows the "'modern" idioms that were to come! The
atonal quality of the sounds, which clash and clash and yet seem not" to, is
as daring as anything a 3Pyear-old of this century's first decade could imagine.

The singing the one character has to do is practically continuous. It has
a devastating power, all the more so because of its integral affiliation with
the rest of the score. None of this, as you may imagine, listens pretty.

In fact, a good deal of it, divorced from its ideational attachments, could
be quite repulsive. The art and the imagination of the composer, however,
do not long permit such a breaking of the bonds. And, finally, the whole
work voice, music dramatic line--is of purest classical intention and achieve-
ment,

Mr. Mitropoulos' performance was stunning in its impact, its glistening
perfection, its unwavering aims. The orchestra, I thought, had rarely played
better, such was the quality of the tone in all dynamic degrees and in a most
difficult score to negotiate.

Reams of praise, too, for the splendid singing of Miss Dow, who, but for
her amazing instinct of pitch, might have been in serious trouble. And, in
line with tributes, another salute to Mr. Mitropoulos for bringing us this
work which, though perhaps it might be more complete in a theater, could
scarcely aspire to better treatment anywhere.

ROBERT BAGAR,

N. T. World,Telegram & Sun

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO RAFAEL KUBELIK

The Mahler Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive
use of The Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Rafael Kubelik
for his efforts to create a greater interest in Gustav Mahler's music in the
United States. On December 7, 8, and 12, 1970, the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra under Mr. Kubelik's direction performed the Fourth Symphony;
on April 7 and 6, 1951, Das Lied yon der grde; and on January 3 and 4,
1972, the First Symphony. Acting on behalf of the Society, Mr. George A.
Kuyper, Manager of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, presented the medal
to Mr. Kubelik on March 1.



CINCINNATI COLLEGE OF MUSIC HONORS
DR. MARTIN G. DUMLER

The Board of Trustees, Director and students of the College of Music last
night [May 22, 1951] paid tribute to one of the Trustees, Dr. Martin G.
Dumler, with a festival concert on the $0th anniversary of his graduation
from the school. The occasion was signalized by a performance of his latest
work, a "Missa Gloriae De1,'" which enlisted the serv/ces of a 100-voice chorus
and a symphony orchestra of 75 players under the baton of Roland Johnson.

Though not familiar with all of the composer's music, it seemed to me
that the Mass crowned Dr. Dumler's other efforts in dignity of conception
and ingenuity of melodic perception. Recalling the amplitude, warmth and
color of the late romantic period, the composition underlined the Latin text
with sincerity and beauty.

Though the work was massive, it was not embarrassed by its richness. Dr.
Dumler did not resort to needless repetition of parts of the text, as some
composers have done. He used especially the string and brass choirs of the
orchestra to advantage, giving both instrumental support and contrast to the
dramatic voice line.

There were times when the intensity of sound needed relief, and in one
such emergency the composer permitted a solo tenor and soprano to expound
the "Sanctus" on a note of simplicity. Perhaps other sections might have been
similarly simplified for a variation in mood, to introduce a note of religious
awe, for instance, but that is probably a matter of personal taste.

The second portion of the program was devoted to Brahms" "Song of
Destiny," again employing the chorus, Mahler's "Songs of a Wayfarer,"
Margaret Thuenemann appearing as soloist, and Berlioz's "'Roman Carnival,"for orchestra alone.

We heard this portion of the program in an upstairs studio, where special
sound equipment had been installed by the Audio-Engineers Society of Cin-
cinnati, to carry on an experiment in binaural sound projection. Directional
microphones had been installed at a distance of 20 feet from the treble and
bass section of the orchestra, the sound being piped to two corresponding
amplifiers at opposite sides of the studio, each controlled at will by the
engineers.

The effect lent a special depth to the performance, the method being similar
to that employed some years ago in the motion picture "Fantasia." Useless
for recording purposes, we were told, the installation gave superb reproduc-
tion to the orchestra under Roland Johnson's able direction and picked no
flaws in Miss Thuenemann's singing, which was unusually intelligent and
intelligible.

JOHN P. RHODES,
The Cincinnati Enquirer
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REMARKS BY THE HONORABLE ALBERT D. CASH,
MAYOR OF CINCINNATI,

AT THE

FESTIVAL CONCERT HONORING MARTIN (3. DUMLER,
MUS. DOC., LL.D.

(May 22, 195'1)

If this occasion causes reminiscence, I take refuge in the fact that the
nature of the event is such as to cause it. I remember way back in my earlier
days at school, one of my professors had a way of stating forceful ideas with
a phrase or a quote; and one of them that was literally given to us every day
was "A thing of beauty is a joy forever.'" If I may reach back and draw
upon that reminiscence, I think it sets the keynote of this pleasant affair here
tonight.

Way back before the turn of the century, a boy came to this institution to
study music. It wasn't easy because, in order to study music, he had to pro-
vide as well the wherewithal of daily living, and somehow it seems he had
joined those two efforts together always. It seems to me he is unique in being
a very successful business man, and, all at the same time and in the same
personality, a most successful artist; and as for the things he has done of an
artistic nature, most of them are associatedwith this institution in which we are.

I understand that back in the earlier days before we had established the
Symphony Orchestra of Cincinnati, he was one of a quartet who participated
in musical entertainment given for the benefit of the establishment of that
orchestra. He has been a leader and a protector of the arts not only in this
community, but especially in this community, for a matter of fifty years since
his graduation from the College.

I have seen and I have read long lists of the honors that have been bestowed
upon him, the doctorates here and there for his compositions (among them
fifteen Masses alone), many of them performed under the batons of leading
directors not only in the United States, but in all of Europe.

Now we are accustomed in America (too much so, I think) to honor people
who have made great successesin the industrial, commercial, financial world.
They have produced trains that go faster and planes that go as fast as sound,
and the like. How mamy of them have been able to produce anything to
project their own fine personalities into the distant future of time as distin-
guished from space? Dr. Dumler has achieved that in a most remarkable
degree.

And so I say to you tonight, and on behalf of all Cincinnati, that we ex,
press to him on this fiftieth anniversary the very great appreciation which
we feel and all Cincinnati owes to him for the renown which he has brought
to it in the arts. Now I don't know whether the life of an artist just begins
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Phylhs Dunn (left) and Jean Marie Devereaux, seniors at the Cincinnati College of
Muslc, presenting an mwtatmn to Dr. Martin G. Dumler to be _uest of honor at a

recepuon following a concert given on the _0th anniversary of Dr. Dumler's graduation
from the College of Muslc, Cmcmnan. In the background is a picture of Anton Bruckner
presented to the College by Dr. and Mrs. Dumler.



Mayor Vancent Irnpellitteri receiving the Bruckner medal on June 13, 1971, on behalf
of the Mumc_pal Broadcasting System (Station WNYC). Left to right, Seymour N.
Siegel, director of Municipal Broadcasting System, Mayor Vincent Impelhtter_, Harry
Neyer, and Julio Kilenyl.
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after fifty years, because I have no way of telling from my own talents; but
from everything that I can learn of Dr. Dumler, he is just as active and just
as productive not only in music, but with pigments, and that is his recreation
after he finishes a day's work.

I'm sure I express the wish of all of you in saying more power to him, long
life, and thanks so much for the renown that you have brought to Cincinnati.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO
STATION WNYC

The Municipal Broadcasting System has for a great number of years de-
voted its programs mainly to cultural and educational subjects. Its musical
offerings under the supervision of the able musical director, Mr. Herman
Neuman, are designed to please discriminating audiences. Modern music as
well as the classics and so-called controversial works are well represented.
Every available Bruckner recording has been on the air at regular intervals,
thus enabling listeners of WNYC to become famih'ar with the music of the
Austrian master.

In recognition of its efforts to create a greater interest in and appreciation
_ of Bruckner's music, the Bruckner Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi

for the exclusiveuse of The Brucltner Society of America, Inc., was awarded
to Station WNYC on June 13, 19_1. Mr. Harry Neyer, Secretary of the
Society, made the presentation to Mayor Vincent R. I.mpellitteri who received
the medal on behalf of the Station. Mr. Seymour N. Siegel, Director of
WNYC, and Mr. Julio Kilenyi, the sculptor, were present.



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER ON LONG.PLAYING
RECORD8

By Paul Hugo Little

When Gustav Mahler uttered his apochryphal remark, "Meine Zeit wird
noch koramen," he could not have foreseen the marvels of the then embryonic
phonograph disc which, in 1948 with Columbia as sponsor, blossomed into
what we record enthusiasts today so casually speak of as lp. But it is an un-
deniable fact that, thanks to the 331/8 rpm phonograph record of today, we
who admire the music of Mahler and his equally controversial contemporary
Anton Bruckner are able to hear all of the major compositions by these two
masters of the symphony.

As the noted critic C. G. Burke remarked in the first issue of "High-
Fidelity," a publication dealing with audio equipment, something like 1500
tong-playing records have been issued since their inception, the equivalent
of nearly 7000 "shellac" (78 rpm) records. With this bounty has come a
broadening of musical appreciation on the public's part, not only for Mahler
and Bruckner, but also for the neglected tonal inventive geniuses of the
baroque and the Renaissance eras. Enterprise, enthusiasm, and, commercially
speaking, the desire to offer the record buyer the unusual in rivalry with
_me 50 firms engaged in record production have led to a most sanguine state
of affairs for those of us who chafe at the monotony of the average symphony
concert's programming.

Of course, we find, as was to be expected, that the smaller independent
firms have been more ambitious in seeking out the esoteric and the unfamiliar
on Ip than the major companies. The reason for this is obvious. Without
big name soloists and orchestras under contract to them, the independents
could hardly expect to compete on an even keel across the record counter
with Victor and Columbia. This is a healthy state of affairs, for we have
seen scholarly investigations of Haydn (the Haydn Society) and Vivaldi
(Period Music Company) and the long-neglected oratorios and cantatas of
Handel (the Handel Society, Mercury and WCFM), the four quartets of
Schoenberg (Alco), a magnificently ambitious Verdi cycle of all the 27
operas (Cetra.Soria), the Beethoven Quartets and such explorations of early
music as Perotinus and Guillaume de Machaut (Concert Hall Society). For-
tunately, amid all this, a veritable erabarras de richesse, even the music of
Mahler and Bruclmer received generous, long-overdue attention.

After Columbia's brilliant reissues on Ip from "shellac" of the Mahler
First and Fourth symphonies--which, by the way, proved one of the tlnest
facets of long-playing processing, the ability to engineer from tape a better
recording than the original matrix--there followed a succession of splendid
issues which, to date, provide the devotee as well as the uninitiated with a
never-before-offered opportunity to hear the bulk of the creative achieve-
ments by these two nineteenth century masters. It is the purpose of this
article to offer critical impressions based on performance and reproduction,
as a guide to those wishing to add the best Bruckner and Mahler lps to their
collection.
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Let me say at this point that the only true test of reproductive excellence
is through the use of audio equipment and that, just as in the days of shellac,
the recordmakers' products are far ahead of the average domestic equipment
offered the record buyer. A decade ago, RCA-Victor's album of Wagner's
Siegfried's Funeral Music and Rhine Journey by Toscanini and the NBC
Orchestra attained a frequency cycle-high of 14,000, while the average
phonograph or combination gave the listener at best a high of 6000. In the
bass the disparity was even more noticeable. This means that a record of
fine acoustical quality cannot rightly be judged on the average commercial
phonograph. Now both Columbia and Victor have issued three-speed high-
fidelity portable players capable of a 12,000 cycle high, and we have such
other excellent low-cost hi-fi systems as the Mitchell 3-D and the Kelton
"Cambridge," within the budget of every music lover.

With lp the problem is even more irksome. Most Ip collectors have either
a three-speed changer in their radio-phonograph or an lp player attachment
connected through a circuit. In a neighborhood survey I recently made, I
found that only one out of every twelve record collectors used equipment
capable of realizing the full sound latent in the microgrooves of a long-playing
record. This is significant because a record does not sound the same on these
three general types of regularly used equipment. The three-speed player has
_tmore powerful cartridge than the attachment and hence allows volume to be
turned up for crescendi without distortion, while on the attachment full
volume is virtually impossible without annoyances, such as "skippin_ the
groove" or pronounced hums and buz_ings. Most London ffrr lps, for ex-
ample, have a pronounced "hum" on the attachment when volume is turned
up even slightly, because they are made at perhaps the highest frequency
rate of any lp. Furthermore, there is the problem of needles. The manu-
facturers, with a few exceptions, have given record enthusiasts no clue as to
the best type of needle to use, which is obviously a diamond-point. The
dealers themselves know very little about this technical question. As a con-
sequence, many collectors use the same precious metal or sapphire needle an
excessively long time, with the danger of gouging the sensitive microgrooves.

A word about the physical conditions under which the following records
were played and reviewed. A Magnavox Belvedere model with Columbia
Model 102 lp attachment with the Q-33 cartridge and a Televex diamond
Q-33 needle for one listening; then, a Voice of Vision custom-built audio
phonograph with Altec-Lansing speaker, Rek-o-l_ut turntable, and Pickering
tone arm, was purposely used to demonstrate to fellow listeners that accurate

reproduction of the full-frequency potential inherent in the modem lp is
impossible without proper audio equipment. Each record was cleaned with
a soft damp cloth before playing, and then a light rubbing of another cloth
moistened with a few drops of Walco Stati-Clean applied to eliminate static
electricity which produces noise and rumble. And now for the music--a rare
and beautiful adventure into the mighty symphonic and choral realms of
Anton Bruckner and Gustav Mahler!

ANTON BRUCKNER

ZBRO SY_VIPHONY IN D MINOR (NULLTE)
(Posthumous)

Concert Hall Symphony Orchestra; Henk Spruit, Conductor. Concert Hall
Society CHS-1142, 12-inch Ip.
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Performance

Spruit, a conductor hitherto unknown to us, plays the work con amore,
thereby conveying all the youthful verve of the music, its lyricism and cheer-
ful triumph. The orchestra is excellent and responds very cleanly to *empi
indications.

Concert Hall's 19_2 issues have embodied a greater trend towards what
we call "high fidelity" than any of this enterprising firm's previous releases.
Both player attachments and custom-built, high-fidelity equipment can pro-
duce good sound from this record without much worry about compensations
or over-exaggerated levels. A very good musical as well as engineering
achievement.

PIRST SYMPHONY IN C I_INOR

Austria State Orchestra; Dr. Volkmar Andrae, conductor. Masterseal MW-
40, 12.inch lp.

Performance
Masterseal, a subsidiary of Remington, is to be commended for its pains-

taking, sympathetic interest in bringing this important composition to the
record-buying public. At the very first motive, it is obvious that this initial
symphony is no immature work. (Indeed, Bruckner was no less than 42
when he finished it.) Having heard it through again and again, with ever
increasing attention to detail, this reviewer can scarcely believe that it is
still unperformed by an American orchestra of major stature, especially since
it is, for Bruckner at least, a short symphony. Dr. Andrae, according to the
abundant and admirably incisive notes of the album, has devoted much of
his career to the specialized study of BruckneFs art. Hence his interpreta.
tion is not merely expert, but truly con arnore. The Austria State Orchestra,
new to American record buyers, is excellent, the brass section being partic-
ularly praiseworthy.

Reproduction

Sumptuous, full, life-like tone, even on the home player or attachment--
stunning on high.fidelity equipment. Bass and treble are beautifully balanced,
without the least distortion. A notable engineering achievement which should
convert those diehards who cling to "shellac" as the only suitable productive
mediDJ:n.

SECOND SYMPHONY IN C MINOR

Linz Bruckner Symphony Orchestra; Ludwig Georg Jochum, conductor.
Urania Album 402, two 12-inch Ip.

Performance
Jochum's feeling for this ardent work is admirable. He conveys equally

well the lofty eloquence of the Andante, the deft verve of the scherzo, the
joyous triumph of the Finale. The orchestra is excellent, well balanced, the
horns particularly fine.

Reproduction
Sensationally good, on both attachment and audio equipment. Indeed,

Urania's issues are uniformly dear, with good volume processed into the
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microgrooves, so that they sound rich and full without excessive distortion on
even the small crystal type of pickup.

THIRD SYMPHONYIN D MINOR

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, F. Charles Adler, conductor. SPA 30/31,
two 12-inch Ip.

Performance and Reproduction

Indisputably the best existing version of this eloquent music which Bruck-
her dedicated so rapturously to Richard Wagner. The Concert Hall tapes
were sold to Remington (Fekete's reading) in a poor-surfaced, not too well
balanced discing. Adler, who has already revealed his admirable abilities as
an interpreter of Bruckner and Mahler on lp, gives this symphony a warm,
vividly paced reading. Record tone is excellent, surface clean. On the second
disc of this album, Mahler's Tenth Symphony is recorded. While the repro-
duction has less surface noise than the Westminster version, Adler's inter-
pretation does not surpass the sensitive, penetrating attention of the Vienneseconductor.

Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra, Zoltan Fekete, conductor. Concert Hall So-
ciety CHS106_, 12-inch Ip.

Performance

Fekete, who is a director of the orchestra he conducts on this disc, is a
well-rounded musician with a catholicity of taste, as is evidenced by his in-
terpretations of Handel, Moza_,-t, and Haydn on the Mercury and Period
labels. He brings to this powerful, stirring work that same sensitivity and
self-effacement in favor of the composer's intentions, and the result is brilliant,
highly communicative reading.

Reproduction

On both types of equipment, occasional noisy surfaces (several samples
were checked). Bass lows and treble highs are a bit uneven; on an audio
machine, compensator will level this defect. Good .sound in the main.

Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra, Walter Goehr, conductor. Concert Hall
Society, CHS 119_, 12-inch lp.

Performance and Reproduction

Excellent performance and recording in all respects. Goehr's interpretation
is virile and poetic.

FOURTH SY'_IPHONY IN E FLAT MAJOR

Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Prof. Herman Abendroth, conductor. Urania
Album 7012, two 12-inch lp.

Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, conductor. Vox PL6930,
12-inch Ip.

Performance

Klemperer's treatment is much more lyrical, especially in the glorious
"Hunting" Scherzo. Abendroth allows his tempi to slacken noticeably in
the Andante and the middle portion of the Finale; at times he seems overly
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pedantic. As against the superior Klemperer reading, however, the Urania
set provides a superior orchestra.

Reproduction

Both performances use the Urtext (original version). The Vox single disc
has some strident trebles and muffled climaxes on the attachment, while on
the audio equipment used for this review it tracks well and there is good
balance though at times a metallic tone quality is evident. Urania's tonal
range is much richer and deeper; the orchestra sounds nearer the microphone.
Far superior on audio equipment.

FIFTH SYMPHONY IN B FLAT MAJOR

Hamburg Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugen Jochum, conductor. Capitol P-8049,
50, two 12-inch lp. (Separate albums; no complete album holder for both.)

Performance

Re.pressed from Telefunken shellac masters on domestic Capitol Ips, this
is a competent but not, in the main, sufficiently probing interpretation. Yet,
Jochum's concept of the first and fourth movements is really fine.

Reproduction
Much rumble and mechanical feedback on player attachment, not entirely

corrected on audio.

SIXTH SYMPHONY IN A MAJOR

(ll2TH and I_0TI-IPSALMSincluded in album)

Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Henry Swoboda, conductor. Vienna Yammer,
chor added for the Psalms. Westminster WL5057 and 7076, two 12,inch lp.

Perforraam:e

Original edition. Swoboda is more successful with the Psalms. The read-
ing of the symphony is uneven, the high point being the scherzo. In the
Psalms, however, we have some of the finest choral work perpetuated on re-
cording; the attack is exceptional, the feeling tremendously stirring.

Reproduction

Surfaces somewhat gritty. The choral side comes out best of all on both
audio and attachment. Treble in the symphony is at times excessive.

Lir_ Bruckner Symphony Orchestra, L. G. Jochum, conductor. Urania 7041,
12-inch lp.

Performance

Jochum's reading here reminds us of his vivid, intelligent, and penetrating
discourse of the Second Symphony.

Reproduction

Acoustically, this Urania disc is a magnificently full.bodied achieyement.
At times woodwinds tend to be shrill in the foreground, but the strings are
far more incisive than in the Westminster record. Surfaces too are superior
with no noise or grittiness. The "live" tone comes through dearly on player
attachment or hi-fi equipment alike.
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SBVENTH SYMPHONY IN E MAJOR

Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, Eduard Van Beinum, conductor.
London LL,8_2/853, two 12-inch lp.

Performance and Reproduction

This recently issued version turns out to be the finest of all existing versions,
surpassing the older Capitol if only on the basis of sound reproduction and
the B6hm version on Vox on the grounds of lyricism and sensitivity. Van
Beinum's way with the Scherzo is almost magical. Throughout, a superbly
consistent level of musicianship and understanding is attained. (Franck's
tone poem "'Psyche" occupies a final portion of this album.) Sound, inciden-
tally, is hi.fi!

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Carl B6hm, conductor (recorded concert
performance 1944). Vox PL7190, two 12-inch Ip.

The magnificent Vienna Philharmon/e, even granting a lessening of talent
during the war years (Vienna was in Nazi hands in 1944 when this album
was made), has much "lung power" (as David Hall so aptly puts it). This
is especially true of the sonorous brass climaxes of the first and final move-

ments, as demanding as anything by Strauss or Wagner. In B6hm's reading
there is a convincing logic, as well as lyr/eism and heartfeh sincerity, making
it as much a joy to the mind as to the ear.

Reproduction

In transferring to lp from the tape made at the time of this performance
in the concert hail, Vox engineers have done a very able job. Hi-fi owners
will need to lower treble, as in some passages there is a wiriness of tone; in
others, the bass needs more emphasis to dissemble the hollow concert hall
effect produced. But the clarity of the individual orchestral groupings--and
especially the always difficult brass section--is remarkably fine. The surfaces
are exceptionally clean.

EmHT_ SYMPHONYm C MINOR

Hamburg Philharmonic State Orchestra, Eugen Jochum, conductor. Decca
Album DX109 (with TE DBuM), three 12-/nch Ip.

Performance

As David Halt, now classical program director for Mercury Records, says
in his Records: 1950 Edition, "Its adequate realization calls for a conductor
of supreme artistry and understanding, plus an orchestra of unlimited virtu-
osity, lung power and stamina.'" I concur heartily. The Hamburg Orchestra
does not quite qualify, for all its heroics. Jochum's reading is conscientious,
but the grandiose climax of the Finale to which all else was preparation leaves
the hearer with the feeling that Jochum has sometimes striven for effect rather
than built logically to that overpowering emotional sweep. Still, there are
many fine things in the reading.

Reproduction

Decca transferred this performance from Deutsche Grammophon shellac
discs, with highly praiseworthy engineering skill. The attachment can hold
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the full sound, except that bass must be turned down for tutti and crescendos.
Superb on audio--even balance, no surface noise or rumble.

NINTH SYMPHONY AND OVERTURE IN G MINOR

Vienna Philharmonia Orchestra, P. Charles Adler, conductor. SPA Album
discs 24-2_, two 12-inch lp.

Performance
The Brucknerite with his insistence on "Urtext" will censure the use of

the Loewe version of this, Bruckner's finest symphony. The realist will ac-
cept it for its strikingly vivid interpretation, its rich, full, live recording.
Adler conducts with conviction and d/rectness; he does not overemphasize the
most tempting sections which many interpreters are wont to draw out for
the sake of self-gratification or self-exhibition. A commendable performance.
His reading of the youthful Overture is definitive.

Reproduction
Superbly balanced, with full clarity to all orchestral sections and no dis,

tort'ion anywhere. Smooth, noiseless surfaces.

Pro Musica Symphony Orchestra, Jascha Horenstein, conductor. Vox PL8040,
i2,inch lp.

Performance and Recording
Horenstein's second contribution to recorded Mahler and Bruckner (the

Mahler Ninth was his first) is a most excellent one. The orchestra, however,
seems slightly smaller than Adler's group on SPA and its attack, particularly
in the Scherzo, is not quite so biting. Though we do not have access to the
score, we suspect that this version has been slightly cut in order to get it on
one 12-inch lp. Reproduction is good, though the SPA discs have more depth.

QUINTET IN F

Philharmonic Quartet Group of Vienna. Vox PL6330, 12-inch lp.

Performance

Beautifully conceived throughout, good attack and clarity. Cellist out-
standing.

Reproduction

Satisfying on attachment; Vox's European items seem engineered more for
balance than full-frequency, hence often sound better on lower-frequency
equipment. Audio tends to bring out slight surface noise, though not disturb,
flag. In all, an adequate blend of fine musicianship and competent engineering.

GREAT MASS No. 3 IN F MINOR

Vienna State Philharmonia, Akademie Kammerchor, Ferdinand Grossmarm,
conductor; Dorothea Siebert, soprano; Dagmar Herrmann, alto; Erich
Majkut, tenor; Otto Wiener, bass. Vox PL7940, 12-inch lp.

Performance

Vox has made a major contribution to disc literature and also to the enjoy-
ment of Brucknerites throughout the nation by bringing us this the first re-
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cording ever made of what is probably one of Bruckner's most ambitious and
noble works. That he was able to compose so lofty and eloquent a work speaks
volumes for the devout faith and selfless religious idealism which we know
characterized his entire life.

Unlike the Second Mass in E Minor, this work utilizes the full resources
of a large orchestra, chorus and solo voices. At the very outset of the Kyrie,
we are impressed by the noble simplicity of Bruckner's writing, an impression
that, for all his full-scale effects throughout the Mass, is not dispersed. Even
with grandiose resources, Bruckner's directness of speech, his profound faith
and humility, move us deeply. The Gloria is one of the most deeply joyous
utterances he ever achieved, but even this grandeur of feeling is surpassed by
the exquisitely tender and reverent Credo. In the concluding Agnus Dei, the
contrapuntal writing and fusion with earlier sections are extraordinarily ac.
complished; the unity and beauty of this overa.ll structure becomes thereby
the more moving and profound.

Ferdinand Grossman's direction is worthy of enthusiastic plaudits. The
soloists are admirable in the main, save that the tenor's lighter tones are some-
times forced and the basso occasionally produces a somewhat dry tone at the
ends of phrases. The orchestra and chorus give a brilliantly balanced accom-
paniment, so essential in the necessary fusion of the music.

Reproduction

Generally very good. The Vox engineers have done extremely well, cone
sidering they had to work against a considerable hall resonance which makes
for slight distortion at extreme highs or lows. Surfaces are very good and
quiet. We should rank this as a definitive recording, which will take some
little time to surpass.

MASS IN E MiNOR

Hamburg State Opera Chorus and Wind Choir of Hamburg Philharmon/c
Orchestra, Max Thurn, conductor. Capitol P8004, 12-inch lp.

Reproduction

Originally on shellac discs, and here transferred successfully except for a
few climax blurs.

TE DEUM

Munich Radio Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Eugen Jochum, conductor;
M. Cunitz, soprano; G. Pitinger, alto; L. Fehenberger, tenor; G. Hann,
bass. (Included in Decca Bruckner EICHTH album).

Salzburg Festival Orchestra and Chorus, Messner, conductor. Festival 101,
10.inch Ip.

Reproduction

The Decca version is far superior, both as regards performance and repro-
duction. Festival soloists are uneven, chorus blurs at crucial moments, rather
prosaic interpretation.
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GUSTAV MAHLER
FIttST SYMPHONY IN D MaSoR

M.h_eapol_ Symphony Orchestra, Dhnitri _tropoulos, conductor. Columbia
ML42_1, 12-inch Ip.

Perforraance and Reproduction
A highly successhfl/p transfer from shellac discs, improving tonal quality

of the earlier set through skilled engineering. Mitropoulos' reading is excel-
lent. One of the earliest lp issues, but also one which holds up remarkably
well in comparison with newer issues from every viewpoint.

Symphony Orchestra of Radio Berlin, Ernest Borsamsky, conductor. Urania
URLP 7078, 12-inch lp.

Performance
Borsamsky, a conductor new to most disc collectors, has a good feeling for

this vivid, youthful music. The orchestra is excellent.

Reproduction
The laurels go to Urania by a wide margin, since the Columbia Ip was engi-

neered from original 78-rpm tapes, and this is a new live discing with _00-
cycle turnover frequency. Treble de-emphasis should be set at 13.7 decibels--
high-fidelity enthusiasts, please note. Surfaces are splendidly dean, no noise
or distortion.

,Symphony Orchestra of Radio Berlin, Ernest Borsamsky, conductor. Van-
guard Recording Society VRS-436, 12-inch Ip.

Performance and Reproduction
A duplicate of the Urania disc. This sometimes occurs in the recording

field when both firms have access to the same tape. No difference between
the discs.

Pro Musiea Symphony of Vienna, Jascha Horenstein, conductor. Vox PLS0_0,
i2.inchlp.

Performance and Reproduction
Horenstein's reading is slashingly direct and forceful. The reproduction

is not quite so full or lifelike as the Urania and Vanguard discs, but eminently
satisfactory as to balance.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, conductor. Capitol 12-
inch lp. P-8224.

Performance and Reproduction
This is _e latestDand the best--version of Mahler's youthful, impression-

istic 'Titan Symphony." Steinberg's verve and musical integrity make this
reading a memorable listening experience. To this critic's mind, he ranks as
one of America's very finest conductors; he plays the classics with absolute
fidelity to the score .and no annoying mannerisms, yet at the same time his
flair for modern music and, above all else, his sheer love for everything he
conducts communicates itself to the hearer. The result is dynamic interpre-
tation, whether it be Beethoven or Mahler. Reproduction is magnificent.
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SECOND 'SYMPHONY IN C MINOS.

Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, conductor. Akademie Kam.
merchor and $ingverein cler Musikfreunde, w/th Ilona Steingruber, soprano,
and Hflde RSssl,Majdan, alto. VOX PL 7010, two 12-inch Ip.

Performance
KlempereFs reading is profound and subtle, on a par with his interpreta-

tion of Das Lied yon der Erde. He gives each movement its proper balance
and logic in development, with dramatic emphasis on the first and last sections.
The Vienna Symphony Orchestra, however, lacks "lung power"; were this
the Vienna Philharmonic, the album would be incomparable. The two soloists
are excellent; the chorus too is exceptionally good.

Reprocluction
One of Vox's best engineering achievements, with the exception of shrill-

ness in several important passages on the first side. Collectors who use long-
playing attachments will need to tune down the bass, and may lose nuances
in the fortissimo passages. On audio equipment a very good balance is ob-
tained, with less of the "'hollowness" that was characteristic of so many of
Vox's initial lps. Surfaces are very dean.

THIRDSYMPHONY IN D MINOR

ViennaPhilharmoniaOrchestra,F.CharlesAdler,conductor;WalterSchne/-
derhan, violin; Eduard Koerner, post horn; Hildegard Roessel-Majdan, alto;
Vienna State Opera Chorus; Vienna Saengerknaben. SPA Album 20-21-
22, three 12-inch tp. (Includes 14 "'Youth Songs" sung by Ilona Stein-
gruber, soprano, with the late Herbert Haefner at the piano).

Perfor_nance

This masterpiece is seldom heard. The reasons are diaphanously clear in
a commercially-consciousage---the enormous orchestra, as well as the obvious
necessity for extra rehearsals. To these may be added the inordinate length;
indeed, when the work does reach a concert hearing, there is usually an inter-
mission after the first movement. The recording of this fabulous work is a
great opportunity for all music lovers to familiarize themselves with muslc
which they might otherwise never hear. That it deserves a hearing is obvious
merely from listening to the first movement with its mysterious, march-like
rhythm, or to the haunting nocturnal fragrance of the fourth movement with
its inspired alto solo, or to the finale with its radiant poetry that depicts nature
as surely as the youthful "Titan" Symphony.

Adler's direction of all the diversified orchestral and vocal groups is a
model of clarity and balance. His insistence on phrasing and subtlety is praise-
worthy to the extreme. The soloists acquit themselves nobly. In a word, Bravo!

Reproduction

Quite on a par with the interpretation as regards clarity and richness.
Even on a home player attachment, the microphone placement for this album
has been so fine that one hears every section of the orchestra. Surfaces are
clean and noiseless.
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FOURTHSYMPHONYm G MAJOR

New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, conductor;
Desi Halban, soprano. Columbia ML4031, 12-inch lp.

Performance and Reproduction

Again, as with the First, a superb transfer, enriching the orchestral tone
by sheer engineering skill. Bruno Waiter's interpretation is incomparable,
especially in the beautifully emotional slow movement. Desi Halban's poig-
nant and sympathetic reading of the vocal part is a triumph. An even earlier
release than the First. Columbia must be congratulated for the almost in-
fallibly high standards of musical direction and processing which characterize
their Ip discs. It may be added that both these Ips sound well even on the
limited range attachment.

Concertgebouw Orchestra; Eduard van Beinum, conductor; Margaret Ritchie,
soprano. London LL618, 12-inch Ip.

Performance and Reproduction
This interpretation highlights superb reproduction and balance, but there

is more technique apparent than feeling, despite the very distinctive vocal
line of Margaret Ritchie in the finale.

FIFTH SYMPHONY IN C SHARP MINOR

New York PhilharmonicSymphony Orchestra,Bruno Walter,conductor.
Columbia SL-171, two 12-inch lp. (Includes Eight Songs with Desi Halban
and Bruno Walter at the piano).

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen, conductor. Westminster
WAL-207, two 12-inch lp. (Includes Tenth Symphony.)

Performance
The Columbia release replaces the now discontinued "shellac'" version with

the same ensemble and conductor; it is a live performance of very moving
appeal. Walter's interpretative genius for the scores of Mahler and Bruckner
is too well known to require expatiation here. However, as we have two
distinct versions to compare, we impartially must say that Waiter's reading
dwells on the primary lyric aspects of the symphony, whereas Scherchen is
more concerned with the drama.

Reproduction

Both sets are first-rate, with Columbia haxAag a slight advantage as regards
overall balance and breadth. Trebles must be slightly adjusted in the West-
minster album to avoid distortion, while bass seems slightly more even in the
Westminster version.

SIXTH SYMPHONY IN A MINOR

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, P. Charles Adler, conductor. SPA _9/60,
two 12-inchlp.

Performance and Reproduction

With this album, Utopia has been reached,, disc-wise, by bringing to record
lovers throughout the world every symphony by Bruckner and Mahler! It
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was hardly by accident that Mahler's "Tragic" was last to win recording;
it is tremendously difficult music, calls for a huge orchestra and a conductor
who can guide its passions and febrility away from the pitfalls of Tschaikow-
skian sentimentality. This music is perhaps the most personally, starkly naked
soul-expressive score ever penned. Yet how magnificently rewarding it is, in
a skillfully interpreted recording such as this. Adler is faithful to the Urtext;
he does not overplay the dynamics or overstress the poignancy. Reproduction
is splendid. An album of which the makers may well be proud.

SEVENTH SYMPHONYIN 1_. MINOR ("SONG OF THE NIGHT")

Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra; Hans Rossbaud, conductor. Urania Album
405, two 12dnch lps.

Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera, Hermann Scherchen, conductor. West-
minster Album WAL-211, two 12dnch lps.

Performance
Scherchen, as is his wont, goes all out for brilliance, while Rossbaud stresses

the lyric aspect of this beautiful work, particularly in the slow movements
with Mahler's incredibly effective scoring for guitar and mandolin--which
gave the work its subtitle. There is admittedly more fire in the Scherchen
interpretation, but Rossbaud's understatement has its own special and very
commendable merits in this regard. As for the orchestras, Westminster seems
to have slightly the better of it in the matter of solo and ensemble playing.
We suggest hearing both and deciding for yourself!

Reproduction

Both are tremendous engineering achievements- Westminster's having
slightly more treble brilliance, Urania's having better balanced base.

TENTH SYMPHONYIN F SHARPMAJOR

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann Scherchen, conductor. Westminster
WAL-207, 12-inch Ip (fourth side of album).

Performance
Scherchen's living and impeccably honest interpretation of this long neglected

workwtlu's is a first time on either 78 or 33_ rpm--ranks as one of the
best committed to discs. Not only is this music memorable for the Mahler
enthusiast, but also it has a profound beauty and immediate appeal to the lay
listener. Only the Adagio is performed, taking 23 minutes. In this movement
--which has ideas enough for a full symphony--Mahler shows a tremendous
advance in expression and a mastery and conciseness of orchestration that
prove indisputably what a tragic loss to music was his relatively early death.

Reproduction

Excellent, more "'hall tone" perhaps than in the Fifth Symphony.

DES KNABEN WUNDERHORN

Vienna StateOpera Orchestra,FelixProhaska,conductor;Lorna Sydney,
mezzo-soprano; Alfred Poetl, baritone. Vanguard Recording Society, Inc.,
Album 412-13, two 12.inch lp, boxed, with German and English texts.
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Performance

This first complete recording of Malaler's youthful, exuberant, and dramatic
song cycle is a magnificent one with a few minor flaws that merely point up
the distinction of the interpretation. As a whole, Prohaska's handling of the
orchestra, his cueing of the singers, might have delighted Mahler himself!
The orchestral tone is fiery as well as sumptuous. Miss Sydney is a sincere,
thoughtful musician with a voice of just the right darkness. She has the special
gift for nnancing and shading essential to this music. Poell is one of the
most gifted singers of our day, but unhappily veers off pitch occasionally and
wobbles at climactic measures. Yet the sincerity behind his emotional response
to the score is beyond challenge.

Reproduction

Excellent, even on the small attachment. Microphone placement was ex-
ceptionally handled, with many closeups, the intimacy of which is even more
striking on audio equipment. Slightly gritty surfaces.

DAS LIED VON DEll.ERDE

Vienna Symphony Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, conductor; Elsa Cavelti, mezzo-
soprano; Anton Dermota, tenor. Vox PL7000, 12.inch lp.

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Bruno Walter, conductor; Kathleen Ferrier,
contralto, Julius Patzak, tenor. London LL-62_-6, two 12-inch Ip.

Performance

Elsa Cavelti's musicianship and feeling for the music are good, and her
diction and phrasing are adequate although at times her voice sounds harsh
and strained. The pleasant surpri_ of the performance is Dermota. Rich
tone, wonderful communicativeness, no irksome mannerisms in the romantic
vein,--a deplorable tendency of too many tenors who essay this work. Klein-
peter's interpretation is splendid.

Reproduction
Better on audio, as on the attachment the trebles and bass must be care-

fully watched. Orchestral tone somewhat "'backgroundish," singers excellently
recorded. Good balance, overall, without high frequency output. For all this
fine effort, the edition takes second place to London's; Ferrier and Walter
interpret the work sublimely and the reproduction is flawless!

DAS KLAGENDE LIED

Vienna State Opera Orchestra and Vienna Chamber Choir, Zoltan Fekete,
conductor; Ilona Steingruber, soprano; Sieglinde Wagner, contralto; Ernst
Majkut, tenor. Mercury MG10102, 12-inch lp.

Performance

We owe thanks to the musical enthusiasm of David Hall, program director
of Mercury Records, for this first-time recording of one of Mahler's most
exciting scores, The music abounds in dramatic contrasts, remarkable turns
of orchestration and tempi. The performance is a splendid one. The soloists
are excellent, particularly the first two named. Fekete's direction shows again
his command of nuances and overall balance.
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Reproduction
The chorus seems somewhat too much in the background. Again we note

an occasional wiriness and off-pitch quality, particularly of the brass, pro-
nounced on Ip attachment, lessened on high fidelity equipment. It is not likely
that another recording of this unusual and neglected masterpiece will be forth-
coming in the near future, and as the good qualities of the disc far outweigh
its defects, it is to be highly recommended.

17WE SONGS FROM RUECKERT

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Zohan Fekete, conductor; Ilona Steingruber,
soprano. Mercury MG10103, 12-inch Ip. (Reverse side contains KaNt)ER,

TO_NLmDER, sung by Vera Rosza, contralto, with same group.)

Performance

Ilona Steingruber is one of the best European sopranos, with excellent dic-
tion, good tonal control and range, a genuine feeling for what she sings, as
was evident in the Vox album of the Mahler _'Resurrection" Symphony.
Zohan Fekete, not so well known to American audiences as he deserves, is
a musician's musician, with a thorough knowledge of the nuances in the
score, a mastery of getting orchestral coloring and effects precisely as he de-
sires. This group of songs, from the exquisite love lyric Ich atmet' einen
linden Duft to the dramatic Um Mitternacht, contains in essence the varied
creative qualifies of the composer's genius. An admirable achievement,
performance-wise.

Reproduction

Not, alas, up to the excellence of the performance. Mercury's early foreign
tapes suffered from wiriness and inadequate volume. This is especially notice-
able on lp attachment, while fidelity equipment, with compensators to elimi-
nate a somewhat excessive bass, gives better results.

LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN

Symphony Orchestra of Radio Berlin, Leopold Ludwig, conductor; Josef
Metternich, baritone. Urania 7016, 12-inch Ip. (Includes KINDERTOTEN-
LIEDER.)

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, conductor; Carol Brice, con-
tralto. Columbia M'L4108, 12-inch lp. (Includes Bach SACa_D ARMS.)

Performance

Carol Brice's sombre-hued, almost impersonal singing serves the musics
introspection better than Metternich's overemphasized romanticism. Moreover,
the German tenor's range is often lack-lustre, evidencing strain and improper
breath control, Orchestral laurels to Reiner beyond dispute.

Reproduction

Sharper "'up-close" range on the Urania, which is dean-surfaced and
sounds well on both types of equipment. Columbia's version, taken from
shellac, is smaller in tonal scope and sometimes fuzzy.
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Orchestra, Sir Adrian Boult, Conductor; Blanche Thebom, mezzo-soprano.
RCA Victor LM-1203, 12-inch Ip. (Reverse side contains Wolf songs.)

Performance and Reproduction

Miss Thebom's rich voice and excellent musicianship make this reading an
excellent one, but we miss the tragic poignance which Carol Brice was able
to accord this wonderful work. Had the latter enjoyed better reproduction,
hers would be the best of the three available versions now on Ip. Still, the
bonus of Wolf songs---considering the parallel of Mahler's and Wolf's careers
--gives the Victor disc a slight edge.

KINDERTOTENLIEDER

Symphony Orchestra of Radio Berlin, Roll Kleinert, conductor; Lorri Lail,
mezzo-soprano. Urania 7016.

Vienna Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, conductor; Kath-
leen Pettier, contralto. Columbia ML2187, 10-inch lp.

Performance

Lorri Lait, new to us in America, is a wonderfully gifted singer, with fine
breath-control, expressive range, excellent diction, subtle phrasing. Ferrier's
artistry is, as always, impeccable. Actually, it is difficult to make a choice here
and only the presence of the superb Vienna ensemble under Walter's inspired
baton gives Columbia a slight advantage.

Reproduction

Both issues are outstanding, Columbia's a bit more "sharp" on attachment.
On audio, the subleties of orchestral accompaniment show up noticeably in
the Columbia lp.

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Zoltan Fekete, conductor; Vera Rosza, con,
tralto. Mercury MG10103, 12dnch lp. (Reverse contains Frw. SONOS
FROM RUCKERT.)'

Performance

Miss Rosza's range is good and secure, and her intonation and diction first-
rate. A sympathetic treatment, with good orchestral accompaniment. Fekete
understands subtleties as well as any European conductor.

Reproduction

See remarks on Frv_ SONOSFROMRUECKERT. On Ip attachment, bass must
be turned down. Strings annoyingly wiry at times, woodwinds vary on pitch.
High fidelity improves balance, though not fully.

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Pierre Monteux, conductor; Marian
Anderson, contralto. Victor LM 1146, 12-inch lp.

Performance

The artistry of Marian Anderson is as impeccable as ever. Monteux's
reading of the score is most admirable as may be expected.
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Reproduction

Excellent, with good balance between voice and orchestra Very clean
surfaces, well modulated tone.

]_ARLy SONGS FROM "DEs KNABEN WUNDERHORN"

Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Felix Prohaska, conductor; Alfred Poell, bari-
tone; Army Felbermayer, soprano. Vanguard Recording Society, VRS.
421, 12-inch lp.

Performance

This disc, a sequel to Vanguard's remarkably fine set VRS-412-3, should
make many new Mahler lovers. It contains Hans und Crete, 8cheiden und
M¢iden, Frilhlingsmorgen, Es sungen drei Engel. and Ich ging mit Lust durch
einen grfmen Wald from Knaben Wunderhorn, and duplicates the Riickert
items offered on the Mercury recording MG-10103. Poell's virile baritone
quality is again superlative, as it was in the earlier album. His sympathy
and enthusiasm for this highly impressionistic music is at once communicated
to the listener. Moreover, the disc marks the recording debut of the young,
gifted soprano, Anny Felbermayer, who knows how to convey just the pathos
desired in these youthfully nostalgic songs. Once again, Prohaska's feeling
for Mahler's music, his tempi and cueing of singers and solo orchestral sections
must be highly commended.

Reproduction

Topnotch on both high fidelity and ordinary home player attachments.
The resonance of Poell's gusty, forthright tones is ably handled by the Van-
guard engineers. Surfaces are dean. A brilliant contribution, in all, to the
existing lp repertory.

FOURTEEN SONGS FROM "Au$ DEK JUGENDZEIT"

lqona Stein_ruber, soprano; Herbert Haefner, piano. SPA 20/22.

Performance

This reading compares very favorably with that on Vanguard VRS 424
(Powell, Felbermayer) which we did not have opportunity to hear in full.
lvfissSteingruber has a sympathetic feeling for and understanding of Mahler's
music, as she has already demonstrated on discs for other record firms. Here
we especially admire her versions of Hans und Crete and the exquisite Aus!
Aus! Haefner's piano accompaniment is excellently sensitive to all the nuances.
Incidentally, this disc serves as a memoriam to him; a noted conductor in his
own right, he was director of the 19_2 Vienna summer music festival, died
tragically at its conclusion, but fortunately not before he made some memor-
able recordings, among them Columbia's complete performance of Alban
Bergs remarkable modern opera, "Lulu."

Reproduction

Very fine, indeed. On other discs featuring piano, SPA'S engineers have

given us authentic piano sound aV_thoutdistortion or off-pitch flaws; this per-
formance is no exception. The a bum includes the Mahler Third Symphony,
is, therefore, a must for all Mahler enthusiasts, and has the virtue of being
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magoificently and artistically done. We emphasize this because many inde-
pendent firms are occasionally wont to content themselves with routine per-
formances of unusual repertory on the grounds that the uniqueness of the
programming suffices. A fallacy[

EIGHTSONGS

BrunoWalter, piano; Desi Halban,' soprano. Columbia SL-171.

Performance and Reproduction
A welcome "remake" of Columbia's earlier "shellac" album, which suffered

deplorably from poor piano to.he and generally "cramped" sound. Here the
engineers have balanced voice and piano admirably, illuminating the grits of
both great artists. Miss Halban deserves that adjective for her keenly in-
tuitive understanding of these exquisite songs, the control of diction and tone,
the flawless blending with accompaniment.

Those who love and cherish the creations of Bruekner and Mahler owe a
vote of thanks to the enterprise of the independent record companies for
their protagonism and, in nearly every instance, their high standards of treat-
ment of these magnificent works in performance. When lp first came on the
market, it was the tendency of the smaller companies to be content with ade-
quately recorded--yet often slipshod and miscast--performances, simply to
get the buyer's attention for the unusual. This is no longer the case. The
quality of performance and reproduction to be found in the products of any
given independent firm as against those of the "'Big Four" holds up well.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

On December 1_, 1916, Leopold Stokowski, then conductor of the Phila-
delphia Orchestra, gave the first performance of Das Lied yon der Erde m
the United States. In March of that year, his pioneering spirit had led him
to ".introduceMahler's Eighth, "Symphony of a Thousand", to American
audiences ..ma series of ten performances, nine of which were given in Phila-
delphia and one in New York. Writing about this occasion fifteen years
later in. the :New -York Herald Tribune, May 10, 1931, the late Lawrence
Gilman remarked, "'The work . . . had a run which, for a mere symphony,
was equivalent to the triumphant persistence of The Green Pastures. The
Academy of Music was jammed at all performances .... Even the traffic
policemen outside"the Academy were excited about the attraction, and spoke
of it alm6st as respectfuUy as if it had been a prizefight." In an interview
with William Engle, feature writer of the :New York World Telegram, Mr.
Arthur Judson described this series of performances as the most memorable
milestoneof his managerial career. Only two performances had been scheduled.
"Phil. d__lphia,@e.first night, was dumfounded. Then it was jubilant. In.
stead ot two perfgrmances, ten were given, and the town celebrated as though
the Athletics had won .the pennant. In New York the Friends of Music
heeded. They engageyl_Mr. Judson to bring the production here, and'in,a
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special train the huge cast came to storm and conquer the Metropolitan."
(World !telegram, December 19, 1933.)

Thirty,three years after the premiere, the Philharmonic Symphony Society
of New York gave its first performances of the "Symphony of a Thousand"
on April 6, 7, and 9. The conductor was again Leopold Stokowski who
throughout his brilliant career has contributed so much toward the education
of the music-loving public. The last performance was broadcast over CBS,
thus enabling millions instead of thousands to hear a stirring interpretation
of this rarely pktyed masterpiece. Cheers from the three Carnegie Hall
audiences greeted Dr. Stokowski, the soloists, the orchestra, and the choruses
after each presentation of this difficult work. Unfortunately, the recording
companies did not record this memorable event.

In belated recognition of his efforts to create a greater interest in and ap-
preciation of Mahler's music in the United States, the directors of the Bruck-
her Society of America awarded the Mahler medal of honor to Dr. Stokowski.
On April 7 the medal was presented to Dr. Stokowski by Mr. Warren Storey
Smith of the Boston Post, acting on the behalf of the So6iety.

Mr. Smith made the following remarks:

"'Dr. Stokowski, it is my privilege and pleasure to present to you,
in the name of the Bruckner Society of America, its Mahler medal
of honor. This medal, designed by the American sculptor Julio
Kilenyi for the Society's exclusive use, is given to the conductors
who have done the most to further the cause of Mahler's music. It
was you who in 1916 introduced to America his colossal Eighth
Symphony, and you have now brought to pass the only subsequent
performances by a major orchestra of the East. Because of its mani-
fold exactions, the preparation and conducting of this choral sym-
phony must be considered a labor not only of skill, but of love.
You have once more paid it this double tribute."

In accepting the medal, Dr. Stokowski said:

"Thank you, Mr. Smith, and thank you, Bruckner-Mahler Society.
I am deeply happy to conduct Mahler's Eighth because I regard it
one of the greatest creations among the arts of our time. It is, in
my opinion, great music, but more than that it has a profound
message for everyone."
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By Jack Diether

Philadelphia Orchestra, Princeton Glee Club, Fortnightly Club and Mendelssohn Club
conducted by Leopold Stokowski; Paul Althouse (tenor), Jeannette Vreeland (so-
prano), Rose Bampton (contralto), Abrasha Robofsky (bass), Robert Betts (tenor),
Benjamin de Loache (speaker). Victor M-127 (28 sides); LCT-6012 (4 LP sides).

Chorus and Orchestra of the New Symphony Society of Paris conducted by Rene
Leibowitz; Richard Lewis (tenor), Ethel Semser (soprano), Nell Tangeman (mezzo-
soprano), John Riley (bass), Ferry Gmber (tenor), Morris Gesell (speaker). Haydn
Society 100 (6 LP sides).

Comparing the present Gurre-Lieder recordings a section at a time has
been an intere_ng but frustrating experience, Both are so remiss in certain
quite different respects that I don't feet that either can be said to give a
really adequate idea of this great work.

On the technical side the issue is quite simple. The 1932 Victor recording,
both in its original 78 r.p.m, pressing and in the recent LP dubbing, is quite
superior to the 1953 Haydn Society recording. In fact the expected qualities
are quite reversed. The H.S. is lower in total quality than the average im-
portant recording of twenty years ago, the Victor is almost what you look
for today in a high-fidelity LP.

The main faults of the H.S. are two. There is a decided lack of presence
and fullness in the sound of the orchestra, a general anemia most inappropriate
to this work. A reading of the precise orchestration used (requiring over
150 players in all), which is supplied by the Haydn Society in its brochure
and advertising, is about the closest the customer can come to a true realization
of this Schoenbergian magnificence. Secondly, there is a most eccentric quality
in the various dynamic levels. Some phrases sound unnaturally faint, as if
held down for artificial contrast, and in a crescendo the full range (which is
not great) will suddenly pop out at an arbitrary point, usually too late for
the proper climactic effect.

The final chorus is a good index to the over-all qualities of both. In H.S.
the orchestra gives far less support to the chorus, and the independent brass
part in the final cadence is completely inaudible. Where the orchestra can be
heard it is relatively pinched and muffled in sound, and the occasional jump-
ing of dynamic level reaches such a degree of persistence and irregularity
here that it sounds as if the amplifier were being short-circuited. The whole
thing sounds badly overloaded, yet the volume is much lower than in Victor.

The thinning out of the tone of individual instruments in H.S. is most
noticeable in the bassoons in the prelude, and in the brass elsewhere. The
latter, magnificent in Victor, often fail to be heard properly in dialogue with
the solo voice in H.S. (cf. the trombone at "Fuer Leut' und Haus" and the
trumpet at "Doch clcreinst beim Auferstehn"). On the other hand the harps
and percussion generally show up better, probably by default. The harps, for
instance, are not prominent in either recording, but because in H.S. the
entire string and wind sectionslack body, effects like the beautiful fast-sweeping
arpeggios at the end of Tove's first song are to be heard for the first time.
Likewise, the tenor drum at "Se/n Streitross das oft zum Sieg" (Waldtaube's
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song) is not very distinct in H.S., but entirely absent in Victor. Other effects
in H.S. like the percussion in the quiet opening of Part 3 do seem due to fore-
sight. But the "_severallarge iron chains" advertised by H.S. are not manifest.

These technical shortcomings are doubly a bitter disappointment since the
performance is such a fine one. The problems involved in recording such a
long work at a public performance under Stokowski, which did not raze
Victor's technicians, were artistically defeating, while in H.S. the opposite
is true. Here the artists have prepared and performed their difficult tasks in
the recording sessionsmagnificently, while the recording technicians have not.

The most spectacular default in Stokowski's public presentation is the in-
terpretation of the song of Klaus-Narr, which Robert Betts rendered in a
Sprechgesang similar to that prescribed for the Speaker in the later section
marked "Melodrama. Collectors who have never heard any interpretation
but the Stokowski can now, for the first time, hear Klaus _ung, as he was
intended to be, by Ferry Gruber in H.S. As Leibowitz' tempo is also much
slower, one might on first hearing easily fail to recognize the two renditions
as the same number. The composer's widow tells me that the use of Sprech.
gesang by Klaus-Narr was not a Stokowskian brainwave, but was necessitated
by the sudden illness of the originally scheduled singer. This is surely a
unique use for Sprechgesang, to fake what cannot be studied. Thus a whole
generation of record listeners have lived with this spurious Klaus because of
a tenor's laryngitis! Such are the vagaries of recording.

The real Melodrama, which is all the more effective for not being anticipated
by the false one, is also better in itself under Leibowitz. Morris Gesell is less
hammy than Benjamin de Loache, and his voice is much more pleasant. In
fact this seems to be a major difference in the entire choice of the two se_sof
soloists, that one (the earlier) was chosen for their dramatic qualities, the
other for their lyric qualities. In only two cases, I think, did the former choice
achieve better results. One is the Bauer; Abrasha Robofsky, it is true, cer-
tainly strains his voice more horribly than John Riley, but in the projection
of extreme fear I think this is justifiable. The other case is that of Tove.
Jeannette Vreeland's rendering of her cruelly high notes is so dear and round
that one would not expect to find them easily topped. Ethel Semser comes
close, but not quite, and in other respects she is comparatively at a loss, espe-
cially in the rapid enunciations and the swinging rhythmic impulse of her
second song.

My preference for Leibowitz' Waldemar and Waldtanbe is enhanced by
the greater latitude accorded them by Leibowitz' tempos, with the exception
of "So tanzen die Engel," which is rushed and unconvincing. The central
number, Waldemar's Curse, could be used to sell the whole H.S. set, for
here the orchestral tone and balance is at its peak, as is Richard Lewis" singing
form. The all.important general pauses are a little longer, and though he is
the more lyric tenor, his attacks following them are more expressive. I think
Paul Althouse, on the other hand, has an unpleasant voice; but he uses it well
for special dramatic effect, except in his occasional exaggerated scooping and
bawling. His most sincere and moving effort is that same "So tanzen" slighted
by Leibowitz. Lewis' intense sotto voce attack on "Es ist Mitternachtzeit,"
though the first word is indistinguishable, enhances the uncanny change of
mood there.
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Along with the Curse, the most beautifully sustained interpretation under
Le_owitz is the song of Waldtaube. The whole section is taken at a uni-
formly slower tempo, so the final crescendo beginning at '%Vollt' ein Moench"
builds up a most terrifying intensity. I know of nothing in this genre more
powerful except the clock scene in Boris. Both singers are excellent. The pause
before "Tot ist Tove!" is twice as long as it is under Stokowski, so on first
hearing I instinctively braced myself, somehow expecting Nell Tangeman's
attack to be twice as loud as Rose Bampton's. To my most agreeable surprise
she attacked it softly instead.

The typography of the Haydn Society's libretto is much larger and more
readable than Victor's. Other exclusiveH.S. assets include an eight-page essay
on the composition by the conductor, and a seven-page essay on Jacobsen_s
poem and its origins by Allen D. Sapp. The album-cover design by Alvin
Eisenman is most attractive. As for the respective record breaks, let's just
face the fact that except for the endings of Parts 1 and 2 (which are only
five minutes apart) there simply are no satisfactory breaks within the integrated
two-hourscope of C-urre.Lieder.

Because it is so inordinately difficult to get the right quality and number
of players and singers together for a performance of Gurre-Lieder, the spoiling
of this excellent one by poor recording is a musical tragedy. It will probably
require the superior acoustics and technical facilities available in Vienna to
reveal this romantic masterpiece adequately on records.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO LYLE DOWNEY

In appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in Bruckner's
music in the United States, the Bruckner Medal of Honor, designed by Julio
Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the Society, was awarded to Lyle Downey,
Head of the Music Department, San Jose State College, San Jose, California.
The San Jose State College Orchestra under Dr. Downey's direction performed
Bruckner's Fourth on December 13, 1949, the Second on March 6, 19_1, and
the Seventh on March 4, 1952. Dr. Downey plans a Bruckner.Mahler course
to be given at San Jose in alternate years. After the performance of the
Seventh, the medal was presented to Dr. Downey by Dr. Hugh GiUis, Chair.
man, Fine Arts Division, San Jose State College, acting on behalf of The
Bruckner Society of America.



LIST OF BRUCKNER AND MAHLER PERFORMANCES

SEASON 1949-1950

BRUCKNER

III The Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, Conductor; February 2 and 4, 1950.
IV Kansas Cty Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schwieger, Conductor; November

1 and 2, 1949.
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture Symphony Orchestra, Washington, D. C.; Dr.

Frederick Fall, Conductor; October 28 and November 4, 1949
San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra, San Jose, Calif.; Dr. LyIe W.

Downey, Conductor; December 13, 1949.
Denver Business Men's Orchestra, Antonia Brico, Conductor; january 19, 1950.
The Mozart Orchestra of the Music School of the Henry Street Settlement,

New York City; Robert Scholz, Conductor; March 12, 1950.
VI University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, Iowa City, Iowa; Philip Greeley

Clapp, Conductor; January 25, 19_0.
VII Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Busch, Conductor_ January 26 and 27, 19_0.

Southern Symphony Orchestra, Columbia, S. C,; Carl Bamberger, Conductor;
April 29, 19_0. " "

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Cincinnati May Festival, Fritz Busch, Con-
ductor; May 4, 1950.

VIII Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; December I and
2, 1949.

IX Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; February 23 and 24,
19_0.

_urN_'ET
The Stradivarius Society, New York City; Gerald Warburg, Cellist; January

10 and 11, 19_0.
Coriolan Quartet, Los Angeles, Calif.; March 13, 1950.

_UINTET (Adagio)
The Oberlin Conservatory Orchestra, Oberlin, Ohio; Maurice Kessler, Con-

ductor; December 4, 1949.
ECCE SACERDOS MAGNUS

Franklin f_ Marshall College Glee Club and Chamber Orchestra, William H.
Reese, Conductor; Lancaster, Pa., March 4, 1950; Salem Church, Allentown,
Pa., March 5, 19_0.

g MINtOR MASS
Los Angeles City College Chorus, Dr. Hugo Strelitzer, Conductor; January 13

and 14, 19_0.
MASS IN D

Columbia University Chorus and Chamber Orchestra, McMillin Theater, New
York City; Jacob Avshalomoff, Conductor; Soloists: Helen Dautrich, So-
prano; Patti Luer, Contralto; Wallace Wagner, Tenor_ Everett Anderson,
Bass; March 18, 19_0,

_FEDEUM
The Oberlin Musical Union and Conservatory Orchestra, Maurice Kessler, Con-

ductor; Soloists: Beverly Hunziker, So1_rano; Eunice Luccock, Contralto;
Glen Schnittke, Tenor; and Daniel Harris, Bass; December 4, 1949 and
April 9, 1950. (The last of these was broadcast over The Mutual Broad,
casting System.)

The Mozart Orchestra of the Music School of the Henry Street Betflement,
New York City; Robert Schoh, Conductor; April 16, 1950. -"

MAI-ILER
I Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; Nover0.ber 3 and 4,

1949.
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Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Philadelphia, Pa., No-
vember 4, _, and 7, 1949; New York City, November 8, 1949.

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Paul Breisach, Conductor; Dallas, Texas, January
16, 19_0; Fort Worth, Texas, January 17, 19_0.

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Reginald Stewart, Conductor; February 8,19_0.

Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Bruno Walter, Conductor; Febru-
ary 9, 10, and 12, 19_0.

National Symphony Orchestra, Washington, D. C.; Dimitri Mitropoulos, Con-
ductor; March 8, 19_0.

Cleveland Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; March 9 and 11, 19_0.

II Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Alfred Wallenstein, Conductor; April 6
and 7, 19_0.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Ravinia Park, Ill.; William Steinberg, Conduc-
tor; Northwestern University summer chorus, George Howerton, Director;
Soloists: Atyne Dumas Lee, Soprano; Ruth Slater, Contralto; July 2_, 19_0.

III Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antat Dorati, Conductor; Adyline Johnson,
Soloist; The Cedlian Singers of Minneapolis, James Aliferis, Director; Choir
Boys from St. John the Evangelist Episcopal Church of St. Paul, Minn., C.
Wesley Anderson, Choirmaster; February 17, 19_0.

IV Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Alfred Wallenstein, Conductor; Jean
Fenn, Soloist; November 17 and 18, 1949.

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schwieger, Conductor; Jennie
Tourel, Soloist; December 13 and 14, 1949.

San Jose State College Symphony, Dr. Lyle W. Downey, Conductor; March
14, 19_0.

Seattle Symphony Orchestra, Eugene Linden, Conductor; June Beard, Soloist;
March 9, I9_0.

V (Adagietto) San Antonio Symphony Orchestra, Max Reiter, Conductor; Jan-
uary 28, 19_0.

VII (_octurnes) Buffalo Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor;
March 26 and 27, 19_0.

VIII Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Leopold Stokowski, Conductor;
Frances Yeend, Uta Graf, Camilla Williams, Martha Lipton, Louise Bern-
hardt, Eugene Conley, Carlos Alexander, George London, Soloists; West-
minster Choir, John Finley WiUiamson, Director; Schola Cantorum, Hugh
Ross, Director; Boys" Chorus from Public School No. 12 Manhattan, Pauline
L. Corner, Teacher; April 6, 7, and 9, 19_0. (The last of these was broad-
cast over CBS).

IX Chicago Symphony Orchestra, George SzeU, Conductor; April 6 and 7, 19_0.
The Festival Symphony Orchestra, Los Angeles, Calif.; Franz Waxman, Con-

ductor; April 28, 19_0.
X Erie Philharmonic Society, Fritz Mahler, Conductor; December 6 and 7, 1949.

(First performances in U. S. First broadcast January 21, 1950, over NBC.)
DAS LIED V02_ DER ERDE

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Jennie Tourel and
Darid Garen, Soloists; April 13 and 14, 19g0.

KI_D ERTOT E_LIED I_R

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, Conductor; Marian Anderson,
Soloist; March 17, 19_0.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Kathleen Ferrier, Solo-
ist; March 23 and 24, 19_0.

LIEDER HINES FAHRE_DE'_ GESELLE_
San Antonio Symphony Orchestra, Max Reiter, Conductor; Elena Nikolaidi,

Soloist; February 4, 19_0.
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Fabien Sevitzky, Conductor; Blanche The-

born, Soloist; February 11 and I2, 19_0.
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Cincinnati May Festival, Fritz Busch, Con-

ductor; Elena N_kolaidi, Soloist; May 3, 19_0.
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SrASON1950-19_1
BRUCKNER

II San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra, Lyle W. Downey, Conductor;
March 6, 19_1.

IV Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; December 17
and 19, 1950.

Cleveland Orchestra, William Steinberg, Guest Conductor; December 21 and
23, 1950.

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; April
5 and 7, 1951.

VI Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Jan Kubelik, Conductor; March 22 and 23 and
April 3, 1951.

VII Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, Conductor; Boston, Mass.,
December 29 and 30, 1950; New York City, Jan. 25, 1951.

TE DE_
Schola Cantorum, New York City; Hugh Ross, Conductor; February 16, 19_1.

MAHLER

I New Orleans Symphony Orchestra, Massino Freccia, Conductor; November
7, 1950.

Erie Philharmonic Society, Fritz Mahler, Musical Director; February 27 and
28, 1951.

Old Timers Orchestra, Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York City; Frieder Weissmann, Conductor;
March 31, 1951.

II Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Ravinia Park, Chicago, Ill.; William Steinberg,
Guest Conductor; July 25, 1950.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; Alyne Dumas
Lee and Ruth Slater, Soloists; Chicago Musical College Chorus and Christian
Choral Club, John Baar, Director; January 25 and 26, 1951.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Alfred WaUenstein, Conductor; Soloists;
Phyllis Moffet and Janice Moudry; Roger Wagner Chorale, Roger Wagner,
Director; Los Angeles, Calif., March 22 and 23, 1951; Pasadena Civic Audi-
torium, Pasadena, Calif., March 24, 1991.

St. Louis Choral Society, Second Baptist Church, St. Louis, Mo.; Walter H.
Kappesser, Conductor; Beaumont High School Choir; Bette Brauderick Dew
and Barbara Watkins Swift, Soloists; March 28, 1951.

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Stan.
ford University Chorus, Harold G. Schmidt, Director; Dorothy Warenskjold
and Claramae Turner, Soloists; April 12, 13, and 14, 1951.

IV Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor; Eleanor Steber,
Soloist; October 21 and 22, 1950.

Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, Musical Director; Marie Simmelink Kraft,
Soloist; Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 2 and 4, 1950; Ann Arbor, Michigan, No.
vember 5, 1950; Toledo, Ohio, November 7, 1950; Oberlin, Ohio, November
28, 1950.

V Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; December 7, 8,
and 12, 19_0.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; March 29 and 30,
1951,

( A_tagietto )
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Birmingham, Alabama; Arthur Bennett Lip,

kin, Conductor; February 13, 1951.
,_ VII University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, Iowa City, Iowa; Philip Greeley

Clapp, Conductor; March 14, 1951.

DAB LIED V02_ DER BRDE
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Jan Kubelik, Conductor; Soloists: Blanche The-

born and Richard Tucker; April _ and 6, 1951.

SONGS OF A WATFARER
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, Conductor; Blanche Thebom,

Soloist; November 17, 1950.
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Cincinnati College of Music, Roland ]'ohnson, Conductor; Margaret Thuene-
mann, Soloist; May 22, 1951.

SONGS

Juilliard School of Music, New York City; Shirley Gatzert, Soprano; Samuel
Krachmalnick, Pianist; May 2, 1951.

KDqD ERT OTtDqLIED ER

University Methodist Temple, Seattle, Wash.; Johsel Namkuny, Bass; Mrs.
Leona Wright Buntner, Organist; May 18, 1971.

SEASON 1951-1972

BRUCKNER

IV Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; December 20 and
21, 1951.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; January 4 and 7, 1972.
Boston Civic Orchestra, Paul Cherkassky, Conductor; February 7, 1952.
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Sternberg, Dean of the School of Music,

Baylor University, Waco, Texas, Guest Conductor; Dallas, Texas, March
19, 1972; Waco, Texas, March 20, 1972.

VI National Symphony Orchestra, IIoward Mitchell, Conductor; March 19, 1972.
VII San Jose State College Orchestra, Lyle W. Downey, Conductor; March 4, 1972.

VIII Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; January 17and 18, 1952.
IX Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., George SzeU, Conductor; December

27 and 28, 1971.
Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, Conductor; March 27 and 29, 1972.

PSALM NO. I'_0

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Cincinnati May Festival, Fritz Stiedry, Con-
ductor; Festival Chorus; May 9, 1972.

MAHLER

I Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor;
October 18, 19, and 21, 197L (The last of these was broadcast over CBS.)

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; January 3 and 4,1972.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; January 4 and6, 19_2.

Youth Symphony Orchestra, Meany IIall, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Wash.;
Francis Aranyi, Conductor; April I8, I972.

Second Moveraent

Youth Symphony Orchestra, Roosevelt High School Auditorium, Seattle,
Wash.; Francis Aranyi, Conductor; April 22, 1972.

II Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor; Soloists: Ndl
Tangeman and IIeten IIoughham IIamm; Choruses: Cincinnati Conservatory
of Music, College of Mount St. Joseph-on-the.Ohio, College of Music,
Georgetown College, Miami University, Orpheus Club and Tri-State Masonic;
February 8 and 9, 1972.

Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; March 30 and
April 1, 1972.

IV Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; November 28,
1971.

Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Nancy Carr,
Soloist; January 31, 1972.

Ck/cago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Nancy Carr,
Soloist; February 7 and 8, 1952.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Nancy
Cart, Soloist; February 22, 1952.

IX Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; February 22 and
23, 1972.

DAS LIED VO_ DER EKDE
Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schwieger, Conductor; Soloists:

Blanche Thebom and Set Svanholm; November 20 and 21, 1971.
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Chicago Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Guest Conductor; Soloists:
Jennie Tourel and David Lloyd, August 8 and 9, 1952.

KI_D ER _I'O_I'E2_LIEDER
Margaret Thuenemann, Mezzo-Soprano, and Frederic Gahr, Accompanist;

Cincinnati College of Music, Cincinnati, Ohio; April 22, 1952.
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Marion Anderson, Solo-

ist; April 10, 1952.
LIEDER EINES FAHREN_DL_ GESELLE_

Martial Singher, Baritone, and Paul Ulanowsky, Pianist; Town Hall, New
York City; October 17, 1951.

Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Bennett l.lpkin, Conductor; Elena Niko-
laidi, Soloist; March 13, 1952.

SEASON 19_2.1953

BRUCKNER

III Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; November 13 and
14, 1952.

IV Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; March 26 and 27,
1953.

V University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, Iowa City, Iowa; Philip Greeley
Clapp, Conductor; January 28, 1973.

VII Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, Guest Conductor; January 13,
15, and 16, 19_3.

Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, Conductor; March 5 and '7, 1953.
VIII Philharmonic-Symphony Society of New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor;

December 27 and 26, 1972.
Cncinnati Symphony Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor; March 20 and 21,

1953.
IX (Scherzo)

Air Force Symphony, Washington, D. C.; June 20, 1973.
F MIT_OR MASS

Oberlin Conservatory of Music, Maurice Kessler, Conductor; December 7, 1952.
TE DEUM

Philharmonic-Symphony Society of New York, Bruno Walter, Conductor; The
Westminster Choir, John Pinley Williamson, Director; Frances Yeend,
Martha Lipton, David Lloyd, and Mack I-Iarrell, Soloists; March 2, 19_3.

MAI-ILER

I University of Michigan Symphony Orchestra, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Wayne
Dunlap, Conductor; April 2, 1952.

Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Indianapolis, Ind.; Fabien Sevitzky, Con-
ductor; November 8 and 9, 1952.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Pittsburgh, Pa.; William Steinberg, Con-
ductor; February 6 and 8, 1953.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, New York City; William Steinberg, Conduc,
tor; March 6, 1953.

II Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, Pittsburgh, Pa.; William Steinberg, Conduc-
tor; January 30 and February 2, 1953.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Rita Kolacz and Janice
Moudry, Soloists; University of Pennsylvania Choral Society, Robert Godsall,
Director; Phlladelphia, Pa., February 13 and 14, 19_3; New York City, Feb-
ruary 24, 1953; Washington, D. C., April 14, 19_3.

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Walter I-Iendl, Conductor; Barbara Stevenson and
Joan Merriman, Soloists; Southern Methodist University Choral Union;
Dallas, Texas, March 22, 1953; Fort Worth, Texas, March 23, 1953.

Chattanooga Symphony and Civic Chorus, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Joseph Haw-
thorne, Conductor; Jennie Tourel and Barbara Diehl, Soloists; April 8, 1973.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Tanglewood, Mass.; Koussevitzky Memorial Con,
. cert; Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; Berkshire Festival Chorus, Hugh Ross,

Conductor; Soloists: Jennie Tourel and Theresa Green; August 8, 1953.
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IV Philharmonic Symphony Society, New York City; Bruno Walter, Conductor;
Irmgard Seefried, Soloist; January 1, 2, and 4, 1953. (The last of these
performances was broadcast over CBS.)

V Cleveland Orchestra, Cleveland, Ohio- William Steinberg, Guest Conductor;
December 18 and 20, 1992.

IX Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Chicago, Ill.; Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; Oc,
tober 16 and 17, 19_2.

DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Chicago, Ill.; Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor;
Elena Nikolaidi and Set Svanholm, Soloists; February _ and 6, 19_3.

Philharmonic Symphony Society, New York City; Bruno Walter, Conductor;
Elena Nikolaidi and Set Svanholm, Soloists; February 19, 20, and 22, 1953.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Los Angeles, Calif.; William Steinberg,
Guest Conductor; Jennie Tourel and David Poleri, Soloists; August 20, 1953.

LIEDER EI"_ES FAHtLE.,VtDE_ GESELLEN,
Cornell College Concert Lecture Course, King Memorial Chapel, Mr. Vernon,

Iowa; Carol Smith, Soloist; Nathan Price, Pianist; November 7, 1952.
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, Purdue University; Fabien Sevitzky, Con,

ductor; Blanche Thebom, Soloist; November 15, 1952.
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Cincinnati, Ohio; Thor _ohnson, Conductor;

Jennie Tourel, Soloist; February 20 and 21, 19_3.
Rockford Civic Symphony Orchestra, Rockford, Ill.; Arthur Zack, Musical

Director; Carol Smith, Soloist; Oct. 26, 1952.
Kr_DERTOTENLIEDER

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Kansas City, Mo.; Hans Schwieger, Con-
ductor; Marian Anderson, Soloist; February 5, 1953.

San Jose State College Symphony Orchestra, San Jose, Calif.; Lyle Downey,
Conductor; Maurine Thompson, Soloist; March 3, 1993.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO ROBERT SCHOLZ

Acting on behalf of the Bruckner Society of America, its Executive Sec-
retary, Robert G. Grey, made the following remarks when on March 12,
1970, he presented the Bruckner medal of honor to Robert Scholz, Conductor
of the Mozart Orchestra of the Music School of the Henry Street Settlement,
before a performance of Bruckner's Fourth Symphony:

"Mr. Scholz, Ladies and Gentlemen: Because Bruckner was a neglected
composer, the Bruckner Society was founded in 1931 to encourage perform-
ances so that the music-loving public might be able to judge for itself the
merits of his works. In the not distant past, whenever a conductor wanted
to program a Bruckner symphony, he was advised by the powers that be not
to do so, and usually took the advice. On those rare occasionswhen a con-
ductor did perform a Bruckner symphony in spite of the opposition, a great
part of the audience (sometimes one-third), unfamiliar with the music and
influenced by previous reviews, walked out and the critics unanimously con-
demned the work using the old cliches---too long, prolix, formless, bombastic,
banal. Recently, we have been hearing more Bruckner. WQXR and our
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excellent municipal station WNYC broadcast recordings quite frequently.
Recordings were unthinkable a quarter of a century ago. College and musm
school orchestras have played Bruckner recently at the Juilliard School, East-
man School, Henry Street Settlement Music School, Chicago University, State
Teachers College at San Jose, Calif., and the University of Iowa. Our larger
orchestras have given performances in the cities of the East, South, South-
west, Middlewest, and Far West. Today's audiences, instead of walking out,
applaud and sometimes even cheer.

"Yet, in spite of the favorable reaction of audiences in various cities and
of various audiences in the same cities, there still exists some prejudice against
Bruckner in influential circles. The only way to overcome prejudice of any
kind is by education. Repeated performances are in themselves an education,
because they familiarize not only the listeners but also the participants with
a given work. For this reason the importance of repeated performances by
music school and college orchestras can hardly be over-emphasized. Today's
students will be tomorrow's concertgoers, tomorrow's program committees,
tomorrow's molders of musical opinion.

"Obviously, the directors of the Henry Street Settlement Music School do
not share the waning prejudice against Bruckner, and if some do, they cer-
tainly do not interfere with your programs, Mr. Scholz. In 1948 you con-
ducted the Te Deum and this year you are including two Bruckner works
in a series of only four concerts. For the encouraging attitude of the direc-
tors of the Henry Street Settlement Music School and for your enthusiasm,
Bruckner admirers are profoundly grateful. In recognition of your efforts
to create a greater interest in and appreciation of Bruckner's music in the
United States, the executive members of the Bruckner Society of America
have awarded the Bruckner medal of honor to you. This medal was designed
by the American sculptor Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the Society.
Among xts holders are Walter, Klemperer, Koussevitzky, Ormandy, and
Rodzinski. As executive secretary of the Society, it gives me great pleasure
to present it to you, and may I express the hope that you will work in Bruck,
net's behalf for a long time to come.'"
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Among American ra_dstic developments of recent years the rebirth
otF interest in the music of Bruckner and Mahler is second to none in
s/gnificance. When "The Br'ackner Society of A_rfca was founded on
January 4, 193t, performances of these two composers by our major
musical organiza_ons were not merely rare, but also ineffectual, because
American music-lovers had no adequate approach to the" prop6r appreci-
ation of the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the gociety;
havi_g adopted as its chief aim the fulfillmeat of this void, published flit
first biographie_ of these composers in English and /ssued a magazine,
_(_o_ A_D Dlscom),. devoted atmost entirely to discussions of the/r _xvorks_7

The ,Society solicits the cooperation of all _ho are interested in

furthering this aim. Inquiries concerning membership may be directed t'o_
Robert G. Grey, Executive Secretary, 69*/ West End Av6ri_ae,-New.
York 27, New York.

All contributions are deducta%I_ for income tax purposes.

(]opies of Chord and Discord are available in the prhaeipat_ public and
university libraries in the Uaited States.
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BRUCKNER'S THREE GREAT MASSES

by DIr_ N_WLIN

It is ironic that Bruckner's Masses--the cornerstone of his art in more senses
than one--should today be the stepchildren among his major works, so far as
performance is concerned. Pew Masses have more sumptuously glorified the
essences of Catholicism (at least, so it appears to a non-Catholic), but few
churches have the artistic resources to present such music in a worthy fashion,
nor is the grandiose orchestral celebration of the Mass, so well known to Vienna
since its Classic era (witness Mozart and Haydn!), considered acceptable
throughout the Catholic world. Those who may witness the celebration of the
three great Bruckner Masses in Vienna's noble Burgkapelle, where they are
still regularly performed with the participation of members of the Vienna
Philharmonic, are fortunate indeed. For those who cannot, however, recordings
and concert performances could provide suitable consolationmif they were
more numerous. Yet, curiously, while Mozart's Requiem, Bach's B minor Mass,
Beethoven's Missa Solemnis and even Bruckner's own Te Deum are welcome
if not overfrequent concert guests, the Bruckner Masses have not yet attained
this status for American concert audiences. A similar situation exists with
regard to recordings. While all of the Bruckner symphonies are now available
on LP--some even in several versions--there is no LP recording of the Mass in
D 1, only one presently available of the E minor Mass (Hamburg State Opera
Choir and Orchestra, Telefunken 66033--formerly Capitol P 8004), and only
one of the F minor Mass (Akaclemie.Kammerchor and "'Vienna State Philhar,
monia", Vox PL 7940). Even these are not ideal, as will be seen. An anomaly
indeed, in an age when record companies both little and big are scraping the
bottom of the barrel in an effort to bring novelties from every period of musical
history to discs!

The neglect of these three great Masses is unfortunate from several points
of view. One can take a p_ely esthetic standpoint and regret that so many
music enthusiasts are not having the opportunity to hear some of the most
deeply felt music of the Romantic Period. One can consider the spiritual
values of this music, and regret that many people who, perhaps, are turning
to mass-production varieties of religious experience for lack of knowing some-
thing better, are not being exposed to Bruckner's higher message. Or one can
take the point of view of the historian and claim that we do not really under-
stand the great Brnckner symphonies unless we know the Masses which pre,
ceded them, and which furnish their spiritual (in some cases, even their
thematic) content. We in America are now beginning to accept the sym-
phonies, in some instances even to take them to our hearts--as was proved by
the enthusiastic responses to the Vienna Philharmonic's American performances
of the Seventh. But perhaps we cannot completely accept them unless we

a Editor's Note--A recording of this Mass is now available on SPA records, but was
released after Miss Newlin had completed this article. Her review of the recording,
however, was received in time for inclusion in this issue and will be found on page 117.
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accept also the spiritual background from which they sprang. It is this back-
ground which we shall find in the Masses. Thus the time seems ripe for those
who are already well acquainted with those works to restudy and reappraise
them, and for those friends of the symphonies who may not be so familiar with
the Masses to make their acquaintance. This brief survey, then, may serve
as a reminder and a guide for those who wish to make such a study. It can in
no way take the place of the scores themselves or of the much-to-be,wished-for
performances and recordings!

I. Mass in D

The date of composition of this Mass may be fixed by a news report in the
Linzer Zeitung of February 4, 1864. This notice informed its readers that
Bruckner was hard at work on a Mass which was planned for performance
at Ischl on August 18 of that year. This date--the Kaiser's birthday--was
traditionally honored at Ischl with the celebration of High Mass by the Bishop
of Linz. But Bruckner, fighting his way to mastership after his unusually long
years of musical apprenticeship, was unable to finish the work in time for the

and occasion. As the manuscript score shows, the complete working-out of
e composition consumed the period from July through September. The

Kyr/e was completed on July 4, the Credo on September 6, the Agnus on Sep-
tember 22, and the Benedictus on September 29; we have no dates for the
completion of Gloria and Sanctus. The work then received its first perform,,
ance at the Linz Cathedral on November 20, 1864.

Comparing this composition with the "'School Symphony" (F minor) of
1863, we are immediately struck by the much greater mastery which the Mass
displays. This is not surprising, for while Bruckner was a relative newcomer to
the symphony, he was long practised in the routines of Catholic church music.
Now, spurred on perhaps by his increasing unhappiness in Linz, which led
him to search more deeply for musical and spiritual solutions to his problems,
he was able to rise above the routine and to create what is generally con-
sidered his first full-scale masterwork. Indeed, this great Mass is more than
worthy to stand beneath the symbol O.A.M.D.G. (Omnia ad majorem Dei
glo_iarrt),with which Bruckner humbly headed it--a symbol, indeed, of his
whole life.

The Kyrie begins with a feature most familiar to us from Bruckner's sym-
phonies-an eleven-measure pedal-point on D, given in repeated quarter-notes
in the cellos.As always in Bruckner, this technical device has a deeper emotional
meaning. Here it has a sombre effect, as broken fragments of phrases--like
interrupted prayers--rise above it in the second violins and violas, poignant
with their rising diminished fifths and falling chromatic steps. In the twenty-
first measure, the chorus takes up these phrases, at first quietly, then rising to
a climax at which we hear a bold counter-phrase of descending octaves in
double-dotted rhythm in the trombones. (Such octave patterns were later
favorites of Bruckner: cf. the fugue theme from his t_0th Psalm (Ex. 1).

Ex.1

AI- los was O-demlia_ Lo- be den Herrn.
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They are perhaps descended from the Kyrie motif of Haydn's 2Nelson Mass
which was well known to Bruckner (Ex. 2). Surging triplets in the strings

EX. 2

;ll:y- ri - e

gradually subside as we enter the Christe section. Following classical tradition,
this portion is introduced by the solo voices, in contrast to the chorus. Rather
than introducing new thematic material, these vocal parts utilize the emotional
broken phrases already heard in the Kyrie, in inversion or transposition and
with other slight alterations. Thus the techniques of symphonic development
are put to good use; this section, in effect, could be said to resemble the develop-
ment, elaboration or Durchfi_hrung section of sonata form, in which the
thematic material is led through different harmonic regions. Following this, the
text of the Kyrie is, of course, recapitulated. The music is recapitulated, too,
but in strongly varied fashion--for instance, in the first invocation of this
second Kyrie, the plaintive diminished fifth is replaced by the powerful up-
ward-leaping octave and accompanied by a highly expressive countermelody in
the solo viola. Once more, a great dynamic climax is reached, but the closing
invocation of the chorus, followed by a postlude for the strings over a mysteri-
ous kettledrum-roU on D (the formal counterpart of the pedal-point at the
beginning of the first Kyrie), is quiet and subdued. The orchestra, like the
choir, ends, not on a D minor triad, but on an empty D octave--thereby skill-
fully paving the way for the D major Gloria.

After the opening intonation by the priest, Gloria in excelsis Deo, the choir
chimes in with a unison scale-motif which is dearly related to material already
heard in the Kyrie (Ex. 3). The octave-motif, too, plays a prominent role in
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both sections (Ex. 4). Of course, this sort of thing is not a mere technical

Ex.4
X$r_'_;e, mm. 80-8_ (Trombones)

-- I l , I I ,l_ _ _ _ ,, _ , _- , - , , , , ,
! -- few i _i rJ I I I • a _i f I_ II I l " i "rJ

Ky- ri - e e - lei-son
aZorla_ ram.9-12

Lau-ds- mus t% Be-he- dl- oi-mus te

@loria, mm.14-16

Glo ; r_- fi c_-mus

device (although its skillful use bespeaks Bruckner's mastery of the symphonic
arts of motivic manipulation) but also expresses the composer's deep feeling
for the spiritual unity of the Mass. But we discover even more interesting rela-
tionships as this section progresses. At the Gratias agimus tibi, a songful motif
in flutes and oboes unexpectedly calls to mind themes of Mahler and Berg
(Ex. _). Biographical details would seem to make this more than a coincidence!

EX. 5 FIutes
Bruekner_mm. 20-24

M_hler, 9th Symphony, Ist mv_. (p. 60, Booseyol_wkes rain. score)

Berg_Violin Concerto, 1st mvt. _cue. no. 1.10)

| W I It imp _ i i_ _ _- ! I Llk ,I |

Mahler conducted this Mass in Hamburg on March 31, 1891. His fondness
for self-quotation, which he shared with Bruckner and Berg, also sometimes
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extended to the quotation (conscious or not) of the ideas of others. Is it too
farfetched to suppose that in the Ninth Symphony--his swansong if we _xcept
the incomplete Tenth--his backward look at his own life might have uncon-
sciously summoned up this musical recollection of a period of youthful striving?
As for Berg, his devotion to Mahler's Ninth is well documented (he called
the first movement "the most heavenly thing Mahler ever wrote"). And Berg's
Violin Concerto, in which this reminiscence is included, was also a farewell to
this earth:

It is the Miserere which Bruckner is later to quote, first in his "Wagner"
Symphony and later, as his "Abschied vom Leben", in the Adagio of the
Ninth (Ex. 6). In the latter instance, the quotation is integrated into the fabric

Ex.6
_lorla, nun. tOO-lOS

Mi- se - re - re, Mi- se - re - re

Bruckner, Ninth Symphony, Adagio (Haas ed., letter T)

e) Ob.,Clar.'; l, a ' 14 I B- --

of the movement by being related motivically to the beginning of the subordi-
nate theme (Ex. 7). This is perhaps the most famous example of the intimate

Ex.7
A • Brucknet% Ninth Symphony, Adagio (Haas ed. oue C)

• V,,, i_ L ..... I,n,._ _, i _ . IN. i I r _ I I

_) l a_ [ ( inversion and diminution)

relationship between Bruckner's symphonies and his Masses; we shall, however,
see others.

Like the Kyrie, the Gloria displays a sonata-like organization, with a recapitu-
lation of the initial march-like theme, and culminates, as do all the Glorias of
these three great Masses, with an imposing Amen fugue, in which many
motifs already heard are skillfully interwoven to achieve a grandiose climax.
The Amen motif itself might be considered a transmutation of the Miserere
motif--as if the worshippers' plea for mercy had now been Divinely answered

1 For further details on this odd set of circumstances, see Hans Redlich, BTuckner and
Mahler, pp. 220-221, and the same author's Alban Berg, p. 211.
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(Ex. 8). Yet it cannot be sufficiently emphasized that all these elaborate motif

Ex.8
_ _ (G) Transposition of 2_188rere motif to D m_jot _

_v/ M_8_ theme

developments and contrapuntal intertwinings are not considered by the com-
poser as merits in themselves but--like the much-misunderstood "artifices" of
the fifteenth-century Netherlanders---as means to the glorification of God.
Bruckner makes this very clear in a letter of April 22, 1893, to his friend
Franz Bayer in Steyr, in connection with an excellent performance of this Mass
that had recently taken place there. Annoyed by references to technical
features, including a pedal-point in the Brahms Requiem, which had been
dragged into a Steyr review of this performance, he remarked with characteris-

tic bluntness. "I'm no pedal-point pusher I don't give ,a hang for that.
Counterpoint isn't genius, but just a means to an end. And it s given me plenty
of trouble! ''z

The Creclo begins, after the priest's opening Credo in unum Deum, in vivid
D major Austrian festival-mass style. Again we meet the octave-motif already
noted in the Kyrie and Gloria (Ex. 9). After a vigorous first section, a modula-

Ex. 9

Psfbremom-ni-po- ten-tem, fae- to-remeoe-li et ter-rae

tion through the ambiguous diminished seventh chord D sharp-F sharp-A.C
leads us to the mystical Adagio section in F sharp major. Over a gently rocking
string background, the solo voices, later to be joined by the chorus, introduce
the motif of E_ incarruttus est. At the critical moment Et homo factus est,
the same diminished seventh chord, by enharmonic change and re-interpretation,
leads to the most distant possiblemodulation from F sharp major--and we find
ourselves in the very "earthly" key of C. The Crucifixion is proclaimed by all
voices in unison against a background of massive chords in the winds and
brasses,throbbing triplets in the violas, cellos and basses,and rushing sextuplets
in the violins--a typical Bruckner orchestral pattern. But it is not until we
reach the scene of the Resurrection and Last Judgment that we meet the dra,
matic symphonist in full force. The beat of the double-basses on A, under-
scored by the toil of the tympani, underlines a sharply.profiled theme in
dotted rhythm which, like so many of Bruckner's symphonic themes, evolves in

2Bruckner, Ges_mmelte Briefe (_eue Fo/ge), p. 272.
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fragmentary fashion. The twenty-eight-measure buildup on A before the
eruption of the men's voices in a triumphant A major Et resurrexit may well
have given valuable hints to Mahler for his Sixth Symphony, which begins in
like manner with a beating pedal.point on A and with a vigorous dotted
rhythm. In any case, it is a striking example of how the pedal-point may be
used for dramatic effect-although Bruckner was even to surpass this in his
F minor Mass. The motif ludicare, intoned by tenor trombones and chorus
tenors, may be related to a melodic shape from the first theme of the Seventh
Symphony (Ex. 10) but this is probably more a characteristic Bruckner melody-

.._
Ex. 10
Credo, ram. l??-l_ Seventh Symphony_ ram. 12-13

ej(a) , (6). o. -

e) " ' I bl- - " - '
ffu-di-c_- re

type than a d_bera_ quotation. The Resurrection scene completed, the festal
theme of the Credo's opening returns (Et in spiritt_m sanctum) and we are
treated to an energetic and vigorous close (without fugue). As always in
Bruckner, many textual details are vividly illustrated. A vocal line worthy of
the later Viennese Expressionists is given to the basses in a striking passage
(Ex. 11).

Ex.ll
_redo, nun. 272-79

,...._ . , , ,, ,, _. ,_ ,_ t , , I , I i I i , . •

I i | • i"1 l _ I ir_ I t'J • I
I

o_' E_ ex-pe-clo_re-sur-re-c_i-o-nem _ mot-lu - o - rum.

The Sanctus, again in D major, begins quietly, yet majestically. The slowly
rising threefold invocations remind us of the rising scales of Kyrie and Glo_a,
except that the scale is now broken into fragments instead of being smooth
and continuous; and the ubiquitous octave-motif again makes its appearance
(Ex. 12). Pleni sunt coeli, with its vigorous countermelody in staccato eighth-

Ex.12

Ban - .o_us, San - ctus, Ban otus Do-mi-nus

notes in the strings, exhibits the chromatic half-steps of the Et in terra pax
theme; and Hosanna is trumpeted in the fourths which are characteristic of
many a Bruckner symphonic theme (cf. Third Symphony, first movement). In
the midst of all this tumult the Benedictus (in G major, the only use of this
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key for a major section of this Mass) is a peaceful, almost pastoral interlude,
from which trumpets and trombones are absent until the climax (ram. 62,6_).
Interesting are the harmonic means whereby Bruckner constructs a "retransi-
tion" from G major to the D major with which the reprise of the Hosanna be-
gins. This is one of the closest possible modulations, yet he goes "the long way
around" and ends his retransition with the surprising triad of C sharp major!
The C sharp then becomesa leading-tone to the desired key of D.

It is consistent with Bruckner's concept of symphonic form---still to be fully
developed in his symphonies, but here dearly present in the Mass--that the
Agnus Dei and particularly its final section, the Dona nobis pacem, shoul¢_
provide a summation of all that has gone before (Ex. 13). Intermingling

Ex. 13

(a) First Xyrle (_) "First _tgnue
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diverse motifs in symphonic (some would say leitmotivic) fashion, the Dona
rises to an exciting D major climax in which the full chorus and orchestra
participate, then subsides to a quiet and humble close with four simple D
major triads played by the strings over a soft roll of the timpani.

We have examined this Mass in considerable detail since (as previously indi.
rated) it is the least readily available to the average listener. Let us now survey
the remaining two Masses more briefly, yet with attention to their salient
points.

II. Mass in E minor

Like all of Bruckner's major works, the E minor Mass has a somewhat
complicated history of revisions. Commissioned by Bruckner's great patron
Bishop Rudigier, it was composed during the fall of 1866. Its first version
was completed on November 2_ of that year. A revision was made in 1869,
and this version was conducted by Bruckner in an open-air performance in
front of the Linz Cathedral, on September 29, 1869. Of the many subsequent
revisions, the 1882 one has been chosen by Robert Haas and Leopold Nowak
as the basis of their critical edition (Vol. 13 of the Complete Works). This
version, however, is not adhered to in the single recorded performance, which
displays an inadmissible cut in the Gloria (measure 94 being joined with
measure 104 and the important recapitulation at _uonia,n m soIus sanctus
thereby being obscured). There is also disagreement among various versions as
to whether a trombone and horn passage of the Credo (again just before a
recapitulation, at Et in spiritum sancmr_) should consist of one or two measures.
(The critical edition gives two, but the recorded performance gives one.)

The score of this work presents a very different aspect from that of the
Mass in D. While the earlier composition utilized a full symphony orchestra
including flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns and trumpets in pairs, three
trombones, timpani and strings, in the E minor Mass we are confronted with
a much more restrained orchestral setting--no flutes, but oboes, clarinets and
bassoons in pairs, four horns, two trumpets and three trombones. And, in the
Kyr/e, it is even indicated that this accompaniment is not obligatory. What is
the meaning of this change? Redlich has attributed it to "the uncertainty of
[Bruckner's] relations to the musico-liturgical authorities of the time."
Bruckner was fascinated by plainsong and Palestrinian tradition, yet could
never truly reconcile himself to the limited viewpoint of the "'Cecilians", who
desired to return church music to Palestrinian purity and to eliminate the vivid
orchestra of the Viennese Classic Mass. While he did essay works in the pure
modal a cappella style (e.g., the Phrygian Pange lingua, 1868, and Lydian Os
]usti, 1879) he was surely happier with the successful compromise between a
cappella modality and richly orchestrated chromaticism which is achieved in
the E minor Mass. Thus, we meet an opening phrase of plainchant-like
character, with a Phrygian dose, in the Gloria (Ex. 14), and a motif directly

Ex. 14
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borrowed from Palestrina's Missa Brevis in the Sanctus (Ex. I_). On the other

Ex. 15
•"anetug, openingoanon between1st alto and lsttenor

_ Sane - - tas .
:_._ _, n t _ I , iJ. li I I t i ,

J f" r T " , rr

hand, the expressive chromaticism of the Mass in D is found in the Benedictus
(Ex. 16), and the Kyrie reproduces the sighing motif of the corresponding

Ex.16
_Z Be - ne- ¢llo - tus .

m; J.l J J J J,

section of the earlier work.

Of course, the opportunities for dramatic display are far fewer in a Mass of
this type than in the flrUy instrumented D and F minor Masses. Thus, the
thrilling orchestral interlude between Passuset sepuItus est and Et resurrexit,
so prominent a feature of the Mass in D, is here reduced to two rapid measures
of empty fifths (F-C) sounded in repeated eighth-notes by darinets and bas-
soons before the triumphal entry of tenors and basses with the joyous outcry
"Et resurrex/tr" on an F major triad. (For further examples of the importance
to Bruckner of the throbbing eighth-note rhythm in empty fourths and fifths
as a means of expressing energetic and joyous faith, the corresponding passage
in the F minor Mass, and the beginn/ng of the Te Deum, may be cited.) But
the abbreviated interlude seems just as effective in making its point as are the
more grandiose Resurrection episodes of the "symphonic" Masses. Some may
feel (as was certainly true in Bruckner's day) that the more modest treatment
is more truly "churchly" than the showier one. Others will, more objectively,
appreciate the merits of both approaches, and may even feel that Bruckner,
with his lavish use of the orchestra in the D and F minor Masses, illustrated
in his own way the oft-paraphrased saying of Haydn: "When I think of God
my heart leaps up with joy--so why shouldn't my music do the same?" The
E minor Mass certainly does have sumptuous sonority to offer in spite of its
reduced instrumentation--indeed, the division of the choir into eight parts
rather than four often seems to replace the missing instruments. Nor is there
any weakening of the arts of counterpoint--again we find, at the dose of the
Gloria, a splendid Amen fugue, one of whose themes is (surely not by coinci-
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dence, considering Bruckner's habits of quotation) a modification of the Kyrie
theme from the Mass in D (Ex. 17).

Ex.17
(Compare Ex. 13a)

A men_ A men.

Curiously, it is recounted that Bruckner played the organ at the second
Linz performance (sixteen years after the first) of this Mass. Yet, no organ
part is included in the score. Perhaps the accompaniment was performed en-
tirely on the organ on this occasion? That would not be an impossible solution,
in the case of this particular Mass---and doing so would certainly increase
the chances of our being able to hear the work in churches, where, after all, it
belongs!

III. Mass in F Minor

The time of composition of this work, Bruckner's most triumphant essay in
the style of the symphonic Mass, overlaps with that of the E minor Mass--
hence a certain confusion in their numbering. WSss, for instance, in his edition
of the E minor Mass, gives it the traditional numbering of "No. 2"', yet char,
acterizes it as probably the last of the three great Masses to be composed.
Redlich also calls the E minor Mass "Bruckner's third mass written during
the Linz period." In point of fact, the composition of the F Minor Mass was
begun later than that of the E Minor; the writing of its first version consumed
nearly a year, from September 14, 1867, to September 9, 1868. The first of
many revisions took place in 1872, in preparation for the work's first perform-
ance on June 16 of that year at Vienna's August_nerkirche, under the com-
poser's direction. Subsequent revisions occurred in 1876, 1881 and 1883. It is
on the 1881 text (the manuscript of which was willed by Bruckner to the
Vienna Court Library but, through a curious concatenation of circumstances,
turned up missing at the time the provisions of the will were carried out and
did not come into the possession of the--by then--National Library till 1922)
that Haas" critical edition is based. As in the case of the E Minor Mass, how-
ever, the only available recording does not use the preferred text. (The few
measures of soprano solo near the end of the Christe, ram. 67-70, are excised.)

In this monumental work, which employs the same orchestra as the Mass
in D, Bruckner comes even nearer to the ideal of the completely "sym honized"P
Mass. Deviating from the pattern set in the two other Masses, the words
Gloria in excelsis Deo and Credo in unum Deurn, traditionally intoned by the
priest, are here instead given full choral and orchestral setting. More, the word

Credo is recapitulated numerous times with joyous chordal interjections, where
liturgically it ought not to be, in the very free fugue of Et vitarn venturi
saeculi. In consistency with this symphonic nature, the degree of motivic inte-
gration is unusually high. The germ-cell of the entire work may be found in
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the opening Kyrie motif (Ex. 18). This sc,xle-line,reversed from its descending
("kneeling") motion, makes the triumphant upward-surging Gloria theme
and, in di.min.ution,the typically Brucknerian motoric eighth-note figure which
aecompames it (Ex. 19). The simple, modally flavored setting of the next

Ex.18 Ex. 19 Glo - - - ri - a i_ ex-
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text-line, also based on the same scale-span of a fourth, reminds us of the modal
setting of these same words in the E minor Mass (Ex. 20). The boldly profiled

Ex. 20
i i

Et in ter-ra l_ax ho- mi-hi-bus.

theme of the Gloria's fugue (this time based on the full text In gloria Dei
Patris. Amen, rather than on the simple Amen) is made up of several favorite
Bruckner motifs: the trenchant octave- and fifth-leaps and the ubiquitous
scale-motif, now extended to the range of a seventh. To be noted is also the
diminished seventh-leap which introduces a tinge of that chromaticism favored
by Bruckner when he was not attempting to be strictly modal (Ex. 21). And

Ex. _1

In glo-ri-a De : i Pa - tris A - men.
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the fourth- and fifth-leap, implicit in the initial scale-motif, take over in the
Resurrection scene with a figure, beginning in the violas, gradually spreading
through all the strings_ and continuing (in variants) through 101 measures,
which is the direct ancestor of the Te Deum's blazing opening (Ex. 22). It is

Ex. 22
(_his group o_tones is repested for.18mee_sures_

e'_o.

perhaps significant that the two focal movements of this Mass (Gloria and
Credo) are in the key of C, which was later to be chosen by Bruckner for his
last great religious works, the Te Deum and 150th Psalm. These works are close
thematic relatives of one another and display other similarities to the F Minor
Mass besides the abovementioned figure. (Compare the sensuous tenor solo
gt incarnatus est, with solo violin, to the Te Deum episode @uos pretioso
sanguine.) Redlich claims that the "brazenly triumphant" key of C in these
compositions expresses "an almost barbaric enjoyment of crashing sonorities, a
naive pleasure in noisy acclamation of the Lord. "a We are not surprised once
more to discover in the Dona nobis pacem a stretto of previously heard themes.
The oboes, clarinets and bassoons open the section quietly with a chorale-like
intonation of the original complex of Kyrie motifs, now in consoling F major.
As a final climax is reached, all voices, doubled by the brasses, sing "Dona
nobis pacem" fortissimo, to the magnificent In gloria Dei Patris, Amen theme.
But, instead of ending in a blaze of glory, as he was later to do in the ff'e
Deum, Bruckner reminds us of the ending of the Mass in D by dosing humbly
and simply with one final pianissimo recollection of the Kyrie theme in the
first oboe, accompanied only by strings and the ppp roll of the kettledrum on F.

It is to be expected that such a truly '_symphonic" Mass would serve
Bruckner as a mine of material for a real symphony. And so indeed it proved
to be. The spirit of the Second Symphony's tender slow movement in A flat
major is throughout very close to that of the Benedictus in the same key;
indeed, a touching melody from the Mass (ram. 97-102, Ex. 23) is quoted

Ex.23

Be-he - clio - tus qul ve - ni$ in

no mi - _ne Do ,- mi - hi.

with but slight change in that movement (ram. 180-18_). Also, a varied
quotation from the second Kyrie (ram. 124-28) is used at a critical point in
the Finale (ram. _47-_6). Naturally, these citations have a deeper psychologi-

See also, in the present issue, my article on the _e Deum.
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cal significance as well as a musical one. The Mass originated at a time when
Bruckner was just recovering from a severe nervous breakdown. In fact, it
represented his thanks to God for a return to mental and spiritual health. The
Second Symphony, too, comes from a period of crisis. Frightened by the
negative reception given to his much bolder First Symphony (the "saucy
besom") by critics and audiences, he now became increasingly form-conscious,
and attempted to follow classical precepts as strictly as possible. In addition
to this, he was deeply involved in the many problems caused by his move to
Vienna in 1868. What more natural and heartfelt than this simple gesture of
the Kyr/e quotation, by which he figuratively laid his problems both musical
and personal at God's feet for resolution?

And who are we to say that this prayer was not answered?

The reader may wish to consult the following printed and recorded versions of
Bruckner's Masses which were used in the preparation of this article.
Messe in D, herausgegeben yon Josef V. W6ss. Vienna, Wiener Philharmonischer

Verlag, 1924. (Philharmonia No. 264).
Messe in l_.Moll (Fassung 1882), vorgelegt yon Robert Haas und Leopold lqowak.

(Anton Bruckner, S&ntliche Werke, 13. Band.) Wiesbaden, Brucknerverlag, 1940.
Messe in F-Moll (Originalfassung), vorgelegt yon Robert Haas. (Anton Bruckner,

Siim_licheWerke, 14. Band.) Wiesbaden, Brucknerverlag, 1944.
Mass in E Minor. Hamburg State Opera Choir and Orchestra, M. Thurn, conductor.

Telefunken 66033.
Mass in F Minor. Dorothea Siebert, soprano; Dagmar Herrraann, alto; Erich Majkut,

tenor; Otto Wiener, bass; Akademie-Kammerchorand "'ViennaState Philharmonia",
Ferdinand Grossmann, conductor. Vox PL 7940.

Wiener Philharmonischer Verlag scores may be obtained through Associated Music
Publishers, 1 West 47th, New York City 36. The study scores of the Bruckner Urtexte
may be obtained through C. F. Peters Corporation, 373 fourth Avenue, New York City 16.

KILENYI-BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

STATION WFMT, CHICAGO

In appreciation of the efforts on the part of its management to create greater
interest in and appreciation of the music of Anton Bruckner, Station WFMT,
Chicago, Ill., has been awarded the Bruckner Medal of Honor, designed by
the eminent sculptor, Julio Kilenyi, for the exclusive use of The Bruckner
Society of America. Recordings of the Austrian master's works have been in-
cluded regularly in the monthly programs of the station over a considerable
period of time, thus affording a l_ge audience of music lovers an opportunity
to become familiar with the works of a composer infrequently performed in
the concert hall. In November 195_ all available Bruckner recordings were
broadcast.

The presentation was made by Mr. Charles L. Eble, Vice President of the
Society, on November 6, 1955.
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS AND MAHLER'S TENTH SYMPHONY

by KLAUSGBORGBROY

"The most important part of music
is not in the notes." (Gustav Mahler.).

The present article is to be one of two dealing with the unfinished Tenth
Symphony of Mahler. The second will concern itself in technical terms with
the details of the creative process as it is demonstrated in the musical score
itself: how the sketches of a melody look at first, what stages it goes through,
how it appears in full score. What can we learn about a composer's structural
concepts when he strikes through a measure here, adds a page there, draws
arrows and connecting lines? What are every composer's problems in writing
a symphony, and how did Mahler handle them in the Tenth? In short, that
article will be a study of interest mainly to the professional musician.

In this inquiry, something else is attempted, and attempted with many
misgivings. Its subject is not so much the "direct evidence" of the score but
the "circumstantial evidence" of Mahler's life as man and composer. The
questions to be asked are not conducive to easy or definitive answers. What
is the nature of the creative process in music, as it applies particularly to
the Tenth Symphony? How does this work, in turn, illumine the nature of
the creative process in general? What are the elements of possible misunder-
standing about the often terrifying appearance of the facsimile manuscript?

The author's misgivings are these. He did not see Mahler at work; he must
accept much second- or third-hand. He is not a practicing psychiatrist--not
even a non-practicing one. The highly complex elements of depth psychology
involved here may lead him into theoretical errors; yet he hopes to offer no
"half-baked" psychiatric jargon. (That any serious study of the creative
process is intimately, perhaps inextricably, related to psychological consid-
erations will be obvious to any reader.) He is not willing to wrestle with the
whole phalanx of problems on the basis of his own meager powers, but seeks
the assistance of the discerning thought processes of many noted scholars.
Yet he is certain to miss many a revealing comment, leave important issues
untouched. This writer, let it be admitted, is simply a composer who has
been moved by Mahler's music, and has in some ways been influenced by
him. He has long been interested in the secrets of the creative process in art,
and has written a demonstration piece for his composition classes that tries
to illustrate the working methods akin to all composers, major, medium,
and minor. He believes that in the Tenth Symphony a number of basic in-
sights can be found. Some of these will strike the musician as commonplaces;
many of the opinions expressed will be considered as obvious by those who
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have also thought along these lines. The author may be accused of arguing
a non-existent issue at one point or another. His answer would be that
the non.composer tends to misunderstand the relationship of a composer's
life with his work; few documents will lead their beholders into so many
untenable or at least dubious conclusions as does the facsimile of Mahler's
manuscript in this instance. What follows should be mercifully free of dog-
matic pronouncements; as Graham Greene puts it in his recent play, "The
Potting Shed"--"'when you're not sure, you're alive." It means, however,
to raise a large number of questions along avenues which concern every per-
son who has wondered about the connection between art and life.

If you, the reader, have this copy of CHORDaNDDxscor,o before you, it is
likely that you have immediate access also to the December 1941 issue. On
page 43 you will find an excellent discussion of the basic facts of Mahler's
Tenth Symphony, which you should read first. Written by the Viennese
composer Frederick Block, it tells us about the publication of the sketches in
1924, thirteen years after Mahler's death in May, 1911, and describes the
amazing and affecting appearance of the manuscripts in their life.like fac-
simile reproduction. The article mentions the first performance, from a
reconstruction by Ernst Krenek (Prague, June 10, 1924), and offers brief
but cogent analyses of all five movements. Up to this time, it has been possi-
ble to salvage for performance only the first and third movements (Adagio "
and "Pt_rgatorio") .

Alma Mahler, the composer's widow, makes clear her feeling in the fore-
word to the facsimile publication that she considered it her duty, after long
vacillation, "to reveal to the world the last thoughts of the master." This step,
valuable as it is to us, has reaped for Mrs. Mahler a certain amount of critical
head-shaking, if not rebuke. It is quite unlikely that Mahler would have ap,
proved such publication; at the same time, it is reported that he gave per-
mission to his wife to do with the sketches whatever she saw fit, should he
be unable to complete them.

In a perceptive study, "Some Notes on Mahler's Tenth Symphony" (The
Musical Times, December 1955, p. 6_6), the English critic Donald Mitchell
writes: "There can be no doubt whatever that publication of the Tenth Sym-
phony's sketches--whether justified or not--revealed with terrible clarity
the mental stress and strain under which Mahler was working. The manu-
scripts are littered with wounded cries and incoherent exclamations. It is
from this kind of exposure that I think a fastidious mind must recoil. Some
private agonies should be left private and the sketches, I feel, might well have
been left on deposit at a hTorarywhere those with an interest deeper than
mere curiosity might have freely consulted them. The third movement of
the work is titled 'Purgatorio or Inferno'; and though Mahler afterwards
crossed through "Inferno', and would doubtless have eliminated 'Purgatorio',
had the work reached a final stage, the title is indeed appropriate. The state
of mind in which the Tenth Symphony was composed must have approxi.
mated very closely to a private hell."

For better or for worse, then, we have the sketches. All the exclamations
strewn over those pages are exactly and mercilessly translated on the last
page of Alma Mahler's book, "Gustav Mahler, Memories and Letters" (New
York, Viking Press, 1946). The writer reproduces them here with the keen-
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est reluctance, realizing the while that the original document has been in the
public domain for more than thirty years:

Third Movement ("Purgatorio"). Death! Transfiguration! (page 4.)
Compassion! 0 God! 0 God, why hast thou forsaken me? (page 3). Fourth
movement; title page: The devil leads me in a dance . . . Madness seizes
me, Accursed! Demolish me that I may forget my being! that I may cease
to exist, that I may . . . End of movement (muffled drum): None but you
knows what it signifies! Ah! Ah! Ah! Fare thee well, my lyre! Farewell,
Farewell, Farewell Ah well--Ah Ah. Fifth Movement, Finale: To live for
thee! To die for thee! Almschi! (page 10.) (These words occur again at the
close of the movement).

As mentioned earlier, the detailed study of the music's growth from idea
to shape, from germ-ceU to vast melodic arch, from sketch to score, must be
reserved for a later study. The steps used in the reconstructions, in which
several composers took part, can there be traced at hand of musical examples.
But what must here be said at the outset is of vast importance for this in-
quiry. A considered glance at the sketches reveals to a musician a fact which
descriptions of the publication may not have led him to believe: namely, that
with the sole exceptions of the verbal exclamations and indications of an un-
usual degree of haste, the sketches are perfectly normal working devices on
the road to a production of a complex musical score. In fact, the _ull score
of the Adagio (the step after the "'Particell" or reduced score, which in turn
followed the initial sketches) is for the most part clear and even neat; trans-
cribing it into a practical score for performance was nowhere near as diffi-
cult as was the labor over the brief third movement. All the ink blots, arrows,
connecting lines, angry smudges, etc., have nothing essentially to do with
the state of the composer's mind. Most early sketches, moreover, are indeci-
pherable to anyone but their authors. You will find the same true of a
sketch by Beethoven- who, however, rarely took the trouble to produce a
readable end-product. Mahler would have been the first to laugh at the old
joke that composition was made up of 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration.
"Revision need not lack spontaneity", writes Brewster Ghiselin in his book,
The Creative Process (University of California Press, Berkeley and 'Los An-
geles, 19_2); "and there would be little use in it if it did." Nor does revision,
the creative labor of polishing and perfecting, appear to gain from a lack
of mental equilibrium; perhaps the very opposite. What is useful to us when
we see a page of first sketches is the same thought that struck John Living-
ston Lowes when he perused the Note Book of Coleridge: "There, in those
bizarre pages, we catch glimpses of the strange and fantastic shapes which
haunted the hinterland of Coleridge's brain . . . What the teeming chaos of
the Note Book gives us is the charged and electrical atmospheric background
of the poet's mind."

The realization that the working method in Mahler's Tenth, however has,
tened by the awareness of impending death, is essentially a natural and
normal one, hardly different from that of his other works--but that the
verbal outbursts show every mark of irrationality and extreme disturbance,
is an issue to which we must return again and again as we study the prob-
lem. But in order to place the problem in its proper context, we should look
at the nature of the creative processs itself--as Mahler saw it, as others see
it, and as it applies to this absorbing composition.

"One does not compose," Mahler once said; "one is composed." The Eng-
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lish word 'composed', unfortunately, has a double connotation which the
German lacks: _'Man komponiert nicht; man wird komponiert." "Composed',
in the alternate meaning, Mahler certainly was not; 'consumed' might be
more correct. But the concept that the composer is the acted-upon rather than
the acting participant in the creative act (!) is a striking one, shared by
virtually all the romantics. Even so "classically" thinking a master as Brahms
said, "that which in general is called invention, i. e. the thought, the idea,
is simply a higher inspiration for which the artist is not responsible, for
which he can take no credit." And Mahler claimed that "the creation and
genesis of a work are mystical from beginning to end, since one n himself
unconscious--must create something as through outside inspiration. And
afterwards he hardly understands how it happened." The contemporary
American composer Roger Sessions arrives at an astonishingly similar view:
_'The composer . . . is not so much conscious of his ideas as possessed by
them. Very often he is unaware of his exact processes of thought till he is
through with them; extremely often the completed work is incomprehensible
to him immediately after it is finished." Paul Hindemith draws our attention
to the appropriateness of the German for an idea, an inspiration: "Einfall"
-- a "dropping-in"; but he warns that this is just the first step for a composer,
the mere raw material. Donald Francis Tovey, the great English scholar,
would have sharply disagreed with both Brahms and Mahler that the com-
poser can take no credit for his flashes of inspirational insight. As he sees it,
and as Hindemith and Stravinsky and most modem masters see it, inspira-
tion is "akin to first-rate athletic form." It comes only to those who are ready
to receive it, and while waiting to work for it. (Symposium question to
Copland: "Sir, do you wait for inspiration?.... Every day." "But what do
you do till it comes?.... I work.") The master composer is conditioned as
well as liberated by his skill, by his knowledge of what he has to do. How
well Beethoven knew this, the moment he fixed an idea on paper--how
many permutations it would have to go through before it reached (for the
naive listener) a state of "inspiration"! Any idea, heaven,sent as it may seem,
must be recognized, captured, instantly put to work--consciously or sub-
consciously. Not only that: in the hour of inspired work, the creative genius
can call for the kind of theme or rhythm or color he needs: a demigod, he
commands the muse to bring him what he wants. To the non-composer, the
act seems like rubbing the magic lamp to conjure up the obedient genie.
Aladdin, however, had merely luck; the composer must have skill. Every
creative artist of some attainments knows the feeling of "things going right",
of the pen moving where the mind directs, of the visions falling into focus,
the ideas crowding up in a ceaseless flow as if summoned, the solutions com-
ing easily to hand. But often, what sounds most spontaneous may be the
hardest worked-for, and few composers worked so hard at their ideas as
Mahler: a slave to his vision, he toiled endlessly over his scores, attentive
to every detail, never satisfied, much more severe with his work than any
critic could be--and all this directed toward the realization of what he
conceived as the ideal of perfection.

Mahler the metaphysicist, the indefatigable seeker after the solutions to
philosophical and religious problems, seemed to attribute (or wished, as a
true romantic, to attribute) to divine inspiration what his preparation, his
fabulous acquired skill made it possible for him to accomplish. He proves
in this last work n so intimately intertwined with the facts of his personal
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life, that what he claimed to be unable to comprehend at its source was as
an artistic creation the result of the all forces he could bring to bear on it. With
opus ultimum, the final work of a master, these powers are often raised to
a pinnacle of awesome height M be it Bach's unfinished "Art of Fugue" or
Mozart's unfinished "Requiem" or Mahler's unfinished "Tenth Symphony."

In his book, Introduction to the Psychology of Music (Norman: U. of
Oklahoma Press, 1974), Dr. G. R4v6cz demonstrates that these two concepts
the "'metaphysical" and the "psychological", which are "understood and rep-
resented as opposites . . . are by no means contradictory, but really sup-
plement each other." It soon becomes clear that the two are in fact inseparable.
R4v_cz quotes Nietzsche's comments on the highly involuntary, tempestuous
feelings of inspiration, of power and "divinity", but also quotes him in a re-
mark which characterizes Mahler's working method as it does Beethoven's:
"All great men are great workers, indefatigable not only in invention, but also
in rejecting, revising and arranging.'"

Look at the sketches! Behold the amount of conscious labor, the thorough
awareness of what was good, what was useful, what was weak M the pro,
cess of criticism almost instantaneous with the process of invention; in short,
the two are indivisible. The very fact that there are sketches serves as proof.
If it were true that by the metaphysical method of creation "'the composer
could bring forth musical ideas in more or. less final form through the action
of his unconscious . . .', then why sketches? Schubert and Mozart very
rarely sketched; but these men did the parallel labor in their heads, rather

:_ than on paper, and there are many extant examples of their revisions. The
working methods .of composers-differ sharply; the essential mental pro-
cesses are virtually the same. One may crudely compare the issue with diges-
tion or circulation; however divergent the outward manifestation from one
person to another, the actual nature of the function remains the same.

But as we go back to the Tenth Symphony, we can see at once how the
most elemental creative experience of the first sketches is already modified,
made conscious, in the process of revision, of change, or improvement. Of
course, an important alteration in a melody or rhythm is to a real composer
also a truly creative act, and often a discovery that affects him as powerfully
as did the initial version, ff not more so. "Eureka! I have found it!" But the
head-work that visibly and promptly takes over in these sketches, sometimes
seconds after the flash of inspiration has struck, home, must account for the
degrees and stages of involvement that the composer's psyche undergoes. This
comparative lessening of involvement, until the final product may almost seem
strange and foreign to its creator, is well explained by Sessions: "The com-
poser's experience in creating the work is incalculably more intense than any
later experience he can have from it; because the finished product is, so to
speak, the goal of that experience and not in any sense a repetition of it. IIe
cannot relive the experience without effort which seems quite irrelevant. And
yet he is too close to it to detach himself to the extent necessary to see the
work objectively, and to allow it to exert its inherent power over him." On
the other hand, we have many reports about the intense '_re-living" Mahler
experienced at times when conducting his own scores, hours which left him
emotionally as well as physically exhausted.

With some composers, work of distinct inspiration may take place totally
without perspiration, controlled almost entirely by calm and conscious appliea,
tion of enormous talent and skill. J. S. Bach, Haydn, Stravinsky might be
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examples. But we know how Mahler (as Beethoven before him, and a majority
of the romantics in general) %gon/zed" over his compositional labors. What
Ghisel/n writes must be true of him: "The concentration [of the creative
state] may be so extreme that the worker may seem to himself or others to
be in a trance or some similar hypnotic or soranambulistic state... The cre-
ative discipline when successful may generate a trance-like state, but one
does not throw oneself into a trance in order to create." Indeed not; as Mah-
let said, in a letter to his wife at the time of this symphony's sketches, "in art
as in life I am at the mercy of spontaneity. If I had to compose, not a note
would come." (Contrast this with Mrs. Richard Strauss's frequent command
to her husband, who tended to indolence: "'Richardl, now you go compose.")
Yet the trance.like state in which many composerswork (hardly realizing to
what extent they are really doing brain-work) looks confusing to the beholder,
and supplies the music-appreciation specialist with some of his wildest mis-
conceptions. Dr. Susanne Langer, in her superb study, Philosophy in a _etu
Key (1942; third edition 19_7), deals brilliantly with this problem of
stre._ in artistic creation:

"We find the belief widely disseminated that music is an emotional cathar-
sis, that its essence is self-expression . . . Moreover, it is the opinion of the
average sentimental music-lover that all moving and poignant music must
translate some personal experience, the longing or ecstasy or despair of the
artist's own v/e amoureuse . . . " What Dr. Langer would answer when
confronted with the sketches of the Tenth Symphony, and informed of the
undeniable facts of the composer's condition at the time of writing, is prob-
ably this: she would first prove that all composers (Mahler included) have
written some of their saddest music while feeling most cheerful on the surface,
and the other way "round. Examples are legion. She would then quote Wag-
net, who wrote: "'What music expresses is eternal, infinite and ideal; it does
not express the passion, love, or longing of such-and-such an individual on
such-and-such an occasion, but passion, love and longing in itself; and this
it presents in that unlimited variety of motivations which is the exclusive and
particular characteristic of music, foreign and inexpressible to any other
language. Most important, she would continue with this passage of her
own: "Music is not self-expression, but formulation and representation of
emotions, moods, mental tensions and resolutions--a "logical picture' of
sentient, responsive life, a source of insight, not a plea for sympathy . . . For
what music can actually reflect is onty the morphology of feeling . . . "'
Sessions similarly explains what happens in any great work of art, and surely
in music like the Tenth Symphony: '" "Emotion' is specific, individual and con-
scious; music goes deeper than this, to the energies which animate our psychic
life and out of these creates a pattern which has an existence, laws, and hu-
man significance of its own. It reproduces for us the most intimate essence,
the tempo and the energy, of our spiritual being; our tranquility and our
restlessness, our animation and our discouragement, our vitality and our
weaknessesm all, in fact, of the fine shades of dynamic variation of our inner

" life. It reproduces these far more directly and more specifically than is pos-
sible through any other medium of human communication."

It is for these reasons that the terrifying vision some of us may have of
Mahler at work on these sketchesm correct though it may outwardly be M
obscures the basic issue of what composing is. "'Composing," said Beethoven,
who could frighten innocent farmers in the fields with his shouting and ges-
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ticulations over a musical idea, "is thinking in tones". Dr. Langer reminds
us that "sheer self-expression requires no artistic form. A lynching party
howling round the gallows-tree, a woman wringing her hands over a sick
child, a lover who has just rescued his sweetheart in an accident and stands
trembling, sweating, and perhaps laughing or crying with emotion, is giving
vent to intense feelings; but such scenes are not occasions for music, least
of all for composing."

Some of the psychological data in the pages to follow might seem to con-
tradict this view; they do not. For however intense the personal experience
of MaMer was, however close the intertwining of the specific and individual
emotion with its artistic representation or reflection, the actual work to be
done presupposed the availability of pen and pencil, desk and music paper, a
piano and a quiet studio. There was the "occasion for music". There, Mahler
could devote himself to transmuting into what Dr. Langer calls "'significant
form" those experiences which involved him most deeply. Only under those
conditions would he have had the clarity of purpose to "corn-pose", to "'put
together" such a series of highly intricate polyphonic structures as are pre-
sented by the main theme of his Adag/o--in inversion, in augmentation, in
juxtaposition with itself. The intensity of stress, as we shall later try to show,
is not necessarily in conflict with the creation of extraordinary and extra-
ordinarily complex music, if--and this is the important qualification--if
the working conditions are the right ones for the composer, and the time is
ripe for him to utilize them to the full.

Full comprehension of Mahler's music -- as any composer's_ can ultimate,
ly be gained only by the recognition of lasting artistic values, not by ac.
quaintance with biographical conditions. There is little artistic use to us to-
day in the reports of Gesualdo's homicidal tendencies, or Haydn's unhappy
marriage, even of Beethoven's relationship with his nephew. But in the case
of Mahler's Tenth we have not a completed work, a creation s/gned and sane-
tioned by its composer, but a document so puzzling that we must look for
possible clues to understanding its genesis in the very v/e amoureuse which
Dr. Langer rightly discredits as a general principle of interpretation.

In a stimulating and forthright article in the Musical Courier of January,
1949, Harold Schonberg writes this: "Perhaps a point in Mahler under-
standing has been overlooked by a failure to assess his music in terms of his
personal life. It may be that it is a little too dose for that, but a good re-
searcher with a thorough knowledge of modem psychiatric theory should be
able to draw some interesting conclusions. From accounts of those who knew
him . . . Mahler was as magnificently neurotic as any person possibly could
be. Somebodyshould do a book on neuroticism in art; it would clear up many
of the aesthetic problems concerning the variations in individual tastes . . .'"
This writer is, when all is said and done, not only skeptical of the procedure
of assessing an art work in terms of the artist's life, but he could make no
claim to the proper qualifications in writing a study such as Mr. Schonberg
proposes. He would recommend a careful re.reading of Thomas Mann's "Dr.
Faustus" as one of the most brilliant sources on the subject. There is, how-
ever, one recent and fascinating book which is largely devoted to "the case
of Mahler". It is "The Haunting Melody", by Dr. Theodore Reik, an early
member of Freud's circle (New York, 1953). It is there that we find many
keys toward a clarification of the psychic conditions under which the Tenth
Symphony came into being.
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Mahler was ill. He was doomed to die, and he knew it. Dr. Reik discusses
in detail the nature of Mahler's superstitions regarding a "tenth symphony",
an ideal and a sacrilege not to be attempted and completed without the inter-
vent/on of death (Beethoven, Bruckner, etc.) '_When he was composing it,
he remarked to his wife, "now the danger is past."" Clearly, it was not, since
his heart disease--first diagnosed in 1908--fatally aggravated a strep_
tococcus infection and a physical collapse less than a year after the sketches
were begun. But the thought of death was nothing new to the composer, as
any music-lover acquainted with Mahler's output-- from the "Klagende Lied"
to the "Lied yon der Erde", from the "Lieder eines Fahrenden Gesellen"
through the Second Symphony to the "'Kindertotenlieder" and the Ninth
Symphony--surely recognizes. Reik writes: "Bruno Walter, who was a
friend of the composer, states that Mahler's symphonies are conceived 'sub
specie mortid. And now it occurs to us how many of his symphonic move-
merits start with the experience of death and how many end there." No work
of his, to be sure, is so dearly marked by the stamp of death as is the Tenth:
how could it be otherwise? Yet the listener feels, perhaps, in the completed
movements, not at all a macabre grotescluenessbut a sense of "other-wordli-
hess", a "'Vergeistigung" (spiritualization) that was a new thing even for
Mahler. Beethoven's last complete work, the Quartet Op. 13_, has a similar
visionary quality--wise beyond rhetoric, and therefore brief.

Much has been written about the Austrian-Jewish master's "Weltschmerz,"
his all-pervading sadness; we need not stress it here. But it is worth recalling
that it was Schubert who could say, '_unhappiness alone has created the
'Winterreise" . . . "', and who wrote in his diary of March 27, 1824: "My
works owe their ex/stence to my musical intelligence as well as to my suffer-
ing... "" To paraphrase the Bible--"What some sow in grief, others
shall reap in joy." With Bach, with Haydn, with Mozart, even with the later
Beethoven, a sense of artistic detachment can be found even in their most
deeply affecting moments. This could be true even of Wagner and Bruckner.
But with the later romantics, especially Tchaikovsky, Mahler, and the young
Sch6nberg, the last barriers seem to fall; in this hyper-romantic Gefi_hlswelt,
that musical reflection and form which would most clearly mirror the personal
emotion are freely given. (Even so, the "'spiritualization" of the Tenth results
in a degree of restraint, of expressive balance, even of brev/ty, which are most
unusual for Mahler.) If we add to this trend toward "Selbstentbtbssung" '
('self-denudation'--the term is Adolph Weissmann's) the nature of Mah-
let's physical illness, his severe emotional agitation and his foreboding of
death, then the conditions under which this masterwork came about are
indeed ground for pity.

Pity, also, to him who is virtually destroyed as a man by his very creative-
hess. "Driven by demoniac powers which demanded perfection and highest
achievement, haunted by an inner urge which exacted the greatest, even the
impossible, for him, Mahler let life slip by him . . ." (Reik.) And Mahler
himself, after being told in 1908 to "_take it easy" (!), wrote to Walter, "'I
cannot do anything but work. I have unlearned all other things in the course
of the years. I feet like a morphine addict or a drinker to whom his vice is

suddeuly(fcrbidden.",iAnd in his last year, he sadly admitted, "Ich habe Papiergelebt." have lived paper.") Can we not see what this inescapable fate of
life-on,paper, music-paper--the simultaneous glory and terror of the cre-
ative genius--did to his marriage? Alma Mahler has explicitly enough
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but not in poor taste- accounted for the nature of their relationship in the
summer of 1910, when the sketches of the Tenth Symphony were undertaken.
In Dr. Reik's book, we learn details of Mahler's attempts to free himself of
this particular burden, to understand and find bases for action. On a single
afternoon, probably in August of 1910, he visited Freud, and had with him a
long session. There is no doubt that the consultation explained much, however
l_ttle it could have helped him directly at so late a date in his life. Who
could fail to feel the enormous poignancy in the exclamations toward the
last pages of the sketches, addressed to Alma (we do not know at what point
in the' process) m the deep and genuine love he bore her, so terribly disturbed
by the intrinsic nature of his creativity? Romain Rolland once wrote, "°who-
ever tries to find the clue to the secret of creation sees with a shock how dearly
the genius has to pay for his wonderful conquests. For it costs him an in-
human and boundless effort of the will to satisfy and arrange the angry
elements in art so that when he subjugates them at last, he finds himself
bruised and beaten--back in the world of every day." When Mahler was
asked, as a boy, what he wanted to become, he said, _a martyr . . . '"

Is it correct to say, as Harold Schonberg does, that "the point is that Mah-
ler never worked out his mental doubts and disturbances, all of which were
expressed in his music. His scores, then . . . remain creations of the eternal
adolescent--adolescent no matter how advanced in years, how seared by ex-
perience."? To what extent was the "working-out" accomplished exactly
through the music, and through the music only? Could it be that the creative
process supplied the ailing master with the very stability that he would oth-
erwise have lacked completely, or should we go further to assume that musical
creation was for him the only remaining stability itself? What is the cath-
artic, curative, therapeutic effect of such work for the composer under such
conditions? If not _tcure of his problems, did the creation of a great musical
edifice, searching and original, allow at least a series of temporary personal
resolutious?

The paragraph that follows, from Dr. Frederick Dorian's The Musical
Workshop (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947), was not written with
the case of Mahler in mind, perhaps; yet the fit seems perfect. Nor is it ov-
erly poetic; its truth seems profound. "Sublimated in the art works are the
narratives of men . . . Art becomes the artist's true reality and life remains
but a sad dream. A merciful muse has shown the artist the way out of his
misery: the dark forces of destruction which endanger his psychic existence
can be fought through the creative act. A cunning device of nature helps
her creatures; it forces tragedy to serve its own victim. Enslaved by his un-
happiness, threatened with doom, the artist revolts and sets himself free
through work . . . Fanatic concentration of all expressive energies emerges
victoriously into lasting works. This is the process of catharsis as the an-
tique thinkers interpreted it. It is the act of purification in which the artist
liberates himself from the grip of his emotions and creates pure forms of
beauty.'" Would the psychiatrist call such "escape into work" a "defense
mechanism"? And would the "'victorious emergence of lasting works due to
fanatic concentration of all expressive energies" be to the victor a desperately
needed proof of his own competence, as the dictionary would define it? "One
is competent who has all the natural powers, physical or mental, to meet the
demands of a situation or work.'"

If Dr. Langer is right--as she surely must be--that the primary object
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and purpose of first-rate creative activity is not self-expression but the
achievement of "'significant form", then we must assume that Mahler (as
any humanly sens/tive composer) was involved in his Tenth Symphony on
several levels at once. The verbal aspects of the score may be 'significant'
enough, in a psychiatric sense; but they do not make art, since they have no
form. (.Had the composer lived, he might conceivably have searched for
poetry that might have expressed in artistic form the wider meanings of his
exclamations, and could be used in the symphony with the assistance of voices,
as he had so often done before.) Nor do the verbal outbursts, in the final
reckoning, add to or take away from the artistic product. This product, the
music itself, does have form, significantly and magnificently so. Had all the
sketches been carried to completion as was the opening Adagio, we would as
musicians certainly have to regard the symphony as the work of a musically
clear-thinking man- and especially so since the music is not merely repeti-
tive or nostalgic, but astoundingly fresh and progressive. But to what extent
does a musically sane or "normal" production guarantee the authorship of
a personally sane ornormal composer?

We do not really know, and what follows is frankly hypothetical. The
psychic basis of artistic creation is still mysterious to us. Perhaps it should
be left alone by the researcher, as some feel the atom should have been.
We do know that the inner life of the creative artist is of extraordinary
complexity, and in a certain sense hovers on the brink of mental disturbance.
Thomas Mann, in his "Dr. Faustus" and elsewhere, again and again returns to
the idea that genius and illness are inextricably bound up together. Whatever
the validity of this concept, it is clear that the musician of overwhelming
genius must sui generis fall under the classification of "'obsessive-compulsive"
used in clinical psychology. He must work or perish. (What it cost Mah!er
to be a "summer composer" only, to forswear artistic creation for his con-
ducting and organizing labors, even in 1910-11!, is frightening to consider;
it may explain, in part, the "demonic" nature of his orchestral direction
a substitute creative act.) Theorists believe that the obsessive-compulsivestate
is for some personalities preliminary to the so-called schizoid state. The term
"'manic-depressive", often used for artists who are so well described by
Goethe's phrase, "'himmelhoch jauchr_d, zum Tode betriibt" ('exulting to
the sky, sad enough to die'), is supposedly a mere description of a series of
symptoms, rather than an etiological definition. To our untutored thinking,
the creation of music, real music, implies control over and integration of the
faculties of the mind. We experience it as such. We can hardly conceive
of a schizophrenic state as conducive to any kind of artistic work, least
of all a great one. (Is Van Gogh an exception? At one point, we learn, he
could only paint. Schumann and Wolf could write nothing of substance
once their disease had passed a certain stage.) But if we take the term
schizoid to imply a "split personality", we may be able to divide the extant
material in Mahler's sketches into %erbal exclamations- disorder; musical
formulation -- order."

To the psychiatrist, this apparent "'split" in the Tenth Symphony offers
an instant diagnosis: a schizoid condition. With that affliction, there are
not only emotional disturbances, but also thought disruptions. If you look
at the translation of Mahler's outcries, you will find a number of repeated
words, some even without the expected punctuation, and at least one sudden
breaking,off in the middle of a word: Dass ich ver (that I may dis . . . _)
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These are, the writer is told, clear schizoid symptoms. At which point the
question will arise for any sensitive music-lover, but is it possible that a per-
son in such a state could produce music of such caliber? Is it not more likely
that Mahler relived his emotional experiences when looking over the sketches
at a later date, and at that time scrawled in the verbal symbols?Alma Mahler
believes that they were all written at the time of the visit to Freud. Is it not
reasonable to assume that the affecting "Farewell, my lyre" (which could be
taken as ad&essed to his wife as well as to his art) might have been put on
the page when realization of the impending end became inevitable, When the
shocking awareness that the symphony would never be finished could no
longer be evaded? (Yet compare Beethoven's "Heiligenstadt Testament",
written 2_ years before his death!) Would not Mahler have completed or at
least obliterated some of these outcries, if he had had months to do so? Or did
he consider it as somehow dishonest to distort what his "'darker regions"
had sent to the surface?

Perhaps. We do not and cannot know. But there are a number of data
which may clarify for us the possible relation of the rational symbols (the
music) with the irrational ones (the words).

On one and the same day, August 27th, 1910, Mahler could write a sensi-
tive love poem to his wife, and also leave her a note in which he begs her to
come to his studio earlier the next day to call him in for lunch, as was their
custom. "'My darling, my lyre, come and exorcise the spirits of darkness, they
claw hold of me today, they throw me to the ground. Do ni_t forsake me, my
staff, come soon that I may rise up. I lie there and wait, and ask in the silence
of my heart whether I can still be saved or whether I am damned." This is
more than pure poetry. It was the state of mind of the Tenth Symphony. Who
could doubt that Mahler recalled the close of Goethe s Faust, Part I, the great
play on man's dual nature? "Mephistopheles: "She is condemned.' Voice from
above: 'She is saved.""'

The composer was in desperate anxiety; he fled into work, while fearing
its effect on his outward balance. Composing, to some, is like childbirth with-
out anesthesia. But it could be, and this might be the crux of the problem,
that Mahler's work, musical creation, was to him the last fortress, his only
real defense. There lay his greatest strength, the best organized, the most
highly developed part of his tom-asunder personality. We learn that the
schizoid may keep a part of his personality intact while all the rest seems to
be in a state of collapse or dissolution. And at such time, this most resistant
aspect of the mentality may come out with complete clarity, "normally",
while words fail. Dr. Reik speaks of the "deep well'" from which Mahler's
outcries came, and says that in his last compositions "desperate hunger for
life and utter weariness, the wish to lose one's consciousness and the last clarity
fight one another." Not only does a schizoid state (one which has not yet
done irreparable damage to the whole organism) not necessarily inhibit
the creative function, but it may supply it with a vision and a skill that are
uncanny, "super,normal". There is at least one case on record of a scientist
whose technical deductions were at their height of brilliance virtually at the
same time as his most violent schizophrenic seizures- when the impetus for
solving them, the parallel to pencil and paper, was offered him. Now the
musical substance of Mahler's sketches may in a mysterious way even have
gained from the stress involved; there are moments of truly apocalyptic power
(as the progressions of the brass choir on pages 32-34 of the miniature score),
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visions vouchsafed to no man in moments of cool deliberation. Even there,
cool--or cooler--thinldng must of course have taken over during the work
of scoring such an idea. It is mere sentimentality to believe that the elemental
heat generated by the visionary lightning-stroke can persist at equal intensity
during all the ensuing tasks of the composer-turned-artisan--whatever his
basic state of mind.

As early as 1896, Mahler wrote in a letter: '_I know that as far as I can
shape an inner experience in words, I certainly would not write any music
about it. My need to express myself musically and symphonically starts only
where the dark emotions begin, at the door leading to the _other world', the
world in which things are not any more separated by time and place . . ."
By 1910, the situation seems to have become reversed, or at least extended; it
is the words, not only the music, which come from the 'other world'. Could
these verbal exclamations have been penned at practically the same time as
the most rational musical organization? Could Mahler have put the cry for
Compassion within an inch of a call for a ritenuto in the music? The psychia-
trist may say yes. Dr. Eugen Bleuler offers in-his book Dementia Praecox
(published 1911) a series of remarks on differential diagnosis which may be
applicable. In speaking of the schizoid, he sees " . . . a clear splitting in the
sense that various personality fragments exist side by side in a state of clear
orientation...Clever and logical ideas alongside entirely senseless de-
ductions... Senseless ideas suddenly flare up in contradiction to the
rest of the personality . . . The delusions are simple and not elaborated, but
in contrast to the simplest reality, occurring in a fully conscious state." And
later: "Schizophrenics can be cheerful, anxious, elated and depressed not
only in rapid succession, but practically simultaneously."

The symbols of the verbal outbursts in the Tenth, to be sure, are never
"senseless deductions", nor do they in fact "contradict the rest of the person,
ality"; however violent and incoherent they appear, they are usually con,
nected in a demonstrable "'free association" with the music. One might even
look at some of them as extreme examples of "program notes", like the "devil's
dance" of the fourth movement, or the outcry about the muffled drum,
which is based on a specific experience in New York. But the nature of
their appearance on the page is in keeping with Dr. Bleuler's descriptions.
The slightly sardonic, folksong-like, almost cheerful character of the "'Pur-
gatorio" music (an almost "neo-classical" piece!) seems not in balance with
the title, nor quite with the verbal exclamations found in it. These and other
instances may be moving on a different level from the music, affiliated yet
independent, representing other and less "organized" aspects of the person-
ality. If the conflict of the sketches can be understood, at least in part, through
the hypotheses given, we must remember that what remains to us is the best
and essentially the healthiest part of the total pattern -- the music.

If we accept the symphony, particularly the Adagio and whatever we can
make out of the sketches that had progressed beyond the first thoughts, as
a work of genius, of "significant form", we may find a near-flawless answer
to the paradox of creation-under-extreme-stress in the words of Dr. Austin
DeLauriers, Chief of Psychology at Topeka State Hospital. If we see the
problem in that physician's way, we recognize that the verbal expressions of
the dying master must not by us be confused with the musical substance
that is left to us in the art work: "'Music is essential order from within. It is
not . . . a haphazard sequence of sounds; its very structure requires that
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whatever is expressed be expressed through order and organization. Stated
differently, music is a medium which by its very structure allows feelings to
be expressed always in a rational way. And the more genuine and authentic
the feelings to be expressed in music, the more stringent become its intrinsic
requirements of order and organization: its rationality. This cannot be said,
it seems to me, of other artistic or activity media; this is a unique quality of
music." How incredibly complex and "rational", for instance, is the structural
organization of certain music by Sch6nberg and Berg, '_even" at the very
moments when the emotional temperature seems to be reaching the boiling
point! The issue is the same.

"There are limits to the investigation of the productive process," writes
Dr. R6v4cz. "'The hope of being able to comprehend the successive processes
of creative work is vain. Many roads lead from the explorable to the inex-
plorable which are not practicable for our brains and our analytical powers.
There is no doubt that the forces which govern original creative work, that
lead the productive effort to the top-most peak, that give almost unlimited
scope to mental life, cannot be grasped in their multiplicity through obser-
vation and introspection . . . No matter how precisely we may be able to
follow the long inner preparatory process, how convincingly we may be
able to describe the stages of development of a composition, there always
remains an unbridgeable cleft between the preparatory process and the origi-
nal inspiration of value. The connection is established by the genius of the
artist who, through the happy coincidence of divers circumstances and through
the work of the unconscious, supplies the connective link. And it is in this
leap--which often surprises the productive artist himself--that the un-
expected, the involuntary, lies. Both mental activities (conscious work and
spontaneous unconscious inspiration) are operative in composing. The one
can never lead to a consummate art-work without the other." Mahler, too,
was baffled by this 'leap'. "'What is it that thinks in us?", he once asked in a
letter, "'and what acts in us?"

As his Tenth may demonstrate, even _divers unhappy circumstances" may
come together in a "'happy coincidence", one beneficial at least to the artistic
result. But it is important to remind oneself again and again, as Dr. R_v_cz
advises, that no investigation of a work, its productive processes and its ex-
tant matter, can ever penetrate to certain mysteries. Perhaps their "beauty"
lies in their insolubility. No amount of psychological speculation can explain
exactly what makes a work of genius as contrasted with a work of competence,
even if one can technically account for an unexpectedly large number of de-
tails in their comparison. Dr. Langer delivers a sharp warning, which the ex-
plorer in musico-psychologicalcurrents dees well to heed: in her opinion, the
psychoanalytic theory of aesthetics, though probably valid, does not throw
"any real light on those issues which confront artists and critics and consti-
tute the philosophical problem of art. For the Freudian interpretation, no
matter how far it is carried, never offers even the rudest criterion of artistic
excellence."

This is not the place to enter into a discussion of quality, of value, of ab-
solute and relative excellence. The effort we spend on searching out the
conditions under which Mahler's Tenth was written is justified by the as-
sumption N widely shared, we trust--that the work is worthy of such ef-
fort, Were it not so- were it inferior music in the context of the composer's
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output, did it show a saddening decline of his powers -- then the biographical
situations which brought this about would ultimately be more interesting
than the music. This is not so. Having gone a certain distance in separating
intention from achievement, method from result, cause from effect, surface
from essence (essential functions of _kritikos", the critic), we can only con-
clude that the superior quality of the artistic achievement has at least a part
of its foundation in the extraordinary conditions and the extraordinary febrile
processes which saw it come to light.

It is inconceivable that the music of so hyper-sensitive and "literary" a
man as Mahler would not absorb and mirror with uncommon poignancy the
events and problems of his "outer life" through the art work born of his "inner
life". However successful a career, an artist's life may seem to him to have
been a failure; his creation, if it is "great", may prove the opposite. "For their
works shall follow after them . . ." We find a kind of reverse demonstra-
tion of this in a striking paragraph of Dr. Reik's. Mahler, he writes, "sought
for the hidden metaphysical truths behind and beyond the phenomena of this
world, for the ideals. He never tired in his search after that transcendental
and supernatural secret of the Absolute and did not recognize that the great
secret of the transcendental, the miracle of the metaphysical, is that it does
not exist." Whether one can agree with so shattering a world-view or not,
it may be less a contradiction of it than a new horizon, a positive aspect, to
claim that the existence of the great art work means ipso facto that the idealist-
tic search was consummated, that the mystical faith was crowned. There is
now something where there had been nothing before. That, in art, may be
the real miracle.

Not only that. That "'something", created on the arduous road toward
a goal of perfection which the true creator believes he can never reach,
is not only there but it is a new thing. Even under the immense stresses which
surround the genesis of this work, or perhaps because of them, Mahler's pro,
ductive fantasy--to use a felicitous phrase of Dr. R_v_cz's--was "'like a
stream that grows broader and mightier through constant new influxes."
Mahler was able to look forward, to free himself of the accumulated burden
of what he already knew; always suspicious of "tradition'", he was eager to
go beyond that of his own style. "'Whatever there be of progress in life,'"
writes Henry Miller, '*comes not through adaptation but through daring,
through obeying the blind urge. 'No daring is fatal," said Ren_ Creval . . .
The whole logic of the universe is contained in daring, i. e. in creating from
the _Amsiest, slenderest supports."

A musical, stylistic, technical discussion of the Tenth Symphony must, as
we said, follow at a later date. But the writer wants to share with the reader,
at this point, his sense of amazement that Mahler could achieve as a true
"Abschied", a farewell, so progressive a piece, so marvelous a blehd of the
old and the new, of the firm foundations and the "slenderest supports". In
one way, he seems closer here to the ecstatic spirituality of his mentor, Anton
Bruckner, than ever before; the hyper-expressive dross which at moments
disfigures some of his later symphonies is stripped away, in favor of a tighter
polyphonic structure, a transparent texture, a keen search for the substance
and essence of a thematic idea rather than an episodic parade of incompatible
"Einf_ille". The transfigured final pages of the Adagio in the Tenth are
paralleled in symphonic music perhaps only by the close of the Adagio in
Bruckner's Seventh. At the same time, how noticeably influenced was Mah-
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ler by some of his young disciple's, Arnold SchSnberg's, explorations in the
first decade of the 20th century--how near to "atonality" are some of the
pages in the Adagio! And with what surprise will some of us feel the touch
of Mahler's influence (probably quite "unconscious") on the outstanding
modern heir of the German tradition--Paul Hindemith, especially in the
second and third movements of the "Mathis der Maler" symphony! In the
DPurgatorio", we may recognize with a shock of delight the kinship of the

anish master, Carl Nielsen--born but five years after Mahler. Donald
Mitchell has well accounted for the remarkable stature of this work when he
writes:

_'The Adagio never falls below Mahler's best level of inspiration, often
transcends it, and most clearly and poignantly exposes both his love for a
past tradition of romantic beauty and his quite extraordinary willingness to
shoulder the responsibility of newer concepts... Throughout the move-
ment we find even the most traditional gestures fertilized by new ideas . . .
Created under intolerable pressure, the slow movement represents one of
Mahler's profoundest excursions into the territory of the twentieth century.
He was, after all, something of a paradoxical composer, and it is only fitting,
perhaps, that he should have suceeded in writing an almost painfully nos-
talgic movement very much in touch with a musical future which he did not
live tO see."

Perhaps it is the final paradox of musical expression- one which reassures
us that only truly significant art can prevail against the inexorable passage
of time--that as we move further and further away from an intimate
awareness of the conditions which helped to give a work its own particular
and personal stamp, the most important part of the music remains, after all,
in the notes.

Newton Centre, Massachussetts
July 7, 19_7 (Mahler's 97th anniversary)
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BRUCKNER VS. BRAHMS, AND MAHLER VS. STRAUSS:
A STUDY IN CONTRASTS

by WARREN STOREY SMITH

Comparisons are not necessarily odious. By recognizing points of difference,
as well as of resemblance, we may see more clearly and judge more fairly the
individuals or things thus compared. In the present attempt to appraise jointly
the two late 19th century symphonists and the two men who, between them,
sang the swan song of musical Romanticism, attention will be drawn to both
the positive and negative aspects of their creative work, since in order to know
what something is, we must at the same time be aware of what it is not.

No one with any real knowledge of either composer could possibly mistake
a symphony by Bruckner for one by Brahms---or even a single movement, a
single page or, to stretch a point, a single phrase. There are differences of
idiom, of texture, of sonority, of pace, and so on. Now since any discussion
must start somewhere, this one might as well begin with the treatment that
the respective composershave accorded the middle movements. Both intrinsical-
ly and in relation to the outer ones, Bruckner makes cons/derably more of
them than does Brahms. It has been said repeatedly that .the high point of the
typical Bruckner symphony is the slow movement, and Bruckner himself wel-
comed the fact that he was known as an Adagio composer.1 In the symphonies
of Brahms there is only one slow movement marked Adagio, that of No. 2,
and in the Bruckner nine there is only one that is not so designated, the
Andante of the Fourth 2, which, incidentally, is far from being the climax of
that particular work.

In his most characteristic slow movements Bruckner was endeavoring to be
impressive and portentous in a way that Brahms was not. These Adagios
attain to a greater sonority, particularly the last three, where the orchestra is
reinforced by the Wagner tubas, of which more anon, and they are longer,
more elaborately designed than those of the Hamburg master. Except in his
Fourth Symphony, where he uses the sonata form without development,
Brahms in his slow divisions is satisfied with the A.B-A. Coda form that some
theorists, though by no means all, call a First Rondo. Bruckner, on the other
hand, will use the full-fledged sonata form or an A.B.A-B-A.Coda design,
with development along the way.a And as the Adagio is the climax of the
symphony, so will the movement itself reach a mighty climax, something we
certainly do not find in the slow divisions of Brahms.

As far as the scherzo is concerned, while we find a movement bearing the
name in every one of the Bruckner symphonies--and the titanic Bruckner
scherzo is as characteristic of its creator as the soaring Bruckner Adagio-we
do not find the term in any symphony of Brahms. The nearest approach to

1 Boston's Philip Hale liked to describe the great Bruckner Adagios as "Apocalyptic".
In the revised version the second movement of No. 2 is marked Andante, but the

original version, first released in 1938, has Adagio. It is Bruckner with whom we are
here concerned, not those who tried to improve upon him.

s As is often the case in matters of musical analysis, we find different labels affixed
to the same movement, the nature of which remains unchanged by these disagreements.
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the style occurs in the Allegro giocoso of No. 4, which still departs from the
traditional pattern by being in duple time and having no trio._ Elsewhere,
Brahms replaces the scherzo with a graceful intermezzo, the name generally
applied to the third movements of the first three symphonies, and that he him-
self employed to designate the corresponding portion of his G minor Piano
Quartet, Op. 25, No. 1._ Brahms appears to have played down the middle
movements of his symphonies in order to emphasize the importance of the
corner ones, although they are relatively more important in the always ex-
ceptional No. 4.s The heroic vein was native to Bruckner and he tends to
employ it throughout a work.

Bruckner has been repeatedly and, as some will have it, mistakenly assailed
on the score of formal construction, especially in regard to the outer move-
merits. The controversy is too vast to be gone into here, but this much may be
said: Brahms in these same movements better achieves the classical ideal of
continuity and momentum. Paul Bekker aptly speaks of Bruckner's "terraced
progress.''7 It is without doubt, Brahms's "logical continuity ''s and the afore,
said momentum, combined with a greater terseness of utterance, that has made
him more acceptable than Bruckner to the average concertgoers. If nothing
counted but the sheer musical substance, the melody, harmony and orchestra,
tion, Bruckner might easily win out. One is reminded of the jibe at Brahms
made by an unidentified French critic, quoted by Felix Weingartner: "I1
travaille extrement bieaaavec ses id6.es qu'il n'a pas.''_ Weingartner himself
put the issue this way: "In the strife between the Brahms and Bruckner
factions in Vienna I was once asked my opinion of the two men. I replied that
I wished that nature had given us one master in whom the characteristics of
both composers were united,--the monstrous imagination of Bruckner with
the eminent possl_bilitiesof Brahms. That would have given once more a
great artist.1°

Not everyone is convinced that Brahms was a successful manipulator of
the ideas that he had, or "'did not have." Mahler, for example, expressed him-
self thus in a letter to his _x4fe:"I have gone all through Brahms pretty well by
now. All I can say is that he is a puny little dwarf with a very rather narrow
chest........ You will be astonished when I tell you where I get more
completely bogged than anywhere else--in his so-called 'developments.'

"It is very seldom that he can make anything whatever of his themes, beauti-
fnl as they often are. Only Beethoven and Wagner could do that. TM

4It thus resemblesthe secondmovementof the ScotchSymphonyof Menddssohn.
The latter's companionl_iece,the Piano Quartet in A major,has a Scherzo,as do

manyof Brahms'sother works.
e Thus reversingthe conditionsof the BrucknerFourth,alreadynoted.

The Story_f the Orchestra,W. W. Norton_ Co., NewYork, 1936,p. 217.
s The logic,of whichBekkerspeaks,is wellexemplifiedby the closely,woventexture

of the initialmovementsof the First and SecondSymphonies.The latter has evenbeen
calleda "'symphonyin three notes",lessof an exaggerationthan it first appears,when
we see the uses to whichthe motto theme,or basicmotive,of the first movementhas
beenput, not only in that movementbut in the wholework.Muchof the transformation
to which this three-notefigure is subjectedis rhythmic,and Brahms'srhythmis much
morediversifiedas wellasmoreintricatethan that of his rival.Of the two composershe
is the more"intellectual",the morefinickingcraftsman.

TheSymphonySinceBesthovea,OliverDitsonCo., Boston,1904,p. 41.
7o/bid.,p. 48.
XXAlmaMaria Mahler: Gustav Mahler:Memoriesand Letters, The Viking Press,

NewYork, 1946,p. 20_.
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Shortly afterwards he wrote: "Now that I've worked my way through
Brahms, I've fallen back on Bruckner again. An odd pair of second-raters. The
one was 'in the casting ladle" too long, the other not long enough. ''12

It is entertaining, but not always instructive, to read what the great com-
posers had to say about one another. Mahler, for example, was capable of
defying the world by rating LeoncavaUo's now forgotten La Boherae above
the masterpiece of Puccini.

Quite possibly it is the lack of speed in Bruckner, more than his discursive-
hess or his occasional disconnectedness, that makes him difficult to take in
this speed,conscious age. Brahms's pulse rate is slower than that of Haydn,
Mozart or Beethoven, but even in jest you could hardly say of any Brahms
symphony that it contains not one slow movement but two, or even three.
Bruckner sometimes, if not always, courted "solemnity" in the comer move-

ents, applying his favorite expression mark, Feierlich, both to the Finale of
o. 8 and the first movement of No. 9.18His scherzos have momentum aplenty,

and continuity besides, but he is capable of slowing down in the Trio, as he
does in the Seventh and Eighth. The fleet, light-footed Trio of the Scherzo of
No. 9 is quite exceptional, unlike anything else in his entire output. It has even
been described as French--strange word to use in connection with Bruckner.

Per contra, Cecil Gray, endeavoring to prove that Sibelius was the only
post-Beethoven symphonist who really made the grade, accuses Brahms of "a
complete lack of that variety of mood and breadth of style which are the prime
requisites of symphonic writing--the one quality on account of which all sins
may be forgiven. Brahms's movements, however they are labelled, practically

• all seem to be andante con moto; he is incapable of writing either a true
allegro or an adagio movement--above all a scherzo. He entirely lacks gaiety,
verve, spontaneity, abandon, in default of which a symphony is necessarily
incomplete and imperfect. ''14 One need not go all the way with the extremely
prejudiced British critic, who was frantically trying to build up his own man
at the expense of all the others, but evidently some of the distinctions between
Brahms and Bruckner that have just been made here are relative rather than
actual. The answer is, of course, that most Teutonic music in the second half
of the 19th century was on the lethargic side. Look at Wagner!

Gray distinctly had it in for what are generally known as song-symphonists,
and there is an amusing irony in the fact that Lazare Saminsky once accused
Sibelius of being that very thing. 15It looks as though the world had not come
to any very definite conclusion on this vexed and vexing issue. On the one
hand we have Weingarmer saying, "I would add that with a very few excep-
tions a characteristic mark of all symphonic themes is their breadth and their
special melodious character, ''16 and, on the other, Gray affirming, apropos of
Sibelius: "It is true that most of his themes are short,winded, but that is pre-
cisely one of the reasons why he is a great symphonist--it is characteristic of

a2 IJoc. cir.

d is No one could put the vexing issue of Bruckner's "fast" movements any better thanid his pupil and biographer, Ernst Decsey. Discussing the first movementof the Quintet
in Cob_etts Cyclopedm of Chamber Music (Oxford University Press, London, 1929,
Vol. 1, p. 216), he says that it is "'one of those melodious Bruckner Allegros, which
are not allegro in the accepted sense, but have rather the character of animated slow
movements, corresponding to the composer's own inner rhythm."

x4Sibelius, Oxford University Press, 1934,pp. 192-3.
15Music of Our Day, Thomas Y. Crowell 06., New York, 1939, p. 197.
15 Op. cir., p. 78.
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practically all of the finest that have been written. And it is precisely the
long-winded Teutonic thematic matexial of the German symphonists of the
nineteenth century that prevents them from attaining to the monumentality
and concentration of the form _¢c.,which are the hall-mark of the true sym-
phonic creations of the Finnish master.TM He then continues with the observa-
tion on Brahms quoted above. To be sure, he exempts Beethoven from all this,
but Beethoven, he assures us, "was no more a typical German than Goethe
WAS."

Some authorities, inclined to draw finer distinctions than the above, have
separated the Teutonic symphonists into two groups, the German and the
Austrian, placing in the first, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and
Brahmsis, and in the second, Schubert, Bruckner, and Mahler. By and large,
the Austrians are more lyrically inclined than their German brethren. Surely
Bruckner eclipsed Brahms in melodic invention, as Schubert did Beethoven.
Brnckner's strength, like Schubert's, lay in the creation of themes, and that of
Brahms, as did Beethoven's, resided in the manipulation of them, as our
French critic has suggested. Take what many regard as Bruckner's most win,
ning melody, the initial theme of the Seventh Symphony. Is it not more appeal-
ing when it is first heard than it is in the working-out section, or in the reprise,
where it is combined with its own inversion? Additional examples might be
cited, but the reader who knows his Bruckner, as well as his Brahms, will get
the idea.

Bekker, to return to him, makes the point that Brahms's orchestral style
approached the chamber music type.1_He further says: "'He chose his orches-
tral cast as he needed it. Indeed, he would hardly have known what to do with
a larger or more colorful apparatus! He neither took the orchestra for granted
nor found it an especially interesting form of expression.TM Brahms's scoring
is better thought of today than it was _0 or 60 years ago. In comparison with
the rich and brilliant orchestration of Berlfoz, Liszt, Wagner, and their imita-
tors, it sounded dull and drab, and was even described as "muddy and hoarse."
It now seems an eminently suitable garment in which to clothe the composer's
thoughts. We do not hold a Rembrandt in disesteem because it lacks the bright
colors of a Renoir. It is nevertheless true that Brahms was relatively indifferent
to sound, as such, having an almost Puritanical disdain for the more sensuous
side of his art.= He more than once composed a work for a certain sound-
medium and then blithely transferred it to another.

I have neither the space nor the inclination at this time to delve into the
moot question of the original and revised versions of the Bruckner symphonies,
made more complex by the fact that Bruckner sometimesdid his own revising.
The argument has been offered that the well-intentioned L8we and Sehalk
succeeded in making Bruckner's orchestration sound too Wagnerian. The
fact is that, even as Bruckner intended it, his scoring has a marked kinship
with that of the great music dramatist, for whom he had unbounded admira-
tion. His use of the Bayreuth tubas inevitably lends to many passagesin the last

lz Op. cir., p. 192.
• 8 Strauss would fit in here too.

19 Op. c/t., p. 204..
so Ibid., p. 210.

Donald Ferguson attributes the sobriety of Brahms's scoring to his obsession with
polyphony (A History of Musical Thought, P. S. Crofts r_ Co., New York, 1939,
p. 422). Yet Wagner, Bruckner, Mahler, Strauss and others have managed to write
contrapuntally without sacrifice of aural charm.
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three symphonies an inescapable suggestion of The Ring. We must also
acknowledge that his treatment of these instruments was highly individual,
and that he sometimes used them more imaginatively than did their inventor.

Quite possibly, some of the difference between Bruekner's orchestra and that
of Brahms was due to the fact that the former was an organist and the latter
a pianist, with a strong feeling for chamber music. Many have found that
Franck's orchestra has an organ-like quality, and so, at times, does Bruckner's.
Take, for example, the first phrase of the Adagio of the Seventh, in which the
five tubas double the lower strings. The sound is more truly Wagnerian in the
transition to the second subject, assigned to the tubas and a French horn. The
second theme itself, a section of ravishing beauty, is scored for strings, inter.
mittently reinforced by woodwinds and horns, with a skill that was Bruckner's
own. Indeed, the attempt to instance all of the examples of felicitous orchestra-
tion in his symphonies (yes, in the original version) would almost mean a
complete reproduction.

Brahms also has his moments, such as the Introduction to the Finale of the
First Symphony, the end of the retransition to the reprise in the opening
movement of No. 2, with its golden-voiced horn, the Coda to this movement,
and, in the Adagio, the soft trombones supporting the cellos. These things
haunt the memory, as do the return of the chief theme in the Andante of the
Third and the flute solo in the Finale of No. 4. But for the most part, we are
more conscious in Brahms of the music itself than of its sonorous presentation,
the latter being more a matter of utility or suitability than of intrinsic attrac-
tiveness. In a symphony this is probably quite as it should be. The Romantic
composers have put notions in our heads.

It is his use of the brass, in particular these added tubas, that imparts to
Bruckner's orchestra the Wagnerian sound so conspicuously missing from that
of Brahms. In No. 7, the work in which they made their symphonic debut,
Bruckner's use of these instruments is confined to the Adagio and the Finale.
In Nos. 8 and 9 he uses either eight horns or four horns and four tubas in
every movement.

From the Third Symphony on he requires three trumpets, as Wagner gen-
erally did. The brass choir of eleven that is added to the orchestra at the end
of the Fifth was Schalk's idea, but approved by the composer. The original
version, now available, does not have it.

Brahms, always conservative in his orchestral demands, never required more
than two trumpets, the classical norm. Like Bruckner, he used trombones in
every symphony, but in only ten out of a possible sixteen movements, whereas
Bruckner used them in every one. 22Brahms used the ordinary bass tuba, stand-
ard equipment for Bruckner, as for Wagner, in the Second Symphony only,
but in three of the movements. He used the contrabassoon in every symphony
but the Second, though naturally not in every movement, while in the afore-
mentioned Allegro giocoso of the Fourth he has a piccolo, played by the
second flutist, and a triangle.

Save for the use of three flutes and contrabassoon in the Fifth, Bruckner
adhered to the classical pattern of woodwinds in twos, until he reached the
last two symphonies, when, quite appropriately in view of the heavy brass
department, he increased them to three. The cymbals and triangle in the
Adagio of the Seventh were put there at the suggestion of b/ikisch. In the

22 The reference here is to Symphonies 1-9. In the Andante of the posthumously
published Symphony No. O, in D minor, neither trombones nor trumpets are required.
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corresponding section of the Eighth Bruckner used them on his own. And in
the Trio of the Scherzo, as well as in the Adagio, he permitted himself the
luxury of a harp part. 2_ In one respect Bruckner's orchestration was as con-
ventional and as un-Wagnerian as that of Brahms: he never used either the
English horn or the bass clarinet.

In mentioning Beethoven, Schubert, and Wagner, I have listed what surely
are the principal influences disce_u_ible in Bruckner's symphonic writing,
Beethoven was for Bruckner and Brahms a common hemtage. The 'former,
as suggested above, followed the great exemplar chiefly in the central move-
merits, while the latter reveals his influence mainly in the outer ones. The
search for either Schubert or Wagner in the symphonic Brahms is as vain a
pursuit as the quest for Schumann in Bruckner. The Austrian master shares
with Schubert his gift for melody, his ease in modulation and (the anti-
Brucknerite would add) his prolixity.

Bruckner's chromaticism has something in common with Wagner's, al-
though, unlike Franck, he never developed Trista'aitis: he never submitted to
what Lawrence Gilman called '+the tyranny of the ascending half.tone pro-
gression." The chromaticism of Franck has been dubbed by unfriendly critics
both "slithering" and ++slimy",disagreeable terms that could never be applied
to the music of Bruckner.

As a harmonist, Bruckner, in his own particular way, went even beyond
Wagner. In the ScherZo of the Ninth, which some irate critic called "'the ugliest
piece of music ever written", and again in the opening theme of the Adagio,
we cross over into the 20th century. In the case of the latter, the tonality of E
major is not really established until the seventh measure, and by altering the

[art- I "11 _ •
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In each case Bruckner wrote one harp part but suggested that, if possible, three
harps be used. The revised scorespecifies one in the Trio of the Scherzo and three in the
Adagio.
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pitch of three of them, the first twelve notes of the theme can be transformed
into a Schfinbergian tone-row.

The Eighth also has its daring passages, notably the out-of-the-key begin-
nings of the chief themes of the first and last movements, matters fully ex-
plained in the masterly analysis of the work by Robert Simpson, in the 19_0
issue of Chord and Discord.

In respect to tonality, speaking now of the key-relationship between the first
and second subjects, Brahms, at least in his symphonies, s_ was a traditionalist,
while Bruclmer, like Schubert before him, loved to experiment. For example,
the Fourth has in its first movement a chief theme in E-flat and a second theme
in D-flat, which returns in B. And a most unconventional relationship is found
in the Adagio of the much-neglected Sixth, where the first subject is in F
and the second in E. Drawing comparisons between Brahms and Bruckner,
Virgil Thomson, then writing for the New York Herald Tribune, inadvert-
ently referred to the latter as "the younger man". It was a natural enough
mistake; the evidence of the music is all that way.

This brief dissertation has been principally concerned with the surface
aspects of the works under discussion, with the flesh, one might say, rather
than the spirit. It may be remarked that the spirit plainly reflected the person-
alities of the two men, who had in common only a devotion to the highest
ideals of art. On this score it should be noted that both composers resolutely
courted absolute music in a day when the descriptive variety was very much
the fashion. What little they wrote in the latter vein hardly deserves the name.
Brahms's Tragic Overture and the early piano ballad, Edward, are illustrative
music in its most rudimentary form. Nothing but a prevailing mood is con-
veyed by either title. Bruckner affixed the label Romantic to his Fourth Sym-
phony, which, outside the magical opening, is no more romantic than many
of the others, and then made an ingenuous attempt to explain the music, which
explanation he afterwards repudiated. We can also ignore the foolishness
about the Deutsche Michel, in connection with the Scherzo of the Eighth. Like
Mahler's laboriously contrived program for his First Symphony, these were
largely efforts to satisfy public taste. One can even read an Alpine scene into
the Introduction to the Finale of the Brahms C minor, but this is not what we
mean by program music.

b AS men, Bruckner and Brahms were conspicuously unlike. The former's up-

ringing was rural, the latter'_,urban. Brahms was far more sophisticated, muchbetter read than Bruckner, who is said to have read little besides the Bible.
Brahms also read his Bible faithfully, a fact to which his music, choral and
vocal, bears abundant testimony. But a wide gulf separates the Upper Austrian
Catholic, a man of simple faith, commonly referred to as a mystic, from the
North German Protestant, who, when it came to the teachings of the Lutheran

24We find an astonishing key scheme in the first movement of the Piano Quintet,
matchedoby....Bruckner in the corresponding portion of his Quintet. Another bold stroke
n Brahmss part is the recapitulating of the chief theme of the Allegro giocosoof No. 4

•a semitone higher, in D.flat instead of C.
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church, could accept the spirit but reject the letter. 25 Brahms was fond of the
theatre and found in opera, which attracted him as composer no more than it
did Bruckner, a means of relaxation. Bruckner's worship of Wagner was
musical matter. The dramas confused him, as they have many another. That
Brahms was the more prosperous of the two was due to several factors, the
principal ones being that his music was easier to assirailate, then as now, and
that he cultivated a greater variety of media, producing such salable items as
songs and piano pieces. (Bruckner maintained that he could write songs like
those of Brahms but had no desire to do so.) For a final comment, neither man
married, but in their attitude toward the opposite sex they differed as widely as
they did in other respects.

Allusion has already been made to the Brahms,Bruckner controversy, and
while I cannot pursue the matter here, _6 everyone knows that the relations
between the two men were far from cordial; and for this their respective
followers were partly, and perhaps largely, to blame. Before applying the
critical scalpel to Strauss and Mahler, I would like to state that their relations
were always friendly, that they were not rivals but colleagues and co-workers,
both as composers and conductors. Mahter once wrote to "a prominent critic":
"'I shall never cease to be grateful to Strauss who has so magnanimously given
the impetus to public hearings of my works. Nobody should say that I regard
myself as his rival (although I am sorry to say the stupid implication has often
been made). Aside from the fact that my music should be looked upon as a
monstrosity had not the orchestral achievements of Strauss paved the way for
it, I regard it as my greatest joy to have met with a companion fighter and
creative artist of his calibre among my contemporaries"Y

According to Alma, Mahler was wont to remark: "Strauss and I tunnel from
opposite sides of the mountain. One day we shall meet. ''2s While Strauss had
this to say: "In my opinion, Gustav Mahler's work is one of the most interesting
products of our modern history of art. Just as I was one of the first to have
the privilege of championing his symphonic creations before the public, I con-
sider it to be one of my pleasant duties to obtain for them in future both in
word and deed the general recognition which is their pre-eminent desert. The
plastic of his orchestration in particular is absolutely exemplary. ''29

The common aim of Mahler and Strauss was the writing of music that meant
something, the thing that allies them with the Romantic Movement and that
separates them from the absohitists and abstractionists of the succeeding den,
eration. As suggested, they went about it in ways that, for the most part, were
quite dissimilar. Mahler was a symphonist and song writer, the one published
work of his that falls outside these categories being the early choral piece, Das
Klagende Lied. Strauss was a composer of tone poems and operas, as well as of
songs, with a certain addiction to chamber music and concerted music at the
two extremes of his long career. His symphonies in D minor and P minor were
no more than student exercises in the manner of Brahms, while the Syrnphonia

2sWalter Nieraann tells us that Brahms could take sharp issue with the utterances of
the Lutheran clergy: Brahms,Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1929, p. 182.

=_A full account of the Bruckner-Brahms controversy is found in Werner Wolff's
Anton Bruckner: Rustic Genius, E. P. Dutton _ Co., Inc., New York, 1942.

-_TGabriel Engeh Gustav Mahler: Song Symphonist, The Bruckner Society of
America, New York, 1932, p. 88.

2sMahler Letters, p. 87.
29Richard Strauss: Recollections and Reflections, Boosey _ Hawkes, Ltd., London

19_3, p. 78.
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Domestica and Ein Alpensyraphonie were merely tone poems on a more ex-
tended scale. For the sake of the record it may be added that the long and
varied list of his compositions also includes choral pieces, piano pieces and
ballets.

Save for Das Lied yon der Erde, which is a symphony only because he elected
to call it that, no one of Mahler's symphonies bears a descriptive title. The
name Titan (after the novel of Jean Paul) originally bestowed upon the First
soon lost general currency, which is a good thing. The wholly appropriate label
Resurrection is commonly applied to the Second. In much the same way we
continue to call the First of Schumann the Spring Symphony. In relation to
their initial symphonic efforts both Schumann and Mahler followed the same
course of action. Each one invented picturesque titles for each of the four
movements and then discarded them. Historian Ferguson calls Mendelssohn,
Chopin and Schumann "Romantic idealists" and Berlioz and Liszt "'Romantic
realists." Had he extended that classification into the later Romantic era he
could have included Mahler in the first category and Strauss in the second.
Strauss was, in fact, far more of a realist than Liszt and, in that respect, the
heir of Berlioz. Both the Frenchman and his German successor were given to
describing achaal events. They expected us to see with our ears.

If we make a slight exception in the case of the Finale of the Second Sym-
phony, with its summoning horns, its suggestion of marching hosts and its
bird calls, all adding up to what has been called a gigantic tonal fresco of the
Day of Judgment, we can say that there is no Malerei in Mahler's instrumental
music and only a very small amount of it in the vocal works. Tone painting was
not his forte, whereas Strauss once boasted in jest that he could make it clear
in orchestral music whether a man was eating with a fork or a spoon. He had
an unrivalled skill in descriptive writing, _°both in his tone poems and in opera,
to which, and perhaps wisely, he finally turned.

The "Resurrection" Symphony is as close to genuine program music as
Mahler ever got. He called the first movement a Totenfeir or Death-Celebra-
tion, but was at a loss to provide a convincing explanation for the second and
third the purpose they serve is musical rather than programmatic. We do
know that the First Symphony grew out of the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen,
and that the song cycle grew out of a personal experience, thus making an
acquaintance with the latter necessary to a full understanding of the former,
which can still be enjoyed purely as music. There are many things in the Strauss
tone poems that do not make sense merely as music and there is nothing in
Mahler of which this may truthfully be said. He told the sharply disagreeing
Sibelius that a symphony should be made of the stuff of life, and he has been

quoted as saying that for him to write a symphony was to build a world. Of
the Sixth he said, ' It is the sum of all the suffering I have been compelled to
endure at the hands of life." And in the Ninth we find him in a state of
spiritual withdrawal from the world, thus recalling, as does Das Lied yon der
Erde, the Beethoven of the last quartets. We might as well realize that while

soIt would still be a mistake to think of the Strauss tone poems as being wholly
"descriptive". Besides, much that he described lay in the domain of fancy, of pure
emotion, of mental states, even of philosophical speculation, which puts his program
music, a few bits of sheer literalism aside, on a much higher plane than most. And
while some of his works need a deal of explaining, in others the only important guide
to the listener's understanding is the title.
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Mahler was not, in the accepted sense, a writer of program music, he wrote very
little that is music and nothing more. 31

What Mahler did subjectively, and quite consistently, Strauss did objectively
with, to be sure, an occasional suggestion of subjective feeling. This objective
approach took two forms: the representational and the symbolic. The first of
these phases found expression in the Symphonia Domestica. The tone poem, to
repeat what everyone knows, describes a day _ the life of the Strauss family.
Strauss draws his own likeness in four themes that, respectively, depict him as
easy-going (gem&hlich), dreamy, peevish (m_rrisch), and fiery. Intermezzo,
gine bilrgerliche KomiSdie, with text by Strauss, unfortunately still unknown
in this country, s_ is based upon an actual incident. During the composer's
absence in Vienna, on a conducting assignment, there arrived at his Garmisch
villa a letter, the contents of which caused the inquisitive and quick-tempered
Pauline to consult her attorney. Word of these proceedings reached Strauss
and, accompanied by a baritone from the Opera, for whom the incriminating
missive was actually intended, he returned to Garmisch. The opera ends on
a note of joyous reconciliation. The only attempt at disguise consists in the
names of the chief protagonists, who become Robert and Christine Storch.

The symbolic approach is found in Fin Heldenleben and the opera Feuersno_,
definitely in the second instance and presumably in the first. I shall take them
in the wrong chronological order and begin the discussion with Strauss's own
words: "'After the failure of Guntram I had lost courage to write for the
stage. It was then I came across the Flemish legend, The @uenched Fires of
Audenarde, which gave me the idea of writing, with personal motives, a little
intermezzo against the theatre, to wreak vengeance on my dear native town
where I, little Richard the third (there is no 'second', Hans yon Billow once
said) had just like the great Richard the first thirty years before, had such
unpleasant experiences. ''s_

Strauss was his own librettist only in C-untram and Intermezzo, but Ernst
yon Wolzogen, who wrote the book for Feuersnot, followed an outline pro-
vided by the composer. The scene is laid in Munich in the "'legendary no time"
(fabelhafter Unzeit). Kunrad, the central figure, to be identified with Strauss
in much the same way that Walther yon Stolzing was identified with Wagner
and, more recently, Palestrina with Pfitzner, takes his fellow citizens to task
for their shabby treatment of one Meister Reichardt, who soon receives the
name of Wagner. Allusions to him successively draw from the orchestra the
Valhalla theme and the Call of the Flying Dutchman. But, says Kunrad, in
driving out Wagner you did not get rid of your enemy, for he has reappeared

s_ We are reminded of Tchaikovsky, a composerwhom Mahler greatly admired. When
Taneiev complainedthat the Fourth Symphony gave the impression of being a symphon!e
poem to which three other movements had been added, Tchaikovsky wrote in reply: "I
should be sorry if symphonies that mean nothing should flow from my pen, consisting
solely of a progression of harmonies, rhythms and modulations ........ Should not a
symphony reveal those wordlessurges that hide in the heart, asking earnestly for expres-
sion?" And what was true of Tchaikovsky--and Mahler--was equally true of Schumann.

zz Strau_ once declared that it was his favorite among all his works, and he conducted
it con amore. He also had an especial fondness for the Domestica, which is considerably
more than the large-scale foolery that its title and certain heavily playful episodes sug-
gest. It is, in point of fact, a paean to domestic felicity, something by which Strauss
set great store.

s_ 01o. cir., p. 149.
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in Strauss, whereupon the orchestra proclaims, in a mighty crescendo, the
Kampf esthema from Guntrara.

Since Feuersnot seems to have gone the way of its predecessor, albeit less
deserving of oblivion, this amusing bit, like the Guntrara quote in Ein
Heldenleben, has only an academic interest, save for the light that it throws
upon Strauss's mental proces,w_.If Feuersnot is a dead letter, the Heldenleben
is still very much alive, and performances of it continue to bring down upon
the composer'shead taunts and reproaches. Surely, say these outraged listeners,
only a man of overweening conceit could glorify himself in such fashion.
Strauss stated at the time that the tone poem, which immediately succeeded
Don @uixote, was designed as a companion piece to the latter. The Hero,
he explained, was not "'a single poetical or historical figure, but rather a more
general and free ideal of manly heroismh not the heroism to which one can
apply an everyday standard of valor, with its material and external rewards,
but that heroism which describes the inward battle of life, and which aspires
through effort and renunciation towards the elevation of the soul."

This does not sound like the Strauss whom we encounter in the Doraestica_
but Strauss the family man and Strauss the creative artist were two very differ-
ent people. Anyway, no sooner had the Heldenleben appeared than all and
sundry declared that the spiteful and stupid Adversaries were the music
critics. To strengthen that opinion the composer later added a bit of circum-
stantial evidence. In Intermezzo Frau Storch tells a chance acquaintance that a
celebrated critic has called her her husband's "better half", whereupon the
orchestra obliges with the first, scharf und spitzig, portion of the Adversaries
theme. Additional evidence is found in the fact that the section known as The
Hero's Works of Peace is a melange of Strauss themes, both from the Helden,
leben itself and previous compositions. It could be argued, of course, that only
in that particular way could he expressthe idea of creative activity, and that as
far as the Intermezzo quotation was concerned he was merely acceding to a
popular supposition.

Even if we did not know it anyway, the music of Mahler and Strauss, as we
have just seen, would proclaim the one a decided introvert and the other some-
thing of an extrovert. They were still more alike, outwardly at least, than
Brahms and Bruckner. Both were devoted family men and solid citizens, jointly
occupied with composing and conducting. As with their two predecessors, we
have here a Protestant and a Catholic, the latter reared in the Jewish faith.
Mahler was something of a mystic, though of a very different stripe from
Bruckner, and there was none of that in Strauss. If his head was sometimes in
the clouds, or should have been there to write much of the music that came
from his pen, his feet were always planted firmly on the ground. He poses few
problems for the character analyst, while Mahler was a mass of contradictions.
To attempt a perhaps too facile but nevertheless intriguing generalization, we
could say that he was a sophisticated man who sometimes wrote naive music,
whereas Bruckner was a naive man who often wrote sophisticated music.

Mahler was afflicted with the then-prevalent Teutonic malady of Welt.
schmerz, to which members of his race were particularly subjecthhe has been
accused of "seeing the worm in every apple". Strauss, the only one of the four
composers here under discussion who was not in some way maladjusted, was,
actually, well.poised to a degree rare in artists of his stature. He took every-
thing in stride, including a difficult wife, to whom he was greatly devoted. He
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was a shrewd business man, inclined to be mercenary, and, more than most, he
made serious music pay. Orderly and systematic in his work, he could forget it
when his carefully-allotted hours were over and relax in a game of 8kat, his
addiction to which also finds expression in Intermezzo. His sense of humor,
something that Mahler appears to have lacked, reveals itself, at times almost too
aggressively, in his music. The too intense, hard-working Mahler wore himself
out in middle life, while Strauss lived serenely on to an uncommonly ripe old
age, composing to the last.

To continue, Mahler was at ease with sin_ple and saintly things, as witness
the Finale of the Fourth Symphony, and much of the rest of that engaging
work. He frequently stated that an artist's deepest and most valuable experi-
ences came to him before adolescence. Strauss was essentially a virtuous man
but, by his own admission, he found evil characters easier to depict than good
ones. Writing to Hofmannstaht apropos of the ]osefslegende, on which they
were jointly engaged, he said: "'The chaste Joseph himself is hardly in my line,
and I find it difficult to write music for a character that bores me; a God-
fearing Joseph like this I find infernally hard to tackle. However, perhaps I
may yet find lurking in some queer ancestral corner of my nature some pious
melody that will serve for our good Joseph. TM

Strauss's music is never as erotic as Wagner's--nor is that of anyone else--
but he wrote his full share of love scenes, and many of his songs and most of
the best of them are love songs. Mahler's muse, on the otherhand, was almost
pathologically chaste. His only lo_e song, Bist du urn Sch6nheit, is as I main-
mined in this magazine a few years ago, as the poorest that he wrote and far
inferior to Clara Schumann's fine setting of the Ri]ckert poem, Strauss found
Zerbinetta more to his taste than Ariadne, and the theme of Jokanaan in
Salome is a serviceable musical tag but hardly an adequate characterization.

In their attitude toward nature Mahler and Strauss differed as widely as
they did in so many other matters. Mahler felt a definite kinship with the
natural world, a fact to which The Song of the Earth bears eloquent testimony,
and largely on the stren_h of this masterpiece he has been called a pantheist.
Strauss, when the need arose, painted natural phenomena with his customary
graphicness. He too loved the natural world, but there was no mysticism
involved.

Several years ago Ernest Newman made the challenging statement that
Mahler was "'the last noble mind in German music. TM In the same article, in
the London Sunday Times, he bade us overlook Mahler's eclecticism, an
admonition that would be unnecessary today. While Mahler's style was less
strikingly individual than that of many composers, Strauss included, it was
unmistakenly his own. He was, indeed, one of the most original of music
makers, a fact not recognized once, but now patent to all.

Virgil Thomson, to quote him once more, while engaged in a comparison of
Strauss and Mahler, to the general advantage of the latter, remarked that their

s4CorrespondenceBetween Richard Strauss and Hugo yon Ho_raannstahl,1907.1917,
Knopf, p. t93.

s5Vol. 2, No. 6, p. 77.
s6In his memoirs, I Segre_idella C-iara,recently issued in English as Music in My

Time (University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 19_, p. 92) the late Alfredo Casella
called Mahler "one of the noblest musicians I had ever known." Rather oddly for an
Italian, Casella was a great Mahler enthusiast and made the piano four.hand arrange-
ment of the Seventh Symphony.
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melodic styles were much the same. To be sure, they both favored a diatonic
type of melody, although in general Strauss's themes are more chromatic than
MahleFs, as is his harmony, and he modulates with greater frequency. Mahler,
of course, had his moments of effective, even inspired, chromatic writing, as

, at the end of the Urticht in the Second Symphony and in the setting of Alles
vergiingliche in the Eighth. And this much is certain: neither one of them
would have written a theme such as that from the Bruckner Ninth quoted
above. While despite the fact that each was a famed interpreter of Tristan,
that particular type of chromaticism does not appear in their music any more
than it does in Bruckner's.

More than Strauss, Mahler leans toward a folk song idiom and, as was the
case with Brahms, many of his melodies might be mistaken for genuine
Volkslieder. Strauss was enamored of the six-four chord, both melodically and
harmonically. The sol-do-re-mi or "How dry I am" figure, with its reversion
and its various possibilities for ornamentation, obsessed 19th century (and even
earlier) composers as a whole, but Mahler made much more sparing use of this
melodic stereotype than did Strauss, who permitted it to become his thematic
trade,markW

Strauss's rhythm was more complex than that of Mahler, in much the same
way that the rhythm of Brahms was more complicated, more varied, than that
of Bruckner. Neverthless, in the final pages of Das Lied yon der Erde Mahler
indulges in rhythmic complications of a nature without precedent in that day.
It was of this passage that he jokingly said to Bruno Walter, to whom the task
of doing so ultimately fell, that he didn't see how it was going to be
conducted. _s

Mahler once admired that the evaluating of Stranss's music baffled him,
since it represented such a mingling of the good and the bad. There have been
those who deplored a similar unevenness in Mahler, though since his output,
covering some three quarters of a century, was so much greater, there is in
actual quantity more of Strauss _at fails to give complete satisfaction. Mahler's
average was undoubtedly higher. The sifting process of time has barely begun
in these two cases, and we are in no position to say what the verdict of posterity
will be, although we can make our own surmises.

Certainly, Strauss today enjoys a degree of popularity denied his Bohemian-
born contemporary. For one thing, he may be represented on orchestral pro-
grams by short or relatively short tone poems instead of by long symphonies,
and it is precisely the longer of the tone poems that show signs of a waning
popularity. Again, the matter of length has, no doubt, a good deal to do with
the fact that, outside the German-speaking countries and Holland, the sym-
phonies of Brahms are played so much more frequently than those of Bruckner.
Brahms's popularity is also enhanced by his essays in fields other than the pure-
ly orchestral, namely, concerted music, chamber music, choral music, and the
aforementioned songs and piano pieces. There are rare performances of the
Bruckner Masses and the Te Deum, but the people who think of Bruckner at
all think of him primarily as a symphonist. It is no wonder that Brahms's name
is a household word while Bruckner remains a name--when he is even that--
to so many who consider themselves music lovers.

azHis versatile six-four pattern can express both the passion of Salome and the
sanctity of John.

as Bruno Walter, Gustav Mahler, The Greystone Press, New York, 1941, p. _9.
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In the same way there are more approaches to Strauss than to Mahler, who
published no operas, concerted pieces or chamber works. Both composersmade
notable contributions to the lied, and it is possible to find Mahler's the more
distinguished of the two, but the warmer, more impassioned songs of Strauss
have the edge, so far as both singers and public are concerned.

But there is one respect in which Mahler has, ar/d may continue to have, his
revenge: many important contemporary composershave expressed their admira-
tion for his music, and not a few have acknowledged their indebtedness to it,
while Strauss is looked upon as a back number, a man of the 19th century, who
remained faithful to its ideals and tenets, even though he lived and worked half
way through the 20th. It is possible that the classicizingof his style in the final
years may work toward a reversal of this opinion, as (and if) the compositions
of his Sturm und Drang period fall into neglect. He was, of course, a bold, bad
man in his daymthe boldest in fact--and we find many anticipations of
modem methods and devices, such as the polyharmonic chords that proclaim
the madness of Don Quixote, the combined keys in Salome, as well as the free
use of extreme dissonance in that opera and Elektra, and the array of unrelated
triads that make the Silver Rose motive in D_.rRosenkavalier. These things and
others like them were once the horror of the pedants.

All and sundry will doff their hats to Strauss as a technician. His command
of every facet of composition was as easy as it was secure. Above all, he was a
superb musical a_chitect who, even in an hour-long tone poem, never let
matters get out of hand. We are so prone to think of form in music as classical
form that we regard an unconventional structure as formless. According to
Ernest Newman, the difficulty is that we confuse form with formalism.
Answering the objection that Strauss had discarded the forms to which Brahms
had remained faithful, he expended many words in an effort to prove that
Strauss had mastered form whereas Brahms had let form master him.39In this
connection it is pertinent to quote the composer himself: "'A perfect work
of art", he wrote some nine years before his death, "is achieved only when, as
in the case of our great masters, content and form are blended to perfection.

"Our musicologists--I would mention the two greatest names: Friedrich
yon Hausegger (Mus/c as Expression) and Eduard Hanslick (Music as Form
Moving in Sound)--have given definitions which have since been considered
incompatible. This is wrong. These are two mutually complementary forms of
musical creation.TM

To a greater extent than Strauss, Mahler adhered to classical procedure,
modifying it to suit his own ends, and generally with complete success. Only
rarely with him do we complain of looseness of structure. What chiefly in-
terests your modernist in Mahler, however, is his counterpoint. On many sides
you will hear it stated that Mahler's polyphony had definitely the linear quality
so much in vogue today, while Strauss, Ernst Krenek suggests, wrote "mostly
animated harmony." Mahler's, he goes on to say, "is a new kind of genuine
polyphony: all commentators on Mahler, even skeptical ones, agree that therein
lies his unique and all-important contribution to the evolution of our con-
temporary music." A few pages earlier we find: "Strauss appears today clearly
as a figure of the faraway 19th century while Mahler's testament constantly

a9 Richard Str¢uss, John Lane, London and New York, 1908, pp. _3-61.
4oOp. c/t., p. 116.
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generates new impulses, its inspiring problematical qualities being by no means
exhausted."_

More than two decades ago, when Mahler's music was receiving scant attew
tion in this country, Ferguson suggested that Mahler might "'prove to be one of
the most important links between the nineteenth century and the twentieth."

Another and not altogether friendly critic who might be quoted on this point
is Alfred Einstein, who wrote: Mahler, more dearly than any other, stands
on the frontier between the old and the new worlds; he displays in tragic
intensity the dualism of his time, the exaggerated sentimentality of the roman-
tics and its first repudiation. ''42

Long before the above authorities paid tribute to the special character of
Mahler's counterpoint, Philip H, Goepp, program annotator for the Philadel-
phia Orchestra, 1900-1921, called attention to it in the third volume of a series
entitled Symphonies and Their Meaning. Shortly after Malaler's death he had
the perspicacity to write, in regard to the Fifth Symphony: "In Mahler the
most significant sign is a return to a true counterpoint, as against a mere over-
laying of themes, that began with Wagner and still persists in Strauss,--an
artificial kind of structure that is never conceived as a whole .......

"We cannot help rejoicing that in a sincere and poetic design of symphony
is blended a splendid renaissance of pure counterpoint that shines clear above
the modern spurious pretence. The Finale of Mahler's Fifth Symphony is one

of the most inspired conceptions of counterpoint in all music. In it is realized
the full dream of a revival of the art in all its glorious estate.' 48

When we come to the matter of orchestration, we find that both Mahler
and Strauss were, in their diverse ways, past masters of that exacting craft.
The story goes that Strauss once said to Armr Bodanzky that Mahler was the
only man who could tell him anything about an orchestra. Strauss's orchestra-
tion underwent many changes throughout the years, as did that of Mahler,
although the latter's years were fewer. Both men had their scores in which they
"shot the works", if in a very different way, and both helped to further the
development of the modem chamber orchestra. But taking all this into account,
we can still say that Mahler's orchestration was more "modern" than that of
his colleague. In evidence here is the linear style upon which so much stress
has "ust been laid. Mahler's approach is more soloistic, and it is a well-known
factJthat his orchestral directions, his instructions and admonitions to the con,

ductor,, are the most copious and detailed to be found anywhere. Again,
8trausss brilliant, virtuosic orchestration, even when dictated by the de-
mands of plot or program, seems almost an end in itself. No wonder that
Bekker, in the study already referred to, included Strauss in the chapter en-
titled "The 'Art-for-Art's.Sake' Orchestra."

B Many contemporary composers, among them Aaron Copland and Benjamin
ritten, have voiced their admiration for Mahler s way of handling the orches-

tra. I shall content myself with citing the verdict of Casella: "Mahler's scoring
is much closer to us than that of Strauss, whose work I had digested too com-
pletely when I first studied, orchestration. TM It may be added that Strauss has

•a Biographical Essay in Walter: Mahler, pp. 206 and 196.
42A Short History of Music, Knopf, 1937, p. 2_0.
48The three volumes (J. B. IAppineott C., Philadelphia, I898-1913) have been com,

bined in one, as Greet Works of Mu.qc. Garden City Publishing Co., Inc., Garden City,
Third Series, pp. 243-4.

44Loc. cir.
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at least one follower among the younger men of today. Glenn Gould, the
Canadian pianist, whose formidable reputation belies his years, is eager to shine
as composer also. Asked to name the masters who had influenced him most, he
mentioned Sch6nberg, Strauss, and Bruckner. 4_

While it is true, as I have said, that Brahms and Strauss are in higher favor
in most parts of the world than Bruckner and Mahler, the two last-named are
slowly and surely gaining ground. If we had to depend upon the conductors
and performers alone, and the audiences to whom they feel that they must
cater, at least to a reasonable extent, the situation would not perceptibly change
for a long time to come. But in this mechanized day there is an approach to
music other than the "live'" one. This goes not only for the record buyer, and
his name is legion, but also, and perhaps more importantly, for those who listen
to the radio stations that specialize in the broadcasting of recorded music. If
you are a devotee of either Bruckner or Mahler, even though you live in one of
the cities that supports a major symphony orchestra, you can hardly satisfy
that craving by attendance at concerts, but you can buy all, or virtually all of
both composers' music on records, certainly all that is of any real importance--
there is already a great deal of duplication--and you can hear much of it over
the air. When enough people have cultivated a taste for and a desire to hear
it in actual performance, the conductors will have to do something about it.
And when that day comes,the balance of power in the Brahms and Strauss vs.
Bruckner and Mahler competition may shift a little, or even a great deal. The
real point is that there is plenty of room for all four.

CINCINNATI 19_6 MAY FESTIVAL
BRUCKNER'S P MINOR MASS AT OPENING CONCERT

JosEPH K_IPS,Conductor

The opening concert of the forty-first May Festival appeared on paper to
promise a highly stimulating evening of music....

For many persons the Bruckner Mass was the highlight of the evening and
possibly of the entire Festival. For one thing, it is the principal representative
of the cornerstone works that veteran Festivalgoers adore, the Bach, Beethoven,
etc. repertory.

The chorus ma_yglory in it and the audience will be alternately soothed
by its soft, mystical themes or bombarded by its vaulting, climactic thunder.
That it has many moments of pure, shining inspiration can hardly be denied.

One may dislike Bruckner but his music at its best meets enough of anyone's
artistic canons to merit all the special pleading that goes on in its behalf.

45Time,VoI.3._'VIII,No. 4, p. 33.
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I myself found it memorablein the performance by the chorus and orchestra
last night.

One can hardly single out any number of the solo quartet in view of the
scarcity of solo singing required by Bruckner. The four soloists were Naomi
F.art, Nell Rankin, john Alexander and Kenneth Smith. Certainly they were
adequate to the occasion.

_THUR D_,_CK

Oincinnati Enquirer
May 8, 1956

The subtitle of Mozart's C Major Symphony, brilliantly played by the Cir.
¢irmau Symphony Orchestra under May Festival Mu_cal Director Josef Krips
-- "Jupiter" -- may well be the key to the entire 41st May Music Festival.
Certainly, the opening concert in the festively decorated temple of great music
(Music Hall) was a banquet of sounds fit for the ears of gods. And to com-
plete the Olympian picture, Junoesque, stunning goddess-voiced Inge Borkh
sang a scena and aria ("Ah, Perfido!") by the composer who has been called
"Olympian" more times than Greece has sacred shrines.

Yet in the end the "pagan" gods and goddesseshad to defer to the banners
of Christ'the King, Whose awesome Sacrifice--in the text of the mass--is
devoutly and overwhelmingly "translated" into musical sounds by the genius
of Anton Bruckner. I will be very surprised ff any other work on this May
Festival matches the sublimity, the awesome Godcenteredness of this splendid
composition, Bruckner's "Mass in F Minor.'"

Let us give credit where credit is due. Josef K.ripsis a festival music director
of the (so-called) "old school". Maestro Krips believes that a festival number
should be 90 percent perspiration and 10 per cent inspiration. The 10 per cent
is assuredly there, and it is of the unalloyed kind. But that 90 per cent pre-
festival rehearsal perspiration is what really makes the wheels go round.
Flashy, sensational, melodramatic podium antics don't make festivals. I haven't
a doubt in the world that Bruclmer's "'Mass in F Minor," in the hands of an
unimaginative, careless conductor could be as unwieldly, tedious and merely
noisy as a village band. In the hands of a Krips it climbs to the very portals of
the heavens. I doff my hat to a conductor who can produce such choral-

, orchestral sounds.....
One could write a book about the "Jupiter" Symphony and the Bruckner

"Mass in F Minor" as they were performed -- let us say interpreted -- Mon-
day night.

And the Bruckner work, with very good (though very brief) solo _'inter-
ludes" by Naomi Farr, Nell Rankin, John Alexander and Kenneth Smith was,
and I can't say it too often, a revelation to this critic. It is obviously a master-
work; but it takes a fine chorus--our own festival chorus--and a fine or-
chestramour own Cincinnati Symphony--good soloists and (above all) a
maestro who is really a maestro and not merely a pedant or a show.off to
perform this Bruckner mass.

HENRY HUMPHR.BYS

Cincinnati Times.Star
May 8, 1976



KILENYI-BRUCKNF__ lvIEDAL AWARDED TO JOSEF KRIP$

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in the works of Anton
Bmekner, the Directors of the Society awarded the Kilenyi-Bruclmex Medal of
Honor to Josef Kr/l_. Though Mr. Kr/ps had _ conducting in the U.S. but a
short time(he had already included Bruekner s 13 andVIII on programs of
the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra. Under Mr. Krips direction these sym.
phonies were also heard in Sydney and Melbourne, Australia, in Montreal
and Ottawa, and in Mexico City.

The Bruclmer Medal, designed by the eminent sculptor, Julio Kilenyi, for the
exclusive use of the Society, was presented to Mr. Krips by Dr. Martin G.
Dumler, President of The Bmcknet Society of America, after the performance
of Bruckner's "F Minor Mare'"at the Cincinnati May Festival on May 7, 19_6.
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Dr. Martin G. Dumler presenting the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal to Joseph Krips
at the Cincmnat_ May Festival May 7, 19_6



D_ka Newlin rece',wng the Kdenyi Mahler Medal from President Fred G.
Holloway, Drew Umverslty, on November 10, 1957



KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO DR. DIKA NE_N'LIN

PRESENTATION SPEECH

PRESIDENT PLIED G. HOLLOWAY, DREW UNIVERSITY

IntermissionofDrew UniversityConcert,Nov.I0,1957

The Bruckner Society of America has placed upon me a very pleasant
responsibility--that of presenting to you the Mahler Medal of Honor. When-
ever a member of our faculty is honored, Drew University is also honored. For
this reason I am doubly happy to present to you this award on behalf of the
Society.

In receiving this award you are in the line of many distinguished persons in
the world of music. It is my understanding that you are the first musicologist
to be the recipient of the Mahler Medal. Because of your interest in the music
of Mahler it seems particularly appropriate that this award should be made
to you,

We well recognize the saneness of your approach to the newer musical
forms. Your volume, "_Bruckner,Mahler and Schoenberg", has received wide
and deserved attention. The full significance of it is recognized in the fact that
it now appears on the Continent in a German edition. The contribution which
you have further made in the translations of Schoenberg's "'Style and Idea" and
of Leibowitz,'s "schoenberg and His School" is further evidence of the con-
tribution which you have been making.

I have the greatest satisfaction, therefore, in presenting m you this award
on behalf of The Bruckner Society of America.



MAI'_ER THIRD UNDER. MITROPOULOS

by Louis BmNCOLZI

The following review is reprinted by permission of the 2_. T. World Telegram,
April 13, 19_6.

A Gargantua among concert scores, Mahler's Third Symphony measured
its giant length in a brilliant performance by Dimitri Mitropoulos and the
PhilharmonicSymphonyinCarnegieHalllastnight.
Mr. Mitropoulos'graspofstyleand design,plusa strongsenseofconvic-

tioninthegeniusofMahler,made theperformanceoneof thememorable
_entsofthePh/lharmonicseason.
The orchestra,puttoa severetestby Mahler'shighlyindividualscoring,

honoredboththeconductorand thecomposerwitha superbtechnicaljob,
heightenedby whatseemedmorethana borrowedfervorforthemusic.
Thisisproblematicsymphonyinmorewaysthanone.Itslengthalone--

almost an hour and a half m would by itself explain why last night's was the
first performance here in 34 years.

Besides being long, the symphony is complex, divided in style, and of a
philosophicalprogram requiring some attention on the partof the listener be-
fore the six movements fall into place with any semblance of coherence.

Mahler had in mind a scheme of reconciliation with the world around him.
The theme is a sort of comradeship with the world of nature, the world of
man, the world of God. It is the ultimate peace and security of belonging.

There is doubtless much too much of everything in this symphony, though
chiefly of time. Yet, for all the overextended pointless repetitions, it is an ar-
resting work, profound and sincere.

One brought away last night a sharp sense of Mahler's love of nature m
not even Beethoven exceeded him there _ and of his affirmation of life. The
symphony ranges far and wide, and much of the ground covered is new and
exciting.

Besides an enlarged Philharmonic, Mr. Mitropoulos had the added assist-
ance of Beatrice Krebs, who handled the contralto solos beautifully, and the
Westminster Choir, which also rose nobly to Mahler's message.

The following review is reprinted by permission from the 2_. T. World Telegram,
April 16, 1976.

Having heard Mahler's Third Symphony yesterday for the second time in
four days m and never before that n I should like now to amplify the opinion
I expressed Friday.

My review contained a few reservations concerning the length, size, and
"seemingly pointless repetitious' of the symphony. On the whole, I thought it
a powerful work.

As of yesterday's Philharmonic broadcast, I still think it a powerful work,
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but I confess my reservations are a good deal weaker. I found myself revising
my opinion upward yesterday.

I believe Mahler s Third- not heard in Carnegie in 34 years- a monu-
ment of the concert writing of the last hundred years. If profounder slow
movements than the final Adagio exist in that period, outside Mahler, I herebyinvite correction.

This enormous score--an hour and a half in length--is more than a
Symphony. It is almost a set of symphonies within symphonies, a concert by
itself, a whole banquet of interrelated solo, choral, orchestra courses.

What an experience it is to live through this music--to follow its evolu-
tion of thought, its controlled growth of theme and variation, until its rise
and fall andexpansion of tone unfold like the limitless wonder of life itself.

Mahler's plan is unlike any other I know of. Even among his own irregular
structures, the Third is unique in its contrasts of tension and rest, drama and
commonplace, song and symphony, brevity and length.

Often, the music builds to a heady crest of whirling intensity, only to set-
fie abruptly on a humdrum plane of repose. Sometimes, the passage is crowded
to bursting; somemnes, it is sparse and hollow and distant.

It is as ff Mahler wanted the low and the lofty to be equally accommodated
in this symphony, the swift and the slow, the deep and the shallowm life on
the run and life as an illusion of arrested motion•

I was glad Dimitri Mitropoulos and the orchestra were given the "bravos"
that rang out so smartly over the air from Carnegie yesterday. The maestro
was in truly visionary vein, and the men rose to their leader's vision.
• He is quite a phenomenon, this master-music-mind from Greece, of uncanny
insight and broad and deep as the music he cherishes m the ideal crusader
for the genius and gospel of Gustav Mahler.



WHERE THERE'S A WILL, THERE'S A WAY

14 Lilac Dr.
Rochester 20, N. Y.
6/3/ 6

Mr. Robert G. Grey
697 West End Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Grey:

What a great pleasure to hear from you. Mr. Taubman, of the TI_s
advised us that the Bruckner Society kept a fatherly eye also on the Mahler
presentations. But, frankly, until reading your publication CI_oI_ AND
DIsco_, I didn't realize that Mahler was more than a sidelight with you.
I see that you on the other hand have a good deal of your publication devoted
to Mahler. So it will be a privilege to tell you the exciting story of our recent
production of his 8th Symphony.

It's a privilege, because only at such times do you really sit back and get
a picture of what you have been through, what you've accomplished. We are
a group with few tangible assets and none of the superstructure which gives
and guarantees continuity and security to musical organizations. We do have
one high card: one of the most gifted men in the field of oratorio, Theodore
Hollenbach. His ability to gather a chorus from the community and train it
to a surprisingly high degree of skill is our main strength. For 11 years we
have weathered the storms of the box office and have, entirely on our own,
managed to stay solvent and continue singing.

This all is not mere rambling, but indicates the background against which the
Maestro's request to do the Mahler Symphony of 1000 was made. When he
outlined the work to the Board, of which I am chairman and by no means the
most timid member, I thought he had gone mad. Here we were, hanging onto
a puny bank balance with a drowning man's desperation, having just lost
over $1,000 of it on the Bach B Minor Mass, and he wants to do a work
calling for three choruses, orchestra of a hundred, brass choir, 8 soloists and
Lord knows what else. He sits there with a straight face and says that an un,
known gradeschool music teacher will organize and train a choir of 150 boy
sopranos from the County Schools; that he will canvass Buffalo and Syracuse
for another oratorio chorus to do the second chorus part.

Well, out of pure loyalty to him, I withdrew and reckoned up the necessary
budget. $6,000 it came out. $6,000, when we had grossed $2_00 on our last
concert and had $1_00 in the bank. At this point the disease caught the whole
Board. They all lost their senses after hearing the work on discs. They voted
unanimously to undertake the work. Like a meteor, I thought, we are going
out in a blaze of glory, and told my friends all to be sure to hear the last con-
cert of the Oratorio Society, and cautioned the Maestro to look around for
a source of income to replace the little we are able to pay him.

Like most crazy men an aura of confidence and sublime optimism surrounded
him. He talked like we would sell out one of the largest concert halls in the
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country for an unknown work. He talked as though 150 boys who could actu-
ally sing, who would actually give up more than a dozen Saturday mornings,
could he located and organized. He talked as though another oratorio chorus,
100 miles away, would be willing to give up its own spring concert and train
for this work . . . then travel all the way here, completely at its own expense
from start to finish (there wasn't a cent budgeted for them). He talked as
though the newspapers and radio and TV stations would find it one of the
most exciting offerings of the season.

And the amazing thing about it all was that he turned out to be right.
The Monroe County Boys Symphonic Choir took shape. Saturday after

Saturday the parents of 1_0 boys hauled them from all over the County to
rehearse in a chorus that would give but one performance. And these parents
called the Maestro up repeatedly to ask what he had done to so spellbind their
squirrelly children. They sang their music almost completely from memory.

The Buffalo 8chola Cantorum acted like it was a privilege for them to put
half a season and much of their funds into the work.

Our Society was so enthralled by the work that they didn't even mention
the fact that there is much less choral work in this than in their customary bill
of fare (about half as much to be exact . . . and there has been a standing
objection among them to singing anything for 3 or 4 months which was not a
real choral work).

The newspapers were bitten by the bug. An example of the publicity given
free by them is enclosed.

Two weeks after the tickets went on sale it looked like a sellout, and turned
out to be one.

Five days before the performance the Eastman Theatre authorities stated
that such a number of people had never before been supported by the Theatre
stage, and that they would not permit it to go ahead without a completely dif.
ferent seating platform plus OK's from architects and engineers. (Two years
previous a great section of the ceiling had fallen in three hours before a con-
cert, causing tremendous expense and painful public relations, the wounds
from which had just healed. They were understandably not anxious for a
repetition.) 8o the final week was a nightmare of scurrying around to make
the performance possible.

It was a tremendous success with the public, who gave us all and especially
Maestro Hollenbach, a standing ovation.

I am obviously not modest in telling you this story. But I do it for a pur-
pose: the hope that you might be able to pass it on to other organizations who
face the same fearful obstacles against the performance of such great works
of music. Maybe the story of one group's successin the face of these obstacles
will give them some little encouragement.

Your beautiful Mahler Medal of Honor has on it the composer's words,
"My Time Will Yet Come'. It gives me a great feeling of warmth to realize
the courage and daring leadership of HoUenbach has helped make that come
true.

Almost none of the 700 of us who learned the 8th Symphony had any real
acquaintance with Mahler. I wish I had counted the times people said to me
words of thanks for the opening of their eyes to the beauty of Mahler's music.
And the 3_00 who heard the concert must in some degree have had this same
feeling, for Mahler, even in this musical city, gets precious little hearing.

Indicative of the enthusiasm surrounding this discovery of Mahler, a mere-



_6 Chord and Discord

bet of our choru%Dr. Leslie Brooker, read every biographical word aboutthe
composer, in English and German, he could locate. He also journeyed to
New York for _ most interesting interview with the composer's widow, Alma
Mahler Werfel.

I am now chagrined that I did not show more energy in learning about
your Society, because we would have been so happy to invite the principals of
your group to come stay with us and hear the work, which, judging from the
list Of it8 p_r_orma_ce8 ill CHORD AND DISCORD,even you don't have much
chance to hear.

Will you allow us to take out a membership in the Society and thus do some
little bit toward helping the fine work you are doing?

Cordially,
CARL C. S_UPWR JR.
Manager and Chairman of the Board
ROCHESTER ORATORIO SOCIETY

GREAT MAI-ILERSYMPHONY STIRRING AT EASTMAN

by HARWYSOUTHOA_

The following review is reprinted by permission of Democrat and Chronicle,
Rochester, N. Y., April 29, i9_6.

One of the towering musical creations of all time was presented on the stage
of the Eastman Theater last night with a detail and a dimension commensurate
with its heroic quality. Purely on the statistical side, the Eighth Symphony of
Gustav Mahler is something to strike awe to the listener.

Two choruses each of 300 adult singers, another of 1_0 boys, eight soloists
and a full size symphonic orchestra, with a brass choir for extr_ measure in
the balcony and a part of an organ--all these are united in a mechanical

problem to s_gger the most ambitious producers.
Last night s audience, which filled almost every seat in the theater, learned

that Rochester has a conductor with the ambition and enough depth and
breadth of musical resources to do justice to this extraordinary work. Theodore
Holtenbach, assembling his forces in the Rochester Oratorio Society early
last fall, brought the vision to fulfillment after weeks of steady effort. He
called on the excellent Schola Cantorum of Buffalo to assist, trained a boys"
choir selected from Monroe County schools, and in the net result, as revealed
last night, set a musical landmark in the city. As the audience rose at the end
of the performance and thundered its applause, he and all who took part in
this "symphony of a thousand" must have felt their efforts were worthwhile.

One does not need to like everything in this long and sometimesunfathom-
able work to appreciate the vitalityditvan8creative power that went into it. Like
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most of Mahler's work, it has moments of sagging interest, and its very size
sometimes defeats its purpose in making itself clear to the listener. It reaches
peaks, however, of breathtaking power, proclamations of spiritual conviction
in which one clearly catches the vision which the composer is expressing in
his music. There are solo passages of extraordinary beauty, instrumental
moments that sound at times like a Wagner opera, at others like lovely folk
songs. One would like to hear some of these detached as single melodies-- the
violin and harp dialogue, the bits for flute and low strings, the charming airs
for woodwinds.

Yet the work is primarily for choral and solo voices and the mechanics of
keeping all these together with the orchestra and other instruments, of "'cue-
ing" first one then another, leave little freedom for the conductor to attend to
minute details of expression and shading. It was the more remarkable that Mr.
HoUenbach did manage to achieve such excellent cohesion and musical under-
standing in all sections of the personnel.

The work, which was first performed in 1908, is in two parts. The first, in
Latin, built on the ninth century hymn, "'Veni, Creator Spiritus," is mainly
choral, full voice, and rather repetitious. The second part, in German, based
on the final scenes of Goethe s "Faust," has the "'sweet" music mentioned and
the steadily ascending emotional power that eventually brings in the entire
body of sound in a richly sonorous climax.

The solo voices have heavy duty through a large part of the symphony. These
without exception last night were ringingly good. They sang out over and
above the heavy instrumentation, adding their special parts to the emotional
meaning of the music. The soloists were Delores Whyte, soprano; Nancy
Cringoli, soprano; Patricia Berlin, contralto; Cherlene Chadwick, contralto;
Ray DuVoll, tenor; William DuVall, baritone; Jon Vickers, tenor; Herbert
Beattie, bass.

The Oratorio Society and the director are to be congratulated on this note-
worthy achievement. It seems too bad if this one performance should also be
the last.

I-IARvEY SOUTHGATE

Deraocrat and Chronicle
Rochester
Apr. 29, 19Y6

HORENSTEIN CONDUCTS BRUCKNER AND MAHLER
IN CARACAS

On Feb. 8, 1957, Jasha Horenstein conducted the Orquesta Sinfonica Vene-
zuela in a performance of Bruckner's Third. The following week he conducted
Mahler's Fourth; Fedora Aleman was the soloist. Neither symphony had been

played by the Orquesta Sinfonica Venezuela before. Mr. Hornstein is an ardent
champion of Bruckner and Mahler. He made the first recording of Bruckner s
Seventh many years ago. Since that time Vox has released his interpretations
of Bruckner's Eighth and _inth and Mahler's First and _inth.



TWO LUCKY "SEVENTHS"

by Dika Newlin

Bruckner's Seventh in New York, 19_6

Bruckne£s most popular symphony reappeared in New York concert
halls during the 1956-_7 season under rather unusual circumstances. Of
special importance was the New York debut of the Vienna Philharmonic under
Carl Schuricht, November 7, 1956, in a program half of which was consecrated
to this symphony. We are told that Mr. Schuricht was advised in Germany
not to perform this work on his American tour, because it would not be appre-
ciated or understood here. How fortunate that this advice was disregardedu
that instead the American public was favored with this magnificent orchestra's
interpretation of a work that has long been identified with it (in spite of its
initial reluctance to play Bruckner's symphonies during his lifetime). And
the compliment was more than repaid by the enthusiastic responses of both
audiences and critics in communities as different as Boston, Cincinnati, and
East Lansing, Mich. (Michigan State University). Oddly, only in New York
were most critics rather cool, not to the achievements of orchestra and con-
ductor, but to the symphony itself, for the usually adduced reasons of "exces-
sive length", etc. This historic attitude seems to persist, but did not afflict a
majority of the New York audience, judging from the numbers who remained
to the end with rapt attention.

Mr. Schuricht has the happy knack of achieving a maximum of musical
excitement with a minimum of visible expenditure of physical energy. Thus,
a mere flick of the wrist was often sufficient to unleash climaxes of breath-
taking power, in music which has plenty of them to offer. His flair for drama
was shown by his re-introduction of the controversial cymbal stroke at the
high point of the Adagio. Even with full knowledge of the historical argu-
ments against this practise (lucidly outlined by Robert Haas in his preface
to the Interr_tionale Bruckner.GeselIscha# edition of the work) one felt, in
this climactic moment, that it was inevitable. Less praiseworthy (though wel-
comed by some critics) was the small cut made in the subordinate theme of
the Finale, which, without materially reducing the elapsed time of the monu-
mental work, had an adverse effect on its formal balance. However, all reserva-
tions were swept away by the tonal splendor of the final E major climax, con-
structed by a master hand and unfolded by the conductor with all the leisurely
development which it demands. The audience's ovation afterwards was
spontaneous and warm--and brought forth an unexpected (at least in
Carnegie Hall) response from the orchestra: The Blue Danube as encore! The
shock of the complete change of mood was well nigh physical, yet once one
had recovered from the initiat surprise one could sit back and enjoy an in,
comparable performance of the old favorite. Since wartime years when the
appearance of this waltz as an encore on Philharmonic concerts played abroad
was one of the ways the Viennese had to express their longing for renewed
cultural independence, its use on this orchestra s foreign tours has become
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traditional. One still finds it surprising, to say the least, after a Bruckner,
Beethoven or Brahms symphony--but perhaps Bruckner, no bad hand at
fiddling a waltz or Liindler himself in younger years, would not have minded
too much after all!

We note with pleasure that the Vienna Philharmonic is planning a return
engagement to the United States in 19_8, and hope that they will once more
come bringing Bruckner--and perhaps Mahler? (Schuricht is said to have
expressed an interest in performing Mahler's Eighth here.) A concentration
on the repertory of the Viennese Classic and late-Romantic masters would, I
feel, serve them better on tour than their attempts to perform contemporary
Austrian music, for which their performance style, their instruments and the
mental attitude of many of the players towards modern works are not well
suited.

A very different approach to Bruckner's Seventh was heard in a concert
of the student orchestra of the Mannes Schoolof Music, under Carl Bamberger,
on December 19, 19_6. One did not, of course, expect a Vienna Philharmonic-
like perfection from the ambitious group, but the results of the endeavor were
surprisingly good and well repaid the three months spent by Mr. Bamberger
on training his youthful charges in a taxing program which also included
Corelli's Christmas Concerto and Richard Strauss' transfigured Four Last
Songs (interpreted with deep feeling and promising vocalismby Ruth Morris,
a student of the school). Somewhat disconcerting were the various liberties
taken with the symphony--large cuts in the Adagio and Finale and, most
surprising of all (though practised by Bruckner in the Ninth Symphony) the
reversal of order of Adagio and Scherzo movements. However, the Urtem
was followed in such matters as the omission of the cymbals. All in all this
was a worthwhile experience not only for the young performers but also for
the many interested listeners. We are glad that Mr. Schuricht had the oppor-
t'unity to direct this group in a rehearsal and thus to find out that young
Americans are not so unacquainted with Bruckner as he may perhaps have
supposed. But we still await the day when this ever-exciting symphony will
become as staple a part of the American symphonic repertory as Brahms*
favored four.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO P. CHARLES ADLER

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation
of Bruckner's music, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of America, Inc.
awarded the Bruckner Medal of Honor, designed by julio Kilenyi for the ex-
clusiveuse of the Society, to F. Charles Adler. Mr. Adler conducted Bruckner's
rarely played Third Symphony in January 1936 and the equally rarely per,
formed Sixth Symphony in May 1936 at the Brooklyn Museum in New York
City. Recently, he recorded the Third and the Loewe version of the Ninth.

It is also of interest to note that he recorded the extremely difficult and
rarely heard Third, Simh, and Tenth Symphonies of Gustav Mahler.



BRUCKNER AND THE CLASSICS

by HERBERT ANTCLIFFE

Between modem composers and their predecessors, there must of necessity
be some affinity, both personal and artistic. Otherwise what Sir George Grove
aptly called "'the apostolic succession" of great composers could not be cox-
tinued, and, of course, each modern composer has a closer affinity with some
individual classical master than with others. In the case of Bruckner it would
seem that the closest personal affin/ty with any individual master is with
Haydn, and before looking at Bruckner's musical affinity with others we may
well consider this personal affinity between the eighteenth century master and
his successor (as a symphonist) in the nineteenth.

Affinities, even although they be dearly recognized, are inevitably difficult
to define. Especially is this so when a century or even half a century divides
the work of the men between whom such affinities exist. The fact of such
separation in time in almost every case leads not only to entirely different
circumstances, which necessarily affect the character of the men and their
work, but places us in the difficulty of seeing both the men and their work
along different vistas, one may say, down different avenues. Yet, if one looks
intently and carefully, if, as it were, we adjust our focus, the affinities come
out as dearly as their differences.

This is particularly the case with Joseph Haydn and Anton Bruckner. Born
almost a century apart, one almost a pure Slav_, the other an equally pure
Teuton (though this purity has been questioned), there was something in their
natures which united them very closely. This may at first sight appear un-
likely, ff not quite strange, as not only their circumstances but their personali-
ties, which in some matters dosely affect such circumstances, were quite differ-
eat. Haydn was a great traveler for artistic and professional purposes; Bruclmer
travelled little, although travelling in his days had become much easier than in
those of Haydn. Perhaps the most obvious affinity was in their religious faith,
for both were devout Catholics and a religious strain ran right through their
lives. Both, too, were home loving by nature, with circumstances which
hindered this characteristic. Haydn was a servant by profession who from time
to time openly defied his masters. Bruckner was in a subordinate position
though not officially a servant, and he also opposed his superiors in office
from time to time.

The naivet4 of these two was the equal of that of Mozart "the boy who never
grew up", ff it were not greater. Elsewhere, I have described that of Bruclmer

11 am aware that this has been controverted by some high authorities. It may be
observed that in spite of a German (Thuringian, not Austrian) teacher, and the influ-
e.neeof Vitali, Vivaldi, and others, the character of Haydn the man and that of much
of his music shows some strong Slav influences, and much of what Haydn was able to
do for Austrian, or Teutonic, music arose from these influences. And, I may add, to
stress my point, it is not the use of the melodies which are assumed to be Croatian,
that made this influence, but the essentialnature of both the man and his art, that made
his music so distinctly Slav (i.e., Yugoslav). Consequently, at least for my present
purpose, I prefer to leave my statement as it is.
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as "'stupendous" and this might be equally applicable to Haydn, though with
the latter it did not result in large-scaled works, as it did with Bruckner himself.
Had either of them been less naive, they might have given way less to those
whom they regarded as their superiors or masters--Haydn to the demands of
his employers, Bruckner to those of the men upon whom he was more or less
dependent for the performance of his works.

Possibly, this naivet_ came to some extent from their commonpeasant origin,
for though neither of them was "of the land" they both came from the peasant
class, for both the small workman and tradesman and the village schoolmaster
belonged essentially to the same class as the small farmer or even the farm
laborer, provided this last was intelligent and, therefore, to some extent self,
educated.

In position, of course, Bruckner was nearer to J. S. Bach than he was to
Joseph Haydn, and he had something of the same "humility of genius". And in
their characters both Bruckner and Bach were sunk entirely in their work,
having only such ambition as made them desire and work for perfection in
their compositions and in their execution of their own and other men's works.
In this matter Bach was somewhat far removed from Bruckner, because he
came of a family of more or less great and prominent musicians, while the
musical antecedents of Bruckner were neither so striking nor so favorable.
They had both a certain degree of self-dependence which made them, while for
professional purposes seeking the patronage of highly placed persons, go their
own way without much regard for the opinions of princes and nobles unless
these were musicians of ability and discernment.

It is interesting to compare the portraits, and, especially, the profiles of these
two. Different as they are, there is the same tenacity of purpose, one with the
liveliness of the Slav and the other with the sturdiness, almost one is tempted
to say the surliness, of the Teuton.

When we turn to the question of Bruckner's purely musical affinities, we
are on wider, and possibly vaguer, ground. Of his affinity with the classics at
all, with Bach, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, he was, in all probability, him-
self entirely unconscious and ignorant. Deeply religious Catholic as he was,
he had little affinity with the great Church classics, with Palestrina, Josquin
des Prez, Victoria, et al.

h HiS contrapuntal feeling was also different from that of Bach. With Haydn
e had an affinity of feeling and style. With Mozart an affinity of technic.

Time and time again, one feels the spirit of Haydn in the symphonies. In these
symphonies we often feel that Mozart also might have conceived this or that
phrase or combination, and that had Haydn or Mozart lived a century later,
then one or both might have designed the same orchestration as did Bruckner.
My own personal feeling is that Haydn might have written Bruckner's Third
and Mozart his Eighth.

I am still looking for a conductor (at least in Europe; I do not, unfortunate-
ly, know American orchestral life sufficiently) who will make up a program
consisting of a Haydn symphony and one by Bruckner. One would even sug-
gest, as a favorable introduction to the works of Bruckner to those who do not
know Bruckner's works, say the popular G Major of Haydn and the Third of
Bruckner. The emotional relation of these two is sufficiently close to allow
them to be played in the same program without any clash or disagreement.

As to the industry of all three, technically, he had more affinity with Mozart
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than with Haydn, and there is the outstanding comparison of Mozart's Jupiter
and Bruckner's Eighth, both of which are masterpieces of contrapuntal treat-
ment of symphonic form. In person, character, and temperament he was more
nearly related to Haydn. As a church organist, of course, his affinity with
J. 8. Bach was very dose, though not in their orchestral works.

A description of the character, that is the musical character, of Haydn by a
recent Dutch writer applies to both: "'So much expression of seriousness and
passion, so many moods of manly strength and intense energy, devout con-
templation and hymnodic energy," which unites practically all great composers,
but particularly those of a deeply religious character as Bach, Haydn, Mozart,
and Bruckner.

Most composershave been also great performers and many of them in their
Hfetimemore famous in this respect than as composers. Bach and Handel, for
instance, were both great organists. Their affinities were, as all affinities must
be, psychological, though in a more marked way than most. They were also
directly spiritual and found expression in their religious faith and feeling. Per-
haps, however, the most notable affinity between Haydn particularly, and
Mozart to a lesser extent, and Bruckner, was in their naivet6.

In some formal respects the music of Bruckner and Haydn had something in
common in the fact that they both were fond of the folksongs of their country
and their respective districts, but while Haydn drew on a wide area, Bruckner
confined himself chiefly to two or three popular dance forms, of which the
chief was the L'indler.

As reformers or pioneers Haydn and Bruckner had this in common; they
both took the traditions of their time and developed them along broader and
sometimesnewer lines. Haydn "'the father of the symphony" yet owed much
to his teacher C. P. E. Bach, Bruckner owed equally much to Beethoven.

The amount of a man's indebtedness to the past is also shown to some extent
by his influence on the future. There is little doubt that Liszt and later Richard
Strauss, who were both symphonists and revolutionaries, owed something in
the melodic structure of their works to Bruckner, Strauss particularly in his
springing themes. Bruckner and Haydn were not revolutionaries. Equally, these
earlier masters, notwithstanding their numberless works in other forms, de-
veloped the symphonic form, Haydn by following C. P. E. Bach, and alsolearn-
/lag from others (including his pupil W. A. Mozart) developed a new form,
or new forms for the symphony. Bruckner, by following Beethoven and his
predecessors, and learning from Wagner and others, erected not a new form
but rather a new speciesof symphonicstructure based entirely on the older ones.

By considering these points and comparing them with others arising from
our general study of history, we can see, in the main, that Bruckner owed
much, in fact all apart from his own genius, to the classics,and his admiration
of the works of Wagner was incidental to this and had comparatively little
influence on the works except, alas, when he allowed the Wagnerites to tamper
with what he ought to have left alone, even at the cost of having his works
shelved for a generation.



MAHLER AND FREUD

by DONALD _[!TCHELL

_ote: This is a script, _ot an a_icle. It was first bro_dcas_ _n the B.B.C. ThircZ Pro.

gramme on 28ch March, 19_Y. I l_ve _ot attempted to alter the text but have
replaced the mude examples (extracts from recorded performances of Mahlers
symphonies) by detailed references to the relevant scores. Readers sufficiently
interested may check the passages concerned. The scores used are 'study' editloTts
published by: Messrs. Universal Edition (SI, Sill), Messrs. C. F. Peters (SV).
Messrs. Bote and Bock (SVII).

If I were asked for a single term which described the characteristic flavour
of Mahler's music, and had both emotional and technical relevance, I think I
should suggest "tension'as the most appropriate word. It seems to me that when
Mahler is expressing this basic tension--translating it into musical technique--
he is at both his most characteristic and most inspired. Tension presupposes
some kind of conflict between two opposed pies of thought or feeling, and
O " _ " * ....ften m Mahler s musm we have just th_s sltuatmn exposed. Somettmes, of
course, we have music from Mahler, anguished and turbulent, which does not
state the conflict but expresses his reaction to it. Here the premises from
which the conflict derives are not revealed but suppressed; from the suppres-
sion emerges the characteristic tension. Often, however, Mahler does express--
or achieve--his tension through vivid contrast, through the juxtaposition of
dissimilar moods, themes, harmonic textures--even whole movements. On
these occasions,the conflict is exposed; we feel strongly the pull between two
propositions which superficially seem to have little in common. The tension
which results is typical of his mature art where continually we are confronted
with the unexpected. _rhat seems to be reposeful and straightforward

• suddenly develops into something agitated and complex. This passage from
the nocturnal fourth movement of the seventh symphony is characteristic;
the guileless serenade atmosphere is surprisingly disrupted, and the level of
tension intensified through the dislocation of the prevailing mood. [SVII 4.

_ •p. 176. F g. 211 to _-bars before F_g. 216.]
This overwhelming tension in Mahler's music has, of course, been noted

before, but its function has been little appreciated. Indeed, for the most part,
it has been criticized, offered as evidence of his emotional instability, his
stylistic inconsistency; the violent contrasts about which so much of Mahler's

music pivots have been interpreted as an inability to maintain his inspiration--
hence that view of Mahler s art that utter banality mingles with and deflates
noble intentions, that dire lapses in taste inexcusably ruin otherwise impec-
cane conceptions. On a broader view, this misunderstanding of the nature
of his tension has led to derogatory contrasts made between the size of his
ideas and the size of his symphonies--not to speak of the strong body of
opinion that sees the symphoniesas inflated songs.Altogether, Mahler's tension
at all levels of expression, has been regretted rather than applauded.

If there has been little real understanding of his characteristic tension, there
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has been much analysis of it, much of it ill-founded, most of it inadequate.
Mahler's conflict sensed alike by friend and foe--has been explained as the
result of his activities tragically split between the tyranny of conducting and
the urge to compose.It has been suggested that Mahler was born at the wrong
moment, on the tide of a musical fashion that was rapidly running out: his
musical efforts to stay the retreating current imposed a strain on his music
that it could not withstand. Or there is the art and society viewpoint, that
Mahler lived in a disintegrating culture, in the midst of the collapsing Austro-
Hungarian empire, and his music therefore faithfully reflects the social
tensions of his epoch. Taken to excess,as it has been, this latter analysis almost
assumes that history wrote Mahler's symphonies for him; his works become
little more than musical commentaries on political events.

Mahler was a man of many talents and many tensions, and it would be rash
indeed to suppose that the world in which he lived and his mode of life did
not influence his art. Yet it is hard to imagine--it almost goes against plain
commonsense--that his music was shaped down to its finest detail by his his-
torical environment. On the contrary, acquaintance with h_s music and the
facts of his inner life suggests that his characteristic tension stems from sources
much nearer home, from himself and his early relationship to his family, to his
mother especially. His later environment, in the widest sense, may have done
nothing to lessenhis tension--it may, in fact, have exacerbated it--but it seems
likely that the basic tension was a creation of his childhood years, was private
and a part of his personality, not public and a part of history, either musical
or political.

I may as well say at once that even when one has stumbled on the unconscious
forces behind a composer's work, the task of evaluating his music is not mad,
denly made easy. Music remains good or bad in itself, however far we penetrate
a composer's mind. The discussion of a composer's neurosis is only musically
relevant in so far as it enables us to see clearly what he did with it in terms of
his music. If what may have appeared to be purely arbitrary in the music is
shown to spring from deep personal sources, to present a consistent artistic
attitude, extended and matured across the years, it may well be that the impres,
sion of musical arbitrariness is removed. Certain biographical data may actively
assist musical understanding, and since understanding is a necessary stage on
the way to evaluation, one can claim that such information is, at the very
least, a proper study for musical research.

We are particularly fortunate in the case of Mahler that the kind of infor,
mation I have in mind comes from a meeting he had in 1910 with none other
than Sigmund Freud. The fact that the meeting took place has been known
for some time; Mrs. Mahter mentions it in her memoir of her husband and
gives a brief account of the interview, based upon what she was told by
Mahler. 1 What has come to light recently is Freud's own account of his con-
versation with Mahler, made by Freud in a personal communication to the
psychoanalyst Marie Bonaparte in 1925. Perhaps I may say at this point that
it is entirely due to the courtesy and most generous cooperation of Dr. Ernest
Jones, Freud's biographer, that I am in possessionof this new material._

1SeeAlma Mahler,GustavMahler:Memoriesand Letters.London,1946,pp. 146.7.
2SeeErnestJones,SigraundFreud:Life and Work, Vol. II, London,19_, pp. 88.9.

Dr. Joneswasgoodenoughto providemewith the materialthat formedthe basisof this
broadcastin advanceof its publicationin thesecondvolumeof his immaculatebiography.
I amhappyto pay tributeoncemoreto his generosity.
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First a word about the meeting itself. In 1910, Mahler became seriously
alarmed about his relationship to his wife. He was advised to consult Freud,
wrote, was given an appointment--cancelled it. He cancelled his appointment
--significantly--no less than three times. Finally the meeting took place in
Leyden, Holland, towards the end of August. The two men met in a hotel, and
then, in Dr. Jones' words, "'spent four hours strolling through the town and
conducting a sort of analysis". The interview over, Freud caught a tram back
to the coast, where he was on a holiday, and Mahler returned by night train
to the Tyrol.

Apart from what was said, it is impossible not to be intrigued by the very
thought of this encounter between two men of exceptional genius. Mahler, of
course, was an artist, Freud a scientist. Yet Mahler's incessant seeking after
musical truth had something of the selfless passion with which Freud con-
ducted his investigations; and no one, perhaps, either layman or expert, can
fail to appreciate the consummate artistry with which Freud expounded his
humane science. Perhaps it was this common ground, between psychoanalyst
and patient that explains why Mahler, who had never before met with
psychoanalysis, surprised Freud by understanding it with remarkable speed.
Perhaps Mahler, in his turn, was surprised by Freud's analysis of himself--as
partial as it had to be in the peculiar circumstances of the interview. In a letter
of 193_ to Theodor Reik, Freud wrote: "In highly interesting expeditions
through [Mahler's] life history, we discovered his personal conditions for love,
,especiallyhis Holy Mary complex (mother fixation)".3 Mahler, his wife tells us,
'refused to acknowledge" this fixation--the denial confirms rather than contra-

dicts Freud's diagnosis---but it seems that the meeting had a positive effect and
Mahler's marriage was stabilized for the brief remainder of his life.

It was doubtless during those "'highly interesting expeditions through his
fe history that Mahler--to quote Dr. Jones--- suddenly said that now he

understood why his music had always been prevented from achieving the
highest rank through the noblest passages, those inspired by the most profound
emotions, being spoilt by the intrusion of some commonplace melody. His
father, apparently a brutal person, treated his wife very badly, and when
Mahler was a young boy there was a specially painful scene between them.
It became quite unbearable to the boy, who rushed away from the house. At
that moment, however, a hurdy-gurdy in the street was grinding out the popu-
lar Viennese air "Ach, du lieber Augustin". In Mahler's opinion the con-
junction of high tragedy and light amusement was from then' on inextricably
fixed in his mind, and the one mood inevitably brought the other with it".

Mahler's confessions strike me as being of genuine musical significance and
relevance. It is not possible to deal in this talk with all the questions they
raise. We must overlook, for example, Mahler's estimate of his own achieve-
ments, remembering that composers are often the worst judges of their own
value--what they value in themselves may not be at all what they are valued
for by posterity; moreover, we do not know by what standards Mahler judged
his own music. He may even, quite sincerely, have wanted to be another kind
of composer altogether. In this context, his own comment on "noblest passages
• . . spoilt by the intrusion of some commonplace melody" is of particular
interest. Mahler himself seems to have regretted the conflict, to have viewed
it as a disability, to agree, almost, with the views of his own critics. I, on the

8SeeTheodorReik,The HauntingMelody,NewYork,19_3,pp. 342If.
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contrary, as I have already suggested, regard the inevitably ensuing tension
as that main spring motivating his most characteristic and striking contributions
to the art of music. But this, I feel, is not the moment to discuss whether
Mahler was wrong or right about his own art, whether, in fact, the sublime
in his music was fatally undermined by the mundane. I believe he was wrong,
that he felt insecure about his music, that in a sense he did not even fully
understand it himself. It would certainly not be unnatural for an artist in the
grip of a violent tension from which he was unable to escape to curse it rather
than to praise it, to imagine that to be rid of it would necessarily be an im-
provement. I am inclined to share Ernst Krenek's opinion that '_it is possible
•.. for an innovator not to grasp fully the implication of his venture into the
unknown. He m_y sometimeseven be unaware of having opened a new avenue
•..", that "the disconcerting straightforwardness of Mahler .... his regression
to primitive musical substances.... is a striking foretoken of the great intel-
lectual crisis which with extraordinary sensitivity he felt looming in the on-
coming 20th century". 4

But it is not my purpose this evening to attempt a critical evaluation of
specific features of Mahler's music. I only hope to show how frequently in his
music, though by very various means, he re-enacted his traumatic childhood
experience, how the vivid contrast between high tragedy and low farce, sub-
limated, disguised and transfigured as it often was, emerged as a leading
artistic principle in his music, a principle almost always ironic in intent and
execution.

Mahler himself confused the issue by crudely over-simplifying it. It would
be easy to point to the parallel between his music and his childhood experience
if comedy always relieved tragedy, or a commonplace thought succeeded every
noble one. But his music, mercifully, is more interesting than that: the
trauma assumes complex shapes. However, in his first symphony, in the slow
movement, we have a clear instance of the basic conflict at work. The move-
ment is a sombre funeral march. Mahler's use of a round, "Fr_re Jacques",
as the basis of the march is symptomatic of both his ironic intention and of hi8
ability to make old--even mundane musical material serve new ends by
reversing its established meaning. [SI 3 p. 78. Start of mvt. to Fig. 3.]

Already in the movement's first section, the funereal mood has been inter-
rupted by outbreaks of deliberate parody. In the gloomy recapitulation, the
very march itself is juxtaposed with these mundane invasions, not quite hurdy-
gurdy music perhaps, but close to it. The result is almost a literal realization
of the tragic mood inextricably mingled with the commonplace. [SI 3. p. 89.
2 bars after Fig. 14to Fig. 17.] Many like examplesof this kind of simultaneous
expression of seeming opposites could be found in Mahler's early music. As he
matured, the gap between his contrasts narrowed. There is a greater degree
of thematic and formal integration. One might say that in disciplining his
tension, Mahler succeeded in subduing the most strident features of his con-
trasting materials. The seventh symphony's first movement offers an interest-
ing instance. The movement begins with an exalted, mysterious slow intro-
duction. [SVII I. p. 1. Start of mvt. to Fig. 3.] This compelling mood is
abruptly terminated in a passage in Mahler's favourite march rhythm which
bumps us down to earth--a common function of Mahler's march,inspired

4 See Bruno Walter and Ernst Krenek, Gu_v Mahl,r, New York, 1941, pp. 163,4,
p. 207.
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motives. [SVII 1. p. _. bar 1 to p. 6, bar 3.] The sudden drop in the level of
harmonic tension and the sudden change in the character of the musical in-
vention are, I think, striking. That the march motive grows thematically out
of the opening paragraph integrates the contrast but does not lessen its effect.
It is rather as if Mahler were expressing the conflict in terms of pure music--
demonstrating that even the most far-reaching and profound musical idea can
have a commonplace consequent, and one, moreover, which is thematically
strictly related. It is, so to speak, still his childhood experience; still the hurdy-
gurdy punctures and deflates and makes its ironic comment. But now the
experience is lived out at the subtlest artistic level. Even the mundane march
motive is occasionally transformed into something sublime. For the most part,
however, it ranges the movement as a free agent, as a saboteur, stressing a
rough world's impingement upon the eternal. Here, as a final example from
this work, the rudely triumphant march cuts across the ecstatic convolutions of
the movement's lyrical second subject. [SVH 1. p. 69. 2 bars before Fig. 60 to
p. 72, double bar.]

Perhaps the most significant musical consequence of Mahler's childhood
trauma was this: that his unhappy experience meant that the hurdy-gurdy--
the symbol of the commonplace--assumed a quite new weight. Its music be-
came as charged with emotional tension as the tragic incident to which it was
related. The conjunction of high tragedy and the commonplace meant that the
commonplace itself, in the right context, could be used as a new means of
expression; and here Mahler remarkably foreshadowed a main trend in 20th
century art, not only in music, but also in the literary and visual arts.
Undoubtedly this discovery of the potentialities of the commonplace vitally
influenced Mahler's idiom. The first movement of his third symphony, a
movement of massive proportions, 4_ minutes long, symphonically elaborated
and organized to a high degree of complexity, largely draws its material from
the world of the military band, upon marching songs and military signals.
These mundane elements derive their tension from the new context in which
they are placed. The movement's development is typical. The commonplace is
made to sing a new and unprecedented song. [SIII 1. p. _9. Fig. 43 to p. 72,
Fig._1.]

In the third symphony, Mahler, as he had done in the funeral march of the
first, obliged the commonplace to serve his own singular purpose--the contrast
between means and achieved ends could hardly be stronger. Elsewhere, we
have seen how he used the mundane as comment upon nobler conceptions.
Mahler, however, was nothing if not thorough in his contradictions, and his
attitude to the commonplace itself was often sceptical. In the fifth symphony
we see this reverse process in action. The work's scherzo first offers an un-
blemished, winning, slow waltz. [SV 3. Figures 6 to 7.] But just as the tragic
mood aroused its opposite, so too does even this kind of attractive common-
placeness undergo savage transformation. We do not have tragedy, it is true,
but ironic comment on the deficiencies of the commonplace, on its musical un,
reality, on its inability to meet the realities of a tragic world. If the mundane
often succeeds the tragic drama, Mahler seems to say, there is no guarantee
that the easeful security of the commonplace is anything more than a deceitful
fantasy. [SV 3. 11 bars after Fig. 14 to _ bars after Fig. 17.]

I hope I have shown some of the ways in which Mahler in his music actively
and, I believe, fruitfully reacted to that central event of his childhood which
I have discussed. There is little doubt to my mind that it played a main role
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in the formationofhismusical character, in the creation of that tension which
is so conspicuous a feature of his art. It was, I think, the basis of his musical
conflict and certainly responsible for the remarkable irony of his utterance. If
there were another tension of almost equal weight which played a part in
determining the nature of his art, I should suggest it was the conflict he
witnessed, felt and registered between the old concept of musical beauty and
the emerging new. But while not excluding the influence wielded by historical
circumstance, I cannot but believe that an analysis ofMahler's personality is
the surer guide for those bent on discovering why his genius took the shape it
did.

The relationship of psychology to the art of composing has as yet been little
investigated. Perhaps, as Hindemith wrote in "'A Composer's World", "we are
on the verge of entering with our research that innermost field in which the
very actions of music take place: the human mind. Thus psychology, supple-
mentingmin due time perhaps replacing--former mathematical, physical and
physiological scientiae, will become the science that eventually illuminates the
background before which the musical figures move in a state of meaningful
clarity". 5

KILENYI-MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO WILLIAM STEINBERG

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in the works of
Gustav Ivlahler, the Directors of The Brucker Society of America awarded
the Mahler Medal of Honor, designed by the eminent sculptor, Julio Kilenyi,
for the exclusive use of the Society, to William Steinberg.

Mr. Steinberg conducted the "Nachtmusiken" from Mahler's VII at a
concert broadcast by the NBC Orchestra on November 9, 1940, and a year
later included the Nocturnes at a concert by the Buffalo Philharmonic.
MahleFs I under his direction was performed by the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
Chicago Symphony, and Pittsburgh Symphony; Mahler's II by the San Fran-

cisco Symphony, ,C_cago Symphony, Buffalo Philharmonic, and Pittsburgh
Symphony; Mahler s V by the Cleveland Orchestra and Pittsburgh Symphony;
"Kindertotenliender , with Marian Anderson as soloist, by the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony; and "Das Lied yon der Erde" by the Chicago Symphony, Los Angeles
Philharmonic, and the Pittsburgh Symphony in Pittsburgh, Pa., Hartford,
Conn., and New York City.

Acting on behalf of The Bruckner Society of America, Mr. Charles Denby,
President of the Pittsburgh Symphony, made the presentation of the Mahler
medal to Mr. Steinberg after a performance of Mahler's V in Pittsburgh on
April 6, 1956.

See Paul Hindemith, A Composer'sWorM, Harvard University Press, 1972, pp. 24._.



ENTR'ACTE
WHEN THE SHEEP BLEATS

by ERNESTNEW_N

Reprinted by permission from The Sunday Times, London, Jan. 15, 19_6.

Music criticism has never been held in universal esteem, which is hardly sur-
prising, considering how often and how woefully it has blundered. It is too often
forgotten, however, that the public must take its share of the general opprobri-
um, for "the critic" means, in the broader view, not only the professional but
the lay deliverer of a verdict on a given work or performance. Everyone these
days, in fact, is a "'critic" of.something or other; and perhaps the time is ap-
proaching when no one will listen to anyone else on any subject under the sun
because he himself will be too busy talking. It is not for me to say whether that
will be a desirable state of affairs or not.

Assuming, however, that professional musical criticism still has some years
of bustling life before it, is it not time that we who practise it began to ask what
it is that is often wrong with it and, by inference, with us? I make a distinction
between "'music criticism" and musicology. The latter is concerned with the
history of music, the study of periods, styles and so on. By "'criticism" I mean
what the term has gradually come, in practice, to mean -- the giving by all and
sundry of good or bad marks to works and composers.

In the last resort this means no more than that the critic is talking about him-
self _ propos of someone or something or other; and it is "criticism" in this sense
of the term that has brought criticism into dis-repute. The craft is obviously
sick, and this being so, is it not time that the craftsmen themselves made an ef-
fort to trace the malady to its source?

Surely the first thing to do is for each critic to ask himself frankly in virtue
of what faculty within himself he allotspraise or blame, gives good marks or
bad. Surely to every thoughtful critic there must come a time when he feels it
necessary to operate critically on himself, to begin a search for what I have
called, in Kantian terminology, a Critique of Criticism, to attempt to discover,
ff he can, what it is in his own constitution that determines the standards by
subconcious reference to which he decides upon his acceptances and rejections,
his allotment of good marks or bad. A few literary critics of former days, such
as Heunequin and John M. Robertson, have addressed themselves seriously to
this problem of self-understanding through self-analysis. It would be well for
all of us to try to do so: the results should be instructive.

XVhat we call our critical judgment on a particular occasion is a balance
struck by a number of hidden forces within us; the object put before us is in-
stinctively referred by us to a complex of elements in ourselves--tempera-
ment, intellect, knowledge, experience and so on- and our final approval or
.disapproval is the expresssion, in quantity and quality, of the results of that
_apact; and there is so little fundamental resemblance between these subtle
complexes in different individuals that it is little wonder that each of us has
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his own system of '_marking" that is only partially valid or quite invalid for
Othe37S.

For the professional critic the problem is complicated by the frequent ne-
cessity of having to deliver himself of a judgment on a big new work, or a new
presentation of an old one (such as Wieland Wagner's "Fidelio") immediately
after his first contact with it: for few newspapers are much interested in
problems of aesthetic, while all have an almost religious reverence for "news."
Now when the thoughtful critic begins, on an occasion of this kind, to investi-
gate what is going on within him he is likely to come upon some curious facts.
One of them is this, that his attention to the work (or the production) in
hand has been curiously intermittent. It is here that I can make it clear to the
reader what is meant by the title of this article.

There is a proverb somewhere to the effect that every, time the sheep bleats
he loses a mouthful of grass. I submit that every conscaentious critic, profes-
sional or lay, will recognise that his intellectual processes on a "'first night" are
generally an alternation of bleating and nibbling.

He hears or sees something against which the whole complex of forces with-
in him to which I have referred reacts instinctively in a hostile way. This
counter-action he regards as vital, as indeed it is for him; and if he has to do
an article on the subject for the next issue of his paper he not only fastens this
unfavourable reaction of the moment firmly in his memory but, as likely as
not, searches for the ideal verbal expression of it; unconscious of the fact that
while he is thus bleating he is losing, perhaps, not merely one but several mouth-
fuls of grass in the immediate neighborhood; while his colleague in the next
seat, not having been moved to bleat just then, is getting the greatest delight
out of some first-rate nibbling in the vicinity. And if this sort of thing goes on
the whole evening, as it well can do, need the public be surprised if next day
or next week it reads two wholly different estimates of the work or the pro-
duction?

KILENYI-MAHLEK MEDAL AWARDED TO
KLAUS PRINGSHEIM

Klaus Pringsheim, for a number of years head of Musashino Academy, is
a pupil of Mahler who has shown lifelong devotion to the Austrian master's
works. Professor Pringsheim has given Mahler performances whenever an
opportunity presented itself. He has conducted all the Mahler symphonies
in Japan. In 1955 Professor Pringsheim included Mahler's Fifth on a program
in Osaka and in December of the same year he led the orchestra and choruses
of Musashino College of Music and the Children's Chorus of Egota Primary
School in a performence of Mabler's Eighth in Hibiya Hall, Tokyo. Reviewing
the event in The Mainichi on December 12, 19_, Mr. Robert Gartier called
it "one of the most thrilling occasions that have of late graced the Tokyo
concert stage".

In appreciation of his efforts to spread Mahler's message in the Far East,
the directors of The Bruckner Society of America awarded the Kilenyi-
Mahler medal to Professor Pr/ngsheim. The presentation was made on behalf
of the Society by Mr. Walter Nichols, Field Supervisor of the U. S. Informa-
tion Service, at a reception held in Tokyo on December 26, 19_6, to celebrate
the twenty-fifth anniversary of Professor Pringsheim's arrival in Japan.



BRUCKNER'S TE DEUM

The following article was part of the program notes for a concert given in New York
by the Concert Choir under the direction of Margaret HiUis on March _th, 19_6 and
is reprinted by permission of The American Choral Foundation, Inc., and the author.

by Dika Newlin

The Vienna of the 1880'S was anything but a bed of roses for Anton
Bruckner, that simple, devout worshipper of God and Wagner who had lived
in the Imperial City since 1868, yet never felt comfortable amidst its airs and
graces--not to mention its artistic intrigues. "That I keep on composing is
nothing but pure idealism!" he once despairingly exclaimed; and, indeed, he
can hardly be blamed for having said so, under existing circumstances. Bruck-

. net's bugaboo, the dread critic Hanslick (Wagner's Beckmesser) controlled a
substantial portion of Vienna's public opinion--at least, that of the "'best
people" -- through his witty and scathing feuiUetous and reviews in the 2_et_e
Freie Presse. While Hanslick was certainly not the caricature of a critic which
later generations have made of him--often after having read only a few
quotations from his most biassed writings about Wagner--it can easily be
understood that he did not greatly help the mental state of the sensitive
Bruckner by delivering himself of the opinion that this composer's Third
("Wagner") Symphony was "a vision of Beethoven's Ninth keeping company

with Wagner's Walk're till it was trampled to death by her horse's hooves."
Such sentiments were hardly calculated to endear HansHck to the fierier spirits
of the Akademischer Wagner.Verein. Fortunately, however, rough treatment
did not deter Bruckner from continuing to turn out symphonies, or from sub-
mitring them to conductors. His persistence was rewarded when, on February
20, 1881, his Fourth ("Romantic") Symphony finally achieved m and in
Vienna, at that! rathe world premiere for which it had waited since 1874.
Hans Richter, basically a loyal Wagnerian though a bit too much inclined to
blow hot and cold depending on the prevailing winds of the press, conducted
the Vienna Philharmonic. We may imagine that he smiled a little during the
performance, remembering the rehearsal after which the beaming Bruckner had
rushed up to him and pressed a silver Taler into his hand, exclaiming, "'Here,
tal_e this and have a beer on me!" Whether because of or in spite of the beer,
the performance was a resounding success. Even the 7_eue Freie Presse had to
admit that the rafters rang with applause! As always, Brnckner's deep sense
of gratitude turned towards his God. Returning to his former home-town of
Linz for Easter, and occupying his old place on the organist's bench of the
cathedral, he was inspired to a grandiose improvisation as he preluded before
the Easter Sunday services. Many such improvisations by him are lost. The
theme of this one, however, remained with him, and from May 10 to 17 he
proceeded to sketch a Te Deum based upon it. The new work had to be put
aside in favor of the even more urgent demands of symphonic creation; so it
was not until September 23, 1883, that _ the monumental Seventh Symphony
completed- Bruckner could resume work on his song of praise. It was finally
completed on March 7, 1884.
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The influential court conductor Joseph Hellmesberger, who had been en-
couraging the composition of the Te Deum as he was anxious to have it for the
Hofkapelle, now gently suggested to Bruckner that it would be a nice idea to
dedicate it to the Emperor. But Bruckner, never much of a courtier, pleasantly
replied that, though he woul.d love to, he was no longer free to do so, since he
had already dedicated it to dear God in gratitude for having survived his
sufferings in Vienna." (The title page bears the initials O.A.M.D.G. -- o_nnia
ad majorem Dei Gloriara.) Perhaps this- and not the long-suffering com-
poser's unwillingness to allow some of his choicest passages (including the
luscious tenor solo Te ergo quaesuraus) to be cut in performance -- is the real
reason that the Te Deura somehow did not turn up in the Hofkapelle after all.
However, it did not have to wait five years to be heard in Vienna, as Max
Auer- one of Bruckner's semi-official biographers, ever ready to defend his
hero against slights real and fancied -- avers. The ever-faithful Wagner, Vgrein
arranged for a performance with two-piano accompaniment, which took place
in the small Musikvereinssaal on May 8, 1885",under the composer's direction.
And a little less than a year later, on January 10, 1886, there came the first
performance with orchestra, in one of the GeseIlschaftskonzerte. Hans Richter,
who had in the meantime come under fire from the most ardent Brucknerites
for not performing Bruckner oftener, was again at the helm. He must have
come through with a convincing performance, as even Hanslick noticed that
this work sounded more logical, clear and unified than what he was accustomed
to hearing from Bruckner's pen. All other Viennese critics were, for a change,
outspokenly enthusiastic. Ludwig Speidel, in the Fremdenblatt, even felt that
the work should be saved for performances on great state occasions, or after
the Emperor's victorious battles! (The handwriting on the wall must not have
been very easy to read in 1886.)

But, as has so often happened to Viennese composers, Bruckner had to take
his Te Deum abroad in order to win for it the kind of successhe really wanted.
The first performance of the work in Berlin, on May 31, 1891, under Siegfried
Ochs, was one which he would never forget. "Never again will I hear my
work done like that!" he wrote enthusiastically to the distinguished conductor
afterwards. He was, though, to -hearthe Te Deura again -- in fact, it was the
last of his works that he ever heard. The circumstances were rather curious. In
1897, there was a change in the directorship of the Gesellschaftskonzerte. The
new conductor, Richard ,con Perger, was definitely in the camp of the
Brahmsians. When he was visiting Brahms one day, the aging master inquired
whether he had yet paid a call on Bruckner, too. On receiving a negative reply,
Brahms remonstrated, "But you certainly should go and see him; and I think
it would be a good idea for you to do one of his choral works this season."
Perger must have been rather surprised, but took Brahms' advice seriously
enough to program the Te Deura on his first concert, January 12, 1896. Paying
his duty-visit to Bruckner in order to inform him of this plan, he was coolly
received at first, for Bruckner's experience with Hanslick had taught him a
salutary caution when dealing with card-carrying Brahmsians! However, on
hearing the conductor's plan he warmed up a bit ."Well, now", he responded
in his broad upper-Austrian dialect, "you want to do my Te Deura, do you?
Good! But what about one of the Masses?" Perger suggested that this project
would be more suitable for the following season. "Oh God!" sighed Bruckner,
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"I'll surely be dead by that time! My poor heart--it's not doing well at all.
I have so many troubles -- look here, the way they let go at me in a few of the
papers, that really hurts. I never did anything to them--why should they
have it in for me? Why can't they let me write in peace?" Perger, deeply moved
by this scene, was confirmed in his intention of performing the Te Deum as
soon as possible. The concert took place on January 12 as planned. The
emaciated composer, no longer able to walk, was carried to his favorite seat in
the first parterre box. There, he listened for the last time to one of his own
works- and to the torrent of applause which followed it, as much a tribute
to the dying master as to the immortal masterwork. But the belated public
recognition in Vienna was, after all, of minor importance in the face of
Bmckner's recognition that he had accomplished what he had set out to do in
music as in life- to pay tribute to his God with all the single-mindedness of
some medieval builder of cathedrals. "When God calls me to Him one day", he
is supposed to have said, "and asks me, "What hast thou done with the talents
that I have given thee?' why, then I'll hold up the score of my Te Deum before
Him, and surely He will judge me mercifully!" That Bruclmer could and did
mean this literally, in the midst of the skeptical and materialistic age into which
he had anachronistically managed to be born, was his sustaining strength. And
it is the sustaining strength of this music today, in an age even more skeptical
and materialistic.

I. ere Deum Iaudarnus (C major)
The Te Deum begins in a well-nigh barbaric blaze of glory. Against organ-

like winds and a vigorous eighth-note background of strings sawing away at
empty fifths and fourths (C-G-C) in heaven-storming tumult, the chorus,
supported by trumpets, trombones and bass tuba, blares forth its great affirma-
tion of faith, "Te Deum laudamus! te Dominum confitemur." It is one of those
massive, monumental, rocklike themes in which one cannot imagine one note
changed. Strangely medieval-- or strangely modern -- is Bruckner's relentless
insistence, in these opening bars, on the empty fifths and fourths of the C
chord, with no conventionally "'colorful" thirds. Gentler harmonies, leading
into a chain of subtly varied sequences, are heard with the entrance of the
solo voices; a tender duet between soprano and tenor, "Tibi omnes Angeli', is
soon joined by the alto. Gradually the orchestra- which has been reduced to
oboes, clarinets and upper strings during this transparent solo episode- dis-
appears entirely as the three voices, singing of the Cherubim and Seraphim, rise
to an F minor chord forte, then subside through one-and-a-half octaves. The
full chorus re-enters: quietly at first with two invocations of the "Sanctus",
then with primitive violence as the climactic "Sanctus Domirms Deus Sabaoth"
is hammered home. Now Bruckner flings great blocks of harmony about, in
bold yet logical juxtaposition. C major collides with B flat major--no for-
realities of modulation in this incessant cry of praise. Four times "Pleni sunt
eoeli et terra" is proclaimed, the fourth time driving the sopranos up to their
high A, the loftiest point they have so far reached. The trumpet theme of the
beginning marches relentlessly onward, always partnered by the driving eighth-
notes; barbaric accents punctuate the forward surge, even as the drum-beat of
the recurrent "Te" punctuates the text. The numbers of the Prophets, the
armies of the Martyrs, the glorious company of the Apostles are summoned
before our eyes in a musical scene that is hardly surpassed in vividness by the
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famed "'Resurrection" movement of Mahler's Second Symphony. It seems the
impact of this perpetual motion cannot possibly continue- but with his sure
theatrical sense, just as we might become tired of it Bruckner interrupts it:
first with the mystical chords which describe the opening of the kingdom of
Heaven to the true believers, then with one of those great "general pauses" by
which he likes to herald a change in the musical scenery.

II. Te ergo quaesumus (F minor). Indeed, the change of scene is complete. Up
till now, we have heard (with few exceptions) music of a harsh and super-
personal grandeur; now, everything is tender, warm, and personal. Accom-
panied by a pulsing repeated F in the violas with interspersed phrases in the
cellos, basses and clarinets, the tenor sings what can only be called a highly
emotional aria, embodying the plea of the individual soul for aid and support.
The other soloists join him in typically Brucknerian devotional cadences. When
the redemption by the Precious Blood is described, we are in the purest
Austrian Baroque, illustrated by the festooned and gilded garlands (like those
cast from angel to angel in many a baroque decor) of the solo violin. The
transcendental mood blends into a simple hymn-like reiteration of "quos
redemisti, quos redemisti'" by all the soloists.

IlL Aeterna fac (D minor). The relentless drive of the beginning returns as
the words '_aeterna fac, cure sanctis tuis" are pounded home again and again
by the chorus in savage iteration, almost Stravinsky-like in its rhythmic em-
phasis. Swooping down from its high point of "gloria", the chorus gradually
builds up to a second climax (a process in which Bruckner's favorite sequences
play a valuable structural role) and ends in suspense with a half-cadence on the
dominant, followed by another general pause.

IV. Salvum fac (F minor). There is a slight sense of shock as we are plunged
back into F minor (the last preceding chord was an A major triad) and into
the tenor's impassioned prayer, almost as if nothing has intervened. This time
the exquisite violin solo adorns the words '_etbenedic". The solo bass implores,
"_etextolle illos usque in aeternum," plunging down into the abyss of eternity
through an octave and a half of c minor and f minor broken chords. A hushed
suspense '_in eternity" over a G pedal-point-- and once more the monumental
theme of the Te Deum's opening bursts upon us, so fulfilling the demands of
textual drama and of musical form. Gradually, then, the initial surge of sound
subsides as we hear the gentle plea "miserere nostri Domine", and the thought
of "hope in the Lord", about to triumph in the last movement, is foreshadowed.

V. In te Domine, speravi (C major). The grandeur of this section is scarcely
hinted at by the naive harmonies which the solo quartet (punctuated by a
slightly disconcerting "boomp" in the horns) sings in the opening measures.
Bruckner, ever the master of contrast, seems here to express the idea of the
wide gulf between the simple worshippers and the Supreme Commander whom
they obey-- a gulf which can yet be bridged by the power of Love. Playing in
a deceptively simple manner (at first) with a rising G major line in the
sopranos, Bruckner makes it into a model for one of his expressive sequential
passages that sometimes lead to unexpected goals. And suddenly we are con-
fronted with the full glory of the words "'Non confundar in aeternum," as the
whole chorus, supported by strings and brasses, trumpets forth its message in
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brilliant B major. In a freely yet logically constructed fugue, new variants of
the themes "In te, Domine, speravi" and "'Non confundar in aeternum" are
now combined and developed with ever-increasing tension. Suddenly the
"chorale" theme, that deeply moving memorial to Wagner from the slow move-
ment of Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, appears- first softly intoned by the
solo quartet in flat keys, then, with one of Bruckner's stunning enharmonic
changes, triumphally proclaimed by the whole chorus and orchestra in B major.
This time, however, B major is not the end of the climax, but only its beginning.
Relentlessly pushing his voices higher step by step, Bruckner drives through C
sharp major, C sharp minor and D minor -- up to the high B flat on which the
sopranos are impaled over a quivering diminished seventh chord. Fortississimo,
the voices prolong the suspense a little further as they hammer out "Non
confundar in aeternum" one last time before we are swept into the aIla breve
roof-raising C major close-- a triumphal orgy of life that will in truth "'never
be confounded in eternity".

KILENYI-MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO
THEODORE HOLLENBACH

Despite the sensational success of Mahler's Eighth in Philadelphia and New
York in a series of performances by the Philadelphia Orchestra under the di-
rection of Leopold Stokowski in 1916, thirty-four years elapsed before this
unique work was heard again on the Atlantic Seaboard. Once more it was
Stokowski who conducted, this time the Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of
New York. Though Mahler's prophecy "My time will yet come" is gradually
becoming a reality, the Eighth Symphony requires forces of such huge propor-
tions that program committees, because of the heavy expenses involved, might
hesitate to approve of its performance even if it had been composed by a
master whose works are in the standard repertoire and not subjected to the criti-
cisms of some infallible critics. It, therefore, requires unusual courage for a
conductor of a major orchestra in one of our larger cities to suggest a perform-
ance of Mahler's Eighth, which the late Lawrence Gilman considered "one of
the noblest scores of our time" and which, in the opinion of Leopold Stokowski,
is "one of the greatest creations among the arts of our time". According to Dr.
Stokowski, "'it is great music, but more than that, it has a profound message
for eveI_fone _'.

Only a brave visionary with a burning conviction of the greatness of its
message would dare propose this work for performance in a city of moderate
size where the name Gustav Mahler is hardly known. Yet, this is exactly what
Theodore Hollenbach, conductor of the Rochester Oratorio Society, did. Un-
der circumstances which would have discouraged a man of lesser stature, Theo.
dote Hollenbach turned the seemingly impossible into a resounding triumph
for his organization and for Mahler. The difficulties he faced and the success
of his daring are described in a letter from Carl C. Struever, Jr. on page 54 of
this issue.

In appreciation of his efforts to bring about the realization of Mahler's
prophecy, the Board of Directors of The Bruckner Society of America award-
ed the Mahler medal to Theodore Hollenbach. Acting on behalf of the So,
ciety, Mr. Thomas H. Hanks, Vice President of the Rochester Civic Music
Association, made the presentation at a concert given by the Rochester Ora-
torio Society on April 26th, 1957.



MAHLER'S SECOND SYMPHONY

by PARKSGRANT

James Huneker once pointed out that the opening of Wagner's Die
XValk_resounds like that of Sehubert's The Erl-King. The opening of Mah-
let s Second or G Minor Symphony is reminiscent of both m though not for
long; we quickly become aware that Mahler -- not Schubert, Wagner, or a
second-hand version of anybody else--is speaking. The cellos and double-
basses enter in the second measure with a powerful, declamatory theme which
continues for sixteen measures under a constant tremolo G in octaves.
During the next fifteen measures the cellos and double-basses repeat this de-
clamatory theme (with a slight change near the beginning) while higher in-
struments, mostly woodwinds, later violins, claim the center of our attention
with another important theme. The restless bass figure persists, however,
during quite a few measures to come. The rhythms it has already established,
and to a lesser degree its melodic characteristics, dominate much of the entire
movement.

The second theme or subordinate subject is presented in E major, harmon,
icafly a very distant reaative of C minor, key of the first subject. Mahler
ever so gently slips from one key to the other. The effect is sheer magic- as
delightful as it is unconventional, and represents one of the happiest incidents
in a symphony that is replete with them. (See example below.)

End of First Theme
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Beginning of Seeond Theme

_ Violins and Sriolas
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Someone has written that the second theme seems to be '_suf£used with
light" as it appears, pianissimo, chiefly in strings and horns. The cellos and
double-basses meanwhile keep muttering away at a melodically-compressed
fragment of the first theme, with its characteristic triplet rhythm. By causing
a particle of the first subject to serve as an accompaniment to the second,
Mahler insures a subtle and subconscious connection between them on the
listener's part; different as the two are in spirit and tonality, they convincingly
belong together.

The comparatively short and peaceful second theme moves toward a cli-
max and cadence in E-flat minor. If we have been lulled away into any day-
dream, Ma_hler rudely shatters it with an abrupt loud G-natural, which jars
against the just-released G-flat of the E-flat minor triad (E-flat, G-flat, B-flat)
on which the theme has just cadenced. The composer's method of bringing
us back to the grim business of the first theme (for as will be seen, that is his
purpose) is truly a brusque one, but memorable none the less.

It must be borne in mind that in the typical sonata-allegro movement which
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forms the first movement of any normal symphony, the section consisting of
the two themes (known as the exposition) is almost always enclosed in repeat-
signs, though actually the practice of repeating the enclosed material often
becomes "a custom more honoured in the breach than the observance." Mahler
insures the re-hearing of his two themes by the simple expedient of writing
them out again, though it is no mere literal repetition; on the contrary he
varies them tremendously. Undoubtedly their growth during the second pre-
sentation is his real aim, not merely their restatement.

The first subject in its new form is at first highly compressed, but then
continues with fresh material freely derived from that of the first presenta-
tion, so the result turns out to be one of expansion rather than abridgement,

Mahler leads to the second subject by way of a quiet connecting passage in
G minor over a steadily-moving bass, during part of which two oboes in
unison carry a melody with accompaniment by trumpets--just one of the
innumerable unexpected but ingenious orchestration_effects which are scat-
tered through all of the composer's works, reflecting his vast experience as an
orchestral conductor.

The second presentation of the second theme occurs again in strings and
horns, pianissimo, but this time more soberly (though not prosaically) in the
key of C major, and with no restless bass beneath it. It soon moves however
to its former key, E major (the key-signature is just one sharp, but the tonality
is clearly E major), and there is much admixture of new and freely-derived
material, including the prominent motive first given out by the English horn.

8o closely-knit is the structure at this point that it would be weU-nigh im-
possible to lay one's finger on the exact spot where the development-section
begins. The writer's nomination of the third measure after rehearsal-fignre 9
(see the Kalmus Edition miniature score) is only a personal opinion. As the
tension gradually mounts, material derived from the two themes and free ex-
tensions of them holds sway in passages of sweeping power. There are a hum,
bet of memorable moments--one in C-sharp minor featuring wedgeqike
movement by unison horns and trumpets against two trombones, violas, and
cellos; a startling crash from the cymbals unaccompanied, followed by a for-
tissimo uproar; a gentle, quiet reference to the second theme, starting in the
flute over a delightful moving harp figure and continuing in a solo violin;
and a brief bit in B major where two trumpets briefly suggest the style of a
drinking song.

The energy of the movement seems to disintegrate in a short, tearing pas-
sage in E-Flat minor. Then hesitatingly, seeming barely able to drag, the music
gradually lifts itself out of its exhaustion. Psychologically--and Mahler
nearly always utilizes form at least partially for its psychological as well as
architectural possibilities--the composer's intention is to lead to a climax of
tremendous violence. As this climax gradually builds there are very brief ref-
erences to two of the themes which are later destined to be associated with
the idea of "resurrection" which forms the triumphant apex of the last or fifth
movement. Naturally, only the person already familiar with the symphony
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can detect the presence of these all-but-hidden fragments. The violence grows,
predominantly in the dark key of E-flat minor, when a sudden downward
chromatic scale spills us into C minor. Fortissimo brass and timpani hammer
out one of the most dissonant passages in Mahler's writings, by forcefully re-
peating the dissonant chord

then by banging away at the _ o '

ul[ _. i _,,_ even more dissonant chord

The tension built up by the latter is almost unbearable, but Mahler quickly
resolves it to the tonic chord of C minor (i.e. to C, E-flat, G), and the reca-
pitulation of the two themes is at hand.

Before discussing the recapitulation let us pause to examine the second of
these two dissonant chords, which probably stands unique up to the appear-
ance of the modernist movement in music--and very rare even then. It is
a complete dominant-thirteenth chord of C minor, built of stacked-up thirds
_:omplete to the fifteenth or double octave, and contains every note of the C
minor scale. (The famous chord in Beethoven's Ninth Symphony which con-
t_ainsevery note in the D minor scale has an effect not nearly so dissonant, due
to being widely dispersed, of short duration, and to containing certain tones
more weakly scored and hence less prominent than others; that is, Beetho-
ven's chord is very imperfectly balanced m intentionally so, perhaps- while
in Mahler's the tones are of equal strength, thus accentuating the dissonance.)

The recapitulation of the first subject is highly abbreviated, compared with
either of its hearings in the exposition, but contains all the necessary elements
that make it a distinctive musical idea. The already-mentioned magical transi-
tion passage again leads from C minor to E major to usher in the recapitulation
of the second theme, the statement of which is eloquently lyrical.

By the simple expedient of changing a tremolo E to E-flat, Mahler returns
to the original tonality--C minor--for a long coda. It begins very softly
and wearily. Almost inaudible references to earlier motives creep in in the vio-
lins (at first marked ppppp), until during the course of a crescendo and a
compensating diminuendo the fabric interweaves many of the already-
presented motives in brief or perhaps not-so-brief references. For a moment it
looks as though the movement will close in C major, but by again changing
an E to E-flat, Mahler converts the C major triad (C, E, G) into a C minor
triad (C, E-flat, G), after which a fortissimo downward chromatic scale
brings a conclusion suggesting disillusionment.

At the end of the first movement Mahler writes, "Here follows a pause of
at least five minutes."

After a long, tense, and stormy opening piece, something unruffled, gently
lilting, and reposed is surely in order. The second movement, in A-flat major,

time, marked andante moderato, fulfills these needs. Its style at first re-
minds one of Schubert, yet those who know Mahler's works will agree that
it is pure Mahler.
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The form is roughly ABABA; that is, a song-form with repeated trio
(middle section); but Mahler's wellnigh invariable custom of employing
varied repetition, and hence allowing for natural organic growth, produces a
form-schememore accurately described as A 1B1A 2 B2 A s.

The charming A section is first heard in the strings. The B theme, busy with
triplets, begins very softly, and too late strives toward a semi.climax that does
not quite succeed in crossing the hump. Psychological use of form again! We
shalt soon discover that Mahler has bigger plans for the B subject in its later
appearance.

After a short hesitating passage, the muted violins make the second state-
ment of the A theme while below them half of the cellos (not using mutes).
sound an engaging countermelody, thoroughly Mahleresque.

The second statement of the B theme begins loud, bold, and agitated. It
is much longer than the earlier appearance, and this time its climax seems to
achieve its destiny; it gets over the hurdle it failed to cross before.

Again there is hesitation, and the A section is heard for the final time, be-
ginning quietly in pizzicato strings. The non-sustained character of this por-
tion makes a delectable contrast with what has preceded and with what is to
follow. The movement reaches its height of eloquence in a passage where the
principal theme is played by the low woodwinds and low muted strings, while
above them the divided first violins have a varied form of the countermelody
previously allotted to half of the cellos. Some dashes that occur at certain
spots between these two melodies are really fairly harsh, yet they pass quite
unnoticed due to the inherently logical movement of both melodies as they
pursue their separate ways. (See example below.)

7 7 7 7

Here surely is the "'linear counterpoint" so important in the music of Mahler's
great contemporary Richard Strauss, not to mention later composers.

The conclusion is dainty and winsome, not without just the faintest hint of
gentle humor.

Like Schubert before him, Mahler occasionally used material from one of
his songs as the basis for an instrumental work. The third movement of Sym-
phony No. 2 is in large free rondo form and fulfills the function of a scherzo.
Much of its material is borrowed from Ma_hler'ssong Des Antonius yon Padua
Fischpredigt (St. Anthony of Padua's Fish Sermon), the text of which was
drawn from Des Knaben Wunderhorn (The Boy's Magic Horn), a noted
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anthology of German folk-poems collected by Ludwig Achim yon Amim
(1781-1832) and Clemens Maria Brentano (1778-1842). Here deprived of its
mocking text, the satire of this third movement was doubtless more apparent
to the composer than to anyone else, yet its parodistic spirit is not to be missed.

It opens with some abrupt, short solos on the timpani (incidentally this
symphony requires two sets of kettle-drums) which might well be derived
from the symphony's opening theme. Running sixteenth.notes in 3A time
make an early appearance and are encountered in nearly every measure. There
are passages which burlesque the style of the L_indler (a German country
dance), grimacing solos for the E-flat clarinet, scattered notes for the strings
to be played col legno (with the back of the bow), and occasionally a brief
piccolo solo. For contrast there is a more sober though equally homely theme
in F major.

After a transitional passage for cellos and double-basses under a long-held
flute and piccolo octave C, the horns and trumpets announce a short, bold,
fanfare.like theme in D major; the just.mentioned connecting material forms
a moving bass, and the violins and violas persistently continue with the steady
sixteenths. This, like the rest of the middle of the movement, is new material
--not taken from the previously-mentioned song. Another transition, featur-
ing flute, solo violin, and pizzicato cellos, and sounding for all the world like
something from Bach's pen, leads to a second statement of the short fanfare
theme, just as bold as before, but this time in E. A delightfully vulgar though
lyrical melody, also in E, is sounded by the first trumpet, accompanied by
three other trumpets, both harps, and strings. Mahter loved to write music
which was good-naturedly "corny," yet whose very bucolicismis distinguished.
After another transition the principal idea returns, sardonic as ever.

About two-thirds of the way through the movement the fanfare-theme re-
turns beginning in C, and now in all seriousness appears a striking message
(see example below) of great significance, destined to return with such telling
effect at the beginning of the last movement and again at its climax.
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Things gradually quiet down, and a long transition leads to the final version of
the principal theme, the close being practically note-for-note the close of the
song on which the movement is based.

The form might be analyzed thus: A xBa A _W C_X C' D Y A s B2 Cs Q Z
A 4. In this scheme, W, X, Y, and Z are all transitional passages derived most-
ly from A, and Q represents the music foreshadowing the fifth movement. The
fourth movement follows without pause.

If the third movement is based on a song, the brief fourth part is a song--
a deeply moving, placid song in D-flat major for contralto and orchestra. En-
tided Urlicht, which might be translated "Primordial Light" or "'Eternal
Light," its text is drawn from Dos Knaben Wunderhorn. It is by far the
shortest of the symphony's five movements. The opening, with its quiet brass
instruments, suggests a chorale. With 21 changes of time-signature in the first
3_ measures, coupled with a very slow tempo, it seems almost rhythmless; but
it is exactly what is needed after the music that has preceded and in light of
that which is to follow.

About two-thirds of the way through there is another of Mahler's amazing
strokes in orchestration. During a passage in A minor a piccolo plays a high,
soft eountermelody to the singer's solo, soon joined by a second piccolo a third
lower; two solo violins double the two piccolosin the octave below. Only a man
who knew the orchestra inside out could have conceived that the ordinarily
whistling, shrill piccolo could ff necessary sound so delightfully ethereal.

This lovely movement, so charged with mysticism and resignation (as are
so many of MahleFs songs) leads without pause into the finale.

The fifth and final movement--one of the longest in any symphony--
was beyond question influenced by the finale of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
and has a general plan in common with it: it opens in pessimism, which in-
creases and then reaches a turning-point; optimism then conquers, steadily
gains ground, and finally attains a triumphant conclusion.

Long as this part is, only a person who did not know it would be rash
enough to brand it "too long." The writer's long-held (though completely un-
supported) private opinion is that the finale was originally planned to be even
longer-- that its form as we know it actually represents a slight condensation.

The uproar of the opening suggests the day of judgment as surely as any
music ever can. The quotation already mentioned in conjunction with the
third movement (page 81) is powerfully stated. However there is an im-
mediate quieting down and this motive

associated later with the idea of "resurrection" is heard tentatively. (The
casual hint of it in the first movement has already received mention. The other
theme that was so briefly foreshadowed appears soon.)

In general, it may be said that the first part of the finale consists of a series
of comparativdy brief and not-closely-connected sections, a bit fragmentary in
effect. Several spots stand out in the listener's consciousness, (some of them
axe not the principal themes, but rather fascinating episodes), namely: (1) A
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fanfare-like theme for horns, played not in the orchestra but off-stage so that
the sound appears to reach us from a great distance--almost like a barely-
recalled memory, or perhaps suggesting a dimly-perceived glimpse into our
future. (2) A chain of trills in parallel triads which is strongly suggestive of
the style of the French impressionists. In o_iew of the fact that musical Im-
pressionism was barely becoming established at the time this symphony was
written (1894), it seems likely that this resemblance is a thought-provoking
coincidence rather than imitation. (3) A short but agitated section suggestive
of a desperate pressing to overcome some obstacle, but which quickly col-
lapses. The failure is only temporary, for this theme is destined to turn up
twice later, once at the beginning of a passage which does indeed lead across
the turning-point of the movement, again as a short contralto solo with a text
of reassuring tone. (4) A section based on fanfare-like material accompanied
by many trills, slow and majestic, yet brilliant.

The next part of the movement brings the first passage of any sustained
length. A terrifying crescendo for nothing but percussion instruments N de-
cidedly unusual considering when it was written--suggests the gates of hell
opening. The music that follows is a wild march- urgent, desperate, at times
hard-bitten, and only occasionally buoyant or confident. Mahler's favorite
rhythmic pattern -- eighth-note, sixteenth.rest, sixteenth-note -- is prominent
for the first time in this movement. Sometimes the music suggestsan inexorable
drive toward an unwelcome fate. The music dissolves in wild collapse; again
there is a failure to surmount an obstacle. The above-mentioned agitated theme
returns, and this time grows, becomes eager and urgent. It unfolds amid
many changes in meter. Meanwhile off-stage there is barely audible fanfare-
like material played by two trumpets, triangle, bass drum, and cymbals; it
seems to be military music carried to our ears by the wind. The mounting
crescendo of the rest of the orchestra swallows it up, and soon a bold fortis-
simo sweeps us to the grand climax of the movement, at whose peak Mahler
states (in a different key) the chord-progression already heard in the third
movement and again at the start of the present movement (Example page 81).
Here is music that is a climax in every sense--not merely a tremendously
loud passage but a genuine turning_point as well. A few quiet measures sug-
gestive of dawn lead to perhaps the most remarkable spot in a symphony
truly laden with remarkable spots. It is unique; one can search musical litera-
ture in vain for anything else even slightly like it. Trumpets and horns, both
off-stage, play fanfares of magical character; in the orchestra there are bird-
like twitters from flute and piccolo and underneath occasional rumbles from
the bass drum or off-stage timpani. Surely if nature had the gift of composing,
the result would sound like this! Mahler has specified that of the four trum-
pets used, two.should be placed to the left, two to the right.

The long-awaited entrance of the chorus follows, in music of solemn, re-
posed dignity. It will be noticed that both here and twice later, out of the
chorus there gradually emerges a solo voice, in this and the following in,
stance the soprano, in a still later passage the contralto. Not unless one con-
sults the score can he say exactly where the soloist is detached from the rest
of the chorus. Mahler's effect is fresh, striking, yet simply achieved. The
spirit from now on is by turns solemn, hopeful, restful, reassuring, and wildly
triumphant; it has been purged of everything bitter, desperate, and frus-
trating. The listener is swept into one brilliant cadence after another. Toward
the end an organ lends its plangent support to the already powerful chorus and
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orchestra. The symphony concludes in a blaze of jubilation, the key being
E.flat major.

The text employed in the finale is partly by Friedrich Klopstock 1 (1724-
1803) (slightly altered by Mahler) and partly by the composer himself. In
all fairness it must be said that from a literary standpoint Mahler was no
match for Ktopstock, one of the great names in German literature, but whose
verses extolling the idea of resurrection do not carry as far as Mahler's needs
demanded.

It is pertinent to mention that the composer first became interested in this
text--indeed first conceived the idea of the symphony itself--when he
heard it at the funeral of the great pianist and conductor Hans yon Billow
(1830-1894). Thoughts of death were something of an obsession with Mah-
let (verging on the neurotic at times); hence the thought of another life to
come fascinated him as it has many others, for mankind has been intrigued
by this idea since the dawn of recorded time.

Some believe the purpose of this symphony is one of "telling a story," in
other words, that it is program music. However the composer has left no
official hints other than those implied in the texts he has used and the moods
he has created. At the time he wrote Symphony No. 2, the symphonic poem
was at the height of its popularity, and Mahler was sometimes pressed for
explanations of the "meaning" of his work. It is well known that these in-
quiries annoyed yet somewhat amused him. He even gave out conflicting
"stories" on various occasions, there being no better illustration than the
first movement of his symphony. On one occasion he described it, rather
fittingly, as a "death celebration," but on another he declared it represented
a growing seed trying to push its way up through the soil! To say that he
made the latter statement in scorn is probably superfluous.

Donald Ferguson states in his A History of Musical Thought 2 that Mah-
ler's Second Symphony is the first instance of a genuine five-movement sym-
phony in the history of music. Dr. Ferguson probably means that earlier
works which are nominally cast in five parts (such as Beethoven's Sixth
Symphony) could perhaps be reasoned as actually being in four, and that
what is nominally one of the movements is in reality just an introduction to
one of the others, while with the present work there is no getting around
the quintuple division--no explaining it away as a structure which "might"
be reasoned otherwise than as marked by the composer.

Symphony No. 2 by Gustav Mahler, known as the "'Resurrection" Sym-
phony, calls for one of the most elaborate outlays of musical forces of any
work.

The mixed chorus and solo soprano appear in the fifth movement only, the
solo contralto in the fourth and fifth. The orchestral forces of course include
the usual string section--first and second violins, violas, cellos, and double-
basses-- plus the following woodwind, brass, and percussion instruments:

4 flutes, all alternating with piccolos.
4 oboes, the third and fourth alternating with English horns.
E-flat clarinet.

x Mahler used the first two of the five stanzas of "Die Auferstehung" (The Resur.
rection), one of Klopstock's Oeistliche Lieder (Spiritual Songs) --not one of the Odes
as is often stated.

Appleton.Century-Crofts, New York, 193f and 1948.
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4 clarinets, the third alternating with bass clarinet, the fourth with
second E-flat clarinet.

4 bassoons, the third and fourth alternating with contrabassoon.
10 horns (however Mahler makes provision for performance by only

6).

10 trumpets (but provision is made for performance by only 8, or
even 6).

4 trombones.
Tuba.
Organ.

2 sets of timpan/, plus an additional single drum off-stage.
2 bass drums, one off-stage.
2 pairs of cymbals, one off-stage.
2 gongs, one of (relatively) high pitch, the other low.
2 triangles, one off-stage.
Snare drum (preferably more than one).
Glockenspiel.

Bells (Mahler requires that they be steel bars of deep, indefinite,
but widely-differentiated pitch).

Ruthe.

2 harps (with two or more players to each part ff possible).

Since it is an unusual instrument, it might be well to speak briefly about
the Ruthe (also spelled Rute; literally "'rod") Made of
tan, it looks like a large clothes-brush or a sm_l broom, many pieces of rat,and is used to play
the bass drum (sometimes on the shell of the instrument). It is used only in
the third movement, perhaps because the composer had already employed it
in the song from which this was derived. Although Mozart wrote for the
Ruthe, comparatively few composers have called for it. Mahler also included
it in his Third, Sixth, and Seventh Symphonies. As will be gathered from the
foregoing, it is not so much an-instrument as a special implement used in
playing one of the instruments.

KILENYI-BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO CARL SCHURICHT

During November and December 19_6, the Vienna Philharmonic visited the
United States for the first time in its long history. Its conductor, Professor
Carl Sehuricht, included Bruckner's Seventh on programs in the following
cities: Washington, D. C., Nov. _, 19Y6; New York City, Nov. 7, 19_6;
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 13, 1956; Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 16, 19_6; East Lansing,
Mich., Nov. 19, 1956; Dayton, Ohio, Nov. 23, 1956; and Boston, Mass., Dec.
2, 1956. The Bruckner symphony aroused great enthusiasm among audiences
as Bruckner always does on the still all too rare occasions when any of his
works is performed.

In recognition of his efforts to create greater interest in and appreciation
of this Austrian master in the United States, the Bruckner medal, designed by
Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of The Bruckner Society, was awarded to
Professor Schuricht. The presentation of the medal was made by Robert G.
Grey, Executive Secretary of the Society, at a reception given in honor of
Professor Schuricht at the Mannes College of Music on Dec. 6, 1976.



BRUCKNER, VIENNA-STYLE

by WINTHROP SARGEANT

Reprinted by permission. Copyright 1976, The Hew Yorker M_ga_ine, Inc.

The great Anton Brucknerwas a composer who, in his music, talked very
simply and earnestly about very profound thingsmmosfly about faith, love,
the beauty of the world as he saw it, and the glory of God. His symphonies do
not contain any trace of technical display for its own sake, or of the bitter,
passionate critical faculty that lends spice and color to the work of more rest-
less, revolutionary, and egocentric nineteenth-century composers. His musical
language is everywhere notable for its vast sincerity. He says what he has to
say in the most unabashed and direct terms, pushing his message home with
long, leisurely phrases and punctuating these phrases with exclamation points
that often strike the over-sophisticated listener as pretty obvious. There is,
nevertheless, a certain grandeur in nearly everything he ever wrote--a
grandeur of a sort that, to my mind, is matched only in the religious composi.
tions of Johann Sebastian Bach. No one, having once encountered this grandeur,
is likely to forget the experience, or to regard Bruckner as anything less than
a supreme master of deep musical communication. The trouble is that, in order
to encounter it, the listener must have before him a performance as sober and
dedicated as the music itself, and such performances, in this age of speed, polish,
and superficial brilliance, are by no means frequent.

In its American d6but at Carnegie Hall on Wednesday evening of last week,
the Vienna Philharmonic, under the baton of Carl Schuricht, offered New
York concertgoers a performance of this kind. The symphony was Bruckner's
Seventh, the most often performed of all his works (if one can use the word
often" in connection with any Bruckner composition), and one that has been

done here in the past by various orchestras and maestros of considerable dis-
tinction. The fine Viennese ensemble and its courtly seventy-six-year.old
conductor succeeded, however, in adding a new dimension to Bruckner inter-
pretation as we know it, and the symphony emerged with a coherence,warmth,
and eloquence that very rarely fall to its lot. Perhaps this new dimension was,
in part, a result of the painstaking traditions of the orchestra, which is obvious-
ly better acquainted with the work of its fellow-Austrian than is any other
ensemble on earth. But much of it was also a result of the orchestra's great
emotional absorption in its task, and of the contribution of Mr. Schuricht, who
has a way of turning himself into the ideal tool of Bruckner's thought. No-
where did one feel that Mr. Sehuricht was hastening or brightening up things
by way of apology for BruckneFs leisurely method of expression. As a matter
of fact, the opening and closing measures of the first movement were played
slower and more deliberately than I had ever heard them played before, and

there was an expansive plasticity about the conductor's tempos in general that
gave Bruckner s melodic pronouncements the air of unhurried and serene
majesty properly belonging to them.

When it comes to the virtues of the Vienna Philharmonic as compared to

86
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those of the numerous other admirableensemblesthat have visited us recently,
I should say they lie in the direction of exquisite refinement of phraseology
and extraordinary mellowness of tone. These virtues showed themselves not
only in the B_ckner work but in an early Mozart symphony (K. 181) and in
Beethovens Egmont Overture--the items that preceded it on the program.
The orchestras strings, in particular, have luminous sonority and suavity of
articulation that are, as far as I am aware, unique, and the rapport among the
various choirs--strings, woodwinds, and brasses--is remarkablywell balanced
and intimate. Where sheer flash and energy are concerned, there are un-
doubtedly orchestras that surpass this one, but it was pleasant the other night
not to be bowled over by mere exuberance,and to find, instead, the sort of
mature artistry that makesits appeal through charm and elegance, rather than
_percharged virtuos.i,.i_.In My. Schuricht, moreover, the orchestra has a con-
uct.ororgreatsenmDmtyandmodestdemeanor,whosegesturesproducethe

lig_tgemer, me evemng mat their collaborataonprovided was a continuous de-

(The 2qew Torker, Nov. 17, 1976)



WALTER'S FAREWELL

by DinsN_wLrN

"'Was du geschlagen,
Zu Gott wird es dich tragen!"

Klopstock, Auferstehungsodc.

To the initiate, it was really not necessary to read the brief newspaper
announcement that Bruno Walter would, after this 19_6-_7 season, no longer
be returning as regular guest conductor of the New York Philharmonic,
Symphony. The mere listing of the programs he would conduct, which had
been published in September, 19_6, was enough to tell the story. Bruckner's
Ninth, the composer's heartrending farewell to a world which had not always
been kind, coupled with heaven-storming adoration of the "lieben Gott" to
Whom this music explicitly, as all his music implicitly, was dedicated: Mahler's
Second, also striving passionately towards a God of Whom the composer had
sometimes lost sight, but Who is wellnigh visibly present at the symphony's
close in the triumphant cry of the chorus: "'Die I must, that I may live!" To
one who had followed Walter's career for nearly two decades the symbolism
of these choices was almost painfully obvious. Yet with all the sadness of such
an occasionthere was mingled a feeling of satisfaction that Walter had chosen
this way to say his farewell.

It was a rather subdued audience which gathered on the evening of February
7, 19_7, for the first of these farewell concerts. A vivid performance of the
overture to Der Freisch_tz and a gentle, mellow interpretation of Schubert's
Unfinished somehow seemed like a prelude to the real events of the evening.
And this feeling proved to be justified; for when, after the intermission, the
first, almost inaudible D of the Bruckner symphony began to emerge as

- though from nowhere, we were plunged into a new world of sound. We have
heard Walter conduct this symphony on other occasions, but never as in-
spiredly; and the Philharmonic really outdid itself in following where he led.
The mighty proclamations of the brass choir were not merely flawless technical-
ly, but truly evocative of the heavenly visions which had inspired their com-
poser. The work of the string section and of the solo winds in the more delicate
sections of the fantastic Scherzo and Trio was of exquisite grace and lightness.
As for the Adagio, with its touching reminiscences of the themes Bruekner
had loved (his own Mass in D and Seventh Symphony, and the Magic Fire
Music) and its almost frightening premonitions of what was to come (Mahler's
Tenth mad even early Schoenberg), Walter extracted every ounce of emotion
from its pages. The final bars, in which Bruckner lovingly takes leave of one
theme after another like someone taking leave of a beloved place and tenderly
touching each object which he knows he will never see again, were quietly
breathtaking. The moment of silence before the audience had to relieve its
feelings in a heartwarming and lengthy ovation was the truest tribute to this
unforgettable human and musical experience.

A rehearing of the Bruckner (this time appropriately preceded by the
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Siegfried Idyll) on the broadcast of Sunday, February 10, deepened these
impressions and whetted the appetite for the feast of Mahler to come in the
following week. (Incidentally, heartfelt thanks are due to CBS and the Phil-

! harmonic for making possible the full broadcast of a Bruckner and a Mahler
symphony on two successive Sundays. It was not ever thus!)

About the following Thursday's performance of Mahler's Second it is hard
to write objectively. Quite simply, it was a revelation. From the opening
viciously accented tremolo of the Totenfeier it was evident that this was going
to be an interpretation of uncommon intensity even by Waiter's own standards.
Nothing which followed changed that impression. We were allowed a little
relaxation in the delicate Andante (llke a faded charming vignette from our
grandfathers" world) but with the Scherzo we were back again on the mean-
ingless treadmill of daily life which Mahler had so aptly depicted in the busy
theme of St. Anthony's Sermon to the Fishes. The audience might have been
tempted into unconventional between-movements applause (which it had
already spontaneously given after the Andante) ff the composer's intent had
not been rigorously fulfilled as, without pause after the Scherzo, statuesque
Maureen Forrester rose to sing the deeply moving Urlicht. Her voice had the
warmth and velvety surface needed to bring out the tenderness of this song--
an oasis of beauty in the surrounding apocalyptic wilderness. The violent
opening crash of the Finale was as startling as one could wish and from that
moment to the entrance of the chorus there was no relaxation of the ever,
mounting tension. Episode after episode unfolded with almost scenic vividness,
each set forth with a vigor which belied the conductor's eighty years. A visible
shock ran through the audience as, at the hair-raising utmost climax of the
souls' Judgment Day march, the scarlet-robed Westminster choristers sprang
to their feet in unison--their flash of intense color unforgettably accenting
the surge of the music. Then an awe-inspiring moment: after the crumbling of
the world into nothingness--only a solitary bird-call remaining as a message
of life in the midst of the universal devastation--the huge chorus began almost
inaudibly to whisper, "'Aufersteh'n, ja aufersteh'n." Maria Stader's small silvery
voice, which had sounded a little tentative in the Mahler songs (Wo die
schiSnenTrompeten blasen, Ich atmet' einen linden Duft, and Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gel(ommen) of the concert s first half, now soared out gloriously
above the choral mass and, in the duets, blended exquisitely with Miss For,
rester's richer tones. Slowly and inevitably this "'heavenly" scene (a forerunner
of the Faust finale of the Eighth) rose to its overwhelmingly triumphant
climax. Except for the bells which, partly because of _anfavorable placement
on the stage, did not ring out as brilliantly as one might have wished, and the
weU-known wheeziness of the Carnegie Hall organ, this climax was in every
way the crown of all that preceded it. Not just of this transcendent evening
of music, but of a whole career which, like Mahler's symphony, had encom-
passed sorrow, even catastrophe, to culminate in triumph. 8o it was both to the
music ana to its Choseninterpreter--hardly separable in this climactic moment
--that the audience responded with cheers and tears, calling the beloved con-
ductor back on stage till he would appear no more.

The Sunday afternoon performance was no anticlimax--rather a renewed
affirmation of faith (with more security in the playing of some individual
brasses and winds than had been manifest on Thursday), received in an
exalted spirit by the sold-out house. Once more the triumphal close was
cheered to the echo and we were left in happy anticipation of the Columbia
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recording which was to resnlt from this series of performances. Alas, this
anticipation must be postponed, for we are told that Walter succeeded in com-
pletely recording only the fourth and fifth movements of the symphony before
his heart attack put a stop to all conducting for the time being. But we may
still be allowed to hope that one of the "'extraordinary occasions" for which he
has promised to return to the Philharmonic may turn out to be another of
monumental Mahter re-creations!



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER IN THE FIRST DECADE OF LP

byJAc_DmTH_a

Forthemillionsofmusic,loverswho readno music,thenamesofBruc_uer
andMahlerhavebecomealmostexclusivelyassociated,exceptinthelargest
musical capitols, with the phonograph. There is nothing qu/te like the dis-
crepancy between the almost total coverage of their output in the American
LP catalogs and their almost total neglect in all but a few of the world's con-
cert halls. Thus the varying mer/ts of the existing recorded versions of their
works tend to assume an ahogether disproportionate significance in forming
popular judgments of the works themselves. Where only one version of a
work is available, that work is absolutely at the mercy, for an indefinite time
to come, of the immediate circumstances surrounding the recording session. In
the previous issue of this journal I had occasion to note how the acddent of a
certain tenor's laryng/tis on a certain date in 1932 resulted in a last-minute
adjustment which gave record listeners a distorted picture of Schoenberg'_
Gurre,Lieder that could not be supercededunt/1 1953. Similar accidents have
occurred in the presentation of Bruckner and Mahler also, such as the church
bells in Ormandy's 1934 recording of the Mahler Second, which gave that
symphony a ludicrously b/tonal ending, the key of D contending with that of
E flat! But since what we have on vinylite is, for the vast majority, aU there
is, a serious consideration of the overall picture is vital. In the following ar-
ticle, only the American manufacturers' names and catalog numbers are listed;
most of the same reeord/ngs will be found abroad in other identifications.

It is not only the limited scope of recording activity that tends to distort
the picture somewhat. There is also the chaotic state of the printed scoresand
parts themselves. In Bruckners case, most of the symphonies were known al-
most up to the present generation only in one amended edition, and the even-
tual production of a complete critical edition has been attended by some con-
troversies over which of several possible versions represents his truest wishes.
In Mahler's case, we st/U await the appearance of a crit/cal edit/on, and the
interim picture is equally chaotic in a different way. Bruckner's difficult/es
arose from his susceptibility to the suggest/ous of weU-meaning fr/ends who
continually advised him on how to do his work, won his approval of some of
their changes, and even went on making them on their own. Mahler, how-
ever, made frequent changes prompted ma/nly by his revolutionary manner
of orchestration and his insistence of great clarity of detail, and as long as
he lived the publishers, swayed by his commandingpresence (and also by his
willingness to put up the money h/resell), were fairly cooperative. But his
death left many of his later emendations unengraved, and since then the same
old uncorrected plates have continued to be stamped out year after year, to
the enormous profit of everyone but the buying and listening public,x And
so, ironically, the absolutely authentic Mahler revisions have not been printed,
while the spurious or doubtful Bruckner revisinns have. At the present time

1See, e.g., the essay "The UnknownLast Versionof Mahler'sFourthSymphony",
in Erwin Steins Orpheus in ?_ewGuises.Rockliff,London,19_3, page 31.
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there are few textual differences in the competing recorded versions of Mah-
let symphonies compared to those found in the Bruckner.

The ten years of LP recording whose consideration I shall apply to Bruck-
her and Mahler here can be roughly divided into two halves. The first half
was characterized by a rapid expansion of the whole recording industry, and
of the recorded classical repertory. It was a time in which almost anything
was likely to be recorded, especially if it were a phonographic debut of the
work, and standards of artistry and ideal reproduction were for the most part
secondary. In Europe tape recorders were often set up in broadcasting studios,
to take down and market whatever issued therefrom, and many broadcasts
were even pirated off the air, to be sold under fictitious names. There was
a time in this era when virtually everything performed in Vienna was auto-
matically taped as potentially marketable.

The second half, extending through the present time, is the reaction to this,
a period of consolidation and strong competitiveness, in which by far the ma-
jor activity has been in duplicating previous recordings and trying to improve
on them artistically and technically. In this period an "off.beat" composition
is rarely presented for its own sake as before, but rather as a likely vehicle for
the artist or the sound engineer, or preferably both. In Bruckner and Mah-
ler, the first period saw the rapid multiple vinyliting of nearly all the princi-
pal works of Bruckner, and all the published works of Mahler (culminating
in the first appearance of Mahle£s Sixth Symphony in November, 19_3), in
recordings of widely varying merit. The second period has seen the gradual de-
letion of a few of these, and the equally gradual addition of a few more or less
superior duplications. This seems fair enough, except that the less popular of
their works tend to disappear first and reappear last. At any rate the hectic
period in which new Bruckner and Mahler could be expected to appear every
month is quite over and done with.

The first Bruckner work to be considered in chronological order is the
Overture in G minor (1862-3). There are three LP versions, recorded, in or-
der of release, by F. Charles Adler and the Vienna Philharmonia (SPA 24/5),
Willem Van Ottezloo and the Hague Philharmonic (Epic SC-6006), and
Lovro Von Matacie and the Philharmonia Orchestra (of London) (Angel
3548-B or T-3_3_9). Since in each case it is presented as a fil_er to a 4.sided
album, it is quite unlikely that it WIUbe bought for itself alone. It should
therefore be sufficient to state that this effective and straightforward work
is well presented in each case, with special honors going to Von Matacic for
performance and to both SPA and Angel for clarity. In the Von Matacic, note
especially the more effective contrast between the slow introduction and the
Allegro, and the extremely beautiful pianissimo with which the Allegro com-
mences. The orchestration is slightly different in this recording, and here the
Overture also shares a side with the Scherzo from the "N_llte" Symphony (see
below).

The Mass No. 2 in E minor is available only in an ancient transfer from 78-
rpm records (Max Thurn and the Hamburg State Opera Choir and Orches-
tra, Telefunken 66033), which has been reviewed in detail in Chord and
Discord by Herman Adler (see Bibliography). A first recording of the original
version of 1866 (edited by Haas and Nowak, 1940) is badly needed, as the
edited instrumentation of the revised version used above bears all the dis.
tinguishing characteristics of Bruckner's later "advisers"._ The deleted sole

See Ch_rcl,tnclDiscord,19_0,pp. 60-1.
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recording of the Mass No. 3 in F minor (Ferdinand Grossmarm and the Vi-
enna State Philharmonic and Choir, Vox PL.7940) was reviewed here by
Paul H. Little (see Bibliography). The Mass No. 1 in D minor is now avail-
able on SPA.

The First Symphony in C minor makes a stunning single-LP hi-fi vehicle
on the Unicorn label (LA-101_), with F. Charles Adler conducting the Vi-
enna Orchestral Society. The pungent chromaticism of this audacious sym-
phony, such as was not heard anywhere in Europe in 1868, 3 has been re-
captured by Adler and Unicorn in a really exciting manner. It is performed,
with slight modifications, in the revised version of 1891 (published 1893). An
earlier deleted LP of this work was by Volkmar Andreae and the Austrian
State Orchestra (Masterseal MW-40).

"The "Nullte", or "Zero", or "Youth" Symphony in D minor, which accord.
ing to late research is probably preceded by the First, has been recorded by
Henk Spruit and the Concert Hall Symphony (CHS-1142), and the Scherzo
therefrom by Lovro Von Matacic and the Philharmonia Orchestra (Angel
3_48-B or T-3_3_9). The complete recording is notable for its verve and
parkle, and for Sprint s very persuasive powers. And though the Philhar-

monia players are more finished executants, it should be noted that Spruit's
Scherzo is actually the livelier of the two.

The Second Symphony in C minor lasts exactly an hour in the early Urania
LP (402) by Ludwig Georg Jochum and the Bruckner Orchestra of Linz, but
is spread out over two records, a fact naturally to its disadvantage. Another
is the thinness of sound of the strings in this orchestra, which have been re-
corded with considerable distortion in wiry, burbly tone. This is a great
shame, for Jochum gives a commendable performance in the Bruckner-
Gesellschaft edition (ed. Haas 1938). This edition actually combines features
of Bruckner's 1872 and 1876 versions, thus does not correspond to any actual
Bruckner autograph; * Hans Redlich, however, believes that none of the auto.
graphs "represents Bruckner's ultimate intentions". 5 At any rate this version is
13_ bars longer than the 1892 revision in which the symphony was formerly
published and known, and quite different in orchestration. Thus it was ob-
viously the desire of the Bruckner Orchestra to perform this longer version
that led to the necessity of two records, and as an only attempt at this work
it is too bad it didn't turn out better.

Of the Third Symphony in D minor (dedicated to Wagner), Bruckner
produced no less than three different autographs between 1873 and 1877,
long before the final heavily edited revisions of his symphonies occurred. The
first two were never published, and the first version contained a number of
actual quotations from Wagner which Bruckner later expunged. The third
(pub. 1878) is the longest, and is the version of which Mahler made his fa-
mous piano.duet arrangement. This is the score which recently reappeared
in the Brucknerverlag (ed. Oeser 19_0). The final revision of 1889 (pub.
1890) is 17_ bars shorter than this, many passages are completely rewritten
or modified, and the orchestration "smoothed out" in the familiar manner.
Redlich calls it "labored, artificial and essentially inorganic TM compared to

8Listen to the magnificent Scherzo and try co place it in chat decade, even withTristan.
4 Of. discussion of the Eighth Syml_ho_ybelow.
5H. Redlich: Bruckrter and Mah|er, Farrar, Straus b_ Cudahy, New York, 19_,pages 42 and 86.
e Op. cir., p. 88.
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the 1878 version, and the structure of the finale especially is a mere shell of
itself in this treatment.

Since, however, the three recordings presently available all utilize the 1890
score, Brucknerites may be as astonished as I was to learn that a deleted single
LP issued by Allegro-Royale (t_79) actually contained the 6_-minute 1878
version intact. The recording was technically nothing to boast of, and it was
performed by a conductor pseudonymously listed as "Gerd Rubahn". Who,
ever he may actually be, the gentleman here knows his Bruckner, though some
of his pp's were too soft for A-R's rough-and-ready metho_dsto capture. Those
unable to hear a copy of this recording have no way at present to compare
the two versions. (The anonymous A-R annotator states categorically that
the 1890 revision is _'theone played today", quite unaware of what he is an-
notating, which surely shows that one can take nothing for granted.) Cur-
rently available are the Viennese recordings of Adler (SPA 30/1), Knap,
pertsbusch (London LL-1044), and Volkmar Andreae (Epic LC-3218). Adler
takes 2½ sides, the others two. Of these the Epic is especially recommended
here for its incisive spirit and the clean flowing lines of the recording. De,
leted recordings of this 1890 version were by Walter Goehr (Concert Hall
119_) and Zoltan Fekete (Remington 199-138, formerly Concert Hall 1065),
of which the Goehr was possibly the liveliest of all, with an absolutely
breathtaking Scherzo.

The Fourth Symphony in E flat major ("Romantic") was also composed
in several early versions, though in this case they culminated in only one com-
plete extant autograph (pub. 1936 ed. Haas, together with an alternate earlier
Scherzo and Finale). The final revision (pub. 1889) is again a heavily edited
and reorchestrated version of this, 10_ bars shorter; it is a revision by other
hands, to which Bruckner specifically denied his confirmation.7

The "Romantic" is currently available in no less than seven LP recordings,
besides one previously deleted (Allegro). Four of these use the Haas edition:
Paul Van Kempen and the Netherlands Radio Orchestra (Telefunken
66026/7), Herman Abendroth and the Leipzig Symphony (Urania 401), Ot-
to Klemperer and the Vienna Symphony (Vox PL-6930), and Willem Van
Otterloo and the Hague Philharmonic (Epic SC-6001). The other three use
the revision: Hans Knappertsbusch and the Vienna Philharmonic (London
LL-12_0/1), Lovro Von Matacic and the Philharmonia Orchestra (Angel
3_48-B or T-35359/60), and Win. Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony
(Capitol P-83_2). Vox and Capitol are 2-sided recordings, Urania 4-sided,
and all the others 3. But in addition to using the shorter version, Steinberg
makes a further cut of 60 bars in the reprise of the Andante, beginning 3
bars before letter G. Also, the fact that Van Kempen's version is dubbed
from • 78-rpm recording brings about his downfall in the Scherzo: the 78
side containing the main section was to be repeated after the side containing
the Trio, but on the LP, unaware of this, Telefunken's engineers have bliss-
fully left the Trio high and dry at the end of the record.

The only satisfactory recording of the "'original", and therefore the pre-
ferred version for most Brucknerites, is Van Otterloo's, a very sensitive
reading, and welt engineered. Klemperer gives by far the most eccentric
in_rpretation, for in the AncIante he uses a solo viola in place of the ensemble
violas in both occurrences of the long second subject, entirely altering its

7For an excellent,detailed comparisonof the editions,seeAndrew Porter's review
in _'hc Graraophonc,Sept., 19_.
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character. The movement is also too rushed. Abendroth is exceedingly pedan-
tic, and impedes the flow of the Scherzo quite ludicrously. That should settle
matters in favor of Epic, but there are in fact a couple of things to be said
about two of the other versions. Angel and Capitol are both superior, more
up-to-date recordings than any of the issues of the "original", and in ad-
dition the players of the Philharmonia (Angel) perform exquisitely here. I

c ll Schoa outthemost.  osopieceof play
.w neara on recorcts, oecondly, _teinberg (Capitol) makes a f_ ,-,_

excaung mmg, tot me, out of the finale than it usually is at more sedate
tempi, and the effect is abetted by dramatic timpani sound and agile string
work. The Knappertsbusch also has fairly up-to-date sound, but I don't care
as much for his work. In short, the situation of the "Romantic" is thoroughly
complex and discombobulated, and for the Brucknerite no Utopian answer
is forthcoming. The one thing it cannot complain of is neglect. A further
recording of the original version is due from Eugen Jochum.

The Fifth Symphony in B flat major is the first of three (5, 6 and 9)
which were published posthumously in versions differing widely from Bruck-
net's original autographs, and which revisions must today be considered es-
pecially inadmissible by those who care what the composer really intended.
And without his participation, the revisers of 5 and 9 especially have really
given themselves some rope. As Redlich puts it, the orchestral layout has
been radically altered throughout, with the result that Bruckner s original
conception of a terraced, organ-like orchestral sound has had to give way
to an orchestration based on Wagner's " " of mixed colors."s Of all
cuts in Bruckner, the most serious is virtual disemboweling of the fugalcore of the finale of 5 (122 bars), thePrmcaple

However, as Donald Mitchell writes in the album notes for the London
Fifth (LL_1_27/8, Knappertsbusch and the Vienna Philharmonic, revised
version): Comparisons of the symphonies in their original and edited ver-

2 o,
..... s_. _ _,_urons meals or ms contemporaries -- ideals often

at va.nance wltn m,sow.n. _ an apologia for presenting the revision of No.
_, rms coma not De petter put, and those willing to expend the extra cash
to convince themselves or others how much better the Urania version (239,
Gerhard Pflueger and the Leipzig Philharmonic, original score) is in every
respect could not do so more effectively than by purchasing the London also.
For Pflueger, giving one of the really great Bruckner performances on re-
cords, is eloquently convincing at every turn. Knappertsbusch entirely lacks
a strong hanoi in nolaing this great work together, and in the Adagio saunters
through a relatively glib reading which should be especially evident on di-
rect comparison. The recording by Urania is also clearer and more force-
ful, especially in the bass. Urania's album cover is one of their most hideous,
but the sight of it still gives me some pleasure by conditioned response to what
it contains. A deleted version by Eugen Jochum and the Hamburg Philhar.
monic (Capitol P-8049/_0, repressed from Telefunken 78's) also used the
original score, but was handicapped by the leaden pace of the finale that
took most of the urgency out of the final chorale.

The String @uintet in F major has two recent and excellent recordings,
by the Koeckert Quartet and George Schmid, viola (Decca 9796), and by the
Vienna Konzerthaus Quartet with Ferdinand Stangler (Vanguard 480). The

sOp cit., p. 44.
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Vienna recording includes in addition to the regular Scherzo, the so-called
Intermezzo which Bruckner composed to replace it when Josef Hellmesberger
prematurely termed it unplayable. The Bavarian players are much more
spirited than the Viennese, and the texture of their recording is cleaner
too. The latter, though good enough in isolation, sound positively slack and
listless on direct comparison along with the score; a major triumph for the
Koeckert ensemble. They should now perform the String @uartet in C minor,
which has never been recorded, but was recently published by the Bruckner.
Gesellschaft.

In the Urania recording (7041) of the Sixth Symphony in A major recurs
the same problem as in the other recording of the Bruckner Symphony of
Linz under L. G. Jochum. Here the strings sound so few in number as to
seriously distort the music, and their recaptured sound is ugly and wiry. In
this case we have beautiful string sound from Westminster for comparison,
and one need only play the opening of the Adagio to get the full contrast.
Also, Urania has missed the two opening bars of the finale. The Westmin-
ster, originally a 3-sided issue now repressed on 2 sides with improved sound
(WN-18074), is by the Vienna Symphony under Henry Swoboda. The lay
ter, unforumately, is not in all respects the polished Brucknerite that Jochum
is, though both perform the original version (ed. Haas 1935) and make a
really exciting thing of it. Though Swoboda's Scherzo may be "Njcht schnell"
as the score directs, I hardly believe this is what Bruckner had in mind.
Neither makes much of the fantastic Trio.

The S_venth Symphony in E major has fared the best on vinylite, with
three excellent recordings, of which the two currently available in the U. S.
are by Van Beinum and Van Otterloo (3 sides each). Each of these can be
heartily endorsed, for both have a broad, firm grasp of this enchanting score.
In both performance and recording qualities, however, Van Beinum's has the
slight edge, on a scale of excellence set very high. He has the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw (London LL-8_2/3), Van Otterloo the Vienna Symphony
(Epic SC-6006). The London sound is more impressive, and so are the play-
ers, both of which aspects can be rapidly tested and compared through one
easily access_le passage: the quartet of Wagner tubas which open the Adagio.

In the Finale Van Beinum has one personal idiosyncrasy which comes off
quite well: the very retarded opening of the final passage at letter Z. Van
Otterloo uses the original version (ed. Haas 1944), Van Beinum the revised
(pub. 1885), _ but in this case the differences of orchestration are neither
extensive nor important, and there is no difference in length. The other good
but deleted recording was by Carl Boehm and the Vienna Philharmonic (Vox
PL-7192). A further recording of the original version is due from Eugen
Jochum.

It is well to consider Bruckner's last two major choral works, the Te Deum
(1881-4) and the l_Oth Psalm (1892), together, for as Redlich says, "both
works are in the key of brazenly triuraphant C major", both are "inspired
and indeed carried away by an almost pagan feeling of triumph". 1° However,
to call one a Latin and the other a German version of the same text, as Red-

s Thus Van Beinum introduces the controversial cymbal dash at the climax of the
Adagio (letter W), but for all the effect it makes in this recording it might just as well
not be there. Herman Adler calls this discreet, but a discreet j:ff cymbal dash is as vile
as Tovey's S0-foot pyramid.

xoOp. cir., pp. 74-5.
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1/ch does, is stretching literary inattentiveness to a ridiculous extreme: the
titular lines, "'We praise thee, Lord" and "Praise ye the Lord" respectively,
are just about all the actual texts have in common. The Te Deum is com-
posed for solo quartet, chorus, orchestra and organ ad lib., the l_Oth Psalm
for the same without the solo voices, excepting a brief soprano solo. One im-
mediately precedes, the other follows, the composition of the Eighth Sym-phony.

The Te Deum has been recorded by Eugen Jochum and the Munich Radio
Orchestra and Chorus, with Cunitz, Pitzinger, Fehenberger and Harm (Dec-
ca DX-109), and by Bruno Walter, the New York Philharmonic Symphony,
and Westminster Choir, with Yeend, Lipton, Lloyd and Harrell (Columbia
ML-4980). The Jochum version is an object lesson in the advantage of re-
cording with _ smaller chorus of extreme flexibility in acoustically live sur-
roundings, rather than with a monolith like the Westminster Choir in spa-
cious but deadening circumstances. Almost everything is dearer and more
plastic in the Jochum, and also more dramatic. The Walter soloists are so
acoustically remote that they make little effect, and some of their lines are
quite indistinguishable. In addition, Walter turns the organic structure of the
work almost inside out, making the opening Allegro more ponderous and then
speeding up the succeeding lyric section. Finally, the Decca sound is quite
beautiful and free of Columbia's overloading. A deleted LP by Messner and
the Salzberg Festival Orchestra and Chorus (Festival 101) is unlamented.

The l_0th Psalm has only one recording, by Henry Swoboda, with Hitde
Ceska and the Vienna Symphony and Chamber Choir (West. WN-18075,
formerly WL-_0_). The performance is adequate, but the recording doesn't
do justice to the contrapuntal rigors of this work, being, in balance, weak
on the orchestral side, especially the bass. The ad libitum organ is not in evi-
dence. The same record side also contains the 112th Psalm (another "Praise
ye the Lord" psalm) for chorus and orchestra, composed 30 years earlier
(1863), and revealing "vividly at a glance", as Gabriel Engel says in the al-

_t ag°_ ' t:Bdmes_i_r'_hegr_nW_hr_yingtitSet/x_ss_ 't_r'v_adUr_l_g,_heet_h:_ede_de_:;. ° . y * ° .

may cause misunderstanding in those lacking the enterprise to pick up a Bible
and check for themselves, as neither German nor English texts are provided
by Westminster. Psalm 112, far from being a wild jubilation, is actually a dis-
sertation on righteousness and charity. In addition to Bruckner's soprano
solo in the l_0th, Swoboda chooses to allot certain choral passages to concert.
ed solo voices in both works. Westminster has placed the later Psalm first,
presumably for technical reasons. Both of these works now deserve re-record-
ing.

The 19_ Vox recording of the Eighth Symphony in C minor is the first to
utilize one of the newer post-war editions of the Bruckner.Gesellschaft edited
by Leopold Nowak (and in the very year of its publication). In the present
work this is significant, for as Joseph Braunstein says in the lucid and exten-
sive album-notes: "'Nowak's categorical"rejecuon"" of the method Haas applied
in this particular case, and to the Second Symphony, one must add, is a decla-
ration of war against the editorial policy hitherto followed in the Complete
Edition." The "'method Haas applied" (1939) was actually to use Bruck-
her's second version of 1890, but to add to it 48 bars derived by Haas himself
from Bruckner's first version of 1887, which was a good 1_0 bars longer
than the second, contained a different Trio, and differed in a number of
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other respects, notably in using only duple rather than triple woodwind. The
48 bars were termed by Haas "organically vital" to the second version,xl
This, according to Nowak (19_), must be considered a Haas compilation
rather than a critical edition, for it bears "_notrue relation to either of the
tWO ve_l'sions"; the latter are different sources which "according toprinciples
for the working out of critical complete editions, may never be intermingled".

Obviously what is now needed is both the publication and recording of the
1887 version per se (the version whose rejection by I-Iermann Levi brought
about a profound shock and serious illness to the composer), as both this and
the 1890 version may be considered valid '_originals". The latter, incidentally,
was published in 1892 with a number of the usual discrepancies and altera-
tions. What we have now, ostensibly, is one recording of the Nowak edition
and two of the Haas. The former, as I have said, is by Vox (PL.9682, Jascha
Horenstein and the Pro Musica Symphony of Vienna, 4 sides); the others are
the Decca (DX-109, Eugen Jochum and the Hamburg Philharmonic State,

sides, an early LP transfer from Deutsche Grammophon 78's),= and the Epic
(SC-6011, Van Beinum and the Concertgebouw, 3 sides),as

The Vox set is further significant in being actually the first and only
Bruckner recording so far issued in the U.S. whose annotator has really come
to grips with the textual problem and discussed it in full. Most often the
edition used is not even identified (and many of the identifications made
above may not be found elsewhere), nor the fact that there is a textual prob-
lem even mentioned. One feels in these cases that the annotator either has
not heard the recording of the work he is discussing, or would be none the
wiser ff he did, since the limits of his interest are defined in a generalized
acclamation of Bruckner anyway.1_ Braunstein is a veritable beacon in this
murk, whether or not one agrees with his remarkably favorable conclusions
regarding the relationship of the defenceless composer to his many eager ad-
visers-after-the-fact. At least they are mentioned! Of those "'eminent mu,
sicians and distinguished conductors" (but no creators), one nearly killed
Bruckner by his solid lack of comprehension of this very Eighth Symphony;
however, the composer recovered and proceeded to increase the size of the
orchestra!

Of the three recordings, my own preference is for Vox-Horenstein in the
_rrio and the Adagio, and Epic-Van Beinum in all the faster movements.
The latter's more propulsive finale, coupled with a furious onslaught of brass
and timpani sound, make it truly exhilarating in the same way I find the fi,
hale of Steinberg's Forth. In other respects I prefer the sound quality of the

11In the 1970ChordandD/scord.Robt. Simpson,trustinglyreferringin his analysis
of the Eighth to this editionas an Urfass_ng,found (pp. g0 and g3) 30 of these48
bars indispensibleto Bruckner'sdesign.This maybe a tribute to Haas' astutenessor to
the hypnoticpowerof the termUrfassung,whichin any eventhas certainlybeenapplied
looselyto this publication.

x2The 10-barHaasinterpolationin the Adagio (justbeforeletter Q), whichSimpson
specificallydescffoes(on p. _;0)as includedin the Jochumrecording,is definitelyno_:
in the AmericanDeccapressingof it at least,thus anticipatingNowak.

_8Even in the 19g_E_ic release,though the Nowakscoreand prefaceappearedin
Marchof that year,KlausG. Roy stillwritesthat"the restorationof the original,with-
out cuts or other emendations.., the 'Urtext', or pristineversion,is the one followed
in the presentperformance."

X4Naturallythe pre.Bruckner.Gesellschaftscoresgive no informationeither, since
everyonewassupposedto assumein thosedaysthat therecouldneverbe anotheredition
and thingswereas pristineas they couldget.
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Vox, which is very beautiful. The harp, making its sole appearance in all
Bruckner with a series of upward arpeggios in the Trio and the Adagio, is
given its full effect by Vox. On the other hand we have again Van Beinum's
men of the Concertgebouw, quite unmatchable in this sort of thing, to further
balance the scale. Their 'Wagner tubas are again the height of artistry. There
is really no excuse for any true Brucknerite not to own both of these out-
standing sets. Jochum's version is very slow in the Adagio, but otherwise is
not far from Van Beinnm's overall interpretation, which is high praise. Cer-
tain specific shortcomings pointed out by Adler (see Bibliography) and Simp-
son (Op. cir., p. 55) are probably not as decisive as the fact that the record-
Lug is technically superceded, and sold in a 3-record set (which, however,
includes the magnificent Te Deum reviewed above, and which now deserves to
be issued separately).

If ever Bruckaer's scholarship may be said to have paid off in pure
it was in the unearthing of the original score of the Ninth Symphony gold,inD
minor. This is the one case where the alterations made were eventually taken
squarely on the shoulders of the man who made them, and that man was
re  anq ew . After   ored ofthet eecompletea

vemenrs m lya,_, £,awrence Gilman caUed the rewslon (pub. 1904) "'an
asromsnmg perversion ann mstomon of Bruckner's mtentmns". While the
wholesale conventionalizing of contour and orchestration is quite incredible
from beginning to end, one can safely say that the emasculated effect of
what L_we does to the climactic chord of the Adagio is equal in loathsomeness
to the denaturing into a cadence chord of the climactic interruption and
scream in old-fashioned concert versions of the Liebesnacht. The whole story
is now well known, especially in Chord and Discord, and may be followed
in detail in L. Biancolli's article in the 1946 issue. The irony of the whole piti-
ful situation, which prevailed for 30 years, is that, as Biancolli points out,
"it was probably modesty that restrained Loewe from divulging the changes
he had made . . . He regarded the task as a labor of love." At the time of
publication in 1904 he even pretended that Bruckner had left the manu-
script an incoherent mass which he had been trying in the intervening years
to decipher, though Bruckner was known to be fastidiously neat.15

Thus we are today in a very fortunate position compared to Brucknerites
of only 25 years ago. We are also fortunate in that the Loewe version has
been recorded, by SPA, and dearly identified as such, and that it can be
directly compared with either of the two recordings of the original version,
both also clearly identified. No obscurantism here. The only aspect in which
obscurantism does emerge is in the habit of referring to the three completed
movements simply as "Symphony No. 9", without any qualification to indi-
cate that they were never intended to be a complete work, and indeed can-
not be within Bruckner's consistent understanding of what constitutes a
symphony, in view of which any pretence that they perform that function
in a higher sense is sheer sentimentality. The very ending in a different key
is as un-Brucknerian a phenomenon as may be imagined.

The Loewe recording is by Adler and the Vienna Phflharmonia (SPA 24/_),
the others by Horenstein and the Pro Musica Symphony (Vox PL,8040)I
and by Eugen Jochum and the Bavarian Radio Orchestra (Decca DX-139).
Each is a magnificent performance in its way, and Jochum is to be commend-

x5of. the exampleafter page 100of H. Redlich,Op. c/t.
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ed on a really integrated reading this time. His very slow Adagio (27 minutes
against Horenstein's less than 21) is com61acinglyrendered to the last detail,
and to me is not, as some feel, funereal. In other respects, however, Horen-
stein is sometimes the stronger interpreter, e. g. the first movement coda: It
is curious that Jochum's coda should sound comparatively rushed, losing its
uncanny inexorability. The Bavarian radio orchestra sounds surprisingly
polished,le but its string leaders are in fact the commendable Koeckert Quar-
tet (see String @uintet in F). Adler does very well, but his Tr/o is impossibly
slow, and this is not Loewe's fault, since the direction is "Schnell" in both
scores. The true contrast with the pounding main section lies not in tempo,
but in its gossamer, Midsummer.Night's.Dream'like texture. With Adler's
beat the Mendelssohn Scherzo would sound just as foolish. The Decca re-
cording is the dearest and fullest, but the SPA excels in a few woodwind details.
The Vox is also the first Bruckner recording available on commercial monaural
tape (Phonotapes PMd25).

A recording of the finale sketch, up to the point of its being broken off,
should be undertaken. This manuscript, except for a few bars, is complete in
full score as far as the beginning of the coda,1_ thus providing a complete
head and torso for Bruckner's largest and possibly finest instrumental move-
ment. Such a recording would help immeasurably to put the 2_inth Symphony
as a whole into a more accurate perspective.

The first work of Mahler to be considered in chronological order is Das
klagende Lied (1878-1900). This is the only published work by Mahler that
has so far never been publicly performed in America, so here is a prime ex.
ample of what I referred to as a composition entirely at the mercy (as far
as most of us are concerned) of a single recording. And the recording in
question was made for Mercury (MG-10102) in the earliest days of LP, in
rather limiting circum_m'aces. Zoltan Fekete conducts, with Ilona Steingruber,
soprano, Sieglinde Wagner, contralto, Ernst Majkut, tenor, the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra and Chamber Choir.

Actually, Das klagende Lied should be taken seriously by the best of Mah-
let interpreters, not left to be picked up by anyone who happens to be around.
There is some really good choral singing here, but neither the conductor nor
soloists pa_ much beyond the sphere of the tentative, casual and inquiring.
There is a persistent lyricism in this work that belies its grisly subject, but this
is a positive quality to be studied and developed persuasively. The solo vocal
lines include some of the most difficult Mahler ever wrote, and demand the
best singers available. For the present I must say that, whatever the reason
may be, I have seldom heard so much slightly hoarse parlando tone outside of
a Blitzstein opera.

Each of the two parts of the cantata is about 20 minutes long, so there is
no reason except inertia why this attractive work should not become a natural
and popular choice for single-LP recording. The second orchestra off-stage, in
a couple of passages, is a problem for recording, and cries out for stereo-
phonic treatment. Here the tape editing is rather obvious and intrusive, and
the sound, though fairly spacious and pleasant, could be greatly improved on
today.

The 14 Lieder aus der ]ugendzeit for voice and piano (1883-92) are given

z6It was evenmistakenby WinthropSargent(SaturclayReview,April 27, 19_7) for
the Berlin Phtlharmonic.

17A curiousway Brucknerhas with this symphony.C'_.Redlich,Op. cir.,p. 10L
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complete on one LP side by Ilona Steingruber, soprano, with Herbert Haef-
ner (SPA-20/2), and on two sides by Army Felbermayer, soprano, and Al-
fred Poell, baritone, with Viktor Graef (Vanguard 424). The former record-
ing comprised the 6th side of an SPA set containing the Third Symphony,
which was later superceded by a 4-sided pressing (SPA 70/71) of the sym-
phony alone, thus eliminating the songs from circulation. The Vanguard is
superior anyway, though it annoyingly fails to follow the published order of
the songs as the SPA did. The alternation of voices is appropriate, as this is
just a collection of songs, not a cycle, and Miss Felbermayer and Dr. Poell are
exquisite interpreters of them. On this collection as on the later Mahler songs,
it should be borne in mind that Dietrich Fischer-Dieskan is undertaking to re-cord them all in time.

Desi Halban, soprano, sings a selection of 8 of the 14 songs, with Bruno
Walter (Col. SL-171), a repressing from a 78-rpm set. These interpretations
are bettered by the Vanguard artists, and so by far is Columbia's recording
in which the piano frequently sounds almost as if it were coming from an ad-
joining room. On Vanguard 421, four of the songs, with the accompani.
merits variously orchestrated by Robert Heger and Lothar Windsperger, are
sung by Felbermayer, in alternation with the five R/ickert songs (see below)
sung by Poell, with the Vienna State Opera Orchestra under Felix Prohaska.
The record bears the general title "'Early Songs from Des Knaben Wunderhorn
and Last Songs from Riickert", a rather precious idea. What is alternated here
is of course two groups of songs in widely differing styles, and the folklike
early songs, in their borrowed dress, seriously detract from the introspective
mood of the orchestral Lieder which Mahler composed in his maturity. They
should have been pressed on opposite sides of the record, but it is good to be
able to compare some of the individual songs in such disparate versions. Also
included on 421 is Josef Woem" arrangement (not credited to him) for so-
prano and orchestra of the Wunderhorn song for contralto, women's chorus,
boys' chorus and orchestra from the Third Symphony (Es sungen drei Engel).

The best conductor of the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (1883-5) I have
yet heard is Eduard Van Beinum, who has recorded this work twice. The
first was made in 1947 with Eugenia Zareska, contralto, and the London
Philharmonic on English Decca 78's, and was never transferred to LP; the
second was in 1957 with Nan Merriman, mezzo-soprano, and the Concertge-
bouw (Epic SC-6023). Van Beinum's searching concept of this song-cycle
remains intact and immediately identifiable after the ten intervening years.
There is, however, a considerable difference in the singers. Zareska's was one
of the truly great Mahler interpretations of our day, with a tragic intensity
in the lower register and a pure, clear beauty in the upper that was quite
unforgettable. Merriman comes nowhere near this, though she benefits/an.
mensely from the sure guidance of Van Beinum and gives a splendid account.
Epic's sound quality is quite the best that has been produced for this work,
revealing every intimate detail of Mahler's iridescent orchestration.

Mahler's text for this "Wayfarer" cycle is of course intended preferably
for the male voice, and well up on top of the male versions is Fischer-Dieskau,
with the Phikharmonia Orchestra under Wilhelm Furtwaengler (HMV ALP-
1270), which as this is written is due shortly for American pressing by Angel.
This collaboration of the young baritone with the veteran conductor shortly
before the latter's death has been preserved in a remarkably fine recording.
The version of Norman Foster (baritone) and the Bamberg Symphony under
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Horenstein (Vox PL-9100) is also very good, except for some top notes trans-
posed downward by Foster (as permitted by Mahler), but Foster does not
stand well in company with Fischer-Dieskau. The deleted LP's by Ludwig
Metternich, Carol Brice and Blanche Thebom were not such as to be regret-
ted in view of what we have, and a Flagsted version is also due.

The First Symphony (1885-8) has become the most favored of Mahler's
works on LP, due to the facts that (1) it is, like the Fourth, about standard
length for a present-day single record, (2) its style, both lyric and dramatic,
is readily accessible in comparison to later works, and (3) it has even become
something of a hi-fi war-horse. It is good, therefore, that amid the general
clamor to "beat it out" for maximum immediate effect, there has been pre-
served at least one interpretation with values of a more thoughtful and search-
ing nature. This is the recording of Horenstein and the Pro Musica Orchestra,
which unfortunately is at present out of print on disc (Vox PL-8050) in the
U.S., but is enjoying a unique position as the first Mahler recording available
on monaural tape (Phonotapes PM-114).

The legend "'complete recording" inscribed on this version refers to the
fact that this is one of the only two out of nine whose conductor observesthe
expository repeat in the first movement (the other being an otherwise un.
distinguished performance by the "ubiquitous" "'Gerd Rubahn": Allegro-
Royale 1554). This is structurally a very important repeat, and its observ-
ance characteristic of Horenstein's uniquely serious intent, above and be-
yond the call of duty. However there are no actual cuts in any of the other
versions, except for 24 bars inexplicably cut from the coda of the finale in
the recording of Paul Kletzki and the Israel Philharmonic (Angel 35180), at an
important point of modulation (cues 57 to 59). Horenstein's subtle pianissi.
mo effects are especially beautiful, and his ethereal D.flat cantabile in the
finale demonstrates the exact opposite of Mitropoulos' swollen emotional-
ism at that point (Entre RL-3120). And Horenstein alone seems to compre.
bend the timing of the ritardancli before the D-major sections of this move-
ment.

Hermann Scherchen (West. 18014) is also excellent in the crucial D-flat
section, as is Bruno Walter (Col. SL-218), and these two versions are quite
exceptional in their own ways. Walter is inclined to go after the maximum
effect of each passage, regardless, so that the overall design and continuity
are sometimeschoppy. Scherchen, on the other hand, is structure-conscious to
the nth degree, and not very flexible here. Other competing versions are by
Borsamsky (Vanguard 436 and Urania C.7080), Kubelik (London LL-1107)
and Steinberg (Capitol P-8224), and testify more to the astonishing vigor
of this work than to their especial insight. Most of the recordings, as I have
hinted, are hi-fi with a vengeance, with Vox the livest in sound, and Colum,
bia and Vox the clearest.

In utter contrast to the entente corcliale between vinylite and the First
stands the solitary Seconcl Symphony (1888-94) of Otto Klemperer (Vox
PL-7012, 4 sides), as dismal an electronic effort as one urill find. Vox is
scarcely to be blamed for keeping such a wretched thing in the catalog as long
as it is without competition, but those who have not otherwise heard this
symphony are warned against jumping to any conclusions. The dimensional
effects encompassed by this score again cry out for stereophonic treatment,
and the final chorus, from the first barely audible entry to the final perora.
tion with organ and deep bells, calls for the utmost in sonic versatility. There
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was actually a good deal more of the latter in Victor's 1934 recording (a pio-
neering effort engineered by Charles O'Connell) than in Vox's 19_0 record-
ing, though Ormandy's slick interpretation would not pass in this slightly more
enlightened Mahlerian age. Bruno Walter, who is currently engaged in a
protracted taping of the Second for Columbia, has a far better interpretation
than either Ormandy or Klemperer, but is hardly a pioneer in sonic matters
either. I had occasion to observe at a recording sessionhow a recalcitrant West-
minster Choir paid absolutely no heed to his injunctions, and was shocked
to hear the printed instruction "'greatest possible number of horns blown very
loudly and placed at a great distance" (finale, cue 3) embodied by two horns
playing mezzoforte behind a closed door. Until the day when someone with
the will is given also the wherewithal, I predict a gloomy phonographic future
for the Second Symphony.

Vanguard 412/3, a 4-sided LP album issued in 19_0, contained the two
volumes of orchestral songs from Des Knaben Wunderhorn composed between
1888 and 1899, plus the two later Wunderhorn songs originally published
with the F_nf Lieder nach R_ckert as Siehen lethe Lieder, plus Urlicht from
the Second Symphony. These 13 songs were later reissued on two sides (Van.
478) with no loss in sound, as they last only _0 minutes. They are sung alter-
nately by Lorna Sydney, mezzo-soprano, and Alfred Poell, baritone, with the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra, under Prohaska. Again Vanguard does not
follow the printed sequence of the songs, but this is almost the only disadvan-
tage in a lovely and attractive recording.

Prohaska emphasizes the strongly rhythmic propulsion behind each song
with telling effect. Miss Sydney s warm and tender tones infuse with highest
art the most hauntingly beautiful of Mahler's songs, Wo die schSnen Trompe.
ten b/asen, a conception so lovely that it can move one to tears in a D-major
passage in lilting _ time! Dr. Poell gives of his best in the two last and great-
est of these songs, Revelge and Der ambursgsell. He maintains an almostT

unbearable intensity in the former, seeming to sum up a nightmare of our
time, an inexorable, relentless marching into the unknown. In the Urlichg
Miss Sydney outsings Hilde Roessel-Majdan in the Klemperer Second by
maintaining a light buoyant tone of expectancy.

The Third Symphony in six movements (189_-6) is even longer than the
Second, but much easier to handle sonically. The brief interlude with women's
and boys' choirs (Es sungen drei Engel), once more stereophonic in intent,
as is the posthorn solo in the Scherzando, offers none of the problems associ-
ated with the full-scale chorus in the Second. Like Vanguard in the Knaben
Wunderhorn, SPA, which has alone undertaken to record the Third, has uti.
lized the principle of the variably pitched groove to reissue its previous re-
cording on fewer and more compact sides. As mentioned earlier, the _-sided
version (SPA 20/2) has been replaced by the 4-sided (70/1), to the advan-
tage of all concerned. This grand and neglected symphony is performed by
F. Charles Adler and the Vienna Philharmonia Orchestra and chorus. As in
the Second, there is a contralto solo (O Mensch, gib acht from Nietzsche's
Also sprach Zarathustra) which is again sung by Hilde Roessel-Majdan, in a
profoundly compelling manner. The players are in close rapport, and re-
corded with spaciousness and generally admirable balance. The concluding
Adagio is played very slowly, and sustained better than performances I
have heard on the faster side. It is a true Adagio in the Beethovenian sense, the
responsibility for the full realisation of which falls largely on the sustained
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bowing ability of the string players. It is then a moving statement of affirma-
tion and love.

The Fourth Symphony (1892-1900), originally called a Humoreske, is the
lightest in orchestration of any of MahleFs symphonies (notably dispensing
with trombones), and along with the First is also the shortest. Its four move-
ments are also perfectly balanced on two LP sides, so it is by all odds the most
ideal for present-day recording. On the other hand it has few of the hi-fi de-
monstrational potentialities of the First, and to further point up the differ-
ence, its finale is a strophic song for soprano which ends with no brass perora-
tion, but dies away in the lower register of the solo harp! This really separates
the Mahlerites from the pure unadulterated audiophiles, and naturally makes
its appearance a little rarer occasion.

Its spirit is delightquUy caught by Van Beinum and the Concertgebouw
(London LL-618), aided and abetted by the lively English soprano Margaret
Ritchie who sang and gayly embroidered her way through Scherchen's anda.
cious Messiah. The qualities of sudden magic and more sudden sarcasm that
lurk in the Fot_rth are counterpoised with ease by Van Beinum, where his
colleagues tend to stumble or plod by comparison. His first movement is faster
in its main tempo, opening a door into a strange magical world. The second
Netherlands orchestra to record this work, the Hague Philharmonic (Epic LC-
3304), has equally superb musiciaus, but in Van Otterloo it has not quite
the equal of Van Beinum in special finesse. The soprano here, Teresa Stich-
Randall, gives a cool, classical shapeliness to herexacting part.

Bruno Walter (Col. ML-4031) outlines the work with loving care, but the
New York Philharmonic is not quite as good as the Dutch orchestras, and
the recording, an early reissue from 78's, is quite inferior; singer Desi Hal-
ban is unfortunately partly inaudible as well. Also technically inferior are
a Supraphon import (LPM 51/2) under Sejna (another transfer from 78),
and a Royale concoction (1308) under that "person" of apparently many
styles who is listed as "Gerd Rubahn". Of greater interest than these, but
unfortunately deleted, was the only known example of Mahler himself as
a recording artist, playing the Finale on the piano, through the medium of
the dynamically sensitive Welte piano roll (Col. ML-429_). He seemed to
have been rather nervous and emotionally intimidated by the strange mech-
anism, but this only made more moving and human the preservation of a
unique occasion. A new recording of the symphony is due by the Saxon State
Orchestra of Dresden under Leopold Ludwig with Army Schlemm.

The Fifth Symphony (1901-2) has been recorded only twice, and the re-
suits are so utterly different that I urge all Mahler enthusiasts to acquire both
for intensive comparison. The versions are by Walter and the New York
Philharmonic Symphony (Col. 8L-17t), and Scherchen and the Vienna State
Opera Orchestra (newly reissued as West. XWN-2220), both occupying three
sides. Here Scherchen's architectonic approach really pays dividends, to say
nothing of his affinity with and concern for the razorlike distinctness of in.
strumentation which Mahler always sought above all, beautifully reinforced by
Westminster's recording techniques. Walter is more concerned with big ef-
fects and telling climaxes, and for me it adds up here to a superabundance
from which the real peaks sometimes fail to emerge. The chorale in the second
movement, e. g., is just another incident in an overcrowded movement under
Walter, but under Scherchen is revealed as a summit achieved by love and
tenacity.
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Scherchen's Allegro passages in the first two movements have been criti-
cized for excessive speed, which completely changes the internal proportions
of both movements through the relation between Allegro and alternately slower
tempi. These new proportions also apply to the work as a whole. Since the
opening movements are both shorter in duration, while the Scherzo is a little
slower, the latter now becomes the longest movement in the symphony (18
minutes). Scherchen begins it in a more relaxed and offhand manner, building
it up gradually into a tremendous and quite fathomless work: Mahler's great-
e.st Scherzo. Now we can see why Mahler could think of nothing else after
the first rehearsal of the Fifth in Coblenz. There are some slight differences
in the editions used in regard to orchestration. Scherchen pays more careful
attention to Mahler's exact markings, with one very mysterious exception. The
second movement ends with a blow on the timpani reproduced like a pistol
shot that should be the envy of every sound engineer, but for one thing: Mah-
let marked it "pianissimo".

Besides the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen, the Kindertotenlieder cycle
(1901-4) is the only Mahler work of which the finest version was never on
LP. This is the 1932 Polydor recording of Heinrich Rehkemper (baritone), re-
corded in Munich with an orchestra under Horenstein, an incredible realisa-
tion of Mahler's most astonishing lyric creation. The best available version
is that of Fischer-Dieskan and the Berlin Philharmonic under Rudolf Kempe
(RCA-Victor LM-6050). This fine singer has to reach for effects that lay
already under Rehkemper's innately expressive voice, but he reaches with the
highest artistry and care, Norman Foster (Vox PL-9100) and Herman Schey
(Epic 8C-6001) are not comparable, but they keep the repertory of this song
cycle on a very high level, and the Hague Philharmonic in the Epic is especial-
ly beautiful. Kathleen Ferrier, with the Vienna Philharmonic under Walter,
is by far the finest of the women, and gives a haunting rendition. Marian An-
derson (RCA-Victor LM-1146) is very ill-at-ease in this work, while deleted
versions by Vera Rosza (Mercury 10103) and Lori Lafl (Urania 7016) are
valiant but unsuccessful attempts from the earlier uninhibited days of LP. Vox,
Epic and the newer RCA have all beautifully caught the chamber-like qualities
of the score. Flagstad is to be our next interpreter of this cycle.

The Fiinf Lieder nach R_*ckert (1901-4) have been represented on LP by
two complete recordings and one partial one. The incomplete version is that
of Ferrier and the Vienna Philharmonic under Walter (London LL 62_/6),
which is a pity, for this is the best of the three versions. She sings Ich atrnet'
einen linden Duft, Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekornrnen, and Urn Mitter.
nacht, and omits Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder and Liebst dl, urn SchSnheit.
This is the only version which solvesthe difficult problem of orchestral balance
in the climactic stanza of Urn Mitternacht, so at present it is necessary to own
two versions in order to have this brief but significant collection adequately
represented. First choice for the complete cycle is Alfred Poell, with the Vi-
enna State under Prohaska (Van. 421). The recording suffers from the in-
terspersing of these Lieder with the early songs as discussed above. But the
interpretation is a fine one, and the two songs not sung by Ferrier are ex-
cellently rendered here. The deleted version by Ilona Steingruber (Mercury
10103) is weak.

The Sixth Symphony in A minor (1903-4) is the most difficult of Mahler's
purely instrumental works to handle sonically. This is the largest orchestral
apparatus he ever used except in support of the chorus, and the percussion
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department alone is, as one album annotator puts it, "an orchestra in itself".
Percussion, especially in large and varied doses, is the most notoriously diffi-
cult of the sections to record satisfactorily, and the two present versions offer
no exception to this. Of 11 .....a recording umts, Westminster s engineers seem to
be the most aware of the importance of percussive sounds, which being mostly
intermittent rather than sustained sounds must often be slightly ahead of
the other sections in decibels in order to be distinguished. In its handling of
the Fifth, which is somewhat preparatory to the Sixth in this respect, Westmin-
ster showed a keen awareness of this problem, but unfortunately it has not
yet entered the lists on behalf of the Sixth, and the Epic and SPA versions,
though very good, still leave much to be desired in this heroic, tragic work.

In one respect, indeed, I am convinced that the Sixth should be approached
from an experimental lab viewpoint. I refer to the famous Hammerschlag, the
mighty blow of fate sounded three times during the long finale, the materiali-
zation of which Mahler never solved to his satisfaction in the concert hall, but
which isideally suited to sound-engineering experimentation for recording pur-
poses, s A short, powerful, but hollow blow of non-metallic quality" is the
way Mahler expressed it in his mind, and the engineers who have in the past
few years produced all manner of fantastic sounds could have a field-day with
this--a wonderful opportunity so far missed. I stress this single effect be-
cause it is of great structural importance. It should be both louder and quite
different from the other percussive climaxes in the finale; then its three oc-
currences will be landmarks along the way, taking an active part in the unfold-
ing drama. These conductors may simply omit it because it is scored in unison
with other percussion, but in so doing they destroy the superstructure.

The rest of the percussion prospers variably in the two recordings, but the
more distinct bass line in the SPA, a very important consideration, sets it
ahead of its rival. The two conductors, Eduard Flipse (Rotterdam Philharmon-
ic, Epic SC-6012) and F. Charles Adler (Vienna Philharmonia, SPA _9/60),
are too alike in their approach to offer much real chance of comparison. This
approach is of the stolid type that avoids all extremes of tempo and concen-
trates on clarity of presentation and outline. The rather slow Scherzo common
to both pounds its grotesque rhythms unforgettably into the brain, but its in-
tricate system of tempo changes is thrown quite askew by the simple fact that
the main _,c_i_onis made just as slow as the "'contrasting" Trio. Thus, e.g., the
indication Tempo I subito" is greeted with no change at all. The lovely An,
dante moderato is quite breathtaking in both versions, but Adler imparts an
added tenderness to the principal theme. All the players come through magnifi-
cently, especially the Rotterdam. There are slight differences in the editions
used. It is hoped that the next recording of the Sixth will finally give us the
expository repeat in the first movement,l° but above all the Hammerschlag.

The apparatus of the Seventh Symphony (1904-_) reverts to the size of the
Fifth, i. e. it is not exceedingly difficult to record, just extremely. The two
versions both appeared in 1952, one by Scherchen and the Vienna State (newly
reissued with enhanced sound as West. XWN-2221) and the other by Hans

is My idea is of coursethat the soundshould be workedout alone on tape, then
addedto the recordingas the cannonand churchbellswere to Mercury's"1812". This
techniquewoma alsobenefit someof the typicallow bell sounds indicatedby Mahler
and Wagner, whichare belowthe pitch of mostpresent-dayconcertbells. They could
be madean octaveloweron the tape by reducingits speed.

10Cff.GabrielEngel,"With Hammerand Cowbells",Chordand Discord,1948,p. 7.
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Rosbaud and the Radio Berlin Symphony (Urania 405). The latter recording
bears the symphony's unofficial subtitle "Song of the Night". The perform-
ances are quite different, and both interesting as interpretations, but the or-
chestra under Rosband (consistently referred to by Urania as "Rossbaud") is
so poor that his apparent intentions don't always come off. I prefer his slower
tempo in the wonderful Adagio introduction, so unique in its harmonic idiom
and its sombre beauty, but it is a difficult tempo to sustain in execution, and
here the phrasing is so sloppy that it doesn't succeed. He allows the very first
bar to run into the second, utterly destroying the rhythmic impulse, as one
may see from the score. The solo brass players struggle to fill their long bars
in this opening creditably, but they must have felt naked. This is obviously
a radio presentation.

Scherchen keeps the three fast odd-numbered movements all going at a fair
clip for better contrast with the two intervening movements (the famous
Nachtmusiken). In the second movement Rosbaud's tempo is slower, and
should achieve a higher degree of slashing sarcasm, yet Scherchen somehow
excels in this by phrasing alone. Even more bite would have been in order. But
Scherchen's Andante amoroso (fourth movement) is simply too slow to be am-
orous or even just lyrical; its flow is exceedingly labored. Rosband's mandolin-
ist is to be commended for strumming the long notes instead of plucking them
once; this is more idiomatic, and also keeps the melodic line clearer. Scher-
chen's Scherzo is extremely fast, yet he miraculously contrives to make every
point more strongly than Rosband. In the Rondo.Finale Rosbaud makes more
effective ritardandi than Scherchen, who goes all-out to keep it rolling, and
for the most part succeeds brilliantly, though with a couple of ill-fitting joins
(most unusual for him).

Westminster's recording is infinitely preferable, yet the Urania should be
studied for a greater prominence of the woodwinds which sometimes lets en-
tirely different sounds be heard in this very contrapuntal work (e.g., the gurg-
ling of the low clarinets at the start of the moonlit B-major episode in the
first movement). This is Mahler's most sensuously beautiful symphony, and
its kaleidoscope of nocturnal sounds is endlessly fascinating. The guitar chords
are not distinct enough in either recording to give the serenade its proper
rhythmic basis, and in the finale neither solves the problem of balance after
the bells come in.

The Eighth Symphony in E flat major (1906-7) is a far more difficult prop-
osition sonically than the Second, for here the antiphonal double chorus, the
eight vocal soloists and the huge orchestra are in constant use or alternation.
Furthermore, the basic problems are of depth as well as size, since the texture
varies from these heroic proportions to exceedingly chamber-like delicacy, with
many small and special sounds like the mandolin and the harmonium. What is
needed at the very least is an efficient resonating chamber large enough to
hold the thousand or so performers and not much larger, plus an ultra-sensitive
microphone to catch every last whisper, plus a relatively unlimited amount of
rehearsal t_ne. It can and I believe will be done, but not until the recording
industry has to take Mahler as seriously as RCA had to take the problem of
producing a Beethoven _inth acceptable to Toscanini. From an artistic stand-
point _e g.ighth's ..antiphonalchoruses also make it a logical priority item for
stereophomc recoramg, but here artistic and commercial logic are virtually
galaxies apart,s°

s0Westminster,pioneeringonce more, has recentlyreleasedon duo-tracktape "A
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Basically what is wrong with the existing recordings is that they both had
to be made at public performances, in one case without the conductor even
being aware that a recording was in the process! This is the recently deleted
version of Scherchen with the Vienna Symphony and choruses (Col. SL-164),
whose strident, distorted sound is actually, physically painful to the ears. After
this, the second version, quite beautiful in its overall sound, is an intense re-
lief, even though it solvesfew additional problems of balance and perspective,
and lacks indeed just as many essential sounds as the earlier version, though
different ones. This is the 1954 Holland Festival recording by Eduard Flipse
and the Rotterdam Philharmonic and choruses (Epic SC-6004). Epic pro-
rides some extensive and excellent album notes by Henri-Louis de La Grange,
very badly proof-read, but does not even list the names of the soloists!

Scherchen's work is rather routine, since this was for all he knew a
thoroughly routine occasion, with miserable, badly allocated soloists, one do-
ing double duty. Flipse has a total personnel of 1100, and no less than 11
soloists rather than the minimum of eight called for, all acceptable and several
performing magnificently (e.g. Herman Schey as Pater Ecstaticus and Gottlob
Frick as Pater Profundus). Within the I/mitations of his conception of the
work, l_lipsegives us a carefully modelled and quite moving rendition. Neither
Flipse nor Scherchen give the vital joyous reading that characterized the Sto-
kowski performance of recent memory,21 and the two major American re-
cording companies, both of whom rejected the opportunity of issuing a record,
ing of this great performance because of the large fees involved, have notably
retarded the cause of Mahler thereby, much to their indifference. It could still
be issued should the occasion arise.

In midsummer of 1957 appeared, at long last, the first technically ade-
quate recording of Mahler's vocal masterpiece, Das Lied yon der Erde (1908-
9), and, with reservations noted, possibly the finest interpretation of it as
well. This recording (Epic SC-6023) is by Van Beinum and the Concertge-
bouw, with Nan Merriman, mezzo-soprano, and Ernst Haefliger, tenor; it is
the fourth time Das Lied has appeared on records, but only the second re-
cording currently available.

Let us consider the conductors and orchestras first. Bruno Walter has led
the Vienna Philharmonic, both pre- and post-Hitler (1936 and 19_2), in
Das Lied, and Klemperer recorded it with the Vienna Symphony in 19_1. The
latter (Vox PL-7000) is out of print in the U.S., and the 1936 version (Colum-
bia) has never appeared on LP, though its processing was once begun for the
Entr4 series. Thus the 19_2 Walter (London LL-625/6) is Epic's only cur,
rent competitor. Klemperer took _2 minutes to Waiters _8, and though the
result fitted nicely on a single LP, a feeling of hurrying predominated. Now
Van Beinum uses a round 60 minutes, and his interpretation, beautifully de-
fined and modelled, is fully the equal of Walter's classic rendition. I personal-
ly feel that his more just appreciation of caesurae, sardonic contrasts, and
other Mahlerian devices makes it even more ideal. Amsterdam possesses a
Mahler tradition quite as illustrious as that of Vienna herself, and the mu-
sicians of the Coneertgebouw seem to live and breathe this music as naturally
as they eat and drink. The great orchestral interlude near the end, which Ne-
ville Cardus declared to be a dirge which by comparison "'makes alI other

StereophonicStudy in DoubleChoruses",featuringGermanand ItalianBaroquemusic
sungby the David Randolphgroup.

Cf. Chordand Discord,19_4.p. 21.
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dirges merely so many public cerem.onialsor State occasions for the expres-
sion of a commonplace grief", ==acquires a perfection of line and structure
here that raises it to an almost unbearable intensiW.

When we come to the singers, however, the picture is not quite so ideal.
In the opening salvo of Oriental pessimistic epicureanism, Das Trinklied yore
Jammer der Erde, Haefliger does not strain in the too familiar manner for the
passionate intensity called for in the score, but he does not quite achieve it,
either. Despite some inevitable bawling, Julius Patzak (London) is more com-
pelling. In his two later, more lyrical songs, Von der Jugend and Der _.rrunk,
ene im Frlihling, Haefliger is quite at home. But it is the performance of Nan
Merriman that attaches the most serious reservations to Epic's album. Her
_inging in the longest (28-minute) section, Der Abschied, is far too loud almost
throughout, as can be seen by a few simple facts. Of the total of 230 vocal
bars in this movement, only 26 are indicated to rise above piano, yet Miss Mer-
riman sings forte most of the time (including the several passages marked
"very tenderly"), usually increasing to fortissimo near the top of the stave.
At "O sieh, wie eine Silberbarke", the poignant major third between voice
and first clarinet is not even perceived. I cannot understand how a man of
Van Beinum's sensitiviw could permit this, especially in a recording session,
as distinct from a public performance, and after beautifully sculptured ren-
ditions of her other songs, Der Einsame im Herbst and Von der Sch_nheit.
Der Abschied therefore has yet to be done adequately on LP, for both Kath-
leen Ferrier (London) and Elsa Cavelti (Vox) share this fault to a consider-
able degree, only Kerstin Thorborg (Col.) remaining in memory as an indi-
cation of what can be accomplished.

On the technical side, there is no contest. The Columbia suffered from
concert-performance shortcomi,ngs for which Dr. Walter was moved to
apologize in the album-notes. The Vox was from that company's undernour-
ished period, especially lacking in bass. On London, an even more unfortunate
circumstance attendant on Miss Ferrier's too loud singing in Der Abschied was
a serious degree of technical distortion on nearly all high notes on side 3,
which no re-pressings could remove. At the beginning of the final pas-
sage, "Die liebe Erde aIIiiberall",which Mahler pleadingly marked "ppp! With-
out crescendo. N.B.", and which Miss Ferrier and Miss Merriman both sing
fortissimo, the ugliness of London's sound is quite unbearable; the Epic en-
gineers have taken it all in their unswerving stride and reproduced this ar-
tistic distortion with as perfect fidelity as they have rendered everything
else in this ravishing score.

The revered first recording of the Ninth Symphony, dramatically timed on
January 16, 1938, and thus the last collaboration of Walter and the old Vi-
enna Philharmonic before the Anschluss, was briefly available in our LP era
on RCA-Victor LCT-601_ (3 sides). Second is the 19_2 version of I-Ioren-
stein and the Vienna Symphony (Vox PL-7602, 4 sides), and lastly the 19_
issue of Paul Kletzki and the Israel Philharmonic (Angel 3_26-B and T-
3_181/2, 3 sides). This score makes extreme virtuoso demands on nearly all
the players, and it is the glory of all three versions that the respective musicians
are all eminently adequate to it, with the special palm going to the superb Is-
raelites. Not unexpectedly, there is also a slight overall improvement in sound
qualities with each successiveversion, and Anget has done a truly fabulous job

=2N. Cardus:Ten Composers,JonathanCape, London,194g, p. 74.
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considering the many difficulties. When it comes to interpretation, however,
Angel's double advantage is wiped out by the inadequacies of Kletzki. Regard-
ing the very complex opening movement, an English critic remarked that if one
could imagine pursuing the opposite of every piece of advice in Erwin Stein's
essay '_Organizing the Tempi of Mahler's Ninth Symphony", _ one would have
a fair approximation of Kletzki's effort. In the next movement he makes a

"convenient" (i.e. painlessly lethal) cut of 11_ bars (beginning at Tempo
III). Such high-handedness is in no sense acceptable to those who have pro-
gressed to including the Ninth in their experience, and one must therefore turn
to Walter and ttorenstein.

The former takes 70 minutes, the latter 84. Each movement is a I/tile more
broadly conceived by Horenstein, and benefits in clarity thereby. The closing
A&gio, e,g., begins at exactly the same tempo under both, but Walter speeds
up before he has reached the twelfth bar, while Horenstein remains faithful to
his chosen tempo throughout, and does not shy away from the frightening ad-
monition "'Adagissimo" in the coda. Schoenberg once said to me regarding this
that Walter feared the audience's impatience, which reminded me of Wagner's
advice that if an Adagio is in danger, it is better to slow it down than speed
it up. Kletzki is also steadier than Walter, and almost redeems his Adagio, un-
til he reaches that final page. In the preceding Rondo.Burleske" Walter's
faster opening makes a more daemonic initial effect, but again he fails to
sustain his tempo. Kletzki's tempo, even faster, is so utterly frenzied from the
start that he can make no further acceleration on reaching the final Presto! As
in the First Symphony, Horenstein produces most exquisite pianissimi through,
out, and he keeps the contrapuntal texture marvelously clear. As Henri de La
Grange writes in a Parisian review: "'It ne saurais assez conseilIer aux area,
teurs la superbe version de .[ascha Horenstein. ''_4

Of Mahler's _-movement posthumous work, the Tenth Symphony (1910), _5
the public at large is as yet familiar only with the two movements edited by
Ernst Krenek in 1924 and published and performed in that year. The recently
completed contrapuntal filling-out and orchestration of the other three move-
ments by J. H. Wheeler, not yet performed, will offer a new revelation of
Mahler's last and richest period, for they are quite unique even in such a fan-
rustic output as Malaler has given the world. Meanwhile we have two record-
ings of the opening Adagio and one of the central Intermezzo, which Mahler
entitled Purgatorio. It is characteristic that neither in the American study
score (Associated Music Publishers) nor on either of the recordings is editor
Krenek's name inscribed or mentioned, though the album notes make vain
pretences at a musicological approach. And, as with the Bruckner Ninth, both
recordings are simply presented as "'Symphony No. 10", as if the two move-
ments in the one case and the single movement in the other represented a com-
plete work.

The two movements are performed by Adler and the Vienna Philharmonia
(SPA 30/1, 1½ sides), the Adagio only by Scherchen and the Vienna State
(West. XWN-2220, 1 side). The earlier and superceded limited edition by
Frarm Schmidt and the Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra (Gramophone Newsreel
101) also contained both movements. There is again considerable difference
in tempo. Adler's Adagio takes 23½ minutes, Scherchen's 29, and my own

2s Op. cir., p. 19.
24Disques, December, 19g_.
_ Cf. Chord and Discord, December, 1941, p. 43, and p. 17 of the present issue.
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preference is for the latter, for its more contemplative beauty and just con-
trast. The sound of Mahler's strings, which becomes more luxuriant through
complex polyphony than before, is embodied about equally well in both cases
by the Viennese players. Westminster captures their fullness even a little
better, though one might easily deny that this would be possible on hearing
the SPA first: a most excellent pair of recordings. The brass is a little more
audible against these wonderful strings in Westminster, the woodwinds in
SPA. Adler favors a more stinging sforzando. The first trumpet has more
trouble with his long high A under Adler. In the brief Intermezzo, with its
sinister reminder of the "Mill of Life" rhythm from Das irdische Leben (Wun.
derhorn song, see Vanguard 478), Adler gives a fine alterfiately delicate and
dynamic reading, except for the last three bars, where the brass does not sound
its sudden warning forcefully enough. We shall understand both of these great
movements better when we know the others.
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THEIR TIME HAS NOW COME

Webern and Bruckner in New York, November 12, I957

While not so advertised, the New York concert of the Pittsburgh Symphony
under William Steinberg might well have been billed as "The History of the
Viennese School in Three Episodes". The juxtaposition of Haydn (Surprise
Symphony), Webern and Bruckner in a single program was indeed a daring,
surely not an uncalculated, enterprise. Its success was attested to by the
enthusiastic response of the audience, which might have been larger had a
more familiar program been announced, but could scarcely have been more
forthcoming in its welcome to the seldom-heard music and to its able per-
formers,

It is ironic that Anton Webern, the *'quiet one" of the Schoenberg dis-
ciples, who so shunned publicity during his lifetime, should have become the
object of such a cult after his death. Interest in his work has become so great
as to justify the issuing of a record album of his complete works (Columbia
K4L 232) and the reprinting of the scores of most of them (to be had through
Associated Music Publishers, 1 West 46th Street, New York City.) Thus
Mr. Steinberg's choice of the Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6--written in 1910,
but only now receiving its first New York performance !--was most astutely
timed. (Incidentally, the same pieces will be performed by the New York
Philharmonic under Mitropoulos on January 16, 17, and 19, 19_8--the last-
named a broadcast performance.) On the present occasion, we could fully
appreciate Webern's musical and spiritual inheritance from Mahler, manifest
in his highly individualized use of the instruments of a large and varied orches-
tra and in his intense expression of moods often deeply pessimistic. The fourth
movement (a funeral march) was the high point in this respect. Beginning
with almost inaudible sounds in the bass drum, tam-tam and low chimes, it
rose inexorably to a shattering climax in winds, brasses and percussion, which
left the audience breathless. Here, the implications of certain portions of
Mahler's Sixth Symphony seem developed to their fullest extent. It may seem
strange to compare Webern's pieces, which last 9 minutes all told to Mahler's
symphonic colossus--this simply points up anew that length is not the im-
portant thing about Mahler! Mr. Steinberg conducted the difficult score with
complete devotion, and won for it far more than mere respect.

Following intermi_on, we were treated to an energetic, dynamic, and
ecstatic performance of Bruckner's 8th which showed the orchestra at its very
best, particularly in the augmented brass section whose glowing tone was a
feast for the ear. If we must make a reservation as to this performance, it is
in the matter of cuts, with which Mr. Steinberg was generous in the Adagio
and Finale. Also, the Finale was taken at an uncommonly fast tempo; this made
for a stimulating and exciting interpretation, but detracted from the breadth
and dignity which belong to Bruckner's style even in fast movements. Admitted-
ly it is a problem to present this symphony in its entirety and still restrict the
concert to a normal length; but I feel this might better be solved by not attempt,
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ing to present so many other compositions with it--by preceding it with an
overture only, or even allowing it to stand alone. Nonetheless, this was an
uplifting performance in which neither the spiritual or the_chnical difficulties
of the music were slighted. Once more friends of Bruckner and Maltler have
every reason to be grateful to Mr. Steinberg and to anticipate with pleasure
his future program plans.--Dika Newlin.



MY RECOLLECTIONS OF GUSTAV MAI-ILER

by KI,AUS PRINGSHEIM

While living in my native Germany and in neighboring Austria, I had the
privilege of meeting personally some of the great musicians there. The greatest
among them, the greatest of his time in my judgment, was Gustav Mahler,
the composer and conductor. More than that, he was a great man--a very
great man. Whereas his creative work, especially his symphonies, was highly
controversial throughout his lifetimem"He deserves two years in jail," was
the summary verdict of a Viennese critic after the premiere of his Third Sym-
phony-there could have been none face to face with him who was not fasci,
nated by the penetrating look of his eyes and by the grandeur of his sterling
personality.

A man of irresistible willpower, uncompromising to the utmost where music
was concerned, but broad-minded and kindhearted (most of his considerable
earnings used to go to his less fortunate relatives); a person unprejudiced,
unpretentious, and tolerant in all matters of daily life, of simple tastes and
habits, yet endowed with an almost childlike capacity for enjoying the trifling
pleasures his day--filled with struggle and hard worknyielded; a passionate
hater of hypocrisy and insincerity and of all the evils of human society (though
with no political inference), ever contemptuous of the self-complacent, self-
conceited and easily self-contented mediocrities, unapproachable by flattery or
superficial compliment, still most sensitive to sympathetic comprehension of
his artistic intentions; a restless thinker, possessed of a keen intellect, and a
devout seeker of truth, approaching the problems of eternity with a philosophi-
cal mind yet with deeply religious humility--filled with all-embracing love of
mankind: such are some features in the picture of the man, Gnstav Mahler, as
I knew and still see him more than forty years after his death.

No other musician had so profound and lasting an influence on the inner
course of my life; to none do I owe so much of what true insight into musical
things, beyond mere technical knowledge and understanding, I have perhaps
been able to acquire. I was a boy of fifteen, attending middle.school in Munich,
Bavaria, when I first saw him as a guest conductor with the "'Kaim.Orchester",
the program including one movement only of his Second Symphony (for lack
of rehearsal time) as well as some music by Berlioz, Beethoven's Fifth, which
I have never heard so magnificent, so transporting in performance. After that
evening I dreamt, or rather I fancied, it would be my destiny to come under
the guidance of this master who seemed to wield some magic power over the
orchestra he directed.

However, it took seven years before my dream came true. Meanwhile, I
thoroughly familiarized myself with all his symphonic scores so far published
and missed no opportunity whatever that might arise to hear them interpreted
by him. Eventually, the momentous hour arrived when I was received at his
office by him--then the almighty director of the famous Vienna Court Opera
--and he granted my request to serve with him as an assistant conductor, an
atmosphere of most informal cordiality prevailing throughout the time we were
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talking. To describe that very first impression I got of his personality, I have
nowords.

There was another great moment in my life when, some time later, he
offered me his friendship. It occurred on a train from Vienna to some provin-
cial town in Austria where he was to conduct his First Symphony. I had made
it a habit to accompany him on such trips. What prompted him so to honor an
insignificant young beginner, I have often asked myself in vain. Maybe, the
lonely man--lonely in his art--who met with lack of understanding, distrust,
and stubborn opposition almost everywhere, appreciated the intense and deeply
sincere admiration for his work I manifested on many occasions, and which,
indeed, was all I had to offer him. I have no other explanation.

There is no room here to elaborate on what those two years I spent in
Vienna in the double role, as it were, of Mahler's friend and disciple meant to
me in terms of human experience and musical education. It became my privi,
lege to be admitted as the sole listener to all his rehearsals, even when they
were held in his private room, regarded as a kind of sanctuary by the opera
personnel--not to speak of the unique object lessons presented time and again
by his directing of performances of such works as "'Don Giovanni", "'Marriage
of Figaro", "Fidelio', "Tristan and Isolde', "'Iphigenie in Aulis", to mention
but a few, none of which I would have failed to attend.

Once, at noon, I happened to meet him at his office when he was just about
to leave and he asked me to accompany him on his way home. When we parted
in front of his residence, located within walking distance from the opera-
house, he proposed that we should make this a daffy habit, and so we did,
forthwith. On our walks, sometimes resumed in the afternoon and extending
over hours, he used to discussexhaustively any musical problem I would bring
up. Indeed, those daily-recurring conversations assumed in my education the
importance, but through the immediacy of our personal contacts did much
more than fill the place of what conventional lessons in a classroom could
possibly have been. And it was on such occasions that the most lovable, most
delicate traits of his character revealed themselves. Once, while we were walk-
ing on the K_rtnerstrasse, it occurred to him that his young wife, whom he
adored, would like to have some of those delicious Viennese toffees; but then
after he made the purchase he wouldn't allow me to carry the small package.
"Why," he said, "'if I happen to let it slip in the mud, that would be just a
minor incident; if you did, it would make you feel much embarrassed."

I left Vienna when the incessant intrigues by his enemies had eventually
succeeded in getting him ousted from the office he had held for ten years; so
came to an inglorious end one of the most brilliant eras in the history of
European opera. Still in later years, part of which he used to spend in New
York with the Metropolitan Opera and also conducting the concerts of the
N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra, I saw him on several occasions. The last was
one of the most triumphant musical events I ever witnessed: the world
premiere in Munich, at that time the most anti-Mahlerian among German music
centers, of his gigantic Eighth Symphony, generally known under the name--
though not given it by the composer--of "Symphony of a Thousand". (In
Tokyo it was performed sometime ago under the direction of Kazuo Yamada.)
When I was bidding him farewell at the Munich Central Station, he told me
of his latest works, still unpublished, the Ninth Symphony and the "'Song of
the Earth." That they were conceived in a mood somehowportentous of his near
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death, he would not say. Nor could I know that this was to be a farewell for-
ever. Half a year later he returned from America a sick man, soon to die in
his beloved Vienna at the age of _1, 1earing behind him a gap that will never
be filled.

PITTSBURGH GROUP RECEIVES OVATION

byLouB BIANCOLLI

ReprintedfromNew York VCor|cI.Telegrar_and Su_, Nov. 13, 19_7.

The visiting Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra was given a royal reception in
Carnegie Hall last night. So was its dynamic and masterly conductor, William
Steinberg.

Wherever there was a chance, during the pause between movements or at the
end of a performance, warm and spontaneous applause broke out. Any baseball
hero would have been proud of Mr. Steinberg's personal acclaim.

The response was all richly deserved. This is a solid and splendid orchestra,
versatile in style and technic, and its conductor has imprinted upon it the
stamp of his own strong personality.

The program was all Viennese, but scarcely the Vienna of gypsy barons
and champagne polkas and moonlight nostalgia; rather the Vienna of Haydn,
Anton Webem and Bruckner--three geniuses of widely different quality.

For the Vienna of Haydn's "Surprise" Symphony, Mr. Steinberg evoked
the full courtliness and classic strength of the music, an ever-fresh marvel of
freedom and design perfectly balanced.

If there was any "surprise" about the Haydn symphony, it was the kind and
duration of the music that followed it--six orchestra pieces by the tragically
neglected Webern.

These are perhaps the shortest symphonic pieces on record--some lasting
scarcely 30 seconds. Yet they are wonders of artistic compression and daring.

Though Webern composed them in 1908, they bear the startling impact and
novelty of today in their boldly planned intervals and colors. They pack every-
thing that can be packed into a short space--and more.

From the compact brevity of Webern, the program moved, as if from pent-
up energy, into the far-flung terrain of Bruclmer's Eighth Symphony, a contrast
as startling as it was Viennese.

Still, for what Bruckner set out to say only the wide vistas were possible.
Where Webern used the microscope, Bruckner used the telescope.

What a grandly conceived symphony this is--spread out, as it seems, all
over creation. It is as much Bruckner's soaring piety, as his artistic inclination,
that gives it such vast elbow room.

In Mr. Steinberg's reading, the symphony rang out in true prophetic fervor.



A GAP IS FILLED

BRUCKNER'8D MINOR MASS IN DISC DEBUT1

by DIKA NEWLIN

When I expressed, in my article on Bruckr_r's Three C_rreatMasse_, my
hope that the omission to record the D minor Mass would soon be rectified,
I did not know that my wish would so quickly be fulfilled! Now, for the first
time, we have a recording of this great symphonic Mass; simultaneously we
may welcome the reactivation of the SPA label from which we have heard little
news for some time.

It is not surprising that the man to achieve this notable "first" should be F.
Charles Adler, whose services to Bruckner and Mahler should be most familiar
to Chord and Discord readers. One must admire his continuing devotion to
this cause, a devotion which has added a number of worthwhile albums to our
record shelves. One cannot, however, claim that in this particular recording
he has given us the last word on the D minor Mass. I sometimes noted a certain
slovenliness in the ensemble of orchestra ("Vienna Orchestra", presumably
members of the Wiener Symphoniker) and chorus (unnamed). Patricia
Brinton's somewhat shrill soprano, Sonya Dracksler's rich alto, William Blank-
enship's edgy tenor, and Frederick Guthrie's powerful but often vibrato-marred
bass do not form the best possible blend for a solo quartet. The recorded sound
is rather rough in comparison with the best available Bruckner recordings.
Unfortunately, there has to be a break in the middle of the Credo between sides
1 and 2. But, at least, it is made at a harmonically possible place.

The record jacket does not state which version of the Mass Mr. Adler is
using. However, I noticed no deviation from the "'revised" score. 8 Mr. Adler
has previously indicated his preference for the "revised'' versions of the sym-
phonies. There are, happily, no cuts.

In spite of its defects, this record is naturally at present a "must"" for anyone
who wants a complete Bruckner disc collection. Let us hope that, now that the
recorded Masses are finally available to us complete, the recor&buying public*s
interest will be sufficient to justify the issuing of a number of competitive
recordings of each Mass, as has come to be the case with most of the symphonies.
Both Bruekner and the listener can only benefit thereby.

SPA 72.
See above, p. 3.

s For bibliographical reference, see above, p. 16.
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LIST OF PERFORMANCES

SEASON 19_3.I9_4

BRUCKNER
IV San Antonio Symphony Orchestra, Victor Alessandro, Musical Director; San

Antonio, Texas, Jan. 2S, 1954.
VII Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,

Pa., Dec. 16 and 20, 19_;3.
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eduard Van Beinum, Conductor; Philadelphia, Pa.,

Jan. 19, 19_4.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Chicago, Ill.,

Feb. 11 and 12, 1954.
IX Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; New York City,

Dec. 24, 2_, and 27, 19_3.
E MINOR MASS

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Walter Hendl, Conductor; The Choral Union of
Southern Methodist University of Dallas; Dallas, Texas, March 8, 19_4;
Fort Worth, Texas, March 9, 19_4.

TE DEUM
New York City College Chorus and Orchestra; Broadcast over WNYC on

Feb. 3, 1954.
Summit Community Chorus, Ralph Burrier, Director; Summit, N. J., Dec, 16,

1973.
C/_r/s_s facttts est

New Jersey Choral Sodety, David Randolph, Director; Morristown, N. J.,
May 7, 1954.

MAHLER
I Philadelphia Orchestra, William Steinberg, Guest Conductor; Philadelphia,

Pa., Jan. 1 and 2, 1954.
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; New York

City, Jan. 24, 1954; Broadcast over CBS.
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Guest Conductor; San

Francisco, Calif., Feb. 11, 12, and 13, 1954.
National Symphony Orchestra, Howard Mitchell, Conductor; Washington,

D. C., March 24 and 2_, 19_4.
II Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Mahler, Conductor; Edythe Spekter and

Rosalind Elias, Soloists; The Connecticut Oratorio Chorale, Herbert A.
France, Director; The New Haven Chorale, Alden Hammond, Director;
Hartford, Conn_ April 14, 19_4.

IV Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Anne English,
Soloist; Boston, Mass., March 19 and 20, 19_4.

V University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, Philip Greeley Clapp, Conductor;
Iowa City, Iowa, Dec. 2, 19_S.

Ad_gietto
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett Lipkin, Conductor; Birming-

ham, AIa., Jan. 20, 19_4.
Drew University Chamber Series, Mary Canberg, violin; Dika Newlin, piano;

Madison, N. J., Feb. 7, 19_4.
VII (Three Movements) Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Erich Lelnsdorf, Con-

ductor; Rochester, N. Y., Nov. _, 19_3.
X Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Boston, Mass., Dec.

11, 12, 13, and 1_, 19_3.
DAS LIED VO_ DER ERDE

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Elsa Cavelti
and David Lloyd, Soloists; Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan. 8 and 10, 1954; Hartford,
Conn., April 1, 1954; New York City, April 2, 1954.
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SONGS
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Guest Conductor; Hilde Gueden,

Soloist; Chicago, I11.,Feb. 11 and 12, 1954.

SEASON 19_4-19_

BRUCKNER

IV Boston Civic Symphony, Paul Cherkassky, Conductor; Boston, Mass., Nov. 18,19_4.

Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, Walter Kanfmann, Conductor; Winnipeg,
Manitoba, May 7, 19_L

Inglewood Symphony Orchestra of L. A., Ernst Gehert, Conductor; Ingle-
wood, Calif., Jan. 23, 19_.

VI (Original Version) New Los Angeles Orchestra, Peter Jona Korn, Conductor;
Royce Hall, U.C.L.A., Los Angeles, Calif., June 19, 19_L

VII Philharmonic Symphony Sodety, Bruno Walter, Conductor; New York City,
Dec. 23 and 24, 19_4.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Alfred Wallenste/n, Conductor; Los
Angeles, Calif., Feb. 24 and 2_, 19_.

San Francasco Symphony, Enrique Jorda, Conductor; San Frandseo, Calif.,
April 14, 17, and 16, 19_.

VIII Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; Buffalo, N. Y.,
Dec. 12 and 14, 19_4.

IX San Franc/seo Symphony, Bruno Walter, Conductor; San Francisco, Calif.,
March 3, 4, and _, 19_L

E M/_OR MA_S
Collegiate Chorale, Ralph Hunter, Conductor; New York City, Dec. 17, 195"4.
Glee Clubs of Sweet Briar College and Haverford College, Win. H. Reese,

Conductor; Haverford College, Haverford, Pa., April 17, 19_L
TE DEUM

Seattle Philharmonic and Choral Society, Don Bushnell, Mus/cal Director;
The Collegian Choir, Wallace Goleeke, Director; Soloists: Pamela Haas,
Soprano; Dorothy West, Alto; Tommy Goleeke, Tenor; Wallace Goleeke,
Bass; Seattle, Wash., Feb. 29, 199L

PSALM lY0

New LOs Angeles Orchestra, Carlton Martin, Conductor; LOs Angeles Sym-
phonic Choir; Royce Hall, U.C.L.A., Los Angeles, Calif., June 19, 19g_.

MAHLER

I Concert_ebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam, Rafael Kubelik, Conductor; Chicago,
Ill., oct. 31, 19_4; New York City, Dec. 3, 19_4.

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Walter Hendl, Conductor; Denton, Texas, Nov.
12, 1954; Dallas, Texas, Nov. 17, 19Y4; Fort Worth, Texas, Nov. 16, 19_4.

Kansas City Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Schw/eger, Conductor; Kansas
City, Mo., Dec. 21 and 22, 19_4.

II Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; Chicago, 111.,Jan. 19and 20, 19_.

National Symphony Orchestra, Howard Mitchell, Conductor; Washington,
D. C., April 13, 19_$; University of Maryland, College Park, Md,, April14, 19ff$.

VI Ph/lharmonic Symphonic Orchestra, Dim/tri Mitropoulos, Conductor; New
xorz Gity, April 7, 8, and 10, 1955. (Air premiere over CBS on April 10.)

DAS LIED VO_[ DER ERDE
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Eunice Alberts and

David Lloyd. Soloists; Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 19, 20, and 21, 19_5; New
York City, Feb. 22, 19_L

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor; Carol Smith and
David Lloyd, Soloists; Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 27 and 26, 19_L

The University Symphony Orchestra, Josef Blatt, Conductor; Arlene Sollen-
berger and Harold Hangh, Soloists; Ann Arbor, Mich., May 18, 19_L

KI_DERTOTL_LIEDER

Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Walter Hendl, Conductor; Soloist, Juanita Teal;
Dallas, Texas, Dec. 26, 19_4.
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Elena Nikolaidi, Contralto, and Paul Utanowsky, Pianist; Town Hall, New
York City, Nov. 7, 1954.

Buffalo Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; Will Rank.in, Soloist;
Buffalo, N. Y., March 27 and 29, 1955.

LIEDER EI"2VtESFAHRE_DE_ GESELLE'_
The Little Orchestra Society, Thomas Scherman, Conductor; Elena Nikolaidi,

Soloist; New York City, Oct. 25, 1954.
The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert Von Karajan, Conductor; Carol

Brice, Soloist; Chicago, Ill., March 12, 19ff_.
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett I.dpkin, Conductor; Elena

Nikolaidi, Soloist; Birmingham, Ala., April 14, 1955.

SEASON 1955-1956

BRUCKNER

IV Montreal Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; Montreal, Ont., Nov.
1_ and 17, 1955.

Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; Buffalo, N. Y.,
Dec. 11 and 13, 19_5.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,
Pa., Feb. 17 and 19, 1956.

Buffalo Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 19
and 21, 1956.

Buffalo Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krips, Conductor; O_tawa, Ont., March
12, 19_6.

VII University of Michigan Symphony Orchestra, Josef Blat_, Conductor; Ann
Arbor, Mich., Nov. 17, 19_5.

Denver Symphony Orchestra, Saul Caston, Conductor; Denver, Colo., Nov. 29,
1975.

San Antonio Symphony Orchestra, Victor Alessandro, Conductor; San .Antonio,
Texas, Dec. 11, 1977.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Karl Boebm, Conductor; Chicago, Ill., Feb. 16
and 17, 19_6.

TE DEUM
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Chicago, Ill., Hilde

Gueden, Jennie ToureI, Leopold Simoneau, and Donald G.ramm, Soloists;
Jan. 19 and 20, 1956.

New York Concert Choir and Orchestra, Margaret Hillis, Conductori Hilda
Gueden, Gloria Sylvia, Harry Jacoby, and Robert Falk, Soloists; Town Hall,
New York City, March 5, 1956.

Sacramento Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Berths, Conductor; Mary Tudor
White, Irene Hooper, Alec Gould, Frank Pursdl, Soloists; Sacramento Phil-
harmonic Chorus; Sacramento, Calif., March 8, 1956.

PRELUDE A_D POSTLUDE _GED FOR ORCHESTRA:" BY GAJX[STER
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett IApkin, Conductor; Mary

Lou Robinson, Organist; Birmingham, Ala., March 8, 19_6.
_UART_TrNC MINOR

La Salle String Quartet at the College of Music Conservatory, Cincinnati, Ohio,
April 3, 1956. The American premiere of the Quartet was arranged by Dr.
Martin G. Dumler, President of The Bruckner Society.

F MI2qOR MASS
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Josef Krlps, Conductor; Naomi Farr, Nell

Rankin, John Alexander, Kenneth Smith, Soloists; Cincinnati May Festival
Chorus, Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7, 19_6.

E MINOR MASS
Occidental College Summer Chorale, Allen C. Lannom, Conductor; Los

Angdes, Calif., July 27, 1976.

MAHLER

I Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Boston, Mass.,
Oct. 28 and 29, 1977.
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Winnipeg Symphony Orchestra, Walter Kaufmann, Conductor; Winnipeg,
Ontario, Canada, Feb. 9, 1956. First performance of a Mahler symphony by
Winnipeg Symphony.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, William Steinberg, Guest Conductor,
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 9 and 10. 1956.

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, John Barnett, Conductor; Redlands,
Calif., Feb. 13, 1956; Santa Barbara, Calif., Feb. 14, 1976; and San Diego,
Calif., Feb. 16, 1956.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Georg Solti, Conductor; Ravinia Park, Chicago,
Ill., July 20, 1956.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Tanglewood, Mass.,
July 30, 1956.

II Symphony of the Air, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; Frances Yeend and
Martha Lipton, Soloists; Schola Contorum, Hugh Ross, Director; New York
City, Nov. 9, 1975.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Blanche Thebom and
Marlys Watters, Soloists; Rutgers University Chorus, Austin Walter, Direc-
tor; Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 24 and 25, 1956. Last movement broadcast by
CBS March 17, 1956.

III Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; Beatrice
Krebs, Soloist; Westminster Choir, John Finley Williamson, Conductor; New
York City, April 12, 13, and 15, 1956. The final performance was broad-
cast by CBS.

IV Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Peter Herman Adler, Conductor; Helen
George, Soloist; Baltimore, Md., Feb. 15, 1956.

V Kansai Symphony, Klaus Pringsheim, Conductor; Osaka, Japan, Oct. 10, 1955.
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,

Pa., April 6 and 8, 1956.
VIII Musashino College of Music Orchestra; Choir of Musashino College of Music;

Pupils of Egota Primary School; Soloists: Kayoko Izaki, Tomoko Sugawara,
Reiko Tokuyama, Sopranos; Sachiko Ogura, Setsuko Odano, Altos; Ryoe
Kano, Tenor; Seiichi Hayakawa, Baritone; Eishi Kawamura, Bass; Klaus
Pringsheim, Conductor; Toyko, Dec. 5, 1955.

Rochester Oratorio Society, Theodore Hollenbach, Conductor; Buffalo Schola
Cantorum, Hans Vigeland, Conductor; Guido Male Chorus of Buffalo,
N. Y., Herbert W. Beattie, Director; Monroe County Boys' Symphonic
Choir, Charles Fowler, Conductor; Dolores Whyte, Nancy Cringoli, Patricia
Berlin, Charlene Chadwick, Ray De Voll, William Duvall, Jon Vickers,
Herbert Beattie, Soloists; Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Theodore
Hollenbach, Conductor; Rochester, N. Y., April 28, 1956.

DA$ LIED VO2q DER ERDE
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, Henry Sopkin, Conductor; Beverly Wolff and

David Lloyd, Soloists; Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 22, 1955.
KI'A[DERTOTLUqLIEDER

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Marian
Anderson, Soloist; Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 21 and 23, 1955.

UEDER kINkS FAHR_A[DEA[ GESELL_'?q
Seattle Symphony, Milton Katims, Conductor; Dorothy Cole Posch, Seattle,

Wash., Nov. 9, 19_5.
Lincoln Symphony Orchestra, Leo Kopp, Conductor; Mildred Miller, Soloist;

Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 10, 1956.
For dham Univer.sity Glee Club Concert, Eudice Charney, SoIoist; Town Hall,

Hew xor_r _ity, May _, 1956.
University of Iowa Symphony, James Dixon, Conductor; Herald Stark, Soloist;

Iowa City, Iowa, June 28, 1956.

SEASON 1976.1957

BRUCKNER

IV Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Chicago, Ill., Nov. 8,
and 9, 1976.

Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett Lipkin, Conductor; Bit,
mingham, Ala., Jan. 22, 1977.
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Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Philadelphia, Feb. 8,
9 and 27, 1977; Baltimore, Feb. 27, 1977; CBS broadcast, March 23, 19_7.

VII Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Carl Schuricht, Conductor; Washin_on,
D. C., Nov. 7, 1976; New York City, Nov. 7, 1976; Cincinnati, Ohio,
Nov. 13, 19_6; Lafayette, Ind., Nov. 16, 1976; East Lansing, Mich., Nov.
19, 1976; Dayton, Ohio, Nov. 23, 19_6; Boston, Mass., Dec. 2, 1976.

Denver Businessmen's Orchestra, Antonia Brico, Conductor; Denver, Colo.,
Jan. 17, 1977.

Mannes College of Music Orchestra, Carl Bamberger, Conductor; Dec. 19,
1956.

IX Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Bruno Walter, Conductor; Feb. 7,
8, and 10, 1977. The last performance was broadcast over CBS.

MAHLER

Fi_'_le (I) I-Ionolulu Symphony Orchestra, George Barati, Conductor; Youth Conger,
Honolulu, Hawaii, Nov. 9, 19_6.

I Honolulu Symphony Orchestra, George Barat_, Conductor; Honolulu, Hawaii,
Nov. 18 and 20, 1956.

New Orleans Symphony, Alexander Hilsberg, Conductor; New Orleans, La.,
Nov. 27, 1976.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; Chicago, Ill., Jan.
17 and 18, 1977.

II Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Bruno Walter, Conductor; We_-
minster Choir, Dr. John Finley Williamson, Conductor; Maria Stader and
Maureen Forerster, Soloists; New York City, Feb. 14, 1_, and 17, 19_7.
The last performance was broadcast over CBS.

IV Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Bruno Walter, Conductor; Irmgard
Seefried, Soloist; Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 21 and 23, 1976.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin, Conductor; Nancy Carr, Solo,
ist; Boston, Mass., Jan. 4 and _, 19_7; Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 11, 1957;
New York City, Jan. 12, 19_7.

Adagietto (V) Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett Lipkin, Conductor;
All Request Program, Birmingham, Ala., March 12, 1977.

2qACHTMUSIKE_ (VII)
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,

Pa., Nov. 4 and _, 19_6.
THRNE SO2NOS FOR ORCHESTRA

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Bruno Waiter, Conductor; Irmgard See-
fried, Soloist; Los _Angeles, Calif., Nov. 21 and 23, 19_6.

Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Bruno Waiter, Conductor; Maria
Stader, Soloist; New York City, Feb. 14 and 17, 19_7.

KINtDERTOTE_LIEDER
I-Iarfford Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Mahler, Conductor; Nan Merriman,

Soloist; Hartford, Conn., Feb. 13, 1977.
DAS LIED VON_ DER ERDE

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Eduard van Beinum, Conductor; Nan
Merriman and Walter Fredericks, Soloists; Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 10 and
11, 1977.

I_IVE SONGS
Iowa City Civic Music Assoc., Lois Marshall, Soloist; Weldon Kilburn, Pianist;

Iowa City, Iowa, March 1, 1977.
Birmingham Music Club, Lois Marshall, Soloist; Weldon Kilburn, Pianist;

Birmingham, Ala. March 30, 1977.
LIEDER. EF_ES FAHRE_DEN_ GESELLLU_

Cedar Rapids Symphony, Henry Denecke, Conductor; Betty Allen, Soloist;
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Jan. 28, 1977.

Philadelphia Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor; Rise Stevens, Soloist; Uni-
versity of Michigan May Festival, Ann Arbor, Mich., May 7, 1977.



EMPIRE STATE FESTIVAL PRESENTS ELEKTRA

JULY 11, 13, 19, 19_7

At City Center, Laszlo Halasz accomplished the seemingly impossible. Pew
would, perhaps, have been bold enough to stage Salome under even more
promising circumstances; yet City Center's production of Salome with Brenda
Lewis in the title role proved to be among the most thrilling performances of
this masterpiece in the memory of this writer (See CHORDANDDISCORD1948
issue).

The Empire State Festival Board demonstrated its pioneering spirit when
it sanctioned the production of Elektra, one of the most difficult works in
the literature of music drama, under Halasz' direction with the young Ameri-
can singer, Virginia Copeland, making her first appearance in the extremely
exacting role of Elektra after having been coached by Halasz for several
weeks. Previously she had sung the title role in Menotti's The Saint of BIeeckerStreet.

Like Salome, Elektra requires a conductor, a stage director, and singers of
unusual intelligence and insight as well as an excellent orchestra. That these
prerequisites had, on the whole, been met and that the singing actors and or-
chestra had been well rehearsed by the conductor, Laszlo Halasz, and the
stage director, Leopold Sachse, was evident from the teamwork on the stage
and the playing of the orchestra. It may be noted that each participant looked
his or her part and, in general, acted in such a manner as to make each role
believable. This may be said of Virginia Copeland, the neurotic Elektra with
her feline-like gestures and facial expressions (though at times her move-
ments seemed somewhat mechanical and her gesticulating overdone), of Ellen
Faull, the Chrysothemis, the womanly sister of Elektra and Orestes, of Elisa-
beth HSngen, the corrupt guilt-laden Klytemnestra (mother of Elektra, Ores-
tes, and Chrysothemis), of Orestes and Aegisthus, as well as of those who
portrayed minor roles. Among the latter Mary Judd and Marc Flynn deserve
special favorable mention.

Virginia Copeland gave a vivid portrayal of the brooding Greek heroine.
Ghastly pale, filled with hatred of her mother, thinking only of avenging the
murder of her father, Agamemnon, by Klytemnestra and Aegisthus, she,
nevertheless, aroused pity on the part of the listener in the moving scenes
with Chrysothemis and Orestes. She can sing softly and magnificently as
was shown in the passage (among others )where she tells her mother: "you
yourself are a goddess, you are like them (the gods)". When, however, the
waves of sound surged forth from the orchestra pit, her beautiful voice carried
into the audience. Miss Copeland is a singer who should make her mark.

Ellen FauU, already well-known to American audiences, deserves great
praise for her interpretation of the timid, human Chrysothemis, who gains
sympathy just because of these qualities. Her impassioned plea to Elektra
to forego her hatred of their mother so that she and Elektra might be freed
from their miserable existence in the servants' quarters of the palace was a
highlight of each of the three performances which this writer attended. At the
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second performance there was a spontaneous outburst of applause toward the
end of the scene. Such outbursts at the wrong time are always very annoying.

The Klytemnetsra of EHsabeth H6ngen was by far the most convincing
characterization. One could understand practically every word; there were no
superfluous gestures; her every movement had meaning. Her plea to Elektra
for her help in her predicament: her description of her suffering caused by her
fear and her feeling of guilt:* her expression of malevolent triumph: these
were memorable moments in performances that remained on a high level from
the opening bars to the end.

Michael Bondon, the Orestes and Marcello Di Giovanni, the Aegisthus,
interpreted their respective roles well.

The Symphony of the Air proved itself equal to the great demands made
upon it by the extraordinary score. From the first bar to the end of this re,
lentless tragedy its role is as important as the action on the stage. Under
Halasz" direction it lived up to the enviable reputation it had established
during broadcasts extending over many years. What a pity that radio audi-
ences have been deprived of hearing this outstanding orchestra!

The Empire State Festival Board may look back with pride upon this daring
undertaking, which received tremendous ovations from the audience at each
performance, and one may hope that it will keep alive its pioneering spirit
by repeating Elektra and producing such masterpieces as Salome, Otello and
Bor/s in the not too distant future.

ROBERT G. GREY

*"and betweenday and nightwhen 1 liewitheyesopen,somethingcreepsoverme;
itisnot a mood, itisnot a pain,itdoesnot pressme, itdoesnot chokem_, itis
nothing,notevena nightmare,and yetitissoterriblethatmy soulcravestobehanged
and everyboneinme criesoutfordeathand yetIliveand am notevenill."



STOKOWSKI CONDUCTS CANTICUM SACRUM
AND CARM1NA BURANA

EMPIRE STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
ELLENVILLE, NEW YORK

Leopold Stokowski ventured and won again at the Empire State Festival
last night. He dared to pit two contrasting choral works against each other,
neither known in these hills, and drew the largest crowd of the season through
the magic of his name.

He was in his element. He had the Eastern U. S. premise of Stravinsky's"Canticum Sacrum" to bewilder his audience and Orff's 'Carmina Burana"
to electrify it. That he did both successfully--with the symphony of the air,
three soloists and the American Concert Choir may be an old story but it is
nevertheless stimulating.

Both scores are extraordinary for opposite reasons. The Stravinsky is the
product of an ivory-towered attitude, aloof from human contact. The Orff
springs from the people and is as earthy as anything could be. The Stravinsky
expresses orderliness even when cacophonous. The Orff bubbles with variety
and never hesitates to be obvious when the text demands it.

Many other contrasts could be detailed; such as, the workmanship in Stra-
vinsky's counterpoint and the ingenious sensibilities of Orff's rhythras: the
sophistication of Stravinsky and the worldliness of Orff. Both looked back-
wards m Stravinsky to the 14th Century for his canonic technique; Orff to the
13th Century for his texts. Orff appears to have been the more inspired by
what he found.

Stravinsky's sacred song in honor of St. Mark is in five parts, punctuated
by organ transitions. It uses a tenor and baritone soloist, chorus, and an
orchestra minus clarinets, horns, violins, and cellos. It is 12-tone and sparsely
orchestrated. Performed twice, it courted admiration for its craftmanship but
left this listener cold.

Orff's secular songs are 20 years young. From its dynamic opening to
its brilliant close, "Carmina Burana" vibrated with life and wit and intensity.
To hear it with Stokowski was a thrilling experience. The chorus outdid it-
self and the soloists, Ellen Faull, Rudolf Petrak, and Philip Maero served ad-
mirably, while the orchestra was as theatrically brilliant as possible. This con-
cert of the "sublime" to the renegade, of the esoteric to the erotic, turned out
to be an artistic triumph, thanks to Stokowski. It will be repeated tomorrow
night.

-- MILES KASTENDmCK

New York Journal-American
July 19, 19_7

Opposite poles of contemporary creative practice were juxtaposed at Thurs-
day's concert of the Empire State Music Festival.

The advanced, sophisticated way of Igor Stravinsky and the return to a
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kind of rude primitivism as exemplified by Carl Orff were confronted on this
program, conducted by Leopold Stokowski. They offered an absorbing con,
trast in the divergent approaches being taken by composers of our time in an
effort to achieve fresh meaningfulness. And, of course, these are only two ap,
proaches; there are quite a few others.

Mr. Stravinsky, who at 75 may be justifiably termed an old master, has
tried more different approaches than any living composer of his stature. He
remains an amazing figure. For in the "Canticum Sacrum," which had its first
performance in the East at Thursday's concert, he continues to be eager and
youthSul in his exploration of compositional devices.

The '_Canticum Sacrum," which was written last year for the Venice Festi-
val and which had its American premiere in Los Angeles last month, employs
the twelve-tone technique. But Stravinsky could not touch any technique
without placing the imprint of his own personality on it. In this work based
on a sacred text he has given the serial technique an individual cast. He
does not use it throughout the piece. And when he does, his ideas come closer
to those of Webern than of any other dodecaphonist.

The writing is spare in texture. Violins, cellos, clarinets and horns are dis-
pensed with. The instruments remaining in the orchestra are treated with the
greatest economy. A few notes here, a short phrase there, but only rarely
massed instrumental blocks. The chorus has impressive sections at the begin-
ning and end, with the latter section employing the material of the former in
retrograde motion. The baritone and tenor soloists are woven into the work
with subtlety of design.

This nineteen-minute work is difficult to play and difficult to absorb. After
conducting the piece, Mr. Stokowski suggested to the audience that in view
of the music's complexity, a second hearing might help to make it dearer.
He asked whether the listeners would like a repeat performance. The applause
encouraged him to go ahead.

After these successiveperformances a woman was heard to say, "That was
a good idea, I liked it better the second time." On the other hand, a young
man remarked "'It was as bad the second time as the first."

To this listener the "Canticum Sacrum'" seemed a significant work. There
is a searching expressive content in it. The idiom is austere on the surface, but
underneath there is a touching, devotional mood. Mr. Stravinsky seems to
reach special heights in his works on religious themes; witness the Symphony
of Psalms and the Mass.

Mr. Stokowski conducted both performances with sovereign control and
sympathy. The Symphony of the Air played well, and the American Concert
Choir did a good job. Philip Maero, baritone, and Rudolf Petak, tenor, sang
the difficult solo parts effectively.

In Orff's "Carmina Burana" the soloists were joined by Ellen Faull, so-
prano, who sang with sensitivity and delicacy of nuance. Mr. Stokowski gave
this work with its almost overwhelming emphasis on rhythm a vital colorful
performance. But brilliant as it was, it could not conceal the limitations of
Orff's musical philosophy.

R I-Iow_ TAUB_AN
New York Times

July 19, 1957



NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

HEI_BErtT ANTCLIFFB iS an English writer on music and art who has lived for many
years in Holland. He has contributed articles on these subjects to the London Times,
2_ew Yor k Herald.Tribune, Musical @uarterly, Music and Letters and many other
newspapers and periodicals. He acted as editor of the Netherlands articles in Cobbett's
Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Mus/c and is responsible for many articles on Dutch
(and other) music in two editions of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians. His
books include Art, Religion and Clothes, Living Music, Shor_ Studies in the :h_ature of
Music and lvluzik m Europa na Wagner. He also is the composer of a number of church
motets, some of which arepublished in the United States. He has been honored by Queen
Wilhelmina with the Order of Officer of Orange Nassau for his work on behalf of
Dutch music and by King George with a pension for his work on behalf of that of his
own COUn_y.

JACK DmTH_I_, lives in New York's Greenwich Village with his ceramicist wife and
son (named after Bruckner), writing musical, dramatic and psychological artiele_ and
preparing a book on Mahler's works.

PARKS GRANT was born in a suburb of Cleveland in 1910. He has contributed fre,
quently to CHORD AND DISCORDsince the issue of March, 1934. At present he is
Assodate Professor of Music at the University of Mississippi at Oxford, Miss., where
he is a fallow,townsman of William Faulkner, the noted author. Dr. Grant has also
taught at Temple University, Louisiana State University, and elsewhere.

He is a composer of note as well as a writer on music. Some indication of his versa-
tility may be gained by pointng out that he is the author of a textbook for classroom
teachers in the elementary school, relative to the teaching of music to young children;
entitled Music for l_lementary Teachers, it has been used in over two hundred colleges
and universities.

DONALD MiTCHeLL is a music critic, born in London in 192_. His books include
Benjamin Britten, co-edited with Hans Keller, 19_2; The Mozart Companion, co-
edited with H. C. Robbins Landon, 19_6; Mozart. t_ Short Biography, 19_6. At present
he is working on the life and works of Mabter and a study of contemporary music.
For many years he was London music critic for The Musical Times, in addition to con-
tributing criticism to The Times and Daily Telegraph. He is a busy broadcaster.

DmA N_WLIN was born in Portland, Oregon, in 1924, and holds a B. A. degree
from Michigan State University, M. A. from the University of California, and Ph. D.
in musicology from Columbia University (194_). Her work in California included
three years of study with Sehoenberg. At present Assodate Professor of Music at Drew
University, Miss Newlin held previous teaching positions at Western Maryland Col-
lege and Syracuse University. While her greatest enthusiasm is composing, and her
compositions have won equal success with her writing, Miss Newlin is best known
for her book, Bruckner,Mahler,Sch, oenberg. In addition to this now standard work, she
has translated Leibowitz's Schoenberg and his School and Schoenberg's Style and
Idea. She has wriRen for many periodicals including Musical !"_uarterly, Saturday Re,
view of LRerature, etc.

KLaus P_u_qcs_mu. See pages 114,116.

KL^US G_orton RoY was born in Vienna, Austria, in 1924. His early studies in
music theory and piano were with the composer Frederick C. Schreiber, who now lives
in New York. Mr. Roy came to this country in 1940. A graduate of Boston Um_versity,
and Harvard University with the degrees of Mus.B. and A.M., he was a student ot
Karl Geiringer in musicology and of Walter Piston in composition. Since 1948 librarian
of the Boston University College of Music, he is also a contributing music critic to The
Christian Science Monitor. Mr. Roy currently teaches courses in music criticism and
composition at Boston University and gives radio broadcasts in various series. He is
at present working on a book on the music of Walter Piston. Among his more than 70
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sets of annotations for long-playing disks, there are several on works by Bruckner: the
Fourth, Seventh, and Eighth symphonies. The majority of his compositions are in the
media of vocal and chamber music; many of his choral pieces have been published
and widely performed, and his first opera was recently premiered on television.

WARm_N Sa'o_z SMITH, born in Brookline, Mass., succeeded Olin Downes as
Music Editor of the Boston Post, now discontinued. He has been a member of the
faculty of the New England Conservatory since 1922 where he teaches the history
and theory of music.



Among American artistic developments of recent years the reh/rth of
interest in the mus/c of Bruckner and Mahler is second to none in signifi.
cance. When The BracI{,er Society o[ Amer/ca was founded on January 4.

' 1931. performances of these two composers by our major musical organ/za-
t'/ons were not merelyrare, but also ineffectual, because American mus/c-
lovers had no adequate approach to the proper appreciation of the art of
either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the 8o¢/cty. hav/ng adopted as/ts
ch/ef aim the fulfillment of this void, published t_e f/rst b/ograph/es of
these composers in English and /ssued a magnate, _o_D ,t_ DisOoI_,
devoted almost entirely to d/_ms_ons of the/r works.

The Soci_.y solicits the coopm-a_on of all who _re _/n
furthering this aim. Inquiri_ concerning _ may be _ to
Robert G. Grey, E_-ut/v_ Secretary. 697 We_t End Avenue, New York 2L
New York.

All mntr/butions are dedum'ble for income tax purposes.

CopiesofOJlolw ANY DXSCOaDareava/lable/n the principal publ/¢ and
univemtyl_rar_ intheUnited States.





IN MEMORIAM

MARTIN G. DUMLER

President of the Bruckner Society of America

Martin G. Dumler was born in Cincinnati on December 22, 1868,
less than four years after Lee had surrendered at Appomattox.

His rise in the business world reminds one of a Horatio Alger story.

In 1883 hegave up the munificent salary of five dollars a week to be-
come the office boy for the Cincinnati tirm, Chatfield O Woods Sack
Company, at four dollars a week, because he was promised a better
chance of advancement--a promise that was fulfilled and culminated
in his election to the presidency of the firm in 1929, the once which he
held at the time of his death.

His talents were not confined to business for he was also a painter
and a musician. Some of his paintings have been exhibited in museums.
Paintings, a number of them his own, hung on the walls of his home
and of his office in the modern factory of Chatfield 6 Woods Sack Co.
The idea of building a modern factory originated with Dr. Dumler.

Music was an integral part of his life. For many years he led the
choir of St. Francis de Sales Church where he began his musical train-

aS a choir boy. He led the choir for the last time at the Midnight
ss, Christmas 1957, after he had passed his eight.y-ninth birthday.

The music for the Mass had been composed by him.
Dr. Dumler attended Xavier University in Cincinnati. He received

his formal musical education at the College of Music in Cincinnati,
where he studied voice, harmony and composition. He was graduated
in 1901. To honor a distinguished alumnus on the fiftieth anniversary
of his graduation, the College gave a concert devoted entirely to music
composed by him.

The Rose F. and Samuel B. Sachs Prize was awarded to him for his

Ballet Scenes performed by the Cincinnati Symphony during the sea-
son 19'13-1944.

Although Dr. Dumler composed in various forms, he is best known
for his settings to music of religious texts. His Missa Latreutica was
recommended by the Society of St. Gregory in America'as a model of
liturgical music for the Roman Catholic Church. His Stabat Mater and
Te Deum were performed at the Cincinnati May Festivals in 1935 and
1946 respectively. After the premiere of the Stabat Mater, A. Walter
Kramer, Musical America, wrote in part:

Dr. Dumler writes with remarkable naturalness, with a sure

hand in his choral parts, contrapuntal dexterity, and a really ad-
mirable feeling for orchestral investiture.

In the opinion of the late Gabriel Engel, editor of CHORD AND DIs-
coat) and contributor to the Cyclopedia o[ Music and Musicians, "the
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unqualified success of this extended composition at an important concert
performance stamps it as a work of universal art, a significant contri-
bution of our own day to that proud, slender array of thoroughly
human super-ritual scores that have found few worthy companions
since the great religious compositions of Bruckner."

In May 1946, Mr. Howard W. Hess. Cincinnati Times Star, made
the following observations:

The premiere of Martin Dumler's Te Deum proved that work to
be one filled with rich chromatic harmonies, splendid climaxes,
complicated polyphonic writing, rich orchestral scoring and judi-
cious use of the organ for special effects ....
Dumler is an amazing man with many talents and his Te Deum
was a powerful expression of a heart filled with praise.

Dr. Dumler's admiration for Bruckner dates from his stay in Vienna
when he was twenty-one years old. There he heard Bruckner's music
for the first time and became an ardent Brucknerite. His efforts
brought about the American premiere of Bruckner's F-Minor Mass in
St. Francis de Sales Church on July 15, 1900. Dr. Dumler participated
in that performance.

In 1907, Dr. Dumler met Mahler in Vienna. He never forgot a
magnificent performance of Tristan under Mahler's direction. Further-
more, he developed an interest in Mahler, the composer, and became a
champion of Mahler's music in this country when Mahler was still ex-
tremely unpopular.

To further the aims of the Bruckner Societ'_of America, an organi-
zation founded primarily to create greater interest in and appreciation
of the music of Bruckner and Mahler, Dr. Dumler gave unstintingly of
himself. Due to his efforts, works by these neglected masters were in-
cluded in programs of the Cincinnati Symphony and the May Festi-
vals. among them Bruckner's Third and Seventh symphonies and the
Te Deum as well as Mahler's Resurrection and monumental Eighth
symphonies. In his capacity as President of the Society, he presented
the Bruckner Medals of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the ex-
clusive use of the Society. to Eugene Goossens, Josef Krips, and the
late Fritz Busch in recognition of their work to create a better under-
standing of the music of the neglected Austrian master. Dr. Dumler's
enthusiasm never flagged.

Dr. Dumler was not only a creative artist but also an active member
of a number of organizations. He was a member of the Executive
Committee of the Society of St. Gregory in America, a member of the
Board of Directors of the Cincinnati Musical Festival Association and
for a number of years Chairman of its Executive Committee. He was
Vice President of the College of Music, a member of the Salmagundi
Club, and an active member of the Cincinnati Arts Club.

In 1924, the College of Music bestowed an honorary M. A. degree
upon him. ten years later an honorary Mus.D. In 1927. he received an
honorary LL.D. from Xavier University.

An outstanding success in the business world, a composer, a painter,
a patron of music and art, a respected member of his community and
known far beyond its borders, Martin G. Dumler impressed those who
knew him with his modesty, his gentleness, his deep religious convic-
tions. He was an outstanding personality.

vi
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THE CYCLIC PRINCIPLE IN MUSICAL DESIGN. AND

THE USE OF IT BY BRUCKNER AND MAHLER

by WARREN STOREY SMITH

In his almost embarrassingly adulatory study of C_sar Franck that
master's pupil, disciple, and relentless propagandist, Vincent d'Indy.
had this to say of the Violin Sonata of 1886: "From this moment
cyclical form, the basis of modern symphonic art was created and con-
secrated. ''1 That a musician of d'Indy's stature and scholarship could
have made a pronouncement so palpably false is hardly less astonishing
than the [act that so many have been willing to accept it. It only goes
to show, as Adol| Hitler said. only he put it somewhat differently, that
i| a misstatement is sufficiently erroneous it will receive _leneral cre-
dence. There is, of course, cyclic treatment in the Sonata, but it is the
sort of thing that has to be ferreted out: it does not, so to speak, strike
you in the face. as does the literal transference of thematic and melodic
material in the D minor Symphony, begun in the same year and com-
pleted two years later. Thanks to this bald and obvious instance of
movement interrelation--and also to d'Indy--"the cyclic |grin of
Franck" is a catchphrase that has since been on the lips of far too
many writers, teachers, and today radio commentators, who no doubt
get the idea from the notes on the record envelope. To be sure, a new
school of musicology has been showing us that the method in question
antedated Franck, and his |ollowers. not by years but by centuries, yet
the attribution oE it to him still persists.

It was in 1886 that d'lndy himsel| produced, in what bids fair to be
the most enduring of his works, the Symphony on a French Mountain
Air, for orchestra and piano, in which the chief theme of each move-
ment is a most ingenious variant of the haunting folk tune stated in the
Introduction; and there is another cyclic quirk, reference to which will
be made later. Now it was the variation, not merely of a theme but of
a whole piece or movement, that. to make a poor pun of it, started the
cyclic ball rolling. As far back as the fourteenth century we find. in
the so-called Lamento di Tristano and La Man#edina, two "dances"
for solo viola, the second of which is a variation oI the first, although
both are in triple meter2 However, in the sixteenth and early seven-
teenth centuries, there appeared, under various titles, paired dances, the
first in slow double meter and the second a faster variant of it in triple.
Along with the familiar pavane and galliard s came other designations.

1C_sar Franck. JohnLane, Londonand New York, 1910,p. 171.

2These dances (and other pieces to be discussed presently) are shown in Arnold
Schering'sGeschichte der Musik in Beispielen. Lelpsig, 1931,No. 28.

s Ibid.. Nos. 91 and 134.

3
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While these duplex compositions were generally written for lute or

clavier. Schering shows a Ronde and Saltarello by Tilman Susato forfour instruments. Since, in connection with the Bruckner Fifth, I shall
be referring to the German Tanz and Nachtanz, I am calling the read-
er's attention to a delightful specimen presented by Carl Parrish and
John F. Ohl in their Masterpieces of Music Before 1750. with the dual
names Der Prinzen-Tanz; Proportz. _ Incidentally, it takes two meas-
ures of the second to make one of the first, as it does in the case of the
Bruckner movements.

From the paired dances, which could also be thematically indepen-
dent, there evolved, quite naturally, the suite of dances; and here too
we find the variation idea, whether applying to some or to all of the
movements. ° To look ahead momentarily, Karl Geiringer. in his
Haydn, a Creative Life In Music, _ while in the process of discussing
the six Feldpartiten, composed in the 1780s, quite rightly gives special
consideration to the one in B-flat, the second movement of which is
based on the old Austrian pilgrims' song, "Chorale St. Antonii," des-
tined to be appropriated by Brahms for his "Haydn" Variations. Dr.
Geiringer, who edited the piece in 1932, observes that the four move-
ments are melodically related and that three of them are, in effect, vari-
ations on the aforesaid Chorale. He points out that this procedure
looks both backward to the old German variation suite, of the seven-
teenth century, and forward to the "cyclical form," of the nineteenth.

The temptation to linger unduly over these origins is one that I shall
sternly resist, contenting myself with the general statement that the
principle of unification, integration, or whatever you wish to call it,
was also applied by the seventeenth century composers in their can-
zonas sonatas etc Those who wish to pursue the matter further are
herewith referred to The Harvard Dictionary of Music by Willi ApelS
where they are discussed under the respective headings of Cyclic form
and Variation: to The Harvard Anthology of Music, by Davison and
Apel, ° where they will find an instructive example of the variation can-
zona: and to The Sonata in the Baroque Era, by William S. New-
man. _° The last-named treatise pays considerable attention to the
matter of similar beginnings, or incipits, extending for from two to six
measures, and this practice was continued to a certain extent by both
Bach and Handel. 1_

4 Ibid., No. 119.
5W. W. Norton _ Co., Inc., New York, 1951.No. 22.
6See Schertng Nos. 157 and 207. See also in Vol. I of Schirmer's Early Key-

board Music, Louis Oesterle, ed., the Third Suite of Kuhnau, in which the Courante
is a variation of the Allemande.

TW. W. Norton, 1946,p. 257.
s Harvard University Press, 1947.
0 Harvard University Press, 1950.
1uUniversity of North Carolina Press, 1957,esp. pp. 77-79.
!1Compare the Allemande and Anglaise in Bach's French Suite in B minor, No. 3,

and the Polonaise and Minuet (imitation by inversion) in the E major suite, No. 6.
As for Handel, note the pointed resemblance between the Allemande and Courante

'in the D minor Suite (No. 4 of the second set) and the more fleeting resemblance
between the Minuet and Gavott in No. 8.
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The abundance of cyclical treatment in the Baroque era was coun-
tered by a comparative dearth of it in the succeeding Classical period
--that is, until we come to Beethoven--though p .tying eyes will al-
ways unearth thematic resemblances, some of them, 'unaoubtedly, for-
tuitous. There can, however, be no uncertainty regarding Haydn's
intent, when in the string quartets Opp. 20, No. 4 and 76, No. 5 he
begins two successive movements with the same four noles. And ob-
serve in the quartet Op. 50, No. 6, nicknamed "The Frog," the striking
similarity between the Trio of the Minuet and the first theme of the
Finale.

It was unquestionably the example of Beethoven that prompted his
successors to continue in the same direction, and | shall note cases
where his cyclic methods were deliberately copied. Many have called
attention, in the Pathetique Sonata to the identity of the four notes
that begin, respectively, the second theme of the first movement and
the chief theme of the Rondo; but to trace this motive back to the
Introduction, as some have done, seems farfetched. Let us rather pass
to the Sonata Quasi una Fantasia, Op. 27, No. 1, where the expected
final statement of the Rondo themeS2 is replaced by a six-bar reminis-
cence of the theme of the preceding Adagio. We have here. by the
way, an interestin 9 anticipation of Franck's trick, in the Finale of his
Symphony, of replacin 9 the second theme, in the recapitulation, with
the chief theme of the Allegretto. And in this he was anticipated by
d'Indy (see above) in the aforementioned Symphonie Ceuenole, only
the latter uses, not the chief theme of the middle movement, but the
second subject.

To return to Beethoven, he tried this interpolation scheme twice
more, but not with the idea of replacin 9 a theme with one from an
earlier movement. In the Fifth Symphony we are returned, in the
course of the Finale, to the second part of the Scherzo (which is gen-
erally considered to be derived from the "Fate" theme of the first
movement); and in the Sonata, Op. 110, the progress of the final fugue
is interrupted by an extensive flashback to the Adagio. These are not
just fleeting reminiscences, like the return of a few measures of the
chief theme of the first movement of Op. 101, en route from the broken-,
off Adagio to the Finale. Presumably Schumann had this one in mind
when he did the same thing in his Piano Concerto.

The threefold reminiscence in the Finale of the Ninth deserves a
paragraph to itself, since it was deliberately copied by Berlioz, in his
Harold in Italy, by Bruckner, in his Fifth Symphony, and also by our
friend Franck in his Strin 9 Quartet. In order to appreciate fully how
his imitators handled the situation --and my later concern will be with
Berlioz and Bruckner only -- it may be well to review Beethoven's pro-
cedure, familiar as it is to concert goers and record fans. The disso-
nant chord with which the movement opens is disgustedly rejected by
the cellos and basses, in recitative. To placate them, if that is the
word, the composer then proffers fragments of the precedin 9 three
movements, which are also turned down, but with diminishin 9 degrees

12While not labelled Rondo, this Finale is clearly in the sonata-rondo form, with
a development section replacing the second subordinate theme.
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of disapprobation. Then comes a hint of the "Ode to Joy" tune, upon
which the objectors-to-everything else gleefully pounce. It will be seen
that of his imitators Bruckner came closer than did Berlioz to copying
Beethoven's particular method.

Before parting with Beethoven I must mention the suggestion made
by Paul Henry Lang, in his monumental Music in Western Civiliza-
tion28 that in the second, third and fourth of the last five quartets we
find the cyclic unity applyinl_I not merely to movements but to succes-
sive works. He finds something of the sort in the three quartets of
Opus 59 but not, as in Opp. 130-132, carried to the point of "thematic
and rhythmic concordance."

Since I am trying to observe a strict chronology, my next man is
Schubert, who in the "Wanderer" Fantasy wrote the first piece of 19th
century music to have the chief theme of every movement derived from
the same motive. Moreover, the Trio of the Scherzo is plainly taken
from the second episode in the first movement. Schubert was not as a
rule a theme quoter, but he also did it. and with brilliant success, in the
Finale of the E-flat Trio, Op. 100. Writes Robert Haven Schauffler,
in his Franz Schubert; the Ariel of Music: _ "The organic incorpora-
tion into it of the first theme of the slow movement . . . was a more
important pioneer innovation than were the inorganic quotations from
previous movements in Beethoven's Fifth and Choral Symphonies."
While l_enerally content to let whole themes remain where they origi-
nate d. Schubert was quite decidedly a motive manipulator. Some have
found in the three ascending tones that begin each of his last two
symphonies the seeds, not only of their first movements, but of all that
follows. The statement has been made that the last quartets are simi-
larly unified, which is a little harder to prove, but it is not dimcult to
find strong family resemblances: as between the chief themes of the
first, third, and fourth movements of the G minor, No. 9, and those of
all the movements in its immediate successor. Beyond question there
are man)r who have failed to take Schubert as seriously as he deserves.
This "improviser" had a strong sense of organization, observable in all
of his major works, if not in quite everything that he wrote.

Reference has already been made to the Harold of Berlioz, but in
returning to it I am going to treat of it and the Symphonie Fantastique
simultaneously, since Berlioz himself has done so. In Writing about
HaroM he has this to say: "As in the Symphonie Fantastique, one
principal theme (the first strain of the viola) is reproduced throughout
the work, but with this difference, that in the Symphonie Fantastique
the theme -- the iddeflxe _ obtrudes itself obstinately_ in scenes wholly
foreign to it, whilst Harold's strain is superadded to the other orches-
tral strains, with which it contrasts both in movement and in character,
without hindering their development." (We have here the articulate

18W. W. Norton, 1941,p. 770.

_G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1949, p. 211. The issue is put even more
strongly by ]. A. Westrup, who says of this Finale: "The one redeemingfeature is
the quotation of the theme from the slow movement, a reminiscence so beautifully
contrived that it makes the rest of the movement seem all the more tawdry." The
Music ot Schubert, Gerald Abraham, ed., Norton, 1947,p. 104.
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composer, who saves us the trouble of figuring out such matters for
ourselvesl ) As for the reminiscences in the Finale, not only are they
referred to in the double title of that movement. Orgy o[ the Brigands:
Memories o[ past scenes, they are identified in the score and are some-
what more extensive than the corresponding souvenirs, as Berlioz
terms them. in the Beethoven Ninth and the Bruckner Fifth. Not con-
tent with these flashbacks. Berlioz has an extra one Just before the
close, when two violins and a cello, "in the wings," play very softly a
fragment of the "Pilgrims' March." This is immediately overcome by
the music of the Orgy, as were all of the reminiscences at the begin-
ning of the movement-- that was not the method of Beethoven. nor of
Bruckner. The cyclic plan of the Fantastique has already been men-
tioned, namely, the appearance of the /d_e ,flxeoor theme of the Be-
loved, in each of the five movements. Having served as the principal
subject of the openin_ one. it forms an integral part of the second and
fifth and is significantly quoted in the other two. Sometimes referred to
as a Leitmotiv, it would be more properly described as a leading mel-
ody"; and in changing its character the way he does, Berlioz steals a
march on Liszt, whose own specialty was the ingenious metamorphosis
of themes. He may even have put an idea in Wagner's head, but
would not permit the latter to repay him. A revolutionist in some re-
spects, he was a timid conservative in others. But without him, music
would not have been the same.

Of the three remaining Romantic symphonistsmWagner's imma-
ture attempt hardly counts him as one--Mendelssohn is chronologi-
cally the first and, cyclically speaking, the least. There are, however:
interesting and even prophetic features of the sort in the "Scotch
Symphony. The genuinely expressive Introduction begins, as does the
theme above referred to in the Pathetique of Beethoven. with the 'How
dry I am" figure in minor. From it comes the chief theme of the first
movement, which, since it is combined with the second subject, is much
in evidence throughout the movement, at the end of which the first part
of the Introduction returns. This four-note motive, a fact overlooked
by most commentators, also begins the chief theme of the scherzo-like
second movement. It is given a rest in the Adagio and the Finale-
proper: but it is played up in what is sometimes called the inde_e.ndent
coda, commonly held to be a reminder of the Introduction. we can
add to all this the marked similarity between the second themes of the
first and final movements, both of which begin (as does the Introduc-

tion) with an ascending fourth. To the last-named we might easily
apply the term "basic interval," given by Fritz Stiedry to its omnipres-
ent counterpart in the First Symphony of Mahler.

If our musical mentors would change their slogan and talk about the
cyclic form of Schumann it would make more sense; while to say the
cyclic form of Schumann and Liszt would be even more accurate
but I am getting ahead of my story. The D minor Symphony. com-
posed in 1841. and actually the second of Schumann's four published
works in the form. was put aside for ten years, given an overhauling.
chiefly in the matter of orchestration, and presented to the world as
No. 4. We must therefore disregard the so-called Second and de-
scribe it as Schumann's first, and altogether remarkable, attempt at the
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yclic design. In that respect it went far ahead of anything that had
,een done before and of most that has appeared since. It is, in fact,
,ne of the most closely and cleverly integrated scores ever written.
Fhat it has seldom received its due may be attributed to a general lack
_fregard for its composer in academic circles, where, by the way, Liszt
s held in even lower esteem. Apparently intimidated by the uncon-
'entional nature of the work, Schumann decided to call it a "Sym-
phonic Fantasy," and on its eventual appearance dubbed it an "lntro-
luction, Allegro, Romanza, Scherzo and Finale in One Movement."
_,s for the cyclic details, the Introduction reappears as the "B" theme
a the Romanza and, attractively embellished, as the "C" theme as
.veil. in the latter form, with a subtle rhythmic change, it makes the
Prio of the Scherzo, while from its inversion was derived the chief
heine of the Scherzo itself. Furthermore, the principal subject of the
_llegro, which dominates most of that movement, serves as a bridge
,etween the Scherzo and Finale, the chief theme of which, having the
_,llegro's main motive in the bass, was first presented in that move-
nent's working-out section! In its successor, which we call No. 2,
here is again an introduction that provides material for subsequent
ase. An initial "motto" is heard in every movement but the Adagio
hird; and its chief theme, inverted, is prominent in the finale. Another
me of the several episodes of which this freely-constructed movement
s comprised comes from a motive in the Introduction that also figures
a the bridge-passage in the ensuing Allegro.

These are all prophetic touches, especially this matter of thematic
nversion, a favorite device of Bruckner, and one by no means ignored
_y Mahler. And there is one more that must still be noted: at the end
_t the Piano Quintet the chief theme of the first movement is combined
_,ith that of the Finale. a case. says Robert Haven Schauffler,is of the
;erpent bitin9 its own tail. It will bite its tail again in the Bruckner
f_ifth and Ei9hth, and as for bringing back the chief theme of the first
novement at the end of the work. that then-novel procedure looks for-
yard collectively to the Bruckner Symphonies Nos. 3-8. the Brahms
Fhird. the Tchaikovsky Fifth. the Mahler Seventh and Eighth. and
he "New World" Symphony of Dvorak. not to mention the Franck D
ainor.

If Franck was committed to the cyclic design as a matter of principle,
o too was Liszt. Whatever may be thought of the latter's music qua
nusic, and widely divergent estimates of it have always existed, it can-
lot be gainsaid that he was one of the great innovators in the domains
,I harmony and form, especially the latter. He was the inventor of the
_ymphonicpoem. the basic idea of which was that the program should
ietermine the design. But bear in mind that such pieces are necessarily
'formless" only in the eyes of those who, to quote Ernest Newman, is
•onfuse form with formalism. Liszt's sense of form was. in fact, highly
ieveloped, and his reliance on the cyclic principle followed quite natur-
ally. We find this thematically-integrated structure in the Piano So-

Is Plorestan: The Li[e and Work of Robert Schumann, Henry Holt 6 Co., New
York. 1945. p. '174. i

Is Strauss, John Lane. 1908. p. 54.
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nata and the two Concertos: in the Dante Symphony, so far as its two
movement scheme permits, and above all, in his masterpiece, A Faust

mphony in three character pieces (alter Goethe), 1. Faust; 2.
etchen; 3. Mephistopheles.

Those who deny that this astonishing work is a symphony at all
should be reminded that the first movement is in sonata form, a struc-
tural routine with which Liszt ordinarily dispenses, probably one rea-
son for the horror with which he is regarded by the pedants. This
initial movement presents five themes, four of which reappear tellingly
in the second, which presents two themes of its own. Seeing Mephis-
topheles as "the spirit that denies," Liszt cunningly portrayed him with
what might be called "brimstone" versions of the Faust themes (all but
one). The first Gretchen theme comes back, but unaltered, since

Mephistopheles had no power over her; and it is made the basis of the
tenor solo that adorns the final male chorus on Goethe's "Alles Ver-
g/_ngliche," an optional ending added three years later (1857) which,
unfortunately, is sometimes omitted, both in performance and in rec-
ords. The real point is that the Finale has, for all practical purposes,
no themes of its own, 1' a bold stroke indeed, but anticipated in the
First Piano Concerto, the Finale of which flowers into new song at the
very end. I have seen the statement made, in a supposedly authorita-
tive book of reference_hat Saint-Sa_ns got the idea of his cyclical
Third Symphony from Franck. Actually, this work for organ and or-
chestra preceded the Symphony of Franck, and it is a perfectly safe
assumption that both composers were indebted to Liszt in the matter, as
they were in their own decidedly Lisztian tone poems. Before parting
with Liszt, I should like to suggest that he was essentially a composer's
composer, receiving far more respect from the musical creators than
from the professors, or the critics.18

If Brahms is to be brought into this discussion, now is the time, but
there is not much to say. The return of the chief theme of the first
movement at the end of the Third Symphony, already noted, is a soli-
tary example of thematic transference. Nevertheless, the Second
Symphony is still a well-integrated work by virtue of the continued
recurrence, in one form or another, of the three-note "basic motive"
with which the piece begins. This is still cyclic construction, but of a
more subtle, less obvious type.

With Bruckner, to come at last to him, we find a triple approach to
the cyclic design, comprising (a) the literal transference of thematic
material, (b) themes derived from the same source motive, and (c)
free thematic resemblances that recall the variation canzonas, sonatas.
and suites of the Baroque period, an era with which Bruckner is allied
in other respects. All of the above procedures may be seen in the
Second Symphony, his initial, but extremely interesting, essay in cyclic

_TThe Liszt authorityHumphreySearle has noted the interpolationin the Finale
of a brief motive fromLiszt'slittle known "MaledictionConcerto" for pianoand
strinos. Only thosewhoseattentionhadbeendrawn to it wouldnoticeit.

_8Among his warmestadmirerswere Debussyand Bart6k,the latter maintainin_l
that he had learnedmoreabout the actual principlesof musicalcompositionfrom
Lisztthanfromanyoneelse.
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form. It was here that he inaugurated a practice that he never aban-
doned, namely, the return in the Finale. in one way or another, of the
chief theme of the first movement. (Whether he would have continued
to do this in the never-composed Finale of No. 9 remains a matter for
idle speculation.) The theme in question has a characteristically
Brucknerian length of twenty-four measures, only the first four of
which concern us here.

At the very outset of the final movement we find this theme, or first
two measures of it, in uneven diminution,

a curious foreshadowing of which may be observed in measures 't26,
et seq., of the first movement.

At measure 280 in the Finale's development section we hear twice the
first two bars of the theme above their own diminution,

while 58 measures from the end of the movement we find an identified
r_miniscence, marked "Tempo des ersten Satzes." Heard are the first
four measures of the theme, the last two transposed a minor third up-
ward. And what shall we say of this seeming reference to it in the
Finale's tenth through fourteenth measures?

Certain commentators have noticed strong, lfamily resemblances be-
tween the respective second subjects of the corner" movements,
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(6)

and between the theme of the Scherzo and the second part of the
Finale's principal section.

3

Conversely, the only cyclic treatment in No. 3 is the return in the
Coda of the Finale m the last 42 measures -- of the trumpet theme that
begins the first movement, but now transformed to major.

3

However, in No. '1 the corresponding theme assumes the dual func-
tion of "motto" and source motive, and in one form or another is found
in all of the movements. It begins with the drop and rise of a fifth.
immediately repeated as a sixth, and again as a fifth, and so on, until
for forty measures nothing is heard but this "motto" and its various
permutations. A further and important feature of the motive is the
triple-dotted rhythm, later insisted upon in its'own right. Incidentally,
this theme and the manner of its accompaniment constitute one of
Bruckner's most haunting and more renowned inventions. More than
anything else in the work these initial measures justify the title "Ro-
mantic," given to the Symphony by the composer himself.

Comes the Andante and we find in its chief theme the same drop and
rise of a fifth, repeated once, not many times, as before.

While in the principal subject of the so-called "Hunting" Scherzo. the
"characteristic dip." as Sir Donald Tovey calls it._' is contracted to a
fourth, but the fifth is also heard, and it takes over in the second theme.

z9Essays in MusicalAnalysis, OxfordUniversityPress. 1939,Vol. I!. p. 77.
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I

Both the original "motto" and its offshoot, the hunting fanfares, are
conspicuous in the Finale, the latter making their first appearance here
in measures 28-40. Shortly afterwards (measures 63-70) the rhythm
of the "motto" is forcefully proclaimed by repeated chords in the heavy
brass, accompanied by the fanfares; and this combination recurs (meas-
ures 79-85). This last is in the transition to the second subject, which
melody, curiously reminiscent of the opening of the Andante, is sup-
ported by a pizzicato bass that could also be said to derive from the
"motto."

At measure 155, following four measures of ppp, in true Bruckner

fashion, a tremendous passage, that begins the working-out section,
combines a variant of the 'motto," and later the 'motto" unaltered,
with the fanfares. This continues until measure 170, when the second

subject is developed against the persisting hunting calls. Not until
measure 180 do the latter subside. The development continues briefly,
the recapitulation follows, and there are no more cyclic features until
the second theme reappears (see above). In the Coda (measure 295)
and again with [_[ following ppp, the fanfares accompany the chief
theme of the movement; the former continue for some time, and are
then in and out until the end.

The last nine measures give us a final, and most impressive, combi-
nation of motto and fanfares. And here is an interesting detail: at my
elbow, as I write, are two scores that in the main agree but that differ
more or less significantly here and there. One is the Eulenberg pocket
score (E.E. 3636), that offers the version used on January 22, 1888,
when Richter conducted the Symphony at the Musikvereinsaal, Vi-
enna. The other, dated 1953, is the Kritische Gesamtausgabe that pre-
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sents the version of 1878-80. In both of these the final measures are all
on the tonic chord of E-fiat, but in the Eulenberg the "motto" is
sounded by trumpets and trombones with no change of pitch in the
upper voice, while in the Critical Edition, and, it would seem, more in
line with Bruckner's subsequent practice, the melody of the "motto" is
heard and repeated in overlap.

A A A A A

Far as Bruckner went in No. 4. he went a great deal further in its
successor, one o| the most thoroughly integrated of symphonies,
whether of its own or any other period. As with the Romantic, the
cyclic principle is exemplified both in the literal transference of the-
matic matter and in the free. at times very free. development of ger-
minal motives. Here. for the first and last time. Bruckner availed
himself of that once-obligatory structural device, the slow introduction,
and he used it. as did Schumann before him, as a source of material,
not only for the first movement, but for subsequent ones. "The slow
introduction," wrote Gabriel Engel, 2° "occupies only.a few measures,
yet it presents all the source material out of which the gigantic sym-
phony is to be reared. The rest is a record of amazing economy of
means, involving melodic resourcefulness and structural mastery."
This. in the argot of the street, is a "tall order." but careful investiga-
tion bears it out; there is really nothing of importance in this mighty
work, Bruckner's most involved, that cannot be traced back to these
fifty pregnant measures.

First to be noted here will be the literal transplantings, and they will
be listed in the order in which themes to be transferred first appear.
In prefacing his Finale with the same introduction, or part of it. that
preceded the first Allegro, Bruckner may be thou_tht to have antici-
pated in a modest way the Tchaikovsky of the Firth Symphony, and
the Sibelius of the First. But the function of these ei_lht-and-a-half
measures (approximately one third of the original Introauction) is not
at all what it appears to be. Rather is it the first of a series of remi-
niscences, the model for which, as with Berlioz, was the Beethoven
Ninth. But whereas both Beethoven and Berlioz. in their very different
ways, began with a few measures of the Finale proper. Bruckner starts
right away with his initial souvenir--to use the term favored by Ber-
lioz. Of the two composers, Bruckner most nearly duplicated Beetho-
ven's musico-poetic procedure. However, instead of an expressive
recitative, a staccato clarinet, 2' sounding the first motive of the Finale's
chief theme (see below), impatiently disposes of each reminiscence.
These last include the aforesaid Introduction, the chief theme of the

20The Symphonies ot Anton Bruckner, The BrucknerSociety of America, Inc.,
1955, p. 37.

21It is a trumpet in the revised edition.
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first movement, and that of the Adagio. The Scherzo is not repre-
sented, for the very good reason that its opening measures, as will be
explained later, practically duplicate those of the Adagio, theprincipal
difference being one of speed. After the flashback to the Adagio the
protesting clarinet, if that is what we are to understand it to be, is
joined by another, and forthwith the cellos and basses plunge into the
chief theme, which turns out to be the subject of a fugue.

Incidentally, whereas the theme begins on B-flat, the first of the clari-
net interjections begins on D. and the other two on the A-flat above.

Not content with bringing back the chief theme of the first move-
ment, in the manner noted above, Bruckner reintroduces it in measure
462 (there are 638 in all, not counting a final measure of rest), and
having once got back into the picture it is not out of it for long. It is
destined to be combined with the chief theme of the Finale itself, both
literally and in development (measures '162-495). a function that it
soon yields to the great chorale theme, to be considered in due time;
and recalling the end of No. 4, the last ten measures are given over to a
free transformation of it. all on the tonic chord.

The aforementioned similarity between the Adagio and the Scherzo
is indeed curious, and in the precise way in which it is accomplished
quite without precedent? 2 While one is in 2-2 time and the other in
3-4. and one is slow (Sehr langsam) and the other fast (Molto viv-
ace). and the counter-themes, though having the same provenance, are
outwardly dissimilar, the first thirty notes of the two middle movements
are basically alike, as to both pitch and rhythm. Moreover, the figures
in question persist, with certain minor variations, through the whole of
the Scherzo (382 measures) and the first thirty measures of the Ada-

io. the equivalent of sixty of the following movement. Brief musical
lustrations are provided below, but those of my readers who are un-

acquainted with this extraordinary business should, if possible, avail
themselves of a glance at the score. Nowhere else, as suggested above,
will they find anything just like it. Indeed, the fact that this B-flat
major symphony should have both its middle movements in D minor is,
in itself, unusualand, for aught I know, even unique.

And now for the more complicated and also more controversial mat-
ter of the germinal motives. These are two in number and both, as
already noted, are found in the aforesaid Introduction. To digress for
a moment, every now and then some musical exegesist will maintain• jj° . if •

that something cannot be an mtroductton, smce it contains material
used subsequently in the course of the movement. In fact, I have seen

2_Symphonically speaking, of course. The variation suite would be In line with it.
And Dika Newlin Is reminded of the Tanz and Nachtanz Of the 16th century:
Bruckner, Mahter and SchOnberg, Kings Crown Press, New York, 1947, p. 99.
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that statement made regarding the one now under discussion3 s
Granted that in the 18th century slow introductions were, properly.
independent, unconnected with the rest of the work, there were excep-
tions even then, such as that to Mozart's Symphony No. 39, with scale
passages heard again in the bridge-passage, or that to Haydn's Sym-
phony of the Drum Roll (No. 103), the broad theme of which turns
up, in diminution, in the development and reappears before the coda.
thus setting in two ways a pattern for the Pathetique' of Beethoven.
Throughout his career the last-named composer wrote, at will, intro-
ductions of both types. But since his time the preference has always
been for introductions that tie in with what follows. For example, that
to Schumann's Second Symphony contains motives variously present
in every movement but the third, and the part played by the respective
introductions to Schumann's own Fourth. and the "Scotch" of Men-
delssohn, has already been noted.

To return to the piece in hand. the first of these two germ motives
makes its appearance immediately. Cellos and basses, in a pizzicato so
characteristic that this has been called a "'symphony of pizzicatos,"
present it alone. It is twice repeated as the other strings gradually steal
in above it with what proves to be material for the second theme of the
movement.

APL _ m

t3
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This motive gets its big opportunity in the Trio of the Scherzo. where,
inverted, it serves as said Trio's chief theme. Accompanying it is a
suggestion of the motive in its original form. which is reproduced more
faithfully later on. Virtually all of what follows grows out of this bit
of free mirroring.

2sWerner Wolff, Anton Bruckner. E. P. Dutton 6 Co. Inc.. New York, 1942, p.
/ 2O9.
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Things seem to be getting really involved when we discover that
germ motive "B" is first heard as a bass to a modified version of "A,"
which it partly resembles.
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Four measures later this significant proclamation is heard again in a
slightly different form. After this double birth, motive "B" is on its
own, and it furnishes much, or, if we are willing to stretch a point,
most of the thematic material for the rest of the symphony. • Its first
important assignment is to provide the chief theme of the first move-
ment, about which so much has already been said.

In its next incarnation it is the chief theme of the Adagio, or rather the
counterpoint to the pizzicato theme that had gone on for four measures
unaccompanied, to be repeated exactly with the counter-theme. It is
the bass theme that, as described above, also begins the Scherzo. Inci-
dentally, when the two parts of the Adagio's double theme, if we can
call it that. are seen in combination they seem to be much the same.

._'' , . _ , ,
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Surely it is "B" again that gives us the broad second subject of the
Adaoio: while there is also a strong suggestion of "A" in the bass•

J _
I _ _ " I " "

v IL_ r, f ,i_ m

The upper theme of the Scherzo is a variant (and development) of
"B," with its initial leap reversed. It joins the ground-theme earlier

• " terms of the former's time signa-than does that of the Adagio--m
ture, three measures earlier.
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And the second subject seems to be new light shed on certain things
that have gone before.
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Much has already been said here about the Finale, and the first
theme was quoted, though its genesis remains to be considered. There
are two other themes, a lyrical second subject and the chorale theme to
which reference has already been made. They are presented here as "a"
and "b." In the case of the former, while there is a superficial resem-
blance throughout, the closest approximation to the second of our

, source motives seems to come in the lower voice in measure four, actu-
ally the first violin part, since the seconds, whom Bruckner likes to
favor, carry the melody. In the chorale theme the bass more nearly
resembles the source motive than does the melody, though both cer-

tainly suggest it.

(b)

l
Regarding the place of these themes in the structural scheme, the first
one serves as an episode in the fugue and as the subsidiary theme in
the sonata form. The manuscript score favors the sonata design but
the revised edition, by means of many excisions, puts the fugue to the
fore.

To align the "disturbing, rebellious" chief theme, as Engel charac-
ter_-,'_ it _* with the same aerm motive is less easy, though it is quite

cei'vable that a compose_ writing variations on a theme would, feel
entitled to handle the motive in this fashion. There is, moreover, abun-
dant precedent in the previous movements for the octave leap with
which the theme begins and which is forthwith repeated in the oppo-
site direction. While the interval does not occur in either of the source

_*Op. cir.,p. 42.
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motives, as first presented, it does begin the second one on a later a -
pearance(measure 3'13 in the Critical edition, from which all of t_e
above referencesare taken). And at the beginning of the development
sectionof the first movement,and in the four measurespreceding it. we
find this figureusedrepeatedly.

It may also be suggested that measures 2-4 of the chief theme of the
first movement bear a family resemblance to this motive, though lack-
ing its impertinent character. And as for the octave leaps elsewhere in
the first movement, and in the next two. there are enough of them to
justify calling it a typical interval of the work as a whole. It even
makes three appearances in the examples given above, namely, those of
the chief theme of the Adagio and of the chief and subsidiary themes
of the Scherzo. Biologically speaking, it is distinctly not a "sport."

After these heroic exertions Bruckner reverted in No. VI to the
cyclic simplicity of the Third. There is no thematic transfer other than
the recurrence at the work's end of the chief theme of the first move-
ment, preceded by the statement of the rhythmic accompanying figure,
which Werner Wolff, who has evidently enjoyed the unusual experi-
ence of hearing the work, says is more apparent to the eye than to the
ear."_

3 $ $

25Op. cir., p. 225. Wolff, who may well have conducted the work in Germany
says of the Sixth that it "remained a stepchild in public estimation. Bruckner loved

' it all the more." Ibid., p. 218.
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However, on this final appearance, which brings the symphony to a
close, the theme, now given to the trombones (it was first played by
cellos and basses) is accompanied, not by the above ;harply-rhythmed
figure but by an eighth note design taken from the finale itself.

If Bruckner had lived long enough to write a finale for his Ninth
Symphony, he probably would have introduced in it (preferably at the
very end) the chief theme of the first movement, which had been his
practice from No. 2 on. In the Seventh a return of the opening theme
does occupy the last eight measures of the work. But there is a feature
here not found in any of the others: the Finale's chief theme is patently
derived from that of the opening Allego. Engel calls it the "lyric ini-
tial theme of the symphony arming for battle."_6 After these decidedly
similar, if not identical, openings the .two themes go their respective
ways. Once more we have the variation idea, rather than the literal
quote.

No. 8 is more involved than either of its immediate predecessors, if
considerably less so than the Fifth. When Engel saw the whole of the
latter emanating from the slow introduction, it was possible to agree.
His claim that the first phrase of the chief theme of the Eighth con-
sists of the "four motifs" of the symphony _ is harder to take. At
least, he was not considering the cyclic form as I have been endeavor-
ing to present it here.

.... L . , . . , , i. :-_._ '-"Y_' "-i _ :
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He points to the intervals of the second and sixth as being respectively
representative of the "heroic" and "expressive" features of the work.
We may eliminate the 2nd as not being sufficiently striking, but there
is a conspicuous emphasis on the 6th. It plays an important part in the
second theme of the first movement, the trio of the Scherzo, and the
subordinate themes of both the Adagio and the Finale. The stressing
of this voluptuous interval, throughout, helps materially in imparting to
]this Eighth Symphony its highly emotional character. Not even the
Seventh can challenge its position as the most expressive of the nine.

26Op. cir., p. 55.
:70p. cg.,p. 63.
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More deserving of our consideration, however, is the unique situa-
tion regarding this opening theme and its inevitable recurrence in the
Finale. It begins unmistakably in B-fiat minor, and the home key of C
minor is not reached until the seventeenth measure. Even then, the
tonic is avoided, and the whole thing starts once more at measure 23.
And never in the whole course of the first movement does this remark-
able melody actually begin in C minor. In the recapitulation it would
seem to do so, to the extent that it is transposed up a second, but the
supporting harmony is the dominant seventh of D-flat[ If ever the
cyclic construction was completely justified it is in the recurrence of this
theme, in the long-deferred tonic key, in the coda of the finale. Robert
Simpson's excellent analysis in the 1950 issue of CHORD AND DISCORD28
goes into more detail than I propose to do here regarding the belated,
and forceful, entry of the initial theme in the key where anyone but
Bruckner would have stated it in the first place. And I shall quote him
here in regard to the rest of the Coda:

"Aher the turmoil has subsided, the l_nal climax is evolved with the
greatest possible dignity and grandeur (the coda begins at Letter Uu
in both editions). As with all Bruckner's final passages it opens in
darkness, breathing upon dim fragments of the main theme, passing
from key to key as it climbs in a long crescendo. The strings persist in
smoky quavers that burst into flame as the sun touches them. At the
last the triumphant amrmation of C major is the complete reply; it con-
tains derivatives of the main subjects of all four movements. The
actual end is sudden but tremendous in its finality."

It is true that the chief themes of all [our movements are unprece-
dentedly combined in this stunnin 9 close. But I cannot agree with
those who pronounce it a contrapuntal tour 'de force, since all the
themes, or thematic fragments, have been carefully retailored to fit the
tonic chord oI C major. Thus it all adds up to little more than a tre-
mendous fanfare.

Unlike Bruckner, Mahler "went cyclic" at the earliest opportunity,
and in a relatively big way. By the late '80s (the First Symphony,
begun in 1885, was finished three years later) the thing was definitely
"in the air," although composers like Tchaikovsky could adopt a take-
it-or-leave-it attitude, 2a and we will find that this was true of Mahler

also. As noted above, there is a systematic use throughout the First
Symphony of the basic interval of the fourth, anticipated by Mendels-
sohn in his "Scotch." I have dwelt on this matter at some detail in a
previous article, "Mahler Quotes Mahler," dealin 9 with his use of his
songs in his symphonies? ° This recurrent fourth aside, the tie-ups in
No. 1 are all between the corner movements, and they commence early
in the Finale. The beginning of the chief theme, which materializes
gradually, was hinted at in the development section of the first move-

=sVol. 2, No. 6.

2_Comparethe un-cyclic Pathetique, No. 6, with Nos. 4 and 5.

so In the 1951Ctioao ^_o Ehscoao,Vol. 2, No, 7.
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ment, more and more pointedly, until its initial notes assumed their
final [grin?'

(a) (6)

A later section o[ the long theme is closely allied to the second subject
of the first movement, more especially the form it assumes in the develo

ment section, where it appears in F minor, the key in which the
ale begins, only to end triumphantly in the Symphony's home key

of D major, e2

(a)

The development begins by reverting to the Introduction to the first
movement, combining the important opening motive, of the descending
fourths, with a contraction of the transition motive (whose relevance
to the Finale's chief theme has been noted) over a pedal D-flat in four
octaves.

r_ I*l I,r._

Con 8

sl See pp. 29-32 in the Unlversal-Boosey and Hawkes pocket score, which con-
tains an elaborate analysis by Fritz Stiedry, already referred to.

sz Incidentally, the four ascendin0 tones are heard earlier in the first movement, in
a passage that connects the Introduction with the chief theme, and in the latter also.
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At its culminatino point the development unites the chief theme of
the finale, in a new form, with the basic interval, which, by the addition
of a few notes becomes what Stiedry quite properly terms the principal
motive of the whole symphony, fittingly entrusted to seven horns, ff.

et,o.

Having initiated the development, the introduction to the first move-
ment brings it to a close, p. 141. And after recapitulating the Finale's
exposition, Mahler performs a like service for that of the first move-
ment--c.[, pp. 29-36 and pp. 150-158. Once more the chief theme is
united with theprincipal theme of the work: and yet once more in the
Coda, marked Triumphal, 0lying us still another example of a sym-
phony endin 0 very much as it be0an.

Most, possibly all, of Mahler's symphonies have an underlying
poetic idea; but that in the Second can be most clearly and simply
stated, namely, death and resurrection. There are five movements, of
which only the second, serving a musical rather than a programmatic
purpose, plays no part in the "story." It is well known that Mahler
hadreached an impasse in the Finale. surmounted when he chanced to
hear Klopstock's so-called "Resurrection Ode" at the funeral of Hans
yon Billow. and decided to use those words, to which he later added
some of his own. as a choral conclusion. Since the "Death" movement
has its own measures of consolation, it was perfectly logical for Mahler
to incorporate some of these in his Finale. and he does, albeit some-
what freely. Since these reminiscences are plentiful, I shall content
myself with three quotations: the opening of the second subject and
two instrumental fragments from the Finale (and there are vocal ones
that would have answered). The last-named are found, respectively,
three measures after rehearsal figure 2 and six measures after 37.
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Another theme that figures in both of the outside movements, and
this becomes a literal transference, is an instrumental chorale, interpo-
lated in the first movement's development section, p. 33. Quoted here
is the first half. the second coming after a brief interruption.

Before continuing with its extensive and resourceful use in the Finale.
I would like _fo bring up an interesting point. This has been referred
to as a chorale on the Dies irae, and it will be seen that the four initial
notes are those of the ecclesiastical melody, first employed symphoni-
cally by Berlioz (in the Fantastique) and used "instrumentally" by
many subsequent composers, generally as symbolic of death. What
immediately follows in Mahler's fine tune might be sung. but not too
effectively, to Thomas of Celano's words, after which the break with
the poem is complete. We may only guess at the composer's intention
in the matter. Anyway, the chorale makes its reappearance early in the
Finale (p. 142). but after eight measures its second section is replaced
by an instrumental adumbration of the choral setting of the opening
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lines of Klopstock's poem, "Auferstehn" (Rise again). 33 Moreover,
this joining of the two melodies is not confined to this particular
passage.

On page 58 the chorale comes back in diminution (c./, Berlioz). as
the beginnin o of a lon_ passage, commonly referred to as the march of
souls to the Judgment beat.

g

This last is an elaborate symphonic development of the chorale, in
which the quickened form is sometimes in0eniously combined with the
original. The "Auferstehn" theme is also in the picture. In the emo-
tional excitement of all this the interesting musical details are easily
overlooked.

To continue, it may be observed that the practice of Liszt is recalled
in the way that the Finale serves as a summary of themes from the
previous movements. Only the programmatically out-of-step Andante
fails of representation here. Intrinsically, the third division, the Scher-
zo. an orchestral paraphrase of Mahler's ironic song about St. An-
thony's unsuccessful attempt to convert the erring fishes, has nothing
specifically to do with the Symphony's underlying idea, until, when
nearing the end, we are suddenly confronted with a tremendous pas-
sage that prefigures the opening of the Finale, in which connection it is
accepted as a portrayal of the Crack of Doom. After it has so sur-
prisingly burst in upon the Scherzo, the latter resumes its normal
course and ends peacefully. In the Finale itself the initial cataclysm is
recalled at the end of all the dreadful business that ultimately yields to
a depiction of the Resurrection Morn, with its horn calls and bird
songs. Harmonically describable as a chord of the 1l th with minor 9th,
the Crack of Doom, as anticipated in the Scherzo. was quoted in the

article b_" Parks Grant, to which reference has just been made (in a
footnote).

And finally, the end of the alto solo, "Urlicht," that mal_es the fourth
movement and spiritually paves the way for the fifth, is freely repro-
duced in the latter. Those who are in a position to do so may pro[-
itably compare the eight measures following cue figure 6 with their free
recurrence on page 199 of the Finale, now a matter of twelve measures,
and no longer a solo but a duet for soprano and alto.

A work of manifold delights, the Third Symphony is less closely knit
than its two predecessors and lacks their impact.. Mahler gave ex-
pression in the several movements to what he was "told" by the flow-
ers, the animals of the forest, Man, the Angels, and Love, while the
first movement portrayed the advent of summer. A final movement.

aaParks Grant reminds us in an article on the Symphony in the 1958 issue of this
magazine (Vol. 2, No. 8) that the poem in question is not one of the o'des but one
of the Geistliche Lieder.
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"What a child tells me," was wisely put ahead and became the Finale,
and activating principle, of No. 4. There is some cyclic treatment in
the Third but it is incidental, rather than germane to the plan and
spirit of the composition as before. For one thing, the powerful mo-
tive, always [[[, that makes the climactic point of both the exposition
and recapitulation of the first movement, recurs, in part, near the end
of the final movement, the markin o of which is Langsam Ruhevoll
Emp[unden. Those who have access to the Boosey and Hawkes pocket
score, also provided with a thorough analysis by Fritz Stiedry, can
compare pp. q3, 101, and 227. (The keys are different each time.)
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There is an even more important, if less exciting, link between the
first movement and the fourth, a setting, for alto, of words from

Nietsche's "Thus Spake Zarathustra." An undulating figure, making
its original appearance on page 4. comes at the very oeginnino of the
song. concludes it, and recurs throughout, though in the instrumental
portion only. It would not interest a sinoerl

The singer, however, is not debarred completely from these cyclic do-
ings. The first climax in the Finale, p. 211, No. 5. is attained by way
of a motive from the first theme of the first movement that corresponds
with the setting of the line "Tie[ ist ihr Weh."

Tie[ ist- ihr Weh!

From the [ourth movement again comes our last example. What
Stiedry calls a melisma, heard repeatedly with increasing elaboration,
pp. 189-191. was anticipated in a trumpet theme in the first movement.
p. I0.

(a) s
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Had Mahler retained the Finale of No. 4, a setting for a soprano o1!
the Wunderhorn" poem on the delights o| Paradise. "IMir geniessen
die himmlischen Freuden,'" as the seventh ([) division o[ the Third
fig_tmphony, there would have been some connection between it and the

h movement, a setting [or alto voice, boys' and women's chorus o1[
the "Wunderhorn" poem. "The Begging Song o[ Poor Children"
(Armer Kinder Bettlerlied). These tie-ups with Ho. 4 come on pp.
197-200 and consist o[ some climbing figures in even 16ths, found at
cue figure 4 in the later work, and the setting of the line "lch hab'
iibertreten die zehn Gebot," that in No. 4 is applied to the words "Die

En_lein die backen das Brot.'" a4
Since, as noted above, the Finale was already composed when

Mahler set to work on his Fourth Symphony. the thematic connection
between it and the first movement amounts to the cyclic |orm in re,-
verse. Anyway. it's there. Intermittently heard in the last movement
(rehearsal figures 3, 7, 11 ) is a curious staccato-and-grace-note motive
that Tovey graphically terms "farm-yard noises. ''s5 heard at the very
beginning o[ the first movement and thrice therea[ter.

si_s,_ ._ Je dre
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Toward the close of the Adagio comes a figure for horns, related to the
following, the clarinet obbligato to the voice part having already
opened the final movement. In one [orm or another this matter is with
us until the end. s°

(a)
3

s4See my article "'MahlerQuotes Mahler" noted above.
s50p. cir., Vol. VI, p. 77.
s0 It might also be observed that the first theme o[ each of the first three move..

ments, and of the E major section that concludes the last one, all beoin with four'
tones ascendlno stepwlse, thus reversino the procedure found in the Fourth Sym-
phony of Tchaikovsky.
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_ir ge-nie-ssen die hiram - - li-sohen Freu_den_ihxm
An unusual, if not entirely unprecedented, situation is found in

Mahler's Fifth Symphony, that we mioht hold to be an extension of
the cyclic plan. or another arrangement entirely. Schumann. as already
noted, would have us believe that the Introduction and four movements
of his D minor Symphony were "one movement." And Saint-Sai_ns in
the Third Symphony, also mentioned above, wished us to consider the
four movements as two. (For the premiere, of January 9, 1887, he
supplied an analysis that stated his desire "to shun in a certain measure
the interminable repetitions which are more and more disappearino
from instrumental music.") Anyway, Mahler lined up the five move-
ments of No. 5 as three. There is a double system of numbering, in
which Roman and Arabic,numerals are employed as follows: I com-
prises 1 and 2, II is 3, and III is 4 and 5. The paired movements are
connected thematically, and the Scherzo (No. II-3) enjoys a lonely
isolation. The first of each of Saint-Sai_ns's paired movements was
broken off. Mahler did not do that--and no more did Schumann--
but he has a different scheme, in respect to the first two divisions, than
either of his predecessors. At intervals, the tempo of the second move-
ment reverts to the slower pace of the first, and the themes of the
Trauermarsch come back, either in development or literally. Further-
more, if the second movement occasionally slows down to the pace of
the first, the latter, at one point, assumes the wild character of its suc-
cessor. The first movement has been called a preface to the whole

symphony, and it has also been described as an introduction to the
second. Their respective keys, by the way, are C-sharp minor and A
minor, and considerin9 the fact that the first movement is approxi-
mately the same lenoth as its companion, and that, aside from the
themes they share, each movement is complete of itself, this would
seem to be usin 9 the term "introduction" in a most unorthodox fashion.

It would be more sensible to call the Adagietto, for strinos and harp,
an introduction to the Rondo-Finale. The indication attacca is found
here, as it was not found at the end of the March, but aoain the keys
--F major and D major--are not closely related. The short, simple
and directly appealing Adaoietto, that has been both performed and
recorded out of context, is practically an unbroken song, that starts
quietly, becomes increasinoly impassioned, especially when it gets into
the warm key of G-flat, and ends much as it beflan. Both aspects of
the Iono tune are displayed in the Finale, but the second is overwhelm-
ingly the favored one, both in the exactness and the extent of the quo-
tation. By accident or desion, Mahler endowed this expressive melody
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with a capacity for momentum. It does not lose character as com-
pletely as do most slow themes when speeded-up to fit into fast move-
ments. Be all this as it may. [ am refrainin 9 here from the use of musi-
cal examples. With Mahler's backin 9 [ am considering this a different
situation entirely.

The Sixth is another "Fate" symphony, after the manner of Beetho-
ven's Fifth and the Fourth and Fifth of Tchaikovsky, in its details
now following one or the other precedent and now breaking with them
all, the chief difference being that this symphony ends tragically. Fate
here has the last word. The indispensable Fate motive is basically the
simplest of them all: no more than an A major triad changing to an A
minor one in the next measure. An instrumental twist gives it a signifi-
cance that intrinsically it lacks. The motive, on its first appearance, is
attacked simultaneously by trumpets and oboes, the former in diminu-
endo, the latter in crescendo, thus imparting to the major chord a
brighter tint and to the minor chord a darker one. Later on we find
other instrumental combinations; nor is this dynamic scheme always
preserved. The motive comes in the first movement in the bridge pas-
sages connecting the first and second subjects (exposition and recapi-
tulation). As is not the case in the Tchaikovsky Fifth, the ensuing
Andante, originally the third movement, goes its placid way undis-
turbed by it, but it comes twice in the Scherzo, just before the Trio and
at the end of the movement. There are several repercussions of it in
the Finale, where it comes in G and C. as well as in A. Confined, in
the first movement, to the triads in question, it later receives sundry
melodic embellishings. Other cyclic features are of less importance.
There is, for one thin 9. a certain kinship between the respective chief
themes of the first and last movements.

Ca)

In the first movement an impressionistic passage, entailing the use of
celesta and cowbells, sTarrives rather startlingly in the development sec-
tion. Freely transformed, it returns twice in the first half of the Finale.

aTAlong with the hammer found in the Finale. the cowbells are a special feature
of No. 6. See Engel's article, "With Hammer and Cowbells," in the 1948 CHORO
ANDDISCORD.Vol. 2. No. 5.
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And the eleventh measure of the Scherzo introduces a fi0ure that is
heard repeatedly throughout the movement, in various guises, and
comes several times in the Finale.

A more cheerful symphony succeeded this bleak and forbidding
tonal document. The Seventh was mentioned above as one of the
works in which the chief theme of the first movement returns at. or

very near. the end of the Finale. What Mahler did here. however.
was to follow the example of Bruckner in certain symphonies and re-
turn it earlier in the movement as well. As it happens, this theme and

the principal subject of the Rondo-Finale are a good dea!b.a!ike.., andMahler found it easy to include "a" in a development of

(a)

(6)

Three measures before cue figure 279, in a passage of great contra-
puntal complexity, the Rondo theme, freely treated in D major, holds
sway for ei0ht measures, when the first movement theme enters the
web. for a few measures, in D minor, accompanied by a variant of one
of the Rondo's side themes. At (281) it briefly andfreely returns in
C-sharp minor, and twelve measures later in C minor. We hear from
it again in B-fiat minor and then in D-fiat. always accompanied by
other melodic matter. The key reverts to the movement's main tonality
of C, and ten measures before the end of the theme in question comes
back, mit hdchster Kraft, for five measures, and alone in its 01or_

It is worthy of note that of the ten completed symphonies of lvlahler
(one of them being Das Lied yon der Erde, which by any ordinary
standards is not a symphony at all. even though the composer so des-
ignated it), only Nos. !. 4, 6, and 9 have the conventional four move-
ments. The all-choral Eighth has two, althou_l h some have descried in
the second an approximation of Ada0io, Scherzo and Finale. This
properly, is not a "symphony" either, (but what else could Mahler
have called it?) and its cyclic features by no means correspond to those
discussed thus far, with the possible exception of the beginning once
more bringing the end. I am appending two themes from the first



movement, the so-called "Light" theme and the "Gloria." much alike.
as may be seen, that return in the second one.

Ao -cen - de_ ac -cen -de lu - men sen-si-bus

Glo-ri-a in sae-cu o 1o- rum sae- cu-la_ Pa-tri

Once introduced, the three ascending tones followed by an upward

leap of varying distance, are much in evidence throughout the remain-
der of the work. We hear them repeatedly in the instrumental intro-
duction to the second movement and shortly afterwards in Mahler's
most ardent page. the soarin9 song of "Pater Ecstaticus," with its
richly-textured, harmonically intense instrumental support.

E- wi -ger Won-ne-brand_ glilh-en-des Lie-be-band

From this evolved the choral setting of Goethe's Chorus Mgsticus that
concludes his Faust and the symphonies, wholly or partly, based upon
it by Liszt and Mahler, a comparison of whose settings, by the way, is
extremely instructive.

A! - les Yer-giing- li - che ist nut ein Gleich - his i

As in the "Resurrection" Symphony, when the chorus is done the or-
chestra has a final word, in this case a return, as noted above, to the

mighty Eighth's opening phrase. This, together with a development of
it in the manner of the initial chorus, fills the last q5 measures.
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Ve-ni_ ve-ni_ cre a - tor spi- ri-tus

The descending fourth, present in three of the five excerpts from
the Eighth shown here, is prominent in other Mahler symphonies,
notably the First, Second, Third, Fifth and Seventh, in the Lieder eines
[ahrenden Gesellen and The Song of the Earth--"in all the pivotal
works of Mahler's career as symphonist.' wrote David Rivier in his
excellent article, "A Note on Form in Mahler's Symphonies," in the
195't CHORO ANO DISCORD.s8 Could we perhaps dub it the Mahler
motive"?

The notes a-g-e, descending, are prominent in the first song of Das
Lied yon der Erde, and the sixth and last ends with their inversion.
However, the four movements of No. 9 are inter-related, not by themes
and motives, but by the prevalence of the descending second, instances
of which were given in notation by Mr. Rivier. s9 And since the Tenth
was left unfinished, I shall forbear discussion of it.

Like the composers, I shall now end as I began. The cyclic form is
plainly not a development of the last 70-odd years, but they have at
least brought it into public notice, and have seen it become a talking
point, even a controversial issue. Not so long ago it didn't even have
a name, and to discuss it one would have had to describe it. The crux
of the matter seems to be that what Franck's predecessors lacked--
and what he himself was fortunate enough to have--was a good
advertising man.

as Vol. 2. No. 7.
s9 Ibid.

MUSIC MOURNS VAN BEINUM AND ADLER

by JAca DIETIIER

Two eminent musicians who were also outstanding exponents of the
music of Bruckner and Mahler died in 1959: the Netherlands conduc-
tor Eduard Van Beinum. and the British-American conductor F.
Charles Adler.

Heer Van Beinum was born in Arnhem, Holland, in 1901. He came
of a musical family, played both violin and piano, and was a concert
artist from the age of 16. He became conductor of the Haarlem Or-
chestral Society in 1926, and just five years later was appointed second
conductor of the esteemed Concertgebouw of Amsterdam, with which
he was associated until his death. During the German occupation,
however, he was also connected with the underground movement, and
was on one occasion saved from arrest at the hands of the Nazis only



through the timely warning of a local police officer, at which time he
went into impromptu and temporary hidin 9. After the war his zeal
was enthusiastically rewarded with the first conductorship of the Con-
certgebouw in succession to Willem Mengelber 9.

Throughout his years of leadership he was particularly noted for his
musical and democratic reforms, for he was a strong advocate of or-
chestral teamwork as opposed to autocracy on the podium. (He was
affectionately known by his colleagues as "the baton-player.") In
19'18-49 he was the conductor of the cooperatively owned London
Philharmonic as well, and from 1956 to his death, of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. His double duties in Amsterdam and Los Angeles neces-
sitated frequent polar flights back and forth. He died of a heart ail-
ment on April 13, 1959, in the midst of his colleagues during a rehear-
sal of Brahms' First.

Mr. Adler was born in London in 1889. As a student in Vienna, he
was one of a group of young musicians who attended and was permit-
ted to discuss Mahler's rehearsals with him. |te graduated from the
Munich Royal Academy. and was assistant to Felix Mottl in the
Royal Opera there, 1908-1 I. In 1913 he was appointed first conductor
of the Municipal Opera in Duesseldor[, and subsequent conducting
posts were held in Berlin, Hamburg, and Vienna. In 1928 he founded
the Berlin publishing house, Edition Adler, but lost it when the Nazi
regime began and he emigrated to the U.S.A. During his New York
years of the thirties and forties he led first the W.P.A. group called
the New York Festival Orchestra, and later the New York Chamber
Orchestra. whose members were from the Philharmonic. As an exam-
ple of his lifelong dedication to living composers, he conducted the
latter orchestra, in the course of one festival alone (the Saratoga Festi-
val of 1946). in more than forty new compositions. He also received
the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal from the Bruckner Society of America in
1958, and the Schoenberg Medal from the International Society for
Contemporary Music. Although he kept a home in upstate New York,
his later years were spent mainly in Vienna, where he made all of the
pioneering recordings by which he is probably best known, and where
he died on February 16, 1959.

Lovers of Bruckner and Mahler have special reason to be grateful
for the unflagging artistic devotion and integrity of these two musicians.
who were both honorary members of the Bruckner Society of America.
Few Brucknerites or Mahlerites in this country have had an opportu-
nity to see either of them conduct in person, yet they are known every-
where by their matchless and irreplaceable recordings. Especially
treasured by this writer are Van Beinum's recordings of Bruckner's
Seventh and Mahler's Fourth, to say nothing of the superb Lieder
eines [ahrenden Gesellen which he made during his London season,
with the Polish contralto Eugenia Zareska as soloist. (it might per-
haps be mentioned here in passin 9 that it was Van Beinum and the
Concertgebouw who gave the English an example of how to interpret
the interludes from Britten's Peter Grimes. getting closer to the work
than Sir Malcolm Saroent[) He was the first to conduct, shortly be-
fore his death (and even prior to its publication), the Mahler Seventh
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in the new critical edition prepared by the lnternationale Gustau
Mahler Gesellscha[t. For us, perhaps no other fact could stress so

poignantly his tragic loss at this or indeed any time.
This writer owes to F. Charles Adler his first acquaintance with

Mahler's Sixth, a fact which would alone hold him in very special

memory. Yet this was only typical of Adler's approach m to do with-
out hesitation what needed to be done and was within his means, re-

gardless of popular appeal or acclaim. And so we have, in addition,
recordings by him of two of the works which have never been dupli-
cated in the record catalogues to this day, and very likely would not be

represented at all without him: Bruckner's Mass in D Minor and
Mahler's Third Symphony. Adler's beautiful Adagio from the Mahler
Third is, like all his best work, truly de pro[undis. And the writer
would like to add here a mention of his extremely fine and much under-
rated rendition of Charles Ires' Second Symphony.

THE BRLICKNER AND MAHLER RECORDINGS

EDUARD VAN BEINUM
Bruckner

Symphony No. 7 in E Major (Revised Version)
COA (London LL-852/3. English Decca LXT-2829/30)

Symphony No. 8 in C Minor (Critical Edition. ed. Haas)
COA (Epic SC-6011, English Phillps ABL-3086/7)

Symphony No. 9 in D Minor (Critical Edition, ed. Haas)
COA (Epic SC-3401)

Mahler
Symphony No. 4 in G Major

COA, M. Ritchie (London LL-618, English Decca LXT-2718)
Lieder elnes fahrenden Gesellen

LPO. E. Zareska (English Decca EDA-71, 78 r.p.m, discs)
COA. N. Merrlman (Epic SC-6O23)

Das Lied yon der Erde
COA, N. Merriman, E. Haefliger (Epic SC,.-6O23)

F. CHARLES ADLER
Bruckner

Symphony. No. I In C Minor (Revised Version)
VO (Unicorn LA-1015)

Symphony No. 3 In D Minor [Revised Version)
VO (SPA 30/I)

Symphony No. 9 in D Minor (Revised Version, ed. Loewe)
VO (SPA 24/5)

Overture in G Minor
VO (SPA 24/5)

Mass No. ! in D Minor
VO, Soloists and Chorus (SPA 72)

Mahler
Symphony No. 3 In D Minor

VO, VSOC, VBC, H. Roessel-Majdan (SPA 20/2, 70/1 )
Symphony No. 6 in A Minor

VO (SPA 59/6O)

Ada_ and Purgatorio from Symphony No. 10(SPA 30/I)

Abbreviations:
COA --Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam
LPO --London Philharmonic Orchestra
VBC --Vienna Boys' Choir
VO m Vienna Orchestra (Vienna Phllharmonia)
VSOC --Vienna State Opera Chorus



BRUCKNER THE TEACHER

by D_KA NEWLIN

Today, with education more and more in the public eye, it is heart-
ening to realize how many otr our great creative figures in contempo-
rary music have chosen to instruct the younger generation in the
|undamentals o| their art. Schoenberg with his Harmonielehre (The-
ory of Harmony), Hindemith with his Elementary Training tor Musi-
cians, Roger Sessions with his Harmonic Practice m and, in tlae field o|
piano technique, Bartok with his Mikrokosmos -- they have not hesi-
tated to stoop and reach out a helping hand to the beginner in these
mysteries. In so stooping, they did not lower themselves -- rather, they
enriched their own knowledge and deepened their own insights. How

true are the beautiful words of Schoenberg in the preface to his Har-
monielehre: This book I have learned from my pupils." In turn.
young people may be grate[ui [or the opportunity to use textbooks by
distinguished creators, rather than by dull pedants.

Unfortunately, Anton Bruckner, dedicated teacher though he was,
did not choose to document the principles o[ his teaching in book form.
And perhaps it is just as well that he did not do so, for, as his letters
attest, when it came to expressing himself with pen in hand he was--
to say the least--distinctly more success|ul with tones than with
words. (In this respect, he stands at the opposite pole [rom Mahler,
whose verbal virtuosity is nearly on a par with his mastery o| musical
materials.} But, thanks to the devotion and interest of a one-time
Bruckner pupil, and the co6peration o| the Osterreichischer Bundes-
uerlag (Austria's principal publishing outlet for material of an educa-
tionalnature), there has been available, since 1950. the next best thing
to a genuine textbook by Bruckner.

In 1891, young Ernst Schwanzara, the son of a musical family, en-
tered Bruckner s harmony class at the Llniversity of Vienna. lie did
so with high hopes, for he felt that the work at the University would
prove to be more advanced than that which Bruckner offered at the
Conservatory. In this. he was disappointed, for Bruckner's lectures
were geared to a general audience of modest technical knowledge.
However, Schwanzara became so fascinated by Bruckner's personality
and method of presenting his materials, and was so appreciative of the
opportunity to come into contact with the great man, that--unlike
many of the students who freely "cut classes" and took only sketchy
notes when they bothered to be present--he attended class regularly
and took complete shorthand notes, also copying Bruckner's musical
examples in their entirety. Since he had already formed the plan of
publishing this material some day, he further checked on the accuracy
and completeness of his notes by attending the same classes during the
two subsequent academic years 1892-93 and 1893-94. In this manner,

35
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he was able to compile what he claims to be the only complete tran-
scription of Bruckner's University lectures. It is this material which is
offered to us in the present book. (Anton Bruckner: Vorlesungen
fiber Harmonielehre und Kontrapunkt an der Universit_t Wien, heraus-
gegeben yon Ernst Schwanzara. Vienna, Osterreichischer Bundesver-
lag, 1950.)

Schwanzara provides an illuminating, if sometimes polemic, preface
dealing with Bruckner's musical studies and the way in which the re-
sults of these were utilized in his teaching (with special emphasis on
the all-important influence of Simon Sechter), and, most interestingly,
with Bruckner's persistent, finally successful efforts to gain an appoint-
ment at the University. Here we see Bruckner for the first time in con-
flict with Eduard Hanslick. who, since 1861, had been Professor of
Music History and Aesthetics there. The long struggle to have instruc-
tion in harmony and counterpoint legitimized in the University be-
speaks a conflict which, alas. has still not altogether disappeared from
university life. even in America. Already in 1862. Hanslick had turned
down a request for instruction in harmony, counterpoint and composi-
tion to be given by Rudolf Weinwurm. a firm friend of Bruckner's and
director of the University's Akademischer Gesanguerein, on the
grounds that enough information on these subjects was given in his
own lectures on music history and aesthetics; therefore, special courses
were not necessary. In 1867. Bruckner, then cathedral organist at
Linz. made his first application to the University for a position as
teacher of musical composition. Hanslick promptly rejected this appli-
cation, for he believed that "practical instruction in composition does
not properly belong to the University. but rather in a professional
school or conservatory." If composition is to be taught at the Univer-
sity. he went on. why not then add teachers of drawing, painting, etch-
ing and sculpture? (An American reader accustomed to the broad
course offerings of our universities might well think at this point,
"Why not, indeed?") A renewed, more detailed application made by
Bruckner in 1874 was likewise refused by Hanslick. with the further
comment that the composer's personality and complete lack of any
scholarly background made him about the least suitable person imag-
inable for a University position. However, Bruckner was not without
friends at court, and it seems that some political pressures must have

been brought to bear on Hanslick, for in October, 1875, he wrote
tersely, 'There is no objection to the appointment of Bruckner as an
unpaid teacher of harmony and counterpoint at the Vienna Univer-
sity." Such an appointment was finally made in November, 1875.
While this was a considerable moral victory for Bruckner, there was
also. of course, an element of disappointment. He had hoped to secure
a better-paid position which would free more of his time for his own
creative work (an ambition which Hanslick. not surprisingly, re-
sented). Instead. he got an unpaid position which robbed him of even
more precious time. But, on the other hand, he _ained a new audience
of friends and supporters ( many thousands," _chwanzara somewhat
hyperbolically exclaims) whose interest in him and in his work helped
to brighten his later years.

Bruckner's relationships with his University students were, in gen-
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eral, happy ones. He respected their intelligence and idealism, and
often confided in them about his intimate plans, not only before or after
class, but even in the middle of a lecture. In turn, the students as a
whole rewarded him with their respect and affection. A present-day
teacher may read with somewhat rueful amusement, though, about
certain disciplinary incidents which have a familiar ring. For instance,
there was the flirtatious pair who happily whispered together during
one of Bruckner's lectures until the understandably annoyed composer
ordered the offending young man to get up and change his seat. (The
outcome of this was that Bruckner sternly banned young ladies from
his class during the following term: however, they were back in the
fall.) Then there was the young Conservatory student who insisted on

finding a joke in everythin 0 Bruckner said, even when the teacher had
anything but humor on his mind. This boy was finally publicly repri-
manded for his failure to take notes in class, and forced to "rootle" in
his pockets until he found some sort of cheap notebook in which to
write. Students there and then. it seems, were not so different from
students here and now!

Thrning now to the actual material which Bruckner covered in his
class, we find a systematic method of presentation which still has valid-
ity today. Beginning with fundamentals, he explains to his students
(the majority of whom, we recall, did not have any professional musi-
cal background or ambitions) the structure of the tone, of the interval,
of the common chord, and of the scale. Next logically come diatonic
progressions in major. Here we find two especially "Brucknerish" fea-
tures: the extreme emphasis on the importance of fundamental root-
progression (learned from Sechter, and later carried on by Schoenberg
in his Harmonielehre) and the view that the; fifth of II in major is "im-
pure" and hence should be treated as a dissonance (a fine distinction
which very few theorists make). In succession, triads in root position
with their inversions, seventh chords with their inversions, and ninth
chords are introduced. Only after this material has been completed do
we tackle the progressions of triads with no common tone. Bruckner,
like Sechter, feels that this type of progression postulates an imaginary
"intermediate root"; in other words, the root-progression, in such a
series of chords, is not really, say, D-E, but D-(B)-E. (Something of
this feelin 9 carries over into the harmonic theory of Schoenberg: he,
too, treats these stepwise or "super-strong" progressions separately
from the others.) Preparation and resolution of chords which demand
such treatment (e.g., the six-four chord and the seventh chord) is al-
ways illustrated with great care by Bruckner, in all chord-positions.

Like many other theorists before and since, Bruckner did not throw
his students into the problems of minor keys until he felt that the major
had been thoroughly understood. The various fundamental progres-
sions are explored by him in minor with the same thoroughness as in
major. Now we are ready for modulations, which Bruckner carefully
divides into three species: diatonic (to nearly-related keys by means of
a common chord), chromatic (to more distant keys by means of altered
chords), and enharmonic (by means of ambiguous. "wandering"
chords whose function changes as their spelling is enharmonically
changed.) Bruckner was well aware of the useful (and often, in the
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nineteenth century, overused) potentialities of one such harmony, the
diminished seventh chord. He wittily called it the "Musical Orient
Express." because it travelled so rapidly to such far regions. (A bit
later. Schoenberg called it the "aspirin harmony, because you take it
for everything." Today we might update this to "Miltown harmony,"
! suppose!) Both Bruckner and Schoenberg were conscious of the
potentially destructive nature of such chords and therefore insisted that
their, use within a tonal settin 9 be controlled with great care.

In successive years of University teaching, Bruckner reduced ever
more drastically the amount of time which he devoted to counterpoint
in his class. Perhaps he felt that a grasp of more than the essential
principles of this art was not essential for students who were not spe-
cifically preparing for professional musical careers (unlike the Conser-
vatory students). In any case, we have a compact four printed pages
devoted to this subject in Schwanzara's notes. Reference is made to
the principles of cantus /irmus counterpoint (though the traditional
"species" are not discussed), to the construction of canons, and to the
fugue and its principal sections. In the summer term of 1892. it seems
that very few students had followed Bruckner even this far, for
Schwanzara recounts that at the last lecture, on July 1I, only four were
present. But the smallness of their numbers did not diminish their en-
thusiasm, for they applauded and stamped their feet vigorously (an
old European university custom) as Bruckner closed the session by
saying, "1 wish you all very happy holidays, and beg you to remain as
loyal to me as I am to you- and always will be." Let us leave Bruck-
net the teacher in this mellow mood, as he sits afterwards with
Schwanzara in front of the Blue Cannonball, in the little sidewalk
"garden" surrounded by potted oleanders and ivies, enjoying a few
beers and a pleasant chat. It is good to remember him this way and to
realize that his moments of heaven-storming inspiration did not deprive
him of that human touch without which no teacher is truly great. Thus
we are all the more appreciative of Schwanzara's reminiscences, which
illumine for us one more facet of an immortal musician and an unfor-
gettable personality.



CONTAGIOUS INTENSITY: BRUCKNER'S FOURTH IN
NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 16, 1959

by KONRAD WOLFF

Two years and four days after their memorable Haydn-Webern-
Bruckner concert, William Steinberg and the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra returned to Carne0ie Hall for an equally memorable, similar.
and yet dissimilar prooram. Similar, because a0ain the concert cul-
minated in the performance of a Bruckner symphony, and also because
the two short pieces ("Expressions") by Luigi Nono -- which opened
the program--recall Webern's spirit. Dissimilar. however, because
the Bruckner work this time was not preceded by two other Viennese
compositions (cf. Dika Newlin. CHORD AND DISCORD, 1958, p. 112).
Instead, of Haydn's Surprise Symphony, a new work in three move-
ments. 'Pittsbur0h Symphony," by Paul Hindemith was played--de-
cidedly a no-surprise symphony. The exceptional quality of the per-
formance made listening to this music quite enjoyable, at least during
the second movement which contains genuine music-making of the kind
associated with his best works. It is hard to understand why. at the
very end of the symphony, the tune of "Pittsburgh is a Great Old
Town" is introduced in a noisy orchestration.

Despite Webern's influence on Nono, the pieces we heard are also
definitely non-Viennese. Their delicate color-scheme, including the
specially organized percussion section (described in Frederick Dorian's
excellent program notes), suggests Blue Grotto light and remains typ-
ically Italian. We received a wholly positive first impression of the
pieces, their or0anic shape, and their evolution from concentration to
expansion in the course of the music. To a few sarcastic professionals
who were trying to dismiss the compositions with a pun.on the com-
poser's name, I can only say that the answer is "yes, yes.

Again, it was the quality o[ the performance by Steinber 0 and his
orchestra which made it possible to enjoy the music immediately.
His way of li[tin 0 the baton at the beginnin 0 of a piece is typical and
almost symbolic of his compellin 0 intensity: he raises it in a tremen-
dous arc, extremely slowly and steadily, so that by the time it arrives
overhead the discipline and concentration expressed in the motion have
caught orchestra and audience alike.

The impression made by the Bruckner Fourth Symphony on every-
one was overwhelmin o. An exceptional spontaneous ovation acclaimed
the per|ormers at the end. It must be assumed that the work ffself.
78 years a|ter its first performance, was familiar to many listeners. But
the concert drew students and many other young music-lovers and thus
certainly became the starting point for a great number o[ new Bruckner
devotees. One music student has overcome a self-conscious crisis
throu0h her unprecedented emotional response to Bruckner's music at
this concert.
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The performance was utterly careful and at the same time flowin o.
A perfect equilibrium was achieved between the sensuous beauty of the
melodic detail (the Schubert heritage in Bruckner) and the solemn
architecture of each movement. Steinberg's enjoyment of subtle sonori-
ties never detracted him from the line of the music.

He made two cuts: in the 2nd movement between the letters G and
L of the Eulenbur 0 miniature score, and in the Finale between the 4/'t
preceding letter P and the pianissimo passage occurring 12 measures
before letter S. They did not destroy the effect of the work in per-
formance: possibly they helped it. Yet it is always wron o not to present
a score in its entirety. No matter what the effect of the cut, it is not
permissible. Arthur Miller has stated the core of the matter in an im-
portant recent letter (published in the New York Times, Nov. 29,
1959, in which he says: "A fine work is wedded to the time it takes to
perform . . . it." He 0oes on to explain that it is impossible to make a
digest "of a real work of art because it is digested in the first place; it
is the ultimate distillation of the author's vision by definition." If we
permit one mutilation we forfeit our right to protest. By justifying
Steinberg's excisions in the Fourth we make it impossible to stop any-
body else from doin 0 worse.

However. it was only afterwards that I began to think about this
problem. On that Monday night--thanks to the performers--1 was
simply under the spell of music and of Bruckner.



BRLICKNER AND MAHLER

by BRUNO WALTER

The followin0 article is reprinted from the November 19q0 issue
O[ CHORD AND DISCORD.

Throu0hout its ten years of existence the Bruckner Society of Amer-
ica has striven manfully and efficiently in behalf of Bruckner and
Mahler. Therefore, in connection with its decennial retrospect, I
01adly respond to its plea for an expression concernin 0 these masters.
To combine propa0anda for Bruckner and Mahler into a sin01e plan is
to express the conviction that the success of the one helps the other's
cause, that they belon0 side by side because of their artistic kinship.

I should not have a0reed to write about Bruckner and Mahler did I
not re0ard that little word "and" highly pertinent. Its appropriateness
is borne out by Mahler's own words. I often heard him call Bruckner
his forerunner, assertin0 that his own creations followed the trail
blazed by his senior master. Of course that was over forty years a0o,
in the days of Mahler's Second, the symphony which, more vividly
than all his other works, reveals his affinity with Bruckner. Yet from
the Third Symphony on, his development was marked by an ever in-
creasing deviation from Bruckner's course. I cannot recall Mahler's
makin 0 the same remark durin 0 later years. Nevertheless, down to his
latest works, we meet with occasional features which mi0ht be called
Brucknerian. Thus it is worth while attaining a clear idea of the nature
and deoree of their relationship.

Much has been written concernin0 Bruckner. To the literature on
Mahler I myself have contributed a book. Yet (as far as I know) a
comparative study of Bruckner and Mahler is still to be made. There-
fore I shall attempt in these comments to measure their relationship, to
thrash out the features which unite and separate them. We shall find
them alike in many important respects, but different, even opposite, in
others of not less consequence. We shall find them so related, that
understandin0 the one includes a certain de0ree of access to the other;
yet so different, that affection for the one may seem consistent with
total inaccessibility to the other. Certainly, to understand and love
both requires a very complex musical disposition and an unusually
broad spiritual span.

My comparison cannot limit itself to details of actual musical crea-
tion. The spiritual sources of their works, the personalities of both
masters, are vital to the theme of our survey, not merely because they
are more amenable to words than music itself, but because the light
they shed upon the music is indispensable in an essay strivin0 for
knowledge. To demonstrate really and clearly the relationships be-
tween these composers' works, there is only one way; throu0h per-

ql
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|ormances. Renouncing [or once this (to me) most agreeable method,
resorting to words, though aware that no bridge leads straight from
them to music, 1 must also seek to approach my subject indirectly. The
mystic connection between the inner life of a composer and his music
makes it possible to discover his soul in his work. Understanding his
heart lays bare an inner path to his music. Hence I hope a discussion
of the individualities o| both masters will enable me to fill in some of
the gaps inevitable to an essay on their works alone.

What Joins Them
Nine symphonies composed by Bruckner, as well as Mahler, in the

course of about thirty years, constitute the chief product of their crea-
tive power. The nature o| the themes, developments, combinations, is
{in keeping with their creator's nature) truly symphonic. Remarkable
coincidences in the periodic progress o[ their work are the decisive step
from the Third to the Fourth and the change of style between the
Fourth and Filth symphonies. The Fourth of each opens a new field
o[ expression scarcely glimpsed in his previous works. A warm, ro-
mantic light rises over Bruckner's hitherto heroic tone-world; a tender
fairy-tale-like idyll soothes Mahler's tempestuous heart. For both the
Filth, with its intensification of the polyphonic style, inaugurates the
period of mature mastery. The laconic idiom of restraint, the art o|
mere suggestion, involving economy o[ means and form, is not theirs.
Only in a number of his songs do we find Mahler's contradictory na-
ture master of this style too. Otherwise both share in common the urge
to yield their entire beings symphonically through unrestrained expres-
sion in huge dimensions. Their symphonies resemble each other also in
the special significance o| the finale in the total-architecture.

Broadly spun, essentially diatonic themes and a counterpoint directly
joined to the classical tradition characterize both. To be sure, Mahler's
later polyphony trod more complex, daring, and highly individual paths.
To both (and to them alone) the church chorale comes as naturally as
the Austrian Laendler. The utmost solemnity and folk-like joviality
constitute the opposite poles in both their natures. They are linked
with the classicists, the way leads through Schubert. Their association
is strengthened, among other things, by the fundamentals of their har-
mony, their style of cadence and (all their deviations notwithstanding)
their fondness for symmetry and regular periodic structure. Even the
later Mahler, no matter to what regions his formal and harmonic bold-
ness led him. maintained clear periodic structure and a firm tonal foun-
dation. Both revel in broadly built climaxes, in long sustained tensions,
whose release requires overwhelming sonorous dynamics.

In their gay or lyric moments we often meet with a typically Aus-
trian charm recalling Schubert. though in Mahler's case it is frequently
mixed with a Bohemian-Moravian flavor. Above all, however, Mahler
and Bruckner are (though in different ways) religious beings. An es-
sential part o| their musical inspiration wells from this devotional depth.
It is a main source of their thematic wealth, swaying an all-important
field of expression in their works: it produces the high-water mark of
their musical surf. The total idiom of both is devoid of eroticism.
Oiten inclined to pathos, powerful tragedy, and emotional extremes of
utterance, they attain climaxes of high ecstasy. Clear sunshine and
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blue sky seldom appear in the wholly un-Mediterranean atmosphere of
their music. "Romantic" was the name Bruckner gave his Fourth. In a
related sense we find Mahler's earlier work romantic, aside from his
un-Brucknerian diabolism. Yet in the later works of both the romantic
note is rarely sounded.

Highly characteristic seems to me one negative manifestation of their
relationship. Moved by their tremendous experience of Richard Wag-
ner to an undying faith in his art, they show (aside from a slight influ-
ence over Bruckner's instrumentation) no Wagner/an traces in their
work, or at most, so few, that the impression of their complete inde-
pendence is in no wise affected thereby. Their individuality was of so
sturdy a nature (astonishing in that epoch of musical history) that de-

te the open ear, open heart, and unreserved sympathy they lent the
agnerian siren-song, they did not succumb to it. Of course, being

essentially symphonists, they were equal to the threat of the dramatist
against their self-determination, for the inspirational sources of their
creation, as well as their native urge toward formal construction, dif-
fered fundamentally from his. Neither of them felt drawn to the stage;
a phenomenon particularly remarkable in the case of Mahler, whose
reproductive genius for the opera, expressed through incomparable
interpretations, opened new paths in that field, actually instituting a
tradition. Two abortive attempts of his early youth are his sole original
contributions to the theater. Otherwise he never wrote for the stage,
unless we include his arrangement of Weber's "Three Pintos."

Like Bruckner he took root in absolute music, save when he drew his
inspiration from poetry, as in his songs. Yet was his work really rooted
in absolute music? Is his First Symphony (originally named "Titan"
after lean Paul's novel) with its ' Funeral March in the manner of Cal-
lot," are the Second and Fourth with their vocal movements, the Third
with its (later) suppressed sub-titles, genuine symphonic music in the
Bruckner sense? Indubitably Mahler's music differs from Bruckner's in
the degree of absoluteness intended. It was induced and influenced by
more specific imagery, fantasy, and thought than Bruckner's music,
which rose from less tangible, darker spiritual depths. But does this
really involve an essential difference? Is not Beethoven's Pastorale, de-
spite the "Scene at the Brook," "Rustic Festival," and "Storm," abso-
lute symphonic music, its lesser absolute intention notwithstanding.

Let us conjure up the basic process of musical creation. The com-
poser suddenly has a musical idea. Where there existed apparently
nothing before, save perhaps a mood, an image, there is, all at once,
music. A theme is present, a motive. Now the shaping hand of the
composer grasps it, unfolding and guiding its trend. Fresh ideas come
streaming in. Whether or not more definite imagery plays a role in the
creative process, the decisive factors governing the result remain the
"grace" of basic musical creation and the power of symphonic con-
struction. That "grace" and that power were granted Mahler as well
as Bruckner. Therefore, despite the thoughts and visions that influ-
enced his creation, he also took root in absolute music.

After all, do we know whether Bruckner, or for that matter even
Mozart, was not visited by imagery and thoughts during the creative
process, or, whether many of their ideas, looming up out of the sub-
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conscious, did not take turnings over some conscious path, thereby ac-
quiring more vivid coloring and more subjective character? In Goethe's
Elective Affinities the image of Ottilie fills Eduard's eyes during a con-
jugal meeting with his wife Charlotte. while the latter beholds the
captain's image. Though the offspring of this union bore external
traces of these wandering visions, it was nevertheless the child of
Eduard and Charlotte, sprung from their natural union. Deep mystery
surrounds the genesis and pure music may result, despite the influence
of extra-musical ideas upon the act of generation. Yet if the composer's
intention is really descriptive, i.e., if he makes the music the means of
portraying an idea or image, then, of course, he has himself blocked
the path to pure music.

To Mahler as well as Bruckner music never was the means of ex-
pressin 9 somethin 9, but rather the end itself. He never disregarded its
inherent principles for the sake of expression. It was the element in
which both masters lived, impelled by their nature toward symphonic
construction. Mahler's enchanted creative night was filled with vio-
lently changing dream-forms; Bruckner's was dominated by a single
lofty vision. Since Bruckner (so far as I know) had, until his death in
1896, acquired no acquaintance with Mahler's work, whereas the latter
was well versed in Bruckner's art, it remains to be considered whether
it was not this influence, acting only upon the younger composer, that
aroused the impression of the kinship felt by Mahler himself. Without
a certain relationship, however, no influence can be exerted. Moreover,
Mahler's individual tonal language reveals no sign of dependence,
whether similarity or reminiscence. Yet we find in one of his main
works, the Second, indications of a deeper, essential kinship and meet
with occasional "Bruckner" characteristics down to Mahler's very last
creations. Nevertheless he was as little dependent upon Bruckner as
Brahms upon Schumann, many of whose "characteristics" haunt the
work of Brahms. To both Bruckner-Mahler may be applied the Faust-
verdict concerning Byron-Euphorion: to each of them was granted "a
song his very own." i.e., originality.

What Divides Them
Bruckner's nine symphonies are purely instrumental works. Mahler,

on the other hand, enlists words and the human voice for his Second,
Third, Fourth, and Eighth. Besides the symphonies Bruckner com-
posed three Masses, the Te Deum. the 150th Psalm, smaller devotional
vocal works, and (to my knowledge) two male choruses. Of an en-
tirely different stamp was Mahler's non-symphonic creation. He wrote
Das klagende Lied, set to his own narrative poem; the four-part song
cycle Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen, the words also by himself; songs
with piano accompaniment and with verses from Des Knaben Wunder-
horn; during a later period, orchestral songs set to poems by Rueckert.
among them the Kindertotenlieder cycle; and finally his most personal
confession, Das Lied yon der Erde, with verses by the Chinese poet Li-
Tai-Po. We see Bruckner, therefore, aside from his symphonies, con-
centrated almost entirely upon sacred texts, while Mahler is inspired by
highly varied fields of poetic expression. In his symphonies, Das Ur-
licht from Des Knaben Wunderhorn and Klopstock's "Resurrection
Ode" furnished him with the solemn affirmative close of his Second,
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Nietzsche's Midnight yielded the questing, foreboding fourth move-
ment and verses from Des Knaben Wunderhorn the answering fifth
movement of the Third. From the same collection Mahler chose a poem
of childlike faith to give symbolical expression to his own hope of celes-
tial life. In the Eighth the hymn "Veni Creator Spiritus" and the
closing scenes of Faust Constitute his confessions of faith.

Thus the record of his vocal creations is at the same time a clue to
the story of his heart. It tells of his struggles toward God. through dis-
covery and renewed quest, through ever higher intuitions and loftier
yearnings. Yet over this dominant note. the "Ostinato" of his life, re-
sound many other tones, defined by accompanying verses: Love and
death, lansquenet life and a spectral world, the joy of life and its woe,
humor and despair, savage defiance and final resignation, all these find
individual and convincing expression in his musical eloquence. If I
wished to present the difference between the two masters in the short-
est imaginable formula, I would say (conscious of the exaggeration of
such a summary) : at bottom Bruckner's spirit was repose, Mahler's un-
rest. With Bruckner the most impassioned movement has a foundation
of certainty; not even Mahler's inmost depths remain undisturbed.
Bruckner's scope of expression is unlimited, though it has but few main
subdivisions; with Mahler these are prodigal in number, embracing all
lights and shades of a weird diabolism, a humorous buffoonery, even
resorting to the eccentric and banal, besides countless expressive nu-
ances ranging from childlike tenderness to chaotic eruption. His heart-
felt, folk-like themes are as Mahlerian as his sardonic cacophonies,
whose lightning apparitions render all the darker the night of his musi-
cal landscape. Mahler's noble peace and solemnity, his lofty transfig-
uration are the fruits of conquest; with Bruckrier they are innate gifts.
Bruckner's musical message stems from the sphere of the saints; in
Mahler speaks the impassioned prophet. He is ever renewing the
battle, ending in mild resignation, while Bruckner's tone-world radiates
unshakable, consoling affirmation.

We find, as already stated, the inexhaustible wealth of the Bruckner
music spread over a correspondingly boundless, though in itself not
highly varied realm of expression, for which the two verbal directions.
"feierlich" (solemnly) and "innig" (heartfelt), most often employed by
him. almost sufficed, were it not for the richly differentiated scherzi
that remind us of the wealth of the humoristic external ornaments of

impressive Gothic cathedrals. Even Bruckner's orchestra under_loes
scarcely any change. With the Seventh he adds the Wagnerian tubas.
in the Eighth the harp, but he does not alter his instrumental methods
as such. Beginning with the Fi[th the character of his harmony and
polyphony no longer varies, though (to be sure) it is sufficiently rich
and inspired to require no change.

Mahler renewed himself "from head to toe" with each symphony:
the First, his "Werther," as I once named it; the Second, a kind of
"Requiem"; the Third, which one might be tempted to,call a pantheistic
hymn; the Fourth, a fairy-tale idyll From the, Fifth to the Seventh
imagery and ideas yield to absolute-musical intentions. Even though
each of these three symphonies has its own individual atmosphere, they
stand considerably closer to each other in style and general content
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than the widely separated frst four. They share in common a musi-
cally more complex, polyphonically more profound idiom, richer in com-
binations, imparting a new, stronger impression of Mahler's varied
emotional life. The human voice is the main instrument in the Eighth.
A magnificent, specifically choral polyphony determines the style of the
hymn-like first movement, while in the Faust-scenes the composer
adapts his musical idiom to the Goethe-word and the demands of lr,yric
singableness through a sort of simpl,'.fication. In Das Lied yon der _,rde
we meet with still another Mahler, inaugurating a third creative period,
with a new manner of composition and orchestration. On this highest
plane is born the Ninth, the mighty symphonic presentation of the spir-
itual sphere of Das Lied yon der Erde. The sketches toward a Tenth
bring to a sudden end this sharply defined course of creative evolution,
the outstanding feature of which was its rich differentiation. This ap-
plies also (as already stated) to his instrumentation. An inborn, ex-
tremely delicate sense of sound, an ear open to orchestral possibilities
lead. at the beck of expression and clarity, to unique mastery over the
orchestra. From wealth of color and charm of sound to an objective
exposition of his increasingly complex polyphony, this is the path
Mahler's orchestral technique, changed and intensified by the increas-
ing demands of each work. had to travel.

Each orchestral song, from the very earliest, reveals an individual
instrumental combination, mainly of an amazing economy. The sym-
phonies, with the exception of the Fourth, are inhabited by orchestral
masses over which an unbounded tonal fantasy holds sway. In con-
trast to Bruckner he was compelled to strug!_le ceaselessly for the solu-
tion of orchestral problems increasing with each new work. In this
respect he always felt himself, as he complained to me. "a beginner."

The great stress in Bruckner's music rests upon the idea, in Mahler's
upon the symphonic elaboration of the idea involving processes of
forming and transforming which in the course of years scaled the high-
est peaks of constructive power. It is characteristic of the difference
between the two composers that their opponents attack the form in
Bruckner's. the substance in Mahler's work. I can understand these
objections to some extent without, however, acquiescing in them. From
Schenker comes this charming thought: that "even a little bouquet of
flowers requires some order (guiding lines) to make it possible for the
eye to encompass it at aglance," i.e., to see it as a bouquet. "Form" is
such order, premeditated, organic association, complete, strict unity.
Our classic literature contains matchless examples of organic unity.
Yet we have art works of undoubtedly highest value (I mention
Goethe's Faust as the most significant instance) the genesis of which
resisted this strict organic unity of form. gaining more in richness
thereby than they lost in lucidity. I confess that tor many years, de-
spite my love for Bruckner's tonal language and his wonderful melo-
dies. despite my happiness in his inspirations, I felt somewhat confused
by his apparent formlessness, his unrestrained, luxurious prodigality.
This confusion disappeared as soon as I began performing him. with-
ot, t difficulty I achieved that identification with his work which is the
foundation of every authentic and apparently authentic interpretation.
Now, since I have long felt deeply at home in his realm, since his form
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no longer seems strange to me. I believe that access to him is open to
everyone who approaches him with the awe due a true creator. His
super, dimensions, his surrender to every fresh inspiration and new,
interesting turning, sometimes not drawn with compelling musical logic
from what has gone before, nor united to what follows, his abrupt
pauses and resumptions: all this may just as well indicate a defect in
constructive power as well as an individual concept of symphony,. Even
though he may not follow a strictly planned path to his goal. ne takes
us over ways strewn with abundant riches, affording us views of con-
stantly varying delight.

Mahler's striving for form succeeded in bringing transparent unity
to the huge dimensions of his symphonies. His was a conscious effort
towards order. All his singularities of mood, his excesses of passions,
his outpourings of the heart are seized and united according to a plan
dictated by his sovereign sense of form. He once told me that, because
of the pressure of time (his duties as director left him only the summer
months for composing) he may perhaps not have been. at times, suffi-
ciently critical of the quality of an idea, but that he had never permit-
ted himself the slightest leniency in the matter of form. Yet the objec-
tion to his thematic art finds no corroboration in this confession, for
that objection refers, as far as I know, only to so-called "banalities,"
i.e., intentional ironic turns, meant to be humorous and dependent for
acceptance or rejection upon the listener's capacity for humor. It is not
in these that Mahler perceived a deficient quality. He referred to a few
transitional lyrisms in later works, which struck him as perhaps not
select enough, though they would scarcely disturb anyone's enjoyment
of the gigantic whole.

The relative beauty of themes and the value of musical ideas cannot
be a subject for discussion. I limit myself to the declaration that. after
life-long occupation with his works, Mahler's musical substance seems
to me essentially music, powerful and individual throughout, beautiful
when he strives for beauty, graceful when he strives for charm, melan-
choly when for sorrow, etc. In short it was truly the material suited to
the rearing of such mighty structures, and worthy of the sublime feel-
ings it served to express: Mahler was, like Bruckner, the bearer of a
transcendental mission, a spiritual sage and guide, master of an in-
spired tonal language enriched and enhanced by himself. The tongues
of both had. like that of Isaiah, been touched and consecrated by the
fiery coal of the altar of the Lord and the threefold "Sanctus" of the
seraphim was the inmost meaning of their message.

The Personalities
The favor of personal acquaintance with Bruckner was not granted

me. but that Vienna, into the musical life of which I entered as a young
conductor, was still full of the most lively memories of him. I came in
touch with "Bruckner circles," which abundantly supplemented Mahl-
er's narratives of his own Bruckner-experiences. I gathered from re-
ports of pupils and friends of the master, from numerous anecdotes, so
vivid a picture of his personality, his atmosphere, his mode of life, his
conversation, his habits and eccentricities, that I feel as if I had known
him thoroughly. One drastic difference between Bruckner and Mahler
struck me even then: no feature in Bruckner's personal make-up re-
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flected the greatness and sublimity of his music, while Mahler's person
was in full harmony with his work. What a contrast in the very ap-
pearance of the two masters! Gustav Mahler's lean figure, his narrow,
Iongish face, the unusually high, sloping forehead beneath jet-black
hair, eyes which betrayed the inner flame, the ascetic mouth, his
strange, irregular gait--these impressed one as the incarnation of the
diabolical conductor _Lohann Kreisler, the famed musical self-reflecting
creation of the poet t_. T. A. Hoffmann. Anton Bruckner's short, cor-
pulent, comfortable figure, his quiet, easy manner contrast as strongly
as possible with such romantic appearance. But upon the drab body
is set the head of a Roman Caesar. which might be described as majes-
tic, were it not for the touch of meekness and shyness about the eyes
and mouth. 0lying the lie to the commanding brow and nose.

As might be expected from their contrasting exteriors the two men
themselves differed. Bruckner was a retiring, awkward, childishly
naive bein 9, whose almost primitive ingenuousness and simplicity was
mixed with a generous portion of rustic cunning. He spoke the un-
refined Upper-Austrian dialect of the provincial and remained the
countryman in appearance, clothing, speech, and carriage till the end,
even though he lived in Vienna, a world-metropolis, for decades. His
conversation never betrayed reading, whether literature or poetry, nor
any interest in scientific matters. The broad domains of the intellectual
did not attract him. Unless ,music was the topic he turned his conver-
sation to the narrow vicissitudes and happenings of every-day exist-
ence. Nevertheless his personality must have been attractive, for
almost all reports agree upon the peculiar fascination exerted by his
naivete, piety, homely simplicity, and modesty bordering at times on
servility, as borne out by many of his letters. I explain this attractive
power of his strange personality to myself as due to the radiance of his
lofty, godly soul, the splendor of his musical genius glimmering
throuoh his unpretending homeliness. If his presence could hardly be
felt as "interesting," it was heartwarming, yes, uplifting.

It was entirely otherwise with Mahler, who was as impressive in life
as in his works. Wherever he appeared his excitin o personality
swayed everything. In his presence the most secure became insecure.
His fascinating conversation was alive with an amazingly wide culture
reflecting a world of intellectual interests and an uncommon capacity
for swift, keen thinking and expression. Nothing of importance ever
thought, accomplished, or created by man was foreign to him. His
philosophically trained mind. his fiery soul grasped ana assimilated the
rich, nourishing intellectual diet without which so Faustian a being
could not exist, yet which could as little satiate or appease him as it
had Faust. A firm consciousness of God that knew no wavering filled
Bruckner's heart. His deep piety, his faithful Catholicism dominated
his life. even though it is rather his work that reveals the true greatness
of his faith and his relationship to God. Not only his Masses, his Te
Deum, his devotional choral works, but his symphonies also (and these
before all) sprang from this fundamental reli0ious feeling that swayed
Bruckner's entire spirit. He did not have to struggle toward God; he
believed. Mahler sought God. He searched in himself, in Nature, in
the messages of poets and thinkers. He strove for steadfastness while
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he swung between assurance and doubt. Midst the thousand-fold,
often chaotic impressions of world and life he tried to find the ruling
prime thought, the transcendental meaning. From his Faustian urge
for knowledge, from his commotion by the misery of life, from his pre-
sentiment of ultimate harmony stemmed the spiritual agitation which
poured from him in the shape of music. Change characterized Mahler's
life; constancy Bruckner's. In a certain sense this is also true of their
work. Bruckner sang of his God and for his God, Who ever and un-
alterably occupied his soul. Mahler struggled toward Him. Not con-
stancy, but change ruled his inner life, hence also his music.

Thus their work and their nature were in many respects akin, in
many at variance. Yet both belong to that wide, august circle of
friends who never abandon us to languish in grief or solitude, but offer
us solace in all pain. Theirs is a precious legacy that for all time be-
longs to us. Those friends are always present. Their spirits dwell in
our book-chests, music-cabinets, in our memory, at our beck and call
day and night. Our two masters have long since been received into
this circle because they continue the work which the great musicians of
the past have left. Great was the difference between the two, as I have
shown: but conjure up one and the other is not very distant. Along
with Bruckner's music (aside from the described more concrete connec-
tions) there vibrates a secret Mahlerian undertone, just as in Mahler's
work some intangible element is reminiscent of Bruckner. From this
intuition of their transcendental kinship it is clearly permissible to speak
of "Bruckner and Mahler"; therefore it is possible that, despite the
differences in their natures, despite the very incomparability of impor-
tant features of their work, my unqualified and unlimited love can be-
long to them both.

MAHLER PLAIN

by WINTHROP SARGEANT

The following review which appeared in The Netu Yorker on February 13, 1960,
is reprinted by permission; copyright The New Yorker Magazine, Inc., issue of Feb.
13, 1960.

Since we seem to be hearing more of Gustav Mahler's music this
season than we have heard in the past ten seasons put to0ether, the
lucky admirer of this music can now begin to pick and choose his favor-
ite Mahler interpretations, instead of merely being thankful for the op-
portunity to hear any Mahler at all. For me, the choice depends not
only on emotional factors, which may give a particular conductor a
special sympathy with Mahler's moody, nostalgic, and rather pessi-
mistic romanticism, but also on technical ones, which relate to Mahler's
very curious methods of scoring and the means that are used to realize
them in practical performance. For Mahler's music is not quite like
anybody else's, and the art of conducting it makes peculiar demands on
the man who holds the baton. It does not "play itself" to the extent
that Rachmaninoff's. Wa0ner's. or even Mozart's does. A conductor
cannot wallow in it, sketching in the main outlines and feeling confident
that it will come out all right, provided his orchestra is a good one.
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There is, as a matter of fact, a singular absence of main outlines, as
these exist in more standard types of music. Everythin9 in Mahler's
orchestration is in a continuously shiftin 9 state. There are melodies in
it, but they are not solos for a 9iven instrument; they are melodic se-
quences that are apt to change color several times durin 9 their passage.
One of them may start out as, say, an oboe part, continue, with imper-
ceptible joinery, as a part for a lone violin, and wind up as a part for a
muted trombone, all without any break in the melodic continuity.
There is also, as anybody who has examined a Mahler score knows, an
incredible proliferation in his work of what musicians call "dynamic"
signs--fortes, pianos, accents, crescendos, diminuendos--all of them
indicatin 9 precise degrees of loudness and softness, and they do not
occur with any unanimity but are played against each other contra-
puntally. Loud instruments like trombones and tubas are asked to play
very softly while soft instruments like the flute play as loudly as pos-
sible; crescendos by one group of instruments are set against diminu-
endos by another, with the result that the first 9roup shifts almost un-
noticeably to a position of prominence, changin 9 the whole color of the
passage. This sort of fragmentation, which is unique with Mahler,
compares with the conventional techniques of orchestration somewhat
as the brush-work of an Impressionist painter compares with that of a
Renaissance master, and it is extremely di_cult to project in perform-
ance, for it demands not only the most microscopic accuracy but a
calculated objectivity that would seem to be, and perhaps really is, in
conflict with Mahler's always deeply emotional musical content. At any
rate, it is quite a trick for a conductor to brinl_ off, and there are many
9ood conductors who are not 9ood Mahler conauctors.

George Szell arrived in Carnegie Hall with the Cleveland Orchestra
one night last week, and brought off the trick magnificently in Mahler's
"Das Lied yon der Erde. Every shading of the score was superbly
controlled, and yet there was no loss of emotional power and no feeling
of self-consciousness about the readin[g. All the iridescent and chame-
leonesque writhings of the orchestral rubric were set forth with the ut-
most exactness and subtlety. Maureen Forrester san 9 the contralto
solos nobly; a new Swiss singer named Ernst Haefliger coped at least
adequately with the highly taxing sequences for tenor; and the orches-
tra itself played brilliantly. Perhaps this is the place to note that in
recent years the Cleveland Orchestra has become a serious rival of the
"big three" of the Eastern seaboard. It has its own character, which
seems obviously dictated by the painstaking and slightly astringent per-
sonality of its conductor, and this character is by no means an unwel-
come contrast to the lusher qualities of the others. The orchestra is, in
any case, a superb ensemble and a sensitive and responsive instrument.

MUSIC: GLOWING MAHLER

by HOWARD TAUBMAN

The following review which appeared in the New York Times on February 2.
1960.is reprintedby permission;copyright 1960.

George SzeU and the Cleveland Orchestra gave a Carnegie Hall
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concert last night that qualifies as one of the season's memorable
events. Theywere abetted by Ernst Haefliger, Swiss tenor, who was
makin_l his New York debut, and by Maureen Forrester, Canadian
contralto, whose singing was something to treasure in its own right.

The evening began with a buoyant and transparent reading of the
Mozart E flat major Symphony, and the rest of it was devoted to a
radiant performance of Mahler's "Das Lied yon der Erde" (The Song
of the Earth). The Clevelanders, like every other orchestra in recent
weeks, was paying its respects to Mahler on the centennial of his birth.

This was the first of the visitors' three Carnegie Hall concerts this
season, and the fine impression the ensemble has made in the last few
years was not only confirmed but also improved. Mr. Szell had his
musicians playing with lightness and brilliance, refinement and opu-
lence. The quality and varieties of tone were remarkable, even in these
days o| splendidly seasoned instruments.

With an orchestra built and trained to his own ideas of discipline
and musicianship, Mr. Szell could shape interpretations of perception
and depth. The Mozart symphony moved as if airborne. The phrasing
had classic proportions but the warm heart that beats under the work's
formal garb was never forgotten.

The tribute to Mahler was carried out On an equally high level.
"Das Lied yon der Erde" is the most satisfying of the composer's ma-
jor works. His muse was always most thoroughly at home in the song
forms, and this is a symphony of songs.

It came after the Eighth Symphony and could have been designated
the Ninth. Mahler declined to do so, fearing that the Ninth. so crucial
in the careers of predecessors like Beethoven and Bruckner, would
signify the end. A Ninth followed several years later. Like "Das Lied
vonder Erde," it dealt with death and the hope of redemption. But in
"Das Lied yon der Erde" Mahler achieved his loftiest fusion of matter
and manner.

Mr. Szell had every element of the score under control, and his play-
ers responded so as to make him proud. There is an abundance of
testing moments in this music for all the choirs. The winds played se-
curely and glowingly. The strings were a joy. Rarely do first violins
achieve a pianissimo of such shimmering and delicate hues as this
group did in the second section.

Mr. Haefliger sang with intelligence and a grasp of style. His voice
is a sturdy tenor with its most effective range in the middle. He can
shade it smoothly, and he can produce a warm tone in legato passages.
His extensive recordings abroad have earned a considerable reputation
for him, but a chance at other assignments will be needed to form a
fuller judgment.

Miss Forrester, who has made her mark as a soloist, was a majestic
interpreter of Mahler. Her singing had the breadth and somber ec-
stasy of a high priestess communing with unseen spirits. She produced
tones of the most delicate subtlety. In the final section, "Der Abschied"
(Farewell). she managed high, soft notes that were like floating velvet.
There was no suggestion of a performance: only the communication of
Mahler's thought and emotion.



A SYMPHONIC TEMPLE

RANDOM REFLECTIONS ON BRHCKNER'S

"ONE SYMPHONY"

by HERBERT ANTCLIFFE

It has been said of Anton Bruckner that he was the composer of one
symphony, which was divided into eight parts, with a setting of the
Te Deum Laudamus as a coda.. Literally,: of course, this is not true,
but there is some element of truth in it. INo other composer has ever
continued his work as a symphonist with the same regular emotional
development.

Not that they are in general structurally or thematically connected.
The connection is chiefly, if not entirely, emotional. From the first to
the eighth they build up a gradually developed climax--one of the
finest climaxes in all music.

Few people will ever have the chance of getting the full effect of
that climax; for to get it one must hear the whole series in their regu-
lar order and with not too long waits between each of the successive
numbers.

He did not start with t'he naive simplicity of Mozart or even of
Beethoven, but the comparative simplicity of his first is equally in con-
trast with the last as is Beethoven's first with his ninth, or even that
between the first of Mozart and the Jupiter.

Perhaps they are an equal example of the condition of per ardua ad
astra as the works of these two great composers, but they are more
single-minded than those of either.

Mozart's symphonies, in spite of their gradual strengthening in ex-
pression and technic, and apart from the very debatable suggestion that
the three last were an unconscious and unintended autobiography, are
in the main pi_ces d'occasion. In other words, they were written as
occasion demanded, and not as spontaneous outbursts of emotion.
Those of Beethoven were spontaneous and unordered, being explosions
of emotion or expressive of his delight in the country, or of admiration
or of sheer jollity in the desire to exercise his technic. There is no
chain of spiritual emotion linking them together.

A well-known British musician once objected to the music of Bruck-
her, because it owed so much to that of his predecessors; but which
composer has ever been entirely original? And the great composer
whom he almost worshipped, J. S. Bach, owed almost more than any-
one before or after him.

The mere fact of his borrowing phrases or chords from the earlier
symphonies to help in building up the later ones had little to do with
that continuity. Little, or even nothing, to do with such building up.
Such borrowing may sometimes have helped to express the continuity
of feeling, but it is in the feeling itself that such continuity exists.
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This borrowing, whether from the earlier symphonies and even from
some of his earlier purely religious works, is in any case largely a mat-
ter of technic and is indulged in to no greater extent than was the case
with almost every composer of large works.

To my thinking, Bruckner's symphonies are, as a whole and individ-
ually, the most perfect embodiment of religious feeling outside actual
religious works such as those of the great masters of the post-Pales-
trina period--and perhaps some of the Tudor Church music--that
exists, and, of course, excepting his own Church compositions.
Whether Bruckner was a man who could be described as saintly, in the
conventional use of the term, or not, I do not know. That his whole
being was impregnated with his consciousness of the immanence of
God is obvious.

From these symphonies he built up what has been described as a
symphonic temple.

The foundations of that temple were laid, in the first place, in his
religious works which were composed for orchestra and not merely for
organ. Some preparation, some slight layer of musical and emotional
iground was to be found in earlier attempts at purely orchestral writin 9.

ut this was scarcely an essential feature of the foundations of his
symphonic temple. This temple started with his first symphony and
finished with what he did towards his ninth and with the great Te
Deum Laudamus, itself a truly symphonic work.

Various students of the life and works of Bruckner have remarked
on the patience (in spite of occasional outbursts of temper) of the man.
This patience is reflected in much, one may almost say. the whole of his
work--and particularly in his symphonies--and it may be the mere
fact that, although he telt within himself his power as a symphonist, he
did not write his first symphony until he was forty years old is one
indication of this patience, which was one of the unifying torces in
their construction.

Incidentally, moreover, these borrowings are further evidence of his
patience. There is no lazy takin9 over of old material, because it was
too much trouble to create new. Each borrowing, for instance from his
earlier religious works in the second symphony or from the early sym-
phonies in the later ones, has its definite aim and expression, and. of
course, the supreme instance I have already mentioned of this--the
placing of the Te Deum as a climax to all--is indispensable to the
work of erecting the greatest music temple of the Nineteenth Century.
a work that has recently been compared by a religious writer in Hol-
land (the musical critic of a Jesuit paper, so probably a Jesuit himself)
with Handel's Messiah and Bach's St. Matthew Passion for its reli-

gious force, though that force has as yet to bear its full fruit both in his
own country and in others.

l have referred to the comparison between Bruckner's symphonic
work and a great temple. With what kind of temple, it may be
asked, can it best be compared? Certainly, a Christian temple, but so
tar as their building is concerned these are many and various alike in
their periods and their individual styles. To this question, a colleague
has recently provided at least a partial answer. He pointed out that in
the great Gothic cathedrals of the past. those which have withstood
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age and storm and maltreatment during the centuries, such. for in-
stance, as Notre Dame in Paris or the minsters at Cologne and Dur-
ham and York, their very beauty and majesty lies not in the [act that
they were designed and built under the supervision of a great single
architect, for they were not. Many changes in intention, at least in the
matter of detail, took place in the 600 years that it took to build Co-
logne Cathedral. No. even their unity of conception was intensified by
the fact that every layer, even every stone, was carefully chiselled and
shaped and decorated before it found its place in the whole work.

This comparison with the work of Bruckner cannot, of course, be
applied entirely, for Bruckner himself was both architect and builder.
and the whole of his work, as a symphonist, was completed within a
space of four decades. The comparison is that just as these great edi-
fices of stone were shaped and decorated in small details carefully
shaped and adapted, Bruckner's symphonies were built up diligently
out of phrases and passages carefully thouf_ht out and actually com-
posed before they were placed in the complete composition. The in-
stances I have mentioned of his borrowings from his earlier works are
the most striking instances of this, but not the only ones. The question
raised in Austria fifty years ago as to whether Bruckner lacked form
can be answered by this. It was all built up patiently of small indi-
vidual pieces which merely by their relation one to the other make a
complete and well-formed entity.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO
DR. HEINZ UNGER

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in the works
of Gustav Mahler in Canada. the Board of Directors of The Bruckner
Society of America awarded the Kilenyi-Mahler Medal to Dr. Heinz
Unger.

Under Dr. Unger's direction, the York Concert Society, Toronto, has
performed the following works of Mahler:

May 26. 1953 3 Songs (Lois Marshall. soloist)
May 27, 195q Kindertotenlieder (]ames Milligan, soloist)
May 15, 1956 Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen

(Maureen Forrester, soloist)
April 30. 1957 Fourth Symphony (Lois Marshall, soloist)
On Dec. 11, 1954. and Oct. 8, 1956, Mahler's Fourth under Dr.

Llnger's direction was broadcast over CBC.
On Jan. 22. 1958, the Toronto Symphony, Dr. Unger conducting.

gave the first performance in Canada of Mahler's Second; participants
were: Lois Marshall and Claramae Turner, soloists; The Bach-Elgar
Choir of Hamilton, John Sidgwick, Director.

Dr. Linger conducted the first performance in Canada of Mahler's
Fifth on Feb. 25, 1959. After the performance, Dr. Geoffrey Wad-
dington, Chairman of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, acting
on behalf of The Bruckner Society of America, made the presentation of
the Kilenyi-Mahler Medal to Dr. IAn_er. The performance and the
presentation ceremony were broadcast trom coast to coast on the CBC
trans-Canada network.
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The Vienna _Philharmonic Returns to New York, 1959

by DIKA NrWLIN

Reviewing the Vienna Philharmonic's New York debut of 1956 for
this journal, I wrote: "we . . . hope that they .will once more come
bringing Bruckner--and perhaps Mahler?" (CHor_D ANO Dlscoao,
1958, p. 59.) My wish for Mahler was not to be gratified by the splen-
did orchestra's return to New York in November, 1959, as part of its
triumphal world tour extending from New Delhi, India, to Montreal,
Canada. But we friends of Bruckner can scarcely compiain; for, in-
stead, on November 17, it offered a spectacular performance of Bruck-
ner's Eighth under the direction of Herbert von Karajan. Wisely, Mr.
von Karajan and the orchestra devoted almost the entire evening to this
monumental work, preceding it only with a refined and tasteful per-
formance of Mozart's Eine kleine Nachtmusik. Nor was it, this time,
followed by any light Viennese encores which might negate its heaven-
storming climax; the beloved waltzes and marches without which no
Vienna Philharmonic tour would be complete were reserved for the
second half of the more "popular" matinee concert on November 19.
which also included Mozart's G minor Symphony and Schubert's

Unfinished.
I have used the word "spectacular" to describe the Bruckner per-

formance. This term is meant to express both its shining merits and its

(slight) limitations. To me, the extrovert von Karajan never quite suc-
ceeds in bringing to Bruckner that ultimate de0ree of spiritual absorp-
tion in the work which this music demands. Instead, he concentrates
on sound--and in this respect the performance was supreme. Only
when listening to this orchestra can one feel that one is really hearing
the sonority (especially in brasses and strings!) which Bruckner him-
self must have had in mind when composing. The unfolding of the
successive climaxes of the Adagio displayed an especially fine grada-
tion of dynamic levels and tone-colors. With only the very slight res-
ervation which I have made above, this movement was an ecstatic lis-
tening experience; I can only feel sorry for the critic who found it

"agonizing" and who praised his seat-nei01hbor for putting her head onher husband's shoulder and going to sleep. Needless to say, the Finale
"brought down the house" and the orchestra could once more have the
pleasure of realizing that it is not, after all, so dangerous to play Bruck-
ner in America, a as it responded to the enthusiasm of the audience.

After this concert, Howard Taubman wrote in the New York Times,
"No one will complain if the intervals between calls [of the Vienna
Philharmonic] become even shorter." I can only echo this sentiment
and close my account of their all-too-short Eastern Seaboard visit with
the words of my title: Au[ #6hliches Wieclersehen!

1 In fact, sometimes It is dangerous not to. Day Thorpe, Washington Star critic.
quite ri0htly (in my opinion) scolded the orchestra for playin0 a miserable piece by
the contemporary Austrian composer Theodor Ber0er in its Washln0ton concert of
November 22, Instead of doln0 somethln0 by Bruckner, Mahler, or Ber01 Indeed. it is
most unfortunate that the Bruckner was played In New York and Boston only, durln0
the United States portionof the tour.
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IN MEMORIAM

JULIO KILENYI

Julio Kilenyi (1886-1959) was born in Hungary. Before his depar-
ture for Argentina at the age of twenty-one, he had studied in Buda-
pest, Paris, and Berlin. When he was thirty years old, he came to the
United States and became a citizen eight years later.

A sculptor of wide renown, he created among others the designs for
the William Penn Anniversary Medal, for medals officially awarded to
Col. Lindbergh, Thomas A. Edison, President Coolidge, General
Pershin 0. Admiral Byrd, and for medals commemorating the opening
of the George Washington Bridge and the Lincoln Tunnel.

Plaques and medals by Kilenyi are exhibited at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. the Cleveland Museum of Art. Boston Fine Arts Mu-
seum, Smithsonian Institute, British Museum, Oxford University, The
Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, and the Vatican Museum.

Prizes were awarded to him by the Allied Artists of America and
the Tenth Olympiad Committee of Los Angeles, among others.

Julio Kilenyi had been active in The Bruckner Society of America
for a quarter of a century. At the time of his death, he was an Execu-
tive Member, Director. and Vice-President. In 1933 he designed the
Bruckner Medal of Honor for the exclusive use of the Society. Two
years later, he designed the Mahler Medal of Honor to commemorate
the seventy-fifth anniversary of Mahler's birth. This Medal was also
made for the Society's exclusive use.

The medals are awarded for outstandin 9 effort to further interest in
and appreciation of the music of the two masters. By creatin 9 these
designs, Julio Kilenyi has made a contribution of lasting value to the
Bruckner-Mahler movement.
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THE MASS AS CONCERT-PIECE: BRUCKNER'S E MINOR
MASS IN NEW YORK, APRIL 12, 1958

by D_KA NEWLIN

In my article on "Bruckner's Three Great Masses" (CHonD AND
DISCORD, 1958) I deplored the fact that these magnificent works have
not yet found their proper niche in this country, either in the church or
in the concert-hall. Therefore, the appearance of the E minor Mass as
the final work on an unhackneyed program given by the New Haven
Chorale and Instrumental Ensemble {Donald Loach, director) in the
beautiful Grace Rainey Rogers Auditorium of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of New York was indeed a welcome addition to the concert life
of this season. The concert, which also included Bach's Cantata No,
118, Mozart's rarely heard Notturni (K. 't36 and '137) and Canzonetta
(K. 549), and A Nuptial Triptych of psalms by the contemporary
American composer David Kraehenbuehl, was one of a series made
possible by the Eda K. Loeb Fund.

I was not previously familiar with Mr. Loach's enterprising group,
but most of them appeared to be young people--indeed, still in the
student stage. Thus, the performances had vitality, but often lacked
professional polish. Perhaps in an effort to counteract the all-too-prev-
alent fault of singing all religious music in a dragged-out, lugubrious
fashion, Mr. Loach chose tempi for the Mass which often seemed too
rapid, so that Bruckner's noble ideas were slurred over, and important
text words swallowed. However, the conductor had a good feeling for
the typical Bruckner sonority, which managed to sound fully sym-
phonic even with this small group of winds, brasses and voices.

The musical text followed was closer to the old W6ss edition (as
found in Universal-Edition 7534) than to the l.lrtext of the Bruckner-
Gesellscha# edition. The textual question was not referred to in the
program notes. These were, on the whole, carefully prepared by
Emanuel Winternitz, curator of musical instruments at the Museum,

but his essay on Bruckner cer,tainly contained some debatable state-
ments, such as the following: For some reason the names of Mahler
and Bruckner are always heard together in America. Nothing could be
less justified . . . both were Austrians and both wrote nine sympho-
nies . . but these are the only things they have in common." Read-
ers oi CHORD AND DIscoao will doubtless hold a different view!

A pleasing feature of the performance was the use of the Gregorian
intonations "Gloria in excelsis Deo" and "Credo in unum Deum,"
which were not polyphonically set by Bruckner in this Mass, but which
must, of course, be present for liturgical completeness and propriety.
(They are notably absent from the one LP of the Mass available in
1958.)

We welcome performances such as this. and hope that major choral
organizations of professional stature might be inspired thereby to in-
clude Bruckner Masses on their programs more frequently.
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MAHLER ON TELEVISION

BERNSTEIN CONDUCTS YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT

by ROBERT G. GREY

In 1960 New York Philharmonic audiences in Carnegie Hall and
radio listeners experienced an event which would have been inconceiv-
able but a few years ago---a Mahler Festival which, according to the

, 16 hPhilharmonic s Program Notes, was given to commemorate the 100t
Anniversary of Mahler's birth and the 50th Anniversary of his first
season as Music Director of the New York Philharmonic. To Leonard
Bernstein, Music Director of the Philharmonic and a devoted admirer
of the hitherto controversial composer. Gustav Mahler, the increasing
number of Mahlerites owe a debt of gratitude for his share in making
the Festival possible and for conducting sixteen of the Festival's thirty
six performances. Judging by the size of each audience and the ovation
that greeted each of the concerts attended by the writer--ovations such
as are not heard too freguently at Carnegie. Hall--as well as by the
reviews of the majority ot the critics, Mahler s prophecy, My time will
yet come, was finally fulfilled; his time had come.*

The imaginative Mr. Bernstein took advantage of the Mahler Cen-
tennial not merely to educate adult listeners, many of whom had
formed their opinions from unfavorable reviews and articles about
Mahler published in the distant and recent past, but also to introduce
Mahler to the growing generation that had probably not even heard of
him. At a Young People's Concert on Jan. 23. 1960 which was taped
and televised on WCBS-TV under the dignified sponsorship of the
Shell Oil Company. Mr. Bernstein outlined the causes of the conflicts
which raged within Mahler's soul and made him compose as he did.
To illustrate the conflicts which he found expressed in Mahler's music,
Bernstein used the following selections: Des Antonius Ugh Padua
Fischpredigt, excerpts from Das Lied, the Second, and the Fourth. The
soloists were Reri Grist. Helen Raab. and William Lewis. The children
listened very attentively; they applauded heartily after each number.
The extremely difficult song, Der Abschied, which ended the concert
in an almost inaudible whisper of sound, brought forth a rousing ova-
tion for all participants, thus proving that difficult, unfamiliar music
can be a moving experience for children if presented by an inspired
conductor and dedicated educator. No doubt this concert proved to
be a revelation and memorable experience for the children in the Hall
and for many adults and children who saw the telecast. Reviewing
the concert in the New York Times, Mr. Eric Salzman called it "one

of the best programs of its type that Mr. Bernstein has yet put to-
gether." a comment that was richly deserved.

* The writer attended fifteen of the thirty-six Mahler concerts led by Mitropoulos,
Bernstein and Walter.
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IN MEMORIAM

ERNST i' M. LERT

Born in Vienna on May 12, 1883, Ernst J. M. Lert absorbed the
musical and artistic atmosphere which pervaded that unique center of
European culture in the late years of the nineteenth and early years of
the twentieth century. At the University of Vienna he studied the his-
tory of music under Guido Adler and at an early a0e came under the
influence of Gustav Mahler. When he was but twenty-four years old.
Ernst Lert became regisseur and dramaturgist in Breslau; two years
later, he was operatic and dramatic director at the new municipalthe-
atre in Freiburg, and at the age of twenty-nine, he was appointed to a
similar post in Leipzi 0, where he worked in the opera with Otto Lohse.

During World War I, which interrupted his career, he served as an
officer in the Austrian Army. After the War. he became Director ot the
Stadttheater in Basle, and in 1920 he was appointed Intendant of the
Opera in Frankfurt where he remained for three years. His acceptance
of the post of stage director at La Scala marked the next milestone in
his brilliant career. There he remained for a number of years, during
the 0olden era of the Toscanini re,lime. When the legendary maestro
came to the United States, Dr. Left s loyalty to Toscanini, who had be-
come Lert's friend, impelled him to leave La Scala and accept an ap-
pointment as one of the sta0e directors at the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York." At the time of his death, January 29, 1955, Dr.
Lert was a member of the faculties of Peabody Institute and Goucher
College (in Baltimore).

A great admirer of Mozart, Dr. Lert wrote a book on the staging of
Mozart's operas (Mozart au[ dem Theater, 1918). As a tribute to Otto
Lohse, he wrote a biography of the famous German conductor.

Dr. Lert attended the first meetin 0 of the Bruckner Society held on
January 4, 1931. and was active in the Society as an Executive Member
and Director until shortly before his death. Furthermore. he contrib-
uted articles to CHORD ANDDISCORD,articles which revealed him not
only as a scholar with a wealth of knowledge in various fields but as a
deep thinker as well. His writings and his lectures had something of
the _lrand manner.

Despite his many successful productions and much public acclaim
which would have imbued a lesser man with a feelin,_ of self-impor-
tance, Ernst Lert remained a modest, shy, and kindly person. His
training and his temperament precluded any compromise on his part
with artistic principles. As a teacher, his influence certainly extended
beyond the grave, and those who knew him intimately are unlikely to
forget this brilliant, gentle human being.

*Left's views concerning the duties and responsibilities of an opera and dramatic
director are set forth tn his article. Met-Emps!lchosis, published in Vol. I, No. 7 of
CHORD AND DISCORD.
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KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

STATION KWFM (MINNEAPOLIS)

Over a period of years, Station KWFM had been broadcasting
Bruckner recordings on its monthly programs. During the month o|
March, 1958, all available Bruckner recordings were included on the
programs of this station. At that time, their program book had on its
cover the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal of Honor.

In recognition o[ the efforts of the Station's authorities to familiarize
audiences within the radius of the Minneapolis station with the music
o| the Austrian master, the Directors of The Bruckner Society oE
America awarded the Kilenyi Bruckner Medal of Honor to Station
KWFM. The presentation of the Medal was made on November 15,
1958, to Gerald Hill, President of the Fidelity Broadcasting Company,
by Antal Dorati, an Honorary Member of the Society, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Speyer.
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KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO JOSEF BLATT

PRESENTATIONSPEECH BY EARL V. MOORE,"DEAN OF THE SCHOOLOF
MUSIC OF THE UNIVERSITYOF MICHIGAN,APRIL4. 1958. FOLLOWING

A PERFORMANCEOF MAHLER'SSECONDSYMPHONY

Ladies and Gentlemen: Before I undertake the pleasant task of pre-

senting the medal, I would like to express to Mr. Blatt, the members o[
the Orchestra, the Chorus. and the soloists my personal, and I believe.
your personal appreciation for the deep impression that this work has
made this afternoon. All o[ you have done the University o[ Michigan
great honor by this per|ormance and 1 want to congratulate each and
every one o[ you most heartily and to express [or mysel[, the [acuhy,
and [or the administration o| the University our sincere appreciation
[or your staying on an a[ternoon which otherwise might have been part
holiday for you. This has been a memorable occasion and l am sure
you realize [rom the response o[ the audience what an impression your
work has made. Thank you, and God bless you.

On behal[ o[ the Bruckner Society o[ America, I have been invited
to present their Medal to our conductor this a[ternoon. The Bruckner
Society o[ America was established in 1931 [or the purpose o[ pro-
moting interest in. and appreciation o[. the compositions o[ two great
and distinguished Austrian composers, Anton Bruckner and Gustav
Mahler. In the intervening years many per[ormances o[ these works
have been given by conductors o[ American orchestras. These conduc-
tors have in many cases been honored as our conductor is this alter-
noon, as recipients o[ the Bruckner. or the Mahler Medal, depending
upon which work was per[ormed. Among this list o[ conductors are to
be found the names o[ the late Frederick Stock, Dimitri Mitropouios,

Eugene Ormandy, Jan Kubelik, just to name a Jew. It is a distin-
guished list. Mr. Blatt, on behal[ o| the Bruckner Society of America,
it is my pleasure to present to you this Medal. On the obverse side
(here is where Television would help) you could see, i[ you were close
enough, a very lovely bas-relie[ o[ Mr. Mahler, done by an American
sculptor especially [or the exclusive use o[ the Bruckner Society. On
the reverse side is engraved the name o[ the recipient; in this case,
Jose[ Blatt, and the date, 1958.

It is with great pleasure and honor to you, Sir, that on behal[ o[ the
Bruckner Society, I present you with this Mahler Medal. (Prolonged
applause. )
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MAHLER'S KINDERTOTENLIEDER

by PARKS GRANT

Priedrich Rfickert (1788-1866) enjoys an envied place amon H Ger-
man poets of the Romantic school. He was a contemporary of Eichen-
dorff and Uhland, a junior contemporary of E. T. A. Hoffmann, a
senior contemporary of Heine, M6rike. Lenau, Keller, and Storm. He
was a youth at the same time that Goethe. Schiller, Jean Paul Richter,
and Wieland were at their height.

Rfickert, who sometimes used the pen-name Preimund Raimar, is
noted not only for his original poems, but also for his translations,
having made German versions of important Chinese, Arabian, Persian,
and Indian literature. This phase of his activity grows out of his posi-
tion as a professor of Oriental languages, first at the University of
Erlangen. later at the University of Berlin.

The Kindertotenlieder (Songs on the Death of Children) rank high
among his sensitively-written original works. Posthumously published
in 1872, these poems are intended as a memorial to two of the poet's
children.

Gustav Mahler drew on ten of Riickert's works for the texts of com-

positions: five independent songs (often called the Riickert Songs) and
the five-movement song-cycle Kindertotenlieder which here claims our
attention.

Composed in 1900-1902 and first performed and published in 1905,
Kindertotenlieder stands in the forefront among Mahler's works, second
only to Das Lied ugh der Erde, in the opinion of some musicians. Al-
ways tortured with thougl_ts of death, throughout its composition
Mahler was haunted by the fear that his own as-yet-unborn child might
not survive infancy. His foreboding was all too accurate, for his little
daughter Maria, born shortly after the completion of the Kindertoten-
lieder, died in 1907.

Mahler indicated on the first page of the score that Kindertotenlieder
should be performed as a unit. without pauses or applause between the
individual songs.

No. 1: NUN WILL DIE SONN" SO HELL A[IFGEH'N

(NOW THE SUN WOULD RISE SO BRIGHT)

The opening, for oboe and horn, is characteristically Mahleresque.
(See Example 1.) The entrance of the voice at the end of measure 't
is like the addition of another instrument rather than the coming-on-
stage of a featured "star"nalso very typical of the composer.
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Ex.l
Oboe

W = r. I I. I| l 1 -- _ 1 1 1
w

, • ' I I

0 Horn _ -- _2.", r, . ] i i l-r, , - , -

Q

The second vocal phrase is memorably eloquent, being the type o[
passage that is truly thought for the voice. To exemplify this, one need
only play it over on the piano, on which it sounds thoroughly undistin-
guished, and then sing it; even the poorest voice will give it character
and will feel its vocal suitability. This phrase is five measures in length,
rather than the more conventional [our, the slightly amplified size con-
tributing much to its distinction. One should also mention that the harp
enters with this same phrase, in a steady eighth-note figure doubled by
muted violas. There is no composer whose harp parts sound quite like
Mahler's--simple though they are--and this phrase is completely char-
acteristic. (See Example 2.)

Ex. 2

i: :
_..I m •it " . .

als sei kein Un - glfick_ kein

Cellos muted)
i_, I.... i : I _ I .. l

_ Violas(muted) 2rid Harp
Horn

[
Bass-Clarinet and Harp



,t

Un - glfick die Nacht ge - scheh_n!
Horn

An unexpected and quite deli0htful touch in orchestration turns up in
measure 20 in the form of some repeated tones for the olockens_piel.
This instrument, usually associated with li0ht-hearted, dainty, or _ril-
liant passa0es, contributes an nrrestin0 effect in this son 0 of profound
an0uish. It would occur only to a man who knew the orchestra as ex-
haustively as did Mahler--who of course was a conductor as well as a
composer--to use this instrument in such an unlooked-for fashion.
Incidentally the glockenspiel part throu0hout the son 0 is confined to a
sin01e pitch: D.

The music of Example 2 (minus the two 0race-notes) recurs with a
new text, and leads throu0h an unsettled-soundin0 passa0 e to the ma-
terial shown in Example 3. It will be observed that the first violins

Ex.3

sic ins ew _ - - go
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Cellos_ pizzicato
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have one melody, the voice a different one. and that the harp has a typ-
ical passage in eighth-notes. The sparsity of the-texture well illustrates
Mahler's ability to 9et a maximum of effect from a minimum of means

--this from a composer who is so often thoughtlessly accused of "me 9-
alomania" and extravagance of means!

The orchestra becomes momentarily aflitated, but calm is restored

through a cannily-written diminuendo and _qradual return to the ori 9-
inal tempo: the music seems to ' dissolve." The material of Example 2,
considerably modified and with new words, appears attain. The 91ock-
enspiel plays the last note in the unusual ending.

No. 2: NUN SEH" ICH WOHL, WARIdM SO DIdNKLE FLAMMEN
(NOW I SEE WELL WHY SUCH DARK FLAMES)

The second son 9 has an anguished opening, which a change from C



minor to C major at measure 15 does little to relieve. At measure 22
comes another phrase which only Mahler could have written: it is des-
tined to return at measure 54 in a different key and in altered form.
( See Example 4. )

Ex.4

Dort ahnt' ich nicht, weil

L, _, -,e;o;a_ {lralf)

Violas (half)

, J , ,t ,
7., v o ,._ --

- t - - _ "
r 1'pizzicato

There is a brief and restrained outburst at measure 29. At its end,
as it is calmin 9 down, there is a typically Mahleresque touch when
the voice part seems to drop out of sight and the emeroin_ cellos claim
our attention. The gradual swallowin9-up of one part ana overlapping
emergence of another, all within the course of a phrase, is typical of the
composer and was something of a novel stroke in his day. often bring-
ing about a veritable "counterpoint of tone-colors." A similar effect,
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also preceded by a short restrained outburst, occurs just before the
quite unconventional end.

It is interesting to note that the passage quoted in Example 4 and its
already-mentioned repetition are the only phrases in this song which do
not begin with a rising melodic line.

No. 3: WENN DEIN MUETTERLEIN

(WHEN YOUR DEAR MOTHER)

The third song has about as cheerless an opening as can be imag-
ined; it is given to English horn, bassoon, and pizzicato cellos. Again
the entrance of the voice and the whole manner of its participation sug-
gest the role of one o[ the orchestral instruments rather than a "star"
or "soloist." A chamber-music-like mode of thou0ht may be observed
in nearly all of Mahler's songs with orchestra.

At the end of measure 24. running to the be0inning of measure 33, is
the amazing passage found in Example 5. It returns, with different

Ex. 5
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orchestration and text, just before the end o[ the song. Its effect is that
of a single phrase of astounding length, which pushes everything be-
fore it. Of course it really subdivides, and it certainly need not be at-
tempted with a single breath, yet so ingenious is its structure that the
listener almost holds his breath as it is delivered. Not many passages
that are its peer will be found anywhere in musical literature. It is a
true masterstroke.

The second half of the song is fairly similar to the first half--about
as near to the "strophic" type of song-structure as one will find in
Mahler, who always preferred the "through-composed" manner of
composition. The end is noteworthy as marking one of the few times
Mahler did not conclude a composition on the tonic chord, for the final
chord is the dominant.

No. 4: OFT DENK" ICH, SIE SIND NUR AtlSGEGANGEN

(OFTEN 1 THINK THEY'VE ONLY GONE AWAY)

After three songs in slow tempo with little rhythmic drive, the fourth,
with its gentle and restful flow, is a welcome change. It is also the only
song which opens in the major mode.

Measures 15 through 23 are remarkable for their beginning on the
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dominant-eleventh chord and for the typical manner in which the or-
chestra takes over as the voice drops out, a Mahler characteristic which
has already received comment. (See Example 6.) This passage recurs
twice later on, both times in modified form. The first of these again
uses the orchestra to continue the interrupted voice line and features a
delightful bit for a solo violin; the second, which virtually concludes the
song, finishes out the phrase after having passed through one of the
most exquisite climaxes imaginable.

No. 5: IN DIESEM WETTER
(IN THIS WEATHER)

The last song is about twice the length of any of the others, and
easily requires the largest number of instruments in the orchestra.

The agitated opening features growling[ trills, restless figures, tremo-
los, stopped horns, and other turbulent eltects, including Mahler's typi-
cally "wrenched" string passages approached from one or two grace-
notes. The stormy mood is well established long before the voice en-
ters, and for the first half the singer is content to let the orchestra carry
forward the thought, vocal participation partaking more of declaiming
against the orchestra than of a melodic line. Meanwhile Mahler's pol-
icy of using varied rather than exact repetition reflects the constantly
varied repetition in Rfickert's text.

The climax is a true turning-point as well as the loudest passage. It
begins at measure 67 with the voice silent, and is quite devoid of the
conventional orchestral claptrap typical of such passages. The stormy
atmosphere continues as the gong adds its lowering effect to the sus-
tained tones of the deep-pitched instruments; high above there are other
sustained sounds for cello harmonics and piccolo; in the middle there
are moving parts.

The music gradually calms down, the transition featuring some re-
peated glockenspiel tones, somewhat as in the first song, except that the
tone is now always A rather than D.

A shift from D minor to D major brings a lullaby-like passage of
celestial peacefulness. The effect of the second part of this song for all
the world suggests the cool clearing of the air after a heavy storm. For
a long time only the high-pitched instruments are used. (When the
cycle is sung by a man, as it preferably should be, his voice is the low-
est-pitched of the musical resources [for most of eighteen measures.)
There is a continuous eighth-note figure in the second violins, later
transferred to the violas. Most of this is doubled by the celesta. There
is, however, some difficulty about the part for this instrument, for
Mahler apparently had in mind a celesta able to descend an octave
lower than the usual instrument, and freely-used tones in this lowest
octave (always appearing as a single lifie of notes) are hence unplay-
able; so the celesta part of the Kindertotenlieder is often simply omit-
ted. though about half of it still lies within the normal range.

Low tones re-enter with the lovely passage shown in Example 7--
music which in its very sound suggests the poet's words sic ruh'n
("they rest").

Thepredominantly orchestral thout/ht of the song-cycle receives its
final affirmation in the circumstance that the voice is silent during the
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concluding fifteen measures, which bring the Kindertotenlieder to a
close of the utmost calm.

In addition to the voice and the usual first violins, second violins.
violas, cellos, and double-basses, Mahler's Kindertotenlieder is scored
for piccolo. 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet,
2 bassoons, contrabassoon, 't horns, timpani, glockenspiel, celesta, gong,
and harp. (It will be observed that trumpets, trombones, and tuba are
not used. )

PAUL HINDEMITH AT TOWN HALL

by Louis BIANCOLL1

The following article appeared in the New York World-Telegram and Sun
on Februarv 15. 1959. Reprinted by courtesy N. Y. World-Telegram and
Sun. Copyright 1959.

One of the great music masters of our timem Paul Hindemith
made a memorable double appearance as composer and conductor at
Town Hall yesterday afternoon.

As composer, the German-born modernist, rated among the three
most influential innovators of our time, was represented by two striking
scores---octet and six madrigals, both billed as first performances in
the United States.

On the podium Mr. Hindemith not only proved his own best con-
ductor but perhaps the best conductor Anton Bruckner could have at
the moment for his profoundly moving and seldom heard Mass in E
Minor.

As performance and program, it was a stirring event from beginning
to end. Both the National Artists Chamber Orchestra and the Collegi-
ate Chorale rose nobly to the occasion.

Indeed, it is hard to recall, from the season's abundance, a more
firmly knit chamber ensemble than was heard in Mr. Hindemith's bril-
liant new Octet. The contrasts and balances were just about perfect.

Nor has the season's group singing offered many moments to equal

or surpass those achieved by the Collegiate Chorale at the inspiring
i behest of Mr. Hindemith in his own and Bruckner s music.

The Octet is real music-making--fresh and clean and new.
Grounded in assured strength, it roams freely over new and old ter-
rain, attaining a compact and living entity of its own.

I One would have thought the madrigal an exhausted and antiquated
form. But Mr. Hindemith, ever the explorer, found ways of making the

six glowing poems of Josef Weinheber chant new life in their freshand vital settings. What exuberant power they express.
It was inevitable that the most gripping of the six, "Magic Recipe"

a unique masterpiece of bounding humor and sly thrust _ had to be
repeated. Mr. Hindemith certainly had a good time doing so, and so
did the crowd.

And how this compact, bald little man in his 60s made the Bruckner
Mass soar in the solemn majesty of its theme! While the music lasted,
it gave Town Hall the spacious illusion of a cathedral.

Anton Bruckner was in his glory yesterday--and so, too, was Paul
Hindemith.



THE ULTIMATE

by WINTHROP SARGEANT

The followlnq article, which appeared In The New Yorker, is reprinted by
permission. Copyright The New Yorker Magazine. Inc., issue of Nov. 28. 1959.

The performance of Anton Bruckner's Eighth Symphony by the
Vienna Philharmonic, under Herbert von Karajan, in Carnegie Hall on
Tuesday evening of last week stirred up the sort of excitement I have
not encountered at a symphony concert since the days of Toscanini.
There was something ultimate about it, which occurs only when a bril-
liant conductor and a superb orchestra devote themselves to the per-
formance of a towering masterpiece, presenting it in a manner at once
flawless, inspired, and authoritative in the highest degree. The audi-
ence--a very fashionable one. which might have been expected to
show some impatience with the long, leisui'ely spans of Bruckner's
musical thought--was held spellbound throughout the work. The
work itself, as Bruckner enthusiasts well know, is perhaps the finest and
certainly the most closely knit and most consistently eloquent of all the
Austrian master's symphonies. Its sombre, turbulent first movement, its
magnificent scherzo, and its resplendent, proclamatory finale could each
stand alone as an example of nineteenth-century symphonic writing at
the peak of its communicative power. But placed between the scherzo
and the finale is a slow movement of such serenity and grandeur that
one is tempted to call it the greatest adagio ever penned by a sym-
phonic composer. The superlative is, of course, slightly fatuous; there
are other great adagios in the literature of symphonic music, some of
them by Bruckner himself, and in any case the word "great" is worn,
and hazy in meaning. Still, there should be some way of conveying in
words the unique character of this movement, which is not really like
any other ada__o in existence. It is not an easy movement to grasp at
first hearing. To some, it may initially seem a bit repetitious_ and I
know of quite a number of musicians, as well as critics and laymen,
who have not heard it often enough to fit all its relationships together
and thus grasp the grand plan of its musical logic. But the plan is
there, needing only a few hearings to become manifest, and once it is
clearly understood, the movement shows itself to be one of the loftiest
statements ever made by the musical mind. In it, Bruckner--as hap-
pens frequently in his other works m is carrying on a personal conver-
sation with God, and, even to an unbeliever, what he has to say cannot
seem other than noble and basic. Mr. yon Karajan conducted the whole
symphony with a devotion that was truly hypnotic, and chose his tem-
pos- notably that of the adagio, which is sometimes dragged--with
exquisite care for the coherence of Bruckner's musical ideas. The _er-
formance was so impressive that Mozart's familiar and beautiful "r-,ine
Kleine Nachtmusik," which opened the program and was done by the
orchestra with exemplary finish, seemed trivial by comparison. To me,
von Karajan's Eighth will remain one of the most memorable musical
experiences of the decade.
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A MAHLER PREMIERE FOR A MAHLER YEAR

by DIKA NEWLIN

It seems strange that Mahler's youthful work Das klagende Lied
(1880-1898) has only now received its premiere in NewYork. Yet
such was apparently the case when the forces o| New York City Col-

eyS choir, orchestra and band joined to present this composition on14, 1960, in the auditorium of the college. This performance was
followed by two additional ones on May 15 and 21.

Wisely, the conductor of this event, Fritz Jahoda, showed his aware-
ness of Viennese tradition by preceding the Mahler work with three
shorter pieces by Schubert: the delightful Serenade, Op. 135, the
visionary Song of the Spirits ouer the Waters, and the more conven-
tional, simpler Psalm 92 (sung in Hebrew). These were pleasant, but
the focus of interest (and of the most intensive preparation on the part
of the participants) was obviously Mahler. Let it be said at once that
the students achieved a remarkable performance. While it would ob-
viously be unfair to single out and criticize individual participants as
in professional performances, it can be stated without fear of conde-
scension or of making "undue allowances" that the total impression
was an exciting, deeply moving one. The work had clearly been
studied with utmost thoroughness--more, its interpretation had that
incalculable quality of heartwarming enthusiasm so often found in col-
legiate performances and sometimes missing from more technically per-
fect professional ones.

In speaking of a work of a composer's youth, it is fashionable to
seek out the "influences" of his forebears. However, in the case of

Das klagende Lied, the remarkable thing is not that Mahler was in-
fluenced by Wagner, but that in so many passages he prophesied his
own future works so clearly. One hears page after page foreshadow-
ing the Second Sgmphon9, the Third--yes. even the Ninth and Das
Lied yon der Erde. Thus one might almost say facetiously that Das
klagende Lied is a kind of anthology of Mahler s later works. Or,
better, it is like the seed from which the flowering tree is later to grow
--every element necessary is already contained within it. An amazing
microcosm[

A large audience at the first performance received the work with
every evidence of real enthusiasm, cheering and applauding the young
singers and players and their accomplished conductor. As I listened
to this reaction. I thought how fine it would be if this work could now
move "downtown" there to be heard by even larger and more repre-
sentative musical circles. In any event, we are grateful to Mr. Jahoda
and to all concerned with making this significant premiere a success.
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PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY AT CARNEGIE

by Lou)s BIANCOLL!

The following review, which appeared in the New York World-Telegram ,5, Sun on
Nov. 17, 1959, is reprinted by courtesy of the New York World-Telegram _ Sun.
Copyright 1959.

A majestic reading of Bruckner's Fourth Symphony crowned the
visit of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra at Carnegie Hall last
night.

With William Steinberg conducting, the performance was a red-
letter event in the campaign to entrench Bruckner in the American rep-
ertory. Performance and music surmounted the rest of the program
like an Alp.

Coming after two new compositions of something less than heroic
stature, the Fourth Symphony seemed the nobler and more eloquent.
But let's consider Mr. Steinberg's novelties first.

A New York premiere of Luigi Nono's "Due Espressioni Per Or-
chestra" opened the program, though from the first few scattered
sounds it was hard to say just when the program opened. This was
indeed strange music, disconnected, fitful, bare.

Mr. Nono. at 35, is the white hope of Italy's musical left. A "serial-
ist" composer, he is even married to the daughter of Arnold Schoen-
berg. the founding father of "serial" music. This was a sample of it
last night.

Whatever its message, it completely eluded me. Mr. Nono is no fool:
neither is Mr. Steinberg, so I assume something of moment went into
these "two expressions." What it was I leave to keener minds to grasp
and divulge.

If the "Due Espressioni" left me cold, so, for the most part, did Paul
Hindemith's well-meant "Pittsburgh Symphony," written in honor of
the Bicentennial of the Steel City. But this at least was solid and rec-
ognizable music-making.

The attractive side to the symphony is its ingenious interweaving of
"Pennsylvania Dutch" folk themes and the final flag-waving finale
boomed out by the brasses, "Pittsburgh Is a Great Old Town!"

As compared to Mr. Hindemith's other large scores, the symphony
seemed boisterous and overwritten, with little of that groundswell of
suspense that so often overtakes a Hindemith movement. But it was
obviously a heartfelt gesture to a great city.

For me the concert was the Bruckner Fourth- that and the super-
lative playing of a great orchestra conducted by a man of prodigious
power who deserves even greater recognition than he has so far
received.
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KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in the works of
Anton Bruckner in England and in the United States. the Directors of
The Bruckner Society of America have awarded the Kilenyi-Bruckner
Medal to Sir John Barbirolli. In 1957, the Hall_ Orchestra of Man-
chester, under the direction of Sir John Barbirolli, performed Bruckner's
Fourth in Manchester, Bradford and Swansea; the following year the
Orchestra performed Bruckner's Seuenth in Manchester. Shet_eld.
Bradford, London, and Leeds, as well as in Prague. Warsaw and Linz.
While he was guest conductor of the Detroit Symphony. Sir John in-
cluded Bruckner's Fourth on the programs of December 11 and 12,
1958.

The presentation of the medal was made to Sir John by Mr. Hhrry
Neyer, Vice-President of the Society, at the closing concert of the
Swansea Festival in Swansea, Wales, on October 17, 1959, at which
the Hall_ Orchestra performed Bruckner's Fourth Symphony under the
direction of Sir John.
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KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

WARREN STOREY SMITH

CITATION READ ON THE OCCASION OF THE PRESENTATION OF THE
BRUCKNER MEDAL OF HONOR TO WARREN STOREY SMITH ON FRIDAY.

JANUARY 17. 1958 AT THE NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY BY PRESIDENT
HARRISON KELLER OF THE CONSERVATORY:

There appears now and then in our midst an individual who by some
bond of sympathetic understanding recognizes and courageously cham-
pions the achievements of his fellow artist to the end that he sheds new
and enlivening light on his subject. Such is the case of the service our
own Warren Storey Smith has contributed to the appreciation and bet-
ter understanding of the music of the celebrated composer, Anton
Bruckner.

For his penetrating reviews of this music in per[ormance and by his
written evaluation of Bruckner's place in the world of music, he has
richly earned the Bruckner Medal of Honor which it is now my pleas-
ure to award on behalf of the Bruckner Society of America.
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A PERFORMER'S RIGHTS

by STANLEY POPE

An apology.
Since the music of the West broke away from the sheltered existence

of the churches and ducal palaces and took its place in the great opera
houses and concert halls of the 19th century, the music critics and
musicologists, a new company in a new world, have made it their busi-
ness to judge contemporary tendencies and to educate the man in the
street. Their conclusions have been influenced by the aesthetic demands
of the times in which they have lived. Often enough their observations
make curious reading today. This influence was shared by the perform-
ers whose interpretations were also dictated by the same demands. The
main characteristics of the great artistic movements have been depend-
ent upon, and the direct outcome of, the total contemporary human
experience• The late 19th century approach to the classics would no
doubt surprise us today. We have only to read the Reger, Busoni and
Mottl editions of Bach to see why many consider them a tortured ver-
sion of the original. Performers and composers have frequently at-
tempted to rescue great works from obscurity by presenting them in a
form more acceptable to tfieir contemporaries, but sooner or later they
have had to face the critics of another age. Even the divine Mozart has
not been spared for his rescoring of Handel's Messiah.

So it was with Bruckner's first interpreters, whose "ameliorations"
have since been condemned. The critics of today are justified in dis-
approving of the extensive changes made by the composer's friends,
those who were anxious to make his works known and who were con-

vinced of the lasting value of his creations. But their devotion to the
cause did not prevent them from butchering the form and from chang-
ing his tone-colours to fall in line with the conventions of the time. If,
with or without the consent of the composer, Bruckner's admirers found
it necessary so to handle his creations, it is not to be wondered at that
Hanslick was quite incapable of appreciating his 0reatness. He stood
too close to him and was blinded by what he knew from his own ex-
perience to be great music in the compact symphonic writin_l of Brahms.
But Hanslick was not quite as bitter as he is made out to be, although
it must be admitted that whenever he refers to "spiritual, clever and
original ideas or the bright moments of extraordinary beauty, this s
followed by complaints about length, obscurity or exhibitionism. Even
the great Brucknerite, Bruno Walter, tells us how he, in spite of know-
ing and having performed several of Bruckner's symphonies, reached
his fiftieth year before the inner life behind the music revealed itself to
him.

In our attempts to recapture that all-important atmosphere upon
which depends the magic of a perfect performance, it is for us to decide
whether, and in how far, we have to attempt an exact reproduction of
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what we believe were the fundamental characteristics of the original
inception behind the creating mind. The degree to which this can be
accomplished will depend upon our ability to recreate, in our imagina-
tion. those conditions of which the inspiration was the inevitable out-
come.

It is with this in view, in the interests of the music, respecting the
composer's apparent intentions and attempting to offer them in a form
which may be acceptable to musicians, musicolo_lists and music-lovers
alike, that I present an exposd which may incite turther interest in that
which has been the Cinderella of the major symphonies. The A major
symphony has, until the most recent times, been unjustifiably neglected.
It is a work to the reconstruction of which considerable thought must
be given.

I may be accused of advocating artificial means for the attainment of
an artistic end. This is not my intention. But it is only after musical

situations have been consideredfrom many angles that an interpreter is
in a position to 'improvise" in performance. I am aware of the short-
comings of such an approach, but if it provokes a new interest in this
magnificent work, that end in itself will justify the means.

All references are to the original score as published by the Bruckner-
verla o and edited by Robert Haas.

I have considered it superfluous to draw attention to the need for
moderation in that which concerns nuances so as to meet the require-
ments of the particular orchestra and hall for which a performance is
being prepared. This refers in the main to [[ and 1[[ in brass and tim-
pani, which must always be made to fit into the organic growth.
Symphony No. 6 in A major.
I. Majestoso.

It must have been one of Bruckner's greatest disappointments that
this truly splendid first movement was not played during his lifetime.
It is one of his most successful movements. It is concise, well made.
and has in it music as romantic as any he wrote. That it was so long
neglected is due, perhaps, to the difficulties it presents. This Majestoso
must not be hurried, for it is typical of Brucknerian growth. It will be
found that unless the movement is given "space" one episode will fol-
low the other too rapidly. Of course, a sustained tempo makes greater
demands on the orchestral players. It calls for better quality and no
shortcomings can be hidden away behind a facade of bristling super-
ficialities.

The notation of this movement is inclined to lead conductors astray
in that it reads more quickly than the natural pace of the music. One is
reminded of the problem arising from the two versions of Schumann's
d minor symphony. In the first version of the year 18'11 the theme is
written
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in the revised version of ten years later

Ex.2
Lebhaft

Both give their own picture of the correct Tempo, where, in [act, the
correct Tempo lies between the two. As far as the conductor is con-
cerned with Bruckner's work, it is both difficult and undesirable for him
to beat two in the bar. Clearly this is the basic rhythm and the com-
poser could scarcely have written 4/'t without disturbing the calm from
which the music evolves. However. the conductor would have a hard

time getting the accompanying figure together in the orchestra if he
were to beat two minims to the bar at J = 50.

The keynote to the tempo of the opening must be found in the first
subject itself, and the bows must have enough time to be breit gezogen
even in the crochet bar. So often this opening is played more quickly
with the result that the important rhythm which accompanies the theme

never really gets away properly, and we are faced with this sort of
thing

Ex. 3

r  rrrr
in place of

Ex. 4

• .1_ - . .

There is no need of this with a disciplined orchestra, although one must
always be prepared to insist on absolute observance of the rhythm each
time it makes its appearance. It is a help if one can make the semi-
quaver even shorter than its proper value in order to put a greater edge
on this important figure.

Another problem arises with the second subject. This is a melody
which, like so many of the composer's tunes, is accompanied by a
wealth of melodic passages intertwining and each playing an essential
role in the surge of sound upon which the music is borne. Seldom does
Bruckner indulge in such complexity, lnsufllcient "space," once again,
leads to confused listening. Bedeutend langsamer means circa "10 min-
ims to the minute. The character of the music renders it necessary to
conduct four beats in the bar and there will be 80 crochets or 120
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triplet-crochets to the minute. It is always dangerous to insist on mat-
ters of technique for in doing so one might well risk destroying the very
atmosphere one is so ardently endeavouring to create. The basic
rhythm of two in the bar should not be disturbed by over accentuated
subdivisions. In spite of this, but bearing it in mind, it may prove useful
to the musicians for the conductor to beat six with his right hand and
four with his left. This must only be used as a guide, and the beat
must be sufficiently varied and flexible so as not to become monotonous.

Although there is no change of tempo indicated between Bedeutend
langsamer at B and "acceler." at bar 191, it is unlikely that Bruckner
thought of letter F in the Bedeutend langsamer tempo. For this reason
I re-establish the initial tempo of the movement gradually between 95
and F. It is essential not to rush into G but to clear the air by begin-
ning afresh and in a relaxed tempo, slowly building up to the [[ and
from H to I settling down again.

This development grows naturally out of what has gone before and
is in itself so short that it might almost read as an appendix to the
exposition.

Bars 147-150 1st horn quasi solo. Between I and L one must con-
stantly think of the preparation taking place for the wonderful re-
appearance of the principal theme now transformed, inverted and adapt-
ed, being carried along on the backs of the little quaver triplets. On the
rising harmonic progression the strings have an opportunity of showing
the extent of their expressive capacity from a seductive piano to a
broad singing [ortissimo. It is essential to take plenty of time before the
accelerando, and also important not to overdo it, so that the initial
rhythm makes its appearance evolving naturally out of what has gone
before.

At the beginning of the movement it was found necessary to take
time in order to create the desired atmosphere. Between M and 0 the
tempo must be so calculated as to enable one to recapture that atmos-
phere quickly. The flute and oboe must stand out clearly and it may be
necessary to have them play a Deux at 239 for two bars. It is essential
for the upper strings not to cover this figure.

At letter W begins one of Bruckner's most inspired pages, for the
Coda to this movement is great music by any standard. Once again it
is important to give the music time to speak. In 313 the piu piano ( from
p to pp) is most important. From X the theme, passing from the horns
to the trumpets, should be clearly audible without emerging too greatly
from the orchestral background. There is a danger of extending too
quickly. This should be borne in mind after Y when the trombones
should, at first, give sufficient support without dominating the situation.

II. Sehr [eierlich.

The slow broad steps of the opening bars of the second movement,
the plaintive counter-melody in the oboe, the quintessent second subiect.
one short episode reminiscent of a funeral march, another entrancing
page recalling Siegfried: all these things together with the enormous
wealth of tonal variety combine to hold an attentive audience spell-
bound.
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The movement is hard to reconstruct by reason of the need to give
time to such elements as

Ex. 5
Ob.

and for the music not to drag in the bars preceding D. This calls for
considerable flexibility of tempo. The opening oboe quavers should not
be faster than 72 to the minute if they are to preserve their plaintive,
restful character. This means that the opening theme in the strings
should be at approximately J = 36. The effect must not be of a stodgy
march which won't get going. The Lang gezogen crochets in
the lower strings must lead the way, and the whole phrase must grow
continuously from piano to/torte in the fourth bar. The need for econ-
omy, in view of the length of the crescendo, makes it advisable to begin
mp in bar 7 and increase to m/t in the ninth bar. By the time the/t/t is
reached the tempo may have moved to J = q4, but the crochets must
nevertheless be broad with a strong expressive accent on each in the/t/t
bar. In spite of the increased tempo care must be taken that the figure

gx. 6

is not hurried and still contains the characteristics of the opening oboe
solo. After A the music must move forward imperceptibly to the second
subject, with the slightest suggestion of a rallentando in the second half
of the bar before B.

The striking contrast between the first and second themes is en-
hanced by the distant key of E major. This passage, from B, may be
played at J = 60, but time must be given to the string players so that
they can change their bows comfortably in the second half of the third
bar. The cresc, continues to the end of that bar and a little moment of

repose may be felt necessary by some conductors at the end of the fol-
lowing bar. The exact nuances indicated by the composer should be
adhered to, for these are clearly intended to allow certain elements to
stand out from the rest of the ensemble. The following /t/t must be
played molto espressivo and unhurried. Molto rallentando from the end
of bar 39 bringing the quavers before C to ,/' = q8, will permit full
value to be given to the accents and the grouping of the quavers. At
C J (crochet) = 48. A slight ritenuto may be introduced before Largo
where the crochet equals 36 to the minute. Imperceptibly this may ad-
vance to J = 50 at bar 5 I.

In the martial music at D the rhythmic figure in the timpani poco
marcato, the crescendo to/torte at the end of the third bar, the strict
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observance of the pp in bar 62 and of the semiquaver in the Ist violins
at the end of bar 6't. together, with a sufficiently strong entry (m[)
where the violas take over from the violins, and the pp espr. in the 1st
violins at the end of the same bar are all points which help to give
relief to this moving little episode. At letter E horn en solo, where the
violas may be marked in the following manner

Ex,7

P -- dim. _ nlf

J = 't2 may be increased to ,I = 48 by bar 81. With the prescribed
ritard sempre the initial tempo o| J = 36 is re-established and may be
increased from two before Hto ,I = 't8 by the third bar after H. Inevi-
tably an eye must be kept on balance and Bruckner's [[ in the trom-
bones must be adapted to suit the situation.

A little time may be taken before I so that we feel an easy transition
back to the second, subject. Exactly the same procedure should be
adopted at 127/129 as at the analogous passage earlier in the move-
ment. Horn I. quasi solo at 139 and 140.

In the magical music which follows L time should be taken over the
lang gezogen quavers and crochets, and again from 153 to M where we
arrive at the initial tempo .of the movement. Very seldom is sufficient
care given, even in its rare performances, to this truly magnificent close.
The crescendo in bars 161 and 162 should be permitted to develop to
forte, and the music should then be allowed to dissolve little by little
into nothingness.
Ill. Scherzo---Nicht schnell.

In this movement there are no problems regarding approach, for the
composer's intentions are quite clear and the movement is bounding
with features typical of his writing. It is compact and straightforward.
The unexpected changes of tonality which are accompanied by charac-
teristic changes of nuance should be sufficiently underlined in perform-
ance. The distant chatterings of the various orchestral voices are inter-
rupted from time to time by fanfares of approval from the heavy brass.

,I = 92/100. The crochet at the end of the figure in the 2nd violins
and violas must be long. Wherever this rhythm occurs the quavers
must be short and the final crochets long: c[. horns Ill. IV., tuba and
lower strings after bar !1. The trombone quavers after bar 11 should
be long but distinctly separated the one from the other. At bar 55 horn
II espr. At E all quavers in woodwind, horns and trumpets short, as
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also in the bass strings. There is a very important crescendo between
bars 69 and 73.

The second part of the scherzo (C) begins in the key of the flattened
subdominant. This upward harmonic drive to the major key of the
mediant--when written in sharps--is a Brucknerian turn at which the
composer occasionally steals a glance as if to remind us that it is always
round the corner, as at bar 36 in the Trio of this movement, and which
has. at other times, an important structural function as in the Finale of
the 3rd symphony.

The quavers in the Trio should equal approximately the crochets of
the Scherzo. In bars 4, 14 and 40 it is important that the quaver is held
for its full value. The same thing applies to the dotted crochets in bars
8 and 18. It may be necessary to let cellos and basses play up to tt (at
least rn/t) in bars 4/5 and 14/15 to balance with the horns. Time must
be taken for the piano subito in the second bar before E, and the mag-
ical close at E must be given "space." The crescendo must only be
slight and the following ppp ethereal. This Trio is full of charm and
given due consideration must cast a spell over musicians and audiences
alike as we return to the distant opening of the Scherzo.

IV. Finale--Bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell.

This Finale contains music of great beauty. The silvery simplicity of
the opening phrases, the second subject, in which we encounter Bruck-
ner in one of his most charming moods, trim and slightly Lhndlerisch,
the fine intermittent passages for brass, the episodes with the dotted
quaver element recalling the oboe melody in the slow movement, and
the final bar where the opening theme of the first movement is recalled
in a blazing fanfare of sound: all these things are in themselves worthy
witnesses of their composer's work.

Nevertheless, however fond we may be of Bruckner's music, we
should be rendering him a disservice by ignoring the problems brought
about, conceivably, by a miscalculation o[ practical considerations when
putting pen to paper. It is our duty to the composer to try and solder
into one great movement the elements which, by reason of the great
contrast in the rhythmic units, are inclined to follow one another like a
selection of incidental ideas. This may be yet another reason for the
neglect of the symphony. The greatness of the movement lies in the
greatness of its parts and we must weld those parts and bring them to-
gether to the best of our ability.

In the first place we have to take into account the vast difference in
values between the shortest recurring element in the movement

Ex. 8



and the longest

Ex. 9

o -rrrlr.. o
It seems an acceptable argument that had the difference between the
demisemiquaver and the semiquaver in the former had no significance for
the composer he would hardly have been likely to cart_y out the writing
of this figure with such persistence. It would seem desirable, therefore,
to choose a tempo at B in which the difference can still be detected. J =
88. |n spite of this slow tempo the movement should not be permitted
to plod along. If the tempo has advanced before C, after C the first six
bars may be slightly sustained. In those whic, h follow l would suggest
an accel, poco a poco to J = 104 at D with apoco rit. in the bar before
D. The persistent quaver movement in the strings is admittedly tire-
some. To relieve the monotony of uncovered quavers of this kind I
make two slight changes in the text. I change the minim of bar 55 into
a semibreve and the crochet of bar 57 into a minim. If the composer
had realized the effect of these quavers in many of the modern concert
halls, with their scientific perfections and an almost total lack of rever-
beration, he might well have done the same thing. Often Bruckner may
have been led astray by the rolling echoes from the great churches in
which he played. A very different thing.

This beautiful section after D develops into a meaningless string of
notes if inadequate thought is given to its shape. This may be partly
due to the regularly recurring harmonic blocks of four bars. It is this
harmonic structure and periodic consistency together with the unvaried
crochet movement in the 2nd violins which give this theme some affinity
to the chorale. With the crochet at 104 to the minute one still has time
to mould the phrases properly and the light counter-melody in the Ist
violins can still preserve its freshness. The staccato crochets at D
should be very short and not precipitated. A little time should be taken
over the barline 68/69 so that one phrase can finish (possibly a little
diminuendo in bar 68) and the next begin without "crushing." This
procedure must not become a dodge at every fourth bar, but it might act
as a guide when preparing this passage in the study. From F to H the
tempo may advance very gradually to ,l = 135. Most important are pp
subito at 105 and G.

In view of the close proximity of Examples 8 and 9 between H and
K it would seem permissible so to change the basic tempo as to suit the

exigencies of these two elements. It is not necessary, however, to make
violent changes, and inasfar as they exist they can be made to slide
almost imperceptibly one into the other. In itself the indication breit
over the 1st violin part in bar 133 makes it clear beyond a doubt that
the composer did not intend the crochets to be played quickly. But after
I once more the element in the woodwind must be carried forward with
sufficient _lan, and the quaver movement in the strings must not be per-
mitted to plod too heavily. At letter K it depends largely on the acous-
tic of the hall whether a slight pause is to be introduced. In a very
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resonant hall the first crochets in the basses may be lost if no break is
made.

Between M and Q Bedeutend langsamer I suggest that the tempo
should be flexible enough for the music not to drag at M ( ,I = 72). but
that plenty of time be given to expand after N (,I = 60). We return
to J = 88 at Q. but from the second half of 268. where we are no
longer bound by the demands of the demisemiquavers, we may relax

the tempo little by little and arrive at T Js 104 as before. With thisvery gradual increase in tempo we are till able to dispose of slight
flexibility wherever musical considerations make this expedient. Lang-
samer at 328 should not be exaggerated: circa j -- 6't. At V Tempo I
and on the second crochet of bar 358 a short pause, beginning with the
strings at circa ,] = 72 and with the accelerando increasin0 the tempo
to .] = 100. so that the rhythm in 367 exactly matches that at the be-
ginning of the symphony. After a pause at X strings al tasto and
misterioso. At bar 381 the music must subside and after Y some reserve
of forces must still be left in hand so that the horns are clearly audible.
and so that the final apotheosis after Z should remain fresh and new
and not give the impression of just another fortissimo. When this ref-
erence to the first subject of the symphony returns in the trombones.
now newly adapted to. and superimposed upon this triumphant blaze of
sound, they should come forward en solo to bring to a most brilliant
conclusion the musical wonders of this lovely A major symphony.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO

DR. HERMAN NEUMANN

Station WNYC has consistently offered its listeners programs of
high cultural standards in the realms of music, drama, and literature.
The Station is essentially an educational institution in the liberal arts.

Dr. Herman Neumann, its Music Director, has demonstrated out-
standing ability in his choice of programs which appeal to audiences of
widely differing tastes and help to familiarize listeners with master-
pieces too infrequently heard in concert halls. In this way, the broad-
casts have widened the musical horizon of many a music-lover.

Over a period of years, Dr. Neumann has included one or more
works of Mahler on the regular programs of the Municipal Station. In
appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in Mahler's music.
the Directors of The Bruckner Society of America have awarded to
Dr. Neumann the Kilenyi-Mahler Medal of Honor. The presentation
was made by Mr. Harry Neyer, Vice-President of the Society, on May
18, 1959. the forty-eighth anniversary of Mahler's death. For this oc-
casion, Dr. Neumann had chosen to broadcast the Adagietto from
Mahler's Fifth and two Songs from Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen.



BOSTONIANS AT CARNEGIE. STEINBERG

IS CONDUCTOR

by FRANCIS D. PERKINS

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. Herald Tribune on Jan. 21.
1960,is reprintedby permission; copyright 1960.

William Steinberg, who had conducted his own Pittsburgh Sym-
phony two months ago at Carnegie Hall, reappeared there yesterday as
guest leader of the Boston Symphony Orchestra [or the third concert of
its New York evening series. He devoted the first half of his program
to Haydn's Symphony in E flat, Op. 99, and Richard Strauss' "Tod
und Verklaerung," and then contributed to the current observance of
Gustav Mahler's centenary with a memorable performance of that com-
poser's Symphony No. I.

• , • ° •

Vividness of color and richness of tone were well suited to the
Strauss and Mahler works, while the Bostonians' performance was also
marked by lucidity of detail and, when required, ample delicacy; the
dynamic shading, as well as the orchestral hues, were finely distin-

uished as well as generous in range. Hearing these works, both per-
rmed seventy years ago, in the same program, gave an interesting op-

portunity for comparison; "Tod and Verklaerung" seemed to be the
more extrovert of the two, although this Mahler symphony is far from
emotionally baffling.

Strauss' musical depiction of a dying man's last throes and thoughts
was realized with exceptional dramatic conviction; Mr. Steinberg com-
bined notable underlying momentum with the musical impact. The
waxing volume of the transfiguration music was maintained with laud-
able constancy, but this part of the tone poem seemed to need a slightly
broader pace. This apotheosis, however, has lost some of its persuasion
in the course of time; the Mahler symphony seemed fresher.

Mr. Steinberg and the orchestra presented it with unfailing eloquence
in addition to a constantly high external standard of performance, both
in the brighter moods of the first two movements and the darker vein of
the third. Their interpretation differed in some respects from that given
by the Philharmonic under Dimitri Mitropoulos last week, but both
testified to their conductors' intent devotion to Mahler's music.

STEINBERG REVERES MAHLER

by Louts BIANCOLLt

The followingreviewwhichappearedin theNew York World Telegramand Sun
on January21. 1960,is reprintedby courtesyof the New York World Telegramand
Sun; copyright 1960.

A powerful and deeply moving performance of MahleFs First Sym-
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phony marked the guest appearance of William Steinberg with the Bos-
ton Symphony in Carnegie Hall last night.

In majestic breadth and emotional force, the reading was in a class
with that of Dimitri Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic two weeks ago.
Mr. Steinberg obviously venerates Mahler and seems to have fathomed
his depths.

The performance was again the perfect observance of the Viennese
master's centennial. It couldn't have happened to a better composer.
Nothing was spared to give the symphony a breathing reality.

These are great days for the long-maligned Mahler, and they seem
to bring out the best in conductor and orchestra alike. Because of an-
other assignment, l missed the Haydn and Strauss numbers on Mr.
Steinberg's program.

To judge by the symphony alone, the orchestra was in exceptionally
good form.

BERNSTEIN LEADS STERN IN BERG WORK

by HARRI_-TTJOHNSON
The following article which appeared in the N. Y. Post on Dec. 6, 1959, is re-

printed by permisison of the N. Y. Post; copyright 1959 N. Y. Post Corporation.

Alban Berg's Violin Concerto was written in memory of a beautiful
young girl, Manon Gropius, who died at 18. The poignant work also
proved to be his own requiem. Berg completed it in July, 1935, and
December 23 he died of a blood infection.

Isaac Stern was the soloist Friday afternoon in the Concerto with
Leonard Bernstein conducting the N.Y. Philharmonic at Carnegie Hall.

Its performance induced an added lament: the recurring thought of
the tragedy of Berg's early death at 50. His genius was that of the
lyrical poet whose thoughts were ever emblazoned by intensity.

Berg's humanity, so apparent in his opera, "Wozzeck," is also alive
throughout this concerto. Stern performed it superbly, with luminosity
of tone and with sorrowful introspection. Even the snatches of youth-
ful gaiety in it reflect a sadness that Stern caught too.

Manon, the daughter of Gustav Mahler's widow, Alma Mahler
Werfel, was loved, according to her mother, by Berg as if she were his
own daughter.

The composer was working on his opera, "Lulu," when the news
came of her death from infantile paralysis. He stopped working on
"Lulu" and turned with unremitting energy to writing Manon's requi-
em. Usually he mulled over his compositions for years, but he finished
the concerto in approximately two months.

in two movements, it is essentially a song-like threnody, built from
simple themes into a complicated structure. He weds guilelessness of
idea to sophistication of idiom, weaving in a couple of waltzes and a
quotation from a Bach Chorale. These, in different ways, relate the
subject matter to the source of its inspiration.

The intricate development has the quality of fantasy in its structure,
but contains as well an unyielding logic in its form, reminding us of
Bartok's style.

[ Bernstein provided a sensitive collaboration which contributed to the

mtrospection inherent in the Concerto's character.



BRUCKNER AND SYMPHONIC FORM

by JAMES H. WiLcox

The formal elements of Bruckner's symphonies have been a source of
nearly constant controversy since their composition during the last half
of the nineteenth century. Perhaps no other composer in the history of
music has precipitated such confusion. Attempts to assess the sympho-

nies have been further complicated b_, the frequent revisions of the
music by Bruckner himself as well as oy well-meanin 0 friends. How-
ever, since the publication of the Original[assungen, based on the auto-

_traphed scores bequeathed by Bruckner to the National Library in
vienna, this aspect of the controversy has been in large part resolved.
Irresponsible editing of the symphonies, which led to the distortion of
many movements beyond all formal logic, was corrected, and the move-
ments were restored as far as possible to their original intent. With
this edition a re-evaluation of Bruckner's forms may be undertaken. I

Friedrich Blume writes that:
Bruckner's contemporaries branded the composer whose har-
mony and forms had proceeded from the clearest of organiz-
in0 principles as "chaotic." There was an attempt to ward off
the "music of the future" in their inability to understand the
large breadth of his symphonies, which were by their meas-
urements, certainly beyond what they were accustomed to
assimilate. 2

The controversy over Bruckner's forms can be further exemplified by
the opposing opinions of two Bruckner enthusiasts, the conductor Her-
mann Levi who laments the state of Bruckner's lo0ic, form and un-
heard-of recapitulations while the conductor and Bruckner scholar
Walter Abendroth considers these same aspects as virtues, calling
them "the projection of the symphonic idea into the monumental. ''_

This article purports to show that Bruckner's forms must necessarily
be considered on their own terms if they are to be accepted as formal
structures worthy of universal recognition. Following a discussion of
form in 0eneral and Bruckner's approach to form a suggested pro-
cedure is 0iven for the analysis of the first movement of the Seventh
Symphony, exemplifyin 0 a method for the understanding of the inter.
related facets of Bruckner's symphonic structures.

"Form is," as Jacques Barzun says. "necessarily, inevitably, the crea-

i In spite of the fact that there is still much to say in favor of certain revisions it
seems Iooical that the invaluable lnternationale Bruckner-Gesellscha[t edition of each
of the symphonies issued by Haas and Orel and continued by Nowak should be
accepted as the official version. Only by this somewhat rioorous compromise can
there be a united front in presentin0 Bruckner to the public; in this way the embar-
rassin0 confusion, which is unique In music history, can be rectified.

Die Musik in Geschichte and Gegenwarf, ed. FrledrichBlume, Vol. II, p. 372.
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tor's chief concern in any art. ''s "Music exhibits pure form not as an
embellishment, but as its very essence. ''4 The meaning of the term
"form" in music is often indeterminate and will need some definition)

Apel points out the distinction between "form in music" and "forms of
music. ''6 "Form in music" is the order of sound organized according to

some intelligent plan, often defying formulation. In this respect form is
completely determined by content• Paul Henry Lang calls "forms of
music" the schemes which govern the "structure-at-large" of a compo-
sition--"recoflnizable architectonic articulation. ''T

The interdependence of style (form in music) and form (forms of
music) 8 is dealt with by Manfred Buko[zer as an interrelationship be-
tween internal and external structures:

• . . Structure and texture are [unctions of the melodic, har-
monic, and rhythmic elements, and these in turn assume and
exercise different functions in different styles even if their ex-
ternal manifestations be the same. Form, taken in this sense,
covers the manifold interrelations of all these aspects, not only
the external scheme, but also the principle that governs the

inner organization of a particular composition)

The concept of interrelationship refutes the idea of a dichotomy of form
and "forms, TM in which "form cannot be the object of systematic
study. ''_ "Unity between internal and external elements of form is an
achievement of real artistry . . . one which exacts new types of formal
principles." _z

In an evaluation of Bruckner's symphonic style this correspondence

of style and form will necessarily be involved in obtaining an unbiased
viewpoint. Dissection of the whole into the various elements of style,
structural devices, and their positions in traditional formal schemes, and

a Jacques Barzun, Berlioz and the Romantic Century (Boston: Brown and Co.,
1950),11, 362.

4 Suzanne K. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key (New York: Mentor, 1942), p.
169.

5Arnold Schoenberg (Style and Idea. New York: Philosoph_ai Libra,, 1950, p.
53) describes the purpose of form in the following quotation: "form in music serves
to bring about comprehensibility through memorability. Evenness, regularity, sym-
metry, subdivision, repetition, unity, relationship in rhythm and harmony and even
logic--none of these elements produces or even contributes to beauty. But all of
them contribute to the organization which makes the presentation of the musical idea
intelligible."

oHarvard Dictionar_l ot Music. ed. Willi Apei (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1951), p. 278.

TPaul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization (New York: Norton, 19'tl),
p. 991.

8The terms "style" and "form" will be used in subsequent references to these two
concepts.

s Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York: Norton, 19'17), p. 350.
_0"Form is something abstract, comparable to the Platonic Idea, whereas forms are

concrete examples of the idea." Hugo Leichtentritt, Musical Form (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1951), p• 3.

H Ibid.
12Ernst Kurth, Bruckner (Berlin: Max Hesses Verlag, 1925), I, 234.



the formal schemes themselves, must be interpreted in relation to their
functions in the total structure.

There have been and presumably will be proponents and opponents
of Bruckner's first-and-last movement sonata forms as long as musical
form remains in the province of absolute and inviolate tradition. If text
book patterns are the criteria for judgment, or even if the forms of a
few composers are isolated and idealized, a static concept prohibits
deviation from these set forms, and results in formal sterility. Barzun
says,

One . . . judges the creator's formal power not by refer-
ence to some classified plan suitable to another subject, but by
measuring the degree to which massive materials have been
grasped and held in place by the organizing mind. When the
centripetal force of the substance has been overcome, we have
Form. TM

Compromises and compensations are inevitable. In any artistic work
the emphasis of one aspect over another presupposes sacrifice of one
quality for another• Barzun cites this principle of Pre[erable Error,
borrowed from mathematics, in opposition to the "grievous injustice in a

critic pounc[ing] upon the sacrificed parts, and exhibit[in_] their pur-
poseful slightness or dullness as an imperfection which a getter work-
man could have avoided•" ,4

In the external design of music, repetition and contrast are the twin
ingredients of cohesion and movement. _5 Pure repetition is formless:
constant change and lack of coherence are equally so. A composition
having both continuity and contrast has the intrinsic ingredients of
form •

One can no longer say that a form evolves to a state of absolute per-
fection, from which perfect state deviation or change results in the dis-
solution of an artistic ideal. This idea of musical evolution has been
deplored by W. D. Allen:

• . . The nineteenth-century notions of musical forms as."or-
ganism" is a modern pseudo-mystical concept which has done
more than anything else to postpone the modern scientific ap-
proach to musicology as a study of style. 18

Allen proposes to replace the conc:ept of persistence of "traditional
modes of thought" resulting from a "cosmic law of progress" with a
less restricting one "explaining change as due to man's creative activi-
ties."17 Thus, for Allen, historical precedent for a formal structure does
not necessarily reflect worthiness. As external conditions change, the
Gestalt no longer conforms to previous configurations. Change in ex-
ternal and internal conditions brings about need for modification of

is Barzun, op. cir., p. 362.

14Ibid., p. 362. Quotation from P. G. Hamerton,Portfolio Papers.
1_Grope's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Eric Blom (Sth ed.; New York:

St. Martins Press, 1954), p. 429.
is Warren Dwi0ht Alien, Philosophies ot Music Historg (New York: American

Book Company, 1939), p. 3'tl.
17Ibid.
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structures. At the same time there is no need to discard completely the
worthy structural aspects of the past if they can serve a purpose in
modified or even as completely new architectural functions.

Forms have grown out of compositional procedures throughout the
history of music. Hans David has broadly summarized the historical
concepts of form and style into the varyin 9 emphases of style periods.
"lip to Bach's time . . . musical form was largely determined by the
return of material introduced before .... The intricacies of symmet-
rical and asymmetrical form, based on concrete relations between sec-
tions, reached a climax in Bach's work. ''Is The classic structures of
Haydn and Mozart were built on the relationship of different sections
to the whole, the sonata scheme being, exemplary. The dynamic con-
cept, analogous to the drama, with 'development toward a climax,
catastrophe, relaxation, build-up of a victorious coda. etc.," are found in
Beethoven, and continued in the music of the Romantics. Modern mu-
sic has become eclectic in selecting various methods, with "the principle
of differentiation regain[ing] the upper hand over forms based on dra-
matic association."

Bruckner's first and last movements are composed according to a plan
quite clearly related to the classical sonata form. How closely the
movements conform to the classic scheme, and how the music proceeds
within the confines of the plan will determine the validity of the criti-
cisms of his use of this structural plan.

Tovey has said:
bonata forms themselves arose from those of music-drama,

and a sonata style that is not essentially dramatic is nothing.
On the other hand, the sonata has its own rate of movement
which is not that of the drama. Its forms are based on two

principles: first, its rate of movement, and secondly its exposi-
tion of key-relations in sharp contrasts on a larfle scale. Why
Bruckner and Reger should have encumbered themselves with
these forms is a mystery which must remain unsolved, seeing
that they were really suited to neither composer? 8

It is clear that Tovey's criteria for judgment are well founded in
tradition; if adherence to tradition is a prime requisite for a great work
then it might be said that Bruckner brought about the dissolution of the
sonata and the destruction of an ideal. However. this is true only if

Tovey's criteria are also applicable to Bruckner. Hadley Cantril, in
discussing the nature of scientific inquiry, has said that the history of

is Hans David. "'Principlesof Form in Use from the Middle Ages to the Present
Day." Bulletin ot the American Musicological Societg, June. 19'i7.p. 9.

19Donald Francis Tovey. The Main Stream ot Music and Other Essays, collected
by Hubert Foss (New York: Oxford University Press, 19'19), p. 306. Tovey was
not, as may be implied from this selection, an anti-Brucknerian. In his essay on the
fourth symphony, he says that "it is Bruckner'smisfortune that his work is put for-
ward by himself so as to present to us the angle of its relation to sonata form. That
very relation is a mistake;but if we are to condemn all art that contains a mistaken
principle, l am not sure that Paradise Lost is less mistaken than these symphonies of
the old Austrian organist.... Signs of wear . • • Bruckner will never show; his
defects are obvious on first hearing. " (Tovey, Essags in Musical Analgsis
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1"935"),II, 71-72.
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science shows that any science becomes stagnant when those who work
within it become complacent about the particular way they have com-
partmentalized the subject matter of their discipline. 2°
This is equally true in the arts. Thus it is quite impossible to assess
Bruckner's sonata plan according to values established in the work of
Beethoven. The functions of each are different. Bruckner's use of the
sonata did fulfill the purpose of unifying his works, yet this means did
not serve as the primary architectural force as it does in the sonata idea
to which Tovey refers.

Other critics concur in Tovey's opinions. Each one compares ex-
tracts from Bruckner with similar elements in the works of other com-

osers0 pointing out Bruckner's lack of success in achieving like results.
xtractions and comparisons are important in the observation of a style

to show contrasting functions within similar formal outlines, but alone
they cannot with certainty establish superiority of one style over an-
other.

Lang describes certain of the symptoms of late nineteenth century
music which are applicable to the music of Bruckner and points up the
fallacy of trying to fit differing contents into the same mold and arriv-
ing at the same results.

The indistinctness of mood and contour of the music of the

fin de siecle, its groping gestures, caused an asymmetry of mu-
sical phraseology which was vaguely akin to free verse. The

develop!n0 lines are broken, the harmonies like to tarry on the
no-man s land between tonalities, and although some central
key is never really abandoned, constant chromatic and enhar-
monic modulations prevent an unequivocal tonal skeleton, a
condition again leading to abrupt and broken form. _

Herbert Weinstock says that if Bruckner has made any real mis-
judgment on using forms of the past, it is in "dangerously constru [ing]
the sonata forms as epic [and in using them] for ceremonial and pro-
longed meditative and expositional effects rather than for the aspects of
drama native to them both through ancestry and by innate structure."z2
Lang also sees in their 'epic utterances [an] offense against the essence
of symphonic thought, logic and economy. ''2a Elements of Bruckner's
personal idiom (pauses, tremolos, pedal points, fanfares, etc.) appear.
to Lang, as "blood clots in the symphonic vein." 2,

Paul Rosenfeld falls back on the evolutionary theory of musical
forms. He sees Bruckner's "achievement as really vaguer than Beetho-
ven's; for the reason that his sense of form remains unevolved."55

20Hadley C,antril, The "'Why" ol Man's Experience (New York: Macmillan.
1950), p. 5.

_ Lang, op. cit., p. 992.
22Herbert Weinstock, Music as an Art (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1953), pp.

248-9.

asLano' op. cit., p. 919.
24Ibid.

2_Paul Rosen[eld, Musical Chronicle (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1923), p. 195.



Hanslick's review of Bruckner's eighth symphony expresses a vitu-
perative reaction against both his form and style.

Interminable. disorganized, and violent, Bruckner's Eighth
Symphony stretches out into a hideous length .... It is not
impossible that the future belongs to this nightmarish Katzen,
jammer style, a future which we therefore do not envy. _B

In each case criticism of the form is based upon a past standard,
which under examination is found not to exist as an entity in its own
right but only as an idealized standard. Terms such as: "ancestry, in-
nateness, evolution, etc." are used to express relationships rather than
terms which reflect change in changing conditions. The problem of
criticizing formal structures demands a careful evaluation of all of the
significant aspects of the structure and their manifold interrelationships.
Cantril says that a problem must be posed in such a way that "it holds
out a chance of explaining away the hindrance in understanding that
created the problem .... requiring a careful selection of the most rele-
vant variables to use in investigation." 2,

For a real understanding of Bruckner's music it is necessary to re-
evaluate the close relationship between the style of his music and the
forms of his music. Only on its own merits can it then be fairly judged.

Ernst Krenek has said that "Bruckner's work is expressive of his
conviction that the late romantic idiom was susceptible of unlimited
evolution on its own terms .... -=8 This opinion is furthered by such
an eminent musician as Bruno Walter who sees no discrepancy be-
tween the content and the form. Rather he has made a re-evaluation of
their relationship and placed the emphasis on different aspects:

Strange, that I had to _row almost fifty years before reco 9-
nizin o a genius, who, at about the same age, had begun to cre-
ate his great works .... I had known Bruckner's works for
many years without really comin 9 close to them .... His
form had been unintelligible to me; l had considered it out of
proportion, exaggerated, and primitive. To move without re-
straint within the monumental edifice of Bruckner's work had
seemed to be denied me. All at once, a change came over me.
I recognized in the melodic substance, in the towerin 9 cli-
maxes, and in the emotional world of his symphonies the great
soul of their creator, pious and childlike. This stirrin 9 recog-
nition, in turn, made me comprehend effortlessly the substance
and form of his music. I can hardly express in words the im-
portance Bruckner's work has since gained in my life, to what
degree my admiration for the beauty and symphonic power of
his music has increased, what ever more richly flowing source
of exaltation it has grown to be. =9

_oEduard Hansllck, Neue Freie Presse (Vienna. December 23. 1892. Quoted in
Nicolas Slonlmsky, Lexicon o[ Musical lnuectiue (New York: Coleman-Ross Co..
1953), pp. 81-_2.

2TCantrll,pp. e/t., p. 21.
ss Bruno Walter, Gustat, Mahler, from biographicalessay by Ernst Krenek (New

York: Greystone Press, 1941), p. 163.
20Bruno Walter. Theme and Variations, tr. by James A. Galston (New York:

Knopf, 1946), p. 285.
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Willi Apers hi0h regard for Bruckner's symphonies is expressed in
the [ollowin 0 quotation: s°

Bruckner's symphonies are musical architecture in the truest
sense of the word, not only with re0ard to their dimensions,
but also, and chiefly, to the details of their content. A move-
ment from a Bruckner symphony may well be likened to the
towerin 0 vault of a Gothic cathedral, with its stained windows
each havin 0 its own subject, character and colors, but all
Iormin 0 the parts of one 0reat whole. It is with such an idea
in his mind that one should approach a symphony by Btuck-
ner. The listener who expects to be carried over in one tre-
mendous and irresistible flow from the beginnin 0 to the end
will necessarily be disappointed. The one who is prepared for
a phenomenon similar to the great waves of the sea. to the
chapters of an epic, to the stained windows of a cathedral will
be rewarded with visions of beauty and 0reatness such as are
not found anywhere else in music, s_

It is quite apparent, after considerin 0 the preceding opinions for and
a0ainst Bruckner's music, that it is the particular emphasis toward the
composition that will determine the sympathy with which the formal
aspects of his symphonies are accepted. Those who base their criticism
of Bruckner upon his lack of faithfulness to tradition are then probably
ustifled in their ne0ative view. However, they have failed to evaluate
ruckner's music in the li0ht of the process of its creation and have

chosen to emphasize external characteristics, formulatin0 their compari-
sons from this basis.

No two composers plan a work exactly in the same manner; there
are many differences in compositional procedures. A composer's own
personal attitude toward the technique of composition will determine
the final form of a work, and it is with this particular approach in mind
that the work of any composer should be considered. Compositional
techniques can be reduced, however, to two basic categories. As dis-
cussed by Egon Wellesz:

There are composers who visualize the architecture, conceived
in a moment of creative power, and wh6 then become aware
0radually of the component parts and turn their attention to
details; and then there are composers who first of all conceive
a theme, from which they proceed to a second theme, and who
then exhaust all the possibilities which the development of the
themes su09est, s2

Composers of the second half of the nineteenth century are inclined

s0 While in his early twenties Apel studied at the Freie Schul0emeinde Wickers-
dorf in Thurin0ia under Au0ust Halm, the director of music at the school and author
of a book on Bruckner. The musical life of the school revolved around the music of
Bach, Beethoven and Bruckner. Apel acknowled0es his indebtedness to Halm whose
thou0hts he paraphrases in the quotation above.

sl Willl Apel, "Anton Bruckner." Tile American-German Reuiew, April, 19't't, p.
11.

saE0on Wellesz, "'Anton Bruckner and the Process of Musical Creation," Musical
Quarterly, XXIV (July, 1938). 270.



to favor the second type. Bruckner's own structures reflect this attitude
in their emphasis upon sectionalization. His themes are not of the type
adaptable for development in the sense that Beethoven's are; but rather
they have a finality which often demands entirely new material for their
continuing expansion. When the material of the themes themselves is
utilized for expansion by Bruckner. such devices as sequence, motivic
and harmonic extension are necessary. To quote Wellesz further:
"Such an attitude toward the symphonic material carries with it an en-
tirely new conception of musical architecture. TM This concept of mu-
sical architecture is the one with which the music of Bruckner should
be considered. Each movement has a composite unity arising out of the
overlapping and superimposition of numerous structural elements. LIn-
derlying all of this is the progression of climaxes, described by Apel as
the "phenomenon similar to the great waves of the sea." "This is the
heart of his style," says Simpson, "and his peculiar symmetries arise
from it. TM The climaxes of the music are not attained as a result of the
gradual development of the themes, as in the classical symphony where
the climaxes are the result of the thematic process, but rather, as peaks
are reached by other means, the themes are revealed for the first time in
their full power. If the classical symphony can be compared to a Greek
temple in its unity of design and ideal of classic perfection, then it
might not seem far-fetched to emphasize Apel's analogy of a Bruckner
symphony to a Gothic cathedral.

Bruckner's plan of construction can be visualized in such an analogy:
i.e., the superimposition of the many elements, each contributing to the
massiveness of the total structure. Paul Henry Lang's phraseology il-
luminates the close parallel s5 between architecture and music construct-
ed upon this principle.

Gothic architecture is not static in nature, a mere mass at
rest: it is the expression of the animated interplay of forces,
an active process which takes hold of the entire building, s6

As in the case of the isorhythmic motet which achieves expansive-
ness through the manipulation of material over large time areas, Bruck-
net's similar attitude toward time relationships results in symphonies of
"epic" proportions and lengths, symphonies which are truly "monu-
mental," in contrast to the conciseness of a Beethoven symphony.

The return of Gothic elements in baroque music was emphasized in
the vogue for internal asymmetry, culminating in the intricate architec-
ture of Bach's polyphony. A comparison of Gothic techniques in Bach
and Bruckner could be made to bring out the similarity in architec-

as Ibid., p. 270.

s4RobertSimpson. "Brucknerand the Symphony." Music Review, VII (1946). 35.

s5It is lnterestin0 to note an additionalparallelismbetween Gothic architectureand
the music of Bruckner.that of the Intensepreoccupationwith mysticism and spiritual
matters,in violent contrast to the humanisticattitude followln0 the Gothic period, and
the trendtoward realismsurroundingBruckner.

s0Lan0,op. cir., p. 136.
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tural planning sTin spite of the fact that comparison may seem to be mu-
sical sacrilege. 8s It is certainly true that there is a fundamental differ-
ence between the manner and rates of movement in the two composers.
as well as in the many obvious differences of stylistic principles, the
comparison being one of formal attitude only.

The movement of Bach's music is governed by the principle of the
"continuous expansion TM of material in alternating stable and fluctu-
ating tonal areas, whereas Bruckner's music is based upon a high de-
gree of sectionalization. Bruckner, likewise, alternates stable and un-
stable tonal areas, but in such a manner that the great span of tonal
continuity, which is evident over large aieas, is often lost in the dif-
fuseness of the intermediary stages of non-functionalism through which
it passes. However. it is in the attitudes toward structural architecture
that the comparison is made.

The first movement of Bruckner's Seventh Symphony in E major
may be used to exemplify Bruckner's concept of symphonic form in
which the multiple superimpositions of the main elements occur: (1)
the basic formal plan (in this case the sonata-allegro form with three
theme groups), (2) the overall tonal growth, (3) the alternation of
stable and fluctuating tonal areas, and ('t) the progression of climaxes,
as follows:

I. The movement is cast into a sonata-allegro form. The exposition
contains three theme groups returning in the same order in the recap-
itulation. These three groups are arranged in the following order of
tonalities:

Theme group: I If Ill
Exposition: E B(bx )_0 b B
Recapitulation: E e(x) G E

In each case the unstable tonal area of the second group provides con-
trast for the gradual development of tonal stability.

If. The complete movement can be divided into two main parts, each
of which emphasizes the emergence of a single key from a group of
different tonal areas. In the first part, after fifty measures poised on E
major, the key of B (major and minor) evolves into its final form. The

a7A massive structure such as the finale of the Bruckner fifth symphony, with a
double fugue and chorale, superimposed on the sonata form. is analogous to the
baroque superimposition of the ritornello upon the fugue and other compositional
types.

ssWiili Apel in his articleon Brucknerin the American-GermanReview, April,
194'1.pp. 8-11.speakswith enthusiasmin his comparisonof Bach and Bruckner: "'In
the entire history of music there is only oneanalogouscase"of a great master--one
of the very greatest,being unknownto, or misunderstoodby the musicalpublic fifty
yearsafter his death---"thatof Bach and I hastento add that the analogyholdsgood
not only with regard to the long period of oblivion but also with regard to
their artistic significance.... It may well be that the worid recognitionof Bruckner
will he just as slow in arriving. But arrive it will, with the inevitability of a natural
law.'"

s9Bukofzer.op.cir., p. 359.
'0The lower case "x" denotesexpansionof the tonality through areas of non-

functionalism. In this casethe keys of B and e are tonal poles--pointsof departure
and return.
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second part, which includes part of the development and all of the re-
capitulation, gradually reestablishes E major as the home tonality of
the movement. "1

III. The alternation of varying lengths of relatively stable and fluc-
tuating tonalities provides another level of contrast.

IV. Superimposed upon the whole structure is a new and vital func-
tion, the rising and falling of an intricate series of climaxes which is not
confined to the restrictions imposed by the sectionalizations of the
sonata-allegro form and elements of internal structure. In contrast to
these latter types of terraced sectionalization is a new type in which
each of the waves in the series exhibits dynamic growth to a climax
followed by relaxation, throwing the other elements of structure into
completely new perspective.

Where one might normally expect a dominant preparation at the end
of the development, leading into a strong recapitulation of the first
group, there is a series of climactic waves which subside into a pian-
issmo return of the first subject. By using E major (measure 203) and
e minor (measure 219) in the development section, the usual height-
ened effect of the return to E major is lost. However, by combining the
peak o| a series of climaxes with the firm establishment of E major as
the key o| the movement, the conflict of tonalities is finally resolved.

The following chart shows the superimpositions of the four larger
structural elements: I. sonata-allegro form, II. emergence of dual tonal-
ities, III. stable vs. unstable key areas, IV. plan of climaxes. Within

,_0 100 1'_0 200 ;_0 .-_10 _0 _00
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this general frame there are, of course, gradations and subtleties of
these elements which are in themselves an important aspect of the com-
plete structure. Each element has its own plan. symmetrical in some
cases, and in others conscious avoidance of regularity. All of the sonata
movements of Bruckner's symphonies adhere to this basic scheme; thus

,1 Robert Slml_son has pointed out this concept of tonal emergence In "The Sev-
enth Symphony'of Bruckner-." The Music Review, VIII, 3 (August. 19'17), 179.
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their similarity in other respects is not surprising. Each movement,
however, will have its own character dependent upon the degree of
emphasis placed upon each specific element of the formal plan. Other
structural features often take on added significance (e.g., the thematic
process. In the first movement of the Eighth Symphony, the rhythmic
unity of the three theme groups becomes an element of overall unity).

V. In addition to these four main structural aspects there are other

elements governing the internal structure, each of which has its own
importance in the total interplay of forces.

1. Well-defined sectionalization of thematic units within the
theme groups.

2. Phrasing in 4 + 4, 2 + 2, 4 q-- 2 q- 2 q- 2 --J-1 -I- 1, etc., al-
ternating with asymmetrical groups (first subject).

3. Terraced orchestration which heavily emphasizes the the-
matic sectionalization.

4. Sequences of varying types emphasizing the regular peri-
odization.

5. Dovetailing of contrapuntal lines.
6. Areas of tension and relaxation through various traditional

methods, the contrast of harmonic rhythms, rhythmic pat-
terns, harmonic formulas, consonance-dissonance treat-
ment, orchestral timbre, etc.

7. The thematic process.
Each structural element has its own function which is not dependent

upon historical precedent, but is the result of its own unique role as
determined by its position in the interplay of architectural forces. The
composite unity of each movement then arises from the overlapping and
superimposition of these numerous elements, all coordinated in struc-
tures of monumental proportions, truly the "projection of the symphonic
idea into the monumentaL"



BRUCKNER AND MAHLER IN THE FIRST YEARS

OF THE STEREO DISC--JUNE, 1960

by JACK DIETHER

The first issue of this journal, appearing in February, 1932, carried
the following item concerning Bruckner and M_ihler recordings: "Thus
far only a single symphony of Bruckner has made a complete phono-
graph appearance. This is the Polydor recording of the Seventh made
by the Berlin Philharmonic under Jascha Horenstein before the days of
improved electrical devices for good musical photography. There is,
however, a rather fine Parlophone recording of the great Te Deum
sun 9 by the Bruckner Choir. The Scherzos of the Third and Fourth
are available on H.M.V. records, and that of the Fourth played by the
Vienna Philharmonic under Clemens Krauss. Mahler's symphonies are
completely unrecorded. The best of his music to be had for the phono-

raph is Polydor's version of the Kindertotenlieder, beautifully sun 0 by
einrich Rehkemper [and likewise conducted by Horenstein]. There

exist, also, recordings of some Mahler songs."
To be historically correct, there should be added to this list another

Bruckner Seventh, and the Adagio of the Eighth, as well as the good,
complete Mahler Second of the early 1920s under Oskar Fried. Also,
the Te Deum mentioned was far from complete. I quote this paragraph
nevertheless to remind those who may have forgotten, or never known,
that no composers have made more astonishing strides in the world of
recordings in a single generation than Bruckner and Mahler. In 1932,
only one complete symphony by each had been made. By 1952, all the
symphonies of both composers (in the case of Mahler, in fact. all his
published works) had been recorded once or more. This was the fan-
tastic dream, as I wrote here two years ago, a that was realized by the
introduction of LP records into the world market. And now we have
already a new revolutionary factor in the record scene: the introduction
of the stereophonic disc. What does this mean in terms of Bruckner's
and Mahler's music specifically? Something a little less initially star-
tling, perhaps, for naturally anything would have to be anticlimactic,
compared to their first availability to millions. If the LP enabled us, for
the first time, to hear and rehear the greater bulk of their music, stereo
will simply enable us to hear it better.

I say "will," because this is not invariably so at the present time, due
to the wide variance in the current stereophonic techniques, and the

equally wide variance in the results achieved. And since everything--
good, bad, and indifferent--is dumped almost indiscriminately onto the
market, and since a relatively small percentage of buyers consult reli-
able reviews (still fewer of them, more than one source regularly),
there is at present a good deal of public confusion and misgiving con-

aSee bibliography below.
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cerning the merits of this innovation. Those who have only sampled it
at random, in shops, audio shows, and the homes of friends, will bring
forth widely differing reactions, depending on what was sampled and
how. There are many people, for instance, who are congenitally un-
able to appreciate anything heard in the context of the noise, bustle.
confusion, carnival hawking, and even sonic distortion sometimes en-
countered in the big audio fairs. Apart from the varying success of the
stereo factor per se, my chief complaint to this point, in regard to stereo
discs, has been the frequency with which the bass response of an orig-
inal tape has had to be unduly compressed in making the stereo master.
owing to the additional vibrational problems involved. When this oc-
curs, it can often be easily detected by comparing the respective mono-
phonic and stereo pressings. _

This confusion in respect to stereo I confidently regard as transi-
tional, for I believe that the next few years will inevitably produce a
refining and improving of the techniques, just as they did in the case of
the LP itself. And let us not forget the initial, conservative opposition
of the leading British record journals such as The Gramophone to the
advent of LP. It was also a dogmatic opposition, for it too was based
on very random samplings, or on second-hand reports from America
(and for proof of this I need only refer the reader to editorials of that
time in The Gramophone itself), but largely as a result of it. the British
manufacturers were shy to embrace theLP cause for a couple of years
after its acceptance in the H.S.A. The stereo revolution, on the con-
trary, has made its mark with them simultaneously on both sides of the
Atlantic, and many who remember the earliest LPs all too vividly will
admit that, for all its shortcomings, the stereo disc is being perfected
more quickly, though perhaps not, in all cases, less painfully.

Thus, since anything I say about specific works will date much faster
than usual, I propose to consider in greater detail the general issues at
stake in this stereo revolution. I am thoroughly persuaded that all the
principal works of Bruckner and Mahler will soon be available in stereo
--in far less time, that is, than the six years it took for them to be done
initially on LP. Only two years ago I wrote that a stereo Mahler

Eighth (the work that stands to benefit most) seemed as remote as the
galaxies, yet the change has occurred so swiftly that now the possibil-
ity seems far less remote than do the circumstances of 1958[ I was
writing then in regard to stereo tape sales, a field which in several years
had not produced a single Bruckner or Mahler item, and was economi-
cally unlikely to do so. The sudden emergence of the stereo disc, on
the other hand, has not only liberated the commercial tape market, but
has made a stereo Eighth in the very near future almost inevitable.

At any rate, the policy of simply adding stereo to the agenda from
this point on, wherever that may be in a record company's schedule, is

2 In the case of Jochum'sBrucknerFifth, it can be seen even more spectacularly by
comparing the bass response of the fine German-made stereo pressing (Deutsche
Grammophon Gesellschaft SLPM-138,005) with that of the shoddy American-made
stereo pressing (Decca-D.G.G. SA-7300) made from the uery same tape, showing
that the problem is not inherent, but strictly a matter of local means and Individual
competence.
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already producing some fascinating anomalies in regard to the growth
of the stereo catalog. Take the case of Mahler s early cantata. Das
klagende Lied, for the past several years his only remaining published
work never performed in America, a work seldom done even in Europe,
and therefore known to the larger public only by a poorish recording
made many years ago in Vienna. In the spring of 1959, the work final-
ly received its American premiere by the Hartford Symphony under
Fritz Mahler; and because of this fortunate date. plus the lively interest
of the Solomon brothers of Vanguard. the concert premi6re was imme-
diately followed by the recording premi6re in more than passable mono
and stereo sound. And so. while we may still lack a stereo Third, Sixth,
Seventh and Eighth as I pen these words, we do have a stereo Klagende
Lied! Or in the case of Bruckner. whereas the Fourth and Seventh have
long been the most popular, we happen to have at this moment no stereo
Fourth, but a stereo Eighth and two stereo Fifths/ It is difficult to make
specific predictions, but the inevitable pressures are to go forward,
audiowise: and we who have fought so long and hard to bring the
wider public to these composers should consider ourselves fortunate that
the subjects of our zeal are now indisputably in the vanguard of those
forward pressures, immune now to the hostile ghosts of any Krehbiels
or Hanslicks.

And why? Why are they among the leading protagonists in this
new audio world? Those who regard stereophonic recording as a new
fad will not really understand this. but it is part and parcel of a coming-
of-age in one aspect of our musical feeling and understanding. It refers
to a new and enhanced sense of the physical presence of the musician
and the physical reality of his instrument. In the concert hall we tend
to take these for granted, and it is a further paradox of our time that
perhaps the media which have always seemed to reduce that reality,
namely the radio and the phonograph, may now be the means of giving
us a keener awareness of it, reviving our interest not only in the special
province of electrical acoustics, but in natural concert acoustics as well.
Here we obviously draw very close to the musical worlds of Bruckner
and Mahler, whose music is concerned with and dependent on the
physical and acoustic aspects of music-making to a degree that aligns
them, in that sense as in others, more closely with the modern age than
with the classical and early romantic eras that spawned them. It antici-
pates the world of Stravinsky, who in L'histoire du soldat insisted, even
in a dramatic presentation, on the physical presence of the musicians on
the stage, along with the narrator and dancers. It anticipates also the
world of jazz, with its brass perorations pointed proudly high in the air
instead of demurely toward the ground. Perhaps it anticipates even
more recent tendencies, which, a propos of New Yorker Henry Brant's
multi-directional Antiphony One, were well characterized by Louis
Biancolli when he remarked: "If 'space music' is to be the music of the
future, maybe the logical place for the Philharmonic to move, when
move it must. is the Hayden Planetarium. ''s

Let me emphasize that as far as stereo placement is concerned, it is
the same for one instrument as for a few or many. This was admirably

s The New York World-Teleoram, Aprtl 2, 1960.



expressed in a recent column by Christie Barter, who wrote: "How. it
is argued, can a lone piano sound any better in a two-channel record-
in 9 played on stereo equipment than it does in a monophonic recording
played through two speakers, or even a single speaker? Fact is, it does
--not by spreading the piano over the breadth of your living-room wall.
but by 'locating' it, givin 9 it a place on that wall, and. as it were.
surrounding it with aural working space. The same holds true for
small ensembles or three, four_ or five players. Indeed one has the
added advantage--and pleasure--of being able to follow individual
voices more closely, to pick out inner details and thus to assess their
relation to a musical whole. ''_

And just as a piano can be "located" in a certain spot on your wall,
so an entire orchestra can be "located" within some ideal hall or cathe-
dral seemingly begond your wall 6 as the final chord of a Bruckner
symphony reverberates into silence. It is the acoustical effect of an
organ chord dying away within that same cathedral that inspired that

symphonic ending, and stereo must reproduce that effect, or it is indeed
0nly a passing 'gimmick." It must do that and a good deal more. It
must suggest that the apocalyptic horns and trumpets of Mahler's
Second are indeed coming from the distant heavens, the cowbells of his
Sixth and Seventh from slopes far below. It must suggest that the great
antiphonal blocs into which Bruckner often divides his instrumental
choirs, or the great antiphonal vocal choirs of Mahler's Eighth, are
actually not only occupying, but claiming and conquering, certain de-

fined portions of space, callin_ upon and responding to each other from
those spaces. It must locate' the antiphonal violin choirs in the later
symphonies of both composers, the singer weaving the thread of his
discourse through those of the woodwinds in the Kindertotenlieder,
the many fluted echoes in Bruckner, the agitated colloquies, the humor-
ous asides, and the "cries in the wilderness." All this it must do, and is
equipped to do, s even if the recording equipment is. at present, far too
often mishandled through lack of training and experience.

4 "Disc Data," Cue. October 3, 1959.

a The propertyof stereo soundof seemin0 to come frombeyond the actual sources
can be most spectacularly tested by means of stereophonic earphones, in which case
the apparent separation is often hundredsof times the actual separation of the two
sources (i.e.. the pair of earphones themselves). By alternately puttin0 them on and
removin0 them, the listener0ets the illusionof bein0 alternately in the room in which
he is actually standingand in one many times larger. Monophonicearphones,on the

other hand, give no sense Oafspace whatever: merely a sound coming from an un-defined"somewhere," as in telephone call (or, if we were naive savages, fromthe
receiveror earphoneitself).

s How stereo creates from two sound-sources a oraphlc illusion of many sources is
rather generally known, and too technically involved to go into here. The reader
who still doesn't understandIt Is referred to the numerousarticles on the subject in
current audio publications. The fact that some record critics still do not. however.
understandstereophonicprinciples any better than the public they are supposed to
enlighten is indicated by the recent remarkof one who found "too much separation"
In a certain stereo record, but added that this could be "easily adjusted" by moving
the speakerscloser to0etherl Especially_recommendedfor a non-technicalpresentation
from the conductor's viewpoint Is "Music and Stereophony" by Ernest Ansermet
(High Pidelitg. March, 1959).
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We need only recall the literal reproduction on records of the com-
pletely dead acoustics of NBC's notorious Studio 8-H. to realize how
far we have now come from the ideals of those days. There was the
apotheosis of musical sound in the "abstract": disembodied, two-dimen-
sional, mausoleum-like. At the other end, I had better not speak 0f
"concrete" music, or I may get mixed up with something that in France
has an entirely different meaning, so let us speak rather of "music in the
round"; fleshed-out, three-dimensional, cathedral-like. Perhaps we have
arrived at a modernization of the baroque spirit, especially that which
is represented by the antiphonal music written to be played at St.
Mark's in Venice. Such a spiral trend is suggested by the unprece-
dented interest shown in music of the baroque today, an interest which
I dare predict will be even further increased and enhanced by the stereo
revolution in turn. So it is no idle speculation to say that this revolu-
tion must soon come to grips with possibly the greatest, and certainly
the most sonicaily hazardous, of antiphonal masterpieces--Mahler's

Eighth Symphony.
Let us now examine what has already been done. As we go to press,

the following works of Bruckner are available on stereo discs:
Symphony No. 5, Critical Edition (lochum)

--same, Revised Edition (Knappertsbusch)
Symphony No. 7, Critical Edition (Rosbaud)
Symphony No. 8, Critical Edition ed. Haas (Von Karajan)
Apollo March (Goldman)

And the following works of Mahler:
Das klagende Lied (Fritz Mahler)
Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (Flagstad, West, Ludwig,

Forrester )
Kindertotenlieder (Flagstad, West, Ludwig, Forrester)
Symphony No. 1 (Boult)
Symphony No. 2 (Walter, Scherchen)
Symphony No. 4 (Kletzki, Reiner)
Symphony No. 5 (Schwarz)
Das Lied yon der Erde (Rosbaud, Reiner)
Symphony No. 9 (Leopold Ludwig)
Adagio and Purgatorio of No. 10 (Szell)

Only llve Bruckner recordings, nineteen of Mahled And more than
half of Mahler's symphonies already, partly due to the Mahler cen-
tenary, but partly too because of the basic upswing in that direction.
in Britain, Deryck Cooke was moved to put it even more strongly when
he wrote: "It looks very much as if. overnight, Mahler will become a
second Tchaikovsky, as far as the public is concerned."* This has
nothing to do with classifications, of course, in regard to which Mahler
can never be a "second" anyone; it refers solely to degrees of accept-
ance. This is an extraordinary phenomenon by any criteria; and the
position of Bruckner is so merely to a lesser degree, though solidly
within the picture I have outlined.

Meantime, and especially as this is "the" Mahler year, I shall have to

7See bibliography below.



confine my specific comments below to his compositions, and leave the
Brucknerite aspect of the stereo picture, in detail, over to a succeeding
issue, when I hope there will be much more to discuss: as of now, there
is relatively little to add to my previous discography of him, and in fact
no outstanding new interpretation, aside from Rosbaud's Seventh. But
I would like to point out that if, to the implicitly dimensional emphasis
in Bruckner, Mahler often adds the explicitly directional and exten-
sional, this is simply a more dramatic application of the spatial pre-
occupation to which I referred. Though I am not as fond as some of
making endless analogies between the esthetics of Bruckner and
Mahler, and believe indeed that the dimensions of the orchestra itself
are handled quite differently by them. it seems to me rather manifest
that it is, for both. a dimensional thing, as surely as the staging of a
drama to a master director. Stereophony is concerned with converting
all th,_se acoustic factors into their electronic equivalents.

DAS KLAGENDE LIED. 1880. revised 1898. (Two LP recordings
made; both currently available in America, neither in Britain.) Already
at the ageof nineteen, Mahler was experimenting with offstage instru-
ments. Here their usage has not the symbolic overtones they later con-
veyed for him: they are employed quite naturalistically in setting the
libretto-poem of his cantata (his own libretto, to be sure). Not again
until the Eighth Symphony did he isolate such a large instrumental en-
semble as this--piccolo, flutes, oboes, clarinets, horns, trumpets,, and
percussion--though most of the intervening works have solo or spe-
cial" effects (such as the aforementioned cowbells) in isolation.

I have already mentioned the fortuitous circumstances by which the
stereo premiere of Das klagende Lied was also the occasion of its first
performance in America. As a matter of fact. the of[staging is about
the least convincing aspect of this recording, both in its stereo and
monophonic pressings, 8 since the instruments are simply too close-
miked to give any illusion of depth. What stereo can do in seeming to
spread a choral body out in a large imaginary space before you is much
more dramatically demonstrated. The solo singing is highly preferable
to that of the earlier recordino--a blessed relief--and Fritz Mahler
doesn't miss very much, in this score to which he is evidently sincerely
devoted. If the impressive result does not tempt other conductors to try
their hands at it. they will be missing a glorious opportunity.

LIEDER AUS DER JUGENDZEIT, 1880-92. (Two complete re-
cordings: one available in America, neither in Britain.) No stereo yet.
Out of all the songs that Mahler penned up to his 32nd year, these
fourteen alone were chosen by him for publication, and represent his
entire published output for voice and piano. The Felbermayer-Poell
integral recording extolled in the previous issue ° is still the standard.
and British listeners are urged to import it in preference to the locally

s Hartford Symphony Orchestra and Chorale conducted by Fritz Mahler. with
Margaret Hosviell, LIIiChookasian and Rudolf Petrak. Vanguard disc, 1048 (mono)
or 2044 (stereo).

SAnny Felbermayer (soprano) and A/fred Poell (baritone), with Viktor Graef
(piano). Vanguard disc, 42_1(mono).
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availablepressings of (a) the Halban recording of eight of them, or
(b) the Felbermayer rendering of four of them in orchestral transcrip-
tions.

LIEDER AUS "DES KNABEN WUNDERHORN," 1892-9.
(One complete recording; available in America only.) One looks for-
ward to hearing these compelling songs and ballads in stereophonic
guise, especially the macabre evocations of the great Revelge. surpassed
by none of Mahler's symphonic marches and Scherzos in its uncanny
power and momentum. They have the feel of open spaces about them,
whether sparkling with sunlight or imbued with the mystery and long-
ing of night. The Sydney-Poell recording 1° is still a marvel of clarity
and strength. The ironic tone of many of the male songs is under-
played in Poell's dry, nasal delivery, and I have recently heard them
given in concert with more open satire by singers of both sexes, and
most successfully. I especially recommend comparing Miss Sydney's
smooth Antonius yon Padua with that of Christa Ludwig and Gerald
Moore ("A Song Recital," Angel 35592). This latter, and the Rhein-
legendchen on the same record, are the first of these songs to be heard
in stereo--but not with orchestra.

LIEDER EINES FAHRENDEN GESELLEN, 188'1; KINDER-
TOTENLIEDER. 1901-4. (Twelve recordings of LEFG; seven avail-
able in America, five in Britain. Ten recordings o| K; nine available in
America, four in Britain.) The unflagging popularity of the two cycles
in the U.S. is attested by the above statistics. 1 have placed them to-
gether here, not because they really belong that way, but because they
are now almost invariably coupled on LPs, and the no less than four
stereo versions released in the U.S. are all couplings of them. presented
by women singers. The most successful stereo sound of all is on Flag-
stad's London recording, but unhappily hers is by no means the best
interpretation, being rather scoopy and shrill. (K is transposed up a
minor third. } The past standard is distinguished, including on records,
for one or both works, Rehkemper, Schlusnus, Zareska, Ferrier, and
Fischer-Dieskau, and some of these are still available here or abroad.
As the finest of the present mono-stereo versions. I recommend Christa
Ludwig's _1 somewhat over Maureen Forrester's; .2 their K cycles are
both lovely, but in the LEFG. where both have some difficulties, Lud-
wi0 is better able to surmount them. The sound, not as exceptional as
London's, is still very good.

FUENF LIEDER NACH RUECKERT, 1903. (Two complete re-

cordings; one available in America and Britain.) This is one Mahler
opus that has fared rather better piecemeal than otherwise. The Ferrier-
Walter recording of three of the five songs is technically as well as
artistically the best. In Britain it is still available by itself on a ten-inch

l0 Lorna Sydney (mezzo-soprano) and Alfred Poell (baritone). with the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra conducted by Felix Prohaska. Vanguard disc, 't78 (mono).

_xChrista Ludwig (mezzo-soprano), with the Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by
Sir Adrian Boult (LEFG) and Andrd Vandernoot (K). Angel disc, 35776 (mono or
stereo); in Britain. Columbia disc 1671.

12Maureen Forrester (contralto). with the Boston Symphony conducted by Charles
Miinch. RCA Victor disc. 2371 (mono or stereo).
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disc, but in America it can be acquired only as part of the Walter Lied
uon der Erde album, which has by now been superseded in a number
of respects (see below). Another record available only in Britain con-
tains four of the songs beautifully sung by Norman Foster (Pye
30135), but with piano accompaniment by Heinrich Schmidt. Even the
one complete recording with orchestra still available, that of Poell
(Vanguard 421), is interspersed with the ]ugendzeit transcriptions
mentioned above, in an extremely disconcerting manner. I await the
announced D.G.G. recording by Maureen Forrester.

SYMPHONY NO. 1, 1888. (Eleven recordings: six available in
America, five in Britain.) The very opening page of this First Sym-
phony proclaims the depth and breadth of the composer's tonal outlook:
the inscription "'Wie ein Naturlaut" ("Like a natural sound"), the cele-
brated eight-octave unison [or flageoletted strings, the characteristic
footnote "for the conductor--the deepest A must be sounded very dis-
tinctly." And on the succeeding page. three solo trumpets "placed at a
very great distance."

For purposes of structural balance and effect, the brief exposition
(cues 4 to 12) is to be repeated. Three out of eleven conductors do so:
Horenstein, "Rubahn" and Boult. The second of these versions is de-
leted, and was never a serious contender. The Boult performance is on
the sole stereo recordin 9 to date, and from a technical point of view
there is much to commend it (Everest 3005). Sir Adrian himself shows
'little affinity for the work. however, apart from the matter of the repeat•
(Compare his tempos [or the inner movements with those of Horenstein
and Walter.) From an over-all point of view, Horenstein's is still the
recommended disc. is

SYMPHONY NO. 2, 1894. (Three recordings: all available in
America and in Britain.) The "'Resurrection" Symphony extends the
dimensionality of the First into cosmic realms. It introduces the last

• . • H . [,, ,, .post and reveille (offstage), the mlhtary Fall m. , the cry m the
wilderness." the medieval Dies lrae, trumpet sounds approaching from
opposite directions, solo voices emerging imperceptibly out of the choral
mass, and so on. All of this antedates the antiphonal orchestral experi-
ments of Charles Ives, and similar 20th-century innovations.

There are two stereo versions at present, but a good deal remains to
be done. It requires not only the sort of practical experience that comes
from years of activity in stereo recording, but also time and thought for
experimenting with the immediate surroundings. There is obviously
more of the latter in the Scherchen recording 1' than the Waiter," and
thus a far greater sense of depth and perspective, even though the bal-

ls Pro Muslca Symphony of Vienna conducted by Jascha Horenstein. Vox Box
Set 116, three mono discs, with ,Symphony No. 9 (Horensteln, Vienna Symphony)
and Kindertoterdieder (Norman Foster. Horenstein, Bamberg Symphony).

_ Vienna State Opera Orchestra and Academy Chorus conducted by Hermann
Scherchen, with Mimi Coertse and Lucretia West. Two Westminster discs. 2229
(mono) or 206 (stereo).

_5New York Philharmonic and Westminster Choir conducted by Bruno Walter,
with Emllla Cundarl and Maureen Forrester. Two Columbia discs, 256 (mono) or
601 (stereo) ; in Britain, Phllips 3245-6.
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anoint o[ the var!ous [orces is sometimes erratic and artificial. Colum-
b_a ' plays it sale' with microphones everywhere in the old manner, and
perspective is thus weakened, even though there is still plenty o[ chan-
nel separation. Waiter's performance is even and solid, Scherchen's
more incisive and rhythmic, with a rather plodding Scherzo, but an in-
spired finale that leaves Waiter's |orces at the gate.

SYMPHONY NO. 3, 1896. (One recording; available in America
only.) This is one o[ the most neglected o| the great symphonies; the
recording picture accurately reflects that o[ our concert halls. But the
Adler recording16 has endeared the work to many who otherwise might
never have heard it, and its admirers have reason to look [orward to its
blossoming anew in stereo. The all-embracing pantheism o[ the Third
has ample room to breathe in Adler's nearly l_/_4-hour per|ormance; a
similar handling in present-day sound could have an overwhelming
impact.

SYMPHONY NO. 4, 1900. [Seven recordings; five available in
America, four in Britain.) Here we have one stereo version o[ a
Mahler symphony that can be unreservedly recommended [or both
technical and interpretive qualities. The conductor is Reiner, the so-
prano is Della Casa, and the engineer is Lewis Layton o[ RCA Vic-
tor." The sprightliness and warm humor o[ the opening have not been
heard to this effect since the memorable (and recently withdrawn in
the U.S.} Van Beinum recording first appeared. The sudden though
temporary overcloudings which Van Beinum caught so beauti[ully are
quite well approximated too. Kletzkfs recent version was superbly
played and recorded, but I would have been loath to settle [or his sec-
ond-best interpretation; and now, most opportunely, the new Reiner
makes it unnecessary. Despite the Fourth's very special 'Mahlerisms,"
1 think there may be no better entry into his musical cosmos today than
through its "'himmlischen Freuden." (P.S.: The Kletzki has now been
issued in stereo as well, on Angel S-35570. but the enhancement o[
sound is quite unexciting compared to RCA's. )

SYMPHONY NO. 5. 1902. (Three recordings; all available in
America, one in Britain.} The three orchestral "middle" symphonies
and the choral Eighth are Mahler's most contrapuntal works, and it is
essential that the interwoven strands o[ the texture be kept audible and
clear. With his unerring |acuity [or heterogeneous polyphony, Mahler
knows just how to keep its components easily distinguishable. But the
balance must be maintained in per[ormance, and since microphonic sen-
sitivity is vastly different [rom human aural sensitivity, miscalculations
may easily run rampant. Stereo can |urther [acilitate the identification
o[ the individual strands, by giving them each their own position in
space, i/_ the particular voices are sufficiently audible in the first place.

And so it is with the Filth. Those elements in the distortionless

_0See the F. Charles Adlerdiscography in this issue.

_ Chicago Symphony conducted by Fritz Reiner. with Lisa Della Casa. RCA
Victor disc. 2364 (mono or stereo).
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Everest recording under Schwarz Is which make a powerful impact i_
the mono pressing are even more impressive in stereo. This include
everything played by the trombones, for instance, which one soon real
izes have never before received their due in this work. In stereo the,
are alive and "present" to a degree not possible with one speaker an,
one signal. But there are other sounds, such as the string bass and ;

ood deal of the percussion, whose assertion one accustomed to th,
cherchen recordin_l (Westminster 2220) finds lacking. I would stil

recommend Everest s stereo as giving by far the truest sonic picture o.
this great work, and its mono pressin_ as the most agreeable. Taste:
will differ as to the performances. Most of the contrasts betweel
Scherchen and Walter which I described in 1958 apply alike to Scher
chen and Schwarz: I think they are both valid, even though very differ
ent views.

SYMPHONY NO. 6, 190't. (Two recordings: both available il
America, one in Britain.) This is the most sonically demanding of al

his works "'/_/i.r,grosses Orchester'" alone. With its distinctive "hamme_
and cowbells,' with its heroic and tragic emphasis, it has not yet beet
fully conquered on records. How will it fare in stereo? The two mon_
versions were considered in detail in 1958. and I refer the reader to tha
discussion.

SYMPHONY NO. 7, 1905. (Two recordings: one available iJ
America, neither in Britain.) There is no competitor now to th,
Scherchen recording (Westminster 2221), so it would be especiallx
pointless to add anything to my 1958 comparison. From its first glow
ing, mysterious evocation of night, through the Andante amoroso fo,
guitar, mandolin, harp, and chamber orchestra, to its final peal of bell:
proclaiming "joy to the world," this sensuous and beauty-drenche_
composition so manifestly belongs to the tangible, dimensional approacl
we are discussing that one can only await the next recording with eage_
expectations.

SYMPHONY NO. 8. 1906. (Two recordings: one available, iT
America and Britain.) I have already referred to this as the most chal
lenging of all, for the contrapuntal complexities of orchestration ar,
simply compounded by the superimposed complexities of vocal an_
choral antiphony. Already the chamber-music textures of the last thre_
works are heard within a total ensemble requiring between 750 an_
1,000 participants. For recording purposes, this simply means that at
ultra-sensitive yet flexible pickup arrangement must be worked out, t,
catch everything and still maintain perspective and sense of space.

, Obviously that cannot be done at public performances like those iT
which our two recordings so far have been made, especially in "Crysta
Palace" barns like the converted exhibition hall at Rotterdam. A prop
erly controlled studio recording would be a tremendously costly affair
but it will have to be done before the Eighth can be heard properly oT
records. It is worth noting, however, that a BBC transcription, made it
1959 at Albert Hall under Jascha Horenstein, reveals a good deal more
of the orchestration and other details than can be heard in the two L[

lS London Symphony conducted by Rudolf Schwarz. Two Everest discs, 601 _
(mono) or 301't (stereo).

I
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recordings, or in the RCA test-pressing of Stokowskfs 1950 perform-
ance (never released). Horenstein also gives a better interpretation
than either Flipse (Epic 600't) or Scherchen. This happens to be a
BBC stereo transcription (the first to be sent to the LI.S. ), though few
people can have heard it in that medium as yet. Even in monophonic
guise, it must awaken many to the further hidden beauties of this in-
comparable score.

DAS LIED VON DER ERDE, 1908. (Five recordings, all avail-
able in America. three in Britain.) Unlike the middle' works, the entire
final trilogy of works has already been very agreeably handled in
stereo, and in the case of The Song of the Earth, in two versions, with

!_ateflheFr_r_s_Sm_e;:_i_ i_1_T!_r i!_ t:r°_:r!tUn ! _n_gR_i_epiih_ !otnahitdap_ !
fectly judged retards, with a broad, luxuriant sway in passages like the
elegiac interlude for the orchestra alone. I have not yet heard the mono
version as I write this, but the stereo is magnificent. How pleasant to
hear the contralto voice coming from well in the midst of the orchestra,

blendin_ with its delicate hues instead of dominating or crushing them
as so otten in the past! In this work, Forrester is even finer on records
than in concert, for here she has no inhibitions about modulating her
effortless gradations of tone down to the merest wisp of sound. Nor is
Richard Lewis hampered by any necessity to shout beyond his musical
means. The orchestra is equally to be congratulated, down to the sec-
ond horn player who articulates such an eloquent trill at the end of Von
tier Schdnheit. A thrilling moment of action is the graphic separation
of the orchestral choirs into clearest blocs of tone, at the depiction of
the wild stamping and snorting of the horse upon the river bank. Noth-
ing like this is to be heard in the Vox recording, s° though Rosbaud is a
masterful interpreter in his own right, with a deep insight into Mahler's
spirit. One factor alone would, I think, rule out the Vox stereo pressing
at this juncture: its splitting of the 29-minute Abschied onto two discs,
while RCA succeeds in recording it brilliantly without interruption, and
gets in a Haydn symphony.

SYMPHONY NO. 9, 1909. (Four recordings; three available in
America, two in Britain.) Everest has made a first stereo version of the
Ninth _ that is easily the equal,of its superlative work on the Fifth.
Ludwig's Rondo Burleske, with Everest's help. is about the finest I have
heard on records, and his final Adagio is excellent. But the first move-
ment lacks the incisiveness and the accentuated tension it ought to have,
and the second does not do justice to the tricky contrasts in tempo be-
tween waltz and Liindler elements. Apart from the matter of stereo,

_0Chicaao Svmnhonv conducted by Fritz' Reiner, with Maureen Forrester and
Richard Lewis."Two I_CA Victor discs, including Haydn's Symphony No. 88; 6087
(mono or stereo).

2oSWDR Orchestra of Baden-Baden conducted by Hans Rosbaud, with Grace
Hoffman and Helmut Melchert. Vox disc, 10,910 (mono), or two discs, 10,912
(stereo).

2_London Symphony conducted by Leopold Ludwig. Two Everest discs, 6050
(mono) or 3050 (stereo).
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therefore, the fat stronger identification with the work in the Horenstein
version s2 is still preferred.

SYMPHONY NO. 10, sketched 1910. (Adagio and Purgatorio:
three recordings; two available, in America only. Adagio alone: one
recording; available only in America:) The facsimile reproduction of
the incomplete manuscript of the Tenth has been receiving much atten-
tion lately; and since every bar of a perfectly clear five-movement se-
quence is sketched in, a number of attempts to complete the sketch have
been or are being made, including at least four orchestral scores and
two piano transcriptions. The first and third movements, initially per-
formed in 192'1, and published in 1951 in an anonymously edited score.
are becoming increasingly popular, and this has inevitably created
wide-spread interest in the remaining movements, in the nature of
things, no conceivable presentation of the five movements ever can or
should be uncontroversial. But the concurrently popular notion of some
who have not studied the original manuscript that the Adagio and
Purgatorio, in the form in which we know them. are strictly "Mahler's,"
and the others simply aren't, bears little relation to the true facts of the
case. If the Tenth Symphony is worth bothering about at all, as I
strongly believe it is, then it is worth serious consideration as a whole.

The five movements are deeply interconnected, and this has an in-
escapable bearing on our understanding of the truncated single or two-
movement presentation. The second and fifth movements shed light on
the Adagio, the fourth and fifth movements on the Purgatorio, just as
Mahler's complete works frequently shed light on each other. Individu-
ally they make such a strong impression that one feels that nothing
could fortify it more--until further acquaintance produces a further
revelation. At any rate, the two movements now recorded are a treas-
ured possession that few who have acquired would willingly consign to
oblivion. They are especially beautiful in the stereo reproduction made
under Szell, 2s who guides them unerringly through their apocalyptic
visions. Scherchen gives the Adagio alone (Westminster 2220) a more
introspective reading that takes nearly a half hour by itself. What an
incredible mind was Mahler'sl No spinner of tales, verbal or musical, is
more missed than he who simply departs while weaving one as fascinat-
ing as this.

aaSee footnote 13.
aSCleveland Orchestra conducted by George Szell. Epic disc, Including Walton's

Partita/or Orchestra, 3568 (mono) or 1024 (stereo).
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HINDEMITH LEADS HIS CELLO CONCERTO

by HARRIETT JOHNSON

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. Post on Feb. 28, 1960, is re-
printed by permlsison of the N. Y. Post; copyright New York Post Corp. 1960.

Paul Hindemith's ener_/y is proverbial and at 64 he shows no sign of
its diminishing. His vitality as conductor and composer were demon-
strated at the N. Y. Philharmonic's concert Friday afternoon in Car-
negie Hall where he conducted his own Violoncello Concerto with
Aldo Parisot as soloist, Anton Bruckner's Seventh Symphony, and the
Overture to Cherubinfs "Medea."

Given a chance, he coul d have illustrated his mastery in many other
facets of his craft, being one of the most versatile musicians alive.

Hindemith stands among the few composers who are able to conduct
their own works as well as anybody else can. This ability, which he
has demonstrated on many occasions, probably stems from the fact that
he is skilled as a performer on many instruments.

At 20, he became concertmaster of the opera orchestra in Frankfort
and later attained eminence as a violist with the Amar-Hindemith
Quartet and as soloist with symphonic ensembles. He knows his or-
chestra from the inside.

"Playing, playing, always the practical," he remarked in a N. Y.
Times" interview a year ago.

The Cello Concerto dates from 1940, his only work in the form
scored for full orchestra. Previously he had composed a piece for cello
and a chamber orchestra of ten solo instruments which he called Kam-
mermusic No. 3.

Of its three movements, the first is the most difficult to grasp upon
initial hearing. Its content is less readily accessible, less personal,
though it offers no listening problems through its dissonance or formal
structure.

The ingratiating second movement opens with a pensive melody ac-
companied by plucked strings. This moves fluidly into a speedier bar-
carolle section that literally enchants the ear with its lilt. Eventually
the reflection of the first movement returns, but this time it is supported
by the triplets of the second section as accompaniment. The smooth
subtlety with which Hindemith fuses his materials in this movement
pays tribute to his consummate craftsmanship.

The March Finale is as sturdy as its short, stocky maker. The con-
trasting middle section, the Trio, built on a tune adapted from a melody
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composed by Amalia, sister of Frederick the Great, offered a jaunty
charm.

Hindemith's orchestration for this part proved most ingenious. The
woodwinds played very softly and were accompanied by a subdued

percussion battery including the tinkle of the glockenspiel.
Bruckners Symphony, which reflects his profound religious faith,

brought the concert to a conclusion. Its spiritual strength and glowing
affirmation are made articulate at several points through the composer's
use of the brass, and Hindemith blended this choir magnificently with
the rest of the ensemble. The sound was splendid without ever becom-

ing] too bold.
• His interpretation, throughout, showed a perceptive understandin 9
of the work's essential nobility.

As a conductor he is more thorough and business-like than dynamic.
But his extraordinary musicianship and comprehension of all aspects o|
the score made this listener strongly conscious of Bruckner's forthright
power.

GUEST CONDUCTOR

Paul Hindemith Leads the Philharmonic

by HOWARD TA[IBMAN

The following review which appeared In the N. Y. Times on Feb. 27, 1960, is re-
printedby permission;copyright 1960.

As one of the distinguished composers of our time, Paul Hindsmith
might have chosen only his own music in his first appearance as guest
conductor with the New York Philharmonic. But the measure of his
stature as an artist was that he elected to make Bruckner's Seventh

Symphony the big work of his program at Carnegie Hall yesterday
atternoon.

It is regrettable that Mr. Hindemith modestly selected only one of
his pieces. The 'Cello Concerto, which he wrote in 1940, does not rep-
resent him at the summit of his powers. It has agreeable moments and
was played tastefully by Aldo Parisot, the soloist, but a major Hinde-
mith score should have occupied a place of honor.

But how can one argue with a guest conductor if he wishes to lead
Bruckner? By selecting the Austrian's Seventh, Mr. Hindemith was
expressing his high regard for the composer. And he brought a sense
of commitment to his task.

Mr. Hindemith makes no pretense of being a heaven-storming wield-
er of the baton. However, as a man of wide-ranging musical interests.
he has spent a good deal of time performing and in recent years has
turned increasingly to conducting. His ideas of the works he under-
takes are personal, and he conveys them with energy but without fuss.

Mr. Hindemith conducted like a man whose concern was with style
rather than refinements of tone. His assumption, one suspects, was that
the Philharmonic is a mature, experienced ensemble and that it can be
relied upon to do its duty. Furthermore, a conductor in a week's guest



appearance can rarely place his imprint on the sound and texture of an
orchestra.

The result was interpretations that reflected Mr. Hindemith's views
of the music even if they lacked the final fillip of polish. Cherubini's
"Medea" Overture was taken at a broad pace and emerged with
sturdy, dramatic force, but there is more warmth and intensity in it.

The Bruckner also unfolded deliberately and affectionately, but here
too one wanted more fervor. There were places where Mr. Hindemith
let his augmented brass section overbalance the other choirs, but this
possibly was intentional to stress the grandeur in the composer's
design.

The concerto, written largely in the summer Mr. Hindemith spent on
the staff at Tanglewood, reveals him in a relaxed, congenial mood.
The most fetching movement, the second, not only is put together in-

eniously but also has unexpected sweetness. It is framed by the busy
rst and the lively march-like third.

Mr. Hindemith reduced the string contingent for the concerto. He
was eager for felicitous balances and as the conductor he could indulge
the composer. He also made every effort to give the soloist full scope.
In the second and third movements, where there is opportunity [or sus-
tained song and virtuosity, Mr. Parisot played expertly.

Mr. Hindemith's rank as,'a musician entitles him to another visit with
the Philharmonic, but the next time it should be a Hindemith program.
His best works are not played so o/ten that he can afford to pass them
by.

GUSTAV MAHLER SOCIETY IN JAPAN

On September 14, 1959, a Gustav Mahler Society was formed as a
branch oE the lnternafionale Mahler Gesellscha[t o[ Vienna.

Its aims are to create greater appreciation and understanding of
Mahler's music as well as of his personality. To accomplish this end,
the Society will encourage performances of Mahler's works as well as
publication o[ articles in newspapers and musical magazines. Hidemaro
Konoye is President of the Japanese Mahler Society and Klaus Pring-
sheim its Vice-President. Professor Pringsheim was awarded the
Mahler Medal of Honor by The Bruckner Society of America (see
CHORDAND DISCORD,Vol. 2, No. 8).



GUSTAV MAHLER: THE EARLY YEARS

by DONALD MITCHELL

London: Rockliff;New York: Macmillan Co.. [1958].

The followln0 book review by vlx^ NEWLINis reprinted from Notes for March
1959by permissionof Music Library Association.

Styles in Mahler bio0raphies change, it seems. From the rhapsodic
appreciations written during, or shortly after, Mahler's life (Stefan.

echt, Bekker) through the later studies of his work as part of the
ennese musical tradition (my Bruckner--Mahler--Schoenberg,

Redlich's Bruckner and Mahler) we have now arrived at the semi-
documentary biography which seeks to resolve problems arising from
conflicting factual statements in previous works, and to establish as
accurately as possible the conditions of the composer's existence. Be it
said at once that Donald Mitchell has made an extremely valuable con-
tribution by giving us so detailed a study of this kind devoted to Mahl-
er's early years--that is, to the very period which, because so few of
his compositions from that time survive, has understandably received
the least attention in previous biographies. Thus, the limitation to
1860-1880 is, in one sense, the book's great strength. Of course, in
dealing with this period the author's opportunities to discuss musical
problems are necessarily limited; let us hope that he will indeed be able
to write the continuation of this work which his preface conditionally
promises, and thus to give us a more satisfying sense of his approach to
Mahler's music itself.

The first three chapters describe the periods 1860-1875 (birth to en-
trance into the Vienna Conservatory), 1875-1878 (completion of the
Conservatory course), and 1878-1880 (completion of Das klagende
Lied, Mahler's first surviving large-scale work). A final chapter briefly
analyzes the early works, includin 0 not only Das klagende Lied and
the first volume of Lieder und Ges_nge, but also several unpublished
items. This is a peculiarly frustrating period for the biographer, since
many of Mahler's juvenilia were either deliberately destroyed by their
author or accidentally lost. However, Mitchell does the best he can
under the circumstances--in fact, he sometimes overdoes things a bit
in his zeal to extend the list of works. Thus. for 1875 we find the list-
in o, "Compositions for piano?" (The question mark--single, double.
triple, or quadruple -- is a disconcertingly frequent feature of this list.)
The puzzling entry is then explained: "Stefan tells us that at Mahler's
first interview with Epstein, the latter 'invited the young unknown to
play something either of his own or otherwise' (my italics). This re-
mark reminds us of Mahler's statement that he composed industriously
from his very early years onwards; it was an obvious step to take
along some of his own 'works' upon the momentous occasion of his
visit to Vienna in 1875." But the second-hand evidence of Stefan (at
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best an imprecise mind) is surely insufficient to admit these supposed
piano pieces to the canon of Mahler's works.

Mitchell has taken great pains to establish many small biographical
points which were previously obscure. His conscientiousness in this

re_ard is generally praiseworthy. However, it is surprising to read a
reference to lacques Callot s 'famous painting, Des ]hgers Leichenbe-
g_ngnis." Callot never painted such a picture, for he was an engraver,
not a painter. Mahler refers to the picture in question (the partial in-
spiration for the funeral march in his First Symphony) as "after Cai-
lot," not as an original Callot creation. (May not the des_i_jnation Die
Fantasiestiicke in Callot's Manier, applied by E. T. A. Hoffmann to
some of his fantastic tales, also have influenced Mahler at this point?)

In spite of such minor flaws, this book ought to remain a standard
reference work in its field for some time to come. The upcoming
Mahler centennial (1960) should inspire many individuals and libraries
to acquire so important an addition to the still scantily furnished shelf
of worthwhile literature about Mahler in English.

KILENYI BRLICKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO
STATION WEFM CHICAGO

Station WEFM has included recordings of Bruckner and Mahler
works in its programs over a number of years. In appreciation of its
contribution toward creating greater interest in and understanding of
the music of these masters, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of
America awarded the Bruckner Medal to Station WEFM. The Medal

was designed by the well-known sculptor, the late lulio Kilenyi; [or the
exclusive use of the Society. The presentation was made on tvlarch 11,
1960, by Charles L. Eble, Vice-President of the Bruckner Society.



CONVERSATION PIECE: MAHLER AND BEYOND

by DIKA N_-WLIN

The following article written for Notes on the Programs for the Jan. 14. 15, 16
and 17, 1960. concerts of the New York Philharmonic at which Mahler's Tenth was
performed under the direction of Dlmitd Mitropoulos, is reprinted by permission.

After Mahler's death, but before the nature of his partially com-
pleted Tenth Symphony had been revealed to the world, Arnold
Schoenberg wrote: "We shall know as little about what his Tenth
(for which, as also in the case of Beethoven, sketches exist) would
have said as we know about Beethoven's or Bruckner's. It seems that
the Ninth is a limit. He who wants to go beyond it must pass away.
It seems as if something might be imparted to us in the Tenth which
we ought not yet to know, for which we are not yet ready. Those who
have written a Ninth stood too near to the hereafter. Perhaps the rid-
dles of this world would be solved, if one of those who knew them were
to write a Tenth. And thatprobably is not to take place."

Reading this passage today, we are struck by the way in which
Schoenberg, without knowing the Tenth or even realizing that Mahler
had been able to complete as much of it as he did, accurately forecast
the visionary, prophetic quality which it possesses. For in the Tenth,
Mahler does indeed seem to impart a message for which his immediate
contemporaries were certainly "not yet ready." It remained for a
younger generation to catch the meaning of his work and life, and, in-
spired by it, to undertake a venture which would change the face of
music in the 20th century.

The vision begins with the mysterious recitative of the unaccompa-
nied violas which opens the work, and which keeps returning in ever-
varying forms. What is this strangely haunting melody tryin_l to tell
us? I shall not have the audacity to put a possible "spiritual message"
of this music into words. If Mahler had wanted that, he--almost as
great an artist in words as in tones--would have been quite capable of
writing these words himself. But, as he wrote at another point of the
score in which a little incident meaningful only to him and to his wife
is described, "'Nur du weissto was es bedeutet." "Only you know what
it means"--many such "messages" of Mahler's music should be left
wordless, for us to read between the lines. However, if we look at the
melody in question with a more coldly analytical eye, we notice certain
technical features which help us to account for its effect. While the
nominal key of the movement is [::-sharp major, here tonality seems to
be floating, suspended. The F sharp, while it,does appear several 'times
in the course of the long melodic line, is not treated more importantly
than any other note. And. as the melody unfolds, we hear every one
of the 12 notes of the chromatic scale with the exception of C and E
flat (which then, as one might expect, take on special importance in the
viola recitative's next appearance). This kind of concern for the inclu-
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sign of the "chromatic total" within a theme was to lead, eventually, to
the systematic treatment of the 12 tones in what we know today as
"12-tone technique," "dodecaphony," or, more broadly, "serial tech-
nique." It is no accident that Schoenberg, spending important years of
his life in a Viennese ambiance dominated by the spiritual influence of
Mahler, was the first to see the logical consequences of this kind of
thematic building, and to elevate the consistent and consequent use of
the 12 tones to a principle. It is no accident, either, that Schoenberg's
disciples, Alban Berg and Anton Webern, younger during the time of
Mahler's domination of the Viennese musical scene and hence perhaps
even more deeply influenced by him in their varying ways, in turn took
this principle and utilized it in most personal fashion• Today. each of us
may experience at every turn in our listening to contemporary music
how its working-out has, in one way or another, affected the consci-
ousness of all kinds of composers, from Stravinsky who now says,
"... a masterpiece is more likely to happen to the composer with the
most highly developed language. This language is serial at present
• . ." (Craft, Conuersations with Igor Stravinsk9) to the most ad-
vanced "electronic" composers whose motto would seem to be, "Life
Begins With Webern."

When the restless viola recitative resolves into the movement's prin-
cipal F-sharp major theme--wide-flung in the first violins, richly har-
monized by the other strings and the trombones--we again seem to
hear "prophecies" of much later music. The great melodic leaps of a
ninth, a tenth, or more, which almost unbearably intensify the expres-
siveness of this theme--much as the distortions of certain contempo-
rary art-works labelled "expressionistic" force our attention to concen-
trate itself upon those features the artist considers really important--
suggest the "jagged" lines to be found in the music of Schoenberg and
Ber0. To name but one example, the tortured yet beautiful melodies so
often to be found in the solo part of Berg's Violin Concerto could
scarcely have existed without this kind of forerunner.

I cannot resist citing one more example of musical "prophecy." espe-
cially because it so completely contradicts a popular idea about Mahler.
Many listeners are accustomed to think of him chiefly in terms of his
magnificent mass-effects, where every available orchestral and vocal
resource is employed in order to overwhelm the hearer with sheer
splendor of sound (the closes of his Second and Eighth Symphonies
are the finest examples). Most are probably less aware of those pas-
sages in which, on the contrary, he uses the minimum of means in order
to produce a shattering effect. I call toyour attention the remarkable
measures of this Adagio in which only l_rst violins and second violins
are playing, in a dynamic range of p to ppp--no crescendo[ Beginning
far apart, the two voices come closer and closer together until they

I clash against each other (for a moment only) at the highly dissonant
interval of a minor second. Then, they pull apart once moremthe first
violins descending rapidly while the second violins rise slowly--until
they are separated by a span of over two octaves. The breathless ten-
sion has to give--and does, in one of Mahler's most glorious "explo-
sions" of sound, with harp and strings rushing up and down, a pul-
sating background to the sonorous chords of winds and brass. The
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whole amazing episode lasts but a few moments, yet--or perhaps for
that very reason--its impact is unforgettable. And in those measures
where the violins alone are playing the minimum of notes with the
maximum of effect, we already seem to hear the attenuated, subtle mu-
sic of Webern. who could, according to Schoenberg, express "a novel
in a sigh"--not to mention that of his many latter-day imitators who
often succeed quite well in capturing his manner, if not always (un-
fortunately) his matter!

Thus the influence of Mahler. both directly and indirectly, on some
of our most important contemporaries is plainly to be seen. What it
may mean in the future, we may speculate, but are not yet privileged
to know. Again. Schoenberg has said it best. in his Mahler essay:

"The genius lights the way. and we strive to follow. Do we really
strive enouah? Are we not bound too much to the present?

We shal_" follow, for we must. Whether we want to or not. It draws
us upward.

We must follow."

PORTRAIT PLAQUE OF DR. MARTIN G. DUMLER

PRESENTED TO NEW YORK UNIVERSITY

The Bruckner Society of America presented a plaque honoring its
late president, Dr. Martin G. Dumler, to New York University on
December 16, 1958. The memorial ceremony took place at 11 a. m. in
New York University's Music Library in the University's Main Build-
ing at Washington Square.

Robert G. Grey, Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the Society. pre-
sented the plaque to Dr. Ernest Hettich, Director of the University's
libraries. The University also received a complete file of the Society's
periodical publication, CHORD AND DISCORD, and Gabriel Engel's two
monographs, The Symphonies of Anton Bruckner and Gustau Mahler,
Song-Symphonist.

The bronze plaque, which bears Dr. Dumler's likeness, was designed
by painter-sculptor Wtlma Prezzi. It will hang in the Music Library.



CONVERSATION PIECE: WHY A MAHLER FESTIVAL?

by HOWARD SHANET

The followingarticle which appearedin the Noteson the Programsfor perform-
ances'of Mahler's Fourth by the New York Philharmonicconductedby Leonard
Bernsteinon Jan. 28. 29. 30 and 31. 1960.is reprinted by permissionof the N. Y.
Philharmonicand the author.

The oMcial reason for the Philharmonic's nine-program Mahler Fes-
tival is to commemorate "the 100th Anniversary of Mahler's birth and
the 50th Anniversary of his first season as Music Director" of this
Orchestra. Now this might be adequate justification for a single com-
memorative concert, but it is obvious that a major symphony orchestra
does not devote the principal part o[ nine different programs to one
composer without more deep-rooted reasons than an anniversary cele-
bration for one of its former directors. In other words, his music would
have to be interesting enough in itself to warrant so much attention.
We can therefore rephrase the rhetorical question in the title of this
Conversation Piece. "Why a Mahler Festival?". to ask (less econom-
ically perhaps, but more accurately) :

"What is so special about Mahler? Why is it that half a cen-
tury after his death his public continues to grow and even the
most sophisticated listeners find his music more and more in-
triguing, while the compositions of many of his turn-of-the-
century colleagues seem embarrassingly dated?"

In answering this composite question, we will do well to avoid sub-
jective opinions. Although Mahler is accepted much more generally
today than ever before, he still remains to some extent a controversial
figure. There are passionate supporters and cold detractors. When a
conductor a number of years ago chose to cut something from the im-
pressive or excessive length (depending on the point of view) of one of
the symphonies, he touched off a heated exchange of letters to the
Times.

Perhaps this can be explained partially by the fact that Mahler was,
in a sense, an extremist, carrying the characteristic tendencies of the
late 19th century to their utmost logical extensions, and, like all ex-
tremists, appearing either a saint or a devil according to the spectator's
attitude. Where one sees grandeur, another sees only grandiloquence.
Where one finds that thematic simplicity which is "the last thing
learned," another finds naivete or even banality.

It may help us to escape such controversies if. in analyzing why
Mahler's music survives so well in an age when its style is not even
considered to be in good taste, we itemize a few of the contributing
factors with objectivity and formality:

1. Mahler's symphonies contain a surprising number of modern ele-
ments, imbedded in the old-fashioned romantic ones--and precisely
those modern elements that have been adopted by the composers of the
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"New Viennese" school (Schoenberff. Berff, Webern, and their succes-
sors). Here is a short table which isolates some of the Mahlerian traits
and suffffests their derivatives in the newer music:

MAHLER NEW VIENNESE SCHOOL
Wide melodic leaps The straining lines of Schoenberff and

• Berff
Themes made up of short'The abbreviated style of Webern (in
motifs which attention is focused on single

notes or tiny phrases)
"Chamber-music" subtleties The hypersensitive performance re-
demanded of each player in quirements of the pointillists, with their
the huffe orchestra dots and wisps of sounds
Kaleidoscopic orchestration, The Klang[arbenmelodie (tone-color-
which may move throuffh half melody) of Schoenberff and Webern, in
a dozen different parts of the which a musical phrase is pieced to-
orchestra in the course of a ffether like a mosaic from tiny frag-
sinffle melody ments, each contributed by an instru-

ment of a different tone-color
Emotionality, expressive of Emotionality. "expressionistic" (i.e..
inner experiences expressive of inner experiences without

concern for conventional standards of
propriety or beauty )

Morbid and sometimes super- Morbid and sometimes superstitious
stitious preoccupation with preoccupation with death and other
death and other traffic mat- traffic matters
ters

These relationships have encouraffed certain of the new composers and
their sympathizers to champion Mahler's music. The modern charac-
teristics are much more evident in Mahler's late works, from the Fifth
Symphony on, and especially in the Ninth and Tenth Symphonies, but
traces of them can already be detected even in the Fourth Symphony.
Mahler never set foot in the promised land; but it is clear that. from the
heiffhts of his last compositions, he already was ffranted a glimpse of it.

2. Mahler's technical perfection in all branches of musical composi-
tion impresses all sensitive listeners, even those not sympathetic to his
style. For a full appreciation of his mastery, however, one must con-
stantly remember that the huffe scale on which he chooses to work
affects the sioniflcance of each detail; a chord, a rhythm, a bit of orches-
tration cannot be judffed by the standards of the classic masters (ex-
cept perhaps those of the late Beethoven, wh'o had performed very
similar experiments) but must be understood in the context of its own
musical world. In the field of musical form, for example, it is futile to
look for the conciseness of a Haydn sonata form in the first movement
of Mahler's Fourth Symphony; it does have a kind of sonata form but
it has been so skillfully loosened at the joints that its lovely pastoral
relaxation would be completely spoiled bY any attempt to tiffhten it up.
Similarly. in the Fifth Symphony it is a misunderstandinff to criticize
the last diffression before the end as an error in form; it is a last luxuri-
ous drawinff of breath, carefully planned, and taken in full confidence
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that the inevitable ending will wait for it--in short it is the structural
equivalent of one of Beethoven's grand codas. Mahler shows remark-
able originality not only in form. but in harmony, phrasing, develop-
ment of material, and especially in counterpoint and orchestration.
Conductors know that Mahler is one of the few composers whose or-
chestra parts need not be adjusted for proper balance; the adjustments
are already written into the parts, with such painstaking solicitude for
every detail of performance as only a labor of devotion to an artistic
aim could accomplish.

3. Mahler's artistic integrity and his total dedication to his art make
it impossible to suspect his sincerity, even when he seems to be senti-
mental or bombastic. He communicates a selfless, spiritual impression
to his public. When he presents the huge orchestral apparatus of one
of his symphonies (the Fourth is the most modest of them, and its
orchestra is by no means small), we know that he is not trying to be
sensational or to make an effect; he is employing all the experience of a
great conductor and a sensitive musician, and all the musical resources
of which he can conceive, in a kind of musico-religious service. Mahler
never sought popularity. Indeed, he was so strict as a conductor that he
was said sometimes to have been in bodily danger from those toward
whom he had been too severe.

4. Mahler's symphonies hate a unique poignancy, which derives
from what might be called a musical "'montage" technique: starting with
musical fragments that are familiar and even old-fashioned (children's
songs and marches, folk tunes and dances, bird songs and bugle calls),
he puts them all together, but without adding any story or program to
connect them with each other. That is precisely why they are so touch-

ingwno longer allowed their old meanings, they seem to be trying to
say something to us. something which trembles precariously on the
brink of conscious understanding." This method was already in evi-
dence in the First Symphony and it is still present in the Tenth.

Of course there may be additional explanations for the fact that
Mahler's music continues to grow in popularity, but the four listed here
must take an important place in any accounting.



N. Y. CRITICS REVIEW THE MAHLER FESTIVAL BY

THE NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

Commemorating the 100th Anniversary of Mahler's birth and the 50tl

Anniversary of his first season as Music Director of
the New York Philharmonic.

Dates Work Conductor

Dec. 31, Jan. 1, 2, 3 Symphony No. 5 Mitropoulos

an. 7, 8, 9, 10 Symphony No. 1

an. 14, 15, 16, 17 Symphony No. 10 "
an. 21, 22, 23, 24 Symphony No. 9 "
an. 28, 29, 30, 31 Symphony No. 4 Bernstein

Feb. 4, 5, 6, 7 Songs with Orchestra "
Feb. 11, 12, 13, 14 Kindertotenlieder "
Feb. 18, 19, 20, 21 Symphony No. 2 "
Apr. 15, 16, 21, 24 Das Lied vonder Erde Walter

MAGNIFICENT MAHLER CYCLE

by MILES KASTENDIECK

The following review which appeared in The Christian Science Monitor. Bostov
on April 23. 1960. is reprinted by permission; copyright 1960.

One of the highlights of the Philharmonic season has been its tribut,
to Gustav Mahler in commemoration of the 100th anniversary oE hi
birth. It has spanned nine weeks of programs and has marked con
siderable increase in public interest. Succeeding audiences have bee1
attracted not only by Mahler's orchestration but also by the spiritua
content of his music.

No finer termination of the cycle could have occurred than Bruin
Waiter's current performances of "Das Lied yon der Erde." He ha_
given the premiere in Munich on Nov. 20, 1911; and his close associ
ation with Mahler brought an understanding no other conductor h;l:
been able to impart quite so warmly, lust as "Das Lied von der Erde'
could be considered the consummation of Mahler's work, so these per
formances have had a similar character. Other conductors have givel
memorableperformances of Mahler this season (George Szell and th_
Cleveland Orchestra with this work in particular), but only Mr. WalteJ
has conveyed the personal quality inherent in its composition.

The dark quality of Maureen Forrester's contralto and her interpre
tative insight proved just right for this work. Richard Lewis sang tht
gayer songs attractively. The musicians played with full awareness ol
the symphonic character of the work so that it became a special priv.
liege to hear it.

Thus a great conductor ended the festival which another great con
ductor had begun, none other than Dimitri Mitropoulos. The latte_
showed strong affinity for the Fifth Symphony, with which the festival
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was launched. He followed a personal inspiration of introducing an
intermission between movements to temper whatever impatience people
might have with the length of the symphonies. He felt no injustice was
done; indeed, he looked upon the movements as similar to acts of a
play. Thus the intermission between the third and fourth movements
made possible a fuller appreciation of the latter part after '15 minutes
of listening to the first.

That Mahler's music is graphic became clearer in this first program.
Unlike other composers he conveys a stream of musical consciousness
that personifies immediate experience. This may be on the level of
common man, or akin to nature, or a craving for spiritual experience.
Whatever the category, it may well be that through his symphonies
Mahler freed music for the 20th century much more strategically than
has been generally recognized.

A magnificent performance of the First Symphony one week later
confirmed the stream-of-consciousness impression. Only one movement
of Mahler's Tenth Symphony constituted the third program, but its
beauty dominated the concert unmistakably.

Mr. Mitropoulos ended his part of the Mahler festival with a per-
formance of the highly individual Ninth Symphony, which can still
baffle a listener a half century after its creation. That Mahler reached
out into the 20th century almost as he reached out toward death makes
this music an extraordina.ry experience. Its significance lies perhaps in
the poetic understanding with which he achieved serenity.

The performance of the Ninth remains a landmark in the cycle. It
was Mr. Mitropoulos's crowning achievement in interpretation, one to
be equaled only when Mr. Walter conducted "Das Lied vonder Erde."

Leonard Bernstein took up the cause of Mahler thereafter with the
Fourth Symphony. The simplicity and serenity of this work can readily
draw more people to appreciate Mahler's music. Mr. Bernstein proved
a worthy interpreter. The fresh, pure voice of Reri Grist and her child-
like artistry brought the final movement completely into focus.

In the sixth program Jennie Tourel sang a group of songs which
immediately revealed them as the key to Mahler's symphonic thought.
Next came the "Kindertotenlieder" and finally the Second Symphony.

While Mr. Bernstein may not have conducted memorable perform-
ances of all these works, he showed a sure grasp of the Mahler idiom
and succeeded well in promoting the cause. He deserves special credit
for setting up the festival, participating in it himself, and calling upon
two great interpreters to carry out the most formidable assignments in
the cycle.

The over-all result should be a revaluation of Mahler's music apart
from what people generally read about it in books on music. Listening
50 years after Mahler's passing, people may find his music coming into
its own as he once predicted it might after a half century had passed.

Concurren't with the anniversary of his birth came the further recog-
nition of the 50th anniversary of Mahler s first appearances as con-
ductor of the Philharmonic. His first season as musical director was
important not only for his accomplishments as an interpreter and or-
chestra builder, but also in terms of increased activity and of programs
arranged in chronological sequence. Mahler also took the Philharmonic
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on its first tour. Thus his contribution in New York adds further luster
to this commemorative year.

MITROPOULOS BRINGS OUT MAHLER'S BEST
by MILES KASTENDIECK

The foIlowin 0 review which appeared in the N. Y. Journal American on January 2,
1960, is reprinted by permission; copyright 1960.

If Mahler's music is played as understandingly throughout the Phil-
harmonic's current cycle as the Fifth Symphony was in Carnegie Hall
yesterday afternoon, these concerts will be memorable moments for
Mahler and for the Philharmonic. The New Year began auspiciously.

It fell to Dimitri Mitropoulos to open this cycle commemorating the
100th anniversary of Mahler's birth and the 50th anniversary of the
composer-conductor's first season as the Phiiharmonic's musical direc-
tor.

Mitropoulos was most welcome not only as guest conductor but also
as an outstanding interpreter of Mahler, for whose music he obviously
has strong affinity.

The Fifth Symphony proved an excellent choice to begin the cycle.
It challenges the music lover.as it challenged Mahler himself. In this
centennial observation it calls for a revaluation of Mahler's music on

its own terms, not on those already set forth in print especially by
Mahler's detractors. There is little wonder that he once wished that he

could "give the first performances of my symphonies 50 years after mydeath."

With Mitropoulos to present the Fifth, however, he had no reason
to worry. A magnificent performance, revealing the content of the mu-
sic as well as its ingenious orchestration, disclosed Mahler in the full-
ness of his powers.

From the trumpet call in the first measures to the brilliant outburst of
its final coda, the symphony offers much in an hour and a quarter for
ready acceptance in this "age of the common man."

Fortunately, Mitropoulos called an intermission between the third
and fourth movements to make the work more easily assimilated. This
made possible a fuller appreciation of the adagietto and the finale after
45 minutes of listening to the other three movements.

Incidentally the theme of the adagietto reminded the listener that it
bore the stamp of individuality characteristic of Mahler's melodic har-
monizing. Detected in the funeral march of the First, it is simply con-firmed here.

Some might note that the slow movement has reminiscent stretches
of Wagner's "Tristan" and that the lively pages of the finale recall the
last scene of his "Die Meistersinger," but these matters do not cloud
the Mahler idiom which gives his music its own hallmark. Of that
more could be said if space permitted.

Suffice to say that the composer's ingenuity in writing codas shone
forth at the end of each movement yesterday, so painstakingly did
Mitropoulos fashion them. This is graphic music. With Mitropoulos
and the musicians responding to his feeling for it, the stream of musical



consciousness that personifies Mahler had its moments of _orification.
The concert began with an enlightening performance of beethoven's

Grand Fugue, Opus 138. It is an extraordinarily anticipatory work and
proved an excellent foil for Mahler. And if Beethoven was "the man
who freed music in the 19th century," then perhaps Mahler freed music
in the 20th.

At a critical turning point, the Fifth of Mahler may hold a strategic
position just as it did for the composer.

MAHLER MEMORIAL

by WINTHROP SARGEANT

The following review which appeared in The New Yorker on Jan. 9, 1960, Is re-
printed by permislson; copyright The New Yorker Magazine, Inc., issue of Jan 9,
1960.

Last week, the New York Philharmonic embarked on what seemsto
me the most interestin_ venture of its current season--a Mahler Festi-
val, during which at least five of that great and comparatively neg-
lected composer'ssymphoniesare to be presented on consecutive pro-
grams. The reason for undertaking this project at this particular time
is, according to the program announcements,that Gustav Mahler was
born just a hundred years ago, and that just fifty years ago he made
his first appearance as music director of the Pl_ilharmonic. We are
getting pretty close, however, to the fiftieth anniversary of an event
that is of greater historic importance than either of these: the death of

phonic writing, since Mahler was the last of that long string
tral European composers who made the symphony into one of the
supreme monuments of musical literature, and the last to write in an
idiom thatwas at once original and expressive. His most noted con-
temporaries, Richard Strauss and Claude Debussy, had abandoned the
symphony for the illustrative symphonic poem, and the former attained
his greatest triumphs in the field of opera rather than in the field of
abstract music. The Finn Jean Sibelius continued for a few years writ-
ing symphonies of a rather specialized character, which partook of the
nature of heroic landscape, and which seem lately to have fallen some-
what out of fashion. In Central Europe, however, decadence set in
almost immediately. .

The year of Mahlers death, as it happens, was a fateful one for
symphonic music. It was in 1911 that Schoenberg wrote his first essays
in atonality, starting a trend toward sterile formalism that in half a
century has eventuated in nothing of much interest to the concertgoin_
public. Thus. where the symphony as a monumental form is concernea,
Mahler seems to have been the last of the giants. None of the subse-
quent symphonists have spoken with comparable authority, majesty,
tenderness, and eloquence, and many of the best--notably Shostako-
vichmhave paid him the tribute of imitating him. Whether the art of
symphonic composition will ever rise again to the level of communica-
tive vigor where Mahler left it is an open question, bedevilled by con-
siderations of tradition, style, and the habits and demands not only of
composers but of audiences as well. If it ever does, though, I think the
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process will consist of cutting back through the tricks and mathematica
formulas of most later music and starting again where Mahler left off
with that combination of inspired melodic ideas and large-scale dra-
matic structure which constitutes the true symphony.

The work chosen to inaugurate the Philharmonic's Mahler Festiva
was the Fifth Symphony, an immense affair, which one can study a
great length without exhausting its manifold subtleties. I shall not at
tempt to analyze these here. The symphony's total effect is one of deel
nobility, and it was obviously deeply felt by the audience. All th,
characteristics of Mahler's style--the uncanny originality of his orches
tration, the almost religious sincerity of his musical thought, the love o
nostalgic pseudo-folk melodies, which are woven into the most sophis
ticated of musical contexts, and the mysterious world of fantasy re
flecting the era of Sigmund Freud--are to be tound in it. Its lovelies
movement in the conventional sense--and certainly its most easily ac
cessible one--is the scherzo, one of those magical Mahler waltz epi
sodes in which gaiety appears strangely mixed with the profoundes
sense of human tragedy. Dimitri Mitropoulos, who, I think, is one o
the finest of contemporary Mahler conductors, performed the worl
magnificently, carefully balancing all the devious and iridescent cam
Piohnents of the score arid choosing tempos with particular adroitness

e Mahler symphony was preceded on the program by Beethoven':
Grand Fugue in B Flat Major, which I still found a singularly ugl,
work. though Mr. Mitropoulous presented it with the utmost clarity

MITROPOULOS TRIUMPHS AT CARNEGIE HALL

by Lores BIANCOLLI

The following article which appeared In the New York Worm Telegram and Sm
on Jan. 9. 1960. is reprintedby courtesy New York World Telegram and Sun; copy
rloht 1960.

The privilege of hearin o Dimitri Mitropoulos conduct was attaiJ
profoundly appreciated by the Philharmonic patrons at the second pro
gram of the Mahler Festival in Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoon an,
Thursday night.

If possible, Mr. Mitropoulos gave an even more overpowerinO read
in o of the First Symphony than he had of the Fifth last week. Bu
this may be only because this week's performance had the impact o
immediacy. It is closer to me as I write, therefore more vivid an,
shattering.

Again, the behavior of the crowd was a treat in itself for Mahlerites
who for years bemoaned the neglect and apathy that threatened hi:
survival. This was a completely absorbed audience, spiritually an,
artistically i.'wol_ed in the experience.

And 'a h_ktnn ea'perience these geni:,_.cs Mitropouios and Mahler-
made of it! There was, of course, the ever-fascinating music, oscil
lating between the repose of nature and a savage tumult of spirit. Bu
there was the performance, tool

Mr. Mitropoulos seemed to stake everything he believed in and chef



ished on it. Not only was he utterly identified with the music, but for
the moment with every member of the orchestra, too. The result was a
perfect union of ideals that had the quality of creation compounded.

The symphony never seemed so alive and timely. The transition
from the mock-funereal calm of the third movement to the explosive
crash of the finale was staggering. Those who didn't know it was
coming looked at one another in awe.

Technically, the performance was as perfect as anything heard so
far this season. Whatever it takes to reach the ultimate in bringing the
cold print of music to living reality, Mr. Mitropoulos and the Philhar-
monic mobilized together for the First Symphony.

The reaction of the crowd was again proof that Mahler, at lon[l.!ast,
is being taken on his own terms, not those of Brahms, Strauss. wag-
ner, or Tschaikowsky. Mahler thought, felt, lived passionately, and
his music is the image of the man.

He made no bones about his obsessions of death and disease, about
shattered illusions, and the endless search for solace of spirit. He
found refuge in nature and the bright laughter of children. The brevity
of life haunted him--and the Unknown.

The First Symphony begins in the bosom of nature, as if spring
were slowly stirring to life: it ends on a triumphant note. In between
are the acid mockery of a Death March and a wild tumult of soul that
are "all we need of hell."

There are few places in music that match the frenzied turbulence of
the first part of the Finale. What Mr. Mitropoulos and the Philhar-
monic contrived between them at that point is as much as may be hu-
manly expected of a conductor and an orchestra.

Also on the bill was a brilliant performance b_ Gina Bachauer of the
robust and rousing Piano Concerto of Arthur bliss. But the program
really belonged to Mahler. Mr. Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic.
Together they made symphonic history.

MITROPOLILOS LEADS MAHLER'S "FIRST"

by HARRtEr'r JOHNSON

The following article which appeared in the New York Post on ]anuary 10, 1960,
is reprinted by permission of the New York Post; copyright 1960 New York Post
Corporation.

Gustav Mahler originally subtitled his First Symphony, "Titan."
The description can as well describe his status as a composer for this
turbulent man was a symphonic giant.

His Symphony No. 1, performed Friday afternoon by the N. Y.
Philharmonic at Carnegie Hall, is extraordinary in many ways, but
especially because it stamps the breadth and individuality of his style
far more than the "firsts" of many other composers.

There is a violence in Mahler which is reflected by the adverse re-
actions to his music on the part of a minority of listeners. The follow-
ing has happened at many concerts:

Audiences like the one Friday, sit enthralled through works, which
take far longer to complete than most symphonies. The 'First, com-
paratively short, takes 50 minutes.



They applaud wildly and long. But a few diffidents, including,some
critics, feel differently. These latter fume at this enthusiastic response,
and rush quickly to inform their readers that they are "misled."

I remember observing one set of Carnegie Hall listeners overpow-
ered by a magnificent performance of the Mahler "Second" with Or-

mandy and. the Philadelphians. They cheered for over ten minutes at
the concert s conclusion, but meanwhile some writers were busy ma-
ligning the proceedings and diatribes appeared in some of the next
day's papers.

Mahler, though, not only survives but gains followers the more his
music becomes known through recordings and performances. Sheer
musical vitality such as his will override temporary fences just as pow-
erful rivers break weak dams.

Mahler has also benefited in the immediate past by being performed
by many conductors of major status. Mitropoulos, Walter, Ormandy,
Steinberg and Bernstein--all ardent protagonists of his genius--are a
few.

The Philharmonic's present "Mahler Festival" honors not only the
100th anniversary of his birth, July 7, 1860, but also the 50th anni-
versary of his debut as the Philharmonic's musical director.

Mahler was a firebrand, both as composer and conductor, and for
two seasons, from 1909 to 1911, was at the helm of the Philharmonic.

Though he later withdrew the word "Titan" from his "First," he
wrote a sympathetic Berlin critic, Max Marschalk, in 1896, that there
was "some justification for the title."

The Symphony uses for a portion of its themes, ideas taken from his
Song Cycle. "Songs of a Wandering Journeyman," and at the head of
the introduction to the first movement are the words, "Like the Voices
of Nature."

The ironic third movement, a ghostly parody which takes as its

point of.departure an engraving by Jacques Callot, "The Huntsman's
Funeral, is an eerie incantation, highly imaginative and evocative.

Basically a pessimist, Mahler's affirmative genius triumphs over his
skepticism and disillusion in almost all of his works. There is exalta-
tion and total glory at the end of the First's "Stormily Agitated"
Finale.

Mitropoulos conducted the work from memory with the impassioned
inspiration of a master who comprehends the whole and who can richly
communicate it.

MAHLER'S "TENTH"

by HARRmT JOHNSON

The following review which appeared in the New York Post on January 17, 1960.
is reprinted by permi_lon of the New York Post; copyright |960 New York Post
Corporation.

He (Mitropoulos) conducted the 25-minute "Andante" from mem_
ory in a manner which contributed intensely to an overwhelming ex-
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perience.
In this Tenth Symphony, as Dika Newlin points out in the program

notes, Mahler was an inspired prophet. With the spectre of his own
death dogging him, he wrote a movement replete with tragic grandeur,
foreshadowing in its idiom much that was to come.

He reaches his climaxes through a series of excruciating dissonances
which are awesome in their inevitability. As he builds toward them,
he succeeds in achieving a transfigured magnificence in the manner of
a Greek tragedy inexorably moving to its terrible doom.

Mahler was expressing the ultimate dark fate of everyone in this
score and yet his genius miraculously tolled the bell with glory.

MAHLER'S TENTH

New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor

by FRANCISD. PERKINS

The following review which appearedin the N. Y. Herald Tribune on January 16,
1960,is reprintedby permission;copyright 1960.

The New York Philharmonic continued its serial observance of
Gustav Mahler's centenary yesterday afternoon, when it played the
first movement of his unfinished Tenth Symphony under Dimitri Mitro-
poulos' direction.

The first movement of Mahler's incompleted last symphony was
played here by the Philharmonic under Mr. Mitropoulos two seasons ago.
and by the Boston Symphony earlier this season. In itself it does not give
an impression of incompletion; its prevailing mood is one of lyric medi-
tation, sometimes serene with an undertone of resignation and some-
times suggesting an implication of past tragedy. While it again
seemed slightly too extensive, it has a sincerity and eloquence which
were fully reflected in this laudably wrought and emotionally revealing
performance under Mr. Mitropoulos, who used Ernst Krenek s edition
of the score.

MITROPOULOS CONDUCTS MAHLER'S NINTH

by Louis BIANCOLLI

The |ollowing review which appeared in the N. Y. World Telegram and San on
January 23. 1960, is reprinted by courtesy o[ the New York World Telegram and
Sun; copyright 1960.

Any season that features a performance of Mahler's last complete
symphony like that of Dimitri Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic yes-
terday may be pardonably known--at least among Mahlerites--as the
Season of the Nintli.

To judge by the rapt behavior and capacity size of the crowd, the
Mahlerites are definitely on the increase; indeed, there would seem, as
of these commemorative weeks, to be very little line of demarcation be-
tween them and Philharmonic patrons in general.

Thursday night and yesterday afternoon were special occasions in a
special centennial observance of the Viennese master. If the Ninth



Symphony, being both great music and relatively unfamiliar music,
big news, Mr. Mitropoulos made it still bigger news.

Frankly, it was so long since I had last heard this gigantic score,
had forgotten what extraordinary power and diversity were containe
in it. The first movement is still a stickler in contrast and conflict
attitude, but what a gripping experience the whole symphony is!

As Mr. Mitropoulos himself explained, the symphon Z is .a unifie
spiritual experience, ideally heard without interruption. But he recocl
nized its great length and the necessity of breaking it up into tv_
halves divided by an intermission.

Accordingly, the audience was given the first two movements, pr_
ceded by Anton Webern's strangely fascinating "Passacaglia." Aft_
the intermission came the Rondo Burlesque and the Ada_lio Finale.

One could feel the need of a break. Webern's early '_Passacaglia.
with its mysterious feelers toward the future, and the two Mahh
movements almost made a concert in themselves. Both the spirit an
the flesh needed a recess.

Still in his early 20s when he wrote the "Passacaglia," Webern w,
already a marked man for the atonal millenium ahead. There are no(t
to Brahms, Wagner and Mahler and the standard jingle of keys, bl
the rebel's profile, to quote Howard Shanet, is already perceptible.

The performance was a revelation--of the eager _,oun_ mind an
heart of Webern and of the extraordinary power of Nlr. Mitropouh
to identify himself with another man's music like a second creator.

Mr. Mitropoulos gave it all the urgency of a drama from life. N
one has so profoundly fathomed the meaning of Mahler. The sy,_
phony bulked as an intensely personal document, compelling in ever
shading of its message. But it was magnificent music-making, too.

At Mr. Mitropoulos' behest, the orchestra outdid itself in rhythm_
vitality, diversified color, and a truly enchanted euphony ot ton.
Something of the conductor s missionary fervor gripped the whole o,
ches*.ra,and, in turn, the whole Carnegie a'udience.

MITROPOULOS EXCELS

by MILEs KASTENDIECK
The following review which appeared In the N. Y. Journa! American on Janua,

23. 1960.is reprintedby permission;copyright1960.
Dimitri Mitropoulos played Mahler's highly individual Ninth Syn

phony with the Philharmonic in Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoo,
The occasion became memorable for his noble interpretation as well _
for the rare opportunity to hear a living performance of this work.

Fifty years have not dimmed the modernity of this music. The li_
tener still has to work into it along with the composer. A half centur
has made it more accessible, but the first movement still can baffle th
listener. Mahler has reached out into the Twentieth Century almost
he reached out toward death which preoccupied his mind.

Even someone who did not know how this subject dominated h
thought could sense the nature of his contemplative mood.

The extraordinary aspect of the symphony is Mahler's way of sha,
ing his experience with the listener. Perhaps this stream of consciou:
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ness explains the apparent discursive nature of the music: He has pur-
posely worked it out this way.

In this sense, Mahler proclaims the emotional power of music as
more significant than the intellectual discipline of musical thought.

Those who accept this premise, enjoy their Mahler; those who do
not, complain of the length of such a work and of its lack of focus.
Yet the Ninth emerges at the end into an expression of serenity quite
beneficent. The finale adagio dissolves Mahler's problem because he
has worked beyond it into poetic understanding.

As to how this work must have influenced composers like Shostako-
vich and Samuel Barber, much might be disclosed. Written in 1910,
the Ninth Symphony forecasts the trend of contemporary music quite
graphically. Its spiritual influence, however, remained in suspended
animation for about 30 years.

Only just before World War II did contemporary composers return
to conveying meaning in the sense that Mahler meant to do.

That Mr. Mitropoulos understands all this became evident in his
grasp of all four movements, but particularly in the andante and the
adagio. The "Miracle" of the finale illumined the whole performance,
especially after the mockery written into the middle movements.

As Mr. Mitropoulos' "Farewell" at the end of his guest conducting,
this performance will stand as a landmark in the Mahier cycle as well
as in the 100th anniversary of Mahler's birth.

Webern's Passacaglia, Opus 1, written just before Mahler under-
took his symphony, also prophesied the course of things to come as the
century a_ivanced. It proved to be a timely forecast of why audiences
would grow skeptical of music in the next few decades.

MITROPOULOS CONDUCTS MAHLER'S NINTH

by WINTHROP SARGEANT

The followin0 article which appeared in The New Yorker is reprintedby permis-
sion; copyright The New Yorker Ma0azine. Inc., issue of Jan. 30, 1960.

In Carne0ie Hall last week, the New York Philharmonic continued
its Gustav Mahler festival" by presentin 0 his Ninth Symphony, under
the particularly sympathetic baton of Dimitri Mitropoulos. To those
who, like me. have been agitating for many years (often against the
most determined critical opposition) for the recognition of this great
Expressionist master, the festival is turning out to be an event of major
historical consequence, and the public response to it has, on the whole.
been astonishin01y enthusiasticmastonishingly because Mahler, like his
forerunner and teacher Anton Bruckner, is amon 0 the very few com-
posers who require repeated hearing to reveal all the depth and sub-
tlety of their music. Though these two composers have a similarity of
approach to the art of symphonic writing, evident in their love of mon-
umentality and in their profound seriousness and sincerity, there is a
world of difference between their temperaments. Brucknermthe greater
of the two. to my mind--was a serene classicist, whose work is notable
for its lofty amrmations; Mahler was a child of the late-nineteenth
century, a questioner, a neurotic, a conveyor of personal emotions
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ranging from the most delicate to the most extravagant. He was also
the exponent of a peculiarly tragic outlook, and there is about all his
work a feeling for humanity combined with passionate protest that re-
calls the outlook of such comparably unhappy geniuses as Goya, van
Gogh, and Dostoevski. The Ninth Symphony is certainly one of
Mahler's finest. It is possible to point out certain of its technical fea-
tures, like his unique way of handling the orchestra as'a single instru-
ment-what he writes for it is completely untranslatable into other
terms; a piano transcription of this symphony would be altogether
meaningless--that seem to open up a whole new concept of orchestral
composition. But the concept has been adopted by no subsequent com-
poser of major stature, and though Mahler has been widely imitated.
by everybody from Berg and Webern to Shostakovich, none of the
imitations have had the insistent eloquence of the original idiom. Such
matters of technique, however, constitute only one facet of Mahler's
musical thought. The other facets--the intensity of his dramatic feel-
ing, the nobility of his sense of grand design, the typically Austrian
bittersweet emotionalism, which reminds one somewhat of Richard
Strauss, though in Mahler it is subtler and more genuinely tragic--
all add up to something found only in the supreme examples of the late
romantic style. Once the Philharmonic has finished paying its respects
to Mahler, I strongly urge that it think about a festival devoted to
Bruckner. Both of these neglected composers are, it seems to me,
among the six or seven giants of symphonic music, and neither of them
is as yet well known to American audiences.

MAHLER'S FOURTH ACCLAIMED

by Louts BIANCOLLI

The followla0reviewwhich appearedin the N. Y. World Telegramand Sun on
Jan. :30,1960.is reprintedby courtesyof the N. Y. World TelegramandSun; copy-
rloht 1960.

Returning to the Philharmonic podium, Leonard Bernstein continued
the centennial observance of Gustav Mahler's birth with a memorable
reading of the Fourth Symphony in Carnegie Hall, yesterday.

The Fourth gives us Mahler in a mood of childlike whimsy and deli-
cacy. The spiritual storms are behind and ahead. Here all is pastoral
charm and relaxation, and in the Andante a profound mystic beautyb
as of a vision.

The Philharmonic's Mahler Festival has been a kind of symphonic
autobiography heard in installments. Each symphony depicts some
phase or crisis of Mahler's life. Mostly. it has been dark, tormented
drama. In the Fourth the sun shines.

Few things in music have the irresistible simplicity of the finale--a
simplicity touched by the sublime. The orchestra is an enchanted web
as the soprano pictures the child's idea of heaven. There is no parody
or condescension, only a cloudless joy.

Mr. Bernstein applied infinite care and tenderness to a performance



worthy to follow in the wake of Dimitri Mitropoulos's Mahler inter-
pretations of the past few weeks. The accompaniment in the Finale
was exquisitely right.

Moreover. he was blessed with an ideal soloist in the young and
beautiful Reri Grist. In angelic voice and spirit she was the answer to
Mahler's prayer for a soprano whose heart and soul were open to
grace.

The Scherzo movement of Mahler's Fourth features a first violin
tuned a whole tone higher. This explains why concert-master John
Cori01iano kept risin 0 and switchin 0 violins. It sounded like macabre
spoofing. Mr. Corigliano was quite the amiable wizard.

BERNSTEIN ABETS MAHLER

by MILES KASTENDIECK
The Followingreview which appearedin the N. Y. JournalAmericanon Jan.30,

1960,is reprintedby permission;copyright 1960.
Leonard Bernstein took over the Philharmonic's Mahler Cycle in

Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoon. In offering the Fourth Symphony,
he was presenting one of the most beautiful and accessible of Mahler's
creations.

Though it crystallizes in the final movement with the songs of inno-
cence for the soprano solo, the simplicity and serenity of the other
three movements convey a state of mind not found elsewhere in his
music.

It is this state of mind with which more and more people are finding
some affinity these days, otherwise Mahler's music would not be gain-
ing more adherents. The Fourth Symphony exerts persuasive powers,
none more compelling than the subjective evolution a listener experi-
ences as the performance unfolds.

Mr. Bernstein experienced it too as he worked into the third move-
ment and drew from this and the finale warmth of feeling waiting to be
tapped. He had emoted a bit during the first two movements and ex-
aggerated those sections that Mahler's detractors call banal. The mu-
sic certainly strikes a sympathetic vibration in him.

This performance qualified his as a worthy interpreter of Mahler's
music. His attention to detail now needs only the mellowing influence
of years to place him among the noted performers of this highly indi-
vidual composer.

Singing the songs of the last movement, Reri Grist brought just the
right quality of freshness and purity of voice to convey their mood.
Her interpretation tended to be too naturally childlike and her voice too
lightweight to do them full justice, but the blend of soloist and orches-
tra created its own brand of magic at this performance.

MAHLER'S FOURTH

BernsteinBack After4-Week Absence

by HOWARD T^UBMAN
The followingreviewwhichappearedintheN. Y. TimesonJanuary30,1960,is

reprintedby permission:copyright1960.
Leonard Bernsteinwas back on thepodium withtheNew York Phil-
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harmonic at Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoon. In his four-week ab
sence the music of Mahler had been the main business of the orchestra
Upon his return Mahler remained a principal item on the program.

This week it was the Fourth Symphony, which is Mahler in a relaxe_
and accessible mood. It is difficult to believe that this work could pre
cipitate such strong feelings that people would come to blows. Yet tha,
is what happened in Vienna in 1902. Evidently the battle lines on th,
worth of Mahler's music formed early. His symphonies still generat_
powerful partisan emotions.

The Fourth is designed for "small orchestra." In Mahler's terms it i:
"small," but in fact it is the full-sized modern apparatus. There is als,
a solo in the final movement, which was sung by Reri Grist, youn!
American soprano.

The essential material of the symphony is folk-like. As usual, th,
composer needs plenty of time--an hour--to deal with it. There ar,
pleasant tunes along the way--the bouncy, earthy ones reminiscent o
Haydn in the first movement; the reference to the Austrian reveille-
known as the "kleiner Appell"; the violin solo in the Scherzo, whicl
was once called "demoniac" and which now seems tame.

All of this material, which has its roots in the Austrian soil, is score_
with enormous gusto and resource, but it cannot support so large m
edifice. Only in the third movement does one encounter music worthx,
of the orchestral machinery. Here Mahler writes with depth and indi
viduality, but even here he goes on too long.

Nevertheless this is the hand of a master. One is touched by Brun,
Waiter's recollection that Mahler said of this movement that he saw
"vision of a tombstone on which was carved an image of the departed
with folded arms, in eternal sleep." The agony to be found in some o.
the other symphonies is absent. Mr. Waiter's suggestion of "a drean
of heaven" is not irrelevant.

Mr. Bernstein and the Philharmonic gave a rich, lyrical performano
of the symphony. The balances were neat, the tempos were wel
judged, the tone glowed and sang. The innocent dramatic effects wet,
brought out without excess. In the rhapsodic slow movement the string:
were especially eloquent.

Miss Grist sang the naive music of the last movement with accurac)
and grace. Her light lyric soprano, with its transparent texture ant
natural sweetness, is particularly suited to the nature of the music. He_
refinement and taste as a singer are unmistakable. She should go far

MAHLER SINGS

by MILES KASTENDIECK

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. JournalAmerican on Februar_
6, 1960.is reprinted by permission; copyright 1960.

Since "Mahler's songs are the key to his symphonic thought," thei_
appearance on the sixth program of the Philharmonic's Mahler cych



had significance in Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoon. With Jennie
Tourel to sing them, they not only became the highlight of the concert
but also saved it .... Miss Tourel's artistry and Leonard Bernstein's
teamwork with the orchestra were most happily combined.

The Philharmonic performed "Lira Mitternacht" for the first time
and included "Das irdische Leben" for the second time in its history.
Even "Ich atmet' einen linden Duff" and "Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen" had been heard only twice before. Their beauty caught
instant attention, especially the last mentioned. Added insight into
Mahler's orchestral skill could be detected in the accompaniments.

JENNIE TOUREL SINGS FOUR MAHLER SONGS

by FRANCIS D. PERKINS

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. Herald Tribune on February6,
1960,is reprintedby permission:copyright 1960.

Mahler's songs, especially when heard with orchestra, reflect the
strong points of his music and none of its liabilities: the four performed
in this program are particularly memorable for their realization of the
essential atmosphere of their texts, in musical contour and in the use
and blendin o of vocal and instrumental hues. Miss Tourel was an
ideal soloist; the color and timbre of her voice were the partners of her
sensitive musicianship in conveying fine emotional details as well as
the prevailin 0 senses of withdrawn meditation or poignance, and the
Orchestral playin 0 was also sensitive and evocative.

MISS TOUREL HAILED AS FILL-IN

by Lores BIANCOLLI

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. World Telegram and Sun on
February 13, 1960, is reprinted by courtesy of the N. Y. World Telegram and Sun:
copyright 1960.

If nominations were in order for the Woman of the Year in Music.

mine would go to Jennie Tourel for her heroic act of musical and artis-
tic stamina at yesterday's Philharmonic concert at Carnegie Hall.

With no rehearsal other than a brief keyboard session with Leonard
Bernstein at her apartment an hour before concert time, the accom-
plished French mezzo-soprano appeared as soloist in Mahler's difficult
song-sequence, "Kindertotenlieder."

The emergency was caused by the sudden illness of the French bari-
tone, Gerard Souzay. Word reached Mr. Bernstein at noon during
rehearsal in Carnegie Hall. Immediately he thought of the plucky little
lady. Miss Tourel agreed to fill in.

This wasn't an easy decision. The songs, concerned with the death
of children, are among Mahler's most demanding in poetic mood and
dynamics, and Miss Tourel, as it turned out, hadn't sung them in ten
years: only a first-class musician and artist would even consider the
challenge.

That, of course, is what Miss Tourel has proved herself to be again
and again in the past--but never so much as yesterday afternoon.
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Here was a truly remarkable instance of courage--but a highly artisti
experience too.

Mr. Bernstein, in announcing the substitution, referred to Mi._
Tourel as "our staunch friend." At his words, "I think she's a hero!
the crowd expressed clamorous agreement. Miss Tourel proceeded t
show why he thought so.

The one indulgence sought by Miss Tourel. other than a certai
subdued caution in places, was the use of the score. Even so, it was
prodigious feat of memory and assurance--after ten yearsl She ha
again brought distinction to the Mahler Festival.

It so happened I caught a little of Mr. Souzay's singing at the prc
view concert the night before. I must confess he sounded pretty goo
to me.

TOUREL REPLACES SOUZAY IN MAHLER

by H^R_,,_rr JOHNSON

The following review which appeared In the N. Y. Post on Feb. 14. 1960, is r_
printed by permissionof the N. Y. Post; copyright New York Post Corp. 1960.

Jennie Tourei may well go down in histo .ry as the only distaff singe
ever to be called a hero by her conductor.

This was the way Leonard Bernstein described Miss Tourei whe,
he announced her unscheduled appearance Friday afternoon with th.
N. Y. Philharmonic in Carnegie Hall, as soloist in Gustav Mahler'
"Kindertotenlieder."

On two hours notice, she had agreed to replace the indispose,
French baritone, Gerard Souzay, as soloist in Mahler's sonq cyclc
"Kindertotenlieder." Souzay had sung the preview concert T_ursda,
night and, despite a cold, had intended to perform the remaining threl
week-end concerts. Friday morning, however, his sore throat took .
rapid turn for the worse. At noon the doctor announced that he wouh
not be well enough to appear.

Though Miss Tourel hadn't sung the "Kindertotenlieder" for te,
years, she went on. having had only a short piano rehearsal with Bern
stein an hour before the program began. She will continue as solois
for the Saturday and Sunday performances.

This is the second time this season that the mezzo-soprano has sub
stituted for an ailing colleague. Before Christmas she pinch hit foJ
Betty Allen in Bach's "Magnificat. '

The tender sorrow of the "Kindertotenlieder," five songs which la
ment death of children, is better delineated by a baritone or contralto
but Miss Tourel's rare artistry rose above the limitations of her voice

Her interpretations were sensitive, and subtly colored. While he,
voice lacked substance in the low register, she replaced richness ol
sound by richness of feeling.

Mahler understandably dramatized the lower range in the songs, be-
cause of their subject matter. The five poignant poems by Friedrich ol
Rueckert were inspired by the poet's personal loss of his own child
Mahler himself conducted the only previous performance of the song:
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by the Philharmonic in January, 1910. The baritone, Ludwig Wuell-
her. was the soloist, indicating the composer's own preference for a
male voice to recreate the cycle.

BERNSTEIN BRILLIANT CONDUCTING MAHLER

by Louis BIANCOLL!

The following review which appeared in the New York Worm Telegram and Sun
on Pebruary 20, 1960, is reprinted by courtesy of the N. Y. World Telegram and
Sun: copyright 1960.

Gustav Mahler continued to be the main topic of interest at yester-

day's Philharmonic concert in Carnegie Hall. The specific subject this
time was the Second Symphony.

Known as the "Resurrection" symphony because of its choral vision
of the after-life, the Second has long been an eloquent testimonial of
Leonard Bernstein's powers as conductor and Mahlerite.

Yesterday he outdid himself in re-creating the moods and intensities
of this giant score. This is a gruelling and treacherous assignment,
bristling with potential hazards of omission and commission.

There was only conviction and eloquence--a painstaking attention
to detail and a grasp of over-all contour and implication. Pins, of
course, that involvement of the spirit without which Mahler is just an-
other composer.

What poignant and personal music this is--with its frenzied explo-
sions of terror and despair, its momentary whimsies of fantasy, its

groping out of darkness to the effulgent light beyond.
Both Regina Resnik and Phyllis Curtin were excellent in the con-

tralto and soprano solos, each an artist of supreme sensitivity, and the
Rutgers University choir rose nobly to the exultant assurance of the
finale.

THE PHILHARMONIC PLAYS MAHLER'S SECOND

Bernstein Conducts at Carnegie Hall

by HOWARD TAUBMAN

The following review which appeared in the N. Y. Times on Feb. 20, 1960, is re-
printed by permission; copyright 1960.

The principal part of the New York Philharmonic's Mahler Festival
is being completed this week with the performance of the Second Sym-
phony. There remains only "Das Lied von der Erde" to be conducted
by Bruno Walter in mid-April, which should be a generous dividend.

Leonard Bernstein brought intense concentration and dramatic power
to his interpretation of the Second Symphony at Carnegie Hall yester-
day afternoon. The Philharmonic was in excellent form; its tone
ranged from shimmering transparency to proclamatory grandeur. The
soloists, Regina Resnik and Phyllis Curtin, sang affectingly, and the
Rutgers University Choir was a credit to its director, F. Austin Walter.
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Mahler's subject, as in most of his other big works, is immense. It i:
nothing less than the tragedy of human life, which he finds bearabl,
only because he sees a hope of immortality. The work ends with ;
vision of resurrection.

To cover this tremendous theme, Mahler found he needed almost al
hour and one-half. He filled his symphonic framework with consumin._
passion and tremendous devotion. This was, like so many of his mu
sical documents, a baring of the soul. "You are battered to the groun_
with clubs," he once said of this symphony, according to Mr. Walter
"and then lifted to the heights on angels' wings."

For a dedicated Mahlerite the symphony is a journey from hell t_
heaven. Even to one who listens to it without a long immersion in th_
Viennese ambiance the work is moving in its gravity and innocence
There are places, however, particularly at the conclusion, with its celes
tial choiring, by orchestra and singers, when the effect is ornate rathe_
than pure. This is not to impugn Mahler's sincerity; there was neve_
any doubt of it. Can it be that the fault lies in the use of similar mu-
sical ideas and grand apparatuses by too many calculating note-spin-
ners to trivial purposes?

Like most conductors, Mr. Bernstein is fond of leading Mahler'._
music, and he sympathizes with its size and dramatic gestures. His
reading emphasized the violent contrasts and built up the climaxes with
shattering impact. One has heard performances that do not drive the
big moments so hard, but Mr. Bernstein's approach had its validity.

It held the audience spellbound. There was spontaneous applause at
the end of the movements. Only a scattering of women left before the
final movement and its dream of resurrection. Such attention during
an eighty-seven-minute symphony was an impressive tribute to Mahler
and the performers.

WALTER, PHILHARMONIC END MAHLER CENTENNIAL

by Louis BIANCOLLI

The following review which appeared in the New York World Telegram and Sun
on April 16, 1960, is reprinted by courtesy of the N. Y. World Telegram and Sun;

As fitting culmination to the Philharmonic's Mahler Festival, Bruno
Walter conducted a moving performance of "The Song of the Earth"
in Carnegie Hall yesterday afternoon.

The society could not have completed its brilliant observance of the
100th anniversary of Mahler's birth in more memorable fashion. As

dean of Mahlerites, Mr. Walter conducted the work with the authority
of a prophet.

It was Mr. Walter who first performed Mahler's masterpiece four
short months after the untimely death at 51 of the man he revered as
mentor and master, no less than as friend.

Thus, close to a half century of crusading fervor and devotion went
into yesterday's reading. Philharmonic patrons were indeed privileged
to share the mellow bounty of this unique dedication.
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At 83 Bruno Walter was still pleading the cause of a genius who was
maligned and misunderstood in his own day, pleading it yesterday with
unutterable tenderness.

Even in a season of exceptionally fine performances of Mahler's
symphonies, Mr. Waiter's interpretation had a quality of its own--a
personal kinship that allowed him to see a little more deeply into his
friend's bruised spirit.

As one listened, one could not help thinking of the man behind the
music, the Mahler who not so long before had lost a beloved child and
was himself doomed by the chance diagnosis of a heart specialist.

Mr. Walter did not minimize the passages of frenzied escape and
desolation that make "The Song of the Earth" an awesome experience.
But he emphasized the stoic valor of the music and its final compelling
calm.

There was no mistaking the image of Mahler as man and musician
that hovered in the background of Mr. Waiter's reading. It was an
image of profound sensitivity to the rapture and horror of life, but of a
brave serenity too.

The final impression was far more intimate and subjective than usual.
To Mr. Walter "The Song of the Earth" is perhaps the most personal
utterance in the whole range of music.

That was how it sounded yesterday in the performance of the orches-
tra-every note and phrase carefully spun in nerve-like web of living
tone. And it was in that image and conception that Maureen Forrester
and Richard Lewis sang their solos.

These soliloquies are among the greatest songs ever written, achiev-
ing at times a sublime impact of truth and beauty. Once more Miss
Forrester proved herself a singer who also is an artist and a visionary.

This has been Gustav Mahler's first real season in New York. It was
about time. Let's not wait for another centennial.

OFFER FINE MAHLER OPUS

The following review which appeared in the New York Journal American on
April 16. 1960, is reprinted by permission; copyright 1960.

by MILES KASTENDIEC_:

Bruno Walter has come to end the Philharmonic's Mahler Festival
with performances of "Das Lied vonder Erde." It is quite fitting that
he should do so since he conducted its premiere in Munich on Nov. 20,
1911. Hearing it again under his direction in Carnegie Hall yesterday
afternoon in the autumn of his association with it became a special
privilege as well as a memorable experience.

Just as Mahler poured his heart into its creation, so Mr. Walter let
the mellowness of his wisdom and understanding work through the
performance.

A sense of consummation pervaded it, so much so that the ovation
that came at the end broke a spell woven from the emotional impact of
the music.



The vitality which Mr. Walter injected into the performance belied
his years. The insight and depth of feeling did not. These are the con-
tributions of maturity to musical performance that age can brin o.

It was the warmth of humanity that colored this interpretation.
Since the music represents Mahler in his most personal utterance,

perhaps the finest artistry in interpretation must yield to the magic of
communicative power. This is what made the performance of Schu-
bert's "Unfinished" symphony the essence of romanticism at the begin-
nin o of the concert and what gave the Mahler its unique beauty.

The fact that the Philharmonic musicians and Mr. Walter were in
perfect rapport calls attention to how beautifully they played. It is
weeks since the strings have had such mellow tone, while the wood-
winds, especially the melancholic oboe, and the brass were obviously
alive to the significance of the occasion.

Mr. Walter conducted with full awareness of the symphonic nature
of the work and the orchestra collaborated accordingly.

Both soloists caught the spirit of the music and Mr. Waiter's inter-
pretation. Maureen Forrester has the warm contralto to give her songs
the right inflection. That she san 0 them beautifully almost goes without
saying. Her singing of the farewell lingers plaintively in the memory.

Richard Lewis san 0 the gayer songs infectiously. His voice sounded

a bit light against the full orchestra sound, but he matched its bounce.
With Das Lied yon der Erde" the Mahler Festival reached its nat-

ural end. Thegap between the last program conducted by Leonard
Bernstein and Mr. Waiter's appearance was considerable, but it has
not dimmed the vividness of the whole series of programs, begun so
felicitously by Dimitri Mitropoulos.

The festival has become the highlight of the Philharmonic season.
and Mahler has gained stature because of it. Mr. Waiter's "Benedic-
tion" comes as the crowning touch of distinction.

LANDMARK FOR PHILHARMONIC

Bruno Walter Leads Mahler's "Das Lied"

by HOWARDTAUBMAN

The following revtew which appearedin the New York Times on April 16, 1960.
Is reprintedby permission; copyright 1960.

Because he will be 83 in September, Bruno Walter is reluctant to
undertake exhaustin 9 assignments. He agreed to appear with the New
York Philharmonic this season only when a special arrangement was
made for him to conduct two concerts of this week's series of four and
two next week.

The Philharmonic may congratulate itself that it took the trouble to

juggle !ts schedule for Mr. Walter,; He directed a performance of
Mahler s "Das Lied yon der Erde" ( The Son 9 of the Earth") at Car-
negie Hall yesterday that will Ion9 remain a landmark in the orchestra's
history. If you are near a radio tonight, be sure to listen to this inter-
pretation on the Philharmonic broadcast over the Columbia Broadcast-
in9 System.
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There was no sign in Mr. Waiter's step, bearing or concentration on
the podium that he was burdened by his years, in his conducting of
Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony as well as the Mahler work he was
in full command of his forces. Unlike some elderly conductors, he did
not rush tempos to prove how energetic he was.

His conceptions had a fine, balanced mellowness. The Schubert sym-
phony unfolded with a sense of glowing inevitability--spacious in song
and generous in feeling. The Mahler work had nobility of design and
shatterin 9 simplicity and probity of emotion.

Mr. Walter, who was a close associate of Mahler, conducted the
premiere of "Das Lied vonder Erde" in Munich in 1911. He has never
lost faith in Mahler or his music, and his approach to this work re-
inforces one's own conviction that it is the composer's masterpiece.

Here form and content are perfectly joined. The song is at the heart
of the work, and the subject--the beauty, sorrow and fragility of life
and the lonoing for some sort of immortality--was Mahler's deepest
and abiding concern.

Although the poems are from the Chinese, the piece is apt for Good
Friday. In the final lines of the concludin 9 poem, "Farewell," there is
a tendi_r invocation to the lovely earth and to the new spring. As the
contralto's voice dies away on the words "ewig," (ever), there is the
ineffable yearnin 9 for resurrection.

Mr. Waiter's interpretation was full of wonderful, sensitive details,
all of which fell into place in a masterly reading. Here were grace,
strength, intensity and at the end a touchin 9 humility of spirit.

Maureen Forrester, who was the soloist in this work with the Cleve-

land Orchestra earlier this season, again gave an unforgettable per-
|ormance. Her contralto was pure, full and molded with an artist's ap-
preciation of nuance. Richard Lewis, the tenor, shuttled between mezza
voce and outbursts of tone in a disaffecting way, though he had a grasp
of Mahler's style.

After tonight's repetition Mr. Walter will conduct this program
again next Thursday evenin 9 and on Sunday afternoon, April 2't. It is
good to have him back even on these limited terms. He gives the Phil-
harmonic's Mahler's centennial observance a glorious climax.



THE MAHLER FESTIVAL IN NEW YORK, 1960

by DIKA NEWLIN

As recently as ten years ago, it would have been unthinkable for the
New York Philharmonic to devote thirty-six concerts of a sin91e season
to the 91orification of Mahler's music. Then, one was 9rateful for one
Mahler symphony durin 9 the course of a season! (From that particu-
lar year--1949-50--Stokowski's incandescent interpretation of Mahler's
Eighth will remain lon 9 in memory.) In the event, the commemoration
of the Mahler Centennial offered by the Philharmonic turned out to be
a festival which need fear no comparison with the "Mahler Year" cele-
brations of the Old World--includin9 that held in the place of so many
of Mahler's sufferings and triumphs, his "hated and loved" Vienna.
For this, we are thankful to all those of the Philharmonic directorship
and management who were farsighted enough to make this unique
series of concerts possible, as well as to the many devoted participants.
That all of these Mahler programs were carried nationwide by CBS
Radio was an incalculable contribution to the appreciation and under-
standin 9 of Mahler's music throughout our land.

Other visitin 9 orchestras, too, paid due tribute to the centennial occa-
sion, and .the ifihilharmonic did not neglect to offer a Bruckner sym-
phony as an interestin9 pendant to ei9ht weeks of concentration on
Mahler. Of these events, we shall speak in their proper place, but first
consideration must be 9iven to the Philharmonic cycle. Three different
conductors shared the responsibilities in this festival; thus, it fell logi-
cally into three sections, each dominated by a particular conductor's
approach to the kaleidoscopic personality of the composer. Therefore.
I shall subdivide this review in the same fashion.

I. Mitropoulos
To him fell the honor of openin 9 the Mahler cycle; indeed. New

York must have been the first city to offer a Mahler commemorative
program in 1960, as both New Year's Eve and New Year's Day were
marked by performances of the Fifth Symphony. Here, the typical
dramatic intensity of Mitropoulos' approach found congenial material
(except in the tender Adagietto). While the orchestra did not seem
completely adjusted to the Mahler style as yet, there was magnificent
achievements in the performaneesmthe splendid horn solo of James
Chambers, in the Scherzo, must be especially singled out for praise. In
this symphony (as, later, in the Ninth) Mitropoulosintroduced an
intermission--in this ease, after the Scherzo. This is, of course, a con-
troversial procedure. The conductor himself feels that the refreshment
of a brief break enhances the receptivity of the listener (especially of
one who may be less accustomed to Mahler's length) and also rests the
orchestra. It should be noted that Mahler himself sometimes called for
intermissions in his music (notably after the first movement of his Sec-
ond Symphony--a request which is usually not complied with and was
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also not observed in this season's performances). On the other hand,
many listeners felt that the emotional continuity of the performance
was seriously disrupted by such an intermission. Perhaps the best solu-
tion would be to avoid an overlong and taxing program by performing
the longer Mahler symphonies alone, without other works during the
course of the evening. Then, an intermission would not seem necessary.

The week following this auspicious debut of the Mahler season,
Mitropoulos brought us his well-known interpretation of the First Sym-
phony, in a performance which strongly conveyed its youthful energy
as well as its moments of bitter irony and black despair. Praiseworthy
was the conductor's fidelity to the composer's text (this in contrast to
Steinberg's badly cut performance of the same symphony with the Bos-
ton orchestra; see below). However. the greatest proofs of his under-
standing of Mahler were still to come. On January 1'1-17, we experi-
enced his performance of the slow movement of the unfinished Tenth

m • • J ° 0, , .Sy phony. This Ume, the Scherzo Purgatono, which M_tropoulos
had included in previous performances of this work, was omitted. Well
that it was so. for this Adagio is so complete within itself that the
Purgatorio, effective though it is. always seems to produce a sense of
anticlimax afterwards. Schoenberg often used to say to his pupils:
"You have not suffered enough. You must suffer." Here, the conductor

who knows what suffering !s put his knowledge at the service of this
music which speaks of the "last things' in an unprecedented waybthe
result attained (if it did not transcend) the limits of the bearable. This
experience was not easy to take, but, by those who underwent and
understood it, it will never be forgotten.

On the final program of this first section of the Mahler Cycle, a
change was undertaken in the originally announced list of compositions.
Instead of the Nachtmusiken from Mahler's Seventh Symphony. we
had the Passacaglia, Pp. 1, of Anton Webern. This change proved
wise, for it helped to make clear the intimate relationship between the
music of Mahler and the productions of his spiritual disciples, the

"Neo-Viennese School." While Webern's Passacaglia is nominally in
D minor, its tonality is highly expanded, its theme almost a 'tone-row."
In like manner, Mahler's Ninth Symphony, with which this concert
closed, shows a most extended and "progressive" concept of tonality.
Each of its four movements is in a different key (D major, C major, A
minor, D flat major). Here again Mitropoulos was dealing with moods
for which he has a special affinity. His L_ndler tempo in the second
movement seemed demonically driven--the differentiations among the
three distinct tempos which Mahler requests in this movement were,
thus, not as clear as in the interpretation by Bruno Walter. But the
Finale, that transfigured song of farewell, was utterly convincing and
moving--a fit farewell of Mitropoulos to the Philharmonic for this
season.

If. Bernstein
One notes with pleasure the increasing affinity of this multi-faceted

artist for the music of Mahler. Without his urging, the festival as we
had it might well not have taken place. As is well known, his special
flair is for the dramatic, the spectacular. Thus it is not surprising that a
number of dramatic incidents occurred during his portion of the cycle.



One such incident could not have been foreseen--the sudden illness ol
Gerard Souzay. which forced Jennie Tourel (who had joined the or-
chestra the previous week in three of Mahler's finely wrought Riickert
songs, "Ich atmet' einen Lindenduft," "Ich bin der Welt abhanden
gekommen." and "Urn Mitternacht," as well as in the poignant Wan-
derhorn song "Das irdische Leben") to substitute at the last moment in
three out of the four performances of the Kindertotenlieder. As a re-
suit. the presentation of this exquisite song-cycle was not as perfectly
blended or well-balanced as it might have been. But it was still an in-
dispensable part of this concert series, for the symphonies of Mahler
are not to be understood without his songs. Unfortunately, the concert
in which it appeared was not one of the better-organized examples of
program-making. The first half of the concert consisted of two piano
concertos, while the Kindertotenlieder were followed by Tschaikow-
sky's Capriccio Italien, of all things! This problem of the program set-
ting in which Mahler works should appear is a very important one--
solved, I felt, in only two of the programs offered: the Webern-Mahler
concert of Mitropoulos and the Schubert-Mahler combination chosen
by Bruno Walter.

Bernstein's symphonic contributions to the cycle were two: tht.
Fourth and the Second. In the Fourth, he followed Mahler's indica-
tions with considerable care (though not always) and succeeded with
many of the delicate and sensitive effects this symphony calls for
Young Reri Grist, making her debut with the Philharmonic on thi_
occasion, sang the solo in the last movement most charmingly. The
performance of the Second (abetted by the Rutgers University Choir
Phyllis Curtin, and Regina Resnik) was beyond doubt the loudest I
have ever heard and certainly showed Bernstein's flair for extractin 0
the utmost from a climax. (Incidentally, comparing the effect of thi:

work on the radio and in the hall reminded me anew how very impor-
tant physical presence is to the full effectiveness of this music.) raow-
ever, his concept will have even more to offer when he comes to follow
the dynamic and tempo indications of Mahl6r himself (particularly
numerous in this work) with greater exactness. Miscalculations in thi_
respect can produce untoward results--as happened, for instance, al
the performance of February 20, where an exaggerated ritardando be-
fore the recapitulation in the first movement caused audience misunder-
standing and a disconcerting flurry of applause. It is no discredit to
Bernstein to say that this performance will not efface the memory ol
Waiter's unforgettable Second of 1957 (still to be enjoyed, incidentally,
on Columbia Records). But one could rejoice at the opportunity once
more to experience the sheer physical impact of the great work in the
great hall.

Ill. Bruno Walter

After an interruption of two months, the resumption of the Mahlel
Festival at the Easter season was eagerly awaited. Waiter's return
after his "farewell" to the Philharmonic three years earlier, would be in
itself an event--but his return with just this work, Das Lied uon det
Erde, which he had been the first to bring to sounding life and with
which he had been identified for so many yearsnthis was somethin 9
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not to be missed. With pleasure I noted, alongside the Customary sub-
scription audience on Good Friday, the many students, some of whom
had made special trips from distant parts of the country or had cur-
tailed holidays at home in order to be present on this occasion. And
what they heard did not disappoint them. Jay Harrison has quite right-
ly commented that what Walter does with Das Lied uon der Erde is no
longer a performance in the conventional sense. I could not agree more.
It often seemed as if the conductor were carrying on an intimate dia-
logue with the composer himself---one in which listeners were almost
intruders. This uniquely personal aspect of Waiter's approach to the _
music has, it seems to me, intensified over the years. Contrary to the
opinion of some, it is no impertinence (in any sense of the word) to
mention Waiter's advanced age in this connection. What more natural
than that, as a result of it, he should feel an over-growing kinship with
Mahler's bittersweet celebration of the beauties of life and his grief--
yet resignation--at the approaching parting? All of this came to our
ears in the Walter performances and we were grateful for "such sweet
sorrow."

Over the years we remember so many great soloists who have joined
with Walter in the presentation of this work. There was the young
Charles Kullman, for example, who gave what I still consider his great-
est performance in Waiter's first recording of Das Lied, and the mem-
orable Kathleen Ferrier, whose last performance of the work in Vienna
in 1952--a performance already overshadowed by the wings of death--
has happily been retained for posterity on a later recording. This time.
the soloists were Maureen Forrester and Richard Lewis. Of the two,
Miss Forrester proved the more outstanding, for her rich voice seems
perfectly suited to the demands of Mahler's vocal lines, while Mr.
Lewis' voice (which I have previously admired in his moving interpre-
tation of the role of Waldemar in Schoenberg's Gurre-Lieder) this time
did not seem powerful enough to ring out as it should in, for instance,
"Das Trinklied yore Jammer der Erde." Nonetheless, each singer made
a worthy and noble contribution to the whole, but it was Walter's tow-
ering achievement in coordinating every element of the great work with
complete sympathy and understanding which was most appreciated by
the large audiences.

A word ought also to be said about the performance of Schubert's
"Unfinished" Symphony which preceded the Lied in all the programs.
It proved anew that we should abandon the use of that word "Llnfin-
ished"--for what else could come after the transfigured E major of the
slow movement? Waiter's interpretation made this most clear, and
thereby showed us Schubert as a forerunner of Mahler's "progressive
tonality." That this romanticist par excellence completely projected the
work's lyricism goes without saying.

Everything that has been said about the above series of Walter
performances ought to be intensified tenfold in describing the final con-
cert of the cycle, on April 24. Every soloist and orchestral player
seemed especially aware of the festal nature of this culminating occa-
sion and gave of his or her utmost, while the complete concentration
and response of the audience were indeed heartwarming. As for the
contribution of Walter, it was quite simply beyond words--only a



deeply respectful silence could give this unique experience the necessary
resonance within us. I heard one listener say to another afterwards,
"It was as if God had spoken." How better could one describe the utter
inevitability of the fusion of interpreter and work in this performance--
somethin 9 rarely achieved with such perfection in our time or in any
time.

AN AFTERWORD

In speaking of New York's Mahler Festival, we should not forget to
mention--as previously stated--the contributions of visiting orchestras,
I was unfortunately unable to hear the Cleveland Orchestra's perform-
ance of Das Lied under Szell with soloists Forrester and Haefliger on
February 1. The Boston Symphony's performance of the First, under
William Steinberg, was given not only in New York but also in the
orchestra's home city (from which it was broadcast--unfortunately at
the same time as the New York Philharmonic's broadcast of the same
work! perhaps the first time, in this country at least, that this particular
conflict has happened in the case of Mahler) and in Newark. N. 1.
The last-named performance, which I heard, was apparently the first
hearing of the work in that city--possibly the first Mahler performance
there ever. It was enthusiastically received by both press and public.
The performance was vigorous and firm and the orchestra sounded fine.
but I could not help bein 9 unhappy about Steinberg's continuing prac-
tice of making drastic cuts in the Bruckner and Mahler works which he
performs.

Finally, the performance of Bruckner's Seventh by the Philharmonic
under guest conductor Paul Hindemith was most welcome and appro-
priate after the two months of Mahler which had immediately preceded
it. 1 believe that this was the first performance of the work by a major
orchestra in this city since that given by the Vienna Philharmonic
under Schuricht in 1956. Thus it was inevitably compared with that
earlier performance. W.hile the beautiful work was more excitin 9 and
authentic in sound as played by the Vienna ensemble, Hindemith
brought much loving care to the performance and showed great fidelity
to Bruckner's original intent (he did not make any cuts, which Schu-
richt had done). It is notable that thas was the third Bruckner sym-
phony to be played in New York this season, the Eighth and the
Fourth having preceded it (see reviews in this issue). Perhaps this
suggests a trend; in view of the interest with which those performances
were received, the time might be ripe for the New York Philharmonic to
consider a cycle of Bruckner's works.

Now the Mahler cycle is over. but--let us hope--not soon to be for-
gotten. Let us hope, too, that it does not remain merely a one-time
spectacular event, but that it has served a second and even more impor-
tant purpose--that of opening the established repertory, not only of
the New York Philharmonic but of all of our maior orchestras, to
Mahler's music on a regular, not an exceptional, basis. That this seems,
indeed, to be happening is perhaps the greatest joy and most lasting
contribution of the Mahler Year.



LIST OF PERFORMANCES

SEASON 1957-1958

BRUCKNER

IV Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. Bruno Walter, Conductor; Los An-
geles, Calif., Apr. 3 and 4, 1958.

VII Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Eduard van Belnum, Conductor; Los
Angeles, Calif., ]an. 16 and 17, 1958.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles Munch, Conductor; Boston, Mass.,
Ft 7 and 8, 1958. (The latter performance was broadcast--Station
VvQXR, N. Y. C.) Washington, D. C., Feb. 13, 1958; New York, Feb.
15. 1958.

VIII Pittsburgh Symphony, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh, Penna.,
Nov. 8 and 10, 1957; Reading, Penna., Nov. 11, 1957; New York, Nov.
12, 1957.

IX Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, George Szeil, Conductor; Cleveland, Ohio,
Nov. 7 and 9, 1957; Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 10, 1957.

Mass in E.Minor
New Haven Chorale and Instrumental Ensemble, Donald G. Loach, Conduc-

tor; Grace Rainey Rogers Auditorium, Metropolitan Museum of Art (Eda
K. Loeb Fund Concerts), New York City. April 12, 1958.

Te Deum
Baylor University Symphony Orchestra and Oratorio Chorus, Daniel Stern-

berg, Conductor; Albert Da Costa, Valorie Goodall. Margaret Williams
and David Ford, Soloists; Waco. Texas, Oct. i !. 1957.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,
Penna., Oct. 18 and 20, 1957.

Fresno Philharmonic Association, Hal o Yaghjian. Conductor; Lois Utter-
bach. Harriet Aioojian, Paul F. Anderson and Benjamin F. Lippold, Solo-
Ists; Fresno, California, Nov. 7, 1957.

MAHLER

11 Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Heinz Unger, Conductor; with Bach-Elgar
Choir of Hamilton, John Sidgwlck, Dlr., and Lois Marshall and Ciaramae
Turner, Soloists; Toronto, Canada, Jan. 22, 1958 (First Performance In
Canada).

Michigan University Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, ]osef Blatt, Con-
ductor; Alice Dutcher and Janet Ast, Soloists; Ann Arbor, Mich., Apr. 4,
1958 (All participants were students--First Performance in Ann Arbor).

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh.
Penna., April 18 and 20. 1958.

University of Iowa Symphony, James Dixon, Conductor; Llniverslty Chorus,
Herald Stark, Conductor; Leslie Eitzen and Lllllan Chookaslan, Soloists;
Iowa City, Iowa, May 14, 1958. )

Los Anodes Philharmonic, William Steinberg, Conductor; Hollywood Bowl,
Los Angeles, Calif., July 22, 1958.

IV Cincinnati Symphony, Thor Johnson. Conductor; Louise Nippert, Soloist; !
Cincinnati, Ohio. Nov. 29 and 30, 1957.

V Seattle Symphony Orchestra, Milton Katims, Conductor; Seattle, Wash.,
March 10 and ! 1, 1958 (First performance by this orchestra).

VII (2nd, 3rd and 4th mouements) Los Angeles Philharmonic, Erich Lelnsdorf,
Conductor; LOs Angeles, Calif., Mar. 6, 7, and 8, 1958.

Rochester Philharmonic, Erich Lelnsdorf, Conductor; Rochester, N. Y., Mar.
20. 1958.

VIL (Two Nocturnes) Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Con-
ductor; Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 5 and 7, 1957.

1't8
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X New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; N,
York City, Mar. 13, 14 and 16, 1958. (The last performance was bro;,
cast over Station WCBS.) First Performance in New York City.

Das Lied yon der Erde
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Christa Ludwig i_

Richard Lewis, Soloists; Chicago, Ill., Feb. 20, 21 and 25, 1958.
Manhattan Orchestra, ]onel Perlea, Conductor; Herta Glaz and John Sc.

Stamford, Soloists; New York City, Apr. 29, 1958.
Kindertotenlieder

Drew University Concert, Evangeline Bicknell, C__n_t.ralto, Dika Newl
Piano, Drew University, Madison, N. ]., Mar. 23, 195_.

Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen
Birmingham Symphony, Arthur Bennet Lipkin, Conductor, Hugh Thomps,

Soloist, Birmingham, Ala., Nov. 5, 1957.
University of Syracuse Symphony, Louis Krasner, Conductor, Carol b.

Dougall, Soloist; Syracuse, N. Y., Apr. 20, 1958.
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Georg Solti, Conductor; Nell Rankin, So

ist; Ravinia Park, Chicago, II1., July 31, 1958.
Songs

Toronto Symphony, Heinz Unger, Conductor, Toronto, Can., Jan. 22, 19
as follows:

Ich atmet" einen Linden Outt
Mary Simmons, Soloist

Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen
Claramae Turner, Soloist

Lira Mitternacht
Mary Simmons, Soloist

City College, 1958 Spring Concert Series, Howard Fried, Soloist, 1N
York, Apr. 17, 1858.

SEASON 1958-1959

BRUCKNER

Ill Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Chicago, I11., rvl
12 and 13, 1959.

IV University of New Mexico Orchestra, Kurt Frederick, Conductor; Albuq_
que, New Mexico, Nov. 16, 1958.

Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor; Detroit, Mi,
Dec. II and 12, 1958.

York Concert Society, Heinz Unger, Conductor; Toronto, Ont., Can;_
April 21, 1959.

V Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugen ]ochum, Conductor; Los 1
geles, Calif., Nov. 26 and 28, 1958.

VI Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsbt,
Pa., Dec. 12 and 14, 1958: Ann Arbor, Mich., Feb. 26, 1959.

VII Rochester Orchestra, Jose[ Krips, Conductor; Rochester. N. Y., Nov.
1958.

Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, Paul Katz, Conductor; Dayton, Ohio. A
1, 1959.

VIII Concerts Symphoniques, Jose[ Krips, Conductor; Montreal, Quebec, Can;,
Feb. 25 and 26, 1959.

IX Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor; Philadelphia. Pa., I
30 and 31, 1958.

Graduale (Christus Factus Est) The Oberlin College-Choir, Robert Fount.
Conductor; New York City, March 28, 1959.

Te Deum Riverside Church Ministry of Music, Richard Yeagly, Direc
Riverside Church, New York City, April 19, 1959.

Aue Maria Virga Jesse St. John's University Symphony and Chorus and (
lege of St. Benedict Chorus, Gerhard Track, Conductor; Collegev
Minn., May 10 and i 1, 1959.

Mass in E Minor National Artists Chamber Orchestra and Colleqiate (
rale, Paul Hindemith, Conductor; Town Hall, New York CiLy, Feb.
1959.



Colby College Choir (of Maine), New York City, March 23. 1959.
St. John's University Symphony and Men's Chorus and the College of St.

Benedict Chorus. Gerhard Track, Conductor; Collegeville. Minn., May 10
and 11, 1959.

Prelude and Fugue Riverside Church Ministry of Music, Richard Weagly,
Director; Frederick L. Swann, Organist; Riverside Church, New York
City, April 19, 1959.

MAHLER
I Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, ]osef Krips, Conductor; Los Angeles.

Calif., Feb. 5 and 6, 1959.
Inglewood Symphony Orchestra, Ernst Gebert, conductor; Inglewood,

Calif, March 22, 1959.
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Theodore Bloomfield, Conductor, Roches-

ter, N. Y., Apr. 16, 1959.
Iowa State University Symphony Orchestra, James Dixon, Conductor; Iowa

City. lowa, May 20, 1959.
II Toledo Orchestra with Toledo Choral Society and Toledo Opera Work-

shop Chorus, Joseph Hawthorne, Conductor: Mildred Reiley and Marllyn
Krimm, Soloists; Toledo. Ohio, March 4, 1959.

Hall_ Orchestra. Sir John Barbirolli. Conductor; Victoria Elllott and Euge-
nia Zaresca, Soloists: Manchester. England. March 11 and 12, 1959.

1V Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, Arthur Bennett Lipktn" Conductor; Phyl-
lis Curtln, Soloist; Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 2, 1958; Alabama College,
Montevallo, Ala.. Dec. 3, 1958.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Relner, Conductor; Lisa Della Casa.
Soloist; Chicago, I11.,Dec. 4 and 5. 1958.

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh,
Pa., April 10 and 12, 1959.

V York Concert Society with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Dr. Heinz
Unger, Conductor; Toronto. Ont., Canada, Feb. 23, 1959 (First pertorm-
ance in Canada -- broadcast from Coast to Coast).

(Adagietto) Inglewood Symphony Orchestra. Ernst Gebert, Conductor; In-
glewood, Calif., Mar. 22, 1959.

(Adagietto arranged by Dika Newlin) Riverside Church Ministry of Music.
Richard Weagly, Director, Riverside Church; Mary Canber 0' Violinist,
Lucille Lawrence, Harplst, and Frederick L. Swann, Organist; New York
City, April 19, 1959.

Das Lied uon tier Erde Portland Symphony Orchestra, Theodore Bloomfield,
Conductor; Portland, Oregon, Nov. 17, 1958.

SEASON 1959-1960

BRUCKNER

II Montclalr State College Orchestra, Emil Kahn, Conductor; Montclalr,
N. J., April 20, 1960.

IV Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg, Conductor; Pittsburgh
Pa., t'_ov. 6 and Nov. 8, 1959. New York City, Nov. 16, 1959.

Pennsylvania State University, State College, Pa., Nov. 22, 1959.
V Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin" Conductor; Boston, Mass..

Dec. 24 and 26. 1959.
VII Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Max Rudolf, Conductor; Cincinnati, Ohio,

Nov. 6 and7, 1959.
New York Philharmonic, Paul Hlndemlth, Conductor; New York City, Feb.

25, 26, 27 and 28. 1960.
Detrott Symphony Orchestra, Paul Paray, Conductor; Detroit, Mich.. March

18 and 19, 1960.
Dallas Symphony Orchestra, Paul Kietzkl, conductor; Dallas. Texas,

March 21. 1960.
VIII Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert yon KaraJan" Conductor; New

York City, Nov. 17, 1959; Boston, Mass., Nov. 18, 1959.
IX Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Bruno Waiter, Conductor; Los An-

geles. Calif.. Nov. 12 and 13, 1959.
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University of Michigan Symphony Orchestra, Joseph Blatt, Conductor:
University of Michigan, School of Music, Ann Arbor. Mich.. Apr. 15.
1960.

Te Deum
Detroit Symphony Orchestra with Worcester, Mass., Festival Chorus, Dr.

Charles Lee, Conductor (Orchestra prepared by Paul Paray), at lOOth
Anniversary of Worcester Music Festival. Oct. 22. 1959.

Louisiana State University Symphony Orchestra, Chorus and Choir. Peter
Paul Fuchs, Conductor; Baton Rouge, La., Jan. 10, 1960. Katherine L.
Hansen, Cecilia Ward, Dallas Draper. Dan Scholz, Soloists; George
Walter, Organist.

Motets
Os justi

Student Madrigal Choir of the University of Muenster, Herma Kramm.
Director; Town Hall, N. Y., Oct. 1, 1959.

O[_ertorium (A[[erentur )
,j Ecce Sacerdos Magnus

Columbia University Chorus, Mark Siebert, Conductor; St. Paul's Chapel,
New York City, Dec. 5, 1959.

Roosevelt University Chorus, Robert Reuter, Conductor (Chicago Musical
College), Rudolph Ganz Concert Hall, Chicago, Ill., Dec. I l, 1959.

MAHLER

I New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; New York City,
Jan. 7, 8. 9 and 10, 1960.

Chicago Symphony, Igor Markevitch, Conductor; Chicago, Ill., Jan. 14 and
15. 1960.

Boston Symphony Orchestra. William Steinberg, Conductor; Boston, Mass.,
Jan. 8 and 9, 1960; Newark, N. J., Jan. 19, 1960; New York City, Jan. 20,
1960.

Symphony Society of San Antonio, Victor Alessandro, Conductor; San An-
tonio, Texas, Jan. 30, 1960.

Philadelphia Orchestra, William Smith, Conductor; Philadelphia, Penna.,
Feb. 19 and 20, 1960; Baltimore, Md.. Feb. 24, 1960.

t CBC Symphony, Heinz Unger, Conductor; Broadcast by CBC, April 15.
1960.

II New York Philharmonicwith RutgersUniversity Chorus, under direction of
F. Austin Walter, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; New York City, Feb.
18, 19, 20 and 21, 1960, Phyllis Curtin and Regina Resnik, Soloists.

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Richard Burgin. Conductor; Boston. Mass.,
Feb. 26 and 27, 1960; Nancy Carr and Euntce Alberts. Soloists, Chorus
Pro Musica, Alfred Nash Patterson. Conductor.

New England Conservatory Orchestra and Chorus. Lorna Cooke de Varon.
Director; Valerie Fauteux and Jeanne Grealish, Soloists; James Dixon.
Conductor; Boston,Mass., May 18, 1960.

Festival Symphony and LOs Angeles Symphony Chorus (Carlton Martin,
Director); Shirley Verret-Carter and Evena Chilllngdrian, Soloists; Franz
Waxman, Conductor; Royce Hall, UCLA, June 13, 1960; an address by
JosephSchildkraut paid tribute to Mahler.

IV New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; New York City,
Jan. 28, 29, 30 and 31, 1960; Reri Grist. Soloist.

University of New Mexico Orchestra, Kurt Frederick, Conductor; Albu-
Uerque, New Mexico, March 13, 1960, lane Snow, Soloist. (First per-
rmance of a complete Mahler Symphony in New Mexico.

Des Moines Symphony Orchestra, Frank Noyes, Conductor; Jane Schleicher,
Soloist; Des Moines, Iowa, May I, 1960.

V Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul Paray, Conductor; Detroit, Mich., Nov.
12, 1959.

New York Philharmonic. Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; New York City,
Dec. 31, 1959, Jan. I, 2 and 3, 1960.

Adagietto only
lnfllewood Symphony Orchestra, Ernst Gebert, Conductor; lnglewood,

Calif., March 27, 1960.
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IX New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor; New York City.
Jan. 21.22, 23 and 24. 1960.

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, Conductor; Chicago. II1..
Mar. 3, 4 and 8. 1960.

X New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos, Conductor: New York City,
Jan. 14, 15, 16and 17, 1960.

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, Max Rudolf, Conductor; Cincinnati ,Ohio.
Jan. 22 and 23, 1960.

Boston Symphony, Charles Munch, Conductor; Boston, Mass., Dec. 4 and 5,
1959; New York City, Dec. 19, 1959.

Hartford Symphony, Fritz Mahler, Conductor; Hartford, Conn., Feb. 3,
1960.

KindertoCenlieder
Brooklyn Philharmonic, Siegfried Landau, Conductor; Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov.

7, 1959, Mary McMurray, Soloist.
Northwestern University Chamber Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor;

Evanston, Ill., Dec. 2, 1959, Lillian Chookasian, Soloist.
University of Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Conductor;

Milwaukee, Wis., Feb. 7, 1960, Lilllan Chookasian, Soloist.
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; New York City,

Feb. 11, 12, i.3 and 14, 1960, Gerard Souzay, Soloist, Feb. 11; Jennie
Tourel, Soloist, Feb. 12, 13 and 14.

Drew University Mahler Centennial Celebration, March !.3, 1960, Annajean
Brown, Contralto, Dika Newlin, Pianist.

Inglewood Symphony Orchestra, Ernst Gebert, Conductor; Inglewood, Calif.,
March 27, 1960, Eva Gustavson, Soloist.

Mannes College Orchestra, Carl Bamberger, Conductor; Gladys Kriese, Solo-
ist; New York, May 17, 1960.

Lieder eines /ahrenden Gesellen
Honolulu Symphony Orchestra, George Barati, Conductor; Honolulu, Ha-

wail, Oct. I 1 and 13, 1959,Eva Gustavson, Soloist.
Brooklyn Philharmonic, Siegfried Landau, Conductor; Brooklyn Academy of

Music, Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 7, 1959, Mary McMurray, Soloist.
Drew Llniversity Mahler Centennial Celebration, March 13, 1960, AnnaJean

Brown, Contralto, Dika Newlin, Pianist.

Das Lied yon tier Erde
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, William Steinberg. Conductor; Pittsburgh,

Pa., Oct. 16 and 18, 1959, Lucretia West and Richard Cassilly, Soloists.
Chicago Symphony, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Chicago, III., Nov. 5 and 6,

1959,Maureen Forrester and Richard Lewis, Soloists.
Cleveland Orchestra. George Szell, Conductor; Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 28 and

30, 1960, and New York City, Feb. 1, 1960, Maureen Forrester and Ernst
Haefliger. Soloists.

York Concert Society and Toronto Symphony Oichestra, Heinz Unger,
Conductor; Toronto, Canada, Feb. 24. 1960, Elena Nikolaidi and David
Lloyd, Soloists.

New York Philharmonic, Bruno Walter, Conductor; New York City, Apr.
15, 16, 21 and 24, 1960, Maureen Forrester and Richard Lewis, Soloists.

Songs
Honolulu Symphony Orchestra, George Barati, Conductor; Honolulu, Ha-

waii, Oct. 30, 1959, Ellle Mao, Soloist.
Sigma Alpha Iota Musicale, Annalean Brown, Contralto, and Allan van

Zoeren, Orqanist, at West Park Presbyterian Church, 86th _treet ano
Amsterdam _venue, New York City, Dec. I, 1959.

University of New Mexico. Dept. of Music, Recital at New Mexico Union
Theatre, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Dec. 15, 1959, ]ames Bratcher ac-
companied by George Robert.

New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, Conductor; New York City,
Feb. 4, 5, 6 and 7, 1960; Jennie Tourel, Soloist.

Drew University Mahler Centennial Celebratio_n,..Madlso.n, New Jersey,

L March 13, 1960. AnnaJean I_rown. L,ontralto, L_lKa r_ewnn, Pianist.
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Das klagende Lied

Hartford Symphony, Fritz Mahler. Conductor; Hartford Symphony Chorale,
Ed0ar Wassilieff, Assistant Director; Mar0aretHowell, Lilli C_,hookasian.
Rudolph Petrark, Soloists; Hartford,Conn., March 11, 1959.

City College of New York Chorus, Orchestraand Band, Fritz ]ahoda, Con-
ductor; (JeromeK, Aronow Concert Hall). New York City. May 14, 15.
and 31, 1960. Rose Rosett. Joan Sheller. and Constantine C,assolas, Solo-
ists (lst New York Performance).

MISS NIKOLAIDI SINGS MAHLER AT TOWN HALL

by Lores BIANCOLLI

The following article appeared in the N. Y. World-Telegram and Sun on Decem-
" ber 1, 1958. Reprintedby courtesy N. Y. World-Telegram and Sun. Copyright 1958.

There were no misgivings or reservations about the Greek singer
who came bearing gifts to Town Hall last night. Her name is Elena
Nikolaidi.

The last time I heard this gifted contralto, in 1954, I was almost dis-
mayed at what had happened to a beautiful voice. The tones had taken
on that fatal hooting sound and dropped further and further back.

Last night Miss Nikolaidi was a completely new singer. The voice
had shaken off whatever it was that had inhibited it. The tones

j emerged with velvety beauty and there wasn't a hint of strain any-
where along the line.

What's more, in the interim Miss Nikolaidi has grown immeasurably
as an artist. A new confidence marked her readings, also a new poetic
breadth and humanity. Elena Nikolaidi is again one of the most ex-
citing contraltos in the field.

Hearing her sing Mahler's profoundly moving song-cycle, "Die
Lieder eines Fahrenden Gesellen," one knew Miss Nikolaidi was an
extraordinary singer and interpreter.

Few song-sequences achieve such an intensity of mood as Mahler's
four-part threnody about a lost love. The gamut ranges from pained
restrain to impassioned grief, ending in the long-sought calm of the
final measures.

Miss Nikolaidi seemed completely to identify herself with the mood
of the music and poetry. Rarely have music and mood so beautifully
fused with a singer's voice and personality.

One could single out for special praise such elements as tone pro-
duction, phrasing, colorin 9 and diction. This was an instant instead
where one heard them all as a unit. harmonized, inseparably, into that
heightened vision of life that is art.

Miss Nikolaidi was quite the charmer in other numbers by Vivaldi,
Handel, Schubert, Mozart and Strauss, but I shall always remember
last night's concert for the way she gave new glow to the music of
Gustav Mahler.

She could do so because she has somehow, somewhere, acquired a
new 9low herself. It was in her voice, in her style, in her very appear-
ance. Even Paul Lllanowsky, the accompanist, seemed to bask in its
radiance.



WOZZECK REVISITED

by DIKA NEWLIN

The sensational Metropolitan production of Wozzeck during the
1958-59 season (see below, pp. 158-162) must have caused many ad-
mirers of this work to return to its Columbia recording (SL-II8). and
induced many who had not heard it before to follow up a new interest
by acquainting themselves with the discs. I shall not attempt to make
a detailed comparison of the record album with the stage performance.
This would be unfair, if not impossible; for the circumstances under
which the work was done were so vastly different in the two instances
that such comparisons would be, on the whole, unprofitable indeed.
Dimitri Mitropoulos, with his typical artistic courage, set himself one
of the most difficult challenges in the repertory when he essayed to do
this work (whose phantasmagorically rapid scene-changes add so

reatly to its effectiveness) at the New York Philharmonic in concert
rm in 1951. The degree of his success is measured by the fervor of

is devotion to this music. Those who attended the Philharmonic per-
Formances were swept away by the incandescence of his interpretation,
which seemed to overcome almost insuperable odds. There were very
few rehearsals indeed in comparison with what was possible at the Met
(even there, they were perhaps insufficient) and the listener who fol-
lows the score in detail will notice the results oE this in many inaccura-
cies of notes. But, paradoxically, this does not disturb the overall ef-
|ect, for here was--and is--one of the spiritually "truest" perform-
ances of Wozzeck you will ever hear.

We may point with pride to the fact that this performance was truly
"made in America." The lead roles are taken by two of our most intel-

ent and musical American singers, Mack Harrell and Eileen Farrell.
rrell performs the difficult part of Wozzeck with great sensitivity.

and Farrell really "packs a wallop" as Marie when she lets her big
gorgeous voice roll. Effective work in the grotesque character roles is
done by Joseph Mordino and Frederick Jagel. Edwina Eustis, the sole
"holdover" from Wozzeck's first American performances under Sto-
kowski, gives the brief role of Margret the kind of toughness, yet
tenderness that it needs.

This performance, unlike that of the Met, is done in the original
German. While much may be said on both sides of this ever-vexed

uestion in the opera house, on the balance I find that the vocal lines of
ozzeck sound best in their original language. Ber_ s all-important

speech-melody is so per!ectly geared to the _erman language that it
does not seem quite to 'fit" in English. Also, when, as at the Met,
many of the important roles are taken by foreign singers who cannot
enunciate English intelligibly, the advantages of singing the work in
English are dubious and the disadvantages begin to prevail. Unfortu-

15't
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nately, the record album does not include a complete translation, but
only a summary of the action of each scene. For greatest enjoyment, 1
would suggest that the non-German-speaking listener secure a copy of
the English libretto, which may be had (according to Opera News of
March 9, 1959) from Charles B. Allen, Metropolitan Opera Associa-
tion, 1't7 West 39th Street, New York City 18, for $I.00 including
mailing service charge.

A final pleasing note is that this album was (and as far as I know
still is) sold for the benefit of the Philharmonic's Pension Fund. A
fine thought, and one (I feel) especially in keeping with the human
compassion so intensely expressed in this work.

In brief, this recorded Wozzeck is one which, after eight years, still
continues to give pleasure, and which is not likely to be supplanted in a
hurry. Those who feel disappointed that Wozzeck will not be back at
theMet until 1960-61 can console themselves very satisfactorily with
these records in the interim. We are grateful to Columbia Records,
Mitropoulos and the Philharmonic for this unique testament of a his-
toric experience.

MET'S BIG RISK IS OUR BIG GAIN

by PAtlL HENRY LANG

The following article which appeared in the N. Y. Herald Tribune on March 15,
1959,is reprinted by permission.

The recurring question asked by many persons at the memorable
performance of "Wozzeck" at the Metropolitan Opera on March 5
was: "Isn't Mr. Bing taking an awful risk?" Now let us see what this
question covers and what the risk is that Mr. Bing is taking. The first
integral performance of "Wozzeck" at the Berlin Opera in 1925, Erich
Kleiber conducting, scored a tremendous success that made Alban
Berg's name famous overnight. In subsequent years most major opera
houses eagerly produced the already famous opera, and there were
some stirrings even in this country. In 1931 Stokowski brought a Phil-
adelphia company to the Met for a one-night stand, the City Center
played Wozzeck" in 1952, and Mitropoulos conducted a concert per-
formance. But all this was tentative; only a regular company of the
Met's caliber and resources can do justice to this di_cult score. Still, it
took a long generation before a general manager with courage and con-
victions was willing to take the "awful risk."

Why is "Wozzeck" so risky? It certainly is good and absorbing
theater, the music is powerful and evocative, the new production has an
excellent cast, first class staging, the conductor is among the best Oper-
atic maestros in the world, and finally, the Met has the large and bril-
liant orchestra without which this work cannot be adequately pre-
sented. The audience at the "premiere" was unstinting in its expres-
sion of approval, and so were the critics.

It is because our operatic culture is backward, artificial, limited, and

unsupported. Had it not been for the enlightened generosity of Francis
Goelet {who also helped with Samuel Barber s "Vanessa") this pro-
duction would have been impossible. There are other friendly donors,



and their assistance is not deprecated, for we must have all manner of
operas, even "La Gioconda," but no theatre that acquiesces in a com-
fortable and safe repertory ever earns the epithet "great."

The lack of variety and of a progressive repertory is far more _ro-
nounced in opera than in any other kind of music, therefore the tvlet
subscribers' tastes are rather arrested, even stereotyped. The one-gen-
eration-lag which is about the rule in instrumental music does not apply
to opera. Stravinsky's "Sacre" is a near-classic in Carnegie Hall, his
"Rake's Prooress" a failure at the Met. As a matter of fact, even
Verdi's "Falstaff," or Beethoven's "Fidelio" are risk items and a
Handel opera is unthinkable. Right now two dozen opera houses are
producing Handel operas in Germany!

These are the sad facts of operatic life in New York which explain
why a work such as "Wozzeck," which is in a direct line of develop-
ment from Wagner. and with a little experience perfectly accessible to
most of us, is thoufht of as being an extremely hazardous undertaking
for all except avant gardists and musicologists.

But aside from this deplorable situation, there are some specific rea-
sons that contribute to the creation of the risk atmosphere. The initi-
ated- and even more the would-be experts- speak with bated breath
about the hair raising innovations and unusual musical devices em-
ployed in this opera, immediately scaring the wits out of the innocent
opera-goer.

They suggest that the musical texture of "Wozzeck" is based on
unheard of revolutionary devices handled with the most abstract and
abstruse learning. Actually, there is nothing in "Wozzeck" that does
not stem from practices well known to earlier composers.

Take the "speech-song." Those who.heard Karl Doench's Beckmes-
ser in "Die Meistersinger" will realize that t_erg's speecn song is out a
more general application of the same principle that Wagner used with
such good effect. And what about the secco recitative? The "unstable
idiom" mentioned by one commentator is fully present--and greatly
relished -- in "Tristan"; the average music teacher will come a cropper

right in the Prelude when he tries toJnail down its main tonality. The
"advanced harmonies" found in "Wozzeck" represent the last conse-

quences of the "Tristan" ecstasy combined with the expressive possi-
bilities of "atonality."

Now about those formidable "abstract forms" supposedly never be-

fore attempted in opera. Did not Purcell compose a most moving aria
based on one of those 'rigid passacaglias"? And did not Verdi writ.e
fugues in "Macbeth" and "Falstaff"? There is a most subtly compli-
cated fugue with a chorale cantus firmus in "The Ma_ic Flute," and
innumerable other instances of "abstract construction.' There is no

opera without "construction," and some "easy" ones are incredibly
complex in their structure.

By mysteriously referring to all these "difficulties" Berg's adherents
promote the scare and the risk. "Wozzeck" is undoubtedly the out-
standing operatic work of recent decades, and once experienced with-
out preconceived prejudice no one can shake it off. It is not the learn-
ing that makes it great, but the suggestive force of the dramatic ex-
pression, the deep compassion and humanity it conveys.



It is great because it is elemental and yet refined, theatrical yet truly
operatic, dependent of the word yet autonomous, psychological yet
symbolic, affective yet constructive. All this is not just a set of contra-
dictions, for the various poles are brought together in a magnificent
synthesis.

This is the risk Mr. Bing is taking- and it is worth taking. Yet it
may turn out not to be a bad risk at all. Mr. Boehm was engaged in
1953 to conduct two or three performances of "Wozzeck" in Buenos
Aires- he had to stay for ten. l am confident that public reaction will
be similarly favorable in New York, and will justify the risk capital
Messrs. Bing and Goelet put into this venture.

BERG'S POWERFUL WOZZECK FINALLY MOVES
INTO THE MET

by Louis BIANCOLLI

The following review which appeared in the New York World-Telegram and Sun
on March 6. 1959, is reprinted by courtesy of the New York World-Telegram and

Sun; copyright 1959.

Toughest of theproblem children of modern opera, Alban Berg's
savagely dissonant 'Wozzeck" finally crashed the Metropolitan Opera
repertory last night.

With this costly and sedulously prepared production, manager Ru-
dolf Bing carried out a vow he made when he first took over the Metro-
politan--that some day, somehow, this Viennese bombshell would be
staged by his company.

Bombshell it is, all right. The proverbial classical peace of the house
was thoroughly shattered by the wild, stabbing fortissimos and caco-
phonies of an orchestra that seemed to have gone completely berserk.

Yet, no self-respecting opera company with worldwide prestige could
indefinitely postpone facing 'Wozzeck." Credit Mr. Bing with an act
of combined faith and courage. The production is a personal triumph
for him.

Even more was it a personal andartistic triumph for the conductor,
Karl Boehm. Here was conviction of an inspiring kind, along with a
technical authority of enormous range.

Quite rightly, the audience singled out Mr. Boehm for its most em-
phatic and prolonged applause. I have heard only one superior inter-
pretation of "Wozzeck"m that of Dimitri Mitropoulos with the Phil-
harmonic eight .years ago.

A great deal of hard work and dedication have gone into this pro-
duction. Rehearsals ran on endlessly. Orchestra and singers were worn
to a frazzle. But the care and discipline have paid off. The perfor-
mance, as such, is beyond reproach.

Whether it was a"smart idea to do "Wozzeck" in English is some-

thing else again. I would have preferred the biting and snarlin_l German
text, especially since much of the English was incomprehensible against
the raucous volcano of Berg's orchestra.

Also, for all the attractions of the staging, I would have welcomed
a darker and more gruesome atmosphere. This ' Wozzeck," after all,
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is the psychopathic ward of modern opera. An air of malignity and
madness haunts every part of it.

I found myself actually resenting the interference of everything that
stood between me and the orchestra. That is where the searing and
unsettling power of this opera is -- in the dense jungle of raw, shrieking
nerves.

They were all good last night--Eleanor Steber. Hermann Uhde
(Wozzeck), Paul Franke, Karl Doench, Kurt Baum. But the combi-
nation of polyglot English and thd weird ululations of Berg's speech-
melody was a little hard on my system.

And what an exhausting, emotional experience the whole opera is!
This poor underdog of a Wozzeck, guinea-pig, misfit and cuckold, is
pushed around by everybody, till he kills his m/stress and drowns trying
to retrieve his knife.

If Berg wanted to get across the postwar decay and despair of the
'20s, he certainly did so in the slithering scales and jagged shudders
with which he portrays the malign forces that make a plaything of
Wozzeck.

It is a masterpiece? Possibly. A gigantic fierceness is at work in this
fabric. It tears through flesh and spirit. Possibly it is also something
of a misfit, like Wozzeck himself. I was by turns bored, irritated, ex-
alted -- finally limp.

The last scene of the orphaned boy, skipping off on a hobby-horse
after being told of his mother's death, was shattering, last night. "Woz-
zeck" is no picnic -- either to watch or to hear. It is a frightening
litany of disintegration and hopelessness.

It took courage for the Metropolitan to grapple with this monstrous
and nerve-jangling score. It almost defies mastery because it has no
parallel. Right now I could use "Rigoletto" or "Pagliaccf' as a tran-
quilizer.

WOZZECK CONQUERS THE MET

by DIK^ N_WLUq

Poor ]ohann Christian Woyzeck. the visionary nineteenth-century
murderer whose sad case inspired the unfinished play HZoyzeck by the
brilliant scientist-dramatist Geor 9 B/ichner (1813-1837). would have
been amazed indeed could he have returned to life in 1959 to see his
story rei_nacted in the lush Victorian surroundings of New York's old
"M " " " " " " •et. before elegantly dressed soc,ety aud,ences. The mcongrmty
is piquant _but there is more to the story than this. for there is a
deeper meaning to the simple soldier's unexpected victory over circum-
stances in which he might have been expected to go down to ignomini-
ous defeat. The real-life Woyzeck and the stage Wozzeck came to
bitter ends: but the triumph of the opera HZozzeck will not be soon

for Qotten. . _ .
l_arly in his career at the Met, Rudolf Bing had expressed hisoreat

interest in Berg's masterwork, and his desire to perform it here. Many
were skeptical, for, while the opera had caused great excitement when
first performed in this country by Leopold Stokowski in 1931, and had
subsequently enjoyed successful performances at the New York City



Center and (in concert form) by the New York Philharmonic under
Mitropoulos, it was felt that the Metropolitan audience, which has
notoriously never turned out in large numbers for contemporary operas.
would not support such a venture. At first, these fears seemed justi-
fied, for the announcement of the work's premiere on March 5, 1959 --
a Metropolitan Opera Guild-sponsored benefit (for the Production
Fund) at raised prices--brought forth but a modest advance sale. In
fact, on the first nioht, while the house seemed well-filled, it is said that
a larger-than-usual proportion of the audience were invited guests of
the management. (Nevertheless. the Guild reported final net proceeds
of $5.071.38 -- a gratifying sum. though smaller than that yielded by
most of their benefits.)

But then. the magic of Berg's warm, compassionate settino of the
stark and sordid tale began to work. One could already see the proc-
ess beginning to take effect during the first performance. The first.
episodic act, in which the personalities who are to have a decisive effect
on Wozzeck's life and death are introduced to us in a series of "char-
acter-pieces." still caused puzzlement. The buzz of conversation was
heard durino the symphonic interludes (not immediately grasped as
bein o an integral part of the whole structure) as listeners were prodded
into agitation by a style and subject-matter to which they were un-
accustomed. Gradually, however, as the new vocabulary became more
familiar andas the drama grew in intensity (rising, as _rtur Schnabel
once put it. 'from the bourgeois to the transcendental"), the audience
was first gripped, then overwhelmed. During the heart-tearing final
scenes there was a silence such as is rarely experienced in so large a
gathering. The following ovation was all the more thunderous as hear-
ers made their emotional response known in no uncertain terms. Many
wandered out of the opera house almost in a daze. leaving behind them
all manner of persona|possessions. (An amusinfl sidelight on the eve-
ning's adventures was furnished b 7 Francis Rooinson, assistant man-
ager, who later reported that the Metropolitan switchboard had, on the
morning following the performance, received the largest number of
calls about lost articles in its historyl) And this fascinating pattern of
audience-reaction was not merely premiere excitement, but was re-
peated at subsequent performances as well.

The Metropolitan management must have awaited the "morning-
after" criticisms with some anxiety, for. while the warm response with-
in the opera house had been excitin o and gratifying, a bad press could
kill the success of future performances. It is pleasing to report that--
as documented elsewhere in this issue--the critics played their part in
the proceedings with the same integrity that all connected with the
performance had displayed. Paul Henry Lang and other staff members
of the New York Herald Tribune must be si_led out for special praise.
Lang's glowing review was featured on the tront page of the Tribune
for March 6. Subsequent issues contained editorials (both on the main
editorial page and on the Sunday music page), miscellaneous news
items, letters to the editor (both pro- and anti-l,Vozzeck), and rather
extensive reviews of cast chanties m the production. All of this
sparked discussion of _VozzecK in many circles where its very
name might otherwise have been unfamiliar. Word-of-mouth played
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its part, too, with the result that the last three performances (which
had been preceded by a nationwide broadcast over the CBS Network
on March 14) took place before sold-out houses. Thus the way was
paved for the much-to-be-desired continuance of Wozzeck in the Met-
ropolitan repertory. As Lan o rightly points out, " 'Wozzeck' should
become one of the prides and showpieces of the Met's repertory; noth-
in9 less is acceptable if w_ consider ourselves a mature musical nation."
At the present moment, a return of Wozzeck in the 1959-60 season is
not planned, but its hoped-for revival in the season following may be
all the more eagerly anticipated.

All that has been said elsewhere of the merits of this production de-
serves confirmation here. The pitiful, futile hero could not have been
better impersonated than by Hermann Uhde, whose musical accuracy
was also impressive. (Problems of intonation, both in normal singin9
and in speech-song, are so 9reat in this work that I have never heard
any performance in which they were perfectly resolved.) Two differ-
ent enactments of the tra0ic role of Marie each had special qualities to
offer. Eleanor Steber presented her as a coarse, blowzy slattern, past
her first youth but still tryin o to han_ on to the illusion of it in her
exag0erated hip-swinoin 0 oestures, tier sinoin 0 was powerful, often
rather rouoh in sound, as befitted such an interpretation. Brenda Lewis
offered a more physically appealin o picture; her voice seemed smaller.
but also more refined in its production. We could imagine her as a
Marie who, under happier circumstances, miflht have led quite a differ-
ent life. Of the character actors, Paul Franke (Captain) and Karl
Doench (Doctor) deserve special mention. Franke gave an unforoet-
table portrayal of the half-hysterical Captain, while Doench was a
"natural" for the role of the "Mad Scientist." (His thick German ac-
cent, throuoh which about one word in ten of the Enolish translation
managed to filter, merely enhanced this impression.) Karl Boehm,
often identified with a restrained, academic approach to the music he
conducts, here showed that he knows how to let himself 0o when the
music demands it. However, this "lettino-0o" never implied any relax-
ation of his control over the proceedin0s on the sta0e and in the pit;
we were aware throuohout of the careful preparation (with an excep-
tionally laroe number of rehearsals by Metropolitan standards) which
had made possible so unified and inte0rated a performance. The stark,
bleak and realistic sets of Caspar Neher, with their predominant pale

rays and faded browns, were wonderfully well suited to the occasion.
uch realism would have been very much to the taste of Berg, who

vioorously rejected the idea of fashionably "abstract" stagin o of the
cruelly real work. To me. the most visually impressive scene was that
shatterin 9 final episode in which the rino-around-the-rosy'playin9,
rag0edy children hear the news of Marie's death and happily dash off
to see her body sprawled by the pond--all except her little boy who
does not 0rasp what has happened and hops aimlessly on his hobby-
horse for a few moments before leavin o the sta0e. But the curtain does
not fall immediately, and we are faced with the vacant staoe. A olar-
ing, bleak light illumines the empty, barren square of the drab little
German provincial town, with its dreary dun-colored houses. Simple
--but almost unbearably painful, just because of its understatement.



And, by the way. the skill and speed with which the scenes were
changed (under the most difficult of circumstances, for the old Met
boasts no revolving stage) calls for particular recognition--and re-
ceived it in the enthusiastic "bravos" of the audience when. unconven-
tionally, the scene-shifters took their bows on opening night along with
the other participants.

The taut organization of this musical drama, in which Berg made
masterly use of forms usually associated with instrumental music in
order to project situation and character with the greatest possible in-
tensity, has been so often described that we need not repeat this formal
analysis. In fact, it would be rather pointless, for, as Berg himself used
to say, in the dramatic sweep of the work the listener is ultimately (or
should be) unaware of all these passacaglias, fugues, suites, sonatas.
and what-have-you: they are rather the composer s concern than the
hearer's. Instead, I should like to emphasize a factor which may be of
more especial interest to readers of this journal: the close stylistic rela-
tionship of Berg to Mahler, which is possibly more clearly audible to
us today than it was to Berg's own contemporaries. Thus the dedica-
tion of Wozzeck to Alma Mahler (who. incidentally, lauded the Met's

production as the greatest she had ever seen and heard) becomes not
merely thanks for generously proffered help but a perceptive tribute to
one who was the living link to Berg's spiritual master. Space .permits
mentioning but a few of the factors which surely owe something to
Mahler's inspiration:

I) Parody. The dissonant Military March of Act I/2, the dis-
torted dance music (heard by Wozzeck as if in a nightmare) of Act
If/4, and the demented Polka of Act Ill/3 definitely belong in this
category. (See the parody Gypsy music of Mahler's First Symphony,
third movement, and the devastating satire_ in the second and third
movements of his Ninth.)

2) Pity. In the few passages where Berg allows himself to com-
ment subjectively upon the fate of his characters (notably the final
great D minor interlude before the closin_ scene) we are seized by the
emotion of overwhelming world-pity, as lvlahler so often expressed it
in dealing with the fates of his symphonic heroes. (This is not mere
self-pity, as it has been frequently misinterpreted. )

3) Special Orchestral Effects. An uninitiated listener to Wozzeck
commented. "Why does Berg need that huge orchestra when, so much

of the time only a relatively few of his instruments are playing aconce." Of course, this is exactly the orchestral technique of lviahler
(especially the later Mahler) who, contrary to popular belief, is not
always overwhelming us with masses of sound, but needs his vast or-
chestral resources in order to be able to select exactl X the sounds which
he requires for a particular moment. Like Mahler. berg is a past mas-
ter of the hair-raising orchestral effect for the special formal or dra-
matic purpose. I shall cite but one example--and what an example:
the great orchestral crescendo on a single note, B. after the death of
Marie. Beginning with a single horn pppp and successivel), introducing
the solo violin, the bass clarinet, the first violin section, tl_e four other
clarinets, the solo viola with three horns, the solo cello, the four oboes,
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the second violins, the four trumpets, the three bassoons with the bass
tuba. the four trombones with the viola section, the cello section, and
the contrabasses--all entering pppp and gradually unfolding their
utmost dynamic capacitiesm this crescendo, subtly balanced on the
printed page, has in the opera house a shattering physical impact un-
like anything else in music. Thus Berg. like every true "follower" of
the Neo-Viennese School (and unlike their pallid imitators), shows
the quality of his "followership" by assimilating that which he has
learned from his masters into something deeply original, personal, real
and human. That is why Wozzeck conquered the Met m and why it
will continue to be heard in every opera house of world standard where
the heritaoe of Western mr/sic is truly respected.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO NEW YORK

PHILHARMONIC

During the past quarter of a century the New York Philharmonic
has included on its programs not only the better known works by the
Bohemian-born master, Gustav Mahler. viz. Symphonies I. II, IVand
Das Lied yon der Erde under the direction of Walter. Klemperer. and
Mitropoulos but less familiar works, Symphonies V and IX under
Waiter's direction, Symphonies Ill. VI. and Vli under Mitropoulos'
direction, and the Eighth under Stokowski's direction. These works
were heard not only by audiences in the concert hall but by unseen
audiences throughout the country over the Columbia Broadcasting
System.

The year 1960 marks the hundredth anniversary of Mahler's birth
and the fiftieth anniversary of his debut as conductor of the Philhar-
monic. In celebration of these milestones in the history of music and in
the annals of the Philharmonic Orchestra, the following Mahler works
were performed by the Philharmonic during the season 1959/60:

Symphonies I, V. IX and X conducted by MIT_OPOUt.OS
Symphonies II. IV. a group of Songs (Tourel. soloist). Kindertoten-

lieder (Souzay. soloist for first performance. Tourel. soloist for
subsequent performances due to Mr. Souzay's illness) conducted
by BERNSTEIN

Das Lied uon der Erde ( Forrester and Lewis, soloists, conducted by
WALTER

Each work was given four times. Saturday night performances were
broadcast over CBS.

In appreciation of its contribution in arousing greater interest in the
music of Gustav Mahler, the Directors of The Bruckner Society of
America awarded to the New York Philharmonic the Mahler Medal,
designed by the distinguished sculptor, the late Julio Kilenyi. for the
exclusive use of the Society. In a brief ceremony held in the Green
Room at Carnegie Hall after the final concert of the Mahler Festival on
April 2't, 1960, at which Das Lied yon tier Erde was performed (Bruno
Walter conducting ). Mr. David M. Keiser, President of the New York
Philharmonic, accepted the Medal on behalf of the Philharmonic from
Mr. Harry Neyer. Vice-President of the Bruckner Society.
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Among Americar_'artistic developments of recent years the rebirth of
interest in the music of Bruckner and Mahler is second to none in signifi-
cance. When The Bruckner Societg o[ America was founded on January
4, 1931, performances of these two composers by our major musical
organizations were not merely rare, but also ineffectual, because American
music-lovers had no adequate approach to the proper appreciation of
the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the Societ9, having

adopted as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void, published the first
biographies of these composers in English and issued a magazine, Caoao
^NO DIscOaD, devoted almost entirely to discussions of their works.

The Societg solicits the cooperation of all who are interested in
furthering this aim. Inquiries concerning membership may be directed to
Robert G. Grey, President, 697 West End Avenue, New York 25, New
York.

All contributions are deductible for income tax purposes.

Copies of CHOaD AND D,SCOaDare available in the principal public and
university libraries In the Llnited States.
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IN MEMORIAM

ROBERTG. GREY

President of the Bruckner Society of America, Inc.

Secretary and Treasurer- 1933-1962

The Bruckner Society of America, Inc., has lost in the passing of
Robert G. Grey its guiding spirit for the past thirty yews- the man
who envisioned the need of an organization to help acquaint the Amer-
ican public with the music of Bruckner and Mahler. Mr. Grey's belief
that the music of these two masters, if heard, would belie the dictums
of the critics in the United States, impelled him to keep the Society
alive and to spend much of his time to seein 9 that CHORDANDDISCORD
got published, to encouraging conductors and orchestral societies to
perform Bruckner and Mahler, and to attending to the countless details
that would insure the success of the Society's aims. What the Society
has accomplished Mr. Grey knew from the beginning was possible and
indeed inevitable. His own great enthusiasm for music he was able
to impart to friends and strangers alike through a remarkable gift as
teacher which he possessed, and his influence in this respect is felt daily
by a countless number of people. In addition to his profound and com-
prehensive knowledge of the works of Bruckner and Mahler, he was
an expert in the field of opera and an accomplished pianist. He did
not confine his interest in music to certain areas or composers but was
a person of broad musical tastes. This willingness to let all music
speak to him was reflected equally in his regard for his fellowmen, to
all of whom he was ever kind and generous. Success was his in the
business world, but for him what meant most was what he succeeded in
doing for Bruckner and Mahler. His life was unselfish service to
others.
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THE FACTS CONCERNING MAHLER'S TENTH SYMPHONY

by D_RYCK Coox_

(Editor's note: On May 6, 1963, the author of this essay received the following
letter from Gustav Mahler's widow:

"Dear Mr. Cooke--Mr. Harold Byrns visited me here in New York. Today [April
28] he read me your excellent articles on [vlaldeds Tenth Symphony and your equally
authoritative score. A[_erwards I expressed my des/re to finally listen to the London
B.B.C. tape. I was so moved by this per[ormance that 1 immediately asked Mr.
Byrns to play the work a second time. I then realized that the time had arrived when
1 must reconsider my previous decision not to permit per[ormances o[ this work. I
have now decided once and [or all to give you [utl permission to go ahead with per-
[ormanees in any part o[ the world. 1 enclose copy o[ my letter o[ even date to
B.B.C. Sincerely yours, Alma Maria Mahler.

Thus the controversial ban which led C_ogo ANO DiscoRD to request the succeed-
ing pages from Messrs. Cooke and Diet.her, and which were submitted earlier in the
year, has been resolved. In view of the coming performances of Mr. Cooke's newly
completed (1963) performing version, the public premiere of which is even now be-
ing scheduled by the B.B.C., and the further critical exchanges which are bound to
follow, we believe that Mr. Cooke's own analysis of the Mahler sketch will be of
enhanced interest to our readers, along with its preliminary background material and
press comments.)

Foreword by JAcI<DI_TrI_.R:

On December 19, 1960, the British Broadcasting Corporation trans-
mitted a 100-minute "program about Mahler's Tenth Symphony," in
which all but about six or eight minutes of its five sketched movements
were performed by the Philharmonia Orchestra under Berthold Gold-
schmidt, in a realisation of the manuscript sketch made by the young
British composer and musicologist Deryck Cooke. Durin_l the actual
performance, which lasted about 65 minutes, Mr. Cooke stood by and
indicated how many bars were being omitted at each of five points in
the two Scherzi (movements 2 and 4), and also announced the complete
first, third and fifth movements. The performance itself was preceded
by a 35-minute illustrated talk by Mr. Cooke on the problems of his
realisation. The first and third movements (Adagio and Purgatorio) of
the Tenth are, of course, already widely known in an anonymous reali-
sation, both in score (Associated Music Publishers ) and in public per-
formance and recording. The B.B.C. broadcast was the only public,
professional five-movement performance of the symphony of which the
BRUCKNERSOCmTY OF AMERICA has any record at present. The
broadcast was repeated by transcription on Christmas Eve. A week
or two later, the B.B.C. received a letter from Mine. Alma Mahler-
Werfel stating that her permission for the broadcast had been in error,
and requesting that it be withdrawn. Accordingly the pro_lram, already
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listed by the B.B.C. overseas transcription service as available to radio
stations abroad, was immediately withdrawn from circulation, and has
not been heard in the United States except by individuals with tapinfls
of the original broadcast. Mrs. Mahler, who of course did not hear it

herself, has further stated that she can no longer allow "further changes
to this unfinished work."

.Because of the widespread interest evoked by these events, Mr. Cooke
was asked to submit an article about the Tenth Symphony to CHORD
AND DISCORD. He decided to wr/te not about his own realisation, but to
write a musical analysis of the unfinished manuscript itself, as it stands
in Mahler's own hand (as much of it, that is, as has been published in
the facsimile edition, Paul Zsolnay Werlafl, 1924, which was the only
direct source_material for his task), so that readers might judge for
themselves as to its artistic coherency, And since permission to quote
musical examples from the manuscript might not be forthcoming in the
United States, he has endeavored to make his analysis wholly without
quotation. I for one believe that he has done a brilliant job. Further,
since I have been active for about twenty years in promoting the realisa-
tion of this work, believing it to be potentially Mahler's greatest, and
indispensable to a full understanding of the composer, I was asked to
write this foreword to Mr. Cooke's analysis, in order to sketch in the
background to the current situation vis _ vis the Tenth Symphony.

As Mr. Cooke states, the first advocate of realising the Tenth in toto,
after the posthumous publication of the manuscript, was the great
Mahler biographer Richard Specht, who discussed the sketches with
Mrs. Mahler in a spirit of lively interest. He was a fiery advocate, who
later wrote and spoke of the "false piety" of those who revered the letter
of Mahler's unrealised work, while allowing the spirit to lie silent and
unrecognized. He reports that Mrs. Mahler was undecided, and that
both of them consulted with leading musicians over how much of the
symphony might be performable in a practical edition. Finally Ernst
Krenek, then 2"i years old and living in Vienna, agreed to prepare for
performance the first and third movements only. His score of these two
movements, after being checked for errors by Alban Berg and Franz
Schalk, was submitted to and hand-copied by Universal Edition, then
performed in Vienna under Schalk, and a few months later in Prague
under Alexander Zeml/nsky. The movements were never published at
that time, and by the time they were finally committed to print more
than 25 years later, many things had happened to the Universal copy
scores for which Mr. Krenek takes no responsibility.

A few years ago, seeking to refresh his memory by re-examining his
own original score, Krenek visited Universal in Vienna for that pur-
pose. He learned that all the original material pertaining to the Adagio
and Purgatorio had been turned over to A,M,P. in New York, the
present copyright owners. Mr. Krenek and I subsequently visited the
A.M.P. archives together and examined them at length. They con-
sisted chiefly of three copy scores, none of them in Krenek's hand. His
own score was not to be found. In each of the copy scores in turn, three
different handwritings in ink could be discerned. The notes and mark,
ings in the first handwriting, obviously that of a professional copyist,
Mr. Krenek believes to correspond more or less to his own original
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scoring, in the Adagio at least. To these are added further instrumen-
tation and markings in great number in both of the other two hand-
writings. Some of the additions are written in indelible pencil and
traced over in purple ink, and on one copy is found the following in-
scription (in German), in the same indelible pencil: "Score arranged
by A. Zemlinsky. All of these additions have found their way into the
published A.M.P. score, without acknowledgment. There are also vari_
ous other conductors' markings in red and blue pencil, none of which
have been incorporated. Nothing more is known. However, I have been
in correspondence with a musician, the former violinist E. P. Stekel,
now director of a conservatory in Grenoble, who played first violin in
both the Vienna and Prague premieres, and was a friend and pupil of
Franz Schalk. Mr, Stekel advises me that Schalk definitely made addi_
tions to the score for the Vienna performance, and that in view of my
report he feels certain that the two sets of additional markings and
instrumentation, as published, were the work of Schalk and Zemlinsky
respectively.

In addition to the fact that the substantial augmentation of Mahler's
manuscript is not acknowledged in the A.M.P. score, there is another
circumstance adding to the confusion: a footnote in the score reading
"Marks in parenthesis are not Mahler's." These parenthesized mark-
ings, relatively few and unimportant, are the contribution of A.M.P.'s
own editor, Otto Jokl, who compared one of the copy scores. (he de-
clares that he never knew there were two others) witi_ Mahler s manu-
script, nevertheless retaining all the additions in ink. He did not differ-
entiate these from Mahler's own marks and notes, but parenthesized
his own slight additions and restorations. The logical implication of the
unfortunate footnote is, of course, that all marks not in parenthesis are
Mahler's, which is far from true. An equally unfortunate obscurantism

is the universal custom of referring to this music (after the A.M.P.
score itself) simply as Symphony No. 10 by Mahler, rather than two
touched-up movements therefrom. I stress all this because the same
people who object to the idea of a realisation of the whole symphony,
offered with full acknowledgment of the source and extent of the reali_
sation, frequently raise no objection to such an inaccurate presentation
of the two-movement extract as "Mahler's Tenth," simply because it is
a fait accompli, or because it is "traditional" and accepted. Truly, as
Mahler observed, "Tradition is slovenly." And I might add that Deryck
Cooke further intends to publish, in tl_e near future, a list of the many
disparities which he finds in the A.M.P. score even with Mahler's
sketch--actual errors, quite apart from the anonymous additions, which
editor Jokl evidently did not perceive in checking his copy score against
the facsimile prior to publication.

Prior readers of CHORD AND DIscom_ will remember the article on
the Tenth by the late Frederick Block, published in the December, 1941

issue, as well as an extensive article by Klaus George Roy in the 1958
issue, entitled The Creatiue Process and Mahter s Tenth Symphony.
The former was my own introduction to an awareness of the Tenth as
an entity. Mr. Block had prepared a four-hand piano edition of the
three unperformed movements. I did not see Mr. Block's likewise un-
published and unperformed score until after the war. But after reading
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his article I looked up the Mahler facsimile, and the following year, full
of youthful war optimism, dispatched a letter from my Canadian Air
Force post to Dmitri Shostakovich, urging him to realise the symphony
in orchestral form. I received a warm but regretful reply, and I con,
tinued to discuss the matter with other musicians and composers. In
1948 one of these with whom I corresponded, my British colleague Joe
Wheeler, gradually undertook to realise the whole work orchestral!y,
substantially completing it by 195'_. Then living in the Los Angeles
area, I showed the score to Mrs. Mahler, who expressed her gratiflca-
t/on and offered practical suggestions for propagating it. About 1949
she had also talked to Arnold Sch6nberg, in my presence, about real-
/sing the work. Mr. Wheeler has had his score performed by student
musicians in England, partly under his own direction. I have since seen
another full realisation by the American Clinton Carpenter, part of still
another by the German Hans Wollschl_ger, and have heard reports of
other realisations in Italy and Argentina. There are probably more,
since the more that is known about Mahler the more interest is aroused

by the existence of this mature, rough-hewn masterpiece.
The genesis o[ Deryck Cooke s contribution, though unique in cir-

cumstance, seems to typify the way the symphony seizes and grips the
imagination of all who come to it with an open mind. The B.B.C. had
requested a centenary brochure to accompany its comprehensive
Mahler cycle of 1960; and the conscientious Mr, Cooke, author of The
Language of,Music (Oxford Paperback), felt he had come up against
an a "blankwall,'whenhecametowritinganaccountof
Mahler s final work, and that he could not complete the brochure to his
satisfaction until he had made a thorough study of the manuscript. This
he did by copying out the whole score in his own hand, to clarify the
structure in his mind. Out of this came the su0gestion that the B.B.C.
complete its Mahler cycle with an illustrated lecture on the Tenth by
himselfaan idea which gradually evolved from that of a lecture into a
near-performance on workshop principles, as more and more of the
texture demanded to be filled in once he had started on it. The interest-
ing thing is that Cooke knew nothing of the other existing realisations
at the time, or for many months thereafter, nor did I know of the B.B.C.
project until after its completion. The gaps in Cooke's realisation in
two of the five movements resulted, he now declares, from an unwilling-
hess to go the whole way and admit to himself that this was no longer a
musicological experiment, but an act of re-creation with demands of its
own. So much so, in fact, that subsequent to the broadcast he did go
ahead and fill in those final _laps, even though he knew that Mrs.
Mahler's ban prevented any further performance on the air or in con-
cert. As a real musician he had no choice but to do so---not for any con-
ceivable audience, but simply for himself.

I am certain that the present unresolved situation regarding the Tenth
will resolve itself naturally in time. Contradictions will be sifted and
weighed. Though Mrs. Mahler's present change of mind over the
question of realisation is inexplicable to me in view of our many past
conversations, I would not wish to question anything so personal. It
may well be that the wisest thing Mrs. Mahler ever did was to present
the Tenth to the world through the photosraphic facsimile of Mahler s
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own hand, thus quite eliminating, in the final analysis, any ultimate
confusion over what is Mahler s and what is not when the music is
placed in the public domain. And this wise act was surely done in the
full knowledge that such an original source-material would soon enough
be necessary. Now, with the growing acceptance of the Adagio and
Purgatorio, the cat is half out of the bag; it can't very well be put back
in, or left in that position forever. The situation is inherently unstable.
The Internationale Mahler-Gesellschaft in Vienna has announced its
intention of putting the precise manuscript into clear music type (with
alternatives for conjectural notes and markings, it is to be hoped), and
this will inspire an even wider circle of enthusiasts. The time may come
when the pioneer B.B.C. "workshop" broadcast of 1960 will be consid-
ered only a first glimmering of the comprehensive Tenth--but let us
look at what has already been said by professional critics on the scene[
For in total darkness, even a glimmering may come as a blinding reve-
lation.

In the B.B.C. broadcast, the most profound effect was made by the
great final movement in which the whole musico-dramatic scheme is
rounded out, despite the fact that there is not a bar of full score in
Mahler's manuscript for the fourth or fifth movements. (The main
sketch consists of the following: four-staved "short score nmove-
ments 1, 3, 4 and 5; full score--movements 1, 2, and 28 bars of 3.) It
was the fact that, of the three movements publicly revealed for the first
time, the two Scherzi, with considerable gaps left in them, were largely
ignored by the commentators in favor of the complete finale, which
finally persuaded Cooke that a continuous performance of the sym-
phony from first bar to last--however much a particular bar had to be
harmonically, contrapuntally, or instrumentally realised was the only
legitimate way to present the Tenth to the public as a Mahler concep-
tion. The listener must "see" it as a whole, like a piece of sculpture,
but with a full understanding of what in the detail is Mahler's and what
had to be added only for the sake of comprehensibiliW. Of the estab_

lished presentation of the Adagio and P,u,rgatorio as "Mahler's Tenth
Symphony, Cooke has sa!d elsewhere: Imagine trying to understand
the significance of Mahter s Fifth Symphony, for example, if one only
knew the opening funeral march in C sharp minor and the Adagietto in
F. No, it was obvious that the Tenth Symphony could only communi-
cate its true meaning if experienced as a whole. It is the purpose of the
ensuing analysis to indicate precisely to what extent it is already a
whole in the manuscript.

I might add that in the summer of 1962 1 participated in a 50-minute
panel discussion of the Tenth Symphony on radio station WBAI in
New York. It was presented, in lieu of the forbidden B.B.C. transcrip-
tion, as the culmination of WBAI s own complete recorded Mahler
cycle. The other panelists were Fritz Mahler and Felix Greissle, and it
developed more or less into a three-way debate, with Mr. Mahler rough-
ly in the center. The WBAI producer of the whole cycle, Jerry Bruck,
moderated the discussion, and asked the listeners for their opinions. Of
the many letters received, only one was not wholeheartedly in favor of
realisation in toto, and that one was undecided. Finally, before quoting
from the press notices of the original B.B.C. broadcast below, I should
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like to quote from a letter by John Gutman, Assistant Manager of tl_e
Metropolitan Opera, as published in the New York Times on Septem-
ber 23, 1962. While in London that summer, Mr. Gutman had heard a
tape of the broadcast, which he described as "a fascinating experience."
Referring to Alan Pdch's column of August 26, in which Mr. Rich men-
tioned the Tenth controversy among other Mahler matters, Mr. Gutman
said: ".. The score as now established by Mr. Cooke is surely worth
a hear/ng, _md I, therefore, very much regret that Mrs. Mahler so far
has not permitted the playing of this tape in this country. I know that
the ever-increasing admirers of the symphonic works of Gustav Mahler
in this country would be enormously interested if this tape could be pre-
sented on one of our more culturally inclined stations, and I think that
to deprive them of this opportunity would be a grave and rather unjusti-
fiable mistake. For my part, I think the other versions I have studied
are no less worthy of a hearing.

Extracts from the Press Comments

Donald Mitchell, London Daily Telegraph, Dec. 20, 1960:
One of the most eagerly awaited events of the Mahler centenary has

been the pr,emi'_re of the Tenth Symphony promised by the B.B.C.
Deryck Cooke s immensely skilful realisations of some of Mahlers
sketches were heard on the Third Programme last night in a perform-
ance by the Philharmonia Orchestra under Berthold Goldschmidt.
When Mahler died in 1911 he left his last work unfinished. Until last
night only two movements, the opening Adagio and pivotal third move-
ment, the brief Purgatorio, had existed in a practical performing edition
of by no means unchallengeable authenticity.

What Mr. Cooke has done--a feat which puts us all in his debtmis
to reconstruct su_cient music from the symphony's two Scherzos to give
one a clear idea of their character, and to realise the finale in its en-
tirety. He has also tidied up the texts of the two movements already
published. His devoted labours, of which Mr. Goldschmidt and the
orchestra were enthusiastic and convincing exponents, meant that for
the first time the shape and substance of the whole work was made
clear.

The great Adagio and first Scherzo, a Laendler-like movement of
notable rhythmic irregularity, form the first part of the symphony. Part
II opens with the Purgatorio, continues with the second Scherzo, which
dearly recalls the Trinklied of Das Lied, and concludes with an exten-
sive finale in which the massive dissonance from the Adagio returnsma
master-stroke which it was quite extraordinarily thrilling to experience
in its context. Mr. Cooke's brilliant detective work leaves us in little
doubt that Mahler's premature death deprived us of yet another of this
remarkable composer's searching explorations of a new world of sound
and feeling.

One can be sure of that, while still wondering, with no little sense of
loss, what Mahler's final version of the symphony would have been like.
I cannot believe, for example, that much of the work would not have
been richer in contrapuntal textures than Mr. Cooke s realisations sug-
gest. This was a tantalizing, because so substantial, glimpse of the last
thoughts of a great composer.
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Colin Mason, Manchester Guardian, Dec. 21, 1960:
. . . Mr. Cooke stressed the point that Mahler's sketch was only a

first draft, but the form of the work would almost certainly have re-
mained much as it was heremexpansive but strong, with one of those
characteristic flashbacks in the last movement by means of which
Mahler succeeds as if by magic in holding his vast forms together.
There is splendid and often beautiful material in all five movements,
and the end of the fourth movement and the introduction to the fifth
(if Mr. Cooke's orchestral realisation can be believed) are among
Mahler's finest and most amazing inventions. We can well imagine
what excitement there might have been in the missing working-out sec-
tions of the two Scherzos. But if we have not gained a new symphony
for the repertoire, we have cause to be grateful for this fascinating oral
glimpse of a might-have-been, which all devout Mahlerians, if they are
wise, will have preserved on their tape recorders.

William Mann, London Times, Dec. 20, 1960:

. . o Listeners heard not a complete symphony, nor a presumptuous
completion of Mahler's intentions. This must be emphasized. Some-
times the conjectural, basic solution was audibly too primitive; the sim-
ple Johann Strauss accompaniment to the waltz-trio of the fourth move-
ment, for example. Mr. Cooke played an open hand, bidding the orches-
tra play exactly what Mahler wrote, and the more spare the texture, the
more Mahlerian the music sounded. He has piously left gaps that he is
unwilling to fill in (though the manuscript may look no less communi-
cative in these passages), but he has made it possible for us all to hear
the resolution of Mahler's symphonic soul-searching.

The Tenth Symphony begins with the questing, anguished Adagio
that is often played; but the succeeding movements work out a cure for
Mahler's spiritual ailment, the condition of human existence, until in the
finale he finds not the optimistic and hollow acceptance of the Fifth and
Seventh symphonies, nor the vaguely passive resignation in regret of the
Ninth Symphony or The Song o[ the Earth, but a strong, self-won vic_
tory over transitory pain. The movement is hardly begun before the
flute exhales a melody whose appeal is tougher and more self-reliant
than anything of Mahler in similar vein_ this melody grows until the
coda (how much more it would have grown if Mahler had tended it to
its final blossoming ), when the music sinks into a profound sleep only to
be snapped by the soaring of what is surely the soul to heights of purest
bliss. By giving this supremely moving movement, alone, to the world,
Mr. Cooke and the B.B.C. have surely made as great a contribution as
any to Mahler's centenary. LInflnished it must be accounted, but it de-
serves to be played so, again and again.

Ernest Bradbury, Yorkshire Post, Dec. 20, 1960:

• . . Mr. Cooke had in no sense "completed" the symphony, and had
not in fact composed any of the music. Rather, using Mahler's many
clues concerning the orchestration, had he brought into orchestral sound
what was in the composer s mind, adding at most a few conjectural
notes, chords and harmonies. The sketches were appallingly difficult to
decipher--very rough notes, bearing evidence of great haste, and coy-
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e,red with anguished comments. In the margin o{ the fourth movement
he had written "The devil !s dancing this with me; madness take me and
destroy me." Elsewhere, 'O God, why hast thou forsaken me?", and
again, "Thy will be done."

Last night's performance was a thrilling experience. The two great
movements are the first (fully composed and almost fully scored by
Mahler) and the last (almost fully composed, with the score realised
conjecturally from four-stave notation). These contain some gorgeous
--and some quite new--Mahlerian sounds. In between are the short
movement headed Purgatorio, lasting only four minutes, which is
flanked by two Scherzos (the second of these, movement 4, was not so
named by Mahler) from which extracts were given. The largest gap
was in Scherzo I, a matter of 160 bars between the second and third
extracts.

Historically the realisation is of extreme importance, for, as Mr.
Cooke has said, we have wronged Mahler hitherto by "regarding the
heartbroken finale of the Ninth as his final comment on life,' The beaux

_ful ending of the Tenth Symphony is, rather, resigned and at peace,
"a benediction, not a valediction : and one can only agree with Mr.
Cooke, while also congratulating him on a stupendous achievement, that

the Tenth Symphony,, far from being a pathetic, fragmentary product
of failing powers, is the near-realisation of a final, spiritually victorious
masterpiece."

Dr. Egon Wellesz, Austrian Musical News (Oesterreichische
Musikzeitschri[t), April, 1961 (trans. by ]. D.):

• . . We knew Cooke as the author of an unusual book, The Lan-

age o[ Music, and knew of his admiration for Mahler; but we did not
ow he had made so thorough a study of Mahler that he could under-

take such a huge task. It was a hazardous undertaking, but it suc-
ceeded, and the performance under conductor Berthold Goldschmidt,
whose advice Cooke had sought out, was a moving experience. It
proved how justified was the trouble Deryck Cooke had taken to bring
all five movements of the symphony to a hearing, and how right the
music directors of the B.B.C. were to bring the work to a totality from
the sketches. It seems idle to me to raise the question whether such a
reconstruction is artistically justified. The facsimile edition has pro-
vided the means o{ realising the sketches of the Tenth Symphony, and
now the actual performance of this last work of Gustav Mahler has, at
the very least, acquainted us with a creation of unexpected greatness.

Desmond Shawe, Taglor, London Sundag Times, December 25, 1960:
Our public celebrations of the Gustav Mahler centenary may not have

competed in brilliance with the cycle mounted by the New York Phil-
harmonic, who could call on the services of such eminent Mahlerians as
Bruno Walter, Leonard Bernstein and the late Dimitri Mitropoulos.
On the other hand. the B.B.C. has risen nobly to the occasion, pertorm_
ing in the course of 1960 every published composition by the Austrian
master, and, crowning this achievement last Monday by a lar_te-scale
"realisation of the work that he did not live to complete: the hitherto

mysterious and widely misunderstood Tenth Symphony ....
This symphony has so far existed in two forms: a facsimile portfolio
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of sketches (192z_) and an anonymously edited printing ( 1951 ) of two of
the five movements. Thanks to the kindness of a colleague, I was able
to follow both rehearsal and performance from the facsimile manuscript,
and could thus form some conception both of the inherent difficulty of
the task and of the amazing fidelity and sure-footedness with which it
has been carried through. The whole thing sounded like Mahler, and
at least one movement the extended finale, which is as long as the
opening Adagio--proved to be Mahler of the finest quality, reaching a
serenity and transfiguration of spirit such as the tortured composer had
not previously attained.

I am inclined to think that this last movement, even though scored
and put in order by another hand, may come to rank among the very
greatest things that Mahler has left us. The long, consolatory flute
melody near the beginning, the fever and fret of the central section, the
startling recurrence of the climactic dissonance from the Adagio, and
the transcendent conclusion--all these are welded into a substantial and
entirely convincing whole.

How, it may be asked, could anything so shapely and so firm emerge
from a composer's early draft? The answer may be that Mahler's
sketches are very unlike those of Beethoven. Those who know them
best tell us that, although he would tinker for ever at the orchestration,
he tended to fix the formal outline of a work once and for all at quite an
early stage.

Whether or not that is generally true, it is hard to believe that the
composer would have made many structural changes in this deeply
moving finale, even though he would doubtless have enriched its texture
and added to its contrapuntal interest. We owe much to the B.BC. and

: to Mr. Cooke for putting us in the way of so enthralling an experience:
an experience that cannot too soon be repeated.

Dergck Cooke's analysis:

In view of various misleading statements which have been made con_
cerning Mahler's Tenth Symphony, and the confusion that has arisen
from them, it may be of value to set forth clearly the facts of the matter,

It was Mahler's custom to sketch a symphony one summer and elabo-
rate it in full score the next; he sketched the Tenth in the summer of

1910, but since he died in May the following year, the work was never
completed. Thus the Tenth Symphony--in the sense of Mahler s final
definitive score, which would have no doubt been ready for publication
by 1912--is forever lost to us; all we possess is the sketch.

This much is known to all lovers of Mahler's music, and there are
those for whom that is all there is to be said. They maintain that, since
Mahler did not live to complete the symphony, it does not exist as a
work of art in any sense; they regard the sketch as a tragic might-have-
been and a mere musicological curiosity, and they wish it to remain so.
Some make an exception in the case of the opening Adagio movement,
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believing that it was brought near enough to completion to be per_
formed, with a very minimum of editing, as a genuine piece of Mahler;
but any attempt to make a performing version of the whole sketch, they
tell us, is at best a misguided folly, at worst a sacrilege.

This view must command respect, in so far as it is based on the cru_
cial and indisputable fact that exactly what Mahler's final score of the
work would have been like is beyond all conjecture. But unfortunately
some of those who hold it have supported it by denying or obscuring
other crucial and indisputable facts, which offer a sound basis for the
opposite viewpoint--the viewpoint of those who advocate making a
performing version of the sketch. It is these facts that I wish to estab_
lish here.

( 1 ) Mahler did not, as is still too widely stated, express any final
wish that the manuscript should be destroyed. The statement that he
did so was made by Richard Specht in his ofllcial biography of the com_
poser (1913): but in 1924, Mrs. Mahler allowed the manuscript to be
published in facsimile, and the first and third of its five movements to be

performed in edited form; and the following year, Specht, in the 17th
edition of his book, wrote an appendix, with Mrs. Mahler s sanction, in
which he categorically withdxew his statement, and firmly advocated
the completion of the work by someone conversant with Mahler's
method and style.

(2) Schoenberg's remarks about the "unknowable" Tenth Sym_
phony, reprinted in his book Style and Idea, cannot be invoked as argu_
ments against making a performing version of the sketch, since they
were not based on an intimate knowledge of the manuscript. Indeed,
Schoenberg can never at any time have made an intensive study of the
manuscript or, being the man of integrity that he was, he would have
retracted the remarks about it in Style and Idea, since they are utterly
misleading in the impression they give of an inscrutable enigma.

(3) The manuscript is in no sense an inscrutable enigma. It can
only be regarded as such by those who have not made themselves abso_
lutely familiar with it in every detail by copying it out for themselves.
Despite the apparently chaotic calligraphy, its supposed indecipherabil_
ity has been vastly exaggerated. It is true that, in the case of occa_
signal isolated notes, which are either illegible or manifest slips by
Mahler in his notation, one is forced back on a conjectural reading; but
in the case of something like 95 per cent of the manuscript, there can be
no argument as to what Mahler set down, and indeed most of it can be
written out by a flood copyist, familiar with Mahler's calligraphy, who
is prepared to make the necessary effort of concentration.

(4) All suggestions that the manuscript is fragmentary are quite
false. The word "sketches," so often used to describe it, is only justifl_
able in that there is a separate sketch for each of the five movements
(two of the opening Adagio--short score and full score), and some
isolated alternative sketch_pages of odd passages and sections. But
the word is utterly misleading when it is used to convey an impression
of separate fragments, the assembling and ordering of which is a matter
of conjecture. Each of the five main folders contains a comprehensive
sketch of a movement, with the pages clearly numbered. The order of
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these movements is clear from Mahler's final blue-pencil marking on
each folder--I, II, III, IV, and V; and this order is in any case self-
evident from the internal tonal and structural progression of the whole.

(5) Even in the case of each separate movement, any use of the
word "sketch" to imply something improvisatory and inchoate is mis-
leading. Each sketch is a full-length, bar-by-bar laying down of an
entirely intelligible and significant form, in which there are no lacunae,
except perhaps one tiny one near the end of the fourth movement. As
Richard Specht said in the appendix to the 17th edition of his biogra-
phy, Mahler himself described the manuscript as a work already fully-
prepared in the sketch; and indeed it is a comprehensive full-length
sketch (1949 bars) of a five-movement symphony in F sharp, with
every main idea fully-formed in melody and entirely intelligible in har-
mony, and with bar-by-bar thematic continuity from beginning to end.
The sketch makes perfect sense as a continuous symphonic structure; so
accuracy demands that we should describe the manuscript, not as
"sketches for the Tenth Symphony" but--with Mahler--as "the sketch
o[ the Tenth Symphony."

(6) The Tenth Symphony does actually exist, then, as a musical
work, in the basic sense of a significant and integrated structure. That
Mahler would have modified this structure in detail is certain; but that
he would have recast it wholesale cannot be imagined. Whatever may
be lacking in textural detailbespecially in the second movement the
sketch as it stands can be analysed as a symphony quite as meaning-
fully as any of Mahler's completed works; and analysis reveals a form
as rich and complex and closely integrated as any Mahler conceived.
The brochure which Richard Specht wrote as a companion to the publi-
cation of the facsimile in 1924 offers a broad descriptive analysis which,
apart from numerous misreadings, due no doubt to insufficiently pro-

: longed study of the manuscript, provides as comprehensive an account
of the work as could be made of a complete symphony. I would also
refer the reader to my own summary thematic analysis (in music-type)
in The Musical Times of June, 1961, which indicates the main strands
of the phenomenally intricate web of thematic cross-references and

cyclic development from movement to movement; again the analys!s
gives the impression of dealing with a completed work. Neither Specht s
nor my own analysis would have been possible if the Tenth were not
complete in its whole essential thematic-harmonic-formal structure.

(7) This structure presents an emotional and psychological state-
ment as intelligible as those of Mahler's other symphonies. The mes-
sage" of the symphony is clear, and is of the utmost significance in that
this was Mahler's last work--complementing Das Lied yon der Erde
and the Ninth Symphony as the final panel of his great posthumous
last-period trilogy, and throwing crucial light on everything that went
before. The final resolution of Mahler s lifelong spiritual conflict is not
to be found in the Ninth Symphony, but in the quite different Tenth.
The following description may give an idea of the work's crucial impor-
tance to our full understanding of Mahler as man and artist: it should
be studied in conjunction with the facsimile.

SYMPHONY No. I0 IN F SHARP lk/IATOR

I. ADAGIO. Full score, 275 bars, almost all 4/4. F sharp major-
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minor_major. Like the openin0 Andante comodo of the Ninth Sym_
phony, but less desperately, this movement presents a sombre introspec-
t/ve conflict between two opposed ideas. These are: ( 1 ) the introduc-
tory Andante motto-theme for unaccompanied unison violas (bars 1_15 )
--a disconsolate, homeless, searching melody, of shifting tonality, mow
Lug from B minor to D minor (the latter notated enharmonically); and
(2) the main Adagio theme in F sharp major (bars 16_19)--a passion_
ate, large-spanned violin melody over rich harmonies for lower strin0s
and trombones, which forges onwards yearningly, repeated in inverted
and normal forms, through acute tonal disruptions. At bar 31, after a
threefold statement of the Adagio theme, the Andante theme returns,
transformed into a melancholy fsharp minor violin melody with sparse
string texture, generating more anxious material (bar 34) and taking in
a quicker, troubled version of the Adagio theme itself (bar 36); but at
bar 38 it returns in its original unaccompanied viola motto-theme form,
even more unsettled in tonality, to lead back to a resumption of the
Adagio theme.

This is the whole main pattern of the movement: the Adagio keeps
launching off in 17 sharp major, confidently, only to 0ive way to the
melancholy 17 sharp minor melody; and the ori0inal motto-theme keeps
coming back like a dark unanswered question. In spite of the glorious
17 sharp major outburst of the Adagio theme (from bar 58), and the
ascendancy of the anxious elements, first in B flat minor (from bar 91 )
and then in A minor and other keys (from bar 112), no resolution is
reached. But eventually the latent tension of the movement suddenly
erupts in a dramatic and unexpected outburst--a 0rear or0an-like se-
quence of chords in A flat minor for brass, with sweeping arpeg0iando
for strings and harp (bars 19"t_99), followed by a sustained fortissimo
nine-note dissonance for full orchestra, with a high trumpet A piercing
through it (bars 203-08). As in the opening movement of the Ninth
Symphony, but in a different way, the climax brings dissolution: at bar
213, the music moves into 17 sharp major, not to resume the Adagio
theme, but for an extended coda. woven of regretful reminiscences of it
and its former opponent, which mingle together in bitter-sweet resig,
nation.

This first movement, it should be noted, initiates the motto-rhythm of
the symphony _fJ. , which is present in both of its main themes, and
permeates the movement.

II. SCHERZO, Allegro. Full score, 523 bars,* with various time-
signatures, 17 sharp minor_major. This big Scherzo movement comple-
ments the big opening Adagio, being in the same key, proportionate in
weight, and contradictory in mood. It consists of a main scherzo-section

*The numbering may vary, to a few bars, according as one interprets the sketch.
Notes for guidance: (1) I count bar 44 (which is 't/2) as two bars of 2/2--bars 44
and 45. (2) Note the extra insert-bar after bar 53. (3) I take bar 163 as nullified
by the singleAine correction above the violins in the next bar, and divide this cor-
rected line into three bars of 3/4mbars 163, 164, 165. (4) Bar 271 is only one bar:
Mahter has deleted the line indicating an extra bar. (5) The bar after bar 307--the
last on the page--is deleted; bar 308 is the first on the next page. (6) Note bar 434,
crushed in between bars 433 and 435.
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with two trio-sections, the material of all three sections gradually ming-
ling together in free development.

A. Main Scherzo section, F sharp minor (bars 1-59)---fierce bus-
fling music, mainly for strings and brass, with a nervous tautness due
to constantly changing time-signatures, but full of a bold extrovert
strength of spirit. Its brief C sharp minor introduction for horns and
oboes (bars 1-4) presents the symphony's motto-rhythm _]J which
will permeate the movement; the main theme (from bar 4) makes much
use of a falling octave, which will also play a large part in the fourth
movement (a second scherzo). Statement (bars 1-22) and more for-
cible restatement (23-42) are followed by a brief extension (from bar
43) rising to a crashing climax (bar 55) which dies down swiftly. In
bars 60-75, a brief transition dispels this mood with lighter treatment of
the same material, switching through B flat, E and G, to F.

B. First Trio, F major (bars 76-130). At the same tempo, still with
changing time-signatures, the original fierce material is transformed
into gay pastoral music in F major, featuring oboe, woodwind and
horns, which is still permeated with the motto-rhythm. After the state-
ment (76-96) and modified restatement (97-110 ), there is a brief string
version in A (111_116), before thetast woodwind statement in F ( 117-
130).

A. Varied restatement and development of Scherzo material, F
sharp minor (bars 131-165 ). Restatement of the fierce Scherzo material
(131-141) is interrupted by more genial development in A flat and D
(142,151), but resumes in F sharp minor (from bar 152), reaching a
new unisono climax (bar 158), which subsides swiftly into E flat (163-
I65).

C. Second Trio, E flat major (bars 166-2"/6). The mood changes
completely, as the restlessly changing tlme-signatures and short, dear-
cut motives give way to an easily flowing 3/4--a rolling waltz-rhythm
in the bass, supporting a warmly affectionate lAndler melody for vio-
lins, This melody is first cousin to the main Adagio theme of the open-
ing movement, and appears, like that theme, in normal and inverted
forms. (Although Mahler indicated no change in tempo, he would
doubtless have marked this section wi.'th some such word as "gem_ich-
licher": compare his "Etwas ruhiger' at figure 6 in the Scherzo of the
Fifth Symphony.) The L_ndler melody, mainly for strings (166-186):
gives way to a secondary theme, a slightly melancholy hurdy-gurdy
type of tune for oboe and other woodwind ( 187-202 ): then the l__ndler
melody is restated in E flat and developed (from bar 203), the second-
ary idea breaking in a more grotesque form for a brief restatement in
E flat minor (235-246).

AB. Varied restatement of Scherzo material, F sharp minor, taking
in development of First Trio, in other keys (bars 2zt7-300). The fierce
restatement of the Scherzo material in F sharp minor (247-54) is inter-
rupted by cheerful development of the first Trio, in E fiat and other
keys (255-69), but resumes in F sharp minor (269-79), only to be
interrupted again by the same material, now in D (280-94). At bar
295, the motive of the L_ndler theme of the second Trio enters repeat-
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edly, broadly augmented, with normal and inverted forms in combina-
tion, generating a climax.

C. Varied restatement of Second Trio, D major (bars 301-66).
The L_ndler motive swells out in sonorous augmentation on the horns,
in 3/4, beginning a richly glowing restatement in D major of the Second
Trio, slightly modified and developed. The secondary theme does not
recur in its original melancholy form, but cuts in towards the end, as
before, for a brief restatement in D minor (348-59).

BC. Continuation of development of First Trio, fused with elements
of Second Trio, F major and C major (bars 367-416). With a return
of the changing time-signatures, the cheerful material of the second
Trio is developed by brass and strings in F (367_76), taking in a
quicker version of the I,_ndler motive in C (377-86) and in F again
(387_408). From bar 408, the tonality begins to shift, as the second
Trio's material starts to change back into that of the fierce Scherzo
section, and there is a growth of tension towards a climax (408-16).

AC. Slower, more lyrical episode, developing materials of Scherzo
and second Trio, F sharp major (bars 416-44). For the second time,
the mood changes completely: as in the Rondo,Burleske of the Ninth
Symphony, the vociferous music abruptly gives way to a passage of
deep yearning lyricism in the original key of the symphony. (Again,
Mahler indicated no change of tempo, but he would doubtless have
added some direction; compare the "Etwas gehalten" in the passage of
the Ninth Symphony just mentioned--third movement, after figure 36).
It is at bar 416 that the agitation of the previous section is dispelled and
broken off abruptly, when the trumpet breaks in with a transfigured,
radiant version of one of the spiky Scherzo motives, in F sharp major,
over sustained trombone chords. This is in a calm 4/4; then (bar 424 ),
in a smooth alternation of 4/4 with 3/4, moving more and more towards
a pure 3/4, solo horn and strings muse tenderly on the L_ndler theme,
augmented, making its relationship to the opening movement's main
Adagio theme more apparent than ever, especially since the key is now
the same. This section reaches a passionate climax and breaks off ab-
ruptly at bar 444.

ABC. Bringing together of main elements of Scherzo and both
Trios, various keys, moving back towards F sharp major (bars 445-92 ).
Abruptly, turning to B flat, resuming the original lively tempo (Mahler
would no doubt have marked "Tempo I" here) and _oing back to the
changing time-signatures, the music continues with the gay develop-
ment of the First Trio material, taking in the augmented L_ndler motive
(445_58). It moves back to F sharp major (459-69), away to D major
(470_78), and back to F sharp once more (at bar 479)--F sharp minor
this time. In this key the cheerful second Trio elements change back to
the fierce Scherzo material and work up to a tense climax, while the
augmented L_ndler motive is heard at the same time in a Neapolitan G
major on horns (486-90).

BC. Coda, being an apotheosis of the two trio themes, F sharp
major (bars 493-523). The movement, so robustly confident in essence,
culminates logically in a blaze of vital energy. Minor switches abruptly
to major, and over a dominant pedal, the augmented L_ndler motive
rises excitedly on horns and trumpets (493-503), leading to a trinm-
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phant march-like statement of the first Trio material (504-11). This
rises to a further climax---a brilliant outburst of the second Trio's orig-
inal main oboe theme on trumpets, wind and violins (from 511 ), which
is joined by the horns, whooping out the augmented Lgndler motive
(515-21); and the movement ends with a sudden bang, in the same
jubilantly affirmative mood as the Scherzo of the Fifth Symphony.

The folder of this movement, incidentally, is marked "2. Scherzo-
Finale"; and it seems most likely that Mahler originally intended a
symphony in two movements. Indeed, in view of the close relationship

between the Adagio and Lgndler themes, and the fact that the yearn-
ing of the Adagio theme finds release in the Scherzo s final jubi-
lant transformation of the augmented Lgndler motive, the two move-
ments form a unified whole, like the first and second movements of the
Fifth Symphony. Wherefore it would seem that the ,Adagio and
Scherzo combine to form Part 1 of the Tenth Symphony, and that the
other three movements, abandoning F sharp and only returning to it in
the closing pages of the Finale, form Part 2.

III. PLIRGATORIO, ,Allegretto moderato. Short score, 170 bars of
2/4," with full score of the first 28 bars, B fiat minor. This short move-
ment, a moto perpetuo mainly of great delicacy, is the motivic and emo-
tional source of the two large-scale movements which follow: like Von
der ]ugend in Das Lied uon tier Erde, it follows a simple A-B-A
pattern.

A. Main section, B. fiat minor and major (bars 1-63).
1. Introduction, Allegretto moderato, setting up a sixteenth-note

moto perpetuo (bars 1-6); and troubled B fiat minor theme, Nicht zu
schnell, for violins, looking back to the anxious material of the B fiat
minor section of the opening movement. Statement (6-1"t) and restate-
ment (1'1-22), followed by the two opening phrases of the theme, strik-
ing in like a refrain (22-2zt), as they will do throughout the movement.

2. Hopeful B flat major theme, Etwas fliessend, for oboe (2zt-32),
rounded off with the refrain (32-3zt).

3. Even brighter B fiat major theme, for flute (34-_t0), rounded off
with the refrain (_t0-'tl). Themes 1, 2, and 3, and the refrain, are per-
meated with the motto-rhythm _ I J •

_t. Second B fiat minor theme, much darker than the first, for bas-
soons and basses. The statement (ztl-52) is joined by the refrain (zt8-
50), and the restatement (52-63) is likewise (59-61).

B. Central section, development in D minor and major (bars 6_t-
121 ), introducing a new theme. In contrast with the main section, the
development is violent. After fierce treatment of theme 1 in D minor
(6"t_69) and of 2 in D major (69-81), followed by the refrain (81-83),
the new D minor theme enters--a brooding six-note motive, extended
(83-89). Refrain again (89-91), then the new theme recurs, more in-
tensely (91-95). New development of theme 1 in bars 96-106 leads to a
great tragic outburst of the new theme (106-109), followed by an even

•Bar-ntunbering: (I) note the indication of three inserted bars after bar 76. (2)
l note the indication for expanding bar 99 into two bars--99 and 100. (3) note the

Da Capo at bar 125--repeat bars 6-3'_ as bars 125-53, then return to page 3 (bars
15_-70).
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more tremendous one (112-114). Then the development of theme 1 dies
away in D minor, spectrally ( 115-121 ).

A. Curtailed restatement of main section, B flat minor and major
(bars 122-170). The music switches abruptly from D minor to B fiat
minor, and after a shortened restatement of the introduction (122-25),
Mahler indicates ada capo of themes 1 (125-41) and 2 (143-151),
with their refrains. Then theme 3 is written out in slightly modified
form, sempre diminuendo (153-67). The movement is dying away
radiantly in B fiat major with the hopeful flute theme, when a momen-
tary upheaval provides an eerie conclusion, with the refrain darkly in
the bass (167-70).

It should be noted that theme 1 of this movement is made up of short
agitated motives, of which three are important. There are two three-
note ones, both to the motto-rhythm: B fiat, D fiat, B flat (bars 13-1_),
to be called W; and C, D flat, B fiat (bars 23-2'L short score), to be
called X. The other is a seven _note one (bars 10-11 ), to be called Y.
These, together with the tragic six-note theme of the central section ( to
be called Z), are used pervasively in the last two movements.

IV. MOVEMENT WITHOHT TITLE. Short score, 580 bars of
3/4,* E minor moving to D minor. Although this movement has neither

title nor tempo marking, it is clearly a fierce main Allegro pesante i_the lamenting vein of the Trinklied of Das Lied yon der Erde, conflict
ing with seductive waltz material. Again there is a main scherzo section
and two trios, and the materials of all three sections mingle in free de-
velopment; and all these elements are pervaded with the motto,rhythm
J"J j and the three-note motive X, which formed the refrain of the
Purgatorio and ended that movement.

A. Main Scherzo section, E minor (bars 1-115)--wild tragic music
in Mahler's demonic vein, permeated with the three-note Purgatorio
motive X to the motto-rhythm _nd to another rhythm J. J" J (both
rhythms pervade the whole movement).

A brief introduction (1_5) presents a grim motto of three sustained
chords, descending by octaves, for wind, horns, and trombones respee.-
tively. The first chord is subdominant (an A minor secondary seventh ),
the second dominant (the dominant seventh of B minor); the third
establishes the movement's main tonality with a 6/3 of E minor. This
already adumbrates the tonal conflict of the whole movement between a
tendency to fall despairingly towards the subdominant side (A minor,
and further to D minor), and a struggle to move positively into the

*Bar-numbering: Page I: after bar 14, a bar is deleted. Page II: after bar 106,
I have ignored the possible insert marked by Mahler with a query, as I believe it
indicates a contemplated alteration in the structure. Page III: I take the first two
bars of the upper line, and the four bars of the lower--bars 115-22; the single
up-beat beginning the next page belongs to bar 122. Page IV: bar 144, ringed forpossible deletion by Mahler, is reinstated by the word "'bIeibt,' and remains; after
bar 158, I take the next bar as deleted. Page V: after bar 235, two bars are de-
leted. Page Vh at bar 307, note the extra bar. Page VIII: after bar 379, the
rest of the page is deleted. Page IX: after bar 398, eight bars are deleted. Page
Xa: after bar 506, one bar is deleted; after bar 508, one bar is deleted; then follow
bars 509, 510, 511, 512 (deleted but reinstated with the word "'bleibt"), and 513, the
last bar of page Xa. Page Xb: after bar 515, a bar is deleted.
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dominant, B major--a conflict which is finally lost. Against the first
chord is thrown the falling octave of the second movement, against the
second the Purgatorio motive X, both of which form the basis of the
main theme.

1. Violent, high-soaring main theme, E minor (5-11), developed to
a climax (11_25), and extending by a secondary idea in the subdomi-
nant, A minor (24-41), which brings back the motto-chords with full
force (ztl-45) and a new working up of the main theme, in E major, to
the first big climax (zt5-57).

2. Transitional theme, beginning stormily in E minor (56-64), but
changing to graceful waltz-like material in E major (6_t-72); this leads
to a melancholy waltz-tune of the 'hurdy-gurdy type in G minor in
bars 73-83 (el, the secondary theme of the E flat Lgndler Trio of the
second movement)_ but the stormy theme bursts in again in E minor
with a new continuation (83-98), which works towards a climax.

3. The approach to the climax is a new idea in its own right--a
fiercely lamenting passage which will recur throughout as a refrain
(99-107). This brings the whole continuous non-stop Scherzo section
to a tremendous climax (107-114), into which the motto-chords enter
with overpowering force ( 111_115 ) to herald a new section.

The climax subsides on to a curiously laconic link-passage, based on
the Purgatorio motive X, which will recur: it modulates to C major, the
relative of the subdominant A minor ( 115-22 ).

B. First Trio, C major (bars 123-66)--seductive waltz-music de-
rived from augmented lyrical variants of the Purgatorio motive X.

1. Quiet, sentimental main waltz-tune, C major (123-37), with va-
ried restatement ( 138-zFt).

2. Secondary idea, C major ( l"t5-52)--characteristic waltz-material
of the gay, leaping, syncopated kind.

3. A confident, dashing theme bursts in, C major, and leads back to
E minor (152_66).

A. Varied restatement and development of Scherzo material (in
conjunction with that of the first Trio), basically E minor (166-2_f7).
First the waltz-tune B1 is developed in the stern mood and key of the
Scherzo material, E minor (166-73), the motto-chords striking in pow-
erfully (170-7"_) to initiate this whole new section; and A1 itself is de-
veloped passionately, in E minor (17zt-8"t). Then the waltz-tune B1
returns to be treated lamentingly in the subdominant A minor, touching
shadowily on that keys own subdominant, D minor (18't-201); this
passage, shot through with the Purgatorio motive X, is almost a direct
quotation from the Trinktied of Das Lied yon der Erde (see that move-
ment, bars 69-75 ). It merges into the lamenting refrain A3 in A minor
(202-10), which now takes in the Purgatorio motive X and reaches an
unexpected climax_a broadly joyful one in A minor's relative C major
(210-18), which will also recur. After this, the waltz-tune B1 be-
appears in its original form for a brief hushed reference (219-25), but is
swept away by the return of E minor and ferocious development of the
Scherzo theme AI (226-'t3). This eventually calms down, and the
laconic linking passage returns (243-47), marking the entry to the next
section by modulating to A major.
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B. Varied restatement of the First Trio, A major (bars 248_90).
The waltz-tune B1 is now restated joyfully (248-260); but though the
key is the bright A major, it is still on the subdominant side of E minor.

It is followed by B2, adorned with a new lilting treatment of the Purga-
torio motive X (261-68), which soon works up to the former broadly
joyful climax (269_77). The restatement then picks up B2 again quietly
(278-86), but this soon leads to the laconic link-passage (287-90),
which marks the appearance of a new section, by modulating from A
major to C major (still the subdominant side of E minor). This time,
however, the link-passage is developed briefly into a completely new
idea, a quiet wistful episode in C major, consisting of statement (291_
300) and restatement (301_tl); this whole passage acts as an inde-
pendent interlude prefacing the new main section, which it introduces
by modulating back to A major,

C. Second Trio, A major (bars 311_80). This Second Trio is in fact
based on a version of the dashing theme of the first trio, B3: it is stated
powerfully (311-35), then restated and developed with passionate in-
tensity (336_80). The music is hectically joyful for the most part, and
works up to a great jubilant climax; but the subdominant key of A ma-
jor still holds the field, and the climax runs inevitably into the first A
minor harmony at the three motto chords, which turn the music savage-
ly back to E minor. This initiates the final restatement of Scherzo and
First Trio, in which the two sections are split in two and spliced into
one another, so to speak.

A. Beginning of restatement of Scherzo, E minor (380-410). After
the introductory motto chords (380-84), only the main scherzo theme
A1 is recapitulated, in contracted form (384-99), before the laconic
link-passage breaks in and modulates to B major (399-410).

B. Beginning of restatement of First Trio, B major (411-44). At
last the movement has counteracted its fatal subdominant tendency by
placing the joyful first trio in the bright key of the dominant major.
The main waltz-tune is restated--a slightly modified repetition of its
former A major restatement (411_24, cf. 248-60), followed by the lilt-
ing idea (425_32, el. 261-68), which works up to the broadly joyful
climax (433-44). But this time the climax is shot through with fierce
dissonance, and it subsides into a shadowy and anxious transitional
passage in B minor (445_452), based on the Purgatorio motive X.

A. Conclusion of restatement of Scherzo, B minor (bars 452-87).
The dominant key is still maintained, though it has darkened from ma-
jor to minor. This section is an almost literal repetition, in B minor, of
the original scherzo section from the beginning of the "hurdy-guardy"

t ¢_ "theme of A2 (cf. 73-107): he hurdy-gurdy theme itself (452_63),
the "stormy" theme (463_78), and the "lamenting" refrain (479-87).
This time, however, the lamenting refrain reaches the broadly joyful
climax in its original form, in the relative major, exactly as in the first
restatement of the scherzo (487-95, cf. 202-18). But the relative major
is now inevitably D major, a less bright key than either A major or B
major, and doubly subdominant of E minor.

B. Conclusion of restatement of First Trio, D major (496-506).
The joyful climax initiates an overlapping repetition of the end of the
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first restatement of the trio (cf. bars 269_286): the climax itself, as
mentioned (_/87-95) and the leaping waltz-material B2 (496-506).

CODA, D minor (bars 506-580). Following the repetition of bars
269-86, the joyful climax should now strike inmand it does, but in an
awesomely distorted form, as a doom-like outburst in D minor (506-
17), taking in Purgatorio motive X. With this abrupt switch from
major to minor, the conflict is fatally decided: the movement has been
pinned down irrevocably in the double subdominant minor of D. The
fury dies down (518-21), as the final stage arrives. The movement re-
treats into the distance with an empty and shadowy transformation of
the leaping waltz-material B2 in D minor, which becomes more and
more ghostly, and gradually disintegrates completely. The coda con-
sists of statement (522-29), _estatement (530-27), third statement
(538-50), and finally a mere phantom of the waltz rhythm, dying away
on percussion alone (551-80). The last solitary note is the deathly
thud of a [ortissimo stroke on completely muffled drum,

The tonal conflict of this movement is the main crux of the symphony.
The actual outcome was a despairing fall from E minor to the double-
subdominant minor (D minor, via A minor )--and D minor was the key
of the tragic central section of the Purgatorio. But the exact equivalent
in the opposite, optimistic direction would have led through the domi-
nant major of B (which the waltz theme B1 actually reached) to the
double dominant major, F sharp--the true key of the symphony. This
is the hard journey which the finale has to travel, and it has to start
from the opposite pole--the double subdominant D minor to which the
fourth movement has retreated.

V. FINALE. Short score, 401 bars, mainly 4/4 or 2/2,* D minor
moving to F sharp major.

SLOW INTRODUCTION, basically D minor (bars 1-84). There
: is no tempo marking, but the music is obviously slow.

A. First section, D minor (bars 1_29). The [ortissimo stroke on
muffled drum that ended the fourth movement is the first sound to be
heard. Then, with constantly changing time-signatures (as in the sec-
ond movement), and in D minor (the tragic key of the central section
of the Purgatorio, to which the fourth movement retreated), three of
the Purgatorio motives are given out slowly and lugubriously in the
depths: the seven-note Y (2-3 and 5-6), the three-note W (8 and 10),
and the six-note Z (11-1'i), This material is given a statement (1-15)

*R_r ,_11mh_rino.Paoe 1- the fi-aamentarv lookin.qbar after bar 25 must be counted
--bar 26; the bar after bar zH must not be counted_Mahler ringed it for possi e
deletion, and did not reinstate it with the word "bleibt." Page 2: at bars 58-59, de-
spite the one-bar indication of the lower staves, I count the two bars of the upper
ones; and bar 78 I count as two bars--78 and 79 (see the inserted seven-note motive).
Page 3: at bar 130, note that there are three bars to the end of the page---130, 131,
132. Page 4: at bar I'H, there are two bars after the double bar to end the line--
14'}, 1"I5. Page 6: after bar 243. the page is deleted except for the last six bars--
244,2'I9. Page 7: the bar after bar 274 must be counted--bar 275; on the next line,
there are 9 bars to the double bar--276-84; at bar 288, the extra bar Iine is deleted--
only one bar; after bar 299, the rest of page 7 is deleted; continue on the page 8
which begins with a B fiat major chord (this replaces the other page 8) and then
take pages 9 and 10, ignoring the superseded page which is not numbered.
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and a restatement (16-27). The progress of the music is painful, and
continually broken off by loud muffled drum strokes. But at bar 27, a
rising seventh on the horn, repeated, initiates a more yearning form of
the motive Z, which introduces the next stage.

B. Central section, D major and B major, _t/4 (bars 29-72).
1. The rising seventh is taken up by the flute, to begin a long 16-bar

melody of hushed, unearthly serenity, over harmonies of utter stillness,
opening in D minor but immediately switching to D major (29-45).
This melody, which is partly a reshaping of the "hurdy-gurdy" theme of
section A2 in the fourth movement, also makes calm use of Z, and ends
with a melting modulation to B major.

2. The violins enter, ppp, with a hopeful flowing melody in B major,
which has an important counter-melody in the inner parts, with rising
and falling intervals (4,t,58).

3. During this melody, at the point where it rises up to switch mo_
mentarily into E flat major, a solemn chordal motive enters beneath it,
consisting of two serene statements of the remaining Purgatorio motive
x (53-5_).

I. The music is retracing the steps of the fourth movement, from D
minor, through D major, back to B major; now it turns to D major again
to repeat the last stage more clinchingly. The serene flute theme B1
returns for a moclified restatement, growing in strength and sonority,
and modulates in a more forceful way to B major (58-66).

't. The rising seventh takes over, beginning a new soaring theme
which rises immediately to a ffreat paean-like climax (66-72).

A. Return of first section, B minor and D minor (72-8"t). The soar-
ing theme is cut off brutally by a loud muffled drum-stroke and the
menacing return of the Purgatorio motives of the first section; these,
despite me theme s attempt to continue, turn the music back the opposite
way, from B major, through B minor, to D minor. The move to regain
the symphony's main key of F sharp major, via B major, has failed, and
the introduction ends darkly, in the depths.

ALLEGRO MODERATO, 2/2, D minor (85-268). The struggle
has to begin all over again, from D minor.

A. First section, D minor (85_185): this consists of persistent alter-
nation between the main allegro theme and various versions of the six-
note motive Z,

1. Main allegro theme, D minor (85-98)--a swift, agitated, darting
idea, in a desperate, cynical mood akin to that of the Rondo-Burleske
of the Ninth Symphony, but continually marked sempre piano. It is
made up of short motivesmalt quick versions of the Purgatorio motives
W, Y and Z, as used in the introduction s first section. The theme is
stated (87-9't) and restated (95,98).

2. Contrasting theme, shifting tonality (98-10't)--a sardonically
jaunty version of the six-note motive Z, still piano.

1, Return of main theme, D minor, with new extension, working up
to a climax (10_t-20).

2. The contrasting theme this time is the transformation of Z back
to its original tragic Purgatorio form, presenting an exact quotation of
the two_great passionate _ortissimo climax-statements of it in the Purqa-
torio's D minor central section ( 120-127, el. Purgatorio, 106-1 l'I ). -
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1. Return of main theme, piano again, with another new extension,
working up to a different climax ( 127-45 ).

2. The contrasting theme now takes the form of a big jubilant
[ortissimo version of the jaunty transformation of Z--a theme of great

, romantic warmth in D major ( 145-53 ), with a stormy extension moving
back to D minor ( 153-61 ).

1. Brief ferocious reference to main theme, D minor (161-63).
2. The contrasting theme returns, beginning in its jaunty version

and continuing in the romantic one, D major ( 163,71 ). It is developed
in agitation, working up to a big climax (171-175).

3. Climax of whole first sect/on--an unexpected one, since it pre-
sents an almost exact quotation from the fourth movement of the la_
mentin 9 refrain with motive X (176-80) 9oin9 straight over into the
broad joyful climax (180-86), [ortissimo, in the relative major of F.
(Cf. fourth movement, bars 202-16 and 479-93: the two four-bar
phrases of the lamenting refrain as in the fourth movement are pre-
sented simultaneously in the finale version.) The aptness of the fourth
movement's joyful climax here is that it reveals itself in this new con-
text as a version of Z.

B. Central section, mainly F major and B major (186-251). In F
major (a semitone below the symphony's goal of F sharp major), the
introduct/on's rising seventh is heard (187-89), and as before it initiates
the yearning version of Z (189-92), and the serene theme B1 from the
introduction's central section. But in the swift 2/2 allegro tempo (which
Mahler would only have moderated slightly, one feels, with something
like "Etwas gehalten"), this theme has to strive hard to establish itself
at all. Opposed and halted each time by the cynical main allegro theme,
and forced into tonal disruptions, it can only present its first two
phrases, and these are full of agitation; nevertheless it holds tenaciously
to the key of F major. After a statement (191-99) and restatement
(199-209), an agitated extension (209-13) brings a further restate-
ment (213-25), which calms the music down, and dispels the hostile
allegro theme by modulating to the touch-desired key of B major.
(Here Mahler might well have indicated a further slackening of the
tempo, towards that of the introduction's central section.) A calm,
hushed reference to motive Z in its most positive form (226-29) brings
a final restatement of the serene theme Bl--still two phrases, but now
as serene as at first, and with the added nobility of soft trumpet tone
(230,36). The movement has once more reached B major on its way
back to F sharp; but now a brief tranquil extension (236-239) switches
to A flat, and the introduct/on's solemn chordal motive B3 enters, with
its original fragment of B2 above it (240-43). And from this tonal no-
man's-land the motive falls sadly by the Neapolitan modulation to G
minor (244-45); and the Allegro breaks in again fiercely. It works up
to a climax (246-'t9), and in spite of an attempt to hold to D major at
least (250-51), the tonality is jerked back forcibly to D minor, for a
return of the Allegro's first section. (Mahler might well have indicated
a gradual increase of tempo here, back to Tempo I for the return of the
Allegro. )

A. Restatement of first section, D minor (251-68)--much curtailed,
owing to a shatteringly dramatic interruption.
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1. Main allegro theme, D minor, piano, presented as on its second
appearance (251-61, cf. 10"t-20).

2. Contrasting theme, jaunty version, as on its first appearance
(261_67, cf. 98-104). With incredible suddenness it works up to a tre-
mendous and unexpected climax.

RETHRN OF FIRST MOVEMENT MOTTO-THEME AND
CLIMAX, shifting tonality (268-99). The climax is a fortissimo domi-
nant ninth on G, and while the trumpet holds on to its high A, the vio-
lins descend from an octave higher with the second segment of the
viola motto-theme of the symphony's opening (268,75, el. first move-
ment, 188-93). As they die away, the trumpet still holds to its high A,
and the sustained [ortissimo nine-note dissonance of the first movement
enters, the trumpet note piercing through it; this time, however, against
the dissonance two of the Purgatorio motives are thrown, in their finale
allegro version--the grotesque three-note W, and the ferocious seven-
note Y, which attempts to reimpose the key of D minor (bars 276-84,
cf. first movement, 203-208). Then, with the trumpet still holding its
high A fortissimo, the horns strike in powerfully with a practically
literal quotation of the first movement's viola motto-theme as it opene'_l
the symphony (285-99, cf. first movement, 1-15). While this proceeds
diminuendo, the trumpet descends from its high A in two-part counter-
point similar to that between first and second violin in bars 18z_-93 of
the first movement.

The tonal direction of this last passage is, of course, that of the sym-
phony's opening motto-theme B minor to D minor; and this may be
taken as some indication of the extent to which Mahler had worked out
the overall form of the symphony. The whole tonal crux o[ the workl
the [ourth movement's retreat through B minor to D minor, and the
flnale's di_culty in breaking out o[D minor into B major on its way
back to F sharp--is already contained in embryo in the motto-theme
which opens the symphony and introduces the F sharp major Adagio
theme. It is, in fact, the flnate's inability to leave D minor that has
brought back the first movement's eruptive climax and motto-theme: the
symphony has regressed to its original unresolved tension and its dark
unanswered question,

As trumpet and horn die away, pianissimo, the motto-theme has
brought us to D minor as it did originally, but it has pointed a way to
the solution of the finale's problem: there is now an implication of F
sharp major, since that key generally followed the motto-theme in the
first movement.

But the finale does not go immediately into F sharp major; that was
the first movement's too-easy and precarious answer to the original
question. The music switches calmly to a new key--B flat major, the
hopeful key of the major themes in the Purflatorio. (The tempo has
also returned to the _t/'_ of the introduct/on's central section: Mahler
wrote "_t/zt'' just before the dissonant chord, and this whole section
will naturally be in the tempo of the equivalent passage in the first
movement. )

RESTATEMENT OF INTRODHCTION, CENTRAL SEC-
TION, MODIFIED, B flat major movin 9 to F sharp (299_37"t). The
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first section of the introduction is not restated: the finale has now left

the dark key of D minor, and the grim D minor versions of the Purga-
torio motives, so intensively exploited in the Allegro, once and for all.

B2. The serene theme B1 does not enter immediately: it is to the
hopeful violin melody B2 that the music turns first, to begin a long pas-
sage of great quietude and serenity. A brief gentle reference to this
theme, in B flat (299-304) leads to a more solemn and noble treatment
of it in the same key, which exploits the rising and falling intervals of
its original counter-melody rather than the flowing theme itself (30% 15 ).
At the end of this, the music melts, through a breath-taldng modulation,
into F sharp major. At last, almost without realizing it, the symphony
has found its way home to its true key: where passion and violent
struggle have failed, calm meditation and hope have succeeded. It is
fascinating to note that in Mahler's final version, the symphony did not
return to F sharp at all, but ended in the B flat of the hopeful Purga-
torio themes (see his rejected page 8, and the single unnumbered page).
After the horn and trumpet counterpoint, the present B flat major pas-
sage did not follow: the music switched to B flat, but began immediately
in that key the present F sharp major conclusion to the symphony.
There can be no doubt that the addition of the B flat transitional pas-
sage, the modulation to F sharp, and the transposition into that key of
the whole last section, was a conclusive master-stroke.

With the return home, passion returns, more sure of itself. B2 (the
counter-melody still) is taken up in F sharp in a new version with soar-
ing and sweeping intervals (316-23 ), but the passion is as yet subdued,
in a soft dynamic.

B 1. Quietly, tenderly, the serene theme B 1 now takes over, also in F
sharp (324-31), and then a br/ef return to the counter-melody of B1
(331-35) makes another glorious modulation, up a semitone into G
major: this assured semitonal elevation of the symphony's main key
counterbalances the semitonal failure to rise to it in the Allegro's F
major central section.

B4. In G major, the scaring theme of the introduction's climax re-
turns (335-'t0), but now devoid of all struggle, as full of peace as the
G major music of the Poco Adagio of the Fourth Symphony.

B2. Still in G major, still softly, the hopeful violin melody B2 now
steals in in its original flowing fora (340,47), and rises up as before,
ready to introduce the solemn chordal motive.

B3. As B2 reaches the heights, it switches key, as it did at first, but
quite differently, magically, back to F sharp major, for the solemn
chordal motive to strike in with a new nobility and majesty (3't8-49).
A passionate reference to the counter-melody of B2 flares up and dies
down ( 350-52 ), and the final stage is at hand.

B1. The serene theme B1 has been the real protagonist of the finale,
being the first to raise the movement out of its clark D minor despair,
and the temporary dispeller of the cynical Allegro material; and now it
comes fully into its own to bring the symphony to its ultimate climax.
It is given out in F sharp major by "all the violins, [ortissimo, big tone"
(Mahler's marking ), in two tremendously passionate affirmations, corre-
sponding to the two statements in the introduction: statement (353-61.
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el, introduction 29_36), and, after a surging reference to B2 (361-65),
restatement (365-74, cf, introduction 58-66). At the end of the latter,
the passion ebbs, and the music returns to the rising passage of B2, in a
dissolving A major/F sharp major diminuendo.

CODA, F sharp major (374-zt01). The symphony ends in a mood of
transtlgured serenity quite d/fferent from the bitter-sweet resignation of
the endings of Das Lied yon der Erde and the Ninth Symphony. As B2
continues in the upper part, there are ethereal references to the rising
seventh and the solemn chordal motive, the latter continuing after B2
has died away (374-93). Then the rising seventh is heard low down,
dying away (393_95): but it suddenly, unexpectedly, leaps up as a
great rising twelfth, swelling out to fortissimo; the upper note is held
tenaciously with full power, then in a long diminuendo, and finally the
phrase descends stepwise, completing the six-note motive Z to form a
final benedictory cadence. The effect is of a great sigh of contentment
at finding peace at last.

This description, despite its length, is only an outline, from which a
thousand significant cross-relationships have had to be omitted. Those
interested may pursue for themselves the myriad transformations of the
four main Purgatorio motives during the last two movements, hardly a
bar of which is free from one or other of them: and also the implications
of such features as the fact that the opening motto theme of the sym-
phony begins with the thematic pattern of the Purgatorio motive X,
and the Scherzo s opening germ-motive with that of its opposite number
Y.

Nevertheless, the above should be sufficient proof that the Tenth
Symphony does exist, in the sketch, as a musical work of art, in the
sense of a continuous, integrated symphonic structure, fully intelligible
in its whole essential thematic, ha_nonic, tonal and formal argument.
It is this crucial and indisputable fact that impels those who advocate.
with Richard Specht, that a performing version of the sketch should be
made.

But let us be absolutely clear that what we advocate is in fact simply
this_a performing version of the sketch--and not a "completion" of
the Tenth Symphony. No-one in his right senses can imagine that the
work can be completed for Mahler, as Mahter himself would have com_
pleted it, for the following reasons.

( 1 ) Here and there, owing to Mahler's hasty calligraphy, it is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to establish exactly what Mahler wrote, or inn
tended to write.

(2) Even allowing that these dubious features represent only a
small proportion of the whole, a conjectural reading of which cannot
affect the general purpose of the work, the manuscript is still only a
comprehensive sketch, the bar-to-bar layout of which still awaited final
rev/sion.

(3) Even allowing that this revision of detail would not have
changed the overall form of the work in any crucial way, there are sec-
tions in the second, fourth and fifth movements where continuity is pre-
served by only a single thematic line, without accompanying texture.
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(4) Even allowing that most of these sections represent either exact
or almost exact recapitulations of material exposed earlier, and can
therefore be filled out with material already provided by Mahler him_
self, there are still a few short passages in the second movement where
the texture has to be completed conjecturally, if the music is to make
any genuine impact.*

(5) Even allowing that these short passages again represent a small
proportion of the whole, a conjectural filling-out of which cannot affect
the general purport of the work, the texture of the second, fourth and
fifth movements lacks in many places the wealth and perfection of de_
tail characteristic of Mahler's completed scores.

(6) Even allowing that this is still, after all, a matter of detail
rather than of essence, it is still necessary to complete the orchestration
of the second movement, and to provide the whole orchestration of the
last two, from the few significant hints scattered here and there by
Mahler.

For these reasons, it is undeniable that a "completion" of the Tenth
Symphony is impossible. But on the other hand, it is not at all impos-
sible to produce a performing version of the sketch, which shall allow
Mahler's whole tremendous (if unperfected) conception to speak out
clearly. Admittedly, to make the sketch as it stands performable, it is
necessary to provide a certain amount of conjectural addition to the
texture, and a large amount of conjectural orchestration; but these ele-
ments, in compar/son with Mahler's own "fully-prepared" thematic,
harmonic, tonal and formal argument, sink to the level of the subsidiary,
and in performance would be so dwarfed by it as to be barely per-
ceptible.

It can be argued, of course, that the result would be artistically un-
acceptable, since it would not be a definitive, perfected, fully-achieved
work of art. The answer to this is that we are dealing here with a
unique case: rather than lament the loss of Mahler's own final definitive
score of the Tenth Symphony, we should rather rejoice in what fate has
so incredibly spared us the full-length, continuous, entirely intelligible
sketch of the whole five-movement structure. And we should do all in

our power to make this structure capable of being experienced as living
sound.

All true lovers of Mahler's music should ask themselves, with the
utmost seriousness, the following question. Is Mahler's final symphonic
masterpiece, so essential to our understanding of his life's work, to be
lost to us simply because, lacking his own perfect end-product, we re-
fuse to accept it in the form of its whole main essence, made audible
through some subsidiary assistance by another hand?

*The problem of these passages might be solved if the short score of the second
movement were forthcoming. Mahler always made a short score of his movements,
and worked from them to his full score; we have the full score of the second move-
ment, but the shortscore has apparentlydisappeared.



BRHCKNER'S THREE STYLES

By WARREN STOREY SMITH

If the history of music had been included in his studies, that conveni_
ent figure of speech, "every schoolboy," could tell you right away that
the creative work of certain composers can be readily divided into three
styles, or periods, identifiable as the largely derivative, the individual
and wholly assured, and the advanced or prophetic (the last-named
often possessing overtones of the mystical or other-worldly). First used
in connection with Beethoven, this ordering applies quite as well in the
case of Wagner, and almost as well in that of Verdi. The dimculty
with the great Italian has been the locating of the third period: did it
begin with Aida, as some will have it, or more Ioqicallv) with Otelto?v ,. - "

Alfred Einstein favored here not three periods but four, placing in the
second only Rigoletto, II Trovatore and La Traviata, with Otello and
Falsta[_ still constituting the fourth. 1

Such changes of style are generally gradual, hence the presence of
transitional works, in which the new manner is suggested but not wholly
captured, as, in Beethoven's case, the Quartets Opp. 79 and 95, and the
Sonatas Opp. 81a and 90. To his own subsequent great satisfaction,
Wagner bridged the gulf between Rienzi and Der Fliegende HollAnder
in one enormous leap. We are inclined to think that he went as abruptly
from Lohengdn to Das Rheingold, but that would be to overlook the
long period of cerebration, of preparing himself, and the public, for the
new direction his art was to take. There was even a transitional work,
of a sort, namely, Sieg[rieds Tod, begun immediately after the comple-
tion of Lohengrin. The text, as customary with Wagner, was written
first, and a fraction of the music was composed. This projected ' grand
heroic opera" was destined to emerge, a quarter century later, as G6tter-
dhmmerung, fourth music drama of the Ring cycle.

We must also bear in mind that some media are more demanding than
others. Beethoven and Bruckner "found" themselves more readily as
composers of sonatas and masses, respectively, than they did as sympho-
n/sts. Again, a counterpart, of Bruckner s awakening at the hands of
Otto Kitzler, plus the latter s performances of Tannh_user (see below),
presents itself in Strauss's conversion to program music, through the
persuadings of Alexander Ritter, which also made a different man of
him.

Short-lived composers hardly invite such compartmentizing, some-
thin,q particularly true of Mendelssohn and Chopin, both of whom wrote
characteristically in their teens, Indeed, on the strength of the Overture
to A Midsummer Night's Dream, written at the tender age of seventeen,

1Muslc in the Romantic Era (New York: W. W. Norton b Co., Inc., 19`}7) p. 27'}.
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Mendelssohn may be said to have owed less to maturity than any other
of the great composers.

As for Brahms, his third period, to the extent that he had one, might
almost be said to have come first! Although Bruckner had the longer
life-span, his Viennese rival, because of his earlier start, had the more
extensive period of significant creative activity. Yet his output, stylisti_
cally, was far more consistent and uniform. Born to mastery, he could
still acquire the ripeness of experience, as witness the widely separated
versions of the B major Trio, Op. 8. _ After a modest fling at unabashed
romanticism, he kept his gaze turned resolutely backward, with an oc-
casional stolen glance at greener pastures. The handsome way in which
this reactionary attitude paid off presents us with a nice esthetic issue,
upon which has hinged, and will continue to hinge, the relative status of
these two composers.

Including Bruckner among the three-period boys is, I admit, an un_
conventional and, possibly, unprecedented gesture. Most sufficiently in-
formed persons would unhesitatingly accept the notion of two distinct
phases of the Bruckner output, neatly separated by the aforementioned
discovery ok Wagner, at the age of forty_one. As Erwin Doernberg has

expressed it, in his admirable study, The LiFe and Symphonies oF Anton
Bruckner: In middle life and after long years of painstaking study of
musical theory, Bruckner became from one moment to the next a great
composer. ''a I am still strongly inclined to set the last three symphonies
apart from the rest--most certainly the Ninth, with its harmonic intima-
tions of the twentieth century (Scherzo and Adagio). With No. 7
there came a marked enrichment of Bruckner's style, harmonically and
orchestrally, furthered in the latter department by the enlargement ok

resources, something for which the inclusion of Wagner's own "Bay-
reuth ' tubas was in large measure responsible. There is also a harp in
the final movements of No. 8 and other details that need not be gone
into here. These three symphonies possess, beyond question, a grandeur
and a depth of expression that definitely places them in a category of
their own. _

There comes to mind in this connection Lawrence Gilman's article,
"The Master of the Grand Style," written for the program book of the
New York Philharmonic and widely reprinted. The following excerpt
seems plainly to have been respired by the mumc of this final phase:
" Sometimes, rat and transfigured, he saw visions and dreamed• * • p

dreams as colossal, as grandiose, as awful in lonely splendor, as those

2 Completed in 1854, when Brahms was twenty-one, it was rewritten, all but the
Scherzo, to its own great advantage, in 189I.

s (London: Barrie and Rockcliffe, 1960) p. I8.
4 While such was not the case, this setting apart of Bruckner's last three sym-

phonies could well have been prompted by H. F. Redlich, who draws such a dividing
line in his Bruckner and MahIer (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd.; New York:
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, Inc., 1955). Dr. Redlich gives htrther endorsement to the
point of view expressed here by tlnding a stylistic similarity between Bruckner's last
period and that of Beethoven, (p. 97).

5Included here, along with lesser pieces of a religious character, must be the .Te
Deum that Bruckner thought might serve as Finale for the unfinished Ninth and that
has sometimes supplied that need--if need it be. Many feel that, as in the case of
the "LInflnished" Symphony of Schubert, the torso makes a wholly satisfactory entity.
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of William Blake. At his greatest he is both poet and seer, looking at us
with fathomless grave eyes, speaking soberly of incredible things, or
uttering magnificence like a Hebrew prophet: or rolling up the Heavens
like a scroll. This is the treasurable Bruckner, the musician whom his
admirers insist upon remembering--the mystic rhapsodist, hierophant,
whose speech was transfigured, whose imaginative tone was penetrated,

as Swinburne said of Baudelaire, with the suggestion of indescribable
wonders, echoing with the strange murmur of revelation, e

This, I am afraid, is the sort of thing that has helped to condition the
form and color of the Bruckner image, or Bruckner stereotype, of which
more will be said. But the point may be raised immediately as to wheth-
er this is the only aspect of Bruckner we should "treasure," since there
is so much in his music capable of affording enjoyment, and even deep
satisfact/on, to which these raptures hardly apply. If Beethoven, rather
than Bruckner, had inspired Gilman s fine frenzies, we would find the
likeliest provocation in that master's own third period; in certain pages
of the last quartets and sonatas, of the Ninth Symphony, or the Missa
Solemnis. There is still much else in Beethoven that we can "treasure,"
and similar observations might be made in the case of other corn.posers.
As has been well said, we do not disesteem Monadnock because it is notMonte Rosa.

_The above reasoning would establish 1863 and 1881 as the years in
which Bruckner began new chapters in his composing career, If these
premises are accepted, this is accurate for historical purposes. However,
establishing the boundaries of Bruckner's creative work is not the real
object of this paper. Rather is it offered as a survey and comparative
estimate of the nine symphonies, with the intention of pointing out
stylistic differences and individual characteristics in a series of works
that too frequently have been pronounced "all alike." With this end in
view I am inserting a dividing line between the symphonies Nos. 1 and
2, both of which belong properly in my second period, together with the

unpublished one in F minor and the D minor Symphony, No. 0.7 1 have
Doernberg s support here, to the extent that he calls No. 1 a forma-

6 By an impassioned exegesist, again to quote Doernberg, Bruckner was roused to
anger, asking the perpetrator of this "pompons nonsense," "'Why on earth, if he

ma_er .of absolute music, regarded himself as primarily a composer, not a preacher
or a story tenet, albeit most ot the commentators will not have it thus. He had his
inward promptings, of course, and there were the usual external stimuli, often
acknowledged, such as the chickadee that suggested the counterpoint to the second
theme in the first movement of No. 4; or the festivities, close by a house of mourning.
that were directly responsible for the gay second subject of the Finale on No. 3,
_withits ehoraleq_e subs_a..tum;or the cock crow that gave us the trumpet theme in
me _enerzo or I"_o./. It is said, furthermore, that the famous initial theme of this
Seventh Symphony came to Bruckner in a dream, played, not by cellos and horn,
but by a viola[ So much for "inspiration."

7 This Symphony, also called "NulIte," is variously said to have preceded No. I;
to have followed it; to have been begun before and finished alter it; and to have
been written before, and revised and partly rewritten after it. The piece is not
without merit, but since Bruckner in later years dismissed it as "only an attempt,"it is not included in the present discussion.
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rive" work and pronounces the Second "Bruckner's first symphonic
masterpiece." 8

Arbitrarily again, I am not including the Sixth in the second period,
but am characterizing it as transitional. It is a baffling work that has
been but rarely performed and that has both its admirers and detrac-
tors. Bruckner considered it his "boldest." It has a richness of treat-
ment and of texture that set it apart from its predecessors, Its Scherzo
is sui generis. Its Adagio, rightly termed by Nickisch one of Bruckner's
"most beautiful" movements, seems to belong with those of the next
three symphonies. Nevertheless, these have a mastery, and a certainty
of touch, a profundity, a high eloquence, an epic quality, that this "Cin-
derella among symphonies," as it has been called, cannot rightly claim.
The analogy between it and other transitional works mentioned above
seems clear, at least to the writer.

To get back to No. 1, this youthful ° and engaging composition differs
conspicuously from its companions, which is not to say that it is entirely
devoid of Brucknerian characteristics. However, these are overshad-
owed by the abundance of material that does not disclose either the
composer's personality, as we have come to know it, or his general hab-
its of composition, but even runs counter to them. We are made aware
of its strong individuality at the very outset. All of the Bruckner sym-
phonies, save No. 5, begin with an ostinato of some kind, that precedes
for a moment the chief theme and then supports or otherwise accompa-
nies it. But the reiterated chords in the bass, a C minor triad sans fifth,
that set the First Symphony in motion, are not vague, like their later
counterparts, but strongly propulsive. If most of the symphonies begin
in a fashion that may be described as reflective, or contemplative, the
beginning of this one is high-spirited, even rambunctious, the degree of
rambunctiousness conditioned by the conductor, who can, at will, sharp-
en the rhythm and emphasize the many accented dissonances. Inciden-
tally, we are also apprised of the reason for the nickname that has be-
come inseparable from this vigorous, buoyant work. The story back of
it, which has been told more than once, is this: the great Hans Richter,
finally impelled to investigate some of Bruckner's earlier symphonies,
leafed through the manuscript of this No. 1 and, as his interest grew.
suddenly exclaimed, "Why, Professor, you must have been madly in
love when you wrote this." "I was always madly in love in those days,"
the composer replied, and then retrieving the manuscript, added, "But
Das Kecke Beserl must first be polished." 10

s One of the unfortunate consequences of the prevalent impression that there is
such a thing as a Bruckner S!Imphony is that a reviewer who has put together a
Bruekner critique, probably prompted by one of these better known "third period"
works, may then use it, with the necessary changes in numbering, keys, etc., for any
Bruckner symphony that comes his way. In such a case, the discrepancy between
what has been heard and what has been said about it can be very marked.

9Bruckner was actually forty.one when he composed this first of his three sym_
phonies in C minor. But, artistically, his was a case of arrested development, and
the term "youthful" properly applies.

19This expression, Viennese argot, has been variously translated "fresh young
girlie," "'bold young girl," "saucy little besom," etc.; while Doernberg, with a
resultant confusion in the matter of sex, contributes "'impudent urchin." (Op. cit.,
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The composer's biographer and unremitting champion, Gabriel Enge]:
called the beautiful, and wholly typical, second subject a love song.
The phrase wholly typical" refers not only to the character of the chief

melody but also to the fact that it is supported by eloquent counterpoint.
This concept of a double theme is characteristic of most of Bruckner s
second subjects (in the corner movements); Gesangsperioden was the
composer's apt designation for them. The rest of the material in this
movement is in keeping with the exuberant beginning; and mention
should be made of the insistent thirty-second note figures, in the violins,
that accompany the martial third theme (omitted from the recapitula_
tion, probably because of the important part it plays in the develop-
ment). Notes of such small denomination seldom appear in Bruckner's
music, even in his slow movements. Here they contribute the sort of
excitement that is generally confined to the scherzos. The Finale has, in
its own way, plenty of get-up-and-go, with the relaxation of a second
theme, and a rousing trumpet theme at the end. The Scherzo, to which
I am coming presently, bears out the ener_tetic character of the work,
leaving only the Adagio to remind us of the calmer, more deliberate
Bruckner.

Yet this very Adagio is different. It does not begin with full-throated
song---quite the contrary. While the key is finally established as A-flat
major, this curious opening is in F minor, with free chromaticism and
frequent modulations and a prevailing sense of brooding, almost of
groping. Havinff no counterpart in this respect in the works that follow,
this movement has been likened to Bruckner's famous or_jan improvisa_
tions; and that, as he himself said, was not the way he composed. Any-
way, the more familiar Bruckner enters with the second theme, and to
this succeeds, in E-flat major, with a change of meter to 3/z/, a gracious
melody that has been found, by some, to suggest the alluring F-sharp
major section in the Adagio of the Seventh. The Finale of the latter
had already been hinted at in the chief theme of this No. 1, and a third
foreshadowing will be noted in the Scherzo. Spiritually, of course, the
two works are widely separated.

We are safe in saying that this Scherzo is all Bruckner. It is a vigor_
ous peasant dance, like those in both the Seventh and the Eighth, and
the aforesaid specific resemblance comes in some weighty descending
scales. The Trio, the theme of which has been described by Engel as
"purely Austrian,"21 has a flavor all its own. For this feature of the
symphony, often regarded as mere "filler," Bruckner had a special affec-
tion. No two of them are alike, and a parade of all nine would present
stritdng evidence of the resourcefulness that has so often been denied
him, The Scherzos themselves are also strongly individual, and this
combined Scherzo and Trio is, like the Adagio, one department where
Bruckner's success is not questioned, even by the most captious critics.

It is possible to wish that in this, his liveliest symphony, Bruckner had
managed to preserve the same general mood and pace throughout the

p. 48). He certainly would not lend his support to the theory that Bruckner was
identifying the Symphony with the particular damsel upon whom his interest had
settled at the time of its composition.

11The Symphonies o[ Anion Bruckner (New York: The Bruckner Society ofAmerica, Inc., 1955) p. 9.
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first and last movements. But that was not his way: second subjects
should really sing. In other words, he had the romanticist s love of, and
desire for, contrast between the various sections of the movement.
(Even the romanticists did not always strive for it, to mention as typ_
ical, but by no means solitary, example, the "Italian" Symphony of
Mendelssohn. )12

The wholly familiar Bruckner almost makes an appearance in No. 2,
his failure to do so resulting, not from an uncharacteristic ebullience but
from a rare degree of conformity to accepted standards of symphonic
behavior and propriety. Both of the middle movements are his, in this
case, though neither is an advance copy of any of its successors. They
have, like all of these slow movements and scherzos, a distinct individ-
uality. The conformity aforesaid is felt in the outer movements, which
exhibit, to an extent most unusual for Bruckner, such things as continu-
ity, logic, and momentum.

,An overall logic is imparted to this delightful and unaccountably neg-
lected work by the use of the cyclic form, something that is also true of
No. 4 and, conspicuously so, of No. 5. These matters have been dis-
cussed in full detail in the writer's article, "The Cyclic Principle in
Musical Design and Its Use by Bruckner and Mahler," in the 1960
issue of this magazine, Before some reader rises to ask, "How about the
pauses?", I hasten to say that their existence is well known to me. There
is in both of the corner movements an employment of the 9eneral rest
that immediately earned for the work the sobriquet of Pausensympho_
hie. These occur chiefly at the end of bridge passages, and discreet
conductors have been known to minimize or even eliminate them, In any
event, their seriousness has been exaggerated, is And while on this issue,
I should mention a more noticeable loss of motion in the Finale, brought
about by a double reference to the Kyrie of the Mass in F minor, z*
achieved, like a similar interruption in the Finale of No. 3, not by a
change of pace but by the use of whole notes. Also, while on the matter
of the Finale, I might observe that the second subject, related to that of
the first movement, although songlike, does not languish, and that
everything else, including the rousing Coda, moves right along. Indeed,
the measures filled with either eighths or sixteenths in the first move-
ment produce an unwonted activity, while the material that opens both
exposition and recapitulation in the Finale impart a most unBruckner_
like suggestion of the perpetuum mobile. How, we might well ask, did
Bruckner get that way? A further thing to be noted in connection with
these outer movements is the fact that both begin and continue for sev-
eral measures (26 in one case, 11 in the other) in the treble register,
although, in the interests of strictest accuracy, it should be admitted that

12In No. 7's first movement the chief theme is more truly lyrical than the subor-
dinate one. While hardly pronounced, the contrast is still there.

is The composer explained these hiatuses by saying that when he had something
of importance to communicate, he was wont to stop and take a breath.

1' This quotation, like the reference to the Benedictus of the same F minor Mass
in the Adagio, is a touching reminder of a bit of personal history. It was the com-
posing of this third and most significant of his Masses that so materially assisted
Bruckner in his recovery from the nervous collapse brought on by the harsh critical
reception of the First Symphony.
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in the former instance a horn thrice lightly touches the C below middle
C! Figuratively speaking, the organ-playing Bruckner, as orchestrator,
did not often remove his feet from the pedals.

To return to the entire central divisions of the work, the Adagio
(Feierlich, etwas bewegt) is characterized by a blissful serenity, the
word "beatific" suiting it exactly. There is an eloquent climax, but this
slow movement does not storm high heaven, as do some of the later
ones. Whatever may have been Gilman's feelings about it, this move-
ment is for me one of Bruckner's most "treasurable" pages.

The Scherzo, a rather wild affair, with a delicious Trio, is thematically
related to the Finale. Because of all this integration, the three livelier
movements are more "of a piece" than is usually the case, and not mere-
ly with Bruckner. In fact, this No. 2 is a standing rebuke to those who
maintain that Bruekner could not write an "organic" symphony. To
pursue this general line of inquiry, the chief theme of the first movement

is both thematic and melodic. Most of Bruckner's themes move mainly
by chord skips; this one is largely of the stepwise variety, and much of it
is semitonal. Prominent in both the first and last movements, and even
due for quotation in No. 5, is the exordial motive, A_flat, G, F-sharp,
G, an embroidering of the Dominant of C minor. And that brings up
yet another of the many arresting details in which No. 2 abounds. In
the Finale the transition to the second subject ends decisively on the
dominant seventh of D-flat, whereupon the aforesaid "song theme" en-
ters, a mile from home, in the key of A major! Even the earlier Bruck-
net had a bold concept of tonality, one of the things that relates him to
Schubert, as well as to Wagner--the latter a composer with whom the
Third Symphony has strong ties.

If you knew Bruckner at all well, you would recognize him immedi-
ately on your initial encounter with this No. 3. If you knew the Bruck-
ner Ninth, you might well be reminded of that and, incidentally, of yet
another D minor Symphony, the Ninth of Beethoven, from which the
two of Bruckner so obviously descended. Your first clue to this triple
identity would be the mysterious background, your second the boldly
rhetorical chief theme, in this case the famed trumpet tune that so de-
lighted Wagner, and thus brought about the work's dedication to the
m_asic dramatist.

Doernberg finds in No. 3 the first instance of Bruckner's monumen-
tality, while Werner Wolff credits it with grandeur. 15 Both qualities
are essentially Brucknerian, but here they are suggested rather than
fully realized. This is still a second period work, bearing somewhat the
same relation to No. 9 that Der Fliegende HoltSnder, also recalled in the
opening measures, bears to G6tterd_mmerun;l, This symphony is frank-
er, fresher, freer, terser than the later ones. And, to venture a Celticism,
it is not topheavy in the middle. Like its two predecessors, and at least
some of its successors, it progresses steadily from first to last; it does not
reach a high point and taper off.

There is in this attractive composition a ceremonial, at times almost a
festal, air. Portions of it are even gay. Mention has been made, in a

XsAnton Bruckner Rustic Genius, (New York: E, P. Dutton 8 Co., Inc., 1942)p. 19'k
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footnote, of the dance-like tune that serves the Finale as second subject
and of its interesting origin. In the Scherzo we find the greatest degree
of speed attained in this department, Brncknerwise. It might almost be
called vertiginous. Moreover, the delightful, characteristically Upper
Austrian. Trio has no proper counterpart until we reach the correspond-
ing portion of the First Symphony of Mah!er.

As a sort of forerunner of the polka theme in the Finale, not in
character but in sheer melodiousness, is the second theme of the first
movement, a gracious tune that would be more fittingly described as
harming rather than beautiful. "Winning" would suit it very well.
inally, the Adagio, often spoken of as the first of the great ones, has

true breadth, with a suggestion of the solemnity we meet with later on,
and an imposing climax. However, to register a purely personal opin-
ion, it is less original than the Adagio of No. 2. The chief theme has its
quota of nobility but it is not pure Bruckner. Since Beethoven was sug-
gested in the first movement, we might continue the analogy and call this
particular theme Beethovenish.

If this article is partly, if not primarily, a plea for the proper recogni-
tion of certain unjustly neglected works of Bruckner, No. 4, officially
known as the "Romantic," needs no such assistance. More than one
commentator has referred to it as the most popular of them all, an asser_
tion of questionable accuracy, since in this country, at least, the one
most widely and most frequently played has long been No. 7, Alfred
Einstein went on record in his A Short History o[ Music _6 as saying
that since Bruckner made "pure sound" the basis of his symphonies (a
contention with which not everyone would agree) No. 't must be con-
s dered hls most harmomous, as ,trehes almost wholly on that partic-
ular factor. I have a notion that the fanciful program, extracted with
some difficulty from the composer, with its medieval imagery, its horn-
blowing hunters who take time out for lunch (Scherzo and Trio) has
helped, by imparting to the Symphony a less formidable aspect than that

of some of the others. The first movement, al_ough a bit cloying and
somewhat static, has undeniable appeal, and the Hunting Scherzo,' for
which I do not particularly care, is generally liked. The Andante, in the

: minor mode and a bit on the somber side, is by no means unagreeable,
and the Finale tops matters off effectively.

However spurious the program, 1' this Symphony can also be cited as
one that quite distinctly goes counter to the fairly prevalent theory,
promulgated by the Brucknerites themselves, that every one of the sym-
phonies is directly concerned with the trials and triumphs of the soul.
While gratifying to certain temperaments, an all-inclusive interpretation
such as this has long stood in the way of a proper evaluation of the
Bruckner output. In conclusion, mention may again be made of the fact
that the use of the cyclic design has made the Fourth Symphony one of

10New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937, p. 239.

disciples who, as members of the avant-garde, were supposed to tolerate only pro-gram music and music drama.
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the most closely knit of them all, although, as suggested above, Bruckner
went much further in this direction in No. 2 and in No. 4's immediate
successor,

Why, one may well ask, did Bruckner biographer Goellerich, and
those who took their cue from him, call the splendid Fifth Symphony
the "Tragic"? is Who ever heard of a "Tragic" symphony in the cheerful
key of B-flat major? The paired middle movements, of which more pres_
ently, are, to be sure, in D minor, but virtually all of the subsidiary
material is in major, and both end in major. Moreover, if Brnckner had
intended the chief theme of the Adagio to be a "song of earthly sorrow"
would he have been willing, as we shall see, to make light of this uni-
versal grief in the ensuing Scherzo? This unfortunate word "tragic" has
even been applied specifically to the chief theme of the first movement;

trenchant would suit it better. In any case, Tragic' symphonies are
supposed to register despair and frustration, and this one ends glori-
ously on a note of victory. Dika Newlin paid this ending the highest
possible compliment when she wrote in her excellent study, Bruckner_
Mahler-Sch6nberg: "it may fairly be said that the Finale of the Fifth
Symphony represents the summit of Bruckner's symphonic composition
up to this time--in fact, perhaps, of all his work, for never again did he
crown a symphony with a gigantic double fugue. ''_°

Greatness is a treacherous word in criticism--it will be recalled that

Paderewski was once described as a great pianist who was not a good
one--and I shall content myself with the statement that the Fifth is of
the bigger Bruckner. It is also in certain respects the most remarkable
of them all. The composer called it his contrapuntal masterpiece, and
the aforementioned conclusion of the Finale, in which the chief theme of
the first movement is thrown into the melee, along with the two subjects
of the fugue, is an astonishing example of polyphonic writing. With
equal accuracy he could have dubbed it his structural masterpiece. That
the slow introduction to the first movement has been found to contain

the thematic kernels of the entire symphony bespeaks not only rare skill
in motive manipulation but also a remarkable economy of means--and
this on the part of a composer who is supposed to have been consistently
profligate in this direction.

The uniquely associated Adagio and Scherzo, with the latter entering
the picture as a speeded-up version of the former, present us with a situ-
ation the significance of which seems to have escaped most of the com-
mentators. Miss Newlin, at least, puts her finger squarely on it. For a
parallel we must go to the variation suite of the seventeenth century or,
as Miss Newlin suggests, even further back, to the Tanz und Nachtanz,
or the paired Pavane and Galliard. 2° That of the Adagio is, in part, a
double theme and in the Scherzo's third measure a new counter theme
appears. The contrasting material is distinctive in each case and the
Scherzo has its customary Trio, the first of three that are not in the con-
ventional triple meter, the others being those in the Sixth and Eighth

is Bruckner himself suggested "Fantastic," but the piece does not need a title.
If any Bruckner symphony is musically self-sufficient,this is the one.

19New York: Kings Crown Press, 1947, p. 99.
_oIbld., p. 94.
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Symphonies. Anyway, since the all-important initial theme recurs fre_
quently in both movements, the effect is something akin to that of hear_
ing a gigantic rondo that changes pace in the middle. If Brahms had
thought of anything so radical there would have been a tremendous to-
do, comparable to the fuss made over his reviving of the Passacaglia for
the purposes of his Fourth Symphony. Poor Bruckner is looked upon as
an unworldly dreamer, whose music may provide food for the spirit but
could hardly be expected to nourish the mind.

Mention has been made of the peculiar place occupied by No. 6. In it
Bruckner is seen reaching out toward a new and richer style that he was
soon to make fully his own; but there is much that seems tentative and
experimental. The first movement has a rhythmic originality that Red-
lich calls the symphony's "greatest asset. TM My choice for this distinc-
tion would be the fine Adagio, the excellence of which has already been
noted. What seems to be lacking in the first movement, and even more
in the last, is a sense of urgency. Engel, who suggests that in the typical
Bruckner symphony the first movement advances a conflict that is re-
solved in the Finale, shrewdly observes that in this case there is no con_
flict to resolve/a while Redlich finds this Finale "patchy and inconclu-
sive" and charges it with resorting "more than any other movement of
Bruckner's to material exploited by him to the full elsewhere. ''_

The Scherzo and Trio, collectively referred to earlier as sui generis,
have, in truth, no real counterpoint in Bruckner, nor, for that matter,
anywhere else. Regarding the former, I am appropriating Engel's word
"elfin." With its unusual time signature of 4/8, this Scherzo is fanciful
to a degree. And if it is elfin, the Trio is elfin plus.

Our problematic and provocative Sixth has had its champions, among
them Doernberg and Sir Donald Tovey. Curious about the work,
which, along with No. 1, I have never heard in actual performance (and
with little expectation in either case of so doing) I once asked Bruno
Walter why he never programmed that and another symphony then
unknown to me, the Seventh of Mahler. The reason he advanced was
that they were "weak" (albeit his quarrel with the Mahler seemed to be
confined with the Finale), and since he regarded himself as a propa-
gandist for both composers, he was not going to play deliberately into
the hands of the opposition. Perhaps what Herbert F. Peyser said of

Weber's ,Eurganthe might apply to the Bruckner Sixth: that it is one
of those hapless masterpieces that cannot live and cannot die.'

And now we have reached the "third period," with a consideration of
which this discussion began. There is a near-temptation, after reviewing
the entire scene, to make the rash pronouncement that Bruckner, while
progressing as a tone poet, had regressed as a symphonist. The holder
of so questionable a position could be easily dislodged. To be sure, any
qualified observer would unhesitatingly assert that these final sympho-
nies overtop their predecessors in both eloquence and stature. There is
still the disturbing thought that the things most frequently objected to in
Bruckner's case are here more, rather than less, in evidence. One might

21op.cir.,_ 95.azOp. cir., 49.
as Op. clt., p. 96.
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adduce the lengths and longueurs, the "terraced" progress, the occa-
sional use of themes unsuited to development (such as the aforemen-
tioned initial melody of No. 7 ), the turning of Allegros and Finales into
"animated slow movements," and the exalting of the Adagio to a point
where it dwarfs its surroundings.

Regarding these last works Wemer Wolff expresses himself as fol-
lows: It would be a mistake to attribute superiority to any of the last
three symphonies, which hold a special rank among all Bruckner's
works. But as far as its structural perfection is concerned, all of the
critics have agreed that the Eighth is a surprising achievement. ''2_ It
does indeed contain the most significant detail in all Bruckner, yes, in all
symphonic music, namely, the off-key beginning of the chief theme of
the first movement that ultimately finds its proper tonal bearings in the
Coda of the last one. Fancy Brahms thinking of that!

The chief di_culty with the ]Eighth is, in [he last analysis, a matter of
human frailty on the part of listeners, especially in this restless age:
eighty-odd minutes of music, mostly in slow tempo, can prove, as the
saying goes, too much of a good thing. Yet what is to be done about
it? Cutting, although often resorted to, is not the answer. Koussevitzky
in his Boston days was partial to this symphony, but with his own lib-
eral and wholly arbitrary excisions. 25 Piqued by a certain reviewer's

comptainings, he buttonholed the objector at a Sym,phony Hall gather-
ing and assured him that [in abandoning the Adagio s development sec-

tion in its fifteenth measure and ignoring the first twenty-six, measures
of the recapitulation] he had done the composer a service. And on
boasting that he had cut out eight minutes, he was promptly assured
that he had sacrificed some of the most beautiful music ever written.

All things considered, Bruckner's life work could hardly have come to
a more fitting conclusion than that provided by the unapproachable
Adagio of the Ninth, which combines sublimity with an astonishing
harmonic boldness and freedom. And that the aging master could still
spring surprises is demonstrated by the most un-Brucknerlike page he
ever wrote, the fleet, light-footed Trio of the demonic Scherzo that has
_equently invoked comparisons with the "Queen Mab" Scherzo of
Berlioz. Bruckner and Berl/oz! Could a more unlikely pair be found? "°

The time-honored custom in Bructaner's case has been to see the music
in terms of the man. But if, for some impossible reason, we had to dis-
cover the man from a study of his scores, we would find ourselves con-

2_Op. c/t., p. 12_.
25After the barrage of protests provoked by his initial presentation of the work,

he did, just for once, comply with an uncut version,
2_Miss Newlin, who brought a singularly fresh point of view to her study of

Bruckner, Mahler, and Sch6nberg, rose beautifully to the opportunity provided by
this Trio, saying m conclusion: "But it does convince us that Bruckner, even in his
last years, possessed greater versatility than he is often credited with, and it is im-
portant for us to know this in making a fair estimate of his merits as a symphonist."
(Op. cff., p. 96). Incidentally, the volant main section of the aforesaid Trio is not
only Gallic touch: The contrasting measures offer a curious foretaste of Impression.
_m, with a specific suggestion of the magic-haunted opening of Dukas's L'Appren_i
oorcfer, as yet unwritten. Werner Wol_ (Op. cir.. p. 250) notes that the "sub-
sidiary melody . . . has tone colors we do not see in Bruckner's other scores,"
Indeed, it has: colors both harmonic and orchestral.
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fronted with a better_rounded personality than the one that is commonly
accepted and that spells Bruckner' in the minds of friends and foes
alike. Actually, it is a dangerous and deceptive practice to confuse the
creator of a work of art with his creation, successfully as it may work
out in some instances. How, for example, are we to reconcile the do-
mestic and thoroughly domesticated Strauss and Salome and Nlektra?
Obviously, a man can be one thing and his art quite another. It is all a
matter of the degree of subjectivity, or objectivity, in the approach. And
this is a treacherous terrain for the outsider. Nevertheless, we can say
with considerable conlldence that with Bruckner the subjective has been
overstressed.

As a postscript to all this, I am ending with an admission of the difll-
culties encountered in the search for a proper title, since the issue was
large enough to defy pigeonholin 9. Considered at one time or another
were "Taking a Fresh Look at Bruckner," "Brucknerian Bugaboos,"

The Bruckner Stereotype,' and even "The Other Bruckner," with a
subtitle "Bruckner for the Man Who Doesn't Like Bruckner." What-
ever the label, the intent has been the same: to draw attention to a fact
that long a9o should have been self-evident, namely, that Bruckner was
not a man with one idea (or obsession), one trick of speech, one turn of
phrase, but, despite the recurrence of certain mannerisms, certain mani-
festations of an unusual personality and training, a composer of re-
sourcefulness and versatility, who, to reiterate the basic contention of
this paper, should be judged by his total output, not by an overstressed
segment of it.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO

DONALD MITCHELL

"_ Donald Mitchell is well known in Great Britain and beyond its bor-
ders for his extensive writings on Mahler. He was an editor of Music
Surueg, London music critic for the Musical Times, and a contributor
of musical criticism to The Times. He has often written articles for
CHORD AND DISCORD. Since 1959 he has been on the music staff of the

Daily Telegraph. He is the author of Gustav Mahler--The Early
Years, the first detailed account of his childhood and student years
which contains analyses of his early works. On May 11, 1961, Mr.
Mitchell addressed the Royal Musical Association on the subject:
Gustav Mahler: Prospect and Retrospect. 1

In recognition of his efforts to create greater interest in and apprecia-
tion of Mahler s music, the Directors of the Bruckner Society o[ Amer-
_ca awarded to Donald Mitchell the Mahler medal designed by the late
Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the Society.

xThis address is reprinted in full on pages 138-148of this issue.



THE TREND TOWARDS THE FOLKLIKE, NATIONALISM,
AND THEIR EXPRESSION BY MAHLER AND HIS

CONTEMPORARIES IN THE LIED

by EDWARDF. KV_,V,TT

The trend towards the folklike was one of the most important move-
ments in the Late Romantic Period (c. 1890-c. 1920), not only in Ger-
many and Austria, but also in Europe as a whole. At its height, it
influenced more individuals than did any other trend of the time. It
strongly affected all types of music--from the popular to the most
sophisticated. And it stimulated considerable scholarly research. In-
deed, more societies and periodicals devoted to the study of folk art
existed in Germany and Austria at this time than at any time before or
since.

To be sure, composers in central Europe were interested in the folk-
like throughout the entire era of greater Romanticism. But this interest
was greatly intensified towards the end of the era--after 1890. Nation-
alism was the catalytic agent responsible. And nationalism had strongly
affected cultural life even before 1890. Indeed, it had stimulated the
rise of schools of music in areas of Europe that were musically dormant,
e.g., Russia, Bohemia. And it had inspired composers in countries in
the mainstream of musical life, France, Italy, and Germany, to cultivate
an indigenous musical style and to free themselves from all traces of
foreign influence. But after 1890, nationalism became so potent that it
profoundly affected all areas of political and artistic thought. 1 It
reached its high point at about the time of the First World War.

That the trend towards the folk_like is actually an expression of na-
tionalism will become evident during the course of this article. For the
present, one example should suffice: in Germany and Austria in the
early 1890's, most newly performed successful operas were veristic im-
ports from Italy. The German patriot, grieved by this fact, actually
regarded the,importa_on of Italian operas as an invasion. To his satis-
faction, the 'invasion was partially stemmed three years later by the
premier of Humperdinck's H'aensetnnd Grete/, a work he considered
thoroughly Germanic: for it is saturated, he thought, with VoIksIieder
(folksongs). _ And the Volksliecl, to any romantic nationalist, is the

xThe historian, Carlton Hayes, considered 1880 as the beginning of a period when
the liberal nationalism of the earlier 19th century (1815-1880) was supplanted by an
illiberal type which became intense and chauvinistic, a nationalism that affected all
European countries especially Germany. For a detailed study of nationalism by
Hayes see Essays on Nationalism (New York, 1926).

Actually Humperdinek used only three folk tunes in this fairy ta!e opera. Yet he
captured the spirit of the folksong so convincingly in his score that lais audience was
led to believe the work was filled with them.
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most intrinsic expression of the German spirit? Therefore, he attributed
the resoundin 0 success of Haensel und Gretel to its Germanic spirit in
0eneral and to its Volkslieder in particular. These, he asserted, had
immediately captured the hearts of the German people. And their appli-
cation by Humperdinck in an opera, his interpretation continued, pro-
vided German composers with a "new" operatic genre, the "folk opera,"
a medium throu0h which they hoped to find no end for self-expression.
This discovery animated their sagging spirit. It stimulated them also to
turn to their national heritage for musical inspiration. As a conse_
quence of these "facts," the patriot celebrated the success of Haensel
und Gretet not so much as a musical triumph but as a nationalist
victory.

A study of the Jugendbewegung (the German youth movement) of
the early 20th century provides a strikin 9 example of the impact of the
trend upon the masses. Vigorously active, the movement stimulated the
publication of periodicals and collections of folk music. Moreover, it
affected the development of the concert lied, and in its later stales , it
helped to arouse interest in the polyphonic music of the Baroque and
Renaissance and even to cultivate Gerneinschaftsmusik and Gebrauchs,
musik. At its core was a veneration of the folk and their art,

A 9eneral description of the Jugendbewegung is difficult to provide.
For the aims and attitudes of its members changed frequently during its
relatively short life span. Durin 9 its first period (1901-1907), when it
was called the first Wandervogel, the movement had no definite organi-
zation or 9oals, Protest against the artificiality of life in the 9reat cities,
against sophistication, and even against the discipline of teachers and
parents were ideals that united the youth. They sought to escape these
"evils" by a flight into the open outdoors---into nature. "They wished
. . . to live in the health and beauty of natural surroundings, [to build]
a culture for themselves that they cou!d contrast with that of city and
town life from which they were fleein 9. 4

The movement was wildly romantic, during its first stage. Its mem-
bers, students for the most part, called themselves Bacchanten. They
identified themselves with medieval wandering scholars. They dressed
and behaved like travellin 9 artisans. Each new-comer was festively
enrolled in the Schotarenbuch by an Oberbacchant, a leader. Although
music was important in the movement at this time, it played no specific
role. .-::_

During its second period (ca. 1908-1913 )--the second Wandervogel
--the movement solidified, lost some of its wildly romantic character,

aThe thinking of most Germans about folk art, from the days of Herder to those
of Nietzsche, was steeped in what we may refer to as romantic metaphysics--roman-
tic because it was characterized by an idealization of the "folk," and metaphysical
because the folksong was considered in terms of the soul and [Geist] spirit of a people.
Herder, for instance, conceived the VolksIied as the true voice of the people.
Nietzsche called it "the musical mirror of the world.., the ort0inal melody." (The
Birth o[ the Tragedy, Modem Library Edition, p. 198).

4 Hilmar Hoeckner, Die Musik in der det_schen Jugendbewegung (Wolfenbiittel,
1927), p. 5. This book is an excellent study of the German Youth Movement, the
musical aspect in particular.
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and established definite goals. With its membership then at 25,000, and
with a monthly publication called Wandervoget, the movement became
an important cultural force. Its philosophy was still deeply romantic.
In fact, it seemed as if the youth had accepted Rousseau's ideas as their
own, merely adoptin 9 them to suit the German climate of the late Ro-
mantic Period. "In his wanderings from tamentin 9 mountains and val-
leys," wrote Hans Breuer, one of the leaders, ".. • the Wanderuogel
will gradually find his primeval ties in the holy company of nature, ties
which were torn during the passage of time. The tree which was ripped
from its native soil will grow new roots. Mankind, who has sprung
from the womb of nature, will gradually find his primeval relatives
again. He understands their language and he will again became nat-
ural." 5

The Wandervogel sought these zoots not only in nature, but also in
the German peasant. Because he had lived close to the soil, the peasant,
they thought, had retained his primeval ties. And his songs represented
to the youth the most genuine link to their lost heritage: for these lieder
had survived the decaying influence of time. Determined to learn genu-
ine folksongs only, the youth sat at the peasant s feet, collecting and
venerating everything he sang. In fact, they considered their sacred

duty the pzotect,!on of his priceless heritage of folksongs from "contami-
nation by city hits. ,,

Trenchantly nationalistic, they believed that widespread singing of
the folk,song would lead to a spiritual rebirth of the German people."
Like most romantics, they regarded the folksong as the most genuine
expression of the German soul: "In the Volkslied there lives the pulse
of our entire German history. ''6

In typically romantic fashion, they sought to achieve a unity between
their experience of nature and the poetic content of a folksong. Thus,
marching songs were to be sung only on a hike. And lieder about leaven
taking were reserved for departure into nature. The folksong was also
a prime medium through which the youth gave direct expression to a
given mood or situation. To illustrate: after a group had reached the
top of a mountain and discovered a beautiful view, one of its members
began to sing 'O Vater!and, wie bist du schoen." Gradually all joined
m. Then another stood up and removed his hat.

To supply the youth with music for their marches and campfires,
Breuer published, in 1909, his large collection of t!olksongs, the Zup[-
geiffenhansl. Its success was impressive. The first edition was almost
immediately exhausted. By 1913, t00,000 copies were sold. Over a
million were bought since. Its great popularity sparked members to
issue other anthologies of folksongs. Fritz Joede, himself, published
over thirty.

Owing to its strong appeal to the youth, t,he Volkstied became the
center of the movement, during this period. That which the Wander,

5Ibid., p. 44. This quotation was drawn by Hoeckaer from Hans Breuer, "Wander-
vogel und Votkslied." Wandervogel. IV (t910), p. 81ft.

6Both quotations are from Hoeckner, ]ugendbewegung, p._187 and p. 213 respec-
tively. The second is from the Breuer article cited in footnote 5.

r Hoeclmer, fitgendbewegung, p. 42, footnote 1.
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vogel is searching for in and out-of-doors," wrote Hans Breuer, "is writ-

ten in the folksong. One can truly say: the ,V,olkslied is the most com-
plete expression of the Wandervogel ideal. Interest in the folksongwa " * " • •

s, indeed, intense. Nowhere m recent times was the fo]ksong,sung
so passionately and with such enthusiasm as by the Wandervogel. s

Besides intoxicating its adherents with a love for the Eolksong, the
trend exerted still another important influence: it induced its followers
to accept simplicity as an artistic ideal. In addition to being considered
an intrinsic expression of a nation's soul, the folksong was regarded
also as a symbol of musical and poetic simplicity. The Wandervogel
expressed this particular influence by singing their songs to plain, un-
complicated accompaniment. Skill_ul playing was actually frowned up-
on as being artificial and sophisticated. The guitar was the standard
instrument. And the youth merely strummed upon it.

Simplicity, however, was anything but a goal of the great majority of
contemporary musicians. Consequently, the critic, Max Vancsa, noted
in 1903, in the Neue musikalische Presse (p. 310), that the existence
of the trend towards the folklike seems especially curious when one
realizes how far the technique of modern music has developed from the
naive--from folklike simplicity."

The strongest monition against complexity in music came from the
highest law of the land, the German Kaiser. Wilhelm II concentrated
his criticism upon the choral music of his time. He condemned it for
not being genuinely Germanic, by which he meanthit was not folklike
enough. Moreover, he considered it too complex. Thus, he created in
1903 two commissions of outstanding professors and practical musi-
cians to arrange Volkslieder and volksti_mticher Lieder for male chorus.
These men were urged:

not merely to imitate the character and nature of the folk in

their songs and thereby to create the folklike character only
superficially, but to capture the essential traits of the songs of
the folk, their directness, their truth, simplicity, unpretentious-
ness, intimacy, and to imprint . . . such a spirit deeply in the
music so that the folk would understand and gladly embrace
these songs as their own. 9

. Music critics, influenced in part by the kaiser's proclamation, attacked
the concert lied of the time for being over-sophisticated. The voice-
part, they complained, rarely carries an easily singable melody. On the
contrary, it is usually unmelodic and highly declaimed. Armin Knab, an
outstanding composer of lieder, thought that the vocal line functions
like a thin thread that is pulled inorganically up and down through a
piano-part that is thick and conceived orchestrally. And the piano-part,

s Ibid., see pp. 44 and 26, respectively.
9 Volksliederbuch [fir M_nnerehor, Editor, Rochus Freiherr yon Liliencron. 2 Vols.

Leipzig [19067], Max Bruch, Humperdinck, Richard Strauss, and Ludwig ThuiUe
were am.ong the more than forty artists of the commission. Works by the masters--
ocntmert, tvlenaeJssonn, 5ehuman_ Wagner et. al,harranged for male chorus, are
also to be found in the Volksliederbueh.
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they generalized, instead of being an accompaniment, often plays the
dominant role. In short, the genre is so complex that it can be rendered
only by highly trained artists and appreciated only by a small and select
public. Therefore, the concert lied must be reformed. And this goal,
they argued, could be achieved only if composers chose as their model
the prototype of the lied--the folksong.

Yet, the concert lied was being zealously cultivated early in our cen-
tury. According to Fritz Joede, who later bemoaned the fact in verse,
a defenseless public was being drowned by them:

Mountains of music are being turned out today
symphonies and potpourris
oratorios, operas, operettas and salon music
and dance music, dance music a flood of it
and lieder, lieder, still more
a deluge
and all for voice and piano .... x0

To achieve simplicity in the field of the lied, the Berlin weekly--Die
Woche--waged a butte that was, indeed, valiant. Called to campaigne
by their kaiser's proclamation against sophistication in thearts, the!r
manner of attack is noteworthy. They planned to arouse the public s
interest in 1903 to the neglect of the volksti_mliehes (folklike) Lied by
organizing a contest. This contest was surprisingly successful: it in-
volved a large number of participants, measured the interest of the pub-
lic in the genre, and prompted consideration of it by outstanding com-
posers and singers. Furthermore, the contest stimulated other contests
and provided, in its statement of purpose, a clear-cut criticism of the
contemporaneous concert lied as well as a description of the modern
volksti_mliches Lied.

,The immediate purpose of the contest was to stimulate composers to
write volksti_mliche Lieder. These would serve not only as models for
the further cultivation of the genre but also as music for the home.
"The art of making music in the home (Hausmusik)," the contest-com-
mittee pointed out, "is all but lost. Today, Hausmusik . . . like the
Volkstied, is beina suffocated by the fashionable popular song, on the
one hand, and by'the excessive growth of concert life, on the other."
The Late Romantic composer has not provided the amateur with simple
music as had composers who lived a hundred years before him, e.g.,
Johann A. P. Schulz with his Lieder beim Klavier zu singen. Haus-
musik must again be cultivated: "'It is the fertile soil in which the folk-
song grows. ''x_

The Woche offered several reasons to account for the lack of interest
by contemporaries in the volkstfimliches Lied. The composer was neg-

lecting this genre because he had a condescending attitude towards it.
He does not understand its merits nor the difficulties involved in writ-

10Hans Joachim Moser, Das deutsche Lied seit Mozart (Berlin and Zurich, 1937),
p. 348.

11Both quotes were drawn from the short foreword w__ittenby _e.editors, .Joseph
Joachim, Carl Krebs, and Humperdinck of Ira Votkston,,_Mocl_erne,l_rets_eaer,vol. 1.
(Beflin_ 1903). See also "Ira Volkston." Die Woche, XV (1903), p. o_a.
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ing simple songs, In fact, he,!s actually afraid of being simple for fear
of being accused of triviality. The response of the public was similar.
It, too, "had lost its ability to be naive and to appreciate the naive."
Why, it may be asked. Because everywhere one demands apparatuses

that are too large. Everywhere .great demands are being placed on the
capacity of the performer .... Instead of cultivating the uolkstiirn,
• " " " " " iv

t,ches L,ed, the concert song w.lth orchestra! accompamment is rece -
ing most of the attention today. In short, the music of our time has
become overgrown and overcomplicated. It is now caught in its own
decline. TM

The committee members hoped to correct these evils. Their aim was
to prove to the public that first-rate lieder can be attractive, contempo-
rary in style, and still be simple. To acquire a body of such songs, they
planned first to request outstanding composers to write them. The col-
lection, published by Die Woche under the title, Im Volkston, Moderne

Preislieder (Vol. 1 ), consists of thirty lieder by men such as Eugen
d Albert, Leo Blech, Humperdinck, Kienzl, Pfitzner, Schillings, Thuille,
Siegfried Wagner, and Herman [sic] Zumpe.

To induce the general public to compose uolkstiimtiche Lieder, their
next step, thirty prizes were offered--one for each prize song. The
chief traits of the prize song were enumerated by the committee mem_
bers in their statements of purpose as well as in the rules of the contest.
These traits may be summarized as follows:

The songs submitted must be folklike and yet cast in a musical
idiom that is contemporary. They must be no longer than fifty
measures and hitherto unpublished. The melody must be com-
pletely vocal, simple enough to be sung upon one hearing, and
not dependent in any manner upon the piano-part. The ac-
companiment should be as unsophisticated as possible.

Contestants were cautioned not to imitate the genuine folksong and
thereby to create spurious examples, but to capture only its spirit. Two
lieder, written by Herman Zumpe, were presented as samples.

The judges were professional musicians: Humperdinck, Carl Krebs,
Eduard Lassen, Felix Sehmidt, and Ludwig Thuille. Each winner was
awarded 100 marks and the prize songs were published in a vol-
ume called: Im Volkston, moderne Preislieder, VoI. II, a special
publication of Die Woche. Three big additional prizes of 3000, 2000,
and 1000 marks, considerable sums for the time, were awarded to com-
posers of the three best of the thirty songs. The three were selected

not by professiona!, musicians but, significantly enough, by the public.
Was not the folk the best judge of what is folklike?---a bit of senti-

ment that sounds like an echo of the Wanderuogel philosophy and of
the Kaiser s proclamation. At any rate, by inviting the public to partici-
pate in the voting, the committee hoped to arouse widespread interest.

The entries reached 8859. After the prizes were awarded the Woche
decided to select, from those songs already submitted, thirty additional
ones, songs that are first-rate but, for certain reasons, not in the class

1_Heinrich Neumann, "Ira Volkston." Die Woche, XVII (1903), pp. 731-732.
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of the first thirty. These were published in a third volume. The public
was invited again to participate--this time to select the best from all
ninety songs. The same high prizes were offered. A total of 53,915
votes were cast. And more than 120,000 copies of the three were sold.

Even if the editors undertook the contest as a shrewd business ven-

ture, its effect upon the voIkstiimliches Lied cannot be disregarded.
"Great artists," Die Woche announced on February 27, 1904, "who
have for a long time neglected the volkstiimliches Lied, are now includ_

ing at least some examples in their recitals or giving complete programsof them.

Composers active about 1900 were also swept along by the trend
towards the folk.like. They responded to it by writing not individual
volkstiimliche Lieder but sets of them. And in doing this, they showed
mutual influence: they used the same titles for certain cycles, based
others on poetry similar in subject matter, .or drew words from the
same sources. For instance, several men Alexander Ritter, is Richard
Strauss, Richard Trunk, and Reger--applied the title Schllehte Weisen
to cycles of lieder based on miscellaneous "folldike" poetry. Reger,

incidentally, began the composition of his SchIichte Weisen in 1903-
the year of the kaiser s proclamation, Die Woche contest, and the
premier of HaenseI und Gretel, And Max von Schillings, Conrad An-
sorge, Joseph Haas, and Wilhelm Kienzl all entitled their sets of songs,
based on texts that glorify the peasant, Ernte Lieder.

The composition of poetry from Des Knaben Wunderhorn presents
an unusual example of mutual influence. Throughout the 19th century
composers paid little attention to this rich source, published by Arnim
and Brentano in 1806. Curiously enough, after 1906, one hundred
years alter its publication, composers began to flock to it. Of course,
Wunderhorn texts had been set before that year. Mahler composed his
before 1892. And in 1903, Humperdinck, d'Albert, and Thuille selected
Wunderhorn verse when writing songs for the Woche--for the special
volume contributed by outstanding composers. But after 1906, so-many
musicians turned to this poetry that Georg Goehler, a lied composer

and propagandist in Mahler's behalf concluded: "It has now become
fashionable to compose Wunderhorn Lieder. 14 Indeed, Schoenberg,
Strauss, Graener, Knab, Kienzl, Haas, Joseph Weismann, Walter
Courvoisier, and Hermann Zilcher are among others who "suddenly"
discovered this collection of folk poetry.

Certain scholars credit Mahler with being practically the first com-
poser to discover the Knaben Wunderhorn,

. . neither Schubert, nor Beethoven, nor Mendelssohn, nor

_sThe Schlicl_e Weisen by Alexander PAtter (1833_1896) was the forerunner, by
many years, of the Sehliehte Weisen by the other composers mentioned, pAtter prob-
ably influenced Strauss to write his set, since pAtter was, for a time, Strauss' mentor.

24Georg G6hler, "Gusmv Mahters Lieder," Kunstwar_ und Kul_urwart, XXIV
(1910), p. I"t6.
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Schumann seems to have paid the slightest heed to this rich
treasure of lyricism accessible to all of them. 15

But Mendelssohn and Schumann did set a number of its poems. And
Hans Redlich singles out only Thibaut as not havin 9 overlooked this
wonderful collection:

It is hard to understand that this glorious anthology should
have remained neglected by most German composers (J. Thi-
baut--HeAdelberg, 1810---was an exception) until a young
Moravian Jew discovered its qualities in the 1880's, 16

But Friedrich Silcher set some of its texts early in the 19th century,
not to mention Mendelssohn and Schumann, and Brahms also drew
several times from the collect/on late in the same century. _7 Further-
more, Mahler was not the only Late Romantic to concentrate upon the
Knaben Wnnclerhorn about 1900. Theodor Streicher created his artis-
tic settings of its poetry at about the same time that Mahler did, And
Mahler heard them while they were still in manuscript. Indeed,
Streicher once asked Mahler:

"I should like very much to play you some compositions of
mine." "To what words?" Mahler asked. "Knabe Wunder-

horn," he [St.reAcher] replied, 18

Though certainly not amon 9 the first to set the Knabe Wunderhorn,
Mahler was, indeed, the first to focus the attention of his contempo_
raries upon it through his masterful settings of some of its poetry.

Yet Mahler's nationalistic contemporaries condemned rather than
praised him for setting these German folk lyrics. They complained that
for racial reasons a Jew could never provide these poems with gen_
uinely Germanic music the only kind appropriate for them. For a
composer, according to their thinking, will inevitably express in his
music his own racial heritage. Such reasoning, saturated with roman-
tic metaphysics (see fn 3), assumes the presence in each nation of a
spirit (Geist), one that is transmitted to its own members only. And
this spirit is expressed by each member directly in his art. Therefore,
Mahler, it followed, could not help revealing his Hebrew heritage in
his lieder. The critic, Rudolf Louis, came to such a conclusion about

15Dika Newlin, Bruekner-Mahler-_choenberg (New York, 19'_7), p. 120.
1_Hans F, Redlich, Bruckner and Mah/er London and New York, 1935), p. 1'_2.
17By Mendelssohn, see for instance, Jagdlied (Op. 84, no. 3) and, probably,

Lieblingspt_zchen (Op. 99, no. 3); by Schumann, e.g., Das K_uAein_"(Op. 79, no.
10), Marienw_rmchen (Op. 79, no. 13), J_ger Wotggemu_ (Op. 91, no. 2); by
Brahms, e.g., Der Ueberl_u[er (Op. 48, no. 2), Liebesklage des M_dchen (Op. 48,
no. 3); Rosmarin (Op. 62, no. 1) etc. etc.

18Alma Mahler, Gus_au Mahler: Memories and Leffers, translated from the German
by Basil Creighton (London, 1946), pp. 68-69. The year this occasion took place is
not certain. Alma Mahler entered the event in her dairy under 1905, Winter. But the
meeting between the composers (Schoenberg, Zemlinsky, and Klaus Pringsheim were
also present) occurred not during a winter, but during a summer's night when Mahler
was at Maiernigg. At any rate, Streicher (1874-1940), the composer's daughter
assured me, began to set Wunderhorn text long before this occasion--while he was
still in his teens.
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Mahler's art: "It speaks a musical German . . . but with the accent,
inflections, and, above all, the gestures of the East, of the ever_so-east-

• " ''ID *

ern Aslatlc Jews. Th_s statement is not necessarily an example of
anti-semitism, though a case against Louis can easily be made. Even
Paul Rosenfeld argued that racial reasons prevented Mahler, or, for
that matter, any other non-German, from writing music that is intrinsi_
cally Germanic. 2° Louis' statement is simply evidence of the flamboyant
nationalism of the time. It serves as another illustration of how close in
the minds of the Late Romantic, folk art and nationalism were linked.
Suffice it to say, the conclusions of the nationalists about the "folk" and
their art, e.g., that of Louis, were not drawn from scientific investiga-
tion but rather from fanciful and sentimental notions about them.

Regardless of the judgment of these nationalists, the folklike for
Mahler was a prime source of inspiration, especially during his youth.
Nearly all the lieder and symphonies he wrote before 1901 betray its
influence. Although some contemporaries, e.g., Reger, wrote more
volksti_mliehe Lieder, they did not cultivate the genre as intensively or
for as long a time as Mahler did. And they paid it little heed when
Mahler cultivated it vigorously, a time before the kaiser and the Woche
called attention to its neglect.

Mahler found the most direct expression of the folklike in the lied.
Interestingly enough, he created a folklike style in certain movements
of his early four symphonies, among other ways, by quoting in them ex-
tensive passages from his lieder. Indeed, these four are known as
"Wunderhorn Symphonies." They derive much of their melodic mater
rial from his Wunderhorn Lieder.

,Although c_r/tics have concentrated upon that which, in the Mahler
lied, is individual and subjective, they have not also carefully analysed
its folk element. This is a mistake! For the creation of folklike simplic-
ity was a main aim of Mahler, Otherwise he would never have impa-
tiently interrupted a technical analysis by a critic of his SchiMwache
Nachttied with the words: "Oh, dominant be hanged! Approach these
things naively as they are meant to be. ''21 Furthermore, the presence of
a fotklike idiom in songs like Zu Strassburg au[ der Schanz is the chief
factor that distinguishes them as a genre from the great mass of con-
temporaneous concert lieder. For the majority of these concert lieder,
though also subjective, is certainly not folkl/ke.

The folklike in Mahler's "votksttimliche Lieder" has a ring of authen,
_icity. Even a cursory analysis, as the present one, should indicate that
these lieder contain elements that are genuinely folldike. In the first
place, the composer captured in nearly each song the distinctive charac-
ter of specific categories of the folksong, e.g., the Tanzlied (a dancelike

folkson 9 ) and the Soldat.enlied (songs of soldiers );, As many as five of
the Zw6l[ Ges_nge aus Des Knaben Wunderhorn are idealized Tanz.

_gRudolf Louis, Die deutsche Masik der Gegenwart (Munich and Leipzig, 1909),
p. 182.

2opaul Rosenfeld, Musical Portraits (New York, t920), esp. p. 207ff.
21Ernst Decsey, "'Stundea mit Mahler," Die Musik, XI (1911), pp. 1't4-145.
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lieder22 And dancelike passages appear in three others in this set.
Some of Mahler's lieder are actually saturated with the spirit of the

L_ndler. Hans und Grethe, his earliest published son 9, is a good ex-
ample. Laendlerlike, for instance, is its melodic line with its wide leaps
and its series of eight measure phrases. These leaps, sixths (X) and
octaves (Z), occur as portamento upbeats. They are evident not only
in the accompaniment--particularly in the instrumental interludes--but
even in the vocal line. Also reminiscent of this Austrian dance is the
main motive of the son 9, a rustic, robust figure that falls heavily upon
the first beat (Y). It permeates the accompaniment and appears even
in the vocal line, where, in measures 38-39, it splits Ringel into two dis-
junct syllables. Clumsy dissonances such as are frequently heard in

Ex. 1 Mahler: _r_s _nd _re_g_ measures 53- 58.

a z ,_

! I,, , II, 1 ! I I ,

I I
Yg

village music are present in the instrumental interludes--the clash of a
tonic drone with dominant harmony (see measures 2 and _ above).
And the folklike refrain Juche! ]uche! adds its flavor to the total pas-
toral quality. Hans und Grethe is, indeed, a fine Tanzlied. Moreover,
it paints a convincing picture of peasants in the dance.

Surprisingly enough, Mahler did not focus attention upon the folk
dance, e.g., the laendler, in the titles of his Tanzlieder. And their texts
rarely refer directly to the dance. Some are satirical, while others are
humorous, or discuss love. Playing directions such as mit heiterem be,
hagen (Wet hat dies Liedtein erdacht) and Gemfichlich (Rheinlegend-
chen) only hint at the fotk dance present in them. Rather than calling
attention to the folk dance, Mahler, it seems, actually avoided all spe-
cific verbal references to it. For Hans und Grethe formerty had the
simple title of Maitanz im Gr_nen, one that is typical of a Tanzlied.
And its performance indication was changed from Zeitmass eines
L_ndIers to Im gem_chlizhen Walzertempo. _ And Rheinlegendchen

22See Verlorne Mfth'!, Wet hat dies Liedlein erdachtL Des Antonius yon Padua
Fischpredigl&Rheintegendchen, and Lob des hohen Verstands.

asThe direction "gemachliches Walzertempo" is immediately open to the suspicion
that Mahler actually had a laendler and not a waltz in mind. The tempo of the typi-
cal waltz at about 1880would have been too fast for Hans und Grethe. By inserting
the qualifying adjective "gem_chliches," Mahler guided the performer to the tempo o]_
the typical laendler, See Donald Mitchell, Cm#au Mah/et: The Early Years (London,
1958), pp. 204ff for further discussion of this song.
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had been named Tanzreime. A possible reason why he made these par-
titular changes will be given presently. Regardless of the reason, the
changes do not disguise the dance that pervades these lieder. Though
the dance in them is idealized, as are the mazurkas of Chopin--it is,
nevertheless, present. Thus, we may consider these songs, Tanztieder.

The Soldatenlied was for Mahler a major stimulus. It often served

Tambourg'sel, for example.
That Mahler was greatly interested in the Soldatenlied is not sur_

prising. Nationalism stimulated the composition and widespread sing-
ing of the Soldatenlied. Furthermore, the Soldatenlied has always been
a very popular type of folksong. To these reasons, one may add Mahl-
er's own personal ones: he was fascinated by military music. Its vigor_
ous rhythm was all but irresistible to him, His likhag for military music
goes back to his early youth. He is said to have hidden himself, as a
boy, in a barracks just to hear trumpet calls. Such military signals dec-
orate many of his Soldatenlieder. They give them a ring of authenticity.

With few exceptions, the texts Mahler selected for his Soidaten,
lieder concern the grim,aspects of military life--the execution of a sol-
dier or the horrors of war. Revelge, for example, depicts the soldier as
a human automaton, one who marches knowingly, and deliberately to
his death: "Ich muss marchieren bis in Tod!"

The melodies Mahler provides for these songs are similar to those of
typical Soldatenlieder. They are simple, vigorous, and military in char-
acter. Triadic scaffolding, rather than chromatic weaving, characterize
them. This structure is apparent especially in the many trumpet calls in
the instrumental part. Recurring melodic figures, such as the group of

five notes cJ J dAI J A _ which closes nearly every phrase of the Tam-
boursg sell, h_p to create the intended simplicity. Formally these songs
are the strictest of his folklike songs. This fact is striking when one
studies songs in which military music is present only in certain sections.
These, in contrast to the other sections, are generally treated with great-
er strictness.

The rhythm of Mahler's Sotdatenlieder is a heavy tramping march
tempo. Short, clipped, dotted rhythms, figures with staccatos c,q]
r_ or with forceful repeated-note patterns make these songs rlaytla-
• ,• o • . . . . 4r e _mleaIly exciting. And their pulse Is more ahve than even thexr rood ls.
A comparison of the rhythmic pattern of Mahler's Zu Strassburg au[
der Schanz with the folksong, Le Deserteur, the song that probably in-
spired Mahler to write his lied, dearly indicates a vigorous pulse in the
first and weaker ones in the second.

Ex. 2a Mahler: Zu _tr_ssburgauf der _e_an_; m. 5-6•
1_ , In gemessenem Mar_eJ_ ge_n_ao

-, t L, . ..k: k F, F, k . :
IL _-i_ L I It I_1 II i"_1 I ql#

Zu Strass-burg auf der Schanz_ da ging meinTrau-ern an I
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Ex. 2b Ze Desergeur: Erk-BShme_ De_tscher.L£ederhorg. HI, p. _61.

_,°.l I . I 1,1 _ ,ix I-! ! :: -,:
_-,,.. . _......_ , .

Zu Strass-burgauf der Sehanz_ da' ling mein Un gli/ek an_

A nd Mahler s performance directions, lm gemessenem Marschtempo,
husserst rhythmisch, and streng im Takt makes explicit his aim for a
strict tempo with a crisp and energetic pulse.

On the other hand, Mahler occasionally sought to produce the effect

of unmeasured, free, or irregular rhythm. He did this/,,n certain pas-
sages of his folklike songs to achieve, in performance, a natural type
of singing, one that is characteristic of the untutored singer. Perform-
ance of this type occurs when, for example, a peasant who, singing
while at work, pauses in his song, modifies his tempo, or sustains, at
will, this or that note. Such a result occurs in the last of his Lieder
eines [ahrenden Gesellen. By inserting a measure of 5/4 directly after
three consecutive phrases (eight bars) in quadruple time, Mahler adds
an "extra" pulse to the bar. This sudden change of time signature cre-
ates on the fourth beat (see X in the example below) an unexpected
pause, Its effect is that of the wayfarer momentarily interrupting his
song.

Ex. 8 Mahler • Igede_" egnesftthrende_ geselgen_ lqo. 4; m. _'-9

I r -
al- let- lieb- sten Platz I 0 Au-genblauwa-rumhabta_

Even the manner in which Mahler set folk poetry contributes to the
folk.like quality of his lieder. He knew that in order to create a con-
vincing volkstiimliches Lied he must try to bring the words and the
music into the same type of union found in the typical folksong--a mar_
riage in which one partner, the music, dominates the other. Therefore,
unlike most of his contemporaries, he approached the composition of the
lied via the music. In fact, his attention, while setting a text, was ab-
sorbed by purely musical considerations. Consequently, he did not ex-
ercise special care to parallel the metre of the poetry in the rhythm of
his vocal line. To be specific: he often applied rhythmic patterns, melo-
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dic sequences, or figures associated with the dance or the march to
phrases of text. Then, too, he would call for a regulari_ of musical
stresses which produces a tripping and jigging rhythm, a metre not pres_
ent in each line of poetry thus set. And he often juxtaposed two groups
of time values such as eighths and sixteenths instead of assigning the
longer and shorter values to the words according to their relative im-
portance in the central meaning of the poem. And examples of incorrect
accentuation of individual words are not infrequent.

In contrast to Mahler, most Late Romantics believed that the lied

composer should approach the composition of a song via the poem. He
should derive the rhythm of his voice-part from the metre of the poetry,
Indeed, composers with acute literary acumen actually sought devices
that would serve as musical equivalents for rhyme, punctuation, and
poetic metrics. And they used a huge variety of time values to difl!eren-
tiate the words of a poem according to their relative importance in its
central meaning. Some went still further. They tried to create a vocal
line that in performance would give the impression of being a good
recitation of poetry. _4

These literary-minded contemporaries severely criticized Mahler for
his manner of setting a text. Some concluded that he simply did not
know how to declaim a poem correctly. What they did not understand
is that Mahler was opposed, for several reasons, to the use in his folk-
like lieder of declamatory vocal writing: to begin with, the folksong, his
model, his point of departure as a composer, is rarely declaimed, but, to
the contrary, filled with examples of poor declamation--jigging rhythms
and incorrect accentuation of words. Such "clumsy" treatment of text
lends the folksong its distinctive charm. Declamatory vocal writing, on
the other hand, is a sophisticated form of art and thus not the ideal
vehicle with which to express the folktike. Then, too, Mahler had a
strong distaste for declamation in general, a distaste he did not hesitate
in an interview to disclose:

[Mahler] answered [my questions] furiously .... " I de-
mand a theme, development of the theme, thematic manipula-

tion, song, not de'cla_ma'ti°n!"landwithliam. I ha( th_eachsyllable he hitthe back of his hand in h's p . d e feeling he was
about to explode. _

It would be incorrect for still another reason to assert that Mahler
lacked literary acumen. He had himself written several fine specimens
of folldike poetry, e.g., his Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen. °'6

_ On this subject see, by the present writer, "The Influence of Theatrical Declama_
tion on Composers of the Late Romantic Lied," Ae_a Musicologiea, XXXIV (1962),
and The Late Romantic Lied: Per[ormance, the Literarg Approach. and the Natural-
istic Movement, Doctoral Dissertation, New York University, 1960.

25Decsey, MaMer, p. 1"t4.
2sAlthough Mahler claimed to have written the poetry of the [ahrenden Gesellen,

Egon Pamer, among others, noted that the text ot the first song_Wenn mein _cha_z
Hoehzeit macht--is similar, almost word for word, to certain folk poetry. See his
"'Gustav Mahlers Lieder," Studien zur MusikwisserLschatt, XVI (1929), pp. 120ff.

For still other varianks of the folk poetry Pamer cited see Alfred Mfiller, Wolk_lieder aus dem Erzgebirge (Annaberg, 1883), p. 135, no. 31 and Georg Heeger an
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,The judgment of his critics notwithstanding, Mahler had a profound
understanding of folk poetry and of the type of union such poetry pro-
duces in the folksong. And he aimed in his lieder to mirror this special
union. Therefore, since jigging rhythms and the like are characteristic
of the folksong, Mahler made use of them in his folklike lieder. Even
Wolf whose care for the prosody of poetry he set is exemplary--used
a jigging rhythm in Der G_rtner, one not present in the poem. And
Wolf, one might add, was immediately censured for this. But such
rhythm helps to imbue a song with the impression of the folkl/ke! And
this is just the point: treatment of text such as Mahler's tends to height-
en rather than to detract from the folklike flavor of his volkstiimliche
Lieder.

With respect to their setting of folk poetry, Mahler's critics and not
Mahler deserve to be censured, As composers, they carefully de-
claimed all poetry, even the folklike. And in doing this, some tore the
little folk lyric asunder in their sophisticated declamatory treatment of it.

The most strildngly folklike element in Mahler's volkstiimliche Lieder
is the melodic structure of the voice-part. Like the typical folksong,
Mahler's vocal line is dear-cut, simple, and diatonic. It often begins
with triadic figures, Though some of his melodies seem long and wide-
arched, such melodies are actually composed of many siiort, simple
phrases. Mahler joins these by treating some sequentially, by repeating
others, or by casting still others into antecedent and consequent phrases.
Only upon occasion is the vocal line inflected with touches of chromati-
cism. These function either to underscore key words or phrases,
phrases he interprets in a subjective manner, or merely to create changes
of color, a result he often produces by mixing the major and minor
modes. Chromaticism in the tristanesque sense, a characteristic of the
concert lied of the time, is, of course, foreign to his votkstiimliche Lieder.
Therefore, Mahler, in his folklike songs, shaped the vocal line in a man-
net that is radically different from that of his contemporaries. He made
melody command. He concentrated it in the voice-part and made it
stand out. His melodies are vocal and not instrumental in style.

Mahler's vocal line is folklike for a still more importgnt reason: iso-
lated phrases from actual folksongs lie embedded in it. Compare, for
instance, the phrase from Mahler s Trost im UngIiick with that of the
folksong, Husarenliebe, both cited in Example zL

Ex. 4a Mahlex' : :frrosl gm _7"ngl_vk Ex. 4b gus_zFenglebe : Erk-Bohme 3
m. 13-I4 -D_tgo_e.Ltet_'_o_'illII_p _ 281.

- '" [ _ I_, ._..4 . a i_ Ill l# I i IlI

_ iiir_g Lb I_ I I I I I !._.iv i ! I I- Q) ._., r ! "

Wohl- an! DieZeitist kom men! Wohl. an_dieZeit ist kom men_

Wilhelm Wrist, Volkslieder aus der Rheinp[aIz (Kaiserslautern, 1909), No. 250a.
Even the title, Lieder eines [ahrenden GeseIlen. is not orginally Mahler's, Rudolf
Baumbaeh used it to entitle the collection of folklike lyrics he wrote in 1878. Four of
these poems have been set to music by Art.hut Foote: Vier Ges_nge aus Lieder eines
tahrenden Gesegen uon Rudolf Baumbach, Op. 39.
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Egon Pamer discovered fragments from folk tunes in two other lieder
by Mahler. And he noticed a similarity between the melodic contour of
certain passages of several lieder by Mahler and several folksongs with
the same titles, z_

How is one to account for the presence in these lieder by Mahler of
fragments from folkson0s? Many explanations may be offered. Let us
examine some of these: Mahler quoted the fragments in question to im-
bue his lieder with a genuine folkish quality; Mahler adapted or ar-
ranged folksongs, shaping the originals to suit his taste, and called the
results his original volksti_mliche Lieder.

No significant published evidence exists to support these arguments.
To be sure, corroboration may yet be found since research in Mahler-
iana is filled with lacunae. But discovery of such evidence, in view of
our knowledge of Mahler's personality, attitudes, aesthetics, is unlikely.
In the first place, Mahler relegated the folksong to a lower artistic level
than the art song. He regarded it as a natural product and an imperfect
one at that. Editorial revisions certainly could not transtorm the natural
product into a work of art. On the contrary, they would kill its "nat-
uraliness."

But far more important: Mahler's main artistic objective was to cre_
ate original works. And in so doing, he wished to leave his strong
personal imprint upon them. This objective is implicit in Mahler's
aesthetics and explicit in thls statement: Despite the mmphclty an
folldshness of [Rheinlegendchen], the composition is highly individual,
especially in the harmonization which the public will not understand.
• . . And yet, the melody is as natural as one can be." 2s

In other words, Mahler wanted his public to concentrate upon the
individuality of his volkstiimtiche Lieder and not upon their folk ele-
ment. This attitude explains why he did not draw attention in the titles
and playing directions to the specific folk element in Hans und Grethe
and in the other lieder mentioned above. Their folkishness, in any case,
is self_evident. It does not need to be spelled-out. And the older Mahl-
er grew, the stronger his aim for self-expression became. His treatment
of the folklike in his later symphonies, written when his expressionistic
tendencies came to the fore, is more individual even than his treatment
of it in these songs.

We may therefore conclude that Mahler, whose urge for self_expres-
sign was so strong, and whose idealism and honesty were beyond ques-

tion, is not likely to have arranged or adapted folksongs and to have
called the results highly original. Nor would such an imaginative
composer find it necessary to quote phrases from Votkslieder merely to
flavor his songs with the folklike.

A more likely explanation is that Mahler was influenced, subcon-
sciously, by the folksong. The fact that he knew a huge number of
Votkslieder he knew well over 200 when he was but six years old--

gives rise to the explanation that many of them may have been stored in

_Tpamer, Mahlers Lieder. XVI (1929), p. 123 and Pamer, op. c/t., XVII (1930),
p. 111.

28Natalie Bauer-Lechner, Erirmerungen an Gustau Mahler (Vienna, 1923), p. 12.
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his subconscious. A phrase from one of those hidden in his mental
store-house could have, in several ways, influenced his musical thought.
The phrase may have become a germinal idea for Mahler, one that he
developed and expanded or reshaped unconsciously in his own individ-
ual manner. As noted, Mahler re0arded the folksong as a point of de-
parture, a model, a stimulus that helped him to release his own creative
impulses. Or it may have permeated his musical thought during the
actual process of composition without the composer's awareness. Or it
could have sprung to his conscious mind as he set the words of a folk
poem with which it had long been associated in his mind. The fact that
Pamer discovered melodic similarity only between lieder by Mahler and
folk songs based on the same text strengthens the last-named possi-
bility.

Besides calling for explanations, the presence in the Mahler lied of
folksong fragments prompts two queries:

How many more lieder by Mahler incorporate snatches from
folksongs?
Perhaps the folksong variants Pamer examined were not the
ones Mahler knew. The ones he sang, if these could be un-
covered, may resemble his lieder much closer. They may re-
semble not just an isolated phrase by extensive passages of his
songs.

These queries are, admittedly, mere conjectures! Even d/scussion of
them is contingent upon evidence furnished through research. Of course,

basic research is necessary to support any of the explanations provided
above. One conclusion may, however, be drawn from Pamer s discovery
without further research: the fact that the phrases of VoIkslieder he dis-
covered do not seem out-of_place in the Mahler melodic line---on the
contrary, they are stylistically similar to Mahler's own phrasesbattests
to the intrinsic folkishness of his Volksti2mliche Lieder.

Interestingly enough, Mahler's attitude towards expression in music
of the folklike was shared by his German contemporaries: Humper-
dinck, Strauss, Schillings, Pfitzner, and Reger. All were nationalistic.
All were swept along by the trend towards the folklike. And all strove
for individuality. They chose to express the folldike not primarily by
quoting, imitating, or arranging genuine folksongs, but with original
music, i.e., in terms of their own individuality. This reason exp,!ains
why Humperdinck, for one, used but three folksongs in his folk
opera," Haensel und Gretel.

Although the influence of the trend upon Mahler's generation was
strong, it was actually intensified throughout Europe during the next
generation, the time of Stravinsky, Bartok, Attain Knab, and Vaughan
Williams. In their youth and early maturity, these men quoted the folk-
song more frequently, regarded it with greater respect, or examined it
more objectively than did most of their immediate predecessors. As an
example of the last-named, one might recall that Bartok, unlike Liszt or
Brahms, sought carefully to distinguish genuine folk music from spuri-
ous examples of it. Furthermore, ethnomusicologists began at this time
the difficult task of clearing the romantic mist from their subject so that
it could be viewed with scientific scrutiny.
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The second influence of the trend that of inducing composers to
simplify their styles in order to express the folklike--affected the de-
velopment of music still more profoundly. It induced composers of
Mahler's generation to aim at simplicity, per se. Some of them, e.g.,
Reger, turned towards the volkstiimliches Lied as a means through
which they hoped to achieve this end. Conrad Ansorge, who composed

his Ernte Lieder for the reason ,given, called these songs "the simplest
and most popular of my lieder. 20 And, as the influence of the trend
increased, composers sought further to simplify their styles. These ef_
forts eventually brought about a reaction in them, especially in those of
Stravinsky's generation, to the complexity of Late Romantic music. They
became antagonistic towards the sophisticated transcription of reality
of the naturalists, s° the color intoxication of the impressionists, and the
uncontrolled subjectivity of the early expressionists. In short, they
wanted to discard the heavy and elaborate armour of Late Romanticism.
Viewed in this light, the trend towards the folklike, at its height, played
a prime role in the transition from the old towards the new, the change
from romanticism to modernism. Its role in stimulatin 9 composers to
destroy late romanticism and to create modernism was vital.

29Ausorge's Ernte Lieder, Op. 18, texts by Franz, Evers, were v/ritten, interestingly
enou_th in 1903.

s0 On naturalism see the present writer's, "'The Impact of Naturalism on Music and
upon the other Arts during the Romantic Era," The Brlf_sh Journal o[ Aesthetics,
publication expected in 1963.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

PAUL HINDEMITH

In appreciation of his efforts to create a greater interest in the works
of/Maton Bruckner, the Directors of the Bruckner Society of America,
Inc., awarded the Kilenyi_Bruckner medal to the distinguished com_
poser, Paul Hindemith. In recent years Prof. Hindemith has devoted
an increased amount of time to conducting and almost always he has
included a Bruckner work in his program.

The presentation of the medal was made by Mr. Charles L. Eble,
President of the Society, at an informal reception sponsored by the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Seymour Raven, manager, following a
performance by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra of Bruckner's Sew
enth Symphony under the direction of Prof. Hindemith on March 29,
1963.



THE SEVENTH SYMPHONY OF BRUCKNER

AN ANALYSIS

By ROBERT SIMPSON

The following article is a new and revised version of an article which appeared in
the Music Review, published in England in August 1947.

What follows is a description of the musical processes of one of
Bruckner's greatest and subtlest works, from point to point, without re=
course to a priori concepts. Bruckner has often been criticized by those
whose inattention and reliance on pre-conceived ideas of sonata form
have misled them into a superficial impression that the music is a clumsy
attempt at conformity by a composer who has no real discipline. One of
the main traps for the unsuspecting, routined critic is the [act that
Bruckner's music can show such superficial semblances. The first move-
ment of this work, for example, looks on paper as if it is a crudely
shaped sonata movement; as such it has been frequently subjected to
criticism that is, as we shall see, empty. The true analysis of such a
movement must be conducted (a) with a completely accurate ear for
tonalities and the ability to relate tonal experiences over large stretches
of music and (b) with freedom from conventional formal concepts. In
fact, only one movement in this symphony (the Scherzo) is in true
sonata form, and the other three are evolved along entirely individual
lines, through the natural functioning of tonality and the apt spacing o[
calm and climax; such designs can be described only from point to point
in the hope that the reader will follow the process without the aid of

impossible diagrams and misleading, ground-plans. This is not as diffi-
cult as it might seem, since Bruckner s methods are so clear that it is sur-
prising that they have been so often misunderstood.

First Movement: Allegro moderato

Bruckner's habit of beginning with string tremolandi has often been
noted, sometimes in blame. It is actually no more remarkable than the
fact that out of the twenty-nine movements in Brahms' symphonies and
concerti, no less than fourteen end with the same type of woodwind
chord, occasionally combined with strinfs (arco or pizzicato). The
openings of Bx_ackner s symphonies are as similar as the doorways of
nine different cathedrals. In this case the entrance leads to a very lofty
and light interior.

_ .e_-_-'_.
Ex.1 Allegro.. _zod_rgto - -_ _ =-- _ . . _ .
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It is noteworthy that this long phrase modulates to the dominant be-
fore slipping back to the tonic for a fully scored counterstatement, in
which the original tendency is checked by a beauti[ul cloudy elongation

that ,finally settles on the dominant (note the distinction between "in"
and on the dominant). The expected E major is, however, replaced
by yet another attempt by the key of B to control the path o[ the music.
Oboe and clarinet, supported by soft horns and trumpet, treat, with a
new theme, the dominant as a key.

...... "" - I_,,, it, _ I

Tr. &Has.
i

°.:.

As the quotation shows, B major becomes B minor and in the [ollow_
ing bar loses its slender foothold. For 18 bats the music dri[ts deliber¢
atety through a sequence ok remote keys, teachincj B major again at bar
69. That tonality is not yet secure (a 6/'t chord) and is this time care
tied on the crest ok a wave into its flat supertonic region, C major. The

phrase ok Ex. 2 now has a new ending which becomes absorbed in a
short but lovely triple counterpoint.
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Ex. 3 (bar 81)Leading parts only
Strings

•

,- w :, ,I .,L

, .,o.
-., ., I _ _ _ ,

The Neapolitan C major falls easily back into B major (bar 89),
which now shows a confidence that is not undermined by the passing
keys" into which it moves almost at once, These occupy 10 bars, and at
bar 103 the iron grip of a deep pedal F sharp settles the firm entrench-
ment of the dominant, toward which a giant crescendo sweeps,
Throughout this process Ex. 2 has prevailed. The first big climax of the
symphony comes with a sudden hush and a rhythmic new theme in B
minor.

Ex. 4 bar 123

Passing through B sharp minor, D major and minor, and G flat major
( = F sharp major), this rises quickly to a massive brass fanfare, after-

wards closing gently in B major. The passage starting with Ex. 4
should not be thought a new section or third subject.'" It is simply the
release of tension caused by the victory of B, and provides a welcome
change of movement. The purposes served by this passage and by its
return later in the design are entirely dissimilar. Outward resemblances
such as the change from tonic to dominant must not deafen the listener
to the fact that this kind of behaviour is not characteristic of sonata
style. The slow emergence of one key from a host of others is a new
phenomenon in the field of symphony. It is commonly supposed that
Bruckner's restatements are conventional and redundant gestures. That
view ignores the truth that recapitulation is a prime element in any
large-scale musical form, whether its motion is sonata-like or not. The
rest of this movement wit be heard to reinstate E major by a method
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similar to but longer than that which has just evolved B major. Tovey's
assertion that Bruckner was helplessly fettered to useless sonata for-
mulae breaks down when it is understood that elements a lesser master

might have made into a clumsy development, restatement, and Coda,
are here welded into a single organic structure, the natural result of the
crisis created by the opening section.

Two horns augment the closing notes of the last group ( 163 ) and a
clarinet plays peacefully an inversion of Ex. 1 (a) in B major. An oboe
freely imitates it while trombones provide gentle support. After a flute
echo of figures from the Ex. _ paragraph, the mode becomes minor with
another entry of the clarinet-oboe-trombones combination. This time
the flute hints at the dominant of A flat, but a solemn inversion of Ex. 2
follows in D minor on cellos. This breaks off and is heard again high in
the violins in E minor, at present not recognizable as the tonic minor.
It ceases at the same point as before and is resumed by the cellos in F
sharp minor, whence it grows into a grandly sustained cantabile with a
trend towards E minor. F sharp is soon shown to have been a super-
tonic key. Very definite emphasis is laid on E minor by the abrupt and
quiet interruption of Ex. 'I in that key, on a solo flute with its mirror
image in the basses (219). Violins join with a new counterpoint. E mi-
nor is then contradicted quickly by A minor, D major, D minor, C major,
B flat major and A flat major. A drop to ppp finds the music waiting
expectantly on the dominant of C. One beat's silence is broken by a
tremendous outburst in C minor, Ex. 1 (a) being treated by free imita,
tion all over the orchestra. For 16 bars this irruption lasts. When it
subsides C minor is in firm control.

Here is a crucial point that shows plainly the difference between
sonata principles and those obeyed by Bruckner, who is now approach-
ing the moment usually construed as a sonata restatement. The invasion
by C minor has a lasting effect. It postpones indefinitely the return of
home rule. Were Bruckner writing a sonata movement he would now
need a very long and thorough preparation for the recapitulation,

which would come dramatically and with all the force of a long delayed
and well planned uprisin 9. In Bruckner s countries events do not turn
on quick revolutions. His Underground Movements work subtly and
surely, gaining control with graduat persuasion.

The storm calms but there is no change of key. The first theme is
given in C minor with euphonious echoes in the woodwind and a gra-
cious counterpoint in the first violins, and it then modulates to the domi-
nant of D (257). In D minor the same thought recurs, now turning in
the direction of A flat. Here there is a crescendo, but the expected A

flat major is magically supplanted by the full E major, when the whole
of Ex. 1 is stated for the first time since the outset (281). E major is
now appreciable as the tonic because of Bruckner s strategic handling of
E minor before the big C minor passage. But its position is not yet firm.
The intervention of C minor has given Bruckner the reason for a start-
lingly beautiful change of key and has greatly increased the prospects
of the movement as a whole.

Above the main theme floats its own inversion, and its second half is
enriched bY swelling trumpets, a sound of such splendid majesty as
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Bruckner rarely surpassed elsewhere. As before there is a shift towards
the dominant. This time it causes the biggest crisis of the movement.
The integrity of the design is now at stake, since the B minor-major
tendency has to be curbed.

The end of the theme drifts into dark mysterious modulations in
which flute, basses and clarinet are heard through high tremolandi. The
tonal balance is thus tilted entirely in the opposite direction, so that Ex.
2 must needs sound in an E minor that feels like the dominant minor of

A minor. Its first 16 bars, newly scored, make the same passing modu-
lation as before. From bar 335 (E major 6/3) two successive waves
rise strongly to the very threshold of B major (362). This challenge of
B major is so insistent that were Bruckner to state the group of Ex. 4 in
E minor at this point it would certainly seem to be in the subdominant
minor of B. That group originally acted as the climax of a process.
There is no question of that as it now cuts in quietly and purposefully in
G major. Through C major, E flat and G flat, it passes to A major
(375), and A is the key of its remainder. Before the paragraph can
finish, there is a sudden pianissimo drop on to a low E, dearly the domi-
nant of A (391). The composer is now in the position to exploit the
natural tonic-dominant bent of his main theme. Most symphonists, had
they reached this stage, might have been content to give the theme liter-
ally, allowing it to turn automatically from A to E. Not so Bruckner,
who makes the hitherto rarely heard figure (b) from Ex. 1 sweep in a
grand arch over a dominant (E) pedal that eventually turns into a tonic.
Ex. 1 (a) is so reserved for the final climax, which rears itself nobly in
E major, fully established for the first time since the beginning.

In spite of superficial visual resemblances, it should now be plain that
this method of construction has little in common with sonata style. This
plan is divisible into two main parts only, the first fostering a slow evo-
lution of B minor and major out of a start that is not so much in E major
as delicately poised on that key, and the second seeing the subtle re-
surgence of the true tonic, not without opposition from the pretender.
When themes or thematic groups are restated their functions are
changed in ways that would not be possible in sonata schemes. Ex. 1
becomes absorbed almost imperceptibly into a long process beginning
at bar 189. Ex. 2, which at first was the means of setting up B major,
later causes the final attempt of that key to regain its sway. Its oriqinal
victorious outburst, Ex. 4, eventually defeats it by a sudden entry in G
major and a modulation to A. Sir Donald Tovey wrote, "It is Bruck-
net's misfortune that his work is put forward by himself so as to present
to us the angle of its relation to sonata form." The misfortune is not
Bruckner's. It attends those who are fooled by chance semblances.

Second Movement: Adagio

Bruckner's slow movements always commence with two contrasting
groups of material in contrasting keys. Thereafter each design is d/ffer-
ently and unpredictably shaped. This one is in C sharp minor, a key
which the first movement, with all its range of tonality, avoids. The
opening is a m/ghty paragraph containing, among others, the following
three important elements.
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Though the start is in C sharp minor the tonality during this passage
moves slowly towards F sharp minor, a big climax being poised upon
the frontier of that region. The tutti breaks off and a diminuendo leads
solemnly to the second half of the expository opening section, settled
happily in F sharp major with a change of time and pace and a new
theme of remarkable beauty.
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This soaring, heavenly episode secures the state o_ F sharp major.
_As it closes the light fades, giving way to the funereal strains of Ex. 5,
again in C sharp minor. The ninth bar of the theme (85) becomes de_
flected into F sharp, and as if thoughts of past joys evoke deep longing,
slow rising developments of Ex. 5 (a) and its inversion move towards a
crisis, heralded by urgent trumpet calls and reached at bar 101 with a
striking turn to C major. This has a bearing on later events. With a
softening of tone Ex. 6 follows in the new key, scored with moving ef-
fect for flute and strings. More rising sequences involve a crescendo to
the dominant of G. The expected G major is foiled by a statement of
the whole of Ex. 6 ( 114 ) beginning in E flat and leading naturally to A
flat. There follows a massive and typical Brucknerian crescendo based
on successive steps in which Ex. 6 (a) appears in different keys and on
different choirs of instruments. By way of A flat major, E major, F
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major, and F sharp major the long-delayed G major is attained in what
is so far the weightiest el/max of the movement (127). G major, which
seems to be the final stage in the sequence of keys initiated by E major
at bar 121, now dies away, revealing itself as the dominant of C. The
sug0estion of C, however, is but momentary, and the surprising entry of
Ex. 8 in A flat major shows that G major is not the end of the tonal
chain. This theme has here a darker colouring and is half concealed
beneath a lovely new counterpoint (133). It is soon clear that A flat
major is simply G sharp major, the home dominant, from which impres-
sive cloudy modulations and hesitations drift into C sharp minor.

This return of Ex. 8 in A flat, besides being a satisfying and neces-
sary recapitulation, is therefore also a gigantic dominant preparation for
the resumption of the tonic. Bnlckner rarely repeats ideas for the pur-
pose of mere symmetry, but makes them perform organic functions in
living forms. His practice in the first movement is here carried further.
He might well have given another statement of Ex. 6 (a) in A flat at
bar 128 or thereabouts, moved immediately to C sharp minor and writ_
ten a complete (or slightly curtailed) restatement of the expository
section (Exs. 5 to 8 inclusive), its keys redistributed, leadin 0 to a
Coda. The ungainliness of such a scheme is obvious and is the sort of
composition for which Bruckner is usually blamed by cursory critics.
But, as will presently be shown, a further repetition of Ex. 6 (a) in A
flat would, apart from its redundancy, ruin the still lar0er plan in Bruck-
hers' mind.

C sharp minor brings back the great main theme surrounded by flow_

ing string fi,gures. The complete Ex. 6 follows and is the outset of one
of Bruckner s most magnificent crescendi. Very slowly Ex. 6 (a) grows
into an awesome climax. A_tain a sequence of keys is employed, one
even more striking than before. From bar 16_t onward it runs as fol_
lows: F minor to A flat, F sharp minor to B flat; G sharp minor to A
major, D flat to E flat, and B major to the dominant of C sharp. Here
the tension is immense. The G sharps in the bass change to A flats, and
with a thrilling shock, the stupendous climax suddenly streams out in a
shining C major.

It will be remembered that the previous high point in G major (127)
showed signs of leading to C, but was prevented from so doing by Ex. 8
in A flat. The present higher peak stands in brilliantly clear relation to
the other, as also to the still earlier emphasis on C major ( 191 ). But the
final revelation is to come. As the G major tutti was followed by a soft
A flat major, so this in C major shows itself in a similar light, and its
quiet reaction is in D flat major (C sharp). The sublime lingering end
of the movement is threefold. First, major turns to minor with a noble
utterance of the tubas and horns, based on Ex. 6 (a), cavernous and
grand. Then follows Ex. 7, not heard since its first statement, now no
longer aspiring but ethereal and remote, floating high above a wonderful
intermittent bass C sharp (pizzicato). Last, Ex. 5 (a) emerges for the
first time in the tonic major.

Third Movement: Scherzo and Trio

The Scherzo is in A minor. This key. touched but once in the first
movement and not at all in the Adagio, comes with powerful effect.
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Significantly, the two other important keys in the third movement have
previously had little prominence. C minor, in which the first stage of
the Scherzo ends, has not been heard since its huge outburst in the
Allegro moderato, and F major, the key of the Trio, has hitherto been
noticed only as an unobtrusive member of a few short key sequences.
The freshness of the Trio is, moreover, made doubly sure by the strict
exclusion of F major from the Scherzo, of which the succinct start states
its complete thematic matter.

_.x. 9

¢T_ _¢ ....

• .

i !(b)

r Ce_ , i
At bar 29 there is a quick shift to D flat, the first of a series of kaleid_

oscopic changes lasting for 24 bars. Then the dominant of C minor is
reached (53) and after some preparation C minor itself drives home a
very massive climax. The absence of distinct first and second groups
does not prevent this section from being an extremely terse sonata expo-
sit.ion. The development shows more swift modulations, beginning softly
in A flat with (a) and followed by (d). A repetition of this in G flat
leads to inversions of (b) in A major, C sharp major, and E minor, the
two latter keys being enmeshed in a stretto by contrary motion. The
strings are meanwhile busy with derivatives of (a). Next come treat-
ments of (d) and its companion (e). Both these ideas become quite
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changed in character, passing through many modulations, inversions,
and contrapuntal combinations before entering D flat, whence the trum-
peting figure (b), in stretto with its own inversion, careers to the home
dominant. The first horn and subsequently a trumpet display a free
diminution of (b) (bar 165). The recapitulation, coming after a hush
(185), is regular. Its first move is to B flat instead of D flat, and the
final climax thus fixes A minor. Bruckner will concede a regular re-
statement only in a short piece. This Scherzo, with all its breadth, vari-
ety and unity, fills no more than four minutes. The relentless use of 4-
bar rhythms is responsible for the hammering power of most of Bruck-
net's Scherzi, which are at least as strong as any since Beethoven.

The slower Trio is not, as is so often stated, lyrical. The true lyric
has strophic regularity. It confines itself; it is a miniature. The term has
been much misused by musicians, who normally apply it to anything
with graceful melodic outlines. This Trio is binary in form since its first
part is incomplete, starting in F after some introductory drum taps and
ending with a delightful surprise in D major. The second part is begun
by an inversion of Ex. 10 (a). Bruckner is very economical, rarely
Ex. 10
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leaving this phrase, and treating it with delicate resource. The return
to F major finds the orig/nal melody soaring to a climax before finishing
gently with flowing flute figures. The Scherzo is repeated in full.

Fourth Movement: Bewegt, doch nicht schnell

This blends solemnity and humour in festive grandeur. It is unique in
form and difficult to describe in spite of the directness of its address.
The same subtlety of tonal organization is evident here. As in the first
movement, the main theme foreshadows by its modulation the key-sys-
tem to follow:

]
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This moves almost at once, as shown, from F, to the key a major third
higher, A fiat. The next bar (I0) cancels this by asserting E minor,
whereupon the theme begins again in the dominant, B major. It now
modulates with another crescendo to B flat (19), whence it starts once
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more. Then come two more steps to major mediants, B flat to D major
and D to F sharp major, leading to a bold progression which, rising, hits
the dominant of G flat (F sharp). Before the music can settle there it
subsides on to the dominant of F (33). Instead of F major (or minor),
however, there is a richly modulating chorale, commencing in A flat
major and thus consolidating the first change from E to A fiat.

Ex. 12 (bar 35)
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Though this chorale seems to modulate casually, it is centred on A
fiat, which is soon confirmed by Ex. 13 in a return through the dominant
of F. (It is, of course, possible, though not easy, to fix a key without
recourse to its own dominant.) The resumption of Ex. 12 occasions a
small rise in temperature which falls to the dominant of A. At this the
first tutti of the Finale bursts out in A minor with the following Hercu-
lean derivative of Ex. 11 (a).

Ex.14 (bat. 93) _ . , _ L KA_• I .-.Ii_I i I I._ I,_ I I I i i iI i F "_ I I
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A recurrence of this a semitone higher initiates a fully scored para-

graph that strides through F minor, B flat minor, A minor, and the dom-
inant of D minor, culminating in two powerful brass fanfares on the
successive dominants of G and A fiat. It appears as if this cardinal stage
will end with a climax in A flat. Ex. 11 (b) does enter in that key, but
its very nature forces it to rise to its major mediant, C major. After a
short-lived effort by A flat to retake control (117-127), the music dies
away mysteriously in a C major which is not entirely free from its earlier
associations as the dominant of F (refer back to bar 33). Ex. 11 (b) is
changed into a new figure.

EX..15 (bae188)

At present the three most important keys asserted have been (i) the
tonic, E major, (i/) A flat major, and (iii) C major. They are clearly
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related as a series of major mediants. Bruckner immediately illuminates
this relationship by giving a soft free augmentation of Ex. 15 in A flat
and repeating it at once in E major (147-162). The threads are being
drawn more closely. Of the three keys A flat has been most emphatic,
E major least. The tonic and its environs are now entered. At bar 163,
in the subdominant minor, there is a humorously simple inversion of
Ex. 11 ending in A major and overlapping with an equally playful in-
verted diminution of the chorale, whose second phrase is placed on the
home dominant. Then Ex. 11 appears in E major in stretto by contrary
motion, threaded by a quaver counterpoint, A straining towards A flat
is checked by a crescendo and a second tremendous tutti on Ex. 14
makes a forcible entrance in the dominant minor. The counterstatement
of its first phrase lands on the border of A flat, for which the influence
of the tonic now proves too strong. Its E flat becomes D sharp and the
rest of the [ortissimo stalks gigantically around home territories, crash-
ing into a terrific unison on the dominant of E (the notation here is in
flats, but does not deceive the ear). There is a silent pause.

The echoes of the Titanic sound have hardly died when the chorale
begins quietly in C major. The melody is so shaped that this time its
second phrase modulates smoothly to F major. Strictly, the third phrase
would follow on the dominant of G, but it continues in F, thus empha-
sizing the original habit of C major to behave as the dominant of F.
This tiny point made, the theme becomes its old modulating self again
and Ex. 13 falls into the homely subdominant region of A major (over a
pedal E). Slight tension is created by the intervention of the dominants

of F and A flat, but they are repudiated by Ex. 11 (b) in A major. Thisis the start of what _ ould be a mighty Coda if this amazing movement
were divisible into sections. The theme, on the edge of F sharp, is
crowned by the brass. It emerges, travelling in the direction of A flat
and is swept up by another great tutti, driving towards the submediant.
At bar 267 there is a phrase in E major, reminiscent of the Fourth Sym_
phony. After a blazing contrapuntal combination in C sharp major there
is a quick drop to pp and Ex. 11 jumps out in the tonic, now unmistak-
able. As at first it rushes to A flat, the brass crowning it again; it rex

• starts for the first and only time in A flat major, modulating this time to
G (this corresponds to the move from B major to B flat in bars 11 to
19). The orchestra is wonderfully vivid as the theme flashes in many
brilliant shapes towards the home dominant. The astonishing mass of
tone ceases abruptly as that region is gained, and then the main theme,
merging with Ex, 1 (a), resounds in the vast spaces of E major as, with

t glorious fanfares, it rings the final majestic climax.
This analysis may perhaps indicate the futility of expecting the music

of Bruckner to react to the same tests as that of Brahms and most other
nineteenth century symphonists. That error was made by a most intelli-
gent critic, the late H. C. Colles in a discussion of the subject in the

Oxford History of Music. There the opening movement of th!s work
was dissected and found to be the lamentable result of Bruckner s igno-
rance of Brahms' principles of composition. Although Bruckner and
Brahms did not understand each other in Vienna, it may well be that in
the Elysian regions where, doubtless, all are friends, they are both
laughing at the absurd rivalry that once separated them.



BRUCKNER-MAHLER-WOLF ON AUSTRIAN
POSTAGE STAMPS

By J. POSELL

Philatelists, especially topicalists, have long been aware of the exist-
ence of postage stamps honoring Austria's composers Anton Bruckner
and Hugo Wolf. Now at long last, Austria has also finally issued a
stamp commemorating the 100th anniversary of the birth of Gustav
Mahler. While the history of the postage stamp as we know it today
goes back to 1840 when the famous "penny black" was issued in Great
Britain, the first issue of postage stamps devoted to musicians appeared
in 1922 when Austria issued a beautiful set of seven engraved stamps
picturing composers. These were Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert,
Johann Strauss, Hugo Wolf and Bruckner. To Austria, then, must go
the credit for considering music of equal importance to royalty, battle
scenes, railroads, heads of state, allegorical figures, etc., which were
practically the only subjects used before that time on the stamps of most
countries.

,Since that date, almost all countries have issued stamps honoring their
composers, conductors, instrumentalists, national anthems, music festi-
vals, operas, national conservatories, etc. The list of world known mu-
sical figures existing today on postage stamps is very imposing and
includes practically every well known composer (and some not so well
known ) of almost every country.

The collector of "music on stamps" has long awaited a Mahler stamp,
as he was one of the few major composers who has Ion s been philateli-
cally neglected (another is Johannes Brahms ) and it is sratify/ng finally
to see a beautiful Mahler likeness on another Austrian stamp marking
an appropriate anniversary.

The following illustrations include the original Bruckner and Wolf
stamps of 1922 plus a special Bruckner stamp, issued in 1949, marking
the 12$th anniversary of his birth, and a special issue of 1953 for Hugo
Wolf, marking the 50th anniversary of his death. Stamps and covers
illustrated are from the collection of the author.
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THE EXPRESSIVE CONTENT OF MAHLER'S NINTH

AN INTERPRETATION

by JACK DIETHER

The Ninth Symphony of Mahler is one of the most heartrending
utterances in all music. And the more knowingly one sets it in relation
to the composer's life and his other music, the more eloquent it becomes.
For then what seems implicit in the music from early acquaintance be-
comes explicit--as explicit and articulate as instrumental sounds can
well be, and at the same time, more emotionally compelling than mere
words could ever be.

Explaining his recourse to vocal passages in his early symphonies
(H, III and IV), Mahler said that he often arrived at a point in a sym-
phonic work where he must use the word as bearer of the idea, just as
Beethoven had done once in his career. After the Fourth Symphony,
however, Mahler no longer alternated vocal and wholly instrumental
movements within the same work, though his earliest outline for his
Eighth Symphony envisioned one more instance of it. _ Thus, aside from
the choral Eighth and Das Lied yon tier Erde (subtitled A Symphony
/or Tenor, Alto and Orchestra), we have, after IV, five symphonies
conceived instrumentally throughout (V, VI, VII, IX, and the fully
sketched X).

Nevertheless, if we examine Mahler's works integrally we begin to
see that it was not really the principle of "the word as bearer of the
idea" which he abandoned in these later symphonies, but rather the di-
rect and literal method of applying it. Sometimes, in the early period,
Mahler would take a previously composed song and simply place it
within a symphony, as, in the Fourth, he did the song Das himmlische
Leben which he had composed and published some eight .years earlier.
This method he abandoned thereafter. Sometimes, however, he would
simply quote a son 9 in the orchestra, either at length (Des Antonius yon
Padua Fischpredigt in II, and Abloesung im Sommer in 1II), or in brief.
It is the latter methodmthe brief or elliptical quotation which he re-

tained to the end as, best suit!ng the free-fantasy potential of symphonic
composition. The message' is implied rather than stated, and so the
more direct emotional meanin 9 which music can impart is totally freed
from the orioinal verbal inspiration, while at the same time the latter is
explicitly acknowledged. The subtlety and pervasiveness of this process
in Mahler go far beyond the deliberate instrumental use of vocal ma-
terial by Schubert and other composers.

1In place of the instrumental Adagio movement planned for the Eighth, we have
simply the instrumental prelude to Part II, after which the Adagia section continues
with solo male voices and chorus. See MahIer's Eighth: the Hymn to Eros by Gabriel
Engel, Introduction, pp. 12-16, CHORDriNDD:SCORD,1950.
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Sometimes, indeed, the "quotations" may be so subtle that one can
not be sure whether they are conscious or not. But familiarity usually
imparts to them a greater significance than mere characteristic turns of
phrase, or musical handwriting. Mahler's "stream of consciousness" ap-
pears too total and enveloping, too pregnant with connotation, to be
merely fortuitous. The following cadence figure from the opening song
of the Kindertotenlieder cycle, for example--
Ex. 1

,.,p - j,,,-_ ..1 ,_ I =J .J J 1 I I I I

might seem just such a Mahleresque turn of phrase. But it turns up
again in exactly that form only once: in the first movement of the Fqth
Symphony (ten bars before cue 15). Therefore its use in precisely that
place cannot well be considered accidental. And as the movement is
actually a dirge, the explicit emotional connection is apparent. Adding to
its potency is the fact that it occurs only in the recapitulation, not at the
same place in the exposition--as if it were a spontaneously improvised
extension of the previous cadence. Sometimes a figure quoted from a
song is not a vocal phrase itself, but part of the accompaniment. Still
the verbal association retains its potency. An example of this is a can
dence for the oboe which occurs at the midpoint of Urlicht:

Ex. 2

, 4P'L G,mI _l ,, , , , I_p" I , r,,_ | , I"11- '_ i _

,_-J,." _ "lr" i " 1 I I _ • I"1- I J

Its appearance in the cellos, in the first movement of the Third Sym-
hony (nine bars before cue 62 ) is inexpressibly moving and meaning-
ul. And again it is used to give a special meaning to the reprise of the

movement, as differentiated from the exposition. _ Such a classical den
vice goes back, of course, to the oboe cadenza in the reprise of the first
movement of Beethoven's Filth Symphony and earlier. I think it was,
essentially, Mahler's innovation to combine this device with that of the
connotative self-quotation.

Thus Mahler, instead of continuing to introduce the actual voice into
the symphony as "bearer of the idea," tends increasingly to rely solely
on thematic allusion to the idea. 8 His vehement objection to program
symphonies" was due, I believe, to the inherent crudity of such elabo_
rate methods of literary conceptualization in music, to say nothing of
even cruder extra-musical depiction. Instinctively Mahler recognized
that the true life of musical creation is largely subconscious. The inner
creative mind is "sparked" by ideas from without, but works in ways

Since Urlicht itself became part of the Second Symphony, this is one of several
thematic connections between the Second and the Third.

s For other pointed examples of thematic self._uotation, see Warren Storey Smith's
Mabler Quotes Matgen CrIORD AND DISCORD, I954.
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only dimly perceived by the rational mind of its own creator. In Mah_
ler's case, the sparks--verbal images, signals, etc.--are significant clues
to what stirs us within, and help us to understand both the music and
the man. By searching out such clues and tracing them in their protean
guises, I hope to provide a little more insight into his last completed
work.

Throughout the instrumental works of Mahler's "middle" period ( V,
171 and VII) we hear increasingly subtle but pregnant interconnections
between symphony and song, symphony and symphony. Whether they
are actually conscious or not does not, as I hope I have indicated, really
matter very much. And when we come to the final period ( 1907-1911 ),
those years which Mahler spent in the actual shadow of death, we find
a richer allusiveness than ever, spanning by reference the whole of
Mahler's creative life. Was it deliberate or not that the motor rhythm
of Das irdische Leben, composed before 1892, turns up in the 1910
sketch for the Purgatorio movement of the Tenth Symphony? Mahler
has not told us, but it could make little difference to those experiencing

the eerie thrill of r_ognition whi, ch the allusion provides. We recognize
the rhythm of the Mill of Life which accompanies the ballad of child
starvation, and we feel, perhaps without verbalizing it, as Gloucester in
King Lear did when he uttered his great lines:

As flies to wanton boys, are we to the gods;
They kill us for their sport.

We feel the macrocosm within the microcosm "infinity in a grain of
sand." Perhaps, in the cosmic view of our planet, all man_nd is alle_
gorically a child starving in the midst of plenty. Even when there is
little that can be identified as being in positive quotation marks, that
weird feeling of quasi, conceptual relatedness persists and becomes ever
more profound. And so the more we know of Mahler's music, and of
Mahler himself, the more overwhelmingly "articulate" the instrumental
Ninth and Tenth symphonies become.

In the Tenth we have in addition those anguished outcries which
Mahler wrote on the manuscript during the fateful summer of 1910.
They are, to be sure, post [acto, but we still have to take into considera_
tion Mahler's uncanny instinct of self-prophecy. No doubt the con-
scious understandings implanted in his mind that summer in his analytic
session with Sigmund Freud were already instinctively anticipated. In
connection with the Ninth the verbalizations are scarcer and more
formal, but they are also less demonstrably post/acto. We have, for
example, the dedication of the Rondo_Burleske (third movement) in the
manuscript "to my brothers in Apollo." A little closer to the outcries of
the Tenth, but much clearer, is the exclamation in the first sketch, over a
return of the main theme in the first movement ( four bars before cue 8) :
"O vanished days of youth! O scattered love!" Bruno Walter declares
that the title of the last canto of Das Lied yon der Erde Der Abschied

("parting" or "farewell" )--"might have been used as a heading for the
Ninth,," though he finds the two works to be "without musical connec-
tion. 4 Certainly they are without connection of the kind that exists be-

4Crns_av Mahler, trans. James Galston, Greystone Press, New York, 1941, p. 12ax.
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tween Antonius and the Scherzo of the Second; but not without connec_
tion of the subtle, allusive kind to which I am referring. And is not the
latter kind of connect/on the more moving and eloquent?

I must emphasize, however, that for the very reason that music is such
an exact purveyor of the language of the emotions, our verbalizations of
its expressive (not literary) content must of necessity be less so. Also, I
hope no one is more aware than I that it is possible in such verbaliza-
tions to misconstrue the inner meaning altogether, or fail to convey one's
own insights adequately to the reader. I shall utilize every associative
clue to the best of my ability, with the proviso that inherently this is my
own subjective interpretation, not necessarily better than other dii_erent
ones. Obviously it is not the kind of thing that can be proven in a court
of law. It is simply an intuitive extrapolation based on 25 years' study
of Mahler's music and letters, including a searching examination of that
which interests me most: his changing and his unchanging methods of
working in symphony and song, and the symbolic language inherent in
both. I certainly intend to continue probing deeper into the Ninth, and
since the work is virtually inexhaustible, no doubt I shall come to con-
sider some of what I say here to be naive, tentative or clumsy. I can
only hope that I have nowhere missed the logical thread altogether. I
agree completely with what Mahter said about "literary" programs.
Since the true symbolic meaning of music is disguised, it cannot be
wholly known to the conscious mind even of its creator. On the other
hand, I entirely disagree with Stravinsky's well-known dictum that
music is inherently incapable of expressing anything. On the contrary:
I believe that music is inherently incapable of not expressing anything.
In the long run, we shall know it better by knowing ourselves.

FIRST MOVEMENT (ANDANTE COMODO IN D MAJOR)

If the gesture of "farewell" in Das Lied yon der Erde may be epito-
mized in a few notes, it is surely to be found in the setting of the key
word from the final lines---"ewig, ewig" ("ever, ever" ) : ,

Ex. 3

uncI e - - wig) e o wig

Indeed this is a common enough musical conceit. Immediately one may
notice, for instance, the strong resemblance of this idea to the use of the
"Lebewoht" _gure in Beethoven's Piano Sonata, Op. 81a. But the latter
part, the "ewig" figure, is immediately elaborated into a variant of what
I regard as one of Mahler's chief motto-figures, variously employed in
nearly all his symphonies from the Second on,--
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Ex. 4

_ 2 ,8 ,8 2
_ _"_t. ''_ , _ _
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then repeated very simply in the lower octave, under a further variant
delicately scored for violins, harp, mandolin, and celesta:

Ex. 5

I J -.J lU. l,

o - - - w_g, e - w_g

Again a cadence figure; but the most memorable cadence of all, as re-
peatedly begun by the singer and completed hereafter by the orchestra,
the celebrated tonic chord with added sixth which so haunted Alban
Berg persisting for no fewer than 74 final bars--the perfect musical
depiction of eternity:

Ex. 6
]FI. Oh. Hn. Z

0. - _ _ .

• *-- --
-. ,.e - wlg,' e - wig

I I I I

Trbs._'_ _._ _.s

But the really striking thing about this figure is that, in addition to
being a cadence figure, it is repeatedly used to begin the vocal phrases
of Der Abschied, including the recitatives (though in a different part of
the scale and in the minor mode, in the latter cases). This endows the
vocal music with that feeling of finality, even in its highest passion,
which first attracted Mahler to the Oriental poetry itself at that time.
The end is foreshadowed by the beginning, as in this final stanza itself.
which begins:

Ex. 7
x
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It is Mahler's farewell to '*the beloved earth," And when we see that
the association o_ this figure with eternity is already foreshadowed in
the opening TrinkIied ("The sky is forever blue, and the earth will long
stand firm")--

Ex. 8
X

_ I , I' ' , I _ _ , .
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we begin to realize that this complex permeates the entire work in even
subtler ways. Grant that, and it soon becomes evident that the same
complex underlies the Ninth Symphony too. The Ninth begins, in fact,
by sketching in almost impressionistically, over a new funereal tread, the
same harmony w/th which Das Lied ended.

Ex, 9

Cellos Hsrp ' i

./
Horn _ _"

Nothing could be sparser than that. It goes beyond Berg, and suggests
already the ultimate textural economy of a Webern. But without touch-
ing as yet the tonic D, it already outlines the third, fifth and sixth tones
which are so prominent in Example 6 above. Indeed, the two figures
marked z differ melodically only in that the last two notes are in the
former case sounded simultaneously, in the latter consecutively.

The next figure, at the fourth bar, does introduce the D tone, but con-
tinues to stress the fifth and sixth by means of an "echo," which alter-
nares with a little shuddering figure in the violas:

Ex. 10

(rout ed) _.
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As the tonic D is finally established in the bass at the seventh bar, the
violins begin to intone a melody that seems to grow out of a still-sound-
ing echo of the contralto's "ewis";

Ex. 11
•_A' _ i ,,, !
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And again, as in the final verse of Das Lied, this melody which begins
with a falling tone from the mediant reaches a failing cadence in the
second of its two clauses:

Ex, 12

Once more this falling cadence complex, either completed--

Ex. 13

or uncompleted--

Ex. 14

is used repeatedly in the symphony to begin themes as well as end them.
And this is one of the principal, specific reasons why, as Bruno Walter
says, " Der Abschied might have been used as a heading for the

• t_ 5 - .
Ninth. _At the very end of the long first movement, all that has been
painfully constructed will disintegrate again, until nothing remains but
that single falling second with which Ex. 11 begins, slowly fading away
in the oboe.

Pitted against this falling-cadence complex in D major, with its feel-
ing of gentle nostalgia and resignation, is music of restless, passionate
longing in D minor:

50p. cit., p. 124. Paralleling this falling tone is the falling tonality that encom-
passes the whole work, which will be discussed.
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Ex. 15

F-_I I -- ' ' |

_

Mahler juxtaposes the two moods directly in one of his tonic major-
minor confrontations. No sooner has the cadence figure shown in Ex. 12
been sounded than the violas repeat the "ewig" figure twice more with-
out its resolution, as though reluctant to let it go after all. As the key-
signature suddenly changes, the second horn echoes it in the minor with
further variation, and the heavy brass sounds the D-minor triad as a
dark foundation to the rising chromatic theme that begins in Ex. 15:
Ex. 16

I.Iorn _"

L._. , _-,- ,,
• J ,'"u. I I I _ ,,_ I IJ i

.... _ I '_" " rl ....... _'
Vlolas_ _v_J_° Vlns. II

f==--
This is essentially another variant of Mahler's ubiquitous falling tonic-
triad (Sixth Symphon!t, etc.)--

Ex. 17

which was said by his friends to mirror so uncannily the sudden cloud-
ing over of his features after he had made a cheerful remark. Here the
minor triad corresponds in essence to its function in the Sixth, while the
whole D-major paragraph tells us explicitly to what it is counterpoised
here--not life, but the calm acceptance of its ending.

But in this second vein, the mood of passionate protest, death is ter_
rible and to be feared, not sadly embraced. It is the interrupter, the
grim destroyer of unfulfilled ambitions, the crouching ape of Das
Trinktied whose "howls pierce the sweet scent of life.' And so the
music begun with Ex. I5 culminates in an even more gripping and pow-
erful motif than the major-minor chord_a gesture of ultimate despair
which grows direcdy out of the "farewell" figure and the major-minor
alternation, and rhythmically from the opening funeral tread:
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Ex, 18

J r"l 'I,'I,' "_ "I I'-"

By placing the semitone between those third and second degrees of the
scale, chromaticizing the ewig, ewi 9 " complex and implanting a des-
perate new rhythmic impetus to it, Mahler transforms in the most direct
and graphic manner his evocation of a gentle resignation into a fierce
cry of anguish. Again the inner processes are illuminated by the motivic
analogies to Das Lied ugh der Erde. Ex. 18 is preceded by a shrill
lament in the violins which antic/pates the chromatic figure in its first
bar:

Ex. 19

! !
8v_ _ 3
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In the counter-statement of this material, which eventually concludes
the exposition section at the 107th bar, this figure evolves into:

Ex. 20

!8v_ i

Compare this latter with the outhne" of thepassage "Du abet, Mensch"
("But thou, Man, how long livest thou ) from Das Trinklied vom
Jammer der Erde:

Ex. 21

bc.._b'Y I IF ," ',: F ',Z Z ," IF ', 11 I I I !I Z :
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" ! • , •
Dr z_:ber_Mensoh_ w/e lsn_ le_s_ rlenn r_a?

There, too, an anticipation of the chromatic descending figure in another
part of the scale may be heard in the wild desperation with which the
a _ ° " _

pe s h owhng is described ( , . . hinausgelIt in den suessen Du[t des
Lebens ),6 while Ex. 3 from Der Abschied contains a poignant instance

1 6 This canto is in a compact sonata form, and the evocation of the spectral apeaunches a varied reprise with terrible intensity.
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of the semitone rising to the mediant which ends Ex, 18. The chromatic
motif of the Ninth recurs throughout the developments of the second-
subject matter, thunderin 9 in the loud passages and mutter/n 9 ominous-
ly in the soft ones, as in the followin 9 metamorphosis:
Ex. 22

Trombones8_-- morendo
It would be quite unfeasible to trace in detail the full development of

all the materials so far quoted, and impossible to verbalize all the con-
ceptual implications of such development. The musical experience itself
must take over where the power of verbal characterization begins to fail.
I have tried to supply a few expository guidelines on which the listener
may conduct his own personal explorations, Suffice it to say that
Mahler's symphonic texture is as fully integrated and unified in this
movement as in any of his mature works. But its underlying structure
is unique in Mahler's music, and I would like to give at least an elemen-
tary indication of its nature,

What we have here is a singular amalgam of the sonata and rondo
forms that is utterly sui generis. The movement contains a regular ex_
position, recapitulation and coda, but also an unusually long, multiple
development section which alternates extended episodes in subsidiary
tonalities with rondo-like returns to the main tonality and partial sub-
ject-matter--analogues, if you like, to the classical [ausses reprises of
Haydn, Beethoven, etc. Now as a matter of fact the exposition already
contains a preliminary suggest/on of rondo style. Like many by Mah,
let, it is a double exposition, wherein the two main sections are both
repeated with alterations, in lieu of the classical repeat sign. But the
fullest close within the exposition is that which separates the re-state-
ment of the first subject from that of the second subject. In the initial
statement, the D-minor music flows back into the D_major at a climactic
point (right after Ex. 18), so smoothly that there is a strong suggestion
of the ternary form A-BA that begins most rondos. Or rather it is like
a single statement of a maggiore theme with a minore in the middle, all
in the relatively brief, evenly distributed bar-ratio of 26-20-33. The
only real harmonic movement out of D here is a momentary excursion
into B flat major in the restatement, where a new subsidiary is inserted
between the two main D-major clauses. But after the full close, with a
D-major cadence once more turning to D-minor in the next bar, the key-
signature itself suddenly changes out of D,major-minor for the first
time, and the second subject erupts anew and now accelerates to a fero-
cious Allegro, bringing the exposition to its close with a desperate, war-
like peroration in B flat major. 7 Thus the exposition fulfills both sonata

This tonal progressionof the expositionis itself not unusual in sonata writing.
But it encompassesa secondary tonalrelationship (relativemajor of the subdominant
minor) in which the impliedlink is initiallymissing. For as I said, the two keys are
juxtaposeddirectly. G minor has no place in the exposition,occurringonly in the
development.
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and rondo implications all within the length of these 107 bars.
The development section is fully twice as long as this. After one more

nostalgic return to the main key at the start, it sets forth, as I indicated,
three extended and well.de_med episodes in other keys: Allegro risoluto
in G minor (beginning with the chromatic motif in the bass ), Appassion_
ato in B flat minor (beginning with Ex. 15), and Quasi allegro in B
major (beginning with both themes in combination). In contrast to
their sustained though highly charged character, the brief returns to D
minor or major which separate these episodes are broken, fragmentary,
and evanescent. Thus the classical sonata is at once observed and
turned inside out, as it were. The development section gets away from
the tonic key, not by modulating rapidly and freely without ever touch-
ing the home key, in the usual manner, but by setting up alien "islands"

which crumble one by one, each succeeded by futile gropings to "'at.
tain" or remember' the song of peace. Only the third and last episode
(and the very number three in this context recalls the three blows of
fate in the finale of VI) leads amid mounting tumult to a catastrophic
climax which sunders everything and finally ushers in the real reprise.
Naturally this unprecedented concept takes longer to unfold than the
customary development. One need not, however, get lost in it if the
form and procedure are understood.

Although there are numerous instances of beginning a recapitulation
[ortissimo where the exposition began softly, this terrible moment of de_
layed reprise can be compared in its fateful and uncanny power only
with the first movement of Beethoven's Ninth. Tovey wrote of that
famous passage: "Instead of a distant nebula, we see the heavens on
fire," So in this work, whereas the first sound we heard was that muffled

funeral tread, impressionistically remote (Ex. 9),here it returns at
_ ° eclose range, hammered out mzt hoechst r Gewalt by the trombone

choir and tympani. And before the nostalgic main melody can at last
return, we are summoned into the presence of some dreadful cortege
(" Wie ein schwerer Kondukt"), which expands the six foreboding in-
troductory bars into a daemonic fulfillment encompassing thirty-three
bars.

For the reprise itself, Mahler turns things around again. The main
section is telescoped into a single statement of the lyric theme and its
subsidiary; the second half of the theme itself is intensified by chromatic
distortion, as if from overwhelming grief----_e aftermath of all the pre_
ceding revelations. This goes without cadence at [[ level directly into
the second subject. But after only five bars at this level, also telescoped
in their melodic outline, there is a sudden hush as the music changes to
a sustained Lento misterfoso. And now, in place of the expositionary
climax with the fate-motif (for we have been through all that and
more), the reprise remains in a partial state of suspension, interrupted
only fitfully by attempts of the more passionate music to break through.
Formally, this dominant-suspension passage actually performs the func-
tion of a cadenza leading into the codaS--a cadenza in tempo, scored

s Compare the cadenza on the dominant of F sharp minor, in the flnal_ of the
Second Symphony (cue 30).
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for divers instruments in counterpoint, and interrupted more than once,
as I said, but complete with classical (if much elaborated) cadential
trill! It is a cadenza that flutters and quivers on the threshold of that
haven of peace into which the coda is finally to settle, as the last spec_
ters scatter and vanish:

Ex. 23

Horns, Clarinets

J. k

f_ _f
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Note how again the minor third tone is raised to the major just before
the resolution.

In the first part of the coda, the chromatic rate-motif itself is caught
up in this resolution, united and reconciled with Exx. 10 and 19 in a
piquant and ma_Iical piece of tone-paintin_j:
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Ex. 24

'_" b r .... ........ '- - 7 '--_

Beneath this, even the palpitating viola figure from Ex. 10 is trans-
formed by the cellos into something more ethereal. The esthetic effect,
though quite different, is analogous to that wrought by the upward reso_
lution of the chromatic motif of desire at the end of Isolde's Liebestod.
A . . , .s m Tristan, Mahler s chromatic motif of anguished protest is heard
literally dozens of times before it is finally resolved in this passage. The
music then moves mysteriously into E flat, to introduce an ethereal flute
cadenza with softest woodwind harmonies and harp. This flute arches
upward and floats down again, met on the way by a muted chord from
the formerly menacing but now likewise subdued trombones. On the
last page, the lyric theme slowly evaporates in D major, in a broken
dialogue for solo violin and winds, in which the oboe keeps repeatinq its

wtg . . . eu;tg, as described before, tdl the final morendo. And this
time the falling cadence is completed only by a very tenuous high D in
the piccolo, flageoletted harp, flageoletted plucked violins and violas (on
the G-string ) ,9 and flageoletted bowed cellos.

SECOND MOVEMENT (SCHERZO IN C MAJOR)
The device of placing a more lyric theme ahead of a more active one

in the opening movement is paralleled by Mahler in the symphony as a
whole, by placing two faster movements within two slower ones. Thus

almost everything is formally reversed in this valedictory work, just as
Mahler s whole perspective is altered by his sentence of death. Now I
mentioned before ,that the idea of beginning themes with the falling ca-
dence, the ewig' complex, completed or uncompleted (Exx. 13 and

14), permeates the whole symphony. And immediately this can,be per-
ceived in the second movement, which might be called Mahler's apoth-
eosis of the dance. ' It is a kind of double Scherzo in which a LaendIer
(Tempo I) is set in opposition to a waltz (Tempo H)--country and
city cousins, so to speak. The slower of the two, the Laendler, has a
Tr/o of its own attached to it which is even slower (Tempo 1II). The
Trio subject has almost the graceful quality of a minuet, and by this

9Orchestral violinists are wont to complain that the pizzicato simply "won't reso-
nate," implying that in this case Mahler's quest for extreme sonorities exceeded for
once his knowledge of the instrument employed. It is true that the sound cannot be
heard more than a few feet away when demonstrated by a single player. But as
flicked by all the violins and violas in unison, it does make a very soft "'efl_ect";and
that, as the late Dimitri Mitropoulos pointed out, is all that Mahler wanted, deft-
nicely nothing more.
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name it is often called in order to distinguish it, Viewing them together,
it wilt be quickly seen that each of the three dances in turn begins with
the complex to which I refer:
Ex. 25
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Ex. 26

e_o.

e_o.

Ex. 27
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Could any clearer way be found of say',m,g farewell in turn to each of
these ,dances? As Walter truly says, one feels that the dance is
over. 10 Furthermore, two of these themes do more than merely echo
the "ewif" complex. The minuet is actually a kind of dance-variation
of the D-major theme of the first movement (Ex. 11 )--a new, s/_ meta-
morphosis of that melody already much varied in 4/z} meter, and con-
ne o . tt o _t gtcted by Mahler at one point w_th vamshed days and scattered
l "ore. Similarly, the second form of the waltz theme closely anticipates
the opening theme of the Adagio_finale, as we shall see. Tfiis particular
cyclic device, first used with notable effect in the last two movements of
the Filth Symphony (Adagietto and Rondo-Finale), is erected almost

_. into a constructive principle in the two final symphonies. For in the
Tenth also, as Deryck Cooke describes in his analysis in this issue, slow
themes from the outer movements are similarly transformed into faster
or more dancelike themes in the inner movements, so that the opening of
the work is recollected, and the end foreshadowed, in these faster pas¢
sages.

The key structure of this double Scherzo mirrors the Laendler.waltz
antithesis. The Laendler and its Trio are set in a very orderly classical
relationship to each other. The Laendler themes, beginning with Ex. 25
and marked "Etwas,t, aeppisch undsehr derb" ("A little clumsy and very
coarse ) as well as gemaechlich, are in C major. The minuet is in the
normal subdominant key of F major. Before the minuet can even enter,
however, the waltz interposes itself, breaking in without pre_modulat/on
in the more clashing key of E major (Ex, 26a), and itself modulating

lo Op. cir., p. I25.
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freely and rapidly. Later on, a second eruption begins in D major (Ex.
26b), faster than before, in a new harmonic and rhythmic guise. It is
this second form of the waltz theme (in the key of the first movement
by no accident, I am sure) which is of greatest significance in the con-
tinuous evolution of the "ewig" complex. In the E-major passage, the
descending figure began on the tonic, and the melody descended
through six tones o[ the E-major scale (to the mediant, G_) before
turning upward again in the third bar (see Ex. 26a). In the D-major
passage, the descending figure begins on the mediant tone (F_), the
usual starting place for the ewig" complex, and the new melody works
its way down a whole-tone scale to the next F_ (enharmonically wr/t-
ten as Gb).11 The long-term significance lies in the chord-progression
as well as the melodic outline, and extends over three movements.

This new melodic form of the waltz is extended into a 15-bar sen-
tence, several times repeated with variations. In Ex. 26b I have indi-
cated the harmonic progression o[ the important first four bars; here
now is the melodic outline of the whole sentence:

f f

As will be seen, it is extremely symmetrical, being in three four-bar
periods and a cadential three-bar period. The first period completes the
whole-tone descent; the second, answering period, introduces a chro-
matic turn which is also to be of the utmost importance, The third
period repeats the whole-tone progression with embellishment, except
that the melody lands on G instead of Gb, over a Neapolitan sixth
chord. And this prepares for the perky cadence of the final period, in

• 1 By "'works its way," I mean that the harmony is of course not whole-tone har-
mony,-but moves by Mahler's characteristic third-chains.
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which the chromatic turn is repeated on the dominant with a character-
istic snap at the end. This whole sentence, almost aggressively carefree
and debonair, is destined to be transformed into the first five bars of the
profound main ,Adagio theme of the finale!--all, that is, except the perky
cadence figure, which serves to round the whole thing out and dismiss it
with a shrug. The turn, it will be noticed, contains the three chromati-
cally descending tones which formed the basis of the fate-motif of the
first movement (Ex. 18), but they are thoroughly rationalized into the
dance fabric. So after three heedless rotations of the 15-bar theme, the
chromatic complex gradually begins to acquire more positive shape
again. It has already been heard in a new rhythm in the previous waltz
section, but disguised with such an innocuous harmonization, and so
integrated as a transitional dance figure, that its derivation would al-
most certainly go unnoticed:

Ex. 29

1By_ J

l ":
A little later it was heard in a more definite shape, repeating the de-
scending tones as in the first movement, but still quite rationalized by
its harmonization:

Ex. 30

Now this same latter figure is repeated with woodwind doubling, inter_
rupting the bouncy cadence, and thereafter it becomes steadily more
aggressive.

There are also several subsidiary waltz themes. One, with explosive
melodic seventh and ninth figures presaging the next movement,--
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Ex. 31
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.
is later combined with the I._endler theme (first part of Ex. 25 ) in the
waltz tempo. And as the country dance is "'caught up," as it were, by
its more sophisticated cousin, it too tries to modulate freely:
Ex. 32

(Figures like Ex. 31a are heard in all the dances. )
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After the second waltz, there is a brief reprise of the minuet in F
(the last appearance of that key in the Scherzo), full of lingering re-
tards, and ending suspended with a long pause on an unresolved chord,
as if reluctant to reach a cadence. When the C-major Laendler itself
then returns, ostensibly for a full formal reprise, the tempo is indeed
"wie zu An[ang," but nothing else is quite the same. Instead of serving
the function of introduc/ng the theme of the second part of Ex. 25, the
first part wishes to modulate as it did in the waltz, and is haunted by a
rocking figure related to Ex. 31a. And instead of stopping on a tonic
chord as in Ex. 25, the Laendler s ewig, ewig" figure has a tendency to
land softly and poignantly on a submediant or flat submediant chord,
interrupting the cadence. The latter harmony, already heard prominent-
ly in Ex. 26b, is to prove of utmost significance to the rest of the sym-
phony. When the formerly boisterous, stamping fiddle tune from Ex.
25 does return, all we hear of it is a pale reflection. It begins in a contra-
puntal inversion, a solo viola ruefully taking the former counter-voice
over subdued cellos with the main theme. This immediately evokes the
chromatic motif in its rhythm heard in the waltz, but now more exposed,
with an upbeat derived from the rhythm of Ex. 31a.

Ex. 33

Xrlola solo
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As the viola is replaced by an even hollower solo violin, the chromatic
motif is repeated higher, with the upbeat figure inverted--downward
instead of upward sevenths.

Quite suddenly, all this is displaced by the explosive theme from the
waltz (Ex. 31 ), as though evoked by the repeated sevenths. And just
as the Laendler phrase joined this theme at the waltz tempo before, so
now 31 enters at the Laendler tempo, and only gradually speeds up until
the entire waltz is again going at full tilt. This time it does not begin
with Ex. 26 in either of its forms, but with other subsidiaries which be-
come quite scintillating, until finally the 15-bar rotat/ng theme (Exx.
26b and 28) enters in B flat for a last couple of whirls. It is interrupted
by a "grieving" ("klagend") trumpet call, marshalling the music back to
C major by means of the "'ewig" motif with one,of its upbeats from the
first movement (like a sad reminder of the day s bitter business), and
the Laendler reappears in that key, as unexpectedly as it disappeared.
But it .qets no further than it did before. The opening phrase is still
hauntec[ by the rocking figure and by the interrupted cadence in various
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keys, the stamping fiddle tune declines altogether to make an appear-
ance. Suddenly the C-major turns into a stern, almost angry C minor,--

Ex. 34

fr-

,,_ i,, _ I

a harbinger of the somber coda, which will vacillate between the tonic
major and minor in Mahler's most spectral vein.

The major mode returns after about fourteen bars, but there is a low,
ominously rising bass. And the next time the interrupted cadence oc-
curs, instead of the soft, pensive flat-submediant chord we let a loud,
raspin 9 one with added seventh, to introduce a truly horrendous state-
ment of the chromatic motif, like the howlinfl ape itself this time. It is
combined with a rising, distended transformation of the rocking figure,
in a kind of contrapuntal grimace which ends impaled on a naked
tritone:

Ex. 35
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Now the mirth is "displac'd with most admir'd disorder." The tritone
seems to function as a distortion of the classical six-four chord preceding
a cadenza, since the "cadenza" itself (or anti-cadenza, if you like) en-
sues in the form of a series of short, shrill utterances in the var/ous

woodwinds (again derived from the rocking figure) over a pounding
drone-bass taken from the Laend[er (Bx. 25). Each pair of woodwind
figures alternates with the next pair in the major and minor modes, thus:

Ex. 36
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The afore-mentioned coda is another disintegrating one, but spectrally
hollow rather than peaceful. Wisps of the dances gradually evaporate
in the alternate modes of C, amid the intermittent wailing of the chro-
matic motif, which eventually settles into a repeated dominant-seventh
chord with appoggiatura. "The dance is over" indeed, with no trans-
figuration as in the first movement--only a ghostly cadence with
plucked strings, and a "unison" piccolo and contrabassoon five octaves
apart!

THIRD MOVEMENT (RONDO-BURLBSKB IN A MINOR)
To follow such a rich and complex double-Scherzo with the contra-

puntal tour de/orce of the daemonic Rondo-Burleske is probably the
boldest stroke in the whole series of startling ]uxtaposit/ons which Mah-
let created. Here, for only the third time, Mahler uses the word
"rondo" in a movement-title, but he uses it in utterly sardonic contrast
to his two earlier rondo-finales: the tTi[th Symphong's Rondo in D major
and the Seventh s Rondo in C major. Mahler sets in ultimate opposition
to those joyfully extraverted pieces the equally busy, equally assertive,
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and equally logical construction of this savagely nihilistic Rondo-Bur-
teske in A minor his tragic key, and the relative minor of the preceding
movement. This too is like a finale, but it is a finale with an epilogue, an
epilogue which grows out of the invincible humanism that dares to raise
its head in the very midst of these diabolic voices the moment they are
silent. Let us see how its principal thematic ideas are ever so subtly
related to the concepts already outlined.

Fritz Stiedry suggests that the superscription "To my brothers in
Apollo" (not found in the published score) is an ironical allusion to
the fu ato style of the piece," and "a challenge to some of his composer-
colleagues. ''fi The headings are "Allegro assai" (2/2), and "Sehr trot-
zig" ("Very defiant" ). After a six-bar introduction, the principal roncto
th_eme begins as follows:

Ex. 37
a b e
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Immediately one sees that the tragic key of A minor is no arbitrary
choice. LInderlying the defiant yet compulsive rhythm of these four bars
we may detect the iron boot the inexorable martial tread of the Sixth
Symphony:

Ex. 38

,_l J ,FJ J ,

Motivically too, it is an extraodinarily pithy four bars. Figure a, which
again features the tritone interval so prominent in the preceding coda,
also anticipates the Tenth Symphony. It is turned into a mocking sneer
in the {ollowing bar, in the muted trombones (not shown). The note
D_, the augmented-[ourth tone itself, is very prominent in the ensuing
music (sometimes enharmonically as Eb ). Figure b recalls the A-minor
movement o[ the Filth Symphony, and c contains asuggestion of our
descending chromatic motif, grotesquely distorted. 1he reference t)e-
comes even more pointed when the theme is varied thus by the laorns
(cue 29),--

12Preface to Boosey and Hawkes score.
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Ex. 39

and when the whole business is inverted by the strings (cue 30):
Ex. 40
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One of the most awesome and compelling things about this whole
mad romp is the way the martial tread, which is never hammered out in

full by the percussion as in VI, nevertheless makes itself felt evermore
strongly in the rhythmic pulse of the themes themselves. Even the con-
trasting" theme in the major does not escape it:
Ex. 41
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In fact this melody, in its apparent gay insouciance, is as diabolically

pertinent as the rest of it;, It heedlessly satirizes not only the military
tread, but also the ewi 9 complex. Figure x outlines the falling ca-

dence once more, this time in the key of F major. But again, as in the
Scherzo s Ex. 26b, the harmony is diverted into the flat submediant. In
fact the opening chord-sequence is exactly the same as in 26b: tonic--
dominant--flat submediant (I_V-bVI). The downward pull of the mel-
ody and harmony even suggests a variation of 26b. Of the latter's
seven whole-tone steps from mediant to mediant we now get five in the
first half of the tune, after which the second half sarcastically resolves
itself into the dominant at the seventh bar, while the bass continues to
sink and the whole thing is ready to start over again. Whether or not
one of these tunes is a variation of the other, it is certain that both pre-

pare for the great theme of the finale. The eight bars of ,,Ex. 4/do es-
sentially what the fifteen bars of Ex,. 28 do; they take the ewi 9" figure,
bypass its finality, and attempt to laugh it off. The finale takes the
same harmonic idea and constructs from it a courageous affirmation of
life in the very face of death--surely the most sublime embodiment of
the variational principle in music imaginable.

When this 2/4 section returns later in A major, it incorporates the
descending chromatic motif into a unisonpassage (just before cue 35)
widely considered an evocation of the Pan theme from the Third
Symphony. The implications of this can be pondered ad libitum. For
who else indeed has constructed a musical symbology so rich and allu-
sive as Mahler's, so pregnant with limitless associative possibilities?
Following this, the main rondo theme is thrown against a figure which
even more nakedly asserts the martial rhythm of Ex. 38:

Ex. zt2
Hor,_s

e_0.

And when both are repeated immediately after, the first two bars of Ex.
37 are replaced by a significant figure which brings into the whirling
madness the turn introduced in Ex. 28 in the Scherzownot chromatic
for the moment, but shortly to assume the greatest significance:

Ex. 43

Vlns. I, Obs. _

off

As Ex. 42 becomes increasingly insistent in the brass, the violins attain
ever new heights of shrillness, which suddenly evaporates in a high
tremolo and flutter-tongue on the dominant of D major.
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The crucial slow episode of the movement thus reached is another of
the occurrences in the Ninth Symphony which seem to have garnered
all that Mahler has learned in his previous works into a uniquely satis-
fying form. This is basically yet another variant on something with
which Mahler was much concerned: Beethoven's dramatic musical de-
vice of "groping" one's way into the finale by seeming to search in the
darkness for its idea, either through fragments of what has gone before,
or "phantoms" of what is to come, or both. But whereas in the Sixth
and Tenth symphonies Mahler follows Beethoven himself, as well as
Bruckner, in beginning the finale per se in such a manner, here he incor-
porates the device into a central episode of the preceding movement, cre-
ating out of a sound structural principle, as he so often did, something
uniquely his own and perfectly adapted to the altered form of the work
at hand.

This remarkable episode is in two main parts. The first half, which
ends just before cue 39, sets two basic ideas in opposition. One is a
series of passionate utterances in D major, each beginning with a slow
version of the turn, sometimes diatonic and sometimes chromatic, seeking
to mount ever higher, but frustrated with varying degrees of vehemence
depending on how far it gets. The other is a ticjure in D minor growing
out of Ex. 42. It is stern and forbidding, laden with doom; but curious-
ly, a bit of canonic writing seems to reveal its relation to a short motif
of aspiration, like a fervently ascending prayer, from the Eighth Sym-
phony:

Ex.44 • .... , l , , ,
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This is first heard in the Eighth, significantly, in E flat minor at the
point of resolution of an E-flat-major cadence (cue 17), after the final
appearance of the words "'Impte superna gratia" ("Bestow thy heavenly
grace"), and leading to the sudden plunge into D minor for the con-
trasting section "'Inflrma nostri corporis" ("The infirmity of our flesh"),
Here is how the similar motif appears, by accident or otherwise, out of
the counterpoint of the present passage:
Ex. 45
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This is a perfect exemplification of the dichotomous pull we so often
hear in Mahler s lines: the aspiration and its simultaneous rejection. It
is as if the two ideas ("Superna gratia" and "'Infirma") presented con-
secutively in VIII are telescoped here. Later the same motif itself be-
comes major and is movingly combined with the aspiring D-major music
at its noblest:

Ex. 46
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And immediately afterward we see how the diatonic turn, repeated in
descending sequence, becomes that most ubiquitous motif of all which I
illustrated as Ex. 4.

The second half of the episode reintroduces the fast turn, in a shrill
hobgoblin version of Ex. 43a in the clarinets. The music moves through
various keys, mostly in minor, as the slow-turning theme vies for domi-
nance with this apparition as well as with Ex. 42. The clarinet is like a
call-to-arms of the daemonic elements as it strives to get the main rondo
theme going again. The music, however, remains episodic and fragmen-
tary until, after cue 40, there is a 22-bar retransition in which the dae-
monic figures of the rondo all seem to gather from afar, shadowy, and
still in the slower tempo. Then, ushered in by Ex. 42 in the muted
horns, they suddenly burst through in the original key and tempo, and a
shortened reprise leads to the wild, unrestrained stretto<oda in which
these specters of Mahler's A_minor diabotism, as well as his harmonic
and contrapuntal mastery, ride supreme to the end in a veritable Wal,
pnrgisnacht.

FOURTH MOVEMENT (ADAGIO IN D FLAT MAJOR)

Throughout the finale, Mahter sings with a purer, a more probing
and penetrating voice than even he had heretofore acquired. This
Adagio grows organically out of the other movements, and yet affords
an utter catharsis of all that has preceded it. The very tonality is a
unique kind of resolution. As Donald Mitchell has pointed out, Mahler
used progressive tonality so extensively for musico-dramatic purposes,
that the symphonies which do not move from one key into another are
as significant from that standpoint as those which do--certainly from
the Fi'[th on. Thus, e.g.. "the Filth 'progresses' from C sharp minor to
D major, a key-scheme which reflects the elevation of the hero from a
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prostrate position (the opening funeral march) to an upright one (the
radiant finale). In the Sixth he cannot escape the fateful A minor in
which the work begins and ends. The very non-progression of the over-
all key-scheme is quite as dramatic in intent as the progressive tonality
of the Fi/_th. ''is Similarly, VII begins in the deep, mysterious night of B
minor, and ends in the radiant sunlight of C major. VIII is concentric
like VI, but not in a key from which it would seek to escape, rather one
to which it blissfully returns; it begins where the Resurrection Sgm-
phony (II) ends, in E flat major.

In fact it will be noted that Mahler s first two odd-numbered and last
three even-numbered symphonies are all concentric, while the remaining
five (H. IV, 17, VII and IX) are all progressive. It is, however, only
from the Filth Symphony on that he alternates each time a concentric
symphony with one in which the ending is exactly a semitone removed
from the beginning. Evidently he discovered with the writing of V that
t t . ,1 , . , , ,he polarity of thls semltone shift satlsfied hls sense of overall tonal
progression best. 14 _And since V and VII both move a semitone upward,
the fact that only the Ninth moves a semitone downward acquires a
special and poignant significance. If a semitone rise, beginning in the
minor mode and ending in the major, may be said to signify optimism
or triumph, then a semitone fall, both beginning and endin 9 in the major
mode, may equally well signify retirement and peaceful resignation.

It is also possible, as Harold Truscott and others have shown, to rex
gard certain keys in a tonal scheme as "functions" of other keys. In a
closely reasoned article, 15 Truscott argues that a Mahler symphony is
a ,_, t, , . .lways an a certain key even when It does not begin literally with that
key, and that therefore "progressive" is a misnomer. I think this is
largely a question of semantics myself. Conceptually, we may say that
a key is "reached," or we may say that it is "revealed," and the musical
process may be exactly the same in either case. Certainly one key will• ,, ' ,_ • . v, . °

be more important or more decisive than the other; usually at is the

kmeYwhich is gradually being "revealed" or "arrived at," as the casey be, not the startirlg point. In that sense, V is certainly a symphony
"in D major." But then so are I and IIL so if we call the Fi{th a sym-

phony in C sharp minor, we may choose to consider that this is on,!y a
conveniently short way of distinguishing it from the others. It is the
D-major symphony which begins in C sharp minor." The second move..
men, of V is in A minor, and Truscott rightly points out that A and
C$ are the fifth and seventh tones of the D-major chord. And when
he says that in a performance of V he was left at the end of the second

18The Listener, October 25, 1962.

14Actually the sketches for the Tenth are ambiguous in this regard, since two
alternate final pages survive: one in the opening key of F sharp major, the other in
B flat major. The fact that the two pages are otherwise substantively identicaI indi_
cates anew what importance Mahler attached to the question. Had he eventually
chosen to end in B fiat, this would be his only defection from concentrism or semi-
tone polarity in the numbered symphonies after IV.

15Some Aspects o[ Mahle_'s Tonalffy; Monthly Musical Record. November-De-
cember, 1957.
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movement with the distinct impression of a major third, A and C_,

",literally humming together," to which the D-major third movement
came as a resolution," there is no reason to doubt him. Nor that the

Filth Symphony is ',:simply the most enormous perfect cadence [in D
major] ever written. Such large-scale insights are extremely valuable.
But again I don't see any real conflict with the "progressive" viewpoint.
C sharp minor can indeed be a "function" of D major, but it is also a
real key, and as the large-scale plan begins to unfold, it is for the mo_
ment more real than D major. It is like the movement of the moon
around the earth, which is no less real to us on earth just because we
are all, earth and moon, circling in a much grander orbit around the sun.
Infinitely smaller though the moon may be, it can still occasion a total
eclipse of the sun to ore: vision. And as moonlight is a totally different
thing to our senses than sunlight, even though it be only a reflection of
sunlight, so is our C sharp minor to this D major, or B minor to C mar
jor. The C sharp minor can be at one and the same time the key of the
leading-tone minor of D major, and a.submerged world destined to rise
through that semitone to its opposite polarity,' for as modern physics
and cosmology instruct us, all motion is relative.

The "polar" view is, in any case, wholly consistent with what hap_
pens esthetically in V, VII and IX. It would seem that,, having built
upon Beethoven and the other classics (c[. Beethoven s Filth and
Ninth) in spanning a symphony dramatically with tonic minor and
major modes in his own First and Third (D minor to D major in both
cases), Mahler conceived in his Filth the idea of enhancing the minor_
major polarity by that semitone depression of the opening minor, re-
peated it in his Seventh, and then partly reversed it in the Ninth. Now
it is quite obvious that just as the process in V and VII can be charac_
terized as a rising to, so that in IX is properly characterized as a fall-
ing _rom. The Ninth is yet another D-major symphony, his fourth and
last, which happens to end, most poetically and appropriately, a semi_
tone below the main tonic. As it is also a four-movement work, unlike

the Filth and Seventh, which are both five-movement works, it also
happens to be his only symphony of which each movement inhabits a
different tonality than the others: D, C, A, and D flat respectively.
Even so, the tonal relationship of the first three movements is classically
simple. A minor is the dominant minor key of D major, and C major is
the relative major key of A minor. Had the symphony returned to D
after the C major and A minor, that would have been a scheme common
enough both during and after Haydn's time. _6 It is the D flat alone
which gives the key-scheme per se its Mahlerian stamp.

But there is a further sense in which this relationship is unique even
in Mahler. The Fi_th begins in a key of four sharps and ends in a key

_6This, of course, takes no account of the degree of tonal complexity within each
movement. _AlthoughlX is not concentric, each individual movement is, however in.
ternaUy complex, where as in X the reverse is partly the case. With the F-sharp end-
ing preferred by all its realisers, the latter is concentric, while the last two movements
individually, whichever ending is chosen, are not.
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of two sharps; the Seventh begins in a key of two sharps and ends in a
key of no sharps or flats. No other symphony begins, like the Ninth,
with two sharps and ends with five flats. Can this be related to any
prior device of Mahler? Yes, and a very prominent one--his love of
enharmonic relationships. Let us look at the ending of IX enharmoni-
tally. V begins in C sharp minor, IX ends in D flat major. One is the
enharmonic major of the other. Now in addition to his fondness for
those vivid major-minor tonic juxtapositions we discussed earlier, Mah-
ler also displays a liking for enharmonic juxtapositions of major and
minor. A striking example is the last movement of II, where, for in-
stance, we have that lovely long cadenza, suspended on the dominant
of F sharp minor, in which the sound of far-off heavenly trumpets is
alternated with that of earthly bird-song. This dominant suspension is
ultimately resolved, of course, but whereas we would expect it to resolve
into F sharp major, the music in fact resolves into G flat major, with the
mysterious entry of the unaccompanied chorus. This is surely about the
eeriest enharmonic resolution in musical history--one that sends a shiver
down the spine of the listener no matter how often he may have heard
it. I think this is the sort of metamorphosis which Mahler subtly wished
to convey at the outset of the D-flat-major Adagio of IX. There is in-
deed a direct enharmonic juxtaposition on the tonic here too, but it is
within the movement. Let us see what it implies.

The rising tonality of V, rising out of that desolate funeral march in
C sharp minor ("prostrate," as Mitchell says) into a lively, bustling D
major, implied an acceptance of life's challenge, an unquenchable opti-
mism even in the teeth of the cruelest oppression. IX depicts a retire-
ment from life, so it sinks once more from D major--to what? Initially,
to D flat major, for it is a voluntary retirement, and so the tonality suf-
fers a sea-change analogous to that of the Resurrection chorus--a will-
!,n.g renunciation of life and acceptance of its end, an interim dwelling

m einem stillen Gebiet." This is more positive--a step further, so to
speak--than the sweet nostalgic regret in the first movement, but it is
no less subject to reversion. So the Adagfo's second subject is pitched
in that very enharmonic minor, that C sharp minor of the Filth's deso-
late opening, and the music passes easily from one dimension into the
other, back and forth, without visible movement. This is music truly on
the threshold of ini]nity. Thus the ubiquitous tonic major-minor com-
plex is present in the Adagio in a newly enhanced context, through the
use of enharmonics. Tonally we have partly the progression of V in rex
verse, and,partly somethin_ altog.,ether different, reflecting the ambiguity
of Mahler s feeling. The 'ewig' cadence and the chromatic fate-motif
are here too, fully integrated into the new musical fabric. Thus the
whole Adagio translates into pure music the poetic ambiguity of Der
Abschied, with its lingering sen,,suousness and,the overwhelming passion
O " " ° _ ° " * J'f its outburst apostrophizing Schoenhe_t, ewzgen Lzebens, and the
_' e • '_ * " " °Leb ns-trunk ne Welt. It is muslc imbued not only with the utmost
sadness of leave-taking, but with a deep love of life and a feeling for
life in every fiber.

First is the two-bar unison flourish (slowed down from Exx. 28a and
43a ) on the G-strings of all the violins:
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Ex. 47

,1° le_ng ge:_oge_

Again we have the chromatic version of the turn. Here the tribute to
Bruckner's precept (the E-major Adagio of his Ninth) implicit in the
first upward sweep on the dominant is perfectly balanced between a

o _ 7t I

sense of identity and a sense of otherness. ( prefer that expression
here to 'dissociation.' ) Bruckner begins with a five-note chromatic
motif, also on the G-strings, though of the first violins only:

Ex. 48
_.,

| _ ,'u. _¢ . U_ee ;., I _, I ,,.

a_'kig'j eg_

Both figures play about the upper dominant (a semitone to either side),
but Bruckner stresses the two chromatic tones (the latter all the more
by the subsequent octave plunge) at the expense of the dominant itself, lz
while Mahler again sublimates the chromaticism into the ostensmly more
conventional turn (unconventionally provided with stress marks )--that
very turn which, moreover, becomes a remarkable expressive device
through the sheer pervasiveness of its use in the subsequent string tex_
ture. is It is now like a sigh wkich recurs in every voice at every register:
when the stress marks are added, the siffh becomes almost a sob, in tile
style of the Italian madrigalists. The music is literally permeated with
it, sometimes in its original slow semiquavers and sometimes further
lengthened into quavers.

The principal statement for strings is divided by a two,bar interlude
for the bassoon into two main clauses, and each half introduces one of
the two motto figures which unite all the movements of the symphony.
Here is the full texture of the first two bars:

lz Another difference is that Brucknex's figure is not merely introductory. It is part
of the main theme, which continues on the next beat with full harmomzatmn.

is The slow chromatic turn made lyric, especially on the dominant, has an almost
universal connotation of deep pain and sonow, as in the C_'/_, ,s _ Haydn's St,
Cecilia Mass, or, without the middle note, the secona A/_r_eor macn s _ wlmor.
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Ex. 49

._0_O a_dg.g ZO

I I
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The complete harmony is necessary here in order to show the occurrence
of the same chord-progression under the "ewig" figure as in Exx. 26b

and 41--essentially, I-V-bVI, with an intervening III chord _0occasionedby the dropping of the alto (viola) voice on the second beat. It is no-

where more difficult than here to find words to express adequately the
profound effect of this use of altered harmony, structurally related to
music otherwise utterly unlike it, in the predominantly diatonic opening
of a solemn, hymnlike polyphony which is to become increasingly chro-
matic as it progresses. It immediately produces a warmth and deepening
of the music comparable to the moving overall effect of the very remote-

ness of the key chosen. But rather than grope for suitable d:escriptive
analogies, I shall take recourse to an antipodally common musical
analogy. First, here is the upper melodic voice of the whole main clause:

Ex. 50

i_ • Vins. I
ILl t'l I_l_l I I _ I t I I I I 1 I I "=I I I I!
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IL._l# if " I li. ,it * il

19 The third bass note, though written AI_, is as truly the root of a flat-sixth chord
as in the earlier examples, since this chord can be represented as BbbDbFb, the tlat
submediant of D fiat major. As Mahler used the Bbb notation in the same context in
bar 17, and in the same contrabass register in bars 22 and 136, it is difficult to know
why he used the A natural here, but it must obviously have had some practical rather
than structural application.
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I think the derivation I mentioned of the first five bars from an astonish_
ing metamorphosis of the first twelve bars of Ex. 28, including the chro-
matic turn at the corresponding point, will be quite clear, and nothing
more need be said about that. And so I come to my popular analogy.

When I first made the acquaintance of this music in my late 'teens, I
was much bemused by the fact that, in the first six bars of the above,
Mahler seemed to quote from no fewer than four popular En01ish and
American hymns and ballads, one after another, be0inning with Abide
with Me on the first descent from mediant to tonic. Actually, if three-
fourths of the opening bar is played on the piano with a regular instead
of altered submediant (i.e., I-III-V_-VI), and with the dotted poly-

phony pressed into harmonic line, it is Abide with Me. But even
stranger than this chain of resemblances were the uncanny alterations
in the bass progression. Now some musicians and music_lovers seem

positively embarrassed by the resemblance alone, and would prefer that
one didn t even mention this. They seem to be unaware of the fact that
our whole musical experience is founded upon subconscious association
with the "commonest" sounds that prevail in the world around us, and
that without the innate faculty of making such associations subcon_
sciously, it is quite impossible to be musical at all. Elsewhere I have
referred to Mah!er's musical surrealism--his custom of putting the most
familiar musical objects" into the most unfamiliar, dreamlike and ma0i-
cal contexts. This I am sure is his unique strength, the principal source
of the earthy power that will grow and outlast the lifespan of any who
read this. Whether it was because Mahler's musical gifts were more
completely integrated with his subconscious emotional life than in oth-
ers, or for some other reason, I do not know, but I firmly believe that
this Adagio could only have been conceived in the brain of one who
knew that the most profound utterance that man can conceive is some-
where akin to the childish parable--one who could perceive the related-
ness of all things, not just the differences of a few. One must use th
most ordinary words to say the most extraordinary things."

After thus beginning his first clause with the ewig" tlgure in varia-
tion, Mahler offers his other main motto, the chromatically descending
fate-motif. He presents it in closer proximity to the first one this time,
opening the second clause with it in a new cry of overwhelming grief
and desolation:

Ex. 51

For whereas, in the first movement, the initial three descending tones of
the motif were repeated immediately at the same pitch (as in Ex. 18),
here they are answered a tkird higher, with an even more terribleinten_
sity. Furthermore, this second half of the new motif echoes all but the
final note of the chromatic turn, and Mahler will make this relationship
even more graphic later on. But after four bars this passage resolves
back into a varied restatement of the first clause, a solo horn suddenly
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standing forth with a majestic elaboration of the first two bars that is to
evolve further into this form:

Ex. 52

i _,n,. h ,I .... n : _ IL_ kql'l g I | i i [Ih i • I I _ I

The restatement is extended in a new direction, including a wonderful
effect of aspiration achieved through a descending scale that repeatedly
moves into higher octaves. Later on this idea is set against the unbroken
scale itself in contrasting phrasing, as follows:

Ex. 53

I

molto _ _ _" _

One may think that it is like Richard II's

Mount, mount, my soul, thy seat is up on high,
Whilst my gross flesh sinks downward, here to die.

Or, on the other hand, it may suggest the purely earthly ideals and
aspirations which continue to soar even as the flesh fails, just as Mahler
is recorded to have read philosophy (not the Bible) on his own death-
bed, by tearing out the pages and holding them up before his eyes in a
trembling hand. At any rate, there is a similarly aspiring violin figure in
both parts of the Eighth Symphony. over a dominant pedal, It is heard
thus at cue 22 in Part I--

Ex. 59

__ _.__
¢'_so. _ sub tto

to t _ • • . t_ . _ .he words F_rmans mrtute perpett, following Inflrma nostrt cot.

poris" ( "The infirmity of our flesh invest with eternal strength" ), and in
slightly altered form after cue 79,in Part II, to the words Die eu,'ge
Liebe nut germa;fs zu scheiden' ( Eternal love alone can se arate
them _z.e., the sprat from earth s ressdue ). The relationship of both
to a crucial figure in the Kindertotenlieder will become clear on the final
p'age of the Ninth.
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At that point in the exposition there is a complete change in the
musical texture. The rich polyphony evaporates, and the C-sharp_
minor section is ushered in with but two voices "without expression,"
separated by a void of nearly five octaves:

Ex. 55
n

o_na l_fi_ mff
,t t_ • , ,

The upper voice is scored for the first violins. The lower voice is dou_
bled in a still lower octave, making a total span of six octaves. But in_
stead of cellos and strin0 basses as expected, it is strikingly scored for
cellos and contrabassoon; in fact the phrase is identical with the inter_
lude for solo bassoon heard earlier. Of the several themes of this sect
tion, one, heard initially in the continuation of the first violin line, sug-
gests a transformation of the chromatic Ex. 51 into the diatonic minor
mode:

Ex. 56

Both sections are worked out again more fully in their original keys.
The two clauses of the main section, however, are worked into a more
continuous fabric the second time. The C-sharp.minor section maintains
throughout a sparse, chamber-like texture somewhat resembling that of
Der Abschied. and including a liberal use of solo strings. This is espe-
cially marked in its second appearance, which begins with a minor.third
ostinato almost identical with that heard in Der Abschied. and initially
scored for the same instruments--clarinets and harp in unison:

Ex. 57

Ex. 58
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That is interrupted by a passionate development of Ex. 51 and sequelae,
]eading to a climax wherein the connection between Ex. 51 and the
chromatic turn is spelt out in a tragic proclamation by the trumpets, in a
full brass polyphony over a drum-roll crescendo which reverts for a mo-
ment to the catastrophic utterance of the first movement. This is the
emotional crisis of the finale, before the point of reprise. The final note
of the turn is at last filled in within the context of 51, and the harmonic
sequel to this consum_mation is greeted by a shattering cymbal stroke at
the conclusion of the drum-roll (*), over a tritone bass. The violins
come in and then complete the introductory flourish (which we then see
to be in the same key as in fix. 47) with its scale descent in augmented
form, with utmost emphasis, and an octave higher than at the openinfl
of the movement:

Ex. 59
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Once more Mahler has neatly and imperceptibly telescoped the culmi-
nation of the development with the beginning of the reprise. The har_
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mony has suddenly disappeared under the high C flat, leaving it ex-
posed; and before the descent begins, the slashing down-strokes of all
the violin bows have outlined the opening funeral tread of the whole
symphony--

Ex. 60

! J. J',., J. J:,
in the following form: 20

Ex. 61

, • ,.hJ.A ,J ,

After the brassperorationof Ex. 59, thechromaticmotifisstripped

of itsanguish and terror,as at the end of the firstmovement. In the
reprise,thismottoof despairissimplyheardasa sad butacceptedcorol_
laryto the finalsong ofyearning,w_d_ risesonce more totheheights
and then sinks back to be swallowed up in oblivion. In the coda, the
motif is a mere wisp of sound disappearing with the others. The reprise
itself is dominated by a statement and counterstatement of the main
clause; the minore does not return. The statement is enriched by a flow-

ing counterpoint for horns and cellos, again featuring the turn, as well
as a noble figure (bracketed below) further recalling the Eighth Sym-
phony. Compare the following, noting also the use of the stressed
chromatic turn already in the texture of the Eighth (Part II, cue 20) :

Ex. 62

_ . •

_0This effect needs to be carefully brought out by the conductor, obviously by
having the bows lifted between strokes. Too many interpreters simply seem to ignore
it as an effect, either because they are unaware of this "far-out" reference or because
they don't believe it can be brought off. I for my part cannot believe these particular
syncopations to be accidental, and even if they were, it is still sloppy execution, of
the sort to be avoided on principle in Mahter, to allow the bow-strokes to run to-
gether. I think it safest to lay it down as a ground-rule that any Mahler indication
neglected will probably obscure some relation, since nothing is quite accidental, just
as the omission of any line in Shakespeare leaves some flap in the structural and
dramatic logic observable by and significant to someone. To me, this strange effect in
the upper register simply declares, all the more clearly and graphically for its un-
expectedness, that Death is omnipresent and inescapable. If the previous use of the
rhythm has been suitabIy apprehended and assimilated, it can be one of his most
chilling devices.
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Ex. 63

I lP.I_ L.. _ I I I_ " i i | | ! . • • ' _ . , ......
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This seven-bar statement is [ortissimo, and one more cymbal crash gives
it urgency at the fifth bar, after which the percussion is silent. A five-
bar interlude, beginning with a sudden hush and embodying the partly
sublimated chromatic figure, prepares for the final counter_statement.
This begins pianissimo, with the flowing passagework removed, the
woodwinds and brass ,ioinin,g the strings in the polyphony of Ex. 49,
but inverted, with the ewig mot/f now in the horns and cellos, below
the voice _ormerly assigned to half the cellos. The bass is reinforced by
bass clarinet, bassoons and tuba, in which the turning figure groans re-
peatedly as a dissonant distortion of the polyphony increases at the
third bar (crescendo) and reaches a poignant climax in the fifth and
sixth bars ([ortissimo), with the violins and trumpet in excruciating bi-
tonal conflict with each other. This dissolves in a rapid diminuendo, and
there is a final accompanied cadenza for the high violins, from which
they descend in a touching echo of the flute cadenza in the first move-
ment.

After a general pause, the 27_bar coda for pp strings, Adagissimo,
concludes the symphony. All the strings are muted except the first vio-
lins, which remain mostly above the staff. These unmuted violins enter
in the fourth bar, a{ter a veiled, almost remote statement of the chro-
matic motif (Ex 51 ). In the first violin part there is once more an echo
of the Eighth Symphony and of the Kindertotenlieder. Compare the
following with Bx. 54a from the Eighth--

Ex. 64

A_gg le_ gtt_o
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.--_and, even more directly, with ,,tl2emusic to which the words "Der Tao
tst schoen au[ jenen Hoeh'n" ( 'The day is bright on yonder height'")
are sung in the cycle. The slow melodic descent of a fifth, from super-
tonic to dominant, suggests once more the flute cadenza, as well as the
descent from the finale s opening flour/sh (Ex. 47), and again it seems
as if they are all evoked by the same associations. From here to the end
the first violins only repeat the dominant Ab tone. A final statement ok
the chromatic motif in the second violins is altered so that the second
half begins no higher than the first hal_, as though too numb or too
oblivious to move:
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Ex. 65

The repeated viola tlgure below transforms the chromatic turn about the
dominant back into the diatonic .form by raising the double fiat with
which it began in the movement s opening flourish. The final note
shown above in the second violins, along with the open fifth in the cellos
below, form the minor tonic triad, and this too is raised to the major
triad when the second violins reenter for the closing bars on F natural.
Thus the tonic major-minor motif is reversed, in precise opposition to
the closing bars of the Tragic Symphony, which asserts the m/nor triad
with awful finality. In the two final bars, the diatonic turn of Ex. 65 is
reversed. The violas die away on the dominant, the cellos repeat the

open fifth, similarly dying away, and the resolving mediant tone in the
second violins is far above the fifth which it resolves, as though it were
a resolution on some ethereal plane, disembodied and not of this world:

Ex. 66

Jmt i_. i,. v _ v
fJ _
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This is surely a kind of Buddhist nirvana to which Mahler's contem_
plation soars, not the Roman Catholic resurrection oh the two choral
finales (H and VIII). All the familiar aspiring to heaven of the Eighth
is there, but it is finally sublimated into this ethereal oblivion. Again the
verbal clue to the instinctual meaning of such music seems to be pro-
vided by Das Lied yon der Erde. I noted above the resemblance of Ex.
19 to the phrase "'Du abeT, Mensch." In the earlier work, the plaint
"But thou, man, how long livest thou" is contrasted with "The sky is

eternally blue, and the earth wi!! long stand hast and blossom in spring"
( Das Firmament blaut ewig, etc.). In our thermonuclear age, of
course, not even that is literally certain. But our petty world is to.the
greater cosmos as the individual human is to, the race: a mere speck in
the continuum. In Das Lied, the answer to How long livest thou is:
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"Not a hundred years canst thou enjoy all the rotten trinkets of this
world." And the resolution seems to be found not/i1 personal salvation
and immortality, as in H and VIII. but in the great "collective uncon-
scious :

Die liebe Erde altueberall

Blueht au[ im Lenz und gruen_ au[s neu!
AIlueberall und ewig blauen licht die _ernen!
Ewig... Ewig...

We see that in these last works of Mahler, Catholicism is completely re-
placed by Pantheism. That is the final paradox of Mahler s paradoxical
life: that, faced with actual death, he no longer strove for reconciliation
with eternity, but with this world; In the text of Das Lied. which is
quite literally a song of the earth,' he instinctively returned once more,
perhaps, to something like the youthful philosophy of Nietzsche, who
had said: "A new pride taught me mine ego, and that teach I unto men:
no longer to thrust one s head into the sand of celestial things, but to
carry it freely, a terrestrial head, which oiveth meaning to the earth.

.Not only is the philosophy of Das Lied yon der Erde a pagan philos-
ophy, but after the Eighth Symphony the only explicit mention of God
connected with Mahler s music is that which he inscribed in the margin
of the Purgatorio from the Tenth: "O God, why hast thou forsaken
me?" Mahler's final rejection of the orthodox theologies which so trou-
bled him seems implemented by his instruction that during his funeral
not a word should be spoken nor a note sung. Thus the final words
which he did set to music, the words quoted above about "the beloved
eartli," must be accepted as his final verbal testament of faith, and noth-
ing in the instinctual expression of the music which follows contradicts
them. The dissolving into nirvana at the end of the Ninth even heark-

ens somewhat back to the oblivion of the end of the Lieder eines [ahr.
enden Gesetlen, under the snowfall of blossoms from the lime tree of
ch" "fldhood where all was good again: love and grief and world and
dream"--"Lieb" und Leid und Welt und Traum." But this is the recon-
ciliation of childhood through the mind and heart of a man. This sym-
phony which began with the distant tread of death, and which examined
every aspect of its proximity to life, ends as nearly and truly reconciled
to both as it seems possible for a man of Mahler's tremendous and
clear-sighted intellect to become.



IN MEMORIAM

DIMITRI MITROPOULOS

On November 2, 1960, the world of music lost one of its most eloquent
interpreters with the death of Dimitri Mitropoulos. The Greek-born
maestro's youthful interests lay in piano and composition, [or both of
which he showed precocious gifts. During his piano study with Busoni
in the 1920's he acted as r_p_titeur of the Berlin Opera. Henceforth
he devoted himself more intensively to the conductor's art. After a
period as director of the Athens orchestra and numerous guest appear-
antes throughout Europe he made a successful American debut with the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1936.

In 1937 began a twelve-year association with the Minneapolis Sym-
phony. Under his dynamic leadership the orchestra grew rapidly in
stature and audiences heard, in addition to the classics, a wide range
of contemporary music presented with the greatest brilliance. Long an
ardent admirer and conductor of the works of Mahler he was presented
the medal of the Society in 19't0.

He was engaged by the New York Philharmonic Society in 1949 and in
1950 became its musical director, a post he relinquished in 1958, con-
tinuing, however, as frequent guest conductor. His highly successful
association with the Metropolitan Opera began in 1954.

Few, if any, of the major conductors of our time have espoused the
cause of contemporary music so consistently and so effectively. His
interest in Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern began long before these
men were _ la mode. At the opera a catholicity ot taste led to memor_
able productions of Wagner, Verdi, Strauss, Puccini, and Barber. His
incandescent performances ok EIe/ctra and Salom_ will long be remem-
bered by his New York audiences. In the concert halls and opera
houses of Germany, Italy, and Austria he received the enthusiastic
acclaim of listeners and musicians alike.

Any eulogy of this great artist would be singularly incomplete with-
out tribute to Mitropoulos the man. In his youth he became an intense
admirer of St. Francis of Assisi. His subsequent career was strongly
colored by a spiritual outlook uncommon among practicing artists of
our day. He felt a keen moral obligation to place his talents and mater-
ial resources at the service of mankind. As a result, his personal life
was almost that ok an ascetic, but he aided countless young composers
and performers both here and abroad with strong encouragement and
material support. Many of the now-famous figures in the world of
professional music were frequent recipients of his benefactions. The
kindness and respect he exhibited toward the members of the orchestras
he conducted were bywords in our own country and on the continent.
An illustrious career has ended, but the influence of this great musician
will live on for years.
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A PERFORMER'S RIGHTS (2)

By STANLEY Pope

Amon 9 the 9reat composers there are few who depend so much on a
carefully balanced performance as Bruckner, whose massively ehansin 9
elements of expansion and contraction must be taken into account if his
symphonies are to emerse as an even flowing organic 9rowth.

Not only this. The musical content is that which lies beyond the
notes, and whereas the average listener will have no difficulty in follow-
in 9 music of a traditional pattern, an idiom outside his experience must
be presented clearly if it is to be understood. Listeners hearin 9 the per-
formance of a well-known symphony may easily be blinded by bland
efficiency, for they subconsciously supply the qualities that are missin 9
from their own experience. This experience, or knowledse, has been
9ained after hearin 9 many performances of the same work. They will
react similarly when confronted with any work in a familiar idiom. On
the other hand, if the idiom is strange to them, a faithful reproduction of
the notes alone will not recreate the spirit of the work for them and they
will not have sufficient experience to recreate it for themselves. In this
case the performers have an unfair advantafle over the unfortunate com-
poser who is invariably called to task.

It is not only modern composers who suffer this indisnity. It is still
happenin 9 to Bruckner. He has been frequently accused of writing
shapeless movements and of badly welding the parts together. But it is
a mistake to try and make his music fit into the traditional forms of the
earlier Viennese masters. Althoush the overall shape of his symphonies
may bear a resemblance to that of the work of other 19th century sym-
phonists, the form of the separate movements is highly individual and
calls for very careful thought when ptannin 9 a performance.

In the late 19th century music was far more freely treated than it is
today, and althoush it would be unthinkable to return to the liberties
taken in those days, we are in danser of forgettin 9 that Tempo does not
depend upon the clock, but that it is a quality dependent on the musical
situation. As that situation changes, so does the Tempo. When
h "andlmg one of Bruckner s 9reat movements we must not maintain our
course relentlessly if inflexions in tempo are demanded by the music.
On the other hand constant change in basic tempo will disturb the
smooth unfoldin 9 of the work. Often enough the music calls for chanses
in tempo which have not been indicated by the composer. Bruckner may
have thought, as did Brahms, that such indications as poco meno mosso
and piu animato, lead to exasserafions with the consequent disruption of
the movement s forward flow. What is misleadin 9, however, is that he
sometimes put them in the more obvious places and omitted them where
we should have been 91ad of his 9uidance.

Balancin 9 form and material in a highly compact structure, such as
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came from the pen of Beethoven, calls for the greatest concentration,
but Bruckner's more leisurely synthesis demands longer periods of re-
laxation, Balancing implies percent reconstruction with an eye to the
relevant importance of the underlying growth of the symphony as a
whole on the one hand, and of the material from which it is made on the

other. Some performances fail to carry conviction because the argument
is not susta/ned and becomes bogged down in a ser/es of episodes,
others because material has been glossed over for fear of destroying the
continuity. One is often faced with a dilemma and has to rob Peter to
pay Paul.

The important thing is to know how and when to do it. Mutilation is
n " t ° . .o solution and Schalk s editlon does nothing to help us. In fact he
further increases our difficulties by completely destroying the natural
balance of the Finale. Perhaps he reorchestrated the symphony for the
mere fun of it, for Bruckner s original scoring is frequently more trans-

parent than Schalk's, and at its best abounds in a refreshingly personal
use of the orchestral palette. It is an error to compare Bruckner s
orchestration with that of his contemporaries. His sounds are less bril-
liant than Tchaikovsky's and more strongly contrasted than those of
either Brahms or Dvorak. He did not possess the surety of Berlioz nor
the metier of Verdi or Wagner. But the tone-colouring of his own
instrumentation is as essential a part of his symphonies as the themes
themselves, and the practice of performing the Revised Edition of
Schalk is one which we hope has been abandoned for good.

The four movements of the Fifth Symphony are closely related to one
another, not only in the more obvious instances such as the return to the
first subject from the first movement after letter V in the Finale, the
opening bars of the second and third movements and the reference to
earlier material before letter A in the Finale, but also by much other ma-
terial which can be traced going through the symphony in one form or
another. Compare the pizzicato figure at the beginning of the work
with cellos and basses after letter A in the Trio, and again the first
theme in the first Allegro with bars 7 and 8 of the Scherzo of which the
woodwind figure is a derivation inverted. 1

The musical content of the symphony implies that the movements
should be related in Tempo. This means so shaping the movements as
to demonstrate at salient points the characteristics they have in common.
This will in no way prevent us from constructing each movement ac-
cording to its individual demands, nor will it mean a rigid application of
our findings. But we shall have devised a plan which can be fashioned
to meet our own requirements as well as what we believe to be those of
the composer. There is no such thing as a final interpretation of any
great work, and the present paper is no more than an attempt to present
a balanced account of this symphony from which some interpreters may
wish to proceed. The element of artifice introduced by such calculations
may appear to lead to pedantry from which any performance must be
free. Moreover, the use of the metronome, to which constant reference
wilt be made, stands in direct opposition to the conception of tempo as a
quality not to be measured by the clock referred to above. But such are

i el. Anton Bruckner's S_mtIiche Werke, Vol. 5, edited by Robert Haas.
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the limits of our terms of explanation, that once the music has dictated
this 'tempo' we must then refer to our mechanical device!

As a key to a common unit binding together the major elements of
this symphony, I have taken the opening of the Finale proper (Allegro
moderato) as J = 116. Not only is this a satisfactory pace from which
to set out on this movement, but it gives us a clue to the speed of the
great slow movement. At bar 26/n the Finale the octave, head of the
fugal subject, appears/n the flute. If these quavers are played at the
same speed as the opening crotchets at letter A (i.e.,) = 116) then the
basic tempo of the Adagio will be J = 29. Thus the triplet crochets, at

to the minute, while moving easily will not drag uncomfortably, and
e oboe tune (,J = 58) will still retain the characteristic of an adagio.

Whereas Bruckner has written _ at the beginning of the slow move-
ment, he changes this to C at letter H (p. 69), where he refers to the
"Allabreve-Takte" and indicates a slightly slower crotchet. It would

seem that he was thinking in terms of two in a bar at the beginning of
this movement. This would appear to apply to the beginning of the
symphony as well. To open the symphony at d = 48 destroys the qual-
ity of the adagio. On the other hand to lead off at J = 24 (with four
beats in the bar, of course) makes it impossible for the listener to take in
the first fourteen bars as one phrase. If we return to the same ,J -- 29
as the second movement, we may stall retain the basic pulse of two beats
in the bar and also be able to grasp the first phrase as a whole. If we
can accept this, we have established a point o_ contact at important mo-
ments in the symphony: the opening of the work, the beginning of the
second movement and of the Finale,

First Movement, Adagio _ Allegro.

As J -- 29 is too slow a beat to assure prec/sion in the basses, the
beat should be subdivided: ,] = 58. The pizzicato quavers must be
played thematically. Much of the important material in this symphony
is to be traced to this figure

I'z_. I k • I , • 1

I Jr )._- ,,,al! I#! I_1 I_ll • I I_l ItJ tJ/|

inverted and transposed

It) s.

thus becomes:
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of the 2nd and 3rd movements, and
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of the Trio. The interval of the 5th that this initial figure encompasses
also introduces the main theme of the first Allegro and, most clearly, the
great chorale in the Finale. From the 7th bar the accents must be ex-
pressive. A clear distinction is to be made between the semiquavers and
the demi-semiquavers in bars 15 and 16. Bruckner was inclined to leave
some empty spaces in his scores as at bars 21/22 and 29/30. Presuma-
bly he imagined the sound travelling around as it would in a church, but
some of our concert halls, like the Royal Festival Hall in London, have
little reverberation and it may be advisable to hold the minims of bars 21
and 29 longer than their real value. We must establish the tempo for the
first Allegro theme before knowing how much faster the Bewegter (im
kfin[tigen Allegro-Tempo) should be.

tks the composer goes to some pains in the introduction to the Finale
to differentiate between "Allegro" and "Allegro moderato" we shall
assume that the first movement proper should set out faster than J =
116. However, we must think of the second theme which is introduced
at letter C. To play this at the main allegro tempo would make nonsense
of it, and yet to have too great a disparity between this and the opening
allegro would constitute a first threat to the main flow of the movement.
I suggest, therefore, that J = 128 will give us impetus, but will also per-

4_ t_ tmit us not to hurry the second theme. Bewegter, then, at bar 31 a
,l = 128. Care should be taken not to make any diminuendo in Llr-
spriJngliches Adagio until bar 50.

Once the Allegro is under way one should not push the music forward
during the diminuendo between bars 63 and 70. If the tempo should

become slightly relaxed (slower) it will re-establish itself again withthe ff at bar 79. Trombone III and Tuba should come forward in bars
83/8zL and the horns must play well up in bars 82, 88 and 90 otherwise
they will not be heard. The second theme, not to be hurried if the close
of the phrase in the violins in bars 111 to 116 is to be allowed to sing,
may be introduced at circa j ----96. This and analogous passages call
for careful dovetailing. So that the change of tempo should not be too
abrupt, a poco rallentando going through to the new tempo may start at
bar 96. It is natural for the music to have moved forward to J = circa
108 by bar 127. I would suggest delaying the ritardando until bar 129,
two bars later than printed, and avoid bringing the movement to a
standstill, The main rhythm continues as two beats in the bar, for the
music is kept buoyant by the material in the horns after bar 131. The

passing notes in Horn II must be brought sufficiently forward, Horn I
playing quasi solo throughout. Between letters E and H we have to
re-establish the allegro impetus. With j = 108 at F, J = 112 at G and
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J = 120 at H, we shall gradually increase the movement without throw_
ing it forward. At bar 151 to 155 [[ in the strings will stimulate the
movement, as will poco piu animato after F. In bars 167/168 care must
be taken not to cover 1st trumpet. This very important question of the
trumpets is to be considered later. Flutes, clarinets and violins should
play espressivo from 185 to 188. At bar 205 it is necessary to alter the
nuances to allow the horns to come through.

,T_ _- o ......
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_'oodwind.
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'....I 4 L
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This magical transition from 209 to 236 must not be hurried, but must
lead flowinsly into the cadence after 217. This can then be played at
the same speed as the beginning of the second theme, J = 92. From 213
to 216 horns play en solo, and strings make a crescendo to [orte from
21zt to 216. Bar 217 must start afresh and a slisht expressive ritenuto
may be introduced at 219 and 220, but the tempo must be re-established
at 221, where the movement must be kept 9oin9 steadily.

"Tempo of the Introduction--Adagio." The character of the music
after bar 2"}7 calls for a tempo with a little more movement than the
Introduction as we had planned it. Here asain it looks as thoush
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Brucknex's own idea of the Adagio is not as heavy as our own, but the
opening statement of this symphony is indeed monumental, and its
unique position amongst symphonic openings calls for space and dignity.
For this reason I would hesitate to recommend a faster tempo, But I am
aware of the necessity not to drag after bar 247 and would not suggest
a slower tempo than J = 64 for this Adagio. This also has the advan_
tage of making a smooth change-over to Allegro at J -_ 128. Long sing-
ing strokes of the bow for the quavers in bar 255, and by 257 the cres_
cendo should have reached [orte and should continue to develop to [/_at
bar 259. At letter L we run into some dii_iculties concerning z3oth

rhythm and balance. It is assuredly absurd to underline detail to the
detriment of overall shape, but the significant rhythmic figure

can be clearly observed without detrimental consequences. The tempo
must not be too rapid otherwise the trombones will be unable to pro_
duce the demisemiquavers however sharp their tongues. The orchestra
must be held from bar 275 without destroying the impetus. The limit
at which this rhythm can be clearly performed is J = circa 120, but
even so, the trumpets and trombones should be asked not to play the
semiquavers too quickly so as to assure sufficient contrast with the demi-
semiquavers which follow. This request should be made wherever the
figure appears in the orchestra. For the sake of clarity an even steadier
tempe is called for at M. The opportunity for further reducing the pace
is given us in the pianissimo _rom 297, but it may still be necessary to
pull back smartly at M to ,I -- 100. Having made our point we may let
the music have its head from pp bar 315 without allowing it to run
away. This fluidity is essential in view of the rapidly changing musical
dictates. I would put forward _or consideration the following changes
in nuances in the interest of transparency between letters L and N.
Horns: only [orte after M. Trumpets" only forte at bar 287 for three
bars, and again at 30"t for four bars; [ortissimo from 309 onwards.
Trombones: only [orte at L for three bars, 1st trombone [orte in bars
289/290, 2nd and 3rd trombones only [orte in 288 to 290, all trombones
only forte _rom M for four bars---otherwise as printed throughout this
passage. Timpani: only forte at bars 303 and 306. 1st violins: [[p at
bar 293, f[ again at 295. 2nd violins: [fp at bar 295, pp as printed at
297. Violas:

I _ . _ I _ _" I _ I _ ,
I I IIJl L. i I I[#+IIlF | flu_ ll'qin II l_lh I I

Ik_-_....... I I I ,_, I , . . ,
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From N the accents should all be very firm. The chorale-like interpella-
tions at 325 and 331 should return at the tempo of the second theme
(J "- 92) but bars 329/330 and the fanfare at 339 should be allegro
( J - 100). The return to the restatement at letter O means a return to
J --- 128 which can be brought about during the crescendo from 347.
The return to Bb major comes as a surprise. Unfortunately the decisive
D natural is only found in the violins and is too easily covered. Horns
and trumpets play only [orte and violins come as far forward as they can,
Horns, trumpets and trombones only [orte at 373; timpani [[ at 375:
from 376 the tempo should be eased in view of the return of the second
subject at letter P. From this point to letter kI the movement proceeds as
from C to bar 204, but with 1st trumpet espressivo between 410 and
`118, trombones m/_ at "t13 and strings/_/_ at 419. From S onwards the
following melodic line must be predominant:

,.7.. _ -. ..

the strings taking over the melodic line in bars `131/432. In "t33 again
the melodic interest passes to the wind instruments and the strings must
support them discreetly, led by the figure in the basses. The semibreves
in bars `149/450 must be held as long as possible.

If the Coda begins faster than the preceding movement it sounds
superficial. This repeated figure, accompanied by a gradual crescendo
can only make an impression of great magnitude if given space in which
to develop. The accents in the second half of the bar are important, and
the trombone entry should be strong. I would propose delaying the [[
in trumpets and trombones until bar `168. Again at W one should al-
reacty mice into account the trombone figure at X and ease the pace very
slightly if necessary. In bars 991/'192 the rhythm in the 1st flute shouId
be read as in the other woodwind parts: i.e., jT_ should be _ Fi-
nally, from 501 onwards the distinction should be made between the
semiquavers and demisemiquavers in trumpets, trombones and tuba,
Second Movement. Adagio---Sehr Iangsam.

For the sake of unity we suggested J = 29 as a tempo which would
fulfil the requirements of the principal elements of this movement. Tak-
ing an overall view, this tempo would appear suitable to all material as
far as letter H, where Bruckner indicates a slower crotchet. Whereas
calculated changes may appear arbitrary their origin is to be found in
the music itself, and a rigid adherence to any one tempo, in music of this
kind, leads to a perfunctory readhag. However, we may take J -- 29 as
a basic tempo from which to move d/screetly as the occasion demands.

The opening triplet-crotchets at ,J = circa 87 should be really pianis_
simo so that the oboe solo will stand well forward, as will also the bas-
soon, clarinet and flute as they join the oboe before A. At letter A I
would suggest moving to four beats in the bar (i.e., normal crotchet at
58 MM. ) and retaining this beat; violins espressivo, crescendo in bar 21
going to/orte in the second half of 22. As there is a long diminuendo
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in bar 25, bar 23 should not commence too softly: clarinet mp espressivo.
Bruckner's Breit markig at B has prompted me to begin this theme at
J = 46. Not only is the piano subito in bar 37 important, but also the
diminuendo which follows it. From bar 39 onwards the initial tempo
should be gradually re, established. The composer is most careful about
detail in his inversions. For this reason I invert the turn in the violas at
bar 48 beginning with the lower auxiliary thus:

| BIol. Mr I JJ rJ |

,.,_.,. , , I I I I I I 1" ] i I

There should be no diminuendo in bar 50; violas play mp at bar 52 and
at the beginning of bar 54.

At bar 63 we come across a problem already hinted at in the first
movement and one which must be considered in view of the writing for
brass later in this movement and in the 17inale. 17rom the time of the

z_th symphony onwards Bruckner wrote for trumpets in 17. In the main
this produces no problem when played on the modern trumpet, which is
a smaller instrument, but occasionally the music lies low for these instru-
ments and they do not produce the same roundness of tone as would the
larger trumpets in 17. One example is at bar 63 where the trumpets in 17
would be playing in the higher register and would be a nearer match for
the horns and trombones. As these instruments are not generally avail-
able in orchestras today the trombones should be marked down to [orte.

At D we return to six beats in the bar for four bars, and after that we

change to four beats. The basses lead the orchestra from bar 75, and
the crescendo in bar 77 should be delayed at least one bar in clarinets,
violins and violas. The pulse of the music has a natural tendency to

uicken so that at E the movement will flow easily at J = circa 66. The
eading figures at 87/88 are in woodwind, horns III and IV, trombones

I and II on the one hand, and strings on the other. So as to accentuate
the difference in character between them, woodwind, horns III and IV
and trombones I and II should play espressivo---trombone [orte--and
strings marcato; for greater clarity in these two bars, horns I and II and
trumpets only _orte. In bar 91/92 if the string figure is to be heard in
the violas and cellos, it should be marked rn[ with a crescendo in the
second bar, also delaying the crescendo in the violins until bar 92; in
93/9'} horns, trumpets and trombones cantabile. 17rom bar 101 to letter
17 there is no call for a ritenuto except possibly at the end of bar 105.
The quality of ritenuto is in:herent in _e writing which leads us back to
the tempo of this theme at letter V. Atter 115 the 1st violins and flute
must be heard clearly in relief against the accompanying clarinet, oboe
and strings; 1st violins to come well forward in 119/120 espressivo. In
the same way from 121 the two parts appearing in oboes, bassoon and
cellos, and later in flutes and 1st clarinet, must be heard clearly outside
the rest of the orchestra, with the 1st violins discreetly cantabile. The
diminuendo at the end of 126 is very important. The Ist violins come
into their own again in the four bars before G. In bars 129/130 the
bowing of the quavers in 1st violins and cellos is important. Bruckner
often writes gezogen over passages which must be played with separate
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bows. This is characteristic of the composer and such groups must never
be tied under one bow. In the third bar of G violins poco forte and violas
m/_ will allow basses to come through. This poco /torte need not be
held longer than three bars, after which a crescendo may be indicated
for three bars followed by the printed diminuendo back to p. As at bar
61, so here the music has naturally moved forward. This is all to the
good, for from 139 to 162 is a cadence which must not be permitted to
plod along. Its progression must be smooth, the only accents being pro_
vided by the pizzicato in the strings. By 151 it may have reached J ----
56/58, but as in so many instances changes o[ tempo depend greatly on
the conditions of the moment; violas' entry must be smooth and without
accent. The tempo may be eased in the last four bars before H.

As Bruckner asks for a slower crotchet, one may begin here at _ -_
circa 50. All strings must play legatissimo. At 171 1st trumpet must not
dominate, but must let trumpets II and III come forward. The melodic
line of flutes, 2nd oboe, 2nd clarinet and trumpets in 169 and 170 must
not be covered. So that hervortretend should have its effect in violins in
bars 173 to 176, the 2nd violins may be marked mp and ppp at alternate
bars. The significant falling sevenths should be played en solo by horns
I and II at letter I, by trumpets II and III one bar later, and by trumpets
I and II in the following bar. A real ppp is essential in bar 183 in the
strings and the trumpet solo which answers the flutes and oboes in bars
185/186 must be played molto legato. In the two bars following K care
must be taken to see that the trumpets continue the melodic line started
by the 1st trombone without a break and without an accent of their G
natural (written D natural). In bar 192 the D natural of the 3rd trum-
pet must not cover the melodic line in the other trumpets, which answer
the solo of the 1st and 2nd trombones in the two previous bars. Trum,
pets I and II must continue to stand well forward in bars 193/194. In
196 to 199 we again encounter our problem with the trumpets, for these
dissonances must have plenty of punch, and the falling sevenths must
stand out without having to reduce unduly the tone of the trombones.
The choral-like cadence at M must not be pushed, but the following
bars must be permitted to flow easily--J -- circa 52. The oboe, who
introduced us to the scene at the beginning of this Adagio, is now the
last to take leave of us as we pass on to the next movement.

Third Movement. Scherzo. Molto vivace (SchneU).

It is a general practice to play the Scherzos of both the 5th and 7th
symphonies too quickly. In the case of the 7th symphony, a tradition
was established in the early days of changing the tempo at bar 125.
This completely unbalanced the even flow of the movement. To race
through the rest of that scherzo at the initial speed would have made
nonsense of it and, moreover, it would have been quite impracticable
from the players' point of view. If a reasonable pace had been set at the
start to give a very fast crotchet, in accordance with the composer's Sehr
Schnell, (I am not advocating three beats in a bar! ), then there would
have been no need for a change of tempo. This is a question which calls
for detailed comment elsewhere.

What of the scherzo of the Fifth symphony? Bruckner has given us
an excellent clue in "'Ira gleichen Tempo" which heads the Trio. In the
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trios of his first four symphonies the composer invites us to contemplate
the rural scene of his homeland. Even in this symphony, although we
are taken a stage further than the I__'ndler-like swing of the earlier trios,
we are still very close to Bruckner s native soil. In order to recapture
the atmosphere I would suggest J = I56. Presumably it was intended
that one bar of trio should equal one bar of scherzo. This would make
the tempo of the scherzo j. = 78. (Trio ,l = I56 : ,J = 78 : Scherzo
J. = 78, ) At first sight it appears slow, but the crotchet is fast at J ----
23z_, and it permits the horns, trumpets and trombones to place the_it
syncopated notes clearly without unbalancing the ensemble, or, at the
worst, initiating a scramble after bar 327. The change to the new tempo
at bars 23, 189 and 267 is perfectly simple if two crotchets of Bedeutend
langsamer equal three crotchets of the Molto vivace; thus d. "- 78 =
156 :-- 2, or J -----I56. These new crotchets will also equal those in the
trio.

Strings begin with a crisp staccato; the wind staccato in bar 6 must
be very short and the quavers in bar 7 must not be hurried; trumpets
only forte in bar 15 but [[ two bars later; trombones and timpani only
/orte in bar 15, but the timpani should support the orchestra with ac-
cents, and play/_[ with the trombones four bars later, adding further
accents in bars 15 to 17. Bedeutend langsamer J = 156; 2nd violins mp
and hervortretend. Between bars 31 and 46 the figure in the flutes,
oboes, clarinets and 1st and 2nd trumpets should be clearly audible
without covering the strings. At letter A Allm_hlich wieder ins schnelle
Tempo, Allm_hlich--graduallg, so that the tempo vivace is regained by
the time the trombones reach their [[ in bar 63. The horn and trumpet
accents in bars 63 and 65 should be strong, and I reinforce these with
accents in the timpani; timpani crotchets in bar 78 pp but audible. The
crescendo in violas and cellos in bar 105 up to m/_at the end of bar 107,
and violas mp at 136 and 142, and m[ at 148. If horns, trumpets and
trombones play [[ as indicated between 159 and 169, the material in the
clarinets, 2nd violins and violas will be lost. I suggest inserting the fol-
lowing nuances: flutes, oboes, horns, trumpets, trombones and 1st violins
diminuendo from bar 159 to m[ in 162: and flutes, oboes and violins forte
in bar 179; trumpets m[ in 179 and trombones a diminuendo in 179 to
/orte in the following bar. The writing between 189 and letter K con-
sists of an interplay of thematic fragments and demands the most trans-
parent tone from all pasts of the orchestra. Unless a clear melodic line
is chosen in performance, the listener is left with a nebulous impression.
There are numerous possibilities, of which the following scheme may
serve as one, After the first two bars of flute solo, the second violins play
en dehors until letter G; the flute takes over until letter H. From this
point the melody passes to the 1st violins for four bars, then to the 2nd
violins for four bars, followed by the 1st violins again. The quavers in
the trumpets and trombones in the bar before letter J should be staccato.
From K to bar 310 as before, but the added details dearly audible: bar
249, horns mp dolce; bar 292, 1st horn en solo; bar 315, flutes, oboes and
clarinets [[[, horns, trumpets and trombones/orte. Before letter O the
sound must melt away so that the [[ comes as a surprise; the timpani
entry very heavy,

Trio. Ira gteichen Tempo ,I = 156. The scoring here is quite clear. I
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would favour bringing the violas and cellos well forward from bar 41.
Horns, cellos and 2nd violins should also be brought into relief as they
enter after bar 65, 2nd violins/torte ma dolce. After E the imitation be_
tween trombones and horns must be distinct; 2nd oboe alone (i.e., 1st
oboe facet) in the bars before letter F. The violin entry at bar 138 must
be flrm--mp--and this charming cadence, so rich in harmonic invention,
must not be glossed over. An expressive accent in bar 141 on the B

natural in the 2nd violins and on the G in the cellos will bring the har_
mony into greater relief.
Finale.

This monumental structure falls into two parts.
The first exposes all the material used in the second, of which is it

just half the length. It consists of 210 bars and unlike the exposition of
a sonata all its elements are clearly separated. After the retrospective
introduction, the 1st theme, subject of a fugal exposition, modulates to F
major. This is followed by a lyrical section, a happy contrast to the
academic severity to be encountered throughout much of the movement.
It begins in Db major, the flattened sixth degree of F. This is fortuitous,
for although the composer has bound the tonic and flattened sub-medi-

ant closely together in the 1st subject of the 1st Allegro, and at other
points throughout the work, it is a relationship with which Bruckner s
symphonies abound. This leads to a full close some seventy bars later.
At letter F comes material used in the second part as a vehicle for intro-
ducing the 1st theme from the first movement. It takes us to the final
section, the chorale, with which the first part comes to an end. This
"exposition" ends in F major, the dominant key.

In the second part, which might be called the Principal Section, we
shall encounter the four subdivisions of the first in the same order but

with two great differences; the first theme is replaced by a double-fugue,
which is introduced by a fugal exposition on the head of the chorale, and
a short coda reintroducing the first theme from the first movement makes
its appearance after the restatement of the lyrical section and the mate_
rial from letter F. This coda, in fact, incorporates the chorale which
brings to an end this section, as it did the first.
We have considered at some length the tempi to be adopted, and the

orchestration presents no problems as far as bar 210. Adagio J = 58,
Allegro moderato J = 116. The clarinet must take care not to produce
his solo as a humourous interpellation. It is not so intended. Allegro

-- 128; care must be taken to observe scrupulously the change of
nuance between p and pp in bar 15 and m/_ to p in bar 19. Adagio; the
triplet-crotchets equal 87 MM as above. The octave which makes its
appearance in each reminiscent fragment, by the clarinet in the first, the
trumpet in the second, and the flute in the third, must be audible. After
letter A it may be necessary to reduce the [/t in the supporting voices so
as not to cover the lower notes of the subject at each entry. Any con-
cession to the subject must not be accompanied by a weakening of the
rhythmic impulse. Give the lyrical theme an opportunity to sing after
letter B at approximately J = 96. It is amusinq to find Bruckner writing
hervortretend in all the string parts, and adding a footnote that the

violas and cellos must be more hervortretend,(predominant) than the
rest! Here I seize upon a Performer s Rights as an excuse for ignor_
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ing this instruction, and bring forward the melody in the 2nd violins as
far as pp where I allow both sections of violins to lead the way. The pp
in bars 75 and 77 are most important. From bar 77 woodwind, horn and
trumpet take over the melodic line. From letter C I turn the bowing
upside down, beginning the bar with an up-bow. This is more conveni-
ent in view of the ensuing nuances. Here, Etwas mehr langsam may be
held at J ----circa 92, and the tempo returns to J = 100 at D,
from which point the oboes give sufficient support to the 2nd
violins: pp crescendo followed by pp subito and crescendo are to
be carefully observed. From bar 113 to 116 cellos and violas must
come well forward, and from bar 129 the violas en dehors for two bars,
then 2nd violins for two bars, and violas and 2nd violins again at bars
133 and 135 respectively. At letter F we return to J = 116. A faster
tempo at this juncture would cause a break at a point in the movement
when it must be averted. We shall be hard put to to smooth out the dif-
ferences of tempo demanded by the music a few bars later before the
entry of the chorale, and abrupt changes of tempo at these two points
would intimate contours in the form which are not there. A disregard of
the structure of the movement, in fact. Intonation is often questionable
in the strings between bars 141 and 144, and should be rehearsed care-
fully. In the wind band the staccato minims should be half their true
value, and they must always be cut off with utmost precision. It is this
that will give them their staccato characteristic. To my mind an accel-
erando after bar 150 should be avoided, for if we are to establish a

tempo suitable to the chorale by the time we reach letter H, at the same
time making our change of tempo as little noticeable as possible, an
accelerando wilt only add to our difficulties unnecessarily. Naturally, an
increase to J ----120 may lie in the performance, and to hold the orchestra
rigidly would be a mistake. But from bar 167 the rallentando to the
tempo demanded by the chorale should begin so that at letter H the new
tempo is established. There is a good case for maintaining a certain
impetus, for the chorale returns at the end of the movement in augmen-
tation. In order to create the impression, on the other hand, that the
version at letter H and that at bar 583 are in the same tempo (thus
destroying the effect of the augmentation) we could announce the cho_
tale at J ----64--very playable and broad---and at twice this speed, J =
128, at the end of the symphony. It will be remembered that J ----128
was the tempo of the first subject in the first movement. But as one ar-
rives at the final phrase in the exposition, for want of a better term, it is
not the moment to halve the tempo. The enthusiasm of practical musi-
cians often carries them away to the detriment of theoretical consider-
ations, and in the academician inspiration is often bogged under by
scholarly prejudice. So it is in everything. A man's strength becomes
his weakness. In this particular situation much must be left to inspira-

tion. I should suggest reducing the tempo to approximately J -= 84.
This will expose the chorale with dignity and still permit the expo-
sition to flow forward towards the Principal Section. Once more we
encounter the question of the trumpets. Here the horns and trombones
are placed fairly high, but the trumpets are playing relatively low. The
old trumpet in F would be in a higher tessiture and a better match for
the other brass instruments. We must see, then, that the 1st trumpet is
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never covered, and that the first crotchet in bars 178, 184, 192 and 196
is held to its full value.

The Principal Section follows on from the calm conclusion of the
exposition. We now embark on an extensive double-fugue. It needs
careful reconstruction, and on no account should we consider omitting
101 bars between letters L and Q, This omission robs the movement of
all but a fugal exposition, and the double-fugue is suppressed. In the
few bars of introduction which modulate to the flattened sub-mediant of
Bb, the last crotchet of the horn solo should be played tenuto, and the
corresponding crotchet in bar 220 should also be held. The tempo was
set at approximately J =' 84 by the chorale, and it is from this that the
ruhig gestrichen entry of the violas sets out. By the gradual gathering
of momentum it reaches J = 116 to coincide with the entry of the first
theme of the movement at letter L. This change of tempo should be
imperceptible. The sudden changes of nuance to pp in bar 229 and ppp
in the following bar should be noted, and also those in bars 245 and 246.
The fugal writing offers so many possibilities to the interpreting artist
that one can reveal new treasures to the listener every time it is per-
formed. It is transparent and every detail can easily be heard. A curi-
ous effect is produced by the molto ritenuto at the end of the fugue.
Bruckner obviously saw the need for a considerable change of tempo be-
fore letter R, but I am unable to persuade myself that it is correct to
interpret this as subito molto ritenuto at bar 390, for the resulting decel-
eration produces a kind of tottering, the humourous effect of which is
quite unintended and totally unsuitable in this context. The purposeful
forward movement of the fugue may well have brought us to J = 124,
and the molto ritenuto will have to bring us back again to J -- 96, as at
letter B.

Here the 1st violins lead the way. At letter T Friiheres Tempo is
missing in the score, but there is no doubt that it should be inserted.
Looking forward to letter V, we have a different situation to prepare for
than we had at F. Whereas there the climate had to be prepared for the
chorale, here we have to consider the reappearance of the first theme
from the first movement. This will receive rhythmic support from the
trombones, reminiscent of the first theme of this finale. At letter V, then,
the tempo will be brisk to accommodate these two elements. After bar
45`1, we shall have to advance to J = circa 120 at V. It is not unlikely
that the tempo will have gone forward a little before letter U. The six-
teen semiquavers in bar 140 make a delightful background chatter be-
tween horns and trumpets if it is distinct. Flutes, clarinets and oboes
must be heard in bars 454/455. The strings and brass must allow flutes,
oboes and clarinets to be heard at bars 462/463, and 470/471 in as far
as this is practicable without destroy/ng the mass of sound. Greater
clarity will be assured by making the following changes in nuances:
Horns I and II [orte in bar 464, [[ in 467, [ in 472, [/_in 475; trumpets I,
II and III, bar 464 [orte cantabile, 465 crescendo, 466 [[, the same in
bars 472 to 474; trombones, bar 464 [orte, 465 crescendo, 466/_/_, also in
bars 472 to 474 respectively, from bar 476/orte marcato; strings, bar
467 m[, 468 ff, 475 mr, 476/_[. Horns must be clear in bars 468 and
't75. The main interestis cent-red in trumpets, Timpani must be heavy
in bar '180. From bar 486, the music subsides temporarily for the last
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time. This corresponds to the analogous passage just before letter H.
and as we took time over the rising minims in the bass to prepare for the
chorale, so we can take time now before the quavers in the violins at
letter W. These must be played legato cantabile.

Once again I am content to let the music begin at about J -- 112, for
we must bear in mind the re-entry of the chorale and the enormous
build_up of emotional tension upon which it is to be launched, The
orchestra must not be permitted to advance with the crescendo from bar
500, and the ppp subito in bar 512 is of great importance, to say nothing
of the pp which precedes it. The following alteration in nuances not
only assure greater transparency, but they also keep in reserve the artil-
lery we shall be calling for a little later: Horns,/_ at letter X, [/_at bar
525, Horn III _ in 526, horns I and II [ in 527, all horns, [/_in 529, horns
III and IV [ in 530,/_[ in 531 with horns I and II; between letters X and
Y, trumpets and trombones only [orte, trombones cantabile; 1st violins

na/r 2hd violins i;/_[, violas m[ in bar 525, at the § in bar 529, and in531. By letter Y the tempo may haveincreased to J -- 128, and to
J = 132, by bar 560. Between bars 538 and 545 the first trumpet, the
trombones and horn tlgure in bar 544 must aI1 come forward. The cres-
cendo from 55I must come from a real pp and must grow evenly and
relentlessly as far as letter Z. I am in favour of holding the orchestra
well in hand from about bar 560, so that without making a deliberate
rallentando, we can still bring about an impression of breadth at about

--= 120. These nineteen bars approach to the chorale constitute one of
the truly colossal moments in symphonic literature. The horns' crotchets
must come through in bar 565 and horns III and IV should double I and
II in bar 567; trumpet III well forward in 57I, as also his first two
crotchets in bars 573 and 575; the 2nd trombone and 3rd trumpet must
be clearly heard all the way from bar 575 to 582, where the entry of the
timpani must be heavy.

Since the extra brass band was first used, it has been thought ad_
v/sable to double the brass instruments in the chorale. In fact this is
unnecessary. No performance of this symphony should be postponed
because of the cost of extra players, for the chorale is well represented
in the orchestra, and is sufficient to give the symphony the mighty end-
ing it needs. The tempo should not be held back on arriving at this
point. The tension which has been generated from letter W has reached
its peak, and a calculated slackening to a new tempo would rob these
final pages of their momentum, the very quality for which we have been
preparing throughout the whole of this second part. Without the sup-
port of the horns between each phrase of the chorale, the melodic pre-
dominance would flag. It is therefore of the greatest urgency that the
horns should support the structure to the best of their ability.

This symphony is one of Bruckner's greatest works, and the difficul-
ties of playing it are not insurmountable even for the least pretentious
orchestras. It is hard to reconstruct, but its problems are similar to those
encountered in any symphony of such dimensions and they are certainly
no justification for this truly magnitlcent work receiving few perform-
ances. Like any other great musical creation, it makes demands upon the
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listener, but we, the performers, enjoy the privilege of so handling this
mighty work that its wonders unfold intelligibly and so blend tosether
as to 'reveal in its full greatness the total expanse of this centre-arch of
Bruckner s symphonic output.

KILENYI BRUCKNER MEDAL AWARDED TO

ROBERT SIMPSON

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in and under-
standing of the works of Anton Bruckner, the Directors of the Bruck-
net Society of America awarded to Robert Simpson the Bruckner medal
designed by Julio Kitenyi for the exclusive use of the Society. Dr,
Simpson has lectured widely on Bruckner in Great Britain, has written
analyses of his music for The Listener, Music Review, C_om_ ANDDIS-
CORD,as well as for other periodicals, and has addressed audiences
(with illustrations by the orchestra) at two successive Bruckner Festi-
vals in London. As this is written Dr. Simpson is engaged in planning
a complete Bruckner cycle for BBC's Third Program to be broadcast
some time during 1962_63.



IN MEMORIAM
BRuNo WALTER

Revered, honored, and loved throughout the entire world during his
lifetime, Bruno Walter will forever be looked upon as one of the very
great conductors of all time. His model performances of much of the
orchestral and operatic repertoire will not fade from the memories of
those who heard and saw him and for the future the legacy of recorded
performances he inscribed will bear testimony for all times to his pro-
found and deep insight into the works he chose to record, not to be sure
for his own glory but for the illumination of the music itself, It was
ever his wish to unfold to his audiences the heart and soul, the inner
meaning, and the beauty of the masterpieces he was conducting. To
this ideal he was dedicated and all the riches of the world of learning
and art were his to help reveal the composers thoughts. In his book,
Gustav Mahler, and his autobiography, Theme and Variations, he sets
forth in plain, honest terms his philosophy of music and with modesty
recounts the even now legendary days of the first decade or so of this
century.

Walter's career, which began at the Vienna Court Opera in 1901,
extended through heights not since equalled in Munich from 1913 to
1922. After five years at the Charlottenburg Opera in Berlin, he con_
ducted the Gewandhaus Concerts in Leipzig from 1930-1933. In 1934
he returned to Vienna and while there he laid the foundations for
the Salzburg Festival tradition. In 1939 he came to the United
States and made this country his home. Following the war he made
numerous visits to the scenes of his early successes and everywhere
was greeted with a warmth of affection few conductors had ever
before been accorded, for audiences wanted to express to this great but
humble person the same spirit of kindliness and sincerity he showed
toward them. Orchestral musicians in particular always welcomed him
on the podium. They sensed his spiritual affinity with the music being
performed and gave their utmost to this man who patiently sought their
best efforts.

The musical domains of Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, and
Brahms, concert-goers grew to look upon as belonging more to Walter
than anyone else, Yet the composers toward whom Walter exerted his
greatest powers and with whose music he will forever be linked were
Bruckner and Mahler. To Mahler he was friend, associate, and disciple
and his faith in Mahler's mighty creations never wavered. The last two
works of Mahler Das Lied yon der Erde and the Ninth Symphony--
he introduced to the world after Mahler's death. To Bruckner, whose
music he acknowledged he came to understand only after a long period
of time, he was equally devoted, feeling increasing power and beauty in
this music as his life progressed. It was not easy for him, when he first
came to the United States, to program Bruckner and Mahler every time
he wished, but even in the face of difficulties, What matters before
all," he stated, "is to 'carry on' with performances of these masters and
this I certainly will do as long as I live." Walter did carry on, and
lived to see the time when the musical world prayed that his life would
extend long enough to allow him to record all of Bruckner and Mahler.
This time did not come to pass, but the works he did record are now
treasures for eternity. We will always have Bruckner and Mahler, and
what is more, -with Bruno Walter conducting.
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MAHLER'S FIFTH SYMPHONY

By PARKS GRANT

The organizational scheme of Gustav Mahler's Fifth Symphony is
unique. Its five movements are grouped into three larger parts, in other
words there is a twofold plan of division. The arrangement is:

PART I. I_IRST MOVF.MF,NT. "Funeral March." In gemessenem
Schritt. Streng. Wie eln Kondukt. C-sharp minor, 2/2 time.

SECONDMOVEMENT. (No title.) Sti_rmisch bewegt. Mit
gr6sster Vehemenz. A minor, alla breve time.

PART II. WHim MOVEMENT. "Scherzo." Kra[tig, nicht zu schnell.
D major, 3/z_ time.

PART III. FOUaTH MOVEMENT. "Adagietto." Sehr langsam, F ma-
jor, 4/4 time.

FIFTH MOVEMENT. "Rondo-Finale." Allegro glocoso.
Frisch. D major, alta breve time.

The concept oE divisions-within-divisions had already appeared in the
same composer's Third Symphony, where the first oE six movements
forms Part I, the remainder, Part II.

The object in the case of the work at hand might be to clarify the
nature of thematic quotations from one movement to another, i.e., the
cyclic procedure, for a theme from the first movement reappears in the
second (both Part I ), and one from the fourth movement comes back in
the fifth (both Part III); however, if the third movement carr/es refer-
ences to the first and second, or if any of it returns in the fourth or fifth,
except in the matter about to be mentioned, these allusions are too subtle
for the present writer's eyes and ears.

An additional but less obvious cyclic element reaches into all five
movements. It is a three-note germinal motive consisting of the rise of a
whole-step followed by that of a half-step. This motive appears many
times, notably in the principal subject of each movement. It might be
well to take time to mention these occurrences.

First movement: first three notes. ( See Example 3. )
Second movement: first five notes. It moves first upward, then down-

ward, like a miniature palindrome. ( See Example 6. )
Third movement: notes zt, 5, 6. (See Example 10. )
Fourth movement: notes 2, 3, 5. The fact that the fourth note is a

repetition of the third is not an interruption. (See Example 13.)
Fifth movement: inverted (i.e., 0oin 0 downward), as notes 2, 3, 4;

also in retrograde motion, as first three notes of the "alto" voice. (See
Example 15. )

In addition to the usual string section o{ first violins, second violins,
violas, cellos, and double-basses, Mahler's Symphony No. 5 is scored
for the followin 9 instruments:

125
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"1 flutes, all alternating with piccolo.
3 oboes, one alternating with English horn.
3 clarinets, one alternating with D-clarinet and bass-clarinet.
3 bassoons, one alternating with contrabassoon.
6 horns.
q trumpets.
3 trombones.

tuba.
timpani,
bass drum,
cymbals.
snare dTum.

gong.
glockenspiel.
harp.

There is an additional percussion instrument (in the third movement)
called Holzklapper. literally "wood rattle." It is not clear to the present
writer whether Mahler had in mind the castanets or the wood-block.
Or was it the slap-stick? Or perhaps some unusual instrument?

All music quotations in this article are made by the kind permission of
the C. F. Peters Corporation, 373 Park Avenue South, New York 16,
N. Y., who publish a pocket score of the work and from whom rental
performance material is available. References to rehearsal letters and
page numbers are to the Edition Peters miniature score No. 3087, copy*
right 1904, renewed 1932.

Let us now pass on to an analysis of the individual movements.

FIRST MOVEMENT

One searches his memory in vain for another symphony that begins
as does the Filth of Mahler--with an unaccompanied trumpet solo of
1 lZ,_ measures. (See Example 1.) Though not the principal subject,

Ex. 1

Trumpet

[-_ I ..... _ I _, t i

I fd_ l • • . ! I • l I • I I., I ! V_ ,) I I •

I-'-._ J p�,.,,_ I ._ ,_ ._#I '_ I '_
._.- g.,..,.,. -

this theme nevertheless plays a prominent role. The heavy, funeral-
marchlike mood is then established, and at the fourth measure after re-
hearsal number 1 the horns announce a refrainlike motive. (See Exam-
ple 2.) It is due to reappear twice during the course of the movement,
though in other instruments.
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Ex. 2

HOI_S _z
I _ll -- I • Illl I • I_ I F I I I h -- II

I f I f I _1_ I ,, t I _ Iz] " I I I "| ] _ ] _i[ • II

The principal subject begins with the upbeat at rehearsal number 2.
(See Example 3. )

EX. 3

Is%Viol_s,Cellos

'-_" _. _ _.___ -

[]_: _i _' -- Violas, Cl_a'ine_ s, Bass oons_,. _-'--'------'-'_ --¢. , O"

D ouble-Basses, ]pizzlealo

I #tT_ _ ," .I "

:_ _ =_ _ . ,__ ,,

The trumpet theme returns, this time harmon/zed and somewhat al-
tered, and the "refrain" soon follows in trombones. Then the principal
subject is heard in altered form with a new countermelody in violas and
cellos. The heavy, marching tread cont/nues.

Just before 5 the subordinate subject is introduced. It is in A-flat
major, the "key of the dominant" (in enharmonic equivalent). The pres,

ence of the lowered sixth degree is a prominent characteristic o_ the
composer s s_!e--one of the elements that might be called intangibly
Mahleresque by a person unable to lay his finger on it. (See Example
_.)
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Ex. 4
Woodwinds
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Double -Basses
Contrabassoon
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Cor_trabass,_on

Oddly enough the violins are soon 9iven a four sharp key_signature
while the rest of the orchestra continues with four fiats, yet without the
slightest suggestion of b/tonality.

A very short reminiscence of the trumpet theme leads to a new sec-
tion, a stormy and wild outburst in B-fiat minor. It begins with a wide
upward skip which then falls back a halbstep--a motive destined to

figure prominently in the second movement (and a further cyclic ele-
ment). A reminiscence of the trumpet theme does not divert the rest
of the orchestra, and soon is announced a theme (in G-fiat minor) of
which there have already been suggestions, and which will return later.
(See Example 5. ) The outburst grows more frenetic, but just before 11

Ex. 5

Violins " -"'I -""-F "_3'''I _' _"-"-._,I.,. __._ _., ,_ ,.._,,* _ , ,_ = _ ,
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the first trumpet comes in with an abbreviated version of the "trumpet

theme" (Example 1 ), as if sternly demanding a ,return to order. The
music moves back to C_sharp minor, the refrain appears in the tuba,
and at 12 the woodwinds announce material which unmistakably recalls
the principal subject--seems to be a long-postponed continuation of it.
Meanwhile the strings have so little to do for 31 measures that the or
chestra almost sounds like a band.

Just before 14 the subordinate theme returns quietly, this time in D-
fiat major, the "tonic minor" in enharmonic equivalent.

.Ten measures before 15 (rain. sc., p. 39) the woodwinds conclude a
phrase with a four-measure fragment taken from the first song in the
Kindertotenlieder song-cycle. Is this self-quotation deliberate or sub-
conscious? One should remember that the two works were composed at
about the same time. 1

After the timpani softly suggest the "trumpet theme," there is a quiet
section in A minor based on a combination of new and old material.

The upward leap of a minor ninth, falling back a half-step, may be
found in the unobtrusive accompaniment. In the next movement it will
assume major importance. The choice of key at this point may also be
a preparation for the second movement.

The theme in Example 5 is worked in, once (in varied form) as a
countermelody strikingly divided relay fashion between two trombones,

and the outburst that was originally in B-flat,,minor is suggested. Things
soon quiet down under the influence of the trumpet theme, and after
some striking modulations a reference to this same theme closes the
movement, with the flute taking over for the last four notes.

SECOND MOVEMENT

The second movement (the only one without a special title) is a

hustle-and-bustle, purposely confused-sounding work of a type that
sometimes turns up in Mahler. It foreshadows the Rondo-Burlesque
of the Ninth Symphony, A vehement five-note motive (see Example 6)

Ex. 6
Cello,Double-B_sses
_h Bassoons & ContraBassoon

is followed by a theme with a bold upward skip which then descends a
half-step (and sometimes goes on) for which several passages in the
first movement have prepared us. (See Example 7.) The material ap-

1 In the fifth movement (mira sc., p. 222-223) there is a very brief quote---perhaps
just coincidence--from the song Lob des hohen Verstandes. See Warren Storey
Smith's article "Mahler Quotes Mahler" in CHORD AND DxSCO_ for 1954. Mr. Smith
also believes the second movement of KincIerfotenlieder is quoted in the fourth move-
ment of the present work.
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Ex. 7

Violins

pearing meanwhile in the trombones should not be overlooked, for it re-
appears several times during the movement, somet/mes rather shortened,
sometimes much so, often with the chords falling on beats that shift the
original accent. It even appears overlapped on itself at 19 (rain. sc.. p.
83).

At 2 begins a more sustained, seething section, based strongly on the
already_prominent upward leap of a ninth or its contraction the minor
second.

,The wild hurly-burly quiets down, and at 5 there is a more tranquil
section in F minor. The upward minor ninth followed by the drop of a
half-step remains as one of two accompaniment-figures, the other being
a rhythmic-harmonic pattern which takes one or the other o[ the three
forms shown in Example 8. It may be derived from background material

Ex. 8

Flutes Clarinets
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in the A minor section of the first movement. The theme itself, in the
cellos, is one of those typically Mahleresque subjects that stubbornly in-
sists on gravitatinfl around one certain note, in this case A-flat.

At 7 comes a theme (see Example 9) which seems to be expanded
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Ex. 9
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from material that appeared in the turbulent section of the first move-
ment.

The music returns to A minor. A full-dress restatement of the open_
ing theme would seem to lie ahead, but actually it soon dies out.

Over nothing but a timpani roll the cellos meditate to themselves in
E-flat minor. Other instruments join in, but cellos are in the spotlight
for fully 25 measures.

,Then the theme that the cellos first announced in F minor appears,
now in E-fiat minor, in horn octaves, with an accompaniment based on
the rhythmic patterns of Example 8 and of the upward leaps. The
theme shown in Example 9 soon joins with this material, still in E-fiat
n_lrlor.

The music grows more agitated. Suddenly and quietly, in B major, a
quotation from the subordinate theme of the first movement interrupts.
Mahler has given us a stroke of genius, for curiously its initial three notes
are missing; hence the passage seems to have wandered into the picture
from out of the past. Soon we are back with the rhythmic pattern (Ex,.
ample 8) and the background of upward leaps, which usher in a rather
martial section in A-flat major, with many triplets. It leads through
some sustained music in the brass, also featuring upward leaps, to a re-
turn to the wild turbulence of the principal section, again in its charac-
ter/stic key: A minor. There is another "seething" section, this one in
E minor, but based on the "cello" theme and with the rhythmic figure
and upward minor ninths in the background. Mahler again combines
themes and motives[ With the same background the theme shown in
Example 9 returns at 23 (rain. sc., p, 92 ), this time in F minor.
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The music becomes heavier and more sustained by the time figures 25
and 26 are reached. At 27 the brilliant brass in D major momentarily
suggest that this wild movement will end in a blaze of triumph, Here
the harp appears for the first time in the symphony, playing glissandos
and arpeggios. But the triumphant passage, like so much else that has
already appeared, dissolves, and the wild opening section is back with
us, this time in D minor.

A movement that has run the gamut of possibilit/es might seem
planned to conclude in the wild uproar with which it began, but it does
not. We are in for a surprise. At 33 (rain. so,, p. 113 ) there is a section
of almost elfin delicacy in A minor, obviously a coda. It features string
harmonics and subtle bits from woodwinds and harp. The passage
seems akin to the so-called "cadenza" near the end of the first movement
in the Ninth Sgmphong.

The rhythmic pattern (Example 8 ) and upward minor ninths steal in
just before the very end.

Mahler directs that a long pause should follow.

TmV,D MOV_PNT

The third movement, entitled "Scherzo," is one of several symphony
movements by Mahler influenced by the I__ndler, a type of Austrian
country waltz. Others are I:2, IV:2, IX:2, parts of VII:3, and to some
extent II:2 and II:3. A horn is featured prominently in it, marked
"Corno obligato," though the total number of horns is reduced from six
to five.

The movement opens in D, the mood jaunty, rather vigorous, perhaps
a bit sat/r/cat. (See Example 10.) As various sections of the orchestra

Ex. 10
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join in, one is struck by the highly contrapuntal nature of the work. The
strings tend to have wide sldps and to soar unrestrained over the musical
canvas.

At 2 the violas begin an eighth-note figure which becomes an accom,-
paniment for the woodw/nds. These eighth-notes will later prove im-
portant.

Continuations and variants of already-presented material occupy the
attention until an abrupt pause just before 6. Then, etwas ruhiger, the
strings introduce an exceptionally graceful subordinate theme, which is
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in B-fiat major. After only 38 measures of it, we return at 7 to the orig-
inal key, tempo, and theme, but in varied form--for exact repetition is
almost unknown in Mahler.

At 8 the eighth-note figure comes back, starting in D, then going by
way of F-sharp minor and A major to F m/nor. The trumpet an-
nounces, and woodwinds later continue, a short figure (see Example
11 ) soon to achieve prominence. Presently, with the separate directions

Ex. 11

Trumpet

"ruhig" and "langsamer," unison horns announce a quiet theme, also
soon to become important, with the eighth-note figure as woodwind
background. (See Example 12).

Ex. 12
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At 10 (rain. so., pp. 134-135) there is a curious pausing, echoing ef-
fect, followed by hesitation, based on the theme in Example 12. There
is some memorable echo-style interplay between the obbligato horn and
the stopped first horn. It is sheer magic.

_Then solo pizzicato strings begin a st_r/king mandolin-like passage in
D minor, with the material of Examples 11 and 12 as basis, also the
slightest hint o{ the subordinate theme. A heavily legato section con-
tinues, with effective use of short pedal-points. A variant on Example
12, with skips of sometimes as much as an octave and a fourth, enters at
13 in the trumpet, later taken over by the horn. The e/ghth-note figure
accompanies.

• • ,t e "' " "Under the direction a t mpo molto moderato the strings introduce a
distorted version of the formerly lilting subordinate theme, and the mu-
sic grows wild and grotesque, foreshadowing VII:3 and especially IX: 2.
Suddenly, at 17, the horns tumble us unceremoniously back into the key
of D and a varied restatement of the opening theme, whose easy-going
jollity is by now welcome.

(Boisteriousness soon increases. At 22 the theme of Example 12, ac-
companied by the eighth-note figure, returns. A more quietly mysterious
version, with the ever-present eighths, begins in A minor with the direc-
tion "das Tempo unmerklich etwas einhaltend. "t

Previous thematic material continues, sometimes quietly, sometimes
noisily. Mahler makes new melodies out of juxtaposed snatches of old
ones, contrapuntally combined with still others, until there are several
hesitating passages based on the Example 12 melody, and again with
some wonderful dialogue between two horns, one of them muted. The
mandolin-like material, with the eighth-note figure, soon joins in.
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After four measures scored for nothing but bass drum there is a lively,
always wilder coda, with practically all the earlier themes and motives
heard in new and bewildering contrapuntal combinations. The abrupt
cadence is built on material that opened the movement, now much trans-
formed.

FOURTH MOVEMENT

The fourth movement, one of Mahler's best_known and most admired
compositions, is frequently performed apart from the rest of the sym-
phony. It is the shortest movement, occupying only five pages in the
miniature score.

Only strings and harp are employed. No string section is ever di-
vided into more than two parts, and there are but four double-stops
(and one of these is a "fourth-finger-open-string" unison). The move-
ment provides the ideal rebuttal to critics who still continue to charge
Mahler with being a megalomaniac.

,The harp, which has been silent during the first and third movements,
as well as most of the second (and which will have only a minimal role
in the fifth) is prominent nearly all of the time.

Mahler's style of harp-writing is highly individual, perhaps moreso
than that for any other instrument; there is no mistaking his touch. Un
paper the harp part for this movement looks conventional--arpeggios
and chords--yet its effect is that peculiarly Mahleresque one of a series
of single notes, inextricably woven into the warp and woof of the text.
It always sounds like part of the must'c, whereas many composers' harp
parts more nearly resemble a frilly addition to the music.

The first violins announce the principal theme (see Example 13)_
with an exquisite C-sharp dissonance against the D of the melody in
measure 6 (fifth measure in the quotation)--and before they have quite
finished it, half of the cellos restate it, but in augmentation ( that is, notes
of double the original values). The first violins take over, and there is a
sonorous subsidiary climax on a tonic six-four chord. The second
violins continue until the first violins, briefly interrupted by the violas,

present a closely-related subject (see Example 14) which soon leads to
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Ex. 14

Q.

the key of G flat major. After modulations through several additional
keys, always in a very lyrical style, there is a return to the principal key
--F major--the melody being in the second violins. It begins in aug-
mentation but almost imperceptibly returns to the original values ("im-
perceptibly," that is, to the ear of the listener rather than to the eye of
the score_reader).

Again the music works up to a climax, and again it comes on a "tonic
six-four" chord. The subsiding of the climax to a perfectly_planned
conclusion is handled in a masterly yet very simple manner.

Throughout this movement-one of the most eloquent and restful
compositions imaginable--Mahler makes remarkably effective use of
non-harmonic tones, especially suspensions and appoggiaturas. The
Adagietm is the quintessence of late Romanticism.

There is a direction to go right on to the last movement ("a_acca
Rondo-Finale" ).

FIFTH MOVEMENT

The last movement opens with the single tone A in a horn, answered
by the A an octave lower in first violins. The preceding movement had
this very same tone at the top of its final chord. Is Mahler reluctant to
leave the lovely Adagietto?

'After some pastoral dialogue in woodwinds and horn, deceptively
casual, the principal theme is announced in horns, bassoons, and cellos,
with woodwinds continuing. See Example 15.

Ex. 15
Horns

u

Cellos & Bassoons
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At figure 2 the cellos announce a busy eighth-note flgEure (see Exam-
ple 16), taken up in fu9al style by other instruments. As this proceeds
Ex. 16

Cellos

we note that certain countersubject material was foreshadowed in that
deceptively casual introduction.

Suddenly a rude B-flat intrudes, and four measures later an even
ruder E-flat; yet only for a moment do they steer us astray from the
confidence and cheerfulness of the prevailing key, D major.

Nevertheless there soon appears a section in B-flat, derived from a
variant on the busy fugal theme, against which unison horns announce
material soon to become important, See Example. 17.
Ex, 17

4 Horns

After only ten measures of B-flat we go back to D, though again for
only ten measures; then the music moves to the even brighter key of B.
Soon the first violins quote a passage from the fourth movementl but in
place of its former meditative quality there is now jauntiness, almost
insoueiance--a noteworthy example of the Wagner-Liszt "transforma-
tion of theme" principle.
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This reminiscence closes in a brief codetta of crystalline delicacy that
one of the French impressionists might have been glad to call his own.

The music moves through such a bewildering series of keys and with
such a constant succession and intermingling of themes, both old and
new, that one relinquishes any attempt to describe it properly, In fact,
the whole symphony is such an amazing web of sounds that a descrip_
tion or analysis seems not only inadequate but an immodest and pre-
sumptuous thing to have undertaken. Quotations from the fourth move-
ment appear again, combined with material from the present movement.
Even the "impressionist" passage returns, this time in cut-glass woods
winds.

Years ago, in Symphonies and Their Meaning, Third Series, _ Philip
Goepp paid tribute to Mahler's 1Tilth Sgmphony with such enthusiastic
expresmons as one of the most inspired conceptions of counterpoint in
all music," "the full dream of a revival of the art in all its glorious
estate," and "a genuine, original, individual quality of polyphonic art
that marks a new style since the first in Bach and a second in Beetho-
ven." It was specifically the last movement that Mr. Goepp had in mind
when he wrote those ardent comments.

A sense of triumph comes into the music, and brilliant brass become
more prominent. Between figures 21 and 22 there are so many triplets
that one wonders why the composer did not change his time-signature
to 6/_t.

After going through several keys, and passing over a long G pedal-
point, there is a short but quietly memorable passage in A_flat (except
for a few measures in D-flat, the darkest key yet to appear), and then
comes a delicate section in A, during which the harp appears for the
only time in the movement, playing no more than four cannily_placed
chords,

A march-like spirit which has already been much in evidence seems to
be growing more and more prominent. It is heard in the background
during a quotation from the fourth movement during a long passage in
G. One should bear in mind that the relation of G to D is that of the

key of the subdominant, long a favorite of composers for its psychologi-
cal power to suggest an impending close. The end of the movement is
not too far ahead.

We go through other keys before returning to D, where sustained
and blazing brass suggest a triumphant chorale, strings and woodwinds
meanwhile busy with the eighth-note figure. This leads to a wild con_
clusion whose frenzy of joy was probably suggested by the close of
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, for which Mahler had the deepest admi-
ration.

Nine measures before the end, a suddenly-interrupting B-flat and
some whole-tone scales seem to have thrown things off balance, but
Mahler shrugs this aside with a brusque cadence in the principal key, D.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1913.
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Association's Proceedings, 87th Session, 1960/61,

On 18 May, Mahler will have been dead for exactly 50 years. It is a
convenient moment, perhaps, to survey, very briefly, the present state of
Mahler studies and research.

It is a surprising fact, I think, that there is a need at all for the kind
of research on documents and autographs that we associate with com-
posers from the more distant past. Mahler, after all, was a public figure
and lived in a glare of publicity. He was, undoubtedly, what the news-
papers call "news," and that means a great deal of information about
him of interest for later generations was recorded in the daily press or
journals of the time.

So far, so good, one may think. But how accurate are those press
reports, the advertisements, publishers' announcements, and so on,
which are the very life blood of the industrious modern researcher, who
pounces on a date here, a title there?

We are all of us indebted to the indefatigable Mr. Nicolas Slonimsky,
that sleuth of the newspaper files, who has corrected many wrong dates
and brought many forgotten dates to light. Newspapers, for him, at
least for the most part, have the last word. But do they? And here I
must add, that those of us associated with newspapers maintain a cer-
tain scepticism, even in the face of the daily black-and-white facts. It
is, I sometimes think, the anonymous sub-editor who writes, or rather
re-writes, the history that the unsuspecting reader has pushed through
his door in the morning. This is not at all a flippant point, It can have
all kinds of distressing consequences for the future.

Let us take one small example that concerns Mahler. The ordinary
reader may well wish to know the date, place and circumstance of the
premiere of the most popular of Mahler's symphonies, the Fourth. If
he looks for the information in the 5th edition of Grove, he will find
none of it. But Mr. Slonimsky's invaluable Music Since 19001 tells us
that the work was first performed in Munich on 23 November 1901,
conducted by Felix Weingartner. He has the date from a review in the
Munich Allgemeine Zeitung of 26 November and from an advertise-
ment in the paper on the day of performance.

Now Weingartner certainly was the conductor of the Kaim Orches_
tra in Munich, but it struck me as odd indeed that Mahler, who other-
wise always conducted the premieres of his works, should have made

13rdedition,New York, 1949,p. 20.
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an exception of the Fourth Symphony. On the face of it, there seemed
no reason to doubt Mr. Slonimsky's patient and convincing documenta_
tion. But a glance at Weingartner s autobiography solved the problem.
There he makes it clear that while he conducted his part of the
programme, it was Mahler who took over for the premiere of the Fourth
Symphony. I haven't, naturally, wasted my time trying to find out why
Mr. Slonimsky was misled, but it would not surprise me at all to dis,
cover that it was the newspaper that got the facts wrong. Weingartner,
needless to add, goes on conducting the premiere of Mahler's Fourth
Symphony to this day. He is on the rostrum in Deryck Cooke's excel-
lent Mahler handbook. _ Once unleashed, these errors are extraordi-
narily difficult to kill.

Well, that is a simple example of the kind of muddle still surrounding
the bare facts of Mahler's life and music. Gradually, bit by bit, the
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle are being fitted together. Gaps are being
filled, misfits removed, the picture becomes a little clearer. It was only

very r_ently, for instance, that I was able to attach a date and place to
Mahlers baptism. An event of some biographical importance, one
would have thought, but you will search the reference books in vain for
a precise date. It seems strange that it was not until last year that
someone was inquisitive enough to go along to the Kleine Michaels-
kirche in Hamburg and examine the baptismal register. And there, in
his 37th year, Mahler was baptized on 23 February 1897. Another tiny
detail has been completed. All the work that needs to be done, in this
sphere alone of Mahler research, really requires the support of a gener-
ous pair of wings from, shall we say, Gulbenkian or Fulbright.

It is a biographical handicap, a crippling one indeed, that so many of
Mahler's contemporaries are no longer alive to be cross_examined, to be
emptied of their memories. The great upsurge of interest in Mahler
and his music, postponed by the war and before that by the censorship
of the Nazis, has come just too late. We have lost the possibility of
sifting the reminiscences of friends and colleagues who might have
helped sketch in the blank pages of Mahler's life, especially those eva-
sive early years. (The great figures of the Mahler era, his widow, for
example, and Bruno Walter, have long told us all they know.)

But even about the early years, the odd fragment of information
comes in which helps one to pencil in a shadow--it's rarely anything
more substantial. I have this particular period of Mahler's life very
much at heart, having written, as some reviewers were not slow to point
out, a whole book about Mahler's early compositions, many of which
no longer exist, a I freely confess to succumbing at times to something
near panic as I added yet another lost work to an already very long
list. I began to wonder, not if the work was lost, but if it had ever
existed.

h]_ such a work was an early opera, Herzog Ernst yon Schwaben,w I supposed Mahler to have worked on in 1877 or 1878. when he
was a youth of 17 or 18. I notice that my own description of the opera

Published by the BBC in 1960,p. 29.
s Gustau Mahter: The Early Years, London, 1958.
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begins, "Very little is known about this work," the libretto of which
was written by a boyhood friend, Josef Steiner, Imagine my surprise,
when, only a few months ago, I found that a close relative of the libret-
tist was liv/n 9 in London. She was able to tell me that the projected
opera was a topic of discussion in the Steiner household. More than
that, she remembered the librettist picking out on the piano some of the
tunes that his composer friend had imagined for the work. Steiner him,
self, of course, is long dead. But some 82 years after the opera was
abandoned, left incomplete and probably destroyed, confirmation did
come to me of the work's bodily existence. I had not, after all, been
pursuing a total fantasy. It is odd how these footnotes to history come
to be written.

There are some works from the early years, still extant, which have
not been placed at our disposal. For familiar reasons, certain members

of the composer's family sit on unpublished manuscripts which might
add something to our knowledge off the young Mahler s development.
( I must add here that the composer s widow is not among the squatters,
though she has her compensating foibles. )

The International Gustav Mahler Society, which has its headquar-
ters in Vienna, and correspondents in most of the countries of Europe,
has been busy for some years collating and scrutinizing Mahler's
sketches and autographs. This is a particularly important undertaking
since it is by no means certain that the printed editions of the scores,
though most of them appeared in the composer's lifetime, represent his
final intentions. Hence the urgent need for yet another Kritische Ge-
samtausgabe. The first volume of the edition, a revised score of the
Seventh Symphony, appeared last year. It was scrupulously prepared
for publication by the President of the Mahler Society, Erwin Ratz, the
distinguished Viennese musicologist.

.It is true to say, I think, that Mahler was never satisfied with the
instrumentation of his symphonies (he rarely altered the shape of a
work). The most celebrated example of wholesale revision we find in
the Fifth Symphony, of which two scores, both published by Peters,
were printed. The later version greatly clarifies the sound of the earlier,
and very often by the cutting of superfluous duplication; but one can
also clarify, of course, by making additions, by strengthening a part
through doubling, by meticulous dynamic articulation. It is amazing
what Mahler can accomplish in the way of clarity by the addition of a
few rests. His amendments remind us that transparent scoring is not
just a process of knocking things out but as much a process of knocking
things in. A comparison of the two scores of the Fifth will provide any
inquiring student with ample evidence of the principles upon which
Mahler worked. His unceasing anxiety to improve his scores is well
illustrated by a reminiscence of Otto Klemperer, who attended the re-
hearsals of the Seventh Symphony in Prague, in 1908 "Every day"_t 0 • -1 1,

he tells us, after the rehearsal Mahler took the complete orchestral,
material home, to improve it, polish it up and re-touch it. We attendant
young musicians, Bruno Walter, Bodanzky, yon Keussler and I, would
gladly have helped him. He would not tolerate assistance and did
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everything alone. ''_ Typical of the man, and typical of his relentless
drive after an ideal orchestral sound.

If we remember that this Klemperer experience may be applied to all
the symphonies, that the re-touching went on long after the premiere
of a work and its publication, the importance of a critical edition of the
works becomes self,evident. In a very real sense every performance of
a Mahler symphony under Mahler was a premiere. What the Mahler
Society has to do is to catch up on the final premiere in each case and
fix it in music-type. One cannot but wonder what changes Mahler
would have effected in the Ninth Symphony and Das Lied yon tier
Erde, works which he never himself heard.

Obviously the Gesamtausgabe is of the first significance. But even
when that is accomplished, a wide field of musical, as distinct from bio-
graphical, research remains. We are familiar with Mahler's editions of
Schumann's symphonies; but what do we know in detail of his re-
touchings of Beethoven's symphonies and overtures; of Schubert's
Ninth Symphony; his edition of Oberon; his reconstruction of Weber's
opera Die drei Pintos; his edition of Figaro, which adds a scene in the
interests of dramatic clarification; his suite of movements from Bach's
orchestral works, for which he realized the continuo part? One never
knows what sudden illumination, of Mahler or his time, one may gain
from exploration of these side-paths, and others like them.

The most incidental fact, indeed, can sometimes challenge the as-
sumptions one has held for years. I had always imagined, for example,
that Mahler, one of the most celebrated European conductors of his

day, must have been kept busy conducting Beethoven's symphonies. It
was quite extraordinary to find from Klemperer s little book of reminis-
cences, which appeared only last year, that one of the reasons why
Mahler enjoyed his time in America, which came at the very end of his
life, was that there he had the opportunity to conduct, for the first time,
the "Pastoral" Symphony. It makes an odd, if enlightening comment
on the musical society of which, we know, Mahler was not always a
very happy member.

One path that death decisively blocks, if the musician was born be-
fore the gramophone era, is that of performance. We can never know
now what a Mahler performance was really like. None the less, rather
in the same way that we can deduce the principles of Mahler's methods
of revision from the comparison of difl_eremt versions of the same work,
we can at least estimate something of the impact and character of his
performances by inspection of the scores from which he conducted.
These provide, as minutely as possible within the limits of musical nota*
tion, a kind of map of Mahler's intentions. He applied phrase-marks
and dynamics to the scores of other composers with the same liberality
with which he showered his own. If one knows Mahler's music well,
which tells us how his mind worked, and can use one's imagination, one
could, I think, arrive at a clear picture of how he approached the music
he conducted though nothing, of course, can restore to us Mahler's
conception of tempo. But his scores are documents of considerable in-

4 Erinnerrungen an Gustau Mahler. Zurich, 1960,p. 10.
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terest, and some day should receive the attention they merit. My own
perusal of them (the scores were very carelessly preserved in Vienna,
when I saw them) did not get very far. But I saw enough to convince
me that the kind of ideal articulation of sound after which Mahler la-
boured in his own music must have been no less prominent a feature of
his performances. And much of what he wanted to achieve, though not
the achievement, could be demonstrated in music_type, so meticulous
and plentiful are the signs and symbols with which he adorns his scores.

There I must leave the story of Mahler studies. Much, as you have
heard, remains to be done. More, indeed, than I suggest, for I have
only scratched the surface of the problems. (I have not mentioried, for
example, the gaps there are in his correspondence. )

You may well wonder whether we are likely to be surprised by the
discovery of unknown musical autographs. Not, I am sure, from
Mahler's maturity. But there is one lost early work which might still
turn up. Mahler composed it when he was 23 and a conductor at the
Cassel Ho[theater: the incidental music for Scheffel's Trompeter yon
Shkkingen, which was performed at the Cassel theatre as a sequence of
"living pictures." The music was also successfully used in productions
at Mannheim, Wiesbaden and Karlsruhe. Mahler quickly lost interest
in what was undoubtedly an occasional piece and the work vanished.
But I'm certain that there must be a set of parts buried somewhere in
the archives of one of the opera houses that made use of the material.

A more tantalizing prospect--some might think it menacing--was
opened up by an article which appeared in Musical America in 1938. 5
It was written by Paul Stefan, an intimate of the original Mahler circle
in Vienna; but in 1938 he was an exile, and living in America, where he
died in 1943. In this short article, which has received very little atten-
tion, he tells of a conversation with the late Willem Mengelberg, one of
the most celebrated of Mahler's interpreters between the wars. Men-

gelberg claimed not only to have inspected, but to have played, through
at the piano, the manuscripts of four symphonies from Mahler s youth.
The autographs were in the possession of the then aged Baroness
Weber who was living in Dresden and had promised the composer
never to permit a performance of works which he would sooner have
seen destroyed. Fact or fancy? Here, of course, we're down among
the dead men. Stefan is dead and Mengelberg is dead; Dresden was
destroyed in the war and is now not the most accessible of cities. It is
improbable that the Baroness survives. Where does one start?

The information contained in the article matches up at many points
with what we know of Mahler's early life and works. He was certainly
very friendly with the Weber household in Leipzig and there is no
doubt that symphonies, or at least attempts at symphonies, must be
counted among his early exercises in composition. Whether these Dres-
den manuscripts, if they are, or were, authentic, may be identified with
the lost symphonies of which we have a record, or whether they repre_
sent fresh attempts, remains a wholly open question which may now

5 Issue of 10th April, p. 20. I am grateful to Mr. Jack Diether, New York, who
sent me this article.
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never be answered. Perhaps an echo of this address may stimulate in-
quiry in Dresden itself. Meanwhile we may remark upon the irony of
Stefan's article appearing in a yearm1938--that could not have been
less auspicious for research of this kind; both the time itself and the
very nature of the subject excluded the possibility of acting on Stefan's
information. Just over a year later the holaeaust that many admirers
thought Mahler's music presaged, consumed the Europe of which he
had been a part.

His music, howevermhis published music--remains with us; and the
centenary year has provided evidence of a most remarkable sw/ng in
Mahler's favour. The celebrations have been widespread, exhaustive
and exhausting. England, which for many years was reluctant to take
the plunge, has not been backward in paying generous tribute to this
Austrian master. Who would have thought, ten or fifteen years ago,
that a series of Mahler concerts in London would draw capacity audi-
ences? That at the Festival Hall, an overflow audience would listen by
relay to the programme that was being given in the main hall?

The historian must take note of these movements in taste. After all,
the ultimate status of a composer is determined neither by critics nor by
historians but by his capacity to attract and hold an audience, which
feels the need to experience and re-experience his music. Historians
may be the judges, critics the counsel for the defense or the prosecu-
tion; but the public is the jury.

One already hears voices, some of them influential voices, raising
cries of "fashion." Composers, fortunately, are hardy annuals, at least
the good ones are, and though fashion may freeze them one season and
scorch them the next, they manage to survive these extremes of climate.
Sibelius, I have no doubt, though now so senselessly, indeed sicken-
ingly, downtrodden, will sprout again: perhaps a little less luxuriantly
than before but still of a commanding size.

It may well be that Mahler will suffer the swings of fashion. But
fashion is a two-way affair. For years, let us remember, in this country,
Mahler like some other composers--was subjected to the fashion of
confident neglect. If one is obliged to choose between fashions, I prefer
to rate as the more important a fashion that has its origins in aural
experience of the music.

If there were historical reasons--those I concede--for the slow head-

way Mahler's music made in this country between the first and second
world wars, there are good musical reasons, I think, for his present,
relative, ascendancy. A substantial factor, undoubtedly, has been the
discovery, in our own day, of Mahler's importance for some of the
leading figures of twentieth-century music, not only composers of the
intervening generation, like Berg and Schoenberg, but some of the most
prominent composers of a later generation, often composers from a
ample, or Britten. The influence of Mahler upon Shostakovieh requires,
musical culture quite the opposite of Mahler's_Shostakovich, for ex-
I think, no detailed substantiation. It is self-evident. And if one looks
at a work of Britten's as recent as his last orchestral song-cycle, the
Nocturne, one finds there, above all in the concluding song, a clear ex-
tension of Mahler's style.
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The chronology of musical understandinfl is often capricious in actual
sequence. It does not surprise me at all that a keener interest in Mahler
has been stimulated by the more fleneral awareness of contemporary
music we encounter today. A growing recognition of a new musical
climate he helped to create, however distantly achieved, encourages one
to come to terms with his own music. The understanding of what
Mahler was about, as shown by later composers, can usefully guide our
own appreciation of his music. In catchinfl up on their music, we can
catch up on his, too. There is a great deal to be learnt, in fact, from
listeninfl to the history of music in reverse.

If nothing else, the centenary year has tauflht us, I think, that Mahler
was, and is, of siflnificance for the twentieth century. But it is one of
the per/Is of centenaries that they unavoidably exagflerate and distort.
(They also, let me add, tire a composer's friends and confirm the an-
taflonism of his opponents. How one longs for the flood old clays
when everyone was left in peace. )

I am particularly anxious on this occasion to avoid undue emphasis
on the "prophetic" Mahler. It is all too easy to decline into a cur/ous
kind of obsessive state in which one can't hear the music for the proph-
ecies. Linear counterpoint in the finale of the Ninth Symphony, the
systematic use of fourths in the first movement of the Seventh, intima-
tions of a conscious neo-classicism in the first movement of the Fourth
Symphony and the last movement of the Seventh--all very important,
true and prophetic. But there is a real danger here that in followinfl the
signposts one assumes a condition of perpetual mobility that prevents
one from resting for a moment and reflardinfl the symphonies as things
in themselves, not pointers to the future.

Nonetheless, I should feel that I was failing in my duty if I did not
mention a signpost that was brought to my mind only the other night
when I heard Stockhausen's Gruppen, for three orchestras, for the first
time. We live at this latest moment in a flood of news and views about
musical space, stereophony, directional sound and multiple orchestras.
During an idle moment in Gruppen--when the work, so to say, had
moved away from me somewhere down the hall--it did strike me that
Mahler too must be given his due as an early bird in the multiple or-

chestra business. The Second Symphony, in particular, which makes
use of an off-stage brass band plus percussion, is rich in stereo' ef_
fects. It was doubtless the dramatic, "resurrectional" character of the
symphony that promoted the use of this device. But there is one pas-
sage in the finale in which the combination of the two orchestras flives
us just those contrasts in texture and perspectives of sound which allow
one to claim the passage as a clear and important historical precedent.
Most significant of all, the orchestras enjoy a fair deflree of rhythmic
independence. My only excuse for addin 9 yet another prophecy to the
list is the fact that here we have Mahler foreshadowinfl the musical pre-
occupations of a generation of composers later than any I have previ-
ously mentioned. So far as his prophecies are concerned, Mahler seems
to show a capacity to remain perpetually in fashion.

But how do the symphonies stand if we look at them as we might
regard any of the other groups of symphonies by late romantic corn-
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posers? By Tchaikovsky, for example, Brahms, Bruckner or Dvorak?
(And by the way, if I do not talk about the son0s or song-cycles of
Mahler's maturity it is because they have been received in a way that
the symphonies have not. In general, moreover, they share the charac-
teristics of style which belong to the symphonies in any given period.)

We shall find, I think, that Mahler's symphonies show a width of
contrasts, both between works and within individual symphonies, that
we do not find in any of the other composers I have mentioned. This
may strike you as an elementary observation, but some elementary
things are also very unusual. For example, if one places the first move-
ments of the Second and Fourth Symphonies side by side, one finds
oneself poised between two virtually opposed worlds and textures, mon-
umental symphony on the one hand and something that one might think
approaches a divertimento on the other. Mahler often referred to his
Fourth Symphony as his Humoreske. If one compares the two finales,
the contrast is even more strildng--an epic, choral finale on the one
hand, a solo song on the other. Within the symphonies, too, as I have
said, there is this same, sometimes disconcerting, shock of violent con-
trast. There is the well-known pastoral Andante from the Second Sym-
phony, for example, which so surprisingly succeeds the solemnities of
the huge first movement. Despite Mahler's call for a pause of five min-
utes-rarely observed in performance--the attempt to relax tension by
way of extreme contrast does not, I think, come off. I was not surprised
to discover that Mahler himself came to think that this juxtaposition of
skyscraper and grass hut was a m_stake, though not soon enough to
prevent him from doing much the same thing in his Third Symphony,
the first and second movements of which present a similar contrast in
style and dimension. In later symphonies he was much more successful
in holding a judicious balance between the relative weights of his se-
quence of movements.

But thou,qh, to return to my original point, the first movements of the
Second and Fourth Symphonies exhibit such strikingly opposed fea-
tures, they share, in form, an important unity. It is these two move-
ments that represent, among the first group of Mahler s symphonies,

his most successful handling of sonata structure. Yet paradox and con-
trast creep in even here. It is the first movement of the simple Fourth
Symphony which shows the greater degree of formal sophistication.
The point of recapitulation alone is a masterpiece of subtle compres-
sion. It simultaneously combines formal precedures which are normally
exposed in sequence--the lead-back from the development and the re-
capitulation of the first group. The recapitulation proper, which at
length finds its "'right" key, starts, so to speak, in mid-stream.

Let me add at once that the sonata principle haunted Mahler from
the beginning to the end of his cycle of symphonies. We find in his
works a number of extremely original approaches to a form which, by
the end of the nineteenth century, had become highly problematic. In
any history of the sonata idea, Mahler s symphonies must receive the
most serious consideration. He kept the form on its feet with extraor-
dinary resourcefulness even when, by all the rules of the game, it should
long since have been carried out of the ring.
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Of course, you may argue, quite properly, that the sonata principle
is, above all, a scheme of ordered tonal relationships, the force of which
was dissipated by romantic harmony. But we have to face the curious
fact that "sonata form" has gone on, I think quite meaningfully, even
when tonal references have been completely abandoned, as we find in
Schoenberg, for example. I think we must view Mahler's sonata moves
ments as part and parcel of a general development in the history of
music, which resulted at length in a valid form independent of its orig-
inal tonal basis. In this respect, Mahler was surely very much Schu-
bert's successor.

.Insome importantrespects,the Second Symphony isthe odd man
out among the firstgroup of Mahler s symphonies. Itanticipatesthe
creativeambitionsof the Eighth Symphony--his choralsymphony--
and the classicalcharacterof itsfirstmovement looksforward to the

middle-periodsymphoniesinwhich Mahler came closer,thoughperhaps
not veryclose,to thehouse-styleofthe laterViennese symphonists.

It is in the First,Third and Fourth Symphonies that one finds
Mahler'smost comprehensiveuse ofnationalmusicalmaterials:or per-
haps itwould be betterto say "local"ratherthan "national."In these
threeworks, and of coursein partsof the Second,one hears,as one
does not hear to the same degreein the laterworks, the music that
Mahler heard about-him in hisyouth: folksong,militarysignals,brass
bands, and bird-song(shades of Messiaen[). One has to remember
thatMahler was born inBohemia and livedtheimpressionableyearsof
hisyouth in Moravia. He was not a self-consciousmusicalpatriot,but
one cannotoverlookthe audibleimpactmade on him by the world of
sound which assailedhisyoun9 ears.The most radicalexample of this
influenceoccursin thefirstmovement of theThird Symphony, a move_
ment of vastproportionswhich islargelybuiltup out of militaryfan-
fares,folksongand popular march tunes,and throughoutwhich the
unmistakablesonorityofthewind band predominates.

(Here was played a recording o_ Mahler's Third Symphony, first
movement, figures 43_51. )

Many people find that music from the Third Symphony among the
worst Mahler ever wrote. It certainly arouses in its acutest form the
problem of his banality, about which so much has been written, on one
side or the other, that I shall hold my peace on this occasion. I have
said all I have to say elsewhere. But though one may dismiss the music,
one is obliged to dismiss it for what it is--quintessential Mahler. One
cannot account for it in terms of Strauss or Wagner, poles of reference,
if you like, for much else in Mahler. Nor can one explain it in terms of
the Viennese symphony. It is something quite singular; and in so far as
it expresses a sense of place, I think we might approach the work as an
offshoot, though a highly idiosyncratic one, of the nationalism in music
we readily eccept elsewhere. This is not, of course, the whole truth
about Mahler's early symphonies, but it is certainly one aspect of their
style which has not been very thoroughly explored.

" " 1 t

There is something undeniably different about Mah er s concept of
nationalismmI would call it his "factuality. ' Mahler uses his materials,
as it were, straight, not touched up. It is this feature of Mahler's early
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symphonies which has caught the very intelligent ear of the German
musicolo0ist and sociologist, Theodor Wiesengrund-Adorno. In a new
book, 6 devoted to the composer, a perceptive study indeed but alarm-
ingly unreadable, he writes: 'The term socialist realism suits Mahler
alone, were it not depraved by current use; the Russian composers of
1960 frequently sound like a disfigured Mahler." I have already men-
tioned the influence of Mahler on Shostakovich. Is not socialist real-
ism, indeed, yet another sub-division of a protracted nationalism?

I seem only to have scratched at the surface of Mahler's music. The
middle-period symphonies, Nos. 5, 6 and 7--for that matter, all Mahl_
er's later symphoniesmshow a turning away from so radical a use of
popular materials. But he still retains very clear links with the style
that gave us the first movement of the Third and unique "character"
movements like the scherzos of the Second and Third Symphonies, or
the famous parody funeral-march, the slow movement, of the First
Symphony. Character movements of the new type are the second and
fourth movements of the Seventh Symphony, a pair of nocturnal sere-
nades in which the popular materials, the march tunes and birdcalls and
military fanfares, have under0one a remarkable refinement. One finds
music like this nowhere else in the symphonic literature.

But there is, in the later works, a distinct change of emphasis in
style. From the Fifth Symphony onwards--excluding the Eighth be-
cause it is such a solitary achievement--it is possible to view Mahler
with more consistency as one of the last in the line in the tradition of
the Austro-German romantic symphonists.

Neither leading the troops nor bringing up the rear is an enviable
situation. But though Mahler was often obliged to compose, as it were,
with his back to the wall, his prodigal inventiveness did not fail him;
nor was he slow to make tactical use of the legacy left him by his prede_
cessors in the field• He required, for instance, a new type of strong,
long, lyrical melody, for these abstract symphonies, one free of the asso-
ciation with nature that we find in the big, singing themes of the First
Symphony, His invention was equal to the task, and we find the new
type of melody serving as second subjects in the first movements of both
the Sixth and Seventh Symphonies. It characterises, indeed, one of the
best known of Mahler's movements, the _Adagietto of the Fifth Sym-_
phony; melody, moreover, which wears a very personal face.

He was a tireless ransacker of musical resources which were certainly
not conventional means of symphonic expression--the march, for ex_
ample. I have never counted up the number of marches in Mahler s
symphonies but they must amount to a formidable quantity. They cer-
tainly cover an extraordinarily wide range of mood, We march, it

• 1 " 'seems, not only into the grave but a so out of st. But Mahler s success-
ful promotion of the march, not just to symphonic status, but to first-
movement status---above all in the first movement of the Sixth Sym-
phony-deserves particular notice. There were distinguished prece-
dents-Beethoven, Wagner--but no other composer has explored the
possibilities of the march with such persistence.

6MaMer: Eine musikatische Ph!tsiognomik, Frankfurt, 1960.p. 67.
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The waltz, the L_ndler and the minuet here, too, Mahler pursued
these simple dance forms from the past and proved them capable of
bearing new, if sometimes prickly fruit. The scherzo of the Ninth Sym-
phony juxtaposes all three dances, a synthesis which is perhaps charac-
teristic of the artist who stands at the end of a tradition, There is much
that is synthetic, fix the exact sense of the word, about Mahler's sym_
phonies.

In the middle-period symphonies, his adherence to the sonata prin-
ciple in his first movements is, if anything, strengthened. But, charac_
teristically, he seeks out fresh approaches. The two movements which
go to make up the fi_rst part of the Fifth Symphony, for example, repre_
sent a novel attempt to divide between two movements the functions of
exposition and development we normally find in one.

But it was not really until the Ninth Symphony that Mahler broke
through with what might be claimed as a new form: the slow first
movement, which is not a slow movement placed first, but a first move-
ment fix a slow tempo which retains, none the less, its time-honored
dramatic character and dynamic, developmental impetus, by a skilful
handling of dual tempi. With some qualification, this same scheme and
formal intention may be said to apply to the first movement of the un-
finished Tenth Symphony.

And there, I fear, I must leave Mahler, with much left unsaid. It is
clear from Mr. Deryck Cooke's magnificent reconstruction, from the
sketches, of the finale of the Tenth Symphony, that the work was by no

1 ° " r *means Mahler s last word. Far from giving, or cackmg, up, we have
every reason to suppose that he would have launched out on yet an_
other project. Mr. Cooke's great achievement, and the many Mahler
performances we have heard this last year, in our concert halls and on
the BBC, allow us, I think, to take a modest pride in the contribution
this country has made to a just appreciation of Mahler's genius.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
HONORS MEMORY OF ROBERT G. GREY, PRESIDENT

OF THE BRUCKNER SOCIETY OF AMERICA

The State University of Iowa Symphony Orchestra, lames Dixon,
conductor, dedicated its performance of Mahler s Fifth Symphony at
the twenty*fourth Fine Arts Festival, July 5, 1962, to the memory of
Robert G. Grey, President of the Bruckner Society of America, Inc.,
who died on May 22, 1962. The University of Iowa Symphony Or-
chestra, conducted by Philip Greeley Clapp from 1937 to 195q, and
now conducted by Mr. Dixon, has a record of Bruckner and Mahler
performances unequalled by any group other than professional sym_
phony orchestras. Professor Clapp was among the very first to receive
the Bruckner Medal of Honor.



MITROPOULOS AS A BOSTON REVIEWER HEARD HIM

By WARREN STOREY SMITH

These reminiscences will begin with what we have been told are the
saddest of words, "it might have been." In short, if the Fates, or more
accurately the board of trustees, had not decided otherwise, Dimitri
Mitropoulos would in all likelihood have succeeded Serge Koussevitzky
as regular conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. When the
Russian leader retired, after twenty-five glamorous years, the problem
of finding a replacement was an unusually ticklish one. The choice was
finally narrowed down to three quite dissimilar candidates: Mitro-
poulos, Charles Munch and Leonard Bernstein. As it came to me, via
the underground, Bernstein, because of his youth, was not acceptable to
the men of the orchestra, and Mitropoulos was not acceptable to Soci-
ety. To be sure, it had found the Greek leader more than acceptable
when, along with those of less exalted station, it received him raptur-
ously whenever he took over the orchestra as guest. But a guest con-
ductor is one thing, a regular conductor something else again. Kousse-
vitzky had set a new pattern, namely, that of the conductor as social
lion. Society had no difllculty in figuring out that this was no role for
the anchoritic Athenian, whose private life was conducted in terms of
monastic severity. When Munch was chosen, by the way, a press re-
lease from Symphony Hall stated hopefully that he would be a popular
figure at Back Bay teaparfies, a not entirely accurate prognosis, since
the Alsatian conductor failed to exhibit the Koussevitzkian extroversion.
One can even imagine the cynical sayin 9 that in Boston teapartying en-
joys a higher rating than talent]

That Mitropoulos would have accepted the post seems fairly certain.
He had given expression to his high regard for the orchestra; and the
men, as I got the picture, were sold on him. At the conclusion of his
third, and last, two-week term as guest conductor I wrote editorially in
the Boston Post: "'In his three visits to Boston the Greek conductor has
won not only the Symphony public but also the Symphony musicians.
And for our orchestra he entertains a particular regard. He admires its
dignity, its artistic integrity. He feels that the men take pride in their
work and that the audience takes a very special pride in them. Nor has
he discovered in the public of the Symphony Concerts any evidence of
the traditional Boston coldness."

Quite possibly, however, Boston's loss was Mitropoulos's gain. He
had a wider opportunity as conductor of the New York Philharmonic
Symphony. Consider, for example, those remarkable concert perform-
ances of Wozzeck and EIektra that could hardly have been brought to
pass in Boston. Then, as everyone knows, he soon began flirting with
the Metropolitan and finally transferred his full activities to that organi-
zation. Quite evidently, opera had come to intrigue him more than

1't9
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symphonic music, although he accepted occasional engagements as or-
chestral conductor, such as his directing of the Mahler Eighth at Salz_
burg and his projected performance of the Third in Milan, during the
rehearsals for which he took his final leave of us, In the previous season
he had, of course, conducted the Mahler First, Fifth and Ninth, and the
Adagio of the unfinished Tenth, as part of the Philharmonic's obserw
ance of the composer's centennial..

Mitropoulos was the darkest of dark horses when he made his com_
bined Boston and American debuts on January 24, 1936. He was dew
scribed as a prot_g_ of Koussevitzky, and gossip had it, after he had
electrified everyone with his performance of the Mahler First, that Mine.
Koussevitzky advised her husband not to bring that young man back:
he was altogether too good, But come back he did, the very next year,
and again in the season of 1944-45.

Nor was that the last that Boston was to see of him. On February 1,
1948, he reappeared in Symphony Hall as head of the Minneapolis
Symphony, the directorship of which he had assumed a decade before.
There followed a few years later several appearances with the Metro-
politan Opera Company, 1 which, to my exceeding regret, I did not hear;
but I partly evened the score by taking in the Philharmonic Elektra
aforesaid and another Philharmonic concert in which the Mahler Sixth

was accorded its belated American premiere. _ Moreover, like many ann
other Bostonian, I listened to broadcasts, both of Philharmonic concerts
and of Metropolitan performances, under Mitropoulos's direction. The
things that impressed me most among the former were the Mahler Third
and the first act of Die Walkiire; and among the latter, a Satome that
seemed to eclipse even the exciting version of Reiner, through which, at
long last, that masterpiece was introduced to the Hub.

This is not the place for a summary of MiHopoulos's pre_American
career, In any case he was not even a name to most of us when he ex-
ploded on the Boston scene, and his decidedly unusual provenance made
his gifts seem all the more remarkable. As I put it at the time: "From
Greece, mother of European music, comes the latest sensation in con-

ductors, who yesterday led the Boston Symphony as guest through a
stimulating and provocative concert. Mr. Mitropoulos s success with

1 1958_]0. His operas in the 1958season were Eugene Onegln on April 14 (open-
ing night) and Madama Bu_er[lg (April 19). He opened the 1959 season with
Vanessa, on April 13, conducting Tosca on the 15th and the double bill of Cauat-
lenin Rusticana and Pagliacci on the 18th. He bade farewell to Boston on April 23,
1960, when he opened the current Metropolitan season with Simon Boccanegra.
Of this doubly significant event the Boston Globe's Cyrus Durgin, dean of the city's
acting music critics, said in part: "The music is an amalgam of earlier, more forth_
right Verdi, and of the increasing subtleties of his later years, with orchestration that
is a jewelled tapestry of subdued colors and flligree-work. Under Mr. Mitropoulos's
consistent care for delicacy of phrase, this fount of melody flowed in beauty."

Koussevitzky, who had to his credit the American premiere of the Mahler Ninth,
as well as the first Boston performances of Das Lied uon des Erde and the Seventh
Symphony, wished also to introduce the Sixth to his adopted country. In this case
the high fee for the rental of the orchestral material demanded by the Leipzig pub-
lisher, C. F. Kahnt, provoked a veto by the Boston Symphony trustees, Ultimately,
the orchestral parts went up in smoke when Leipzig was bombed--an ironic business
all around. Having obtained a score from London, Mitropoulos had the parts copied,
and, as was said at the time, at his own expense.
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the audience was pronounced; it would have been even greater if he had

stooped to a program of sure-fire pieces.
From Beethoven, for beginning, Mr. Mitropoulos chose the Second

Leonore Overture, from Debussy La Met, from Strauss the Symphonia
Domestica; and to these he added, as his second number, an Overture

[or a Don Qu/xote by the 40-year-old French composer, Jean Rivier,
hitherto unknown here.

"In aspect Mr. Mitropoulos is spare, almost ascetic, his features aqui-
line. He is very bald. His movements are abrupt and decisive. He con-
ducts sans score and sans baton, and although before an audience his
gestures are more moderate than in,rehearsal, he still suggests a little
the cheerleader. There is also thought of a conjuror, without magic
wand, and he moves his hands now up, now down, now forward, now
back. Of time beating in the conventional sense there is little.

"Immediately in Beethoven's Overture Mr. Mitropoulos disclosed the
striking blend of clarity and intensity that distinguishes his conducting.

His ear is sensitive, acute. Everything must be heard and everything is
heard. The listener s attention is riveted, as the music comes vividly to
life. Under Mr. Mitropoulos's hands Leonora No. 2 becomes so arrest-
ing that we are immediately led to speculate upon the effect which he
might have had with the more finished and imposing No. 3."

I shall have occasion to return to the Domestica when I go into the
• ' * * " a

matter of Mltropoulos s astomshmg musical memory. I found here th t,
like Koussevi, tzky, he stressed the _t,ender, gracious and human qualities
of the music and went on to say: Again there was clarity, even in the
greatest complexity, a notable feeling for structure, for line as well as
for color."

At the next pair of concerts he achieved the striking success with the

Mahler First, a!ready noted, offering besides the orchestral suite from
Florent Schmitt s mimed drama The Tragedy o_ Salome and his own
well-executed transcription of Bach s organ Fantasy and Fugue in G
minor.

Chiefly to get another chance at the Mahler Symphony, which had
been introduced to us in t923 by (of all people) Pierre Monteux, and
had gone unheard at Symphony Hall in the meantime, I took in the Sat-
urday evening concert as well, and the enthusiasm and subsequent dem-
onstration occasioned by the work and its performance exceeded even
that of the afternoon before. Of that earlier performance I had written:
"In the demonstration which followed, the men of the orchestra joined
in the applause. By report the guest conductor has won them by his

.... t t,passion for perfection, his superb musical eqmpmen.

On January 15, 1937, Mitropoulos began his second group of appear-
..... inances. Stud the Post: No doubt many m the audience were hay g

their first glimpse of this extraordinary figure: tall, gaunt, ascetic, who
on first sight resembles a cross between a tonsured monk and an E1
Greco saint. For them it was something of a novelty to see him conduct
without baton and without score and with his peculiar blend of intensity
and animation, of austerity and excitement. For the rest of us the new
experience came when he seated himself at the piano and, again with no
music before him, bore the solo part in the first Boston performance of
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Respighi's Toccata for Piano and Orchestra, conducting now with a
free hand or two, now with his head and now with his eye.

"Save for the final number, Riccardo Castagnone's Preludio Giocoso
(after Goldoni ), the program as it now stands, with Casella's La Donna
Serpente Suite put off until Monday evening, may be characterized as
seveze, quite lacking in the musical delights of the flesh. Yet the an_
swer/ng applause yesterday might have been prompted by one made up
ot the more lurid bits from the music of Wagner, Tchaikovsky and
Strauss."

That pair of concerts began with two numbers for string orchestra, as
arranged or adapted by the conductor: the Prelude to Purcell's Dido
and .Aeneas, together with Dido's "When I am laid in earth," and
Beethoven's String Quartet in C-sharp minor, Opus 131. Although
Mitropoulos's instrument was the piano, members of the orchestra who
had played Opus 131, in its original form, freely admitted, that he had
taught them a great deal about their own job.

On this second visit the guest conductor put considerable emphasis on
the music of what was then contemporary Italy. In addition to the
pieces by Respighi, Castagnone, and Casella, pleasing and ei_ective in
their several ways, he performed, at the next pair of concerts, the Piano
Concerto of Malipiero, heard, like the Castagnone and Casella items,
for the first time in the United States. Of the Concerto I had occasion to

observe: "And if any felt a week ago that Mr.,Mitropoulos's simulta-
neous performing and conducting of Respighi s Toccata was in the
nature of a stunt, there was less reason to feel that reaction in the case
of the more temperate music of Malipiero .... The Concerto, now
nearly three years old, would seem to form a valuable addition to a
branch of musical literature sadly in need of new material." Where,
one might ask, are these Italian pieces today? Anyway, they afl_orded
no little enjoyment at the time, and not the least of Mitropoulos's virtues
was his inquiring mind. This program ended with a superbly rhythmic
performance of Ravel s Rhapsodle Espagnole and began, at the opposite
musical pole, with another of the conductor s masterly Bach transcrip_
tions, this time of the great organ fugue in B minor. But the thing that
has remained with me most vividly over the years was the ensuing per-
formance of the Schumann Second.

It was my privilege that evening to encounter M!tropoulos (even to
sit next to him at table) at a dinner given by Boston s Harvard Musical

Association. On greeting him I blurted out that that had been a, great
performance of the Schumann, whereupon he came back with It s a
great work." I think we were both right, although not everyone would
accept the conductor's estimate of the music.

"To say," I wrote the next day, "that Mr. Mitropoulos carried all be-
fore him with the Symphony was to put it mildly, yet that he made the
most striking impression with the brilliant, volatile Scherzo and the
deeply expressive Adagio may not be denied. When the ensuing tumult
had died down there were some protests that what had just been heard,
since it sounded so much better than Schumann usually does, was not
Schumann at all.

"In point of fact, Schumann was the least articulate of all the great
symphonic composers. The C major, intrinsically the least Schuman-
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esque of them all, merely happened to receive yesterday a degree of as-
sistance seldom furnished to any composition.'

A persistent fallacy in music criticism is the notion that a piece can be
made to sound better than it is, when what has really taken place is that
the work has finally been made to sound as well as it should. This
comment generally rears its fatuous head when the reviewer finds him-
self liking something hitherto not to his taste, and in this way endeavors
to justify his change of heart.

Two extremes of Mitropoulos's musical enthusiasms met in the pro_
grams which he offered on his next visit to Boston, in December, 19_t4.
He had a commendable interest in the music of his own time, and he was
especially drawn toward the creations of Sch6nberg and his dodeca-
phonic disciples. Not so easily accounted for, in his case, was a fond-
ness for the romantics of the first half of the nineteenth century. You
might say that it is a conductor's duty to program the music of all the
important schools, but guest conductors generally favor their personal
tastes. I have just detailed Mitropoulos's great success with the Second

Symphony of Schumann, and in the first of his ,new pa!r of programs,
those of December 15 and 16, he began with the Scotch Symphony of
Mendelssohn, imparting to that work not only the appropriate sentiment
but also a refreshing vitality.

It cannot be said too often that one of the marks of a great interpreter
in any field is the ability to make us see or hear familiar things with
fresh eyes or ears. It was a gift that Mitropoulos possessed in rare de-
gree. Of this performance of the Mendelssohn Third I was prompted to
say: "Moreover, no matter how well you may think you know the piece,
you are quite likely to feel that you have never really heard it before.

While not altogether blinding you to the fact that Mendelssohn was a
suave and elegant composer, Dr. Mitropoulos (he s Dr. now) a makes
you realize that the Scotch are a sturdy people, and were once a warlike
one, and that their country is one of the most romantic in Europe.

"A similar act of rejuvenation," this review continued, "took place in
the case of Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony, a work 65 years younger
than Mendelssohn s but standing in no less need of the energizing, the
clarifying and the glamorizing that it yesterday received. There were
some judicious cuts that helped a lot but they did not tell the whole
story. Under Dr. Mitropoulos's batonless hands the Russian's piece be-
came engrossing and exciting and, in the slow movement, very lush
besides."

With his emphasis upon new or unfamiliar music Mitropoulous kept
his Boston audiences on their toes. But only once did he offer a compo-
sition, either new or old, from the hand of a native-born American, and
that was in the pair of concerts now under discussion. _ The piece, a
local nove!ty, was Morton Gould's Spirituals for String Choir and Or-
c estra. In two senses, thls chronicler averred, the title is mislead-
hag: the melodic material, while racial in feeling, is for the most part
original, and the third section, A Little Bit o[ Sin, and the last, Jubilee,

aAfter he had assumed command of the Minneapolis Symphony (in 1938) the
University of Minnesota conferred upon him a doctor's degree.

4 The reference here, of course, is to his orchestral programs. Mention has been
made (in footnote 1) of his conducting of Barber's Vanessa with the Metropolitan.
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are anything but spiritual, and in them Dr. Mitropoulos suggested that
he might beat any of the jazz conductors at their own game. The Proc-
lamation and the Protest showed dramatic power, the Sermon deep feel-
ing. In sum, a most rewarding novelty, and composer and conductor
were alike hailed by an enthusiastic audience. In this music, as else-
where, Dr. Mitropoulos conducted without score, playing freely and un-
hampered upon the band as though it were some mighty instrument,
moulding the melodic line, modelling the orchestral tone, vitalizing the
rhythm, and missing not one iota of musical matter or of musical effect."

As the Gould Spiri_als constituted the only music by a native Ameri-
can to be offered in Boston by Mitropoulos in any of his four visits to

Symphony Hall, so were Ernst Krenek's Variations on the North Caro-
1/na Folk Song, ' I Wonder as I Wander, ' the only example ok twelve-
tone or, as we now say, "serial," music to be vouchsafed that city by
him. They were heard, I might add, in the concerts of the following
week.

This union of the ingenuous and the minutely calculated smacked a
little of miscegenation. Incidentally, the tune adapted itself to this par-
ticular treatment through a curious circumstance: the melody is based
on a six-tone scale, 5 and by putting these six tones and their proper
transposition together, the requisite dozen was obtained. In my notice I
quoted Mr. Krenek's explanation of the piece, as it appeared in the pro-
gram notes:

"I have attempted to unfold the feelings of tragic loneliness and pas-
sionate devotion by which the solitary wanderer 'under the sky' is ani-
mated." "Sometimes," my review went on to say, "this mood is tellingly
expressed in the music. Elsewhere Mr. Krenek, by precept and practice
an atonalist in the manner of SchSnberg, seems more concerned with the
infinitely ingenious manipulations ok his tune. You can find the work
fascinating, and, coming upon it unprepared you might find it perplex-
ing. Yesterday's audience received it politely and the composer cor-
dially when the conductor escorted him to the platform. ''6

Incidentally, as an instance of MitropouIos's almost quixotic insist-
ence on committing to memory everything he conducted, no matter how
ephemeral it might prove to be, he admitted in conversation that the
memorizing of Krenek's piece had been a labor of weeks, "A month"
was the way he put it.

Strange as it may seem, he actually added to the repertory ok the
orchestra on this occasion (the program was given a tryout in Sanders
Theatre, Cambridge, the night before) the Second Symphony of Schu-
bert, 7 a delectable work, more typically Schubertian than the Fifth
Symphony, that is so much better known. But the high point ok this

program, which began with Mozart's Overture to The Magic Flute, was
the eloquent performance of Vaughan Williams s London Symphony.

5 Virtually, the Dorian mode with no mediant: D-E-G-A-B-C.
6 Krenek, also established in Minnesota, as a teacher at Hamline University, St.

Paul, accompanied Mitropoulos to Boston. A stimulating luncheon was arranged by
Symphony Hail for the two notables and the local music critics.

Not a novelty as far as Boston itself was concerned, since there had been a
previous performance by the People's Symphony Orchestra.
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Coming from Greece, a country with no easily distinguishable art music
of its own (that is, if we sidestep antiquity), Mitropoulos was a true
internationalist. Musically, it might almost be said, nothing was native
to him and nothing foreign,

This visit ended with the concert of Sunday afternoon, December 24,
at which the Mozart and Vaughan Williams items were repeated,
while joined to them were the dances from Falla's The Three Cornered
Hat, and a strange bit of business, now to be described. No purist in
that sense, Mitropoulos had already given us transcriptions of the organ
works of Bach, of a vocal number by Purcell, and an adaptation for
strings of a Beethoven Quartet. But this went agreat deal farther--too
far, in fact. To come to the point, one Dmitri Rogal-Levitsky had set
himself the task of orchestrating several of the piano pieces of Chopin,

including some that never should have been subjected to such treatment.
Mitropoulos's choice fell upon the 'Revolutionary" Study, the C minor
Nocturne and the A-flat major Polonaise. I can hear them today, in my
mind's ear--and it is no treat--and this is what I was provoked into

sa,y,ing at the time: '
Since there must always be a fly in the ointment, that unwelcome

insect made its appearance yesterday in the shape of three Chopin
transcriptions by the Russian Dmitri Rogal-Levitsky .... Apparently
the transcriber has endeavored to make these pieces as formidable or-
chestrally as they were pianistically in their own day. Anyway, he has
thrown restraint to the winds and thrown in everything but the kitchen
sink. The Study becomes a tonal earthquake and a mad scramble for
the players. Save for an inflated climax, the Nocturne is an admirable
job in kind and the Polonaise is okay if that is the sort of thing you like.
Yesterday its terrific din brought clown the house. With so much fine
orchestral music crying to be heard, this transcribing business seems
largely beside the point, except, perhaps, in the case of the organ works
of Bach. And some will not even swallow these."

If Mitropoulos's generally_to-be-commended adventuring took him a
bit too far in the case of these Chopin transcriptions, a survey of all of
his Boston programs'reveals the fresh and unfettered approach that he
brought to the job of program-building. Would that there were more
like him. He seemingly stopped at nothing. In New York, for instance,
he resurrected such things as Schumann's Julius Caesar Overture and
the well-constructed but not particularly original tone poem, The Mystic
Trumpeter, by Boston's Frederick S. Converse.

In the course of this final Boston Symphony engagement I wrote an
editorial in which I congratulated those of us who picked Mitropoulos
for a winner when he was a virtual unknown, at least in our part of the
world. I also commended him for his programming and pointed a moral
with the Schubert and Vaughan Williams pieces aforesaid, describing
the one as a minor work by a major composer and the other as a major
work by a minor composer and asking for more of the same. "To
claim," I said, "that once-important music may not become valueless in
time is no less foolish than to assume that only those things that are
currently played and sung are worth the doing. The core of the diffi-
culty seems to be that those who determine upon our musical fare are
inclined to concentrate on two classes of compositions: unique master,
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pieces and contemporary novelties. This leaves out an enormous amount
of music which may be heard both to pleasure and to profit.

Once in a while somebody does something about it, of course, but
unfortunately such adventurousness is generally in direct proportion to
the obscurity of the adventurer. In other words, the big shots, whether

conductors, singers or virtuosi, are inclined to play safe."
Mitropoulos s regard for the Boston orchestra has already been men-

tioned. On their part, the players were probably a little skeptical of this
unknown conductor from far away Greece, but they were not long in
taking his measure. As yon Billow put it, some conductors have their
heads in the score, whereas others have the score in their heads, Kous-
sevitzky belonged in the first category and Mitropoulos in the second.
As said above, one of the pieces on his first Boston program was the
Symphonia Domest_ca of Strauss, a work of considerable complexity,
with dimensions to match, for all its homely subject matter. Mitro-
poulos always rehearsed from memory, although he might have a pocket
score handy to consult for rehearsal letters, or numbers, as the case
might be. As I got the story from one of the men, in a rehearsal of the
Strauss tone poem, with the orchestra going full steam ahead, the con-
ductor brought it to a sudden halt. Identifying a measure as so many

bars after number so-and-so, he remarked quietly: "Second clarinet,
those two notes are tied. The men were flabbergasted; and if there
had been any doubts as to the quality of Mitropoulos's musicianship,
they vanished forthwith..

In one of my first talks with Mitropoulos I brought up this matter of

memorizing,, and, asked him if, like Toscanini, hehad a photographic
memory. No, he replied, I just plain learn it. (His English was
both fluent and colloquial. ) His own explanation of this rigorous bit of
self_diseipline was that conducting, as compared with performing, was
altogether too easy. Only by learning the music in this thoroughgoing
fashion could he begin to work as hard as the men did. There are also
conductors who will get along without their notes in the case of the
standard repertory but will use them with novelties, particularly those
that may prove to be short-lived, or for orchestral accompaniments of
one sort or another. It may be argued that a conductor who is willing to

use a score in the case of new, pieces will get over more ground--one
reason, possibly, for Toscanini s own rather limited symphonic reper-
tory. But Mitropoulos, while committing literally everything to mem-
ory, still got over plenty of ground. If he had not driven himself so
remorselessly, he might still be with us. He rejected the monastic life
that so nearly claimed him, but he continued to subject himself to a com-
parable discipline. Art, as well as religion, has its martyrs.

To continue, and also conclude, the tale of Mitropoulos's appearances
in Symphony Halt, the best th/ng to be said of his aforementioned con-
cert with the Minneapolis Symphony is, perhaps, that it enlarged the
circle of his Boston listeners, to be later materially augmented by his
visits with the Metropolitan Company. It does not seem likely that
many of those who had heard all or most of the Boston Symphony con-
certs discussed above could have honestly felt that this concert with
what was then his own orchestra contributed greatly to their esteem for
the man from Athens. Again, I shall quote, rather than paraphrase,
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since my intention has been to record as faithfully as possible the imme-
diate impressions received from these encounters, whether public or
private,

"Thanks to the fact that Rachmaninoff's generally tedious Second
Symphony ends excitingly and that Dimitri Mitropoulos and his Minne-
apolis Symphony Orchestra played this finale as excitingly as it could
be played, their concert at Symphony Hall yesterday afternoon con-
cluded in a burst of cheers and bravos.

"The pity of it is that the Greek conductor did not choose a more
enlivening program with which to present himself here as the head of his
own orchestra--we have heard him several times as guest conductor of
the Boston Symphony and many years ago we heard the Minneapolis

Orchestra under another leader. The only first-rate music on the list
was the Jupiter Symphony of Mozart, which, truth to tell, was not
played or conducted with any particular distinction, while between it
and the Russian's Symphony came another work of about the same vint-
age that has also experienced the ravages of time, namely, Bloch's
ScheIomo (Solomon).

"Possibly this last was included for the benefit of the orchestra's first
cellist, Yves Chardon, once a member of, the Boston Symphony. He
played the solo part in the Swiss composer s overlong and turgid Rhap-
sody in exemplary fashion, and Mr. (sic) Mitropoulos gave it all he
had. The music still refused to come to life, save in a few spots, one ot
of them the always impressive close in which the Hebrew King can be
heard to say 'Vanity of vanities . . . all is vanity.'

"It is always the same story when a visiting orchestra comes to Bos-
ton, or rather the same two stories. You do not reco_,nize in the audi-
ence many faces that can be identified as belonging to Boston Symphony
subscribers, and try as you will you cannot help comparing the visiting
band with our own, to the former's disadvantage. There are many fine
orchestras in this country and the Minneapolis Symphony is one of
them, but you get the impression that its present conductor is less inter-
ested in tone, as such, than in interpretation. In that domain, even when
you do not always agree with him, he is one of the most forceful of con-
temporary musical personalities. Yesterday s concert was given under

..... not actually
reveal, a temperamental insufficiency of the sort possessed by all great
conductors. (The one who is equally happy in the interpretation of all
music will not be outstandingly good in any music.) Conceivably,
Mitropoulos was too tense to convey serenity, too serious for humor.
Anyway, he was decidedly in his element the other two times that I en-
countered him, namely, the aforesaid appearances with the New York
Philharmonic.

The first of these, the one that brought to American attention the
Sixth Symphony of Mahler, actually preceded by a few weeks the con-
cert with the Minneapolis Symphony just discussed. The concerts in
question took place on December 11, 12, and 13, 1947. The article that
appeared in the Boston Post on December 21 was reprinted in the 1948
issue of CHORD AND DIscoRD. Quoting it in toto here would smack of
superfluity. In point of fact, the writer was so much concerned with the
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work itself, which had impressed him greatly, that he made no mention
of Mitropoulos s interpretation, as such.

Of course, if the conductor's readin 9 had not been as discerning and
as forceful as actually it was, the piece would not have made the effect
that it did, Incidentally, the New York press, while not one hundred
percent for the music, freely gave conductor and orchestra the recogni-
tion that was their due. Just for the record, however, and because the
Sixth is still pretty much of an unknown quantity in these parts, I am

reproducin 9 the two final paragraphs:
" The symphonic 0radations and climaxes of the final movement,'

writes Bruno Walter, Mahler s most devoted disciple, resemble m the r

dismal power the towerin 9 waves of the ocean that rush at the ship and
wreak destruction. Nor does Mahter soften the blow throufh a merci_
ful brevity as does Tchaikovsky in the finale of the Pathetic. On the
contrary, this concluding movement lasts close on half an hour, with
only a passage here and there to offset the prevailin0 0loom. Without
resortin 9 to hyperbole, you can call it both terrible and terrifying. It
has at times a ni0htmarish quality. Were a contemporary composer
possessed of Mahler's remarkable powers, both of musical invention and
of orchestration, he might thus paint the darkest side of our unhappy
day. The three New York audiences that cheered the symphony could
hardly have enjoyed this finale. Enjoy is not the word. Let us rather
say that they responded instinctively to something by which a more
innocent generation would have been shocked and repelled. In fact, we

know that in the past the Sixth has had this very effect.
Like most of the Mahler symphonies, the Sixth calls for a huge

orchestra--incidentally, Mr. Mitropoulos conducted it, as he does
everythin 0, from memory--and included amon 0 the percussion instru-
ments are cowbells (used with enchanting effect in the Andante, as a
symbol of loneliness), a rate (a sort of birch brush applied to the bass
drum) and a hammer. 'Thus Fate knocks at the door,' said Beethoven

of the opening of his Fifth Symphony. In the Mahler Sixth it strikes us
down.

At the concerts of December 11 and 12 the Mahler Sixth was com-

panioned-and followed--by the Gershwin Piano Concerto, with
Oscar Levant as the soloist. Talk about strange bedfellows! At the
one in question the Symphony, quite properly, brought the end, while
ahead of it came the Coriolanus Overture of Beethoven and the Handel_
Casadesus Viola Concerto, with William Lincer as soloist.

In the afternoon I sat in on the Metropolitan Opera Intermission
Quiz, and thereby encountered Mitropoulos, who was one of the panel-
ists. 8 When I mentioned to him that I had come over to New York for
the express purpose of hearin 9 the Mahler Sixth, he remarked, as he
had of the Schumann Second eleven years before, that it was a 9reat
work. He was right this time also; but while Mahler had his moments
of resembling, or rather, suggesting Schumann, in spirit and execution
these particular symphonies were many leagues apart.

s A point brought up during the Quiz was tl3e relative standing of Wa0ner and
Puccini, judged solely as composers .f0r the.theatre--m other woras, as muslcm
dramatists. Mitropoulos stoutly uphela me caromor _-uccam,
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Because of the magnitude of the undertaking, as welt as its trium-
phantly successful outcome, the series of Etektra performances, on De-
cember 22, 23, and 25, 1949 (the last one broadcast over CBS), were
more truly a monument to Mitropoulos than any of the other events
here described, not excepting this American premiere of the Mahler
Sixth. That Strauss s music drama after Sophocles, by way of Hof-
mannstahl, made a double appeal to Mitropoulos goes almost without

saying. He was of the same blood and nationality as the great dramatist
and he had give_., frequent proof of his fondness for the music of Rich-
ard the Second. In view of all these things, I am quoting, as parting
salutation to an extraordinary musician, all of the story that appeared
in the Boston Post on January 11, 1950:

"It was high time that something out of the ordinary was done about
R/chard Strauss, _ and though the three concert performances of Elektra
by the New York Philharmonic-Symphony, under Dimitri Mitropoulos,
with distinguished solo singers from the Metropolitan, were projected
long before the composer died, they made a striking memorial. A per-
formance in the theatre would have been more to the point, but for
certain reasons a stage representation of comparable musical quality
would have been out of the question.

"Let me explain. In the first place, Astrid Varnay, who gave so con_
vincing a disclosure vocally of the greatly exacting title role, is not yet
ready to undertake the part in the opera house, with the burden of act-
ing added to that of singing, She is still only 30, and she maintains that
an operatic Elektra is not for her just yet. a° It is enough to hope that
when she feels ready to assume it, the Metropolitan will be in the mood
to let her do so. Not for ten years has it mounted what many consider
Strauss's greatest work.

"The Metropolitan has a fine orchestra, as I had occasion to observe
anew at two performances that I shall discuss here next week. Techni-
cally and expressively it could cope with Strauss's score, as it did with
that of Salome last season, with Fritz Reiner to guide and inspire it.
Numerically, in this particular instance it would fall short. You just
couldn't squeeze into the Metropolitan's pit, ample as it is, the orchestra
that seemed to fill the stage of Carnegie Hall: the Philharmonic aug-
mented by players from the Metropolitan itself. To hear the music
played by that aggregation of instruments and conducted (from mem-
ory) by Mitropoulos, who in this score proved himself uniquely elo-
quent, was something not soon to be forgotten. The first performance,
that of Dec. 22, elicited ecstatic reviews from the hard-boiled New York
crit/cs, and all three were received with wild enthusiasm by their respec-
tive audiences. Many of the readers of this column heard the broadcast
of the final one on Christmas Day, not quite the same thing, however, as
hear/n 0 it in the hall.

"The music, then, as music, was presented under ideal circumstances:
the singers measured up to their several assignments and the playing of
the orchestra, as already suggested, provided an experience that could

Strauss had died on September 8.
s0In a matter of two seasons Miss Warnay considered herself ready to sing the

role of Elektra with the Metropolitan Company, Fritz Reiner conducted.
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seldom be duplicated. Nevertheless, it may be doubted whether the
composer would have been entirely pleased, He designed the music to
fit the words of Hofmannstahl s masterly text, after the drama of Soph-
odes, and that correspondence could be noted by all whose ears were
sufficiently sharp. But he also designed it to fit the action, to paint in
tone that which the eye sees, so that the effect on both eye and ear is
intensified.

"To qive a sin.qle example, in the words of the Philharmonic's pro_
gram annotator, _erbert F. Peyser, the guilty queen, Klytemnestra, is a
'shiverin_ bloated, rottina hulk, a carcas's weirdly bejewelled and
strewn with ineffectual amulets. So far as that is musically posslble,
Strauss has so limned her, but when you gazed upon EIena Nikolaidi,
handsome of face and figure and handsomely attired, some if not all of
Strauss's efforts went for naught. That Miss Nikolaidi sang the music
superbly was not quite enough.

"Opera in concert form is and always has been a dubious venture.
There is an excuse for it if the opera cannot otherwise be heard in a
particular locality, an excuse present in the instance in question. And
with these scores of Wagner and Strauss that are like symphonic poems
with stage accompaniment, the concert performance, as I have already
indicated, has its advantages.

"For the benefit of those who missed the broadcast, be it recorded
that the other chief parts were assigned as follows: Chrysothemis, Irene
Jessner; Orestes, Herbert Janssen; and Aegisthos, Frederick Jagel.
That they measured up to Miss Warnay and Miss Nikolaidi is s_ufficient
praise. Miss Jessner, by the way, has now sung her role under eight
different conductors.

"How many Bostonians are aware that this mighty music drama was
heard in this city, at the Boston Theatre, during a visit of Hammer
stein s Manhattan Company, some 40 years ago? There are those who
recall the excitement of the performance, with the inimitable Mariette
Mazarin as Elektra, and the answering excitement on the part of the
audience. Up to the moment when Elektra recognizes her brother, the
returned Orestes, come to avenge their father's murder, this Elektra is a
gripping but grim business, with a few relieving episodes. From then on
the music, now lyric, now brutal, now infused with a mad and frantic
joy, is like molten metal poured from a crucible. And like no other mu_
sic, before or since."

In one of my earlier encounters with him I credited Mitropoulos with
a "Midas-touch" which turned everything he conducted into a potential
popular success• That observation, as time went on, proved to be basi-
cally correct. He really would have them cheering something like this
Schumann Second, that they would ordinarily take in stride; while with
such inflammatory material as the respective conclusions of Elektra and
the Mahler First the results were sensational, unforgettable. There are
many Mitropoulos recordings but they do not tell the whole story. To
have missed him in the flesh is to have missed a unique and uniquely
treasurable experience.
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BRUCKNER'S WANT OF SUCCESS

By ERNST LEVY

Ever since its appearance, Bruckner's music has encountered great
resistance from the many, and has aroused great love and fervor in a
few. There is something puzzling in the fact. For, after all, here is
music that appears to be written in the successful Wagnerian idiom. It
is full of easy_to-grasp melody. Its orchestral garb is brilliant and im_
pressive. In fact, should we find that the few shied away from this
music while the many spared not their applause, we should not be too
surprised. Yet it is the other way around, which shows that neither the
many nor the few are fooled by those external appearances--a note-
worthy fact.

How, then, are we to explain the Bruckner Puzzzle?
I think that an explanation is to be sought in two mutually related

aspects of Bruckner's work. One concerns Bruckner's spiritual atti_
rude. The other involves the concept of the symphony.

We begin with the latter.
I remember attending a rehearsal of a Bruckner symphony one day, as

a very young man. I was deeply moved, and turning to one of my
teachers sitting behind me gave vent to my enthusiasm, whereupon my
teacher said: "'Yes, it is beautiful music--but it isn't a symphony]" At
the time I did not see what this could possibly mean. I have understood
it long since. For somebody reared in the Beethoven tradition, Bruck-
net's symphonies are, indeed, not good symphonies.

This remark will be the starting point of my argument.
The supreme musical achievement of the Nineteenth Century is the

Monumental Symphony, as determined by the evolution of the so-calledsonata form. Now the idea behind the evolution of that form is a dia-

lectic, a dramatic one. Again, that idea is centered in the concept of
"'thematic development for which the analytic technique per[ected by
Beethoven became the almost exclusive standard. In due course of time
the "development idea," which originally had been more or less con-
fined to the central piece of the sonata form, the so-called "development
section," spread not only over the whole sonata form, but eventually
over the sonata as a whole. Liszt's B,minor Sonata may be considered a
final stage in that line of evolution.

In comparison to the Liszt Sonata, a Bruckner symphony should be
dubbed formally conservative. On the surface, it looks like an oversized
Beethoven symphony. But, just as the Wagnerian appearance of
Bruckner's work is deceptive, being no more than the costume of the
period, so its formal aspect is equally deceiving. Actually, Bruckner's
spirit is diametrically opposed to that of Wagner. And behind the con-
servative formal appearance of the work, an entirely different form
princAple is active. That statement implies a difficulty for us, the listen-
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ers, and the imputat/on of a weakness to the composer. The fact cannot
be denied that Bruekner s conservatism has prevented him from com-
pletely and clearly bringin 9 into the open the principle of growth in-
herent in Ills particular inspiration. The reasons for this might perhaps
be found in Bruckner's deep and childlike respect for tradition and
authority as well as in his failure to perceive intelligently that princicple
of growth. Be that as it may, it is now our duty and our task to over-,
look the deceptive resemblances, and to increase our awareness of the

really relevant forces.
To gain an insight into the pr/neiple of growth of Bruckner s music,

consider for instance the first movement of the Seventh Symphony.
Note that there is no "theme" in the Beethovenian sense. Instead, we
hear a long melody, of byronic character, ending very nearly in a full
stop. It is followed by another section describable in similar terms. In
fact, the whole first movement consists of a succession of such periods,

The truth of the matter is that while the classical disposition is,stAll pres_
ent, yet it has become largely irrelevant. An impression of develop-
ment" now arises from the way the various periods follow each other.
We are presented with a strophicat rather than with a dialectal prin-
ciple. The symphonic evolution is achieved through a succession of
strophes which in themselves may be lyrical. The effect is comparable
to that of a series of terraces. Obviously this is the adequate
means of buildin_j a large form out of the specifically Brucknerian knspi-
ration. Now we may also interpret the function of that typical Bruckner
"Generalpause," which is not at all to be taken in a Beethovenian, dra-
matic sense. Its role is rather to separate the steps and terraces from
each other, thus impressively punctuating the discourse.

Bruckner's inspiration is essentially lyrical, in contrast to the essen-
tially dramatic inspiration of Beethocen. The sonata form is essentially
dramatic; the strophic form essentially lyrical By the qualificat/on

essential I mean to imply that neither form excludes the effects of the
other, but that the emphasis as well as the means are different. That is
why the ancestry of both the Wagner-Liszt group and Brahms may be
sought in Beethoven, while the immediate ancestry of Bruckner is to be
found in Schubert. Among the many symptoms of kinship in the music
of the two masters one may be pointed out here as being particularly
relevant: Schubert s song cycles (Die Winterreise, Die sch6ne Mi_I-
erm) also,,achleve a symphomc whole" through the terracing of a

number of strophes"_in this case the single Lied.
If it is difficult enough to discover for one's self a new structural

principle hidden beneath the aspect of a Beethovenian symphony, it is
an even more arduous task to approach a spirit so different from Wag-
net, hidden behind the Wagnerian sound.

That spirit is entirely contrary to the temper of our times There is in
Br _c . . _, . ° •uckner no excitement m the vulgar meaning of the word---the only
one that ,seems to have currency today. Instead, the excitement to be
found kn Bruckner is that of ecstasg. The inherent dramatJcism
does not result so much from conflict, from dialectics, as from a TRAVF,_-
SAL OF STATES OF B_mG, embodied in the succession of the strophes.
That is the theme common to all the symphonies, so much so that it
might be no mere jest to say that Bruckner wrote but one symphony in
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nine versions. This again is a feature that will strike most people as a
strange one--and that is no wonder in times like ours, when "new"
automatically carries the connotation of "better," when "better" can
only be thought of as being also "new," and when it has been almost
forgotten that the essential inner experiences are always the same, and at
the same time are always new. Bruckner's music, however, is deeply
traditional. His ways are much like those of the oriental artist who will

aint the same subject over and over again, gradually approaching the
/vine by drawing nothing else perhaps in all his life but bamboos,
Ever since its appearance, Bruckner s music has encountered great

resistance from the many, and has aroused great love and fervor in a
few. Could it be otherwise? Let us hope that the times will change.
But also, let us pray that Bruckner may never become fashionable.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO JAMES DIXON

,In appreciation o[ his efforts to create greater interest in and under*
standin 9 of the works of Gustav Mahler, the Directors of the Bmekner
Society of America, Ine., awarded to James Dixon the M ahler medal
designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the Society. James
Dixon, now conductor of the State University of Iowa Symphony Or-
chestra, has performed M_hler works with the University Orchestra,
the New England Conservatory Orchestra, and the Minneapolis 5ym-

hony. Presentation of the award was made to Mr. Dixon by Professor
1 E. Harper, Director of the School of Fine Arts of the State Uni-

versity of Iowa, at an orchestral concert of the twenty-fifth Fine Arts
Festival at the University, July 9, 1963.



MAHLER'S PLACE IN MUSICAL HISTORY

By JAcK DIETHER

I

Woe says: "Begone!"
But all joy wants eternity,
Wants deep, deep eternity.

--FRIEDRICItNmTZSCHE

Let me make it clear at the outset that this essay is not designed to
qualify for a place in The Ox[ord History o[ Music, or even in Grove's
Dictionary. Such a piece under such a title, taken in an absolute histori-
cal sense, would certainly be premature. As a matter of fact, the Ox[ord
History itsel[ has been frequently criticized for entitlin t one of its
earlier volumes The Age o[ Bach and Handel more than two centuries
after the event. Not that there is much doubt at this date that Bach and
Handel are indeed the greatest composers of their ate. What is ques-
tioned is rather the namin t of an entire age after anyone, with emphasis
on the fact that the age in question would never have so recognized it-
self. J. S. Bach, for example, was then for purely local consumption,
and his music was never honored in retrospect, on an international
scale, until the time of Mendelssohn, close to a century after his death.
In the latter half of his own century, and even later, Bach was consid-
ered to be what we today would probably call a conservative, or even a
reactionary--at all events, passe. The recognition of Bach's individual
treatness, in terms far transcending the orilinal utilitarian value of his
works in his own society, is a product of ales quite removed from his
own,

I would not, then, be so foolhardy as to attempt to speak in advance
for any future time with any degree of certainty, either in terms o[
years, decades, or generations. If the world of a century hence, e.g.,
does have the same historical appreciation of music as we have (which
itself is by no means certain), it is theoretically quite possible that an
Ox[ord History o[ that time (to draw an analogy to what happened
with Bach ) ,wi,'llpubl!sh a volume describin 9 the late 19th and early 20th
centuries as the age o[ someone of whom many of us have never even
heard! I say theoretically in the awareness, o[ course, that our much-

improved dissemination of music makes such a turn of events more un-
likely now than in Bach s time. And obviously this Elfelldasen Zyboo-
tiew, or whoever he mitht be, would have to be someone with virtually
no influence on other music noun--simply very 9teat in his own riiht,
and an inspiration to future times.

But it's still a possibility, and that is the point I am trying to make.
I am not tryin t to place Gustav Mahler in the stream of history abso-
lutely, since the history involved is still bein t written, and no one knows
just where it will lead us. I am writin t instead about how it looks, at
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this juncture, to a person extremely sympathetic to Mahler's musical
personality and artistic creed. From what we know about Mahler's con-
siderable influence to date, and from the present manifestations of how
musical history seems to be shaping up, I shall try to extrapolate some
conclusions that are possible, and which seem to me probable. You may
call it an essay in fantasy, if you like, or musical science-fiction, but at
any rate I shall present my point of view about music as cogently and
persuasively as I can, and the reader may accept it, reject it, or substi_
tute his own in whole or in part.

Now some of our leading critics still refuse to recognize in Mahler
anyt mg more than a would-be world-shaker, a shot heard round the
immediate vicinity." Or they may even claim that he was an important
but very bad influence, as some of them also claim Wagner to have
been. This latter outlook is really quite significant from a subjective
point of view, and should be carefully scrutinized by anyone who would
understand the esthetics of modern music more clearly. It reveals just
as much about Mahler s place as the tributes do, if analysed correctly.
The people who deplore Wagner's influence, however, are generally
rational enough to admit that such influence could be exerted only by
someone who was a unique genius in his own right. It was left for
Mahler's music to create such hysteria in those who reject it that they
are frequently goaded into arguin 9 both propositions at the same time:
that he wasn't much of a composer, and that his music has been a pow-
erful subversive influence in modern music. Such a reaction can really
be understood only in esthetic terms probin 9 downward into the psycho-
logical--and our psychological inquiries into music are still so naive that
one can do little more than suggest what a profoundly controversial fig-
ure Mahler really is, under the surface of the platitudes about him that
are still offered in high places.

The main points of the numerous writings by composers and musicol-
ogists, acknowledging and describing Mahler s widespread influence,
have been well summed up by Howard Shanet in the program notes of
the recent New York Philharmonic Mahler Festival, as reprinted in the
1960 CHORD AND DISCORD. They are so provocative that I would like to
summarize them again here, "'X_trhat is so special about Mahler?", Mr.
Shanet asks himself. "rVVhy is it that half a century after his death his
public continues to grow, and even the most sophisticated listeners find

his music more and more intriguin 9, while the compositions of many of
his turn-of-the-century colleagues seem embarrassingly dated? And
why, in particular, does his music survive so well "in an age when its
style is not even considered to be in good taste. (my emphasis). To
answer these questions, Shanet proceeds to consider ( 1 ) Mahler's artis-
tic integrity, (2) his total dedication to his art, (3) his technical perfec-

tion in all branches of musical composition, ('t) the prophetic qualit,y of
his individual musical traits, and finally (5) the unique poignancy of
his music.

The individul traits mentioned are of a widely varied nature, and each
one is tabulated to show its relationship to a corresponding trait of the
"new Viennese school (Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, and their succes-
sors)". They have to do with melody, thematic construction, orchestra-
tion, and the specifically subjective nature of the music (morbidity and
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e expresslomstic devices m particular). The umque polgnancy of
Mahler is attributed to "what might be called a musical 'monta.qe' effect:
starting with musical fragments that are familiar and even old-fashioned
(children's songs and marches, folk tunes and dances, bird songs and
bugle calls), he puts them all together, but without adding any story or
program to connect them with each other. That is precisely why they
are so touching--no longer allowed their old meanings, they seem to be
trying to say something to us, someth!ng which trembles precariously on
the brink of conscious understanding.'

The latter point, as so eloquently expressed by Mr. Shanet, is ex_
tremely important. Taken in connection with the other points, it all adds
up to one overwhelming impression: that of artistic totality. Note these
points well: Mahter's unswerving integrity, his total de(t/cation, his
technical perfection in all branches of composition--and all this applied
to a musical content which utilizes all of the experiences residing in what
mi ........ght be called our collective muslcal unconsclous. To himself, more

profoun,,dly perhaps than to others, Mahler was referring when he
wrote: 'By making music one expresses only the integral (i.e., the feel-
ing, thinking, breathing, suffering) human being. (letter of 1906 to
Bruno Walter)._ Mahler was indeed, as I have pointed out earlier, the
first musical existentialist," _ and perhaps the only total one to date. s In
his music we truly hear, in Nietzsche's expression, "the bowels of exist-
ence" speaking to us.

No wonder the reactions of the musically sensitive to this music are
equally intense, whether positive or negative. For notice, the full effect
of Shanet's "montage" phenomenon is not lost upon those who dislike
Mahler intensely, any more than on those who love him. It's simply a
matter of concept and terminology. For Shanet, who loves Mahler, the
"something" which his music seems to be trying to say to us is "some-
thing which trembles precariously on the brink of conscious understand-
ing"--a beautiful expression which goes about as far as one can at
present in defining its unparalleled power of communication. To Paul
Rosenfeld, the great critic of a past generation, that same undefinable
"something" is experienced in these terms: "It seems to be begging
something of us, entreating us to do something. But what it is it dew
mands of us we do not know, or, if we guess, do not know at all how to

1Trans. Ernst J. M. Left, CHORDA_DD_SCORD,Vol. I, No. 9 (1938) p. 11.
2New York Times, Sunday, March 13, 1960. For this analogy I am indebted to

Alexander L. Ringer.
a C[. Gustau MahIer by Bruno Waiter, translated by James Gaiston (New York:

Greystone Press, 1941) p. 128: " 'How dark is the foundation upon which our life
rests,' he once said to me with deep emotion, while his troubled look gave evidence
of the convulsion of his soul from which he had just freed himself. And, haltingly_he continued, speaking of the problems of human existence: 'Whence do we come.
Whither does our road take us? Have I really willed this life, as Schopenhaner
thinks, before I even was conceived? Why am I made to feel that I am free, while
yet I am constrained within my character, as in a prison7. What is the object of toil
and sorrow? How am I to understand the cruelty and malice in the creations of a
kind God? Will the meaning of life be finally revealed by death?' In such and similar
words laments, astonishment, and horror would pour from him as from a gushing
spring. Fundamentally, there never was relief for him from the sorrowful struggle
to fathom the meaning of haman existence."
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meet and gratify it."* But this feeling is rejected by Rosenfeld, and so
he speaks of Mahter's "failed endeavors," with their "heaped banali,
ties," their "'false Beethoven and conscious naivet_s and unfresh lyri-
cism," At the same time they conjure up for him "torture-masses de-
vised by the imagination of a ferocious medieval god for the punishment
of transgressors against him . . . the blocks of ice in the circle of trai-
tors in the Inferno that contains each its wretched congealed soul.., a

caked and buried face . . . parched lips and cracked laryngeal chords
straining to frame speech .... etc. Has anyone who rejected Mahler
so vehemently reacted to his music more morbidly than this? Today,
with our supposedly greater tolerance of expressionism in all its forms,
we may fairly ask: If Mahler's works could do all this for Mr. Rosen-
feld and be "failed endeavors," what would he have done if he had
succeeded?

But it is something other than expressionism that is suggested by
Shanet's poignant "montages" of familiar fragments, "trembling pre-
cariously on the brink," especially if we juxtapose them with the night_
mares which other features of Mahler's music so readily conjure up,
What else is this but surrealism? the surrealism of Hieronymous
Bosch, or of Jacques Callot, one of whose fantastic engravings (Des
]aegers Leichenbegaenynls) was in fact a directly acknowledged inspi-
ration to Mahler. Salvador Dali dissolves the reality into the dream
when he takes a chest of drawers, familiar as your nose, and places it
out in the middle of a desert such as only your sleeping brain could con-
jure up at will. Does not MahIer do as much when he takes a children's
march and places it in a Walpur9isnacht, or in the black chill of outer
space? The true visionary is he who can see "infinity in a grain of sand,
and eternity in an hour." Visionary surrealism of this sort has simply
not been cultivated in music at large, at least not in the music we hear in
concert today. And since music critics are unfortunately inclined to be
more conservative, more humorless, and less imaginatively free than
critics of the other arts, is it any wonder that the adjectives "trite,"
"banal," "derivative," etc., flow so readily to their pens the moment they
hear something familiar in Mahler, without their listening to consider
how it is being used or what is being said without trying to compre-
hend the work as a whole? 5

Although one has to turn from music in order to find suitable analo-
gies for Mahler's use of "musical montage," painting is not the only
other art where such analogies are to be found. If Mahler's existential_
ism can be paralleled in the literary arts, so can his surrealism. 8 And if

4 The Tragedy of C_ms_avMah/er, reprinted in Musical Chronicle (1917_I923),
(New York: Harcourt, Brace _ Co., 1923) p. 238.

5 As Schoenberg said: "One must use the most ordinary words to say the most
extraordinary things." [Essay on Mahler from Style and Idea (New York: Philo-
sophical Library, 1950), p. 18.]

6 We even find a penchant for surrealism in some of Mahler's own early letters.
Consider the following passage: "From the grey sea emerge two friendly names--
Morawan, Ronow. And I see gardens filled with friendly people and a tree on which
is engraved the name Pauline. A blue-eyed maiden curtsies and smiles and brings
me a duster of grapes. My cheeks redden again at the recollection. I see those eyes
which once made me a thief--and again everything disappears. Nothing[ Now there
rises up the fateful umbrella; from its ribs and entrails I hear prophetic voices pre-
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one has any doubt that musical criticism is esthetically naive and back-
ward compared to literary criticism of corresponding repute, nothing can
dispel such doubts more readily than to examine, by way of comparison,
a few of the penetrating analyses of Mahler's analogues in literature
and poetry. I offer in evidence the following extract by Philip Rahv
concerning the writings of Kafka:

"A master of narrative tone, of a subtle, judicious and ironically con-
servative style, Kafka combines within one framework the recognizable
and mysterious, extreme subjectivity of content with forms rigorously
objective, a lovingly exact portrayal of the factual world with a magical
and dreamlike dissolution of it. By unifying these contrary elements he
was able to achieve no less than a new mutation in the art of prose
fiction .... Thus it is clear that if Kafka so compellingly arouses in us
a sense of immediate relatedness, of strong even if uneasy identification,
it is because of the profound quality of his feeling for the experience of
human loss, estrangement, guilt and anxiety--an experience increasingly
dominant in the modern age .... There can be little doubt any longer
of his stature as an art/st in the metaphysical mode, whose concern is
with the ultimate structure of human existence, or of his surpassing
originality as an innovator in creative method. Like Rilke in the Duino
Elegies he asked the supreme question: Was war wirklich im All?
( 'What was real in the world?' )." 7

It is evident that, with the substitution of a few phrases like "sym-
phonic music" for "prose fiction," this entire quotation could apply
equally well to the Mahler we have just been discussing. But where is
the comprehension of Mahler in our critical press to equal this compre-
hension of Kafka? How often do the "banalities" of Mahler evoke in
our critics "a sense of immediate relatedness," of "uneasy identifica_
tion," rather than hoots of derision and a scramble to heave the whole
thing overboard as quickly as possible? How often do we hear of "his
feeling for the experience of human loss, estrangement, guilt and anxi-
ety," instead of "his exuding of self_pity"? Why this critical lag in the
musical world?

Perhaps it is because, as is increasingly known, the emotional impact
of music is more direct, basic, and "visceral" than in the other arts. For

dicting misfortune for me like a Roman augur, Suddenly a table rises up from the
ground and a spectral form completely clothed in blue clouds is seated at it. It is
Melion, who is celebrating in song the Holy Spirit, and he offers incense to it with
real Drelkoenfg. We sit there like two sacristans officiating for the first time at a
holy mass. Behind us a hobgoblin hovers sneeringly; he is dressed in playing-cards
and his face is that of Buxbaum. In a fearful voice he calls to us in the melody of
the Bertinischen Efueden: "Humble ),ourselves! This glory, too, will disappear.1' A
stream of clouds from Melion enfolds the scene, and the clouds grow thicker and
thicker." [Letter of 1879 to Josef Steiner, trans. Gertrude Norman _ Miriam Lubell
Shrifte, in Leg_erso[ Composers (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946), p. 295.]

We remember Mahler's love of the fantastic in literature, such as the tales of
E. T. A. Hoffmann, and others mentioned by Walter. The close interconnection of
the arts in Mahler's mind has also been pointed out in numerous regards. E.g. Dika
Newlin rightly suggests that the phrasing of the title Gesfrandet--Ein Tofenmarseh
in Callofs Alanier, originally applied to the third movement of the First Syrap_hony,
might have been suggested to him by Hoffmann's Fan_asies_ueckein Caflots Manier.

r Introduction to Selected Short Stories o[ Pranz, Ka[ka {New York: Random
Housse,1952), p. viii.
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it follows that if the "identification_ referred to is stronger, the uneasi_
hess itself will be greater: thus the experience of human loss, etc., will
be even more intense. In that case, it is Mahler's expressive power,
rather than his lack of it, that lands him in trouble with his detractors.

As Sir Donald F. Tovey wrote early in our century (suggesting a field
of inquiry that has never been surveyed to this day) : "What we find so
disconcerting about Mahler is that every aspect of his work shows all
the advantages of an unchecked facility and none of the disadvantages.
It has us beaten at every point, and leaves us no resource but to sit up-
right in our dignity as men of taste and say, 'This wilt never do.' "s
And that, apparently, is how it comes about that a style "not even con-
sidered to be in good taste continues to become more and more intrigu-
ing to sophisticated listeners "_th the p,,a.ssage of time.

,As applied to Mahler, Rahv s term ironically conservative" would of
course characterize the "reminiscent" qualities which the critics who
were the real conservatives affected to find "trite," "banal," etc. As

with Kafka, however, what really disturbed were the outrageous uses
to which Mahler put his familiar' language. When Bruno Walter re-

calls the "shout,of incl/gnati'on" that went through the musical press in
1894 over the sterility, triviality, and accumulation of extrava-
gances" they found in Mahler's First Symphony, he adds: "It was,
above all, the Funeral March in the Manner o# CaUot which was re-
jected with anger and scorn."! 9 Could anyone with a drop of musical
humor in his veins react with anger and scorn to such a delightfully
macabre jest?

Again, Rahv writes of Kafka: "... The creative writer is the last
person we may look to if our concern is with drawing a line between the
normal and the abnormal. For whatever the practicing psychologist
may make of that crude though useful distinction, the artist cannot at-
tend to it without inhibiting his sense of life in its full concreteness and
complexity." Mahler had indeed that sense of life, and was able to ex-
press it fully in musical terms, To deny the greatness of such an artist

because one doesn t happen to like what he has to say, or because one
may in fact be altogether revolted by it, is actually to bring one s frus-
trated wrath down on Mahler s head because he possessedsuch a gift,
and used it to unburden himself of his own symphonies instead of the
critic's.

II

What is it, after all, that thinks
within us? And what acts within us?

--GIISTAV MAHLER

How future times will view Mahler is, as I have said, very problem-
atical, especially since the general state of music has been extremely
turbulent since Mahler s death, and since there is a continuing estrange-
ment between modern music and the wider public. LIntil we can discern
"the main stream of music" in the first half of our century and later with

8Essays in Musical Anal!Isis (London: Oxford University Press, 1952), VI, p. 75.
90p. cg., p. 3.
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some degree of certainty, and know where it is leading, we can only
conjecture about Mahler's ultimate place in it. There is even some dis-
agreement over Mahler's true esthetic relationship to his immediate suc-
cessors in Vienna, the afore-mentioned Schoenberg, Berg and Webern.
I have already outlined this controversy in my essay, "Mahler and
Atonality, 10 _ut since that article is out of print, it might be useful to
restate the argument briefly.

"The question," I wrote then, "of whether or not Mahler's last sym-
phonies show an increasing tendency toward atonality is one that can
be and has been argued in more ways than one. Ernst Krenek, for in-
stance, points out that if a man continues to wade deeper and deeper
into the water, pretty soon he is going to have to start swimming, 11 and
he more than implies that Mahter was about ready to sw/m' And from
the opposing camp, so to speak, Dr. Robert Simpson states: It really
cannot be asserted convincingly that Mahler in any respect anticipates
"atonality," which is a purely intellectual pastime. If he writes harmo-
nies that seem to be uncertain in their key, it is because, like Beethoven
or Mozart, he does not at that moment want the hearer to know what

key is coming next. It may be these transit!onal passages that have in-
fluenced Schoenberg (some parts of Mahler s Ninth come to mind); but
an art that is all transition is as bad as one that is all introduction or all
peroration.' He also criticizes Dika Newlin for saying that Mahler's
use of progressive tonality, (the device of beginning a piece in one key
and ending in another) is the first step in the dissolution of tonality into
'' a " " • 'p ntonahty that made the system of the twelve-tone scale possible,
and he remarks: 'In these symphonies Mahler is deliberately making
strong and dramatic contrasts of key; this would be impossible were his
key-sense in any way tending to become "dissolved" into anything else.
Mahler is not undermining old facts: he is simply taking advantage of
their verity in a new way.' -12

In these arguments, we can see in embryo the whole modern contro-
versy over the correct relationship between chromaticism and diatoni-
cism, dissonance and consonance, tension and relaxation. I can remem-
ber an analogy being made between harmonic tension and a rubber
band. If the point of complete harmonic resolution (the tonic chord) in
a piece of music be likened to the rubber band in its ordinary tensionless
state, then the gradual stretching of the band will obviously correspond
to the gradual increasing of harmonic tension in the music, by the super-
imposing of chromatic and dissonant effects which take it further and
further away from that point of repose. But sooner or later a rubber
band will snap if outward pressure continues to be applied to it, and
then it is again without tension. So also in music: if there is no point of
repose, i.e., no tonality heard or implied, then there can obviously be no
feeling o_ harmonic distance from it; the tonally oriented mind simply
drowns in an uncharted sea, and the new chart prov/ded by the twelve-
tone system makes no impression on the primitive emotional responses.
It is an esthetic and psychological problem pure and simple.

loMusic Review, Vol. 17, No. 2 (1956).
11Music Here and Now (New York: W. W. Norton D Co., 1939).
1_Music-Survey, Winter, 1948.
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An amusing variant of this tubber,band analogy is implied by Strauss
in the Introduction to his Don Qu/xote Variations of 1897, more than a

decade before Schoenberg's introduction of atonality. In this work, the
key of D major is associated with home in three different senses: it is
( 1 ) the home tonic (i.e., the key first established, from which the music
departs and to which it returns), it is associated ( 2 ) with Don Quixote's
geographical home ( from which he departs on his odyssey, and to which
he eventually returns), and also (3) with his psychological home (i.e.,
his psychic orientation, his sanity, which he first 'loses in the grip of ob-
sessive delusions and then regains). The Introduction simply illustrates
the process by which he loses that sanity. First he is depicted, in his
normal D major, as of sound mind but flighty imagination--and we also
hear themes representing the chivalric figments of that imagination. All
very clear and orderly, and quite charming. But as these figments grad-
ually take possession of him, forcing out sober reality altogether and put-

,t,'mgthemselves in its place, the music wanders further and further from
home, becoming increasingly wild and disordered, with ever-increas-

ing dissonance and chromatic distortion of the musical ideas. Finally,
his mind simply snaps, and the solo cello calmly proceeds to play the
original Quixote theme in its alter ego of D minor--more fantastic now,
but completely recognizable. He is the same person, except that his
fantasy life, in the form of hallucinations, has now become indistin-
guishable from the real world: the true clinical picture of psychosis, as
re-_reated by the youthful genius of Strauss.

Now modern psychology teaches us that the subconscious mind is
primitive, unsubtle, intellectually moronic. Like all our greatest human
achievements, our musical edifices, straining toward the clouds, are built
up slowly and painfully out of the common mud we all inherit. No one
knows why some reach the highest creative achievement and not others
--least of all the musical genius himself. The achievement can 13eseen
and heard by all; the explanation lies buried somewhere within that
great unknown primitive morass we call the unconscious. As children
we all respond to musical and other sound stimuli in one way or another.
If we grow up with musical inclinations, we form strong likes and dis-
likes, but we cannot really explain these likes and dislikes in a rational
way, except in the broadest and crudest terms. We know that they lead
us whither they will, but we never really know why they do. If we are
psychologically oriented, we suspect that our private responses are
formed by early experiences and identifications, perhaps by accidental
sound connotations both musical and extra-musical, and we may even
deliberately set out to explore this ground; but we seldom get very far,
for we are floundering about in the dark.

But if our individual experience of music is essentially mysterious, at
least we have our common musical language to fall back on. What
links us to the musical experience of others is generally more compre-
hensible than what separates us. We know how music evolved in his-
tory better than how it evolved in our individual selves, causally speak-
ing. If we love Mahler, for example, we are aware that he represents a
culminating point in the growth of what we call symphonic music, and
beyond that, of all Western tonal music: i.e., music built on the tonic
and dominant chords, on the other related chords, and on the diatonic
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and chromatic scales. And about the time of Mahler's death, we know,
atonal music was introduced into the world, seeking to replace that
tonal system with a new, complete autonomy of each individual compo_
nent of the chromatic scale. After that, causation in musical history
seems to become as inexplicable, and as unpredictable, as esthetic caus-
ation in our own instinctual selves. It is at this point that the thread of
esthetic or emotional cause-and-effect in the evolution of music seems to

snap, leaving us with seemingly arbitrary choices of syntax--sometimes
strangely persuasive, sometimes merely mystifying, irritating, or dull,
Of course the same phenomena emerge simultaneously in all the arts;
but again we see how the stronger, more purely instinctual responses to
music create stronger reactions to this mystification, both pro and con.
Even as passive consumers, we cannot intellectualize music as glibly as
painting or sculpture: it gets inside us and wrenches us more.

It is quite fitting, in a way, that the role of Mahler, the most ambigu-
ous of all composers, should be so ambiguously interpreted by the expo-
nents of those opposing camps of modern music. He is increasingly
claimed by both as their champion or prophet. Krenek claims that
Mahler, with his increasing chromaticism in his later works, was wading
deeper and deeper into the waters of atonality. Simpson claims, on the
contrary, that he was strengthening and widening the expressive realm
of tonality in these very same works. This confusion is part and parcel
of our larger confusion about the relationship of tonal and atonal music.
It is due, I believe, to our greater proficiency in technical analysis than
insif[ht into musical esthetics and psychology.

To Dr. Simpson, hearing all music from a tonal plane of reference,
atonal music is simply music which is " all transition": i.e., an unwar_
ranted elevation of a specific, functional aspect of tonal music into an
autonomous and absolute principle• This is borne out by the experience
of those who hear atonal music as music which seems to be trying to "go
somewhere," but never arrives; to whom any passage from an atonal
work suddenly "tuned in on" seems more impressive than what follows
it, forming a spiral of diminishing return as their expectation is repeat-
edly frustrated. What distinguishes an atonal-sounding passage in
Mahler from a similar-looking and similar-sounding passage from an
actual atonal work of Schoenberg, then, may be its context more than
the isolated passage itself. The tonal/st can take this as an inspiration
for the transition and development sections in his own works. Equally,
the atonalist can take it as an inspiration for the main body of h/s works.
In either case, whether Mahler was weakening or strengthening the
tonal idiom is a purely subjective opinion. The tonalist chooses to view
it functionally, the atonalist merely texturally. (Even modernist com-
posers freely agree to characterize pre-atonal and post-atonal harmony

• ,, . ,_ _4 . tt " " arespectively as functmnal and non-functional, as I noticed m
recent radio debate on "Mahler's Influence on Contemporary Music,"

which included Roger Sessions and Gunther Schuller. ) 1956
,, I made the following analogy in my above-mentioned article of

It is rather like the case of a fine novelist who uses the theme of sexual
promiscuity to create tension in his stories inspiring a writer of another
generation to proclaim sexual freedom as the natural and desirable con_
dition of man." I still think that analogy will serve, though I believe that
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Mahler's approach was too subjective, too instinctual, for him to go
about deliberately "creating tension." Mahler did not "use" themes, as
much as they used him; or as he himself expressed it: "One does not
compose--one is composed," So, whether he realized it or not, his work
is a catalyst helping to give birth to a new musical language--or a
Frankenstein spawning a monster, depending on how you choose to look
at it, Then again, one may like a good deal of this new music, yet de-
plore the tons of technical explanation and analysis designed to achieve,
by sheer weight, volume, and erudition, a public acceptance that can

never be achieved except through the senses and the emotions, Above
all, it is quite likely the idea that the twelve.tone system has evolved
naturally" from chromatic tonal music that is responsible for much of our
present confusion about music.

As I wrote in 1956: "To argue that Schoenberg was still following
the old 'laws' of musical construction in his atonal works and later
would deny him the status of a genuinely revolutionary composer. Not
only that, it contradicts the whole meaning of the first fourteen years of
our century. It is scarcely possible for us to realize fully today the in-
tolerable tension of that period, the tension that had to find release. To
be then a contemporary artist in the true sense was in itself a disturbing
and iconoclastic experience; if Schoenberg really believed he was a tra-
ditionalist through it all, then I think he was deceiving himself, For I
simply cannot go along with that school of thought which claims to
demonstrate an orderly connective evolution in the emergence of twelve.
tone music. Nor can I feel or understand it as a repetition of the tonal
system on a higher plane, as it is sometimes represented. To me that is
plainly a rationalization, because psychologically there was and is no
emotional integration or stability that would allow such a process to
take place. On the superficial level one can point to any number of con-
venient parallels, but the underlying spirit is more significant, The
'tonal system' is simply an arbitrary but highly developed system repre-
senting the slow conditioning of centuries of European culture. To
throw it out and try to supplant it overnight with something equally
arbitrary and with no conditioning behind it was basically a revolution-
ary act, a conscious or involuntary rejection of that culture and all it
represented. It was necessary not from the standpoint of any evolu_
tionary inevitability within the tonal system, but because of psycholog_
ical forces with a strong destructive component."

The same forces could be observed in each of the arts, each in its
own characteristic manner. The longing to be internally free is at the
heart of all external revolutions, but most of all in this emergent age of
depth psychology. And in music it was Mahler, I concluded, who
"helped to awaken that modern longing for freedom."

III

It will forever remain a secret of Nature how it could have created and
made capable of living a man with such violent inner conflicts as Mahler.

--BRUNO WALTER

Ihope thatby now itwillbe clearwhy Ihave stressed,inconnection
with Mahler, the analogous developmentsin the alliedartswhich we
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call by the names of surrealism, expressionism, etc. The chronic over-

concentration on technical problems and innovations in music (in part a
reaction to the simplified, pretty,pretty appreciation" school of
thought) has blinded us to the deeper, esthetic implications of what is
taking place, and led us to false rationalizations which have served only
to further mystify an already mystifying process. The fact that the
"psychological forces with a strong destructive component" mentioned
above are already present and very prominent in Mahler will have oc-
curred to anyone who fully responds to his music, and probably to many
who respond negatively. The apocalyptic urge to "upset the apple cart"
on a cosmic scale is already inherent in the libretto which Mahler com-
posed for his cantata Das ktagende Lied before he was twenty, and con-
t/nues to wax throughout his turbulent career. Mahler is, in this sense,
as truly a revolutionary artist as Schoenberg himself. Also, both are
true romantics in the Beethovian and Berliozian sense. But in Mahler,
the feeling of "all against all," of the irresistible force against the im_
movable obstacle, is manifested in the cataclysmic confrontation of mu-
sical order and "logic" (the tonal system) with the anarchy and nihi-
lism suggested by its imminent destruction. He seems to be pulling him-
self back from an abyss, fighting of[ destruction by his sheer power of
will. Thus, in the first movement of the Ninth Symphony, for example,
plain D major is "home" in all the same ways as it is in Strauss' Don
Qu/xote but the s_uggle to assert and reassert it is far more Promet-
can. The rational, tonal" Mahler has to contend with a daemonic,
nihilistic Mahler which Bruno Walter identifies with Mahler's favorite
character Roquairol. 18

Schoenberg puts the matter on an altogether di_erent plane. He sim-
ply rejects the old order, and sets out to establish a new one. For him

the beginning is obscure and painful. There is again the youthful defi-
ance, in Gurre-Lieder just as in Mahler s Klagende Lied:

Du stren0er Richter droben,
Du lachst meiner Schmerzen,
Doch dereinst, beim Auferstehn des Gebeins,
Nimm es dir wohl zu Herzen.

This seems to be Mahler all over again. But Schoenberg cannot live
forever on the edge of an abyss. He feels Mahler s conflict intensely,
but he is not imprisoned in the all against all. So, like his fellow revo-
Iutionaries in the other arts, he forcibly "emancipates" himself from his
O " * ,_ • ,l ° .ppresslons by crashing through the barner and making himself a
more comfortable place on the other side. He shows us that the abyss is
not an abyss after all, if we will it otherwise, but only another plateau.
He does not accomplish this in one step. At first he uses the atonal lan-
guage altogether expressionistically, as in the Five Pieces for O_rchestra
(1908) and Pierrot Lunaire (1912). He extends the listener an invita-
tion to accompany him into yet another strange world a bit morbid,
perhaps, but fascinating. This is not the real world, but an expression-
/st, a stylized one. But stylization is difficult to maintain, with such free-
dom of choice as atonality affords. The real world keeps brealdng

la Op. cir., p. 137. How this is linked to deep sexual apprehenslons will be evident
to any practicing psychologist.
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through in a rather literal way, in the form of tonal elements and tonal
habits of thought, and this is felt to inject a stylistic confusion. So
Schoenberg is silent for several years, as though perplexed. Finally he
brings forth, fully developed, his twelve-tone technique of composition.
The new world of sound has been o_cially tamed, the dissonance whol-
ly emancipated. The listener will no longer be tempted to find tonal
frames of reference where none are intended: the new method provides
a guarantee of putting them just where they are wanted or eliminating
them altogether, depending on the tone-row selected. Thus expression-
ism passes over into abstraction, as cubism in art passes into abstraction.

For the modem artist, this is the progressive means of escape from
the existentialist questioning, the self-torturing problems of a Mahler.
It answers all of the purely musical problems of the day, though none of
the philosophical questions. But the mere listener is not interested in
musical problems in the abstract. Music is not his way of life, it is sim-
ply one of the things that help to make his life more bearable, or more
interesting, or more fulfilled. He is not caught up in the inexorable de-
mands of musical progress: he is free to choose what he wants or needs
from the whole complex of musical history, and all the intellectualizing
in the world will not persuade him to the contrary. The twelve-tone
composer who believes that Wagner, Bruckner, Mahler and Strauss
have paved the way for him to be accepted by the public, because the
textbook musical theorists tell him so, may be in for a long and painful
process of disillusionment. His world may simply not be their world,
surface appearances to the contrary. If ,he is are, aicomposer, he will go
his way regardless.,,As, for those who, practise the twelve-tone tech-
nique simply to be in, they will be out sooner than they imagined
possible.

Of course not every follower of Schoenberg's innovation has rejected
the old order and embraced the new with single-minded enthusiasm
comparable to his. Alban Berg is the first and chief of these anomalies.
Whereas Mahler is now apt to be claimed, as I have said, by both the
opposing modem "camps," poor Berg is frequently rejected by both.
He is of course too modem for the traditionalists, while the "pure"
dodecaphonists have been heard to say that his writing is really too old-
fashioned and sentimental for their taste. Mahler said that he did not
understand his young friend Schoenberg (after stoutly defendinghim
from public rage); I am not so sure he would not have understoodBerg,
whose Wozzeck, dedicated in 1921 to Alma Mahler, is not only one of
the most profound works in the free atonal idiom, but a true expression-
ist masterpiece. Berg, as is well known, regarded Mahler's Ninth as
one of the most beautiful compositions in existence, and I am inclined to
believe that Mahler would have paid Wozzeck the same compliment,

either in part or in sum, if he had lived to make its acquaintance. .
Though all of Berg s mature works following Wozzeck (and there

are not so many) are in the twelve-tone idiom, he is one composer work-
ing in that idiom who, I think, convinces us that Mahler's abyss is still
there, and that he, Berg, can still see into it from his new encampment.
His twelve-tone magnum opus, the Violin Concerto, dedicated to the
memory of Frau Mahler s daughter Manon Gropius, almost reconciles
the tonal and twelve-tone camps through the inspired selection of its
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0 • , • • T °t ne-row, and its supenmposed variations on Bach s Es zst genug. The
fact that its construction is sometimes criticized by the ortho-dox t-welve-

tone theorists, despite the factthat it offers about the only true artistic
example of the evolutionary linkage which by laborious theorizin 9
they claim to exist, only illustrates how far from reality such abstract

theorizin 9 can lead one.
And finally, how might Mahler s place in musical history have been

modified or extended if he had lived longer? Those of the wading
deeper persuasion will of course maintain that he would sooner or later
have become an atonalist. Others cannot conceive of his continuing at
all. They find a complete statement and rounding-out in his existing
works, ending with his "farewell to life." They think of his death as
an involuntary suicide, coinciding with the real completion of his artistic
life-work.

I do not think that either of these views is wholly convincing. To take
the latter point first, it is indeed difficult to imagine where Mahler might
have turned after the Dantesque visions and apotheosis of the Tenth
Symphony. But the same would certainly be said of the Ninth, and
with strong internal justification, if we had never seen the Tenth. And
equally would it have been said of Das Lied yon der Erde, had there
been no Ninth. So we must conclude that Mahler had an immeasurable

and unpredictable faculty for renewing himself, and pushing on. Every
Mahler symphony is really a final summing-up --of the Mahler of that
period: this is one of the things that make his work so engrossing. No
two symphonies are anywhere nearly alike, for the simple reason that
each one utterly exhausted and consumed that Mahler, and out of the
ashes rose a new one, thus forming an ever-evolving but continuous
cr " ** " _ " *eatlve stream-of-conscmusness. We cannot _magme where it would
have led next, for the very good reason that the only brain in which it
could conceivably be imagined perished on May 18, 1911.

I think too that this word "evolving" is the key to a correct appreci_
ation of the former controversy: was Mahler heading toward atonality,
and would he have,, arrived? I have indicated my behef" that it is possible
f . ,,or one to be a tonally-centered atonahst, and that Alban Berg was
one--certainly in Wozzeck. The great D-minor "Interlude" with which
Wozzeck virtually ends is the apotheosis and emotional resolution of the
entire opera, as if the main body of the work were some gigantic, per-
petually deferred cadence----a work, in other words, that is tonal in the

breach rather than the observance. To a work of this sort, perhaps, Dr.
Simpson s strictures about being " all transition" might justifiably apply,
thou_jh sublimely so. Dramatically, Wozzeek is such a tremendous
work because of the deep compassion that underlies its expressionist
distortion of reality. Harmonically, it is tremendous because its atonality
s not felt simply as an absence of tonality, but as a continuous [orcing
out of tonality. When the dam that is holding it back finally crumbles,
it pours over us in a flood of life-feelin.q as irresistible as the best of
Mahler.

I can conceive of Mahler as an "atonalist" in that specific sense, as
one who could further integrate the suspension of tonality into the mod-
ulatory symphonic principle which he had already extended further than

nyone else. But I think the emphasis would be on the word integrate.
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Schoenberg himself, writing of Mahler's symphonies, says: "Anyone
who can write such scores has one of those minds in which perfection

• • _tl4automatically originates. Berg, on the other hand, was a man with
something of Mahler's inner vision or "inner ear," of his "sense of life

• " ' hin its full concreteness and complexity --yet lacking t e comparable
equipment, the artistic totality, the sheer musical genius to find exactly
the right vehicle for transmitting a full measure of that vision to the out-
er world. I cannot see Mahler consciously striving to hold a work to_
gerber by an arbitrary series of classical devices and structures, as Berg
did in Wozzeck--not that this is any deficiency in the ordinary sense.
Still less can I imagine him concerning himself with serial methods of
construction on a rational, a priori basis, as all his Viennese successors
were later to do. I do believe he would probably have done more, esthet-
ically speaking, with those expressive features which Shanet enumerates
as linking him with his successors than either he had done or they were
to do.

Thus t am inclined to think that Mahler, if he had or could have sur-
vived the terrible emotional crisis of 1910-1911 and continued his work,
would probably have written powerful works capable of further altering
and deepening the course of musical history itself, by probing further
into the things that artists were hall-eager and half-afraid to explore.
The same Schoenber 9 who could write so lucidly about Mahler s gift
could also (in the same essay, in fact) write more superstitiously than
Mahler himself about the nomenclature of symphonies: "It seems that
the Ninth is a limit. He who wants to go beyond it must pass away. It
seems as if something might be imparted to us in the Tenth which we
ought not yet to know, for which we are not as yet ready. Those who
have written a Ninth stood too near to the hereafter. Perhaps the rid-
dles of this world would be solved, if one of those who knew them were
to write a Tenth. _An&that is probably not to take place. ''15

Here is that fear of revelation, combined with the longing for it, per-
fecfly expressed. Taken literally, this passage is superstitious nonsense,
of course• Taken as a parable, it is pregnant with subjective meaning,
which is the essence of musical creation. It is the instinctual understand-
in9 of one who had to find a way out of the intolerable dilemma into
which Mahler's daemon had finally plunged musical esthetics--and the
twelve-tone system was the way chosen. After Mahler, either human
reason or musical syntax had to snap, and Schoenberg instinctively
chose syntax. Like the Moses whose agony he was later to celebrate,
Schoenberg led the exodus, to give music a fresh start in a new prom_
ised land. xe This, as I have said, was a psychological necessity, not an
evolutionary inevitability. The greater world little understands or cares.

• . _, . . . _.,

Strictly speaking, the emancapatlon of the dlssonance means its pro_
posed defunctionalization as dissonance, and the attempt to make it

Op
_t., p. 34. T_s _s _tt_n hao_._p@l!_o_ of th_U_h!erre,th15Op_ci_.,p. 20.

sketches in 1924,and remainsunchan0edin the J_n01ishtransmtionpumisneamuc
later.

16One of Mahler's favorite sayingswas: "Who hathbrou0ht me into this land?"
Thus didhe gibeat his owncreativedaemon.
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function henceforth as consonance by replacing it. _ This is no mere
intellectual pastime, as Simpson claims: iffis more akin to an exorcising
of evil spirits, is

But Schoenberg continues: "We are still to remain in a darkness

which will be illuminated only fitfully by the light of genius. 19 We are
to continue to battle and struflgle, to yearn and desire .... We are to
remain blind until we have acquired eyes. Eyes that see the future.
Eyes that penetrate more than the sensual, which is only a ]ikness; that
penetrate the supersensual .... Mahler was allowed to reveal just so
much of this future; when he wanted to say more, he was called

'_ 20 ,rr

away. It we conjure up Mahler as he so tempestuously lived, we
realize that he is like the children of whom Gibran tells us in The
Prophet: "You may house their bodies, but not their souls, for their
souls dwell in the house of tomorrow, which you cannot visit, not even
in your dreams." Thus, Mahler's ultimate place is intimately bound up
with our universal fate. And we are not prophets.

Has Mahler's time now come? Comparing the public attitude of to-
day with that of only a generation ago, we are inclined to think that it
has--but perhaps we are as yet only dimly aware of him. Perhaps only
the future will scale the full heights and depths of his works in its fuller
imagination, and, echoing the words of Gibran back to the ghost of
Mahler himself, will really know whereof they spea,k when they point
with astonishment to his compositions and tell him: Your children are
not your children; they are the product of life's longing for itself."
Mahler brought both real and artistic children into the world, yet his

unbounded spirit remained tortured to the end by all, temporal limita-
tions. His,, final agony of self,recr/mination was that my'life has been
all paper; his final bliss was 'Mozart[" We should not wonder at the
agony--we should marvel rather that "he heard the bowels of existence
speaking," and unlike Nietzsche did not go mad.

171.realize that there .may be as many attitudes toward this as there are dodec-
apnomsts; but many o[ the latter seem to be not at all clear about the larger distinc_tion.

is In a similar maner, the sudden burgeoning of electronic music since World War
II may represent a subconscious obsession with the chaining of the man-controlled
"natural" forces which now threaten to destroy or contaminate the world. Such
obsessions would not m_e either electronic or twelve-tone music any less valid asart.

19"I had plenty of opportunity to admire the capability for psychological under_
standing of this man of genius. No light fell at the time on the symptomatic facade
ot his obsessional neurosis. It was as if you would dig a single shaft through a
mysterious building." [Letter of Sigmund Freud to his colleague Theodor Reik,
_ted in Re@'s TheHaunt_ng M etodg. Chapter 23, "Freud and NIahler," p. 343ew xorx: _arrar, 5traus o _uaany, 1953). For further comments on this chapter,
see my essay "Mahler and Psychoanalysis," in Psychoanalysis D the Psychoanalytic
Review, New York, Winter, 1958-1959, and Robert Still's "Gustav Mahler and
Psychoanalysis," The American Imago, Fall, 1960.)]

2oOp. cir., p. 3't.



GUSTAV MAHLER'S PIANO QUARTET IN A MINOR (1876)

by DIKANEWI.IN

Through the courtesy of Mine. Alma Mahler Wer_fe_l and the assist-
ance of staff members of Radio Station WBAI, New YorK, I nave been
enabled to study this work and to transcribe the somewhat untidy
manuscript into performable condition. As of this writin 0 (February
1963) a public performance has not yet taken place but it is hoped
that this may still be possible within the 1962-63 concert season.

Mahler wrote the single movement of this Quartet in his sixteenth
ear. Donald Mitchell (in Gustav Mahler: the Early Years) believes
at it was the composition which won him a prize at the Vienna Music

Academy in July, 1876. The records show that the prize was awarded
for a Quintet movement, but, as no trace of such a movement has ever
come to li0ht, it seems likely that the records are in error. On Septem-
ber 12, 1876, Mahler and some of his friends from the Academy organ-
ized a concert in his home-town of Jihlava (I01au) in which this com-
position floured, with the composer at the piano. On this occasion, a
violin sonata by Mahler was also performed, and the youthful com-

poser.Pianist distinguished himself as a soloist as well--notably, in
Schubert s Wanderer Fantasy (which he began to play in the wrong

key and transposed to _e end of the piece!)It would seem that thiswas the first public appearance o[ any ot Maaler s music.
Since that day, the work has (presumably) 0one unperformed.

Mitchell, in his meritorious book, gave a brief description of it, without
music examples but with a facsimile page of the manuscr!pt. However,
with the ever-increasing interest in all facets of Mahler s art it seems
time to give this composition more detailed consideration. In the fol_
lowing paragraphs I shall attemptto present a few of its highlights.

The tempo is Nicht zu schnell, the meter ¢. Atter two introductory
measures of quarter-note triplets on A-C, the left hand of the piano
announces the germ-motif of the work:

Ex. 1

We recognize this at once as a motif common to many Mahler sym-
phonies. Of course, its most striking appearance is in the first move-
ment of the Sixth Symphony, which shares the Quartet's key of A
minor:

180
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Ex. 2

J

but we find its traces also in the Fourth Symphony and--more highly
transformed---/n Das Lied yon tier Erde:

Ex. 3 a and b

(ez) • "

_cetrograde)!! (retrograde) l |
g (filled in)

(b) i. . . I

The interval of a sixth expands to a seventh, the bass continues

downward in a scale-line, and we arrive at an F major chord, at which
point the strings (first the cello, then the violin, followed by the viola)
enter mit Leidenschaft. At measure 14, all the strings participate in the
germ-motif, with which the le[t hand of the piano also continues; mean-
time the throbbing triplets continue in the right hand. The emotional
tone continues intense: at m.26, we have the indication Sehr leiden-
scha[tlich (very passionately). In measures 32-33, a new motif sounds
forth in the violin:

Ex. 4

ega.

The foreshadowing of the Sixth Symphony is again plain (see first
measure of Ex.2).

Ex. 5

e_e.

It leads us towards the relative major. Then, at measure 54, to the
accompaniment of flowing eighth-note triplets in the piano, the motif
of Ex.Zt now appears in the guise of a cantabile secondary theme:
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Ex. 6

Surging through all the string parts in conjunction with the original
germ-motif, it brings us to the end of the exposition (measure 66).
This exposition is marked for formal repetition--a prescription which,
in my opinion, should be followed in present-day performance.

Now the Durchffihrung sets in. The initial germ-motif appears in
diminution (dotted quarter, eighth-note, half,note); the throbbing trip,
lets in the piano are now eighths rather than quarters. The motif of
Ex.4 is also much in evidence. In measures 86 ff., it appears in stretto
in violin and viola (the latter partially doubled by the top voice of the
piano). Finally, in a stirring climax, a new transformation of the germ-
motif (the initial sixth now widened to an octave) is accompanied by
rushing sixteenth-notes in the piano:

Ex. 7

Thundering octaves in the piano usher in a D minor setting of this
new transformation, with full piano chords.

At measure 102, an even more drastic diminution of the germ-motif
occurs; now it is dotted eighth-note, sixteenth-note, quarter-note, and
appears four times in a measure. Upward-moving sequences give a
sense of urgency, as do cascading thirty_second-note passages in the
piano, From this dynamic high point (measures 110 ft.) the music
gradually subsides: then there is a new spurt of energy culminating in
a new climax in D minor (measure 132). From this, a diminuendo and
composed ritardando (in which Mahler's use of a quasi-orchestral
tremolo on an actave D in the left hand of the piano is noteworthy)

leads to a haunting retransitional passage with muted violin and viola
(the cello, which plays the motif of Ex. 4, is not muted).

At measure 151, the recapitulation begins. Very smooth is the transi-
tion from eighth-note triplets (in the last two measures of the retransi-
tion) to the quarter-note ones which we recall from the beginning. For
a while, the recapitulation proceeds much as the beginning, but, at
measure 17zt, there is an unexpected turn to F sharp minor. In the

first violin, the motif of ExA is sounded, with the germ-motif in the
cello; the piano has the sixteenth-note broken chords which we first met
in measure 92. By measure 182, we are back to the tonic of A minor
again (with the same complex of motifs as just described). Measure
90 brings a transformation of the Entschlossen motif of Ex.5. This
leads to the recapitulation of Ex.6, now, of course, in A major. Here
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(measures 202_215) Mahler did not bother to write out the piano part:
however, it is easy enough to reconstruct what he intended from the
parallel passage in the exposition.

Measure 216 brings back (now in A minor) the full chords with
octave-leap which originally occurred as a variant of Ex.7. This time,
the passage is interrupted by a short violin cadenza, marked by Mahler
ungemein rnbato und leidenscha[tlich. After it, we hear once more the
combination of the germ-motif, the motif of Ex.4, and the sixteenth-
notes in the piano. Gradually all this fades away (morendo) over a
tremolo pedal point on A in the left hand of the piano. In a striking
ending, the piano brings the germ-motif one last time, over pizzicato
chords in the strinqs.

Subjective in fee]ling, lucid in form, this movement is a more than
creditable achievement for a youngster of sixteen. And it must fasci-
nate us because of its motivic foreshadowings of the mature Mahler.
Its performance and (we hope) eventual publication can only add to
our appreciation of an increasingly beloved composer.

JASCHA HORENSTEIN AWARDED KILENYI
MAHLER MEDAL

Jascha Horenstein has for many years been active on behalf of the
works of Gustav Mahler. In England he included on his programs
Mahler's First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth, the Adagio of the Tenth as well
as Mahter's songs. During the Mahler Centennial he gave a transcend-
ent performance of Mahler s monumental Eighth. This performance
with introductory comments by Deryck Cooke was broadcast by the
British Broadcasting Corporation,

In appreciation of Mr. Horenstein's efforts to create a better under-
standing of Mahler's music in England the Directors of The Bruckner
Society of America awarded to him the Mahler medal designed by the
late Julio [Kilenyi for the exclusive use of the Society.



"VENI CREATOR SPIRITUS"

MAHLER'S ]:_IGHTHSYMPHONY UNDER MITROPOULOS IN SALZBURG

ON AUGUST 28, 1960

by HERMAN WEISS

May it be said at the beginning: Ours was a sentimental journey to
Salzburg, or, more to the point, to hear Mahler s Eighth Symphon)r as
the crowning experience of the Mahler Centennial. And may it be said
that we do not try to hide the emotional feelings in this report.

We do not intend to analyze the music. It has been discussed often
and extensively. We are aware of a few problems. However, they are
rather irrelevant if one realizes Mahler's genius in the conception, exe-
cution and instrumentation of this overdimensional work: the first

movement, Veni Creator Spiritus, the old hymn with its overflowing
sonority, the final movement, the last scene of Goethe's Faust (2nd
part) with its expression of belief, love and exaltation.

Hardly a more appropriate environment could have been found for
this mysterious symphony than the Felsenreitschule in Salzburg,-
mystic and weird in itself. Whereas the auditorium has a permanent
ceiling, the tremendous stage with its rock wall as background is only
loosely covered by a canvas, permitting the sun to illumine the per_
formers. A living tree growin_I high up in the rocks had a symbolic
meaning for this performance. Niches hewn into the upper part of the
rock wall gave the second brass chorus an imposing place for its jubi_
lant overpowering intonation at the end of both movements. Altogether
the placement of the huge chorus (Vienna Opera Chorus, Singverein
der Musik[reunde Wien) was a happy one. In their midst stood the
outstanding solo septet: Mimi Coertse and Hilde Zadek (Sopranos),
Lucretia West (USA) and Ira Malamiak (Contraltos), Giuseppe
Zampieri (Tenor), Hermann Prey (Baritone) and Otto Edelmann
(Bass) who discharged their extremely difficult duties with precision,
beauty and devotion. Placed above the soloists were the Wiener Saen-
gerknaben with their angelic voices, sometimes a bit overpowered by
the augmented Vienna Philharmonic with its well known mellowness
and yet outstanding power that has made it rightly one of the great

orchestras of the world. But this was Dimitri Mitropoulos' day.
Many composers works were not readily established. Eventually

they either found their place in the repertoire or fell into oblivion. Even
the famous Brahms (Hanslick)-Wagner feud was, settled satisfactorily.
Not so in Mahler's case. It has remained a ' case even 50 years after
the master's death. Temperaments are still flying high, especially

among the American critics. Purposely avoiding the expression "Pro-. _t - " igram Muslc, we conslder that Mahler s muslcs probably some of the

18'}
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most subjective ever written. It is as if one's own feelings and experi-
ences have been described. No wonder then that words like banal and

trivial are often found in the write-ups. Are some of the critics really
such philistines that they do not realize that our lives do not contain
beauty and exaltation only! The centennial celebration has shown that
Mahler's music is firmly established in the cultured world. This might
Iiave been quite different if not for the courageous, unselfish and de-
voted work of many conductors. However, with the exception of Bruno
Walter we do not know of anyone who has done more for this cause
than Maestro Mitropoulos.

We remember Mitropoulos' earlier remark to us: "When you con-
du - - _tct Mahler you feel sometimes quxte lonely up there on the stage. In
Salzburg surrounded by an enthusiastic audience joined by all perform-
ers he certainly realized the great appreciation of the work as well as
the feelings of love and gratefulness towards him. It is hardly neces-
sary to mention that he conducted the gigantic work by heart (he did
not need any help even for the cues during the rehearsals ). Under his
loving, understanding and inspiring hands the performance became a
true celebration, a deeply moving unforgettable experience. Was it a
coincidence that just when jubilant music pronounced the eternal truth
the rays of the sun illuminated the heads of the boy singers? Our
thoughts were wandering to the distant past when Mahler himself con-
ducted the very first performance of the Eighth in Munich back in 1910.
The emotional impact at that time was not greater.

It is fortunate that the human mind often tends to absent iself from
the sad truth. In spite of the knowledge of distressing facts, no one
that moruinq in the Fetsenreitschule had any forebodings that Mahlers'
Eighth would be the Maestro's requiem. We bow our heads in grat/-
rude for the Ertebnis, Dimitri Mitropoulos.



A NEW BRUCKNER BIOGRAPHY

Erwin Doemberg: The Li[e and Symphonies o[ Anton Bruckner. With a foreword
by Robert Simpson, illustrations and music examples, xii, 232 pp. (London: Barrie
and Roekliff, 1960). (Distributed in LI.S. by W. S. Heinman, "t00 East 72nd Street,
New York 21, N. Y.)

Surprisingly enough, this is the first full-length study of Bruckner
alone to be published in Britain. (It is, of course, not, as some publicity
material has stated, the first book devoted wholly to Bruckner in Eng-
lish"; that honor belongs to Engel's book of 1931. ) Therefore, it is cer-
tainly deserving of our attention here. Designed for the general musical
reader, it does not present highly detailed symphonic analyses, but,
rather, guideposts to the works, illustrated with pertinent brief musical
examples. There is also a section of general background to Bruckner,
followed by eighty pages of biographical sketch. The work is completed
by a calendar of composition and revision of the symphonies, a complete
list of works, and a select bibliography. There is no discography, but
Doernberg comments on current recordings, usually disparagingly (he

finds the only extant recording .of the Sixth quite inadequate, and criti-
cizes various details of Jochum s Fifth and van Beinum's Seventh).

Taking a stand (as every Bruckner biographer must do ) on the vexed
question of Bruckner's texts, Doernberg expresses a strong preference
for the versions prepared by Robert Haas as compared to the later edi-
tions of Leopold Nowak. (The old Schalk and Loewe versions, of
course, are completely discredited.) In general he is not chary of criti-
cising other writers on Bruckner. He frequently disagrees with H. F.
Redlich (Bruckner and Mahler, 1957) on points of fact (the specifica-
tions of the organ at St. Florian) or of stylistic interpretation (the pres-
ence or absence of a Wagnerian reminiscence in the Scherzo of the

Sixth). He dislikes the "obvious pedantry" of Schwanzara (transcriber
of Bruckner s harmony lectures at the University,, of Vienna !; He takes
exception to the present writer s belief that the third theme of Bruck-
ner's sonata form grows out of classical precedents, preferring rather to
consider it a "characteristic innovation. He finds words of praise, on
the other hand, for Canon Dr, F. Linninger of St. Florian, whose inves-
tigations have corrected a number of Bruckner dates previously wrongly
given.

In contradistinction to many other biographers, Doernberg definitely
plays down the Bruckner-Mahler relationship. This is clearly seen in a
passage concerning the Adagio of the Sixth, "The theme . , , is the
kind of music which Mahler wished and attempted to achieve with his
typical conscious exertion from time to time which, therefore, has led
some critics to the profound observation that occasionally Bruckner
anticipates Mahler," We regret this seemingly negative attitude to-

wards Mahler but subscribe completely to Doernberg's words of affec-
tion for his great subject: Bruckner s music is elemental, but not simple;
deeply felt but not sentimental; complex but not sophisticated; thought-
stirring but not intellectual. To understand and to love Bruckner is one
single mental process---a rich and rewarding experience."

--DmA N_.WUN
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NOTES ON CONTRIBHTORS

DERYCKCOOKE,who was born in Leicester, England, in 1919, studied English Lit_
erature and Music at Cambridge University, where he obtained the degrees of Master
of Artsand Bachelor of Music. In London he won the diplomas of Associate of the
xoym _ouege ot Urganists and Associate of the Royal College of Music, for organ
and piano playing respectively.

He originally intended to become a concert pianist, but after five years of war
.service in the Middle East with the British Royal Artillery, he became more interested
m me wider aspects ot music theory and aesthetics. From 1947 to 1959, he worked in
the Music Division of the BBC, as writer of scripts for music broadcasts, musical
advisor to Radio Times, and programme-producer; but since 1959 he has been work-
ing as free-lance author journalist, musicologist, and critic. Has been music critic of
the New Statesman, writes record reviews for The Gramophone, and broadcasts regu-
larly on musical subjects on the BBC. __

Author of a controversial book on musical expression, The Language o[ Musfc
(Oxford University Press, I959), and of "Gustav Mahler 1860-1911," a booklet issued
by the BBC as a companion to their Mahler Centenary celebrations of 1960, he is at
present working on contributions to the 1New Oxford History of Music, and on a
study of Wagner and his times. His setting of Burus's Tam o" Shanter, for tenor,
male chorus, strings and piano, has been broadcast by the BBC.

thJACK DIETHERis a writer on music and drama who, among other duties, does all
e Bruckner, Mahler, and Shakespeare record reviews appearing in The American

Record Guide. Because of his detailed coverage, that publication during the Mahler
centennial year devoted more pages to Mahler than to any other single composer.

PARKSGRANT has contributed frequently to CHOm_ANDDrscom9 since the issue of
March, 1934. At present he is Associate Professor of Music at the University of
Mississippi at Oxford, Mississippi. He is a composer of note as well as a writer onmusic.

EDWAI_p..FuKRAvrr'r is a member of the music department at Hunter College and
e*veo ms A.B., A.M., and Ph.D. degrees from New York University. He has con-

"outed to The Brffish Journal of Aesthetics, Acta Musieologiea, Notes (Music Li-
brary Journal), The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Crit/c/sm. He was awarded a Ful-

b_tguhntt grant and exte_ion for study in Germany and the George N. Shuster facultyt unter _ouege) reuowship.

B ERrC_STLEVY was born in Switzerland in 1895. He has tau.qht and lectured at the
asle Conservatory, Westminster Choir College in Princeton, New England Conser-

v__atory,Bennington College, University of Chicago, and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; at present he is Professor of Music at Brooklyn College. He has written
btheeirteensymphonies and works in other forms; a number of his compositions have

n published and performed; his Eleventh Symphony won the Fromm Music Foun,
dation Award, his cello concerto the prize of the City of Basle.

DONALD MITCHELL,born in 1925 was editor of Music Survey from 1947 to 1952
(from 1949 in collaboration with ISIaus Keller). He was London music critic for the

Musical Times for the years 1953-1957. In 1957 he was appointed assistant editor of
Tempo and in 1958 he became editor In 1958 appointed music editor and adviser to
Faber _ Faber, Ltd. From 1957-1959 contributed regular music criticism to The
Times. Joined the music staff of The Daily Telegraph in 1959. His chief publications
are: Beniamln Britten (ed with Hans Keller), 1952; The Mozart Companion (ed.
with H. C. Robbins Landon), 1956; Gustau Mahler, The Earl!l Years, 1958.

DIKA NEWLIN holds degrees from Michigan State University, University of Cali-
fornia, and Columbia University. Her work in California included three years of



study with Schoenberg. At present Miss Newlin is Professor of Music at Drew Uni-
versity. While her greatest enthusiasm is composing, and her compositions have won
equal success with her writing, Miss Newlin is best known for her book, Brackner_
Mabler.Schoenberg. She has translated Leibowitz's Schoenberg and His School and
Schoenberg's Style and Idea. She has written for many periodicals.

STANLEY POPE, born in London in 1916, was educated at the Conservatoire in
Vienna and studied with Richard StShr. Later he studied with the Swiss composer,
Frank Martin. His associations with Felix Weingartner and later with Paul Kletzki
in Switzerland, as also with Carl Scharicht, with whom he worked as assistant, played
an important role in his musical outlook. In his early thirties he had already estab-
lished his reputation conducting in Paris, Vienna, Copenhagen and many other Euro-
pean cities. Since 1952 he has been artistic director of the Symphonia Concerts Soci-
ety in London.

JAcQuEs POSELL,first double bass player of the Cleveland Orchestra and instructor
at Oberlin Conservatory, is a philatelist of long standing. He has formed an out-
standing collection of "Music on Stamps," portions of which have been exhibited at
different times in Cleveland including several exhibits at Severance Hall. He has also
written articles on this subject for philatelic magazines including two articles for the
Cleveland Orchestra program book in connection with his exhibits for the Orchestra.

ROBEaT StMPSON, born in London, 1921, originally intended to study medicine.
After two years of medical studies, he decided to study music and received a Doctor
of Music degree from the University of Durham. He is a composer, writer and lec-
tarer. Among his compositions are three symphonies, a violin concerto, three string
quartets, etc. He has written and lectured extensivelyon Bruckner in England. In
1956 he was awarded the Cart Nielsen Medal by the Danish Society. Since 1952 he
has been a member of the music division of the British Broadcasting Corporation.

WA_EN STOREY SMrrH, born in Brooldine, Mass., succeeded Olin Downes as
Music Editor of the Boston Post, now discontinue& He has been a member of the
faculty of the New England Conservatory since 1922 where he teaches the history
and theory of music.

t-IE_re_N WEIss, born in Frankfurt/Main, Germany, was graduated from the Medi-
cal School of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe LIniversity, Frankfurt, in 1923. He studied
music at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt, from I921 to 1923 was Assistant cor-
repetitor Opera Munich, from 1929 to 1936 Medical Director Sanatorium Buehler-
hoe.he, Baden-Baden, from 1939 to 1948 Medical Director Aurora institute, Morris-
town, N. J., and since 1948 Medical Director Royal Oaks Nursing Home, Madison,
N.J.



Among American artistic developments of recent years the rebirth of
interest in the music of Bruckner and MaMer is second to none in signifl_
cance, When The Bruckner 8ocietg of America was founded on January
4. 1931, performances of these two composers by our major musical
organizations were not merely rare, but also ineffectual, because American
mnsic_lo_,ers had no adequate approach to the proper appreciation of
the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the 8ocietlt, having

adopted as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void, published the first
biographies of these composers in English and issued a magazine, CHORD
ANDDlscom_, devoted almost entirely to discussions of their works.

The Society solicits the cooperation of all who are interested in
furthering this aim. Inquiries concerning membership may be directed to
Charles L. Eble, President, Box 2'_6, Iowa City, Iowa.

Att contributions are deductible for income tax purposes.

Copies of CHOaD ant) DlSCOpDare available in the principal public and
university libraries in the United States.
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NOTES ON SOME MAHLER JUVENILIA

by JAcI< DIETHER

I. DAS KLAGENDE LIED--GENESIS AND EVOLUTION*

1

On November 1, 1880, Mahler wrote 1 concerning his cantata Das
klagende Lied: "My fairy-tale piece is finished at last-- a child of
sorrow on which I've labored for over a year, and have managed to
put into pretty good shape. The next step: to get a performance by
any means possible." Sixteen years later (the piece being still unper-
formed) he said of it in a letter to his friend Max Marschalk: • "The
first work in which I found myself as 'Mahler' is a fairy-tale for chor-
us, soloists and orchestra-- Das klagende Lied! This work I designate
as Opus 1."

And as though to implement that resolution, all the compositions by
Mahler that preceded it have been renounced, abandoned, or destroy-
ed by him. These go back as far as his pre-adolescence, and culminate
in numerous songs, piano pieces, chamber works, and even symphonies
composed during his years at the Vienna Conservatoire (1875-78),
completed or otherwise. Only a very few precious fragments of these
survive. Hard luck for the musicologist or biographer interested in
tracing his early stylistic development, for no composer ever burned
his bridges more assiduously behind him than Mahler.

But as a result, Das klagende Lied blazes forth, for us, like a bright
comet out of a dark infinity-- bearing, to be sure, its certain traces of
Wagner and earlier romantics, but also with the unmistakable imprint
of "GUSTAV MAHLER" burned into virtually every page. And even
then, Mahler did not.choose to leave all of this astonishing "Opus 1" to
posterity, as we shall presently see. No opera, as it was formerly
thought to have been conceived, it now appears to have been designed
as a cantata from the very start.

One thing that sharply distinguishes Das klagende Lied from Mah-
ler's later vocal works is that the entire poem to which it is set is also
the composer's own. The title is from an actual fairy-tale by Ludwig
Bechstein, an author who died the same year Mahler was born--and
from which story the main elements of the poem are also taken.

"Fairy-tale indeed! As retold by Mahler, it is nothing less than a
tale of fratricide and supernatural retribution-- yet with the romantic
aura that surrounds even the grimmest examples of that The
original manuscript score owned by Alfred Ros_, Mahler's genre"nephew, is
in three sections, each bearing its own subtitle. And prefacing that

• Reprinted by courtesy of Capitol Records, Inc.
1From Vienna, to Dr. Emil Freund. Gustav Mahler Briefe, ed. Alma Maria Mah-

ler; Paul Zsolnay Verlag, Berlin, 1925;p. 15.
2Hamburg, December, 1896. GMB, p. 201.
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4 Chord and Discord

score is the complete three-part poem in ballad form in Mahler's own
hand, as follows (translation added) :

DAS KLAGENDE LIED THE SONG OF LAMENTATION

I. WALDMARCHEN I. FOREST LEGEND

Es war eine stolze K6nigin, There was a proud and stately queen,
Gar lieblich ohne Massen; Of beauty without measure;
Kein Ritter stand nach ihrem Sinn, No knight within her favour stood,
Sie wok' sic alle hassen. All shared her great displeasure.
O weh, du wonnioliches Weibl Ah woe, thou fair young lady boldr
Wem bl_het wohl dein s/]sser Leib? To whom dost thou thy charms unfold?

Im Wald eine rote Blume stand A flower lovely as the queen
So sch6n wie die K6niginne; Did grow in a forest shady;
Der Ritter, der die Blume land, The knight who could the flower find
Der konnt' die Frau gewinnen. Might win the royal lady.
O weh, du stolze K6nigin] Ah woe, thou proud and stately queen!
Wann bricht er w0hl, dein stolzer Sinn? When will it break, thy haughty mien?

Zwei Briider zogen zum Walde hin, Two brothers came into the wood,
Sic wollten die Blume suchen, The flower to discover,
Der lunge hold und von mildem Sinn, The younger fair and of gentle mood,
Der And're konnte nur fiuchen. But envy-blacken'd the other.
O Ritter, schlimmer Ritter mein, O knight, my evil-omen'd knight,
O liessest du das Fluchen seinl O turn away thy hateful spite!

Als sic nun zogen eine Weir, When they had gone a little pace,
Da kamen sie zu scheiden; They ceas'd to walk together,
Das war ein Suchen nun in Eil' ,And now in search began to race
Im Wald und auf der Haiden. Through forest, field and heather.
Ihr Ritter mein in schellem Lauf, My hasty knight, with darting eyes,
Wet finder wohl die Blume auf? Who now will find the costly prize?

Der Junge zieht dutch Wald und Haid', The younger search'd through wood
and lea,

Er braucht nicht lang zu gehen, And had not long been seeking,
Bald sieht er yon Ferne bei der Weid" When saw he, by a willow tree,Die rote Blume stehen.

Through grass the flower peeking.
Die hat er auf den Hut gesteckt, He pluck'd and stuck it in his cap,
l.had dann zur Ruhe sich hinflestreckt. Then stretch'd he out to take a nap.

Den Andern treibt der wilde Hang, The other comb'd through crag and rill,
Umsonst durchsucht er die Haide, In vain through the heather peering,
Lind als der Abend herniedersank, And as the sun sank behind the hill,
Da kommt, er zur griinen Weide. He came to the grassy clearing.
O weh, were er dort schlafend land, Ah woe, whom there he sleeping
Die Blume am Hut, am griinen Band! scann'd,

Du wonnigliche Nachtigall, The flower in his cap, in green-hu'd
Lind Rotkelchen hinter der Hecken, band!
Mir scheint, ihr wollt mit eu'rem SchaU Thou rapture-bringing nightingale,
Den armen Ritter erwecken. And red-breast, thy long vigil keeping,
Du rote Blume hinter'm Hut, Methinks thy singing should prevail
Du blinkst und olgtnzest ja wie Blut! To wake the poor knight sleeping.

Thou blossom red in sleeper's cap,
Ein Auoe gl_inzt in wilder Frefid', Thou shinest forth indeed like blood!
Dess' Schein hat nicht gelooen;
Ein Schwert von Stahl h_ingt ihm zur His eye doth gleam in frenzy wide,

Seit', To wilder mood replying;
A. sword of steel hangs by his side,

Dah hat er nun oezogen! To which his hand goes fiyinoI
Der Alte lacht unter'm Weidenbaum, The e_der laughs 'neath willow there,
Der Junoe lachelt wie im Traum. In death the lad a smile doth wear.
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Ihr Bl_itter, was seid ihr vom Tau so Ye leaves there, why hang with dew-
schwer? drops low?

Mir scheint, das sind gar Tr_inen! Great tears ye might be shedding!
Ihr Winde, was weht ihr so traurig Ye winds there, why waft ye regret-

daher, fully so,
Was will euer Raunen und W_ihnen? Your rustle and whisper spreading?
"Im Wald, auf der griinen Haide, "In woods, by a grassy pillow,
Da steht eine alte Weide. ''a There grows a weeping willow."

II. DER SPIELMANN II. THE MINSTREL

Beim Weidenbaum, im kfihlen Tann, By willow cool, in flrry wood,
Da flattern die Dohlen und Raben, Where jackdaws and ravens hover,
Da liegt ein blonder Rittersmann There lies a knight both fair and good,
I.Inter Bl_ittern und Blfiten begraben. Whom the leaves and the blossomso'ercover.

Dorst ist's so lind und voll yon Duft, 'Tis mild and fill'd with fragrance there,Als ging ein Weinen durch die Luft!
0 Leide, Leide! And sounds like weeping fill the air!

O sorrow, sorow!

Kin Spielmann zog einst des Weges
daher, A minstrel's steps to the clearing did

Da sah er ein Kn6chlein blitzen; lead,
Er hob es auf, als wfir's ein Rohr, A glist'ning bone there did stay him;
Wollt' sich eine F16te d'raus schnitzen. He carv'd it out, as 'twere a reed,

O Spielmann, lieber Spielmann mein, A goodly flute to essay him.
Das wird ein seltsam Spielen seinr O minstrel, wand'ring minstrel dear,

0 Leide, weh! O Leide! Strange is the music thou wilt hearf
O sorrow, woe! O sorrow!

Der Spielmann setzt die Fl6te an,
Und l_isst sie laut erklingen. The minstrel put it to his mouth,
O Wunder, was nun da begann, And set it loudly ringing.
Welch' seltsam traurig Singen! What magic then did issue out,
Es klingt so traurig und doch so sch6n, What strange and doleful singing7
Wer's h6rt, der m6cht' vor Leid So sad it sounded, and yet so fair,

vergeh'n! Who heard might die of sorrow there!
O Leide, Leide! O sorrow, sorrow!

"'Ach Spielmann, lieber Spielmann mein, "Ah minstrel, wand'ring minstrel dear,
Das muss ich dir nun klagen: Lament must I unto thee:
Llm ein sch6nfarbig Blfimelein For a flne-color'd flow'ret here
Hat mich mein Bruder erschlagen. My brother rashly slew me.
Im Walde bleicht mein junger Leib, My bleaching bones in forest hide,
Mein Bruder freit ein wonnig Weib! My brother woos a fair young bride!

O Leide, Leide! Weh!" O sorrow, sorrow! Woe!"

Der Spielmann ziehet in die Weit', The minstrel took it far and near,
Lfisst's fiberall erklingen. The doleful song essaying.
Ach weh, ach weh, ihr lieben Leut'! Ah woe, ah woe, ye people dear!
Was soll denn euch mein Singen? What think ye on my playing?
Hinauf muss ich des K6nigs Saal, Away must I to the kingly hall,
Hinauf zu des K6nigs holdem Gemahl! Away to the beauteous queen of us all!

O Leide, weh! O Leide! O sorrow, woe. O sorrow!

IIi. WEDDING PIECE
III. HOCHZEITSSTLIECK

On rocky summit the castle gleams,
Won hohen Felsen ergl_inzt das Schloss, The trumpets resound from their sta-
Die Zinken erschall'n und Drometten; tions;

Dort sitzt der Ritter mutiger Tross, With knightly followers bold it teems,
Die Frau'n mit goldenen Ketten. And ladies with gold decorations.
Was will wohl der jubelnde, fr6hliche What tokens his gladdening, joyful re-

Schall? call?

s Original German text of Part I by courtesy of Alfred E. Ros_.
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Was leuchtet und gl_nzt im K6nigssaal? What glitters and shines in kingly hall?
O Freude, heia[ Freude[ O rapture, hey-ho! Rapture!

Lind weisst du's nicht warum die Freud'? And know'st thou not, wherefore this
Hei, dass ich dir's sagen kann: rouse?
Die K6nigin h_lt Hochzeit heut' Ho, that can I truly say:
Mit dem jungen Rittersmann. The queen exchangeth marriage vows
Seht hin, die stolze K6niginl With yon youthful knight today.
Heut' bricht er doch, ihr stolzer Sinn[ See there, behold the stately queen!

O Freude, heia] Freudel Now will it break, her haughty mien!
O rapture, hey-ho. Rapturel

Was ist der K6nig so stumm und bleich?
H6rt nicht des Jubels T6ne, Why is the bridegroom so pale and
Sieht nicht die Gfiste, stolz und reich, cow'd?
Der K6nigin holde Sch6ne. Hears not the shouts of pleasure,
Was ist der K6nig so bleich und stumm? Sees not the guests, so rich and proud,
Was oeht ihm wohl in Kopf herum? The queen in her stately measure.
Ein Spielmann tritt zur Tiire herein[ Why is the bridegroom so cow'd and
Was mag's wohl mit dem Spielmann pale?

sein? What casts upon his mind this veil?
O Leide, Leidel Wehl A minstrel steps 'fore the portal wide! J

What showeth he the guests inside?
"Ach Spielmann, lieber Spielmann meinl O sorrow, sorrowl WoeI
Das muss ich dir nun klagen:
Lira ein sch6nfarbig Bliimelein "Ah minstrel, wand'ring minstrel dear,
Hat reich mein Bruder erschlagen. Lament must I unto thee:
Im Walde bleicht mein junger Leib, For a flne-colour'd flow'ret there
Mein Bruder freit ein wormig Weib!" My brother rashly slew me.

O Leidel Weh, o Leide] My bleaching bones in forest hide,
My brother woos a fair young bride!"

Auf springt der K6nig yon seinem O sorrow! Woe, o sorrow]
Thron

Lind blickt auf die Hochzeitsrund; The king leaps up from his royal chair
Lind nimmt die F16te in [revelndem Hohn And strides through the wedding crowdl
Lind setzt sie selbst an den Mund. Then takes the flute with a withering
O Schrecken, was nun da erldang! glare
H6rt ihr die Mare, todesbeng? And plays it clearly and loud.

O horror! What is now convey'd?
"Ach Bruder, lieber Bruder mein, Hear ye the tidings undismay'd?
Du hast reich ja erschlagen;
Nun blast du auf meinem Totenbein, "Ah brother, dearest brother lost,
Dess' muss ich ewig klagen. 'Twas thou my life didst sever;
Was hast du mein junges Leben Now play'st thou on my bone, that must J
Dem Tode hingegeben?" Lamenting sing forever. _]

O Leide, wehl O Leide] Why hast thou my youth tmflnish'd I
To sombre death diminish'd?" ]

Am Boden liegt die K6nigin, O sorrow, woel O sorrowl
Die Pauken verstummen and Zinken;
Mit Schrecken die Ritter und Frauen The queen sinks down insensately,

flieh'n, The drums and the trumpets are humble;
Die alten Mauern sinken. In terror the knights and their ladies
Die Lichter verloschen im K6niflssaal[ flee,
Was ist es wohl mit dem Hochzeitsmahl? The ancient ramparts crumble.

Ach Leidel • The lights in the kingly hall have ceas'd[
What now remains of the wedding

feast?
Universal Edition. Ah sorrow[_

5 Translation by ]. D., by courtesy of the Caramoor Festival, Katonah, N. Y.
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This poem bears its own date of completion: March 18, 1878, or
about 21/2 years before the completion of the score. Prof. Ros6 tells
us that the manuscript score of Part I occupies 71 pages, that of part
II 44 pages, and that of Part III 60 pages. Along with the fact that
we know Mahler to have been a voracious reader of folk stories and
poems, it has been suggested by Donald Mitchell that the immediate
inspiration may have come to him from another musical treatment of
the same story. Of this earlier setting, Mitchell writes in his book
Gustav Mahler--The Early Years? "I have no information about the
work apart from its title, no knowledge whether it was a song, chorus,
or instrumental movement, but . . . on May 3, 1876, in the second half
of a concert of 'new music' given at the Conservatoire, a concert which
Mahler may well have attended, a piece entitled Das klagende Lied
by one Martin Graf was performed."

Mahler graduated with high honors from the Conservatoire later in
the spring of 1878, and our knowledge of his two succeeding years of
frustration and privation is spottier than for any other period of his life.
From various letters we know that he lived principally in Vienna (the
scene of his greatest future triumphs!), eking out a miserable existence
as a private piano teacher. He moved more than a dozen times during
that period, usually sharing a Bohemian existence and quarters with
fellow musicians such as Hugo Wolf, who had been expelled from the
Conservatoire for insubordination. These young musicians shared a
common passion for Wagner-- his political tenets as well as his mu-
sic- and were ardent socialists and vegetarians.

At this time, as well as during his earlier days at the Conservatoire,
Mahler also took courses at the LIniversity of Vienna when he could.
There he studied history and philosophy as well as music, and befriend-
ed the venerable professor, Anton Bruckner, whose Third Symphony
he and a fellow composer had arranged for piano duet in 1877. He
spent his summers partly with his parents in Jilhava (then known as

lau) in Moravia (now in Czechoslovakia), and part!y with his friend
il Freund in Seelau, which was about three hours journey by cart

from Jilhava.

During the summer of 1879 he also taught piano, on a farm near
Budapest. to the sons of a well-to-do Viennese acquaintance, Moritz
Baumgarten. Struggling against a terrible feeling of inner oppression,
the 19-year-old lad wrote from ths farm to his friend Joseph Steiner: 7
"Everything is so desolate around me, and the twigs of a hard, dried-
out existence snap in back of me . . . I only know I cannot go on this
way! I tear violently at the bonds that chain me to the disgusting sew-
er of my existence. With the strength of despair, I cling to my sole
comforter-- sorrow." In this long and astonishing letter Mahler fanta-
sized himself as Ahasueris, the Wandering Jew-- an image that was
to haunt him recurrently in years to come.

6Rockliff, London, 1958;pp. 141-2.
7GMB, p. 5.
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It was evidently on his return to Vienna, late that summer, that he
be0an work/n 0 arduously on the music to the Klagende Lied poem he
had written 18 months earlier. Instead of abandoning or postponing it
indefinitely, as he had abandoned an opera libretto 8 furnished him by
Josef Steiner a year or two before-- or as he was shortly to abandon
two more libretti ° of his own writing-- he now applied himself to the
cantata text with a will. To his fellow musician, Anton Krisper, he
sent for Krisper's approval a poem 1° he called Ballade uom blonden und
braunen Reitersmann, and which in all main essentials is actually the
first part of the cantata poem, the part entitled Waldm_irchen. In
Mahleresque style he was able to rise above his "worthless existence,"
as he called it, 11in a flurry of creativity which brought him to the con-
clusion of Part II (Der Spielmann) by the followin0 21 March-- "at
the coming of spring!", as Mahler wrote jubilantly beneath the date. x2

The fanatical concentration with which he had devoted himself to
the latter part of this seems, in point of fact, to have temporarily un-
determined his health. Years later he confided to his friend and biog-
rapher Natalie Bauer-Lechner that he had suffered terrify/n0 visions at
that time. One of these is retold in the words of Gabriel Engel, _3 as
follows:

"The enthusiasm of youth and the spell of inspiration rendered him
oblivious of the drain excessive labor was mak/ng on his constitution
and nerves already weakened by inadequate diet. Then one night, ex_
hausted by many hours of concentration upon highly dramatic mo-
ments in the work, he arrived at a passa0e in the text calling for the
most subtle musical allusion to the thou0hts of trees and flowers. A
feeling of extreme uneasiness suddenly took possession of him. Some
secret force compelled him to keep raisin 0 his tired eyes from the
paper to watch a certain shadowy corner of the room. In vain he tried
to focus his attention on the musical problem at hand. The weird op-
posing force was too strong, and at last he surrendered completely.
All at once it seemed to him that the wall was coming to life. Some-
one was struggling furiously to come through it into the room. Now
he could see the apparition's face, contorted with the agony of hope-
less struggle. Suddenly he knew it was his own face! Terror-stricken,
Mahler rushed from the room.

"Next day he attempted to continue his work at the point where it
had been interrupted by the grim hallucination, but with his very first
approach toward the mood which interpreted trees and flowers in terms
of music, that uncanny sense of hopeless agonized striving returned to
oppress him, and he was again compelled to abandon the composition.
Many days of compulsory rest passed by before he could cope suc-
cessfully with this abnormal mental state."

s Herzog Ernst yon Schwaben, c. 1877.
oRiibez:_hlund Die Argonauten, c 1880-83.
10See Die Musik, Berlin; Vol. 20, no. 11 (August 13, 1928); pp 807 ft.
11Die Musik, as above.
x2See D. Mitchell, op. cir., Plate XI, from the Wiener Stadtbibliothek.
is Gustau Mahler, Song-Sgmphonist; The Bruckner Society of America, New York,

1932; p. 27.
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A curious parallel exists between this cantata and his First Sym-
phony, completed eight years later: in both cases, part of the music was
also used in a set of songs dedicated to a young woman with whom
Mahler was in love at the time. But in the latter case the amorous

experience, as well as the songs, definitely preceded the symphony,
whereas in the earlier one the events seem to have been almost simul-
taneous.

The story of Johanna Richter, the blonde singer at Cassel in the
year 1884, to whom Mahler dedicated his Lieder eines [ahrenden Ge-
sellen (later to use two of the songs in his symphony), is well known.
But it also happened in the spring of 1880 that Mahler was in love with
a girl named Josephine Poisl, daughter of the postmaster at Jilhava.
Mahler at that time wrote three or more songs which he dedicated to
her, as follows:

Josephinen zugeeignet
5 Lieder (f_ir Tenorstimme)

Im Lenz 19. Februar 1880
Winterlied 27. Februar 1880
Maitanz im Grfinen 5 M/_rz 1880

That is as far as the inscription goes, 14 and evidently the songs too.
Josephine's birthday fell on March 19, and Mahler proposed to visit her
in Jilhava during his Easter vacation. Receiving no reply to his letter,
however, he did not go. And the following week he learned from his
local confidant, Franz Mellon, that Miss Poisl had herself fallen in love
with another man, whom she later married.

The first two songs listed above are unpublished, while the third,
Maitanz im Griinen, has been transformed into Hans und Grethe, in

the collection of Lieder und Ges_nge aus der ]ugendzeit, Volume 1.
It is the melody of the first song, lm Lenz, which occurs in Das klag-

, ende Lied. According to Prof. Ros6, owner of the manuscript of the
three existing songs, the following lines from Im Lenz--

Ich bin nicht blind und sehe doch nicht,
Im Dunkel wach' ich und tr/_ume im Licht!
K6nnt' lachen und k6nnte weinen,
Doch sagen k6nnt' ich es keinem!

and the following from Der Spielmann--
O Wunder, was nun da begann,
Welch' seltsam traurig Singen!
Es klingt so traurig und doch so sch6n,
Wer's h6rt, der m6cht' vor Leid vergeh'n!

are both sung to the same music. Since the song is dated February 19,
while the completion date of Der Spielmann is March 21, it would be
difficult to guess which setting actually came first. The same melody
is heard again in the third part of the cantata, the Hochzeitsstiick.

3

It was during the composing of Part III that Mahler's career took
the turn that was to lead him permanently in a totally new and unex-

pected direction. Although the high honors he had won at the Con-

14See D. Mitchell, op cir., p. 198.
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servatoire had been awarded for his prowess as a pianist and a com-
poser- and a particularly outstanding career as a concert pianist had
been predicted for him,- Mahler s difficult times in Vienna between
1878 and 1880 had prompted at least one friend to urge him to inquire at
an agency about a possible conducting post. The urging came from the
publisher Theodor R_ttig, for whom Mahler and Rudolf Krzyzanowski
had prepared their dual piano version of Bruckner's Third Symphony.
Mahler finally did so, though the thought of actually becoming a con-
ductor apparently had never entered his head.

Through this agency he was offered a very modest and temporary
summer post_ so modest and so outwardly unsuitable that his own
parents urged him not to accept it. It was a summer theatre in Hall, a
spa in kipper Austria where operettas and other light entertainment
were offered. Nevertheless Julius Epstein, Mahler's piano teacher at
the Conservatoire, distressed at the straitened circumstances into
which his pupil had fallen, urged him to accept the post purely as a
stepping-stone, and added his personal recommendation of Mahler.
"You will soon find other places," he remarked assuringly. 15 Mahler
accepted, and the ensuing engagement interrupted his renewed course
of studies at the University, as well as his progress on the KlagendeLied.

That summer bade fair to be as disheartening for Mahler in its way
as the previous one on the Hungarian farm had been. He was obliged,
for example, to walk the baby-carriage of the manager's wife about the
grounds, put the music out on the stands and collect it, and dust the
piano as a part of his "conducting duties." In addition to that, his yeo-
man services were not even particularly appreciated by the demanding
manager, and did not even yield a letter of reference, so that the aut-
umn round him back in Vienna, outwardly as before. In fact, however,
the very unsuitability of the post and of his working conditions, rather
than casting Mahler into his usual depression, seemed to make him
only determined to do better in a profession that really challenged his
ingenuity, as conducting did. For already on June 21 he had written
a letter from the spa to his agent, offering him an enlarged fee for ob-
taining a more suitable winter conducting post in a real opera house.
Despite the offer, nearly another year in Vienna passed before a sec-
ond and more dignified engagement was secured, at the opera house
in what is now Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, and was at that time Laibach,
Austria.

And thus began Mahler's gradual, step-by-step ascendancy in the
operatic and concert world that was to take him in 16 years and nine
engagements, through Prague, Leipzig, Budapest and Hamburg, to the
pinnacle of his fame as Director of the Imperial Opera in Vienna itself,
and as one of the most eminent and revered conductors of the past cen-
tury. His own outward attitude to that brilliant but, to him, secondary
career remained decidedly ambiguous, to be sure. In his letters he con-
tinued to refer to himself as being chained by evil necessity to "the

15Paul Stefan: Gustav Mahler--A ,Study of His Personality and Work_ G. Schir-
met, New York, 1913; p. 20.
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treadmill of the theatre," and ultimately as being the "slave" rather
than "director" of the Vienna Opera. On the other hand he was able
to recognize and to write, as late as the year before his death, 16 that
"I must have some practical outlet for my musical abilities, to balance the
tremendous inner experience of creative work." Indeed it seems due
to the dichotomous, almost schizoid, inner tensions and strivings of the
man and the composer, that his music possesses always that feeling of
urgency and outflowing power which we call Mahlerian. Despite his
complaints about it, his need to conduct could have been, as Donald
MitchelP 7 believes, "a basic dynamic component of his musical charac-
ter, as irrepressible as his invention."

The music of the Klagende Lied was completed, at any rate, on Nov-

ember 1, 1880, during the final Viennese winter of his youth, and amid
frequent visits to his parents home in ]ilhava. As the performance he
was determined to obtain "by any means" was not forthcoming, Mah-
ler submitted it for the annual Beethoven Prize at the Vienna Conser-
vatoire. By that he hoped to reap both glory and financial reward, and
to launch his composing career "with a vengeance." Alas for all such
hopes of a young original genius! Although he knew his work to be
vastly superior, in technical quality alone, to anything thus rewarded
since the contest was first inaugurated in 1875, he failed to reckon with
the innate conservatism of the jurors, who evidently threw up their
hands in horror at such an aggressively revolutionary score.

Mahler's bitterness at losing this contest was scarcely lessened after
nearly twenty years. By 1896, it is true, he was able to compose a
light-hearted satire on such musical juries, in the song Lob des hohen
Verstandes ("Praise from a Lofty Intellect"). Yet in 1898, in his
biographical conversations with Natalie Bauer-Lechner, his bitterness
broke out anew. Though we know the account given in her words TM to
be not entirely accurate in detail, it certainly expresses his feelings
about the matter in unmistakable terms:

"Had the jury of the Conservatoire," he told her, "which included
Brahms, Goldmark, Hanslick and Richter, given me at that time the
Beethoven Prize of 600 Austrian florins for the Klagende Lied, my
whole life would have taken a different turn. I was just working on
Ri_bezahL would not have had to go to Laibach, and would thus pos-
sibly have been spared my whole cursed operatic career. Instead, how-
ever, Herr Herzfeld got the first composition prize, and Rott and I
went empty-handed. Rott despaired and died soon afterwards insane,
and I was (and shall always remain) condemned to the hell of theat-
rical life." (Translation by Donald Mitchell. The abandoned opera
Rii_bezahl exists only as an unpublished libretto. )

We next hear of Das klagende Lied from about 1888, when Mahler
was in transition between his posts at Leipzig and Budapest. Guido
Adler, an early Mahler biographer, writes that Mahler made some re-
visions in the score at that time-- for what proposed occasion is not

as New York, January 1, 1910, to Dr. Guido Adler. GMB, p. 461.
x_D. Mitchell, op cir., p. 107.
x8N. Bauer-Lechner: Erinnerungen an Gustau Mahler; E.P. Tal _ Co. Verlag,

Leipzig, 1923; p. 10,t.
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disclosed-- and also decided to drop the subtitles and to omit the first
part of the work, the Waldm_rchen, completely. There is no other
authority than Adler for the assertion that this is the approximate year
Part I was dropped. In any case the WaMm_rchen does not appear in
any of the Klagende Lied scores we know, and our principal knowledge
of it (and of the complete original version of the work) comes from Al-
fred Ros_, who owns the only known complete score and does not permit
it to be photographed. Mahler gave this score to his sister Justine prior
to his and her marriages , and as far as we know never bothered about
it again, although there was some later disagreement between them
about the Riibezahl libretto, which she owned; Mahler wanted it de-
stroyed. Justine and her husband Arnold Ros_, Mahler's concertmast-
er in the Vienna Philharmonic, scrupulously kept the original Klagende
Lied intact, and so it came down to their son. Prof. Ros_ conducted
the WaMm_rchen on the Brno and Vienna radio in 1934 and 1935, from
his own hand-copied orchestra and vocal parts, but has declined to
make it 9enerally available (or the three unpublished songs "to Jose-
phine," which he performed at the piano in September, 1934). Otherwise
we have, in the Vienna City Library, a complete four-staved sketch and
a nearly complete full score of the original version of Part II (Der
Spielmann), but no manuscript of the original versions of Parts I and
III.

Sometime durin 9 his Hambur 9 period (1891-97), Mahler made a
new revision of the remainin 9 two-part score-- in which, it must be
remembered, the former "Part II, Der Spielmann'" is now simply "Part
I" (no title), and the former "Part III, Hochzeitsstiick'" is simply "Part
II." In this revision he eliminated the off-stage band which originally
appeared in the latter section, puttin 9 everythin 9 back into the main
orchestra. Before the cantata was finally published, however (Vienna,
1899), Mahler made a fourth revision in which he restored the off-
sta9e band once more. As he explained to Bauer-Lechner, 19 he had
made the change in Hambur9, eliminatin 9 the off-stage instruments,
simply because "That, I knew, the 9entlemen would not perform"--
seemin 9 to indicate another projected performance which never trans-
pired. "Now," he said, "it strikes me the chan9e was not for the bet-
ter, so I must return the passages to their original state-- whether they
can be performed or not!" The fact that they couM be performed was
proven when the premiere of Das Klagende Lied was 9iven at a Vienna
Philharmonic concert under Mahler's direction, on February 17, 1901-
more than twenty years after it was composed! There was some final
rescorin 9 in a second printin 9 after the premiere.

A microfilm of the "Hambur9" version is in the New York Public
Library (the manuscript bein 9 part of the Alma Mahler estate), and
it is evident that, aside from this off-stage restoration, the only change
in the first published version, _i propos of the Hambur 9 score, is a pro-
liferation of expression marks. Beyond that, Donald Mitchell, who
has made a thorough comparison of the original (1880) and revised
versions of the erstwhile Der Spielmann, has pointedly advised that all
the essentials of that work as we know it today, includin 9 instrumen-

19ldem, p. 106.
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tation, are already present in the original score, composed at the age
of twenty. As his collea9ue Deryck Cooke has expressed this impor-
tant revelation: 20 "The intensely individual style is already there . . .
and so is the fantastic Mahlerian orchestral timbre, which has been
attributed to his experience as a conductor. In other words, Mahler
was Mahler the composer be/ore he began to become Mahler the con-
ductor."

4

The most puzzlin 9 question that remains for us is this: Why did
Mahler delete the Waldm_rchen, the cantata's original Part I? And
havin 9 9iven it to his sister as part of the ori9inal score, why did he
leave no further instructions about it one way or another?

Was the deletion made for musical reasons? That we cannot ans-
wer with certainty until we can examine the ori9inal manuscript. But
Hans Holl/inder, who annotated the 1934-35 performances, says 21there
are "substantial and inspired moments" in Part I, with "the murder
scene built up as a 9reat dramatic climax." And Mitchell writes: 22"We
recognize that WaMm_rchen is much of a piece with the rest of the
cantata when we encounter Mr. Rose's references to its trumpet and
horns calls, its drum fourths, bird-son 9, and characteristic Mahler trip-
lets." (Ros_ also specifies a part for solo bass singer in the WaMm_rch-
en. There is no solo bass in the two-part work we know today, or in
the original version of Der Spielmann. )

Was it made for dramatic reasons? That is especially difficult to
imagine. Certainly a readin 9 of the mere text of WaMm_rchen helps
to clarify the story in our minds, and to make it more dramatically
viable. That is why we are presentin 9 it here, for the first time in both
German and English. In the ori9inal version of the cantata, We first
meet the "proud and stately queen," and then the other two main
prota9onists-- the two brothers who are to re-enact the Cain-and-Abel
drama, and who are immediately contrasted for us. We then have the
desperate search for the flower, its discovery, the fateful encounter, and
finally the murder-- Dr. Holl/inder's "great dramatic climax." In the
original Part II, we are then introduced to the chief "supporting" char-
acter, the minstrel (der Spielmann). In the revised version, the work
begins with this subordinate character, who then finds a bleachin 9 bone
from the body of the murdered brother-- a man we have never met,
dramatically speakin 9. In the original Part III, the accusation at the
weddin 9 feast is a ldnd of delayed confrontation (by supernatural
means) of the two brothers who were presented in Part I. The lament
sun 9 by the carved bone, heard both in Parts II and III, is evidently
intended each time to brin 9 the listener back to the murder scene, as
in a cinematic "flashback." In the revised version, there is nothin 9 to
brin 9 us back to. Again, the handlin 9 of the queen suggests a natural

20Tempo, London, No. 51 (Spring-Summer, 1959); p. 34.
21See D. Mitchell, op cir., p. 155.
22ldem, p. 15't.
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arch-shaped structure in the original three-part poem, which we do not
get when she is first introduced in the latter of the two remaining sec-
tions. Notice that Mahler, in his original text, has even contrived a
"verbal flashback" in the words "When will it break, thy haughty
mien?" (from Part I) and "Now will it break, her haughty mienl"
(from Part III).

Was it made for temporal and pragmatic reasons only? Such was the
opinion expressed by Alfred Ros_ himself, in an interview conducted
by Robert Chesterman for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Without claiming his version of the matter to be any more than a personal
opinion, Mr. Ros_ said: "Mahler thought that the two movements in them-
selves were already very extravagant, and he thought he might not have a
chance if he submitted the whole three parts: it was too long and it
was too modern for that time." But then why did Mahler not make his
long-term wishes known? Why did he not personally preserve the
original three-part score for posterity, as Bruckner did his original sym-
phony manuscripts, which were also considered too long and too mod-
ern "for that time"? Why did he give it instead to his sister Justine
as if it were purely a family matter, rather than a vital musical one?
Bruckner was a shy, diffident man, easily prevailed upon by "practical"
advisors, yet these advisors could not part him from his original auto-
graphs while he lived. Mahler, on the contrary, was usually aggressive-
ly uncompromising in artistic matters-- in the matter of the passages
for off-stage band, for instance. When he became convinced that his
intended simplification of these passages had been musically ill-advised,
he restored them to their original form without hesitation, "whether
they can be performed or not[" This does not sound much like the man
who would give up an integral part of his cantata lust because it seem*
ed practical to do so at the time. Some deeper compulsion than mere
expediency clearly appears to have governed Mahler's atypical be-
havior in respect to the original Klagende Lied and its abridgement.
(It will be remarked, incidentally, that Prof. Rose's expressed opin-
ion- that Mahler's elimination of Waldm_rchen was a purely tem-
poral matter-- sorts poorly with his own resolve not to make it fully
public now. )

Well, what then is left? If we can discover no rational reason for
Mahler's permanent deletion of the Waldm_rchen, are there any possi-
ble irrational explanations for his handling of it? Here we find our-
selves at once on more fruitful ground, since composing Was, for Mah-
let, unquestionably a very personal and intimate pursuit. We remem-
his superstitions-- about writing a Ninth Symphony, for example, or
about including or not including the "death stroke" in the finale of his
Sixth. Mahler was an obsessive artist, a compulsive artist: this we
have on the professional testimony of no less an authority than Sig-
mund Freud, following a prolonged psychoanalytic session with the
composer in the summer of 1910. 23 If we can surmise the particular
inner compulsion that prompted him to compose Das klagende Lied in
the first place, we might well be able to surmise, in addition, the par-

Letter to Dr. Theodor Reik, January 4, 1935. See T. Reik: The Haunting Mel-
ody; Farrar, Straus and Yotm0, New York, 1953;pp. 342-3.
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ticular nature of the compulsion that prompted him to withdraw Part
I again.

On one symbolic level, the rationale of Das klagende Lied seems
clear enough. Mahler himself is the minstrel who upsets "the apple
cart," or the status quo, or the Establishment-- which, as a young
musical revolutionary, he clearly wished to do. "What think ye of
my playing?" he cries to one and all (these being the only words in the
presently constituted work which are shouted at full force by the three
soloists in unison) as he takes his cataclysmic message "far and near."
And of course it is the musical "Establishment" itself which crumbles
in ruin at the end, like the walls of Jericho before Joshua's trumpets.
This is the sort of thing which quite possibly was instinctively per-
ceived by Brahms when he later said: 2_ "It is not wholly intelligible
to me why Richard Strauss is proclaimed music's Revolutionary. I find
that Mahler is King of the Revolutionaries."

So much for the minstrel. But there is surely a deeper motivation
behind this story. For what shall we say about the two brothers, and
their rivalry for the queen? What did they mean to the composer?
Evidently a great deal, when we consider that Mahler took the trouble
to alter the nature of the rivalry as well as the sex of the victim[ In
Bechstein's Klagende Lied, the rivalry is between a brother and sister
who are already of the royal family, the queen is their mother, and the
burden of their rivalry is the succession to the throne, pure and simple.
What then transpires, as summarized by Mitchell, _s is as follows:

"The princess, the first-born, finds the flower and lies down to sleep,
whereupon she is murdered by her jealous brother. In later years a
peasant boy picks up a bone and makes a flute from it; he is startled
when a child's voice issues forth and tells the manner ot the sister's
death. A knight takes possession of the flute and appears at the castle
where the guilty brother is king and his mother still mourns her lost
daughter. It is to the old queen alone that the flute reveals the terrible
truth. She then takes the instrument and herself plays it to her son be-
fore a festive assembly in the castle hall. The story ends on this note
of chilling catastrophe, in which the mother is the final instrument of
her son's doom."

What Mahler's poem did was to superimpose upon this story a quite
different "singing bone" story by the Brothers Grimm-- one entitled,
indeed, Der singende Knochen-- with which Bechstein himself was
familiar when he wrote Das klagende Lied, and involving three princes,
an old king, and a boar hunt. Now in psychological terms the conflict
between two brothers, with both a woman and a throne at stake, as
envisioned by Mahler, classically suggests a strong "sibling" rivalry.
Could there have been such a rivalry in Mahler's background? Most
decidedly there could.

5

Among the 1't children of Mahler's parents (some of whom Gustav

2_See Ludwig Karpath: Begegnung mlt den Genius; Vienna, 192"t;p. 90.
2_D. Mitchell, op. cir., p. 1_t3.
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scarcely knew because of the high incidence of infant mortality in the
family), the one closest to him in his childhood was Ernst. Gustav
was born on July 7, 1860, and Ernst just nine months later, on April
13, 1861. They were the second and third children of their parents'
marriage; but, as the first child died before Gustav was even born, Gus-
tav and Ernst were the two eldest until Ernst died of hydrocardia
after a long illness on April 13, 1874, on his 13th birthday, and just a
year before Gustav left for the Vienna Conservatoire.

Mahler's wife Alma, who did not meet him until he was 41, recalls 26
that he spoke even then of Ernst's death in these terms: "This was the
first harrowing experience of Gustav Mahler's childhood. He loved his
brother Ernst and suffered with him all through his illness. For
months he scarcely left his bedside, and never tired of telling him
stories. To all else he was blind." And Bauer-Lechner 27 records an
earlier recollection: "Between Gustav and Ernst (the brother nearest
to him in age and affection) there evolved a fascinating little game.
Ernst would pretend to be 'at his service' all day, bringing him whatever
he wished, cleaning his clothes and shoes without complaint, etc., so
that Gustav would repay him by playing the piano for him."

The abandoned opera libretto tendered to Mahler by his friend Josef
Steiner, which we mentioned earlier, was called Herzog Ernst yon
Schwaben, quite possibly after the verse-drama by Johann Uhland.
Mahler may have discussed it or even suggested the subject to Steiner;
in any case the libretto seems to have been written in 1877 or 1878.
Neither it nor any music for it by Mahler has apparently survived. But
in his afore-mentioned letter to Steiner of June, 1879, 2° he not only
refers to the opera but connects it in his mind with Ernst Mahler:

"Again the song of yearning [das Lied der Sehnsucht] sounds in
my ears, and again we wander together over familiar fields. There
stands the organ-grinder, holding his hat in his withered hand, and in
his music, so out of tune, I hear the greeting of 'Ernst yon Schwaben'.
Now Ernst himself appears, holding out his arms to me; and as I gaze
at him, I see it is my poor brother."

Furthermore, Dr. Theodor Reik believes that Mahler's song-cycle
Kindertotenlieder (1901-04) was also connected, perhaps unconscious-
ly, with the memory of his deceased brother. In this cycle, Mahler se-
lected five out of the literally hundreds of poems (bearing the same
general title used by Mahler) written by Friedrich Rfickert as elegies
upon the death of his little son. Reik points out that the Riickert boy
was also named Ernst, and that Mahler undoubtedly read this "in the
introduction to Riickert's cycle of poems, or in biographical footnotes."
When Ernst died, Reik declares in his fascinating book The Haunting
Melody, 29 "the sensitive boy Gustav must have unconsciously experi-
enced the mourning of his parents, too, in addition to his own grief
about his younger brother's death . . . These feelings which were not

2oA Mahler: Gustav Mahler--Memories and Letters; The Vikin0 Press, New York,
19't6; p. 7.
27Unpublished diary and notes.
28GMB. pp. 7-8.
29pp. 317-8.
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fully expressed, and the words which were unsayable, come alive in the
music of the RiJckert songs." In addition to the possible triggering of
these elegiac feelings and subsequent music by the name "Ernst," it is
also possible that Mahler was put in a more receptive frame of mind
for it by the premiere of his 21-year-old cantata Das klagende Lied
earlier that same year, 1901.

Now what does all this have to do with the question of "sibling rival-
ry" posed earlier? If the kindness and solicitude exercised by Mahler
before Ernst's death were, in fact, a partial compensation for an earlier,
half-submerged rivalry and hostility, how much more grief-stricken
(and unconsciously guilt-ridden) he would have been bound to feel
when the death actually occurred! The suppressed, unrecognized feel-
ing would have been as if he had somehow willed it-- as if he were
actually responsible for this untimely and tragic death.

And what initial infantile rivalry could have fathered such a strong
reaction? In his paper Gustau Mahler and Psychoanalysis, s° Dr. Rob-
ert Still writes: "The wounding blow that must have contributed so
much to the disturbance of Mahler's psyche was that his mother gave
birth to another son soon after his own birth . . . Even if we leave out

of account the probability of his sudden weaning at a very early stage,
it is safe to assume that another pregnancy so soon, with Mahler's
consequent neglect in a poor home, would have aroused the most nega-
tive feelings at a very much earlier date than children are usually called
upon to face these things." Allied to this is the strong mother-fixation
which Freud diagnosed in his marathon session with Mahler.

Thus it appears that Mahler would have been inwardly impelled to
write and compose Das klagende Lied-- a musico-dramatic treatment
of the theme of brother-murder and its retribution--- in order to "live
out," and thus exorcise, hidden feelings of fratricidal guilt over his own
brother's death. A psychologist would almost certainly suggest this
possible solution on being confronted with the bare facts of Ernst's
death and the story of Mahler's poem. sx The hypothesis would be fur-
ther reinforced by learning of Mahler's deliberate changing of the sex
of the murder victim of Bechstein's tale, thus making it conform to the
brother-murder theme-- and by learning of the further evidence that
Ernst's memory continued to haunt Mahler's imagination in sundry

so The American Imago, Fall, 1960.
st"Mahler transformed the tale into a more direct representation of the oedipal

triangle, but it is a younger brother who is murdered, not the father. The text could
refer to Mahler's unconscious murderous impulses toward a younger brother. Substi-
tution of the brother for the father avoids direct conflict with the feared father which,
as we have seen before, was Mahler's approach to this problem. Of particular signifi-
cance is the use of music to reveal the crime and thereby bring about the punish-
ment of the guilty one. The minstrel is Mahler too, the self-styled 'Singer of Nature',
who mitigates his unconscious guilt by publicly revealing the crime (musically) and
making atonement. Thus Mahler's Opus No. 1, the first work in which he 'found
himself again,' literally depicts a tale of fratricide and punishment, foreshadowing
the theme of death and restitution (resurrection) which seems to be alluded to in so
many of his major works." William E. Mooney, M.D.: "Gustav Mahler--A Note on
Life and Death in Music"; The Psychoanalytic Quarterlg, January, 1968. [The word
"again" in the subquote above indicates a mistranslation of the epithet in Mahler's
letter to Marschalk ("Mein erstes Werk, in dem ich reich als "Mahler" gefimden . . .")
previously quoted. (See footnote 2.)]
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ways. Even the nature of the hallucination he suffered while working
on the composition in a weakened and therefore suggestible condition
---a vision of himself struggling to come through the wall-- could cer-
tainly have been induced by a buried feeling of guilt.

Mahler's later attitude toward the poem and its music would then
be explained if we imagine that none of this causative chain of events
ever entered his consciousness. About eight years elapsed, according
to Guido Adler, between the completion of the cantata in its original
form (1880) and the first re-examination (c.1888) during which he
decided to eliminate the Waldm_rehen. If this re-examination brought
with it a still half-submerged recurrence of the uneasy feelings con-
nected with the work's pre-genesis, without his being able to identify
the real source of such feelings (since they never had been consciously
expressed or acknowledged in the first place), they might have attached
themselves with particular force to the first part of the work, in
which the actual, living rivalry of the two brothers is expressed in
words and music, culminating in the crime of passion, the murder it-
self.

It may even have been that the principal exorcism occurred in the
very composing of the murder scene as a great dramatic climax." And
having brought about that strongest act of catharsis, Mahler may have
had a correspondingly diminishing desire to relive it again and again.
(It cut, in other words, "too close to the bone.") And so his unac-
knowledged reluctance to do so could have been consciously experienc-
ed as a conviction that the Waldm_rchen was redundant, or impract/cal,
or inferior, or any number of combined rationalizations, none of which he
seems to have dignified with his official verdict. He evidently preferred
simply not to discuss it, as if subconsciously aware that he would be
hard-put to stand his ground in any rational discussion of the matter.

Needless to say, if these were Mahler's unconscious motivations,
they would only have been strengthened by a further personal trag-
edy which occurred in 1895. That, we remember, was just before the
final crucial stage in the long-delayed presentation of Das klagende
Lied to the musical public in Vienna, where it had originated so long
before. In that year, another brother named Otto--- like himself, a
composer, whom at one time Mahler is said to have considered actual-
ly more talented than himself-- shot hirnsel_ to death, at the age of 21.
We can well imagine that Gustav's unexpressed reluctance to revive the
fictional murder scene would have been even stronger, when the trauma
of the illness and death of a beloved brother had been thus compound-
ed by that of the death of a second brother by his own hand! Nor
would there be anything accidental in the ultimate turning over (i.e.
turning back) of the whole "problem" (the original three-part work) to
his sister, a member of that very household from which it had arisen
in the first place.

If there is any substance in the foregoing hypothesis, or in a some-
what different one concerning the change of sex in the poem, proposed
by Dr. Still (one which does not, however, concern itself with our
Waldm_rchen problem), no doubt the truth would have come out in
further consultations with Sigmund Freud. But as Freud himself wrote
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in 1935fl _ in a letter to Dr. Reik concerning the single extraordinary
session of 1910: "No light fell at the time on the symptomatic facade

i of his obsessional neurosis. It was as if you would dig a single shaft
through a mysterious building." Mahler had urgently consulted Freud
that summer, because his marital situation had reached a crisis for which
he well realized he was partly to blame. Although Freud had, as he
informed Reik, "plenty of opportunity to admire the capability for
psychological understanding o_f this man of genius," nothing emerged
from the session devoted to that crisis which enabled Mahler to con-
tinue with his work-in-progress of that time, the Tenth Symphony,
rather than giving all his attention to his foundering marriage. At least
we now know that Mahler had intensely personal, non-musical reasons
for putting the Tenth aside and locking it away in its fragmentary
state. It seems more than likely that there are similarly personal rea-
sons for the form in which this powerful cantata of 30 years earlier,
Das klagende Lied, has reached us.

6-

Poor substitute though it may be for the complete score, Alfred
Rose's thematic analysis of the Waldm_rchen 8s nevertheless gives us a
clear picture of the musical events in synoptic form.*

"Over a soft drum roll," he writes, "we hear a call by two horns in A
minor, answered in echo by another pair and followed by the gentle
murmur of clarinets:

EX._[ Zgnggartz ung g_'au_ll, erl,'se_

_p2a t ba

f..o

7o_, ",
= tkaW tip _,lP q.D

' 2_a

In shriller wind a motive sounds containing a prominent upward fifth,
against a tremolo in the violins and an arpeggio for the harps:

as See footnote 23.
as. Essay written in connection with the radio broadcasts of 1934-35 in Brno and

Vienna,

* Editorial note: As this issue goes to press, it is announced that Prof. Rose's
manuscript has been acquired by Yale University through the purchase and donation
by Marshall and Thomas Osborn, the sons of James M. Osborn of New Haven. See
the beginning of Part III of this essay regarding the parallel acquisition of the hither,
to unknown 1893 ve_ion of Mahler's Symphony No. 1. A New Haven perform-
ance of Das klagende Lied including WaldraF_rchenis scheduled for January 13, 1970.
The first-recording rights to Waldm_rchen (following this local premiere) have been
acquired by CBS Records on behalf of Pierre Boulez.
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a

Ex.2 ' h A
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The first pair of horns replaces the soft clarinet tone, singing a melan-
choly phrase in which the characteristic 'Mahler triplet' already appears.
It is twice announced in D major, and then 'answered' in D flat major:

Ex. 3

l ,I =_h ._: : _t ',_-h, I
........... " '"l:i_-'. , .... ,, ,vi , , ,

o-.
" q_ •

The other instruments join in an accelerando, and the first fortissimo
is reached in the key of C minor, dominated by the call of the fifth
played by two trumpets. This subsides to the accompaniment of a
jaoged trochaic rhythm, returning to the opening tempo:
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tF_e am An fang (a_er .Hal_e)

Pizzicato quarter notes in the strings, along with fourths in the timpani,outline a kind of march rhythm. Over this, woodwind figures are heard,
alternating with Ex lb in the horns.

t "Trills in the violins over Ex. 3a (now in the minor mode) introducean F minor fanfare in a livelier tempo, followed by birdlike figures in
the woodwinds:

ZebAafte_"

Ex.5 _ _-_._._
A A "3- • ;. '8_',_

• awl- I
,,,-'_ Z, ,_, ., I" ._t I,.vl_., . ,*.,. ,..-?'
eJ • I I

0 .! .....3 I 3 I, _ _i ! _ '_-' t

o. .4

"J -'" I I
from Rz. 3_z

. _'_ /..__ _._ \ _.._ _ _..._,
,dPn_ I I "11 I I [ | I | vi m" _i h..IJ i I I il I I | i if
!,@1"4, I I i i _ _ 1 , I q-.-..' I I I 1 II0 .I 41, I I I I

"_"._' '" '_ ,_ I ;..;.;.; -.'_-
J

I,_.a._. _. . ___ ,
F "_"- '='"- 1/ [- Fi, .i -I

/

All this is immediately repeated in the major (D flat), and then figure
'a' by itself in D major. A crescendo leads to a majestic new peroration
in D, including figure 'a' once more:
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EX. 6
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Meanwhile the speed gradually increases until the march tempo is
reached again. With a further increase, the lower stave of Ex. 4 returns
(i.e. without the chromatic figure 'a' above). Horns and clarinets hold
quiet colloquy, beginning in E flat major and extending the material
o[ Ex. 3a with new additions:
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Ex.7 EX. 8g

o-. ' i J I J 1--_, :., : L ' - '_ i -, i1 I •

I'_ i ,|,J , _.J....... I _J, , J',, ,, .
Ik."3_-- - _,-'- L- ; _. -_ _ k- I [.------,-.,[
I _ " " • "": I "" ". "-_ I1,-_- :_

"There is a ritardando, with only the slightest touch of Ex. lb, and

then the first stanza of the poem is prefaced by an orchestral passage in
E flat major beginning /11 the woodwinds, depicting the proud and
stately queen':
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This is terminated by short and sharply accentuated string figures:

The first vocal solo begins, sung by the alto:

Ex. 10

Es war el- ne stol - ze K_ - hi-gin, gar

lieb-lich oh- ne Mas - sen;

The woodwind figures of Ex. 8, partly doubled by the singer, are woven
about a triplet accompaniment in the strings. As the alto solo ends on
the fourth line of verse, the accentuated string figures (Ex. 9) return.
The male chorus enters softly, singing in chorale form the couplet 'Ah
woe, thou fair young lady bold,' etc., supported by quiet string chords:



V '

0 weh_ du won-nig - li-cher Weib[ Were

• J I
bl_-he_ wohl dein siis-ser Leib?

This is derived from the second half of Ex. 7. It is rounded out by
the woodwinds alternating with each other in descending B minor
scales, with a rising fourth as the upbeat:

"The music of Ex. 8 seems about to begin anew in E major, but

instead the initial figure 'a' is linked to a new influx of pastoral figures,
chiefly in parallel thirds in the woodwinds, supporting the bass solo A
flower lovely as the queen':

Ex. 13 ... _x. a_
tluhlg und gr_umend I I

• P=-',.:_- - _ _J _,.J i v I _ I
Im Wald ei - no. ro to Blu =me

.Ex 8a

4 _.'_. ',.k i ' " " -" "- *__1"...... J lq i ,, .....

' "'_'-' _-i i; i I
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I I"'i:" _ I v 'r'- ' , .

K_J .... ni - gin - ne_

-,_ ', I FI_J l _ .,_ _ .....-=.. .........
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The tenor soloist joins the bass in a livelier tempo for the second pair
of lines, to the accompaniment of Ex. 6, but pianissimo. Then follows
a sonorous interlude with a new reminder of the 'royal lady' herself
(Ex. 10) played 'very passionately' by the violins and violas. A dimin-
uendo in gentle triplets leads to another chorale-like couplet (as in Ex.
11 ), 'Ah woe, thou proud and stately queen,' sung by the altos, tenors,
and basses ot the chorus. Again the descending scales with their up-
beat (as in Ex. )2), this time in E minor and played by the strings---
the first violins, then the violas, and finally the cellos and basses.

"The tenor takes up the narrative in a swaying Andante, with the
tune of his 'Two brothers came into the wood' drawn from the lively
fanfare motive (Ex. 5a) in A major. In a suddenly redoubled tempo,
2/2, the oboe and horn alternate with eacl_other, and a steady eighth-
note accompaniment in the strings steps up its beat to triplets (not
shown in the example below) as support for the alto solo on the words
'But envy-blacken'd the other':
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Ex. 14
•8c,hneller

_-':,I. - - _ _ I ,__ - _ _ I

ALTO

qO --. i
Der An - - - dre konn-_e mar flu- -

i i i.. i _ i Ii- ....i i.l ! I

,.-.,.,..

Outcries in the full orchestra lead to suddenly plunging strings, and a

third ,choralesque couplet (on the plea °0 knight, my evil-omen'd
knight ), this time for the full chorus. Now the rising fourths and
descending scales are taken over by the chorus itself to repetitions of
"das Fluchen" in B minor:
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Ex. 15

das Flu - chen.

das Flu - -

chen.

0

t

"-O-

"The choral tenors and basses sing 'When they had gone a little
pace' in a lively F minor march tempo:
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Ex. 16 Zebl_afge_" tr A..__
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ka-men siezu sehei-den_

'And now in search began to race' brings the full chorus ('Lebha[t')
against agitated horn calls--and again the jagged rhythm in the strings,
closing in a peremptory descent:

•_ehnelle_"

Ex. 17 l_i ,_, ,_
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The bass 'soloist takes up the couplet, 'My hasty knight, with darting
eyes,' supported by the tenor as he descends the E fiat minor scale in
quarter notes:

Zur_ ekhaltencl
Ex. 18 nASS SOLO

Ihr Ri_-ter mein in sehnel-lem Laufj Wet fln-de_

TENOR SO] -.O- --'O-- .-O--

"'" L" I
-1.1 -- r
" I#

die Blu- - me?

°)r bI.:, i li I F i"
wohl die Blu ...... me ?

The chorus echoes this with the A flat minor scale in eighth notes (c[.
Exx. 12 and 15).

"Ex. 5a sounds again, and then the first pair of horns recapitulates
the melancholy triplet tune (Ex. 3a), embellished by some of the same
figures as in Ex. 13, and which will be encountered again in Ex. 21.

Clarinets trade the theme back and forth, and bira calls sound again;
The soprano soloist sings 'The younger search'd through wood and lea
(again to the tune of Ex. 5a), supported by the male chorus. Under
shimmering violin tremolos, Ex. 3a is transformed so that its second and
fourth bars acquire a questioning upward turn:

t_

' . . ; ..7.---_,. _ _: ._ : g,
, - .... - -- _ ,,- I _: _.. ', .I-" _" .lJ I--- i- IL i I_, I _ I- " , , , : ,'----'L,' '. "l: I_• -- I II '" ' "

• ere,_c.2_zdo

The full chorus, divided at times into eight parts, takes up 'When saw
he by a willow tree,' rising to an excited high B fiat for the unison
sopranos:
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Ex. 20a

SOPRANOS
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_ , _- I_-_.,.___-'_
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The music subsides with horn and trumpet calls {Ex. 6, pianissimo)
under a string tremolo. The chorus subdivides into eight again for 'Then
stretch'd he out':
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EX:20b
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f_ 3
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Horn and trumpet figures (Ex. 5a in C major) are heard over low C
and G in eighth notes in the timpani. And then, with the embellishment
of thirds and sixths mentioned earlier, the words 'zur Rub" 'are echoed
by the choral voices---
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AI;.'fOS

Rub'.. zur
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zur h'• .Ro °

Jopp q_asZ Echo
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o..

ending again with the multiple descending scale, now in F minor.
"In a very brief statement, quickly overtaken by the ensuing act/on,

Ex. 4b is heard in a new form which is shortly to assume greater
significance:
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Ex. 22 _ _

_ _ k", , b_ I J
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The choral basses sing 'The other comb'd through crag and rill' to the
tune of Ex. 16a, followed by Ex. 4a (the chromatic figure from the
prelude) and 4b together for the only time since then. The passage is
marked 'Bewegter" ('Livelier'). There is more play with 4b in the
woodwinds (Ex. 22 in diminution, etc.) over a pizzicato bass, as the
male chorus tells of the setting sun and the approach of evening. The
fifth motive is also heard under an eerie semitone call:

Suddenly there is an orchestral cry in A minor, and the soprano soloist

sings 'Ah woe, whom there he sleeping scann'd' to the music of Ex. 14."Another string passage plunges into the more d'eveloped form of the
triplet horn theme (Ex. 7), sounding now "Wie aus der Ferne" ('As
from a distance'), and answered by oboes and clarinets. A more ex-
tensive reprise of the orchestral component of Ex. 13, even more allusive
and poignant than before, introduces the soprano solo 'Thou rapture-
bringing nightingale.' This entire stanza is given to the soprano alone,
whose narrative becomes faster as the lyric theme mounts in the full
orchestra. The eighth-note patterns in the strings again turn into trip-
lets (accompanying the music of Ex. 14 as before), woodwinds and
horns rise up, reaching a fortissimo climax with a clash of cymbals.

"Fanfares in the trumpets and horns (5a, 6b, etc.) along with Ex.

b 4a lead to the trochaic rhythm in the strings as accompaniment to the
male chorus, 'His eye does gleam in frenzy wide.' We hear the mount-
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ing call of the woodwinds, rhythmic pulsations in the upper strings (Ex.
16 ), and accentuated cries from the four stopped horns. A loud cymbal
crash and orchestral turmoil greet the 'sword of steel proclaimed by the
full chorus. This culminates in a great outcry from the orchestra and
chorus in B flat minor over a pedal point on G; the descending scales
(Ex. 12) return, to echoes of "der Alte." A ritardando leads to a
passage with soft string tremolos and arpeggios in th'e harps, depicting
a mysterious woodland mood. Sadly the alto soloist reports the death of
the young knight:

Ex. 24
Ztz_zgsam
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"Now the main themes are tenderly reviewed by the orchestra, 'Sehr
ruhig" ('Very peacefully'), beginning with another extensive treatment
of the music of Ex. 21, now in G fiat major. Woodwinds sing a melan-
choly after-song based on Ex. 1, and we hear the very opening bars of
the prelude (la) in their first and only reprise. Ex. 22 is transformed
into a canonic elegy of great poignancy: .t
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We hear the eerie semitone figure (Ex. 23) over dark forest murmurs
(Ex. lb in steady triplets):

A A

With one of those enharmonic shifts so beloved of Mahler, the call of
the fifth is sounded by the four trumpets in a sorrowful F sharp minor

sett_a;' also soloist sings the epilooue, 'Ye leaves there.' Then the
chorus raises its voice in measured rhythm with the closing couplet, "In
woods by a grassy pillow,' based on a variant of the theme of Ex. 18
for the male soloists. It rises to 17 sharp, and then descends the minor
scale in peaceful quarter notes, as in the former example:
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The call of the fifth sounds yet again in the trumpets and trombones.
and the F sharp minor triad fades out in the full orchestra to a final pp."

7

To the listener who is at all familiar with Das klagende Lied as
published, performed and recorded, it requires only a glance through
this analysis to recognize that a goodly portion of the thematic materials
are shared, and that the two-part work we know is simply riddled with
leading motives which find their origin and point of departure in
Waldm_rchen. Exx. lb, 2a, 3a, 4b, Z}c, 5, 6, 7, 8a/b, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,
19, 20b, 23, 24, 25, and 26 above are all continued, developed, and
varied in the succeeding sections of the work, while other motives have
a flavor peculiarly their own.

This will scarcely be surprising to Mahler aficionados. The major
surprise is that one important group of themes in the Waldmhrchen
looks ahead not to the remaining parts of Das klagende Lied itself, but
rather to the Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen of 1884, and to the
Symphony No. 1, completed four years after that. The connection is
seen most graphically in Ex. 21, where the music of the repeated words
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"zur Ruh" . . . zur Ruh" . . .", as the young knight lies down to sleep
under the willow tree, is echoed in the final page of the song-cycle to
the words "Lieb" und Leid, und Welt und Traum,'" as the wanderer
lies down to rest in the shade of the lime tree. The whole texture of
the music from the cantata, as shown in Ex. 21, is even more graphically
represented (and subtly transformed) in the peaceful interlude from
the funeral march of the Symphony, the entire 30 bars of which are
drawn from the final stanza of the Gesellen song (entitled Die zwei
blauen Augen yon meinem Schatz ) :

_ A A A

.,, ..I ,_ J"" ,.., , ,_. : , ,---
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Here the marked segment 'a' presents in reverse sequence the two
elements found in Ex. 21a-- the upward figure with 16th-note rest, and
the syncopated effect of the eighth note at the beginning or middle of
the bar followed by a quarter note-- also to be found in Ex. 13a. The
syncopated rhythm is repeated in alternate bars of Ex. 21. The rocking
chords of figure 'b' above, gradually descending, accompany the same
melody in the Waldmhrchen (sung by the chorus) as in the Symphony
(figure 'c', played by the horns). It is the combination of the rocking
chords and the soft syncopations that gives both of these versions of
the theme their peculiarly hypnotic quality, i.e. in addition to the in-
trinsically soothing effect of the harmonies and of the general tone and
dynamics of the music, apparent alike in cantata, song, and symphony.

It is apparent from the analysis that some of these same thematic
elements (quoted in Exx. 13 and 21 ) are also to be found in other parts
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of Waldm_rchen, permeating one facet of what might be called (along
with the important thematic complexes represented by Exx. 2, 3, 5, and
7) the "woodland" or "nature" elements of the music. And it is equally
evident that the genesis of the Gesellen complex is Ex. I. In this pair
of motivic cells, the figure 'a' is a tonic-dominant call rising out of A
minor, to which the final "'zur Rub" ""in Ex. 21 is an answering domi-
nant-tonic cadence in C major. This connection is found only in Wald.
m_rchen, and neither element reappears in Das klagende Lied at all.
Figure 'b' (of Ex. 1) is the harmonic genesis of the rocking motive in
a slightly more complex rhythm, and this is about the only connecting
link to the Gesellen group which survives in the published cantata. 84
And there the link, to be sure, is not apparent--for example, when
these harmonies occur in the violas at cue 7, against repetitions of
Ex. 5a/b (first in G sharp minor, then in C minor, and finally in F
minor) intended to take us back to the arboreal "scene of the crime"
as the alto takes up the narrative with "Beim Weidenbaura, in kiihten
Tann . . .". etc. The rock/ng harmonies are returned to the clarinets
at cue 9, following the eerie night-call which harkens back to Ex. 23a;
in Ex. 26, these two had been heard together.

The other ingredient of Ex. 26, the "call of the fifth" (or "'Quinten.
ru[", in Prof. Rose's designation), which is announced in Ex. 2 and
haunts so much of Waldrn_rchen-- and which, it will be noticed, an-
t/c/pates in its primeval effect the distant, echoing horn-calls in the
finale of the Second Symphony-- is heard less often in its original form
in the published Klagende Lied. At cue 54, just before the alto sings
the words "'Was ist der K6,n!g, so stumrn und bleich?'" (Why is the
bridegroom so pale and cow d? '), the solo horn seems to supply the
secret answer to the question by blowing the fifth motive, with its sor-
rowful appendage from Ex. 25a. This is heard under a sustained open
fifth in the flutes and flageolleted cellos, and under muted tremolos
in the violins:

s_Of course, the tonic-dominant ostinato bass-tread in quarter notes, which ap-
pears earlier in the same song, still remains as a major stylistic feature linking the
three works. For a basic specimen from Waldra_rchen. see Ex. 7. C[. also the pub-
lished Klagende Lied. after cues 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 15, 17, 30, 31, 32, 34, and
60; Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen. after cues 2, 7, l't, 15, 16, 27, and 28; and Sym-
phony No. I, after cues 4, 6, 7. 16, 17, 20, 21, and 33 (first movement), cues 1, 3,
5, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, and 29 (second movement), and cues I, 2, 3, 4, 7,
8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 19 (third movement). Eighth-note tonic-dominant drum
strokes also occur in Waldm_rchen (see the last part of the paragraph following
Ex. 20b) and in the off-stage band music from Hochzeitsstficlc (after cues 46, 47, 48,
49, 66, 67, and 70), while-- to come back to the pivotal song again-- an eighth-
note plucked ostinato on the tonic and dominant accompanies the "Auf der Strasse"
interlude in the Symphony almost throughout (third movement, after cues 10, 11,
and 12).
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How much more revealing this must be if we are familiar with what
it has already signified! But this particular setting is also prophetic of
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much to come in Mahler's symphonic music, with its E major chord
changing to E minor (second bar-- subtly orchestrated as always!),
and its downward curve of lamenting brass. And the counterpoint of the
flute before the broader repetition of Ex. 25a (against the vocal part,
not shown above) makes it clear that this is also a variation of the
descending minor scale motive beginning with rising fourth (Exx. 12
and 15)-- of which more later. That is, the flute and horn between
them trace all but the last degree of the descending E minor scale--
to be interrupted at cue 55 by the chord of G sharp minor!

In the prelude to Der Spielmann, beginning at cue 5-5 (i.e. five bars
before cue 5), a new motive appears in which the call of the fifth is
nicely dovetailed with a chorale-like treatment of the Dies lrae plain-
chant--- the latter as in a more extensively developed motive in the
Second Symphony:

Ex. 30 O£es arrae F..v. 2tr
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How, we must ask, could any listener possibly recognize or appreciate
this motive combination without a prior knowledge of the TNaldm_rch-
en?!Note also the inversion (marked 'a' above) of the first three notes
of Ex. 8a. The Dies Irae chorale returns verbatim during an orchestral
interlude in the Hochzeitsstiick, at cue 61.

It is easy to see that Mahler's long-term scale of reference is fully
at work in the original three-part cantata. I have already mentioned
that Ex. 5a/b returns in successive minor keys after cue 7 of the pub-
lished score, albeit without the "triplet" theme which appears on the
lower stave of Ex. 5. In addition to that, however, the entire F-minor
complex of Ex. 5 in the Waldm_rchen-- dominant trill, triplet theme,
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soaring fanfare, and bird-song-- which, we are told, is immediately re-
peated in D flat major at that point, returns intact in F major at cue
23 + 4 in Der Spielmann. All this material is packed into a mere six
bars.

The original triplet motive (Ex. 3a), which directly precedes this
at cue 23, had already made its impressive first solo reappearance right
after cue 3, "contradicting" (as Deryck Cooke has said sS) the C-minor
oppressiveness of the Spielmann prelude with its limpid horn tones in F
major over a strumming harp. We then hear a bit of the motive's con-
tinuation (as in Ex. 7) in the oboes, over the new C-minor bass theme
with which this prelude has opened. This is succeeded, in C major
(cue 4, flutes and clarinets), by the first thematic harbinger of the wan-
dering minstrel who is to be the unwitting instrument of retribution up-
on the guilty brother:
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And, as if followin 9 inexorably from this, the retribution itself is then
forecast directly by means of the Dies Irae chorale (Ex. 30). At cue
57 the triplet motive also recurs in the version ending with an upward
inflection (Ex. 19A), very impressively against the choral tenors'
singing of "'Sieht nicht die G_ste, stolz und reich.'"

The principal new theme offered in the Hochzeitsstiick prelude is the
"castle" or "kingly" motive introduced by the trumpets at the fifth bar:

Ex. 32 ,t ...-- , .

J" jp_
And if the general shape and rhythm of this motive-looks vaguely
familiar, the ensuing festive chorus makes the derivation from the Ex.
5a fanfare perfectly clear. The basses first offer a phrase closely re-
sembling Ex. 5a itself, doubled by the horns, and then the tenors re-
spond with the very trumpet motive we have just heard, again in unison
with the trumpets themselves:

ss D. Cooke: Gustau Mahler (1860.1911); BritishBroadcasting Corporation, Lon-
don, 1960; p.21.
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Ex. 33
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This close succession of one figure by the other is like an obsessive
overturning of the natural order of things, culminating not so much in
a proud flourish as in an angry cry. 8e

But the chief use of Ex. 5a in its original form in the Hochzeitsstiick
occurs within the context of Ex. 6. Eight bars after the announce-
ment of the "castle" theme in the prelude (cue 40) the metre changes
from 6/8 to 4/4, and Ex. 6 is heard in its literal entirety, s7 It returns
again in its entirety at cues 44 and 50, while 6a is heard by itself at
cues 41, 't8, 51 +2, and 70, always in the horns.

The other principal fanfare motive is Ex. 16, evidently first an-
nounced in Waldm_rchen by the male chorus in F minor, to the words
"'Als sie nun zogen eine Well'.'" It is reintroduced six bars after cue
19 by the alto soloist, in the same key, to the words "Der Spielmann
setzt die Fl6te an," against one of the typical "distress" motives as of
the minstrel_

se It is instructive to discover that a page from a four-stave sketch for the
HochzeitsstCzckfound among Alma Mahler's manuscript collection-- the opening page
of the prelude--- bears another of those subtitles subsequently deleted by Mahler. At
the head of this prelude is inscribed the word "'H61lenjubel" ("I-Iell's Festivity"). (See
Plate II.)

s7 In the afore-mentioned four-stave sketch, the bar containing the contrapuntal
combination of Exx. 3a and 5a occurs at the left margin, and next to it is inscribed
(twicel) the word "'Natur". (See Plate II.)

8sThis becomes itself a vocal motif later on, to the words "'Ach weh, ach web,
ihr lieben Leuf!" (cue 34). It derives ultimately from the unquoted minstrel theme
at cue 6 (second, ninth, and elebenth bars), and it evolves out of a passage of extended
development of that theme beginning at cue 17.
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but not before it has been heralded in the trombones (six bars after cue
17) during agitated orchestral peroration in the unusual key of D
flat minor. _nt cue 33 the male chorus lays claim to it once more, in
A £1at minor, to the apocalyptic words "'Der Spielmann ziehet in die
Weir'.'"

I might add that even the inane tootlings o£ the off-stage band in
the Hochzeitsstiick are to a large extent quasi-satirical distortions of
significant motives carried through the three sections of the cantata,

notably the elements of Ex. 5. The undignified things that happen to
them are of the general sort that happen to Strauss Dulcinea motive
in the common thoroughfares of Toboso, s_ or to Berlioz's idle t_xe in

the Witches' Sabbath. t° But these particular sounds, as Donald Mitch-
ell has expounded, point ahead to Mahler s ironic or parodistic use of
wind-band sounds in the third movement of Symphony No. 1, the
first and third movements of No. 3, and so on. And the instrumenta-
tion is, in Mitchell's words/x "evidence of Mahler's taste for the auth-
entic sonority of the wind band, a taste undoubtedly conditioned by
his familiarity with the piercing, plangent timbre of the military band
in his childhood days." Here the ensemble is the largest ever used by
Mahler as an off-static unit, consisting of a piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes,
2 clarinets in B fiat, 2 clarinets in E fiat, 4 horns, 2 trumpets (or flfigel-
horns), triangle, cymbals, and timpani.

8

Since the three songs of the spectral flute itself are the chief narra-
tive links with the Waldmhrchen, recalling the scene of the murder in
the slain brother's own words, it is to be expected that these songs
would be especially rich in musical allusion as well. Here Mahler em-
ploys the Wagnerian motivic device at its most subtle and complex,
leaving the voice free to express powerful emotions in the most natural

a9 Don Quixote (1897), Variation VI. Richard Strauss' recourse to satire and
parody became more pronounced In later works such as Der Rosenkavalier and the
music for Le bourgeois gentilhomme (Der Barger als Edelmann).

to Symphonic [antastique, fifth movement (Songe d'une nuif du Sabbat)-- a move,
ment which also makes reference to the Dies Irae. The fact that Mahler's thoughts
were, indeed, not far from the idea of a V_alpurgisnaeht at the outset of Part III is
Indicated by the afore-mentioned subtitle on the prelude: "'H611enjubel".

txOp. cir., p.188.
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way, while the orchestra supplies the linking details. According to
Donald Mitchell22 "one extraordinarily interesting idea Mahler had
at the FS [first full score] stage was to have a boy's voice doubling,
'from afar,' the contralto's delivery of the flute's narration of the mur-
der." And in the first printing of the score which appeared in 1899,
even the clear designation "Alt-Solo" bore the contradictory footnote
"'Wom6glich dutch eine Knabenstimme auszu iihrenr"[ . -- "Sung if pos-
sible by a boy's voice!". It is interesting to bear in mind either or both
of these possibilities when studying the first song.

This first spectral song follows the sudden irruption of the E flat
minor chord at cue 25-2 which comes, as Mitchell says, _8with "chilling
effect" upon the "somnolent F major" cadence. The first pair of lines
seems to contain a series of evocative variations on the Waldmhrchen's

Ex. 25a (the upward fifth with its elegiac continuation), beautifully
scored for winds and tremolo violins:
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42Op cir., p. 165.
43Op eft., p. 181.
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," PLATE I

Mahler Das klagende Lied. Title page for four-stave sketch (1880)
of Hochzeitsstiick, from the collection of Alma Mahler. (by kind per-
mission of Jerry Bruck). Note the designation "3 Stiick", with the
tigure "3" written over a mysterious "4". No explanation whatever for
the latter numeration has appeared.



PLATE II

Mahler Das klagende Lied. First page of four-stave sketch of
Hochzeitsstiick from the collection of Alma Mahler (by the kind per-
mission of Jerry Bruck), with subtitle "Hdllen]ubel'" appended to the
opening bars. The twenty bars in 2/2 metre later emerged as ten bars
in 4/4 metre.
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The second pair of lines begins in D major, and the mention of the
queenly prize ("ein sch6n[arbig Bliimelein') for which the fratricide
was committed evokes Ex. 8a/b--- i.e., the greatest number of notes
from Ex. 8 we are to hear until the third flute song? 4 The word "er-
schlagen" is so inflected that the dismal Ex. 23a then comes as a two-
fold echo:

Ex. 36a
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Elsewhere we hear only the first four notes of Ex. 8, plus a fifth note (at cues
24, 55, 56, and 64), although the third of these instances is beautifully integrated
into a reprise of Ex. 2'J to the words "'H6rt nicht des [ubels T6ne.'" Here the music
alone practically tells us, if we know the earlier words connected with Ex. 24, that
the king, "hearing not" the sounds of jubilation, is haunted by the memory of the
expression upon the face of his slain brother ("Der lunge l_chelt wie im Traum°'),
perhaps as Boris Godunov was by the account of the murdered Dmitri.
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The musical phrase indicated as figure 'x' was also sung in the first
stanza of Der Spielmann to the words "[Inter Bl_ttern und Bliiten
begraben.'" There it was likewise followed by Ex. 23a (at cue 9),
with the same mournful echo-effect after "'begraben"; and this, as we
mentioned before, was succeeded by the clarinets' rocking harmonies
derived from Exx. lb and 26, gently modulating to the key of "'Dort
ist's so lind":

Ex. 36b _"

_v

But now we are wrenched back to the "sudden orchestral cry" in
_/Valdmhrchen cited after Ex. 23, and the ensuing fortissimo couplet
marked "'Etwas bewegter"---

Im Walde bleicht mein junger Leib,
rgIein Bruder _reit ein wonnig Weib!
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would appear to be a direct C-minor reprise by the alto (vocally aug-
mented by "O Leide!", etc.) of the A-minor soprano couplet

0 weh, were er dote schla[end [and,
Die Blume am Hut, am gr_nen Band!

--to the music first set forth in Ex. 14. The revelation is climaxed with
the music found on the lower stave of Ex. 4-- i.e. the "fifth" motive
sounded by raucous horns, which then plunge downward into the
nervously pulsating version of Ex. 5a.

The second flute song, also sung by the alto, and identical in text
to the first, follows the general plan of the first song, but with greater
intensity in the first pair of lines (trumpet in place of English horn,
etc.), in C sharp minor, and greater divergence in the second pair (G
flat major). The couplet, however, begins elegiacally this time (F
minor), without a sudden break in tempo or dynamics, but ends with
a shock on a fortissimo octave leap. And the commiseration of the
chorus has to contend with the now ironic tootling of the off-stage band.

The single stanza that intervenes between the second and third
flute songs is devoted almost entirely to the music of Ex. 32, the
"kingly" motive. The whole chorus sings it in unison, to the words
"'Au[ springt der Kdnig yon seinem Thron,'" and then it is tossed about
in the orchestra with mounting frenzy, until we hear the chorus' oc-
tave-leap cries of "'Schrecken! Schrecken!". The orchestral peroration
breaks off on the solitary recurrence of Ex. 17 outside Waldm_rchen.

The third flute song begins familiarly, although in the cold, clear
voice of the soprano this time, in A minor. Instead of "'fitch Spiel-
mann . . .'" we hear "'fitch Bruder, lieber Bruder mein.'" And where the
word "'klagen'" came before, now we hear "'erschlagen'" already: "'Du
hast reich ja erschlagen"-- " 'Twas thou my life didst sever." This is
the crucial confrontation, and now we are brought back to the murder
scene with a vengeance. The mind that slept while the tragic blow
was struck is now awake and accusing, if" "more in sorrow than in
anger." And now at last we hear a full four bars of the "proud
queen's" music from Ex. 8, trill and all, against a bitterly elegiac new
counterpoint in the cellos--

Ex. 37
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CELLOS _ _.

_._ __

and we are brought back further still, to the psychological starting
point, but with a new emotional perspective. And the queen, who is
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herself at hand, will faint away at the realization.
But first we have the singing of that distraught coloratura couplet

(sparked by the sudden leap of a tenth on "'klagen", which has now
traded places with "'erschlagen")--

Was hast du mein ]unges Leben
Dem Tode hingegeben?

in which Mahler gives his vocal imagination free rein, albeit with an
inspired reference to Dies Irae at the very apex, and on the appropriate
word "'Tode". Here is musico-dramatic verity of the highest order,

! whose all-resolvin 9 and cathartic quality is surely much enhanced by
the larger scale of reference which embraces WaMm_rchen. There
seems, indeed, little excuse to have as many as three spectral flute songs
unless they do serve this larger structural function.

9

And so we come finally to the Leitmotiv which probably permeates
the original Klagende Lied more than any other: the descending minor
scale with rising fourth upbeat. And it is this motive which, without
question, drives home the structural necessity of the Waldm_rchen.
As we see from the analysis of the deleted piece, the motive is both
sung (as in Ex. 15) and merely played (as in Ex. 12); but more than
this, it actually concludes (or, in just one case, is heard in the penul-
timate line of) seven of the nine stanzas of WaMm_rchen-- i.e., all
except the sixth and seventh stanzas. And it is variously sung to the
words "'das Fluchen" (third stanza), "'die Blume" (fourth), "zur Rub" ""
(fifth), "'Der Alte'" (eighth), and "'alte Weide'" (ninth and last stan-
za, bringing the music itself to a close on an F sharp minor chord).
That is to say, it serves as a kind of musical refrain, just as the words
"'O Leide, web!" thenceforth become a verbal refrain in all but two
stanzas.

In the two published parts of the cantata, the descending motive
is heard chiefly in quite subtle variation form, and these variations
begin on the very first page of the Spielmann prelude:

Ex. 38
F LL_T E

A
I OBOES

p _ -'1
' CLARINETS

!._.v . A__

J Lr'l " J ! J J-'_ '_ l, _ :
_ • _ .
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This is repeated with a new extension five bars later, at cue 1. Twelve
bars after that comes a second variation, likewise involving only a part
of the scale; it is repeated verbatim at cue 34 + 7, and finally, at 60 + 6,
it finds a most impressive harmonic and melodic fulfillment, descend-
ing the entire scale:

w i fP l-.

#_9 --.-" _ 0 0

--- _ ./f p .f-fp .f p .f p

These solemn wind chords forge a kind of fateful link between the
original Ex. 12 and the Dies Irae chorale. Note the initial rhythm
with dotted-quarter rest, derived from the very opening bars of the
prelude, and previously cited in Ex. 31.

The third variation takes the form of angry eighth-note scales in
C minor leading to the climactic return of Ex "to (cue 2+'t) :

Ex. 40 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A _twa.s drh'ngend

(Compare the downward-thrusting trochaic figures in the first move-
ment of Symphony No. 2.) The fourth variation (at cue 3-2) serves
to conclude the subsiding bass figure which ensues---
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Ex. 41 A 3' 3 3

ff- _nf " "p

while the fifth is perhaps the Dies Irae motive itself (Ex. 30), as an
examination of its bass line may suggest. The latter connection is
further pointed up when the Dies Irae returns, at cue 61, immediately
after the impressive variation quoted in Ex. 39.

The sixth variation, for the woodwinds in the major mode (at cue
5), separates the two clauses of the Dies Irae theme, and is one of the
series of harbingers of the minstrel's music of which Ex. 31 is also one:

Ex. 42 ._

_-, _ "_ I _ nr+0 .. .- " Pnm-- ."11 P'I I 71 F" _lq_ mL+,IP
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Note that the inverted bass-line opening {mirroring the top line) also
suggests the third and fourth bars of Ex. 8, as does the trill in the
flutes. The seventh variation is again in the bass, and is preceded by
the second clause of the Dies Irae chorale:

Ex. 43
+_._.-i ,K, k k , k _ ,
l_l.l_J I IIq I |ll,, i'+,
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This is followed at cue 6 by the main Spielmann motive in F major.
Based on a jaunty transformation of the prelude's open/ng bass figure,
the well-remembered theme need not be quoted here, since it evidently
bears no direct relation to anything in Waldm_rchen. It brings the pre-
lude to a close.

All the variations thus far have occurred in the prelude to Der Spiel-
mann! (excepting the final metamorphosis of the second variation quot-
ed as Ex. 39). Thereafter the descending minor scale becomes asso-
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dated chiefly with the verbal refrains, thus linldng the ends of the
stanzas together, just as those of the Waldm_rchen were linked with-
out a verbal refrain. However, the descending scale continues to be
employed in more varied guises than it evidently was in the Wald-
m_rchen. Obviously Mahler was depending upon the original motive's
having been thoroughly digested by the time Der Spielmann gets un-
der way, one of the several important facts which he chose to overlook
in deleting Part I.

At the end of the first stanza of Der Spielmann (cue 10), for in-
stance, the tenor soloist sings the straight octave-drop version of the
descending motive, but in dominant harmony, against an equally in-
teresting harmonic version of the descending scale, first vocal and then
instrumental:

Ex. 44
SOPRANO SOLO

3 3
.... _ " ;J ,..J' ' ./

..... v _, - kS _ -
B-) ALTO [ _ _.,__A'

SOLO O Lei de, Lei ae!
/51,

__ _.1_ - - -

TENOR SOLO 0

HORNS

qt. ,!'

Lei - - d_!

This is followed by a beautiful cadence onto the B fiat minor chord in
the root position, featuring Ex. 36b (clarinet and bass clarinet doubled
by violas) with a new, short extension (stopped horns and violas),
and an arresting new bass figure:
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Ex. 45 _ur_'ckhaltend

-,,,.,,.,.. . _ ___ ,_. ,..,._" ,,,.. _.
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The bass figure sounds like a curious anticipation of the figure under-
lying the fourth movement of Symphony No. 3 ("0 Mensch, gib
Acht"), but upside down, while in the extension, with its little stab on
the second note, the instruments themselves seem to be articulately
repeating the words "0 Leide!" And indeed, this is exactly what the
chorus will be doing later (Ex. 51 below).

In the second stanza, the scale motive appears in the couplet as well
as the refrain. Against a veiled, mysterious, and beautifully scored
ostinato march-rhythm in B fiat minor, the lower hale of the divided
choral basses "whisper" the phrase

.. .1[_j m _ . A A
,-........ r , ,, . L_ I .11 I ,

0 Spiel- mann mein_ 0 Sp'iel-mann_ Spiel- mann

mein! 0 Spiel- mann mein!

1
--which the rest of the chorus, divided into six more parts, embroiders
above. Then the tenor soloist bursts out passionately with the last
line of the stanza, the alto joins him in harmony for the refrain (she
bein_t obviously influenced by the Dies Irae figure), and the low
winas and strings provide a new melodic variant of the descending
motive:
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Ex. 47
I

I F_'_ v tJ I.L

Das__ wird .ein sel_ sam Spie - - - len

.... , J f I,,
HORN

• [] sehr ausdrucksvoll
ALTO SOLO
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Ex. 't5 returns in A flat minor, and then the scale motive is played in

virtually its original form for the first time in Der Spielmann, but with
the upbeat slyly accomodated to the characteristic "hocketin9' Spiel,
mann rhythm announced in the third bar of the prelude (again com-
pare Ex. 31a) •
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Ex. 48
OBOE

TRUMPET

PP

BASS CLARINET

TROMBONE

In the third stanza, where the word "'Leid" occurs in the couplet as
well as the re[rain, we have the following variation which is combined
with a continuation of the melody from the song Im Lenz:
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Ex. 49 [-_-]
SOPRANO SOLO

i_. _a._'t

Es kiingt so trau-rig und doch. fro schgn_ Wer_s

_w _ _ _1# lip

_f
lip

j .1 "_
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h_r_l der m_cht _ vor Leid vet-geh_n!

0,_, _ _ g _ _ ' _
_,, h,, I: A 1
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ALTO & TENOR SOLOS

- - , 2jL: L:,
IL .11 V

0 Lei - de_ Lei-del

This leads directly to the interlude in which Ex. 5 appears in the major,
as described earlier, but which also gives us the following dreamlike
transformation of our motive, beginnin 9 with solo violin, and settling
into Donald Mitchell's "somnolent F major" cadence:
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Ex. 50
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Following the portion of the first flute song quoted in Ex. 35, we
hear (at cue 27+2) a sweeping series of simultaneously rising and
falling scales in A major, which, after so many minor scales, lends a
strongly anticipatory and revelatory quality to the sequel in D major.
As Der Spielmann draws to a close, Ex. '}7 is recapitulated (at cue
36 + 3), in a gradual diminuendo from [[ to pp. To the musical phrase
to which the tenor sang "'Das wird ein seltsam Spielen sein" before cue
16, the three soloists now sing, at full force and unisono, the words
"'Was soil denn euch mein Singen?", doubled by flutes, oboes, and
clarinets-- a shrill interrogative. The female chorus sings the phrase
(with the suggestion of Dies Irae) which was formerly for solo duet,
and the male chorus sings the descending scales, altered as in Ex. 't7--
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both of these to the refrain "'0 Leide, weh!". Der Spielmann ends with
a whisperin 9 (a9ain, literally "[liisternd") of the artful instrumental
cadence (Ex. 45, this time in C minor) which formerly succeeded both
Exx. 44 and 47, but now in the choral version (doubled by low winds
and strin9s ) for which it seemed destined:

Ex. 51

TENORS

¢

I "0 Lei- de_ Lei- d% weh!_ 0 Lei-

._. I BASSES _ (.f..liister_ld)-........ ..i J
0 Lei - d% weh!

I_o I

•de! __

-- 0 Lei- de_ weh!__ 0 weh!__

During the opening chorus of the Hochzeitsstiick-- at cue 45-- we
hear another major-mode variation, and one which actually goes back
to the Waldm_rchen:

Ex. 52

[] zuri_ckhaltend 3

,,._ ._ - --- _.. ,_ _- ..._-

' Was leuch- tet und gliinzt

_ - - -) -]
Wag leueh- tet und
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im K5 - nigs- saal?

gl_nzt im K5 nlgs- saal?

As may be noticed, this is a rhythmically rephrased version of Ex. 20b.
Still another variation combines the major and minor modes to excel-

lent effect. This occurs at cue 5,8, linking the chorus' "'Der K6nigin
home Sch6ne'" to the alto soloist s ""Was ist der K6nig so bleich und
stumm?'. Against a mysterious hush, first the sopranos and then the
tenors sing the octave drop. Meantime the flutes, oboes, harp and
tremolo violins descend two E-major scales in triads against a rising
bass. As the tempo slows a bit, we then continue down a third scale,
but this time in empty octaves and in E minor:



Etwas zurffckhaltend 51515_
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Obviously this is not only a lovely variation on the descendin 9 scale
motive, but also on Mahler s favorite major-minor tonic triad change.
The subtle scale-variation occurring at cue 5't has already been cited
in Ex. 29.

I leave unquoted the choral climax at cue 81-- where the scale figure
is linked to a chromatic wailin 9 motive (up and down the diminished
melodic third D:_-E-F) which is to be. used with stunning effect in
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the finale of Symphony No. 1-- and proceed to the closing pages of
Das klagende Lied. At cue 84 the tenor sings "'Die Lichter verloschen
im K6nigssaal'" -- set with ineffable pathos to the first three bars of
Ex. 8!-- and doubled by a clarinet and bass clarinet. Eight bars later
the singer makes the final ironic query, "What now remains of the
wedding feast?". As the same clarinets (B-flat and bass) play a last
pathetic echo of the fanfare motive Ex. 3a (one of the "nature" mo-
tives, as we have seen), the tenor himself echoes it more slowly with
a sadly questioning inflection. This seems about to resolve into E major,
when the violas and cellos come softly in on G natural-- the minor
instead oE the major mediant tone-- and then sink quietly down the
E minor scale:

Ex. 54a
TENOR SOLO 3

r ,r I [[ "I J
Was ist es wohl mit dem Hoch- zeits-

_ o
.° 1 _IIII'. • I__ D,

BASS

CLARINET

I !

_z. _cz

_-l: - -

mahl?

%'IOLAS AND CELLOS

Finally the descending motive in its original form rounds out the pic-
ture: the soprano steals in and brings the music back to the A minor
tonality out of which the Waldrn_rchen had arisen--
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Ex. 54b
_i_. _ehr langsam
SOPRANO SOLO
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and a short, sharp chord dispels the dream with a rude jolt. Again it
is seriously to be doubted that listeners to the two-part Klagende Lied
will experience the precise stab of recognition which this last example
ought to bring with it, despite the far-reaching and subtle variations
to which the motive has been subjected. Instead of coming Eull circle,
in other words, for them the music has come only half-circle.

By now the grand over-all musical plan of the original three-part
Klagende Lied, Mahler's "Opus 1 " should commence to be abundantly
apparent, and to be recognizable as a plan which is as breathtaking in
its scope as those in any of the subsequent symphonies. Do those who
already love the published and recorded editions of the work need
more than that to persuade them that this original version must needs
be a still richer musical experience, and, above all, a more viable and
moving musico-dramatic one?

II MAHLER AND HEINE

1

In his afore-mentioned Gustav Mahler--The Early Years, on pages
127 and 128, Donald Mitchell discussed the two undated song-frag-
ments which were at that time in the possession of Alma Mahler, but
which are evidently missing from the collection in New York City
currently being catalogued by the late widow's daughter. 45 "There
are no dates attached to these [ragments," Mitchell wrote, "but I think
it probable that they belong to Mahler's early student period. They

45As with the Hamburg version o[ Das klagende Lied, the microfilms of these
manuscript scores owned by the New York Public Library may be studied on lantern
projection in its Library and Museum of the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center.
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might possibly be earlier than 1876 . . . but I doubt if they are later
than 1879, if 1880 may be taken as the year in which Mahler's talent
for song-composition bore its first fruits, _ among which these interest-
ing but very tentative fragments cannot be counted."

Describing the two as widely contrasted, Mitchell continued: "The
incomplete setting in D minor of an unidentified text is as diatonic as
the attempt at Im wundersch6nen Monat Mai is chromatic .... The D
minor frament discloses a typically Mahlerian rhythmic structure in
its melody; and though, in general, a rather indecipherable manuscript,
it conveys a faint impression of the style of the early Wunderhorn
songs which were to be composed after 1888."

Concerning the other fragment, set to the Heine poem associated by
most listeners with Schumann's setting, Mitchell wrote that although
"it is evidence, no doubt, that Mahler's intense admiration and affection
for Schumann's art were part of his early musical life, ''4_ nevertheless
"Mahler's Im wundersch6nen Monat Mai has the distinction of being
not only his most Wagnerian piece, but also the only one in which we
can watch him completely surrender himself to the color, sensousness,
and freedom of typically Wagnerian harmonic progressions, as if fas-
c_/nated by a quite new realm of sound, while unable to do more than
superficially revel in-- and imitate-- its sonorities .... The contours
of the vocal line and the character of the harmony . . . place Heine's
fragile lyric in an extravagant atmosphere of Tristan-esque yearning."

Revealing as the study of this fragmentary score can be, the present
writer feels that the "D minor setting of an unidentified text" is an
equally intriguing bit of early Mahleriana, both for the choice of words
and the choice of music. ,And so I was much gratified to discover, not

so long ago, the source of this text. It is a lower-Rhenish folk song en-
titled Weder Gliick noeh Stern ("Neither Luck nor Star ), of which
two very simple and diatonic musical settings were collected in the
1830s by the same Heinrich Heine who wrote the other poetic object
of Mahler's early attention, and which are currently published in Lud-
wig Erk's Deutscher Liedersehatz, Volume III. 4s

Both settings published by Erk are in G minor, are marked Langsam,
and are in three strophic verses. The first setting (first on the page,
that is) is in 6/8 time, while the second, headed "'J_ltere Volksweise
(1807)," is in 4/8. The accompaniment to the earlier tune (which I
personally consider the more interesting setting of the two), and whose
top line is identical to the vocal line, is as follows:

4eThis refers, of course, to the three unpublished songs "to Josephine" mentioned
earlier, and to the beginning of the series of songs later collected by Mahler and
published as Lieder und Ges_nge aus der ]ugendzeit. Considering that 1880 is also
the year Das klagende Lied was completed in the autumn, the case for an earlier
date for the fragments seems definitely understated.

4_More tangible evidence of this is perhaps to be found in Mahler's Piano Quar-
tet movement of c.1876, in whose opening theme Mitchell discovers "something of
Schumann's spirit mingled with Brahms's" (Op cir., p.127).

4s"'Eine Austuahl der belieb_esten Volks- , Vaferlands., Soldaten., _ager-,
und Studenten.Lieder [_r elne Singstimme mlt Piano[ortebegleitung"; C. F. Peters,
Leipzig, 1905, pp.46-7.
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Ex. 55 I=ngsam
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The text for the older setting reads thus:

Es [lel ein Reif in der Frahlingsnaeht,
Er [iel anf die zarten Blanblamelein,
Sie sind uerwelket, uerdorret.

Ein ],',ngling hatte ein M[tgcllein lieb,
Sie [lohen #at heimlich t, on Hanse fort,
Es wnsst's nieht Vater noch Mutter.

Sie sind gemandert wohl hin und her,

Sie haben gehabt weder GI,Tek noch Stern,
Sie sind uerdorben, gestorben.

The later one, as printed by Erk, differs from this only in substituting
"'sch6nen'" for "'zarten"

Mahler changes a few more lines. He omits the "Er'" from "'Er rid,'"
begins the second stanza with "'Es hat ein Knab" ein M_Edlein.'" con-
tinues with "'weder Vater noch Mutter." and substitutes "'hatten" for
"'haben gehabt" (or else he simply read a different version). But the
really fascinating thing about this fragment is that the music stops just
one line short of the end of the poem; the last word which Mahler sets
to music is "'Stern". And having begun in D minor, he breaks off in the
region of F sharp major (the exact progression, by the way, of the
Tenth Symphony finald). On paper it almost looks as if the young
Mahler himself had "no star" to guide him, and that having modulated
to F sharp, he had no idea how to get back (or resolve the thing any-
how) in one line.
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But then we see that Mahler has continued to write words on the

blank staves below, writing out not only the final line of the poem, but
an extra stanza of his own devising. Though the penmanship becomes
an increasingly indecipherable scrawl as it proceeds, Mahler's own end-
ing to the story has been tentatively rendered, with the help of Metro-
politan Opera conductor Jan Behr, somewhat as follows:

Au_ ihrem Grab blane Bl_m'lein blfthen,
Llmschlingen sich wie sie einmal,
Dem Reif sie nicht tvelken, nicht dorren.

Evidently the chromatics of his other Heine setting are not the only
"Tristanesque" thing about these early efforts. Mahler actually pro-
posed (whether seriously or not, we cannot know) to bestow something
resembling the floral apotheosis of the old Tristan legend upon this stark
simple folk ballad of star-crossed lovers, permitting their graves to put
forth intertwining flowers! _9

This is surely as self-revealing in its small way as anything we have
just discussed in connection with Das klagende Lied. Mahler must
have felt a strong identification with these adolescent lovers who fled
their homes, unbeknown "to father or mother," who "wandered far and

wide," and who----having neither luck nor guiding star-- simply, we are
told, "succumbed and died." Here again is truly a "song of a wander-
er"-- whether it be "mankind [who] has driven him forth," as in his
fantastic letter of 1879 to Josef Steiner, 5° or "the two blue eyes of my
sweetheart [which] have driven me into the open world," as in the
Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen. If Weder Gliick noch Stern is a vol-
untarily abandoned early preparation for anything in Mahler's later out-
put, it is surely for the poem published posthumously in Der Merker
on March 1, 1912-- the "'Gesellen'" poem which he did not set to music
in his song-cycle, dated "Cassel, December 1884," and translated as
follows by Gabriel Engel: sl

The night looks softly down from distances
Eternal with her thousand golden eyes,
And weary mortals shut their eyes in sleep
To know once more some happiness forgotten.

See you the silent, 91oomy wanderer?
Abandoned is the path he takes, and lonely,
Unmarked for distance or direction.
And oh, no star illuminates his way,

4g"And he took their beloved bodies away with him upon his ship to Tintagel,
and by a chantry to the left and right of the apse he had their tombs built round.
But in one night there sprang from the tomb of Tristan a green and leafy briar,
strong in its branches and in the scent of its flowers. It climbed the chantry and fell
to root again by Iseult's tomb. Thrice did the peasants cut it down, but thrice it
grew again as flowered and as strong. They told the marvel to King Mark, and he
forbade them to cut the briar any more." Joseph B_dier: The Romance ot Tristan
and Iseult, trans. Hilaire Belloc and Paul Rosenfeld; Pantheon Books, New York,
1945.

50GMB, p.9.

51Op. cir., p.43.
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A way so long, so far from guardian spiritsl
And voices versed in soft deceit sound, luring:
"When will this long and futile journey end?
Will not the wanderer rest from all his suffering?"

The Sphinx stares grimly, ominous with question,
Her stony, blank gray eyes tell nothing, nothing,
No single, saving sign, no ray of light--
,and if I solve it not, my Lifemust pay.

No wonder, perhaps, that Mahler could not set to music that earlier
apotheosis "'au[ ihrem Grab," much as he might have wished to! If
there were in his soul "no single, saving sign, no ray of light," he
could not manufacture one to order-- neither then nor later.

As usual, there are familiar connections and handprints all over the
song: a minor scale in harmonic thirds--

Ex. 56

.I

a chromatic alteration--

Ex. 57
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.h j A "_bi.j._ -"P J t. i h L. I
Fiel auf die zar - _en Blau - blii- me-lein_
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and so on. But even more striking, as we come straight from a con-
sideration of Das klagende Lied and its Waldm_rchen, is to look at
the first bar of Ex. 57, note what it grows into by the second stanza--

Ex. 58
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and compare the style, at least, of the result with that of the last four
bars of Ex. 8. In the above example, the temptation to change the
awkward "'M_gdlein'" to li/I_gdelein'" is well-ni0h irresistable. But be-
yond that, it is apparent that we have here another significant evolu-
tionary link in Mahler's development, and that, as with the Piano
Quartet, this "failure" would have been far more interesting and mov-
in 0 than most student-composers' most hoped-for successes.

As for the fraomentary settin 9 of Im wundersch6nen l_lonat _/]ai,
whose music works its way through one of its two stanzas, here is an
example of its pervasive yet somehow charming chromaticism:

.._ • _- J J
Im wun- der - sch6 - nen

• _ 2. __

, rF Y - " ---. y_
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rs,_ _ gl

No - nat Mai_

-'" L_ ¢" .....
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Among the ingredients most immediately recognizable as Mahlerian
we have (1) the use of the dotted rhythm in the third bar, which ar-
rives with the same piquancy as that which makes its entry in the fifth
bar of the matchless song from Mahler's middle or latter twenties, lch
ging mit Lust durch einen griinen Wald--

P
Ich ging mit Lust durch ei -nert grii - hen

Waldj Ich hSrt _ die ¥6"g - lein sin - gen.

and (2) the syncopated octaves in the piano in the fifth bar (against
the straight quarter-notes of the voice), which have the unmistakable
flavor of those lyric syncopations we have discussed in the music shared
between WaMm_rchen (with its willow tree) and Die zwei blauen
Augen (with its lime tree).

This, I submit, is an exceedingly promising start for a song, although
one is inclined to wonder why the music persists in languishing, when
the poet's words are filled with energy and ]oie de vivre. The only
plausible explanation is the most obvious one: that the words speak
of love and desire, and that young Mahler immediately and subjective-
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ly begins to express their unfulfillment. The two stanzas of the poem
are thus translated by Philip L. Miller: s2

In the lovely month of May
When all the buds were bursting,
Then within my heart
Love broke forth.

In the lovely month of May
When all the birds were singing,
Then I confessed to her
My longing and desire.

It is the first poem of Heine's Lyrisches Intermezzo (1822-3), and the
first of Schumann's Dichterliebe cycle (1840) also. The poem which
is second in both already speaks of tears and sighs, to be sure, but
Mahler clearly "jumps the gun" by sighing and languishing through
the first-- or rather the first stanza of the first, which is as far as he
went.

How differently he handled the second of the Lieder eines [ahrenden
Gesellen, set to his own poem[ Here the first three stanzas fairly
sparkle with the music of the morning field in sunlight, the merry finch,
the dewdrops and bluebells, while the fourth provides the complete
personal contrast of

Nun [_nlTt auch mein Gl,-,ck wohl an?!
Nun [_ngt auch mein Gl_tck wohl an?/
Nein/ Nein/ Das ich mein',
Mir nirnmer, nimmer bl_then kantd

But in the Wundersch6nen Monat Mai. Mahler was prepared only to

languish; and after the following--

Ex. 61

Die Lie - be auf - ge - gan gen_ Da

- -• ,_ tt_ 11 I¢"

52The Ring of Words; Doubleday, New York, 1963, p.40.
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tg
!

exquisite though it is, where could he go for his second stanza? Not
being Mahlers, it is impossible for us to say, and it is conceivable that
Mahler the student didn't know either.

This is notwithstanding another very touching document. In the
figure marked 'a above, by the way, Mahler seems to be rather on
his way to the extraordinary chromatic descent with minor-seventh
upbeat which crowns the truly purposeful languishing of the Leander
setting Erinnerung of a year or two later: 5s

5s H. F. Redlich tentatively dates this as "1879-80 at the latest." Bruckner and

Mahler; Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, New York, 1955, p.176.
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Ex. 62
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And that occurrence Donald Mitchell finds, in turn, to be "a little
reminiscent o_ the extravagant soprano shriek that is the climax o_ Das
klagende Lied. ""_ It may be this stron 9 sense o_ purpose and unity
o[ style in Erinnerun 9 {"rhythmic repetition . . . doleful minor sec-
onds . . . accompanimental triplets which throb insistently") that de-
ters Mitchell from notin 9, in his brilliant five-page analysis of the son 9,
that its chromaticism is in _act every bit as pervasive as that o_ the
Heine fragment_ which is therefore not merely an atypical oddity.

a'Op cir., p.218.
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We can then truthfully, if unhappily, say that Mahler's only two musi-
cal "collaborations" with Heinrich Heine were abortive. He must surely
have felt, however, an emotional kinship with the volatile German-
Jewish writer who, like himself, found that conversion to Catholicism
was "the admission-ticket to European culture, TM but who none the
less remained strongly skeptic in temperament-- though an eternal
seeker-- to the end.

III BLUMINE AND THE FIRST SYMPHONY

1-

Durin 9 the summer of 1967, the musical world was first made 9eneral-
ly aware of the rediscovery of the original second movement of Mah-
ler's Symphony No. 1: an Andante allegretto subtitled "'Blumine'"
which has been deleted from all published versions of the symphony.
On June 18 of that year, Benjamin Britten conducted this Andante
with the New Philharmonia Orchestra as part of his annual Aldeburgh

Music Festival. Then on April 9, 1968, the New Haven Symphony Or-
chestra, under its music director Frank Brieff, performed the move-
ment in its original place within the complete symphony for the first
time since Mahler's earliest performances, which began in Budapest
on November 20, 1889, and continued in Hambur 9 (1892)and Wei-
mar (1894). This five-movement Mahler First was heard in Woolsey
Hall on the campus of Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.

The events which led to this performance began on December 8,
1959, when Mrs. James M. Osborn of New Haven purchased an original
Mahler manuscript at an auction at Sotheby's of London. It turned
out to be the earliest known version of the Symphony No. 1, and by
courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Osborn it was subsequently used by the
Internationale Gustav Mahler Gesellschaft as part of the source-
material for the 1967 critical edition of the symphony (Universal Edi-
tion). In his Revision Report at the front of the score, the President
and chief editor Professor Erwin Ratz refers to the Osborn score simply
as "Das Manuskript (Ms.)" without acknowledgin 9 the source of
it by name!

The IGMG did not, of course, include the Blumine movement in the
critical edition, and the Revision Report simply remarks that "the
First Symphony, as commenced in 1884 and completed in 1888, origin-
ally contained five movements .... Mahler later decided to delete the
second movement, an Andante, as well as the literary designations at-
tached to the various movements, derived from Jean Paul's novelTitan.'"

Now, as it happens, Mr. and Mrs. Osborn." who are prominent art-
patrons of New Haven and who have deposited the Mahler manuscript

55See H. F. Redlich, op tit., p.128.

* (Editorial note: Mrs. Osborn died on December 23, 1968.)
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in the special Osborn Collection of the Yale University Library, have
c/ted the previous owner to the effect that it was not Mahler's decision
to delete the Andante, but rather his publisher's, as we shall presently
see. In any case the performing and publishing rights to the movement
have been turned over by the Osborns to the New Haven Symphony
as a gesture of community good will. It is now published in octavo
score by Theodore Presser, under the title Symphonic Movement--
Blumine, and in a very short time the parts will be available to all
orchestras on a rental basis.

Thus the first five-movement recording of the Symphony No. 1 was
made at Woolsey Hall by recording-producer Jerry Bruck (who is also
a Director of The Bruckner Society of America) for release by Odyssey
Records, less than a month after the premiere. It is important, how-
ever, to point out one crucial difference between the public performance
and the recording. In the former instance, conductor Frank Brief[ al-
tered the orchestra-parts of the four regular movements to conform to
the smaller layout of Mahler's earlier scoring: only three of each
woodwind instead of four, and no alternating voice of the English horn,
bass clarinet, or contrabassoon; four horns rather than seven, four
trumpets rather than five, and three trombones in place of four. He
also restored a few other instances of Mahler's earlier scoring in
these four movements, such as muted horns instead of clarinets for the
opening fanfare, and muted solo cello in unison with the muted solo
string bass at the beginning of the funeral march.

He did this, it was explained, simply in order to impart for this oc-
casion a bit of the special "flavor and atmosphere" of the original per-
formances under Mahler's own direction. In preparation for the re-
cording, however, he restored the full orchestration and the revised
instrumentation of the published versions. Now it is obvious that a
recording ought to be made on the basis of a single authentic scoring,
rather than a hybrid scoring, and I shall presently suggest good and
sufficient reasons for doing it just this way. Before discussing the pros-
and-cons of including the Blumine at all, however, I should like to add
a further word about the published scores and the Critical Edition.

Since no recordings of the Mahler First have yet been made on the
basis of the new 1967 Critical Edition of the IGMG, it is a pity that
the New Haven recording could not have been the first to do so as far
as the four unknown movements are concerned. The orchestra parts for
this edition were not yet available to the conductor, although he owned
a copy of the score, and he adjusted the performance to the usage of
this critical edition wherever he was able.

The difference in the editions is simply this. In his Revision Report,
Prof. Ratz cites the following source-materials used by the editors of
the IGMG:

1. the manuscript (Ms.)
2. the first edition (EA), published by Weinberger

in 1899

3. a second printing of the first edition
4. The copy-model for the final setting, published

by Universal Edition in 1906
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As he then explains, "a serious complication arises from the fact that
a reprint waspublished by Boosey 5 Hawkes in 1943-- also taken
over later by Universal Edition-- derived not from the final setting of
1906 (UE), but from the EA of Weinberger (1899), specifically the
second printing of EA. Evidently no specimen of the UE setting of
1906 was available in London for the reprint, and so the old Wein-
berger score was used for the photographic reproduction. It is possible
that a subsequent confusion arose as to which setting was the final and
authentic one, so that what was republished in 1943 was erroneously
taken as definitive. From this has resulted innumerable deviations in
the commercial recordings of this most frequently performed of Mah-
ler's symphonies."

Besides the usual printing errors and omissions requiring careful
searching and pruning (hence the recourse to as many autograph manu-
scripts as possible), that is just the sort of heedless, wholesale "bloop-
er" in the publishing world which ought to convince every Mahlerite
of the prime necessity of the collected Critical Edition. There are hun-
dreds of small differences, and a few major ones--- many involving
Mahler's striving "for an ever greater distinctness and clarity in the
realization of his musical ideas," as Prof. Ratz puts it-- between his
1899 and 1906 versions of Symphony No. 1. That the former could
come back on him by pure negligence forty-four years later is a cir-
cumstance that even the recurrently ill-starred Mahler could not have
foreseen.

So then what about BIumine? Is that too something which Mahler
would not have wished to "come back on him" after sixty-eight years?
The manuscript score in which it is contained was put up for auction
at Sotheby's by John C. Perrin of Brussels. Mr. Perrin was born in
Belgium in 1894. His father was an American sales-executive from
Seneca Fails, N.Y. His mother was the former Jenny Feld, a music
pupil, singer, and lifelong friend of Mahler.

As James Osborn describes it in his "history of the manuscript,"
Jenny was "a member of a musically gifted family in Budapest. Her
father, the executive of an insurance company, sent Jenny, her brother,
and her sister, with their mother to Vienna in 1878, when Jenny was
twelve years old. During the following six years they had an intensive
education, including the teaching of the best musicians available. Their
music tutor was a young student at the Vienna Conservatory named
Gustav Mahler. All of them had talents which flowered, leading to
prizes in the conservatories they attended, and to concert performances.
After the Felds returned to Budapest in 188't they continued to cor-
respond with their tutor, and to their pleasure Mahler was appointed
director of the Budapest Opera in 1889. The intimacy with the Feld
family was renewed, and Jenny, who had a lovely soprano voice, ap-
peared in many concerts conducted by Mahler. The family was also
in attendance at the initial performance of the First Symphony with
the Budapest Philharmonic."

Mahler gave the manuscript of the symphony to Jenny Feld, accord-
ing to her son John, "in March, 1891, when he left Budapest for his
new position at Hamburg." Since that account unfortunately does not
gibe with the composer's own inscriptions in the score, which identify
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it without question as a revised score of 1893, Mr. Perrin was asked
for further comment on the difficult question, and this was his reply:

"My mother told me she returned twice the manuscript to Mahler.
Once in 1893, the year he had chosen a Steinway piano for her at the
Central European depot of Steinway in Hamburg. A performance of
this very symphony took place that year in Hamburg, another one in
1894 at Weimar, after which he returned the manuscript to my mother.
This answers the puzzle. May I add that my mother again returned
the manuscript to Mahler in 1897 when he had his bitter fight with
Vienna editor Weinberger, who imposed alterations. Mahler finally
gave in and rewrote for editing as it is known nowadays in this new
form. Among other alterations the Blumine movement was suppressed;
Mahler was furious, and gave in only very reluctantly .... [In 1898]
Mahler was invited to direct his Second Symphony in Liege, stayed
several days with my_ parents in Brussels, and I understood handed
the manuscript to my mother, which never left her since."

Although Mr. Perrin states that "all these data have been carefully
checked and cannot be contested," we do know from more than one
source that the Hamburg performance took place in the autumn of
1892, not in 1893. Aside from that it all could, I suppose, have hap-
pened that way, though if Mahler needed this revised score back when
he conducted the work in 1894, and again when he took it to the
publisher Weinberger in 1897, I marvel how he managed without it
when he conducted the symphony in Berlin in 1896. It does seem an
altogether laborious way of getting the score into the hands of Jenny
Perrin finally in 1898-- a very natural date for Mahler to give it away
if he were going to give it away at all, a/_ter he had made another com-
pletely new score, namely the final revision for publication.

If Mahler had given Jenny a score of the symphony in 1891, on the
other hand, and she had been obliged to return it to him in 1893 (as
Mahler could easily have foreseen), it would be a different score which
he gave her in 1894, unless the repeated inscriptions 1893 on it are
spurious. But it is undoubtedly Mahler's hand, and the tangible evi-
dence of what he wrote raises serious doubt that Jenny Feld could
have had anything to do with this manuscript as early as 1891. One
does not handle active (as opposed to inactive) autographs this way,
and Mahler himself is mute witness that he did not.

Now the fact of exactly when she received it is of little significance
in itself, since it sufllces that it eventually came to her, thence to her
son, and thence to the London auction. But the credence to be attached
to the statements of Mr. Perrin and/or his mother in general is of vital
importance when we come to the specific but unsupported charge that
Weinberger imposed the deletion of the Andante on an unwilling
Mahler. And so, in order to set the background for these disputed
events as clearly and knowledgeably as possible, I think it is important
to learn everything that we can from this fascinating and revealing
1893 score itself.

2

The Osborn manuscript, which I studied at the Beinecke special-col-
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lections division of the Yale University Library, is clear and in excel-
lent condition, with Mahler's familiar handwriting evident throughout.
The title page (see Plate III) reads as follows:

Symphonie ("Titan")

in 5 S/_tzen (2 Abtheilungen)

yon

Gustav Mahler

I. Theil: "Aus der Tagen der Jugend"
1. "I_riihlin0 und kein Ende '°
2. "Blumine"

3. "Mit vollem Se0eln"

II. Theil: "Commedia humana"
4. Todtenmarsch in "Callots Manier"
5. "DaU Inferno al Paradiso"

The whole page is crossed out in three slashing strokes, very likely by
Mahler himself On some future date, on the evidence of his strong re-
action against the earlier provision of a literary program for the work.
This is described in a letter to the critic Max Marschalk after the
Berlin performance of March, 1896.

"My friends persuaded me," Mahler wrote, "to provide a kind of
program for the D major Symphony in order to make it easier to under-
stand. Therefore I had thought up this title and explanatory material
after the actual composition. I left them out for this performance, not
only because I think they are quite inadequate and do not even char-
acterize the music accurately, but also because I have learned through
past experiences how the public has been misled by them. TM

Some of the titles turn up again in the score itself, however, and
there they have not been crossed out. The heading of the first move-
ment is inscribed "Nro. I: Friihling und kein Ende,'" along with the
familiar "'Langsam! Schleppend!". There are fifteen four-page folders
in the first movement, with each folder numbered consecutively in the
top corner.

The next movement is headed simply "'Nro. 2: Andante alegretto'"
(sic); no "'Blumine'" here. (See Plate IV.) The scoring consists of only
2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in C, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 1 trumpet, harp,
timpani, and strings. The movement is contained on only four folders
( 16 pages), of which the first two folders are copied on slightly smaller
manuscript paper than all the rest of the score. The last page is in-
scribed "'Renovatum 16. August 1893."

After this comes "'Nro. 3: Scherzo," in which the "3" has been al-
tered from a "2" in different ink, and similar alterations (from "3" to
"4", and from "4" to "5") are to occur in the heading for each suc-
cessive movement. The word "'Scherzo", it will be recalled, does not
occur in the published scores. Following the word "'Scherzo" here, in-

_6 Trans. Dika Newlin: Bruckner--Mahler--Schoenberg; King's Crown Press, New
York, 1947, p.140.
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PLATE III

Crossed-out title-page o[ Mahler Symphony No. 1 manuscript (auto-
graph version of 1893), showing the original programmatic titles of the
two parts and five movements. (From the Osborn Collection, Yale
University Library, New Haven, Conn.)
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PLATE IV

Mahler Symphony No. 1. First page of second movement ('I3lu-
mine') from the Osborn manuscript.
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PLATE V

Mahler Symphony No. 1. Page from finale of Osborn manuscript,
showing crossed-out morendo leading to the deleted reprise.



PLATE VI
_x

Mahler Symphony No. 1. Page from finale of Osborn manuscript,
showing beginning of deleted reprise into the coda. Note variance
from introduction at sixth bar.
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stead of "'Kr_ftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schneU,'" we have "'Kr_ftig
bewegt!. (Langsames,.,, Walzerterapo).'" Whereas the Andante folders
were numbered 1 to "4", we now continue numerically where the
first movement left off (ignoring the intervening Andante), with fold-
ers 16 through 25. The last page is inscribed "'27. ]_nner 93 reno,
vatum.'"

Next comes a title-page with only "2. Theil,'" and what is evidently
the literary title scratched out. The next movement is headed "'Nro.
4: Todtenmarsch "in Callots Manier', ein Intermezzo _ ta Tempe fun-
bre'" (sic). The tempo marking is as we know it ("Feierlich und ge-
messen, ohne zu schleppen"), but with an exclamation point and the
last three words underscored. The folders of this movement are num-
bered "1" through "6". The only inscription at the end is "'folgt so-
gleich Nro. 5," with the "5" altered from a "4".

The finale is headed "'Nro 5: "Dall Inferno al Paradiso!" Stiirmisch be-
wegt." There are twenty-one folders; these are numbered, however, 1 to
13, 14a, 14b, and 15 to 20. Folder 14a contains 33 bars of music, of which
all but the first seven are crossed out. The last bar before the deletion
corresponds to bar 508 of the Critical Edition (or cue 4't+ 13). In the
deleted portion, the diminuendo at that point continues for seven more
bars (accompanied by a "'molto tit.") and then fades out completely.
(See Plate V.) Then, after a general pause, the cymbal crash from
the start of the movement recurs, followed by a slightly varied reprise
of the stormy opening bars. (See Plate VI.) This reprise breaks off
at the end of folder 14a. In 14b, the music resumes, just as we know
it, at the point before the deleted passage began, with CE bar 509, and
so on. The last page of folder 15 stops in the middle of the page, with
the notation ""Welter in der Partitur beim Zeichen 0." The first six
bars of folder 16 are crossed out; they consist of the six previous bars
differently orchestrated. The sign "O" follows this, and then the music
continues without further interruption to the end.

The most dramatic occurrences in the score are, of course, those
connected with the "'Blumine'" Andante and the finale. Let us con-

sider the finale first. To begin with, this is obviously a completely re-
copied score of the symphony dating from 1893, although (lack/ng an
earlier version with which to compare it) we cannot know to what ex-
tent the work was altered in the rewriting. However, the crossed-out
bars in the finale dramatically display Mahler in the process of doub-
ling back on his tracks to make one major alteration in the music itself,
either after reaching folder 16, or, more likely, after completing the
entire fnale.

From this it would appear that the transition from the reprise into
the coda beginning at bar 509 was the last part of the symphony (as
we know it today) to be written, and that in the previous performan-
ces (the 1899 premiere in Budapest and the second performance in
Hamburg in 1892) this part of the finale must have gone quite differ-
ently. Strange to think that the finale's crashing entry which is said
to have startled one poor lady half out of her wits at the premi6re
should have been heard twice at that performance! And that a reprise
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of the opening pa0es of the introduction originally linked up with
the coda in a manner which is now completely lost to us] (It is easy
enou0h, however, to see how it would have been done around cue 47
or 48.) In the last 19 deleted bars of folder 14a, the only difference
from the introduction is the timing of the fanfare for trumpets and
trombones. In the reprise, the first half of the fanfare was delayed for
eleven bars, evidently to link it up with the second half. ( I say evidently,
because it is just at this point, corresponding to the end of CE bar 19,
that folder 14a ends and the deleted passage breaks off.

There is not the slightest doubt that the substitution, five years after
Mahler's completion of the symphony, of the transition passa0e begin-
nin 9

Ex. 63
FLUTES

CLARINETS

"_'2_ _o __ f_ _ _ _-__0 _,it"_ _("_
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was a major inspiration-- a marvelously new and subtle way of enter-
in O into F minor for the last time, in place of simply one more F-
minor "outburst". And apparently, if Mahler had not decided to spare
himself the trouble of copying out again the seven undeleted bars of
folder 14a, by leaving it in the manuscript, we would know nothing
about the alteration. Folders 10, 11, 14b and 15 are written on a dif-
ferent make of manuscript paper than the rest of the finale. The fact
that 14b and 15 were substitute folders inserted after the finale had
been completed, and ending with the six re-orchestrated bars (CE
bars 582-7), is indicated by the notation "weiter in der Partitur'" at
that point. Obviously the original folder "14" was simply changed to
"14a" when the substitute pages were added, so as to link up without
renumbering every subsequent page. It would appear, then, that fold-
ers 10 and 11 were substitutes also, though substitutes for what, we
cannot know, since in that case the folders which they replaced were
simply taken out of the manuscript. As it is, the deleted reprise in the
Osborn score indicates the only instance, of our certain knowledge, of
Mahler's having altered the structure of a piece after the premiere!

Now let us try to reconstruct the chronology of the whole revision.
At the end of the funeral march there is no date inscription, but the
movement is written on the same kind of manuscript paper as the
main portion of the finale . I suggest that these two movements were
revised first, endin 0 on January 19, and so inscribed at the end of the
finale. The folders for the first movement and Scherzo share a single
numbering system (folders 1 to 25), and the end of the Scherzo is
inscribed with the date January 27. Some of these folders are written
on the same make of manuscript paper (inscribed "]oh. Aug. B6hme,
Hamburg") as the substitute folders in the finale. Again, I suggest
that Mahler went ri0ht back to the beginning after completing the fi-
nale, revising and recopying the first movement and then the Scherzo.

The continuous numbering of the folders from the end of the first
movement directly into the Scherzo, along with the numbering of the
Scherzo, funeral march, and finale as movements 2, 3 and 4 respect-
ively, clearly demonstrates Mahler's deletion of the Blumine as of that
time, just as the re-insertion of the movement into the scheme (inscribed
with the date August 16), and the subsequent renumbering of the
movements, clearly shows that Mahler had a second change of heart
about it during his summer vacation that year. It also shows that he
then revised and recopied Blumine, just as he had the rest of the
symphony.

This means at the very least that the publisher Weinberger of Vi-
enna, who obviously was not at Mahler's elbow in 1893, dictating his
actions, could not have been the first person in whose head the idea of
reducing the number of movements to four had occurred. In all like-
lihood that person was, rather, the composer himself. If, however, the
original decision was Mahler's, it was one which he was shortly to re-
scind by putting it back again. And that was unquestionably the score
which was used at the performance in Weimar the following year, if
Paul Stefan's description of the program is correct.

And what happened after that? It appears that Blumine was out
again, for good, as of the 1896 performance in Berlin, along with the
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literary program and titles. The performance was nevertheless a com-
plete fiasco, and Mahler was deeply depressed by this as well as by
the course of his liaison with Anna Von Mildenbur 9 at that time. Then
came the negotiations with Weinberger which Mr. Perrin places in
1897, of which we know virtually nothin 9 of and by themselves, but
which did lead to the publication of the First Symphony in four move-
ments in 1899. In the absence of (1) an 1897, 1898, or 1899 auto-
9raph, (2) a publisher's copy-model (Stichvorlage) for the first edi-
tion, or (3) any mention of the matter in question in the known cor-
respondence of Mahler, there is not a shred of documentary evidence
to sustain Mr. Perrin's assertion that Mahler even submitted the An-
dante movement for publication, either as part of the symphony or in
connection with it.

And what were the other alterations which Mr. Perrin says were
imposed by Weinberger, on which Mahler also "finally 0ave in" and
thence "rewrote for editing"? Except for minor details like the final
tutti bars which are twice separated by four instead of two bars of
drum rolls, and the closing "snap" which is in eighth notes instead of
quarter notes---- details in which Weinberger would hardly be much
interested-- there are absolutely no compositional differences between
the 1893 manuscript and the first edition. As for the enlargement of
the orchestra to something closer to Mahler's later "standard" ensem-
ble, as described earlier, that is hardly somethin 9 which Weinber0er
would have demanded and Mahler would have resisted-- quite the
opposite, one would think. And as for the other differences in orches-
tration, if any of these had been imposed against Mahler's will, they
would certainly have been rectified when Mahler prepared a wholly
new edition for Universal in 1906. Yet I can think of no sinfle in-
stance in which the second edition (LIE) 9oes back to the 1893 score
in contradiction of the first edition. Again, the very appearance of the
score which he has preserved for us bears witness against Mr. Perrin's
own charfe. In all essentials the first edition is manifestly on the
straight route from 1893 to 1906, not a detour.

And lastly, we have no vestife of evidence that Mahler tried to
reinstate Blumine when he made this completely new edition of 1906
for a new publisher. While I have no doubt that Mr. Perrin was told
all the things he has said about the manuscript as well as about
Blumine, I think he is simply "barkin 9 up the wron 9 tree." Whatever
claim the Andante has on our attention can only come, not from Mah-
ler's explicit authority-- it doesn't exist-- but from out lookin 9 deeper
and with some small defree of insight into the matter. Whatever claim
it has to be once more a part of Symphony No. 1 can come only from
itself.

What, to begin with, does "'Blumine'" mean? Where does the word
come from? Mahler doesn't tell us, and so there has been much specu-
lation seeking to account for the subtitle by linkin 9 it directly or in-
directly to lean Paul s Titan. But Henry-Louis de La Gran0e, the inde-
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fatigable Mahler researcher and biographer, pointed out in a recent
letter that word actually occurs in the title concocted by Jean Paul for
a three-volume collection of his magazine essays published in 1810,
1815, and 1820. It seems that after listing and pondering a number of
picturesque ideas for the title of that collection Naturalienkammer,
Karthaunenpapiere, Sammelsurium, and so on--the imaginative author
had decided to call it Herbst-Blumine, a coinage that might be rendered
as "Autumn Flora". For according to Kurt Schreinert, in the general

reface to the modern B6hlaus edition of the work (Weimar, 1942, see
age 86), the hyphenated title (a) alludes to the season in which the

original volume was published, and (b) pays homage to C. H. Wolke's
Germanization of "flora" as "'Blumine'" (from the AUgemeiner Anzeiger
of June 28, 1810).

Random attempts to retranslate the unitary sobriquet adopted by
Mahler (or alternately the "'Bluminenkapitel'" cited by Paul Stefan from
the Hamburg and Weimar programs) have tended to be about as fanci-
ful as Jean Paul himself. If an English translation must be applied, I
suggest sticking to "Flora". Besides being a generic word, this also
happens to be a girl's name. And I suspect that, for Mahler, "'Blumine'"
was above all a familiar nickname, drawn from his favorite author and
applied to a specific something or someone. In the musical context, it
would appear to have been also associated in his mind with the name
of another Jean Paul novel: Blumen-, Frucht-, und Dornenstiicke
("Flower, Fruit, and Thorn Pieces"--referred to by Bruno Walter,
after its protagonist, as Der Siebenk_s), which he borrowed as an aux-
iliary subtitle for Part I of his programmatic Symphony (movements 1
to 3). Thus the emotional connotations are quite clear, without any
too-literal recourse to the actual works of Jean Paul.

I also think that Mr. Perrin is on the right track when he couples
his story about Mahler and Weinberger with remarks about Mahler
and Johanna Richter, the "blue-eyed sweetheart" of the Gesellen cy-
cle and the Cassel Opera. "I have written a cycle of songs dedicated
to her," Mahler wrote to Fritz L6hr on New Year's Day, 1885. _ "She
doesn't know them, but they cannot tell her more than she already
knows .... [In them] a man is condemned by his fate to become a
wanderer over the face of the earth." According to John Perrin, Blu-
mine was also written by Mahler for "her":

"The First Symphony in its original form was considered as a sym+
phonic poem in two parts and five movements. The editor considered
it too long, and after a hard fight Mahler gave in very reluctantly (as
my mother told me) and, full of anger, suppressed the Andante, which
expressed his innermost feeling for Johanna."

Well why, it may be asked, should one urge a story uttered in the
same breath as a doubtful one? Simply because the second story has
other circumstances to commend it, and cogent ones at that. In 1920,
Max Steirdtzer of Leipzig contributed to a Mahler commemorative is-

57GMB, pp.33-_.
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sue a personal reminiscence _s in which he quoted from memory six
bars from the lost incidental music Mahler wrote in 1884, in Cassel,
for a staging of Joseph yon Scheffel's narrative poem Der Trompeter
yon S_ckingen:

Ex. 64
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Though in a different key, this is otherwise almost identical to the
opening of the main trumpet theme in Blumine. (See Ex. 72 below.)

"Mahler took with him to Leipzig [in 1886]," wrote Dr. Steinitzer,
"only this one piece in score, a very appropriate setting of the tab-
leau wherein Werner plays a serenade across the moonlit Rhine
toward the castle where Margareta lives. But Mahler found it too
sentimental, became annoyed with it, and finally made me promise I
would destroy the piano score I had made from it."

Der Trompeter yon S_ckingen was also the title of an abominable
but very popular opera by Viktor Nessler which Mahler loathed be-
cause he had to conduct it frequently in his semi-provincial surround-
ings at that time, and even later. 5° On June 22, 1884, Mahler wrote to
his friend Fritz: "The other day I had to write, head over heels, inci-
dental music for the "Trompeter yon S_ckingen', which is going to be
performed tomorrow with living pictures in the theatre. The opus was
ready within two days, and I have to confess that I find it a great joy.

5sMusikblhtter des Anbruch, Special Gustav Mahler Issue; Vienna, April, 1920,
pp.296-8.

59"In Prague it seems that Mahler got so sick of conducting Der Trompeter that,
to satisfy his mounting aggression, he performed the work with its Leitmotiv omit-
ted throughout, lqo one noticed the loss." In 1892, when he flatly refused to conduct
the opera at all at Covent Garden. an English critic remarked: "He•r Mahler is
evidently not in sympathy with this work." D. Mitchell op. cir., pp.228-9.
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As you can imagine, it hasn't got much in common with Scheffel's affec-
tations, but, of course, goes far beyond the poet's conceotion ,,s0

As Donald Mitchell says in his book" "Malaler's ' reat "o ' was shared• g JY
by his public at Cassel, and his Trompeter music travelled to Mann-
heim, Wiesbaden and Karlsruhe, and was acclaimed. But in reporting
this news to L6hr in January, 1885, Mahler discloses a change of heart
towards the Trompeter score. He disclaims that he has had any hand
in promoting the music's success outside Cassel, 'for you know how
little this, of all my works, matters to me.' " Mitchell repeats Max
Steinitzer's suggestion that a score or a set of orchestral parts for the
original music might yet turn up "on a library shelf in some German
provincial theatre."

So at least we know that the big trumpet theme of Blumine had its
origin in a unique kind of moonlit serenade or love-song, and the alter-
nately broodin 9 and elegiac middle section of the movement fits well
into place with such a romantic conception. The love of Werner the
trumpeter for Margareta in the poem might well have been connected
in Mahler's mind, through this music, with his current love-affair with
Fr,iulein Richter. But just what sort of love-affair was it? Gabriel En-
gel writes :6x

"Their constant efforts to loosen their attachment lent the entire
love-episode the semi-comical air of an endless leave-taking. Holidays
struck them as best suited to the accomplishment of a permanent fare-
well. They parted at Christmas of that year (1884). New Year's Eve,
however, seemed too significant a date to be neglected." After describ-
ing his New Year's parting to Fritz in painful detail, Mahler wrote
again on May 28:

"When I wrote you some time ago that our affair had come to an
end, it was only the trick of the shrewd theatrical manager who an- i
nounces 'Last performanceF, only to follow it next day with another."
Others speak of overt betrayal by Johanna, but it is scarcely necessary
to add that too, e2 in order to see that Mahler's emotional state was
shot through with feelings of ambivalence and uncertainty about the
ecstatic but troublesome episode.

Now let us review again and compare the progress of that trumpet
melody which is shared by the S_ckingen and Blumine scores. The in-
cidental music was composed in June, 188't (the same year that Mah-
ler composed the Lieder eines [ahrenden Gesellen and began compos-
ing the First Symphony), and proclaimed "a great joy." By January,
1885, Mahler was writing to his friend: "You know how little this, of
all my works, matters to me." In 1886 he took the score of only the
trumpet serenade with him to Leipzig, where Max Steinitzer became
attached to it and made a piano reduction of it. Mahler "became an-
noyed" about the music again, and enjoined his friend to destroy the
piano score. Then he put some oE the same trumpet music into his

s0 Trans. D. Mitchell: op. cir., p.226.
_xOp. cir., pp. 40-1.
e2It would render much more pointed, however, Mahler's original subtitle char-

acterizing the opening of the finale as "Like the sudden outburstof a deeply wound-
ed heart." But whatever the facts of the tempestuous affair itself, the former lovers
remainedon good termsafter Mahler departedCassel for Prague.
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First Symphony, the symphony which is also thematically related to
the Gesellen cycle avowedly written for Johanna. After two perform-
ances of the symphony he took the music out again; then he wrote it
out anew and put it back in for the third performance. For the fourth
performance, he removed it once more.

If the music was no good to begin with, was it worth all that trouble?
And if it is worth the trouble, does it deserve its ultimate rejection?
Obviously Mahler was not rationally reacting to a piece of music per
se. Through this music, he seems rather to have been unconsciously re-
living the emotional trauma of his off-again-on-again affair with Jo-
hanna Richter, or something very much like it._ The music does ap-
pear (in John Perrin's words) to have expressed, or at least to have
been trenchantly associated with, "his innermost feeling" about some-
thing. And in view of this ambiguous history, it would not have been
inconsistent after all if Mahler had inserted the movement once more
and then fought for it, "full of anger," when an insubordinate publish-
er tried to dictate terms about it.

The fact that Mahler, who was normally adamant and unyielding in
artistic matters that concerned him, ultimately "gave in" would also be
consistent with this ambivalence. It is extremely difficult to accept the
idea of other alterations imposed on the symphony, simply because
these do not appear. But this alteration does appear, and it is not nearly
so difficult to accept the possibility that it was preceded by Mahler's
last skirmish with the subconscious memory of Johanna-- or that he
was inwardly relieved to put the ultimate responsibility upon someone
else, even if he did not realize it. 6_ Gerald S. Fox, a Mahler enthusiast,
has offered the suggestion that "'Blumine" signified, for the composer,
his own pet name for Johanna Richter. As with the mysterious "Rose-
bud" of Orson Welles film classic, Citizen Kane, I am sure it is noth-
ing less int/mate and personal.

This is the sort of thing perfectly calculated to split Mahlerites
right down the middle. But in the long run, I think it simply comes
down to a personal preference as to whether one enjoys hearing Blu-
mine by itself, or would rather hear it in the symphony sometimes,
every time, or never. What, for example, is its proper place in the
Collected Critical Edition? I think the IGMG was absolutely right not
to publish it in the symphony, but would not have been remiss to have
offered it as an appendix. For my own personal taste, I think it be-
longs in the symphony: and I shall simply state my reasons for this
feelin 9 and leave it at that.

63This in turn would, of course, be etiologically related to the traumatism of
NIahler's infancy which we discussed before.

64And note the si0niflcant resemblance to the oblique manner in which the Wald-
m_rchen has been preserved. Mahler presented the three-movement Klagende
Lied to his sister after he was quite through with it. The five-movement 'Symphony
No. 1 he presentedto another lady whom he liked.
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Long before I ever saw or heard this Blumine music, but knew from
Stefan and Bekker of its former existence, I felt that the Scherzo's
vigorous L_ndler tune "bumped" against the exuberant coda of the
first movement in a wholly uncharacteristic way. I felt the esthetic
need for some interlude, and I also felt that the macabre funeral march
from the darker side of the Scherzo needed something lyrical on the
forward side to counterbalance it. Not, mind you, the brief "'Au[ der
Strasse'" episode within the funeral march, but a complete movement,
if still of relatively small dimensions. Naturally, at that time I had no
idea that the lyrical part of the finale was making actual melodic re-
ferences back to this very Andante which I missed. If I had, I would
have felt the hiatus even more keenly. The finale itself, which I have
always loved dearly, today has yet more meaning for me, now that I
am familiar with the music of the Andante, and therefore know to what
these "flashbacks" are referring.

It seems as if Mahler was divided between a preference for the four-
movement and for the five-movement symphony. The Second is a
five-movement symphony with the Andante placed second, just as the
original First Symphony is. And so is the Third, if we will imagine
its two short vocal movements to be a unit counterbalancing the Tempo
di Menuetto (originally titled "'Was mir die Blumen au[ der Wiese
erz_hlen,'" by the way). The Fourth was originally planned in six
movements. We also learn that Mahler once considered deleting the
Andante moderato of the Second, because it interrupted "the natural
dramatic progression of the work." Would that symphony be a bet-. . ?ter-balanced work without It. And couldn t one say the same of any
lyric Andante? Isn't that its normal function after all, to "interrupt",
i.e. to provide an interlude? I for my part instinctively feel that the
original First Symphony is a more ideally balanced work than the re-
vised one.

The Fifth and Seventh are five-movement symphonies, the latter
with counterbalancing Nachtmusiken flanking the Scherzo: and in the
intervening four-movement Sixth, Mahler had trouble deciding which
of the inner movements ought to come first, as though he actually
missed the arc-shaped structure even here. Only in the Ninth did he
seem to come dec./sively to terms with a wholly new four-movement
conception. Yet the Tenth sketch finds him experimenting with a new
kind of five-movement arc form, this time with two counterbalancing
Scherzi flanking an intermezzo!

Concerning the orchestration of Blumine it is interesting to note that,
even after revision, Mahler left the movement scored for a much smaller
ensemble than the four surrounding movements. This is a precedent
for later movements like the Filth's Adagietto for strings and harp, or
the Seventh's Andante amoroso for mandolin, guitar, harp, and cham-
ber orchestra-- both within a much larger and more dynamic canvas.
If Mahler perchance d/d submit Blumine to Weinberger within his or-
chestrally augmented symphony as of 1897, my guess would be that he
still left Blumine just as it was before. That is why I feel it is per-
fectly all right to present it within the context of the symphony as we
know it today, though it might be pleasant and fruitful on some future
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occasion to perform the whole 1893 score as/s.* Things like the unison
for solo cello and solo contrabass in the funeral march are well worth
hearing.

Is the Blumine too sent/mental? That again is a question of indi-
vidual taste. Certainly it is sentimental in part: i.e. the trumpet solo
seems to have a deliberate old-worldliness about it, not unlike that of

the much longer posthom part in the Third Symphony, a part which I
find extremely sentimental, albeit exactly right in its contribution to the
whole. Or similarly, the solo trombone part in the first movement of
the Third, which at one point (cue 33) is explicitly marked "'Senti-
mental"l Doesn't the Seventh's Andante amoroso have its own special
brand of sentimental charm, setting it apart as a distinctive genre piece?
Aren't the songs all genre pieces too, each combining the elements of
sentimentality, 9rotesquerie, pathos, humor, etc., in its own special way?
This is the essence of Mahler's musical art; and so any adjective can
be an objective characterization, until it is prefaced by "too", when it
becomes subjective.

And finally where, if anywhere, does Blumine belong in the motivic
plan and structure of the symphony? In this respect the symphony's
starting point is the Oesellen cycle, especially with respect to the in-
terval of the fourth (as Dika Newlin has pointed out), and regarding
which we have already discussed the tonic,dominant "tread bass"
which stylistically links the symphony, song-cycle, and Das klagende
Lied. es The first three songs all begin with prominent fourth intervals--

Ex. 65
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e5 See footnote 34.
* (Editorial note: As we go to press the New Haven Symphony has managed to

do just that, and Th. Presser may also publish it.)
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while the last song brings in the tread bass for the second stanza, and
restores the melodic prominence of the fourth interval in the third
stanza:

Ex.65d

Auf der Stras- se steht ein Lin - den-baum_ Da
--1

hab _ ich zum er- sten Mal im Schlaf ge-ruht!

All of these stylistic elements, and some of the actual themes, pene-
trate the symphony. The whole first three stanzas of the second song
(100 bars) in slightly altered sequence, be0innin fl with Ex. 65b, form
the exposition of the symphony's first movement, but they are made
to grow out of the slow introduction's stylized fourth-interval "cuckoo
call" and six-note figure built from it:

Ex. 66

The horn theme at cue 15 is almost an "apotheosis of the fourth":
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Ex. 67

a

i

while the very bass foundation 9ives the same rhythmic treatment to
the tonic-dominant tread:

Ex. 69

j-_ • •

The funeral march on Fr_re ]acques of course begins with the bass
tread in solemn dirile-tempo, and prominent new fourths are featured
both in the last two bars of the main canon theme and in the staccato
sequent uttered by the oboe. The latter seems to mock the unchanging
bass itself with wa09ish duplication:

p etwa, s h ervor_e_e_zd

• I I I I 1 1 I

"PPl lSl' a" l

The middle section of the movement, I need hardly repeat, is a close-
to-literal reprise of the last 30 bars of the GeseUen cycle, beginning
with Ex. 65d and incorporating Ex. 28.
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Fourths are not featured quite so prominently in the finale until
the first reminiscence of Ex. 66 occurring at cue 21, and the soft fan-
fares at cues 25 and 26. They come into their own once again with
the renewed fanfares at cues 33 and 34, and with the triumphantly
"inevitable" metamorphosis, at cue 35, of the "cuckoo-derived" figure
(Ex. 66) into no less than a paraphrase of "And He shall reign for
ever and ever" from Handel's A/Iessiah--

Ex. 71
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---one of Mahler's most brilliantly "surrealist" juxtapositions. (It is
a juxtaposition, because the first occurrence of Ex. 71 shortly fades
into a pianissimo and is immediately replaced by Ex. 66.)

5

With this background, there can be little doubt that the Trumpeter
from S_ckingen feels himself thoroughly at home when he blows his
long-silenced serenade at the fifth bar of the Andante--

Ex. 72
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or when the violins take up the continuation and cadential phrase:

Ex. 73 _0eo cre_a.
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This long, winding melody, with its initial rising fourth, its nostalgic,
old-fashioned chromatic passing-notes, its rhapsodic scale-fragments
and melodic arpeggios, combines in one flowing, embroidered line the
separate character-features of many a short thematic figure found in
the song-cycle as well as the symphony. _6 (The embellishments, not
shown above, are of course a very essential aspect of it.) And in all
these respects it is closely akin to the other longest theme in the
symphony, the D-flat cantabile in the finale, beginning at cue 16. The
latter is, however in duple time!
• It is Mahler's singular coup in this case to have these two inde-
pendent but "brothers-under-the-skin" themes run parallel courses for
a greater part of the way, permitting them to begin to converge melodi-
cally only in their respective cadence-figures. How this is done can
be seen from the following, beginning just after cue 18 in the finale:

_x. 73a _ Ex. 7a?a

reit 3-- _ I 3 -IEx. 74
_ _ ' - _I .
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ee For example, the rhythmic analogy between figure 72a and the trumpet figure
71a is obvious. If 72a were transposed to the key of D (as in Ex. 64), 71a could
even [ollow it quite naturally.
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3

It is the penultimate bar of Ex. 73 shown as figure 'a'--augmented in
time value, and with its first note further extended in length which
is lingered over most extensively in the finale. First the augmented
phrase is treated in risin 9 sequence, as in Ex. 74; and since figure 73b
concludes this same example, the whole of Ex. 74 thus comes as an
elegiac extension and elaboration of the erstwhile two-bar Blumine
cadence (73a/b). Immediately after that, in a kind of after-cadence,
figure 73a returns again, in the cellos (cue 19), and is repeated this time
in falling sequence..A.11 this seems now to take on that very aspect of
"endless leave-takin 9 cited by Engel in connection with Mahler and
Johanna Richter. But that is an esthetic point hardly to be comprehend-
ed in listening to the finale, if one knows only the foreshortened sym-
phony, sans Btumine.

Immediately after this double cadence comes the reminiscence of Ex.
66 in the clarinets, along with a darkly prowling chromatic theme in
the bass, also drawn from the first-movement introduction. ,And later,
at cues 38, 39, and 40, come a whole company of shadowy figures
from the first movement, merging at one point with a fragmentary
wisp of the finale's own cantabile melody. All these cross-references
are immediately apprehended, and are meant to be, as is the elliptical
reference to Blumine. A moment later (cue 41) the cantabile is con-
jured up in a little more substantial form, but with a new continuation
which gets lost and trails off inconclusively. But suddenly, at cue 42,
the rising sequence on figure 73a reenters in the oboe and picks up the
thread again. And now, at the very first mention of the Blumine figure
in this varied reprise, the strings take over after the third bar with a
passionate new rising sequence on its final bar alone. This comes to a
searing /t/t[ climax with timpani and cymbals (cue 44), and then fails
back again in a syncopated scale-passage, linked in essence to the
falling scale-figures of both Ex. 73 and the three bars preceding Ex. 7't
(unquoted).

The momentary violence of this passionate upheaval may seem
slightly puzzling at this point, unless we realize that it is perhaps close
to being Mahler's personal version of the heartbreaking culmination of
Wotan's Farewell. Since the deleted "cymbal-crash" (or "thunder-and-
lightning") reprise in the pre-1893 version of the symphony would
have immediately followed this, we are then in a position to really
appreciate how much better Mahler was able to handle this whole
section with the help of the new 1893 transition. In view of all that,
I cannot bring myself to believe that Mahler's ultimate deletion of
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Blumine (and it was his final responsibility after all) was any more a
rational act than his deletion of the Waldm_rchen.

If I have so far barely touched on the middle section of Blumine, it
is because the important issue of the movement's direct relevance to the
rest of the symphony is concentrated in the trumpet melody together
with its string cadence, which dominates and indeed pervades most of
the movement, though much less so the middle part. With the latter,
another issue confronts us. While the stylized archaism of "Werner's
trumpet song" may not be to everyone's liking (just as the great trom-
bone soliloquies in the Third Symphony assuredly are not), I hope I
have sufficiently demonstrated that it cannot be simply torn out of
the context in which Mahler has (as always) intricately embedded it,
with the expectation of coming up with a fully integral result.

The middle section, on the other hand (I suppose we can call it a
Trio, since the form of the movement is strictly ternary), offers noth-

ing that is burningly significant to a larger understanding of the work.
What it offers is music which, with the aid of its subtle instrumenta-
tion, seems to beckon us in the opposite direction from the "period"
soloism of S_ickingen, toward an acerbic and spare counterpoint.

This Trio is launched, surprisingly enough, by a delicate octave-
glissando effect which Mahler was to employ again at an analogous
point in the Sixth's Andante (cue 58), but an octave and a half higher
in the latter case. Then for a dozen bars the music is haunted by
minor-mode fragments from the trumpet's serenade, scored for winds
and harp, with muted strings which are very lightly sketched in with-
out bass. From this, I cite the last four bars:
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After that we hear another ten poignantly singing bars, beginning with
the following little dialogue for ultra-Mahlerian horns and oboes:

Ex. 76

Then a hesitant but brooding passage of eight bars, with dissonant
horn chords, low plucked strings, and tremolo-like effects in the harp.

Out of this rises a haunting duet for oboe and bowed string basses.
The former is heard in a [ree variant and development of the trumpet
theme, starting in A minor, while the latter keep repeating the first
five notes of the same phrase in a rising sequence:

Ex. 77
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This certainly evokes and matches the best pages o[ the Fourth
Symphony's Poco adagio. It is accompanied only by a continuous oc-
tave tremolando on A in the cellos. Though not immediately apparent,
we have already started on a retransition into the main section. The
tempo speeds up slightly, and we hear the loveliest combination of all,
an expressive duet for first violins and horn. The latter begins to repeat
the rising sequence of the last example, then executes an arched figure,
almost meeting the violins in a reverse arch" at the distance of a
poignant major third:
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This example of the essence of Mahler's mature, spare and bittersweet
lyric counterpoint is accompanied by a soft eighth-note strumming of
the second violins, and by a plucked bass.

The retransition proceeds with a few more bars of elegiac oboe
tones: 6_
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But far from bein 9 merely literal, the reprise begins with a foreshor-
tened serenade (in the form of a canon between the high cellos and
the first flutel), and the trumpet itself does not return until after Ex.
73 has been recapitulated in full and has reached the main climax of
the movement! So whereas the trumpet part ran to a total of 22 bars
in the first section, in the reprise it totals only ten bars. The evanes-
cent wisp of a coda °s rounds out an exquisite, perfectly proportioned
movement which Mahler certainly did well to revise and recopy with
such scrupulous care in the late summer of 1893, quite possibly sur-
rounded at Steinbach by the unfinished score of his Second Symphony
on which he was still meditating!

It may have been-- at least I like to think it was-- at the end of
his first ideal summer on the peaceful shore of Lake After that the
composer was able to take his most clear-headed retrospective look at
the First Symphony of 1884-88. I am deeply grateful to the Perrins
for preserving this score, and to the New Havenites for passing it on
to us.

e7 These few short bars shown in Ex. 79 are a virtual compendium of Mahleresque
"'klagend'" effects. (1) Note again, at the third bar, the major triad changing to
minor. (2) In regard to figure 'b', compare the same consecutive oboe tones D O F, in
the same octave and marked "Wie ein Naturlaut,'" following the words "'Was sprieht
die tiete Mitternacht?'" sung by the alto (Symphony III/4, cue 2). (3) Re figure
'c', compare the alto's "'0 glaube, mein Herz,'" doubled by the English horn, in the
same key of B flat minor (Symphony II/5, cue 39) : see also example 23a. In Deryck
Cooke's The Language o[ Music (Oxford University Press, pp.1'i6-50), the latter
(the melodic minoPsixth tone as "appoggiatura to the dominant") is characterized as
a basic motif, frequently of grief or of pleading. Compare now the whole melodic
sequence 'a' (B flat in the bass, then D, F, G flat, G flat, F) with, say, the English-
horn motif in Act IV of Werdi's Otello, letter Y (in A minor), or with Berlioz's set-
ting of the words "'Exaudi, exaudi'" in the Introit of his Requiem (in B flat major).
In the evolving context of Mahter's Trio, figure 'a' is, of course, simply a partial
transformation of Ex. 78a into the minor.

¢sMahler's "'ewig'" motif is heard six times in the last nine bars.
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Regular readers of CHORD AND DXSCORDprobably know that since
1955 a Vienna organization called the International Gustav Mahler
Society has been engaged in the re-publication of Mahler's complete
works in an authoritative and definitive "Critical Collected Edition,"
incorporating post-publication changes made by the composer in some
works and weeding out misprints which presses have been faithfully
(or rather, unfaithfully) grinding out, year after year, in others.

A sabbatical leave from my music professorship at the University of
Mississippi during the 1965-1966 academic year made it possible for
me to go to Vienna and offer my full time to the Society in its work
on this fascinating project. Thanks to the fact that American univer-
sities give half salary to faculty members when on sabbatical leave, I
was able to work at no expense to the Society, for like all too many
worthy organizations, the I.G.M.S. is not overwhelmed with money.
Its support is adequate, but not bountiful. Volunteer workers, if capa-
ble and qualified for the exacting work and possessed of the requisite
background, patience, and thoroughness, are a boon to the organiza-
tion, even though they might be able to work only part-time. On the
other hand, a person who is not conscientious and painstaking is worse
than no one.

President of the International Gusav Mahler Society is Prof. Dr. Er-
win Ratz, typically Austrian even to his mode of dress and his accent
(and I found the Vienna accent difficult )--a man whose qualifications
are unsurpassable for the task to which he is devoted, but who is able
to give it only a part of his time. This scholarly, nervous, lovable, eru-
dite 68-year-old man, who never seems to rest, is a professor at Vien-
na's famous Akademie [iir Musik und darstellende Kunst, a member of
the board of directors of the Konzerthaus, the author of a textbook on
musical form (soon to appear in a new edition), and a former friend
of Berg and Webern. As if his present teaching and editorial duties
were not enough, he is also currently preparin 9 a new and corrected
edition of the famous Treatise on Harmony by his teacher, Arnold
Schoenberg. He has done or is doing further editorial work with the
compositions of Bach, Beethoven, and Schubert.

Preliminaries

At three o'clock on the afternoon of August 31, 1965, the Orient Ex-
press deposited my wife and me at Vienna's Westbahnho[. On Sep-
tember 1 I showed the Society's address to a rental agent and asked
him if he knew of anything nearby. A small furnished apartment only
three-and-a-half blocks away was on his list, and when I discovered
that a large writing-desk was in the living-room we promptly moved

101
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in. On September 2 I reported to Prof Ratz at the Society's headquar-
ters, on September 3 he made a tremendous amount of material from
the Society's archives available to me, and on September 4 I commenc-
ed work on Project I--the Second Symphony.

It might be well to clear up three points before discussing any of
the individual projects.

First I should explain what an "engraver's copy" is (in German,
Stichuorlage). This is a handwritten copy of the composer's manu-
script, made by a professional music penman. The engraver s copies
are more readily readable than Mahler's often hasty handwriting, which
in the case of the Ninth Symphony was downright bad. In contrast,
the script of the two professional penman who prepared the engraver's
copy of this same work (the first movement in a different--and even
better--hand than the second, third, and fourth) was always clear
and absolutely beautiful, though these men permitted a small num-
ber of errors to intrude.

Second, I volunteered with my mind made up to the fact that the
Society already had ten years' experience in the Mahler project, that
certain routines and practices had been established and found to work
well while others had been rejected as inferior, and that anyone aiding
in the task, even though working of his own volition and without sal-
ary, would still have to be willing to follow thes established procedures,
otherwise his "help" would only become a hindrance. In short, to be
an "individualist" would be all right, just so one was not a "rugged
individualist."

Third, the reader must understand ..the various types of change Mah-
ler made in his compositions. These are:

1. Changes made in the manuscript before submitting it to
the publisher.

3. Changes made (other than corrections) while check-
ing the engraver's copy.

3. Last-minute changes (ather than corrections) made in
the publisher's proof-sheets.

4. Changes and corrections made in the published score
after the first edition, but before the final edition (in the case
of compositions that went through more than one edition}.

5. Changes and corrections made after the publication of the
last edition.

Changes of the first, second, and third types would not officially con-
cern anyone listening to a Mahler workMthey occur in many people's
music--though they often provide a fascinating "glimpse into the com-
poser's workshop" for a curious researcher. I saw many examples of
Types 1 and 2. Type 3 examples exist in connection with certain
works, though not with those with which I was involved. This leaves
Types 4 and 5 as the focal points of the researcher-editor's attention,
and what was involved will become clear as the separate projects are
described.

The foregoing does not include out-and-out misprints, which of
course are the most important of all.
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Procedure

The procedure was a little different for each of the four projects,
but in general it was this: I corrected, in red pencil, all obvious mis-
prints. Suspected misprints or places about which there might be some
question I kept on a list. These were thoroughly discussed with Prof.
Ratz during our periodic conferences, always held in my apartment
(and I loved being addressed as "Herr Professor"), at which each
item was disposed of in one or the other of four ways:

1. We decided the printed version was perfectly correct.
2. We decided a change was necessary, and made it in red

pencil.

3. We decided that the flaw was so slight that the present
status could be conscientiously allowed to remain.

4. We were unable to determine exactly what Mahler's in-
tentions really were and earmarked the spot for discussion in
the "Revision Report" (Revisionsbericht) which Prof. Ratz
will prepare for inclusion in the preface to each work as it
comes out in the new "Critical Edition."

My list of "questionable places" for the Second Symphony runs to
15 closely-written pages, for the Ninth to 11, but for the less prob-
lematical Eighth and Third to only 3 and 4, respectively.

It might be well to clear up what comprises a matter of the third
type on the foregoing list--something not flawlessly correct, yet also
not worth the bother of a change. The forthcoming editions of all four
symphonies on which I worked will be made by altering the plates of
the preser_t editions, not by engraving the works afresh as was done
with the Society's edition of the Sixth Symphony. Hence only the
genuinely necessary changes were to be made.

And what might be some specific examples of discrepancies which,
although observed, could with a clear conscience be allowed to go un-
altered?

(1) Certain instruments are sometimes notated with one clef, but
for exceptional passages with a different one. For instance, the viola
generally uses the alto clef, but changes to the treble for the notes in
its high register. Imagine that a certain passage concludes in the treble
clef and that a rest of a page or more intervenes before the violas re-
enter with the normal alto clef.. Composers' accepted procedure is to
give warning of the clef-change on the viola staff of the score by plac-
ing an alto clef after the last measure of the treble-clef passage or at
the end of the affected staff, or by opening the viola staff on the new
page with the treble clef but inserting an alto clef just before the violas
resume playing. Now, if none of these little "warnings" happened to
be given, but the music itself was written correctly and with the cor-
rect clef, a change was deemed unnecessary. Few score-readers in-
deed would notice the absence.

(2) Somtimes a sharp or flat would be written superfluously, as an
accidental in front of a note already affected by a sharp or flat in the
key-signature. If there was no other mistake, and no likelihood of mis-
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interpretation, we did not remove the majority of these unnecessary
symbols.

(3) Sometimes Mahler, either through carelessness or for reasons
best known to himself, deliberately adopted an incorrect style of no-
tation. For example, on pages 200, 201 and 202 of the Second Sym-
phony .there is a series of arpeggios for the second harp in a passage
written in 2-2 time. Sixteenth-notes are used exclusively. Where the
arpeggios consist of irregular groupings of 9, 10, 11, or 13 notes to a
measure, the use of sixteenth-notes (rather than eighths) might possibly
be justified. But when the arpeggios consist of 8 notes, as three of
them do, eighth-notes are absolutely a requisite; yet Mahler writes six-
teenths. In effect, he implies that 8 sixteenth-notes equal one whole-
note! Yet we are going to allow those measures to stand. To quote
Prof. Ratz, "Mahler wrote it that way." He is not the first composer
who through error or sheer perverseness insisted on employing, for ob-
scure reasons, a theoretically incorrect style of notation. 1

Similarly, in the Eighth Symphony, on pages 64 and 119 he writes
eighth-note quintuplets where sixteenths would be correct. Even though
leaving the passage as printed courts confusion with some perfectly
correct quintuplet eighths elsewhere, no change will be made.

In compiling my lists of "questionable places" I always included any-
thing that I observed, anything, no matter how slight, that I thought
might--just might--need changing. I screened out and ignored noth-
ing, even things I felt positive could be allowed to stand. Some things
I thought unimportant seemed important to Dr. Ratz, and some I deem-
ed important needed some arguing before he accepted them. I took no
final action without his knowledge. "I am an editor, not a dictator," I
told him several times. Similarly, he did not change anything he ob-
served without telling me. Changes were made only when we were
both convinced of their necessity.

Some of our conferences lasted as much as three hours. My wife
always served coffee and cookies to keep fatigue away. My magnify-
ing glass was pressed into service again and again, particularly in in-
specting the manuscript facsimiles. I always felt exhilerated and a-
tingle with energy, rather than tired, at the conclusion of a conference.
There was no better cure for listlessness or boredom than a vigorous
session with "the Professor."

Throughout the project I was able to keep my own hours. When I
got tired I broke off at the first good stopping place and did something
else for a while. The work was highly detailed and exacting, and even
though I would often grow tired I never became bored. Every moment
was interesting for I never had to work "against the grain" or when out
of the mood. I always had zest for the job.

The work demanded a well-nigh comprehensive knowledge of music
--harmony, counterpoint, style, composition, ear-training, orchestration,
form, notation, instrumental technique. Most valuable of all was 33
years' experience as a student of Mahler's music, for many slips were

1On page 150 of all three editions of the same work some harp arpeggios are
written in sixteenth-notes where thirty-seconds would be rhythmically correct. Mah-
ler's manuscript shows thirty-seconds. This change will be made.
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discovered simply because a passage did not ring true--did not agree
with what it would be likely for Mahler to write.

It would never be admissable for the Society's editors to take a "we
are God" attitude. Our task is to establish and publish what Mahler
actually wrote (or intended to write), not what we think he ought to
have written or what we wish he had written. Certain technical prob-
lems for the players are embedded in the very notes he wrote, but it is
not our province to solve these or to simplify ,them. The conductor al-
so is occasionally confronted with certain difficulties. He must cope
with these, not the editors.

For example: Mahler sometimes writes low B for the flute (in solos
in the Fourth Symphony, fourth movement and Seventh Symphony,
second movement), low B-flat for the oboe, low E-flat for the clarinet
in B-flat (but never for the clarinet in A), low A for the bassoon.
Many flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons do not possess these notes,
and almost never does Mahler make provision for their non-availability.
He often writes for a type of celesta capable of going an octave lower
than the standard instrument. On page 108 of the Ninth Symphony
there is an unplayable low E for the B-flat trumpet. Some of his harp
parts ought to be written in enharmonic notation, for complete cor-
rectness. The Society, even though well aware of these matters, would
be stepping out of function if it attempted to furnish alternate readings
or even to suggest solutions in footnotes.

On rare occasion, however, Prof. Ratz and I felt we would be justi-
fied in making an exception to this policy--in taking matters into our
own hands. Here are two examples.

(1) On page 154 of the Eighth Symphony (in the second move-
ment) a staff marked "Harps 3-_ 4" is found, and for the only time
in the entire work. The two instruments play in unison. In the same
passage, harps 1 _ 2 also play in unison, though they have a different
part. The new edition will mark this spot Harp 1 and Harp 2, rather
than Harps 1 _ 2 and Harps 3 _ 4. Mahler never writes more than
two harp parts, in this work or elsewhere, but often requests that each
be doubled or tripled if possible. We reasoned that his real meaning
here was "3rd and 'tth harpists, playing the 2nd harp part." He sure-
ly did not mean to bring in two instruments to play nothing but a few
measures in a long symphony.

(2) In the third movement of the Ninth Symphony Mahler uses
clarinets in A throughout, except for four measures on page 141, where
he writes for clarinets in B-flat. The new edition will re-write these
measures for clarinets in A. Nothing is gained by changing instrument
for such a short time, especially since the players have only one meas-
ure of quick tempo in which to change back.

Let me now discuss the projects individually.

Project 1 _ the Second Symphony

Materials:

1. Miniature photocopy of Mahler's manuscript.
2. Miniature photocopy of the engraver's copy.
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3. Miniature photocopy of the printed score, with changes
made by Mahler subsequent to publication.

4. First edition oE the score in "full score" size (published
by Weinberger, Vienna, 1897; copyright by Friedrich Hof-
meister, Leipzig ).

5. Second edition of the score, in "study score" size (pub-
lished by Universal Edition, London, 1952).

6. Third edition of the score, in "full score" size (publish-
ed by Universal Edition, Vienna, no date, but probably in
the early 1920s).

7. A complete set of the orchestral parts.

Items 1, 2, and 3 were very tiny, about the size of 35ram. pictures.
However, I had anticipated the possibility of working with miniature
materials, hence had tossed the previously-mentioned magnifying glass
into my brief-case before leaving home.

The study score is available from several other publishers--my per-
sonal copy (which I left at home) is the Kalmus editionmbut in any
case a study score always represents .the second edition, not the third,
and hence does not correspond to Mahler's final wishes. Observe the
recent date of the copy placed at my disposal; yet it does not repre_
sent the third edition. This circumstance should be borne in mind by
anyone who buys a study score of this important work. The second
edition does, however, resemble the third edition much more than the
first.

The first edition was printed on excellent white paper; however it
was poorly bound in paper covers and fell apart while I was working
with it. The second edition was ,typical of study scores--paperbound.
The third edition was sturdily bound in stiff dark-red covers, but the
paper, apparently manufactured right after the First World War, was
grayish, brittle, and wretched; rag content probably nil.

After a note-by note comparison, I copied all the changed passages
of the third edition back into the first, using blue pencil. Then the
second edition was also made to conform to the ,third, and here I made
the changes in green pencil. Misprints in the third edition were cor-
rected with red pencil. There were many such misprints. The reason?

Both of the later editions, except for pages 186, 190, and 208 which
were newly engraved for the third edition, were made by altering the
original plates. Mahler often included corrections of mistakes that
were not too serious in the first place--superfluous accidentals, an
omitted though perfectly obvious dynamic mark, or the like--and in
correcting these the engraver would often carelessly make a new and
far more serious mistake in the preceding or following measure, or on
the staff just above or just below; in other words, in attempting to re-
pair a "pecadillo" the engraver would commit a "crime." At our con-

ferences the misprints due to such bungling often aroused Prof. Ratz's
scorn, and the words bl6d ("idiotic'), Schlamperei ("sloppiness"), and
Dummheit ("stupidity") often rent the air. Slips of this and other types
were numerous. However, I feel the new edition will eliminate as large
a number as is humanly possible.
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Does this imply that some observed misprints are humanly impossi-
ble of rectification. 7 A few are. On some multi-staffed pages there is
simply not enough room to repair a not-too-serious error. Anyone
familiar with this symphony will remember how full some pages are.
And then on page 75 appear in the first flute part, in tiny print, the
grace-notes C and D-fiat (D and E-fiat in the first clarinet, which
doubles the flute). Reference to the violin and second clarinet parts and
to the parallel passages on pages 57 and 62 strongly suggests that D-
fiat should be D. The change, however, would be so hard to make that
the whole decision will be left to the judgment of Universal Edition,
the publishers.

Then, on pages 62 and 76 half of the cellos are first asked to put on
the mutes, then to remove them, with no rest whatevermright in the
midst of a passage. Although neither indication appears in the manu-
script, it does appear in all three editions of the score and in the parts,
so there is nothing to do but leave it as it is, fully aware that it
calls for the impossible.

A passage that had always puzzled me appears as one goes from
page 100 to page 101. Here an important melodic bit begins in the
first violins on 100, concluding on 101 On 101 the first violins are
divided, written on two staffs, but the passage is finished only on
the upper staff; the lower has a rest. In other words, half of the first
violins simply disappear in the course of the phrase. A clue to how
this came about is in the manuscript. Originally, all the first violins
completed the phrase, and the sixteenth-note figure which now, after
a measure's rest, appears in the lower half of the first violins was orig-
inally given to the upper half of the second violins. Between the manu-
script stage and the first edition, Mahler changed the distribution of
parts. It is now much too late to do anything about the matter; the
curious passage must stand.

To give a list of the corrections to appear in the new edition would
be long and boring--and would destroy sales! Let me mention only two.

(1) On page 18, measure 1, the first ei_lhth-note for the first clari-
net should be D-fiat, not D. (In the part this is written enharmonical-
ly--and correctly---as C-sharp. )

(2) On pages 24 and 25 the three staffs allotted to the horns show
the distribution as 1 _ 2, 3 _ 5, and 4 _ 6. On page 26 the distribu-
tion is "normal," i.e., 1 _ 2, 3 O 4, and 5 O 6. Now, as we turn from
page 25 to 26 the voice-leading for the six horns is so barbarous that
it would shame any self-respecting conservatory freshman. However,
if we back up to measure 6 on page 2't (at the solo cymbal crash) and
change the distribution there, the voice-leading works out simply and
sensibly, and the intervening material is also more logical. Mahler ap-
parently forgot to write in the re-distribution, but the revised edition
will follow what seems to be his true wishes. (More about this mat-
ter later. )

Among other things we also corrected Mahler's misspelling of a
cappella (written "'a capelta'" twice on page 186). Incidentally, there
is ground for believing Mahler was a poor speller, even in German,
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unless the orthography of that language has changed considerably since
his day. As many readers have probably observed, he was old-fashion-
ed in his spelling tastes, clinging to getheilt for "divided" after geteilt
became the official spelling, and usually preferring Clarinette to Klar-
inette.

To conclude the project, I checked the entire set of orchestral parts.
Since the "'Resurrection Symphony," as it is often called, is one of the
longest ever written, and requires one of the largest ensembles, it will
be apparent that the stack of parts was very high and that the job
was far from small. All parts are intelligently edited and clearly print-
ed, the strings on good paper, the woodwind, brass, and percussion
on excellent paper. However, the parts do not conform to the third
edition at all places; sometimes they do, but at other times they follow
the second or even the first. I therefore had to bring all of them com-
pletely in line with Mahler's final wishes, as expressed in the third
edftion. (This is just one more indication of the urgent necessity of
the Society's project. During all these years, orchestras have not been
playing the right notes!) In addition I of course corrected out-and-out
misprints. However, with the exception of one part, there were just
a few, though these few were often very serious. The seriously inac-
curate (even though beautifully printed) part was that for the fourth
trumpet, which was laden with errors. At one point the notes dupli-
cate another of the trumpet parts, and the true fourth trumpet music
is given to nobody! I fear the engraver tarried too long in the Bierstii,
berl the night before he did this job, and that the proof-reader loafed
on the company's time.

It will be obvious that work on the Second Symphony took many
days.

Since the huge mass of material involved in the work on this com-
position was turned over to me on September 3, when we were barely
settled in the apartment, from the reader's viewpoint it may look as
if I had fallen into the hands of a merciless slave-driver, bent on ex-
ploiting me and taking advantage of my good-natured willingness.
Quite the opposite! Prof. Ratz made clear that the Society was in no
hurry on the project, that the iob could not possibly be completed for
a long time, that while the weather remained good I should go out and
get acquainted with the city, visit the museums, and postpone this work
until rainy days. But who could keep his hands off such a treasure,
even in lovely September weather and in such a delightful Old World
city as Vienna? Neverteheless I must confess that there was a posi-
tive correlation between bad weather (incredibly miserable throughout
November) and the quickness with which I got work done, on other
symphonies as well as the Second.

Project H -- the Ninth Symphony
Materials:

1. Photocopy of Mahler's manuscript.
2. Photocopy of the engraver's copy.
3. Study score ( Universal Edition, London, 1952).
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One other item was made available later, at a highly opportune mo-
ment, and will be mentioned in its proper place.

I began work on the Ninth Symphony on December 6, 1965. Origi-
nally I was to edit only the third and fourth movements; someone else
was scheduled to do the other two. But more about this later.

In contrast to the neatness of Mahler's other manuscripts, the writ-
ing in the Ninth Syphony is extremely messy, at points practically il-
legible (for he was in wretched health as well as hurried when he
wrote it); there are several points where he seems to have set a new
page down on the still-wet notes of the preceding page, resulting in a
frightful blur. To make matters worse, the reproduction in this photo-
copy left much to be desired. The engraver's copy, on the other hand,
was beautifully written and the reproduction was perfect.

I had gone only a little way into the third movement when I dis-
covered that the printed score contains a mass of misprints. There is
no positive correlation between messiness in the manuscript and mis-
prints in the score, for some of the few clearly-written passages were
engraved inaccurately. Certain misprints were nothing short of fan-
tastic.

A rubber-stamped notice on the engraver's copy shows that Uni-
versal Edition released it to the engraver on July 11, 1912. Mahler
died on May 18, 1911. It is thus obvious that he never saw the proofs.
I doubt if anyone ever proofread the work. If anyone did, the job
was even less than half-hearted, or there would not be so many inex-
cusable errors in the published score--at least 112 in the third move-
ment alone. Unless by some miracle the parts are correct while the
score is wrong, the world's orchestras have been playing some amaz-
ing inaccuracies--some in the chief melodic line!--for more than 55
years.

This is no reflection on Universal Edition of London, for other pub-
lishers have used the same plates. My personal copy, which I did not
take with me, bears the imprint of Boosey _ Hawkes, and is identical,
except for some preface pages, with the edition with which I worked.

Later I shall give a few examples of misprints. For the present I
shall merely say that there are ten errors on page 164 alone, not
counting an unplayable note for the cellos, very clear in the manu-
script, which will be put in parentheses in the new edition. The joke,
"A fly lit on my music and I played him," comes to mind in a place
on this same page where the engraver mistook a spot on Mahler's man-
uscript paper for a note, and intruded it into the score! 2

There were fewer inaccuracies in the fourth movement, but two of
them are important. In this, as well as all music, the obvious misprints
that would be apparent to any musician are not what is serious; rather,
what is serious are the slips that look as if they were right but are ac-
tually incorrect--worst of all when they substitute the trite where
Mahler wrote the distinguished.

2On page 123, upper system, measure 7, an overorown staccato dot in the viola
part was mistaken for a note, thus forming the double-stop G-A where Mahler in-
tended only the single note G.
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On the night of December 31, with less than an hour of 1965 re-
maining, I finished work on the Ninth Symphony.

Or so I thought. The future was to prove that I was hardly more
than started.

Project III _ the Eighth Symphony

Materials:

1. Photocopy of the manuscript.
2. Study score (Universal Edition, London).

Early January of 1966 found me at work on the "'Symphony of a
Thousand," as it is often called. The manuscript, although neat and
clear, differed markedly from the printed score. Evidently Mahler made
a host of changes between the manuscipt stage and printed stage---
probably at the time of the work's premiere in September of 1910 at
Munich.

To examine the engraver's copy and have it for reference would
doubtless be a most helpful and revealing experience, but if this docu-
ment still exists the Society has never been able to locate it.

All I could do was read the score note by note, vertically and hori-
zontally, for "sense"--that is, scrutinize everything until I came to a
"that's-a-queer-thing-to-write" kind of passage, then examine the man-
uscript to see if it gave any clue as to whether the printed material was
correct or erroneous. Luckily, the manuscript nearly always provided
a clear solution. Misprints were nowhere nearly as common as in the
Second and Ninth Symphonies; several of the "queer" things were per-
fectly accurate.

Mahler writes incorrectly for the organ, manuals and pedals both
(he apparently did not understand this most complicated of instru-
ments), but his real meaning is always clear, so no editor should tamp-
er with the notation, unconventional though it sometimes is.

For two selected examples of the infrequent misprints, let me mention:

( 1 ) First movement, measure 151. Last note in first triplet
for the solo violin is wrong, as can be proved by later parallel
passages and by reference to the manuscript.

(2) Second movement, measure 335. Last violin note should
surely be G, not G-fiat as the key-signature suggests, even
though both manuscript and score agree here.

In this symphony, it looks to me as if the celesta is written at actual
pitch up to measure 1270 of the second of the two movements (it is
silent in the first), but conventionally (i.e., an octave below actual
pitch) from measure 134't onward.

Back to Project H _ the Ninth Symphony

In early February I finished the Eighth Symphony and Prof. Ratz
asked me to do the first movement of the Ninth. Later he added the
second movement, meaning that I eventually edited the entire work.
He never explained whether the person originally assigned to the first
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two movements had backed out or had to be withdrawn for poor work;
and tact and ethics suggested that I should not ask.

Photocopies of the sloppy manuscript and the precise engraver's
copy were of course made available, and I began work on February 10.
Again, numerous and serious misprints came to light. One was so bad
that our adopted policy of making as few changes as possible, and as
easily as possible, had to be shelved. This was the curious botch I
discovered on page 88, lower system, in the second movement. Here
there is a part for a solo violin, yet the engraver placed its staff below
that for the remainder of the first violins. And when the solo violin
joins with the rest of the section, the engraver gives it the music of
the second violins--and makes a slight misprint in the process! (There
are two other misprints on this page.) Prof. Ratz said he would insist
on this being corrected so that the staffs appear in proper order, no
matter how much trouble is involved, for the mistake was unpardon_
able in the first place.

Of course this will punish the wrong party. The person who will
have to make the correction is surely not the same one who blundered
back in 1912, for that man must now be in the place where music en-
gravers go when they die (and I think I know where this one went!)

While at work I learned a number of odd things about the Ninth
Symphony. For example, the printed score calls for two harps, yet
only one harp part ever appears; sometimes it is indicated to be played
by both instruments in unison ("zu 2"), other times by the first harpist
only ("I.") Neither the manuscript nor the engraver's copy makes any
mention of two harps. The idea to double this part here and there
stems from Mahler's devoted pupil and disciple, the late Bruno Walter,
who doubtless remembered the frequent indications in other scores that
the harp parts, whether one or two, should if possible be played by two
or three instruments in unison. Although Walter's sincerity and good
intentions are beyond question, he nevertheless neglected to indicate
that the directions "'I.'" and -zu 2" were purely his personal idea, not
the composer's. He did certain other anonymous editing, including the
insertion of the direction klagend ("complaining" or "plaintive") for the
trumpet on page 99.

Walter conducted the world premiere of this work in June, 1912, so
it is clear that Mahler never heard it performed. This fact will account
for many of the odd things I found.

Still amazed by some of the errors, I finished editing the second
movement (and hence the whole symphony) on March 12. That should
have ended my work with the Ninth Symphony. But it turned out that
such was by no means the case.

Project IV _ the Third Symphony
Materials:

1. Photocopy of the manuscript.
2. First edition of the score (Weinberger, Vienna, no

date).
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3. Second edition of the score (Universal Edition, Vienna
and Leipzig, no date; this copy printed 1920).

I was also given a Boosey _ Hawkes study score (London, 1943), but
since it was identical with the second edition, except that the print was
smaller, I almost never used it.

The second edition had again been made by altering the plates of the
first, except for nine pages which were freshly engraved. Mindful of

the way the engraver of the Second Symphony had often intruded
fresh mistakes when making one of Mahler s alterations, I minutely
examined all changes and the notes that surrounded them. I was 9lad
to see that almost invariably all was well; someone had learned a les-
son from the botches in the Second Symphony. The newly-engraved
pages f of course read carefully "for sense." There were a number of
misprints, but only one was really serious: in the first movement, meas-
ure 411, the third note for the second trumpet should surely be E,
not G.

Three interestin 9 oddities came to light.

(1) The first edition showed that the famous post horn solo in the
third movement had originally been given to the fliigelhorn.

(2) The manuscript facsimile curiously showed that Mahler had orig-
inally designated the key of this symphony as F major rather than
D minor.

(3) I had long known that the fourth movement of the Fourth
Symphony had once been intended for use in the Third, s but never
knew where it was to have fitted in. (The fact that there are themes
common to both the Third and Fourth Symphonies stems from this
early plan, as readers probably know.) The manuscript suggests that
it would have been the second movement, the present second move-
ment the third, and so on.

Once More Project 11 -- the Ninth Symphony

While I was still occupied with the Third Symphony, durin 9 an idle
moment I flipped open the Ninth Symphony score to its most mistake-
ridden movement--the third and to my distress within a few minutes
found four misprints that had escaped me on the previous reading.
There was nothing to do but read through this troublesome movement
a second time, scrutinizing every note.

I found out that some previously-suspected misprints in the music
for one instrument turned out to be quite correct as given, the queer-
ness of the passage being due to the odd relationship caused by a
hitherto-undiscovered error in a different instrument's part. The list
of misprints and questionable places grew by leaps and bounds--a to-
tal of 55 new items. (Some of these, of course, were so slight that we
eventually decided to let them stand as printed, though others were
very serious.) The questionable places--spots where it is impossible
to determine Mahler's real intentions--had by now become so numer-

3 It was originally composed as a completely independent work, a song with or-
chestra.
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ous as to be embarrassing; there were so many that I was afraid they
would jeopardize the value of the new edition. And my allotted eight-
month stay in Vienna was almost over!

Help arrived in the nick of time. There are some sketches for the
Ninth Symphony--a highly incomplete and tentative score--which had
once belonged to Alban Berg, whose 82-year-old widow loaned them
to the Society so a photocopy could be made. This very clear photo-
copy was turned over to me on April 14. It contains none of the fourth
movement; parts of other movements are missing; the form of two
movements was later changed; and there were many changes in con-
tent, not to mention orchestration. For all these shortcomings the
sketches proved to be a veritable gold mine, and for these reasons:

1. They proved that I had been quite right in making chang-
es that on earlier occasions seemed so obviously necessary.

2. They proved that some of the suspected mistakes were
indeed errors.

3. They proved that certain other suspected mistakes were
entirely correct as printed.

The result was that the list of "questionable places" shrank dramati-
cally. I am now confident that the authenticity of the new edition
should be high.

I shall always be glad that I made a second study of this move-
ment and that the sketches, with all their limitations were made avail-
able to me.

Let me conclude discussion of the Ninth Symphony by citing four
glaring misprints-----one per movement.

(1) Page 6, measure 1. Last eighth-note for first violins should be
F-sharp, not F. (Note that this error occurs in the chief melodic line! )

(2) Page 99, measure 7. Repeated note for violas should be E-
sharp, not r_,.

(3) Page 14't, lower system, measure I. In viola part between chord
of grace-notes and principal note, insert a treble clef, making princi-
pal note high A-sharp, rather than B-sharp.

(4) Page 172, lower system, measures 3 and 4. Tied D-fiat for
second violins should be marked 8va.

The last conference with Prof. Ratz, devoted to the Third and
Ninth Symphonies, occurred on April 26. A mere four days later this
genial scholar said au[ Wiedersehen to us at Vienna's Siidbahnho_ as
our train pulled out for Venice, from which we eventually proceeded
home. How reluctant I was to leave Vienna!

It would be dishonest if I left the impression that I edited four
Mahler symphonies single-handed. I was simply the only person who
was able to give full time to the project. Prof. Ratz checked through
these works also, and caught a number of points that had slipped by
me, just as I caught many that escaped him--though of course we both
caught the majority. In addition, a third person, whom he never identi-
fied, went through the thorny third movement of the Ninth Symphony.
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This man was young and inexperienced, and I judged that his work
was deemed, in general, unsatisfactory, for I caught ever so many
points that he missed. What counts is that in spite of his limited skill
he did catch 13 mistakes that had eluded both Ratz and me, five of
them important. He proved that three pairs of eyes are indeed better
than two, just as two are better than one.

Other Items

During my eight months in the Austrian capital I got to see two
curiosities which the Mahler Society has in its archives.

One is the suppressed Andante from the First Symphony. This
work was originally to have had five movements, of which the Andante
was to be the second. Mahler's deNsion to discard it was a wise one,
for the movement is entirely too "lightweight" for use in a symphony.
The Andante is short, in C major 6-8 time, and scored for a small
orchestra.

The other was the symphonic poem Toten[eier. It is clearly dated
Prague, September 10, 1888. With very few changes in the music it-
self, but many in the orchestration, Toten[eier eventually became the
opening movement of the Second Symphony; indeed this movement is
still often called by that name. It was Toten[eier that provided the
clue for the solution of the horn voice-leading problem on pages 24, 25,
and 26 of this symphony, mentioned earlier.

On the day I reported to him, Prof Ratz turned over to me all the
Society's photostatic copies of the manuscript and sketches for the
incomplete Tenth Symphony. He strongly hinted that he would like
to have me whip these tentative, chaotic, and semi-legible sketches into
a clear version for publication--not a "completion," just an orderly
statement of what music Mahler left. (Rumors that Ratz is opposed to
the publication of this material are unfounded.) However, I preferred
to confine myself to the compositions already mentioned. Judging from
my own experience as a composer, I felt there is a strong possibility
that Mahler might have made slight or radical changes in the material
he left at his death, extending here, pruning there, transposing certain
passages to other keys, interchanging sections, or altering melody, har-
mony, or rhythm. As readers know, a controversy rages over the
Tenth Sgmphony, and for some reason that I cannot quite analyze, I
preferrednot to get involved in it. Enough "opinionating" has been done
already. Some recently-discovered additional pages were turned over
to me much later. Although I did not study them closely, I strongly
suspect they might not represent genuine additional music, but rath-
er that they are "sketches for the sketches" or even material Mahler
ned to discard eventually.

At our first meeting Prof. Ratz also gave me the original edition of
the Sixth Sgmphong (C. F. Kahnt, Leipzig, 1906), marked in red pen-
cil with all the post-publication changes Mahler made in that work--
changes so thoroughgoing that the Society had to republish it com-
pletely, from A to Z. "There were only seven pages with no change
whatsoever! On many pages, more material was changed than was
allowed to stand, the retouches almost invariably being confined to the
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orchestration. The hours of grueling work that were required on the
part of Prof. Ratz and his associates, and its difficulty, can well be
imagined.

The ruling principle behind the changes in the Sixth Symphony is
the same that caused the changes in the Second and Third: greater
clarity, more assurance of effect, underlining of the important versus
subdual of the accompanying material, and reduction of the likelihood
of an inaccurate impression in case the work should fall into the
hands of an inferior orchestra or a superficial conductor. I would say
a singleness of purpose underlies all of Mahler's retouches.



RARE WORKS BY HUGO WOLF ON

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

Penthesilea (original version); Italian Serenade (chamber orchestra);
Der Feuerreiter (choral version), Gebet, Neue Liebe, Wo find" ich
Trost? (M6rike); Mignon, Har[enspieler 1/II/I11, Prometheus
(Goethe). Evelyn Lear (soprano), Thomas Stewart (baritone), Vien-
na Youth Chorus, Vienna Symphony Orchestra conducted by Otto
Gerdes. DGG stereo discs SLPM-139426/7 (four sides).

String Quartet in D Minor (original version). La Salle String Quartet.
DGG stereo disc SLPM-139376 (two sides).

The above-named recordings arrived from Deutsche Grammophon
Gesellschaft this year, to remind us that Bruckner was not the only
Austrian composer who suffered from the "Viennese syndrome" of
having his works carved up and redecorated at leisure by various
"'Praktiker'" for posthumous publication as well as performance. For
it can likewise be said of Hugo Wolf that, while his Lieder with piano
have come down to us pretty much as he conceived them, this is not
necessarily the case with his orchestral and chamber works. And so
Vienna has had to give birth also to an International Hugo Wolf-
Gesellschaft, with the ultimate and familiar aim of creating a Kritische
Gesamtausgabe (or collected critical edition) of Wolf's works, free of
all errors, corruptions, and curtailments. The DGG record issues de-
tailed above grew in part out of a Hugo Wolf concert conceived in this
spirit and performed in Vienna on September 25, 1968.

They include the first recording ever made of the symphonic poem
Penthesilea (composed 1883-85), the first recording of the D Minor
String Quartet in its fully authentic version, the chamber-orchestra ver-
sion of the Italian Serenade, the chorus-and-orchestra version of the
ballad Der Feuerreiter, and the voice-and-orchestra versions of eight
other songs of which only Prometheus has been so offered on disc
before. This welcome broadening of the recorded Wolf repertory
ideally should have been launched some eight years earlier, since 1960
was the Wolf centennial as well as the Mahler centennial. It is never-
theless a start, belated or not, and I sincerely hope it will be followed up
with similar releases in due time.

Wolf and Mahler were themselves both present, as enthusiastic
student-supporters of Anton Bruckner, when the latter suffered the
most humiliating rebuke of his composing career at the Viennese pre-
miere of his Third Symphony in the winter of 1877. And just nine
years later, Wolf was to endure an even more humiliating experience
in the same place. Hans Richter led the Vienna Philharmonic on
October 15, 1886, in a trial reading of Penthesilea, a work described by
the biographer Frank Walker 1 as "an extremely complex and difficult
score, and something of a phenomenon in the pre-Straussian era in
which it was written." And that reading, the composer believed, was

1 Hugo Wolf--A Biography (London: J. NI. Dent _ Sons; second, revised and en-
larged edition, 1968), p. 186.
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deliberately sabotaged either by the conductor or by a hostile clique in
the orchestra itself, in order to teach the upstart a lesson in how to be-
have. Whether or not this belief was justified, Penthesilea was report-
edly hooted and derided by the musicians who had just struggled
through it, and who then proceeded to vote it down, further prompted
by some derogatory remarks from the podium.

It was the only hearing of this, his largest orchestral work, Wolf
was ever to get. Well aware of certain blemishes in the score, the
composer was long determined to make some instrumental revisions.
Unfortunately, he did not actually do so until 1897, after his mental
breakdown, by which time he was evidently incapable of any rational
judgment in the matter. As Frank Walker puts it, 2 "confined in Dr.
Svetlin's asylum, he made alterations to the orchestration which actually
added to the generally thick and noisy effect of the original scoring."
Walker adds that it was a tragedy Wolf did not clarify the texture of
Penthesilea in 1885 or 1886, making its instrumentation fully "worthy
of its magnificent conception and design." One of the most pathetic
delusions of Wolf's last clouded years was that he had composed an
opera on Penthesilea, which he was to produce himself in Weimar, in
revenge upon Vienna. 3 "Above all," he wrote, "I should like to make
Frl. Sedlmair desert the Vienna Opera. I hope I shall succeed. She
will make a magnificent Penthesilea."

Regarding its later history, Walker says _ that "Penthesilea was first
published posthumously in 1903, after revision by Joseph Hellmesberg-
er the younger, assisted by advice by Ferdinand L6we and Willibald
K/ihler. But this revision certainly did nothing to "clarify the texture"
either. Rather it had the effect of weakening it, "just as RAmsky-Korsa-
kov 'softened' Mussorgsky's scoring to make it comply with the taste
of the time," in words of Erik Werba from the DGG album-notes.

"It was not until 1937/' continues Walker, "that the real nature o[
the 'revision' to which Wolf's score had been subjected became known.
In that year a full score was issued 5 which reproduced the work ex-
actly as it stands in the manuscript, and revealed the remarkable extent
to which the editors of the earlier version had departed from the com-
poser's intentions. In addition to a thorough overhaul of the orchestra-
tion, an enormous and unacknowledged cut was made, 168 bars in
length. The original version encourages the belief that in this work,
which has been all too often dismissed as a misapplication of Wolf's
energies and a secondary offshoot of his genius, we possess one of the
grandest romantic conceptions of the 19th century."

The remarkably close analogy here to the case of Bruckner's Ninth
Symphony, also published posthumously in 1903 in an unacknowledged
"arrangement" by Ferdinand L6we, and republished in the original
version in 1934, some 31 years later, will not be missed by regular
readers of Chord and Discord. And the editorial "guiding angel" be-
hind the musicological edition of Penthesilea is none other than the
well-loved, founding co-editor of the Bruckner-Gesellschaft, Robert
Haas.

ldem, p. 192.
s C/r. letter to Heinrich Pot'peschnigg quoted in op. cir., p. 't50.
4ldem, p. 188.
5 Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, Leipzig and Vienna.
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Havin 9 silently sequestered this score on my library shelf for some
25 years, I am hi9hly 9ratified, to say the least, to be able to augment
it at last with a recordin 9 of the work. With more than a suggestion
of Liszt and of the Zauberm_dchen from Parsifal, Penthesilea also anti-
cipates somethin 9 of the Biblical voluptuousness of Strauss, as indeed
of the more bardic chromaticisms of Schoenber9's Gurre-Lieder. All
this is compounded with the acrid harmonic touches we might expect
from the composer of the Italian Serenade and Der Corregidor. In
short, a hi9hly pivotal work. I leave the record listener to explore for
himself Penthesilea's program, derived from Kleist's tragedy about
Achilles and the Queen of the Amazons.

DGG's lucid sound and Otto Gerdes' sympathetic interpretation of
the Original Version are the recordin9's very welcome attributes. With
this release, Vienna has made tangible amends for the painful scene
of the early trial-readin 9 of 83 years ago. My only serious reservation
about the DGG pressin 9 is the disruptive and quite unnecessary divi-
sion of this 25-minute performance onto two record sides. Althou9 h
three main sections (of very unequal len9th ) with subtitles are indi-
cated in the score, Frank Walker points out 8 that these are "not to be
re9arded as separate movements; the material of the first two short sec-
tions is made use of and developed in the long third section." Hence, to
separate the first five minutes of this integrated and continuous music
from the remainin 9 twenty by a turnover, without a compelling necessi-
ty, displays an artistic gaucheness vergin 9 on lunacy. It strongly in-
vites a competitive version, coupled perhaps with some of Wolf's
mature and still unrecorded score for Henrik Ibsen's Feast at Solhaus
( 1890-91 ).

The work sharing a side with the beginning of Penthesilea is the
chamber-orchestra version (1892) of Wolf s eight-minute Serenade in

G major, originally for string quartet, of 1887. It was only for the
orchestral version that Wolf appended the word 'Italian to the title;
but since he had already alluded to the quartet-movement as an
Italienische Serenade in a letter of 1890, it has been retroactively ap-
plied to the original as well. Wolf interfded to add further movements,
but only brief sketches for a slow movement (1893), a third movement
(1894), and a final tarantella (1897) survive. The Serenade has be-
come the most popular of Wolf's instrumental compositions, and the
only "concert staple" among them. The best of the more recent record-
ings of the quartet version, by the Juilliard Quartet, is no longer
available (a statistic in the high-mortality rate of the RCA catalogue),
but this is closely seconded by the Los Angeles Quartet (Crystal S-
103).

Walker expresses the opinion 7 that "the arrangement for small orch-
estra, with its rich coloring, is greatly to be preferred to the original
version for quartet. It brings out all the latent romanticism of the
music, concealed beneath its satirically humorous manner." It is unde-
niable that the delightful astringency of the main theme, scored for
solo viola in both versions, stands out in brighter relief against the
coloring of woodwinds, horns, and concerted strings. It shows optimal

Op. cir.,
z Idem, p. 13"11.89"
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judgment that Wolf, who originally had the idea of rescoring the first
and third occurrences of this theme for English horn, reverted to the
viola throughout.

The same might be said of the context of the solo cello cues which
remain in the orchestral version, at bars 302 and 541. Such bitter-
sweet alternations of solo and tutti string color will be readily recalled
as the crux of many an analogous Mahler tableau• Highly effective too
are the cues for solo bassoon (bar 59) and for the warbling flute (118
and 252), and above all the successive cues in the piquant Fq_: minor-
major colloquy (beginning at 342). There is an especially Mahleresque
harmonic touch at 50't, again in F:_ minor. Manifestly there is no
trace of Penthesilea's besetting thickness here. Yet the quartet version
has its own special charm, and I cannot imagine why anyone who likes
this music would not be exceedingly fond of it in both settings. The
new orchestral recording is notably clearer in its articulation and warm-
er in sound than the only other current version, by William Steinberg
and the Pittsburgh Symphony (Pickwick SPC-4027). The superior
articulation under Gerdes includes both the viola (Siegfried Fiihr-
linger) and cello soli.

At the head of the score of the youthful String Quartet in D Minor
stands the inscription "'Entbehren sollst du, sollst entbehren'" ("Re-
nounce! You must renounceW) from Goethe's Faust. Frank Walker
says of the music: s "Some intense Faustian struggle in the young man's
soul is here worked out in purely musical terms .... It is Beethoven's
shadow that is felt to lie heavily over the whole composition; but in
place of the unearthly wisdom, joy, and sadness of Beethoven's third
period, there is in Wolf's Quartet a turbulent strength and cataclysmic
intensity of suffering, such as only youth is able to conceive or support.
• . . There had been nothing in the young Wolf's output up to this
time to suggest that he was capable of such sustained creative achieve-
ment--the epic breadth of the design of this Quartet, the daring free-
dom of its forms, the sheer mastery over stubborn musical material."

Wolf Rosenberg, the annotator of the DGG recording, points out
that this work is exactly contemporary with Mahler s Das klagende
Lied, and that, like the Mahler cantata, it is "far ahead of its time." If
its date of composition were unknown, he writes, "one would assume
this Quartet to have been written about the turn of the century." Both
the Quartet and Das klagende Lied were undertaken in 1878, when
both composers were 18. A year earlier they had been fellow students
at the Vienna Conservatoire (from which Wolf had been expelled),
and less than a year later they were even to share lodgings. Both
works were evidently completed by 1880, _ although Wolf was to sub-
stitute (if that is the right word) in 1884 a newly composed finale for his
Quartetl°--a finale which establishes a stylistic link to the Italian Ser-
enade-and both were pre-eminently Sturm und Drang pieces in the
hereditary line of Beethoven and Wagner. After that, the two young

Sldem, pp. 106-8.
9 See Frank Walker's chronology of the Quartet in op. cir., p. 106.
10The existence of an earlier finale has been inferred from Wolf's later reference

to his "Quartet from the year 1880" and from a letter written by him in January,
1881, referring to a "recent" private performance of the Quartet at the home of
Natalie Bauer-Lechner; but no score survives.
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men went increasin01y separate paths. But the youthful works in ques-
tion were to bear the further common fate of remainin 0 unperformed
in public for an entire 0eneration--i.e., until alter "the turn of the cen-
tury" indeed. 11

The Quartet was first published in 1903, in a somewhat re-edited
version prepared by Joseph I-'Iellmesberger. Aside from extensive alter-
ations in bowing and phrasin 0' the editor altered the actual music in
five separate if brief instances, and he made the Adagio the second
movement (as, it appears, Wolf originally conceived it), instead of
third as he later rescheduled it. A now-deleted Columbia monophonic
recordin 0 of the work (ML-4821) was made in New York in 1953,
from the Hellmesber0er edition, by the New Music Quartet (Broadus
Erle, Matthew Raimondi, Walter Trampler and Claus Adam), alon 0
with the Italian Serenade.

Later, in 1955, the ori0inal manuscript turned up at a public auction
and was purchased by the Austrian National Library. The Hu0o
Wolf-Gesellschaft's critical edition, prepared by Hans Jancik, was duly
published in 1960.1_ It is this edition, with the Adagio again the third
movement and the Scherzo the second, which is now recorded for the
first time by the La Salle Quartet (Walter Levin, Henry Meyer, Peter
Kamnitzer and Jack Kirstein), whose rendition holds the field alone.

Despite the textual improvements, my recommendation would have
to be divided between the two if the older recorded version were still
obtainable. With slower tempi for the Grave introduction and for the
Adagio movement, the New Music Quartet digs in more impressively.
Also, the leading violinist, Broadus Erie, plays the difficult hi0h passa-
ges in the Grave with better intonation and articulation than Walter
Levin, his counterpart in the La Salle. But most of the faster passa0es
are beautifully conceived and executed by the latter 0roup, and the final
impression is of a stron 0 and vital interpretation. As for the sound
qualities, one attribute stands uppermost in my mind. Frank Walker
said 1_ that he doubted "whether all the details can ever be made to
sound clear in performance," since "the texture of the work is often so
close." I think that DGG's spacious and well-placed stereo sound helps
enormously to come nearer to that 0oal, or at least to alleviate the
claustrophobia we tend to 0et in the pre-stereo recordin_ls of such
closely contrapuntal works--even the best recordin_ls, and Columbia's
is quite good for its time.

The M6rike and Goethe settings heard in the double album were all
composed at the hei0ht of Wolf's career, durin_t that astonishin 0 year
between February, 1888, and February, 1889, when he produced more
than I00 songs for voice and piano based on the lyrics of those two
poets alone. 1_ All are sun 0 here with orchestral accompaniment. Ei0ht

11 nThe story of a other oratuitous insult in Vienna, h propos of the Quartet, is re-
lated by Walker, pp. 176-7; this 1885 incident directly foreshadowed the above-
mentioned Penthesilea disaster.

a2Masik-wissenschaftlicher Verla0, Vienna. The Quartet shares a volume with the
Intermezzo for Strin0 Quartet (1886) and the ori0inal version of the Serenade.

as Op. cir., p. 107.
_4Virtually all the son0s on which Wolf's chief reputation rests were composed in

the years 1888-91. As summarized by Erie Sams, these years 0ave birth to "over
200 son0s to words by M6rike, Eichendorff, Goethe, Geibel, Keller and Heyse." The
Songs of HutTo Wolf (London: Methuen _ Co., 1961), p. 1.
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of them are drawn from the versions for solo voice and orchestra
which Wolf made of some 27 of his Lieder in the succeeding years,
while Der t_euerreiter is sung in his version for chorus and orchestra.

The original song Der Peuerreiter was composed on October 10,
1888. The choral version, subheaded "A Ballad for Chorus and
Orchestra" and containing some compositional elaboration of the orig-
inal voice part and accompaniment, belongs to the autumn of 1892.
(Mention of the latter year is missing from DGG's album-notes after
the words "October and November," implying that this also belongs
to 1888.) Eric Sams said of the work: is "Eduard M6rike was adept
in the poetry of magic and dream. This ballad is all black magic and
nightmare. It is remarkable alike for its vividness and its obscurity,
like the strange fire-lit scenes it describes .... It is M6rike's own per-
fervid imagination that has given legendary force,to the bizarre narra-
tive by making it seem true and compelling. Wolf s imagination in turn
was fired and fused into music of nerve-flaying intensity."

The Lied version was notably interpreted by the tenor Helge Ros-
w/inge in Volume VI of the old HMV recordings of the Hugo Wolf
Society, and also by the baritone Heinrich Rehkemper on a Polydor
record. The effect of the chorus is much more coldly impersonal, thus
placing more emphasis on the accompaniment than on the human narra-
tion-and particularly upon Wolf's grotesque and prophetic orchestra-
tion. Again it is above all certain parts of Schoenberg's Gurre-Lieder
(el. the choruses of the dead retainers) that are evoked, in anticipation
as it were. The closing refrain in each stanza is set to excited reitera-
tions of "'Hinter'm Berg, hinter'm Berg," etc., which most unfortunately
sound like ]ingle Bells. The singing of the Vienna Youth Chorus is
exemplary withal, and the depth of the recording very effective in its
way. I would emphasize that the full dynamic contrast employed here
demands a hearing at a high-gain level in order to catch also the small-
est whispers. (The sopranos' "'Husch!'" is almost non-existent.)

Evelyn Lear sings the other three M6rike settings, whose texts are
all intimate and self-searching, and whose music is filled with that
devoutness tinged with anguish which is always so moving in Wolf. 16
Although the original compositions were separated in time (one in
spring and two in autumn of 1888), the orchestrations were achieved
in three consecutive days--September 4-6, 1890--so that they make a
rather nice miniature cycle in this form. Sometimes the long-held wind
and string chords of the first two (all are slow-moving), along with
the solo-violin cantilena heard in the opening song, Gebet ("Prayer"),
convey a rather Straussian religiosity which tends to repel, xr But all this
falls more convincingly into place as we reach the third, Wo find" ich
Trost? ("Where May I Find Comfort?' ), with its tragic and retro_
actively personal outcry:

Lord, Lord, will the night soon be over?
What shall save me fromdeath and sin?

Miss Lear is at something less than her optimum form in these songs

x5ldem, pp. 83-4.
16Hugo Wolf was "a freethinker, like his father before him." F. Walker, op. ei¢.,

p. 416.
xr Richard Strauss' Four Last Songs of 1948, whose lingering sweetness evidently

leaves many hovering "between ecstasy and abhorrence," are classically of that genre.
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--whether because of insufficient preparation, conflicts of artistic ap-
proach, simple fatigue, or what, I would not hazard a guess. She makes
up for it in her one other and longest number, the well-known song of
Goethe's Mignon Kennst du das Land? Wolf made two orchestra-
tions of this great song, which he originally composed on December
17, 1888. The first one, dating from 1890, was lost in a public con-
veyance, and so Wolf rescored the song in 1893. The first orchestration
was eventually recovered by rare chance and posthumously published,
and it turns out to be rather different from the second. The original
song with piano is itself so deservedly famous, and so frequently re-
corded, that it seems incredible neither of the orchestral settings has
been put on disc before now. Miss Lear sings the first one, and it would
certainly be a pity not to get the second from an artist of comparable
eminence---or from Lear herself, perhaps with the other three Miqnon
songs from Goethe s Wilhelm Meister, all of which were set by Wolf.

Kennst du das Land? is of course the best-known of these four songs
of the waif Mignon, and the finest of the total of ten songs drawn from
the pages of Wilhelm Meister. The whiff of harp arpeggio in the
ritornello of this orchestral version subtly invokes the old harper, who
is not physically present, but present in spirit, during Mignon's singing
of the ballad to Wilhelm in the novel. This is a subtle dramatic point
indeed, since Mignon poignantly appeals to Wilhelm, in her wild and
passionate vision, as "beloved", "protector", and "father" in turn. And
on the other side of the disc, appropriately enough, Miss Lear's hus-

band, Thomas Stewart, delivers the three Har[enspieler-Lieder, or songs
of the old harper himself from the same novel, with Wolf s orchestra-
tion of December 2-4, 1890.

In these songs, as Frank Walker says, is "the composer all the time
holds in his mind's eye the figure of the stricken harper, and allows
nothing to deflect him from his purpose of tragic portraiture." The
orchestral settings look ahead to Mahler's Kindertotenlieder, firstly in
their sparsely contrapuntal, interwoven lines and chamber-like scoring,
and secondly in their tightly controlled inward emotion, breaking out
in unrestrained grief only in the third song, Wer hie sein Brot mit
Tr_nen ass, which is marked "'LanlTsam und mit tie[ klagendem Aus-
druck. "'1_ I had heard the orchestral settings only once before, in a
memorable interpretation by the baritone Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, w/th
the New York Philharmonic under Steinberg. Fischer-Dieskau is, of
course, particularly adept in this kind of orchestral Lied. So it is no
small compliment to say that I received much the same thrilling effect
from Thomas Stewart, with his own inner shaping and his own dark
intonation of the words "'Der kennt euch nicht, ihr himmlischen
M_chte'" ("He knows ye not, ye heavenly powers").

Finally, in the orchestral setting (dated March 12, 1890) of Goethe's
epic poem Prometheus, Stewart challenges the lon q-standinfl memory
of one of the finest achievements of the HMV Hugo Wolf Society
series--the performance by the baritone Friedrich Schorr_°---and of a

is Op. cir., p. 244.
19Compare Mahler's "Mit leidensehaftliehem Ausdruek" (Kind. I, bar 59) and

"'Mit ausbreehendem Schmerz'" (Kind. III, bar 55).
2°In Volume II (c.1932); accompaniment by Roger Heger and the London 'Sym-

phony Orchestra.
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still earlier recording by Heinrich Rehkemper to boot. 2t So, in addition
to the inherent gratification of hearing the electrifying orchestra score
in up-to-date stereo sound at last, I am happy to say that the bearded
Mr. Stewart also acquits himself well, handsomely bearding Hugo
Wolf in his own den. Listen to the utter scorn he puts into the words
"cure Majest_t"! And since this song (or scena, as it might be called)
dwells more in the pure Wagnerian realm than almost any other of
Wolf's works, we ought to expect no less from a leading Wagnerian
baritone, of this or any other day.

In any event, I feel that if there is one poem by Goethe that seems
destined to be set by either Hugo Wolf or Gustav Mahler at the height
of his powers, it is Prometheus. 22 Schubert's setting, in the opinion of
Frank Walker, _ "for all its noble qualities, cannot really be compared
with Wolf's mighty tone-poem, principally because the requisite notes
of burnin 9 anger and contempt were not in Schubert's nature." And
only the orchestral version of the Wolf song, he feels, fully displays the
magnificence of Wolf's conception: "In the opening bars of the
orchestral introduction we feel the hero draw himself up to hurl his
defiance in the face of Zeus, whose presence is revealed in the light-
nings, the thunderbolts, and the menacing growls that follow. Then
above the raging storm is heard the voice of Prometheus in proud
mockery, as he compares the god's assaults on oak and mountain-top
to the idle pastime of a boy beheading thistles. At each fresh climax of
audacious defiance the fury of Zeus, the thunders and the lightnings,
are renewed, until in the end they are felt only as the expression of
the god's impotence in the face of Prometheus's independence."

Could there be any doubt that Wolf had his own works and the
Musical Establishment at least subliminally in mind when he set the
ringing challenge of Goethe's final stanzas?:

Who aided me
Against the overweening Titans?
Who rescued me from death,
From slavery? . . .
Have I not been shaped into man
By allmighty time
And eternal destiny,
My masters and thine?

Dreamest thou, perhaps,
That I should hate life,
Flee into the wilderness,
Because all my visions
Do not blossom?

Here I sit, forming a people
In mine own image,
A race even like myself,

2t Reissued on Scale mono LP 809 (a miscellaneous Rehkemper recital), with an
unidentified orchestral accompaniment; from acoustic Polydor 66004 of c.1924/5. In
recent years Hans Hotter and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau have both recorded the piano
version with Gerald Moore accompanying.

22Mahler even paraphrased passages from the poem liberally in his much-noted
letter of June 17, 1879, to Joset: Steiner. See Gabriel Engel's Oustav Mahler, 8ong-
Sgmphonist, p. 25.

2s Op. cir., pp. 252-3.
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To suffer, to weep,
To enjoy and to gladden each other,
And to defy thee,
As I do!

"The last words, "wie ich','" writes Eric Sams, 24"are echoed by strong
hammering chords, as the [orger of mankind with one gesture turns
his back on Heaven and resumes his human creation."

JAcr D_ETHER
_4Op. cir., p. 157.
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MAHLER'S RUBEZAHL: AN HISTORICAL
INTRODUCTION

by DIKANEWLIN

In 1958, Donald Mitchell had to write, concerning the manuscript of
Mahler's ROBEZAHL libretto, "There is no account of its fate. "1 Since
then, a copy of the libretto--unfortunately, not accompanied by a
score--has come to light among the papers left behind by Alma
Mahler. A microfilm of this material is available in the Music Division
of the New York Public Library. While the libretto as we have it is not
quite complete, it gives us a fairly clear picture of what the work was
planned to be.

We first hear of the idea of a fairy-tale opera by Mahler in 1879. At
that time, Mahler and Hugo Wolf were still good friends. Alma Mahler
tells the following story:

One day.. Wolf got the idea of writing a fairy-tale opera. This was long before
Humperdinck and undoubtedly an original inspiration. They considered many
themes and finally hit on Rfibezahl. Mahler was young and impulsive and he began
on the libretto that very night and finished it the next day. In all innocence he took it
to Wolf for him to see. But Wolf also had made a start and was so put out by
Mahler's having stolen a march on him that he threw up the whole idea and never
forgave him. Outwardly they remained on friendly terms for some time longer, but
they avoided each other's society. Many years later they met on the way to the
Festspielhaus at Bayreuth and passed by with a curt: 'HaUo. "z

This account is not entirely accurate. For one thing, the idea of a
fairy-tale opera was not exactly an "original inspiration." Even the
Rtibezahl theme, as Mitchell points out, had been used in opera before;
works by Joseph Schuster (1789), Wilhelm Wfirfel (1824) and Friedrich
yon Flotow (1853) have the mythical mountain spirit as protagonist. It
seems unlikely, too, that Mahler wrote the libretto overnight--though
admittedly certain flaws in its composition suggest hasty writing. On
the basis of available information (Mrs. Mahler's comments, letters to
Anton Krisper and Friedrich LShr, a remark in Natalie Bauer-
Lechner's memoirs), we might prepare the following chronology, as
suggested by Mitchell: 1879--genesis of idea; 1880 or 1881--prepara-
tion of text; 1882--work on music; 1885--abandonment of project. But,
many years later, Mahler had still not forgotten the work. He even
searched out the libretto for Max Marschalk, the Berlin critic and com-
poser, who, he thought, might want to set it to music. Later, though,
Mahler conceded that it might be difficult to do anything worthwhile

1Donald Mitchell, Gustav Mahler, The Early Years (London, 1958), p. 57.
2Alma Mahler, Gustav Mahler, Memories and Letters, (tr. Basil Creighton,

London, 1946), p. 53.
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with this "youthful fantasy." Yet it seems that, as Mitchell has convinc-
ingly stated, the work, "however defective when viewed dispassion-
ately, still retained for him a certain glamour. It is. impossible, despite
the frustrating absence of the music, not to feel RUBEZAHL as a work
of special significance in Mahler's early development. He never did, in
fact, quite grow out of it. "3

We know little of what the music of RUBEZAHL was like. Paul
Stefan mentions that the main theme of "Maitanz im Griinen" (March
5, 1880; later known as "Hans und Grethe") was used as a chorus. We
find this passage in Scene 4, in the "ring-around-the-rosy" chorus of
the Attendants. The text is identical with that of the song:

Ringel, ringel reih'nl
Wer fr6hlich ist, der schlinge sich ein!

Later in the scene, Emma drifts dreamily into further reminiscences
of the song:

Und ist doch der Mai so grfin
Und die Lfifte, sie zieh'n--

and:

Wer ein liebes Liebchen kfisst,
Wie gtficklich der ist.

Another textural parallel--suggesting, possibly, a musical similar-
ity--may be found in Scene 5. Ratibor, pining for the absent Emma,
sings:

In Busch seh" ich ihr Haar nur weh'n--
am Himmel ihr blauen Augen steh'n
Und mag ich tr_umen oder wachen
Mir klinget immer ihr siibern Lachen!

Compare the following lines from the third song of Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellen:

Wenn ich in den Himmel seh'
Seh" ich zwei blauen Augen steh'n!
O weh! o weh!
Wenn ich im gelben Felde geh',
Seh" ich von fern das blonde Haar
im Winde weh'n!
O weh! O weh!
Wenn ich aus dem Traum auffahr"

Und h6re klingen ihr silbern Lachen
O web! O weh!
Ich wollt', ich t_g auf der schwarzen Bahr,
kSnnt nimmer, nimmer die Augen aufmachenl

In more general terms, Paul Stefan states (basing his information on
comments gleaned from Mahler's friends), "The bright humour, and
the dark, biting perverse style _ la Callot, which we know from the

3MitcheU, op.cit., p. 139.
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lyrical and symphonic works, existed already in RUBEZAHL.
Especially a March of the Suitors (Scene 1: D.N.) is remembered as
accompanied in the maddest of moods. "4

With these few hints, we must be content. The music of RUBEZAHL
is gone forever, but all the more must we appreciate the unique contri-
bution of Julia Morrison, who has made Mahler's drama live again for
the modern reader.

Foreword

BYJulia Morrison

To what extent is one justified in trying to improve a script such as
this RUBEZAHL which Mahler left? I decided that if I were going to
work with it at all, I must take the chance of making it as good as its
potential would allow but without violation of any of Mahler's aes-
thetic intentions. His script bears many traces of rapid composition:
character development and differentiation, dramatic progression,
economy, and diction are not given their due because of this, probably,
and it is such flaws that I have tried to lessen.

Neither strict translation nor adaptation, this English work might
rather be called a version just as many folk tales, among them FAUST,
HALFCHICK, RAPUNZEL and RUBEZAHL, exist in many forms--ver-
sions. Here, my purpose has been to stay as close to Mahler's work as
I could but to take liberties where necessary to make a work which is
more singable, speakable, believable, economical, etc. Such liberties
include:

Differentiating characters via speech patterns of various sorts, hav-
ing them speak in manners of dissimilar epochs.

Giving Rfibezahl's character an especial timeless quality, also setting
him more apart, by framing his words in a distinctive kind of period
English.

Retaining passages crossed out in the original script. Since much of
Mahler's work is still missing, all that exists and is unreplaced and use-
ful should be kept.

Revising some verse forms, using rhyme more freely and less fre-
quently, employing occasional prose for variety; and changing punctu-
ation-mainly reducing the number of exclamation points!

Completing stage directions where needed.
Adding twentieth-century American lines to the chant, "Ring

Around the Rosy," (page 18), to round it off and add portent.
Altering the sequence of the last pages in Mahler's script; this is

indicated here within the English version.
Unfortunately, we have no "Prologue", rather only some tantalizing

references to it, as on pages 9, 15, and 17. We know from at least one

4Paul Stefan, Gustav Mahle5 A Study of His Personality and Work (tr. T. E. Clark,
New York, 1913),p. 21.
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German form of the tale that Riibezahl changed himself into a laborer
in order to live with human beings and so learn about them: thus, the
Charcoal Burner referred to on page 9 is consistent. Also, as on pages
7 and 9, the Princess (Emma) was first seen by Rtibezahl while at play
and with her attendants. It is strange that no character, even Emma,
ever refers to or addresses Rfibezahl by name until the crowd scene at
the end of Mahler's work; in the old tale, in one form at least, no char-
acter uses the name at all, and even the narrator is sparing with it. In
one version, Emma creates several kinds of messenger: bee, cricket,
magpie, and horse.

Mahler quotes his own song exactly on page 21. (See Dika Newlin,
"Mahler's RUBEZAHL: AN HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION," above.)
This seems promising as a personal and fitting variation.

All page references in this Foreword refer to my English version,
RUBEZAHL, TURNIP COUNT

RUBEZAHL, TURNIP COUNT

A Libretto by GUSTAVMAHLER

English Version by JULIAMORRISON
characters

King Kunigund
Servant Ratibor
Chancellor The Shepherd
Court Marshal Falcon

Prince Alpha Horse
Prince Beta Sparrowhawk
Prince Gamma Ministers
Emma Courtiers
Riibezahl Servants
Brinhild Elves

Irmentraut Spirits
Adelheit Rural People
Edelgard Wedding Guests

Scene One
(Throne room in the royal palace.
Ministers, courtiers, servants. KING
enters in a dressing gown, crown
upon his head; in his right hand is
the scepter, in his left is the imperial
orb.)
EVERYONE

(hymn-like)
O King! O King!
To you we homage bring.
God grant long life to you.
May good health be yours, too.
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KING
Thank you, my dear subjects. I always strive to rule with wisdom and
mercy.

(to SERVANT)
Is my daughter Emma up yet?

SERVANT
Early this morning she went down to the forest with her attendants.

KING

What else has been happening in my kingdom? Haven't any widows
and orphans been oppressed? Or merchants been plundered? Woe to
doers of wrong!

CHANCELLOR

Your wisdom spreads peace and justice among your subjects. A pro-
found calm prevails here.

KING

And another thing: I am informed that lately the spirits of forest and
mountains have been haunting the minds of my people. What is this?
Are all my scientists and scholars sleeping? I want the newest results
of scientific study to be made known in every corner of my realm. If
need be, they should be distributed in writing!
Enlightenment! Enlightenment!

MINISTERS
Our Lord and King, your will
We hasten to fulfill.

(MINISTERS exit)
(COURT MARSHAL enters)
COURT MARSHAL

Three princes just arrived from Greece, await in hope they may
approach your throne, your Majesty.
WiLl you receive them now?

KING
Bring them to me. I'll receive them here and now!

(COURT MARSHAL exits.
KING sits on throne.
March-type music.)
The princes, ALPHA, BETA,
GAMMA, enter)
ALPHA BETA GAMMA

Hail, hail, 0 King!
EVERYONE

Hall!

(music stops)
ALPHA

(stepping forward; with pathos)
Near bright Eurota's waves agleam with swords
There, where greatest heroes" spirits wander,
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I grew up to fight the foe with courage.
Loftiest bards for my deeds scarce find words!
My father sits upon his country's throne.
I am Alpha, his beloved son the first.

KING

Take a rest, after such a long journey. Prince Alpha, welcome to my
flourishing land! That speech wasn't long. Do sit down.

(indicates a seat next to his throne)
BETA

(stepping forward)
In Arcadia's verdant valleys
Where the flowers are sweetly nodding.
And the songs of nightingales
Flow into the tenderest hearts,
Rocked by zephyrs gently smiling
Stood my cradle, promise-filled.

Where hearts are all charmed and enchanted,
There my victories are willed.
Hellas" valleys proudly call me
Sweet Arcadia's noblest son.
But my father, with affection,
Simply call me: Beta-kon.

KING
You just sit down with us, Prince Beta-kon. It's plain to see that you're
a worthy son.

GAMMA
(stepping forward)

By nature I'm rather silent and shy,
And not very fluent in my speech.
My name is Gamma. I've come here from Greece.
My royal father sends regards to you.

KING
Be seated, noble Prince. When you return
Please lay our thanks at your royal father's feet.
Now tell me, worthy princes that you are:
Why have you journeyed to us from so far?

ALPHA
O King, the fame of your daughter's beauty has spread even to Greece.
It made our thoughts soar on such mighty pinions that they carried us
immediately to the Bohemian Mountains.
So here we are, ready to try our luck.

KING

Alas, poor Princes, you simply do not know how hard-hearted against
all men my daughter Emma is. Not one has yet succeeded in winning
her favor. Each suitor has been driven off in disgrace and ridicule.
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GAMMA

Well, leave that to me. Much speechmaking I gladly turn over to oth-
ers, but when it's a matter of capturing a woman's heart, I know how
to hold my own.

KING
All right, try your luck, then!

EMMA
(offstage)

Father! Father!

KING
All ha! Here she comes!

(EMMA storms in wildly. When she
sees the princes, she stops short.)

Now, my dear, what's the matter?
EMMA

Oh! Father, there are ghosts in the woods.
And we we only wanted--

KING
--You wanted what?

EMMA
We only wanted (quickly) to take a walk.
Then out of the mountains came a shriek.
With a scornful sneer and a ghostly squeak
It, It chased us around. Then all at once,
We came flying out of the woods in a bound.

KING

But, dear child, aren't you old enough now to be giving up all this non-
sense? Again, you've let yourself be uh, terrified or uh, d-d-dis-
tressed and uh, f-f-f-frightened by a simple falling rock.

EMMA

But Father! I heard the voice of the Mountain Spirit, and it was per-
fectly clear.

KING
No. It must have been the wind, or some other natural sound.

ALPHA
In truth, she is a maiden fair.

BETA
I've never seen a lovelier.

EMMA

Who are these dreadful men, anyway?
They look at me as if I were for sale!

KING

More suitors for your hand, my dear.
These three are princes, who were lured from Greece
When they heard the news of your beauty.
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EMMA

Ooooooh! I feet very strange.
KING
(to the PRINCES)

Well, here's your chance.
So try your luck!

(The PRINCES approach EMMA)
ALPHA

(with a grand gesture)
The greatest hero of the age
Approaches, shy, his lovely sweet.
He who was never overwhelmed

Now lies quite vanquished at thy feet.

Hot the clash of gleaming swords,
Hot the spearheads flailed above
The foemen's heads in a wild affray,
But hotter yet my fervent love.

EMMA
Well, well, Prince, that's very nice.
But must you say it twice!
Let's get on now.

(ALPHA, offended, sits.)
BETA

Not with slaughter of the foe,
Not with clang of mighty swords,
Not with grim and bloody words,
Will I my beloved woo.

Where the nightingales are singing
And the zephyrs softly blow,
Where the flowers are sweetly blooming,
There I pray my fate to know.

EMMA

Prince Number Two, your words display good will.
But why should I grant any wish of yours?

(She makes gesture of dismissal.
BETA, offended, sits beside ALPHA.)
GAMMA

O perfect maiden, fair to see,
Only my eyes may speak to thee.

(stammering)
My sinful heart with passion throbs,
My soul is in a fevered daze.

EMMA
(laughing)

Your words are shortest of all, Prince,
So you merit the longest praise.
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ALPHA
(insistently)

Yet now, my Angel, may I hope?
EMMA

Of all the men I've ever met

(PRINCES approach, interested)
I think you three are the most absurd.

(EMMA laughs uncontrollably.
PRINCES step back.)
BETA

Woe! Alack! Are those your final words?
KING
(softly; to EMMA)

If you keep talking like this
You'll drive these suitors away, too.

EMMA

(stamping her foot)
So--why didn't they stay in Greece?
I do not want them here.
I never sent for them

ALPHA BETA GAMMA
(to each other)

How very strange!
How unusual!
Odd!

(Their voices fade to a murmur.
Violent commotion offstage.)
COURT MARSHAL

(offstage)
Stand back there! How dare you presume--

(The door is flung open hastily.
ROBEZAHL enters. He wears a
long, fox-red beard and looks exactly
like the CHARCOAL BURNER in the
"Prologue." With his club he fends off
the COURT MARSHAL who follows
him anxiously.)
ROBEZAHL

Begone, thou dog.
(COURT MARSHAL shrinks back in
fright. RUBEZAHL steps forward.
Confusion.)
KING

What is this piece of rift-raft?
RUBEZAHL
(looking around in amazement)
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Aha! Here see I round about
Yet more fayre ladies, flowre harvesters
Like as her without in forest wyde.
Knew I not this bee the upper world,
Yet would I think me in my turnip field.
But dallies here that selfsame damzell?
How now: what is it with those little men?
Meseemeth they bee pyning after lasses!

(spies EMMA; rushes joyfully to
her.)

Lo! Her I do espy, the timid fawne!
(taking her hands)

O lovely lady, wilt thou with me come?
(EMMA screams and faints.)

She falls to ground. What ho! Cannot ye stand?
KING
(very upset)

What stupid babblings!
He acts as if this were a stable.

(Everyone moves to attack ROBEZAHL.
He draws himself up tall and laughs
vigorously.)
ROBEZAHL

Haha, haha!
Herewith come the worms, acreeping.
Avast! Withdraw! Else bee your bones abroken.

(All shrink back, terrified. KING
flees farthest, followed closely by
PRINCES.)
KING
(onstage but hidden)

Now then! Quick! Stop all this!
Throw him in prison. He'll pay with his life.

(Crowd tries to press forward at
ROBEZAHL. He grows more and
more angry.)
RUBEZAHL

Ha! Foolish groundlings. Ha! Ay me!
Drawe abacke, ye cursed miscreaunts!
How like a swarm of flies they buzz about.

(Lifts EMMA in his arms.)
Come thou with me. Leave them to murmure here.

(ROBEZAHL disappears with EMMA
through the ceiling of the great hall.
EVERYONE stares after him,
motionless and confused.)
curtain
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Scene Two
(ROBEZAHL'S subterranean king-
dom. Fantastic splendor, grottoes,
arbored walks. EMMA lies uncon-
scious on a couch of flowers.
RUBEZAHL stands shyly beside her,
leaning on his club, at a loss as to
how to proceed.)
RUBEZAHL

Alas, she lies all whyte and still.
How can I help the girl?
What ails me now--my selfe is straunge
And swiftly beats my hart, my hart.

Sithens thou didst gaze on me that while
All courage hath me fled.
Meseemeth now I bee thy prisoner
Whylest thou bee lost in heavye sleep.

A prisoner? Yea, now I understand
What in that Upper World poore men must do.
For me it is to seeke the fayrest flowres
Like poor wights I saw sporting in the forest.

(He looks at his club.)
But lo! Why are ye in my hand?
Alas, I wote not why yet am I sternly warned.
Avast! Thou art no prise.
Begone from me!

(Throws the club away. Bends over
EMMA.)

Why are so tightly closed her eyes?
The lips so firmly prest. Bittre my griefe.
So lies the damzell there in dreadfull sleepe.
Ay me! Could she be dead?

(Kneels beside her.)
So holie were it now with her to dy,
Thus for to win the fraile and silent maid.

(He lifts her head and presses close.
EMMA opens her eyes.)
EMMA

Oh_
(RUBEZAHL starts back, then
stands embarrassed.)

Where am I? Oh! It seems so strange.
(She sees him.)

Woe is me! And it's not a dream.
(She springs from the couch. Bursts
into tears.)
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RUBEZAHL
What meane these paynfull teares? What sorrowes?
Tell, O tell the cause. Can I thee soothe?
Here stands thy slave afyre with eagerness
Abold to serve, all wishes to performe.

EMMA
Get away from me! How dare you come so near?
O Father, ff I'd only listened.
You x411ain, have you forced me from my home
Just to kill me with your horrible presence?

ROBEZAHL
(stepping backward, shy and embar-
rassed.)

Hast dreadfull hate for me?

EMMA

(in violent rage)
How can you ask that, foul betrayer?
You broke into our peaceful fold like a ravenous wolf.
Why are you up on our earth anyway, monster?
Say exactly now: What do you want from me?

ROBEZAHL
(disconcerted)

I What want I from thee?
That truly know I not.
But wait: yet can I say}

EMMA

Stupid spirit!
So tell me. That is, if you really know.
Do I always have to ask you twice?

ROBEZAHL

I alas in truth, it is forgot.
EMMA

O monster. If you are that dense
Can't you at least restrain your tongue!
O Brinhild, Brinhild, truest friend!
And each of my dear sisters.
O Edelgard and Irmentraut[
Where are you? How can I find you?
I'll never hear your songs again
and never see you. Nevermore!

(Weeping, she throws herself on the
couch.)
RUBEZAHL
(with joy)

Must you on your sisters think?
Behold: I go to fetch them!
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Tarry yet awhile, my noble maid.
Right speedily am I away and back. An instant more--

(he rushes out)
EMMA

(on the couch; burying her head)
How could this have happened to me?
I wish that I were dead
And free from all these pains.

(cries)
CHORUS OF ELVES

(Offstage. As they sing, the light
turns to a rosy twilight. EMMA
ceases weeping as she fails asleep.)

Evening now is soffty falling,
Bathing flowers with dew and stilling

Pains from days of burning sun,
Floating in to blossomy bowers,
Lingering with woodland lovers,

Stroking them with tender hand.
Evening's husky wing is spreading
Over valley, stream and meadow.

Softly glows the moon's full shine.
Rose and grape, grown tired of climbing,
Close their eyes now, gently smiling,

And forgetting all their pain.

Down your tender cheeks so glowing,
Bitter tears are swiftly flowing,

Poor grief-stricken mortal maid!
Sleep, yet sleep, and have no fearing,
For the sun has left our mooring.

Evening brings the mildest tide.
Heia, heia
Eia popeia.

(EMMA is asleep. Deep twilight. In
the background her dream-picture
suddenly appears glowing: RATIBOR
lies under trees, gazing up at the sky
through the leaves. EMMA talks in
her sleep.)
EMMA

How fine he looks in this rosy light.
I'm here, beloved Ratibor.
Come on. Can't you see me?
Down here in the valley.
Why can't he find me?
Here there lower farther now!
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Come on! Come! I cannot reach you, dear.
Don't you see: I am in chains,
Imprisoned here by floral ties.
Please come.

Won't you lie down with me?
But watch out, my darling: there are nettles here.
Come, come, please come!

(stretches out her arms as if to
embrace him; ROBEZAHL enters)
ROBEZAHL

Behold: I am returned.
But say: bee I not quickly back to take my place?

(The apparition stops abruptly.
Stage assumes its former.lighting, etc.
EMMA, awakened by RUBEZAHL'S
voice, jumps up. Realizing that she
has just reached out for him, she
turns away blushing, eyes down-
cast.)
RUBEZAHL

Girl, what meanes all this?
Art reft of tongue?
Look round about.
Here is devise for pleasure, thy tyme to passe.

(EMMA does not look at him.)
Lo verily! thy sisters do appear.

EMMA
(She turns quickly to look, but is dis-
appointed.)

Are you trying to make a fool of me now?
RUBEZAHL

So heare me then!
All in this basket rest those thou lov'st deare,
To be possest by thee.
Onely take this wand
And touche the turnips there.

(hands her a wand)
Withal they will arise about thee here.
But prithee, lady, touche them not againe;
Lest their eyeIicldes then be closed
And to their graves they reele,
Once more turnips to bee,
Ere scattered are as dust.

EMMA
(She snatches the wand from him.)

Is this perhaps another one of your jokes?
(She hurries to the basket; touches a
turnip.)
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O please, dear Brinhild, come
BRINHILD appears. They embrace.)
(to RUBEZAHL)

How can I ever thank you?
ROBEZAHL

It is but well I wote my meet reward!
EMMA
(to BRINHILD)

Beloved sister, aren't you thrilled?
Now I can summon them all--right here!--to me.

(She runs to the basket, touches one
turnip after another.)

O Edelgard and Irmentraut,
O Adelheit and Kunigund,
Come, please come. Return to me.

(With each name she says, another
ATTENDANT appears. Finally all
are present, just as they were in the
"Prologue." Embraces, kisses.)
EMMA
(to ROBEZAHL)

So, that is good. Very good indeed. Now, you can just go.
Yes! Leave. Why should you have to stay?

(impatiently)
Get out! Leave us in peace. We don't neect you.

ROBEZAHL
(Depressed, he looks at EMMA in
surprise.)

Lady, what boots it thee thy soule
With restlesse anguish often so to stir?

EMMA
(restrained)

Didn't you hear me; why do you just stand there?
Just go on out and pick us some flowers.

RUBEZAHL
(bewildered)

But whereto howso flowres, deare lady?
EMMA

Now! To decorate our hair.
ROBEZAHL

(to himself)

How I do feel me. No, I wore not how.
EMMA

(at the very edge of her patience)
Will you get going? And don't keep us waiting!

RUBEZAHL
(sighing)
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Tender lady, soft! forgive!
Skill have I not but yet will lerne
That I may serve thy every neede.

(he exits)
EMMA

At last the stupid fellow is gone.
Now you must tell me everything.
O say: did Father scold because
I am no longer at his side?

BRINHILD
At first he was startled and troubled,
But then those emotions subsided.

And through all his land he gave order:
The one who would free you be given
His own Princess Emma as bride.
Then from every suitor came swearing
And oaths he would find you or die.

EMMA

(quickly)
And Ratibor?

BRINHILD
What a fool!
He sits in the woods, weeping, moaning,
And nobody knows what is wrong.

EMMA

If he only knew that I am here
He'd speed right now to rescue me.

BRINHILD

Instead, he waits in deathly fear.
EMMA

Oh, how I wish that I were free.
(with sudden decision)

Still, now I'm sure: he21 rescue me,
Or else I never could be free.

(hurries to the basket)
Now, dear little wand, grant me this wish:
Compose an invocation for my knight.

(She touches a turnip. A
SPARROWHAWK flies out.)

Fly, O fly, fly far and free,
Free and fast as you can fly
To my dear love so loyal and true,
Lying under the greenwood tree.
Yes! Fly to my dear Ratibor.
Alight and whisper in his ear.

Your Emma is a prisoner
In the Spirit-King's domain.
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She prays that you will rescue her,
Make her your bride, and still all pain.

Fly, O fly, fly far and free,
Lead my knight to victory!

(SPARROWHAWK flies away)
EMMA

(to the ATTENDANTS)
Come on, take hands, and form a ring,
Let us rejoice and dance and sing.

(EMMA and ATYENDANTS take hands
and sing the song from the "Prologue".
As they dance and sing: the

curtain

Scene Three
(This does not exist in the original
manuscript as it is known now.
These lines are written at the end of
Scene Two, however, and might
have been the germ of the missing
scene:

Page 25 diagonally in the margin:
A cunning little bee so fine and pert,
Will be my faithful messenger.

(These lines supposedly belong to
EMMA.)

Scene Four
(ROBEZAHL'S subterranean king-
dom. The stage is empty.)
CHORUS OF SPIRITS
(offstage)

(The text is missing)

EMMA
(fleeing across the stage in sudden
terror; ATTENDANTS trip along
behind her, and they are now old and
disfigured)

Help! Help! Spirit, you are master of these witches.
Exorcise these horrible specters.
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ATFENDANTS
(in confused exclamations)

Why do you run
With cries of doom?
We don't pursue!
Stay here with us.

EMMA

What do you want?
Idon'tknow you
With thosewrinkledbrows

And cheeksso pale.
ATTENDANTS

Youth must fade.

Virtuemust stay.
You want toplaywith us no more?
We cannotpleaseyou further?
Wellthen,beware the day when we judge you!

(They threaten EMMA with their
crutches.)

EMMA

In heaven'sname, leaveme alone.
ATFENDANTS

(scolding)

You must dance and play.
We willnot freeyou.
Sinceyou made us,soyou now must bear us,
So out ofyour lifeyou cannotforceus!
We too had youth and grace.But now we're old.

EMMA

Get away from me, you spooky pests.
ATTENDANTS

(crowding around her)
Let'salladmire her daintyairsand graces.

Thissugar dollcan'tbear our uglyfaces.
(theyhug EMMA

Stop screamingnow. Come here:it'sniceand cozy;
So we can skiptoring-around-the-rosy.

(theystartdancingwith EMMA)

Ring-around-the-rosy,
Pocketsfullofposy.
Ashes!Ashes!Allfalldown.

A happy girlwillfriskwithus.
Come on: dance!

(EMMA screams, freesherselfand
fails.)
RUBEZAHL

(entering quickly.
to ATFENDANTS)
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Bee banisht now to lumpes of earth, bee dust
Forlorne, to sleepe as ere you were created.

(ATTENDANTS, making strange
sounds, sink to the ground and
change to a small heap of dried
turnips. RUBEZAHL bends over
EMMA and lifts her.)
RUBEZAHL

My deare, have done with dreading:
Those fearfull hags are vanisht.

(EMMA regains consciousness.)
Thou art nathlesse trembling!

EMMA

Are they really gone?
RUBEZAHL

Look you now. They are as once they were.
The turnips, too, have gone, returned to dust.
Becalm ye, sweet fayre childe.

EMMA
(horrified)

Such a gruesome place.
Malicious Spirit, you have deceived me.

RUBEZAHL

I acted onely as thou didst demand.
What is it with thee, then?

EMMA
(enraged)

Spirit, that was unfair.
You tricked me horribly.

RUBEZAHL

Thy attendants I brought at thy request.
A sport for thee made I as best I could.

EMMA

(sobbing)
And I am left alone again in this ghastly cave.

RUBEZAHL
Tyme hast thou now to think.
I wait on thy command.
My Spirit Realm would I transform for thee!
Behold yon basket, to the brim "tis filled.
A word, and any wish is thine anew.

EMMA

(angrily)
What should I do with these flickering shadows,
These creatures which have no flesh nor blood,
These pictures which have no bad nor good,
That are here today but tomorrow gone?
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RUBEZAHL

What bee here lacking in my lands?
Asked I not all my regiments
Over thee to hover at all tymes?

EMMA

An empty picture is no good to me.
Your magic is most sickening.
I have no real life here, only a dream.
Free me from this annoying custody.
Otherwise I'll die of the privation.

RUBEZAHL
Before thee fades away my spirit vigor.
Helpless then L like to a childe so feeble.
Hast thou not word for me like mine for thee,
My goodly workes all proven so sincerely?
Before thee fades away my spirit fyre.
Helpless then I, like to a childe so faint.

EMMA
Free me from this annoying custody.
Otherwise Iql die of the privation.

RUBEZAHL

This dying--woulde it be so deeply sadde?
Meseemeth more "tis love itself attains.

EMMA
You monster, get away from me,
So I won't have to look at you again.
You are a total loss to me
Because your nature is a mystery.

(violently)
Get out of here. Leave me to myself.

BUBEZAHL
I wait upon thy merest whim.
Though farre I bee, thou hast my thoughts.
But now, this while, may I not serve--

EMMA

--Create some earthly flowers for me.
I'm loriely for those fragrances
That remind me of my homeland.
Let them share my sorrow now.

(RUBEZAHL exits sadly)

(Here there is probably another gap
in the script. At the beginning of
this scene, an empty stage was called
for, but stage directions indicate oth-
erwise now.)
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EMMA

(reclines on her couch of flowers)
Surround me with your bliss,
Beloved loneliness.

Bring dreams of earthly suns
And forest holidays.

(The music leads into a gentle,
dreamy tune. Pause. EMMA sings to
herself.)
EMMA

"But in May the world is green
And the zephyrs do blow."

(she sits up)
Will I ever see you again,
Green country of my home?
Am I trapped here in the shadows?
Will I come back to life?

"In the sweetest lover's kiss

What splendors, what bliss..."

O darling love, once mine so dear,
Have you now forgotten me?

(after a while)
Or--did my message get lost?
Could it be my messenger didn't sing it?

(She jumps up, violently.)
Yes, of course: my message was lost.
My bird didn't reach the lights of earth.
I'll send a stronger messenger right now
To take the information to my love.

(She hurries to the basket and
touches a turnip with the wand.)

Falcon clever, strong and white,
Fly forth with boldest flight.
Fly to my dear Ratibor,
Fly and whisper in his ear:

Your Emma is a prisoner
In the Spirit-King's domain.
She prays that you will rescue her,
Make her your bride, and still all pain.

Fly, O noble falcon, free,
Lead my knight to victory!

(FALCON flies off. EMMA gazes
after it.)
EMMA

Ah, to have wings like those!
Then I'd soon reach my goal.
But--could I ride on his back?
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(Sudden decision. Joyous.)

But yes! I'll rush to Rafibor. Why not!
I'll simply make myself a horse. And then
Let him bear me far from this evil land.

(Hurries to the basket.
ROBEZAHL enters with a huge bou-
quet. EMMA is frightened and
angry.)

Oh! Monster! Are you here again?
Such a troublesome thing.

(ROBEZAHL looks at her in sur-
prise. She brings herself under con-
trol.)

I mean to say: ub, your service was quite fast.
ROBEZAHL
(very shyly)

Lady, here bee as thou not long hath wished
The fayrest flowres of my purest fields.
Lest these be fewer than thou hast desired
Still more remain, full bloomes to fetch for thee.

EMMA
Ha ha ha!
A thousand instead of a small bouquet.

(RUBEZAHL looks at her, astonished.
She collects herself.)

Give it here! It's huge, I must admit,
But still it pleases me nonetheless.

(to herself)
Now, feminine wiles, stand by me.

(aloud)

Indeed, you show great faithfulness.
I know the two of us will get along.
But how much do you love me?:
That is what you'll have to prove.
So go out to your fields
And count each turnip you own,
Missing not a one.
Should you miss even one,

(glances toward basket, laughing)
You will be at the end of your luck.

RUBEZAHL
(enchanted)

With brightly glowing lyres I burn for thee.
Shouldst thou command, all mountains would I raise.

(RUBEZAHL dashes out.)
EMMA
(She goes to the basket, which now
contains but one turnip. Joyously.)
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And you, my last remaining dear,
Change to a winged horse right now.
Then take me quickly away
To the man I love so well.

(She touches the turnip. A small
white HORSE appears. She mounts
it.)

Fly, you noble steed, fly free.
Take me from this hellish place.

(She flies off on the HORSE.)

curtain

Scene Five
(An open forest clearing in the
Giants" Mountains. In the back-
ground, on high cliffs, is a castle.
Spring landscape, cowbells, hunting
horns, shepherd's pipe.
Pastorale.
RATIBOR enters, in thought.)
RATIBOR

From every side the word resounds:
Spring has come. The spring is here!
This message cannot be destroyed.
But why must my old grief arise?

You call: "Come to my budding fields!"
Still, could I find oblivion there,
Since Emma's trace is all around:
Her white hands beckon me;
The bush waves like her hair;
The heavens are her eyes.
No matter if I dream or wake,
Her silver laugh is always here.

(He sits by a linden tree. Evening
falls. A SHEPHERD passes by with
his flock; he waves a greeting to
RATIBOR.)
RATIBOR

Farewell, my good shepherd.
Be watchful! Guard your sheep.
Count all your precious lambs
That not a one be stolen.
The wolf is full of rage and spite
And will give you only loss.

(Pause. A hunting horn sounds.)
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The hunting horn sadly wanders around
As if it were helping me seek my love.
And all the nearby beechtrees and firs
Are telling my tear-soaked adventure.

(The white FALCON flies in.)
FALCON

Ratibor!
RATIBOR

(surpr,isedly looking up and about)
Who is it calling that unhappy name?

FALCON
Emma!

(pause)
Your Emma is a prisoner.
In the Spirit-King's domain.
She prays that you will rescue her,
Make her your bride, and still all pain.

RATIBOR

0eaping up)
What's this? Can a bird be talking?
Or am I caught in a dream?
Speak on, winged messenger,
Let me hear your sweet account
Of my little partner's news.

FALCON

Your Emma is a prisoner
RATIBOR

But tell me where. And who has her in prison?
FALCON

In the Spirit-King's domain.
RATIBOR

What should t do? How can I help her?
How can I find my darling pixie?

FALCON

She prays that you will rescue her,
Make her your bride, and still all pain.

RATIBOR

(angrily)
Stop that ceaseless chatter. Only telI me
What's wrong now with my little chicken.

FALCON

Your Emma is a prisoner.
RATIBOR

No more! That song of yours is an outrage.
(FALCON flies away. RATIBOR
paces, highly excited.)
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This news gives me new life and power.
O noblest of hours that I have waited for!
She's alive. She loves me. How can I contain it!
O, such a blissful Maytime.
What wouldn't I dare to rescue her!

My lady, since you've helped thus far,
Allow me to ask one question -- one --:
How should I set out to free you?
Help me now, clear sweet maiden.

(EMMA enters on the HORSE. RAT-
IBOR rushes to her, helps her dis-
mount. Kissing, embracing, etc.,
during the following)
EMMA

Thank heaven to be back here again.
RATIBOR

You're safe in my arms now.
EMMA

Oh! Warm me on your breast.
RATIBOR

My queen.
EMMA

My lord and master.
RATIBOR

I can't believe it. A dream, it's a dream!
EMMA

Let's dream in our heavenly room.
RATIBOR

May I never awaken then!
EMMA

This dreamer makes me want to laugh.
RATIBOR

O blue eyes. O round cheeks.
EMMA

Breast to breast. Mouth to mouth.

RATIBOR
Most charmed of figures. Now just let me die!

EMMA

My kiss would resurrect you.
RATIBOR

Ecstatic love. O blissful wooing.
EMMA

Oho! It's time for a merry hunt in the hedges.
(She breaks away and runs off.)

You'd better catch me if you want to have me.
Come forth, brave huntsman.
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(leaping over a ditch)
Leap over that ditch and come after me.

RATIBOR
You'll soon see just how I can leap.

(He is over the ditch and after her.)
EMMA
(off ahead again; laughing at him)

Ha ha. Ha ha. Faster!
Or else I'll be flying far from your nest!

RATIBOR
(He swerves so he confronts and
catches her while in motion.)

Ah, now I have you. And you'll stay right here.
(pulls her down to him; they sit.)

My dear girl, how I love you!
EMMA

If you're my sweetheart -- kiss me.
RATIBOR

A thousand times each instant.

EMMA
I can do that better than you.
I will cover you with kisses:
Just tell me which kind you like best.

RATIBOR
Try, then. I'll tell you the kind, and keep count.

EMMA

How grand it is here, playing man and wife.
(KING enters. He looks at them a
while, then bursts into deep laugh-
ter.)
KING

Come here! Come here! Everyone come!
Something wonderful is here. Come!

(The stage gradually fills. EMMA
jumps up and embraces the KING
warmly.)
KING

Now for the joyous wedding feast.
And all of you will be our guests.

EMMA

My dear, dear father, I have you again.
KING

Now I can close my eyes in peace.
EMMA

Why are your eyelids so swollen and red?
KING

From all the sleepless nights I've had.
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EMMA

And your hair: why has it grown so white?
KING

From the three winters since your flight.
EMMA

Here on your face I see many a crease.
KING

Yes. Those are the three years of your loss.
EMMA
(startled)

Three years, you say?!
KING

Why, didn't you know that?
It really was three years.

EMMA

Dreadful! And it seemed like just three days.
BRINHILD

It's true: three times our meadows have turned green
Since the day you were stolen from us.
We'd begun to think you gone for good,
And now, what miracle has brought you back?
We are most curious to hear your tale.

EMMA

When I awakened from my faint,
I was down in the Spirit-King's world
Among strangely charming splendors.
All his empire was at my command,
And the thief, himself, at my feet
Bashful as any child.
I nearly laughed at the poor bird --
For his wisdom seemed flown in the breeze--,
But instead I mourned.
Then as I wept from all those wrongs
And fearlessly called for my loved ones,
He went out for a short time
And returned with a basket of turnips.
Turnips with curious magical powers;
I simply had to touch them with a wand
And at once each person I thought of
Was produced, alive, for me.
First I created my attendants,
But they lasted scarcely three hours,
For the tender dream was past
When they grew old and disgusting.
Then I made a strong and clever falcon,
And sent him back to earth as messenger.
As I watched him quickly disappear
In boldest flight completely burden-free
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I realized that with a little thought
I could myself as quickly steal away.
So I dreamed up a little tale to send
The Spirit out for a fresh turnip count!
For me, then, I dreamed up a little horse
And steered him on that route the falcon chose.
Before I knew it -- flash! -- I was back here.
And the poor Spirit still is counting there!

(Again, there are irregularities and
gaps in the manuscript. EMMA, in
the speech above, refers neither to
BEE nor to SPARROWHAWK.Following
this speech are scribbles and the words,
COURT MARSHAL The sequence of
the last ten pages -- including those
numbered but blank -- has been
changed in this version in order to
provide the story with continuity.
At this point there are two blank
pages.)
EVERYONE

Aha, Rfibezahl, where is your bride?
Is all of your counting completed?
Count them, count with greatest care!
Sir Rtibezahl, Rtibezahl, Riibezahl!

(A severe storm blows up. Total
darkness. Then, on a steep and
rocky path, RUBEZAHL appears in
his true form,* surrounded by spir-
its. Red bolts of lightning flash on
the stones.
*RUBEZAHL's true form would be
ghostly in appearance here, most
likely.)
ROBEZAHL

Here bee I. Ha! What could you want of me?
EVERYONE
(All sink to their knees, horrified.)

Horrors! All of Hell's terrors are releasing here.
RUBEZAHL
(laughing loudly)

Oho! You fielct of men. Oho! You broode of turnips.
Bee you in fine to the edges of your courage?
Haha! Aha! But rest you now. Fear not:
O'er only one of ye sit I as judge.

(to EMMA)
And hidst thou in the smallest crack,
That would I weene, poore girle. Beware!
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Cast off bee all my human sense and form.
Behold me trulie as a spirit selfe.

(EMMA and RATIBOR try to speak,
and cannot. Rfibezahl stretches out

his hand. They stand as though
rooted to the spot.)
ROBEZAHL

Hear me, ye woman: I come not to judge.
The hart of man is small and dwells alone.
The spirit bond is great societie.
Man longs in weaknesse, spendes a lyfe unreale.

For thee I planned immortal lyre.
For thee thou chose to dwell with men.
Farewell. Assume thy dreary state,
Joy fully in its povertie.
Revel in thy small rewards,
Ne'er dreaming thou art pitifull.

(with deep sorrow)
To my Spirit World I goe,
From my woundes to steale the sting.
Farewell, Flesh, forevermore!

(RUBEZAHL disappears gradually
with all his spirits. The stage grows
light once more. The moon rises.
Quiet. EVERYONE is kneeling.
Pause. RATIBOR kneels before

EMMA; she gazes down at him,
shattered. KING rises and joins their
hands. EVERYONE rises now. A
procession forms, then wends
upward toward the castle. BRIN-
HILD and the other ATTENDANTS
crown EMMA and RATIBOR with
wreaths.)
KING

It's time to have our wedding feast.
But where are the minstrels now, after all?

(From the forest comes a throng of
MINSTRELS. They move to the head
of the procession. During the fol-
lowing choruses of spirits and of
people, the procession continues
toward the castle. Strong moonlight.
The music is played and sung.)
CHORUS OF RURAL FOLKS AND
WEDDING GUESTS

Blossom out! Blossom out! Wreaths in your hair.
Cypresses and roses.
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March on! March on! March on! You blissful pair.
Gone are all distresses.
Gone are winter stings and separation;
Here are summer laughs and love's devotion.

CHORUS OF SPIRITS

(offstage)
Call on us! Please come back home.
How sick you are, how tired!
Weary wandered, rest. No longer roam.
You've tasted worldly fate,
Been cut by human spite.
Now come into our midst.

CHORUS OF RURAL FOLKS AND
WEDDING GUESTS

Play on, play on, O minstrel.
Far and wide be heard.
Good luck be to the honeymoon,
Blessings and Godspeed.
In stillest moods we marched along,
Now move toward home with wedding song.
Good luck!

(The procession has moved into the
distance. The singing of the RURAL
FOLKS AND WEDDING GUESTS is

far off. Empty stage.)
CHORUS OF SPIRITS
(Sung offstage, over an empty
stage.)

With melodies so sweet and tender
We sought in vain to make your heart surrender.
Between mere man and spirit
There always will be strife.
The heart of man dwells in the trivial.
The spirit self is noble, bright and dear,
Blessed with eternal life.

(Slowly falls the
curtain)
THE END



RUBEZAHL

by GUSTAV MAHLER
I. Verwandlung
Saal im k6niglichen Pallaste. Minister, Hofleute
und Diener. K6nig tritt auf im Schlafrock,
die Krone auf dem Kopfe, in der Rechten den
Szepter, in der Linken den Reichsapfel.

Alle (hymnenartig)
Herr K6nig! Herr K6nig
Wir grfissen unterth_inig!
Gott schenk" dir langes Leben
--Gesundheit auch danebenI

Kdnig Ich danke Euch, meine lieben Unterth_inen!
Ich will mich bemfihen, euch irnmer weise und
gn_dig regieren. (Zu einem Diener). Ist meine
Tochter Emma schon aufgestanden?

Diener Sie ist schon in aller Frfihe mit ihren

Jungfrauen in den Wald hinuntergegangen.

K6nig Was hat sich sonst in meinem Reiche
begeben? Sind keine Wittwen und Waisen
bedrfickt worden? Sind keine Kaufleute
geplfindert worden? Wehe den Ubelth&tern!

Kanzler Deine Weisheit verbreitet Frieden und
Gerechtigkeit unter deinen Unterthanen.
Tiefe Ruhe ist in deinem VolkeI

K6nig Noch einsI Es ist mir kund worden,
class in neuester Zeit wieder die Wald- und
Berggeister in den K6pfen unseres Volkes
herumspuken. -- Schlafen meine Naturforscher
und Gelehrten? -- Ich wfinsche, dass die
neuesten Resultate der Wissenschaff in allen
Theilen meines Reiches kundflemacht, und wenn
n6thi fl, sogar schriftlich vertheilt werden!
Auftdfirung! Aufldfirunfl!

Die Minister
Wir eilen, deinen Willen
in Eile zu erffillen.

(alle Minister /ab/)

Hofmarschall (tritt aufl
Drei Prinzen sind aus Griechenland gekommen
und harren vor der Thfir, sich dir zu nah'n!

Geruh'st du. K6nig, nun sie zu emphah'n?I /empfangen/

31
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K_nig Fiihr' sie herein, sie seien aufgenommen!
(HofmarschaU ab)

KSnig setzt sich auf seinen Thron
Musik. Marsch.

die Prinzen Alpha, Beta, Gamma (treten auf)
Heil! Hefldir! KSnig!

Alle Hell! Musik h6rt auf.

Alpha (tritt vor). mit Pathos.
An des Eurotas schwertdurchgl_inzten Wellen
dort, wo der grSssten Helden Geister wandeln
dort wuchs ich auf in muthig kiihnstem Handeln
--die grSssten es nur scheu erz_ihlen!
Mein Vater hehr" sitzt auf des Landes Thron
ich selbst bin Alpha, sein geliebter Sohn!

K6nig Nimm Platz, der aus so welter Fern" gekommen!
Prinz Alpha, sei in meinem Land willkommen
Nicht lang geredet! Dorten Platz genommen!

(er weist ihm einen Platz neben sich an.)

Beta (tritt vor).
In Arkadiens griinen Fluren
wo die Blumen lieblich spriessen
und die Nachtigallenlieder
sich in zarte Herzen giessen

Stand, vom Zephir lau uml_ichelt
meine hoffnungsvolle Wiege
wo die Anmuth Herzen bindet
feiere ich meine Siege!

Hellas Gaue nennen mich
stolz nur ihren grSssten Sohn
doch mein Vater, z&rtigIich
schlechthin, kurz, nur Betakon!

KSnig Nehmt ihr daneben Platz, Prinz Betakon.
Ihr seid, man merkt es gleich, ein guter Sohn!

Gamma (tritt vor).
Ich bin von etwas schweigsamer Natur
und in der Rede Kunst nicht sehr gewandt
--Ich heisse Gamma, bin aus Griechenland;

_Mein Vater, unser K6nig, l_isst euch grtissen!

K_nig Nehmt Platz, Herr Prinz, kommt ihr einst wieder heim,
so legt ihm gfitigst meinen unsernDank zu Ftissen!

Nun aber sagt mir, werth' und edle Herrn!
Was fiihrt euch her denn, aus so weiter Fern'?
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Arion O K6nig, der Ruf von deiner Tochter Sch6nheit
ist auch nach Griechenland gedrungen, und hat
unsern Gedanken einen so m_chtigen Schwung
gegeben, dass sie uns gar schnell bis in's b6hmische
Gebirge getragen! Da sind wit nun und
wollen unser GRick versuchen!

K6nig Ach, ihr armen Prinzen, ihr wisst
wohl noch gar nicht, wie hartherzig meine
Tochter gegen alle M/inner ist. Noch Keiner
hat sich ihre Gunst erringen k6nnen.
Jeder musste mit Schand' und Spott abziehen!

Gamma Nun, das lasst nur meine Sache sein
--das viele Reden fiberlasse ich gern den
Andern -- abet wenn es gilt, ein Weiberherz zu
besiegen, da stehe ich meinen Mann.

K6nig Nun, versucht euer Glfick

Emma (Stimme noch draussen)

Vater! Vater!

K6nig Ah! Da kommt sie selbst!

(Emma stiirmt zur Thiire herein, sie ist im Ganzen sehr
ausgelassen. Wie sie die Prinzen sieht, stutzt sie.)

Nun, liebe Tochter, was ist gescheh'n!?

Emma Ach Vater -- es spukt im Walde draussen
Wir wolRen grade -- --

K6nig Ihr wolltet -- nun?

Emma Ei nun -- wir wollten -- (schnell) spazieren geh'n!
Da schrie es pl6tzlich vom Berg herunter
und schnitt uns h6hnisch eine Fratze

und mit einem Satze
so kunter bunter

waren wit aus dem Walde draussen.

Kdnig Aber, liebes Kind, du bist doch nun gross
genug, um endlich diese Thorheiten zu lassen
Da hast du dich wieder einmal yon einem
Felsklotz gef'tirchtet ge/ingstigt schrecken lassen.

Emma Aber, Vater! Ich habe doch ganz deuflich
die Stimme des Berggeist's vernommen!

K6nig Nun, das war der Wind, oder sonst
irgend eine Naturkraft, die L/irm macht.

Alpha Sie ist ffirwahr entzfickend schSn!

Beta Ich hab' noch nie eine SchSn're geseh'n!
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Emma (zum K6nig}
Wer sind denn die unausstehlichen M_inner?

Sie gaffen mich an, als w/_ren sie Kenner!

Kfnig 'S sind wieder e'mige neue Freier
3 Prinzen sind's aus Griechenland
die deine Sch6nheit hergebannt!

Emma 0 weh! Mir ist schon nicht geheuer!

K6nig (zu den Prinzen)
Nur nicht gezogertI Rasch, ihr HerrnI
Versucht selbst eu'res Glfickes Stern!

die Prinzen nahen sich ihr.

Alpha (Mit grosser Geb_rde) /Geb_rde/

Sieh'! Des Jahrhundert's gr6sster Held
---er naht bescheiden sich der Sfissen--
--den nicht 6berwand die ganze Welt
--er liegt besiegt zu deinen Ffissen
Heiss ist's, wenn die Schwerter toben,
heiss, wenn sich in grausen Triebe
der Feinde Speere grimm erhoben
--Doch heisser noch ist meine Liebe.

Emma Sehr gut, Herr Prinz -- recht sch6n!
Es kann gleich weiter geh'n!

(Alpha setzt sich verdutzt wieder)

Beta Nicht der Feinde grimmes Sterben,
Nicht der Schwerter wtister Klang
Nicht in grimmen Schlachtgesang
will ich, Sch6nste, um clich werben.
--Wo die Nachfigallen fl6ten
und Zephire flfisternd weh'n.
Ja, im Duft yon Blumenbeeten
will ich um Erh6rung fleh'n!

Emma Ihr Prinz, bezeiget guten Willen
--doch sagt--muss ich ihn gleich erffillen?!
(bedeutet ihm clurch eine Geberde, dass auch er enlassen
sei.
Er setzt sich, ebenfalls verdutzt, neben Alpha)

Gamma O Sfisse, HoldeI ohn' Gebrechen!
Nur meine Augen mSgen sprechenI

(etwas stockend) Mir wird's im Herzen schon ganz sfindig
von den Geffihlen, die d'rin tobenI

Emma (lachend)
Kurzgefasst! Und doch wie biindig!
Herr Prinz! Ffirwahr! Man muss euch loben!
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Alpha (dr_ngend)
Nun -- mein Engel -- darf ich hoffen?

Emma Yon Alien die ich je getroffen
(die Prinzen n_hern sich mit Interesse)
Seid ihr die l_icherlichsten wohl!

(lacht unb_ndig) (die Prinzen fahren zurfick)

Beta Ha! Ist dies' euer letztes Wort!?

KSnig (zu Emma leise)
Du wirst gewiss, sprichst du so fort,
dir alle Freier noch vertreiben!

Emma (stampft mit dem Fuss)
EL so sollen sie doch bleiben
daheim in ihrem Griechenland
--Hab' ich denn um sie gesandt?!

Alpha
Beta (zueinander) H6chst sonderbar! H6chst sonderbar!
Gamma

(Ihre Stimmen verlieren sich in Gemurmel)

draussen entsteht heftiges Gepolter und man h6rt die
Stimme des Hofmarschall

Zurfick, Verwegner!

die Thfire wird hasfig auf0erissen, und Rfibezahl erscheint
mit einem langen, fuchsrothen Bart und fiberhaupt
ganz so wie der K6hler aus dem Vorspiel, und
wehrt mit seiner Keule den Hofmarschall ab, tier ibm
verzweiflungsvoll folgt.

Rfibezahl Fort, du Hund!
Marschall weicht

erschrocken zurfick. Rfibezahl tritt vor. Alle
schauen betreten auf ihn.

K6nig Was ist das f/ir ein grober Gesell!?

Ri_bezahl (schaut sich verwundert um).

Haha! Da seh" ich da zur Stell'
noch einige solche Blumensucher
wie der dort in dem Walde draussen!
--Ha wfisst ich nicht, dass dies die Oberweit
ich meint', ich w_r" in meinem Rfibenfeld.
--Ob ich hier jenes Weib wohl seh'!?
--Was diese M_innlein wohl hier nut treiben!
Mir scheint, sie suchen gar auch nach Weiben?

(erblickt Emma, und eilt freudig auf sie zu)

Da ist es ja, das flficht' ge Reh!
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nimmt ihre H_inde

0 sch6nes Weib, willst du mit mir gehn?l

(Emma stSsst einen Schrei aus, und f'_illt in Ohnmacht.)

Jetzt f&llt sie gar urn! Ei, kannst du nicht stehn]?

K6nig (ganz aufgel6st)

Was sind denn das ffir mfissige Schw_inke?

Der thut ja, als w_r" er in einer Tr_inke?

Alle wollen ibm an den Leib. Riibezahl richtet sich erstaunt
auf und scb_l_igt eine Lache auf.

Riibezahl Hahahaha!
Jetzt kommen die Wfirmer gar angekrochen

(hebt die Keute) Zurfick! Sonst sind euch die Glieder gebrochen!

Alle weichen in Angst zurfick. Der K6nig flfichtet sich am
weitesten yon alien -- nur noch die Prinzen suchen
ihm den Vorrang abzugewinnen.

KOnig (ruff aus seinem Versteck)

Aufi Werff den Frechen in's tiefste Verliess!
Den Hohn er uns mit dem Leben bfissl

Sie versuchen auf ihn einzudringen.
Riibezahl ger_th allm/ilig in Zorn

RObezahl Ha! Dumme Rtiben! Wie ihr doch thutl
Zuriickl Verdammte M_innerbrutl
--Wie ein Fliegenschwarn sie reich umbrummen

hebt Emma in seinen Arm
Komm mit du Weib und lass sie summenl

(f/Lhrt mit ihr durch die Decke des Saales davon.)

Alle erheben vor Erstaunen ganz ohne Fassung
die K6pfe, und starren ibm bewegungslos
nach. W&irend dessen fallt der Vorhang.

Ende des 1. Aufz.

2. Verwandlung.

Unterirdisches Rfibezahls. Phantastische PrachtJ
Grotten -- Laubg_inge. Emma liegt
ohnm_chtig auf einen Blumenlager.

Rfd3ezahl (steht schfichtern vor ihr, auf seine
Keule 9estfitzt und weiss sich nicht zu helfen.)

Da liegt sie nun -- so blass und stumm
--was beginn' ich wohl mit dem Weibe?
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Wie ist mir denn -- Ich kenn" mich kaum
--Mir bebt das Herz im Leibe!

Seit mich dein Blick da oben traf
da ist mir aller Muth vergangen
--mir ist's, als hieltst du mich gefangen
--und liegt /!/ ja doch im tiefem Schlaf?.

Gefangen? O, ich versteh" es nun
Was droben die bleichen Mfinnlein thun!
Jetzt ist's mir, als mfisst ich selbst Blumen suchen
wie der da droben unter den Buchen]

(Er blickt auf die Keule)
Und du -- was willst du in meiner Hand
--Ich weiss nicht -- wie es mich bitter mahnt,

Ha -- weg mit dill (Er schmeisst sie fort)
was sollst du mir!

Er beugt sich fiber sie

Warum macht sie wohl die Augen zu?
Die Lippen schliesst sie -- o bittre Noth--
So liegt sie da in grauser Ruh! --
--ach -- w_re sie todt -- ?

Er kniet nieder neben sie

Ach -- selig w_ir's, ihr nachzusterben
--so stumm und blass sie zuerwerben!

Er hebt ihren Kopf und schmiegt sich an sie.

Emma (schl_gt die Augen auf)

Ach!

(Rtibezahl f/ihrt /!/ zurfick
und bleibt verlegen stehen)

Wo bin ich? -- Ha -- ich lass' es kaum --
(erblickt Rfibezahl)

O weh mirl -- Es ist kein Traum!?

Sie springt vom Lager auf und bricht in Thr/inen aus.

Rfibezahl O -- du weinst -- was sollen deine Thr/inen?
Driickt dich ein Leid -- o sag -- kann ich es stilIen?
Sieh deinen Sklaven vor Begier entbrennen,
den kfihnsten deiner Wfinsche zu erfiillen.

Emma Ha, fort von mir -- wagst du's zu mir zu treten
--O Vater -- hfitt' ich frfiher dir geglaubt!
Hast du reich darum, Frecher, nur 9eraubt
um reich durch die verhasste Nfih' zu tSdten?

Ri_bezahl (ist schfichtern und verlegen zurfickgetreten)
(sehr ernst)

Du zfirnest mir?
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Emma (mit aufbrausender Heftigkeit) Ha! Fr_gst du noch?
Verr_ither du -- Und brachest doch
du grimmer Wolf in uns're Heerde
--Was kamst du, Unhold, auf die Erde!
Ha sag'! Was willst du denn von mir!

Rfibezahl (ohne Fassung)
Ich -- was ich will -- yon dir!?
--Das weiss ich wahrlich nicht zu sagen
--3a doch -- (sehr schiichtern) Jetzt weiss" ich's--

Emma O dummer Geist!
Nun also sag's, wenn dues weisst
Muss ich denn immer zweimal fragen?

Ri_ezahl Ich -- ach --jetzt hab" ich's schon vergessen

Emma O Unhold! Bist du denn so dumm,
so bleibe wenigstens doch stumm!
O Brinhild, Brinhild,--traute Freundin]
O -- meine lieben Schwestern all!
O Edelgard -- o Irmentraut!
Wo seid ihr -- wo soil ich euch suchen!
Ich hSr" wohl nimmer eu're Lieder
Ich seh' euch nun wohl niemals wieder!

(wirft sich weinend auf das Lager)

Rfibezahl (freudi 9)
Musst du deiner Schwestern denkenl--

--Sieh', ich geh" sie dir zu schenken]
Harre Herrin -- eine Weile!
Gleich bin ich da -- im Nu -- ich eile!

geht eilends ab

Emma (verbirgt ihr Haupt im Lager)
O wehe, weh' mir Unglficksel' gen!
O komm, o komm, du sfisser Tod,
befreie mich von meiner Noth]

(bricht in Thr_nen aus.)

Elfenchor (unsichtbar, w_hrend ihres Gesanges breitet sich rosige
D_mmerun 9 fiber die Szene, und Emma schlfift
unter Thr_nen ein.)

Abend will sich niedersenken
will mit Thau die Blumen tr_inken

die die Sonne hat verbrannt!
Und er schwebt in Blfithenregen
under weilt auf allen Wegen

streichelt sie mit zarter hand!

Uber Wiesen, fiber Hfigel
breitet sich sein dunkler Flfigel

Mild erblinkt des Mondes Schein!
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Und die Rosen und die Veiglein
schliessen l_chelnd ihre Auglein

und vergessen ihre Pein.

Ach, yon deinen zarten Wangen
laue Tropfen niederhangen,

O du armes Menschenkind!
Schlafe, schlafe, lass das Bangen.
Ist die Sonne weggegangen,

Kommt der Abend, sanft und lind!
(Emma ist eingeschlafen)

Heia, heia
eia popeia!...

Es ist vollstandige D_mmerung eingetreten, und im
Hintergrund erscheint pl6tzlich das Traumbild Emmas
in lichten Schein: Ratibor liegt unter den B_umen
und schaut durch die BlOtter zum Himmel.

Emma (im Schlaf_
Wie weflt er so schSn in rosigem Licht!
hier bin ich -- mein lieber Ratibor!
So komm doch -- siehst du reich denn nichfl

Da unten -- in der Schlucht
--o wie der Dumme sucht--

Da -- unten -- welter -- bier
so komm -- ich kann ja nicht zu dir!
Siehst du denn nicht -- ich bin in Fesseln --
Hier weft ich unter Rosenketten!
O komm! Willst du dich neben reich nicht betten?
Ach! Hab' Acht! -- Geliebter -- Hier sind Nesseln

O komm -- o komm!
(sie streckt die Arme aus, als ob sie ihn umarmen
wollte; indessen ist

Rfibezahl eingetreten mit den Worten
Hier bin ich wieder zur Stell'!

Sag an! -- war ich nicht schnell?

(Sofort ist die ganze Erscheinung verschwunden, die Szene
wie frfiher und Emma, durch die Stimme geweckt hastig aufgesprungen.

Emma bemerkt, dass sie den Riibezahl umarmen wollte,
wendet sich unwillig und err6thend und bedeckt die Augen.

Rfibezahl Nun -- was soll das, Weib!
Bist du denn stumm?!
Sieh' dich doch urn!

Ich bring" dir was zum Zeitvertreib!

Emma bleibt noch immer abgewendet

Sieh', hier stehen deine Schwestern!
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Emma (wendet sich hastig und bleibt entt_iuscht stehen)

O -- H6hnst du reich noch!

Rfibezahl So hSre reich doch
Dir ruhen in diesem Korbe die Lieben

als deine Habe
berfibrst du die Rfibe
mit diesem Stabe

(er reicht ihr ein St/ibchen)

So steh'n sie dir auf-- da h/iben und drfiben
doch rfihrst du sie wieder
sie schliessen die Lider
und wanken zu Grabe
urn wieder als Rfiben
in Staub zu zerstieben!

Emma (entreisst ihm das St_bchen)
Ist dies" ein neuer Hohn? (eilt zum Korb)

0aerfihrt eine Rfibe)
O liebe Brinhild -- sei bei mir. (Brinhild steht da und
Ach guter Geist -- wie dank" ich dir, liebkost sie)

Ri]bezahl Ich wiisste mir schon den Lohn!

Emma (zu Brinhild)
O traute Schwester, freust du dich nicht?
--3etzt ruff ich mir atle-- alle her!

eilt zum Korbe yon Riibe zu Rfibe

O Edelgard, o Irmentraut,
O Adelheit -- o Kunigund!
Seid alle -- alle wieder bei mir!

So wie das Wort ausspricht, entsteht immer eine
yon ihren Gespieten, bis sie alle vollz_ihlig wieder
da sin& wie sie im Vorspiel erschienen waren.

Allgemeine Liebkosung.

(zu Rfibezahl) Es ist nun gut -- Du kannst jetzt geh'n!
Nun geh" wir branchen dich nicht mehr!

RObezahl (ganz unmuthig) blickt verwundert auf sie
O Herrin, will es dir belieben
sich immer nur so zu betrfiben!?

Emma (bezwingt sich)
Nun h6rst du nicht -- was bleibst du steh'n?!
So geh" uns einige BIumen zu pflficken.

Rfibezahl (ganz verwirrt) .......
wie Herrin Blumen wozu denn die!

Emma Nun um damit die Haare zu schmficken.
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Ri_bezahl (ffir sich)
Mir ist zu Muthe ich weiss nicht wiel

Emma (ganz ungedulclig)
So geh' doch, und lass" uns so lange nicht harrenl

RfJbezahI (seufzend)
O Holde, verzeih'! In der Frauen Dienst
Bin ich noch nicht so sehr erfahrenl
--Ich will's nun lernen _ wenn Dues wiinscht!

(geht ab)

Emma So -- endlich ist der Dumme fort!
Nun mfisst ihr mir alles genau erz_ihlen.
--O sagt -- that wohl mein Vater schrn_ihlen.
als er mich nicht mehr sa /sah/ am Ort?!

Brinhild Im Anfang war er zwar erschreckt
doch als sich die Angst ein wenig gelegt
da liess er es laut im Reich verkiinden
Dein Retter wird eine Braut sich finden!
Drauf schrieen die Prinzen und schworen sich's hoch
Wo du auch seist -- sie f_nden dich doch'l

Emma (schnell) Und Ratibor?

Brinhild Der junge Thor?
Der sitzt in den W_ildern und weint und klagt
und keiner erf_hrt's, warum er verzagt!

Emma Ach m wusst' es der Gute, dass ich gefangen
gewiss m er eflte mich zu retten

Brinhild Indessen muss er nun harren und bangen

Emma O -- wie zerreiss" ich doch diese Ketten!

(mit pl6tzlichem Entschluss)
Ach ja -- ich hab's -- er soil mich befrei'n
--Sonst will ich ewig gefangen seinI

(eflt hin zum Korb)
Nun liebes St/ibchen lass dich bitten!
Schaff mir einen Boten f/it meinen Ritter!

(Sie bertihrt eine Riibe: ein Sperber fliegt hinauf)

Fliege V6glein -- fliege frei --
Flieg' so schnell ein Vogel fliegt --
Fliege hin zum Knaben treu
der unter den griinen B_umen liegt.

Flieg' zu meinem Ratibor --
flieg' und fltistre ihm in's Ohrh

Emma weilt in schweren Banden
in des Geisterk6nigs Landen:
sie harret dein, class du an Ketten
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als deine Braut sie wirst erretten!

Fliege V6glein, fliege,
sieg' mein Ritter, siege!

der Sperber fliegt fort.

Und nun kommt und schlingt der Reih'n
--Lasst uns alle fr6hlich sein.

Sie fassen sich in die H_nde, und singen das Lied
aus clem Vorspiel.

W_ihrenddessen ffillt der Vorhang.

Blatt 25 quer am Rand:
Kluges Bienchen, zart und klein
sollst mein treuer Bote sein

4. Verwandlung
Unterirdisches Reich RObezahls

die Bfihne ist leer

Geisterchor (unsichtbar)

/leer/

Emma (flieht in jfihem Schreck fiber die Szene; hinter
ihr trippeln ihre Genossinnen -- alt und entstellt--

Ach! Zu Hilfe! Hexenmeister --
Weh! Beschw6re deine Geister!

Weiber (durcheinander)
Was l_iufst du tans fort

mit Weh und Ach!"
Wir kommen nicht nach!

Bleib" doch am Ort!

Emma Was sollt ihr von mir?
Ich kenn euch nicht!
Mit den Runzeln -- ihr--
im fahlen Gesicht!

Weiber Jugend vergehfl
Jugend besteht!

Willst nicht mehr mit uns spielen?
Gefallen wir dir nicht?
Wart" nur! Wit halten Gericht!

(drohen ihr mit den Krficken)

Emma Lasst reich um Himmels willen!

Weiber (keifen)
Mit uns spiel und kos!
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Wir lassen dich nicht los!
Hast uns geschaffen -- musst uns leiden--
kannst dich nicht mehr von uns scheiden
--statt der Jungen -- nun die Alten!

Emma Weicht von mir, ihr Spukgestalten!

Weiber (schaaren sich um sie)
Seht doch, wie sie sich ziert--Feinliebchen!
Wir sind ihr zu schlecht, dem Zuckerpfippchen!

(sie fassen Emma in die Arme)
Komm nur! Kannst noch so schrein!
Wit spielen ringel reih'n!

fangen an mit ihr zu tanzen)
Ringel ringel reih'nI
Wer fr6hlich ist, der schlinge sich ein!

(Emma st6sst einen Schrei aus und f_llt urn)

RfiJoezahl (kommt eiligst herbei)

Werdet zu Staub, aus clem ihr geschaffen!
In die ErdeI Weiter zu schlafenI

Die Weiber sinken unter sonderbaren Lauten
zur Erde -- und man sieht ein H_iuflein

vertrocknete Rtiben.

Er beugt sich zu Emma u. richtet sie auf.

Sfisse Herrin! Lass das Bangen!
Die dich ge_ingstigt -- sind vergangen!

Emma (kommt wieder zu sich)

RiJbezahl Du zitterst nochI

Emma Sind sie schon fort!?
/Riibezahl/ Sieh' dort -- sie sind, was eh" sie waren,

Die R/iben sind wieder zur Erde gefahren!
Sei ruhig!

Emma (entsetzt) Grauenvoller Oft!
Boshafter Geist, du hast reich get_iutscht!

Rfibezahl Ich thatja nut, was du geheischt!
Was ist dir, Frau?!

Emma (aufbrausend) Das ist zu viel!
Boshafter Geist, du hast reich get_iuscht!

Ri_bezahl Deine Gespielen hast du geheischt!
Ich that, was mSglich -- ich gab dir ein Spiel!

ich konnt...

Emma (schluchzend)
Nun wieder allein in dieser H6hle!
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RObezahl Du hast ja Zeit zur Uberlegung!
ich warte ja nut auf diene Befehle!
und setze das Geisterreich in Bewegung!
Dort steht ein Korb, bis zum Rande geffillt!
Ein Wort! und dein Wunsch ist auf's Neue gestillt!

Emma (zornig) Was soll ich mit diesen Schattenwesen!
--Die Menschen ohne Fleisch und Blut--
--Die Bilder, die nicht schlecht noch gut-
-die gestern leben und heut' verwesenI

Riibezahl Was fehlt dir denn in meinem Reich?
Bot ich mein Heer nicht auf sogleich
die dich als Diener treu umschweben?

Emma Was ist mir denn der leere Schein?!
Mir ekelt vor deinen ZaubereinI
Nur Tr_iume lebe ich -- nicht wirklich Leben!

--Befrei mich yon der l_istigen Haft
--sonst sterb" ich in diesem Ungemachl

Rfibezahl Es schwindet vor dir meine Geisteskraft
--Bin hilflos ach wie ein kind, so schwach.
Und hast du denn kein Wort flit reich
der ich dir doch so treu ergebenI
Es schwindet vor dir meine Geisteskraft
--Bin hilfloss -- ach -- wie ein Kind, so schwach.

Emma Befreie reich yon der l_ist" gen Haft
--sonst sterb" ich in diesem Ungemach!

Rfibezahl Und ist es denn so schlimm dies Sterben!?
Mich d/inkt -- es heisst: sich Lieb' erwerben

/Emma/ O geh --, du Unhold mir aus den Augen
dass ich dich, l_st' gen nicht mehr seh--
--was kann mir deine Gesellschaft taugen
wenn ich dein Wesen nicht versteh/I

(heftig) --O gehI So lass' mich doch allein!

Rfibezahl Ich bin gehorsam deinem Willen
--doch bin ich ferne -- und denke dein--
kann ich dir keinen Wunsch erffillen?

Emma So schaff' mir Erdenblumen heutI
Ich sehne mich nach den siissen Seelen
die mir yon der Heimath Lust erz_ihlen

--sie theflen ja mein stilles Leid.

(R/ibezahl geht traurig ab,)

Emma (legt sich auf ihr Blumenbett)

Und nun umgieb" mich mit deinen Wonnen
du liebe, traute EinsamkeitI
--nun will ich tr_iumen yon Erdensonnen
und yon des Waldes LustbarkeitI
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Die Musik geht in eine sanfte, tr_umerische Weise fiber.

Pause.

--(singt in Geclanken)
"Und ist doch der Mai so grfin

und die Lfiffe, sie zieh'n" --
(sitzt auf)/?/

Kann ich euch nimmer wiederseh'n,
--ihr meiner Heimath grfine Matten?!
Bleib ich gefangen unter den Schatten!
--Ach! Werd' ich nimmer aufersteh'n!

wet ein liebes Liebchen kfisst
wie gliicklichich der ist,

--O du -- mein trauter Knabe mein
werd' ich von dir vergessen sein!?

--(nach einer Weile)

Ist meine Botschaft denn ganz verklungen
oder hat mein Bote sie nicht gesungen!

(spring auf-- heffig)

Gewiss -- gewiss -- er weiss es nicht
mein V6glein Bienchen kam nicht an's Erdenlicht

--ich send' einen St_rkern auf zur Erde
--dass meinem Liebsten die Kunde werde!

eilt schnell hin zum Korbe -- berfihrt mit dem
St_ibchen eine Rfibe.

Weisser Falke, stark und klug,
Fliege auf mit kfihnem Flug.
Fliege' zu meinem Ratibor --
Flieg" und flfistre ibm in's Ohr!:
"Emma weilt in schweren Banden

in des Geisterkonigs Landen;
sie harret dein, dass du aus Ketten
als deine Braut sie wirst erretten!"

Fliege, Vogel, fliege,
Sieg mein Ritter siege!

Falke/?/ fliegt davon. Emma sieht ihm nach
Ja wet wie dieser Flfigel h_tt
der streift wohl bald in sein Ziel!/?/
--Doch wie, s_ss' ich ihm auf dem Rficken?

(Mit pl6tzlichem Entschluss) (freudig)

Ach ja -- achja -- zum Knabe schnell
--ich schaffe mir ein Ross zur Stell
entflieh auf ihm des Feindes Reiche/?/

(eilt zum Korbe)
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Rfibezahl tritt auf mit einem riesigen Bfindel Blumen,
(erschrocken, aber zornig) O Unholct -- bist du schon wieder hier?

Du fiberl_istiger ......
Rfibezahl blickt sie verwundert an

(sie bez_ihmt sich)
--Ei -- nun -- ich mein -- du w_irest schier

in deinen Diensten so langsam nicht!

Rfibezahl (sehr schiichtern)
Hier, Herrin, sind, wie du befohlen
die schSnsten Blumen meiner Flur!

"S sind ihrer genug -- doch wfinsche nur
ich kann dir immer mehr noch holen!

Emma (lacht auf) Haha!
Statt eines Str/iuschen ein ganzer Stoss --

(R/lbezahl blickt sie verwundert an)
(sie erinnert sich wieder)

Gib her! -- zwar ist er ein wenig gross,
doch will er mir d'rum nicht schlechter gefallen.

(zu sich) Jetzt, Weiberschlauheit steh" mir bei!--
(laut) --Ffirwahr -- du zeigst mir grosse Treu!

--ich sehe schon -- so wird es geh'n.
--doch soll ich erkennen -- wie gross dein Lieben,
so musst du mir erst eine Probe besteh'n!
Du sollst mir aUe deine Rfiben
so viel du auch hast, auf den Feldern z/_hlen
--doch darf dir auch eine da nicht fehlen

mit einem Blick auf den Korb -- lachend
--sie wfirde sicher dein Glfick dir stehlen:

R_bezahl (entzfickt)
Ich brenne, Sfisse, in heissen Flammen;
Befiehl und ich trage die Berge zusammen!

(geht eilends ab)

Emma (freudig)
Un/d/nun komm, du letzte Rfibe,
steh" als Flfigelross vor mir.
Ffihr in Eile reich yon hier
hin zu dem, den heiss ich liebe!

berfihrt eine RObe, ein weisses geflfigeltes R6sslein steht
vor ihr; sie besteigt es.

Fliege, R6sslein, fliege fort,
Entffihre reich dem b6sen Ort!

fliegt mit dem Ross davon.

Vorhang f_illt.

Ende der 4. Verwandlung
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5. Verwandlung.

Offene Watdgegend im Riesengebirge,
hinten auf hohen Felsen das Schloss.
Frrihlingslandschaft. Heerdenglocken,
Hifthorner. Schalmei

Pastorale.

Ratibor (Kommt gedankenvoil)

Nun ruff es schon aus allen Ecken:
Der Lenz ist cla, der Lenz ist kommen!
Und nimmer und nimmer will es verstummen,
O musst ihr denn wieder mein Leid erwecken?

"Hinaus!" Du rufst? -- Zur grfinen Flur!
--Ob ich denn da Vergessen f_nde!
--Ach fiber all nur ihre Spur--
--Es winden ihre weissen H_nde
--Im Busch seh' ich ihr Haar nur weh'n

--am Himmel ihr" blauen Augen steh'n
und mag ich tr_umen oder wachen
mir klinget immer ihr silbern Lachen]

Er setzt sich nieder bei einer Linde.
Es wird Abend. Ein Sch_fer zieht mit seiner Hercle

vorbei und grfisst Ratibor.

Fahr" wol du guter Sch_fer mein,
Sei wachsam! Hfite deine Herde.
Zfihl alle deine Lfimmelein
dass dir nicht eins geraubet werde.
--der Wolf ist voller Grimm und Trick
und giebt dir keines mehr zurfick!

Pause. Man h6rt ein Hifthorn

Das Hifthorn irrt so traurig umher
als wollt es mit mir die Liebste suchen,
und alle die Tannen und die Buchen
erz_hlen die thr_nenfeuchte M_ir!

Ein weisser Falke kommt geflogen und ruff

Ratibor!

Ratibor blickt verwundert

Wer rufet den unsel'gen Namen!?

Falke ruft noch einmal/:/ Emma!

Falke Emma weilt in schweren Banden
in des Geisterk6nigs Landen.
Sie harret dein, dass du aus Ketten
als deine Braut sie wirst erretten
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Ratibor (springt auf)
Was hor' ich? K6nnen V6ge! reden?
hiilt ein Traum meinen Sinn gefangen?

--Nut weit/er/-- mein gefl_gelter Bote
lass mich zur sfissen Kunde gelangen --
0 sprich! -- was macht meine kleine Genossin?I

Falke "Emma weilt in schweren Banden"
Rat. 0 sprich doch -- wo -- wer h_lt sie verschlossen?
Falke "In des Geisterk6nigs Landen"
Rat. Was muss ich thun? Wie kann ich ihr helfen?

Wie find ich meinen lieben Ellen!?
Falke "Sie harret dein, dass du aus Ketten

als deine Braut sie wirst erretten!"
Rat. (zornig) So lass doch endlich dein ewiges Spr_chlein

--Was ist's mit meinem stissen Kfichlein?
Falke "Emma weilt in schweren Banden"
Rat. Ha fort! Zu vielI Du singst reich zu SchandenI

(Falke fliegt fort)
Rat. (geht in grosser Aufregung auf und ab)

Ha -- Neues Leben giebt mir die Kunde m
0 hohe heissersehnte Stunde!
Sie lebt! Sie liebt mich -- wie soll ich's tragen!!
--0 wormevolle MaienzeitI
--was mScht ich nicht -- sie zu retten -- wagen!
--0 Herrin, halfst du schon so weir,
--so lass mir doch noch eines sagen!
--was aus den Banden dich befreit
--ach hilf _ mein kleines, sfisses M_dchen!

Emma kommt auf weissem Ross; Er eilt, ihrem /?/ Ross zu helfen.
Sie fiillt ihm in die Arme, und sie k_ssen und
herzen sich unter dem folgenden:

Emma Dem himmel Dank! Da bin ich wieder!
Rat. Ich halte dich in meinen Armen
Emma 0 lass mich an deiner Brust erwarmen
Rat. Meine K6ni_n!
Emma Mein s_sser Gebieter!

Rat. --Ich Kann's nicht olauben! Es ist ein Traum!
Emma 0 lass uns tr/iumen im Himmelsraum!
Rat. 0 m6cht ich nimmermehr erwachen --
Emma Wie will ich fiber den Tr_umer lachen!
Rat. -0 Augen blau! 0 Wangen rund[
Emma 0 Brust an Brust -- und Mund an Mund]
Ratibor Ach -- lieblichstes Bild -- ach -- lass mich sterben!
Emma Meine Kiisse sotlen dich wiederwecken!

Ratibor 0 Wonniges LiebenI 0 seliges WerbenI
Emma Hei, frShliche Jagd unter gr/inen Hecken!

(reisst sich los und l_iuff vor ihm her)
Nun musst du reich fangen -- willst du reich haben!
Nun vorw_rts muthiger J_igersmannI
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(springt fiber einen Graben)
Nun spring mir nach da fiber den Graben --

Rat. Sollst sehen --wie ich springen kannl
(springt hiniiber)

Emma (ist schon wieder fort) (lacht ihn aus)
Haha.

Nur schneller -- sonst flieg ich dir welt vom Nest --

Raffia (macht eine Schwenkung, so dass er ihr entgegenkommt u.
f_ngt sie auf/?/)
Nun hab" ich dich! Diebin Lose! Jetzt bleibst du mir fest!

er zieht sie zu sich nieder u. sie sehen/?/sich
Mein liebstes M_dchen! Wie lieb" ich dich!

Emma Bist du mein Liebster -- so k/isse reich!
Rat. Ja tausendmal in einen Nu!
Emma Ich kann es doch noch besser als du!

Mit Kfissen will ich dich bedecken;
Sollst mir sagen welche --

Rat. Versuch's nut einmal -- ich z_ihle gern!
Emma Wie schOn! Nun spielen wit Mann und Frau!

Der K6nig ist herausgetreten, sieht ihnen eine Weile zu und lacht
unbSandig.

K6nig Herbei! Herbei! Kommt alle herbei!
Geschehen ist eine Wunderm_ir--

(die Szene f/illte sich allm_ihlig)
(Emma springt auf und f_llt ihrem Vater um den Hals)

Nun halten wir frbhlich" Hochzeitsfest,
ihr alle seid gelad'ne G_st'!

fehlen 2 Seiten

Alle (durcheinander)
Ha! Rfibenzahlen -- Wo ist dein Gemnahl?!
--sind schon alle gez_ihlt Z_hl nur genau--
Herr Rfibezahl!
Riibezahl! Rfibezahl!

(Ein furchtbarer Sturm erhebt sich -- und es wird vollkommen dunkel.
Auf einem Felssteige erblickt man den Rfibezahl in seiner wahren
Gestalt, umgeben yon seinen Geistern; rothe/?/Blitze zucken um den
Stein.)

Rfibezahl Hier bin ich! He! Was wollt ihr yon mir!

Alle (sinken vor Entsetzen auf die Knie)
Entsetzlich, der H611e Graus ist los hier!

RiJbezahl (lacht laut aufJ
Hei Menschenfeld! Hei Riibenbrut!
Seid ihr zu End mit eurem Muff?

--Haha! Seid ruhig! Ftirchtet euch nicht
Mit Einer von euch nur halt" ich Gericht!
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(zu Emma)
Und verb_irgst du dich auch in der kleinsten Ritz
--ich sehe dich, th6richt Weib -- du weisst es--
Fort warf ich der Menschen Leib und Witz
--Nun sieh mich in der Gestalt des Geistes

(Emma und Ratibor machen eine Bewegung, als ob sie sprechen
wollten.)

Rfibezahl (Streckt die Hand aus, worauf sie wie festgebannt stehen
bleiben.)

Nun hSre mich, Weib! Nicht komm' ich zu rechten
--Der Menschen Herz ist eng und klein!

Nicht k6nnen mit Geistern das Band sie flechten
--ihr Sehnen ist schwach -- ihr Leben -- Schein!

--Unsterblichkeit -- Tugend, wollt' ich dir geben,
du w_ihltest der Menschen _irmlich Leben.
Fahr hin! Du elend" th6richt Wesen!

Sei glficklich in deiner Armlichkeit!
Kost" aus die Freuden, die du erlesen
--und ffihle nicht deine Erb_irmlichkeifl

(mit tiefem Schmerz)

--Ich will im Geisterreich genesen
vonder Wunde -- die mich qu_ilt -- der b6sen
--Lebt wohl, ihr Menschen, in Ewigkeit!

(Nun verschwindet er allm_ihlig mit seinen Geistern -- es wird wieder
licht. Der Mond ist aufgegangen.)

Tiefe Ruhe ist eingetreten
Alle bleiben auf den Knien Lange Pause

(Ratibor kniet vor Emma -- diese blickt erschfittert auf ihn hinunter

Der KSnig gibt ihre H_inde zusammen. Der Zug ordnet sich zur Burg
hinauf. Brinhild mit ihren Jungfrauen bekr_inzen sie.)

K6nig Und halten wir nun Hochzeitsfest
--wo bleiben die Spielleut" denn zuletzt?

Aus dem Walde tritt eine Schaar Spielleute u. stellen sich an die Spitze
des Zuges. Unter dem nachfolgenden Gesang der Geister u. der
Menschen bewegt sich der Zug zur Burg hinauf. Der Mond scheint.
Die Spielleute musizieren.

Chor der Landleute und Hochzeitsg_ste.

2) Blfih' aufi Blfih" aufi Du Kr_nzlein im Haar!
Mit Rosen und Cypressen

Zieh" ein! Zieh" ein! du glficklich Paar!
Nun aller Noth vergessen!

Vorbei mit Winter -- Trennungsleid!
Nun lacht der Liebe Sommerzeifi

Glfick aufi
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Chor der Geister (unsichtbar)

Kehr ein bei uns! O komm nach Haus!
Wie bist du krank und mfide!

Du milder Wanderer, ruhe aus
Bei uns ist siisser Friede,

Gekostet hat du Erdenglfick
dich hat verwundet Menschentfick

O komm in unsre Mitte!

Chor der Landl. / eute / u. Hochzeitsg_ste

1) Spiel aufl Spiel au_ Du Spielmann mein
dass weit und breit es klinge Schelle
Gliick aufl Gliick aufl Zum Hochzeitsreih'n!
Viel Gliick und Segen bringe!
Gar so stillen Muths wir zogen aus
Mit Hochzeitsklage wir zieh'n nach Haus

Gltick aufl

Chor der Geister Der Zug der Landleute ist schon bei der letzten
Strophe verschwunden und man h6rt ihren Gesang in der Ferne. Die
Szene bleibt ganz leer und man h6rt zuletzt nur noch den Gesang der
Geister.

Der Vorhang f_llt langsam
Chor der Geister

Wir wollen dich gar leis und lind
Mit sanfter Weis' umschweben:
--Ach -- Zwischen Geist und Menschenklnd
kann's keine Briicke geben.
--des Menschen Herz ist dunkel -- klein
--der Geist ist klar wie Sonnenschein
und voll vom ew'gem Leben

Der Vorhand f_llt langsam

leer

Emma Lieb V_terchen mein! -- Jetzt hab" ich dich wieder
K6nig Nun thu ich gern die Augen zu
Emma Was sind denn so roth deine Augenlider?
K6nig das thaten die N_chte ohn" Schlaf und Ruh'!
Emma Und was sind deine Haare denn worden so licht?
K6nig Das sind die drei Winter seit deinem Scheiden.
Emma Und wast hast du ffir Fatten in deinem Gesicht?
K_n. Das sind die drei Jahre aus deinen Leiden.
Emma (erschrocken) 3 Jahre sagst du!
K6nig Ei weisst du's denn nicht?

So lang musstest die Heimath du meiden.
Emma Entsetzlich -- Mir schienen's 3 Tage nur!
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Brinhild --Glaub" mir -- seit dem du uns warst geraubt
das dritte Mal schon verjiingt sich die Flur
--wit hatten dich schon verloren geglaubfl
--Welch" Wunder gab dich uns zuriick!
Verk/ind" uns doch dein seltsam GeschickI

Emma Als ich yon der Ohnmacht aufgewacht
--da fand ich reich unten beim Geisterk6nig

umgeben yon seltsamster Zauberpracht
--Sein ganzes Reich war mir unterth/inig!
Und mir zu Fiissen lag der R_uber
und war so schiichtern als wie ein Kind
--zuerst fast lacht ich fiber den armen T_uber
--sein ganze Weisheit war in den Wind!
dann aber weint" ich
Als ich nun weinte in meinem Leid
und rief roll Angst nach meinen Lieben
--da verschwancl er auf eine kurze Zeit
und brachte mir dann einen Korb mit Riiben.
Die hatten seltsame Zauberkraft
--ich brauchte sie nur mit Stab zu rfihren

---gleich war mir jede Gestalt erschafft
die ich nur mocht im Sinne ffihren.
--zuerst erschuf ich mir meine Frau'n
--doch ach -- drei Stunden dauert es kaum
so war vergangen der z_irfliche Traum
--sie wurden alt und schufen mir Gram!
Da schuf ich mir einen Falken ldug
und schickt" ihn als Boten hinauf zur Erde
--als ich ihn nun in kiihnen Flug
verschwinden sah -- ohn' alle Beschwerde
da dacht" ich mir -- es w/it' nicht schwer
mich selbst mit List so fortzustehlen,
schnell sann ich mir aus eine feine M_ir
und schickte den Geist sein Riiben zu z_hlen!
dann sehnt ich mir ein R6sslein schnell
das liess ich den weg des Falken w/ihlen
--und eh" ich's versah -- schon war ich zur Stelle,
--der Geist wird wohl noch Rfiben z_ihlen!

Hofmarschall / 1 e e r /

/Kritzeleien/



PERSPECTIVES ON ANTON BRUCKNER: AN
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM

DEPARTMENTOFMUSIC, CONNECTICUTCOLLEGE.21-24 FEBRUARY1994

Perspectives on Anton Bruckner was the first symposium in North
America devoted entirely to the Music of Anton Bruckner. Organized
by Timothy L. Jackson, Connecticut College, and Paul Hawkshaw, Yale
School of Music, the conference and its concerts offered a re-evalua-
tion of Bruckner's music, its dissemination, and its reception. An inter-
national roster of scholars presented papers at five sessions: Analytical
Issues (two sessions), Source and Documentary Studies, Bruckner as
Cultural Icon, and Reception and Influence. Robert Bailey, Janet
Schmalfeldt, Christoph Wolff, Leon Botstein, and Christopher Hadley
respectively served as chairpersons. Two programs of music featured
Gustav Mahler's and Rudolf Krzyzanowsky's two-piano arrangement
of Bruckner's Third Symphony, an arrangement completed in Vienna
in 1920 by students of Arnold Schoenberg of the Seventh Symphony
for chamber ensemble, Lieder, and choral pieces including the modern
premiere of the final version of Du bist wie eine Blume. The performers
were Paul Althouse conducting the Connecticut College Chamber
Choir; Paul Phillips directing members of the Connecticut College
Faculty and Eastern Connecticut Symphony Orchestra; Soprano,
Roxane Althouse; Baritone, Richard Lalli; and pianists, Gary Chapman
and Andrzej Anweiler.

The conference was designed to begin to disencumber Bruckner
from layers of special interest which have hindered the dissemination
of his music since the inception of his career as a professional com-
poser. Generations of supporters who used him and his music for their
own political and personal self-interests and, at times, self-aggrandize-
ment, have colored and often negatively impacted the perception and
understanding of Bruckner as a person and a composer. The figure of
Richard Wagner has, of course, always hovered in the background
and often dominated.

The specifics are well-known. As early as 1867, when Johann
Herbeck and Eduard Hanslick fought, in the face of heavy odds, to
bring Bruckner to Vienna, they thought they had found the contempo-
rary Austrian symphonist who could serve as a suitable counterweight
to the pernicious influence of Richard Wagner. The composer's
unabashed admiration for Wagner's music soon turned Hanslick into
Bruckner's most powerful adversary. For the next thirty years
Hanslick and his followers, in a segment of the Viennese press repre-
senting a strange combination of political liberalism and musical con-
servatism, vituperatively condemned what they described as the
uncontrolled Wagnerism and decadence of Bruckner's "music of the
future." Such a reaction played perfectly into the hands of Viennese
Wagnerites. The Wiener akademische Wagner-Verein propped
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Bruckner up on a pedestal, and he became the darling of the local anti-
Brahms, politically conservative, and often anti-semitic press. Young
Wagnerites including Mahler, Wolf, GSllerich, L6we, and the Schalk
brothers were among his staunchest supporters and were often
responsible for the early publication of his works.

Wagnerian ideology and contemporary politics controlled
Bruckner's legacy well into this century. Perhaps realizing that his
young editors were not always scrupulous and sometimes even tried
to make his music sound more like that of Wagner, Bruckner left the
autograph manuscripts of most of his major works to the Imperial
Library. If he expected accurate versions to be available for posterity
soon after he passed away, he was mistaken. Powerful Viennese with
vested interests (not to mention a few skeletons in the closet) inter-
vened, and for forty years, most of the manuscript versions remained
relegated to the library shelf.

One of the great ironies of the history of the dissemination of
Bruckner's music in our century is that a major impetus for the first
important attempt to rectify the situation came as a result of a greater
evil. In 1937 Adolph Hitler attended the consecration of a bust of the
composer in Regensburg's palace of Valhalla. Bruckner was now a
paragon of Wagnerian virtue and prototypical German composer. This
native son of Hitler's Ober6sterreich and hero of the Viennese conser-

vative press (which Germany needed to support the Anschluss) had
become a cultural icon of the Nazi party. It was now propitious to pub-
lish the pure Urfassungen of this German master in a new musically
and politically correct Gesamtausgabe edited by Robert Haas and
Alfred Orel. Any benefits which accrued as a result of the appearance
of the new scores, some of which have, correctly, been criticized for
questionable editorial practices, were more than offset in many parts
of the world by the negative implications of Bruckner's adoption by
the third Reich.

After the second world war public sentiment demanded the expur-
gation of Nazi influences on the preparation of the Collected Edition of
Bruckner's works. Leopold Nowak began a new Gesamtausgabe. His
policy for more than thirty years was to shield the primary sources
from outside scrutiny even more rigorously and effectively than his
predecessors at the beginning of the century. Only in the past decade
have performers and scholars from the international community been
allowed consistent access to surviving materials. They have begun the
long-overdue systematic investigation of the primary sources for
Bruckner's major compositions. Many results of their work were pre-
sented at the Connecticut conference.

At the conference the sessions on reception attracted the most
attention and stimulated the most discussion. Margaret Notley
observed that the roots of later National Socialist thinking on
Bruckner can be found in the Viennese press of his own time.
Bruckner received much of his contemporary critical acclaim from
Wagnerian fundamentalists, many of whom belonged to "the most
extreme part of the v61kisch fringe" of Vienna. Bryan Gilliam consid-
ered the importance of the Regensburg ceremony of 1937 and dis-
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cussed the reasons Bruckner was particularly suited to G6bbels" pro-
paganda campaign. An Austrian peasant genius victimized by Jewish
(i.e. Hanslick's) criticism admirably served Hitler's social and political
agenda. In 1937 when relations with the Vatican were disintegrating
and Naziism was being promoted as a religion in its own right, the
composer's well-known reputation as a devout Roman Catholic was
downplayed. GSbbels speech at the ceremony described Bruckner as a
German composer whose genius "frees itself of all ties to the Church."

Christa Briistle illustrated the major role which National Socialist
politics played in the inaugural efforts on the Bruckner Collected
Works Edition, especially in its publication of the Fifth Symphony,
which became a symbol of urtfimlisches Kfmstlertum. Benjamin
Korstvedt continued the discussion of the Gesamtausgabe, pointing
out that political ideologies caused the editors to reject valuable evi-
dence in earlier printed scores and ultimately mislead performers and
scholars, particularly in the cases of the Second and Fourth
Symphonies. Political and nationalistic ideology also controlled theo-
retical writing, as Stephen McClatchie observed in his study of
Wagner scholar, Alfred Lorenz', and his pupils' analyses of Bruckner's
compositions.

Editorial and source-critical issues have plagued Bruckner scholar-
ship throughout the twentieth century. William Carragan's and Paul
Hawkshaw's studies of the materials for the Second Symphony and
F-Minor Mass, respectively, revealed the existence of previously
unknown versions of both works. Many of Bruckner's primary sources
continue to retain untold secrets. Each of his major works needs a sys-
tematic re-examination of the sources, manuscript by manuscript, print
by print. Elisabeth Maier presented a fascinating look at the insights
Bruckner's personal calendars provide into his private and public life.

Papers on the impact of Bruckner's environment as well as his influ-
ence on contemporaries and subsequent generations included Andrea
Harrandt's description of the social and musical influence of the male
chorus movement on Bruckner's development as a composer and con-
ductor. His devotion to this movement, which was at the heart of
German v61kisch sentiment, lasted throughout his career and culmi-
nated in the composition of Helgoland in 1893. Robert Wason demon-
strated the important contribution of Bruckner's pupil Josef Schalk in
updating Sechter/Bruckner theory of harmony to cope with late nine-
teenth-century chromaticism. His paper dealt specifically with an
unpublished study of Josef Schalk, Aufsatz fiber die Chromatik.
Marianna Sonntag considered Ernst Kurth's interpretation of the
Ninth-Symphony Adagio in light of the sketches which survive in
Krakow. Morton Solvik presented an iconographic perspective on late
nineteenth-century and, specifically, Mahler's perception of anxiety
and the "Threatening Side of Nature." Amy Bauer offered thoughts on
Bruckner's influence on the composer, Gy6rgi Ligeti.

The analytical sessions provided some new perspectives on
Bruckner's music. Timothy Jackson discussed the form of the Finale of
the Seventh Symphony. Among other things, the tragic references of
its reversed sonata form as well as subtle allusions to the music of Liszt
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and Wagner point to the existence of a complex program about the
latter's death and its implications for the Art of Music. Edward Laufer
applied Schenkerian methodology to illustrate long-range organic
prolongations operating in the Adagio of the Ninth Symphony. Even
the great Austrian theorist, who himself admired the composer very
much as a person, did not understand this aspect of Bruckner's music.
Joseph Kraus and Thomas R6der used examples from the first four
symphonies and the swing quintet to debunk the myth that Bruckner's
Scherzi are consistently four-square and follow a uniform aesthetic
and formal plan. They are full of intricate phrase structures of uneven
lengths and, within phrases, hypermetrical irregularities are a consis-
tent organizational feature. Contrary to the popular belief that
Bruckner's revisions regularized the music into four and eight-mea-
sure phrases, they often resulted in the expansion of what was already
an unusual hypermetrical structure.

Warren Darcy developed James Hepakoski's theory of "Sonata
Deformation" as it applies to the outer movements of Bruckner's sym-
phonies. John Williamson continued the discussion of this work by
considering the rhetorical implications of Bruckner's juxtaposition of
learned contrapuntal styles--Chorale and Fugue--with the nineteenth-
century process of symphonic development. Of particular interest in
this regard is the relationship between the opening thematic group in
the first movement and the Chorale and Fugue in the Finale. Stephen
Parkenny considered the contrapuntal aspects of the same symphony
in light of the composer's application for a post at the University. In his
semiotic analysis of the Fourth Symphony, Robert Hatten pointed out
Bruckner's reference to recurring nineteenth-century topoi including
the Pilgrims" March from Berlioz" Harold in Italy, Mendelssohn's Italian
Symphony and, of course, Wagner's Tannh_user.

One unanimous view emerged as the meetings proceeded: that
Bruckner remains cloaked in an almost exclusively Wagnerian mantle
is no longer justifiable. There is no question he admired Wagner and
often made references to his music; the Meister aller Meister certainly
influenced his harmonic language and orchestration. Yet aesthetically,
politically, and philosophically the two men could not have been fur-
ther apart. Wagnerism has clouded the more pervasive traditional
roots of Bruckner's symphonic and sacred styles. He was well-versed
in the Viennese classics--Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert--
and spent considerable time with the music of more contemporary fig-
ures such as Berlioz and Schumann. All surviving evidence indicates
that, during periods of self-analysis, he turned to these composers--
not to Wagner.

Perspectives on Anton Bruckner raised an enormous number of
interesting, often controversial, and always stimulating issues. Some
of the papers presented at the conference wilt appear in a volume pub-
lished by Cambridge University Press.

Paul Hawkshaw
Yale School of Music
Timothy L. Jackson
Connecticut College



JOSEPH BRAUNSTEIN (1892-1996):
A VOICE FROM THE BRUCKNERIAN PAST

(A Tribute and an Interview)

BENJAMIN M. KORSTVEDT

with DAVIDH. ALDEBORGH

The name Joseph Braunstein may not be a very famous one, but it is
likely to be familiar to Bruckner aficionados, especially collectors of
Bruckner LPs. In the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s Braunstein wrote fasci-
nating liner notes for a number of recordings of Bruckner sym-
phonies. 1 These notes offer some remarkable glimpses of a lost epoch
in the history of Bruckner's music. Born in Vienna in 1892, Braunstein
was active in Viennese musical life during the first four decades of this
centuryY He both heard and played Bruckner's music under Franz
Schalk and Ferdinand L6we in the 1920s. In addition, in the 1930s
Braunstein discussed Bruckner editions with Robert Haas, who pre-
pared the first collected edition of Bruckner's works.

Braunstein's writings on Bruckner are not extensive, but they are
notable for both their historical soundness and their musical acuity.
Consider Braunstein's comments on the Ninth Symphony, which are
brief yet make some important points often missed even in lengthier
accounts. For example, although it was not common knowledge at the
time, Braunstein stressed that not only had Bruckner definitely con-
ceived of the Ninth Symphony in four movements, but had in fact
sketched most of the Finale before his death. Braunstein also neatly
dismantled the frequent misconception that L6we was guilty of duplic-
itously publishing his own posthumous edition of the Ninth Symphony
(1903) as Bruckner's original by quoting L6we's preface to the score,
which is quite clear in identifying the editor. Braunstein also explained
the musical logic of L6we's substitution of flute and bassoon for the
pizzicato violins in the Scherzo: pizzicato is very difficult at Bruckner's
fast tempo and L6we was apparently concerned to facilitate proper
performance of the piece. 3

In other essays, Braunstein offered a fresh view of the much-dis-
cussed textual issues surrounding Bruckner's music. For example,
about the Eighth Symphony he wrote:

The very intricate question as to whether the original versions [i.e., Haas's and
Nowak's editions] or the first editions [i.e., those published during Bruckner's life-

See the bibliography for a complete list.
2 For a brief biography see Allan Kozinn's obituary in the New York Times, 13

March 1996, p. B12.
See Braunstein, notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 9, Bavarian Radio

Symphony Orchestra, cond. Eugen Jochum, Decca DX 139 LP (1956) and review of
Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 9, Pro Musica Symphony Orchestra, Vienna, cond.
Jascha Horenstein, Vox PI 8040 LP,Musical Quarterly 40 (1954),pp. 286-89.
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time] should be used for performances is by no means conclusively answered yet.
The present writer, who in his students days not only had the opportunity of hear-
ing Bruckner's compositions under the direction of L6we and Schalk, but was privi-
leged to play them when they first presided over the orchestra, is not prepared to
accept the first editions as [unauthorized] arrangements and accept the original ver-
sions instead. _

Braunstein was refreshingly skeptical about the prevailing ortho-
doxy-and refreshingly free from the biases and hidden agendas that
so often mar Bruckner criticism2 Indeed, his comments are a welcome

tonic to the generally unreflective, and often poorly informed, stance
taken by so many writers of program notes. And in view of
Braunstein's personal involvement with a pivotal period in the history
of Bruckner's music, his statements have a degree of authority that
cannot be dismissed lightly.

Early in 1992 I idly glanced through the directory of the American
Musicological Society and was surprised to run across the name
Joseph Braunstein. My interest was especially keen because at that
time I was in the early stages of a dissertation on the textual history of
the first printed edition of Bruckner's Fourth Symphony. Like
Braunstein, I was skeptical about the old stories impugning the
authority of this text, and for this reason I was eager to contact him;
he seemed sure to have a uniquely valuable perspective on the matter2
Although it seemed unlikely that the Joseph Braunstein listed in the
1992 AMS Directory was the same man who had played under Schalk
and L6we in the 1920s, I nonetheless sent a letter to him. A couple of
weeks later I received a most remarkable reply: a single-page letter,

typed with evident, painstaking care, and signed by a venerable, if
shaky hand. It read in part:

I am a centenarian and your letter has catapulted me into my past. I grew up
musically with performances of Bruckner symphonies based on the first editions.
As an orchestral musician from 1919 to 1924 I played only the first editions. I
became acquainted with the problem of the original versions in conversations with
Robert Haas and I was somewhat involved in the events [in 1935] which surrounded
the tryout of the original Finale of the Fifth Symphony.

4Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 8, Vienna Symphony Orchestra, cond.
Jascha Horenstein, Vox Turnabout THS 65090/91 LP (1970); reissued as Vox Box
CDX2-5504 CD. The quotation is taken from the latter source, p. 11.

5 It is worth noting that Werner Wolff, another Bruckner critic born in the nine-
teenth century, shared Braunstein's doubts about modern dismissals of the editions
of Bruckner's music published in the nineteenth century; see his Anton Bruckner:
Rustic Genius (New York, 1942), pp. 261-70. Indeed, the belief that the original pub-
lications of Bruckner works are corrupt arose only after Bruckner's death, primarily
during the 1930s.

6Ultimately my research led me to conclude that by any reasonable standard the
version of the symphony published in 1889 is fully legitimate and must be consid-
ered authentic. See my forthcoming article, "The First Published Edition of Anton
Bruckner's Fourth Symphony: Collaboration and Authenticity," 19th-Century Music
20 (1996), pp. 3-26.
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A follow-up letter went unanswered. But in 1994, with the media-
tion of Carol Marunas of Essex Entertainment, a personal friend of
Dr. Braunstein, I did successfully reach him by telephone. In the fol-
lowing months we had several fascinating conversations on the tele-
phone. Finally, on 29 April 1995, David Aldeborgh of the Bruckner
archive in Poughkeepsie, New York, and I visited Dr. Braunstein at
his residence on East 96th Street in Manhattan. In Dr. Braunstein's
small apartment, which was crowded with books, scores and
recordings, we talked for some two hours about his career as both a
performer and a scholar in the Vienna of the 1920s and 1930s, and
of course, about Bruckner's music. We found Dr. Braunstein to be
remarkably energetic and clear-headed, and to have astonishingly
sharp memories of his musical experiences in Vienna. Indeed, he
recalled many of the leading Bruckner scholars of the time with real
vividness, and showed considerable curiosity about our work. With
Dr. Braunstein's permission we taped the conversation; it is tran-
scribed below. 7

Ben Korstvedt: You knew Robert Haas quite well didn't you?
Joseph Braunstein: Yes. When he came to Vienna from Dresden he

gave up a musical career and then took up an academic career.
B. K.: He had been a conductor in Dresden?
J. B.: He was never a conductor. He was what we call a Korrepetitor

[i.e., a repetiteur]. He was a Korrepetitor; he was a [vocal] coach. And
then he took up the academic career: he was first what was called a
Privatdozent [i.e., a lecturer] and then he acquired a professorship.
And it seems to me, that he was always in sympathy with the Nazis. He
was, I would say, somewhat active in that movement. His newspaper
was the Nazi paper, the VfSlkische Beobachter--it was on his desk in
the National Library! It shouldn't have been, because that was actually
a step against the government which paid him. But we'll leave that
aside for the time being.

Nowak was very modest and didn't have any connection with the
government. But Haas was different. Haas immediately showed his
sympathy with the Nazi movement, and then, when the Nazis actually
came to power, it was his time. But actually, I had a very good per-
sonal relationship with him. I could never complain about any strong
intentional declaration on his part that he was a friend of the Nazi
movement; he avoided that in our personal relationship.

Then after the collapse of the Nazi regime, Haas lost, naturally, his
positions, and his successor was Leopold Nowak. Nowak was more on
the side of the Catholic party. The Catholics had a very important
power in Austria politically. And he was, I believe, in his student years,
a member of a Catholic organization. I still believe that he was a
decent man; that I must say. As I mentioned before, with the collapse

7It has been edited slightly in interests of clarity.
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of the Nazi regime, Haas's power came to an end, and Nowak was
appointed Director of the Music Division of the National Library. And
so he also inherited the Bruckner business; that was a matter of
course. And then he started to publish .... I don't know. I must con-
fess, I have never had a very intense knowledge of his Bruckner publi-
cations; maybe you have more than I. After all, that was a time when I
had to be concerned about survival! The Bruckner matter became sec-
ondary. I had to survive: I was married, and my bride was very ill--
multiple sclerosis. So, I had enough problems, and I could not immerse
myself in Brucknerian matters. I was more at the fringe.

B. K.: When did you leave Vienna and come to New York?
J. B.: I left Vienna on April 15, 1940. Yes, I lived under Hitler. I had

some experiences as far as life under Hitler is concerned. Oh, yes! Oh,
yes! The Gestapo came to me--actually in order to go after a sister-in-
law. But they also interrogated me a little bit. There was one fellow; he
said: "You are writing about music. I cannot understand how a Jew
can write about German music." I kept silent, oh yes. I did not say any-
thing. He left. He didn't go after me; he went after my sister-in-law,
because my sister-in-law lived with an "opulent" Jew. The Gestapo
were after his money. So, I left my country in a boat. It is very hard to
describe: I was sad and I was glad.

But as I said before, I had a good personal relationship with Haas
and with his assistant, Dr. Schneider. He too had the Nazi paper on his
desk! [Striking chair for emphasis.] In spite of the fact that he was an
employee of the Austrian government. He [Schneider] was formerly
an officer in the Austrian army; he came from Salzburg.

And then I came to New York and all I had to do was to survive.
That took some time. Now I can look at that period as an analyzing
historian. Ask me what you want to know.

B. K.: You mentioned to me that when Haas was making his edition
of the Fifth Symphony, he spoke with you about it.

J.B.: Actually he was somewhat--in a certain sense--an enemy of
Schalk. He maintained that Schalk was responsible for... [pauses
while searching for the right word] manipulating the Brucknerian
manuscripts. He [Schalk] had access to them; because as conductor of
the State Opera, Schalk had access. When he went to the
Nationalbibliothek, the National Library, every door was open.
Someone once said, "Schalk is not a musician, not a conductor; he is
an Austrian institution!" Yes, that he was! And in that capacity he had
enormous power. I remember that when he was conducting the Fifth
Symphony, in the newspaper there was some allusion to the idea that
he was tampering with the score. A statement was issued by his wife,
that he was going to conduct the symphony exactly as it was put down
on paper by Bruckner; that was, I should say, the gist of the statement.
Actually, Haas convened interested people in the National Library to
speak about the tampering with the Brucknerian manuscripts. He said
that Bruckner was subjected to sanctions. Do you know about that?
[general assent] I heard it; I attended this gathering. The moderator of
the gathering, a gentleman who was a very fine man, didn't want the
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memory of LSwe and Schalk to be muddied by Haas. And then came
Haas with his "Sanktionenstheorie. "8

B.K.: When I was in Vienna, in the Nationalbibliothek, last year, I
saw the papers of Lili Schalk there. And in them are many newspaper
articles from that time, in which people debated whether Haas's
"Sanktionenstheone" was true. And it seems that many Viennese felt
that it was an unfair accusation.

J.B.: Yes, against Schalk or L6we. As I say, the moderator--I have
forgotten his name, in spite of the fact that when I was in military ser-
vice he was my commander--didn't want the names of Lbwe and
Schalk to be muddied by Haas.

Haas was a small man, I mean physically. But nevertheless, he must
have been very... Hah! [trails off]... Now I believe Haas is forgotten,
except his books. His books were good. One on Mozart, I believe. He
knows something, there is no question about it. He was a scholar,
actually he was a scholar. But he was also an Intrigant [i.e., a schemer].
He combined his scholarship with very unfair, unfair actions.
Absolutely. I don't know how he was judged abroad.

David Aldeborgh: Generally speaking, Haas has had a lot of sympa-
thy around the woNd for his scores. Two people, Doernberg and
Recllich, both wrote books which were very critical of Nowak? They
praise Haas as being the one who saved the Bruckner tradition. I don't
agree with that conclusion...

J.B.: [Interjecting in agreement] No, no, no! I say, Haas had his parti-
sans. Absolutely. I talked with him very often: he was always talking
about Schalk, and Schalk, and Schalk.

B. K. I have been studying the history of the Fourth Symphony, and
I have concluded that the so-called Lbwe/Schalk edition is actually
Bruckner's own edition: he revised it and he prepared it for publica-
tion.

J. B. Yes, that was one of the symphonies in which, I would say, his
signature was on the papers. 1°

D. A. Did you ever play under Schalk?

8 For a discussion of these events and the debates surrounding them see
Korstvedt, The First Edition of Anton Bruckner's Fourth Symphony:Authorship,
Production, and Reception (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1995), pp. 99-
143.

DErwin Doernberg, The Life and Symphonies ofAnton Bruckner (London, 1960;
rpt. New York, 1968) and Hans T. Redlich, Bruckner and Mahlen The Master
Musicians (London, 1955). See also Deryck Cooke's influential, albeit crucially
flawed, essay "The Bruckner Problem Simplified," in Vindication: Essays about
Romantic Music (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 43-71 and his equally problematic article
"Anton Bruckner" in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians (London,
1980), vol. 3, pp. 352-71; rpt. in The New Grove Late Romantic Masters., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London, 1985), pp. 1-73.

_°This is not quite accurate: Bruckner did not actually sign the copy of the score
used to prepare the printed edition, but he did revise it extensively. He also signed a
contract authorizing its publication. For a full accounting of these details see
Korstvedt, The First Edition of Anton Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, pp. 296-314, and
"The First Published Edition of Anton Bruckner's Fourth Symphony," pp. 7-16.
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J. B. [quite merrily] Oh, I have played under Schalk in the concert
hall and much in the opera. Oh, yes. Meistersinger, G6tterd_mmerung,
and et cetera. Almost all of Wagner which Schalk conducted. In my
time there was a division between Schalk and [Bruno] Waiter. Walter
conducted Rheingold and WalkfJre; Schalk conducted Siegfried and
GStterdfimmerung.

D.A.: W-hat instrument did you play?
J.B.: In the orchestra, mostly viola.
D.A.: What did you think of Schalk as a conductor and as a person?
J.B.: [Earnestly] I had the highest regard for him; I had the highest

regard for Schalk. I still remember with greatest pleasure when there
was a memorial concert for Schalk and when a critic--Robert Konta
[?] was his name--said that Schalk was not a conductor but was an
Austrian institution. And it was true. He was officially the conductor of
the concerts of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, and the programs
ranged from the Messiah up to Bruckner. Sometimes he was invited to
conduct at the Court Chapel at Masses, in the Hofkapeile, actually
during the Mass--strictly Catholic Mass, naturally. He was invited, so
to speak, as a guest conductor to conduct the D Minor Mass of
Bruckner.

B.K.: Did his interpretations of Bruckner's symphonies differ from
modern day styles? 11

J.B.: Most certainly, most certainly. The idea was, I would say, reli-
gious-it was religious. I remember, we played mostly from the parts
issued by Breitkopf & Hfirtel, and sometimes the bowing was indi-
cated. And he was very critical: "Leipziger Stricharten! [the Leipzig
manner of bowing!]" [Laughter]

D.A.: Did you ever play the Fifth Symphony under Schalk, or did
you ever hear him do it?

J.B.: Wait a minute, let me see. I heard him do the Fifth Symphony; I
was in standing room.

D.A.: Do you remember anything about the tempi? Did he open
slowly or rapidly?

J.B.: That was now sixty years ago. What do you want from me?
D.A.: The reason that I ask is that Leon Botstein 12feels that Bruckner

should be played more quickly than we usually hear him.
J.B.: No, I think that the tempi of Schalk's were rather on the slow

side. I would call them Bayreuth tempi, Wagnerian tempi, on the slow
side. But it was wonderful, for instance, in G6tterd_mmerung, the
transformation from night to day in the first act; it was really, really
very moving. He also did the little things, he was always intent .... I

1, [B.K.] During our first telephone conversation, I asked Dr. Braunstein if he
could compare Schalk's Bruckner interpretations to those of any later conductor,
whether Karajan, Klemperer or Walter. He answered in his inimitable manner:
"Furtw_ngter! Furtw_inglerV

,2 The conductor and scholar who had on 13 January 1995 led the American
Symphony Orchestra in a performance of the Schalk edition of Bruckner's Fifth
Symphony in Lincoln Center.
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have the best recollection of Schalk, as everything: as a conductor in
the concert hall, and as an opera conductor!

B.K.: You do not believe Haas's idea that Schalk...

J.B.: [Interjecting] No, no. I don't believe that, no.
B.K.: Did you know Alfred Orel?
J.B.: Oh, oh! [Laughs with recognition.] Alfred Orel! That is also an

interesting case. Orel was also involved politically; he was employed
by the City of Vienna, but nevertheless he was a Nazi. He worked in
the Stadtbibliothek of the City of Vienna. He was an employee of the
city government, and the city government was socialistic [and thus
opposed to Nazism].

B.K.: Is it true that he and Haas became enemies?
J.B.: In a certain sense, yes. Orel became critical of Haas's editions,

and he tried to make [his point] very diplomatically. He would not
come out rabidly, but he showed his opposition very smoothly.

B.K.: Haas did not take kindly to that sort of opposition.
J.B.: No, no. It was interesting, when this all took place they were

both coming out of the music institute of Guido Adler. Both were
becoming rabidly anti-semitic, and they were students of Guido Adler.
[Adler was Jewish.] It was an impossible situation, impossible.

D.A.: Who was Guido Adler?

J.B.: Guido Adler was the head of the Austrian musicological school.
He was a professor, full professor and had an interesting [life]. He was
one of those who attended the first Bayreuth Festival in 1876.

B.K.: You were a student of Guido Adler's also.

J.B.: Yes. Actually, my book on Leonore is dedicated to him. 1_Oh,
: yes!

D.A.: Did you know L6we at all? Did you ever have any experience
with Ferdinand L6we?

J.B.: With L6we, oh yes! I played dozens of times with him, most of
the Bruckner symphonies. I remember, at that time in Vienna, the sym-
phony orchestra went to Linz and did a program, naturally, with a
Bruckner symphony--ah, [correcting himself] at that time Schalk was
conducting.

B.K.: Was L6we as good a conductor as Schalk?
J.B.: He was different. L6we was more sedate. L6we conducted

everything: as Concert Director of the Wiener Konzertverein, he had
so many subscription concerts a year: he conducted Concerti Grossi
by Handel and had to go up to Bela Bart6k--an enormous work load--
enormous work load. He was a nice man, a nice man. I remember a
concert in Pressburg and on the wain I was sitting very close to him.
Interestingly enough, in spite of his strong attachment to Bruckner,
L6we was an excellent interpreter of the Brahms chamber music with
piano.

,3 He refers to his dissertation, which was published as Beethovens Lenore-
Overtfiren (Leipzig, 1927).
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B.K.: He was a pianist?
J.B.: Yes! And he was an excellent interpreter of Brahms chamber

music with piano. After his death, it fell to me to do the eulogy, and I
mentioned that. And then t got a letter from L6we's son, and he was
delighted to see that I had a great understanding of his father's inter-
pretation of Brahms.

Lbwe, Lbwe... Actually, [chuckles] in the orchestra, he was spoken
of only as "The Ferdinand." You see his first name was Ferdinand; he
was only "the Ferdinand." Nobody would have dared to say of Schalk,
"The Yranz".... I am delving into my past today...

D.A.: Did you ever know a conductor named F. Charles Adler?
J.B.: Adler? Charles? No.
D.A.: He apparently knew Lbwe. He made some recordings of

Bruckner: he made the only commercial recording I know of the L6we
edition of the Ninth. He did that with the Vienna Symphony--the
Wiener Symphoniker. He also made recordings of the Third
Symphony and the First.

J.B.: The name is new to me. Of conductors who were programming
Bruckner I knew only Lbwe and Schalk. Oh, I remember in the
Philharmonic concerts in Vienna, V4eingartner conducted the Third
Symphony. His tempi were too quick. It must be slow: [sings a bit of
the Gesangsperiode of the first movement at a properly flowing
tempo].

B.K.: Did you ever hear Furtw_ingter?
J.B.: Hoy! I played X times under Furtw_ingler, X times under

Furtw_ingler! Let me tell you a story. One day in the morning mail I got
a card from the Vienna Symphony Orchestra that I should come
immediately to a rehearsal for a subscription concert; that was all. So I
came: Fourth Symphony of Schumann. I didn't know who the conduc-
tor was. Of course, I had to be concerned first of all with my part. But,
after a few measures I thought: "Who is that on the podium? He is
extraordinary; who could that be?" I had no idea. The symphony was
rehearsed. We had a break, and I went to several members of the
orchestra whom I knew: "Who is the conductor?" "Furtw_ngler."

t played for instance with Furtw_ingler, Bruckner's Ninth Symphony,
Schoenberg's Verkl_rte Nacht!

B.K.: Under Furrw_ngler?
J.B.: Yes, ah yes. I remember once--I was not playing, I was only lis-

tening-he did a splendid performance of a Haydn Symphony, I've
forgotten which one. tt was really splendid; it went like a mountain
stream. I also heard TannhSuser under Furtw_ingler. So many, many

years have passed, that many details cannot be kept in mind. But he
was an extraordinary conductor--extraordinary conductor, be it
Haydn, be it Brahms, be it Bruckner. Never Mozart! I cannot recall any
Mozart under Furtw_ingler--no.

B.K.: Not even Don Giovanni? No operas?
J.B.: No, never. Never, never.
D.A.: Did you ever play under Knappertsbusch?
J.B.: Ja, yes. [Pauses to think.] I may have played under

Knappertsbusch in the symphony orchestra. But the details I have
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vergessen [forgotten]. He was strictly, I would say, a Wagnerian con-
ductor, Wagnerian tempi. But he knew his business, oh yes, and he
was liked by the orchestra because he was not a stickier. He was light
on the orchestra--ha, ha--he was not a stickier.

So, what else have you to ask?
D.A.: I would be interested in anything that you could tell us about

both Schalk and L0we, in terms of the type of people they were.
You've already indicated that you thought that Schalk was a very fine
man, and the same thing about L_we.

J.B.: Yes, personally they were both very fine men. Schalk was also a
chess addict. Oh, yes. I attended the first performance of Parsifal in the
State Opera--at that time it was already the State Opera. It cost me
twelve hours, mostly standing. But I was young. It is saict that at the
dress rehearsal of Parsifal [that due to technical difficulties with the
scenery (during the gradual transition from the forest scene to the
Grail Hall towards the end of the first act) there were a number of pro-
longed interruptions, during which Schalk, to pass the time, became
engrossed in a chess game from which he had difficulty separating
himself, and that he would alternately conduct or return to the chess
game as the situation allowed.] _4

D.A.: Would you say the Schalk had an intense personality? His pho-
tographs seem to show a great intensity around the eyes.

J.B.: That is true, yes. [Pauses.] It was an intense personality. I have
the greatest respect that he was capable of conducting the Fifth
Symphony in Graz, with an orchestra in which maybe nobody had
heard a tone of Bruckner! [Braunstein refers to the first performance
of the work under Schalk in 1894.] He succeeded.

D.A.: Do you have any particular opinion about the editions, the first
editions of the Bruckner symphonies, such as the Fifth, such as the
Ninth? Do you have any particular feeling about them?

J.B.: The edition of the Ninth Symphony was entrusted to LOwe. I
don't know what happened behind the scenes. I believe that he tried to
be true to the text as it was written. I don't think that he made any
changes...

D.A.: What I've read is that when LOwe planned to mount the pre-
miere performance in 1903, during the rehearsals certain things struck
his ear that didn't sound right to him. So he was making little changes
in the course of the rehearsals. In any case, the types of changes he
made are the very same type of changes that were made in the Fourth
Symphony. For example, in the first edition of the Fourth Symphony
you have a first and second ending on the Scherzo; he did the same
sort of thing now for the Ninth. So in other words, I think that he
might have felt that he had permission from Bruckner, spiritually, to
do the sort of things that Bruckner himself had permitted for the
Fourth. That's my theory.

_ The bracketed portion of the transcription contains the gist of what was said
while the tape cassette was flipped from Side A to Side B.
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J.B.: I see, the practice of the Fourth was applied to the Ninth. In any
case, what you said must point to a very delicate ear. There cannot be
substantial changes; it must be little things. The structure was not
touched! It was not L6we's intention to improve Bruckner, no, no, no.
He was too sincere a man.

D.A.: My first experience with the so-called "L6we" Fourth was a
concert by the New York Philharmonic conducted by Joseph Krips [on
5 March 1964]. That was the first time that I had heard that edition of
the Fourth, and at the beginning I didn't know it was anything differ-
ent from what I had heard before. But then every once in a while a lit-
fie something would happen and I would say: "Isn't that a wonderful
conductor; he just brought that out so beautifully." Actually these are
details that were written into the score of that edition, but I didn't real-
ize that. It wasn't until the chorale in the first movement [ram. 305-32],
where the violas play pizzicato instead of arco--that's when I knew it
was the L6we edition. And that was the first time I had heard it. I was

so impressed by the beauty of the sound; there was a radiance that
pervaded the sound throughout the entire piece. And it impressed me
so much. This is when I said to myself, "these first editions deserve a
review; they should be reevaluated." They had been nothing but con-
demned by the critics--by the so-called scholars--up until that point.
And I said, "wait a minute, my ears tell me that this is beautiful." That
was my reaction.

J.B.: I know what you mean. I don't think that LSwe tampered with
the scores. No, no, no. Actually the task which fell to him, to bring out
the Ninth Symphony, that is superhuman-- that is really almost super-
human. Always, as often as I heard the Ninth Symphony, I was struck
by the enormous power, which here in the space of a few measures is
brought to real sound. It must have been a tremendous task for L6we
to bring out the first performance of the Ninth Symphony.
Tremendous.

D.A.: As I mentioned to you, I have a recording of this symphony
conducted by F. Charles Adler, with the Wiener Symphoniker. This is a
very old recording from about 1952. I will make you a copy of it on
cassette and send it to you. I think you might be interested in hearing
it--the L6we edition of that symph ....

J.B.: [Interrupting] Listen, I cannot reconcile myself to the expres-
sion "L6we edition."

D.A.: Well he was the editor. That's what I mean by the "L6we edi-
tion." One could simply call it the "first edition."

J.B.: I suppose that L6we and Schalk got together and decided who
was going to do that. Schalk was at that time already a conductor at
the Vienna Court Opera .... [thinking out loud] So who is going to do
that?.., ah, ah... now you see... L6we... L6we... Ferdinand...
[trails off].

B.K.: I hope that we haven't tired you out too much.
J.B.: No, no, some times came back to me that I had almost

completely forgotten. In that respect, I am a living monument...
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•.. a living monument! It sometimes seems that I am living too long!
[laughter]

D.A.: Did you ever hear the name Cyrill Hynais [accenting second
syllable]?

J.B.: No.

D.A.: He was one of the early editors of Bruckner. He was a pupil of
Bruckner.

J.B.: Who? [D.A. writes name.] Ah! Cyrill Hynais! [pronouncing the
C of Cyrill as "Ch" and strongly accenting the first syllable of the last
name] Cyrill Hynais! Oh, yes! He was one of Bruckner's students.

D.A.: Can you tell us anything about him?
J.B.: Actually, he was a conductor at a Viennese Church• Cyrill

Hynais, yes .... You might find something about him in a [musical] dic-
tionary. [He starts to look through his library.]

D.A.: Was he Austrian?

J.B.: Yes, Viennese [with emphasis]. Viennese. Cyrill Hynais, Cyrill
Hynais [He continues to search, but without success].

B.K.: Vienna must have been a very wonderful city back in the 1920s
and 1930s.

J.B.: No comparison with today. The best thing is not to think about
it, and to keep to the memories you have. So, is there anything else
you want to know?

B.K.: I don't think so. You have told us many, many fascinating
things. It has been a great honor to meet you.

3.B.: Don't exaggerate! I am very grateful that you made the trip. I
didn't think I would have had the opportunity to talk of these things
with somebody who is well-versed in these matters. As you know, I am
a hundred and three.

D.A.: You are doing very well for a hundred and three! You are
remarkably clear.

J.B.: My mind is absolutely clear, ff necessary, I could still go on the
podium and give a lecture, oh yes, about something about which, I
would say, I have been an expert.

[After discussing some unusual items in his library, notably his own
collected writings, we said goodbye. His parting words to us were, "It
was really a most pleasant afternoon."]

On 10 March 1996, Joseph Braunstein died. This article is dedicated
to his memory, in gratitude for his cheerful hospitality and willingness
to share with two relative strangers personal memories of what, for
Bruckner-lovers at least, are truly historic experiences. We salute his
remarkable spirit.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF JOSEPH BRAUNSTEIN'S
WRITINGS ON BRUCKNER

WAnton Bruckner: Mass In F Minor" in Musica Aeterna Program Notes for 1971-76
(New York, 1978), pp. 74-80.

Review of Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 9, Pro Musica Symphony Orchestra,
Vienna, cond. Jascha Horenstein, Vo× P1 8040 LP, Musical Quarterly 40 (1954), pp.
286-89.

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 2, Westphalian Symphony Orchestra,
cond. Hubert Reichert, Vox Turnabout TV-$34415 LP (1971)

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 4, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, cond.
Kurt Masur, Vanguard VSD 71238 LP (1978)

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 5, Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra,
cond. Eugen Jochum, Deutsche Grammophon DGSA 300 LP (1958)

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 5, Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, cond.
Kurt Masur, Vanguard VSD 71239/40 LP (1978)

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 7, Hague Philharmonic, cond. Carl
Schuricht, Nonesuch 71139 LP (rec. 1964)

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 8, Vienna Symphony Orchestra, cond.
Jascha Horenstein, Vox Turnabout THS 65090/91 LP (1970); reissued as Vox Box
CDX2-5504 CD

Notes to Anton Bruckner, Symphony no. 9, Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra,
cond. Eugen Jochum, Decca DX 139 LP (1956)

JACK DIETHER COLLECTION

In 1996 the Music Research Section of the Lincoln Center Library for
the Performing Arts, New York City, started a "Jack Diether
Collection" which includes the Diether letters, including correspon-
dence with Alma Mahler Werfel, Joe Wheeler, Dimitri Shostakovich,
Theodore Reik, Donald Mitchell and many others, and various writ-

ings of Diether, published and unpublished. The collection will be
available to scholars and others doing research or interested in the

subject matter.



MAHLER'S FINAL ILLNESS*

NICHOLAS P. CHRISTY AND BEVERLY M. CHRISTY

From the Department of Medicine, Roosevelt Hospital, and the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.

The relation of physical and mental illness to the work of creative
artists remains a mystery. Critics and musicologists have tried to trace
the connections between the sufferings of composers and what they
have written. Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann,
Wagner, Bruckner, Mahler, Schoenberg -- all have been the subjects
of retrospective medical and psychological investigation. In no case
have these researches been genuinely productive of insights into the
music. Monteverdi, Vivatdi and J. S. Bach (but not Gesualdo) have

generally escaped this kind of research, perhaps fortunately, because
they are ancient enough so that the external and emotional facts of
their lives are not well enough known to provide "data" for the con-
struction of elaborate explanations of how and why they wrote what
they did.

Gustav Mahler has been less fortunate. He is sufficiently "contempo-
rary" so that people who knew him, corresponded with him, served as
players under him, have all left reminiscences, copious but more or
less inaccurate, giving a variegated, confused picture of Mmhler as a
hypochondriacal, obsessive, difficult man, torn apart by early traumas
and crippled by doubts and fears. As de La Grange has pointed out,
Mahler's widow has been a major contributor to public misconcep-
tions about him.'

Mahler's work was initially rejected by critics because it was judged
to be undisciplined and morbid. Curiously, the current critical accep-
tance and great popularity of his music are sometimes also ascribed to
his "neuroticism "2. The theory is that he was a great composer because
he was a great neurotic; that because this is an age of pain, the musical
public is in tune with Mahler because he was in such pain himself:

*Revisedversionof a paper thatoriginallyappeared inthe Transactionsofthe
American Clinical and Climatological Association, 82:200, 1970. The authors
acknowledge with thanks the help of many people. For general advice we are grate-
ful to Dr. Sanford Farrer, the late Dr. Arthur I. Hutner, Miss Anna Mahler, Mr.
Winthrop Sargeant, Dr. Eugene Schorr, Dr. Barry G. Wood and the staff of the
library of the Performing Arts, Lincoln Center. Many items of specific information
were obtained from Dr. Louis Bergmann, Mr. Jack Diether, Dr. Edward Reilly, Dr.
Gerhart Schwarz, Dr, Laurence Taylor, and Dr. G. Fruewirth of the Austrian Institute
in New York City. Particularly valuable were the detailed notes on Mahler's endo-
carditis communicated to us by Dr. George Baehr.

1de La Grange, H.-L Mahler: a new image. Saturday Review, March 29, 1969, p. 47
2Schonberg, H.C. With malice toward Mahter. New York Times, March 2, 1969, p.
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"He's a sufferer who forces man to look into a mirror. He exposes
naked nerves"; "Mahler was a high-strung genius who speaks today to
a high-strung generation. "3 It is true that Mahler suffered a great deal
but to claim that he wrote great music because he was greatly afflicted
is equivalent to Macaulay's notion that James Boswell was a great
author because he was a great busybody. 4

In this paper we propose that Mahler's much-publicized neuroses
have been misinterpreted by early biographers and later theorists and
we present a new, precise diagnosis of his terminal cardiac disease
never previously defined in medical terms.

All the biographical accounts indicate clearly that Mahler was a
robust, vigorous, active man, fond of long walks, mountain-climbing
and swimming. In the 1880"s and 90"s he began to be troubled with
two ailments that plagued him much of his life: migraine headaches
and hemorrhoids, the latter requiring at least three operations and
once causing a near-fatal hemorrhage. (It is noteworthy that the text-
book characterization of the migrainous patient fits what we know of
MahIer:" anxious, striving, perfectionalistic, order-loving, rigid...s..,
traits also compatible with the "normal" behavior of hard-working,
successful people.) He was in generally good health until 1907, which
was a catastrophic year. His harsh methods had created powerful
enemies at the Vienna Opera and at Court. This, together with a viru-
lent anti-Semitic campaign, was enough to oust him from the Opera
Directorship. In July of that year, his elder daughter, Maria Anna
died at age 5. In the same month a casuat physical examination of
Mahler by a general practitioner, a Dr. Blumenthal, disclosed valvu-
lar heart disease, a diagnosis later confirmed by cardiologists
according to a letter from Mahler to his wife (September 30, 1907):

3"Theman who speaks to a high-strung generation'. Time, June 23, 1967
4It should have been clear even to the earliest critics that Mahler was a forceful

and unique personality in order to have coped efficiently with practical affairs, to
have succeeded notably as a practicing musician and theatre director, and to have
attracted as his enthusiastic admirers such people as Thomas Mann, Anton
Webern, Gerhart Hauptmann, Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg, Ferruccio Busoni,
Richard Strauss, Bruno Waiter, Willem Mengelberg and Otto Klemperer. Mann had
almost unlimited admiration for Mahter. In a letter to the composer written in 1909,
after the first performance of the Eighth Symphony, Mann characterized Mahler as
... the man who.., expresses the art of our time in its profoundest and most

sacred form n. In another letter (Briefe, 1889-1936, vol. 1, ed. Erika Mann, Frankfurt-
am-Main, S. Fischer Verlag, 1962 p. 184) Mann described the powerful effect the
news of Mahler's death had had on the genesis of Death in Venice. in Mann's novel
Doktor Faustus (1948), the hero, Adrian Leverkfihn is a composite of many real
(Schumann, Mahter, Arnold Schoenberg, Nietzsche) and imaginary people; there
are several resemblances to Mahler's life and work. Leverkiihn's teacher was an
organist and polyphonist; Mahler was an informal pupil of Bruckner. Leverktihn
wrote 13 songs to words by Brentano; Mahler wrote several songs to folk-poems
collected and revised by yon Arnim and Brentano (Des Knaben Wunderhorn).
Leverk/ihn's early style was a _travesty of innocence"; Mahler's work is often char-
acterized by deliberate naivet_. Both wrote vast orchestral-choral works on univer-
sal and religious themes. Leverk_hn lost a nephew, Mahler a daughter.

sBeeson, P. B. and McDermott, W. (eds). Cecil-Loeb Textbook of Medicine, 12th
edition, Philadelphia, Saunders, 1967, p. 1477
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"Dr. Hamperl...6 found a slight valvular defect, which is entirely
compensated and he makes nothing of the whole affair. He tells me I
can certainly carry on my work just as I did before and in general
lead a normal life, apart from avoiding overfatigue". 7 According to
Mrs. Mahler's biography, however, a Dr. Kovacs "confirmed the ver-
dict... [but] forbade him to walk uphill, bicycle or swim; indeed he
was so blind as to order a course of trainin9 to teach him to walk at
all; first, it was to be five minutes then ten and so on until he was
used to walking; and this for a man...accustomed to violent exer-
cise! And Mahler did as he was told. Watch in hand, he accustomed
himself to walking--and forgot the life he had lived up to that fatal
hour. "8 Mrs. Mahler says furthur that in that winter, "Mahler was so
shattered by the verdict on his heart that he spent the greater part of
the day in bed...he got up only for rehearsals or for the perfor-
mance.., if he was conducting"? And again, to confirm the suspi-
cion that Mahler was made unduly "heart-conscious" by his doctors:
"...we avoided strenuous walks owing to the ever-present anxiety
about his heart. Once we knew he had valvular disease.., we were

afraid of everything. He was always stopping on a walk to feel his
own pulse; and often asked me...to listen to his heart to see whether
the beat was clear, or rapid, or calm. I had been alarmed for years by
the creaking sound his heart made--it was particularly loud at the
second beat--and I had always known that it must be diseased.., he
had a pedometer in his pocket. His steps and pulsebeats were num-
bered and his life [was] a torment. "1°

The picture painted by Alma Mahler is not in harmony with the vig-
orous conducting and composing activities of his remaining years,
1908-1911, when, in order to earn enough money to support his family
and retire exclusively to composing, he came to New York City to con-
duct a part of the Metropolitan Opera season and to lead the
Philharmonic Society orchestra. The story is told that after rehearsals
and performances in New York he was bundled up and taken off home
like an invalid. Yet he had enough energy to work hard at composition.
He completed the orchestration of the Eighth Symphony in the disas-
trous summer of 1907, wrote Das Lied yon der Erde and the Ninth
Symphony, both immensely complex scores, in 1908 and 1909;
sketched the 5-movement Tenth in 1910; and thoroughly revised the
Fourth and Fiff_h Symphonies in 1910-11. He also kept busy conduct-
ing; he led the first performances of the Eighth Symphony in Munich

GDr.Louis L. Bergmann, late Professor of Anatomy at New York Medical College
and a native of Vienna, recalls that Hamperl, who lived near the Mahlers in
Heiligenstadt, was extraordinarily kind and an "uncanny diagnostician". A beloved
local figure, he died in 1918 or 1919;his funeral procession was two kilometers long.
By the standards of today, only Hamperl gave Mahler correct medical advice.

7Mahler, A. Gustav Mahler: Memories and letters (transl. B. Creighton), New
York, Viking, 1946

8Ibid, p. 110
91bid,p. 124
_°Ibid, p. 129
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on September 12 and 13, 1909, and had then and there his only
unqualified popular success as a composer--the work was received
with ovations. In America, he conducted 46 concerts in several cities
in the winter of 1909-10, and in his last winter, 1910-11, completed 48
of his 65 scheduled performances. This record of achievement and
activity is less in keeping with the biographer Specht's statement that
"Er war ein arger Hypochonder" "he was an utter hypochondriac" for
whom "to be sick was frightful" and is more in tune with Mahler's own
often-repeated joke, "Krankheit ist Talentlosigkeit"--"sickness is a lack
of talent, TM and with the stoicism of his conversations with Bruno
Waiter: "Now he spoke of the serious consequences of the discovery of
his illness and of the revolutionary change in his life and work which
would result from the precautions he would have to take.., he had
now to restrict all bodily movement as much as possible which
entailed not only a heavy sacrifice, but anxiety about his work...the
tone of our talk was unsentimental and realistic...'I shall', he said,

"soon get used to it "'12. The photographs of Mahler about this time
show him worn, but he does not appear beaten.

Rich as they were in accomplishment, the record of Mahler's last
years is bleak. Bearing the news of his presumably fatal cardiac lesion
with anxious fortitude, he worked hard through the summer of 1910,
when there occurred a crisis in his marriage. The story has been told
many times, by Alma Mahier herself, 7 by the psychoanalyst Theodor
Reik2 s by Ernest Jones in his life of Freud, _4and most recently by
HerLry-Louis de La Grange 1. Briefly, Mrs. Mahier adored the image of
her husband as a great man ("You are married to an abstraction",
friends told her) but resented the fact that his work took precedence
over herk Mahter felt guilty about this, already feeling guilty about
having married a much younger woman, and although he was domi-
neering in his home, he was more solicitous of Alma's welfare than he
has been given credit for'. When Mahler discovered Alma's liaison
w4th the young architect, Walter Gropius, he not only feared the loss
of her, but became deeply concerned about his own emotional state,
and sought the advice of Sigmund Freud, with whom he had a one-
day "analytic" session in Leiden. From this single interview and
Freud's brief account of it has emerged the standard psychological
view of Mahler as suffering from a mother-fixation, a "Holy Mary
Complex _, and an obsessional neurosis 13. We cannot know now
whether this view is correct or not, but Mahler's distress of 1910
seems quite adequately provoked on a reality level when we consider
that he was 50, that he lived with the assumption that he had a poten-

_'Specht, R. Gustav Malden Berlin, Schuster and Loeffier, 1918, p. 53
'_Walter, B. Gustav Mahler. New York, A. A. KnopL 1968 (first published in

America, 1941), p. 61
,s Reik, T. The Haunting Melody: Psychoanalytic Experiences in Life and Music,

New York, Grove Press, 1962 (first published in 1953)
14Jones, E. The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud, vot. 2, New York, Basic Books,

1953-1955, p. 79
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tially fatal heart disease, had lost his honorific post at the Vienna
Opera, had lost his elder child, and now had discovered that he was,
perhaps, about to lose his wife. This accumulation of disasters rather
than failing physical or mental health sufficiently explains why he
never finished the Tenth Symphony.

The most probable diagnosis of Mahler's cardiac ailment is
rheumatic heart disease with superimposed subacute bacterial endo-
carditis. The evidence is this (see Table 1). Mahter's mother and per-
haps siblings had "heart disease", not furthur defined. Rheumatic
heart disease sometimes runs in families. Mahler is said by at least
two biographers to have had St. Vitus' dance (a manifestation of
active rheumatic fever) in childhood. He had had many bouts of
pharyngitis throughout life, some with visible tonsillar exudate.
There were two bouts of sudden weakness and "heart conscious-
ness" that might have been arrhythmia; the dates are uncertain. A
heart murmur, said to denote a "compensated slight valvular defect"
was discovered when he was 47. The fact that it was virtually asymp-
tomatic before that is entirely consistent with rheumatic valvular
disease.

The alleged angina (pain in the chest) is rather uncommonly asso-
ciated with certain special forms of rheumatic valvular disease. This
"angina" may have been misinterpreted in the English-speaking
world as "angina pectoris", the cardinal symptom, chest pain, of
coronary artery disease, when, in fact, the original references to
Mahler's illnesses meant simply "pharyngitis" or sore throat. Mahler
was known to have had several bouts of pharyngitis or tonsillitis,
one or more shortly before his incapacitation of February, 1911.
German speaking physicians generally mean "pharyngitis" when
they use the term, "angina". (See, for example, the several forms of
"Angina"listed under the heading "Diseases of the Pharynx and
palatal tonsils" in the tame of contents of Brugsch, T., Lehrbuch der
inneren Medizen, Vol 2, Berlin-Vienna, Urban and Schwarzenberg,
19323

A possible example of such a misinterpretation is found in Paul
Stefan's biography (Gustav Mal'der, eine Studie 5bet Pers6nlichkeit und
Werke, 4th edition, Munich, Piper, 1912), as translated by T. E. Clark
(New York, G. Schirmer, 1913): "his old heart disorder reappeared...
then came another attack of angina.., ill with fever he conducted on
February 21... then broke down... ". Fever is not associated with
angina in the sense of "angina pectoris". Far more likely, he had a bout
of pharyngitis and either a reactivation of rheumatic fever or the
onset of bacterial endocarditis, both febrile illnesses.

The evidence for endocarditis is presented in non-technical terms
in Alma Mahler's biographyJ The authors are able to give here an
accurate technical recital of this evidence based on the detailed rec-
ollections of Dr. George Baehr, formerly Chief of Medicine at Mt.
Sinai Hospital, New York City, who was in 1911 Fellow in Pathology
and Bacteriology in Libman's laboratory. Dr. Baehr's vivid account
follows:
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_Some time in February, 1911, Dr. Emanuel IAbman was called in consultation by
Mahler's personal physician, Dr. Fraenkel, to see the famous composer and director.
Apparently Dr. Fraenkel had suspected that Mahteffs prolonged fever and physical
debility might be due to subacute bacterial endocarditis and therefore called
Libman, Chief of the First Medical Service and Associate Director of Laboratories at
the Mt. Sinai Hospital, in consultation. Libman was at that time the outstanding
authority on the disease. At the time of the consultation, the Mahlers were occupy-
ing a suite of rooms at the old Savoy Plaza (or it may have been the Plaza) at Fifth
Avenue and 59th Street overlooking Central Park. Libman confirmed the diagnosis
clinically by finding a loud systolic-presystolic murmur over the precordium charac-
teristic of chronic rheumatic mitral disease, a history of prolonged low grade fever,
a palpable spleen, characteristic petechiae on the conjunctivae and skin and slight
dubbing of fingers. To confirm the diagnosis bacteriologicaUy, Libman telephoned
me to join him at the hotel and bring the paraphernalia and culture media required
for blood culture.

_On arrival I withdrew 20 c.cm. of bloocl from an arm vein with syringe and
needle, squirting part of it into several bouillon flasks and mixed the remainder
with melted agar media which I then poured into sterile Petri dishes. After 4 or
5 days of incubation in the hospital laboratory, the Petri plates revealed numer-
ous bacterial colonies and all the bouillon flasks were found to show a pure cul-
ture of the same organism which was subsequently identified as streptococcus
viridans.

_As this was tong before the days of antibiotics, the bacterial findings sealed
Mahler's doom. He insisted on being told the truth and then expressed a wish to
die in Vienna. Accordingly, he and his wife left shortly thereafter for Paris
where the diagnosis and prognosis were reconfirmed, and then proceeded to
Vienna "_.

There he died on May 18, 1911.
Mahler's death has been seriously attributed, at least indirectly, to

psychosomatic causes ls-18. We do not believe such attributions are
medically valid.

Diether _6 like Stefan and others, falls into the natural error of

interpreting Mahler's "angina n as "angina pectoris" (see above). He
says "... in 1907, the disclosure of his own heart condition (angina
pectoris) put the conflict on a different plane... " The "heart condi-
tion" was not "angina pectoris" but rheumatic valvular disease.
Later Diether refers to the well-known capacity of emotional upsets
to trigger attacks of angina pectoris: "Again we read concerning
his heart disease: "Any emotion may bring on an attack, but espe-

cially anger, grief or worry'", etc. But we contend that angina pec-
toris is not the disease Mahler had, so that Diether's furthur

statements are not applicable: "This very heart condition, a func-
tional disease, was possibly psychosomatically induced as a final
means of escape from the unbearable.., dilemma"; and "the final

lSBaehr, G. Personal communication to the authors: Letter dated November 17,
1970

'_Diether, J. Mahler and Psychoanalysis. Psychoanal Rev. 45:3, 1958-1959
'TMooney, W.E. Gustav Mahler, a note on life and death in music. Psychoanalyt

Quart. 37:80, 1968
,8Still, R. Gustav Mahler and Psychoanalysis. American Imago 17:217, 1960
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illness was of course not an attack of angina, but a streptococcus
infection induced by the functional condition of which the angina
was one aspect". There is no recognized connection between emo-
tional disturbances and exacerbation of rheumatic heart disease or
its complications.

In an attempt to define the effect of Mahler's awareness of his car-
diac ailment upon his psyche, the psychiatrist, Mooney 17,says: "the
diagnosis of serious heart disease was the beginning of the end for
Mahier. It brought into consciousness his life-long fear of death...the
fantasy of invulnerability.., was destroyed. Mahler never recovered
from this narcissistic injury--it led slowly, but directly, to his death"lL
But we have already seen how much work, both composing and con-
ducting, Mahler was able to accomplish after being told of his valvu-
lar disease, and even after his physicians had made him
over-concerned about it. It is hard to see how Mahler's attitudes
toward illness, or how partly hypothetical emotional sufferings would
favor, or indeed would affect in any way, his chances of acquiring a
streptococcal infection.

Finally, the musicologist, StilW paraphrases Alma Mahler as follows:
"... although officially he died of a "streptococcal infection', Professor
Chvostek...gave it as his opinion that if Mahler had survived, his
whole nervous system would have collapsed, and that the rest of his
life would have been spent in a wheelchair. Thus it would seem that he
was psychologically consumed from within "_8. First, in 1911, almost
nobody recovered from the disease Mahler had, bacterial endocarditis.
The disease had a virtually 100% mortality, so that the question of
"survival" does not arise. Second, one cannot tell from Alma Mahler's
account whether Chvostek's gloomy prognosis was meant to refer to
Mahler's physical or psychological condition. The endocarditis, pre-
dictably, incapacitated Mahler, but there is certainly no evidence that
either his rheumatic valvular disease or his awareness of it had any
deleterious effect on his creativity _9-_.

This analysis of psychological studies 16-18on Mahler's last years and
the evidence given in the present study force the conclusion that
Mahler's death was owing entirely to organic causes.

This paper has attempted to define accurately Mahler's cardiac
disease and to suggest that many earlier writers have tended to over-

19Mitchell, D., Gustav Mahler: prospect and retrospect. Chord and Discord. 2 (10)
:138, 1963:"It is clear from.., the sketches of the finale of the Tenth Symphony that the
work was by no means Mahler's last word. Far from giving, or crackin9 up, we have
every reason to suppose that he would have launched out on yet another project"

20Mitchell, D. Some notes on Mahler's Tenth Symphony, The Musical Times.
96:656, 1955

2_Cooke, D. The facts concerning Mahler's Tenth Symphony, Chord and Discord.
2 (10) :3, 1963

22Roy, K. G. The creative process and Mahler's Tenth Symphony, Chord and
Discord. 2 (8) :17, 1968.
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emphasize its effect upon his work, as well as his "neuroses". Attempts
to explain various aspects of Mahler's music on the basis of the exist-
ing fragmentary evidence we have concerning his medical and psy-
chological difficulties are harmless exercises, but the conclusions
drawn are bound to be inaccurate because the evidence is necessarily
incomplete. As with other creative artists, how Ma/nler translated his
experience into what he wrote continues to be the elusive thing 2_.

TABLE 1

Evidence for Rheumatic Heart Disease with Superimposed
Subacute Bacterial Endocarddtis

Mother and possibly siblings had "heart disease"
"St. Vitus' dance" in childhood

Frequent sore throats in childhood and as an adult
Findings of heart murmur at age 47 (1907) and "loud second

sound"

"Angina" 1908-1911
Streptococcal bacteremia found twice, New York City and Paris,

February-April, 1911
Intermittent fevers, February-May, 1911
Pallor (anemia), weakness, March-May 1911
Arthritis, uremia (?emoblic phenomena), "pneumonia" (or heart

failure); died May 18, 1911

2_Christy, N. P. and B. M. Christy. Letter: "Arguing Mahler". New York Times,
Section 2, p. 14, May 6, 1973.



THE DIAGNOSIS--TERMINAL BUT NOT FINAL: A
COMMENTARY ON THE CHRISTYS" PAPER

STUART FEDER, M.D.

With the publication of Dr. Nicholas and Mrs. Beverly Christys'
scholarly and medically well-documented papers on Mahler's final ill-
ness there can be little doubt that the final clinical dia9nosis was
Subacute Bacterial Endocarditis and no doubt at all that the bacterial
pathogen responsible was Streptococcus Viridans. While one could
quibble with certain of the data (for example, the question of whether
Mahler indeed suffered from rheumatic chorea as a child or whether
his apparent St. Vitus" dance had quite different origins) the medical
evidence marshalled by the authors support their scientific conclu-
sions to a deflree that makes their contribution a significant one in that
special corner of medico-historical study--the mortal ills of the artist.

Such painstaking work may readily seduce one to extend what
would be a justified respect for highly technical medical expertise into
the fields of musicology, aesthetics and that branch of psychology
which concerns itself with the mental life of the creative individual.
Certainly, it would hold out promise for guidance through the border-
land of psychosomatic medicine. Therefore, when it is su99ested that
psychosomatic factors are beside the point in considering the terminal
illness of Mahler, one may be inclined to uncritically respect the opin-
ion of writers of so authoritative a presentation.

Presumably, had an autopsy been performed on Mahler's body, it
would have revealed the characteristic sclerosed heart valves of
chronic rheumatic heart disease upon which was superimposed the
dumping of bacteria and consequent inflammatory reaction diagnos-
tic of bacterial endocarditis. (Here, again, the medical quibbler might
cite cases originally described by the very consultant called in by
Alma's Dr. Fraenkel, Dr. Emanuel IAbman, in which despite a charac-
teristic clinical picture, the confirming pathological evidence is lacking,
frustrating definitive diagnosis. However, such cases were rare
enough at the time to be medical curiosities.) The Christys then invite
us to consider that this is the whole story of Mahler's death--that emo-
tional factors would not exert an influence on either clinical course or
final outcome in any significant way, and conversely, that the entire
pathological process could exert no influence upon the mental
processes of the man or upon the content of his mind in any but a very
general way.

What would the psychological equivalent of an autopsy reveal--a
study of the terminal phase of Mahler's life? With specific reference to
the Christys" paper, how would the documented medical facts appear
within this context? Weisman and Kastenbaum (1968), who have
described the use of such a psychological assessment state:

77
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...the somatic autopsy cloes not answer all the questions. Autopsies do not always
disclose the cause of death, nor do they invariably demonstrate why patients die
when they do. What people die with is not the same as what people die from...
Furthermore, what prompts a person to become ill, enter the preterminal phase,
and die at a particular time and in a particular way cannot always be ascribed
entirely to a disease process. The fmal illness is a psychosocial as well as a medical
event, in the same way that the person's complete biography is something more
than the sum total of medical and nursing notes made during his lifetime.

Such an approach beckons us to draw back our gaze from its nar-
row focus on the laboratory petri dishes in which volcanoes of strep-
tococci are visible to the naked eye, and to take in a broader
panorama. Such a view would include Mahler's life's experiences with
fatal disease and with death itself. It would also include his character-
istic mocle of coping with the fact, the threat and the imminence of
death throughout his lifetime and in particular during the pre-termlnal
state. Among the specific questions Dr. Christy's paper might raise
would be whether there is any evidence that Mahler's mental state
could have affected the precipitation of his terminal illness, its dura-
tion or the timing of his death. Such a viewpoint would also permit us
to consider the quality of Mahler's death. Was it, to use Weisman's
term an "appropriate death"? He defines this as "one in which there is
a reduction of conflict, compatibility with the ego ideal, continuity of
significant relationships and the consummation of prevailing wishes.
In short, an appropriate death is one which a person might choose for
himself had he an option. It is not merely conclusive, it is consumma-
tory." Or, failing to achieve this admittedly ideal state, did he die in
conflict, guilt, panic and isolation?

Before a consideration of the details of Mahler dying, a word about
data would be appropriate since the data appropriate to such a study
as the above are so considerably different in method and content from
that which permits the establishment of the bacterial pathogen. If one
is considering the emotional state of the dying person, one cannot dis-
miss any content of his mental life. tn Mahler's case, it would not suf-
fice to include the usual materials of biography, such as personal
accounts and letters, and to leave out his own most characteristic
mode of conceptualizing and realizing that which was in his mind--
namely the form of thought we know as music. Its appropriate inter-
pretation is, of course, a major one but basically a technical one. The
music is as much a part of the psychological record as the laboratory
reports are of the pathological. During the period under consideration
Mahter composed Das Lied Von Der Erde (1907-1908), his Ninth
Symphony (1909-1910) and the near-completed sketches for the Tenth
Symphony (1910). Our inquiry into the more immediate antecedents
_tl take us back to 1901. This is the time of the Fifth Symphony, but
more relevant to our topic, the Kindertotenlieder. The first of these
songs were written in the summer of 1901, a few months before he
first set eyes on Alma and only a short time after his first terrifying
experience of being tapped on the shoulder by Death. These are some
of the data which will be considered in the companion article to this
commentary, Mahler, Dying.
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The Christys" description of Mahler's character, which their study
soon plunges us into, attempts to establish the authentic Mahler as a
robust, vigorous, active man, fond of physical exercise, etc. Its aim
appears to be to set the stage for a man "in generally good health" to
be struck down in his strength by a bacterial disease which ultimately
killed him. Character features which must be considered to be neu-
rotic are felt to be distortions of what "biographical accounts indicate
clearly." In fact, biographical accounts do indeed reveal this robust
side. At the same time, they reveal equally clearly an anxious, phobic,
depressed and hypochondriacat side. Similarly, while they bring to
light features of generosity, love and high standards, they disclose at
the same time narcissistic preoccupation, intense rage and, at times,
frank cruelty. In short, Mahler was an extraordinarily complex person
by any standard, which is one of the reasons we all find him so inter-
esting and are writing about him in the first place!

The mysteries of such a person do not yield to simple explanation.
The authors, however, treat his terminal illness as if it were an affair
between bacteria and cardiac muscle. Yet this particular disease hap-
pened to have been contracted by a particular complicated person and
we may glimpse the intricate interaction between person and disease
at any point in time. At very least strong psychological reactions may
ensue after a disease sets in, those of fear and anxiety tinged by past
experiences and with past conflicts. Questions commonly asked are,
"Why me; why now?" and fantasy rushes in with the answers. An even
more interesting although elusive aspect of this relationship between
physical disease and psychological state is the question of predisposi-
tion to illness. While it is well-documented that physical host factors
play a role in the eventuation of illness, the evidence for such psycho-
logical host factors has been in the past anecdotal and only recently
rigorously studied. A third way in which disease and host psychologi-
cal factors may interact is in the determination of the course of dis-
ease--the course of development, fulmination, exacerbation and
remission; and perhaps in the timing of recovery or even death itself.
Perhaps these considerations are omitted by the authors because the
evidence for them both in general and in Mahler's case is not of the
same order as the evidence they do cite. While this is true, in their
paper the authors appear to extend the evidence that he died of suba-
cute bacterial endocarditis to the conclusion that therefore, we don't
have to bother ourselves at all with his psyche!

With regard to Mahter's general health, it is unlikely that if a medical
history were taken from Mahler even at age 35, he would have consid-
ered himself to be in good health. To begin with, as noted, he had two
chronic diseases, migraine and hemorrhoids which are ordinarily dis-
abling to a greater or lesser degree. For example, it is difficult for a
man suffering from hemorrhoids to consider himself to be in good
health because of periodic pain and bleeding, which are regularly
aggravated physiologically. While a physician may tend to consider
this a minor problem, certainly not a problem of life-threatening pro-
portions, the patient usually does not. Certainly not when, as was the
case with Mahier, a life threatening episode did in fact occur. This
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happened in 1901, at which time he had a hemorrhage which his sur-
geon told him involved a terrible risk. A week later he was operated
on by the famous Hohenegg. It is rare for a patient to exsanguinate
from this condition but possible with neglect, even though effective
surgery had been developed by the turn of the century. More signifi-
cant however was Mahler's firm belief that he could have died. He
communicated this to those close to him and, as we shall see later, this
episode was to have an enduring effect on his subsequent life. There
had been another scrape with death earlier in 1894 when at the age of
34 he was stricken with cholera. His sister Justine came to nurse him
and was so alarmed at his condition and what she believed to be the

imminence of his death, that she ate from the same spoon in a sisterly
Liebestod. Among the many psychological vectors that went into the
shaping of his musical thought of that time, this experience was
among those which led him to modify his concepts of "brotherhood"
in the direction of "resurrection" in the working out of the Finale of
the Second Symphony. (Feder, 1990)

Everyday life was filled with complaints that we would now term
"functional"--medical problems for which there is no detectable phys-
ical cause at the moment and therefore presumed to be psychophysio-
logical. These included various gastrointestinal disturbances,
occasional vertigo and periodic fatigue. While the latter might possi-
bly have resulted from blood loss, it more likely draws our attention to
a common somatic concommittant to the chronic depression to which
Mahler was prone. He experienced this in various shadings ranging
from the "Sehnsucht" he occasionally wrote of to friends, a strongly
nostalgic sadness, all the way to work-inhibiting despair. Then, of
course, there were the migraines which could strike at any moment
and indeed often did at unpropitious times.

That Mahler himself did not feel he was in good health is also sup-
ported by the various diets and regimens he undertook from time to
time as well as occasional visits to Ischl to take the waters. Finally, in
addition to the depression noted above and its sequellae, there were,
of course, several symptoms of a frankly psychological nature which
cannot lightly be passed off. Although at times he suffered from dis-
abling attacks of anxiety which would usually occur while he com-
posed in his usual isolation and send him fleeing from it, more often
overt anxiety was circumvented, making its appearance in another
symptom. The one that was most important and most constant
throughout his adult life was a thanatophobia about which we will
have more to say later. This review should perhaps be wound up with
an account of the psychological symptom which brought him to
Freud, but the delicacy of existing accounts makes definitive diagnosis
impossible. There were probably elements of impotence, depression
and anxiety.

That Mahler was able to be so productive in time of illness tells us
more about his character than it tells us about his health. The authors
of the Final Illness return repeatedly to the point that his "record of
achievement" is not in keeping with the picture of a man beset by ill-
ness, real or imagined. I would suggest the opposite. It was precisely
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in response to illness and threatening death, in fact, in the very mas-
tery and denial, that Mahler was so driven to produce. Keeping in
mind his double professional life of conductor and composer, this is
more cogently seen in the latter. Mahler's comment, "Krankheit ist
Talentlosigkeit", which is cited, is a good epithetical summary of a
function of his creative life and is perhaps best understood by its
reverse form: The exercise of talent is health-giving, life-giving, death-
vanquishing. His correspondance frequently reveals his fantasy of cre-
ativity in composition being related to birth.

A related function of composition touches on a frequent feature of
the classical migraineous character, if there can indeed be said to be
one, namely chronic states of rage. I have discussed elsewhere
Mahler's proclivity, even knack of binding his frequently experienced
anger in musical conception Thus for Mahler, to be creative was the
opposite, in denial, of any feared tendency to be destructive.
Moreover, in some magical way, creativity might ward off destruction,
illness, threat to body integrity, and the harbingers of death were
linked to this feared destructive force. Thus Mahler's achievements in
the face of illness make a certain sense, but it is not "common sense".

The "theory" cited, that "he was a great composer because he was a
great neurotic" is quoted from an anonymous journalist in Time maga-
zine, is in its context, a straw-man. Nevertheless, there may well be
common sources in the psyche of both neurosis and creativity. This is
not to say that these elements in common are all there was to Mahler's
creativity. This would be too polar a statement going beyond what we
know and more important, lacking in respect for what we as yet do
not know. In any event there are undoubtedly multiple stages of cre-
ativity.

Against the background of either-or statements, it is difficult to fol-
low the mutual modification of emotional and physical factors. The
authors hew closely to traditional medical thinking in seeking a defini-
tive diagnosis. According to the law of parsimony, one seeks to single
out the most likely diagnosis, which is exactly what Dr. Christy does.
Likewise, according to the method of differential diagnosis, he
attempts to rule out other possible causes. Thus emotional factors are
"ruled out" on the basis of shaky evidence (Still, Mooney, Diether), or
error in medical interpretation (Diether). Another factor leading to the
weeding out of the emotional is lack of confirmation in the literature:
("There is no recognised connection between emotional disturbance
and exacerbation of rheumatic heart disease or its complications.").
However, in ruling this out Dr. Christy substitutes common sense for
any particular expertise in this area ("...Mahler's distress of 1910 seems
quite adequately provoked on a reality level"). His answer then to
those who say, "there is more to it" is simply, "there isn't"!

The error of the understanding of the term "angina" is presented
with all the force of a cannon levelled against a poacher when actually
any medical dictionary would set the record straight. While it is
straightforward to point out the error, it does not mean Diether is all
wrong. One of the things that draws scholars with psychological inter-
est to Mahler is that Mahler specifically invites it. He lets us know
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biographically that there are connections in his awareness between his
inner and outer life and his music, something many sense from the
music itself in any event. While what the Christy's say about the "rec-
ognized connection" between emotional states and the particular ill-
ness is absolutely correct, it is too absolutely correct, i.e., the statement
is put too literally interpreted for our current state of knowledge. It is
certainly known that emotional factors do modify both normal physi-
ology and physical illness. Even more specifically, there is growing evi-
dence that individuals are increasingly prone to disease when in
particular emotional states. Briefly, these are helpless, hopeless states
related to loss. On the other hand there is much that is generally
unknown, much less applicable to an individual, and some psychologi-
cal writers have invited criticism by drawing conclusions too specific
for the available psychological evidence, method and biographical
material.

Incidentally, Freud did not fail into this error, and the so-called,
"standard psychological view of Mahler" cited as stemming from him
is a distortion fostered by quoting from work to work. Freud specifi-
cally narrowed the scope of his interpretation saying, "It was as if one
would dig a single shaft through a mysterious building". He was quite
careful to avoid pars-pro-toto thinking.

A few other details of the paper merit comment. The summary of
evidence (Table 1) lists St. Virus dance in childhood. While there is little
firm evidence for it, there is considerable evidence that Mahler had a
gait disturbance as an adult and rheumatic chorea, St. Vitus's dance
characteristically runs its course earlier. This gait disturbance, almost
always commented upon in descriptions, has intrigued many the more
so since his mother also had an abnormality, being lame in one leg. I
cite this as well as the history of heart disease and history of frequent
sore throats because they are part of the family history as well, which
may not only ultimately affect physical health but at the same time
modify attitudes and feelings toward illness. Mahler's "heart con-
sciousness _ is mentioned and his doctors are held responsible. But
Mahler was only too aware of the heart disease in his family; it had
claimed both father and mother when he was 29, and earlier, an infant
brother, Alfred and his most beloved brother Ernst, when Mahler was
14 years old. These were factors which -were to affect his attitude
toward his own illness and lend specificity and immediacy to his fear
of death.

It would indeed be interesting, if Dr. Christy is correct that the
rheumatic heart disease was diagnosed in 1907, because it would
throw light on the very connections he is seeking, lending credence to
the effect of an arduous year events on the clinical emergence of a
physical illness which was long in developing. That year saw increas-
ing aggravation at the Opera, the illnessess of both children and an
operation for Alma and finally, the death of his most beloved child in
July 1907. However, it seems likely from several sources that Mahler
was well aware of the rheumatic problem earlier. Alma is quoted to
this effect, ("I had been alarmed for years by the creaking sound his
heart made.") and two letters which are possibly misdated would also
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tend to support this if dates are accurate. More likely, Mahler psycho-
logically dated the beginning of the end to his eider daughter's death,
and this very term (cited as being from Mooney) was the exact term
Alma used. While it is true that there are often errors in her writing on
Mahler, quite often they tend to be in direction of Mahler's own distor-
tions dictated by his fantasies and beliefs.

However, it is just such details that are waved away with the
Christys' ruling out psychological factors, substituting common sense
for psychological investigation and winding the whole affair up with
how the inadequacy of the latter "force the conclusion that Mahler's
death was owing entirely to organic causes." Yet an interesting direc-
tion is suggested by the admission, "It is hard to see how Mahler's atti-
tudes toward illness, or how partly hypothetical emotional sufferings
would favor, or indeed would affect in any way his chance of acquir-
ing a streptococcal infection." I am in full agreement as it is indeed
hard to see. But let us attempt to approach this difficult and interesting
question in the context of Mahler's last years of life.
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George Engel, a medical educator and psychoanalyst, once had
occasion to review the scientific papers of his uncle, Dr. Emanuel
Libman (1872-1926), the eminent physician and bacteriologist, and
noted that case histories prior to 1899 often began with references to
life settings associated with the illness and presumably felt to be asso-
ciated with its development. Such observations, usually psychological
in nature, yielded to the fascination with new scientific methods
around the turn of the century, particularly those in bacteriology. After
1900 such clinical psychological observations tended to be omitted.
Indeed a backlash was observed, which is in part understandable for a
lack of a comparable scientific framework within which such observa-
tions could be integrated. By an extraordinary coincidence, it was this
very Dr. Libman who was called in consultation by Dr. Frankel,
Mahler's physician, to see Mahler in February of 1911. He sent his
assistant at the time, Dr. George Baehr, later Professor Emeritus at the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, to draw the blood which revealed the
fatal diagnosis, tt is to Dr. Christy's credit that he tracked down Dr.
Baehr, who provided the most interesting letter which is quoted.
Alma, too, gives an account of the event, although she is mistaken in
the hospital affiliation of the resident in question.

In a recent interview, Dr. Baehr presented the case history as he
recalled receiving it from Dr. Libman as part of the normal exchange
of medical information. True to the nineteenth century medical her-
itage of both, it starts with a statement of the relevant antecedent life
events and psychological state of the patient.

Dr. Baehr: As I understood the history from (Dr.) Libman, Mahler had lost a
daughter from scarlet (fever), a streptococcus infection of the more acute type. As I
understood the history of the case I got from Libman, he became very depressed
and rightly or wrongly, that made me believe that his depressive states were due to
the memory of this daughter. I also learned that he had been told by his doctor long
ago he'd had a heart lesion and that he must not tax it and get rest. So that I didn't
know to what degree his depressive states were involved.

There is no question that Mahier died as result of subacute bacterial
endocarditis superimposed upon a chronic rheumatic heart problem.
My purpose in this section is to spell out and to amplify modifying and
contributor_j psychological factors, the very ones the nineteenth cen-
tury physicians were so attuned to. While this intuitive clinical sense
did not disappear from medical practise, it was displaced in medical
writing by more "scientific" evidence and scholarly style. However, a
growing body of knowledge from the fields of psychiatry, psycho-
analysis and epidemiology make it now possible for us to examine
these contributory factors more closely. At the same time there is more
biographical data available which enables us to begin to understand
what all of this has to do with the life of a man who was a creative

genius, how he lived his final years, and how he died.

84
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The year 1907 was the turning point in Mahter's life: it marked the
beginning of the end in in both his physical health and psychological
equilibrium. The spectre of death, ever latent, and his constant com-
panion in life heretofore, frighteningly materialized and, in turn the
mental activity of preoccupation was necessarily reflected in the men-
tal activity of composition. Even prior to the fateful summer of 1907
premonitions of "the end" had already begun to gain force with the
gradual breakdown of whatever hard-won stability Mahler had gained
in economic and social spheres of life. His position as conductor and
director of the Vienna Court Opera had been secured a decade earlier
with a coup d'etat which involved among other things an anticipatory
conversion to the Catholic faith in 1896 in order to clear the way. He
conducted his first performance in May of 1897. The following year he
added the burden and the honor of the directorship of the Vienna
Philharmonic to his duties, an alliance which lasted only three years.
The innovative dictator of the opera failed to flourish in the critical cli-
mate and democratic structure of the orchestra and ultimately Mahler
used the excuse of the burden of work and the occasion of impaired
health to tender his resignation in February of 1901. This was the first
time Mahler, who would conduct through the fiercest of his migraines,
ever yielded to considerations of health. While it may have served a
convenient excuse, there was a deeper meaning in his emotional life
for he had just experienced his first personal skirmish with his long-
familiar adversary, death.

Lofty encounters often occur under mundane circumstances. Such
was the case, as Mahler firmly believed he came close to losing his life
as a result of uncontrolled rectal bleeding from a long-existing hemor-
rhoidal problem. He had had surgery before and there is some sugges-
tion of neglect, but neither Alma's account nor that of de La Grange's
provide us with enough data to assess the actual danger. Dr. Albert
Lyons suggests such a possibility existed then as even now under cer-
tain circumstances. In any event it was Mahler's firm belief that he
narrowly escaped death in February of 1901, and there is some evi-
dence that his physicians explicitly led him to this conclusion. Lying in
bed a few days later he jokingly drafted his obituary: "Gustav Mahler
has finally met the fate that his many crimes desired."

It was during the summer of that year that his musical thought
shifted from the optimistic and classical simplicity of the Fourth
Symphony, relatively free of the conflict torn quality of its predeces-
sors, to a mood and style which was to be the emotional prelude of the
works of his last period. Its harbinger was the first of Die
Kindertotenlieder written in the summer of 1901. Mahler's songs had
always been the barometer of his emotional life, and these as well as
the other Rfickert songs of this period served as emotional pedal-point
through the completion of the Fifth Symphony and the composition of
the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth. This underlying mood develops to full
statement only in the summer of 1907, to which we will come
presently, with the composition of Das Lied vonder Erde.

Another emotional current accompanied that which gave forth
Kindertotenlieder, a sudden, dramatic interest in Alma Schindler,
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whom Mahler met shortly thereafter on November 10, 1901.
According to Alma's account, within a week marriage had become a
foregone conclusion. On his first visit following their meeting she
writes, "He kissed me and went on to talk of a speedy marriage." The
marriage occurred four months later and their first child was born on
November 3, 1902, less than a year after they first set eyes on one
another and eight months after their marriage. This must be consid-
ered a remarkable performance for an obsessional bachelor of 41
years! The intriguing question of what lay behind this extraordinary
sequence of events will be considered later. For the moment, these
were the events contributing to the picture of Gustav Mahler in the
dawn of 1907--a mature artist in both his chosen spheres, conducting
and composing, a husband and father of two (the second child born in
June 1903) and a prominent although controversial figure in Viennese
society, against whom considerable criticism was beginning to mount.

By the end of the year events had conspired to create a quite different
picture: arriving in New York in December of 1907 he was a man who
had given up the achievement he had so fervently aspired to--no longer
the "god of the southern zones" of Vienna, he had been bereaved of his
eider and favorite child and at the same time he was aware that he
would soon face death himself. Maria had died of scarlet fever on July 5,
1907, and Alma specifically but probably inaccurately dates the diagno-
sis of Mahler's heart condition to a few days later. Perhaps she sensi-
tively reflects Mahler's perception in this as she so often does in error.
He had requested release from his contract at the Opera by Dec. 31,
1907, and by that time was on his way to the New World.

The very decision to spend the last musical seasons, of which there
were four, in New York is of interest since there were many determi-
nants. Mahler had already been negotiating a tour with Conried of the
Metropolitan Opera during the period when criticism mounted in
Vienna. It had been characteristic of Mahler all his life to have his next

move shrewdly in view even as his temperament was contributing to the
disintegration of his current position. With the death of Maria and the
clarification of his own illness the move took on a new significance: a
new life in a new world! Mahier was a chronically depressed person.
Exacerbations of this mood were often most apparent in behavior
which served as attempts to ward it off in one or another way. The quest
for the new world was a denial of and a restitution for the preceding
disasters and its depressing potential. It was also rooted in the future in
another way. Alma tells us that they could have lived on his retirement
stipend and thus he could have devoted himself to composition exclu-
sively. However, he was much concerned about the financial future of
the remaining family. He was no stranger to this as it recapitulated his
assumption of family responsibility after the death of both parents in
1889 with one exception. It was now his way of anticipating his own
death just as it would be for less gifted men. However, as we shall see,
Mahier had a complex relationship to the post-life of his fantasies.

In NY, Alma doesn't at first speak of depression but rather frenzied
activity; he was like "a motor" she said. I suggest Mahler's long
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standing sense of guilt both drove him relentlessly and masked
depressed feelings. The latter nonetheless are revealed poignantly
and elegantly worked out in the music of this period, in particular,
Das Lied. But behavior revealed a tong standing pattern of resent-
fully experienced hard work conducting and delaying composing
until summers. In this sense composition bore the same relationship
to conducting as play to work and could be engaged in exclusively
only after the penance of hard labor.

The new world had still another meaning. Even as Mahler's own
end was approaching, this was a repetition of one of the very first
important experiences in his own life. Mahler had had an older
brother, Isadore, who died in infancy as a result of an accident some-
time in 1859, possibly even before Gustav was conceived. Frequently,
children born under such circumstances as Mahler was on July 7,
1860, are perceived by the parents as replacements. This was a psy-
chological burden Mahler carried all his life and one that often under-
lay his sense of duty and perhaps even was one factor in his creative
drive. At his birth Mahler's father, Bernhard, obtained a permit to
move and when he was three, a move to a new and better life, from
Kalisch to Iglau, was made. These elements--a new world, a fresh
start, the identification of sorrow with its locale and restitution for

loss, were all very likely part of Mahler's fantasy of coming to
America. It is only surprising that Alma did not once again become
pregnant, and one cannot help but wonder whether there was not a
miscarriage at some particular points during the ensuing four years.
In any event, Mahler's eldest, like Isadore, was also now dead and in
the above context one catches a glimpse of the way in which he was
coming to terms with this fact. The bereavement cast a shadow over
the remaining years and, as we shall see, took its toll physically as well
as emotionally. His trips to America were thus related to this loss and
indeed, his final voyage home as well. When Dr. Baehr drew the blood
for the test, Mahler, who was otherwise resigned and cooperative,
made it a condition that he be told if the diagnosis was fatal. When Dr.
Libman, who was also present, asked why, Mahler replied that he
wished to return to Vienna to die. It was his wish to be buried with his

daughter--Alma writes, "in the same grave." Thus Mahler ultimately
yielded his denial and fantasy of resurrection to the likelihood of death
and wishes for reunion. "Likelihood" is stated because like everyone
else Mahler did not quite believe in his own death. Finally, on another
level, the object of his wishes was his mother for whom Maria had
been named. A view of Mahler's life reveals clearly etched identifica-
tion with both parents and resulted in human qualities which were
often quite useful in their amalgam in the tasks he undertook. But
toward the end of his life a yearning for his mother revealed itself.
Among other places, it became manifest in his increasingly childlike
attitude toward Alma and in the exceedingly close and meaningful
relationship he developed at this time with her mother, Mrs. Schindler.
Tragically, this attitude of regression rendered him all the more vuLner-
able when Alma turned her interest toward others.
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The central theme of this portion of the study is concerned with the
effects on Mahler of his bereavement in its broadest influence and his
attitute toward death. In the matter of death, Mahier was well experi-
enced, perhaps a virtuoso, even for his time. In evaluating the attitude
of the man one must consider the experiences of the child. For such is
the nature of human development that each preceding phase and its
associated experiences modifies those to come. Isadore's death, hardly
mentioned in the Mahler literature, must have cast a long shadow over
Gustav's life, kept alive by his parents" memories and their expecta-
tions of the replacement. When Gustav was five, the first of several
sibling deaths occurred with that of the 1 1/2 year old Karl and a few
months later the death of the 6 month old Rudolph. Again, Gustav was
the survivor and it was about this time that Mahler, who had by now

had his first piano lessons, wrote his first composition. It was called
Polka mit einem Trauermarsch als Einleitung (Polka with an introduc-
tory Funeral march). It has been remarked (de La Grange) how consis-
tent this is with Mahler's later characteristic mixture of gaiety and
sadness. It is also characteristic of children of this age to react to death
in idiosyncratic ways which do not resemble adult grief. Children, for
example, are intolerant of sustained painful moods and will often
appear to be either callous to a Ioss or denying it, appear to be gay
while at times harboring the fantasy that it had not occurred at all
(Wolfenstein). Such a propensity also facilitates the expression of
ambivalent feelings which the child may have had toward the lost
object.

What is most noteworthy in Mahler, is his extraordinary ability to
begin at this age to conceptualize such a mixture of feelings in the lan-
guage of the composer. Thus even as musical skills were developmen-
tally unfolding they were soon linked to a particular kind of content.
One might say Mahler was a born memorialist in music. There is a
remarkable persistence and development of a memorializing style into
his adult life. During his last period of musical composition, starting
with Das Lied and heralded by the first of Die Kindertotenlieder in
1901, he turned his attention to himself as the object of memorializa-
tion. The closing measures of both, for example, may be as close as
music comes to a certain kind of epitaph, the kind that makes a state-
ment not on the person's life but on his afterlife.

But by this time, Mahler had already had ample reinforcement of
these early five-year-old trends. He experienced repeated sibling
deaths at ages 11, t3, and 14. The last was the death of his younger
brother (by a year or less), Ernst. The story of Ernst is a chapter in
itself and will not be detailed here except for one aspect which has an
important bearing upon Mahler's characteristic way of dealing with
bereavement and loss. This was the memorializing of Ernst in the
unfinished opera project, Ernst, Herzog des Schwabens. In the play
upon which it was to have been based (by Ludwig Uhland 1782-1862),
which is a drama of fidelity and brotherly love, Ernst is idealized as a
hero by the fifteen (?) year old Gustav. Any mixed feeling he may have
had about Ernst were filtered out, although soon he was to embark
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upon the writing of the first work he considered, "Mahlerian", Das
klagende Lied, a saga of fratricide.

Death, grief and loss then were constant stimuli to master as the
child composer developed into the man. As he wrote in Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellen, "Mein gesell war Lieb und Leider", my compan-
ions were love and sadness. The potential pun in this line could not
have escaped Mahler's interest in irony: Lied, which means song, is
changed to Leid, the root for pain or suffering with the transposition
of two letters. Each person seeks to cope in terms of his own style and
characteristic strengths. In Mahier's instance, coping and mastery
always occurred in terms of his most characteristic and readily avail-
able mode of thought and behavior; namely: musical thought, musical
behavior. It would be our expectation that with the imminent threat of
his own death his attempt to come to terms with it would in some way
be revealed in his music. The memorialization aspect of this is com-
mented upon above. Others, especially Diether and Walter, have com-
mented upon the "expressive contenff' of his last works, especially its
valedictory quality.

Against this background, let us return to Mahler at age 41 in 1901.
By this time only tattered remnants of the nuclear family remained. His
parents had been dead for eleven years and of the fourteen children
born, only four now survived: Alois and Justine, like black and white,
the former mentally disturbed and an emotional strain on Mahler, and
the latter devoted to him; also the young Emma, and finally, Gustav
himself. His brother, Otto, the object of much concern, effort and
aggravation after the death of his parents, had sulcided in 1895.

A question must be raised before going on to considering in more
depth the effect of Maria's death on Mahler and his own dying period.
What motivated him to marry? Again, the consideration of his rela-
tionships with women and his sexuality would merit a chapter. But by
the time he reached 41 he considered himself a confirmed bachelor
and already in "the autumn of my life". The answer I would propose in
brief has all the limitations of a brief answer, i.e., it is too oversimpli-
fied, yet at the same time I believe it cuts to the heart of the matter: he
married in order to have children. It was an act continuous with his
previous coping with death and memorialization and thus had its roots
in the same pockets of his inner life as his music itself. The imminence
of death which he experienced in February of 1901 abruptiy thrust his
preoccupation with death from the world of philosophy, fantasy and
music to reality. He actually could have died! Each word in this propo-
sition had special meaning to him. In a typically counter-phobic man-
ner he "wondered whether it would not be better to have it done with
since everyone must come to that in the end". (de La Grange)

Prior to this, Mahler had found himself briefly and mercifully in the
most conflict-free period of his life. Gone temporarily were the family
worries, strife, and financial struggle with which he had contended for
so long. The death of Otto and his subsequent relationship with the
singer Yon Mildenburg in 1895-96 had thrown his life into a disorga-
nizing emotional turmoil. Now there was a hard-won equilibrium and
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he was in the midst of his most creative and productive period. But
now death reared its head and directed its gaze toward him re-evoking
all the associated conflicts of his antecedent life. Thus in the midst of
this creative period a macabre mental current insinuated itself as he
was at work on the Fifth Symphony. That summer, the bachelor
Mahter started work on Die Kindertotenlieder. Indeed certain thematic
similarities have been noted between the two works (DLG 79). Mahler
considered these songs among certain other works "a child of sor-
row". Reik believed that Mahier had been considering marriage for
over a year (without giving any supporting evidence) and that this
evoked parental anxieties. I believe a more accurate formulation would
be that anxieties about death, ever latent, now became more conscious
and led to a wish to counter death with immortality in having off-
spring who would embody him into the future. This is, of course, only
a recapitulation of a theme already elaborated musically in the Second,
(Resurrection) Symphony. That the wish to have children should be
represented by their death is intriguing, and one is tempted to add it
could only happen with such a person as Mahler. There are many psy-
chological vectors which can be teased out in his life's experiences and
the character it helped form. To begin with there was the unconscious
connection and equivalence of life and death, the seeds of which were
planted with Isadore's death and his own birth and which were nur-
tured by the repeated experiences of both death and birth in his home
during childhood. Another factor relates to the fact that only the per-
son who has can lose. Parkes puts this very well when he speaks of
bereavement as "the cost of commitment". Finally, for the moment,
Mahler's entire orientation in life was to be invested in the past--in
lost objects, past memories and ancient longings. Love was experi-
enced the more for its distance in time and in the quality of memory.
His interest in memorialization was part of this trend. So that to repre-
sent the wish to have a child in the form of a parent in mourning would
be entirely in keeping with Mahler's character and inner life. Its rela-
tionship to his identification with his own parents is of course, imme-
diately obvious.

Prior to the summer's work of 1901 Mahler underwent the operation
which had been recommended, with the understanding that he might
not survive another hemorrhage such as that of the preceding winter.
It was performed by the eminent surgeon Hohenegg on June 4. It was
on November 7 that he met Alma at a dinner party at the
Zuckerkandls, mutual friends. By November 27, when he first called
upon Alma he spoke of marriage, and their child was conceived, as
noted, even before the marriage could take place on Mar. 9, 1902. Thus
Gustav Mahler was most certainly potentially a father sooner than he
was a husband!... If the child they conceived was in fact born at term
on November 3, 1902, we can date back conception to February. This
would have been about the time of the anniversary of Mahler's own
near death, as he believed it, and two of the most critical events in his
life; these were the death of his father on Feb. 18, 1889 and Otto's sui-
cide on Feb. 6, 1895.
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There was a sense of urgency for the 41 year old bachelor to marry,
which may also have come from a powerful contemporary historical
event: the turn of the century. Few comparable external events could
appeal to the mind as a stimulus for fantasy about the passage of time
and one's past and future life. Indeed, that very summer, Mahler set
another Rfickert song, Mitternacht. In the creative logic of the uncon-
scious, after "autumn" could only come "midnight". Interestingly, its
rhyme and formal patterning are reflected in a poem Gustav wrote to
Alma the very night he met her (DLG 669). The relationship of this
song to Mahler's fantasies about the turn of the century is further
underscored by an error in the dating of the manuscript, a parapraxis.
de La Grange who owns the manuscript points out that it is mis-dated
by Mahler retrospectively to 1900!

Although there is no direct evidence at this time, it would be difficult
to imagine that Mahler did not wish to have a son. His intense narcis-
sistic interest in his post-life is legendary. His favorite motto was "my
time will yet come." He was, with the exception of the deranged Alois,
who had by now wandered off into obscurity to Mahler's relief, the
only surviving brother of ten. Thus only he could pass on the family
name. Mahler's attachment to his mother has become apocryphal
since Freud noted his "Mutterbindung", mother fixation (Jones, Reik).
But his close attachment to Bernhard remained ever alive in his strong
identification with his father in character. It is of interest that the only
piece of furniture Mahier salvaged from Iglau had been his father's
chair which he had in his study and would sometimes point out with
nostalgia. Given these details and Mahler's urge to memorialize, one
might wonder whether the child's conception durin 9 the anniversary
month is more than mere chance, considering the other circumstances
of that unusual year of Mahler's life.

The child, however, turned out to be a girl and was named after
Mahler's mother, Maria. From the above it will be clear what burden of
parental fantasy and expectation she bore. From the first Mahler had a
"special" relationship with the child and even after the birth of a second
child, Anna, 20 months later, Maria remained his favorite. The family
stories and anecdotes reported by the various biographers, while inter-
esting in themselves, would not do justice to the depth of Mahler's
attachment to this child nor to its content, for Mahler was always more
involved with himself in the personal meanings people and events had
for him than with the people or occasions themselves. A 9ood example
of this was his abstract love of animals as expressed in both letters and
programs of musical works (e.9., the Third Symphony). But he did not
really like animals; or at best, it was a truly platonic relationship, that he
had with them. Likewise, the idea of bein 9 married was of critical
importance to him, particularly since it was, I believe, the gateway to
immortality for him. But this hardly would make him a devoted hus-
band to the real person his wife was nor a devoted father. In fact, when
Maria was actually dying he could not bear to be with her, and Alma
reports, "he hid himself in his room each day" and slept through the
operation which had been performed to relieve her breathing. During
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the course of an earlier illness he had been convinced that it had been
he who "called her back to life." Such was the grand level of his notions
of fatherhood. Alma makes it a point to quote an observation made to
her, "You have an abstraction for a husband, not a human being." Yet
the very abstractions that so preoccupied her husband were very
human indeed, those of life and of death.

It is only against this more extended background that we can begin to
understand what the death of this child meant to Mahler. All his life he
had struggled with ambivalence about birth and anxiety about death.
He had paid dearly for the loss of the few he really cared for, and, psy-
chologically, never quite gave them up. Even after his parents died in
1889 his behavior in loco parentis, assuming responsibility for the
remaining family, served to preserve their memory within him but at a
sacrifice of work and health. He had overcome the self-imposed tasks of
this phase of his life, discharging what he felt had been his obligations
to family and ultimately achieving the position in Vienna which he
called, perhaps only half in jest, "the god of the southern zones". Now,
in his forties his position and health both faltered. Ever creative in his
solutions both conscious and unconscious, he made his next bid for sta-
bility in marriage and fatherhood. In 1907 the world toppled.
Circumstances forced him to resign his position in the opera (circum-
stances in which he was of course an active participant); health failed
and death threatened, this time in actuality; and finally with the death of
Maria and all she meant to him, he lost his passport to immortality. To
be sure, composing remained, but at this point of his life, his future
esteem as composer was far from assured. His "my time will yet come"
was in good measure wishful thinking and whistling in the dark. But as
ever, some of the functions composing served were those of conceptual-
izing, organizing and externalizing inner anxiety and conflict. Therefore,
the much written about expressive content of the last works by critics
responsive to the music comes with little surprise. They are often intu-
itive accounts, and I would suggest that some of them about psychobio-
gaphical data would serve to amplify and support such accounts.
Equally important it would provide a certain specificity of detail.

In a related way, while the common sense view of the Christys that
this triple assault of fate would make anyone depressed, it fails to
reveal to us the specific way in which Mahler was depressed and the
meaning these events had for him. It is only a consideration of this
that enables us to link his reaction and state of mind to his final illness.

In recent years a number of investigators have studied the circum-
stances under which physical illness occurs. Thus, science has come
full swing from those nineteenth century observations cited earlier
which were later omitted. The circumstances themselves have become
legitimate subject for investigation. The interested reader is referred to
several such studies.

The thrust of these studies is that psycho-social events also interact
among the many factors that determine disease. A corollary would be
that associated events, such as, for instance, Dr. Libman's comments
on Mahler's bereavement and depression in the context of his final ill-
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ness, are not random events. To be sure, some psychological phenom-
ena may be a result of physical illness. However, others may be clearly
shown to precede its onset and therefore participate among etiological
factors. There has been particular interest and success in demonstrat-
ing that bereavement is one human experience that tends strongly to
antedate the onset of illness. One pair of investigators, Engel and
Schmale, look to the particular state of mind which certain life stresses
engender. Starting from the frequently made observation that "psy-
chological factors appear to influence the time of onset and exacerba-
tion, as well as the course, of many diseases in man and animals", they
proceed to examine the kinds of circumstances which predispose to
physical illness. They particularly focus upon the setting and onset sit-
uation of the illness and the state of mind induced in the patient. They
have thus delineated a characteristic mood of helplessness and hope-
lessness which they refer to as the "giving-up-given up complex."

There is ample evidence that the triple loss of 1907 left Mahler in a
depressed state. The vicissitudes of this state up to the winter of 1911
make a fascinating story in themselves and we will follow some of
them here. It is very largely a story of how Mahler more or less suc-
cessfully dealt with this state until failing physical, weakened psycho-
logical defenses and a particular coup de grace from the outside world
unmasked this chronic underlying depression and ushered in a hope-
less and helpless psychological state which immediately preceded the
onset of the Subacute Bacterial Endocarditis.

Mahler's first reaction to the child's death had not been shock or

grieving but stark, unmitigated fear! Alma describes how upon the
arrival of Mrs. Schindler, "We all three slept in his room. We could not
bear being parted for an hour. We dreaded what might happen if any
one of us left the room. We were like birds in a storm and feared what
each moment might bring--and how right we were."

Fear of this nature cannot be long sustained and it was soon sup-
planted with a variegated form of denial. Frank fear was thus staved off
with a single exception, until nearly the end when, as already noted, he
was to turn to Mrs. Schindler for motherly solace. The exception was
the panic state of the summer preceding Mahler's death, the summer of
1911 after he heard of Alma's interest in another man, when he wrote
the verbal expostulations on the manuscript score of the Tenth
Symphony. But earlier, within two weeks of the child's death one can
still perceive Mahler's denial in a note written to Alma from the restau-
rant car of a train en route to Vienna. He speaks here of the "obligatory
traveller's appetite", while one of the most constant features of both
mourning and depression is the loss of appetite. This attitude of denial
is also reflected in his entire point of view about the "New World"
which has already been mentioned: A new life is substituted for the old.
Likewise, several who knew him that first season in New York
described a state of near-hysterical euphoria (Wessling).

This picture of the wiry, eccentric, exacting dynamo was the picture of
Mahler, the conductor. Mahler, the composer, gave mourning its due,
for the time between the child's death and Mahler's departure for New
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York was spent in Schluderbach in the Tyrol, where he attempted to
come to terms with bereavement in his characteristic way, in musical
creativity. It was here that he recalled the poems of The Chinese Flute, a
translation by Hans Bethge which he had put aside some time before,
perhaps as a memento mori, to be drawn out at just such a time. By the
time he left Schluderbach he had sketched out Das Lied yon der Erde.

The theme of farewell is explicit in both words and music, perhaps more
richly so in the latter. As in the Kindertotenlieder, the composer-singer is
apparently identified with the bereaved. Careful analysis reveals an
emotional background too complex to be detailed here. One element is
particularly noteworthy. That is Mahler's own growing fear of death as
it shows itself in his broad conception of this work. Musically, as many
feel, it has the structure of a symphony. But Mahler did not yet wish to
commit himself to the naming of a Ninth Symphony since several com-
posers, namely Dvorak, Schubert, Bruckner and, especially significant
to Mahler, Beethoven, did not live to write a Tenth. He thus dealt with
his dread by a superstitious act compounding it later after he had com-
pleted his Ninth by considering it really to be his Tenth.

It is not by coincidence that Alma calls the chapter in which she
describes the death of their child and the immediate events following,
"Sorrow and Dread". Although at times historically inaccurate, she
had a near uncanny knack of reflecting Mahler's own feeling and
beliefs in her very distortions. At such times, historical error may
stand as if in the relationship of interpretation to unconscious mater-
ial. Thus Alma clearly relates the onset of Mahler's heart disease to the
death of their daughter although it is very unlikely to be historically
accurate. As she relates it, the day after the child's death when Dr.
Blumenthal came to examine Mrs. Schindler, Mahler, "thinking to
make a cheerful diversion" (sic!) invited the doctor to examine him."
"Well, you've no cause to be proud of a heart like that", he said in that
cheery tone doctors often adopt after diagnosing a fatal illness. This
verdict marked the beginning of the end for Mahler" (Alma 122). It is
unlikely that the murmur of the underlying chronic rheumatic heart
disease would not have been previously detected in Mahler's repeated
earlier medical examinations. Moreover, Alma herself notes her earlier
anxiety as the murmur had been audible to her as she lay next to him!
The most significant element here is that Mahler and Alma connected
the illness to the bereavement. Mahler believed his daughter's death
heralded the beginning of the end just as he believed he himself nearly
died in the winter of 1901. While beliefs in general do not kill, they can
often take part in the emotional background which affects disease.

In a paper entitled,/3Te Setting Conducive to Illness, Engel reviews typ-
ical life settings in 100 anecdotal accounts in which sudden death fol-
lowed some important life event. In half of these, the stress was the news
of the death of a loved one. Other more rigorous studies of bereavement
strongly suggest that individuals suffering bereavement are more at risk
for the development of physical disease during the ensuing year than a
group of controls (Parkes). It is in this sense that I believe Mahler to have
been "at risk" during this period of his life despite his prodigious
attempts to ward off the significance to him of his loss.
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The ensuing months saw a gradual erosion of Mahler's physical
health and pari-passu, a weakening of his psychological defenses.
Despite his energetic if not frantic pursuit of work during the four
"American seasons" the strain he was under and his increasing yield-
ing to it were apparent to many. Alma, for example, speaks of the
"stress" he was under and his increasingly apparent "inner tension".
She said "he was a motor". But she perceived "inner changes-, he was
somewhere else...more sensitive." He gradually became more child-
like: "Did I do it well, Almschi?", he would ask her (Wessling).

By 1909, during the summer of which he worked on the Ninth
Symphony, others had noted his increasing distractibiliW and depres-
sion. For example, Prince Troubetsky observed the "emptiness" of his
face and noted that while seemingly involved in conversation, he was
beating time with his finger, involved with inner, musical thoughts
(Wessling). It was about this time that he would lie very still, as ff play-
ing at death, telling Alma, "When I lie like this, I am no longer myself.
My soul leaves me and floats above my poor old body which will soon
be dust". (Wessting)

We may perceive then a gradual weakening against which the con-
ductor valiantly strove to continue an arduous schedule and the com-
poser, awaiting his turn, took up the pen each summer. When does the
end come for a person such as this? I believe that there is evidence
that an event occurred in the summer of 1910 that served as the psy-
chological coup de grace and that it was this blow that plunged
Mahler into the mental state that preceded the development of the
S.B.E., a state of anxiety approaching panic and a state of helplessness
and hopelessness which proved intolerable. The stimulus was Alma's
affair with Waiter Gropius.

While some might judge Alma for setting this state of affairs in
motion, it is far more instructive for a psychologist to study the web in
which Alma and Gustav were enmeshed at this time in their lives.
Mahler sought the gratification of some very particular needs in his
marriage and was ever much involved with himself. He made these
narcissistic needs and expectation clear in many ways, both obvious
and subtle. For example, quite early in their relationship he forbade her
from composing. The message was clear: she was to be a mother and a
wife, the very order in fact in which they occurred. Likewise, during his
very first visit, he suggested that she burn her edition of Nietzsche who
was one of Mahler's favorite authors. Alma, on her part was a woman
who was gifted and ambitious. It could not have been easy for her to
live the rest of her life in the fading shadow of a great man. It is not
without significance that she began to emerge as his power weakened.
While she was devoted to Mahler in behavior it was difficult for her to

tolerate the illness and attendant regression. She too depended upon
her mother for help in this regard and at the same time, sought her
mother's encouragement in a continued sexual life as being "good for
your health". She was, after all, "in her best years, chained to a broken,
oversensitive man." As early as 1908 he looked old enough to be her
father and a customs inspector made the faux pas on the return from
the first American season. With regard to their physical life together,
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one also wonders about the effect of the mutual recriminations, spoken
and unspoken, which is so commonly seen after the death of a child
and what if any stresses this may have put upon their marriage. In any
event, by the summer of 1910 it was clear to Alma that "my marriage
was no marriage and that my own life was unfulfilled."

For Mahler's part, perhaps this aspect of the relationship is best
characterized by Freud's tactful comment in a letter to Reik, "he with-
drew his libido from his wife, thus, probably designating an impo-
tence problem. This would be entirely consistent with Mahler's
depression as well as his increasingly debilitated physical state. As for
his emotional investment in his wife, another aspect of "libido", this
was stronger than ever but its character was markedly altered as he
looked to her for support and strength.

Alma's liaison with Walter Gropius, the details of which are not
immediately relevant, came to Mahier's attention in a shocking way,
namely through a love letter to Alma mistakenly directed by Gropius
to him! It is precisely here that the true "beginning of the end" started
from a psychological point of view. There is every evidence that
Mahler panicked at the prospect of losing Alma. She by now repre-
sented a great deal to him and moreover, in his current state such an
abandonment represented a foretaste of death even as he clung to her
for sustenance. Der Abschied (the Farewell of Das Lied) notwithstand-
ing, Mahler had on more then one occasion in his life reacted to
farewells, losses and perceived abandonment with panic-induced
mental disorganization. In this sense, the finely controlled masterpiece
of valediction in Das Lied may be viewed as a mastery in the materials
of music of one of the most frightening of human situations, separa-
tion and death. Indeed, Mahler already had a long history of experi-
ences of this nature and characteristic ways of coping with them. One
of the more dramatic instances occurred in 1893 as his affair with the
soprano Anna Von Mitdenburg came to an end. This relationship, too,
had started with Mahler very much the master of the situation, reduc-
ing Anna to tears during the first rehearsal in which he met her. After
she became unresponsive to him he was in a depressed and frantic
state for months. This entire experience had occurred against the
background of the suicide of his brother Otto, who Mahler had never
forsaken despite his growing rage at Otto's continued dependence
upon him into his early twenties.

Returning to the Gropius letter, to detail such a stress at this time in
his life without emphasizing Mahler's extraordinary strengths and
capacity for mastery would be to miss something essential in the man.
However, now, in a physically weakened condition, already depressed,
still under the effect of bereavement and having already started to face
the reality of his own death, the blow of Alma's abandonment was
more than Mahler could cope with. He was plunged deeper into
depression and his behavior became uncharacteristically disorganized.
On one occasion, he fainted on the stairs.

Alma describes what came after the Gropius letter as guilty behav-
ior on the part of Mahler as he frantically tried to make amends to her.
But her account reveals something much different and she was well
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aware that he was "shaken to the depths" (Alma, And the Bridge, p. 53)
by the whole experience. He began to write letters and poems to her
of adulation, entreaty and terror of separation:

My breath of life!
I've kissed the little slippers a thousand times and stood by your door
with longing. You took pity on me, glorious one, but the demons have
punished me again, for thinking of myself and not of you dearest. I
can't move from your door; I'd like to stand there until I've heard the
sweet sound of your living and breathing.--But I must leave! My
queen has sent me into exile below. I bless you my beloved--whatever
fate awaits me at your hands. Every beat of my heart is for you.

Thus he spelled out for her/n italics the meaning of abandonment at
this time. At the same time overtones of old themes occur of the ban-
ished, the wanderer and the adorer of some feminine, perhaps mater-
nal ideal which are so clear in the earliest works such as Das Klagende
Lied and Songs of a Wayfarer. Nothing can so change a man's behavior
as the threat of a severe sentence, and Mahler was already under sen-
tence of death. Mahler became suddenly devoted to Alma. He would
give her anything. He dedicated his Eighth Symphony to her, some-
thing he had shunned doing before. Even Alma thought he might later
regret it. He even rediscovered her compositions crying, "What have I
done! These songs are good. They're splendid!.., we'll have them pub-
lished. I'm not going to rest until you start working again. My God, was
I blind?" (Alma, And the Bridge, 54). The tone of Mahler's report of his
August 1910 consultation with Freud has the very same tone of admo-
nition. "Apparently," relates Alma, "Freud managed to calm him down
by a stern approach. "How can a man in your condition tie a young
woman to him?' he chided Mahler." (Alma, And the Bridge, 53). Neither
of the two brief letters of Freud about this consultation reveal this
admonishing quality although it is not impossible.

However, it is in the music itself that one can trace the full impact of
this experience of Mahler. In the summer of 1910 he was at work on
the Tenth Symphony, which along with the Ninth and Das Lied, com-
prise the final trilogy written between 1907 and his death in 1911.
There is a striking general agreement among listeners of every degree
of experience, that the mood of "farewell" permeates these scores even
without the verbal cues of Das Lied. This is partially due to the use of
allusion and quotation in the music such as, for example, the reference
to the Beethoven Les Adieux sonata with its "Lebe wold" motive in the
Ninth. Diether has enlarged upon this in his article on the Ninth
Symphony. (The Expressive Content of the Ninth, Chord and Discord,
Vol. 2 No. 2, 1963). Another example of quotation in the Ninth is that of
Johann Strauss" Freud Euch des Lebens, an unlikely quote for Mahler
whose musical taste led him to eschew such trivia. In fact, Alma relates
how early in their marriage in a rare evening out they heard Lehar's
Merry Widow. On the way home trying to reconstruct the music they
stopped in a music shop where Mahler engaged the proprietor while
Alma sneaked a look at the music. She said "both of us were then too

'high brow" to consider buying such music". A note of regret is
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conveyed in the Ninth in the context of this quotation. Interestingly, in
the short score of this movement as Recllich points out (Redlich 219),
Mahter wrote the legend "O vanished day of youth, O scattered love."
(Cue 8). This work was written in the Summer of 1909. It is perhaps
not insignificant that the musical quotation is from the final section of
an obscure Strauss waltz. Characteristically, the form was that of a
string of five waltz tunes and this was the last waltz.

Working on the sketches of the Tenth Symphony in 1910 Mahler
was in the distraught state already described. These sketches are pep-
pered with verbal expostulations which betray his state of mind better
than either the accounts of Alma or of Freud. These are dated by Alma
to those weeks early in August following the Gropius affair. The sym-
phony was conceived as being symmetrical with two outer slow move-
ments and two inner scherzi, themselves separated by an intermezzo
entitled, "Purgatorio" a total of five movements. Following is a con-
densed listing of the verbal material inscribed upon the score:

Third Movement: ("Purgatorio") Death! Transfiguration! (page 4)
Compassion! O God! O God, why hast thou forsaken me? (page 3).
Fourth Movement: title page: The devil leads me in a dance . . .
Madness seizes me. Accursed! Demolish me that I may forget my
being! that I may cease to exist, that I may... End of movement:
None but you know what it signifies! Ah. Ah. Ah. Fare thee well my
lyre!
Farewell. Farewell. Farewell Ah well -- Ah Ah
Fifth Movement (Finale): To live for thee! To die for thee!
Almschi (page 10)-(repeated again at close of movement.)

Manifestly these outcries reveal Mahter's preoccupation with aban-
donment and betrayal. Their tone is valetudinal but hardly resigned.
Despair breaks through in suicidal wishes frankly revealed and anxiety
over loss of control in psychosis. A deep sense of guilt going far
beyond that which Alma detected is betrayed in the title of the central
movement, Purgatorio. _Inferno" had been written next to it and was
crossed out. Perhaps Mahler thus sought some meaning to his suffer-
ing in Dante-esque purification preparatory to paradise and reunion
with Beatrice, the eternal Mother. In fact, there is rich free-associative
allusion in these fragments. For example, the quotation from Matthew
(XXVII,46) is related to Mahler's interest in the Bible which he quoted,
often ironically, as well as a life-long identification with Christ. The ref-
erence to Alma's understanding of what a particular musical passage
signifies is in itself an interesting example of a memory conceptualized
in musical tone which would need only to be pointed out to the
responsive listener. There are many such examples in the music of
Mahler. This particular one refers to an experience the two of them
had in New York during the first season there (1907-08) when they
watched a funeral cortege of a fireman alongside Central Park from
their eleventh floor window in the Hotel Majestic. A stroke on a muf-
fled drum was followed by complete silence as the procession moved.
The experience had brought tears to Mahler's eyes.

But the most important thing these verbal fragments tell us about
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Mahler's state of mind is the helpless and hopeless condition to which
he had by now descended. Christ on the cross had been left to die
alone and only death lay in the future. The only possible hope was in
the latent fantasy of resurrection ancl reunion after death. For at base,
as all mortals, Mahter did not believe in his own death.

But what of the music itself to which these remarks might be seen in
Klaus Roy's words as "extreme program notes"?. Roy: Creative
Process in Mahler's Tenth Symphony (Chord and Discord, Vol. 2 No. 8,
1958). The single most striking fact is that the music is intact and
cogent for its state of completion! Roy, among others, is struck by the
contrast between the thoughtful musical organization and the freely
emotional, illogical annotations. Deryck Cook, who reconstructed a
performing version, likewise points out that the Adagio and
Purgatorio, the two most frequently performed sections, are intact in
the sketch except for orchestration. Many have speculated on the
above. I would suggest that this is only one example of many that can
be drawn from Mahler's life and work of the function of musical com-

position in his life. In my judgement, it served an organizing, integrat-
ing and mastering function to the composer's life experience. Music
was one of Mahler's earliest modes of thought and had developed
pari-passu with language. It acquired an autonomous function in his
life which remained to the last. Mahler's behavior and verbal produc-
tions show evidence of disorganization. For all intents and purposes,
the music does not. One may argue about the merits of this work rela-
tive to his others, whether it is as inventive or estheticaUy pleasing, etc.
But the ability to conceptualize musically is basically intact.

Nevertheless we would speculate that the "content" of this music
must have something to do with its scrawled verbal associations.
These are difficult to come by and the whole process invites subjectiv-
ity. However, there is one example of a connection which also throws
some light on Mahler's mental state and therefore the fundamental
interest of the study, that state of mind which preceded the S.B.E.,
which we are by now becoming increasingly acquainted with.

Redlich points out the centrality of the Purgatorio movement not
only because of its position in the symphony but because of the reap-
pearance of its motive in the final movement (Rediich-p, 230). The
theme in Purgatorio is accompanied by the words, "Have mercy, O
Lord, Why hast Thou forsaken me." Its reappearance as a reminis-
cence in the last movement bears the legend, "Almschi, to live for thee,
to die for thee." In Rediich's musical judgement, the Purgatorio is "a
disappointment for the true Mahler lover because of the utterly deriva-
tive character of its principal motive. It is pervaded by a restless figure
re-echoing the spookish Wunderhorn song, Das irdische Leben, just as
the oboe's chief tune seems to re-echo the world of the early sym-
phonies and their scherzo-like middle movements." To hark back to an
earlier time may well reflect a failure of invention. It may also reflect a
wish for earlier creative days: the days prior to the writing of the
Ninth after which, musically, Mahler wrote on borrowed time...It had
been on the score of the Ninth that he'd inscribed, "O vanished days of
youth". Mahler always acknowledged the autobiographical sources of
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his music• In one such reference about this time, one tinged with
regret, he said, "Ich habe Papier gelebt." (I have lived paper, literally).

His song, Das irdische Leben is unique in many respects. For one
thing it was never serf-quoted in any subsequent work either literally
or in spirit• For another its thematic topic is unique among all of
Mahler's songs. Separations, partings, reunions, heavenly life, sarcas-
tic portraits--all were subjects for the Wunclerhorn songs, but this
song was about starvation. Mahler himself considered it one of his
finest works• (Waiter p108) In the verse a child repeatedly implores his
mother for bread. She chillingly suggests he wait as the grain is suc-
cessively harvested, threshed and finally baked. "Tomorrow," she says
as the child begs with increasing urgency. The ostinato figure in the
music and skillful key changes serve to heighten the urgency of the
child's needs and the desperate pain of delay. Likewise the return to
the same key each time the mother "speaks" emphasizes her alarming
unresponsiveness. In the end the child dies, reflected in a brief coda, in
which the motive descends and motion ceases.

It is surely no coincidence that what might be properly called mental
associations while engaged in the composition of the Tenth Symphony
drew him back to the musical and verbal content of Das irdische Leben.

The essential theme is that of starvation leading to death. In the poem
as well as in early human life, only one person can satisfy the urgent
need. tf she fails, the giver of life becomes the bearer of death. Mahler's
behavior toward Alma, his letters and poems likewise suggest such an
awesome view of Alma in Mahler's last year of life. He began to idealize
her often in lavish terms which even made her uncomfortable. He

attempted to propitiate her as if she were some capricious goddess
whose decree could go either way and who could be favorably influ-
enced with offerings. There is no evidence, of course, that Alma bore
him any malice, quite to the contrary, as she continued to be deeply in
love with him. But such was the web into which life experiences and
the needs of each drew them. Both, feeling equally helpless in Mahler's
last year of life, _rned increasingly to Alma's mother, Mrs. Schindler.
Just as she had been summoned on Maria's death three years before,
she was immediately called after the Gropius incident and remained an
important figure to both during Mahler's dying days. It was she who
had been immediately sent for from Vienna when it was decided in
February 1911 that Mahter must return home via Paris where he would
consult another bacteriologist. She cared for him tenderly throughout
the trip and in Paris. Of the relationship among the three Alma writes,".
•. he was always right in her eyes, even if sometimes it made things
awkward for me. It was the utmost happiness when we were all three
together alone" (Alma 192). Thus Mrs. Schindler became the good, nur-
turing mother of both, and perhaps Mab.ler's greatest comfort. At times
now he would spurn members of his own remaining family for fear of
any rift with Alma. As she perceived it, "Mabler was no longer blind.
On the contrary he now watched feverishly whether or not I was
shown enough warmth and respect."

In November of 1911 they had made the final voyage to America. It
was this season which was cut short when Mahler became weak and
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febrile and the diagnosis was made. A final insult had been a recur-
rence of difficulty with his orchestra and a confrontation during which
certain accusations were made and his powers restricted. It was fol-
lowing this that his constitution finally yielded. He conducted until he
no longer could. His strength ebbing, he programmed what he must
have known would be one of his last New York concerts. It included
Busoni's Berceuse Elegiaque. The program notes (H.E.K.) relate how
Busoni returned to an earlier piano piece after the death of his mother
and had developed it in a larger work, something incidentally Mahler
had done on several occasions. The score bore the verse:

Schwingt die Wiege des Kindes,
Schwingt die Waage seines Schicksals,
Schwingt der Weg des Lebens,
Schwindet hin in die ewigen Fernen.
(The child's cradle rocks, and so do the scales of fate.
The course of life also swings and dwindles in the endless

distance.)

Mahler himself could not have found a more characteristic text to set,
combining as it does the lyricism of the Wunderhorn and gravity of Das
Lied. Busoni said of this score, from which Mahler conducted, "q_he title
page bears a picture of a mother at the cradle of her child and, in the
background, a man following a coffin. The man sings to his dead mother
the same song which he had heard from her as a child and which had
followed him through a lifetime and undergone a transformation."
Mahler conducted the concert on Tuesday, February 21, 1911, but on the
program of the following Friday afternoon it is noted that the concert-
master would conduct "owing to the indlspostion of Mr. Mahler."

It was from this point that the final struggle with death began.
Mahler varied in attitude. Alma reports, "Often Mahler was convinced
of his recovery; more often he was despondent and afraid of death."
(Alma, And the Bridge, 58) In a characteristically counter-phobic fash-
ion, he made jokes about his coming death. He would say to Alma,
"You'll be quite a catch ffI die now... -well, who is going to land you?"
He would actually make lists humorously rejecting one suitor after
another. These macabre jokes reveal still another side of Mahler's
attitude toward death: namely his intense interest in his post-life, of
which his wife's second husband would of course be a part. We know
now he was correct that this would remain a part of his own history.
But Mahler had long had a strong interest in this as reflected in his
words: "My time will yet come." Incidentally, this too is a reference
from the New Testament, words spoken by Jesus to the disciples: "My
time is at hand."(Matthew XXVI,18)

Mahler's interest in his post-life extended, as is often the case, to
interest in his burial. It was to Mrs. Schindler that he gave directions
"to have him buried beside his daughter at Grinzing, in a simple grave,
with no pomp and ceremony, and a plain headstone with nothing but
"Mahler" on it. "Any who come to look for me will know who I was,
and the rest do not need to know' "(Alma 197). Later Alma notes his
wish to be buried "in the same grave" as their daughter. When he told
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this to Alma he had also asked her to promise never to desert him. In
this is reflected Mahler's wish to be reunited in death with his beloved
daughter. This was a wish Mahler had been aware of for some time.
When he had demanded of Frankel that he be told if his condition was
fatal and the latter asked him why, Mahter had answered that if so he
wished to return to Vienna to die.

Yet the fantasy of reunion after death is not death at all but another
state of living. This was one of the ways Mahler never believed in his
own death. Another comes from a detail provided by Mahler's biogra-
pher, de La Grange, (personal communication) who relates that one of
Mahler's final requests was that after he died his heart be pierced with
a sharp instrument. Ostensibly he had the fear of being buried while
he still lived. Behind this lay his belief that even after the doctors said
he was dead, he would remain alive.

When the final moment came Alma tells us "there was a smile on his

lips and twice he said, "Mozart". She also noted that with a finger,
Mahler was conducting on the quilt. During his last clays he was often
preoccupied with the history of Mozart's illness and death (Wessling).
It clearly gave him comfort. He said, "He had to endure it so, why
should I not bear it likewise." In a terminal, hallucinatory state he died
while conducting and listening to the music of Mozart.
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THE BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES IN PERFORMANCE

by HANS-HUBERT SCHff)NZELER

It is always an invidious task for a conductor to discuss essentials of
a performance, and this perhaps applies to the performance of
Bruckner symphonies more than to any other works. It may therefore
be of use to outline the particular problem facing the conductor in
general terms and then apply them to the specific case under discus-
sion.

With the exception of drama, of the theatrical stage, no other art
form labours under the same handicap as that which confronts the
composer: the painter paints his picture and the viewer looks at it; the
writer writes his book and the reader reads it; and at a pinch even the
play, the creation of the dramatist, can be read by the uninitiated. But
the number of people outside the professional world of music who can
read (and hear with an inner ear) the printed notes of a score is rela-
tively small. For this reason the composer always has, and presumably
always will have, to rely on a mediator, a go-between, an interpreter.
In the case of a work for piano, for voice, for a chamber group of
instruments, at least the interpreter is a direct mediator inasmuch as
the performer familiarizes himself with the score and then presents it
to his audience directly through the medium of his instrument. When
we come to symphonic music, however, the complexity to the problem
takes on yet another dimension: The conductor studies his score, yet
he does not produce a single sound. It is up to him to communicate
what he considers (objectively or subjectively!) the score should sound
like to a large assembly of musicians, whose task it then is to translate
the conductor's intensions through the medium of their instruments
into the living sound which finally reaches the ears of the audience.

The first stage in discussing the role of the conductor in general
with regard to his attitude is, of course, an intrinsically personal one:
Does Mr. XYZ want to open the ears of his audience to the greatness
and beauty of Bruckner, or does he merely want to show off - 'this is
how XYZ conducts Bruckner!'? If the latter is the case, it is evidently
superfluous to pursue the matter any furthur. But let us assume the
former case: A conductor, a serious and honest musician, has studied
his score _ fond, has familiarized himself with the composer, and
wants to do his utmost to present to the public what he sincerely and
honestly believes the composer intended his music to sound like when
he committed it to paper. For let us face it: Our musical notation is but
a very rough and ready shorthand which furnishes the interpreter
with the bare bones of a skeleton, with the most general indication as
to his intentions, and it is up to the interpreter to invest this skeleton
with flesh and blood and to breathe life into it. Needless to say, it is at
this juncture that the innate integrity of the interpreter plays such an
overwhelming part.
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The next problem arises once the conductor has 'done his home-
work' and stands in front of the orchestra to rehearse the score he has
studied. Here the problem is a technical one, that of obtaining the
right notes, achieving a clean ensemble, seeing to such matters as
phrasing and dynamic balance, and obtaining all these results in an
easy, friendly rapport with his orchestra without losing respect. In the
case of Bruckner he is faced with yet another difficulty: There are
probably few works in the orchestral repertoire which are as tiring for
the musician as Bruckner symphonies, and more than one orchestral
player has frankly admitted that, whereas he loves to listen to
Bruckner, he hates playing his music. There are various reasons for
this attitude: The strings often have interminable passages of tremolo,
the woodwinds at times spend what seems to be hours counting bars
rest, and the brass (when they have almost reached exhaustion point)
are required to make big crescendos and produce one of those enor-
mous climaxes which we all know so well in Bruckner's symphonies.
This is no criticism of Bruckner's mode of composition: He had to
write in this way in order to achieve the result and the effect he
intended. But it cannot be denied that they put a supreme demand on
the resources of any orchestra, and this a conductor has to bear in
mind when rehearsing a Bruckner symphony in order not to overtax
his players and be faced, on the night of performance, with an orches-
tra which is exhausted and "played out'.

The other hurdle to be overcome in the preparation of any sym-
phonic work is a much more subtle one and is very difficult to define.
Having thoroughly familiarized and identified himself with the music
he is about to perform the conductor must communicate his concep-
tion of what the music should convey on a spiritual, esoteric plane to
his orchestra in such a way that they are convinced enough as a cor-
porate body to pass on this conviction to the audience. It is one of the
mysteries of musicmaking how this process takes place. We have all
fallen under the spell of men like Furtw_ingler and Toscanini, Bruno
Walter and de Sabata, and we know full well that if a lesser man chose
the same tempi, the same dynamics, the effect would not be the same.
And in the end we take refuge again in such terms as 'personality',
'personal emanation', "genius" and the like---terms which basically do
not mean anything and yet mean everything because they are vague
attempts to explain the inexplicable.

In the main, the foregoing has been a rough outline of the various
difficulties and problems which confront the true conductor in the
performance and interpretation of any great work of music. In a small
way particular reference has already been made to Bruckner; but let
us now apply these several points to Bruckner symphonies in particu-
lar. And it is strange that, taking these points one by one, a circle
appears to close, beginning in the spiritual and ending in the spiri-
tual, just as is the case in any Bruckner symphony. It is obvious that
the first step in performing, in interpreting one of Bruckner's sym-
phonies is not only a thorough, professional study of the score, but it
also means that the conductor has to submerge himself in the peculiar
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spiritual--one might almost say rarified--world in which Bruckner
lived and composed. It is not intended to suggest that only a conduc-
tor who is a devout Roman Catholic can possibly attempt to perform
a Bruckner symphony. As is well known Bruckner's faith in the Holy
Roman Church was deeply rooted, was so much instilled in him that
he never questioned it for one moment throughout his life. But when
he gave utterance to it in the wordless Credo of his symphonies,
through the very nature of music itself, it became more than interde-
nominational, for it achieved an intensity of spirituality which tran-
scends the orthodoxy of organized religions. It is the feel of a
Supreme Being, no matter what it be called, this undoubting belief in
an ultimate salvation which must somehow be shared, in all humility,
by anyone who wants to perform a Bruckner symphony in such a
way that it communicates to those who listen that message which is
so intensely Bruckner's own. For in Bruckner we have the unique
case--a romantic free from eroticism.

From these spheres of sublimity we come to the next stage which is
an anticlimax: The problem of realizing those intentions through the
medium of the orchestra. This spells "rehearsals' ancl they, in turn,
imply technicality and sober, matter-of-fact hard work. Almost every
Bruckner symphony starts off with either a tremolo or some basic
rhythm, pianissimo, in the strings. What Bruckner meant by pianis-
simo is perhaps best illustrated by the episode in Linz when he was
rehearsing a work by Schumann with the Frohsinn choral society: He
kept repeating a certain piano passage over and over again, exclaim-
ing with annoyance, "It still sounds like a trumpet!" until the members
of the choir got tired of the procedure and decided that at the next
rehearsal they would not sing at all in the passage in question. When it
came to the point, the choir fell silent, and Bruckner, hearing the music
with an inner ear, went on conducting, smiling blissfully and saying,
"Now it's right!". The only term which probably expresses the begin-
ning of a Bruckner symphony is the German prefix "Ur-" for which
there is no equivalent in English: It is the very beginning, the primor-
dial, the feel which we experience when, with full consciousness, we
read that opening phrase of the Gospel According to St. John: "In the
beginning was the Word". In the same way a Bruckner symphony
must welt forth from the void, must give the experience which Halm
once described by saying that in the opening bars it is not a symphony
which starts, but the very beginning of music itself. How to achieve
this? There are tricks of the trade, and every conductor has his own,
but the basic necessity is complete and utter conviction.

Next come the rhythmic complexities. Enough has been said and
written about the famous 'Bruckner Rhythm" of duplet against triplet,
and basically this seems simple enough. But when they are superim-
posed and especially when this results, as it does particularly in the 5th
and 6th symphonies, in the triplet figuration occurring simultaneously
with a dotted duplet rhythm, the strictest attention to rhythmic clarity
becomes essential. Let it never be forgotten that, despite his romanti-
cism and the supposed Wagnerian influence, Bruckner was basically
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an organist who had gone through the stringent school of that disci-
plinarian contrapuntalist Simon Sechter, which makes it imperative
that even in the apparently most lush passages of his symphonies lin-
ear clarity is still of supreme importance, and rhythmic pregnancy
must never be sacrificed to a wallowing in orchestral sound.

While on the subject of precision a timely word might be said about
Bruckner's General Pauses. Most Brucknerians will know about the
fact that when his 2nd Symphony was first performed it earned itself
the name of Pausensymphonie, 'Symphony of Pauses'. When asked
about this matter, he said with his typical nalvet6: "But look, if I have
something important to say I must first take a deep breath". Nor must
it be overlooked that Bruckner was precise to the point of pedantry in
the periodicity of his scores, numbering them bar by bar--perhaps a
remnant of the numeromania with which he was afflicted in 1867. The
general pauses in a Bruckner symphony are part and parcel of a well
thought-out and well balanced scheme, and any conductor who does
not adhere to these pauses in the strictest metrical sense commits a
crime against Bruckner and the form which he mastered to perfection
(despite all those who accuse him, of all people, to formlessness). 1

Like the general pauses, Bruckner's treatment of dynamics is both
intensely personal and of utmost importance in the shaping of his
symphonies. There is hardly another composer who so consistently
changes his dynamic levels with such utter abruptness, and it would
not be too far-fetched to assume that this particular treatment also has
its roots in Bruckner the Organist: One can virtually see him, sitting
on the organ bench, pulling out his stops and changing over from one
manual to the other. It is in this respect, incidentally, that Bruckner has
been most sinned against by those enthusiastic 'editors" of his,
Ferdinand L6we and the brothers Schalk, particularly Franz. Granted,
nothing could be worse than the huge cuts they inflicted particularly
on the 4th and 5th Symphonies and the large-scale re-orchestration of
Nos. 5 and 9, but with these cuts they damage the form of Bruckner's
work in such a blatant way that it is immediately obvious to all and
sundry. It is by their alterations of Bruckner's dynamic concept that
they violated the spirit of the music in an insidious and subtle manner.
Bruckner erected his symphonic structures largely in enormous blocks
of sound, hence the sudden and often violent changes of volume; not
only did this treatment go against what people were accustomed to in
those days: Above all it did not fit in with the convenient and desirable
(though mistaken) notion that Bruckner was the 'Wagnerian

' This statement regarding the metric and formal necessity of general pauses in
principle applies to live concert performances only. In the case of gramophone
recordings and radio broadcasts, where we are dealing with an artificial medium in
any case, it may be modified. In a live performance any conductor worth his salt can
hold the tension over protracted periods of silence and make them eloquent (vide
Aldous Huxley's magnificent essay "The Rest is Silence"), whereas such a silence in
the event of mechanical reproduction is apt to lose its tension and result in a mean-
ingless gap. For this reason a shortening of some of Bruckner's general pauses in
an artificial reproduction medium may be justified.
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Symphonlst'. For this reason Lowe and Schalk assiduously ironed out
Bruckner's dynamics, smoothed and glossed them over and adapted
them to Wagner's id6e fixe that music is the "art of transition'. Without
wishing to cast aspersions on the basic honesty of these men, who
were devoted to "their" Bruckner and had only his welfare at heart, we
now realise dearly how wrong they were? When Bruckner wrote a
long pianissimo passage and then came crashing in with the full
orchestral tut_, he knew full well what he was doing, why he did not
precede his fortissimo with a crescendo: he was piling blocks of gran-
ite on top of each other, not shaping a landscape garden! For the con-
ductor these huge dynamic changes present a difficulty, for there is an
inherent tendency in all orchestras to lead into a fortissimo with a
crescendo and similarly to fade into a pianissimo with a diminuendo.
These tendencies the conductor has to counteract with utmost inten-

sity, and in my own personal experience I have found it expedient to
go to the other extreme and ask the orchestral players to mark a
diminuendo in their parts immediately prior to one of Bruckner's for-
tissimo outbursts or conversely a crescendo before one of his sudden
drops into pianissimo. This procedure, however, though effective from
the dynamic point of view holds a great danger. Just as Hans yon
Billow fought all his professional life along the famous line:
"Crescendo means pianissimo, diminuendo means fortissimo!" in order
to counteract the natural, agogic tendency of his orchestral players
and achieve a gradual, graduated rise or fall in dynamic level, in the
same way the conductor of a Bruckner symphony, adopting the
method outlined above, must beware of falling into the trap of invol-
untarily coupling such a crescendo or diminuendo with an accelerando
or a ritardando respectively. BRUCKNER'S BASIC TIME-RHYTHM
MUST GO ITS INEXORABLE WAY, otherwise the entire intended
effect is spoilt or, at the very least, watered down. In connection with
this discussion on dynamics it is, incidentally, interesting to note that,
contrary to the opinion generally held the orchestra which Bruckner
requires for his symphonies (and with which he can achieve such an
overwhelming volume of sound) is by no means bloated. In his ten
symphonies (Nos. 0-9) he never uses any woodwind instrument such
as Piccolo, Cor Anglais, Double Bassoon etc., and what is more,
restricts himself to double woodwind in all but the last two (Nos. 8 & 9)
where he uses triple woodwind. Harp and Percussion only come into
No. 8 (if we discount the famous cymbal clash in No. 7). For the rest he
makes do with one timpanist. Nos. 0-6 have four horns and three
trombones; Nos. 0-2 have two trumpets which are increased to three

2It is not proposed to go into the question of the 'versions' within the scope of
this article. The matter has been elucidated in detail in an excellent series of five
articles by Deryck Cooke entitled 'q'he Bruckner Problem Simplified" in the Musical
Times, London, (Jan., Feb., Apr., May., and Aug. 1969) and I have also dealt with it
in an appendix of my own BRUCKNER (Calder & Boyars, London, and Grossman,
New York). Suffice it to say that for present-day performances only the original ver-
sions edited by Robert Haas, Leopold Nowak, Fritz Oeser and Alfred Orel can lay
claim to validity.
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from No. 3 onwards, and from No. 4 onwards the score also includes a
bass tuba. Totalling up the number of players we find that up to and
including No. 6 the orchestral complement required for a Bruckner
symphony never exceeds that needed for a Brahms symphony, and it
is only in the last three symphonies, Nos. 7-9, that the inclusion of the
quartet of Wagner Tubas increases the orchestral apparatus to some-
what more unusual proportions. The fact that Bruckner is able to
achieve such a magnificent volume of sound is partially due to his
manner of scoring, but the basic secret is one of contrast, and for this
reason also it is essential that his original dynamic markings are punc-
tiliously observed.

Much has already been said on the subject of form, and perhaps
this may seem excessive. It certainly would be so in the case of many
other composers, but in Bruckner the problem of form assumes such
paramount importance that it must be considered in the greatest
detail, also with regard to interpretation. His symphonies are con-
ceived on such an immense canvas, and although the very tight the-
matic inter- relationship (about which so much has been written and
which, for this reason, it is not proposed to discuss in detail in this
article) serves to a large extent to preserve coherence, there is never-
theless the danger that in performance his symphonies may "fall
apart'. Bruckner's basic principle is the sonata form which he adapts
to his own personal needs. The use of general pauses to clarify the
subdivisions of his vast movements has already been mentioned.
There remains the other facet which is far too often ignored for the
simple reason that it is the pauses, the sudden breaks, which are infi-
nitely more characteristic of Bruckner than that other important fac-
tor: his transitions. It has been said earlier that Bruckner did not
subscribe unconditionally to the Wagnerian 'art of transition' creed
when enlarging on his dynamic principles. Nevertheless, when he
did want or need to write a transition, he could do so with complete
and utter mastery. Perfect examples m such transitions can be found
in the first movement of his Symphony No. 4, where one could
almost say that he 'floats" from exposition into development, from
development into recapitulation, and there are many other instances.
But perhaps his own personal mode of transition is most striking at
another juncture which is necessitated by his formal concept. The
number "Three" has always occupied an important place in music,
and somehow or other it seems to be a natural thing for a movement
to fall into three main sections. This was the case in the classical
sonata form, which consisted of the three distinct major sections:
ExpositionmDevelopment--Recapitulation, with a short little Coda
added as a concluding "tail-piece', a general rounding-off. As
Bruckner extended his Codas to completely unprecedented propor-
tions (taking as his example the Beethoven of the 3rd and 9th
Symphonies) this tri-partite structure was endangered. In order to
restore it he resorted to a procedure which is nothing short of
genius. In some of his first movements he lets the climax of his devel-
opment section coincide with the beginning of the recapitulation,
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thereby fusing these two section into one enormous central span
which has its apex at the very moment of junction. Added to this
Bruckner invested climactic transitions of this nature with a series of
harmonic tensions which cannot but have a shattering impact on any
listener who is truly listening. Let us examine this process in the case
of the 6th Symphony2 Having begun his development on a piano and
pianissimo level after the third thematic group of the exposition has
died away, he slowly builds up his orchestral volume by means of a
development of the second group of themes, until at bar 95 (letter
M), he reaches a fortissimo in E flat major on the opening subject--a
key removed from the symphony's tonic of A major. From here he
moves through G flat major to A flat major--and now comes the
unforgettable moment. Whilst the A flat root is thundered out in the
basses in the rhythmic pattern of the opening of the symphony, the
timpani enter at bar 207 with a forte roll on the low E. The human
ear will never admit the timpani as a transposing instrument--it will
therefore hear this E as the root of a chord in E. Thereby the A fiat of
the basses becomes enharmonically changed to a G sharp, the har-
monic feet alters from fiats into sharps, the chord is accepted as the
first inversion of a seventh chord on E-- which is the dominant to A

Major, and it is on the tonic A major that in bar 209 (letter N) the cli-
max of the development is achieved simultaneously with the begin-
ning of the recapitulation. It may seem to be off the subject that such
analytical particulars are discussed here, but they bear very vitally on
the interpretation and performance of each and every Bruckner sym-
phony although, of course, the details of such harmonic tension vary
from instance to instance and never adhere to one cut-and-dried
scheme. It is not to be expected that the average, educated music
lover studies a score with such care before attending a concert, yet
the principles discussed above, and in particular that of the har-
monic tensions2 is of supreme importance to the structure of all
Bruckner s]unphonies. It is therefore one of the conductor's tasks to
familiarize himself to the utmost with these details so that he can

bring them out in performance with perfect clarity and utter convic-
tion. Only in this way will the listener intuitively sense the complete
cohesion of the whole while listening to a Bruckner symphony with-
out, as often as not, being able to put his finger onto why the entire
long span of the movement appears to stand firm without danger of
collapse.

This now brings us to the last and greatest problem--doubly great
because unavoidably it touches on regions of the spiritual. It is the

3Allbar numbers and rehearsal letters are based on the score of the original ver-
sion as published by the Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, Vienna (ed. Haas or
Nowak).

4The question of these harmonic tensions, which in this article has been merely
touched upon briefly, forms the basis of an excellent and detailed study by Robert
Simpson, "The Essence of Bruckner" (Victor Gollancz, London 1967).
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problem of Bruckner's time scale. Again, this problem has two sides to
iL of which one is technical and can be clearly defined, whereas the
other goes into regions of feelings and emotions, and is therefore infi-
nitely more difficult to express and formulate. On the technical side the
matter is relatively simple. There is no need to tell anyone who has
some inkling of Bruckner that his tempi are basically slow and that a
Bruckner Allegro is something vastly different from, say, a
Tchaikovsky Allegro. In fact, it would hardly be an overstatement to
say that whereas one might easily play Bruckner too fast, it is almost
impossible to play his music too slowly. But where the greatest mis-
take is being made is not so much in the basic tempo itself, but rather
in changes of tempo within one movement. True, Bruckner often puts
markings in his score such as 'Langsamer' or even 'Bedeutend
tangsamer" ('slower" or "considerably slower'). If these instructions are
taken too literally or even exaggerated, the resultant effect is one of
disjunction, of breakin 9 the flow, which is in direct antithesis to the
very essence of Bruckner. Fortunately we are provided with a guide in
one of the very, very rare occasions that Bruckner put a metronome
marking into one of his scores, in the Finale of his 8th Symphony. At
the beginning of this Finale ('Feierlich, nicht schnell'--Maestoso, non
troppo allegro) he gives the metronome marking J = 69; later, at bar 69
in the Haas score (letter D) and again at bar 567 (letter Mm), he accom-
panies the instruction 'Langsamer" ('slower') with the metronome
marking j = 60. The difference between these two tempi is relatively
small, which justifies the assumption that in Bruckner's mind the con-
ception of a tempo for a given movement was not a line, but rather a
band with an upper and lower limit: Everything within these two lim-
its conforms to the basic tempo, and the variations which he indicates
should take place WITHIN THOSE LIMITS. The interpreter thereby
has the licence to vary his tempo both according to Bruckner's instruc-
tions and the demands of his own artistic conscience without ever

breaking the broad flow, the main stream of the music or makin9 the
listener consciously aware that the basic pulse has been altered--and
thus the grand overall unity of the movement is preserved.

But whereas these hints and suggestions may help the performer on
the purely technical plane, they really beg the main question. The
problem of allowing an essentially "right" time evolution in a Bruckner
symphony is far more complex and demands a devoted and complete
involvement on the part of the performer in what is the world of
Anton Bruckner--and this applies equally to the listener. Bruckner
was a romantic inasmuch as he lived during what historians describe
as the romantic epoch in music, and his harmonies were affected and
conditioned by his time and by the composers who lived and worked
immediately before and around him. But in the true sense of the word
he was not a romantic--for this he was far too conscious of the classi-
cal form and of the heritage of Beethoven and Schubert (not to men-
tion the Italian polyphonic school, Bach and H_indel, Mozart and
Haydn). And even Wagner, whom he adulated, only added a final har-
monic gloss to what was essentially already set and formed. It must
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always be remembered that Bruckner's first contact with Wagner's
music only came about when he had reached the age of 38, when he
had completed seven gruelling years" study with Simon Sechter fol-
lowed by two years' study with Otto Kitzler, and that in later years he
paid no attention whatsoever to the texts and plots of Wagner's
Gesamtkunstwerk: It was only the harmonic texture which enticed and
attracted him. Nor are there any "romantic' traits in his works: None of
his symphonies bears a title with the exception of the 4th, and here the
description "Romantic" is far too vague to count as such, he never
wrote any of the programme music so dearly beloved by romantic
composers. When he tried to invent some sort of "programme' for his
symphonies in order to please his friends, his inventions border on the
ludicrous, and in the vocal field, apart from sacred music, he only
wrote a handful of choruses, mainly for male choir. That other felcl
which is so important in the romantic era, the Lied, he never touched
on at all. S On the other hand Bruckner has often, and equally mistak-

enly, been described as a mystic. This again is far removed from the
truth, for this son and grandson of Upper Austrian village school
teachers had far too clear an eye for the realities and at the same time
a whole-hearted appreciation of the joys of life to qualify for the epi-
thet "mystic'. The secret of Bruckner's time concept lies in other
aspects of his character. One of these is his almost limitless patience. It
is well known how he strove for perfection (and, let it be admitted, to
him personally "perfection' often meant the acquisition of certificates
and diplomas) and would not commit his first fully valid symphony to
paper until he had reached his 41st year. This innate patience is
reflected in his symphonies, and in order to come to a true under-
standing and enjoyment of his music this same patience is a prerequi-
site, not only in the listener, but also in the performer. It is strange, hut
again and again one has the experience--be it as listener or as con-
ductor!--that a Bruckner symphony, taken at a slow and regular pace,
appears infinitely shorter than a performance which is rushed,
although in the matter of actual duration it is the latter which is the
shorter. We come again to something which has been said earlier on:
This feeling of "In the Beginning... ". Bruckner was a visionary, and
although these visions had their origin in his unquestioning faith, it is
a feeling which can be experienced by every one of us, irrespective of
our beliefs. It has been said that "whereas Beethoven and Brahms, in
their symphonies, are scaling the mountain side, Bruckner stands on
the summit and serenely surveys the vast horizons around him'. This
may perhaps, in a feeble way, explain the emotive effect of a Bruckner
symphony, this romanticism without eroticism, without hustle and
bustle--a romanticism which is most intrinsically Bruckner's own and

Let me hasten to add, before the admonishing finger of the critic be raised
against me, that I am aware of the five-odd songs which he composed between 1851
and 1868, but they are far too trivial to affect the argument as such.
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which cannot be adapted to OUR every day conceptions, but to which
we have to adapt ourselves. The essence of performance is communi-
cation, communicating to the listener the message which Bruckner
had for the world. This message comes out of Bruckner's spirituality,
and no matter what metamorphosis this message may undergo in the
process of interpretation, it must bear the stamp of both serenity and
tranquility on the one hand and a certain amount of awe on the other,
the sort of awe which probably every one of us has felt when looking
up to the stars on a clear night and realizing our own insignificance
within the immensity of the cosmos. Bruckner is the pendulum beat of
that cosmos.

KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDED TO JAMES CONLON

In appreciation of his efforts to create greater interest in and
understanding of the works of Gustav Mahler, the Directors of the
Bruckner Society of America, Inc., awarded to James Conlon the
Mahler medal designed by Julio KAlenyi for the exclusive use of the
Society. James Conlon has performed works of Mahler on numerous
occasions with many different orchestras. Presentation of the award
was made to Mr. Conlon by the President of the Bruckner Society,
Charles L. Eble, following Mr. Conlon's performance of Mahler
Symphony No. I with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at Orchestra
Hall in Chicago, November 19, 1991, the fourth of four performances.



A NEW GUIDE TO THE BRUCKNER SYMPHONIES

The Essence of Bruckner--An essay towards the understanding of his music by
Robert Simpson. Victor Gollancz Ltd., London, 1967, 206 pp., ind., 38/-.

"What next--B flat? There is a crescendo in that direction, but if
there is any key with which this section will have no truck, it is B flat.
Look what it did to D flat last time! so with the deftness of a child evad-

ing a rough Playmate, the music slips away into C Major... "
"And then? "Now,' says the composer after a mere 222 bars, "we can

begin!' By this time Bruckner is well out of earshot of the enemy's
blasphemy, and if we wish to enter his world and taste its rewards we
must also leave the enemy to grind his teeth in solitude. So now the
finale can "go'..."

Few Brucknerites, I trust, need to be told what finale that must be.
With just such harmonic and structural metaphors--and with a nod
toward Tovey 1 his great predecessor (at least for the Fourth and Sixth
Symphoniesg--Robert Simpson, composer and hitherto the author of
the fascinating Cart Nielsen, Symphonist, 3just as lucidly traverses the
Bruckner nine in 167 pages and 154 musical examples in his newest
book. In addition to the allocation of a chapter for each of the nine,
there is an introductory chapter dealing collectively with the so-called
Nullte Symphony, the String Quintet, the masses and Requiem, the Te
Deum, and other works. _ Dr. Simpson's personal metaphorical style is
already familiar to past readers of CHORD AND DISCORD through his
analyses of the Seventh and Eighth Symphonies, _ of which the present
Chapters VIII and IX are an expansion. 6

"The essence of Bruckner's music," he concludes in a summarizing
chapter, "lies in a patient search for pacification... I mean its tendency
to remove, one by one, disrupting or distracting elements, to seem to
uncover at length a last stratum of calm contemplative thought... I am
sure the characteristic Brucknerian process is essentially the reverse
of the kind which raises the tension until it explodes into a finale.

' Sir Donald Francis Tovey, Reid Professor of Music in the University of
Edinburgh, 1914-39.

2Essays in Musical Analysis, Vol. II (London: Oxford University Press, 1935), pp.
69-84.

London: J.M. Dent and Sons, 1952.
4The author does not try to discuss the individual motets, but puts in an eloquent

word for the part-song Abendzauber, for baritone solo, male chorus, and four
horns--"a ravishing piece, written in 1878, and breathing the same atmosphere as
the opening of the Fourth Symphony."

Issues of 1963 and 1950.
6To those who doubt the fact that honest structural analysis (metaphorical or

otherwise) must be harmonic, I would commend the following pertinent statement
on page 85: 'q]ae average listener who neither knows nor cares what key the music
is in must be assured that it is these very events that are, if he is enjoying the music,
keeping his ear engaged, whether he realizes it or not."
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Human tensions in Bruckner are usually gradually pacified, and this a
positive, not a negative process." That is a very plausible over-all view,
in the fight of Bruckner's emotional instability and frequent mental
breakdowns, and cries out for a psychological study in the vein of the
great Sterb£ and Squires 8 monographs on Beethoven, or the several
such studies of Mahler from Reik 9 onward.

This is by far the most detailed analysis of Bruckner's symphonies
we have had in English, including that which appeared in 1960 by
Erwin Doernberg, _°to which Dr. Simpson himself wrote the preface.
Simpson's style is wittier than Doernberg's; and, as an additional
boon, readers who happen to be admirers of Bruckner and Mahler are
spared the sarcasm gratuitously bestowed on the latter by
Doernberg. _1

For a comprehensive and unified discussion of the still bothersome
textual problem in Bruckner, Doernberg's single chapter devoted to
this subject is still without a peer. At any rate, Simpson, like
Doernberg, reveals in the long run a clear preference for Robert Haas
among Bruckner editors. He simply discusses the major points as they
arise, though his general feeling toward Haas and Nowak, in respect
to their successive "Critical Editions," emerges fully in the summing-
up chapter: "It is a pity that there are still those who are prepared to
perpetuate the confusion by using musicological pedantry where only
insight will do; as we have frequently seen, the facts are often impossi-
ble to find out by normal scientific research methods."

By "the facts," he means, of course, the extent to which Bruckner
was actively coerced or cajoled into altering things in his own hand,
against his better judgment and his true artistic intent. In the crucial
case of the Eighth Symphony, of which Nowak issued (in 1955) the
precise "autograph revision" of 1890, whereas Haas prepared (in 1939)
a "compromise" between the 1887 and 1890 autographs, Simpson
admits that "from a purely musicological point of view, Nowak's posi-
tion is unassailable," though for practical purposes he finds that some
recourse to Haas is indispensible. He might have added that the Haas
edition is in fact a performing version, based on an intuitive combina-
tion of two autographs, not a critical edition at all in the accepted
sense. And the only thing that can balance and fulfil Nowak's techni-

7Beethoven and His Nephew by Editha and Richard Sterba, M.D. (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1954).

8 The Problem of Beethoven's Deafness by Paul C. Squires, Ph.D. (The Journal of
Abnormal and Social Psychology, April-June, 1937).

9 The Haunting Melody by Theodor Reik (New York: Farrar, Straus and Young,
1953).

_oThe Life and Symphonies of Anton Bruckner (London: Barrie and Bockliff). See
Dika Newlin's review in CHORD_D DISCORD,1963, p. 186.

"When Simpson criticizes an aspect of Mahler's music, as he does on page 97, he
is equally critical of the same aspect in Bruckner's. He does not, as Doernberg so
unconvincingly does, pit Bruckner's expressive "spontaneity" against Mahler's "typ-
ical conscious exertion" over the same kind of melody!
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cally correct but incomplete scholarship is the engraving of the other
autograph he has promised for thirteen years. 12

"Perpetuating the confusion" naturally refers to that confusion orig-
inally inaugurated, in large part, by the partisan championship (in
both good and bad senses) of the Schalks, Loewe, Oberleithner et al --
potentially good insofar as these men were enthusiastic Brucknerites
(and Bruckner was a hopelessly poor advocate for himself), but func-
tionally bad insofar as they were also staunch YYagnerites. Simpson
contributes some valuable critical asides on that score, v/z:

"Their conception [of Bruckner's intentions], though lucid to them-
selves, was a complete misunderstanding based on what they found in
Wagner. Their championship of Bruckner antagonized many who
might have understood him better than they, and their copious advice,
far from reassuring the timid composer, threw him into agonies of
uncertainty and protracted bouts of revising, without which he might
have written much more music."

"Brahms, whatever antagonism he may have expressed, understood
Wagner; Bruckner, whatever adoration he showed, did not. Bruckner
was bowled over by the sound of Wagner's music, but did not know
what it really meant, whereas Brahms, resisting its heady appeal,
knew and resented its significance... Their attitudes to Wagner
divided them; yet they had more in common with each other than
either had, in truth, with his own supporters in the feud. There is evi-
dence that Brahms came at last to an inkling of this, for he was seen to
applaud vigorously a performance of Bruckner's F Minor Mass, and
afterwards persuaded the conductor, Richard yon Perger, to perform
the Te Deum. This is more than Bruckner's beloved Wagner ever did
for him."

Here is controversial and thought-provoking writing, and there is
much more. Especially interesting at the present juncture is Dr.
Simpson's evaluation of the sketches for the Ninth finale:

"I must confess to more than skepticism about attempts to complete
the Ninth Symphony, not only because the final coda is altogether
missing (and it would be a bold, not to say impertinent, man who
would try to compose Bruckner's greatest climax for him), but because
the sketches do not provide the momentum to support such a coda.
Alfred Orel has skillfully assembled a conflation of them into a more or
less continuously written four-stave score, and others have made full
scores 400-odd bars long, relying in part on the instrumental indica-
tions shown by Bruckner. But from the sketches one can divine only
broad outlines; it is possible to identify developmental and recapitula-

12In the unique instance of the Third Symphony, both of whose pertinent auto-
graphs have been engraved (by Oeser and Nowak respectively), Simpson unhesitat-
ingly states and develops his thesis that the compositional defects are Bruckner's in
the first place ("He has entered a new world, but has not yet found his way about
it')--with the clear inference that it would require a super-Haas and more to rem-
edy the problems raised by this great ground-breaking work.
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tory elements, but there is no real inner continuity perceptible as an
organic process, no genuine coherence, and often a total absence of
those inner parts that normally mean so much to the growth of a
Bruckner movement... I do not believe that anyone will ever succeed
in doing for this movement what Deryck Cooke has clone so magnifi-
cently for Mahler's Tenth Symphony. There is no doubt that Mahler
saw his Tenth whole. Bruckner was still trying to conceive the exact
form and nature of his finale."

This feeling on Simpson's part is related to that "search for pacifica-
tion" which (as mentioned above) he finds to be indeed "the essence of
Bruckner." At first, he writes, "I used to think that the completed
movement would have resolved the tensions of the symphony by
revealing an essential calm and majestic mind behind all the emotional
disturbance of the rest; but the more familiar are these sketches, the
more marked does the impression become that the subjective elements
are still overwhelmingly there, that Bruckner's condition was not such
as to be able to exorcise them."

This is a fascinating theory in view of the fact that, as we know,
Bruckner spent the last two years of his life in a state of only intermit-
tent lucidity, during which periods he continually strove to complete
this finale. It makes an ironic complement to Mahler's musical d_noue-
ment. In his sketches for the Tenth, Mahler worked his way through to
what Cooke regards as the state of "benediction" expressed in the final
pages2 3 but then rejected the whole thing (at least temporally) by lock-
ing it away in its fragmentary state; and his illness and death the fol-
lowing spring made it permanent. Bruckner, according to Dr.
Simpson's musical diagnosis, was still struggling to "exorcise" that
selfsame demon, perhaps, of which Mahler wrote when he said "The
Devil is dancing it with me! TM --and Bruckner failed completely in that
effort.

If present plans materialize, we will soon be able to test Simpson's
hypothesis in the actual performance of various realizations of this
finale, 1_analogous to those of the Mahter Tenth prepared by Cooke,
Wheeler, and others. Contrasting the prospects in each case, Simpson
speaks of what Cooke has _done so magnificently"; but in fact these
post-Mahlerian efforts too have been frowned upon by some leading
musicians. Nevertheless, the decisive point in favor of hearing them is
that there have already been extant, for many years, truncated (i.e one
or two-movement) versions of the work which were invariably put
forth as "the Mahler Tenth," and which thereby constituted much
more of a perversion of what Mahler wanted to say in toto, in his final
work, than any conscientious and competent five-movement

_3Others, like Wheeler, find the parting _sigh" to be far removed from one of ful-
fillment or contentment!

'4"Der Teufel tanzt es mit mir," part of the inscription on the title page of the
fourth movement of No. 10 (four stave sketch).

,5Presented by Arthur D. Walker, Ernst M_rzendorfer, etc.
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"performing version of the sketch" (proffered as exactly that and no
more) could be. TM

The prevailing situation is very much the same with Bruckner's
Ninth today as with Mahler's Tenth prior to 1963. We have a fragment
or torso universally presented as "the Bruckner Ninth" which, by
Simpson's own Brucknerian definition, cannot properly be so desig-
nated in any sense. Nor can this version be logically regarded as the
final word even on the given portion of the work, for Simpson also
warns: "We must never forget, in criticizing the Ninth, that the whole
of what is extant is only its first draft, and that Bruckner would cer-
tainly have gone over it all again." So we have three movements end-
ing with a "final" E-major "resolution" which is actually, in
Brucknerian terms, no resolution at all--only a temporary stopping-
place. Assuming, then, that Dr. Simpson is correct about the state of
the fmale, would it not be a lesser perversion to present in perfor-
mance (as what the composer left us) three and a half movements,
completely unresolved? That would be more painful, if the author is
right--but, to the same extent, also more accurate.

The Essence of Bruckner is dedicated "to Jascha Horenstein, who

interprets Bruckner with love and authority."
JACK DIETHER

RECENT KILENYI MAHLER MEDAL AWARDS

LOUIS LANE
JERRY BRUCK
CARLO MARIA GIULINI
BERNARD HAITINK
PIERRE BOULEZ
CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
ZUBIN META
STANISLAW SKROWACZEWSKI
DR. R. k ERNST
GEORG SOLTI
MAURICE zS,_BRAVANEL
HAROLD BYRNS
WYN MORRIS
BENJAMIN BRIITEN

'_ See The Facts Concerning Mahler's Tenth Symphony by Deryck Cooke, CHORD
ANDDISCORD,1963.
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The Life of Anton Bruckner 
BY GABRIEL ENGEL 
from CHORD AND DISCORD 
A JOURNAL OF MODERN MUSICAL PROGRESS 
Published by the Bruckner Society of America, Inc. 
in January, 1940 -- (Vol. 2, No.1) 
 
Like Franz Schubert, Anton Bruckner springs from a line of Austrian 
schoolmasters. In the pleasantly situated village of Ansfelden, not far from the 
town of Linz, Bruckner's grandfather Joseph and his father Anton had both 
devoted their lives to the drab duties of rustic pedagogy, at that time still 
considered a hereditary occupation among provincials. Hence the arrival on earth 
of Anton himself on September 4, 1824, meant in the normal course of things 
merely a fresh candidate for the abundant miseries of schoolmastership. 
As early as his fourth year the tiny "Tonerl," like Haydn a century before him, 
showed his undeniable musical bent, for even then he could bring forth 
intelligible music from a little fiddle and (to quote an old Ansfelder's naive 
characterization of these first signs of composer's fancy) "could often be heard 
humming or whistling unknown tunes." 
With the dawn of schooling the child showed a hearty dislike for all classroom 
activities, except the "Singstunde," an hour which seemed for him filled with 
irresistible enchantment. Of course, he received many a whipping for his 
backwardness in all extra-musical studies. 
As tradition demanded of the village school-teacher, Father Bruckner had also to 
play the organ in church, and it is doubtless owing to his efforts that Anton at 
ten knew enough about the organ to attract the attention of a good musician in a 
nearby village. Under this man Weiss, a cousin of the family, the boy then 
earnestly studied musical theory and organ-playing for two years. Remarkably 
enough, the organ preludes he composed during that period exhibit a freedom of 
expression which deserted him all through his subsequent decades of theoretical 
study not to return again unimpaired until his years of maturity as a 
symphonist. 
The death of his father in 1837, leaving eleven children (Anton being the 
eldest) rendered it imperative for his mother to accept the refuge offered the 
gifted boy as Saengerknabe in the sacred music school of St. Florian. The four 
impressionable years he spent there learning how to play the organ, piano, and 
violin, and mastering the elements of musical theory doubtless stamped his 
entire character, musical and otherwise, with a fervent piety which no later 
influence ever dimmed. Even when the conflict of suffering and passion rages 
highest in his monumental symphonic first and last movements, a sudden naive 
appeal direct to heaven through austere trombone chorales points back to the 
influence of those early years of unquestioning devotion and zeal at St. 
Florian. 
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Yet at this time the idea of music as a life-work seems hardly to have entered 
the boy's mind. His lather had been a schoolmaster; he too must become one. To 
further this aim he added to his arduous music courses private studies in 
academic subjects, finally gaining admission to the teachers* preparatory school 
at Linz. 
Though even a brief ten months spent in learning what a pious child must not be 
taught proved trying to so human a soul as young Bruckner, he passed his 
examination for a position at seventeen and set out for the first scene of his 
teaching career, the world-forsaken mountain-village of Windhaag. Here, as 
assistant village teacher and organist, he was to receive the munificent monthly 



wage of two gulden (less than eighty cents). Additional attractive features of 
his work were that he must help in the field during "spare" time and breakfast 
with the maid servant. 
In spite of these crushing handicaps the youth seems not to have been altogether 
unhappy, for he found the village-folk friendly. An especial joy was the 
folk-life and dancing, with its opportunity for a new, fascinating kind of music 
making. In this pleasant life the youth gladly joined, playing the fiddle at 
dances and absorbing those rustic, rhythmic strains which the Midas-touch of his 
genius later turned into incomparably vital and humorous symphonic scherzos. 
The ancient calm of the village church services was frequently interrupted by 
the new organist whose marked leaning towards dramatic harmonies was 
irrepressible. His experience with the startled villagers in this respect was 
much like that of the great Bach himself, who was once officially reproved for 
his fantastic modulatory interpolations during the ritual music. 
Yet Bruckner's innate musicianship must have dawned even upon the ignorant 
villagers, for this word has come down about it direct from the lips of an old 
Ansfelder, "Yes, that fellow Bruckner was a devilish fine musician!" Then, as an 
afterthought, in the light of a teacher's unhappy lot, "I wouldn't let any son 
of mine become a teacher. No, sir! Much better be a cobbler!" 
One day Bruckner, who was absent-minded, forgot to attend to some menial chore 
in the field and for punishment he was transferred to the still smaller village 
of Kronsdorf. 
The teacher's demotion proved the musician's promotion, however, for the little 
"nest" lay only an hour distant from two historic towns, Enns and Steyr. The 
latter was noted for its fine organ and soon became the object of the youth's 
frequent pilgrimages. In Enns, moreover, lived the celebrated organist von 
Zanetti, a fine musician, who now became Bruckner's new master of theory. All 
his compositions during this period bear the modest character of occasional 
church music. 
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Completely humbled in the face of superior knowledge the zealous student was 
content to obey implicitly the so-called laws of music. Infinite thoroughness, 
the sole path to perfection, became an obsession with him. Trustingly he allowed 
the incredibly long veil of years of academic self-suppression to fall over his 
genius. 
Meanwhile he had been preparing himself for the final examination for a regular 
schoolmaster's license. At length, in May 1845, he passed the test, and 
experienced the good fortune of an immediate appointment to St. Florian, the 
happy haven of his earlier youth. 
The texts and dedications "to the beautiful days of young love" of several of 
his songs and piano pieces in those days tell us that Bruckner met his first 
"flame," young Antonie Werner, soon after his appointment as teacher at St. 
Florian. Yet sentiment was but short-lived in the heart of this youth whose 
insatiable yearning for musical knowledge swept aside all other considerations. 
At this time, too, there began to unfold that magnificent gift of his for free 
improvisation on the organ, the gift with which he in later years held audiences 
spellbound, even as Beethoven and Bach had done before him. 
In 1851 the post of organist at St. Florian was declared vacant and Bruckner, 
who had for some time been occupying it as substitute, was officially appointed 
thereto. By then he had reached the comparatively affluent state of eighty 
gulden per year, plus free rent, and one of his dearest wishes had at last been 
realized: he was master of the finest organ in the world. Determined to become a 
virtuoso of the keyboard he made it a habit to practice ten hours a day on the 
piano and three hours on the organ. 
At St. Florian in 1849, he composed his Requiem in D-minor, the only early work 



deserving classification with his mature accomplishments. 
Desiring to obtain a license to teach in "main schools" he continued his 
academic studies, stressing Latin, and in i8r,i) successfully passed that 
examination as well. 
In 1853 he had made his first trip to Vienna in the hope of laying the ghost of 
doubt that would ever loom up in his soul as to the lifework he had chosen. This 
doubt had even led him to consider giving up music altogether, for he once 
applied for a clerical position in Linz, claiming in his letter that he had been 
preparing himself for several years for such a vocation. Fortunately, wise 
counsel induced him to forget such thoughts and to apply himself anew to 
theoretical studies. From this decision date his amazing years of self-imposed 
confinement in the contrapuntal chains forged by the famous Viennese musical 
grammarian, Simon Sechter. There is this to say for the almost incomprehensible 
devotion of the superannuated schoolboy Anton to his text-book lessons, that 
only such hard prescribed work could dispel the torturing doubts which lurked 
grimly at the threshold of his consciousness. 
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In January, 1856, having been persuaded to take part in an open competition for 
the vacant post of organist at the Cathedral in Linz, he easily carried off the 
honors, astonishing all by his incredible powers of improvisation on given 
themes. 
During the first few of the twelve years he served as organist in Linz, Bruckner 
made practically no efforts at original composition, burying himself heart and 
soul in the contrapuntal problems heaped upon him by the pedantic Sechter. 
During the periods of Advent and Lent, the Cathedral organ being silent, Bishop 
Rudigier, who greatly admired Bruckner's genius, permitted him to go to Vienna 
to pursue (in person) the studies which throughout the year had to be left to 
the uncertain benefits of a correspondence course. 
One may get some inkling of the stupendous physical and mental labor involved in 
"studying," as Bruckner interpreted the term, if one believes the evidence 
advanced by eye-witnesses, who assert that the piles of written musical 
exercises in the "student's" room reached from the floor to the keyboard of his 
piano. "For those who think this incredible there is the written word of the 
unimpeachable Sechter himself to the following effect. Upon receiving from 
Bruckner in a single installment seventeen bookfuls of written exercises, he 
warned him against "too great an intellectual strain," and lest his admonition 
be taken in ill part by the student, the teacher added the comforting, 
indubitable assurance: "I believe I never had a more serious pupil than you." 
Eloquent of Bruckner's Herculean labors in the realm of musical grammar and 
rhetoric during those years is the list of examinations to which he insisted 
upon subjecting himself (after typical Bruckneresque preparation). After two 
years of work, on July 10, 1858, he passed Sechter's test in Harmony and 
Thorough-bass. Of the text-book he studied (now a treasured museum possession) 
not a single leaf remained attached to the binding. Then on August 12, 1859, he 
passed Elementary Counterpoint; April 3, 1860, Advanced Counterpoint; March 26, 
1861, Canon and Fugue. Thereupon he remarked, "I feel like a dog which has just 
broken out of his chains." 
Now came the crowning trial of all, one without which he could not be sure of 
himself. He begged for permission to submit his fund of accomplishments to the 
judgment of the highest musical tribunal in Europe, a commission consisting of 
Vienna's five recognized Solons of musical law (today all turned to names or 
less than names). The request was granted and Bruckner accorded the grace of 
choosing the scene of "combat." 
Such final tests of "maturity," not uncommon in Vienna, were usually of a 
somewhat stereotyped nature, but in the case of this extraordinary candidate the 



occasion assumed an epic cast. 
Bruckner had chosen for the scene of his grand trial the interior of the 
Piaristen-Kirche. Had Wagner been present, he might have been reminded of the 
examination of Walter by the Meistersinger, which he was even then planning. The 
customary short theme was written down by one judge and submitted to the others 
for approval; but one of these maliciously doubled it in length, at once 
changing a mere test of scholarship to a challenge of mastery. 
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The slip- of paper was then passed down to the expectant candidate seated at the 
organ. For some moments he regarded it earnestly, while the judges, 
misinterpreting the cause of delay, smiled knowingly. 
Suddenly, however, Bruckner began, first playing a mere introduction composed of 
fragments of the given theme, gradually leading to the required fugue itself. 
Then was heard a fugue—not such a fugue as might be expected from an academic 
graduate, but a living contrapuntal Philippic, which pealed forth ever more 
majestic to strike the astonished ears of the foxy judicial quintet with the 
authoritative splendor of a lion's voice bursting forth from the jungle. 
"He should examine us!" exclaimed one judge enthusiastically. "If I knew a tenth 
of what he knows. I'd be happy I" 
Then, being asked to improvise freely on the organ, Bruckner exhibited so fine a 
fantasy that the same judge cried: "And we're asked to test him? Why, he knows 
more than all of us together!" 
This man's name was Herbeck, and he was from that moment Bruckner's greatest 
musical friend. Unfortunately he died too soon to be of much help to the 
struggling composer. 
Of great advantage to Bruckner during his Linzian years was the opportunity 
afforded him for the first time to try his hand at "worldly" music, for 
church-music had monopolized his attention ever since his earliest boyhood. 
The choral society "Frohsinn" chose him as director in 1860. Through this 
association, on May 12, 1861, Bruckner made his first concert appearance as 
composer with an "Ave Maria" for seven voices. 
He struck up a friendship with the young conductor at the theatre and was 
appalled at the realization that all his earnest years of academic study were 
mere child's play beside the practical musical craftsmanship of this brilliant 
young exponent of the "modern" school. Eagerly he have himself into the care of 
this new teacher. Otto Kitzier. From the regaling analysis of Beethoven's 
sonatas, Kitzier led his enthusiastic disciple to the study of instrumentation, 
introducing him to the beauties of the Tannhaeuser score. Here Bruckner was 
given his first glimpse of a new world of music, the very existence of which he 
had scarcely suspected. In 1863, finally convinced that he was ready to face the 
musical world alone, he took leave of Kitzier and the last of his long years of 
preparation. 
Those years are perhaps unique in the annals of mortal genius, at least in those 
of Western civilization. The naive modesty of a great artist already within 
sight of middle age burying himself more desperately than any schoolboy in the 
mass of antiquated musical dogma prescribed by a "Dr. Syntax" would be at once 
labeled in these psychoanalytic days as a sample of the workings of an 
inferiority complex. But Bruckner's had been a church-life, his language a 
church idiom, and in the light of this, is it illogical to claim that his 
particular preparation had to differ from that of other symphonists as the 
architecture of a cathedral differs from that of a palace or villa? 
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In short, without those drab years of study mistakenly termed "belated," the 



tremendous symphonic formal concepts of Bruckner might never have been realized. 
 
Of significance in the contemplation of his spiritual affinity to Wagner is the 
fact that an Overture in G-minor (composed by Bruckner in 1863) closes with the 
still unknown "Feuerzauber," not that either master plagiarized the other, but 
that the caprice of nature which set two such gigantic figures side by side in 
the same generation must not be ignored. It is truly a cause for human gratitude 
that sublime accident granted the one the faculty it denied the other. Epic as 
is the expression of both these Titans, Wagner's helplessness in the field of 
the symphony is as notorious as Bruckner's in that of the music drama. The 
future will simply have to regard the two composers as kindred in spirit, but 
supplementary in achievement. 
The music of Tannhaeuser sang into Bruckner's ears a veritable proclamation of 
independence. Thus, Wagner, whom he had as yet never seen, set him free at a 
mere spiritual touch, spurring him to unrestrained self-expression. With the 
very first effort of this new-born Bruckner, the glorious Mass in D, the world 
was endowed with an initial major work surpassed in-depth and brilliancy perhaps 
by no other in the entire range of music. Inspired by Tannhaeuser, if you will, 
yet sounding not the slightest echo of its strains, the Mass abounds in fine 
passages, unjustly dubbed Wagnerian, for they could not as yet have had any 
prototype. The opening Adagio, built up on the theme of the Liebestod (a year 
before the first performance of Tristan), the music accompanying the settling 
down of the dove at the end of Parsifal (nineteen years before the first 
performance), the "Fall of the Gods" and the "Spear-motive" from the Ring 
(twelve years before Bayreuth), these anticipatory touches should, injustice, be 
viewed, not as Wagnerisms, but rather as forerunners of the new epic spirit that 
was just rising in music. 
The composition of this masterpiece took only three months. After the first 
performance, in the Cathedral at Linz, November 20, 1864, the Bishop Rudigier 
was heard to remark: "During that mass I could not pray." Indeed, so profound 
was the impression the work made, that it was given a "concert" performance by 
general request Shortly after, achieving a veritable triumph. Bruckner's success 
was proudly reported in the Viennese papers, for it was good publicity for the 
"home" conservatory of which he had been "one of the best pupils." 
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Elated by his success Bruckner at once began working on his first symphony. That 
year (1865) May 15 had been set aside in Munich for the greatest musical- event 
of the century, the initial performance of Tristan. Naturally, Bruckner made the 
trip to the Bavarian capital and when, owing to the illness of Isolde (Frau 
Schnorr), the event was postponed till the tenth of June, he decided to await 
the great day in the city. There he had the fortune to be presented to Wagner 
himself, who at once took a liking to the serious, honest Austrian, inviting him 
to spend many an evening in the famous Wagnerian "circle." Von Buelow became 
Bruckner's first confidant when the latter shyly showed the great pianist the 
first three movements of his growing symphony. Von Buelow was so astonished at 
the splendor 'and freshness of the ideas in this new score that he could not 
refrain from communicating his enthusiasm to the great Richard, much to 
Bruckner's embarrassment, for when Wagner asked in person to see the symphony, 
so great was the awe in which the younger composer stood of the "Master of all 
masters" that he could not summon up the courage to show it to him. He shrank 
from such a step as though it had been a sacrilege. So naive was his 
hero-worship of the master that he could not even be induced to sit down in 
Wagner's presence. No wonder, then, that after the Tristan performance Wagner 
became for Bruckner a veritable religion. Yet for this faith the younger man was 
condemned to suffer such abuse as has fallen to the lot of no other in the 



annals of art. He was to write nine mighty symphonies, ad majorem Dei gloriam, 
for from man he was destined to receive not reward, but neglect, scorn, and 
spiritual abuse beyond measure. 
On April 14, 1866, Bruckner's first symphony was complete, ready to announce to 
a skeptical world that the supreme instrumental form had not culminated in 
Beethoven. True enough, it was from the immortal Fifth of Beethoven, that 
Parnassus of musical classicism, that this new master drew the spiritual motto 
for all his symphonic efforts. Each of his symphonies might be described as an 
ascent per aspera ad astra. Through the logical order of the four movements he 
unfolded the panorama of the trials of the human soul as hero. Beginning with 
(first movement) the drama of inner conflict, then (adagio) returning from the 
prayerful communion with God to the (scherzo) joys of life in nature, at length 
(finale) with unconquerable energy and determination entering upon the battle 
with the world, culminating in the final triumph over all opposition, he laid 
down the permanent spiritual foundation for all his symphonic labors. 
That the first performance of this symphony, 1868, technically the most 
difficult that had as yet come into existence, was not a total failure, is 
scarcely short of a miracle, for the best string and brass sections the town of 
Linz could provide faced the allegedly "impossible" score almost hopelessly. Yet 
Bruckner conducted the numerous rehearsals with such desperate zeal that the 
result was at least musical enough to call forth respectful comment from the 
critics, though they could have gleaned but the scantiest notion of the true 
significance of the work from such a performance. 
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Even the noted critic Hanslick, on the strength of this favorable report, 
congratulated the Viennese conservatory, hinting approvingly at a rumor that its 
faculty was soon to be augmented by so valuable an acquisition as Bruckner. 
The rumor came true, though only after long, long hesitation on Bruckner's part. 
He feared to give up his modest but secure post in Linz for a miserably 
underpaid and insecure chair in theory at the noted music school of the capital, 
but his friends, understanding his timidity and realizing the tremendous 
artistic advantages of the proffered position, urged him to accept it. At 
length, after Bishop Rudigier assured Bruckner that the organ at the Cathedral 
in Linz would always be waiting for him, he decided to risk the chance. The date 
upon which he officially assumed his title of professor was July 6, 1868. 
Just about this time, in his forty-third year, he was made the unhappy victim of 
a great spiritual shock. The parents of the seventeen-year-old Josephine Lang 
with whom the composer had fallen in love refused him the girl's hand because of 
his age. In Bruckner's many cases of platonic affection for young girls (this 
continued till his seventieth year) there is enticing food for the modern 
psychologist's or psychoanalyst's formulizations. 
Now began for Bruckner a slow and cruel martyrdom. His very first Viennese 
attempt, the newly composed Mass in F-minor, was refused a hearing on the ground 
that it was "unsingable." After this two new symphonic attempts were suppressed 
by the nerve-racked composer himself with the bitter comment: "They are no good; 
I dare not write down a really decent theme." 
Discouraged, he decided to stop composing for a while and set out on a concert 
tour through France. The newspaper reports of this series of recitals were so 
jubilant that Europe soon rang with the name of Bruckner, "the greatest organist 
of his time." 
Returning to Austria, in better spirits, he experienced "the most glorious day 
of his life" when his Mass in E-minor (composed in 1866) was given its initial 
hearing (Linz, 1869) midst unqualified enthusiasm. 
The astonishing reports from France about Bruckner's organ-improvisations had so 
aroused the curiosity of many Englishmen that the virtuoso was offered fifty 



pounds for twelve recitals in London to be given within a week! Out of this 
"munificent" fee he was expected to pay his own travelling expenses! 
Nevertheless August 2, 1871, found Bruckner seated at a London organ dutifully 
improvising on the appropriate theme "God save the King." Phlegmatic John Bull, 
quite impressed by the grandeur of these improvisations, nevertheless remarked 
judiciously that the performer showed his weakness in a Mendelssohn sonata, as 
had been expected. After one of these recitals a London lady advised Bruckner 
through an interpreter to learn English before his next visit to Britain. He 
never visited England again. 
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Back in Vienna he doffed the hated mask of virtuoso and determined at his own 
cost to give the shelved F-minor Mass the hearing he felt sure it deserved. The 
performance took place in June, 1872. He had hired the world-famous Philharmonic 
orchestra for the occasion at a cost of three hundred gulden (eight months' 
wages to the Professor of Counterpoint) but the favorable report of the famous 
Hanslick about the work (though he declared it reminded him in spots of Wagner 
and Beethoven) was alone worth the price. Could Hanslick, Wagner's most powerful 
and bitter opponent, only have dreamed that the simple Bruckner was destined to 
receive at the hands of the great music-dramatist the heavy legacy of critical 
abuse he had gathered through two score years of stormy travel from Dresden to 
Bayreuth! Bruckner, only two years before this (1869), humbly as any music 
student, had sat with rapt attention at the feet of Hanslick, then lecturer on 
"Musical History" at the Viennese conservatory. 
Meanwhile, during his London experience, he had launched upon a new symphony, 
determined to make it from the viewpoint of technical playability totally 
acceptable to the easy-going world of musicians and critics among whom fate had 
cast his lot. Conviction would not let him abandon the titanic skeletal 
structure of his First, the symphonic "wagon" to which he had "hitched his 
star." After long pondering he hit upon the unusual idea of punctuating the 
longer movements of the work with general pauses in the whole orchestra. This 
striking device at once caught the knowing ears of the musicians during the 
rehearsals for the first performance and resulted in the fabrication of the 
sarcastic nickname, "Rest Symphony," by which the work was thereafter known in 
Vienna. The description "Upper-Austrian," later applied by the noted Bruckner 
biographer Goellerich, is far more appropriate, for the opening and closing 
movements, and particularly the scherzo, are thoroughly saturated with the 
atmosphere and song of Bruckner's rustic "home country" surroundings. Upon being 
once more refused an official hearing for his new work on the ground of 
"unplayability," Bruckner again dipped deep into his yawning pockets and invited 
Vienna to hear his Second Symphony to the tune of four hundred and five gulden 
literally borrowed on a "pound of flesh." Speidel, a prominent critic, had the 
honesty to say in his report of the occasion: "It is no common mortal who speaks 
to us in this music. Here is a composer whose very shoe-laces his numerous 
enemies are not fit to tie." Hanslick, still no outspoken Bruckner opponent, 
expressed discomfort at the titanic dimensions' of the work, and lauded the 
"masterly manner" in which the orchestra played the "unplayable" score. (October 
26, 1873.) 
Although Brahms, whose First Symphony was still uncompleted, had nevertheless 
been firmly seated on the world's symphonic throne (for had he not been crowned 
by all critics as Beethoven's heir?) court-conductor Herbeck could not refrain 
from making the following remark to Bruckner after hearing this work: "I assure 
you if Brahms were capable of writing such a symphony the concert-hall would 
rock with applause." 
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Bruckner did not enter upon these huge personal expenses because of a thirst for 



public applause. That the joys of symphonic creation were sufficient spiritual 
exaltation for him, is clear from the zeal with which he began work upon his 
Third at the very moment his Second was unconditionally rejected by the Vienna 
Philharmonic. In the production of this new score he gave up all thought of 
mollifying friend and foe, who alike had complained about the length and 
difficulty of his previous orchestral efforts. The heroic defiance that stalks 
proudly through every movement of this work, making it sound much like a huge 
declaration of independence, has caused many to label it "another Eroica," 
implying a definite community between Beethoven and Bruckner. 
That it was Bruckner's original intention to make this Third a "Wagner" symphony 
is clear from the actual note-for-note quotations from the already widely 
discussed Ring. He had apparently, by now, summoned up the courage to go to 
Wagner and ask him for his artistic approval. Fortunately his arrival at 
Bayreuth, armed with his last two symphonies, caught the Master of Wahnfried in 
most friendly humor. Bruckner's own description of his emotions as Wagner 
examined the scores is eloquent: "I was just like a schoolboy watching his 
teacher correct his note-book. Every word of comment seemed like a red mark on 
the page. At last I managed to stammer forth the hope that he would accept the 
dedication of one of the symphonies, for that was the only and also the highest 
recognition I wanted from the world." Wagner's answer, one of the few happy 
moments in Bruckner's tragic life, is surely recorded by the angels. "Dear 
friend, the dedication would be truly appropriate; this work of yours gives me 
the greatest pleasure." 
After that, Bruckner went on, "We discussed musical conditions in Vienna, drank 
beer, and then he led me into the garden and showed me his grave!" They 
apparently spent a most delightful afternoon together. On the authority of the 
famous sculptor Kietz, who was present part of the time, we have it that a most 
amusing sequel developed on the two following days. Bruckner had had not only 
some, but in fact so much beer, the hospitable Wagner continually filling his 
mug and urging him to empty it (for a whole barrel had been ordered for the 
occasion), that the next morning found the Austrian quite muddled and at a loss 
which of the two symphonies the master had preferred. Ashamed to return to 
Wagner, he sought out the sculptor and appealed to him fof help in this dilemma, 
but the latter, highly amused, pretended not to have paid attention to the 
discussion, saying he had heard some talk about D-minor and a trumpet. Now in 
the sculptor's own words, "Bruckner suddenly threw his arms about me, kissed me, 
and cried, 'Thank you, dear Mr. Councilor (I don't know to this day how I came 
by the title) thank you! I know it's the one in D-minor the Master has accepted! 
Oh, how happy I am that I know which it is!'" Next day, however, he was once 
more doubtful, for he sent the following message to Wagner on a slip of blue 
paper (now a treasured museum possession): "Symphony in D-minor in which the 
trumpet introduces the theme. A. Bruckner." The same leaf came back to him 
promptly with the following addition: "Yes, yes! Hearty greetings! Wagner." Thus 
came Bruckner's Third to bear the name Wagner Symphony. Whenever Wagner heard 
Bruckner's name mentioned thereafter, he would exclaim, "Ah! Yes, the trumpet." 
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The report of this incident with its clear implication of Wagner's regard for 
Bruckner's genius proved the death-knell for whatever chance the symphonist may 
still have had for Viennese recognition during the Hanslick regime. Up to that 
moment his work had been neglected mainly because the musicians of the city had 
little ear for such "modern" harmony and dramatic orchestration, but the leaps 
and bounds Wagner's music-dramas and Liszt's Symphonic Poems were making in the 
world of art had brought about a complete revolution in musical taste. The new 
era was one of bitter personal hatreds between musicians and critics of two 
opposing factions. No political enemies have ever used more poisonous epithets 



than the Wagnerites against the Anti-Wagner-ites and vice-versa. A lion for 
punishment, both taking and giving, Wagner could easily weather the storm of 
unspeakable abuse, but away from his scores and classes Bruckner was a mere 
child so simple and shy that the merciless critical boycott of his works, which 
now followed, all but crushed his spirit. It was inconceivable to him that human 
beings could be as cruel as Hanslick and his snarling myrmidons were to him, 
merely because he had gained Wagner's friendship and recognition. His only 
solace was that he had become reconciled to composing work after work without 
the encouraging incentive of public hearings, 
The Fourth, already in the making at this time and bearing the title Romantic, 
was finished November 22, 1874. Although the description Romantic is no less 
fitting than that of Pastorate in the case of Beethoven's Sixth, there seems 
little doubt that the detailed "program" or symphonic plot communicated to his 
circle of friends by Bruckner was a post-analysis influenced by no other than 
Wagner, who had even published a rather fantastic pictorial description of 
Beethoven's Ninth. It is at any rate silly to dilly-dally over the fitness of 
its details, for the Romantic has so clear and effective a tale to tell that it 
has become the favorite vehicle for the introduction of Bruckner to a new 
audience. That the composer did not regard the "program" seriously is evident 
from his remark concerning the Finale: "And in the last movement," said he, 
"I've forgotten completely what picture I had in mind." Yet the work possesses 
an unmistakable unity hitherto without precedent in absolute music, for all four 
parts spring from the main theme in the first movement. So logical and masterly 
is the development of this theme in the course of the work that the climax is 
not reached until the closing portion of the Finale, making the Romantic 
symphony from the point of view of perfection of form perhaps the last word that 
has yet been spoken by man. 
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At this time, thanks to the zeal of his enemies his material condition had 
become almost hopeless. To quote from one of his letters, January ig, 1875: "I 
have only my place at the Conservatory, on the income of which it is impossible 
to exist. I have been compelled to borrow money over and over again or accept 
the alternative of starvation. No one offers to help me. The Minister of 
Education makes promises, but does nothing. If it weren't for the few foreigners 
who are studying with me, I should have to turn beggar. Had I even dreamed that 
such terrible things would happen to me no earthly power could have induced me 
to come to Vienna. Oh, how happy I'd be to return to my old position in Linz!" 
The Viennese musical "powers that be" had conspired to make life unbearable for 
the avowed Wagnerite. One of the highest officials at the conservatory, in 
answer to an appeal by Bruckner, gave him the following generous advice: "It's 
high time you threw your symphonies into the trash-basket. It would be much 
wiser for you to earn money by making piano arrangements of the compositions of 
others." The same man, with equally kind intent, went so far as to say, 
"Bruckner can't play the organ at all." 
The warlike Wagner's arrival in Vienna in the spring of 1875 drew more hostile 
attention to the timid symphonist. Of course, it did him more harm than good. 
The music-dramatist's reiterated praise of Bruckner's work was like a signal for 
the Viennese authorities to redouble the cruelty of their method of torture. 
Dessoff, conductor of the Philharmonic, promised to perform the Wagner Symphony, 
invited Bruckner to several rehearsals, and suddenly (after two months of 
preparation) declared he could not find room for it on a program. Later the 
orchestra took hold of it again, but rejected it finally (only a single musician 
opposing the move) as "absolutely unplayable." 
Just as the persecuted Wagner set to work on his Meistersinger, pouring his 
sufferings out through the lips of Hans Sachs, Bruckner plunged into the tragic 



depths of his Fifth. Only in the construction of his colossal symphonies was he 
able to play the hero against fate. Over two years in the process of composition 
the Tragic symphony was compelled to wait eighteen years for its first hearing. 
That was not to be in Vienna, nor was Bruckner ever to hear the work at all. 
In 1876 Wagner invited him to the inaugural Ring performances at Bayreuth and 
the two giant musicians once more discussed the Wagner Symphony. Perhaps as a 
direct result of this conference Bruckner now set about simplifying the 
condemned score and again appealed to the Philharmonic for a hearing. The prompt 
refusal then given his request must have convinced even him that a relentless 
hostility due to Wagner's praise made his cause impossible so far as that 
organization was concerned. Into this spiritual state of almost total eclipse 
there suddenly broke a ray of light. Herbeck, old friend of sunnier days, 
conductor of the fine, though less-famed, orchestra of the Society of the 
Friends of Music, became so disgusted with the unjust persecution that he 
determined to brave the wrath of critics and musicians by espousing tile 
Bruckner cause. Hardly had he announced the first step of his campaign, a 
production of the tabu Wagner Symphony, when he died. had not, at this juncture, 
an influential government representative named Goellerich (father of the noted 
Bruckner biographer) stepped into the breach, the Third Symphony would have been 
taken off the Herbeck program and the unhappy composer, poisoned with a cup of 
misery worthy of a Job, would probably have gone mad. 
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The performance itself which took place December 16, 1877 was one of the saddest 
in the history of music. Since no conductor dared to wield the baton upon the 
occasion, Bruckner himself was compelled to direct the orchestra. Early in the 
course of the symphony. Director Hellmsberger, spokesman of the conservatory, 
burst out laughing. Promptly another "director" followed suit. Upon this the 
apish students joined in. Then, of course, the public began to giggle. Soon some 
people rose and left the hall, indignant that the cause of music had been 
offered so great an insult as the performance of a Bruckner work in Vienna, the 
sacred musical metropolis. When the symphony came to an end there were hardly 
ten people left in the parquet. The few faithful occupants of the "standing 
room," a handful of Bruckner-pupils, among them Gustav Mahler, rushed down to 
the heartbroken master, from whom even the musicians of the orchestra had fled, 
and attempted in vain to cheer him with consoling words. At this moment an angel 
approached, in the guise of the music publisher Rattig, described the symphony 
as wonderful, and declared himself ready to risk the expense of publishing it. 
Under such a black sky was the Wagner Symphony given to the world. 
To return to the Viennese critics for whose Wagner-gobbling appetite it had been 
a gala evening, the director Hanslick (intending it, of course, only as a joke) 
for once told the absolute truth, namely, that he "could not understand the 
gigantic symphony." He said there had come to him, while listening, "a vision in 
which Beethoven's Ninth had Ventured to accost the Valkyr maidens, only to be 
crushed under their horses' feet." As a sarcastic climax he added that he "did 
not wish by his words to hurt the feelings of the composer, whom he really held 
in great esteem." 
A little before this time, through the good graces of the previously mentioned 
Goellerich, the University of Vienna had announced! the creation of a "chair" of 
music and the inclusion of harmony land counterpoint in the regular curriculum. 
Despite the firm opposition of Hanslick, Bruckner, who had ten years before 
appealed to the faculty that some such step be taken in his behalf, was now 
appointed lecturer. From the opening address, April 30, 1876, which was attended 
by so great a number of students that the occasion might well be compared to the 
first of Schiller's lectures at Jena, the younger generation embraced the 
Bruckner cause enthusiastically. To the academic subjects taught by 
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Bruckner, with Goethe's words as motto: "Gray is every theory. Green alone 
life's golden tree," were added those glorious improvisations for which he was 
so noted and the inspiring message of which endeared him to the hearts of his 
"Gaudeamuses," as he lovingly called his students. The open enmity of Hanslick 
towards their beloved professor gradually assumed for them the proportions of a 
political issue and a life problem. In the years to come the Bruckner cause in 
Vienna was to attain such strength through the loyalty of these University 
students that the combined enmity of critics and musicians would have to bow 
before it in the dust. This was actually realized ten years later, when the 
Philharmonic was finally compelled, owing to the force of public opinion, to 
program the already world-famous Seventh Symphony (1886). 
As the result of the frigid reception accorded the Wagner Symphony Bruckner 
spent the next two years (1878-80) in a radical revision of the instrumentation 
of the Second, Fourth, and Fifth symphonies, including the composition of a 
totally new movement, the now famous Hunting Scherzo, for the Fourth or 
Romantic. However, the changes he made in the scores are not of the nature of 
compromises between the artist and the world, for the themes of the symphonies 
remained unaltered, only unnecessary rhythmic and technical complications being 
abandoned. 
To this interval also belongs the composition of the (Quintet for strings, 
Bruckner's sole contribution to chamber-music, but a work so deep and mighty 
that those who have heard it proclaim that in the whole range of chamber music 
only the last Beethoven string-quartets attain such spiritual heights. The 
Quintet was composed by the symphonist Bruckner and has the sweep and grandeur 
of his best symphonic creations. 
The interval of rest from major composition saw him frequently attending the 
many colorful formal dances of Vienna. It seems psychologically consistent that 
one whose mind was always engaged in tragic inner conflicts should seek 
recreation in the halls of festivity and laughter. Bruckner had always been fond 
of dancing. 
A severe attack of "nerves," doubtless due to overwork, drove him to seek relief 
in Switzerland during the summer of 1880. In August of that vacation period he 
visited the Passion Play at Oberammergau and fell head over heels in love with 
one of the "daughters of Jerusalem," the seventeen-year-old Marie Barti. He 
waited for her at the stage-door, obtained an introduction, and escorted her 
home. After spending that evening and most of the next day in the Barti family 
circle the arrived at a temporary understanding which left the love affair on a 
correspondential basis. There followed a lively exchange of letters between him 
and Marie, lasting a year, but the time came when the girl no longer answered 
him. Thus the now fifty-six-year-old lover found himself again refused entrance 
into the halls of matrimony. One is here involuntarily reminded of the love of 
the thirty-seven-year-old Beethoven for the fourteen-year-old Therese Malfatti, 
though nowadays we have ceased to gasp at such things. The solitary silent 
remnant of this romance of Bruckner's is a photograph of his bearing the 
inscription: "To my clearest friend, Marie Barti." 
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In these gloomy days when, following the deplorable fiasco of the Wagner 
Symphony, no one in Vienna dared or cared to lift a hand in favor of the 
Romantic and Tragic symphonies, now long finished and still unperformed, a 
malady affecting his feet compelled Bruckner to take to his bed. There, in spite 
of depressing circumstances, he summoned up the spiritual strength to work on 
his Sixth Symphony. As if his misfortunes had merely been trials sent from Above 
to prove his faith, while Bruckner was still busy with the last movement of the 
new work, Hans Richter, the Wagner disciple, visited him and was so struck with 
the beauties of the dormant Romantic Symphony that he at once programmed it and 
invited the composer to a rehearsal. Richter's own words describing the occasion 
reveal Bruckner's naive character: "When the symphony was over," he related, 
"Bruckner came to me, his lace beaming with enthusiasm and joy. I felt him press 
a coin into my hand. 'Take this,' he said, *and drink a glass of beer to my 
health.' " Richter, of course, accepted the coin, a Maria Theresa thaler, and 
wore it on his watch-chain ever after. The premiere of the Fourth took place on 
February 20, 1881 and proved a real triumph for Bruckner, who was compelled to 
take many bows after each movement. On the same program, however, the symphonic 
poem, the "Singer's curse" by Buelow, met with utter failure. Buelow, now a 
deserter from the Wagner camp, and turned to a staunch Brahmsian could not 
contain his jealousy land asked sarcastically, referring to the successful 
symphony: "Is that German music?" From Buelow, at any rate, the most devoted of 
Wagnerians could expect no praise. In time the insults Bruckner had to endure 
from that source grew vile beyond description. Even seven years Idler, with 
musical Germany at the composer's feet, Buelow still stood by the sinking ship, 
saying: "Bruckner's symphonies are the anti-musical ravings of a half-wit." At 
last in 1891, the patient composer experienced the gratification of hearing that 
Buelow had finally relented and was promoting Bruckner's Te Deum as a splendid 
work well worthy of pubic performance, 
In July, 1882, he made a flying trip to Bayreuth to hear the opening performance 
of Parsifal. To him these few days were a beautiful idyll. He would stroll along 
the road with a black frock-coat on his arm, ready to don it hastily should 
Wagner come along by chance. It made no difference to him that people said this 
was an unnecessary act of homage. Sometimes he would stop at "Wahnfried" and 
gaze at its windows long and reverently. Mornings he would visit Wagner. The 
Master would come out to greet him, offering him the hand of the little Eva, 
while he said laughingly: "Mr. Bruckner, your bride!" Then Wagner would deplore 
the disappointing state of contemporary music, exclaiming: "I know of only one 
who may be compared to Beethoven — and he is Bruckner!" One evening, grasping 
the Austrian's hand, the aged Master cried: "Rest assured, I myself shall 
produce the symphony [meaning the Wagner) and all your works." "Oh, Master!" was 
all Bruckner could answer. Then the question: "Have you already heard Parsifal! 
How did you like it?" Bruckner sank upon his knees, pressing Wagner's hand to 
his lips, and murmuring: "Oh, Master, I worship you!" Wagner was deeply moved. 
When they bade each Other good night that evening, it was the last greeting they 
ever exchanged on earth, for the call of Valhalla for the "Master of all 
Masters," as Bruckner called him, was soon to sound. This is the premonition 
that took hold of the younger composer, then already deep in the creation of his 
Seventh Symphony. No more majestic tribute to the greatness of one mortal has 
ever been paid by another than in that glorious, soaring Adagio of Premonition. 
It is an appeal direct to the soul of the mighty music-dramatist, spoken in its 
own dialect, consummately mastered by a kindred soul. 
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The death of Wagner was a stupendous blow to the whole musical world and 
especially so to Bruckner. The latter, now approaching his sixtieth birthday, 
was still humble Prof. Anton Bruckner to the world about him. The field of 
musical fame, suddenly deprived of its solitary gigantic tenant, seemed to yawn 
for a new Titan. The psychological moment was at hand. 
On the twenty-ninth of December, 1884, Hugo Wolf wrote: "Bruckner? Bruckner? Who 
is he? Where does he live? What does he do? Such questions are asked by people 
who regularly attend the concerts in Vienna." The Viennese were destined to the 
shame of soon basing taught by Germany the greatness they had been ignoring in 
their midst for a score of years. 
When on December go, 1884, young Arthur Nikisch, Bruckner pupil, gave the 
Seventh Symphony its first hearing in no less modest a hall than the celebrated 
Gewandhaus at Leipzig, it was as if a divine Voice had burst forth from total 
darkness crying, "Let there be light!" As the last note ceased there was enacted 
a scene of unparalleled enthusiasm, the applause lasting fully fifteen minutes. 
Bruckner appeared on the stage dressed in his simple manner and bowed repeatedly 
in answer to the unexpected ovation. One of the critics present spoke of! him as 
follows: "One could see from the trembling of his lips and the sparkling 
moisture in his eyes how difficult it was for the old gentleman to suppress his 
deep emotion. His homely but honest countenance beamed with a warm inner 
happiness such as can appear only on the face of one who is too goodhearted to 
succumb to bitterness even under the pressure of most disheartening 
circumstances. Having heard his work and now seeing him in person we asked 
ourselves in amazement 'How is it possible that you could remain so long unknown 
to us?' " On New Year's Day, 1885, the whole world knew that a great symphonic 
composer whom snobbish Vienna had for years held bound and gagged was at last 
free to deliver his message to all mankind. 
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The performance of the Seventh Symphony in Munich under Hermann Levi proved an 
even greater triumph. The conductor called I it the "wonder work," avowing its 
interpretation was the crowning point of his artistic career. Perhaps Levi, 
famous Wagnerian chieftan as he was, intended to annihilate Brahms with a word 
when he also added, "It is the most significant symphonic work since 1827'" 
Into the performance at Karlsruhe (the work was now making its meteoric way 
through all Germany), Felix Motti, gifted Bruckner pupil, threw so much 
spiritual fire that even the white-haired Liszt, sitting among the distinguished 
audience, became from that moment a staunch Brucknerite. This conversion was all 
the more remarkable since the great pianist had long remained cold to Bruckner's 
music, although lie had been for two score years one of the chief marshals of 
the Wagrier camp. Liszt as a Wagnerian had secretly nursed the notion that the 
Liszt Symphonic Poems could never be properly understood by the people until 
they had learned to appreciate his son-in-law's music dramas. 
Despite the recognition of the whole of Germany, Vienna and the Philharmonic 
continued to maintain a dogged aloofness. Still fearful, Bruckner anticipated 
any possible desire on the part of the famous orchestra to play his work by 
entering a formal protest against such a move, on the ground that "the hostility 
of the Viennese critics could only prove dangerous to my still young triumphs in 
Germany." 
For diplomatic reasons, no doubt, the Quintet was now given, for the first time 
in its entirety, by the Hellmesberger aggregation. One of the most prominent 
reviewers wrote about it as follows: "We cannot compare it with any other 
Quintet in this generation. It stands absolutely alone in its field." Even 
Kalbeck, Brahms' biographer and one of Bruckner's bitterest enemies, said: "Its 
Adagio radiates light in a thousand delicate shades — the reflection of a vision 



of the seventh heaven." 
Apparently the dawn of recognition was at hand, even in Vienna. Vet the 
conspirators were determined to die hard. Another critic, on the same occasion, 
after paving the way by admitting that the Quintet was perhaps the deepest and 
richest thing of its kind, warned the public on ethical grounds against Bruckner 
as "the greatest living musical peril, a sort of tonal Anti-Christ." His 
argument follows: "The violent nature of the man is not written on his face—for 
his expression indicates at most the small soul of the every-day Kapellmeister. 
Yet he composes nothing but high treason, revolution, and murder. His work is 
absolutely devoid of art or reason. Perhaps, some day, a devil and an angel will 
fight for his soul. His music has the fragrance of heavenly roses, but it is 
poisonous with the sulphurs of hell." 
Meanwhile, for the benefit of his Viennese friends, whom he did not wish to 
disappoint, the composer personally prepared the initial performance of his 
recently finished Te Deum. This, a semi-private affair, took place in a small 
concert-hall. Two pianos were used in the absence of an impartial orchestra. 
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Suddenly Germany and Holland began clamoring for other Bruckner compositions, 
but only the Wagner Symphony had appeared in print. That work had even 
penetrated to America where the noted Wagner disciple, Anton Seidl, had given it 
a hearing at the Metropolitan Opera House, December 6, 1885. When Bruckner heard 
about the favorable report in the New York Tribune, he was as happy as a child, 
and exclaimed: "Now even America says I'm not bad. Isn't that just rich?" 
These successes, however, did not turn his head. He was far from ready to rest 
on his laurels. During the summer of 1884 he began work upon a new symphony. His 
sister, in whose house in the little town of Voecklabruck he was vacationing, 
says he would show her a stack of music-paper covered with pencil marks, saying 
that these scribblings would become another symphony. In order to be able to set 
down undisturbed the ideas that came to him during frequent walks) in the 
surrounding woods, he rented a room with a piano in a house nearby, "just for 
composing." 
When he heard that the owner of this house had a young and pretty daughter, he 
said, "I'm glad. Now I'm sure I'll be able to compose here." Every day he would 
bring this girl, a Miss Hartmann, a bouquet of flowers. The presence of the 
younger fair sex seems to have been always a source of happiness to the 
composer. He was them over sixty years old. 
At this time, like Balboa when he first stood upon the hill overlooking the 
mystic expanse of the Pacific, Bruckner stood at last in the halo of his belated 
and hard-earned fame looking back with calm melancholy upon the bitter trials of 
his artistic career. Beneath this retrospective spell his Eighth Symphony 
unfolded itself. As a colossal structure of spiritual autobiography in tone it 
is a sequel to his Fifth or Tragic Symphony, which it excels in depth of 
expression. It has been called the "crown of nineteenth century music." It is 
useless to attempt to give any idea of it in words, but its message in brief is: 
(First movement) how the artist, a mere human, like Prometheus, steals the 
sacred fire from heaven and, daring to bring the divine essence to earth, is 
condemned to suffer for his temerity. (Scherzo) how his deed is greeted with 
scorn and ridicule by his fellow-men, and he finds solace only in the beauty of 
nature. (Adagio) reveals the secret of his creative power, communion with the 
Supreme Source. (Finale) the battle all truth must fight on earth before it 
attains recognition and the final victory and crowning of the artist. ' 
In Bruckner's physical appearance at this time there was! no hint of senility. 
He was a little above the average in height, but an inclination to corpulency 
made him appear shorter. His physiognomy, huge-nosed and smooth-shaven as he 
was, was that of a Roman emperor, but from his blue eyes beamed only kindness 



and childish faith. He wore unusually wide white collars, in order to leave his 
neck perfectly free. His black, loose-hanging clothes were obviously intended to 
be, above all, comfortable. He had even left instructions for a roomy coffin. 
The only thing about his attire suggestive of the artist was the loosely 
arranged bow-tie he always wore. About the fit and shape of his shoes he was, 
according to his shoe-maker, more particular than the most exactingly elegant 
member of the fair sex. As he would hurry along the street swinging a soft black 
hat, which he hardly ever put on, a colored handkerchief could always be seen 
protruding from his coat-pocket. 
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In the summer of 1886 he arrived in Bayreuth just in time to attend the funeral 
of Liszt. As Bruckner sat at the organ improvising a "Funeral Oration" in his 
own language out of themes of Parsifal, it was as if he were saluting the 
passing of that golden age of nineteenth-century music, which had endowed the 
world with the titanic contribution known as the art of Wagner. Now he was 
leader of the glorious cause, its highest living creative exponent, but he stood 
alone, he and his symphonies, while the enemy still held the field in great 
numbers, 
The Seventh Symphony continued making new conquests. Cologne, Graz, Chicago, New 
York, and Amsterdam paid tribute to its greatness. When it reached Hamburg the 
aged teacher of Brahms said it was the greatest symphony of modern times. 
Brahms, however, continued to shrug his shoulders, and remarked: "In the case of 
Bruckner one needn't use the word 'Symphony'; it's enough to talk of a kind of 
'fake' which will be forgotten in a few years." 
Then young Karl Muck, Bruckner pupil, came to Graz with the same symphony, and 
following upon this really Austrian triumph, Vienna was compelled at last to 
capitulate, much to the annoyance of the Hanslick coalition. Hans Richter 
conducted the hostile "King of Orchestras" on March 21, 1886. The Seventh 
Symphony, after hunting for the "blue bird" all over the world, had come home at 
last to bring happiness to the "prophet in his own country." Hanslick's review 
the following day was a sort of brief apologia pro vita sua. "It is certainly 
without precedent," complained he, "that a composer be called to the stage four 
or five times after each movement of a symphony. To tell the truth the music of 
Bruckner so rubs me the wrong way that I'm hardly in a position to give an 
impartial view of it. I consider it unnatural, blown Up, unwholesome, and 
ruinous." Kalbeck, his aide-de-camp, picked ion Richter for having shown 
personal homage to Bruckner and alleged that it was done purely for popular 
effect. Concerning the music itself he said: "It comes from the Nibelungen and 
goes to the devil!" Dompke, another member of Hanslick's staff snarled: 
"Bruckner writes like a drunkard." Richter, at the banquet of the Wagner-Verein 
held to celebrate the occasion, declared that many members of the Philharmonic 
orchestra had changed their minds about Bruckner and that there would be no 
difficulty about producing his works in Vienna from that time on. As a matter of 
fact, the next symphony, the Eighth, was introduced to the world by the 
Philharmonic. Heroic Richter now carried the banner into the British Isles, in 
spite of Brahms' reproving earning, "You surely are not going to perform 
Bruckner in England!" 
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The triumphant journey of the Seventh continued, Budapest, Dresden, and London 
next being conquered. To be sure, Berlin, in the hands of the Brahms marshals, 
Buelow and Joachim, only gave it a timid welcome. A prominent writer said of the 
occasion: "It was like offering a roast to a table of mules." Another said: "I 
considered Brahms a great symphonist until to-day, but how the little 'Doctor' 



seemed to shrink when he was programmed beside this giant, as was the case in 
this concert!" 
It was still impossible for Bruckner to find publishers for his colossal work. 
Time after time his manuscripts were called for by different firms, but always 
returned to him with regretful apologies. Then Suddenly, New York through Anton 
Seidi threatened to publish the Romantic, whereupon Hermann Levi for the second 
time made a collection of the required sum in Munich and thus saved Europe from 
the imminent disgrace. 
In the autumn of 1880 personal friends of Bruckner and Brahms, hoping to end the 
quarrel between the two masters, agreed to bring them together in a Viennese 
restaurant. Bruckner, quite amicable, had arrived early and had already had two 
or three portions of Nudel-soup before Brahms put in an appearance. "Stiff and 
cold they faced each other across the table," related one of those present. It 
was an uncomfortable situation and the well-meaning conspirators were highly 
disappointed. Finally Brahms broke the silence and called for the bill-of-fare. 
With a forced display of good-nature he cried out: "Now let's see what there is 
to eat!" He glanced along the list of courses, suddenly looked up, and ordered: 
"Waiter, bring me smoked ham and dumplings!" Instantly Bruckner joined in, 
crying, "That's it, Doctor! Smoker ham and dumplings. At least that's something 
on which we can agree!" The effect of this remark was instantaneous. Everybody 
shook with laughter. The ice was broken and the remainder of the evening proved 
to be friendly and jolly. 
A real understanding between the two was, of course, impossible. It was a case 
of temperaments diametrically opposed, conceptions of art basically at variance, 
in short, an apt illustration of Kipling's phrase "And the twain shall never 
meet." 
Bruckner explained the situation thus: "He is Brahms (hats off!) ; I am 
Bruckner; I like my works better. He who wants to be soothed by music will 
become attached to Brahms; but whoever wants to be carried away by music will 
find but little satisfaction in his work." Brahms himself had declared before 
joining the Hanslick camp: "Bruckner is the greatest symphonist of the age." 
Once after listening to a Bruckner symphony Brahms approached the composer, 
saying: "I hope you won't feel hurt about it, but I really can't make out what 
you are trying to get at with your compositions." "Never mind, Doctor," answered 
Bruckner, "that's perfectly all right. I feel just the same way about your 
things." 
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In 1890, warned by repeated attacks of laryngitis and general nervousness, he 
begged leave to spend a year free from conservatory duty. His request was 
granted, but with no pay. He now drew the long-dormant First Symphony from its 
dusty shelf and set to work polishing it. Several years before, Hans Richter, 
happening to be present when two of Bruckner's pupils played a four-hand 
arrangement of the work, in his enthusiasm snatched up the orchestral score and 
wanted to run off with it, when Bruckner called out anxiously, "But the 
ragamuffin has to be cleaned first!" From that time the First Symphony was known 
in Bruckner circles as the "Ragamuffin"— an apt nomenclature, indeed, when one 
remembers the impudence of the opening bars. 
Hermann Levi, already familiar with it, was particularly worried that the aging 
master might make radical changes in the process of revision and wrote to him: 
"The First is wonderful! It must be printed and performed—but please don't 
change it too much—it is all good just as it stands, even the instrumentation. 
Please, please, not too much retouching." An eloquent tribute to the genius of 
the early Bruckner is this, verdict from the lips of the greatest of Wagnerian 
conductors and certainly one of the finest musicians of his time. 
During these vacation days the master would review with longing the happy days 



before his Viennese trials began. Wondering what had become of the pretty 
Josephine Lang with whom he had fallen in love twenty-five years before, he 
decided to look her up. She had married long before and he was delighted to find 
in her beautiful fourteen-year-old daughter the living replica of her mother 
whom he had loved so long ago. Kissing the girl, he called her: "My darling 
substitute." In her company all reckoning of time past or present was lost for 
him and his heart beat once more as swiftly as the vacation moments flew by. 
On December 21, 1890, the first and second printed versions of the Wagner 
Symphony were performed consecutively in Vienna. Hanslick admitted that here and 
there four or eight bars of exceptional and original beauty might be heard, but 
that the bulk of the work was "chaos." One wonders whether the man was really so 
old-fashioned that he could only read confusion out of the super-order which the 
world now knows as Bruckner's symphonic form, as vast and as centripetal as a 
great empire. 
About Hanslick there seems ever to be popping up a ghost of doubt, "Was the man, 
after all, sincere?" If so, he certainly deserved the immortality Wagner gave 
him in the figure of Beckmesser. It is good for us to keep in mind that 
Beckmesser or Hanslick, the stubborn reactionary, is an eternal type to be found 
in every generation and in every field of activity. 
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On the above occasion the critic Helm, long faithful Hanslick assistant, left 
the opposition and stepped over to Bruckner's side beating his breasts for his 
past sins. The valiant Kalbeck still stood firm and incorrigible. He offered 
this recipe in lieu of criticism: "Stand the Allegro of Beethoven's Ninth on its 
head and see the Finale of this Bruckner Symphony tumble out." 
Vienna was by then thoroughly convinced of Bruckner's quality. A group of 
wealthy Austrians met to take financial measured necessary to free the composer 
from his arduous academic duties. Though pride at first led him to misunderstand 
the motive for this, the master soon realized that nothing but regard for his 
genius had prompted it and gratefully accepted the offer, deeply moved. Thus he 
was set free to do with the last five years of his life as he wished. His new 
found leisure permitting, he would often make trips to Germany to hear his works 
performed. 
 
 
 
Once a chambermaid in a Berlin hotel pressed a note into his hand on his 
departure for Vienna, in which she expressed great concern for the bodily 
welfare of her "dear Mr. Bruckner." Naturally, 'he responded at once, but 
insisted (this was a matter of principle with him) upon being introduced to the 
girl's parents. With them an understanding was quickly arrived at and a lively 
correspondence entered upon, until Bruckner, despite the admonition of his 
horrified friends, had made up his mind to marry the girl. He insisted, however, 
that she be converted to Catholicism and this proved in the end the only 
stumbling block to one of the most curious matches on record. Fortunately, the 
girl would not sacrifice her faith even for the privilege of nursing her beloved 
Mr. Bruckner." He was seventy-one years old when this adventure with Ida Buhz, 
the solicitous maid, came to an end. 
Then there was also his "affair" with the young and pretty Minna Reischi. Add to 
a pair of roguish eyes a thoroughly musical nature and it is easy to see why the 
aged lover lost his heart to this girl. She, of course, must have been merely 
amusing herself at Bruckner's expense, because when she went as far as to bring 
the composer home to her parents, these sensible people of the world at once 
awakened him out of his December dream. When he came to Linz shortly after, his 
acquaintances guessing the truth, teased him, saying: "Aha! So you have been out 



marrying again!" With Minna, however, who afterwards married a wealthy 
manufacturer, Bruckner remained very friendly until the end. 
In the autumn of 1891 he was created "Honorary Doctor" of the University of 
Vienna, a distinction which gave the ingenuous composer much happiness. Not long 
before this he had received from the emperor Franz Joseph an insignia of which 
he was inordinately proud and which he was very fond of displaying, much as a 
child will a new toy. This weakness of his for glitter, a characteristic as a 
rule incompatible with true greatness, is yet easily to be reconciled with his 
childishness and the long years spent in a land where titles and decorations 
were regarded as the highest marks of honor. 
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The summer of 1803 saw him the central figure at the Bayreuth Festspiele. His 
arrival was enthusiastically greeted by a host of musicians and music-lovers. In 
the confusion of welcome the trunk containing the sketches of the Ninth Symphony 
disappeared, but after many anxious hours it was located at the police-station, 
to the composer's great relief. Daily he made his pilgrimage to the grave of the 
"Master of all Masters." The critic Marsop, once an enemy of his, says he saw 
Bruckner! approach Wagner's grave reverently, fold his hands and pray with such 
fervor that the tears literally streamed down his face. Perhaps, Bruckner 
already felt that this visit to Wahnfried might be his last. 
In the consciousness of the more enlightened Viennese his name now occupied a 
place beside the great masters who had lived in the "city of music," and as he 
passed along the street, voices could be heard whispering with awe: "There goes 
Anton Bruckner!" 
He lived in a small, simple apartment of two rooms and kitchen, tended by an old 
faithful servant, Kathi, who for twenty years had spent; a few hours each day 
caring for the bachelor's household. In the bluewalled room where he worked 
stood his old grand piano, a harmonium, a little table, and some chairs. The 
floor and most of the furniture were littered with music. On the walls hung a 
large photograph and an oil painting of himself. From this room a door led to 
his bedroom, the walls of which were covered with pictures of his "beloved 
Masters." On the floor stood a bust of himself which he was pleased to show his 
friends, who relate that he would place his hand upon its brow, smile wistfully, 
and say: "Good chap!" Against the wall stood an English brass bed presented to 
him by his pupils. This he called "My one luxury." At home he would go dressed 
even more comfortably than on the street, merely! donning a loose coat whenever 
a guest was announced. Kathi knew exactly at what hours guests were welcome. If 
the master was composing no one was permitted to disturb him. At other times he 
went in person to meet the caller at the door. Bruckner worked, as a rule, only 
in the morning, but sometimes he would get up during the night to write down an 
idea that had suddenly! come to him. Possessing no lamp, he did this night work 
by the light of two wax candles. When the faithful Kathi saw traces of these in 
the morning she scolded him severely, warning him to be more careful about his 
health. When she insisted that he compose only in the daytime, he would say 
contemptuously: "What do you know about such things? I have to compose whenever 
an idea comes to me." 
Sometimes, other answers failing him, he tried naively to impress her with his 
importance, crying: "Do you know whom you are talking to? I am Bruckner!" "And I 
am Kathi," she retorted and that was the end of the argument. After his death 
she said of him: "He was rude, but good!" 
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On the eighteenth of December, 1892, occurred the most impressive performance of 
his career, when the Philharmonic played his Eighth Symphony. Realizing the 



unprecedented depth of this work, a profundity which only movements of the most 
colossal proportions could cope with, Bruckner had been much worried concerning 
the welcome it would receive from the public. The performance, however, was 
superb and aroused the greatest enthusiasm. Just before the Finale the 
exasperated Hanslick rose to take his leave and received an ovation such as only 
the consummate villain of the play is given upon a particularly effective exit. 
Bruckner's condition at this time was already causing his doctors much concern 
and it was only owing to the extreme importance of the occasion that they 
permitted him to be present. 
At the close of the symphony, which had been the sole number on the program, the 
applause was tremendous and threatened never to end. Bruckner, after countless 
bows to the audience, turned and bowed to the famous orchestra which had at last 
been won over to his side. It was a true triumph, the First unqualified victory 
he had ever gained in Vienna. The critics called it the "crown of nineteenth 
century music," "the masterpiece of the Bruckner style." Hugo Wolf wrote: "The 
work renders all criticism futile; the Adagio is absolutely incomparable." Even 
the "holdout," Kalbeck, at last admitted, "Bruckner is a master of 
instrumentation," and "the symphony is worthy of its sole position on the 
program." 
Bruckner was most unhappy that increasing illness often made it impossible for 
him to hear his own works, the performances Of which were becoming ever more 
frequent. He had been put on a strict diet. "Even my favorite Pilsner beer is 
forbidden me," he complained to his former teacher Kitzier. His badly swollen 
feet rendered organ playing out of the question and he had to remain in bed most 
of the time. Nevertheless it was this same suffering Bruckner who wrote the 
rollicking Scherzo of the Ninth' Symphony, perhaps the most vital of all his 
lighter movements. 
The end of 1893 saw such an improvement in his condition that he was even 
permitted a trip to Berlin. This change for the better was, alas, only 
temporary, for the following days brought such an enduring relapse that he could 
not attend the first performance of his Fifth Symphony in Graz, under that young 
eagle of the baton, Franz Schalk, April 8, 1894. A devoted pupil of Bruckner, 
Schalk had fervently embraced the enormously difficult undertaking of love 
involved in the study and production of this mighty work, with its irresistibly 
inspiring climax. Only the presence of the ailing master was lacking to render 
the occasion as happy as it was musically important. 
During the summer Bruckner was sufficiently recovered to return to the rustic 
surroundings of his earlier years, but his seventieth birthday was celebrated 
quietly, by order of the Viennese doctor who had accompanied him. Telegrams of 
congratulation and best wishes streamed into the little town of Steyr from all 
corners of the earth. Articles about him and his work appeared in all the 
newspapers. The people of Linz bestowed on him the key of the city; he was 
elected honorary member of countless musical organizations. In short, not a 
single sign of esteem the earth might show its kings of tone was now withheld 
from the ailing genius. The glory he had richly earned twenty years before now 
came to him when the greatest joy he could reveal at the realization of his 
universal recognition was a wistful smile in which life-long spiritual pain 
lurked behind the ghost of a belated happiness. 
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Unexpectedly, what seemed a swift recovery, in the fall of 1894., found him once 
more ascending the platform at the university to resume his lectures on musical 
theory. Only a few such days of grace were granted his shattered body by 
relentless Fate, for two weeks later he stood for the last time before his 
beloved students. From then on his health declined steadily and even his mental 
condition suffered from erratic spells. He was compelled to abandon his Ninth 



Symphony at the close of the third. movement, an Adagio which, he told friends, 
was the most beautiful he had ever composed. From sketches found among his 
posthumous effects we know it had been his intention to add to this glorious 
work a purely instrumental finale, perhaps in the manner of the closing portion 
of his Tragic Symphony. 
Yet, little though he realized it, when the last note of this Adagio dies out 
there is no expectation unfulfilled. It is as if he has confessed all, poured 
out his very soul in this music, so that the work he despaired of ever 
finishing, the work he died thinking incomplete, now strikes the listener as a 
perfect symphony-unit needing no prescribed finale. 
On January 12, 1806, he heard his Te Deum, its performance in Vienna having been 
recommended by no other than Brahms himself, who at last seems to have changed 
his attitude towards the man he had opposed for years. This was the last time 
Bruckner ever heard one of his own works. The very last music he listened to in 
public was Wagner's Liebesmahl der Apostel. It was much like a musical 
farewell-greeting from the Master he had esteemed above all others in his 
lifetime. During the summer of that year Bayreuth was prepared for the worst, 
for a strong rumor was afoot that Bruckner was dying. Yet his gigantic vitality 
outlived the season. Not till October 11 did the dreaded moment come. It was a 
Sunday. In the morning he had occupied himself with the sketches for the Finale 
of the Ninth Symphony. There seemed nothing alarming about his condition. At 
three in the afternoon he suddenly complained of feeling cold and asked for a 
cup of tea. A friend who was with him helped him to bed, but no sooner did he 
appear comfortable, when he breathed once or twice heavily and all was over. 
At the burial service Ferdinand Loewe conducted the Adagio of the Seventh 
Symphony. Hugo Wolf was refused entry into the church on the ground that he was 
not a member of any of the "Societies" participating. Brahms, a very sick old 
man, stood outside the gate, but refused to enter. Someone heard him mutter 
sadly: "It will be my turn soon," and then he sighed and went wearily home. 
In accordance with Bruckner's implicit wish his remains were taken to St. 
Florian where they lie buried under the mighty organ that had been his best 
friend and into the golden majesty of which he had on innumerable occasions 
poured the troubled confessions of his tragic life. 
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PREFACE

The publication of this book marks the twenty,fifth
anniversary of the founding of The Bruckner Society
of America, Inc.

The author, the late Gabriel Engel, was the editor
of the Society's magazine Chord and Discord from its
inception to the date of his death on August 1, 19_2.
He contributed numerous essays of lasting value to the
magazine and also wrote the articles on Bruckner and
Mahler contained in the Encyclopedia of Music afxl
Musicians as well as two monographs: The Life .0_

Anton Bruckner and Gustav Mahler--Song Sym,phonist.
He analyzed the symphonies and Quintet of Anton

Bruckner in the hope that his effort would aid in cla.ri-
lying the message of the Austrian master.

The dedication of this modest volume to Dr. Martin
G. Dumler, President of The Bruckner Society pf
America, Inc., whom the late Gabriel Engel held _in
great esteem, is in accordance with the oft expressed
wish of the author.



FOREWORD

The aim of this concise monograph is to present
Bruckner's symphonies as a unified artwork logically
evolving. While analyzing the symphonies separately,
it stresses the principal features determining their com-
mon individuality.

The controversy over the relative validity of the
"original" and "revised" versions is not entered upon.
Instead there are set forth in a brief prdiminary dis"
cussion the origin and nature of Bruckner's orchestral
language, involving what is perhaps the most decisive
(yet hitherto neglected) internal evidence in that "fas-
cinating case. •

A new grouping of the symphonies is suggested. An
analysis of the Quintet is appended because it is Bruck;
her's sole instrumental work in a larger •form generally
regarded as worthy of a place beside his symphonies.



INTRODUCTION

Bruckner's First Symphony is the awakening cry of
the spirit of a giant symphonist. Though he was al-
ready forty at the time of its composition, the unbridled
enthusiasm of an ambitious first opus infuses the work
with convincing sincerity. His Mass in D Minor, com.
posed a year earlier, proved him not only a master in
the field of ritual music, but an adept orchestrator with
strikingly progressive tendencies. The resourceful in,
strumental idiom revealed in the prelude to the "Et
Resurrexit" in that work is an eloquent symphonic
prophecy. Examination of over a dozen Bruckner com-
positions penned in the course of the two preceding
decades reveals that the dominant features of the or-
chestral language of his entire symphonic cycle were
firmly rooted in his own fantasy. They show him to
have been from the outset an orchestrator of linear
tendencies, a tonal draughtsman, whose ideal of orches.
tral tone prescribed the rigid economy of instrumental
volume and coloring indispensable to the framing of
a fundamentally polyphonic message.

Already in his early twenties Bruckner, steeped in
the composition of sacred music, was laying down the
idiomatic foundations of his future symphonic labors,
as yet mer'e hopes and resolves, quickened by rare,
reverential hearings of his great forerunners, especially
Schubert. Instinctively, he recognized the broad vistas
of harmonic progress they had laid bare. Marking the
vivid effect of their most novel usages, he ventured an
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even more daring application of some of the principles
involved. Thus to the harmonic richness of Schubert's
lightning transformations from major to minor (and
vice versa) he added a wealth of subtle enharmonic
nuances scarcely glimpsed by his short-lived "romantic"
countryman.

In his "Amens" he recreated the charming melodic
cadences of Haydn and Mozart, clotliing them with
fresh interest through frank dissonances. How disturb-

ing these "Amens" seemed to his contemporary pub-
lishers (who "corrected them for public consumption)
may readily be seen by comparison with the original
manuscr!pts, which still display Bruckner s grammatical

errors. Many melodic and harmonic features char-
acteristic of his symphonic idiom were nurtured in his
early church music. Particularly noteworthy among
these are the impassioned sixth and octave leaps in his
melodies. Ascending, they spread an air of fervent
aspiration; descending, they suggest prayerful humility,
literally mirroring the act of a penitent sinking to his
knees in worship. From the same source also Bruckner
drew those step-wise, parallel progressions of the outer
voices in their gradual, resolute rise to a climax; those
moments of full major tonic grandeur bursting out of
fortissimo unisons; those broad-winged melodic flights
in sixths above sustained organ-points; even that typical
rhythmic characteristic, the division of a measure into
alternate two and three-note phrases, so prevalent in
his symphonies that it has come to be widely known
as "Bruckner Rhythm."

[xii]



THE MINOR TRILOGY*

I Symphony, C Minor (1866)

II Symphony, C Minor (1872)

III Symphony, D Minor (1873)

* The validity of this grouping is attested by the fact that all of
B.ruckner's outstanding compositions during this period were also in
minor. These include the three Masses: No. 1, D Minor (i864);
No. 2, E Minor (1866); No. 3, F Minor (1867).



FIRST SYMPHONY (C MINOR)

I.-/_LLEGKO. (2/2).

Often subtitled "Storm and Stress" the First Sym-
phony reflects a powerful conflict between the indi-
vidual message of a symphonic genius and the tradi-
tional means available for its expression. The highly
characteristic nature of the opening theme, skipping
with carefree abandon over a stubbornly punctuated
tonic bass, caused Bruckner to call the work "'Das
kecke Beserl" (The Saucy Maid), a nickname that
has dung to it ever since.

Alle_ro.(,.oUo moderato) J --60.
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A burst of spontaneous song, marked by rugged
rhythm and sharply etched orchestral setting, this
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melody at once evidences Bruckner's inventive genius.
Eluding all expectations of cadence it leaps tauntingly
on and speedily rears itself to a towering climax. In
the virtually self-evolving growth of this very first
theme into a larger thematic structure (usually called
theme-group) is revealed the dominant principle of
Bruckner's symphonic melody-treatment.

A brief heroic episode (a series of stirring fanfares
over a rapid, blustering motif in the basses) marks the
attainment of the first peak of power.

Viol.

The leading motifs here presented become the chief
driving forces of the whole movement.

A subtle interlude, drawn from the opening theme,
descends like a narrow mountainpath winding down to
a sunny Upper Austrian valley. In this calmer atmos-
phere is born the second theme, a song of ardent love
in the violins above a transformed fragment of Laendler
melody.

Etwas lan_samer.

l.vi,_l
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The artist who glimpsed this vision of beauty is
dearly the same who penned the celebrated "Zizibee"
double-theme of the Romantic a decade •later.

The third subject, a daring trumpet theme heralded
by an exultant march motif, proves especially surpris-
ing as the sequel to a love theme.

Breit.
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• In later years, pressed for an explanation of the pre-
cipitant nature of this music the composer merely said
with a sigh, "I was head over heels in love in those
days." Yet in all respects, save its careful observance
of smooth transitions between contrasted passages,
this first section displays the chief features of Bruck-
ne£s individual symphonic style.

The development section, despite a brevity sprung
from an over-anxious subservience to traditionally sanc-
tioned proportions, sets forth an abundance of familiar



thematic life in fresh guise. The tale unfolded in this
concise first development section is a spiritual forecast
of those told in lavish detail in the corresponding sec-
tions of the later symphonies. Already here Bruckner
treats the recapitulation as more than a formal restate-
ment of the principal themes. He senses the peril to
artistic integrity lurking in the traditional recapitula-
tion of themes. In his later symphonies the recapitula,
tion is to assume a revolutionary significance as the
actual climax of the development section. In the First
he strives to make it a logical sequel familiar, yet sur-
prisingly fresh in its wealth of supporting thematic
detail.

Like a skillful novelist, reserving his most telling ut-
terance till the last, Bruckner purposely denies the end
of this initial opening movement conclusive character.
The tale of the symphony itself is far from ended; it
has but reached a moment of high suspense, during
which it must remain poised until the turbulent air is
calmed for the profound, soul-searching revelation of
the coming Andante.

II. ADAGIO. (4/4). ANDANTE. (3/4).

The "Adagio Composer", some called him twenty
years later, when instant acclaim greeted the premiere
of the slow movement of his Seventh at Leipzig. Yet
the moving qualities of that grand Adagio were already
richly present in the slow movement of the First.
Bruckner, in despair at the unhappy outcome of his
life's chief love-episode, here poured out his sorrows in
the sustained melodic language for which he was to

[6]
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become universally famous. Far more than the other
three movements of the First it was an expression im-
pelled by inner necessity, a fervent prayer for solace,
rising out of the abject confession of the sufferings of
a stricken soul. Its noble message is the wresting of
ultimate spiritual triumph from deep, personal tragedy.
Traditional form, employing two contrasted song-
themes, is eminently suited to the framing of such a
message.

Adagio. _ =76
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A song of warm consolation follows upon the gloomy
first subject.

tJ cres_. ' nil _ _ ntar _ _loZce",4c_-

Out of this, in turn, issues a melody of childlike joy,
its spontaneous charm enhanced by the new rhythm
in which it is framed.

Andante. ,/.
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III. ScheRzo. (3/4). Lebhaft (Lively); Trio. (3/4).
Langsam (Slow).
• The Scherzo reveals Bruckner an instinctive master

of that concise form quickened and perfected by Bee.
•thoven. A shadow hovers over the opening theme,
qualifying the merriment inherent in its dancing rhythm.

Lebhaft. d. so

A boisterous unison-passage provides the element of

[8]



contrast in the first portion. The graceful, placid, pure-
ly Austrian theme of the Trio at once proclaims the
compose r a countryman of Schubert.

_°'_

_!"_- -_., ., ,_ 6.1 _

9, •

IV. FI_AI:_.. (4/4). Bewegt und feurig (With life
and fire).

The stern opening notes of the Finalel thundered
forth by the full orchestra, blot out completely the
scene of the dance.

- .

They are an ominous reminder that the path of
victory, barely glimpsed in the heroics of the opening
movement, is beset with a world of hostile elements

[9]



still to be overcome. As in the first movement, here
also, three contrasted themes are presented.
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Brief, sharply defined, these contain felicitous motifs
for Bruckner's predominantly contrapuntal style of de-
velopment.

_f

Th_ impressive closing hymn of triumph and the long-
delayed return to the tonic key are especially daring
features. In later years Bruckner himself, comment-
ing upon the abrupt nature of this sudden conclusion
set down in a moment of sweeping inspiration, re-
marked, "I didn't care what anybody would say; I
just composed as Iwanted to."

[lo]



SECOND SYMPHONY (C MINOR)

The six years separating the creation of Bruclmer's
first two symphonies brought the most radical changes
of his career. During this period he ventured to seek
his fortune in Vienna, then the world's acknowledged
musical metropolis. He even sought as organ virtuoso
to gain the applause and riches usually denied to all
musicians save master pianists and fiddlers. It was at
London, whither a futile concert tour had taken him
in the summer of 1871, that he began his Second. Musi-
cal experts of the Austrian capital had passed adverse
judgment on the score of the First, pronouncing the
thematic material too free, the instrumental coloring
too coarse, the dynamic contrasts too violent, the sym-
phony, in short, "unplayable". The effect of their criti-
cism upon th e shaping of the Second is best summarized
in Bruckner's own words: "They frightened me so,
that I feared to be myself_' Though now generally re-
garded as a work inferior to the First in emotional ap-
peal, the Second proved, as a result of that very criti-
cism, a more plastic creation.
I. MODr_TO. (2/2).

The opening theme marks the first appearance in
Bruckner of those broad.winged, songlike melodies
characterizing his later symphonies.

[11]
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An expressive dialogue between cello and horn be,
neath a soft tremolo in the violins, it is imbued with a
centralized power, bearing within it the seeds from



which springs the varied musical life of the entire move-
ment.

In place of the customary smooth transitional pas-
sages Bruckner in this section employs the novel device
of setting off the successive theme-groups from each
other by full pauses. _'This ought to be called the 'Rest
Symphony'," remarked one of the musicians contemp-
tuously at the first rehearsal. The nickname caught on
at once, to become a permanent sneer among the in-
vectives heaped upon Bruckner by his detractors.
Pressed to explain these pauses the composer naively
said, "'When I want to present a new, momentous idea
I must stop .to catch my breath.'"

This opening movement reveals a definite intensifi-
cation in the polyphonic• nature of Bruckner's ideas.
The double-theme which introduces the second group
is a deeper-voiced, more impassioned expression than
the corresponding Laendler.haunted song-theme in the
First.

In the development, remarkable for its resourceful,
effortless counterpoint, familiar thematic fragments at-
tain full exploitation in a world of ingenious combina-
tions. Hitherto subordinated motifs blossom into full-
blown melodies. An abrupt pause at the very summit
of power; a last moment of introspection reflected in

[13]



the initial motif framed in tender woodwind and cello
tones; then the coda, a brief, blustering, dynamic pas-
sage, dominated by the pointed rhythm first marked by
the trumpets in the opening theme-group.

II. AI_DAlqT_.. (4/4).

The Andante, a radiant song of inner communion,
begins with a yearning theme ardently voiced by the
strings.

rn _" _ "_ rJ ._ | J _[ -2" , _ .
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This melody is enhanced by an accompaniment itself
of almost independent song-like nature. The second
theme, a highly individual Brucknerian concept, is a
duet between plucked strings and a solo horn. Unusual
harmonies clothe it with mysticism.

[14]
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Alternate variations of the two themes, amid in-
creasing harmonic richness and rhythmic variety, mark

the unfolding of the movement. Appropriately, the
ecstatic "Benedictus" theme of the F Minor Mass, in
symphonic garb, dominates one of the most eloquent
moments, devoted to the soul's contemplation of super--
earthly things.

III. ScheRzo. (3/4). Maessig Schnell (Moderately
fast).

Sudden and violent contrasts sway the Scherzo, which
alternates between a vigorous, stamping motif and a
sinuous, rather lyric phrase.

The Trio is a gracefully swinging Laendler, sprung
from the very heart of Bruckner's rustic homeland.

This was the movement that prompted his delighted
adherents to call the symphony the "Upper-Austrian".
Bruckner here again proved himself an instinctive mas-



ter of the Scherzo.form. In it he had found a ready,
perfect vehicle for the expression of some of his life's
most vivid experiences, the landscape, the songs, and
folk-dances of his native countryside.

IV. FINALe. (2/2). Ziemlich schnell (rather fast).

Formally, the Finale is a somewhat unusual combina-
tion of sonata and rondo, sprung from the composer's
desire to develop each of his themes. Not content with
espousing the generally impetuous character of tradi-
tional symphonic Finale.form, Bruckner effected a clear
relationship between the thematic material of the open-
ing and closing movements. Thus he achieved a true
symphonic summing.up, immeasurably strengthening
the unity of the entire work. That this was one of the
principal tenets of his artistic creed is witnessed by the
increased care with which he constructed similar sum.
mations in his subsequent symphonies.

Drawn from the opening theme-group of the first
movement, three distinct motifs, ingeniously welded
into a polyphonic unit, introduce the Finale.

" t._1ol.

" 1 Ziemlich sclmell. _ _)_ ,_ .b M. _, k.. •

.

At first sounded with the utmost restraint, all the
pent-up forces of conflict are gradually loosed as the
music ascends toward a summit of rhythmic and tonal

[16]



power. From the Scherzo itself stems the ensuing theme,
a resOlute outburst by the full orchestra eloquent of a
determination to sweep aside all obstades.

Moments of comparative calm, based on a remin-
iscence of the swaying figure in the second theme of
the opening movement, relieve the grinl atmosphere of
battle.

kA

Throughout the composition of the Second the mood
of his then recently completed E Minor Mass was still
strong upon Bruckner. Most dramatically, after an
extended passage in the Finale marked by violent, ex-
hausting conflict, the orchestra is suddenly hushed--
and like the very voice of Faith (for Bruckner devoutly
believed Faith the soul's only hope of eternal salva; .
tion), the Kyrie theme of the Mass sounds the promise
of surcease from earthly trial and tribulation.

[17]



THIRD STMPHONY (D MINOR)

So great an abyss of mastery and power divides the
Second from the Third that one is involuntarily re-
minded Of an analogous difference between Beethoven's
Second and Third (Eroica). Predominantly heroic too
is Bruckner's Third, commonly called the Wagner Sym-
phony because it is dedicated to the great music-
dramatist.

I. GEMAESSIGT. (2/2). Misterioso.

The opening theme, a composite of two contrasted
phrases of elemental simplicity, is introduced by a solo
trumpet. Wagner, confronted with this striking sym-
phonic beginning, at once felt that a fresh significant
voice had arisen in the field of absolute music! The
very origin of the soul of man, destined to heroic ad-
venture, seems to be portrayed in this awe-inspiring
theme emerging mysteriously out of cosmic space, as
though it sang that mightiest of all earthly mysteries,
"In the Beginning ....

t.Trp. .Y

p(gehalten_

Violent unison outbursts, alternating with phrases
of utmost tenderness, intensify the dramatic character
of the opening theme-group.

Et8]



The song-theme group is introduced by a Brucknerian
double-theme, a Laendler,inspired melody in "Bruck-
ner Rhythm" shedding its sunshine over an expressive
song in the viola.

V _ V

An air of firm resolve sways the third theme-group.
The heroic burden of fanfares is tempered with the
more gracious strains of a devout chorale. "Bruckner
Rhythm" remains an influential factor. Especially ma-
jestic in its promise of ultimate triumph is the sudden
reappearance of the initial theme inverted in the trom-
borle8. •
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While Bruckner's first two symphonies retain, in all
essential respects, classic lines and dimensions, examina-
tion of the score of the Third reveals a form broadened
far beyond the utmost dimensions of the sonata struc-
ture employed by Beethoven. The soundness of this
magnification is attested by its integral origin. In place
of the classicist's brief contrasted themes, skillfully
bridged by interludes, Bruckner sets forth in straight-
forward fashion three independent theme-groups, each
consisting of well-contrasted motivated portions. Yet it

E19]



is Bruckner's broadening mode of thematic develop-
ment in the Third that is mainly responsible for the un-
precedented length of the opening and dosing move-
ments. Here, for the first time, he grants each motif
the full expression which its individual nature justly
demands. The result, a huge development section, ac.
quires convincing unity through the mastery with which
the separate paragraphs are gradually reared aloft to-
wards a towering climax, doubly surprising and im-
pressive because it proves to be the recapitulation itself!

In this, as in all the Bruckner symphonies that fol-
lowed, the opening and closing movements must be re.
garded as logical sequels, indispensable and supplemen-
tary to each other. Conflict, triumph, and apotheosis
constitute their content, while invincible faith, sup-
porting the heroic soul through its every trial, cloaks
the whole in the spirit of affirmation which fore-ordains
the ultimate victory. Hence the first movement doses,
as does that of Beethoven's Ninth, in the midst of con-
flict. There follow interludes setting forth the com-
munion of the soul with God (Adagio) and a retro-
spect of the joys of existence (Scherzo). As the open-
ing movement ends, the central theme, at first sounded
mysteriously out of infinite distances, has arrived at the
heart of the battle scene, to stand revealed as a mighty
warrior armed for the decisive fray yet to come.

II. ADAOIO.(4/4, 3/4), (Quasi Andante).
This is the first of Bruckner's celebrated long slow

movements. In place of the tragic bitterness character;
izing the Adagio of the First and the mystic, contem-

[20]



plative quality dominating that of the Second, this sec-
tion is swayed by an air of soaring; unquestioning faith.
It begins with a deep, noble song of communion, sug-
gesting a prayer uttered by one worshipping on bended
knee.

I

.The answering theme, a consoling melody framed in
a new, quickened rhythm, is like a message of encour-
agement from Above.

Andante (quasi Allegretto.)

So subtle is the initial re-creation of the opening theme
in a fresh rhythmic pattern that it might at first be
mistaken for a wholly new idea.

Lan_-oamer.(mysferioso)
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Yet it is but the first of the varied thematic restate*
ments which constitute traditional Adagio framework.

The melodic and harmonic magnificence of this sec-
tion reflects the decades which Bruckner spent in the
baroque splendor of ancient cathedral surroundings.
More overwhelming with each symphony grows this
air of grandeur, suggestive of the mighty, domelike
structures of the Houses of God which nurtured and
mirrored Bruckner's lofty spiritual aspiration.

III. ScHrr_zo. (3/4). Ziemlich schnell (Rather fast).
TRIO. (3/4).

The Scherzo, a delightful expression of every phase
of the Laendler spirit, is full of Bruckner's typically
naive humor and laughter. Prominent in the melodic
line is a motif drawn from the initial (or central) theme
of the symphony.

r' i r' i -j -'
A swinging Laendler, melody provides a happy con-

trast to the whirling, leaping abandon of this beginning.
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The Trio, also a sunny Laendler,melody especially

[22]



childlike in its broad rustic humor, issues out of the very
cradle of Upper-Austrian folksong.

...... . , i ' ,, I i i,,I, . , ,

o

IV. FINAT._..(2/2). Allegro, :h[icht schnell (not fast).

The Finale is a stirring record of elemental conflict
on a scale so gigantic that it dwarfs any attempt at ver-
bal description. The heroic first subject, powerfully
intoned by the brass, is framed in the rhythm of the
central theme.
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"['he remarkable nature of the second subject, one of
the most individual of Bruckner's double-themes, de-
serves comment. Over a solemn chorale softly intoned
by horns and trumpet s is heard a graceful, lilting polka,
like fragment played by strings.

One evening, while strolling together through the
streets of Vienna, the composer's official biographer
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(Goellerich) askedhim to explain the glaring incon-
grui+ of thesetwo melodiclines. Pointing to the crepe-
decked doorway of a house they were just passing
Bruckner said, "+Fromthe mansion opposite comes the
sound of dance-music and merrymaking; here on this
side lies a man on his deathbed. Such is life. That's
the thought behind my theme."

Not until the whole epic plot of the work has been
unfolded and the heroic soul has emerged victorious on
the final reutterance of the opening or central theme
amid the full splendor of massed instruments, does one
realize how masterfully Bruckner planned every detail
of this symphony before proceeding to set it down. A
true mystic, for him this theme was to tell the begin-
ning and end of all. Its component elements were to
govern every episode of the gigantic drama performing
through four movements, attaining apotheosis in a final
expression, like a revelation of the Prime Source
framed in the utmost tonal majesty.

[24]



THE MAIOR TETRALOGY*

IV Symphony, E Flat Major (1874)

V Symphony, B Flat Major (1876)

VI Symphony, A Major (1879)

VII Symphony, E Major (1883)

* Bruckner composed only two other outstanding works during this
period, both in major. They are: The Quintet, F Major (1879) an
analysis of which appears at the end of this book; the Te Deum, C
Major (!881).



FOURTH SYMPHONY (E FLAT MAJOR)
ROMANTIC

Toward the close of his arduous career Bruckner, at
length become famous, was awarded an honorary de-
gree by the University of Vienna. He was puzzled by
the Greek word "'Melipoeos" inscribed upon his di-

• ploma. Scholars whom he asked to interpret the term
were divided between "tone-poet" and "tone-crafts-
man". Bruckner preferred the latter, though more pro-
saic translation, insisting that the former smacked too
much of "program" music.

It is likely that the few touches of realism (bird-calls,
wood-murmurs; etc.) in the Romantic were influenced
by the sensational apparition of Liszt's symphonic
"poems" in the concert world. Yet Bruckner was no
more a romanticist than Beethoven, who warned against
a too literal story-background interpretation of the
Pastorale; his lone symphonic venture beyond the strict
borders of absolute music.

I. Rumo B_WF.OT. (2/2). (Tranquillo, con moto)
As the solo horn sounds the opening theme midst an

ecstatic tremolo in the strings, it seems as though the
very lips of Nature open iri fervent, hymn-like song.

Ruhi_bewe_,t.
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This simple, superb melody, created out of a single
interval (a fifth), is one of the most expressive of Bruck-
ner's thematic inspirations. Veiled in deep mystery by
the distant murmur of strange, supporting harmonies,
it breathes the grandeur of a majestic adagio. The veil
lifts as new voices (woodwind, strings) take up the
theme in imitative dialogue. With broad pulse unal-
tered, it rises to a summit of sonority, generating fresh
motivation as it rises. This ascent, portrayed in gracious

melody, framed in "'Bruckner Rhythm", forms the
second portion of the opening theme-group.

Lan_samer.

Quickened by successive recurrences of this rhythm
the pulse of the music speedily approaches Allegro
character. There ensues a veritable burst of jubilation
amid a wealth of melodic fragments rising and falling
as though sounded antiphonally from heaven above
and earth below.

|. ZeitmaB.

The whole universe seems to glory in this sunrise!

[28]



Re-echoing at increasing distances the music subsides,
merging with the cosmic mists whence it first issued.
Thus, without a trace of welding, are joined into a
perfect thematic Unit three distinct melodic concep-
tions. Poetically alone is the achievement of this unity
simple to grasp. The spiritual message underlying the
entire theme-group is like an unbroken spell. Even
when its last echoes have died away, there persists a
hymn-like aura which surrounds the new theme, the
song of the birds.

Etwas _em_ichlich.
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This Zizibee (titmouse). love-duet, one of the most
famous of Bruckner's numerous double-themes, is an apt
tonal reflection of the yearning of man's soul for union
with Nature.

So plastic is the structure of the movement, so natu-
ral and inevitable the advent of each fresh idea, that
one readily understands why the Romantic has been
the most popular Bruckner symphony with music-lovers
for over half a cen/:ury. The composer himself, perceiv-
ing its unusually felicitous union of clear-cut form and

_ simple, ingratiating melody, came to regard it as the
ideal introduction to his gigantic later symphonies. Po-
etically, at least, it is the actual introduction to the
three symphonies which followed, exploiting thoroughly
the spiritual wealth discovered in a swift, brilliant reve-
lation in the Romantic.

[29]



II, A_qDA_T_.. (4/4).

The Andante, as usual with Bruckner, presents a
typical adventure of the spirit on earth, involving ever-
present pain and suffering. A song of unrequited love,
one of the most wistful of symphonic slow movements,
it remains nevertheless fundamentally an expression of
affirmation. Even the deep melancholy of the opening
theme, eloquently voiced by the cellos, is relieved by a
motif of hope and surcease, x_hispered by the violins.

Andante.
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The plaintive tale of love continues in a series of
song-paragraphs, much like a recitative against a back-
ground of plucked strings. BruckneFs genius for in-
strumentation unerringly selects the poignant voices of
the violas for a telling role in this section,

[30]
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The final, irrefutable promise of surcease is expressed
in a lofty revelation midst nobly mounting utterances by
the trombones.

III. SCHrRZO. (2/4). Bewegt (Con Moto). TRIo.
(3/4). Gemaechlich (Leisurely).

Strikingly romantic in its vivid descriptive quality
is the Scherzo, marked by stirring fanfares of hunting
horns framed in irresistible merry melody and harmony.

Bewe_t.
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A second subject, ingratiating with its touch of
chromaticism, provides a happy contrast.
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The gracefully winding Trio is an idealized Upper-
Austrian peasant dance, fragrant with delicate har-
monic turns, executed in the magic spirit native before
Bruckner to Schubert alone.

Gemiiehlieh.
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This Scherzo, in reality the second composed for the
Romantic, was substituted for the original in Order to
heighten the romantic air of the symphony. A delight-
ful creation, perfect in every detail, it is a universal
favorite.

[32]



IV. FINALE. (2/2). Maessig bewegt (Moderately
lively).

It seems almost superfluous to warn listeners not to
give too literal attention to Bruckner's own explanation
of the content of the Romantic. The tones in which
the symphony is set are far too vast and deep for any
such naive picturing as: "'A citadel of the Middle
Ages -- Daybreak -- Reveille is sounded from the
tower -- The gates open -- Knights on proud chargers
leap forth- The magic of nature surrounds them.'"
This is but childish afterthought on the part of a man
whose creativeness was purely musical, whose delvings
into literature scarcely ventured beyond Gospel and the
prayer book.

Particularly in the Finale, framed in elaborate sonata-
structure, is revealed the superficial inadequacy of the
description "Romantic" for this work. The grim con-
flict which it presents is the decisive struggle in which
the spirit, beset with earthly dangers, overcomes all ob-
stacles on the path to ultimate triumph.

Against a weirdly pulsing background in the lower
strings a brief motif whispered by a horn suggests dire
forces rousing.

Fanfare echoes of the "'Hunting Scherzo" intensify
the air of growing portent. Suddenly all the pent-up
dements of strife burst loose with savage power in the

giant-paced main theme.
[33]
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After a powerful climax this tempestuous mood gives
way to one of wistful retrospect framed in a novel
melodic recreation of the opening theme of the Andante.

Sehr miigi_.
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A cheerful, reassuring melody scatters the impend-

ing shadows.
3

The dread spirits of conflict, still unvanquished, once
more rear their dread heads out of the grim-voiced trom-
bones.
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Bruckner's Romantic is a symphony of Nature-
as viewed by a true mystic. Perhaps no composer has

[34]



given this concept of Nature clearer verbal shape than
the Bruckner disciple Gustav Mahler. The devout
Bruckner might have shrunk in horror from Mahler's
pantheistic doctrine of the spiritual union of Nature
with Man, but essentially it was the same as his own.

Mahler said: "'That Nature embraces all that is at
once awesome, magnificent, and lovable, nobody seems
to grasp. It seems so strange to me that most people,
when considering Nature in Art, think only of flowers,
birds, woods, etc. No one seems to give thought to the
mighty underlying mystery, the god Dionysos, the great
Pan."

[3._]



FIFTH SYMPHONY (B FLAT MAIOR)
TRAGIC

The first notes of Bruckner's Fifth are played by
plucked strings; the second theme is tinged with the
same instrumental color; in fact, plucked strings play a
notable part in so many salient moments of the work
that it was nicknamed the "Pizzicato Symphony".
Many know it as the "Church" or "'Faith" Symphony
because of the abundance of its choral passages. Bruck-
ner sometimes called it the "Fantastic", but fearful of
programmatic misinterpretation, preferred to speak of
it merely as his "contrapuntal masterpiece'. Perhaps
no name describes the symphony more aptly than the
"Tragic", proposed by GoeUerich, the composer's au-
thorized biographer.

Better acquainted than anyone else with the circum.
stances surrounding the origin and execution of the
work he was able to penetrate beyond such externals
as style and color to its spiritual roots. He saw the
Fifth as the deeply personal expression of a genius
doomed to utter loneliness by the scorn and neglect of
a misunderstanding world. He caught in the Adagio
the true spiritual keynote of the work. Its brooding
main theme was the despairing utterance of abandoned
genius. Through the mighty blare of triumph trumpet-
ed forth by redoubled brass in the Finale he saw the
transfigured image of the man who found the strength
to wrest peace from his agonized soul through renuncia-
tion.
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In the Fifth the characteristics generally regarded as
typical of Bruckner's symphonic style find their most
convincing expression. Far more than any of his other
symphonies it is a polyphonic work, the composer's
proud description, "my contrapuntal masterpiece,'"
testifying to the extraordinary care with which he had
fashioned its many-voiced strains.

Double-themes previously employed by Bruckner as
separated incidents of only local significance assume in
this work a progressive, cyclic role. From the first and
second theme-groups in the opening movement he has
drawn two sharply contrasted motifs and united them
to form the remarkable double.theme which begins the
Adagio. The pulse of the upper melody (4/4) conflicts
with that of the lower one (6/4). The result is more
than a bit of subtle rhythmic counterpoint; it is an un-
forgettable tonal portrait of spiritual desolation. In the
Scherzo the two motifs part once more, each assuming
the leading role in one of the two divisions of the move-
ment. In the Finale they are welded together again,
inseparable at last in the framework ideally suited to
the exploitation of the double-theme the double-fugue.

The principal motifs of the Fifth haunted Bruckner
many years before he felt his mastery of their possibili-
ties equal to their symphonic shaping. A manuscript
fragment of a B flat Symphony sketched in the fall of
1869 reveals in essence the pizzicato introduction to
the first two theme-groups and a main theme with the
same rhythmic contour as that of the Fifth, not to
mention the downward octave.leap which is perhaps
the most striking characteristic of the Finale.
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I. ADAO,O. (2/2). At T._GRO. (2/2).

The Fifth begins on a note of almost hushed awe,
like the mystic invocation to a Muse too lofty for more
familiar hailing. The listener senses at once that he is
about to experience a mighty adventure of the spirit.
This concise adagio introduction, the only one in all the
Bruckner symphonies, is an integral portion of the work
because it presents the very origin of the main ideas to
be exploited. They are heard in the process of creation:
tone, to rhythm, to harmony, to melody. The mysteri-
ous measured plucking of the basses intensifies the in-
itial air of spiritual uncertainty portrayed by the other
strings as they grope upward one by one towards the
light.

Adagio.

I bassi ...................................................

The interruption by a softly uttered chorale frag-
ment is the first glimpse of the path leading to that
light -- Faith.

At first hardly more than an element of devotional
coloring, it assumes thematic shape in a reinforced repe.
tition. Like a halo it hovers over the sturdy motifs
which immediately take form beneath it. Issuing out
of the central theme of the Romantic this majestic,
marchlike fragment ascends step-wise, its merged ro-
mantic-religious flavor suggesting some heroic figure,
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perhaps the Knight of the Grail, Bruckner's favorite
hero.

, _'I t.I _._ .... I
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The same motif inverted will open the Allegro which
is to present the scene of conflict between the opposing
forces being introduced. Their hostile banners are un.
furled in an elemental outburst of defiance, a character-
istic motif formed by two violent octave-leaps, framed
in a lightning-like zigzag line.

x :.".-, : _::', _=: _ ",__"" _ :' ;_' I
t.J Horn. _

ff

The slow introduction occupies only a few measures,
yet presents all the source material out of which-the
gigantic symphony is to be reared. The rest is a record
of amazing economy of means, involving melodic re-
sourcefulness and structural mastery.

When the tone-poet of the Romantic turned to the
composition of his "contrapuntal masterpiece" he
brought to it a lifelong devotion to polyphonic 'expres-
sion. So sure was his grasp of the intricacies of contra-
puntal dialect that he had become famous for his ability
to improvise masterly fugues and even double-fugues
on the organ. The language of polyphony, which he
had cultivated with tireless devotion, had virtually be-
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come his mother-tongue. To other nineteenth-century
composers it was a more or less academic cultural idiom;
to him it was a living language, capable of expressing a
world of emotional nuances.

II. ADAGIO. (4/4).
The song of earthly sorrow which begins the Adagio

is aptly framed in the poignant tones of the oboe.
Adagio"
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A lyric interpolation in keeping with the earnest dra-
matic burden of the entire work, triumph over suffer-
ing through renunciation, it yields gradually to strains
of increasing hope.
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Brighter and brighter grows the light surrounding
the uplifted spirit. Finally the very gates of heaven
seem to open as the golden voice of the trumpet-sounds
its radiant message of indomitable Faith, scattering the
last cloud of doubt.

III. Sc_nwzo. (3/4). Molto vivace. TRIO. (2/4).
Allegretto.

The heroic source motif made its appearance in the
opening Adagio in major guise. Inverted and quick-
ened, but still in the brighter mode, it was the first to
enter the scene of conflict presented in the initial Al.
legro. Transformed into minor it assumes the dominant
voice in the melancholy double-theme of the slow move-
ment. In the Scherzo it is now reborn, appearing as a
carefree, lilting melody, though still in minor.

^ Molto vivace r"__l J '1 '1 ] _ 4[

IV. FINALE. (2/2). Maessig bewegt (Moderately
lively).

In his conception of the Finale as the scene of highest
dramatic intensification Bruckner went beyond his fore,
runners, endowing the symphony with the crowning
stamp of formal integrity. Convinced from the outset
that the Finale should present the resumption and suc-
cessful termination of the spiritual conflict entered
upon in the opening Allegro, he strove to make it the
most dramatic and majestic section of the symphony.
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The task he set for it was to scale summits of power
loftier than any attained in the previous movements, a
goal of supreme spiritual triumph, resolving and clari-
fying all that had gone before. This Finale,conception,
already impressively formulated in the Third, bore its
most splendid fruition in the Fifth.

After a brief retrospect, the Finale plunges into the
herculean task necessary to the final resolution of the
conflict, The two opposing forces, originally heralded
in the opening Adagio, now make their last and decisive
appearance. One is a disturbing, rebellious influence,
characterized by octave-leaps and a rough, sharply
pointed rhythm.

The other is a sturdy chorale, infinitely more heroic
in this final transformation than in its original guise.

_- _ ii ! _ !,_"__-- iL-_-_
..._. PPafF., ', ,!.J; I J _.

Each is destined in turn to become the subject of a
fugue, unfolding the tale of tremendous spiritual strug-
gles, through which the Soul (as here) gathers added
strength with the advent of each fresh subsidiary theme.
A charming song-theme in an ingenious polyphonic
setting relieves the mounting tension.
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Sehr m_if_i_bewe_t. _-
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At length the tide of conflict is turned, the goal of
all this striving glimpsed. In hushed awe the Soul pauses
suddenly before the dazzling revelation. Out of the
silence rise golden voices singing the song of eternal
promise. At first sounded in impressive grandeur by
the brass it is softly re-echoed in accents of deep devo-
tion by the strings. Thus on a note of unshakable af-
firmation begins the celebrated double-fugue, presenting
the final inseparable union of the conflicting themes.

SIXTH STMPHONY (A MAIOR)
PHILOSOPHIC

The Fourth and Fifth were still unperformed. The
premiere of the Third, conducted by Bruckner himself,
had proved a pitiful fiasco. Loneliness, increasing ill-
ness, and financial trouble filled the composer's cup of
misery to overflowing. Yet he found in unremitting
work the necessary courage to carry on. The cheerful-
ness dominating the firstmovement of the Sixth, largely
written during a long period 9f painful sickness, is elo-
quent of the resignation that had settled over Bruck-
ner's soul.

In content this movement is definitdy related to the
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Romantic, to the radiant message of which (the union
of Man and Nature) Bruckner here added a more hu.
man quality. The spiritual wealth amassed in the Fifth
yielded rich interest in a calmer, more philosophic out.
look. The sunrise in the Romantic is more brilliant, but
that of the Sixth issues from a deeper ecstasy. It is shot
through with delicately varied instrumental and dy.
namic shades and subtle melodic, harmonic, and rhyth-
mic nuances.

I. MAESTOSO.(2/2).

Bruckner regarded this symphony as his most daring
expression. It abounds in phrases framed in "Bruckner
Rhythm". The very opening notes, struck off by the
violins in sharp staccato style, present that characteristic
rhythm in lively form as a pulsating background for
the main theme.

Maestoso. 3 3 3

'J pp _qol. p_
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Drawn softly from the lower strings, this theme be-
gins with a sighing question. Almost a paraphrase of
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the main theme of the Romantic, it suggests at once a
definite community of content between these two works.

When the next theme-group is introduced by a dole,
ful strain in square rhythm over a plucked accompani-
ment in triple-rhythm borrowed from the Adagio of
the Fifth, we divine that the Sixth also constitutes a
reflective sequel to the more dramatic struggles of the
spirit portrayed in the preceding symphony.

p s.. 1"" t:_ _ z'---_F
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The air of gloom that hovers over the opening bars
of this song-theme group is but the fleeting shadow of
a painful reminiscence, swiftly dispelled by the cheery
sway of the melody which bursts from it.

[

Cell.

Even the third theme,group, dominated by a pound-
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ing unison passage in "'Bruckner Rhythm", bristles with
warlike intent. Vainly it searches every plane of ton-
ality for a scene of conflict, only to succumb to the calm,
richly harmonized episodg which terminates the expo-
sition. ....

Oem_t_tes Zeitmaf;.(Etmas_reit) ._

i k II

el oct. bassi " . .....

This air of peace also sways the devdopment sec.
tion, devoted to a eulogy of the wonders of Nature.
Familiar song-themes rise on ever-broadening wings,
the tide of melody surging irresistibly upward toward a
climax. The listener, on the alert for some subtle bridge
leading to the traditional recapitulation, suddenly real-
izes that he is in the midst of that restatement. Yet
nothing abrupt has occurred. In this opening move-
ment, for the first time in symphonic literature, the
climax of the development and the beginning of the
recapitulation actually coincide. That this remarkable
innovation in sonata-form was no mere flying ship in
Bruckner's workshop is convincingly proven by its in-
creasingly convincing reappearance in his subsequent
symphonies.

II. ADaGZO. (4/4).

The slow movement begins with a yearning love-
song, the bright counterpart of the plaintive message
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presented in the corresponding section of the Romantic
and intensified to deep gloom in the Fifth.

Adagio, (._/_-feierl/cb) .

I I ! I _ 2p : ,I- ---= ,,
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A shadow crosses the sunny path of this three-voiced
melody when the oboe intrudes its counterpoint of
plaintive sighs.

A mournful phrase in the horns threatens to revive
the memory of unrequited love (Bruckner's life abound-
ed with instances); but the new-found spiritual anti-
dote, philosophic resignation, easily counteracts all bit-
terness.- The second theme is a soaring, untroubled
love-song.

_J I - .. Horn _ Se_;re i . .,a:_ _" _..

i

An ominous, gloomy contrast to ;]..11tiffs yearning is
the third subject, a march-like theme of funereal cast.I
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Grave. _
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The central portion of the movement is occupied
with a resourceful contrapuntal exploitation of the
opening theme, its varied restatements resulting, as
usual with Bruckner, in a subtle mingling of rondo and
sonata form.

III. SCHF.RT.O.(3/4). Ruhig bewegt. TRio. (4/8).
The magic play of elfin spirits characterizes the be-

ginning of this rather impressionistic Scherzo, the first
of a series of Bruckner Scherzi to portray the witchery
of Pan entangled with the very roots of Nature.

FL "_

Ruhig bewe_t._wasgemessen.) _:ii_.-...,.....__-_ ---
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3
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The Trio unfolds a fresh aspect of this extraordinary
gayety. The woodwind advances fragments of melody
based on the opening theme of the Allegro, while mis.
chievous harmonic interruptions issue from plucked
strings or horn groups in sharply punctuated rhythm.

Vlol.piz2. •

ng " " rnJ (sehr bestinun/ )
_.-,. _ I , • _ _ _._'.I _

IV. FzlqAzz. (2/2). Bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell
(Lively but not too fast).

The comparatively calm atmosphere prevailing over
the Finale is one of the most individual features of this
symphony. The virtual absence of conflict is wholly
consistent with artistic integrity. Since the opening
movement advanced no conflict, the Finale has none to
resolve. Lacking the dramatic character of other Bruck-
ner closing sections, it remains nevertheless a Finale
conforming in essential respects to the accepted mean-
ing of the term. All its thematic factors (and there is
an unusually rich store of these _ fanfare, chorale,
march, and song) move swiftly and smoothly along.
Drawn together at last, as though by some mysterious
inductive power, they become merged into the jubilant
reentry of the opening theme of the symphony.
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SEVENTH SYMPHONY (E MAIOR ) LYRIC
I. AT.T._.OROMOD_.RATO. (2/2).

The long, soaring song-theme which opens the Sev-
enth is a spontaneous union of three distinct melodic
segments.

C¢_.Br.
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It is closely related to the main theme of the Roman.
tic which it resembles in harmonic and instrumental
color, but its employment of additional melodic ele-
ments from the opening bars of the Fifth and Sixth lends
it far wider scope. In short, this broad-winged theme
unites the chief thematic elements of the three preceding
symphonies, integrating them in a new, final expression
of unforgettable beauty.

Beauty of song, the ideal proclaimed at the outset
and unwaveringly maintained throughout, is the chief
factor accounting for the popularity of the Seventh. Its
huge proportions result from the use of larger thematic
structures in place of the concise motivated blocks char-
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acterizing the three earlier works of the major tetralogy.
This popularity, the unprecedentedly huge proportions
of the work notwithstanding, proves that an orderly
array of beautiful ideas, possessing all the vital charac.
teristics necessary to the maintenance of interest in an
extended orchestral composition (abundant melodic,
harmonic, rhythmic, instrumental, and dynamic varie-
ty), will always prevail over any objections that may
be raised against such a work from an academic view-
point. The successful employment of a longer singing
theme in the Seventh represents the fulfilment of Bruck-
ner's individual principle of thematic construction, in-
volving the complete subjugation of form to content.

Whereas the first theme, a homophonic composite
of three ideas, is an invocation to Song, the second,
predominantly polyphonic, is more mobile, its apparent
peacefulness disturbed by restless fundamental har-
monies.

" ll..,ll'n,hi,q .l_l#'_..
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Spinning itself out in little rhythmic turns, it evades
cadence repeatedly. Not even a complete restatement
in inversion can shake off this restlessness.

The third theme-group consists of two contrasted
melodies--one a sharply rhythmic idea of satirical
cast, the other a wistful concept of pastoral flavor.

II° i
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Of all these themes only the satirical one is a really
hostile element, contesting the sway of song in the de-
velopment. In that section the appearance of the
opening-theme exclusively in inverted form is a subtle
piece of artistry, reserving the forthright restatement
of the theme for the recapitulation proper, where it
appears completely fresh. As in the Sixth, the climax
of the development and the return of the main theme
coincide, enhanced thematic freshness rendering this
phenomenon in the case of the Seventh even more ef-
fective.

II. ADAOIO. (4/4). Sehr feierlich (With great so-
lemnity).

For this celebrated Adagio Bruckner adopted the



general features of the classical variation form, but
abandoned as unsuited to his message the florid filigree-
passages widely cultivated by his forerunners in vary-
ing their slow themes. He chose rather to inject a
touch of sonata-form through the interpolation of con-
cise passages of thematic development. Using familiar
melodic elements he recreated them into delightfully
fresh thematic structures.

This gigantic earnest Adagio is generally regarded as
a "funeral ode" in honor of Wagner whose death oc-
curred while the composition was in the making. The
inexpressibly mournful opening theme, set for a choir
of Bayreuth tubas, eloquently supports the movement's
accepted nickname, "'Adagio of Premonition".

Sehr fe_ nichL scbleppend.)

• _ .p sehr ausdrucksvoll
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Yet the actual "funeral music" (according to Bruckner
himself) does not begin until close to the end, where it
is ushered in by a jarring cymbal crash. "'At this point,"
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said Bruckner, "the shocking news of the master's death
reached me."

Two broad-winged song-themes, totally contrasted
in mood, alternately sway the entire content. The
first, the funeral theme, progresses from stately so-
lemnity to majestic affirmation on the impressive three-
chord "Resurrection" motif from the Te Deum. The
unfolding of this motif's tremendous latent power
evokes the movement's supreme climax. Climbing
steadily from plane to plane, the span of its wings con-
stantly broadening, it becomes a mighty universal
"Credo" sweeping aloft to the very gates of heaven.

The second theme, like a radiant melody sung by
Cherubim, presents a unique combination of charm
and nobility.

Moderato (sehr r_g.)_
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III. SCHrRZO. (3/4). Sehr schnell (Very fast); TRIo.
(3/4). Etwas langsamer (Somewhat slower).

After this contemplation of Eternity the Scherzo
seems like a rude awakening to earthly things. The
opening theme, a bit of bizarre realism for Bruckner,
sounds its drab Reveille, a melodic paraphrase of the
crowing of the cock.
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In a moment all is feverish motion; the constantly
increasing agitation finds Vivid outlet in a wild dance-
orgy.

The Trio is an idealized, nostalgic Laendler.melody,
eloquent of Bruckner's inextinguishable love for his
Upper-Austrian homeland.

IStwos lan_samer.
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IV. FINALE.(2/2). Bewegt, doch nicht schnell (Live-
ly, but not fast).

A majestic dome-likestructure is the Finale,the very
order of its themes suggesting an arch. The opening
subject is a martial concept, literally the lyric initial
theme of the symphony arming for battle.
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Martial rhythm underlies even the prayerful chorale-
theme that follows.

pp immer se_hr zart
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A "'third" theme, in reality the opening subject now
fully armed, completes the array of spiritual forces in-
volved in the conflict about to take place.

" ' ', ":-'-.': -'': : -q I IL-- , ,_: _,: : .

ff sempre n_arc.

In the development section which presents this con-
flict, all the material set forth is granted resourceful
exploitation in .a number of fresh melodic recreations,
varying from gentle playfulness to titanic grandeur.
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RETROSPECT AND FAREWELL

VIII Symphony, C Minor (188_)

IX Symphony, D Minor (1894)



EIGHTH SYMPHONY (C MINOR)
THE GERMAN "MICHEL"

Salient structural features, revealed in progressive
development in the preceding symphonies, attain su-
preme representation in the Eighth. Chief among these
are: the continuous generation of fresh thematic life
out of a few given motifs; the exploitation of this cumu,
lative content through a vital polyphonic idiom; the
logical shaping of a vast symphonic structure, culmin-
ating in a grandiose climax, the welding of the principal

• themes of all four movements into a single choir of
triumph. Spiritually also, the Eighth marks the summit
of Bruckner's symphonic expression. In this work, at
last, is unfolded in full tonal grandeur the sublime
Christian epic of human suffering, humility, and trans-
figuration through Faith that had been Bruckner's sym-
phonic message from the outset. Not the somewhat
theatrical Third, not even the Fifth, that mighty austere
utterance of his middle years, had pierced so deeply into
his soul for its roots. The tragic implications of the
Fifth were but passing clouds beneath the radiant sun
that shone steadfastly over Bruckner's tetralogy in
major keys.

The- portentous- opening -moveifiefii:-c)f-th-e-Eighth
ushers in a change in his spiritual world no less drastic
than the sudden sunrise of the Romantic. The Fourth
seems literally to have sprung from Bruckner's ecstatic
happiness in Wagner's recognition; the Eighth, con-
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ceived immediately after Wagner's death, is an eloquent
witness of the grim impress made upon Bruckner's
spirit by that event. The rude shock of the cymbal
clash climaxing the "Adagio of Premonition" in the
Seventh was more than Bruckner's realistic record of
the moment of his great friend's passing; it was also
the herald of a rude awakening in his own creative
world, a dawn less roseate, but ushering in a more
sapient and human view of life.

The contemplation of Death, looming before him like
a grim spectre, and the realization of abject solitude,
conjuring up the panorama of a lifelong struggle against
adversity, determined the tragic, introspective content
of his new symphony. C Minor, the key which he had
adopted for his First and Second, beckoned to him out
of the dim past with the promise of more significant
revelations. The pointed rhythmic contours of the
main theme of the First seemed to bristle with new life
unbounded, clamoring for expression. Reaching back
to this initial work he also gathered up in the course
of retrospect the essential wealth of the intervening
symphonies. Thus Bruckner consciously made his
Eighth an intensely personal expression, almost a spiri-
tual autobiography in tone.

The tragic caste and unusual length of the opening
section made inadvisable the traditional juxtaposition
of a correspondingly grave, extended _low movement.
Faced with a similar problem in his Ninth, Beethoven
had interposed a fleet, stirring Scherzo, thus not only
relieving the spiritual tension aroused by the first move,
ment, but also freshening the listener's mind for the
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weighty revelations of the slow movement to follow.
Therefore, Bruckner also decided to accord his Scherzo
second place in this symphony.

The first movement in its original form was com-
pleted in the latter part of 1884 in Vienna. Before
continuing on to the Scherzo Bruckner experienced a
miracle. The Adagio of the Seventh, given its premiere
at Leipzig on December 30, was hailed by experts as a
symphonic masterwork. At once the elderly, shy pro-
lessor of counterpoint became the most discussed figure
in the realm of serious music. He had long since recon-
ciled himself to a life of obscurity, sighing, "Surely I
am the most incurable idealist to go on composing at all."
Nevertheless, his happiness in this wholly unexpected
world-fame was unbounded. He re-experienced this
brilliant triumph over long prevalent adversities in the
fictitious person of the typical Upper-Austrian rustic
"Michel", whom he subsequently named as the hero of
the Scherzo of the Eighth.

Much of the naive "Michel" story, however, was a
mere afterthought. The original manuscript at the point
of the first entry of the "Michel" motif bears the nota-
tion "Almeroth'. Carl Almeroth, a lovable, genial
Upper-Austrian, was one of Bruckner's dearest friends.
A native of the charming little town of Steyr, where
Bruckner composed the Scherzo and later movements
of the Eighth, he (-and not the symbolic "Michel") was
the character the composer intended to embody in his
lumbering, sturdy, good-natured motif. Doubtless it
occurred to Bruckner afterwards that Almeroth's na-
ture was typically Austrian. Thereupon he evolved
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the rest of the "Michel" background for the symphony,
carrying some of the incidents over into the Finale. As
a valid commentary on the Promethean happenings
reflected in the score it is certainly inadequate. Not
unless one is willing to concede Bruckner that pecu-
liarly Mahlerian trait of symbolism, is the miraculous
transformation of "Michel" to "St. Michael", allegedly
celebrated in the closing triumph of the symphony, in
the least plausible.

Letters Bruckner wrote to the critic Helm and the
conductor Weingartner years after the work was fin-
ished are the chief authorities for the details of the
"Michel" legend. Said Bruckner to the former with
special reference to the Scherzo, "My Michel typifies
the Austrian folk-spirit, the idealistic dreamer, not the
German spirit, which is pure Scherz (jest)." Thus un-
consciously, perhaps, he made his "Michel" a species
of self-portrait.

A representative portion of Bruckner's commentary
on the Scherzo follows. "Michel, pulling his cap down
over his ears, presents his head, crying 'Punch away!
I can stand it!" Wearied by the showers of buffets he
yearns for rest. Heswings about him with all his
strength scattering his enemies, and emerges victorious.
(Trio) Michel dreams of the country- He longs for
his sweetheart _ He prays- Sighing, he awakens to
rude reality."

And in the Finale: "Michel, from a place of conceal,
ment, steals a view of the pomp and ceremony (The
meeting of the emperors)M He is pursued and cap-
tured by Cossacks- The trombones begin a funeral
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chorale for him b He squirms away and disappears
with a chuckle high up in the flutes."

The absence of reference to "Michel" in Bruckner's
remarks concerning the first slow movements is added
proof of the synthetic nature of the legend. One is re-
minded of his inability to "'remember" the imagery un-
derlying the Finale of the Romantic. Poetic commen-
taries easily might be adduced to "illuminate" the con-
tent of the Eighth. So vast is its scope, however, that
cosmic imagery alone may conjure up an even remotely
adequate verbal parallel. Like Beethoven's Eroica it
defies and beggars "'description,'. It stems from the in-
most depths of absolute music, the arcana of which no
verbal abracadabra may pierce.

I. ALLEGRO MODERATO. (2/2).

The identity of the tonic is veiled as the opening
theme is first presented in lightly sketched outline
against a mystic background (string tremolo tinged
with sustained horn-tone).

Allegro moderato.

What a strange, yet masterly theme this is! Occu-
pying scarce three full measures in animated tempo, it
consists of the four motifs of the symphony, one of
them the more rhythmic pattern formed by the union
of the other three. This rhythmic profile at once com-
mands the centre of attention. Set forth in relief
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through a series of uninterrupted recurrences it is the
vehicle upon which the three tonal motifs grope up-
ward through modulations to the light of definite
tonality.

Since all the thematic life of the symphony is drawn
from these motifs, they are eminently worthy of analy-
sis. They are

a) Two tones a second apart. This interval domin-
ates the heroic passages.

b) Two tones a sixth apart. This interval, notably
prominent in Bruckner's most heartfelt inspira-
tions, governs those particularly expressive mo-
ments of the Trio (Scherzo), Adagio, and Finale,
given over to songs of yearning.

c) A lyric group of five closely,knit tones, the chief
melodic element of the first theme-group and
the source of numerous subsequent passages
filled with tender ecstasy. The first movement,
Adagio, and Finale close with this motif.

""d) A rhythmic framing of a, b, and c. To the re-
lentless persistence of this grim motif is due in
great measure the deeply tragic undertone of the
opening movement. Especially impressive is its
appearance as pure rhythm (on a monotone in
the brass) at the climax of this section, a passage
Bruckner aptly called "Death's Annunciation."'

The lyric motif (c), at first the sole melodic phrase,
at once spreads its wings. Inverted and augmented it
bursts into flight, preparing the advent of outspoken
"Bruckner Rhythm".
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CeU.
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Descending in a stream of impassioned phrases this
first predominantly melodic expression of the symphony
resolves in a graceful cadence midst imitative echoes
(woodwind) bearing the motif's original rhythmic con-

{:our.

The mode of thematic structure in this opening group,
aside from the vastly richer motivation of the later
work, is essentially that of the Romantic, a steadily
rising edifice of uniform theme-blocks. Furthermore,
this process in the Eighth goes on in a highly dramatic
atmosphere. Levi, the eminent conductor who pro-
nounced the work "the crown of nineteenth century
music," was the first to recognize the perfect centrali-
zation of its gigantic framework embracing a world of
subtle and delicate details of construction. Wellesz, an
unexcelled authority Of our own day, choosing the
opening theme-group of the Romantic and Brahms'
Third, has shown the superior sensitivity of Bruckner's
symphonic creative process. How much greater had
been this disparity had he chosen Bruckner's immeasura-
bly more masterly Eighth!

In the Romantic, the advent of "'Bruckner Rhythm'"
is sudden, spontaneous. In the Eighth it is heralded in
advance. We glimpse its profile in the course of the
opening theme-group. When it emerges full-blown,



shaping the pure lyricism of the second theme.group it
calls for no intellectual readjustment on the listener's

•part. Yet the preparation has about it nothing of the
traditional "'bridge"; it is a new, self-evolving process,
sprung from the dynamism inherent in the motif c.

The second theme-group begins with a song of ardent
aspiration, its nobility precluding all eroticism.

breit und ausdrucksvoll 3
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Lingering sighs, skillfully drawn from an inversion
"of the song-theme, are stilled by the air of trust and
solace spread by a fresh melodic structure previously
unheard.
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Thus the intellectual factors swaying the first theme-
group have been balanced by their emotional counter-
parts dominating the second.

There is an additional feature in the human make-up
which determines man's heroic nature: the will- the
spiritual force that makes for human tragedy or tri-
umph, depending on the degree in which its possession
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invokes resistance to adverse, destructive influences.
This heroic element is the ruling quality of the third
theme-group. A restless, staccato counterpoint in the
strings provides the background for an increasingly ani-
mated interchange between horns and woodwind.

Energetic motifs, derived from the preceding theme-
groups, enhance the power of the ensuing string unison,
striving upward toward a great climax by chromatic
stages.

P_

Another striking motif, a broad downward-leaping
seventh in trumpets and woodwind, adds to the grow-
ing agitation.

tt_ FI.0b.
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Trumpet fanfares, obvious heralds of heroism, in-
tensify the militant nature of this group, bringing the
exposition of the themes to a stirring conclusion.

The development section presents the titanic conflict
of the three main factors: the mind, the heart, the will.
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The logical unfolding of such a struggle involves a cli-
max of inextricably united elements, rendering ineffec-
tual a traditional recapitulation of separate theme-
groups. The air of suspense, mounting steadily through
the violent encounters unfolded during the extended
development, is maintained unabated throughout the
recapitulation. Not until the last climax, at the very
threshold of the Coda, is there a moment of relief, and
then only a sombre one, described by the composer as
the "'striking of the clock of Death". This intensifica,
tion of suspense until the end is a formal doctrine al.
ready effectively formulated in earlier Bruckner sym-
phonies, yet never so masterfully as in the Eighth.

Two summits stand out along the rising skyline of
the development. The first, the product of united the-
matic elements of the first two theme-groups, is finally
sealed by means of a grandiose combination of these
elements in inversion and augmentation. The second,
attained just before the Coda, is that realistically dra-
matic moment which Bruckner in a new moment of
foreboding, happily not realized until more than a de-
cade later, described as his own "'Death's Annuncia-
tion."

If...._!r'" _r" ,'_'I_"- l

The stark profile of the opening theme, grimly bereft
of all quality save pulse, is a vivid tonal portrayal of
the inexorable pounding of Fate upon Life's door.
What avails it to continue the despairing struggle
against a force beside which the united strainings (de-
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velopment section) of mind (first theme-group), heart
(second theme.group), and will (third theme-group)
sink to pygmied insignificance? The Coda, an epilogue
of utter resignation, presents a sudden contrast, intensi-
fying the tragic implications underlying the whole
movement.

II. ScH_._zo. (3/4). Allegro moderato. TRIo. (2/4).
Langsam (slow).

The Scherzo, like all these lighter, fleeter-footed
Bruckner movements in triple-rhythm, presents no for-
real problem. In a mystic atmosphere of whispered-
string-tremoli pierced by horn.tone, the rustic "Michel"
motive (already discussed) lumbers good-humoredly
into the changed foreground.

......,......

! Horn. _ _ ,c_n.
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Inverted the motif becomes still more droll. "Michel
• is sleepy," explained Bruckner. A delicious bit of in-
strumental realism is the stinging effect of plucked
strings combined with hymning, bee.like horn.tones,
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portraying the rude manner in which "Michel's" sleep
is disturbed by outer influences.

The Trio, in double rhythm, is "Michel's" Triiumerei,
filled with daydreams of his beloved homeland.

• _ , Laq, l_sam. _ . _ _ .
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Is this not Bruckner's own dream of longing, reaching
back from the imprisoning huddle of the Metropolis, the
home forced upon him by circumstances, to the wooded
mountainous freedom of his native Upper Austria?
Fragments of yearning, folk-like strains, conjure up
passing visions of the scenes of his childhood. The oc-
casional arpeggiated voice of the harp, most rarely heard
in Bruckner's orchestral family, intensifies the musics
nostalgia.

III. ADAOIO. (4/4). Feierlich langsarn, doch nicht
schleppend (solemn, slow but without dragging).

This sublime slow movement, the longest in sym-
phonic literature, rises to unprecedented heights of de-
votional ecstasy, over which the celestial voice of the
harp hovers like a halo.

Three motifs combine to produce the opening theme
of the Adagio. The first, a long-drawn sigh, reflecting
yearning, and the second, a broad, diatonic descent,
reflecting devout humility, form a question answered
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bythe third, an upward mounting broken major-triad,
bright with the promise of splendors to be revealed.
Upon a syncopated background of softly pulsing strings
over a tonic organ-point of twenty measures is unfold-
ed the heartfelt initial melody.

FeierUch _n_sam,doch mcht scMe_end.
k 1,V oi
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So naturally have familiar motivated elements been
fused into this new melodic line that their presence,
readily identifiable, nevertheless makes the impression
of complete spontaneity. Out of an atmosphere of re-
strained melancholy, the latent depth of its pathos be-
trayed alone by the impassioned accents of the violin
G-string's upper range, the prayerful theme mounts
steadily, merging with the vision of splendor (referred
to as the third motif).
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There foUows now a song of fervent gratitude, a
fitting supplement of the foregoing melody.

! , bre_ wadmarklg
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Unmistakable in their Brucknerian quality are the
hymnlike chorale fragments characterizing this passage.
Ecstatic harp tones radiate from its melodic summit.

In the second theme-group the impassioned yearning
and the devotional fervor dominating the two themes
of the preceding group, respectively, are fused into an
ardent song of hopeful longing.
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Against a background literally trembling with por-
tentous expectation (string-tremoli) the full tuba choir
proclaims the promise of Eternity.

-____ _ _-_--___--_,z=_,

Another hymnlike utterance is the soul's grateful re-
sponse to the message from Above. A brief interlude
in triple rhythm prepares the scene for the return of
the initial theme.

The restatement of themes is nowhere a severer test
of the composer's resourcefulness than in the Adagio.
In the first recurrence of the opening theme, the bright,
answering portion is intentionally omitted. As the
motifs of yearning are reared to a tremendous climax,
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it would seem as though the whole universe were ap-
pealing for salvation. A world of subtle polyphonic
detail is heralded by the echoing horn that follows
closely upon the main melodic line. Reshaped and re-
combined familiar motifs attain richer significance, re-
vealing glimpses of loftier summits yet to be scaled by
the indomitable spirit.

For the final restatement, embodying the triumph of
the soul, is reserved the thorough exploitation of the
motif of splendor, thus far intentionally omitted. Here
the horn fanfare of the first movement is reborn in a
more heroic guise, unmistakably reminiscent of the
Siegfried-theme. Bruckner explained this as a tribute
to his great friend Wagner, as yet scarcely cold in his
grave. The very Heavens seem to open to the over-
whelming climax ushered in by this remarkable pas-
sage. The Coda, reminiscent of the beginning, presents
for the last time the initial sighing motif over a sus-
tained organ-point on the tonic. Gone is the fleeting
shadow of doubt that darkened the motif's first ap-
pearance. Yet the movement ends upon a note of de-
vout humility. Resigned, but swayed by unshakable
faith in Eternity, the glories of which it had beheld in
revelation, it awaits the great release, the fateful signal
of the "Clock of Death".

IV. FINAT.E. (2/2). Feierlich, nicht schnell (solemn,
not fast).

The unlimited thematic richness of the Finale shows
that Bruckner had steeped his soul in the motivated
life of this symphony more intensely than in any pre-
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ceding work. In the increased subtlety and, resource-
fulness of its melodic derivations from the central motifs
already extensively •exploited in the foregoing sections
it is truly the crowning movement of the symphony.
Bruckner did not merely compose the Eighth- he lived
it. An inkling of the inspired abandon with which he
set down this Finale may be gathered from the ejacu-
lation "Hallelujah!" written in his hand at the point
of climax in the manuscript marked by the simultaneous
entry of the main, themes of all four movements.

Some of the "Michel" incidents allegedly suggested
by the Finale have already been set forth. Remarkable
indeed is Bruckner's transplanting of this jolly legen-
dary character into a scene of political pomp (the meet-
ing of Franz Josef and the Czar at Olmiitz). Is not
this "'Michel" who views the grand ceremonyin reality
the new Bruckner, now a famous musician, proudly
bearing the decoration of the emperor's own order?
His worship of rank and pomp can only be understood
as closely akin to his devout participation in the Church

ritual. The emperor was to him a temporal symbol of
divinity.

The harmonic foundation of the opening bars has a
transitional effect, qualifying the, abrupt change from
Adagio to Finale character.

' Feierlieh,nlcht sclmell.,
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Motifs of a warlike nature serve as the backbone of
the first theme-group. Prominent among these is a regu-
lar, rhythmic stamping, like the clatter of horses" hoofs,
suggesting the approach of squadrons of cavalry.

" I I I 1

Impressive instrumental coloring, horns, trombones, and
tubas do_nating, reflects the pomp of the occasion.
Jubilant fanfares herald thegreat triumph now in sight.
The "Michel" motive, wide-awake and armed for bat-
tle, is welded to the rest, lending the thematic scene
freshness and jollity.

The second theme-group, rich in chorale fragments,
is characterized by an air of prayerfu ! devotion.

_ero

This religious fervor at this point is more impassioned
than that of the chorale passages of the Adagio. It has
a more rapid pulse and a vital supporting melodic line
formed by a familiar motif descending inverted. The
expressive voices of the solo horn and the violins in
low register lend it added warmth.

The third theme-group presents a remarkable para-
doxical combination of underlying significances.
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Gracious melodies filled with the promise of peace
spread reassuring wings over the disturbing burden of
martial rhythm in the strings.

The contrapuntal skill with which the development
is reared to an overwhelming climax, the simultaneous
union of the principal themes of all four movements,
beggars description. Heroic settings of familiar themes
plunge the section into mighty conflict. The din of
battle mounts, subsides, and mounts again to greater
heights of fury. One moment we seem to be in the very
midst of battle, next we catch its echoes from the dis-
tance. Chorale fragments are hurled into the breach
to sustain the heroic spirit, on the ultimate triumph of
which all depends.

The most impressive passage of the movement is the
Coda, the overwhelming record of that triumph. A last
powerful, austere presentation of the opening theme in
the trombones; an equally heroic last appearance of the
"Michel" motive in broad augmentation in the trum,
pets and the total stage for the great triumph is set.
The gloom of the initial key, C.minor, has been trans-
formed to the bright splendor of C-major. Now in the
utmost imaginable splendor resounds the consumately
welded choir of the symphony's four principal themes,
the very embodiment of Bruckner's polyphonic genius.
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NINTH SYMPHONY (D MINOR)

During the five years he devoted to the composition
and revision of the Eighth Bruckner still enjoyed robust
health. It was not until his sixty-fifth year, the time of
his first sketches toward a Ninth, that the chronic trend
of a dropsic condition, the dread ailment which had
carried Beethoven off at the peak of his creative power,
evoked the foreboding that his days were numbered.

Thereafter his existence was swayed by a single long-
ing: to be spared long enough to finish his Ninth. With
the inexorable advance of the disease this longing turned
to prayerful obsession, in the despairing grip of which
even his awe-inspired humility towards God underwent
a singular transformation. The physician who attended
him at the Belvedere Palace (a belated, ironic luxury
which the emperor had granted him) has communicated
some impression of the doomed man's religious attitude.
Wrote Dr. Heller, "Often, I found him on his knees
in profound prayer. As it was strictly forbidden to in-
terrupt him under these circumstances, I stood by and
overheard his naive, pathetic interpolations in the tra-
ditional texts. At times he would suddenly exclaim,
"Dear God, let me get well soon; you see I need my
health to finish the Ninth'."

Hence this symphony might aptly be named "Fare-
well", rather than "'Unfinished". Though the futile,
tortured strivings of his last hours to formulate a suit,
able Finale show that Bruckner himself regarded the sym-
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phony as unfinished, posterity has come to view its
three movements as a consummate framework for one
of the noblest, most inspiring revelations in tone. When
the last note of the Adagio has died away there remains
no expectation of further revelations to come. Those
familiar with this close only in the "Loewe" version
may regard such a view with some doubt. There
Bruckner's intention, drastically altered, echoes the end
of Parsifal, its air of resignation suggesting a sinking
back to earth. In Bruckner's original manuscript the
Adagio is marked by no such descent. Ascending ever
higher it, merges in an ecstasy of affirmation with
Eternity.

I. F_.InRT.ICHMISTnRIOSO. (2/2). (Mystically Im,
pressive).

The opening bars present a synopsis of the sym.
phony's content. Brooding contemplation of the ulti-
mate mystery, Death and the Hereafter, is suggested
in this celebrated passage. Like a solemn chant is the
initial motif, softly intoned by a choir of eight horns
against a portentous background (tremolo).

ti_,be ! i
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The grimness of its sombre rhythm is accentuated
by hollow, choked trumpet-tones. Its mournful pathos
midst austere majesty suggests man's last backward
glance from the threshold of the Unknown. One terri-
fying instant of perplexity, and then the parting soul
leaps aloft to meet the dazzling revelation of Eternity.
Words cannot describe the splendor here attained by
the horns, which have burst their unison fetters to form
a golden halo of harmony. Descending they sound like
jubilant angel voices bearing a wondrous message down
to earth. Their cadence is the spreading of its gracious
burden over all mankind. Such is the mystic under-
lying significance of this richly motivated introduction
to the first theme-group. Yet the presentation of these
motifs has achieved a purpose symphonically far more
important than the mere formulation of a musical pas-
sage, however beautiful. It has released the elemental
forces from which the main or central theme is to
evolve.

The breathless pause at tl_s point is a vivid record
of personal reaction, the reaction of one who has beheld
a miracle and is completely overwhelmed. As some,
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times in a poem a fresh stanza will issue from an echo
of the preceding verse, so the transfigured cadence of
the opening passage lingers on in the episode that fol-
lows. Enharmonic transformations on ascending planes
of tone and volume reflect growing suspense in the
face of a tremendous disclosure. Downward leaping
octave-intervals anticipate the dominant feature of the
approaching theme.

)1 _:_'_ _ I.I_P" 'p I _1" " I _1" " I

An ominous roll in the timpani intensifies the air of
agitation. The thundering unison that bursts forth with
cosmic power from the summit of this dynamic inter-
lude is the Voice first heard in the trumpet-theme of
the Third. There speaking in the same key and rhythm,
but subdued and diminished by infinite distance, it
was like the herald of a miracle to come. Here it sounds
the revelation itsdf. Thematically it also consists of
two segments, a gigantic descent by octave-leaps and
a broad, diatonic return aloft, gradually accelerated.
The whole cosmos trembles with the irresistible force
of its reverberations (timpani.roll), while plucked
strings sound waning fragments of familiar motifs,
gradually releasing the overwhelming tension.
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Str_n_,im ZeitmaB. _ _

Out of one of these, a descending sixth, is born the
song-theme introducing the second group, a prayerful
melody in the violins, unmistakably Brucknerian in the
spirituality of its yearning.

F! r. Oh. Horn.

A graceful, encircling figure enhances its charm and
expressiveness. Like the corresponding song-theme of
the Seventh it is supplemented by an inversion of itself.
Directed aloft it points the way to a summit of jubilant
ecstasy, the goal of the entire song-group.

The character of the third theme-group is without
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precedent in Bruckner's symphonies. Hitherto the ve-
hicle of heroic elements, destined to sustain the conflict
during the development, this theme.group in the Ninth
begins on a note of infinite world.weariness, a longing
for ultimate peace so overwhelming that it seems to
span the whole universe.

_ _ _-"_ _i
' _'_=___r • r-. _-_:__--_-_

It culminates in a song of lofty aspiration. Despite
a slight physical similarity due to a community of moti-
vated sources, its kinship to the main theme of the
song-theme group is not close. Spiritually it is a more
impassioned expression.

li_-_..."__,t.-__ l_--_'_"_"_----__'i"L'_--_'_i_,,_,,_ _r_" !-,_ "°
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The development presents a thorough exploitation
of the themes and their motifs on a gigantic scale. Its
plan, like that in the opening movement of the Eighth,
is an ascent over a gradually rising range of mountain-
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tops to a supreme summit. Darkness, the gloom of the
earthbound, hovers over the first of these peaks. Oc-
casional glimpses of radiance caught through the clouds
intensify, by contrast, the dominant gloom. The motifs
employed are exclusively those of the introduction to
the first theme-group.

In the next paragraph the grand unison theme of the
first group is the center of attention. It now becomes
the material for a huge tonal structure, skillfully en-
riched with every resource of the polyphonic master.
The austerity of this passage is enhanced by the per-
sistent reappearance of the gloomy opening motif in
march-like guise. The climax attained by the exploita-
tion of these dramatic elements overtakes and absorbs
the formal reentry or recapitulation of themes. There
is no let-up in suspense until the uttermost barrier of
tension is reached. An abrupt pause- and then, as
in the opening theme-group, awe-inspired melodic frag-
ments venture to open timid lips, reflecting the over-
whehning impressiveness of the foregoing passage.

t.vLol._

Not before the re-entry of the song-group does the
listener become aware of the identity between the cli-
max of the development and the recapitulation of the
first theme-group, already accomplished. From the
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shadow of the third theme's world-weariness issued the
Coda, the most austere passage of the whole movement.
The brooding initial motif and the startling upward-
leap that followed it constitute this last paragraph's
thematic bases.

II. Sc_r_r,Zo. (3/4). Bewegt lebhaft (Lively). TRIo.
(3/8). Schnell (fast).

As in the Eighth, to relieve the long-sUstained dra-
matic tension of the opening movement, Bruckner
placed the Scherzo second. From every viewpoint his
most vitaLexpression in the lighter vein this Scherzo
yields to none of its predecessors in rhythmic variety,
harmonic charm, instrumental color, and perfection of
welding. Referring to one of its many daring features
Bruckner said, "When they hear that, they won't know
what to make of it; but by that time Fll be in my
grave.'" The heated arguments aroused among experts
by the very opening harmony eloquently bore out his
forecast. Whatever its grammatical nature, all were
agreed upon the originality of its effect. Framed in a
unique witty rhythm it is the veritable echo of Bruck-
ner's chuckle of anticipation.

I"l. 'Viol pizz.
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Even amid this carefree rhythmic* abandon there is
a moment for pure melody. A nostalgic memory of
youthful bliss forever vanished finds expression in a
song of ardent yearning.
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III. ADAGIO. (4/4). Langsam. (Feierlich.)

The Adagio, the most human as well as the most
austere of Bruckne£s slow movements, opens with a
motif of infinite yearning midst utter loneliness.

. ,_ Lan_sam.(Feierlich.)
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In the impassioned voices of the violins this motif,
a rising minor ninth sinking back chromatically into a
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descending octave, seems the very essence of melan-
choly. It suggests the weary, earth-bound soul, poised
before its flight into the Unknown, posing the ultimate
question, "Is Death then the end?" Brooding signs
issue from its perplexed cadence, insistently questing
the light of Revelation. They culminate in • radiant
E-major tonic harmony, a promise of the splendor of
the Hereafter.

Portentous implications latent in the opening motifs
are stressed in the further exposition of this first theme-
group. A series of boundlessly poignant outcries by
the horns is answered by savagely blaring trumpet.
fanfares against an orchestral background seething with
agitation.

This passage was sigmficantly described by Bruck.
ner as the "Motif of Fate". It is the symphony's most
impressive embodiment of the startling upward-leap
in the horns at the beginning of the first movement.
Raised to a ninth, its eloquence enhanced by polyphonic
setting, it plays an outstanding role in the thematic
life of the Adagio.

A natural sequel is the ensuing noble, placid melody
which Bruckner himself called his "Farewell to Life".
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Harmonious sixths in horns and tubas lend it un-
mistakable Brucknerian character. One beautifiJ1 theme
follows the other in this sustained song theme,group,
spreading burdens of wondrous solace, faith and grati-
tude.

.... _
l,J -_
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The degree of pure lyric ecstasy here attained is
matched only in the soaring 3/4 section of the Adagio
of the Seventh. In its sustained character, however, the
singing quality of this last Adagio is supreme. Dreamy
echoes of the Seventh and Eighth haunt the closing
measures.
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Almost until his last hour on earth Bruckner worked
desperately over his futile sketches toward the Finale,
which he was fated to abandon, a mere sphinxlike
fragment. Among the quavering, incoherent pen-strokes
on his note-paper near the end (the author is the proud
possessor of one of these precious pages) are scattered
phrases from the Lord's Prayer indicating the unshakable
Faith of the man in whose life and work the power of
prayer had playedso important a part.
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QUINTET (F MAIOR)

Composed during the earlier half of 1879 Bruckner's
Quintet for Strings, scored for two violins, two violas,
and cello, represents his sole contribution to the litera-
ture of chamber-music. Aside from his nine numbered
symphonies it is his only mature instrumental work in
a larger form. It was first performed in 1880 in Co.
logne.

I. GEMAESSlGT. (3/4).

The principal melody of the opening theme-group,
a genuinely romantic idea, is introduced softly in the
first violin.

Of the lighter lyric texture native to chamber.musical
expression, it has, nevertheless, the broadly soaring
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melodic line of Brucknefs symphonic cantabile pas-
sages. One of its elements, an ascending arpeggio, at
first assumes an individual role in the cello; then in a
resolute, staccato transformation it becomes the rhyth-
mic and harmonic backbone of an ardent supplementary
theme in the first violin.

•& i,

-'-):_ : FI I i i _ , , , _ _ ,

The cadence of this theme, a brief, characteristic
motif, is the source of the vigorous rhythmic life in the
ensuing passage. Its dramatic possibilities are gradually
revealed by the different instruments, at first alter-
nately, then in combinations of increasing strength,
leading to a powerful climax in a typically Brucknerian
unison utterance.

Tempo I.._z=-.-r-=... _
_-_-_._-'."..]_"''"_i -
i _, .... _ "'

.g

The second (or song) theme-group begins with a
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melody of delicate texture in the bright, ethereal tonali-
ty of F_ major.

_)1 _ sehr zart ILL-- "

A rather unusualharmonic phenomenon for classic
sonata form, this chromatic rise, in place of the tradi.
tional dominant change, is nevertheless amply sanc.
tioned by Schubert. Bruckner has merely postponed
the entry of the dominant to achieve increased richness
of harmonic color. Skillfully he leads the song theme.
group over paths of ever fresh harmonic interest, until
the expected tonal haven has been reached.

The short development section is devoted almost ex.
clusively to the exploitation of the thematic material
in the first group, the song theme.group being repre.
sented only by fragmentary particles in subordinated
settings. The first violin, somewhat in the manner of
improvisation, sounds the key-note of the preliminary
portion. One by one the other instruments add their
voices; then they unite in various combinations suited
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to the changing contrapuntal texture of a Brucknerian
development section. A warm, comforting melody in
the first violin counteracts the restlessness evoked by
the exploitation of conflicting motifs.

When the first violin suddenly sounds the opening
theme in its original form, the recapitulation seems to
have set in, but immediately the second viola, inverting
the theme, contradicts this impression. New contra-
puntal life now arises in an imitative conversation in
the violins. Finally, the first violin, in an impassioned
Cadenza "ad libitum", leads to the real recapitulation.

No mere repetition of ideas previously presented,
this "restatement" soon strikes out along paths of fresh
revelation. A triplet figure, drawn from the opening
bar of the principal theme, attains special significance.
A richer contrapuntal texture lends this final setting an
air of fulfillment. The song, group is reintroduced in
novel tonal surroundings, enriched by subtle enhar-
monic coloring.

The hand of the symphonic master is evident in the
structure of the summary (Coda). The principal ideas,
arrayed side by side, are finally resolved. The move-
ment closes jubilantly with an organ,point on the tonic.

II. SCHERZO. (3/4). Schnell (fast).

Unlike Bruckner's hardy symphonic Scherzi this airy
movement also shows the composer's keen grasp of the
essential difference between symphonic and chamber"
music. Yet it, too, is a dance of unmistakable Upper,
Austrian flavor.
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The outstanding thematic line, assigned to the second
violin throughout the opening portion, is a curious,
winding melody in Laendler rhythm.

Above it the first violin softly plays a lilting counter-
theme. Cello and violas mark the rhythm, at the same
time filling out the rich harmonic texture. Both themes
are then inverted in the violas, the music acquiring in-
creased harmonic and contrapuntal subtlety. The com-
plex nature of this passage caused Bruckner to insist
upon a slower tempo: "almost andante," he said in a
letter. The form, as usual, is simple A.B.A, the original
themes returning to bring the Scherzo portion to a dose.

The Tr/o is a slower, more graceful, expression, also
of Laendler character.
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The flourishes Of the second violin are haunted by
the sunny spirit of "Papa Haydn". This delicate
melodic line and the broader one it surrounds are both
unmistakable sequels of the principal theme of the
Scherzo, which also consists of two contrasted melodies.
Yet how different are the two themes in effect!

III. ADAOlO. (4/4).

Of truly symphonic breadth is the opening theme
of the Adagio, introduced in the first violin.

Ausdrucksvoll.

i _',_'_: ='-LUj .L'. "'L!!J.- ..... _: '6.-"_..u.-",'-:_"_FF:J
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Beginning softly it soars aloft on stately wings with
growing ardor, and then descends in gracious curves
to become the whispered confession of a noble soul's
yearning. To find another melody of such depth and
purity one would have to go to Bruckner's greatest
symphonic Adagios. A series of prayerful sighs lead
to impassioned outcries.

A regular unison pulsation in the violins and second
viola, almost like a living heart-beat, introduces a
brighter mood.

....... -2.s__iLe , _ ._.._. _ _

7rp _-eres__oe_eresc'Id/re.I
_-"- ' l-/ff', ;,,,'!'_JLJ _.=, ,._
;..___.- .- - _..._.. -- :-- _;,__.,,__._.
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.... _ dim.
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t _ rDervortretend

A melody radiant with hope and confidence appears
in the first viola, the pulsation surviving in rich sup,
porting harmonies. The total absence of any bass gives
this "tenor" theme a lofty, visionary quality.

A new, livel/er descending figure, at first of rather
dramatic character, attains apotheosis in the violas,
clothing with the splendor of a benediction the fare-
wall reappearance of the "tenor" theme in the first
violin. Ineffable peace hovers over the last phrase.

IV. F_AL_.(4/4). L&_ft bewegt(_vdy).
The closing movement can be completely grasped

only in the light of the preceding sections. A lively,
staccato motif in the second violin over an organ-point --
of distant tonality dominates the beginning.

Lebhaft bewegL

_>'" ," d]-4-"', _5,,=,,_dj#J

.;

Though the first theme-group is devoted to the re-
storation of the central tonality of the work, even the
most unsophisticated ear need not shrink from the com-
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plexity thereby implied. It is not the dry grammar, but
rather the poetry of harmony that sways this tonal
quest. It lends the entire passage an air of suspense,
like the preparation for some significant disclosure. In
Bruckner's symphonies such passages culminate in gi-
gantic unison outbursts. Here the excitement subsides
into a mere whisper, hushed in a "general pause."

The second (or song) theme-group, slower than the
first, is dominated by a swinging, Laendler figure,
drawn from the Scherzo.

o
, _'_

This rhythmic motif given to the first viola, provides
a firm basis for the somewhat rhapsodic melody in the
first violin. Later, with broadened span, it acquires
the bold sweep usually associated with fugue-themes.
The cello takes it up with strokes of full power; the
first viola answers it in the dominant. Yet it proves to
be no fugue, but rather the herald of a highly contra.
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puntal development section, presenting the final and
decisive conflict of the work. A brief triplet motif,
derived from the very first phrase of the Quintet, be.
comes the outstanding thematic element. Motifs of
the song theme, as well as a prominent figure in the
Adagio, are also exploited.

The contrapuntal artistry of this development de-
fies description. In the natural felicity of his poly-
phonic idiom Bruckner was a supreme master. Yet
the convincing effect of this Quintet.Finale is the re-
sult of no combination of devices, however masterly.
Here also, as in Bruckner's symphonies, the spirit's
gradual, indomitable rise towards ultimate triumph in
the face of a world of obstacles is the underlying
concept.
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APPENDIX

MISCELLANEOUSDATA

FIRST SYMPHONY (C MINOR,)

SCOREDFOR: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets (in revised version),

2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, strings, timpani.

COMPOSED: Linz, 186_/6; dedicated to University of Vienna.

REVZSED: 1877 and 1884 without important changes; this ver-
sion bearing the subtitle, Linz version, was published by the

Musikwissenschaftlicher Verlag, Vienna, 1934, as part of the
projected Gesamtausgabe.

RrVISED: 1890/91; published by Josef Eberle & Cie., Vienna.

I_P.MIERE: Linz, May 9, 1868, Bruckner conducting; Vienna,
Dec. 13, 1891, final version, Hans Richter conducting;

Aachen, Sept. 2, 1934, Linz version, Peter Raabe conducting.

AM_.RICAN PREMI_R_: Brooklyn, N. Y., 1938, Kosok conduct-
ing; Chicago, 1940, Stock conducting--first American per-
formance by a major orchestra.

SECOND SYMPHONY (C MINOR)

SCOREDFOR: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,

2 trumpets, 3 trombones, strings, timpani.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1871/2; dedicated to Franz Liszt.

REVISED: 1890; published by Doblinger, Vienna, 1892.

PR_.MmRE: Vienna, Oct. 26, 1873, Bruckner conducting; origi,
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nal version: Hamburg, April 29, 1937, Eugen Jochum con-
ducting.

AMERICAN IhtEMI_R_: Philadelphia, 1902, Scheel conducting.

THIRD SYMPHONY (D MINOR) WAGNER
SYMPHONY

SCOREDFOR: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,
3 trumpets, 3 trombones, strings, timpani.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1873; published by R_ittig, Vienna, 1878;
dedicated to Richard Wagner, hence known as the Wagner

Symphony.

REWSED: 1888/89; published by R_ittig, Vienna, 1890.

PREMne_e: Vienna, Dec. 16, 1877, Bruckner conducting; Vi.
enna, Dec. 21, 1890, Hans Richter conducting revised version.

AMERICAN PREMIERE: New York, Dec. _, 188_, Walter Dam-
rosch conducting; revised version: Chicago, 1901, Thomas

conducting.

FOURTH SYMPHONY (E FLAT MAJOR)I ROMANTIC

SCOREDFOR: Flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns,

3 trumpets, 3 trombones, bass tuba, strings, timpani, cymbals.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1874; dedicated to Prince Konstantin Zu
Hohenlohe-Schillingsfiirst.

ReViSED: 1888; published by Gutmann, Vienna, 1889.

lh_eMmRE: Vienna, Feb. 20, 1881, Hans Richter conducting;
revised version: Vienna, Dec. 21, 1888, Hans Richter con-

ducting; original version: March 1, 1936, Hans Weisbach
conducting.
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A_E_CAN PR_MmRE: March 3, 1888, Anton Seidl conduct-
ing; first American nationwide broadcast: NBC March 4,

1939, William Steinberg conducting the NBC Orchestra.

FIFTH SYMPHONY (B FLAT MAJOR) TRAGIC

SCOREDFOR: 3 flutes (piccolo), 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons,

contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, contrabass
tuba, strings, timpani (cymbals, triangle) ; in the Finale added

brass in the Loewe edition only: 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3
trombones, contrabass tuba.

COMPOSED: Vienna 187_/77; dedicated to Minister of Edu-

cation Karl Stremayr; published by Doblinger, Vienna, 1896.

PPa_MmRF.: Graz, Apr. 8, 1894, Franz Schalk conducting;

original version: Munich, Oct. 28, "193_, Siegmund v.
Hausegger conducting.

A_EPa_N PR_Mm_a_: Boston, 1901, Wilhelm Gericke con-

ducting; first American nationwide radio broadcast: CBS,
Jan. 1_, 1933, Bruno Walter conducting the New York
Philharmonic.

SIXTH SYMPHONY (A MAJOR) PHILOSOPHIC

S_RED FOR: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horus,

3 trumpets, 3 trombones, contrabass tuba, strings, timpani.

CO_POSED: Vienna, 1879/81; dedicated to Dr. Antonv. Olzelt-

Newin; published by Doblinger, Vienna, 1901.

Pa_xE_a_: Vienna, FeK 11, 1883, Wilhelm Jahn conducting
(two middle movements only) ; Vienna, Feb. 26, 1899, Gustav

Mahler conducting (complete work); original version: Dres-

den, Oct. 9, 193_, Paul v. Kempen, conducting.
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AM_mCAN PR___IEP._: New York, 1912, Josef Stransky con.
ducting.

SEVENTH SYMPHONY (E MAJOR) LTRIC

SCOREDFOR: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, contra-
bassoon, 4 horns, 4 tubas (Bayreuth), contrabass tuba, 3

trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani (cymbals, triangle)', strings.

COMPOSED: Vienna 1881/83; dedicated to King Ludwig HI
of Bavaria, published by Gutmann, Vienna, 1885.

I_EMI_Pa_: Leipzig, Dec. 30, 1884, Artur Nikisch conducting.

AMERiCaN PRiMIng: Chicago, 1886, Theodore Thomas con-
ducting; first American nationwide broadcast: CBS, March
8, 1931, N. Y. Philharmonic, Arturo Toscanini, conducting.

EIGHTH SYMPHONY (C MINOR) THE GERMA_
"MICHEL"

SCOREDFOR: 3 flutes, 3 oboes, 3 clarinets, 3 bassoons (contra-
bassoon), 8 horns, (4 tubas), 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, con-
trabass tuba, timpani (cymbals), harp, strings.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1884/87; dedicated to Kaiser Franz loser I.

REWSED: 1889/90; published by Lienau-Schlesinger, Berlin,
1892.

Pam_m_: Vienna, Dec. 18, 1892, Hans Richter conducting;

original version: July _, 1939, Wilhelm Furtw_gler con-
ducting.

AMEmCAN PREMmR_: Chicago, 1896, Theodore Thomas con-
ducting; first American nationwide radio broadcast: CBS,
Oct. 29, 1933, N. Y. Philharmonic, Bruno Walter conducting.
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NINTH SYMPHONY (D MINOR.)

SCOREDFOR: 3 flutes (piccolo), 3 oboes, 3 clarinets, 2 bassoons,
contrabassoon, 2 horns, 4 tubas, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones,
contrabass tuba, strings, timpani.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1887/94; dedicated to Dear God; pub-

lished by Doblinger, Vienna, 1906.

PREMIEI_: Vienna, Feb. 11, 1903, Ferdinand L6we conduct-

ing; original version: April 2, 1932, Siegmund v. Hausegget
conducting.

AMERICAN PREMIERES: Chicago, 1904, Thomas conducting;
New York, 1934, Klemperer conducting the original version;
first American nationwide broadcast: CBS, Oct. 14, 1934,

Klemperer conducting the N. Y. Philharmonic, original
version.

QUINTET (F MAJOR)'

SCORED FOR: 2 violins, 2 violas, cello.

COMPOSED: Vienna, 1879; dedicated to Count Max Emanuel

of Bavaria; published by Gutmann, Vienna, 1884.

PREMIERE: Vienna (Winkler Quartet):, Nov. 17, 1881.

AMEraCA_ PREMmR_: Chicago, 1899 (Spiering); first Ameri-
can nationwide broadcast: CBS, Feb. 11, 1934, N. Y. Phil-

harmonic, Lange conducting (Adagio only)'.

With the exception of the First, composed in Linz, the sym-

phonies were written mainly in Vienna. All the original manu-
scripts are preserved in the National Library, Vienna. All of
the symphonies have been published in their original versions
in the projected Gesamtausgabe (complete edition)' sponsored
by the library.
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Among American artistic developments of recent years the
rebirth of interest in the music of Bruckner and Mahler is

second to none in significance. When The Bruckner Society
of America was founded on January 4, 1931, performances of
these two composers by our major musical organizations were
not merely rare, but also ineffectual because American music-

lovers had no adequate approach to the proper appreciation
of the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the Society,
having adopted as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void,

published the first biographies of these composers in English
and issued a magazine, CHORD AND DIscoPa_, devoted almost

entirely to discussions of their works. Copies of CHORD AND
DxscoPa) are available in the principal public and university
libraries in the United States.

THE BRUCKNER SOCIETY OF AMERICA, INC.
697 WEST END AVENUE

NEW YORK 2_, NEW YOU
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